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THE ARVAL HYMN AND EARLY 
LATIN VERSE 1 

PROLEGOMENA 

I. (a) By Ictus we mean in this paper the sounds emphasized in the pattern of 
an utterance in the given language under discussion. So in languages like 
Chinese which depend on variation of tone we mean that the high notes (or 
rising tones) in the intonation tune of a sentence or the rhythmic scheme of a 
verse carry an ictus; while in a language based, like English, on speech stress, 
we mean that the syllables uttered most loudly and clearly bear the ictus. 
Again, some languages, such as Italian, emphasize a syllable by a combination 
of stress and raised pitch, so in these languages we say that the syllables so 
emphasized receive the ictus. Lastly, in a language like ancient Greek or Vedic 
Sanskrit where quantity is decisive in utterance, the syllables which receive 
emphasis are the long ones, and thus it is these which have an ictus. 

(b) Within any utterance, it follows that ictus cannot fall on two successive 
morae in a tonal language or on two successive syllables in one based on stress 
or quantity. Thus in a line of quantitative verse made up of twelve long syllables 
the ictus would fall on the first, third, fifth, and remaining odd syllables. 

(c) The symbol for ictus will be the dot under the vowel of the syllable bear
ing that ictus (~). 

2. (a) Accent is a high pitch or stress by expiration which falls on one 
syllable of a word. Within the one utterance accent cannot fall on two succes
sive morae. This prevents our accenting two successive short monosyllables 
which each might bear accent in isolation. In stress languages we then must 
choose between leaving one atonic or else prolonging both in speech. So we may 
say either 'this practice must cedse' or 'this practice mtlst cedse'. 

(b) In Latin we assume here that there was originally a stress accent, very 
much as in modern English. But we should not exclude the possibility that 
some raising of pitch may have been associated with it from the first, eventually 
wholly supplanting the stress element by the Classical era. 

(c) Assumed History of the Latin Accent. Originally the Indo-European dialects 
seem to have had a free accent which could fall anywhere on a word. Such a 
state of affairs shows clearly in Sanskrit inflection2 and leaves some traces in 
Greek. This accent was one of stress, for such phonetic decay as is demonstrated 
by comparing the accusative participial form cakrvdmsam with its locative 
cakru# is the typical consequence of stress accent. Further, the development of 
Sanskrit strf = 'a woman' from its obvious etymological beginning siltrf = 
'a bearer of children '3 is added proof of stress accent at work in pre-Vedic 
times. But this stress accent was not merely free : it had a functional origin.~ 
Though the pitch accent of the Rigveda has begun to atrophy into set positions 
on each word, traces still remain showing that it inherits morphological duty. 
In the first place, some oblique cases are still marked by it, as we saw above 

1 I am indebted to Mr. Lee of St. John's 
College, Cambridge, for his help and advice, 
and also to Professor Beare, both for detailed 
rr;tiri~rn ~nrl f'n,. h;~ con n'fl'Pc+; ....,...., ., .f,.,,.. ..l ; o_ 

which have solved several problems of pre
senta tion. 

• L. R enou, Grammaire de la Langue Vidique 
~~ Q, nh 
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with the locative of the reduplicated perfect participle. This feature also 
appears in Greek third declension monosyllabic roots ; so we find accusative 
1r68a but dative 1ro8£. Again, unless they begin an utterance, the verbs of the 
Rigveda are enclitic-marked, in effect, by the absence of accent. The two 
most common classical Greek verbs, ~lf.Ll and ¢nwl, follow this same rule. 
Finally, Sanskrit adjectives often bear their accent on the terminations to help 
mark their gender: so, meaning 'evil', we findpiipdl; (masc.), piipdm (neut.), 
piipdfpiipt (fern.). Thus we are dealing originally with an I.E. dynamic stress 
accent whose function was to elucidate meaning by helping to define the 
grammatical structures within the utterance. The dialect from which Latin 
derived must have shared this common I.E. phase. 

The next stage of primitive Latin, the initial stress accent, also proves its 
presence by its phonetic effects. The slurring of roots in compound verbs is 
irrefutable proof of their initial stress; so we find caedo but occido; frango but 
effringo. The coming of initial stress reflects a fundamental change in the idea 
of language. For dynamic accent is not the only unusual I.E. feature whose 
traces are found in the Vedic texts. For instance, RV. vii. 86. 4 prfi tlin me 
voco1 with its sandhi, enclitic verb, and insertion of objects between verb 
and prefix points in the same direction as Ennius' cere comminuit brum2-

towards a holophrastic tendency in the original I.E. dialects ;3 a feature with 
which the dynamic free accent would combine admirably. So the appearance 
in early Latin of a strong initial stress demonstrates an awareness of the separate 
integrity of words as we understand them together with a desire to stress this 
separateness in speech. As de Groot4 has pointed out, a similar attitude 
emerges from the earliest stone inscriptions in Latin, where each word is 
carefully marked off from its neighbours by incised points. This is clear from 
the fifth-century Forum inscription, C.I.L. i2 • 1. At this stage initial stress had 
not yet destroyed the slurred syllables; thus we read ibvestOd for classical iilsto. 

The classical penultimate law accent probably arose from a growing 
interest in quantity, for it depends wholly on the length of the penultimate 
word-syllable. The obvious source for such an interest is surely contact with 
Greek communities and their literature. If the Latin accent was originally 
a stress involving some raising of pitch with it, the tonic aspect may have 
prevailed as the influence of quantity values weakened the traditional stress 
quality. However, like its initial stress precursor, the classical accent had no 
such structural function in building linguistic utterances as we assigned to the 
old free accent; it was simply an isolating device for defining individual words. 

(d) Stress accent is indicated in three distinct ways in this paper. 

(i) x, which means different things in different periods, marks an accent 
not based on word divisions. 

(A) The 'free' or really dynamic functional accent of common Indo
European. 

(B) The arbitrary stress imposed by the traditional ictus scheme of 
early Latin accentual verse. 

1 Cf. RV. vii 88. 1-a yet more striking case 
covering tri~Jubh verses a-b. 

2 On the greater prevalence of tmesis in 
early Latin : Servius in Aeneid. i. 412. 

3 On old Irish pronouns : see Lewis and 

Pedersen, Concise Comp. Celt. Grammar, § 336. 
4 The Praeneste fibula offends de Groot's 

rule : (third word) MANIOS : MED : FHE : 

FHAKED: NUMASIOI. But see Revue des Eturks 
Latines xii ( 1934), 119 for his views at length. 

(ii) 

(iii) 
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x, marking the initial word accent of early Latin. Surviving in the 
Classical period as a secondary initial stress on some longer words, it 
is also marked x on them. 

x, which signifies the normal penultimate law word accent of the 
Classical era. The present writer regards this law as a rule to cover those 
exceptions to the basic initial stress law (which still remained funda
mental) that arose from the later third century onwards. He would thus 
prefer to mark Plautine texts to show latlddbilis butjdcilis, dmdre but 
dmiis. But to avoid confusion they will all be marked x. 

3· Ictus and Accent 
(a) From the above definitions it is clear that ictus and accent can coexist 

independently in languages dominated by syllabic length which also exhibit 
a pitch accent. There is no difficulty in both prolonging the ictus syllables 
and raising the pitch of accented syllables when we read Odyssey I. I I : 

--- -uv- vv-vv-v 

;vB' OAAO~ {L~V ?Tr$.VT~S, oao~ cpvyov a?1TVV ol..'f8pov. 

(b) But in a language based on stress, word accent comes into an immediate 
conflict with verse or sentence ictus. This happens because both factors are 
essentially the same thing-a speech stress. While ictus welds the utterance 
into a pattern, accent, the individual word stress, is purely analytic, and turns 
attention from the whole to the constituent units. Fortunately, many mono
syllables are devoid of accent in English; instances are the articles and the 
infinitive operator. Thus we treat these proclitically, saying, the-man, a-house, 
to-find. But in an English verse line made up of monosyllables we need the 
verse ictus as well as the use of proclitics to create a harmonious whole by sup
pressing superfluous word accents. Thus we say : 

Hds fl(mg the-st9ne thdt p(l.ts the-st~rs to-flfght (Fitzgerald). 

H owever, English poets usually try to arrange natural word stress to coincide 
with their metrical ictus. So we have only one superfluous word accent to 
suppress in the following verse, while no ictus is imposed on any syllable devoid 
of accent: 

It m(l.rmured 'G~ntly, bn?ther, g~ntly pr~y !' (Fitzgerald). 

Nevertheless, in scanning many verses we find that word accent is lacking 
where the verse requires a stress, and in these positions ictus will impose a 
free stress accent to supply the defect just as functional grammatical needs 
imposed a free stress in the earliest phase of Indo-European. Hence the same 
mark will serve for both-x. We shall now mark Shelley's line from 'The Witch 
of Atlas': 

From-spring to-a(l.tumn's s~re mat(lrity. 

(c) If we assume that early Latin verse was accentual, it follows that it 
would also depend on a preconceived ictus pattern. To this the various 
historic phases of word accent would as far as possible have been accommodated. 
But where accent was lacking or in conflict with the verse pattern, the syllable receiving 
the ictus beat would, as in English, be stressed instead. Such a presumption invests the 
now traditional controversies about the relation between ictus and accent in 
comic senarii with some degree of unreality. It is true that if we accept elision 
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we can hardly escape recessive accent before it; but, if so, it must be universal 
and not adopted or rejected at will according to the needs of the particular 
passage. For the rest, it is to be admitted that Lindsay's1 word-groups provide 
grounds for accenting the ictus syllable. But do scholars holding this view in 
fact maintain that word-grouping shifts the speech accent from its normal 
word position to a new one and that the close association of two or more words 
induces this result? It is very difficult to take any other interpretation of what 
they mean. If this is their meaning they are not talking about word accent at 
all, they are discussing phrase or sentence prosodies of Latin speech. On our 
definition ( 1 (a) above) they are studying prose ictus, and there would seem a 
clear gain in assigning the necessary displacement of word accents in senarii 
frankly to verse ictus. The truth is that accent, when used in contradistinction to 
ictus, represents a confused conflation of several distinct features: penultimate 
law stress, final stress, and various-sometimes conflicting-notions of phrase 
prosody. It is hard to see how we gain a particularly glorious victory by 
forcing these elements into coincidence with iambic verse ictus. The process 
would not prove that Roman comic poetry was carefully reconciled with an 
older tradition of accentual verse ; it merely makes fragments of speech pro
sodies fit the pattern of quantitative poetry. The remarks of Mr. Robert 
Browning are singularly apposite to these endeavours: 'There must be few 
departments of classical scholarship on which more has been written in the 
last half-century than that of early Latin metre. And yet there is scarcely any 
other in which the student finds himself in such a morass of uncertainty .. . 
a jungle of circular arguments, labile concepts and equivocal definitions. 'Z 

(d) The present writer believes that progress depends on discovering the 
ictus patterns or traditional stress scheme suited to the remains of Latin accen
tual verse, and upon finding a cogent explanation for its origin. With this aim 
we shall examine the earliest texts; the Arval Hymn and the Praeneste Fibula. 

Note: In the rest of this paper Latin accents will usually only be marked 
where they coincide with or are imposed by metrical ictus. 

THE ARVAL HYMN 

... Ibi sacerdotes clusi succincti libellis acceptis carmen descindentes tripo-
daverunt in verba haec: 

~nos Lases iuvate (3) 
Neve 1M rue Marmiir 
Satiir fii , fere Mars, 
Semiinis alternei 
~nos Marmar iuvato (3) 

sins incurrer( e) in pleores 
limen sali, sta berber 
advociipit conctos 

(3) 
(3) 
(3) 

Triiimpe, triiimpe, triiimpe, triiimpe, triiimpe. 3 

By the penultimate law the second triad can be scanned each as an accentual 
trochaic octonarius acatalectic with diaeresis after the fourth foot : 

s!ns inc~rrer ( e) !n ple9res. 

It has long been recognized that in popular usage the quantitative octonarius 
catalectic-the versus quadratus or trochaic septenarius- shows an extremely 

1 W. M . Lindsay, Early Latin Verse, 1922. 
' C.R. lxxiii, N.s . ix (1959), 45· 

3 Text follows Emout: normalized in 
triads (2), (3), (4) as repetition assumed. 
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close coincidence between its ictus and _the penul~~at~ word a_ccent. !nstances 
are such Fescennine verses preserved m Suetomus Life of Dwus Iulzus as the 

following : , -< , 

~cce Ca~siir nvnc tri\iffiphiit qu! sub~git G~lli~s. 

So if old Latin metres were based on stress, we should expect to find traces of 
an' acatalectic trochaic stress octonarius as well as the catalectic versus quad
ratus or Fescennine. The second triad of the Arval Hymn appears to afford 
us pr~cisely what we want. But the very name versus quadratus-four-sided verse 
or fourfold verse-seems to deny that our octonarius was the primitive verse 
form, for it implies that there must originally have been a versus simplex as well, 
seemingly a binarius. This would be a measure of two stress trochees or four 
syllables, and its function in the octonarius would have been basically similar 
to that of the pada or quarter in the Sanskrit sloka. 

Here in our text the priests are succincti or girded up for free movement. Now 
among primitive peoples vigorous rhythmic dancing is a prevalent fertility 
ritual. Therefore we may concur with Koster's conclusion1 that tripodaverunt 
refers to some dance movement. But are we entitled to claim with him that this 
is a technical verb referring to one particular dance step called the tripudium 
and to no other? A close examination ofLivy's account of the Saliar dance may 
help determine this point. 

coelestiaque arma, quae ancilia appellantur, ferre, ac per urbem ire 
canentes carmina cum tripudiis sollennique saltatu iussit ( 1. 20). 

Lewis and Short call saltatus 'a religious dance', but the title of the order, Salii, 
means 'leapers', and thus it was evidently a leaping dance movement, just as the 
tripudiis also mentioned here were clearly a particular step or movement. But 
though saltatus is a specialized word, the verb saltare from which it came has 
acquired a wider sense in classical Latin. As the frequentative of satire it should 
mean 'to leap or hop constantly', but it has been generalrzed to mean all kinds 
of dancing. If we similarly interpret tripodare as a general word for ritual dan
cing and not simply a special term for executing the tripudium step we may 
assume that the Arval like the Saliar dance included at least the two kinds of 
evolution labelled saltatus and tripudium. We are thus not bound by Koster'sz 
ingenious but unconvincing attempt to scan the whole Arval Hymn in one 
metre, but may seek at least two, one a leaping rhythm-the saltatus-and the 
other the elusive tripudium, whose etymology at least suggests a three-step 
unit. T hus we may now simply render the proem to this hymn as 

' .. . there the priests, shut in and girded up, danced to these words as 
they sang the hymn in parts after receiving the libelli.' 

Now versus means 'a turn' according to its root sense, and turns are essential 
elements in all dancing, whether civilized or primitive. But, according to our 
metrical nomenclature, a versus is four syllables carrying stress on first and 
third . However, the two meanings may be reconciled. A complete turn can 
readily be executed in four steps by leaping off the right foot, landing lightly 
on the left, leaping again from the next step with the right and landing on the 
left once more; or, for that matter, vice versa. So the versus, originally a four
~tep dance turn, will include the accompanying rhythinic chant which was an 
mtegral part of this dance ritual called saltatus. Ultimately in more civilized 

1 
W. J. W. Koster, 'Versus Saturnius', 2 Ibid., 316. 

Mnemosyne !vii (1929), 267-346. 
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times the term versus could readily become transferred to the chant rhythm or 
carmen by itself once it ceased being wholly integrated with the dance and 
spread into other uses unrelated to the execution of the saltatus. The versus 
quadratus was evidently itself a ritual chant unit and four turns no doubt con
stituted a common evolution, perhaps the complete saltatus solemnis. 

This interpretation may incidentally assist us in explaining a seemingly 
singular absurdity in Roman metrical writings : 

' ... The accented part is called the thesis, the unaccented the arsis. 
Thesis and arsis are Greek terms, meaning the putting down and raising 
of the foot in marching. The Roman grammarians, misunderstanding the 
Greek, applied the terms to lowering and raising the voice and thus reversed 
the significations' (Gildersleeve and Lodge, par. 729 & footnote). 

Granting that some Roman grammarians were men of limited ability, this 
error seems none the less remarkable. But if Italic metres were based on ritual 
dance rhythms rather than marching, then the stressed step would be the one 
on which one leaps, not the one on which one lands. Thus Roman tradition 
would facilitate and favour an interchange of terms to make the arsis the syllable 
bearing the stress and the thesis the one unstressed. Further, in rhythms based 
on dancing, words would be dynamically accented to suit the movement of the 
dance; a fact which could account for many of the difficulties remaining in 
early Latin scansion. In the case of versus this means that an arbitrary trochaic 
stress pattern would be imposed, and that, as observed earlier, 1 this ictus would 
override any word accentuation which clashed with it. No doubt in an age 
anterior to initial word stress, let alone penultimate law, this dynamic dance 
stress in chanting seemed naturally linked with that dynamic deictic stress in 
speech which we are now pleased to call the I.E. free accent. Later the arbitrary 
features would make Latin verse stress appear irrational to Romans themselves, 
thus aiding the acceptance of Greek quantitative measures which seemed no 
more arbitrary than the old Italic metres. 

Let us now consider three ways of accenting the first triad: 

(i) ¥n9s L~ses iuv~te (penultimate law stress); 
(ii) ~n9s L~ses i\ivite (initial word stress); 

(iii) l;.n9s L~ses i\tvit~ (arbitrary alternation). 
The first two words are the same on any count and make up a versus, which 
the succeeding iuvate fails to produce. So, as the tripudium is evidently a three
step or three-syllable unit, this trisyllable is presumably an example. But is it 
to be scanned illvate, iuvdte, or iavat!? The treatment of final cretic words in 
comedy might suggest this pattern for any trisyllabic final. Yet this surely is 
a minor feature as compared with the ease with which Latin accepts dactylic 
cadences. This fact, if it means anything, argues the existence of a trisyllabic 
foot with initial stress in the older Italic metrical tradition. If such existed, 
tripudium would be its obvious and natural name. Let us proceed on this assump
tion for the moment, and define the tripudium as a stress dactyl representing 
a waltz-time three-step movement: il:wtite. 

We may now consider the third triad; which gives one and the same result 
whether we apply initial or penultimate stress 

S~tur fu, f~re Mars, Hmen slili, sta berber. 
On either system of word accent we are faced with two successive stresses within 

I P· 211. 
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the last clause. But as word divisions are seldom obvious within short utterances, 
we could choose to regard all four as word groups or unitary verse cola. We 
thus obtain four groups with the syllabic pattern 3 :3:4:3; which might be 
arbitrarily accented to confonn with the appropriate dance movements-that 
is tripudium :tripudium :versus :tripudium 

S~tur-fu, f~re-Mars, l!men-s~li, st~-berber. 

It is significant that the sense of this versus is an injunction to leap; while the 
injunction to stand will naturally be fulfilled on the third step of the tripudium 
occurring at the end of the movement. The dancers are calling on the god to 
share in their dance, invoking him to join in each action as they do it. 

Then to the fourth triad before us, which we may elect to read either as 
S~munis lilternei lidvocapit conctos (initial), 

or as Semunis alternei advocapit conctos (penultimate) . 
Neither treatment can be said to produce regular uniform cadence. This 
group appears to consist of two units of six syllables each. Apart from versus 
the other old Italic name for poetry is numerus. This seems an appropriate title 
for a six-syllable unit, for in Latin sex is as much associated with numerical 
quantity in general as is forty in Semitic-thus we have sescenti for 'a very large 
number'. If any further confirmation is sought, this general association be
tween numerus and sex is upheld by Vitruvius, who uses the term quintarius 
numerus to mean five sixths (3. 1). If we adopt the arbitrary alternation of 
stressed and weak syllables from our versus scansion, this ictus could be due to a 
walking or marching rhythm. As there are two six-syllable cola, we shall call 
the line numerus binarius : 

s~mun!s ilt~rnei ~dvoc~pit c¢nctos. 
The following triad is a repetition of the first one: three utterances of versus 

+ tripudium : ~nos M~rmir i\ivito. This distinct grouping we shall call the 
Arval verse (versus arvalis). As far as the final expression is concerned, it seems 
obviously five tripudia 

tdumpe tdumpe tri:umpe tri:umpe tdumpe. 
The tripudium and versus arvalis appear to be used as invocations, the versus qua
dratus seems to be a petition, while the numerus binarius may be a magical asser
tion. As neither initial nor penultimate rules suit every case, we are dealing with 
a dynamic stress imposed by the dance ictus beat. We may now scan the whole: 

~nos l~ses i\tvate (versus arvalis). 
n~ve 1M rM M~rmiir s!ns inc6rrer(e) !n pleQres (versus quadratus) 
s~tur fU, f~re Mars l!men s~li, st~ berber (tripudium binarium+ 

versus+ tripudium). 
s~miln!s ilt~rnei ~dvoc~pit c¢nctos (numerus binarius). 
~nos M~rmir i\tvito (versus arvalis). 
trfumpe trfilmpe trfumpe trfilmpe trfumpe (tripudium quinarium). 
The fact that such dances would have the wild abandon of swirling turns 

found in many an African fertility dance or Australian corroboree is perfectly 
natural. The Arval and Saliar dances were very ancient traditions deriving 
doubtless from either the common Indo-European age or the first New Stone 
Age tillers of Italian earth. With primitive men chanting plays a great part in 
utterance because it can be suited to all kinds of corporate activities requiring 
rhythmic movement, while the words describe the actions or objectives of the 
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fertility, war, or food rites which are vital elements in the daily life of the 
savage. Thus the sea shanties of the nineteenth-century windjammer crews 
were a residual survival of this kind of action song among modern civilized 
communities. It is also significant that their words and music remain alive in 
the modern concert hall despite the fact that the accompanying actions have 
fallen into disuse with the passing of sailing-ships. So the metres devised in 
these ancient rites could likewise have come into independent use with chang
ing social habits and the rise of poetry as a separate art apart from ritual. 

What later verse forms are likely to be linked with this archaic rhythm? 
Early Latin poetry found its main expression in Saturnian verse and Livy gives 
us what may serve as a hint of its origin (7. 2): 'Vernaculis artificibus, quia 
hister Tusco verbo ludio vocabatur, nomen histrionibus inditum: qui non, 
sicut ante, Fescennino versum similem incompositum temere ac rudem 
alternis iaciebant, sed impletas modis saturas ... peragebant.' Now Koster1 

feels that satumius may be linked with satura, and this seems intrinsically 
probable ( cf. eburfebumeus). If this is so, then the Fescennine-like verses were 
presumably Saturnian. As the tripudium has a trisyllabic cadence in no way 
resembling the alternate stress of Fescennine, there remain only two stress 
cola in the Arval hymn which might be identified with the Saturnian. These 
are the numerus of six syllables and the seven-syllable colon we have termed 
versus arvalis. Bearing these two possibilities in mind, let us turn to the surviving 
Saturnian texts. 

THE EPITAPHS oF THE SciPIOS 

Very useful epigraphic evidence of the Saturnian metre is to be obtained 
from the epitaphs of the Scipio family. It is true that de Groot dismisses them: 
'On y retrouve sans difficulte la coupe vers le milieu du vers, la tendance vers 
le nombre fixe des mots du vers, et la tendance vers le climax par anisosyllabie 
de mots successifs. Maison ny trouve pas de metriqw!.'2 However, after such large 
admissions his objection seems singularly captious. Further, the literary re
mains, though often earlier in origin, are much less sure in their textual 
tradition. Let us therefore to the stones. 

Of the Scipionic epitaphs, C.I.L. i2
• 9 is generally classified as the earliest 

on grounds of spelling, script, and style. Wolffiin3 dated it to about 200 B.c., 

long subsequent to the death of its subject, Lucius Cornelius Scipio the consul 
of 259 B.c. But C.I.L. i2

• 7 which he dates a few years later in fact comme
morates a man of a yet earlier generation, Lucius Cornelius Scipio Barbatus, 
consul in 298 B.c. The remaining Scipionic epitaphs are to be dated shortly 
after the deaths they record. 

The first verse of C.I.L. i2 • 9 is a numerus binarius, a fact at once revealed by 
setting it beside the fourth Arval triad : 

h¢nc. oin~. plOir~me c~sentfont. R(~ma1) N+N 
s~miinfs alt~rnei ?dvoc~pit c~nctos N +N 

Scanning the second verse the same way, with the aid of elision in the first 
colon we obtain the same result, except that the second numerus is catalectic. 
As we saw the Fescennine exhibiting catalectic verses as well as our acatalectic 
specimen,4 it is not surprising if Saturnian does likewise. We shall name this 

1 Op. cit., pp. 318-rg. 
• A. W. de Groot, Revue des Etudes Latines, 

xii (1934), 312. 

3 S. Bericht. Munch. Akad., 1892, pp. r88--
2Ig. 

4 p . 213 above. 

, 
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catalectic class after the Vitruvian fraction-quintarius numerus. Now we read: 

(2) dvon~r(o). opt~o f(iis~. vir~ N+QN 

Then, by treating the last -i- in its first colon as a consonant we obtain a 
regular acatalectic third verse : 

(3) Lvci(im . Scipi~ne Ffli~s . Barb~ti N +N 

But the next verse dispels any suspicion that all Saturnians will turn out to be 
numeri binarii. The first colon has seven syllables in the word pattern 2 :2 :3, 
thus demanding comparison with the first Arval triad : 

(4) c~nsol. c~nsor. afdilis hfc. fMt. ii(pVd. vos) VA+N 
~nos L~ses i~vate 

After an elision in the second colon the fifth verse becomes a normal numerus 
binarius. But it also indicates that hiatus is allowed between the two cola, for 
elision of -am would destroy the rhythm : 

(5) Me. cepft. Corsfciim Arerfaqu(e). vrbe N+N 

The last verse has seven syllables in its first colon-presumably therefore versus 
arvalis, and five in the second-another quintarius numerus: 

(6) d~det. T~mpest~teblls afde. m~ret~d ,VA+QN 

This scheme suggests a real correspondence between the versification of the 
Arval hymn and the Scipionic epitaphs. However, we have already shown 
reason for believing that the newer penultimate stress was beginning to gain 
predominance in Latin by the end of the third century. 1 Its application would 
of course destroy the dynamic rhythm of the numeri in this inscription, so we 
may disregard it in their case, or assume that their inherited ictus was strong 
enough to override it, as previously this had prevailed over the old initial 
stress. But let us compare the prior cola of verses (4) and (6), reading both 
with penultimate stress : 

c9ns6l . c~nsor . aidflis 
d~det . T~mpest~tebus 

Verse (4) agrees with the usual syllabic sequence 2:2:3 which de Groot2 

painstakingly assigns to his art du mot, but which we attribute to an attempt 
to harmonize the old initial stress accent with Arval ictus. Applying penulti
mate stress in v. 4 we lose the correspondence of ictus with word accent in 
the third word. In that event, which stress prevailed in delivery? An 
examination of v. 6 may determine this point. Here we obtain a perfect 
correspondence between ictus and penultimate accent but discard the old 
syllabic pattern of the arvalis which v. 4 still preserves. The explanation appears 
to be this. Initial stress had been so carefully adapted to the versus arvalis ictus 
that this pattern came to be regarded as a speech stress rhythm rather than a 
metrical ictus pattern. As the speech accent altered people tended to recite many 
of the old verses in a new way and accepted the innovation as the correct 
utterance. In a great many cases versus arvalis would sound like a relaxed 
numerus with two weak syllables after the second stress, but where the penul
timate was short it would retain the old cadence. The final compromise by 
about 200 B.c. seems to have allowed the new rhythm which we shall call 
numerus arvalis as a licence in verses keeping the old structure, but the penul
timate accent had to be brought into rigorous accord with the inherited arvalis 

1 p. 210 above. 2 op. cit., p . 131. 
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ictus in verses devoid of traditional syllabic pattern. Such variations, combined 
with the irregular use of catalexis at will, no doubt made the metre appear 
capricious and hastened the victory of quantitative verse. 

The rules of epigraphic Saturnian at about 200 B.c. appear to be these: 

1. The first colon may be either a six-syllable numerus or a seven-syllable arvalis. 
2. The second colon may be either a numerus or a five-syllable quintarius 

numerus. 
3· Numerus and quintarius numerus have a dynamic stress imposed by tradi

tional verse ictus. Though it coincides quite often with word accent it is 
not based on this accent. 

4· The arval member's ictus had become tied to penultimate stress; but 
the old word pattern 2: 2: 3 was still retained. The resulting scheme varied 
with the length of the penultimate syllable. Where this was short the old 
versus arvalis survived, where it was long a numerus arvalis superseded the 
older measure. If the pattern 2: 2: 3 was abandoned, the accent had to 
coincide with the versus arvalis ictus. 

5· Elision is obligatory within each member but forbidden at the end of the 
first colon, where hiatus must stand . 

6. In a quadrisyllabic word concluding a colon the vowels i, e, or u are read 
as semivowels before an ensuing vowel, thus reducing many such words 
to trisyllables. 

We may now scan C.I.L. i2 • 9 in full: 

H~nc mn~ plmrvme 
dvon~r(o) optvmo 
Lvci~m Scipi~ne 
c9ns6l c~nsor a1dflis 
Me cepft Corsfcam 
d~det T~mpest~teblls 

c~sentfont R¢ma1 
fvis~ vir& 
Ff]i~s Birb~ti 
~k fu~t apvd vos 
Alerfaqu(e) vrbe 
~de m~ret¢d 

N+N 
N+QN 

N+N 
NA+N 

N+N 
VA+QN 

Next in date comes C.I.L. i2 • 7-probably before I90 B.C. The first verse 
has been much discussed. Obviously some metrical motive underlies the re
versing of the name Lilciils Comeliils. Treated as it stands by rule (6) it would 
produce a numerus- LUciUs Corrdliils, so clearly the author wished to avoid this 
colon. Comiliils Laciils gives a suitable penultimate third stress for versus arvalis, 
but the quadrisyllabic first word needs dynamic ictus stress on first and third: 
a remarkable but definite archaism. We shall invoke two similar ictus stresses 
to begin v. 5, while v. 6 seems to carry the numerus arvalis resolution a stage 
farther with its two weak syllables after both first and second stresses. We 
shall call this new colon numerus arvalis solutus. Rule (5) is applied in v. 6; rule 
(6) in v. 2. We may now read: 

C~rnelfus LV.cius 
Gn~vod p~tre progn~tus 
qu9ius f9rma virtV.tei 
consol censor a!d!lis 
Ta\lrasfi Cism):ni 
sV.bigit 9mne Louc~nam 

Scfpi~ Barb~tus VA+N 
f¢rtis vfr sapi~nsque1 NA+N 
p~ris'O.ma f'O.it NA+N 
qu~ fu~t apvd vos NA+N 
S~mni¢ c~pft NA+QN 
~bsid~squ(e) abdovcit NAS+N 

1 Where vowels e/i/u are treated as consonantal they will lengthen the foregoing syllable, 
whose vowel is therefore marked long. 
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C.I.L. i2
• 10 is apparently the epitaph of a son of Mricanus who died be

tween I70 and I6o B.C. The first line, a numerus arvalis solutus, with two elisions 
in the first colon, was inserted by a later hand. The second verse leads us to 
postulate consonantal treatment of i occurring before vowels anywhere in the 
second colon except in its first word. Vv. 3 and 4 each require us to apply rule 
(5) twice and rule (6) once. In the first colon of v. 5 we must assume syncope 
of e before r in the rule (6) position, while in v. 6 we need rules (5) and (6) 
each once. V. 7, however, is innocent of irregularities. We proceed thus: 

qu(ei) ~pic(e) insfgne Di~lis fl~minfs ges!stei NAS+N 
m¢rs perf~cit tv(a) ut ~ssent ~mnia br~via N+N 
hQnos f~ma virtV.sque gl~ri(a) ~tqu(e) ing~nium NA+N 
qujbus s(ei) in 19ngam lic1Jfsset tfb(e) utfer vfta NAS+N 
f~cilef~cteis sup(e)r~ses gl~ri~m ma1~rllm NAS+N 
qu~re 1\tbens t(e) in-gr~miu/ Scfpi~, recfpit NA+N 
t~rra, PV.bli, progn~tiim Pi).bli~, Corn~li. NA+N 

Finally C.I.L. i2
• I I, which is to be dated between I6o and I 50 B.c., shows 

the finished evolution of the metre. The only new feature is the appearance of 
an arvalis member as the second colon of the last verse. The first colon of the 
epitaph displays the old versus arvalis cadence. A simple numerus obtrudes into 
the first colon once only, while all numeri fall neatly into two trisyllabic words 
or word groups recalling the archaic pattern semunis altemei found in the 
Arval hymn. The versification is smooth and elegant, avoiding any elisions 
or contractions (the reversed final colon= versus arvalis reversus): 

m~gna s~pi~ntia mQltasqu~ virtvtes 
a~tat~ quom-p~rva p~sid~t h<;>c-s~xsum 
qu9iei vftii def~cit, n~n-h0n9s, hOn~re 
is hie situs quei-nV.mquam vfctus-~st virtQtei 
~nnos gn~tus vigfnti fs-locefs mand~rus 
n~ qua1r~tis h0n9re qu'l!f minus sft mand~rus 

VA+N 
N+N 

NA+N 
NA+N 
NA+N 

NA+VAR 

Let us conclude by testing our Saturnian rules deduced from the Scipio 
epitaphs on another such document. An admirable test will be afforded by the 
epitaph of Naevius preserved by Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae 1. 24. 2. We shall 
find it agrees very closely with the style of C.I.L. i2 • I I in avoiding contractions 
and admitting only one elision through careful avoidance of hiatus positions. 
Curiously the one numerus arvalis solutus forms a second colon and the solitary 
versus arvalis reversus provides a prior colon, thus each inverting their normal 
roles : 

!mmorUHes mortliles 
fterent dfvae Ca~en3:e 
ftique p$stquam (~)st Q~ch6 
9blitf sunt R~m~ 

sf-for~t fas-fl~re 
N~evivm po~tam 
tr~ditO.s thesa;Uro 
1/)quier lfngua Latfna 

NA+N 
NA+N 

VAR+N 
N+NAS 

Thus these Saturnian inscriptions dated between 200 and I 50 B.c. represent 
an evolution towards accord with speech rhythm in the first colon. In the 
second colon some effort is made towards the same goal : often only one verse 
stress conflicts with word stress, and occasionally all three stresses coincide; 

I 1 
Prepositional phrases and other grammatical combinations with monosyllables preceding 

or following a longer word tended to be treated as word-groups. 
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but dynamic verse ictus remains the principle of versification. The following 
rhythmic patterns have been established : 

I. Occurring as prior (a) x x x x x x x 
cola only: (a) x x x x x x x 

II. Occurring mainly as (a) x x x x x x x x 
prior cola: 

III. Occurring m either 
colon: 

IV. Occurring in second 
colon only: 

(a) x x x x x x x 
(b) 
(a) 

XXX XXX 
XXX XX 

NUMERUS ITALICUS 

Versus arvalis 
Numerus arualis 
Numerus arvalis solutus 

Versus arvalis reversus 
Numerus 
Q_uintarius numerus 

Gil~ersleeve and Lodge, § 755: 'The oldest remains of Italian poetry are 
found m some fragments of ritualistic and sacred songs which seem to have no 
regard to quantity. No definite theory can be formed of this so-called Numerus 
ltalicus in which they were composed, but they seem to have been in series 
of four Theses, usually united in pairs or triplets, but sometimes separate. An 
example is the prayer to Mars from Cato, Agr. 141. 

~~~s p~~er ~~ ~r~cor I qua~s$que ~ti stes I vOlens pri)pfti~s I rntht d6m91 
f~mihc.teque nc;>strc.te.' 

~ow one utters a.ll these successive stresses remains a mystery, and the whole 
subject seems a chrrnera of the scholarly mind. The instance given above is 
perfectly satisfactory as a numerus binarius+versus quadratus: 

M$.rs-pat~r te-pr~cor qua~soqu(e) dti sfes 
V~lens pr~pitfiis m}hi d~mo f~ili~que n~str~ 

Another case quoted by Gleditsch1 scans as four Saturnian verses: 

N+N 
VQ 

Il)ppit~r Dap$,lis qu~d-tibf fi~ri N+N 
~portet in-d9mo f~ilfa m~a N+N 
cl)lignam 0ni d~pi ~iiis r~(i) erg~ V AR+QN 
m~ct(e) ill$.ce d~pe p~lliic~nd(a) est~ N+QN 

Cato's spells require no new formula either. Alternative versions are (a) and (b) : 
I (a) m~tas v~ta V (b) m~tas v~tii v 

d~ri~s dard~ries N d~ri~s dard~res N 
~I!darf~es N ~stiit~ri~ QN 
vna p~tes V dfssiin~pit~r QN 

II (a) Mat ha'\;lat Mat N (b) Mat hM,t v 
fsta pfstii sfstii N hli{it iStfu>is tirsis N 
d~nnab~ danna¢stra N ~rdannibOu d~nnii¢stra VBz 

The first line of II (b) should possibly be read as tripudium. In their versification 
these spells fo~o': the same principle as that found in the Arval Hymn. 
~ut they are srgnrficantly more primitive than any other verse form in one 
rmportant respect. ~ere we find ~ach unit is. a single colon only and that all 
cola except o~e consrst of our basrc rhythms like the numerus, quintarius numerus, 
and. o.ur prevro~sly hypothetical versus simplex. Further, the old formulae may 
exhrbrt alternatives not because of any difference of meaning but because they 

1 
Cato, de agri cultura, c. 132-quoted in wissenschajt, ii. 577· 

Muller, Handbuch der klassischen Altertums- 2 Cato, op. cit., c. r6o. 
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represent two different New Stone Age witch doctor's dances which could 
both be used with similar incantations. 

The above spells are, however, not the only instances of non-Saturnian 
Italic verse. In his review ofPasquali Whatmough1 assures us that the following 
verse is clearly Saturnian-C.I.E. 81 79 : 

foied vino pipafo era carefc;> 

By applying penultimate stress to this Faliscan line we obtain : 

NA+V 

This has certainly the air of accentual verse of the same tradition, but not 
a Saturnian cadence. To make eleven syllables Saturnian the diaeresis must 
divide them in the proportion 6:5, not 7:4. Further this division is not un
paralleled. We may reasonably set beside this verse the oldest Latin inscription 
-the Praeneste Fibula, C.l.L i2 • 3· This document engraved from right to 
left on a gold brooch from Praeneste is dated to about 6oo B.c. on the score of 
its archaic grammar and early alphabet. Significant too is the careful marking 
ofthe I.E. dynamic accent onjhejhfiked (cf. Skt. 3rd S.papfical3rd P.pecur). 

Manios : med : fhe : fhaked : NumasWi. 

This is also a line of eleven syllables divisible in the ratio 7=4· As it long ante
dates penultimate stress, we shall scan it using initial stress on the proper 
names and dynamic secondary stress, altering VA to NA because of its mark 
on d: 

M~ni~s med fhefMked NA+V2 

Thus we appear to have an early Italic verse form NA+ V occurring both in 
Latin and Faliscan. What happens to it later? Let us seek an answer in com
paring the above ictus scheme with that of Catullus 10. 1. His ictus is of 
course quantitative, while the Praenestine one is stress: 

Varus me meus ad-silos amores 
M~ni~s ~ed fhefMked Nl)~asf6i 
f9ied v!no pip$fo cr$ car~fo 

The stress ictus pattern of the Praenestine-Faliscan verses appears to coincide 
precisely with the quantitative ictus of Catullus' Phalaecian hendecasyllables. 
However, Catullus here exhibits a different diaeresis, after the second foot, 
and what follows has the old numerus pattern 3: 3· We recall the curious triple 
mark before the sixth syllable of the Praeneste fibula dividing the word 
fhe : jhdked. Many Catullan lines show both diaereses. We shall call the new 
two-stress colon quintarius versus. 

Cat. 2. g:t~ciim li;i.dere 
M~ni~s med fhe 

sici:it 
fh~ked 

1 J. Whatmough, A.J.P. lviii ( r 937), 483 ff. 
2 We might also scan the first colon on 

strict initial word stress rules as V AR: 

M~nios m~dfhe lfh~ked 

ipsa pc;>ssem 
Nl)masfm 

NA+VIQV+N 
NA+VIQV+N 

The division of fhl : jhfikid would then be 
a device to move its accent off the first 
syllable. 
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Let us now turn to C.I.E. 8079 discussed by Vetter in Glotta xiv (I92 ) 
26-3 I .. Of these yYhatmough observes : 'Vetter's claim to have discover~d 
Saturman rhythm IS not without foundation.'' The lines are these: 

(a) c~res f~r me(I f~rc)tom 
(b) ~1Ji6s m~ii z(~)xtos 
(c) pr~lJios ~rniim s<;(kruei) 
(d) ~qo Qrnel(ii) 
(e) ~rcent~Iom M.t( ) ilom 

I(o)Qf(ir) u!(no)m (doQ)iad 
med fiffqod 
p¢rded k~rru 
t~I iifftai d"-pes 
p~piiraf doui~d 

N+N 
VAR+V 
VAS+V 
QV+N 

VA+QN 

It now appears t?~t (~) an~ (e) are in fact Saturnians, while (b) (c), and (d) 
are versu: praenestzm ~Ith pnor m~mbe:s ~canned by initial stress. Seemingly 
Praenestme verses With the 7:4 diaeresis hke Saturnians with the 2 . 

2
. · 

I xh.b. h · . · · 3 pnor 
co o"? .rna~ e I It r yth~c vanants, but must keep strict rhythm when this 
traditiOn IS neglected as m verse (d). The origin seems no great puzzle. The 
Arval ~ym? types had three, five, six, or eight stresses each. Its eight-stress 
Fescennme Is an acatalectic version of the common form of the verse, so the 
Hymn. may. also supply an acatalectic form of the five-stress Praenestine and 
the third tnad seems to do so : ' 

s~tilr fil f~r~ Mars 
~qo 7\ Qrnela 

Ifmen s~li st~ berber 
t~I Mftru d"-pes 7\ 

TBin.+VA 
QV+N 

So our Praenestine seems a twice catalectic form · hence too th hi t Th 
· I · ' e a us. e 

see~g ~cata :ch~ form may itself have begun as a like catalectic use of 
the trzpudzum quznarzum. 

THE ELEGIAC COUPLET AND ACCENTUAL VERSE 

T~e last ofth: Scipionic epitaphs dates from about I20 B.c. and adopts the 
el<~giac couplet m place of the Saturnians of our earlier tomb inscriptions. In 
this couplet the Romans took over a metre which Greek theory described as 
hexameter+ pentameter. ~n :act the pentameter consists of two catalectic trimeters. 
The second of the pair IS always dactylic, while the first may contain dact Is 
or spondees. y 

Let us t~erefore scan this epitaph, marking both elegiac quantitative ictus 
~d penultrmate word stress: C.I.L. i2

• I5. Here the ictus dots do not correspond 
With the accen.ts .. They foll?w the quantity metre general in Classical Latin 
and so only comCide sometrmes : ' 

v}rtih~ g~nerjs znieis 
pr9g~ni~m g~nlJj 

m~ior(um) 9pt~niij Iaud(em) 
I~t~nti;ir: sdrp~m 

moribus a.ccumuliivi 
f~~tii pih~is p~ti~ · 
~t sibei m(e) ~sse cre~ti:lm 
n¢bilit~vit h6n9r 

As synizesi~ is required to scan the first hexameter, it is applied also in the 
a~companymg pen~ameter: The distinctive features of these verses are striking. 
First, a usag~ rar~ m C:Iassical Latin, the splitting ofboth hexameters into two 
equal cola With diaeresis after the third foot. This feature is, as Gildersleeve and 
Lodge observe (§ 784, n. 3), correct enough when, as here, accompanied by 

1 Loc. cit. 
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caesura semiquinaria, but it is none the less rare. Yet more interesting is the con
trasting relationship of hexameter ictus to word accent in the two cola; in 
the first three feet they hardly ever coincide; in the last three they agree in
variably. Now we have already observed that the typical Saturnian verse con
sisted of two cola; first, the arvalis member, a trochaic accentual ternarius 
dependent on the current word stress of the era; second, the numerus member, 
a trochaic accentual ternarius with dynamic stress imposed by traditional ictus. 
Thus one suspects that the writer of the epitaph wished his hexameters to have 
a reversed Saturnian cadence, stressed on their ictus beats in the first three feet 
and by penultimate word stress in the last three feet. But contractions of 
gen(e)ris and optenf}i would be needed to produce Saturnian numeri in the first 
half of each hexameter. Such verses probably represent an attempt to harmonize 
the hexameter to the older Saturnian tradition, but one cannot positively 
affirm that they were so intended unless the pentameter scansion supports 
this view. 

In the pentameter verses there are no coincidences of ictus with accent in 
the first trimeter, but both verses give some cases in the second, one such in the 
first verse, two in the second. Three cases out of six are enough to justify 
examination. Now these pentameters each have the SS type five-syllable initial 
colon. For this half-verse Gildersleeve and Lodge give the following statistical 
preferences in Latin elegiacs (§785, n. I) : 'DS, 46%; DD, 24·5% ; SS, I6 % ; 
SD, I3·5 o/o . Catullus, however, has SS, 34·5 o/o.' As Catullus left us the earliest 
corpus of Latin elegy which we possess, he may well have been influenced by a 
tradition clearly represented in our epitaph above. It seems a Saturnian trace. 
In our two examples the pentameter quantitative ictus agrees exactly with the 
dynamic ictus of a quintarius numerus applied to these five syllables of the first 
colon. As this is always a second Saturnian colon, again it suggests that we are 
dealing with reversed catalectic forms of Saturnian. Applying penultimate 
speech stress to the second colon in each pentameter we obtain versus arvalis 
and versus arvalis reversus scansions: both regular initial Saturnian members. 

This seems to justify us in appending a reversed Saturnian scheme for 
scanning the elegiac epitaph C.I.L. i2 • I5· Its sole irregularity is elision between 
the cola ofv. 3· But after all our rule forbids an elision at the end of prior cola, 
and this is a second colon in prior position. Still the elision is a blemish here. 
We shall scan thus : 

vfrtiltes gen(e)rfs mjeis moribils a.cci:lmilliivi N + NAS 
pr~geniem genlJf f~~tii p~t~is p~tiei. QN + VA 

m~ior(um) ~ptenvf laud( em) ~t sibei m(e) ~sse cre~tum N+NAS 
laetent\ir:stirpem n9bilit~vit hQnor. QN+VAR 

The scheme above should at least indicate a continuity between the epitaph 
traditions exemplified in Saturnian and Elegiac verse. 

THE SENARII EPITAPHS 

The adaptation of Greek elegiac couplets to replace Saturnian epitaphs on 
Roman tombs at least introduced a metre appropriate to gravestones. But what 
are we to say of the use of iambic senarii-the Greek dramatic dialogue metre
for such a purpose? Yet we should not be shocked at the vehicle of comedy 
recording the virtues of the dead. I t may well, like the elegiac couplet, have 
been accommodated to the appropriate traditional metre. 
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Let us consider C.I.L. i. I 2 I I -a senarius epitaph of the Gracchan era. First, 
six of the eight verses have caesura semiseptenaria and thus end in five-syllable 
sequences preceded by groups of seven or eight syllables before the caesura. 
This grouping is completely consistent with an arvalis or arvalis solutus followed 
by quintarius numerus after the diaeresis. Further, the fact that seven verses begin 
with a dissyllable or a monosyllable shows an effort to provide an initial stress 
for trochaic sequence according to the then universal penultimate law. All this 
looks suspiciously like catalectic Saturnian verse. Again, in the second colon, 
six verses show penultimate word accent agreeing with the numerus ictus in 
the first two places, thus needing dynamic ictus stress on the last syllable alone. 
In the first colon the old initial stress rule is once invoked at the start of v. 7, 
while there is a marked tendency to initial tripudium, V AR scansion occurring 
in five verses and NAS in one. The only blemish is the lack of diaeresis in vv. 3 
and 7· 

hQspes, quod d~co pa\llliim'st 
hefc est s~piilcr(um) hau piJ,lcrilm 
n9men par~ntes n9mr 
s\!om marftUm c<)rde 
gn~tos d\!os cre~vit 
fn terra lfnquit, ~liiim 
s~rmone l~pido t(um) aiJ,t(em) in 
di)mum serv~vit, l~nam 

~st(a) ac p~lleg~ V AR+QN 
piJ,lcrru f~mrn~ NA+QN 

-n~riint Clai}.d!~m V AR+QN 
deflexft sou~ VAR+QN 
h9rUnc ~lter6m NA+QN 
siJ,b terr~ li5c~t VAR+QN 

NAS+QN 
VAR+QN 

-c~ssii c9mmod~ 
f~cit. dfx(i), abf 

Here we find the Saturnian tradition still further emancipating itself from 
older conventions. Penultimate law is extending its rule into the numerus colon, 
archaic initial stress is almost abandoned, and the versification shows great 
uniformity, the pattern VAR+QN being preponderant. Yet at the same time 
it observes the quantity rules of the Greek senarius with a fair approximation to 
exactness, indeed the main fault in these verses by Greek standards is excess of 
spondees-a feature common to all Latin senarii. So the Latin senarii used here 
which embody the appropriate Saturnian form are entirely suitable for tomb
stones after all. But we may fairly attribute this refinement of the catalectic 
Saturnian. senarius to the labours of the Roman comic poets of the previous 
century. 

THE END OF EPIGRAPHIC SATURNIAN 

The last important public monument in Saturnian metre was erected by 
Mummius after the sack of Corinth in I46 B.c. But the dedication of the Ver
tuleii family which is slightly earlier provides one of our most perfect extant 
Saturnian inscriptions. It keeps the old 2:2:3 pattern of the initial stress era
de Groot's art du mot division- while maintaining perfect coincidence between 
Saturnian arvalis ictus and penultimate accent in the prior cola of the verses. 
The second colon tends to offer the quintarius numerus, and no doubt the 
successful embodiment of this catalectic form in the iambic senarius rendered 
it more and more prevalent. Here is the text ( C.I.L. i. I I 75) : 

qu<)d re s\!a diffefdens 
p~rens tfmens heic v9vit 
d~ciima f~cta poloi}.cta 
d<)nu d~niint H~rcolei 
s~mol t(e) $rant se v9ti 

~sper Mlcrct~ 
v9t(o) hoc s~liit~ 
le!berefs luhetes 
~~xsfun~ m~reto 
cr~bro c~ndemnes 

NA+QN 
NA+QN 
NAS+N 
VA+N 

NA+QN 
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d d'cation of Mummius tells a different story. The cola sho;. con
The e 1 . ty of pattern and require much elision and some ar Itrary 

sid~rab.le m· va;~: first verse ( C.I.L. i2. 626) : 
syruzes1s 

diict(u) auspici(o) !mperi<)que ~~s ~ch~~~:Jrta 
6 - t5 deleto 9mam r 1 · 

C. :m hins .ob h~sce r~s bene gest~s"'" -
trf~-in bello VQVerat hl;tn: :e~( err;) ,:t_ Slgn"O, 

NAS+VAR 
N+QN 
N+QN 

VA+QN 
N+VA quo • · -< • Imperator ded1cat. Hercul!s vict9ns · · · 

· . h d d b Ritschl on the score of its 
One of the l~st recforAde~ ep~~~ ;car~~~y b: much earlier than roo B.c. 
IJ' to the age 0 CClUS, . • ( 't 

spe. mg . ifi ant document in that alone of these later mscnp Ions 1 
It IS a ve~ sign ch s onding exactly with the cola of the verses. the hnes on t e stone corre P (C 

1 
L ·2 

2
) . 

shows . th fi st verse has an awkward cadence . . . 1 . I 20 . As in the preVIous case, e r 

-< fa t- mbniimentilm M~rco Clflcilfo VAR+N 
h?c (e)st ;c_ urn( ) .t (~m) lipud m~~s restitfstei N + V AR h5spes, gratum e s qu . ..!-d-

. · se~ es 
; ·- " ... ..!.. -d9rm1as SJne ql,lra NAS+N? 

JVAR? 

Afi h. 'od the Saturnian metre disappears from its last stronghold, the ter t 1s pen 
tombstone. 

FACING A FURTHER PROBLEM 

The second part of our argument is construct~d quite independe:tl~:J !~~ 

first. F~r the m?ment we sh~l~n~g~c~~~rs~~!~s~fo{~~~~~~t~~ win be set 
concluswns which we reac e ro t hase now ensuing is a study of the 
aside for the next few .pages. T~e nex p Greek metres-the epic hexameter 
peculiarities in the La~m ada~tatwn of~w~ t these oddities were due to the 
and the iambic s:nanus .. It IS as~umet m :hose conventions were still fresh 
influence of a native Itahan poetic sys e . d d . t Roman poetry. 
in the public mind when Greek metres were ~n~~~a~~~r :~~c and epic verse 
If this assumption ~s sound, a s;u~y ol~the us~~od of versification to admit of its 
might reveal sufficient trac~s ~ t e o er m~ first led the writer to his con
reconstruction. In f~ct thl~ ln:~e ohf' reasom:~ose therefrom. So we shall begin 
elusions and the studies earher m t lS paper 

again from the end of our Prole?omena. immediate aradox. In his 
The works of Livius Andromcus pres~~t ~~ boldly intro~uces the Greek 

translations of Greek tra?edies and c~~e Ies t in his version of the Odyssey 
quantitative metres to his Ro~anS au Ie?ce, y~ which most British scholars 
he sedulously adheres to the Itahc atur~uan ~l:e~o offer Romans these Greek 
believe was based o~ stress.I :v"hy.was It I;>ossi d trochaic se tenarius, yet not 
dramatic metres, mai~ly th<: Iambic s~~ar;~:t~~ and most v~nerable Hellenic 
possible to represent m Latm verse t g h' · th rhythm of the iambic 

h · h t ? Surely somet mg m e measure, the ermc exame er ·. d d familiar to the ears of 
senarius and trochaic septenanus must have soun e 
a Roman audience. 

. 1 · that Saturnian verse h r ts lead Pasquali to the opposite cone uslon I However, t e same 1ac 
must be quantitative! 
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The leading measures of the older Italic poetry seem to have been those 
· f: d fi ·1· d h s used ill _arces. an ertlity ramas-~ e ~turnian and Fescennine. Fescennine re-
mailled ill use _throughout Cl~sical tm:es, thoug~ not in polite literature. But 
an example will show that this verse IS a trochaic septenarius showill· g 1 

· 'd b · · c ose coillci ence etween Ictus and penultimate word accent. Here is a verse · c ' · h sung In aesar s tnump :1 

~cce C~sar n~nc tri~phat qu! sub~git G~lli?s. 

~hus t~e Fesce~nine looks to have been an accentual trochaic septenarius, and 
t e _ear er c~mic poets would thus have readily adopted what was in fact a 
I tahc metre ill Greek dress. n 

Thi~ aJ?parent c?rrespondence between the accentual Fescennine and the 
quanti~at:~e ~rochabic septenarius tempts one to deduce that the iambic senarius 
must Slffil ar y em ody the Sat~rnian. We shall return to this possibility, but 
w~ n~ed to take another factor illto account in discussing it. On the Lucref 
prillCiple nullam rem e nilo gigni divinitus unquamz we may reasonably expia~ 
tha_t the hexameters of Ennius will preserve some traces of the Saturnian ve~~e 
wh~ch they have ousted. Now two features distinguish Latin hexameters from 
their Gre~k model;. th~ gre~ter proportio~ of spondees and the tendency for 
the verse Ictus to coillcide with the penultrmate law stress in the last two fi t 
though mostly not elsewhe~e in ~he verse. The first point raises the possibi~~~ 
~hat the. stress trochee, which rmght of course be spondaic (or even iambic) 
ill quantzty, was. m?re common_ than the stress dactyl in Saturnian verse. The 
~econ~ fe~ture illVItes two considerations: first, that the Saturnian had two cola 
m whiCh Ict~s and, speec_h accent were differently interrelated; secondly, that 
the pattern x x x x x might be a permissible ending to one Saturnian stress 
colon. However, other types of verse clausula are sometimes found in Ennius 
re?ur~ing ~ess fr~quently in the later hexameter poets. In them ictus and accen~ 
COillCide either Imperfectly or not at all in these two final feet. It is conceivable 
that. such cl~usulae may preserve in their stress patterns the traces of other 
possible endillgs for Saturnian cola. In Professor Ernout's selection of 266 lines 
f:om the Annales one variant stress pattern for the last two feet occurs ten 
tlmes.3 An example is his line 56, where three word accents are found: 

txin c~ndida s~ rlidiis d~dit {eta jiJriis tax. 

It is noteworthy th~t the it.alicized stress pattern-as distinct from its quantity 
-agrees ~xactly With the zctus of the final colon of an iambic senarius with 
hephthemrmeral caesura. 

Fina_ll~, as ~ost scholars hold that primitive Latin had a strong initial word 
stress, It IS unlikely that _Saturnian lines began with an iambic stress cadence. 
The analogy_ of Fescenmne _and its later replacement by the hexameter both 
suggest ~hat It was a trochaic rhythm, while the use of senarii to replace it in 
some epitaphs4 and its use by Livius to render the Greek hexameter alike suggest 
that t~e Saturnian was . a six-str~s~ accentual verse. Fescennine suggests 
catalexis, and that Saturman was divided by diaeresis, giving two three-stress 
cola. 

1 Suetonius, Divus Julius, 49· 
2 Lucretius, de Rerum Natura 1. 150. 
3 Alfred Ernout, Rccueil de Textes Latins 

Archalques, Paris, Klincksieck, 194 7. 
4 Cf. above, pp. 1!1!3-4· 
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IcTus AND AccENT IN QuANTITATIVE PoETRY 

If it is right to believe that Saturnian is connected with the iambic sen~rius, 
should find support for the view by examining one of the earliest available 

"'~c senarii with hephthemimeral caesura; for preference, one which carries 
co initial stress by the penultimate law. The first half should then be marked 
~th its penultimate law stresses and the second half accented on the v~rse 
':" tus whose correspondence with icta f6ras lux first attracted our attentiOn. 
~suitable line is fragment 4 in Ernout's selection from the comic remains of 

Naevius: 
sii<;ipt( e) utr9sque d~cuit ?ccept9s cib9. 

This line tends to support our suggestion that one form of Saturnian may be 
an accentual verse similar to the Fescennine-a trochaic senarius catalectic 
divided by diaeresis at the third foot, but one in which accent and ictus 
correspond in the first half and not in the second, where ictus stress overrules 

accent stress. 
We may now draw two interesting deductions from the study of this verse. 

First, the senarius ictus pattern coincides with the second and third word 
stresses, but fails to coincide with any word accents in the last three feet. 
Secondly, as we saw above, the result of stressing the first three word accents 
and the last three ictus beats is a trochaic senarius catalectic, which we have 
already shown to be a type of accentual verse intrinsically likely to be Satur
nian. How do these conclusions aid our analysis of the hexameter? First, the 
irregular Ennian hexameters end in accent patterns at variance with their 
ictus. Such accent patterns resemble the ictus pattern of a senarius after 
hephthemimeral caesura which usually clashes with word accent and must do 
so at least in the last foot. It seems both verse types here reflect an ictus pattern 
for the 'second' Saturnian colon following the diaeresis, and that this was 
a dynamic ictus pattern, imposing its own stress and disregarding conflicting 
word stress wherever necessary. In the second place, the second and third 
senarius feet-the last two feet of the 'first' Saturnian colon which precedes 
the diaeresis-show coincidence of ictus and accent, and so do the last two feet 
of a regular hexameter. This suggests that in the first Saturnian colon the 
second and third ictus beats coincide with penultimate stresses, while the 
first ictus may or may not do so. The correspondence also raises the probability 
that the last three hexameter feet embody this first colon, and the possibility 
that the ictus patterns of the last three feet of the regular hexameter together 
with the accent patterns occurring before the caesura semiseptenaria of the 
Naevian iambic senarii may jointly disclose the range of ictus schemes admis
sible in this first Saturnian colon. Let us now look at this possibility. 

We shall pick seven Naevian senarii from Ernout's selection; vv. 4-6, Ig, 
and 20-22. These verses will be arbitrarily divided before the fourth ictus 
where caesura is lacking at that place. Catalectic cola will be labelled with 
small letters; acatalectic with capitals. After elision is applied, v. 20 ceases to 

be a senarius iambicus. 

v. 20 s(i) ~mquam qufcquamf!li
v. 6 altris niic~s in pr9cli-
v. 22 ~xt~mpl(o) fll9 te d~c (am) u
v. 2 I arg~nt(um) amQris cm_\sa 

-Om resc!ver9 
-v! profi)ndi~r 
-b! non d~spu~s 
si)mpse m\l.tMm 
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v. 5 i£ltqs in~nem v9lbii-
v. rg fmm<;> quos scicid(i) in iV,s con
v. 4 sii<;>pt(e) iitr9sque d~ciiit 

-l~m madid~m dar! C+c 
-sc!nd (am)atqu(e)?bici~ D+b 
~cceptQs db¢ E+a 

It will be observed that Band Dare identical with the two patterns found in 
the last three feet of a regular hexameter. However, E would provide an im
possible dactylic sixth, while Cis only possible in irregular verses with spondaic 
fifth. In the case of A we can cite a number of examples from Ennius. So 
v. 128 in Warmington, Remains of Old Latin, vol. i (Loeb): 

Fl<;>riil~mque Fal~cr( em) et Pqon~llm f!cit 

The irregular forms found in the catalectic colon seem associated with resolu
tions of the fifth foot-b occurring with a dactyl and c with an anapaest in that 
place. Of the two b occurs in Ernout's 266 verses from Ennius only twice, and c 
not at all. However, four cases of dare found, which has both feet resolved and 
is not to be seen in the comic fragments . These three types seem too rare to 
be genuine features of the Saturnian tradition, and can all be explained as 
devices to reconcile the old a colon with quantitative metre. We now have 
one catalectic pattern and five acatalectic ones. 

Next, a split hexameter verse with spondees in every foot save the fifth 
offers an interesting rhythm when its hexameter ictus is stressed in the first 
three feet and penultimate accent in its last three. So, for instance, Ernout's 
v. 76 from Ennius : 

t6 prod6xistf nos !ntra lV,minis 9ras A+B 

Let us now turn to the model Saturnian verse quoted by the Roman gram
marian Caesius Bassus (G.L. vi. 266 K). The fact that he believed it to be 
quantitative verse is irrelevant here. We shall mark penultimate law accents 
on the first colon and impose an A ictus pattern of stress on the six syllables 
which constitute the second colon: 

m~lum d~bu.nt Met~lli B+A 

Thus by reversing the order of the cola of the hexameter example we bring the 
two metres into perfect accord : 

m~lu.m d~bunt Met~lli 
fntrii lV,minis 9ras 

N~vi¢ p<*~ 
tO. prod6xistf nos 

B+A 
B+A 

Evidently this type of hexameter is equivalent to an acatalectic Saturnian with 
its cola the wrong way round. 

Before we draw any conclusion about the general relation between Latin 
hexameters and Saturnian verse a few statistics are desirable. Gildersleeve 
and Lodge, § 784, n . 14 : 'The proportion of spondee to dactyl in the first four 
feet varies from 6y8% of spondee in Catullus to 45"2 % in Ovid. The following 
statements are from Drobisch: (a) excepting Ennius Cicero and Silius Italicus, 
Latin poets have more dactyls than spondees in the first foot: (b) excepting 
Lucretius more spondees in the second: (c) excepting Valerius Flaccus, more 
spondees in the third : (d) without exception, more spondees in the fourth. ' 
These figures suggest that spondee had an overall predominance in the first 
four feet in the earlier poets but loses it later. In the fourth foot always, and 
to a large extent also in third and second, the spondee keeps its pre-eminence; 
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but the first foot is strongly dactylic, though remaining mainry spondaic in 
Ennius. These calculations point to only one conclusion : to Ennius the basic or 
typical hexameter form was a seri~s of four sp~ndees followed by a dactyl and 
a concluding trochee or spondee; It was not, like the Greek hexameter, essen
tially dactylic. This feature of the Latin hexameter is no doubt partly due to the 
structure of the language, but possibly also due to the inherited metrical p re
conceptions of the pioneer exponent and his readers. As Ennius read Homer 
his Roman background and upbringing would lead him to stress the hexa
meter ictus beats. When he read a verse with spondees in the first four feet he 
would hear an A class trochaic accentual ternarius followed by a B class. 

From this consideration we see how Ennius might have treated the Homeric 
hexameter. Identifying in one of its forms two of the most common Saturnian 
cola arranged in inverted order, he would see in this predominantly spondaic 
form a structure which gave Homer's verse a basis readily intelligible to Roman 
readers. In the light of this apparently basic type he explained the other forms 
as variants due to resolution. This practice of quantitative verse had obliged the 
earlier Latin comic poets to vary the pattern of the catalectic a final colon, 1 

and Ennius could thus have regarded the replacement of spondees by dactyls 
in the A colon as a necessary poetic licence. The last three hexameter feet, the 
B colon to the Roman reader had a variant D form, and cases of A or C might 
appear, but these were all r~gular prior Saturnian cola. Consequently in h~s 
own hexameter the Roman poet would try to give these last three feet the a rr 
of a prior Saturnian colon by bringing the word accent into close coincidence 
with their ictus. However, the Saturnian division into two ternarii would be 
eschewed by avoiding diaeresis after the third foot. Ennius on this view did not 
so much try to render his Latin hexameters Saturnian in_c_adence ~s t~ under
stand the Greek hexameter in the Saturnian terms famrhar to his mmd. 

Our views on the relation between the forms of verse deduced as Saturnian 
and the iambic senarius and dactylic hexameter have now been sufficiently 
elaborated for the present. But before leaving the relation between ictus and 
accent in earlier Latin quantitative verse we may notice a possible solution of 
one controversy. Our specimen acatalectic Saturnian-Caesius Bassus' model 
instance--was said to express the reply made by the Metelli to a verse by 
Naevius: 

Fato Metelli Roms:e fiiint consiiles. 

There has been much controversy about whether this verse should be regarded 
as a Saturnian or an iambic senarius, and the balance of opinion since Leo's 
day has favoured the senarius scansion. But on our view it may have whichever 
scansion one prefers, and the whole dispute is rendered nugatory: 

(a) fat<;> Met~lli R9ms:e: ffi1nt c9nsii.l~s-senarius iam~icus 
(b) f~to Met~lli R9m3:'e:[funt c9nsiil~s-C+a (Saturman). 

Having now deduced a Saturnian scheme from the odd features of Roman 
hexameters and senarii, we shall compare it with earlier results. 

NuMERUS SATURNIUS 

We must now weave together the two threads of our argument into or~e 
united fabric. The Saturnian cola lately deduced from the non-Hellemc 

I Cf. above, p. 228. 
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features of Latin quantitative measures are in close accord with those estab
lished on p. 220 above after a study of the Scipionic epitaphs. 

I. Found as prior cola (a) x x x x x x x 
only: (b) x x x x x x x 

(c) x x x x x x x x 
II. Found m either 

colon : 
III. Found in final colon 

only: 

XXX XXX 

XXX XX 

B = Numerus arvalis; 
C = Versus arvalis reversus ; 
D =Numerus arvalis solutus. 
A= Numerus 

a = Q.uintarius numerus. 

The other prior colon form (E)-x x x x x x x x-appears to be a form of 
versus arvalis with resolution in the first foot. 

Here we find no parallel for the epigraphic use of V AR or NAS as second 
members, but we found only one such case of each in our inscriptions before 
I 50 B.C., both concluding epitaphs and in the contexts NA + V AR and 
N+NAS which both suggest reversed cola. They are seemingly rare licences, 
and the above table confirms the regularity of the forms usual in epigraphic 
Saturnian. In short, we have strong confirmation for our argument that Satur
nian verse was a series of accentual trochaic senarii with diaeresis after the 
third foot and exhibiting catalexis or its absence at will. Though W. J. W. 
Koster entitled his fundamental article on this metre in Mnemosyne lvii (1929) 
'Versus Saturnius', Horace in his Epistles (2. I. 158) refers to this measure as 
'numerus Saturnius'. On our analysis, numeri or their resolved or catalectic 
variants supply most of the cola, and for this reason we follow Horace's de
signation for this metre. 

It now remains to apply our conclusions to Livius Andronicus' Odissia and 
to the Bellum Punicum of Naevi us. Success in such a venture would not prove 
that this is the conclusive solution of the Saturnian problem. But it would 
appear to establish that any final solution must be prepared to deal with the 
earlier senarii as well as the epic fragments and the inscriptions generally 
held to be Saturnian. 

THE RELICS OF EPIC SATURNIAN POETRY 

Unfortunately all editors from Muller and Leo to the present day have chosen 
to emend the texts in the light of their own metrical preconceptions. Many 
emendations of course depend mainly on non-metrical factors, but to avoid 
any possibility of bias we must test our theory with the readings of the MSS., 
however obviously corrupt. 

The following text is the MS. tradition reconstructed with the aid ofW.J. W. 
Koster's apparatus to his recension in Mnemosyne (1929). The markings listed 
below will be used to indicate devices used in scansion: 

h: hiatus is always removed by elision except between the cola. 
x: in a quadrisyllabic word concluding the prior colon or in any word after 

the first one in the second colon, the vowels i, e, or u become consonantal 
before an ensuing vowel. 

y: where the whole length of the uncontracted colon is nine syllables the 
vowels i, e, u may become consonantal before a following vowel in any 
word. This will sometimes produce two such cases within the one colon. 
Instances are rare. 
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v: the short vowels a, i, e, o, u are also lost before a~ r or l which p~eced.es 
another vowel within the structure of a quad;uY_llable. ~oncludmg Its 
colon or elsewhere in a colon of nine syllables m Its on.gmal form. 

z: quad;isyllabic forms of the verb subigere wi~h_long penultrmate may have 
been read with loss of first syllable-s(u)bzgVCVC 

An example of both v and z is the well-known line : 

vz- d6ello m~gno d(i)rim~ndo r~giMs s(u)big~ndis1 
NAS+N 

An example ofy is the first verse of C.l.L. i 1
• 364: the second has v: 

yh- gQnlegiiim qu9d (e)st adpt~ v ~t~t(ei). ~~edai VAR+QN 
v- 6pip(a)r(um) ad ve!tam quoli;indam f~stosqu~ di~s NAS+QN 

The dynamic stress cola-numerus and quintarius nu~rus--:-ar~ always marked 
with the ictus stress x, even where-as so often-this comcides with penu!
timate word stress. This same mark :X is used on the second str.ess of archaic 
arvalis members beginning with a quadrisyllable w~th short pen~ltu~ate syllable. 
The initial stress :X is used in these cases; on all tnsyllables begmnmg ~he .colon 
which have a long penultimate; and for secondary stress at .the b~gmnmg of 
long words. Difficulties will be discussed later, and the defective or mcomplete 
cola containing them are marked thus : + · · · · · · · + · 

LIVIUS ANDRONICUS, ODISSIA 

LIBER I 

I. viriim roihi Cam~na 
p~ter n9ster Sat(irni 2. 

3· xh m~a p\ter, quid v~rbi 

-h ~rgent~o pol(ibro 4· 
5· t(ique roihi narr~to 
6. +· .. qu(ae) h:rec claps est .. + 
7· 

pl~rim! ven~runt 
8. xh fn pyl~m dev~nies 

LIBER II 
g. - tWn.que r~mos iQssit 

IO. 
I I. xh 

12. h-
13. h-
14· 
15. h-

I Or: 

ibid~mque vir s(immus 
qu~ndo dies adv~niet 

LIBER III 

LIBER IV 
~tqu(e) esc~s hiib~mus 
p~rt (im) ~rr~nt, nequtnont 
sancta p\ter Sat(irni 
~pud nfmph(am) Atl~ntis 

yvz- dl}~llo m~gno d(i)rim\mdo 

NA+N fnsec~ vers~tum 
NA+? nne 

~X tu( 0) ore s(ipra f(igit 
. ~ NA+VAR 

aQre( o) ~clutrQ NA+QN 
Qmni~ dis~rtim NA+N 
qui fest~s di~s ?+QN 
m~trem pr9cit~ ?+QN 

N+? 
a~t Ib(i) <:>mment~s N+QN 

~dprim~s PatrQcltis NA+N 
qu~m prof~tii MQrta (e)st 

NA+N 

N+? m~nti¢nem 
Gr~ci~in redfre N+N 

f!II~ regfna NA+ N 
f!Iiam C~lips9nem N+VAR 

r~gib\ts s(u) big~ndis NA+N 
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LIBER v 
l6. h- tgitiir d~m(um) Ulfxi c9r frixit pr~ pav9re 

22 . hx n~xabant m\llt (a) int~r-se "' _ _ , VAR+VAR 
fl~xu nod9riim d\lbjo 

LIBER VI 
~tr~ g~nii(a) amp1i;3ctens 

VAR+VAR 

17. hh 
18. Jbi m~nens sedeto 

vfrgin (em) ~rar~t 
d~nic(im vid~bis 
d~miim v~niss~ 

J:. - J:. • J:. 

m~ carp~nto veh~ntem 

LIBER VIII 
19. h-
20. 

21. 
23. 

si!_lliil a: d:crimas d (e) 9re 
n~mque m,illiim p~ius 
qu~mde m~re stevom 

-h +t~pper c~nfring~nt+ 
h- ~~rciirfiis c\lmq(e) eo 
-x n~m div~ Mon~tas 

26. h
h
hh 

27. 

28. 

t?pper dt(i) ad ~dis 
sJmiil dl}.on(a) Mrum 
m(ilt(a) alf(a) rn: !sdem 
ti;3pper f~dt h0m9nes 

LIBER X 

LIBER XII 
p~rcent~s pr~m~diim 

LIBER XIII 

v~nim(is Cirdi 
p~rtant ~d na~fs 
fnserfniintdr · 
V.t pri(ls fu~riint 

30. x- v~stis p\llla piirpi;lr!_!a 

sfc quoqu~ fit(lm (e)st 

LIBER XIX 
~mpla 

37· 

38. hh 
h-

32. 

' LIBER XXI 
!nque m~niim siiremit h- ~ · ~tam 

LIBER XXIII 

+qui;3d lib~bant ~nclab~tiir+ 
4rnis v!numqu~ 

LIBER XXIV 
+d~que m~nibiis dextr~biis+ 

INCERTAE SEDIS 
n~qu(e) enim t(e) <)blitiis-sum L~ertfe _,_ ~ 
qu~e quonf(am) aud• -. · _ . n9ster 

· !VI f~ntls g~visf 

+C!clops !mpiiis mand!sset+ 
c\im socfos n~stros 

NA+QN 
NA+N 

NA+QN 

N+N 
NA+QN 

N+QN 
NA+N 

?+QN 

NA+? 

NA+? 

?+QN 
?+ ? 

35· 

42. 

VAR+N 
N+QN 

?+N 
?+? 

- Msta v61ans perriimprt + · · ~· · . . _at. celer ? + ? 
h- i~m in ~lt (um) e~piilsa lfntre- p~cto~~ f?rr<;> . NA+QN 

' Elision of an initial mon;syllabie would~er;,us ~manus ( semifescennine). I 
e oretgn to stress trochai" vPr• .. 

I • 

2. 
3· hhh 

hx 

4· -h 

hx 

5· 
hh 

7· 
JO. -h 

12. xh 

14· -h 
15· 
I g. h-

-h 
X-

20. 
21. hh 

22. h-
23· h-

h-
24· h-

28. 
29- h-
30. 

31. 
32. -X 

hx 

33· 
34· yh 

<:t._. -X 
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GNAEUS NAEVIUS, BELLUM PUNICUM 

LIBER I 
n9vem I<\vis conc9rdes f!li~ sor¢res NA+ N 
M\lsas quas m~morant Gr~ii qu~sque nQs pasmenas NAS+N 
+pQstqu(am) av(em) ~spexft+ fn templ(o) ¥chis~ Q N+QN 
s~cr(a) in m~nsa pen~tiiim Qrdin~ ponQntiir NA+N 
!mmol~bat a\lream vfctim~m piilchr~m VA+QN 

~mbor(um) Qxor~s ?+QN 
n9ctii Tr9iad ex!bant 4pittbiis op~rtis NA+NA 
flentes ~mb(ae) ab!:(intes l~crimfs ciim m(iltis N+N 
~oriim s~ctam sequ9ntiir m(ilti mQrtal~s NAS+QN 
m(ilt(i) alf (i) e Tr~ia str~nuf vir! N+QN 
i}.bi f9ras cum ::r\iro fllinc exib~nt NA+QN 
f~riint pi;llchas cret~rras ~relts lepfstas NA+N 

p(ilchroqu( e) ~x aiir~ ?+QN 
v~stemqu~ citr~sam N+? 
s~nex fr~tiis piet~ti d~ (um) adl9ciitds NA+QN 
s(immi d~iim r~gis fr~trem Neptiindm N+QN 
r~gnat¢rem m~riim N+? 
p~trem si}.iim siipr~miim Qptiim(um) ~pp~ll~t NA+QN 
si;lmme d~iim regn~tor qu!anam g~niis !sti NA+VAR 
tnerant sfgn(a) expr~ssa quQmod9 Tit~ni VAR+N 
bkorp9res Gig~ntes m~gniqu(e) ~tlant~s NA+QN 
Ri;lnciis ~tque Porp\ir!:iis fflif Terr~s NA+QN 
~i v~nit in m~ntem h9mon(im fort(inas NA+N 
sflvic91 ( ae) h0m¢nes Mlliqu (e) lnert~s N +QN 

LIBER II 

i~mqu(e) eiiis m~ntem fort(ina f~cer~t qui~tem NAS+N 
bl~nd(e) et d9cte perc9ntat Aene~s quo p~cto NA+N 
TrQi(am) iirMm liqu~rit N+ ? 
fsque s(is(um) ad c~liim s(istiilft sii~s N+QN 
r~x Ami;lliiis dfvis gr~tiil~batO.r NA+QN 
r~s div~s edfcit pr~dicft castds N+QN 
pr!m(a) inc~dit Cer~ris Pr9serpfna p(ler NA+N 
d~inde p9llens sag!ttis +fnclutus arquitenens+NAS+ ? 
c(lm tii, ~rquit~nens, s~gittis p9llens d~a N+VAR 
s~nctiisque D~lo progn~tiis Pythids Ap91lo NAS+N 

LIBER III 
sc9pas ~tque verb~nas 

c9nsiil p~rt( em) ex~rciti 
dQcit 
f~mes ~cer aiig~scit 
~piid ~mpori(um) in c~mpo 

LIBER IV 

s~gmin~ siimps~riint 
M~ni(ls Val~rius 
tn exp~diti9nem 

h6stibiis 
hQstibQs pro moene 

sfmiil ~troci~ 

NA+N 
?+N 

VA+ N 
?+? 

NA+? 
NA+N 

?+QN 
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pr~ic~rent ~xtii 
36. XX vlrilm pr~tor adv~niet 

pr<;>speri:im 
39· 

-h +Romanus exercitus+ 
-h p~pul~tilr v~stiit 

40. . .•••. ~am c~rnem 
41. vfciss~tim v~l~i 

42. h- s~sequ(e) ~i perfre 
LIBER v 

43· 
-v qu~m cilm st~pro redfre 

sfn ill~s des~rant 
m~gnilm st~prilm p~pi116 

44· 
45· 
46. 
47· 

c~nset ~6 venturum 
-x s\iperbfter cont~mptim 
h- 9ner~ri(ae) on~st~ 

c<;>nv~njt regni;im: simul 

LIBER VI 

48. h-
49· 

s~ptirz:iim d~cim(um) ~nni1m 
SJcili~nses piicfscit 

so. 
y-

fd quoque p~cisc~ntur 
L\itatiilm r~condliant 

" . " 

mfnistr~tor~s N +QN 
a(ispic~t ailspfcium NA+N 

t .. - M~1·• ?+? 
r~nsit .., It'itm ?+QN 

fnsul(am) fntegr(am) \irit ?+N 
r(em) Msti\im concfnniit N+N 
vfctorfbils d~nilnt ?+N 
victorfam N + ? 

• 
m~vol\int ibfdem 
M silQs pop(u)l~ris 
f~rtissfmos vfros 
fferf per g~nt~s 

NA+N 
NA+N 

N+N 
VA+N 

~bvi~m Poen~m NA+QN 
c~nterft legi~nes NA+N 
~t~bant fn flilstrfs NA+N 
~tque 16c<;>s iit hiib~rent 

flic~ sed~nt 
~bsid~s ilt r~ddant 
mc;feni~ sjnt qu~ 
pl\irim~s captfvos 

Hexameter 
VAR+QN 

NAS+N 
VAR+QN 

VAR+N 
INCERTAE SEDIS 

soa.-
51. v-
52. y-
53· 
54· hzx 
55· 

t9pper s:$1 ciip~ss!t fl~mmam Volcani 
J::?~gnilm d9milm dec(o)r~mque dftem v~xar~nt · 
slmul ~lius aliunde r\iml:t~nt int~r se 
m~gnie ·m~til~· tumUltus p~ctor~ possfdet 
pl~;iqu(e) .9mnes s(~)b!g~ntur s~b iln\im iildfcium 
qu<;>d briit! nee s~tis s~rdar~ que\int • 

EMENDING ANOMALOUS FRAGMENTS 

NA+QN 
NA+QN 

NA+N 
NA+N 
NA+N 
N+QN 

d o.ur scansion reveals that six fr~gments from Livius and three by Naevius 
eclme to conform to our Saturman rules. The rest have r d 

But befor~ attem~ting to d~scipline the mutinous verses, it i;f~~eto tr~::~~~ 
:~at th~ difficulty m consultmg long papyrus rolls to verify a reference ~endered 

e ancients prone to quote from memory, and tricks of memory may thus have 
pro~~ced some _of our apparently intransigent verses. We shall now proceed 
on . IS as~u~ptwn, con~ron.ting the problems verse by verse: 

~Irstb ~IVIU~ v. 6. ManottJ• claims that this verse is the beginning of a hexa-
~e er . e ongmg to the later recasting of the Latin Otfyssey in that t 

armmgtonz declares the Greek basis to be Otfysse" I. 225-6. but me re. 
to look at vv. 224_ 5 : :.r ' we propose 

&.A;\, Jl ,~ , \ \ ) 

, ayE f-LO£ 'TOO€ €£7T€ Ka£ aTp€KtW> KaTcD.Etov· 
n> oat,, Tt> o€ Of.L£Ao> oo' E7TA€TO; Tl7TT€ Ot U€ XPEW; 

1 
S. Mariotti, Livio Andronico e Ia traduzione 

artistica (Urbina, rgs~), pp. 72--91. 
2 

E. H. Warmington, Remains of Old Latin 
vol. ii. 26 (Loeb). ' 
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If this verse from Livius is Saturnian, we already have a good QN second colon, 
so the lacuna must be at the start of the first colon, and thus must have given 
the sense of what went before in Homer, namely v. 224. Granting this and ignoring 
the Greek doublet Ka~ •.• KaTcD..Etov we may simply render f-LO£ TOO€ El7Tt, thus 
producing good sense in our Saturnian metre by prefixing die mihi: 

6. h- (dfc mlhf,) qu(ae) hlrec d~ps est, quf fest(is di~s? N+QN 

Next, v. 20 coffers a QN first member--quite unexampled. In this instance 
supplying im makes a good numerus and clarifies the sense : 

20 c. -h t~pper ( fm) confrfngent fmport\in(ae) ilnd~ N +QN 

In v. 32 rearrangement ofwords produces an admirable Saturnian verse: 

32. - n9str6s cilm s9cios Cfclops fmpi(is mandfsset NAS+N 

Verse 35 seems a beautiful catalectic Saturnian-but the disjunctive at 
in the middle of the preceding second colon is fatal. Saturnian as we conceive 
it eschews any total break in sense within the colon. But the complete sentence 
beginning from at gives us an admirable hexameter exhibiting both penthemi
meral and bucolic caesura-presumably from the later hexameter version 
of the Otfyssey mentioned above : 

35· ~t ciHer Msta volii\ns : perr~pit : p~ctora f~rro (Hexameter). 

Verse 36 looks like semisaturnian+semifescennine! Here again we shall 
transpose, placing the last word first in the verse : 

36. - ~nclab~tilr c~rnis v~nilmque qu9d lib~bant N+VAR 

Verse 37 is a puzzle. It is not part of a hexameter, and the other possibility: 
... d~que f m~nib~s dextr~bi1s (? + N) is not attractive either: perhaps VB. 

In Naevius we find troubles in vv. 3, 30 a, and 39 b, but they are much 
simpler. In v. 3 we get rid of the offending initial QN by simply transposing 
avem to a more emphatic place : 

3· hh ~vern pQstqu(am) asp~xit fn templ(o) !nchjs~ N+QN 

In v. 39 b we seem to find that memory has played another trick in an un
verified quotation. We rearrange it to give the archaic 4:3 colon: 

39 b. hh ~xercftiis R6m~ni1s fnsul(am) fntegr (am) \irit NA+N 

With v. 30 a we are confronted with a quite impossible second colon. Metre 
might be mended and the meaning maintained (following Koster) with the 
grammarians' word cluti1s in place of the incluti1s of our text : 

30 a. - d~inde p9llens siigfttis cl~tus ~rquit~nens NAS+N 

By these emendations all metrical anomalies are removed from the text
at least so far as our scheme is concerned. This is not to claim that no difficulties 
remain in the verses which appear to scan ; problems abound; but this is no 
place to discuss them. For our present purpose, it is enough to show that all 
the lines will scan as verse according to our theory. But we must confess to 
two 'word-groups' in Livius 22 and 38. 
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STATISTICAL TABLE OF SATURNIAN VERSES 

Here follows a table of the cola in the complete epic verses as scanned in 
our text or emended above. There are 3 I verses from Livius . 53 r.rom N · 
Fo · · h" . ' iJ aevius. 

r con:pa~Ison 42 epigrap IC hnes are also analysed ; the four Scipio epita hs 
the dedicatiOns of the Vertuleii and ofMummius and the ep"ta h fN P. ' 
and Marcus Caecilius. ' I P s 0 aevms 

Verse type Livius Naevius Inscriptions Total 
VA+N I 2 3 6 VA+QN .. I 2 3 NA+N 7 I7 I2 36 NA+QN 4 9 4 I7 NA+VAR I I I 3 NA+NA .. I .. I 
N+N 5 3 5 I3 N+QN 6 8 3 I7 N+VAR 2 I I 4 N+VA .. .. I I 
N+NAS .. .. I I VAR+N I 2 2 5 VAR+QN .. 2 .. 2 VAR+VAR 2 .. .. 2 NAS+N 2 5 6 I3 NAS+QN .. I .. I 

NAS+VAR .. .. I I --TOTAL 3I 53 42 I26 

-:r:his ~bl~ may be left to speak for itself. But it surely upholds conclusively 
agamst e root that the epitaphs are in the same metre as the epics We 
must now consider the position of iambic senarii. · 

SATURNIAN AND SENARIUS: SEPTENARIUS AND FESCENNINE 

W~.have alread.y scanned eight epigraphic senarii (C.I.L. i. I2I I) and seven 
senaru from Naevms (p. 227). Viewed as Saturnian, they give these statistics: 

VAR+QN 
NA+QN 

NAS+QN 
N+QN 

Literary Epigraphic 

3 5 
2 2 

Though catalectic verses are common VAR+QN · · S · . I ' IS a rare group m the 
d~t~~man fepics. Another o.ddity from the Saturnian standpoint is the arbitrary 
. IVISion o many verses. Witho~t appropriate diaeresis-in five out of seven 
!~;:::y and two ou~ o~ eight .epigraphic verses above. None the less their stress 
. frn;:_a.nt to c~mc.Ide With the Saturnian pattern rather than with the 
Ic~us o t . eir quant!tatiVe metre, and, as we saw on pp. 224 and 227 it does so 
Lmdsay IS forced mto strange expedients to maintam· othe · ·' N · · d · · f rwise In aevms 

enymg rece.sswn o accent after elision yet allowing it in Terence, and ou in' 
or not groupmg words to compel agreement with iambic ictus. He ma;;erKap~ 

1 
We should not press th · t r. " · 

IS oo ar. J•on-eptc need not mean non-Satumian (cf. p. 230). 
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justify Ernout v. 22 by denying recession before elision and demanding archaic 
final stress on illd and tlb{, with final cretic stress on difpu!i.s as well : 

ext~mpl(o) UI9 te d\lc(am) uhf non d~spu~s. 

But the system collapses completely in v. 6: prtclivt--prlfandi2r is evidently a 
word-group, but why should we not also include the in, and what shall we say 
of iiltrfs or nucis? Yet presumably we are to read : 

altr!s nuc~s in pr9clivt-prof\lndi~r. 

However, the desire to keep Saturnian cadence which makes difficulties for 
Lindsay's school passes with the extinction of the old metre. Terence arranges 
the penultimate word stress to coincide with the iambic senarius ictus, not 
with the Saturnian rhythm. Consequently his verses readily satisfy Lindsay, 
usually without the application of any violence beyond the final cretic rule. So 
we read Andria v. I thus: 

po~ta qu9m prim(um) ~nim(um) ad scr!bend(um) ~dpulft. 

The Arval Fescennine verse also had its influence, especially on comedy. 
As we find Latin poets confine themselves to catalectic Saturnian verses, we 
shall expect to find any Fescennines also in catalectic form, and the trochaic 
septenarius is just such a verse. Further, it is the most common metre of dialogue 
after the iambic senarius and usual in lively excited passages. This also is en
tirely what we should have deduced from the leaping-dance rhythms with 
which it seems originally linked, while we should expect the more sedate scenes 
to be expressed in the V AR+QN Saturnian with its initial tripudium step. Thus 
we derive the two main Roman comic metres from fertility dance rhythms 
-a claim which should gratify at least the disciples of the late Jane Harrison 
and F. M. Cornford. They were accommodated to Greek quantitative metre 
by Livius, but not on our view discarded till Terence came. 

We shall quote two early trochaic septenarii, noting that diaeresis comes 
after the fourth foot, just where the Fescennine divides into two versus binarii. 
The second case is capable of acatalectic Fescennine scansion, while consonan
tal treatment of i, e, u seems confined to the prior binarius. The second binarius 
shows close correspondence of ictus with penultimate accent. Herewith 
Livius, Ernout, vv. I3 and I4 (both tragic): 

c~nfluges uhf conv~ntii 
9bsecr~ t(e) Anci~le, m~trJ 

c~mpiim t$t(um) in\lmig~nt 
n~ qu!d t\t(ae) adv9rsiis f\tas 

Fesc. ca. 
, aca. 

With later poets resolutions appear, showing that the verse is then felt to be 
primarily quantitative in character. 

So much for the Arval Hymn and Early Latin Verse . 

VERSE AND SPEECH 

The writer believes in expiratory stress in Latin speech at least till the age of 
Terence, and that early Latin verse was uttered with a stress on the ictus, to 
which penultimate word stress was partly accommodated by either coinciding 
with the ictus syllable or being suppressed where it conflicted with ictus. But 
this does not exclude the possibility that the pitch component of the Latin 
accent had wholly supplanted the stress features in educated speech by Cicero's 
day. This assumption simplifies several aspects of classical literature, and such 
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an accent based on pitch could easily then have developed in later times much 
as Professor Beare maintains in his penetrating study of Latin Verse and Euro
pean Song. 

There are many examples of Latin texts capable of Saturnian scansion. 
Most may be pure accidents like the English sentence 'The dc;>ctor s~ys that 
he must st~y in b~?d', which can receive blank verse ictus and become : 'The 
d(>ctor s~ys that h~ must st~y in b~d.' In reading the following inscription as 
two Saturnian verses we may be doing something just as ludicrous as the 
above. None the less, here it is: 

C.I.L. i. 561 x- Dfndi~ Mac<?lnja 
- N9vi9s Plautfos 

f!Ieaf dedft 
med Romaf fecfd 

N+QN 
N+QN 

A striking literary instance is the so-called hexameter beginning the first book 
of Tacitus' Annals. It makes an admirable regular Saturnian: 

hx \lrbem R9m(am) a princ!pi6 reges MbMre NA+N 

This is a very good verse, and might easily have come from Naevius. Tacitus 
had no scholiast to tell us such things in his commentary. 

CoNCLUSION 

The writer feels he has shown that an analysis of the Arval Hymn as a 
fertility-dance chant combined with a study of the relations between ictus and 
accent in early senarii and hexameters points to the likely pattern of ictus and 
method of versification underlying the remains of pre-Hellenistici Roman 
poetry. Positive proof is not possible from such limited material, but what is 
available seems to have proved tractable. If he has helped destroy the cordon 
sanitaire behind which the great ingenuity of Leo has isolated the Saturnian 
from any interrelation with the later metres during the last half-century, he 
will be well content. Progress must come from an assurance of the continuiry of 
Latin poetry from prehistoric to medieval times; it cannot come from studying 
the unknown in isolation. 

In the Preface to his Lays of Ancient Rome, Lord Macaulay wrote: 'Indeed 
there cannot be a more perfect Saturnian line than one which is sung in every 
English nursery-The queen was in her parlour eating bread and honey.' 
Perhaps in this centenary2 year of his death Macaulay would forgive us if we 
contradict the sentiment to correct the metre and offer as a specimen: 

'She was not in her parlour eating bread and honey NA+N 

I cannot conclude without expressing my gratitude to the Classical Faculty 
Board of my own University of Cambridge, to which I am indebted for a 
generous subvention from the Winter Warr Fund towards the cost of special 
type required for this article . 

.Newcastle Universiry College, 

.New South Wales 
1 By this term the writer means poetry 

written before the total victory of the Greek 
quantitative verse principle in the hands of 

R. G. TANNER 

Ennius. 
2 This sentence was written in 1959. 
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SEED AND SOWER 
Some fell among stony places, where they had not much earth: and forthwith they sprung up, 
because they had no deepness of earth: and when the sun was up they were scorched; and because 
they had no root they withered away. St. Matthew, XIII, 5-6. 

Restlessness is stamped like the brand of Cain on the forehead of modern man. The very 
needs of work and livelihood drive men from town to town and from State to State in search of 
security or betterment and bring thousands of youths and girls every year from decaying farming 
districts to be exposed to the physical and moral dirt of our industrial cities. Ambition for success 
and its tokens or a headlong urge for leisure and enjoyment fill the expectations of most town
dwellers in modern Australia : work is a passport to these goods, not a task or end worth the full 
interest of man. Even in leisure few are content to stay at home and think; wireless or television 
supply the escape from the pressing peril of self-awareness. The middle-aged cannot be at rest in 
themselves, the young can find no rest with their parents. Even the gangs and groups of wild 
young rebels asserting their independr.nce are really only asserting their unquiet aimlessness. Such 
restlessness is the fever and wasting of the rootless, of people who belong neither to their soil, 
their community, their God, nor yet to themselves. The distemper of mind produced by this 
sense of cosmic orphanhood has provoked the medical study of neurosis and psychosis during the 
last century, but at the end of every diagnosis lies the want of security, the nagging fear of 
becoming }IDWanted in a world where man has no value in himself but only in the economic process. 

Yet the background of western man is rich in depth of soil, nor does he lack roots with 
which his spirit and self-awareness might grow; he has simply been cheated into cutting them off 
as Samson was beguiled into cutting off his hair. Until that sad day settled country life, church 
going, and an education based on the literatures of Greece and Rome served to keep men in 
living contact with the lifegiving traditions of their past. If we would even now elect at so late an 
hour to go home from the orphanage, then we must find again the living fibres which alone can 
nourish our being anew with the life of the soil that bore us. 

Today educationalists and social workers are urging the need to foster a renewed feeling 

I 

' 

for neighbourhood and neighbourliness, and great sums of money are spent to foster evangelistic 1 
missions like the Graham Crusade, or in town planning enterprises designed to give each locality its 
centre and meaning. But amid all this feverish quest for revelance and meaning, the old classical f., 
education is written off as a dodo to be consigned to its glass case in odd corners of a few 
universities, but with no function in training the minds of intelligent modern men. Should we 
now pause to ask whether we are trying to sow the seed where there is no deepness of earth? 

The despised and outmoded teaching of Classics to all the most able children brought 
certain solid gains whenever the task Was well done. The very exercise of translation in itself 
obliged students to weigh words carefully and savour their full implications, while their minds 
were also rendered sensitive to the varying levels of meaning and emphasis made possible by the 
rich variability of Latin or Greek word order. All this experience gave to their English style both 
finish and poise. Further, once the grammar was mastered the pupil found a rich and moving 
literature of warm and sonorous poetry and curiously wrought prose. Besides, it was a literature 
which had long served for pattern and example to writers of his own tongue, and which told of 
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mythic or historic characters who were household words in civilised communities. Then he might 
read from the pen of their own historians the story of two civilisations from which his own had 
so largely grown or hear the authentic voice of Socratic philosophy from the pages of Plato: 
indeed few schoolboys can have read Socrate's Apology without receiving a profound and lifelong 
stimulus. Here surely a deeply tilled soil was wont to await seed and sower, and in such a climate 
new and vigorous growth sprang naturally from the traditionally fertile ground. 

Nor did the texts he read lack humane and generous ethics. The intelligent pupil would 
find Hesiod1 assuring him that Justice prevails over insolence in the end, while Horace2 would 
remind him that a just man tenacious of his purpose will be cowed or deflected by no wind or 
weather, unmoved by tyrant's threat or bribe and undeterred by hostile public opinion. He will 
learn that Sophocles3 insists that man's true nature is to join in loving, not to join in hating; 
while returning again to Plato's Apology4 he will be told that no harm ever came to any good man, 
whether. in life or death. Turning over the pages of Cicero de Legibus he will read that in the 
end there is only one universal law, right reason, and that it is not one law in Athens and another 
in Rome, but that one law and righteousness applies to all mankind. Here were ripe seeds to fall 
naturally into a soil well worked for the sowing. 

The striking and healthful differences in which ancient habits and outlook diverged from the 
modern thought harrowed and weeded the fine tilth of young minds, letting in the clean wind 
and sunlight and rain of balance and tolerance and sanity. The intensely corporate notion of the 
city state disclosed in Aristotle's Politics is in sharp contrast with all modern thinking. Who today 
would recognise a sovereign body whose member citizens were few enough to be seen all at a 
glance at their Assembly in the Market-Place? In such societies public religion and public culture 
overlap cheerfully and simply, and the annual orgy of Bacchus the wine god is a national feast 
of poetry, dance and drama. To the old Athenian man's body was holy as well as hi,s mind, and 
the fairest statues of the naked human body were carved to represent the great God~' themselves. 
So to Greek worshippers wine and sex were powerful gods who at times possess us all, and whose 
sway it is impiety to deny. Life is to be faced frankly and not piously wished away, while much 
in its full expression whid: modern western man finds low or coarse has its own poetry and finds 
its proper dignity and place in the Greek view of the world. Greek piety consists less in the 
eschewing of particular sins than in the avoidance of hubris, or insolence- an instinctive reaction 
of piety not unlike that Hebrew fear of the Lord which is the beginning of Wisdom. To the be,st 
minds of Greece and to thoughtful Romans after them there were two great foes of holiness: 
prosperity and satiety. It matters not whether we read Virgil's Aeneid or Tactitus' Histories; 
Homer's !laid or the three Theban plays of Sophocles, there is but one doctrine of suffering and 
the meaning of pain. In this view pain and suffering are largely gratuitous and undeserved from 
the individual standpoint. But it is still true that suffering is a due retribution, but it is a visiting 
of the sins of the fathers upon the children, and to do this the Gods often resolve to ruin a good 
man who uses every endeavour to serve them and his fellow men. Such suffering must be borne 
and cannot be escaped, and the Gods usually neither heal nor forgive. Yet such sorrow bravely 
borne, though bringing the sufferer no joy or peace beyond resignation, can still confer on him a 
power to aid and bless those who receive and honour him in his sorrows, whether in life or death. 
Though not happy, the afflicted sufferer is holy. Life is earnest and terrible, disaster real and 
ineluctable, and to him who endures to the end is promised no salvation, yet he has the power to 

1. Works and Days vv.217-8:2. 2. Horace's Odes, III, iii: 3. Antigone, v.523: 4. 4IDI-2. 
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save and bless those who dare to love and cherish him, whose mercy to the outcast is a proof 
charge of their compassion, as was Theseus' great and courteous charity to Oedipus. Were this 
ethic ours instead of a more comforting theology we might well have more "prisoners' friends" and 
less of "all the easy speeches that comfort cruel men". At any rate it could not hurt our best 
and ablest minds to meet it face to face at a still impressionable age. 

Greek art and poetry are dominated by the concept of style and the subordination of the 
part to the whole: Roman thought and letters are full of a military ideal of discipline, order and 
cohesion. On Greek vases maenads and satyrs frolic naked in fresh unbridled drunken revels, but 
always within the severely organised and standardised panels laid down by the rules of vase design. 
In the same spirit Pindar ends his grand flights of poetry most often with an appeal, for moderation 
and resignation. In concluding the eleventh Nemean Ode he warns his friend, a nobleman of 
Aegina, that the black earth does not bear its crops with equal plenty every season, but in alternate 
years. Let us therefore, he warns, search urgently after moderation, though embarking on deeds 
of noble valour. For the streams of foreknowledge are hidden from us, and the madness of 
unattainable longing is too bitter for us to bear. Nor is Roman poetry different. Through all the 
grief and passion of the Aeneid wherein a weak man is made strong by suffering we feel the hero's 
divinely appointed task. He is exiled by fate - fato profugus - and his angry grief for the sack 
of Troy or his tender passion for Dido are each curtailed as firmly by the power of the Gods-
alto vi superum - as are the maenad frenzies by the rules of vase painting. Perhaps the glory in 
indiscipline with its collateral time-serving and timidity of purpose which mars our social values 
might be o/rrected if more of our future creative minds were nurtured on such works of ancient 
culture. 

But the sower will not sow well or wisely except he know his seed and its powers. The 
dynamic tradition of Western culture will not be made vivifying anew unless it is passed on by 
more alert and scholarly hands. Apart from scholars ready and trained for teaching, we need 
ardour and vision that these letters may live. The classical scholar vitally aware of the relevance 
of his task is vital, but a right presentation of the heritage to a wider public in broadcast, telecast 
and popular translation will give a far more general though imperfect awareness of the value of 
understanding the Greeks and Romans. For translators there are no easy principles or rules of 
life, and it is true that each generation needs it is true that each generation needs its own. Yet 
topicality and colloquial idiom are not the essence: it is easy to transpose Greek situations and 
idioms into rough modern equivalents. A play so rendered will awaken the amateur to the great 
continuity of human life and the ageless permanence of human reaction and emotion, yet such a 
version is also dishonest and spurious. Any attempt to blur the real distinction between our cultural 
values and idiomatic expression and those of ancient Greece encourages a lie, yet a literal version 
is only clear to those who understand the original text. The tact and spirit of each age will 
suggest its distinctive solution of this dilemma, and for this reason translations seldom wear well, 
but their place remains important. 

Those who mean to remodel the fabric of Western civilisation cannot afford to neglect the 
sources from which it has arisen, and we must hope that the anti-classical trend in much modern 
educational planning and policy will be reconsidered if we are to achieve a more balanced society 
with better integrated members. 

-Godfrey Tanner. 
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270 PLAUTUS CAPTIVI 65g-666 

oull' btl 1l1)pov 
&~ &xewv ipyoLo f.lUI;!Jcp&:-rou &f.lv6lov-ro, etc. 

II va de soi que la fonction de cet oulle s'en trouve changee et equivaut 
desormais a celle du premier oulle daas le texte origina l. 

Voila une premiere difficulte ecartee. Mais il reste celle que Frankel indi
que: d'apres 1073les Doliones s'abstiennent de moudre le grain; d 'apres 1074 
ils ne cuisent pas leur nourriture; la conjonction cXAA<i nous interdit de croire 
que la seconde mesure s'ajoute a la premiere; non, elle Ia remplace, ce qui 
est absurde. Frankel ecrit dans l'apparat critique aux vers 1071 ss. : non 
omni cibo illi se abstinebant sed cocto (cf. 1074), c'est a dire que d 'apres lui 
la faute se trouve dans les vers 1072 et 1073, et cela en vertu de l'emploi de 
&cpAE:X't"CC en 1074· Seulement le desaccord entre deux elements peut provenir 
de l 'un comme de !'autre, et s'il faut choisir, pour situer une erreur, entre, 
d 'une part, deux vers complets, et, d'autre part, un seul mot, n'y a-t-il pas 
plus de vraisemblance qu'il faille Ia chercher dans ce mot unique? J e crois 
qu'il en est ainsi et je propose de lire &cpAcccr-rcc. Le mot ne se trouve nulle 
part ailleurs, mais Apollonios ne craint point l'emploi de &rrcc~ Ae:y6f.levcc . On 
peut meme penser que sa rarete a contribue a la corruption. Toujours est-il 
qu'il est derive de fac;:on irreprochable de q>Aaw (= 8Aci:w) et que sa sign ifica
tion s'accorde parfaitement avec celle du contexte, puisqu'il note la conse 
quence de ce que le vers precedent vient d'exprimer: ,pendant longtemps, 
dans leur chagrin, ils negligerent le travail de la meule qui brise (le grain ), 
mais ils se soutinrent en mangeant avec indifference des galettes de grain 
non broye". 

Ainsi il n'y a pas encore identite absolue entre Ia cou tume et son aition , 
puisque les CyzicEmes emploient pour Ia confection des galettes d u grain 
grossierement moulu dans des f.lUACCL rraVil1)f.lOL, s'est a dire publics, mis a la 
disposition de toutle monde et, partant, uses et en mauvais etat, tandis que 
les Doliones ne moulaient pas du tout. Mais la ressemblance est satisfaisante 
et, apres tout, il y a des accommodements avec le ciel. 

LEIDEN, van Beuningenlaan zo B. A. VAN GRON1NGEN 

PLAUTUS CAPTI VI 659-666 

HE. Inicite huic manicas tmastigiae. 
TY. quid hoc est negoti? quid ego deliqui? HE. rogas, 

sator sartorque scelerum et messor maxume ? 
TY. non occatorem dicere audebas prius? 

nam semper occant priu' quam sariunt rustici . 
HE. attat! ut confidenter mihi contra astitit! 
TY. decet innocentem seruolum atque innoxium 

confidentem esse, suom apud erum pot issumum. -Lindsay, O.C.T 

Verses 661 -3 are quoted by the fourth century A.D. grammarian Nonius 
Marcellus : "Sartores dicti non solum a sarciendo, verum etiam a sariendo 
(serenclo cocld .). P lautus in Captivis "sator ... maxume" et in sequentibus 
a peru it "non . . . rustici" ". Because of this extra evidence for these three 
verses, their apparatus should repay attention: 
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661 sator satorque VEJ, sartor sartorque codd. mell. Nonii (in ceteris 
sartor satorque): scelerum (e carr.) B: maxume VE . 

662 TYND. om. VE (]. n . l.): noccatorem V 1 (n del. V2): hoccatorem E: 
occatorem J: prius audebas dicere codd. Nonii. 

663 post prius 3-4 litt. spat. VE: sarriunt libri; sariunt Nonius. 
There are no real problems in translating the text before us. To begin, 

negoti corresponds to Greek 7tpiXyfLcx and audeo is equivalent to vola. These 
are normal Plautine usages. Prius must mean previously or first. Then, as 
Waltzing pointed out, confidenter = impudently, while confidentem = un
daunted-a typical Plautine pun. Sonnenschein may rightly regard maxume 
as adjectival, but in any event it must be t aken with messor alone, for scelerum 
and et serve to isolate it from the other two nouns in the verse. 

In the 1892 issue of his small Clarendon Press Commentary Lindsay 
chooses the following words to render the italicised verses 661-3: 
HE. You prime sower and hoer and reaper of the mischief! 
TY. Could you not manage to slip in a "harrower"? 

A farmer always harrows before he hoes. 
This reference to farming is nonsense-a farmer always harrows before he 

sows . Plautus knew this as well as we do: so in Mercator v . 71 we read "tibi 
aras, tibi occas, tibi seris, tibi item metes". Y et, if we tried to correct the 
sense of Captivi v. 663 by reading serunt for sariunt the verse would not scan. 
As there is no good ground for condemning the verse, the poet must himself 
have introduced an illogical remark for deliberate effect, and his most likely 
motive would be to achieve a play on words. 

A key to the problem of our "nonsense" verse 663 is offered by the use of 
prius in v. 662 and priusquam in v. 663 itself. If Tyndarus claims that occato
rem should be said prius (i.e. previously or f irst) simply because the farm 
operation described by occant is allegedly always carried out before the one 
indicated by sariunt, then sartor, and not sator, must have been the first 
word he heard in Hegio's outburst. But in our accepted text occator or any 
other proposed initial word would precede sator, not sartor. The present order 
of words would suit the real order of agricultural operations and not the 
fictitious order assumed in verse 663. Indeed Tyndarus' line seems to need 
to be altered to fit in with v. 661 as well as to meet the facts of nature, and 
to suit the context we should have expected at verse 663 some statement 
like the following verse : 

nam prius occant; post deinde serendumst rusticis . 

So the very irrationality of Tyndarus' utterance in verse 663 is the best 
proof that the form of verse 661 in our texts cannot be what Plautus wrote. 
Further, we have seen that the manuscripts of Nonius give unanimous sup
port to an original verse beginning with sartor: e.g. ,sartor- sa torque scele
rum - et messor maxume!", as in most MSS. If Plautus wrote this, the 
patent stupidity of Tyndarus' remark in v . 663 would arise from the apparent 
stupidity of Hegio's words in v. 661: "You hoer-and sower of mischief
and its chief reaper, too!" 

As was observed above, such comic repartee usually rests on a double 
meaning, which is precisely what Nonius is at such pains to explain in the 
note on sartor which we cited above (Nonius, p. 7, 24): "Sartores dicti non 
solum a sarciendo, verum etiam a sariendo. Plautus in Captivis 'sartor .. . 
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ANCIENT HISTORY AND THE 
MODERN CITIZEN 

By R. G. TANNER 

I N the preface to his third volume of !hu~ydides, dat~d Jan~ary 1835, 
Thomas Arnold referred to 'what IS miscalled ancient history, the 

really modern history of Greece and Rome' .1 The great headmaster 
went on to express the hope that 'these volumes may contribute to the 
conviction that history is to be studied as a whole and according to 
philosophical divisions, not such as are merely geographical and chrono
logical ; that the history of Greece and Rome is not an idle inquiry a~out 
remote ages and forgotten institutions, but a living picture of thmgs 
present, fitted not so much for the curiosity of the scholar, as f~r the 
instruction of the statesman and the citizen'. Today, with educatiOn so 
subject to the demands of utility, it is a vital duty for us to st:es~ these 
claims. If we are to preserve in our schools the study of antiqmty we 
must show how it can help us to face the problems of modern life. 

It is sometimes forgotten that the teachers of ancient history in the 
nineteenth century were not wholly absorbed in 'the curiosity of the 
scholar' : many were anxious to study those periods which seemed 
practically helpful to a grasp of contemporary problems, an~ Arnold 
himself stood in the forefront of this movement. Though the mneteenth 
century was the age of economic and colonial expansion backed by na:al 
supremacy, the great controversies of the period were conc~rned with 
parliamentary reform at home. So we find a preoccupatiOn among 
scholars with the growth of Athenian democracy. George Grote, reared 
in an age which trembled at the name of Bonaparte, was the most note
worthy. Men of his generation could easily feel that Salamis and Plataia 
somehow corresponded with Trafalgar and Waterloo, and that Xerxes 
was a sort of ancient Napoleon; while the golden age of Athens, with the 
rise of literature, democracy, and Empire, surely fitted the pattern of 
Victorian England. Further, a study of the causes and progress of the 
Peloponnesian War would surely be a salutary warning to the young men 
who would one day guide the imperial destinies of England. In Roman 
history, also, Hannibal loomed in the mind as the Napoleon of his age, 
followed by the Gracchi in the guise of Ancient Chartists, while the very 
use of the term Pax Britannica shows how conscious statesmen were of 

1 3rd ed. (1847), p. xvi. 
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Roman examples. Even modern schoolboys know the title and impor
tance of Palmerston's Civis Romanus speech. 

T hough Arnold naturally shared this widespread sense of the relevance 
of such parallels, he showed in his decision to edit Thucydides a deeper 
awareness of correspondence than any to be discerned from the com
parison of mere events: 'The period to which the work of Thucydides 
refers belongs properly to modern and not to ancient history .... The 
state of Greece from Pericles to Alexander fully described to us as it 
is in the works of the great contemporary historians, poets, orators and 
philosophers affords a political lesson perhaps more applicable to our 
own times, if taken all together, than any other portion of history which 
can be named anterior to the eighteenth century ... . Thucydides ... 
marks the great transition from ancient history to modern, the transition 
from an age of feeling to one of reflection.' He also realizes that one 
aspect of Roman history would grow increasingly relevant to modern 
man. 'The period of Roman Civilization from the times of the Gracchi 
to those of the An to nines was in this respect far more completely modern 
[than the period of the Reformation] ; and accordingly this is one of the 
periods of history we should do well to study most carefully' (ibid. xiv). 

At present the tendency to base the study of ancient history largely 
on the Golden Age of Athens and the later Roman Republic still survives 
in many parts of the world. The superior style of many of the writers 
of these periods may be a good reason for this policy, but we must 
remember that the political issues of the nineteenth century which 
made such periods so suitable when first prescribed are now irrelevant. 
Imperialism is dead, but cultural understanding and economic integra
tion within the Commonwealth are vital; sea power is disregarded, while 
we stress land-based missiles; extensions of franchise are now of merely 
antiquarian interest, while the grave limitations of effective democracy 
and the trend to bureaucracy and general irresponsibility ar~ alarming 
to all. Often we are teaching things which no longer matter. 

The lesson of all this is clear. While we must teach the basic outlines 
of Athenian democracy and the Roman Republic as part of the back
ground to any study of ancient history, we shall assuredly kill the subject 
if they are allowed to be the main topics studied. Nearly a century and 
a quarter ago Arnold pointed to where the main emphases must lie ; in 
the history of the Peloponnesian War and the ensuing fourth century, 
and in the history of the Roman Empire, which should now be carried 
to a later date than he had envisaged. Further, Arnold affirmed that it 
is Roman civilization which we must study and teach in this period. 
Though the political fabric and dates are an essential framework, they 
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are not the main lesson which a citizen of the future ne~ds to learn fro~ 
that age. The habits, values, and social ~tanda~~s which deve~op~d m 
the Roman world state greatly influenced Its pohtical and constitutiOnal 
changes and are of critical interest to us today. It is of great mom~nt to 
our society that our pupils should understand so~ethi~g of the nse of 
Christianity, the sense of sin evident in pagan wnters like ~~race and 
Seneca the fear of freedom expressed by Longinus, the stenlity of _art 
and lit~rat~re , the interest in mysticism and astrology, and the pervadmg 
fatalism and hedonism of the age. . 

Perhaps, as Arnold asserts, 'the writers, generally speakmg, are ~ready 
inferior'; but they none the less often give memorable expressw? t~ 
attitudes still significant for men today. So in the ~rst _hook of Tacit~s 
Histories Galba admonishes his new colleague Piso m the fo~lowmg 
words :I 'Neque enim hie, ut gentibus quae reg~antur, ~erta dommoru~ 
domus et ceteri serui, sed imperaturus es homimbus q~I nee totam seru_I
tutem pati possunt nee to tam libertatem' -'There IS not here, as m 
nations subject to monarchy, a defined royal house with the rest slaves; 
but you are going to rule men who can endure neither absol~te slavery 
nor absolute freedom.' At present similar troubl~s occur ':Ith welfare 
tates which men demand as a protection agamst the nsks of_ full 

:con;mic freedom, yet which they are not anxious to safe_guard eith~r 
by voluntary self-discipline or by accepting state coercwn of their 

private lives. · · h 
Modern ideals in education often receive noteworthy ~xpresswn m t e 

works of writers under the Empire. So Quintilian obJects to corporal 
punishment in schools because it hinders the growth_ of a~ul~ self~ 
d'scipline:z 'denique cum paruulum uerberibus coegens, qmd muem 
f:cias cui nee adhiberi potest hie metus ?' This might be freely rendered: 
'Granted that one has forced the prep. school boy to work by t~e use of 
beatings what does one do to the undergraduate, to whom this threat 
cannot b~ applied?' Similarly Juvenal stresses the importanc~ of a sound 
home environment and good parental example for a small child: 

nil dictu foedum uisuque haec !imina tangat 
intra quae pater est. procul, a_procul !~de puellae 
lenonum et cantus pernoctantts parasltt. . 
maxima debetur puero reuerentia .... (Sat. xtv. 44- 47.) 

Let no foul word or sight pass this threshold . 
Wherein his father is. Far, far from there be gtrls . 
From panders, and the songs of the sponger who stays all mght. 
To a child is owed the greatest reverence .... 

I i. 16. 2 i. 3· IS. 
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T hough the previous paragraph contains much to please the modern 
educationist, we dare not ignore the other aspect of the belief in humane 
tolerance and personal self-expression which was so general under the 
Empire. St. Augustine offers a telling exposure of the want of standards 
and intolerance of moral criticism which were also fostered by the same 
climate of opinion :1 

Populi plaudant non consultoribus utilitatum suarum, sed largitoribus 
uoluptatum. non dura iubeantur, non prohibeantur impura .. .. quid alienae 
uineae potius quam quid suae uitae quisque noceat, Iegibus aduertatur. 
nullus ducatur ad iudicem, nisi qui alienae rei domui saluti uel cuiquam 
inuito fueri t importunus aut noxius; ceterum de suis uel cum suis uel cum 
quibusque uolentibus faciat quisque quodlibet . . .. ille sit publicus inimicus, 
cui haec felicitas displicet ; quisquis earn mutare uel auferre temptauerit, eum 
Iibera multitudo auertat ab auribus, euertat a sedibus, auferat a uiuentibus. 

Let the nations applaud not the men who deliberate for their benefit but 
those who bestow means for their pleasures. Let no hardships be enjoined 
and no unclean things forbidden. . . . Let what damage a man does another's 
vineyard be punished by law, but not what harm he does his own life. Let 
none be led before a judge except him who has injured another's property, 
household, or person, or has importuned an unwilling person; otherwise let 
each man do as he likes with his own goods or servants or with any willing 
person . .. . Let him alone whom this happiness displeases be a public ene~y. 
As for him who has tried to modify or abolish such happiness, let the free 
mob push him out of hearing, turn him out of his home, remove him from 
among the living. 

From these extracts we see at once how far the problems of the 
Empire are our problems, and how many modern attitudes are reflected, 
supported, or criticized in Roman writers of the period. So now that 
ancient history is largely taught to pupils ignorant of both Latin and 
Greek it is particularly desirable to give the literary sources in translation. 

The course here advocated for school use has two components. One 
is already in common use; a very general outline of the history of the 
ancient world from the end of the Stone Age to the beginning of the 
European Dark Ages. The second consists of two more detailed studies, 
one of the Greek world of the fourth century, the other of the age from 

ero to Diocletian. In both these periods we are to be primarily con
cerned with the mentality, the outlook, and the standards of the t ime 
and the interaction between events and attitudes. For the Greek period 
the reading of parts of Plato, Thucydides, Xenophon, Aischines, l so
krates, and Demosthenes is needful, and fortunately good inexpensive 
versions of most of the relevant works are available. Of course the 
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amount of material read will vary, and may be allowed to vary greatly. 
Able pupils will read very widely; the dull will be asked to ponder a few 
very well-chosen extracts and will often grasp the point at last. 

For the Roman period the sources present a difficulty. The vast body 
of semi-relevant literature is quite beyond the grasp of the ablest pupils 
in the available time, even if suitable translations always existed. There 
seems a real need for a Chrestomathy of Later Roman Civilization, com
posed of extracts from histories, panegyrics, general literature, and the 
works of jurists and Church Fathers. Such a work, well and vividly 
translated, would enable ancient history students to have at least a chance 
of assessing the spirit and values of the later Roman world, and how far 
they are important to our time and situation. 

We cannot expect a future revival of classical studies at any level if we 
are unable to convince the sceptical utilitarian minds of school pupils 
of this generation that the ancient world can illumine modem experience 
and help them to meet the present situation and face an uncertain future . 
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272 FOUR LEXICOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON GELLIUS 

maxume' et in sequentibus aperuit 'non . .. rustici' ". Here Nonius does not 
mean that Plautus has revealed to us the meaning sartor a sariendo, but the 
double meaning non solum a sarciendo verum etiam a sariendo. Further, 
Nonius also quotes his meanings in the same order in which Plautus exem
plifies them, so the first sense is shown in 'sartor ... m·axume' and the second 
meaning is illustrated in the two verses 'non ... rustici'. Now the dictionary 
meanings of sartor in the first sense are given as "patcher, botcher, mender". 
The second of the three carries a pejorative force, implying that the man has 
bungled his job, and this is what Hegio means here: 

"You bungler-and sower of mischief-and its chief reaper, too!" 
However, Tyndarus wilfully misunderstands sartor, just as Waltzing has· 
shown him doing with conjidenter in v. 664. So affecting to take sartor in its 
second meaning a sariendo, he makes a very sarcastic retort about Hegio's 
evident ignorance of farming in verses 662-3. 

Therefore we may now translate the whole passage vv. 659-666 as follows, 
basing v. 66r on the majority of manuscripts of Nonius : 

HE. (to Lorarii) Put fetters on this rogue! 
TY. What is the trouble now? What have I done wrong? HE. You ask? 

You bungler-and sower of mischief-and its chief reaper, too! 
TY. Didn't you mean to say "harrower" first? 

For farmers always harrow before they hoe. 
HE. Good heavens! (to Lorarii) How impudently he answered me back! 
TY. It is right that a poor innocent slave who has done no wrong 

should be undaunted: especially before his own master. 

Some objections to this interpretation might be developed from remarks 
in W . M. Lindsay's Editio Maior (Methuen, 1900, pp. 273-4). But there seems 
no need to relate the sense of Latin sarcio to that of Greek p&n-r:w in order to 
establish a double meaning for sartor in this context, and, unless we grant 
this point, Lindsay cannot assist in the demolition of the case put forward 
above. 

In conclusion, there seem strong reasons for adopting the Nonius tradition 
of Captivi v . 661 in future editions of Plautus, and consequently reading: 

sartor- satorque scelerum- et messor maxume. 

NEw SouTH WALES (Australia), Newcastle University College R. G. TANNER 

FOUR LEXICOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON GELLIUS 

A. Noctes Atticae 6.1.11. eodemque eo die in arce eius oppidi ius dixit . 
The reading eodemque eo die seems to occur for the first time in Hertz's first 
edition (Leipzig 1853). It was abandoned by him in favour of eodemque die 
in his Editio Maior, but was revived by C. Hosius in his Teubner edition 
(1903). The author of the article on idem in TLL (p . 203 line 63) calls doubt 
upon the unlikely combination of idem and is. In fact Hertz and Hosius 
seem to have based their texts upon a faulty reading of the manuscripts. The 
three principal manuscripts available to us at this point read as follows: eoque 
die R; eodemque die V; eodemque eo die P. An easy explanation of these differ-



THE AWAKENING OF THE 
EARTH GOD 

GODFREY TANNER 
"The supreme vice is shallowness" 

-Oscar Wilde, De Protundis 

Five score years ago the crucible of suffering poured out upon 
another continent a new vision of life - a frank and naked world 
view forged from the fratricide of the American Civil War in the verse 
and prose of Walt Whitman. Sensitive, passionate and pantheistic, the 
singer of the "body electric" saw the need for a new morality and a 
new religion. So he observes in Democratic Vistas, "I say that dem
ocracy can never prove itself beyond cavil until it founds and luxur
iantly grows its own forms of art, poems, schools, theology - displac
ing all that has been produced anywhere in the past under opposite 
influences". 

There is a vital truth here. The religion of the Old Testament 
was the religion of God as "a great King above all. Gods"; while the 
religion of the New Testament is a religion of God as "Our Father". 
But the last two modern centuries have seen the reduction of mon
archy and fatherhood to legal symbols largely shorn of their ancient 
power and awe. The British monarch is relegated to the role of 
symbolising British nationality and giving automatic assent to the 
acts of elected Ministers. Likewise the modern Australian father, 
absent from home for most of his work and his recreatio:Q, often 
gives his family nothing beyond the unifying use of his surname 
and his pay-packet. 

Yet though Whitman looked for an American "literatus" to found 
a new theology, it was in the decaying society of a Europe he despised, 
in the "Art for Art's sake" doctrines of Walter Pater and the Viennese 
consulting rooms of Dr. Freud, that the challenge and response 
began to appear. The movement of Art for Art's sake did not merely 
assert the supreme significance of the individual in a world of com
mercial uniformity; it also implied a new real absolute in a society 
for which God had become a polite and respectable Sunday formality. 
At the same time the early work of Freud was showing the unreality 
of traditional Christian concepts affecting the motivation and content 
of behaviour; and in English theatre and novel a distinguished artist 
was issuing a similar challenge. 

Though the sordid commercial details of his dealings with male 
prostitutes from the Mile End Road have denied to Wilde that crown 
of martydom which the insight, compassion and charity behind his 
enormous vanity might otherwise have won, the spiritual realism 
of De Protundis in its full entire text and the Christly tenderness of 
Lady Windermere's Fan have a greater religious significance than 
literary historians are yet ready to admit. Wilde realised the beauty 
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and compassion of Our Lord and the deeply aesthetic basis of the 
"new commandment" with profound discernment of the need to 
realise and perceive one's self as the essential foundation for growth 
in holiness. 

After the publication of some of Freud's leading ideas a further 
stage in literary awareness is achieved by the Nottinghamshire miner's 
son D. H. Lawrence, who insists on the prime necessity of "phallic 
consciousness". "The body's life is the life of sensations and emotions. 
The body feels real hunger, real thirst, real joy in the sun on the 
snow, real pleasure in the smell of roses or the look of a lilac bush, 
real anger, real sorrow, real love, real tenderness, real warmth, real 
passion, real hate, real grief. All emotions belong to the body and are 
only recognised by the mind ... Our education from the start has 
taught us a certain range of emotions, what to feel and what not to 
feel, and how to feel the feelings we allow ourselves to feel. This 
feeling only what you allow yourself to feel at length kills all 
capacity for feeling, and in the higher emotional range you feel 
nothing at all. The higher emotions are strictly dead. They have to be 
faked. By the higher emotions we mean love in all its manifestations, 
love of our fellow men and love of God; we mean love, joy, delight, 
hope, true indignant anger." 1 

Linked with this belief in the phallic principle was a sense of 
the power of the old fertility gods of the dark earth. This is firmly 
stated in the retrospect sections of Kangaroo, perhaps his most 
significantly religious novel. "A white static arrested morning, away 
there in the west of Cornwall, with the moors looking primeval, and 
the huge granite boulders bulging out of the earth like presences. 
So easy to realise men worshipping stones. It is not the stone, it is 
the mystery of the powerful pre-human earth showing its might." 2 

Here he feels the ancient Chthonian powers alive and merely asleep 
and waiting. Further, his own basic theology is also essentially 
Chthonian. 

"So is every creature, even an ant or a louse, individually in 
contact "with the great life-urge which we call God. To call this 
connection the will-to-live is not quite sufficient .. . It is an answer 
to the strange creative urge, the God-whisper which is the one and 
only everlasting motive for everything . . . So then man. The idea or 
ideal becomes a fixed principle. So the Christian-democratic world 
prescribes certain motions, and men proceed to repeat these motions, 
till they conceive that there are no other motions but these 
When scientists describe savages, Ancient Egyptians, or Aztecs, they 
assume that these far-off peoples acted, but in a crude clumsy way, 
from the same motives which move us ... Men have had strange 
inconceivable motives and impulses which were just as "right" as 
ours are. And our "right" motives will cease to activate, even as the 
lost motives of the Assyrians have ceased . .. Now that the vast 
bulk of mankind has always been, and always will be, helpless to 

1. A Propos of Lady Chatterley's Lover (Penguin) , pp.93-4. 
2. Kangaroo (Penguin ), p.250. 
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interpret the new prompting of the God-urge ... Alas, there is no 
morse code for interpreting the new life-prompting, the new God
urge. And there never will be. It needs a new term of speech invented 
each time - a whole new concept of the Universe gradually born, 
shedding the old concept . .. There is the dark God knocking afresh 
at the door." 3 

The dark God knocks indeed, and Paul Tillich the American 
Theologian felt the mysterious throb in his own sentient soul, and 
so he wrote his decoding of the rhythm in The Shaking of the 
Foundations: "The name of this infinite and inexhaustible depth 
and ground of all being is God. That depth is what the word God 
means ... For if you know that God means depth, you know much 
about him. You cannot then call yourself an atheist or unbeliever. 
For you cannot think or say 'Life has no depth, life is shallow. 
Being itself is surface only'. He who knows about depth knows about 
God."4 

Equally with Lawrence, Tillich sees the emptiness of obsolete 
unmeaning motivation, and in it finds the meaning of Sin. "The 
state of our whole life is estrangement from others and ourselves, 
because we are estranged from the Ground of our being, because 
we are estranged from the origin and aim of our life. And we do not 
know where we have come from, or where we are going. We are 
separated from the mystery, the depth, and the greatness of our 
existence. We hear the voice of that depth, but our ears are closed. 
We feel that something radical, total, and unconditioned is demanded 
of us; but we rebel against it, try to escape its urgency, and will not 
accept its promise." & 

It is against this intellectual background that one should read 
my friend Bishop John Robinson's book Honest to God. ,; Those 
who recall his brave defence of Lady Chatterley's Lover against a 
charge of pornography will realise that the Bishop of Woolwich is 
deeply aware of the theological content and trend in the work of 
D. H. Lawrence. There is a most intimate connexion between the 
statements of Lawrence and Tillich we have examined and the follow
ing extract from Bishop Robinson's fifth chapter, Worldly Holiness : 
"My own experience is that I am really praying for people, agonising 
with God for them, precisely as I meet them and really give my 
soul to them. It is then if ever, in this incarnational relationship, 
that deep speaks to deep and the Spirit of God is able to take up 
our inarticulate groans and turn them into prayer . . . We may 
begin from the fact that people do give themselves to people. There 
is nothing religious about this. But to open oneself to another 
unconditionally in love is to be with him in the presence of God, 
and that is the heart of intercession. To pray for another is to expose 
both oneself and him to the common ground of our being; it is to 
see one's concern for him in terms of ultimate concern, to let God 

3. Kangaroo, pp.324-6; 4. Tillich : The Shaking of the Foundations, 
1949, p.63; 5. ibid. pp.161ff. 
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into the relationship. Intercession is to be with another at that 
depth, whether in silence or compassion or action." 6 

In the sixth chapter, The New Morality, the Bishop observes a 
similar total commitment to that expressed in physical terms by 
Lawrence's "red-blooded" sexuality concept. "Utterly unconditional 
love admits of no accommodation; you cannot define in advance 
situations in which it can be satisfied with less than complete and 
unreserved self-giving. It may mean selling all one possesses, putting 
one's whole livelihood in the collection, giving up one's clothes or 
lending one's money entirely without question, cutting off one's right 
hand or pulling out one's eye." 7 In the same chapter the issue 
receives forthright definition. "Life in Christ Jesus, in the new being, 
in the Spirit, means having no absolutes but his love, being totally 
uncommitted in every other respect but totally committed in this. 
And this utter openness in love to the "other" for his own sake is 
equally the only absolute for the non-Christian, as the parable of 
the Sheep and the Goats shows. He may not recognise Christ in 
the "other" but in so far as he has responded to the claim of the 
unconditional in love he has responded to him - for he is the 'depth' 
of love." s 

In his chapter 4 on Jesus Christ, The Man for Others, we have a 
new definition of Bishop Gore's celebrated 'kenotic ' doctrine of the at
onement. Gore held that the second person of the Eternal Godhead 
emptied himself of his divine quality and power to live and suffer as 
man. Robinson states that he emptied himself of self-concern in order 
to attain divine quality and exhibit Godhead to men. The atone
ment on the Cross was for Gore the total sacrifice of deity to 
redeem men, for Robinson it was the final achievement of true , peity 
in the act of the redemption by the Son of Man, who achieves his 
true fulness only by the total emptying of himself. 

Two eminent Australian novelists of Anglican background have 
been feeling after this concept for some years, as readers of Randolph 
Stow's novel To the Islands or of Patrick White's Tree of Man, 
Voss, or most especially, Riders in the Char·iot will readily realise. 
The last book is the clearest illustration in its frankly Christian 
symbolism. But the distinctive mark of the four 'riders' is not so 
much their growing spiritual illumination as their power to learn to 
"empty themselves" ever more completely as the novel moves to its 
climax, where at last, after Himmelfarb's mock crucifixion at the 
hands of the Sarsparilla louts, all "learn Christ" or "put on Christ" 
in the best Robinsonian (and Catholic and Apostolic) manner by 
acting the Golgotha-situation in their own persons. The pieta puts 
on flesh and reality before Alf Dubbo expires in painting it in his 
last tubercular spasm. Voss is hardly less Christian in the sense 
understood by Tillich, Bonhoeffer or Robinson in the total commit
ment of Laura to her fiance's agony in which both she and Voss 
empty themselves completely, even though one must live on when the 

6. Honest to God, p.99 ; 7. ibid. pp.l12; 8. ibid . pp.114-5. 
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other dies, and total suffering wins total charity and compassion for 
its pains. Again in the Tree of Man Stanley Parker finds the 
ground of all being after a life emptying himself in simple unremem
bered service and searing ordeals he could not express : 

'"What is it, Stan?" she asked. 
Her face was afraid. 
I believe, he said, in the cracks in the path. On which ants were 

massing .. . But struggling. But joyful. So much so, he was trembling. 
The sky was blurred now. As he stood waiting for the flesh to be 
loosened on him, he prayed for greater clarity, and it became as 
obvious as a hand. It was clear that One, and no other figure, is 
the answer to all sums. 

"Stan", cried his wife, running, because she really was afraid 
that she had been• left behind.'9 

Significant too is the mystical feeling for the earth and its 
moods which fills the mind of Miss Hare in "Riders in the Chariot". 
Voss feels it too, he longs to master and possess and belong to "the 
land of great subtlety" as he calls it the first time he meets Laura. 
Stan Parker too has this close empathy with the earth. 

'"But Stan was full of hope. Now I must speak to this boy, he 
felt, and convey to him something of what I know .. . 

"This is pretty poor country", said the father "Sour. But I sort 
of like it. It gets a hold over you." ' 10 

At the end of the neolithic period the coming of bronze brought 
a new race of invaders to Europe who displaced the earth goddess 
who ruled the dark rhythms of life and introduced instead their 
belief in the sky and thunder deity. All over Europe the round 
cremation barrow over the pyre replace the clan burial vaults or 
long barrows of Chthonian inhumation, and the dark deities have 
been pushed first into a half discarded series of occasional festivals 
and finally been abolished or consigned to the sphere of demonology. 
Classical, Jewish and Christian cultures all have flowered in the age 
of the inscrutable justice of the thunder-gods, Zeus and Jehovah, 
and under the rule of the rational law-giving mind which repudiates 
the dark impulses of earth and inner nature. The revolution in 
literature science and philosophy which Bishop Robinson has trig
gered off in popular theology is indeed in his own words "Copernican". 
After two millenia of discard, the earth gods have returned: the wheel 
is turning full circle, and the religious revolution of the Bronze 
Age is being undone. 

But perhaps the wisdom and insight of men is at last large 
enough to embrace both traditions and give us not new paganism 
but renewed and whole Christianity of the whole Christ who reigns 
below as well as above. Here too our new-old Chthonian Christianity 
can join hands with art, with science and psychology and so shall 
make of philosophy in Tennyson's prophetic phrase "One music as 
before, but vaster". n 

9. The Tree at Man (Penguin), pp.477. 
10. The Tree of Man (Penguin), p.221. 
11. Tennyson, In Memoriam, the prologue, vv.7-8. 
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THE ROAD TO JERUSALEM 

GODFREY TANNER 

"The Lord doth build up Jerusalem: and gather together the 
outcasts of Israel" -

Psalm 147. 

The moral problem of Greek epic poetry was the conflict between 
the aspirations of man and the too often malevolent will of the Gods. 
Often in Homer the men stand on a far higher level than their 
deities, but time and again the Olympians intervene to possess the 
the minds of men and render them temporarily unworthy of them
selves. Thus in Iliad XVI, verse 656, Zeus first makes a coward of 
Hector for the time being in order that Patroclus may be able to 
advance to the walls of Troy. On the other hand, the endeavours of 
the human leaders to settle the Trojan War by a conflict between two 
champions are thwarted by the deliberate intervention of Athena, 
who persuades Pandarus to a dishonourable and cowardly attack in 
order that the truce may thereby be broken (Iliad IV, 104-111). Gods 
and men are constantly at variance. 

In Tragedy on the other hand the hero took upon himself. the 
nature and sufferings of the deity - he became the God. As Gebrge 
Thomson states the matter: "It is agreed that the themes of early 
tragedy were drawn from the myths of Dionysus, and I have argued 
that the original theme was the god's death . . . It stands to reason, 
that before the early tragedians began to withdraw on other cycles, 
they must have made full use of the Dionysiac. There must have been 
dramatised, not only the death of Dionysus, but also his birth and 
resurrection".l So in ancient Tragedy man played the role of God 
and shared His experience. 

Now the later Greek novel and its modern European successor 
tend to inherit the epic rather than the tragic tradition. The typical 
hero of fiction - be he Gulliver, Copperfield, or Clym Yeobright -
achieves his goal despite the malevolence of men and circumstances. 
Even those like Hardy's Tess who are overwhelmed by the opposition 
at least achieve the stating of their protest before doom overtakes 
them. In this sense the modern novelist is the heir of Homer, 
relating to the conflict between the courage of man and the force 
of environment. 

1. Aeschylus & Athens, p.188. 
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However, the basically pagan view inherited from Greek epic 
poetry - that men have intrinsically stable characters, but that they 
exhibit uncharacteristic behaviour when possessed by divine beings 
- created a problem for the novel as a vehicle of Christian literature. 
Nonetheless, the 'Pilgrim's Progress' view of life made the Christian 
prose novel a possibility, and in a sense Bunyan was its English 
pioneer. In his view the world was a Vale of Tears where temptation 
was to be overcome with the aid of Grace. Some of the behaviour of 
the Homeric Deities was assigned to God; the other and less desirable 
aspects were attributed to Satan. Apart from the overshadowing this 
dualistic concept was the final Good Purpose of God towards his 
Elect, together with the protestant view of worldly success as the 
given sign of God's approval for His Chosen - a view which requires 
no amplification for those who have read the late R. H. Tawney's 
Religion and the Rise of Capitalism. The quietism and the trends 
to individualistic piety inherent in post-Tridentine CatholiCism also 
accorded with the view that the Elect as individuals might be 
rewarded on earth as well as in heaven by a private access to the 
Treasury of Merit through personal devotion - the position of 
Thomas a Kempis' Imitation of Christ, a book which vied with 
Pilgrim's Progress for pride of place on the bookshelves of church
going nineteenth century capitalists. The result of such attitudes was 
the making possible of the basically moral novels of Richardson, 
Defoe, Scott, Miss Austen, Dickens and Trollope. The later rejection 
of their Liberal Christian Moral Optimism by Thomas Hardy gives 
us the sombre Homeric grandeur of the Wessex Novels. 

II. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SANCTITY ' r ·· 

"How very hard it is to be a Christian" - R. Browning, 

Easte1· Day. 

Though Liberal Christian Moral-Optimistic novels are still being 
written, the first World War sounded the death-knell of the literary 
reign of this tradition. But the war was the event rather than the 
cause which altered taste. An inner inadequacy in the moral founda
tion of the western Christian novel was the true source of decay. Its 
Christianity was that of the Anglican Catechism rather than that of 
the Gospels or the Eucharist. Like many renaissance attitudes it 
grew directly from one of the faults of the mediaevalism it con
demned - in this case from the custom of negative pietistic hagio
graphy. Too many such late mediaeval tracts stress the moral up
rightness and pious habits of the Saint rather than his burning, 
self-giving love for Christ. 

If St. Thomas a'Becket was the prince among those negative 
Saints who died to resist a sin or uphold a cause, then surely St. 
Francis of Assisi is the prince and chief of those positive Saints who 
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strove to share the whole passion of their Lord. Just as the primitive 
Greek tragic hero assimilated himself to Dionysus and shared his 
God's death and rebirth, so St. Francis shared the suffering and 
wore the stigmata of Our Lord. 

As the whole notion of positive sanctity is closer to the tragic 
hero participating in the God's ordeal than to that of Epic heroism, 
therefore novels expressing the Christianity of positive sanctity must 
look to the model of tragedy rather than that of epic in shaping 
their plot and the characterisation of the hero. But the first reaction 
to the 1914-18 War was to reject the whole Christian view of the 
universe, and the great novelist of the 'twenties, D. H. Lawrence, 
repudiated the negative sanctity of XIXth century novels by a frank 
return to the older cults of earth and phallus. After the 1939-45 War 
a new type of Christian novel has become important, but it is a 
novel of positive sanctity looking to the primitive tragic model instead 
of that of primary epic, and its master has been the English Catholic 
novelist Graham Greene. However, the trend has not been limited 
to English or to Catholic writers. A comparative study of two works 
by contemporary Australian Anglican novelists will establish this 
point. 

III. WITH THE AUNT TO THE ISLANDS 

"There is sometimes little to choose between the reality of 
illusion and the illusion of reality. Each of your several lives is 
evidence of this". - Patrick White, The Aunt's Story - p.289. 
"We'd go to the sea sometimes. It's green, then it's blue. In 
summer clouds pile up on the horizon, and stay there. I said 
to my father: 'What is that country?', and he said : 'That is 
Antarctica.' I was deceived." - Randolph Stow- To the Islands 
- p.145. 

Each of these Australian novels is the study of a single character 
Theodora Goodman in The Aunt's Story and Stephen Heriot in 

To The Islands. Both are led to compassion by an incident - in one 
case by the arrival of an old mining partner of George Goodman's 
at the Meroe homestead in search of a free meal; by an experience 
in hospital in the other. 

After the twelve-year-old Theodora has resolved the dispute 
between her parents by proposing that the stranger be given his 
dinner on the side verandah, she and her sister watch him eat the 
meal and then see him off. As he leaves he bids Theodora a strange 
farewell. 

"That's why some take to the mountains and others say they're 
crazy . . . and perhaps they're right. Though who's crazy and who 
isn't? Can you tell me that, young Theodora Goodman? I bet you 
couldn't . . . You'll see a lot of funny things, Theodora Goodman. 
You'll see them because you've eyes to see. And they'll break you. 
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But perhaps you'll survive. No girl that was thrown down by lightning 
on her twelfth birthday and then got up again, is going to be 
swallowed easy by rivers of :fire ."2 

It is on a mountain top in America years later at the end of 
her story that Theodora enters an abandoned house among pine 
trees - like those growing outside her father's study at Meroe. 
Suddenly a man appears who calls himself Holstius - a man who 
reminds her in some ways of her dead father George Goodman and 
in others of the man who was given his dinner. He talks to her, 
relaxing her tensions and removing her doubts, and then disappears 
before people arrive to take her to the Asylum. As she kneels by the 
man's chair just as once she had knelt in the dawn by her father's 
death-bed, she asks: "What is it you expect me to do or say?" 
"I expect you to accept the two irreconcilable halves. Come," he said, 
holding out his hands with the unperturbed veins. 

'She huddled on the boards, beyond hope of protection by con
vention or personality, but the cloth on the legs of Holstius had 
the familiar texture of childhood, and smelled of horses, and leather, 
and guns. She rested her head against his lmees.'3 

After Heriot had deserted his Mission Station, believing that he 
had murdered a rebellious young native, he then goes off in quest 
of the mythical islands of the dead, accompanied only by his faithful 
aboriginal helper Justin. In a valley in the Kimberleys he explains 
his lifelong vocation to a runaway white murderer called Rusty. 
"Once I was sick in hospital one summer, and there was a sunset, 
one of those gaudy southern sunsets, and I looked out and saw a nun 
watching it, quite still, with a bedpan in her hand. I thought ,if I 
were a nun I'd feel like that, as if I'd earned the sunsets for mys~lf".4 

Now after long years of running a mission station, only to end in 

2. The Aunt's Story (Penguin) p.47. 3. ibid. pp.288-9. 4. To the Islands, 
p.146. 

frustration and attempted murder of one of his wards, Heriot tries to 
interpret his life to this stranger. "I know life comes out of crimes," 
he said, "and we go from one crime to another, and only death ever 
quite stops us ... But all my life I've stopped off, here an there, 
trying to do some good on my may. I've tried to atone for being a 
man, and now it's a habit."5 

Finally, when he has turned to learning instead of teaching 
throughout this terrible journey, and has striven to identify himself 
with his aboriginal charges and their folk lore, he comes at last to 
a native burial cave high in the Kimberleys, where he prevails on 
Justin to leave him to die and return to the mission bearing the old 
man's few valuables as gifts to the young man he had first loved 
and then tried to kill. Then at last as he staggers out from the cave 
in the last stages of weakness he stumbles out on to a foreland and 
finds himself looking over the ocean into the setting sun. "And when 
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the sun sank lower, there, in the heart of the blaze, might appear 
the islands".s So at last Heriot finds the sunset he has earned. 

In both novels the leading characters pass through a long 
physical and spiritual journey wherein each learns the fullness of 
empathy. In Heriot's case it was to share the world view of the 
aboriginal people, but above all to enter into the mind of Rex, his 
aboriginal ward who had betrayed him, and to learn to love him 
again instead of wishing to kill him. With Theodora, it was to share 
the being of old General Sokolikov's dead sister Ludmilla, who had 
made the pilgrimage to Kiev and later been shot by Bolsheviks. The 
following quotations bear out Heriot's acceptance of aboriginal values 
and Theodora's self-identification with Ludmilla. 

"Long afterwards he got to his feet again and walked towards 
the mouth of the cave close by the pond. And under hanging rock he 
saw the first of the paintings, the crude figure of a man without a 
mouth, his head outlined with a horseshoe shape like that of the 
rainbow serpent. 'I know you,' he said 'You are Wolaro. God. What 
does it matter what you're called.' . . . He was very tired. He lay down 
against the cave-wall and closed his eyes, quiet and cool. 'I have 
come home now,' he said. 'This is home.' " 7 

"Theodora took the glass, which had begun to quiver and glow 
. . . She drank, and her head was electric, full of little silver wires. 

5. To The Islands (Macdonald), p.157. 6. ibid. p .204. 7 ibid. pp.192-3. 

'"I have survived,' ' she said. 

' "You, are an .illusion.'' 

' "I beg to contradict. I can show you my passport," Theodora 
said. 

' "You, Ludmilla," he said, "are dead." 

'So that she ebbed with the greatness of it. 

"It was moving towards her darkly across the clearing. Her feet 
were rooted now in mute needles. She stood closely against the tree 
which smelt strongly of resin . . . In the general disintegration of 
firelight, and darkness, and burning resin, and sailing trees, the 
belt around her waist was no great guarantee of personality . . . 
Theodora remembered the face somewhere on the road to Kiev . . . 
Then she began to ebb with the greatness and paleness, the thin, 
water lightness, of the event in which she was taking part. It was 
a mystery which even the hand on the trigger now admitted. 

' "Then I am dead," said Theodora. 

' "You are quite dead.," said Alyosha Sergei.'B 

Thus we see Heriot fulfils his pilgrimage by atoning for his 
humanity and th.e predatory nature of all t:Qi.ngs living, while 
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Theodora achieves by atoning for the fact and pain of mortality 
by reliving the existence of the dead Ludmilla. Both are quite cons
cious of the point to which their identification with the Other has 
led them. Heriot states his position clearly to Justin. "The world wants 
us to prey. But I won't prey on you, no, I'll go against the world. 
Soon I won't prey on anything . . . I'll escape it," Heriot vowed, 
"I won't be party to it. No. Now I'm only the prey."9 So also was 
Christ. Likewise, Holstius' final admonition to Theodora resembles a 
statement of the doctrine of the Communion of Saints. 'In the peace 
that Holstius spread throughout her body and the speckled shade of 
surrounding trees, there was no end to the lives of Theodora Good
man . . . And in the same way that the created lives of Theodora 
Goodman were interchangeable, the lives into which she had entered, 
making them momently dependent for love or hate, owing her this 
portion of their fluctuating personalities, whether George or Julia 
Goodman, only apparently deceased, or Huntly Clarkson, or Moraitis, 
or Lou, or Zack, these were the lives of Theodora Goodman, these 
too."1° for, of course, as in Adam all die, so in Christ shall all be 
made alive. 

8. The Aunt's Story (Penguin) , pp .212-217. 9. To the Islands, p.191. 

10. The Aunt's Story, p .295. 

III. CONCLUSION 

"My soul is a strange country". - Randolph Stow : To the 
Islands, p.204. 

The study of these two novels leaves us a problem. Whetlwr they 
are attempting to embody a theology or not, these two wo'rks are 
both studies of mental derangement. Of course derangement, like 
intoxication, has its place in religion. To us neither are specifically 
religious phenomena, but by primitive peoples both are regarded 
as evidence of divine intervention in the life of their victims, a view
point made clear by the identification between insanity and demoniac 
possession in the New Testament. Now in addition to seeming to 
adopt the tragic world view rather than the epic view of most 
novelists, both our Australian writers seem attracted by the primitive 
idea of the sanctity of insanity. As the stranger says to Theodora : 
"Though who's crazy and who isn't? Can you tell me that, young 
Theodora Goodman?" The most assured result of a century of 
psychology is surely that sanity and normality are much harder 
and less definable concepts than mankind has been wont to believe. 
If this be so, might not the outwardly insane be wiser than the 
outwardly sane - the stone which the builders rejected become the 
cornerstone of the house and the wise be made fools for Christ's 
sake? In Dionysiac orgy or Franciscan love of Lady Poverty, it is 
clear that he who would portray the passion of his God must sur
render to a power beyond himself. Perhaps some whom the world 
dubs madmen may be unregarded saints. 
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This prospect, however, i& not pleasing to those Christians who 
believe that their whole duty consists in "obeying God's holy will and 
commandments". Though the other notion of "suffering with their 
Lord below" in no way excludes such obedience, there is a large 
sphere open for conflict, and it can be suggested that our two 
novelists are exploring facets of such a conflict. In this enquiry they 
of course join hands with Mr. Green, but the two Australian novelists 
seem more confident of the immediate and redemptive impact of such 
eccentric positive sanctity on the lives of those it touches. Perhaps 
the Whiskey Priest of The Power and The Glory makes only a single 
real convert, the little boy who abandons his hero-worship of the 
Lieutenant to kneel for the new priest's blessing on the last page 
of that novel. On the other hand Theodora has a stream of what 
might be called converts, beginning with Violet Adams at school and 
ending with the little boy Zack in outback America. Again, Heriot's 
apparent defection of duty and abandonment of faith in fact serves 
to strengthen the belief of the faithful follower Justin, and provides 
a new opening for redemptive change in the lives of Stephen and 
Rex. 

To a reader who accepts the primacy of positive sanctity both 
Stephen Heriot and Theodora Goodman must appear as martyrs in 
the guise of the traditional hero of Dionysiac tragedy who are bound 
to act out the frenzy and agony of their God. To such a reader -
whatever his agnostic counterpart may feel - the two hero figures 
share in the Passion of Christ: their whole lives are a kind of Mass 
re-pleading, re-presenting however imperfectly, the one true perfect 
sacrifice of theological tradition. Perhaps it is not for nothing that 
the mime by which the seemingly lapsed and pagan Heriot bids 
Justin summon his ghost is his own baptismal name - that/ of 
Stephen the proto-martyr of Christendom. It is a curious pagan 
pantheism which obsesses itself with quickening the dead, as Theodora 
endeavours to do; and an odd repudiation of missionary endeavour 
which ends by reshaping several lives, as does Heriot's journey. 

Viewed from this standpoint these two modern Australian novels 
appear present a fusion of the Greek tragic pattern with the Chris
tian ideal of creative martydom. In the present transition of Aus
tralian values this fusion could prove important. New migration and 
new trends of social and economic change have rendered the convict ' 
and gold diggings notion of 'mateship' a social anachronism which 
excuses social pressure groups for treating their fellow citizens as 
dingo packs treat flocks of sheep. However, it remains the only local 
social ideal, and if infused with the richer heritage of Greek and 
Christian tradition in ways which these novels suggest it might 
well produce a new and vivid doctrine of art and theology which 
might permit the expression of a deep authentic and autochthonous 
Australian Christian culture. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION 

I NTRODUCTION 

This course is designEd to introduce those with "little 
Latin and less Greek" to some of the groeat masterpieces of Greek 
classical literature in recent translationso ·Each lecture 
disc usses the author and b ackg!'ound to a particular work or 
·1orl{ s so that ·students con then·reaa. vvith sane understanding. 
~ues tion s for discuss ion and comment follow at the beginning of 
the next lectureo Most lectures, therefore 9 comprise two sections: 
(A) Questions for discussion on what has been read since the la s t 
meet ing; (B) Guide to the rext meetingo There are two units 
arranged as follows: 
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II 4. 
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II 6, 

(A) 
(B) 

~~~ 
~~~ 
~~~ 
~~~ 
(A) 

(B) 

(c) 

Introduction to Greek Literature 
A Guide to Homer's 11 Iliad". 

Discussion of Iliad Books I - XII 
The History of the Homeric Question 

Discussion of Ilia£_Books XIII - XXIV 
Ly,ric Poetry. 

Discussion of ~onal Lyrig_ 
Introducing Choral Lyric 

Discussion of Q~l Lyric 
The Origins of Tragedy 

Discussion of the !h§Q~ Plays of 
Sophocles 

An Introduction xo the Bacchae of 
Euripides 

Discussion of Thre~Theo~ogi~1_Pla~ 
of Egg.ipides o 



UNIT II Lecture 1. 
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( B) 

4o ~~~ 

5. ~~~ 

E316 In tr oductions P~ 

An Introduction to the Wasps Birds and 
Frogs of Aristophanes .. 

Di scussion of Three Comedies of AristgQhanes 
The Back ground to New Comedy. 

Discussion of Aristophanes-' Clouds and 
Menande~s Dyscoluso 

An Introduction to Thucydides Books I-IV 

Di oouss ion of !flll£~ide~ Books I-I.Y 
An Introduction to Thucydides 9 Books V-VIII 

Discussion of Thucydides. Books V-VIII 
An In traduction to Plat or s Prot agoras and 

Meno 

Discussion of Plato's Protagoras and Meno 
Conclu siono 

It is r ecommended that Lecture 6 of each unit be spread over two 
meetings. 



Lec ture 1 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION 

DISCUSSION_QOURSE E316 

GREEK LITERATURE FOR THE AMATEUR 

by Assoc. Prof. R. G. Tanner 
ia) INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE. 

a ) ~k and Modern Ideas of Literature. 

Unlike so much modern literature composed sine e the 
invent ion of printing, most Classical Greek literature was 
written , not to be read , but to be heard at public gatherings. 
The works we shall stu~r were composed in their present form 
between 800 and 400 B.c .. by men whQse profession was not writing 
as we understand it, and whose prime object, at least originally, 
was something other than entertainment. 

b) Pne try and Educati<!!,o 

I n the Age of Pericles (roughly 460-430 B.C.) an 
Athen i an boy's education had two main elements, music and 
gymnastic. Music included all the arts of the Muse; poetry and 
dancing as well as instr•umental music and song. In earlier times 
this Gre ek education of youths no doubt resembled the initiation 
training of youths in modern primitive societies a good deal 
more closely. We must not forget _ that instrumental music and 
dance accompanied choral lyric poetry 

9 
and that originally the 

whole performance was closer to an aboriginal corroboree than t~ 
the :formally regulated ali thyrambic choir con tests of Periclean 
Athens. I ndeed the whole festival of drama and dithyramb in the 
Athenian t heatre o:f Dionysus at this period seems to have grown 
out of t he i nitiation, war or fertility dances of an earlier 
peri~d. At any rate in Pericles' day the instruction in poetry 
con Sl~ted in learning b;y' heart the epic poetry of heroic times, 
~ Whlch t he :favoured authors were Homer and Hesiod. A character 
ndXenophon's dialogue the Symposium can recite the whole Iliad 

an Odyss ex by heart, and this feat seems to have been quite 
cotmmon. . Of t hese epics the former told of the Wrath of Achilles 
a the s1ege o:f Troy and. the latter of the long Homecoming of 
~sseus after the city was sacked. Hesiod's poetry is composed . 
~ the same metre, but its aim is frankly instructive or didac tic. 

e Works and Da~s was a Farmer's Almanack and his Theogo~ a 



stud Book of the Gods worshipped by the Greekso This information 
was originally useful for religious and secular purposes: most 
noble families claimed divine descent~ and in worship it was 
very important to address gods by the correct name and epithet 
to have any magical power to make them work one's will. Further, 
the tradition of the ancestors (represented in Greece by the 
Homeric corpus) and the story of the totem heroes (represented 
by a Greek theogony) a.r•e integral elements in the lore passed 
on to young braves at the tribal initiations among modern 
primitives. These materials were metrical because this was an 
aid to memory, and the transmission of such texts often remains 
oral long after literacy has come. Thus the Hindu Brahmins 
passed on the text of the sacred Rig-Veda to their pupils for 
centuries before allowing it to be committed to writing~ and the 
poems have been preserved with remarkable fidelity~ while Caesar 
tells us that the Druids of ancient Gaul likewise required their 
pupils to memorise many thousands of verses. 

Thus we find that Greek poetical education was a 
sophisticated growth from what had begun as the severely 
practical training of young tribal braves who were designed to 
be hardy warriors in a right relation with their ancestors and 
totem spirit. But recitation of poetry by heart was not merely a 
part of education, it was also a pofular entertainment in the 
hands of skilled performers called rhap s odes' who are frequently 
mentioned in the books of the Periclean Age. But epic was not 
the only literatureo 

c) ~ligion and the Theatre. 

Mediaeval religious pageants are recognised as the 
starting point and stimulus for renaissance drama, as those who 
saw the telecast of 'The Play of Daniel' frcm the crypt of 
s. Mary' a Basilica in S;}.rdney will readily appreciate. So it was 
seemingly in much the same way that the initiation and fertility 
pageants in honour of various deities came to provide the basis 
for Athenian tragedy and comedy as it flourished in the Periclean 
era. The vegetation and wine god Dionysus had acquired most of 
these cults in Greece by· 500 B. c. but he seems to have been an 
immigrant intruder from the north-east~ who displaced earlier 
deities just as his 'brother' Apollo the sun god had earlier 
displaced the earth deities of Delphi, his oracular shrine, in 
classical times. 

d) Dionysus and the City-Stateo 

The typical Greek City was a self-governing republic, 
like those of Italy in the later Middle Ages. Such City-States 
~ew, as was implied earlier, out of tribal s oci~ties. Their 
01 tizenship therefore involved ties of kinship and religion 
harking back to totemic origins. Thus a foreigner and his 



descenda nts might live respectably in a city for generations 
without thereby acquiring citizenship - simply because they were 
not of the totem or the kin. After 650 BoCo the growth of trade 
resulting from the Greek colonisation of Sicily and South Italy 
brought many foreign traders to the bigger seaports of the 
homeland, such as Corinth, Megara, Sicyon or Aegina. There an 
expanding trade demanded modern written laws suited to commercial 
conditions, while this very demand enabled adventurers to seize 
power with the aid of the traders, and rule as non-hereditary 
monarchs called tyrants. ( Their position was illegal in that 
they were not of the divine-descended royal houses alone entitled 
to kingship, but many showed moderation and great respect for 
the law and constitution, and can be m0re fairly likened to 
President de Gaulle than to Hitler. But to enfranchise their 
alien supporters such men had to overcome the fact that the 
settlers were not of kin to the local gods and heroes. This 
could only be done with a new state religion centred on a new 
deity, and the cult of Dionysus appears to have been used by 
several tyrants to fill th~ need - instances are Periander of 
Corinth, Cleisthenes of Sicy~n and Pisistratus of Athens. In 
Sicyon Cleisthenes transferred the local tragic choruses from 
the hero Adrastus to Dionysus, while in Athens Pisistratus 
introduced the City Dionysia, a feast which may have replaced 
the choral festival of Erechthonius mentioned by Homer in 
Iliad II, vv. 546-51 -obviously also a fertility hero. 

e) Pisistratus and Literature. 

The Athenian tyrant also collected, edited and 
published the Homeric poems which belnnged to the Greek traditions 
of Ionia and refer very little to Athens. No doubt they were of 
superior merit, but the official aim may well have been to 
displace local lays of Attic heroes like Theseus, Erectheus and 
Cecrops from public recitation and tribal education. However, 
the new rich supply of heroic plots unconnected with Attic clan 
cults no doubt assisted a primarily artistic tragic drama to 
grow out of' the primarily religious tragic chorus in a very 
short period: the impact of new renaissance plots and stage 
concepts on English morality drama was equally rapid and decisive. 
The result was the mature masterpieces of Aeschylus (525-456 B.C.), 
Sophocles (495-405 Bo c.) and Euripides (480-405 B. c.) In · 
addition, the dithyrambic choir concept gave scope to serious 
lyric poets who wished to join the tragedians in composing for 
the great Athenian festival as well as in honour of the victors 
at the great national (and originally religious) athletic 
festivals at 01ympia 9 Delphi, Nemea and the Isthmus. Though 
almost all tragic poets were Athenians, some eminent foreign 
Poets wrote for the dithyramb contest like Pindar of Thebes 
and Bacchy1ides of Ceos. Thus we have in the Athenian tragedy 
and dithyramb contests two more literary forms developed for 
Performance, not for reading. 



~16/I. L.l Pe4 

f) Writing a~~· 

The earliest forms of writing are campaign records and 
inventories; the earliest Egyptian pictographs from Sinai are 
in the former class, the oldest Cretan tablets in the latter. 
Writing materials were either bulky like clay tablets, or 
expensive like parchment or papyrus and so early written 
documents were both brief and utilitarian. Like the qui~ cords 
of the Peruvian Incas, they were ~Qlli£ rather than ~rative 
devices. The first Greek prose writings seem to have been 
documenm like Admiralty Sailing Directions - a class of document 
called by the Greeks a periplous or 'round voyage,' listing 
ports with their produce and striking coastal features in the 
order in which a mariner would reach them. Their sentence 
structure was short and simple in the extreme. Seafaring 
commerce was pioneered by the Greek cities of Ionia, the western 
littoral of Asia Minor, of which Miletus was the largest and 
richest. It was these beginnings of primarily written literature 
in prose which rendered Ionic the standard dialect for Greek 
prose composition down to the time of Herodotus, who published 
his Histor~ about 440 B.C. in Athens and was himself a Dorian 
speaker by birth. ·1he early Milesian philosophers like Thales 
(who can be dated from the eclipse he predicted in 585 B.C.) 
also wrote in the concise note-form manner of the periplous 
tradition to provide an outline to remind their pupils of the 
argument, rather than setting out a full and comprehensive 
written justification. Add to this the further fact that we 
have only odd disjointed quotations for later writers' works 
preserved to represent their brief treatises, and the great and 
complex difficulty of early Greek philosophy becomes apparent~ 
Likewise, the earlier (458 B.C.) parts of the Hippocratic 
medical corpus are written as similar brief notes on cases. 
So, written Greek prose was simple, direct and brief in its 
beginnings, but designed to evoke or recall fuller oral 
instruction given previously. Of later authors, Aristotle alone 
exemplifies this tradition of prose style, and for this reason 
many scholars have mistaken his surviving works for rough 
drafts or students' notes of lectures. Thus prose or the 
discarding of metre seems to have come about to save time and 
paper when rhythm was no longer needed for mnemonic purposes. 

g) Oratory and Prose. 

But there was another kind of prose (or non-metrical 
c omposition) - the art of public speaking - designed to evoke 
and recall, not past instruction, but latent feelings and 
attitudes. When in the seventh book of his Politics Aristotle 
(384-322 B.C.) observed that the ideal size of a city's 
population for self sufficient life was "the greatest number 
Which could be taken in at a single glance, 11 he echoed the 
Greek practice of regarding all public business as the business 
0 f every citizen. In prosecuting others or defending oneself 
before citizen ,,jlll'ies , in speakin g in the Assembly of all citi~ens 



or in the Council 9 or in exercisin g any of the public duties 
liabl e t o fall t? a m~n by ~Ot 9 _ a hi gh pr oportion of the citizens 
would have occ aslons ln thelr llves when the y would need to speak 
in public t o try to persuade their fellowso Thus arose rhetoric 9 

which Aristotle defined at the beginning of his treatise on this 
art as hthe skill of exposing the inherently persuasive elements 
in any given si tuationo" At first 9 rules of procedure and 
methods of address were picked up by practice and observation 
or passed on from father to son, but by the time of Pericles it 
had become a systematised branch of higher education 9 as it 
remained till the fall of the Ancient World. Originally the 
art itself was an entirely oral one - the learning of the 
procedures and methods of speaking - but before 400 BoCo it had 
come to include the writing of speeches by experts so that 
their clients could learn them by heart for use in the law 
courts. Of course metrical speeches would have been easier tn 
learn, but the air of naturalness is all-important in persuading 
a jury of one's honesty and credibility, and for this reason 
rhet oric had to confine itself to prose, though not without 
exerc ising a big influence on the style of poetry - especially 
in drama. Indeed after the visit of the great Sicilian sophist 
Gorgi as of Leontini in 429 BoCo 9 all Athenian literature shows 
the marks of rhetorical technique. 

h~ Literary Genre and Dialect. 

In modern Britain or France or Germany there are 
many local spoken dialects but there has been no attempt, 
exc ept with Lowland Scots in Britain (Lallands) and Provencal 
in France, to create an alternative modern literary idiom, and 
even with these t wo instances an extinct but glorious mediaeval 
literary heritage provided a foundationo In Gre~ where unity 
came so late, each dialect had its chance to become a literary 
vehicle, and every literary for m t ended to be perpetuated in 
the dialect wherein it was first developed. Thus the so-called 
'Old Ionic' of Homer, which we now know to be modernised bronze
age Achaean, was the dialect used in all poetry written in the 
e~i c hexameter metre, whatever the native dialect of the poet. 
S1mi larly 9 the 'New Ionic' or spoken dialect of Miletus at the 
time when the periplous tradition of writing began

9 
remained 

the language of philosophy, history and geography until 450 B.c. 
~en later the Athenian historian Thucydides writes 'Ionic' ~ 
}n words where the contemporary Athenian orator Lysias writes 
At ~ic' !!o As we have seen, written speeches did not appear 

untll after 450 BoO. and as Athens was the centre of litigation 
for all her allies as well as her own citizens 9 Attic became 
the main dialect of Green oratory. Personal love lyric began 
on the island of Lesbos and so its Aeolic became the dialect of 
¥ers onal poetry, while choral lyric began in the Peloponnesus. 
h~ latter circumstance caused the Athenian tragic poets to 

~r1te all their choral lyrics in doricised form to suggest the 
oric dialect of the Peloponnese. 
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i) Language and Style .. 

In English we may vary t he emphasi s of 'I caugh t him' 
by saying in more elevated contexts ' Hi m I caught•' or ' Ac hi lles 

f the sw i f t foot slew him' coul d become 'Him s lew Achille s of 
~he swif t foot .. ' But if we write 'Jone s slew Smith 9

1 thi s is not 
a more empha tic way of saying 'Smith s lew Jones:' it is the direct 
oppos iteo The variety was possible because he has an o'bjective 
case fo r m him, while Jones has no such special formo All Greek 
words have case forms for nouns and personal endings for verbs, 
thus permitting a far more varied and expressive word orde~ than 
English can offer uso Participles also replace English subordinate 
verbs and prepositions in many contexts" We might say 'When 
Agamemn on had captured Troy he burned it and sailed home;' in Greek 
we would find "Having burnt capturedTrOy, Agamemnon sailed home." 
Again , our 'He came !l1h three horses' becomes 'He came leading 
three horses r. 1 Greek prose loves antitheses" We might say 'Jones 
made a fortune and Smith went broke.' Greek would write: "He on 
the one hand made a fortune; he on the other hand went broke.,ft--
We might say 'The Indonesians claim \lVest Irian but really want 
prestige .. ' A Greek might have said 'In word the Indon~sians claimed 
West Irian; but in deed they sought prestige.,' Poetry uses frequent 
circuml ocutions aimed either at effect or metrical convenience. A 
Greek tragic formula for 'hurry up~' is literally 'stretch out a 
will ing foot!' Many good examples are shown in A .. E.Housman's 
"Fragment of a Greek Tragedy." 

j) Metre., 

Greek metre was based on length of syllable instead of 
stre ss as in our English verse" Each type will be discussed at 
the proper place. 
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(B) A GUIDE TO HOMER'S ILIAD. 

a) !£oy. M;yQ_en~nd_Cre~~· 

L.l 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century it was 
widely assumed that the early traditions of Greece and Rome 
were largely fabulouso Such was the a ttitude of Wolfe in his 
Prol~omena ad Homerum; such also was the attitude of Niebuhr's 
work on the early Roman traditions preserved in Livy. Then an 
American merchant named Schliemann startled the world in 1870 
by discovering the ruins of nine superimposed cities under the 
hill of Hissarlik near the Dardanelles. This he declared to 
be the site of Homeric Troy. In 1876 he turned his attention 
to Greece. There he investigated the region south of the 
present Corinth Canal, the Peloponnese or Morea 9 and inland 
f rom the Argolid Gulf on the east coast, he discovered the 
Lion Gate of Mycenae and the great stone tombs within the walls. 
Then at the turn of the century Sir Arthur Evans began to 
i nvestigate the provenance of the considerable number of 
inscribed seal-stones which were being found on the island of 
Crete and in doing this he unearthed the ruined palaces of 
Phaestos and Cnossos which exhibited a forgotten culture with 
undeciphered documents in strange scripts, but one which was 
largely responsible for the distinctive and so far unexplained 
f eatures of the art of mainland Mycenae. Such features of 
Homeric armour as the carefully described leather shield of 
Ajax are portrayed on painted vases from Crete, while the 
elaborate palace furniture described in the poems can often be 
identified from the wall-frescoes of Mycenae. Pylos, a desolate 
sandy heath in Classical times , figures as a great city in the 
poems and the excavations by the American Blegen have revealed 
remains of a great Mycenean palace and many tablets in the Cretan 
script. Thus archaeology now shows us that the geography, 
~i s tory, and social customs of Homeric times reflect, at least 
1n part, the real conditions of the Minoan-Mycenean period from 
1500 - 1200 BoCo 

See MoP. Nilsson Homer and Mycenaeo 

G,. Glotz The Aegean Civilisation. 

b ) ~Minoan-Mycenean Texts. 

Ever since Evans began his excavations, the pr~gresive 
classification of clay tablets in the new scripts has been 
continuing.. These documents are in hieroglyphics or in one of 
t~ e two linear scripts, and are mostly inventories of goods. 
~lr John Myres began the publication of the Cnossos tablets set 
ln order by Evans and added the later texts from Pylos and 
Myce~ae. This work, entitled ~pta Min~, made decipherment 
Posslble. In 1953 the Journal of Hellenic Studies contained an 
~~ticle very modestly entitled "Evidence for a Greek Dialect in 

e Mycenean Archives" prepared by Michael Ventris and 



John Chadwick. This paper convinced the scholarly world that 
the Type B Linear tablets were a form of Greek. Though some of 
the c onclusions drawn by the writers have been called in question, 
they still represent the view of a rna j ori ty of scholars: "If 
our Greek transliteratirn is justified 9 it points inescapably 
to an archaic dialect of the 'Achaean' type 9 which is precisely 
what, on historical grounds, we should expect the inhabitants 
of Pylos or Mycenae to have spoken. The name 'Achaean' has been 
used to denote a hypothetical ancestor of the Arcado-Cypriot 
and Aeolic dialects, and it therefore seems the most appropriate 
term to use for the new dialect ooooo If this was the language 
of Nestor and of Agamemnon 9 it was presumably also that of 
Demodocus and the poets of the time. Should we not conclude that 
the 'Aeolic' stratum which so obviously underlies the text of 
Homer is not the Aeolic of Lesbos but a much older Achaean form 
which had already set the conventions of epic verse within the 
second millenium B.C.ooooo Attention has been drawn to similari
ties9 especially in vocabulary y between Cyprian and Homer •••• 
If the original stratum waB of Archaic Mycenean type, many of 
the difficulties disappear." 

Thus the Homeric poems are concerned with an era 
whose features resemble those revealed by Mycenean archaeology 
an d written in a dialect which may well be a development of the 
speech of that era. 

c) Epic Poetry~nd History. 

The veracity of the folk poetry called 'primary epic' 
has been thoroughly analysed some thirty years since. In his 
~eroic Age, H.M.Chadwick studied the old German Lay of Hermann 
1n comparison with Tacitus' account of the career of this same 
Hermann (Arminius) in his Annals, also the old Serbian epics in 
relation to the Byzantine historian Procopius' account of the 
~nvasi ons of the Huns and Avars in the time of Justinian, which 
1s found in his History of the Wars. The result of such studies 
was to demonstrate the close factual agreement between the events 
of such epics and those of recorded history: the differences 
are in importance, scale or moral value of the happenings. Now~ 
the linguistic position is growing clearer we can discern the 
real possibility of a primary epic body of contemporary Mycenean 
lays from at least the legendary date of the sack of Troy 
(11 80 B.c.) Such could well have been the source of the Homeric 
Corpus. 

d) Division into Books. 

The Iliad and Odyssey are each about the length of a 
modern novel, yet each is divided into twenty four 'books' each 
only a short chapter in length. Technical differences of 
PUblication explain this fact. The ancient book was hand
copied by eye or from dictation. Even with the latter method 
no single 'impression' could well exceed 100 copies, and in 



Roman Imperi al time s the scribes were usually literate slaves 
o·:vned by the publishero Given the need for clear writing in 
c~pital l etters 9 six hundred lines would be the most tha t 
could be dicta ted per day during daylight hours. Furthe~ a 
roll of t hi s size written in quarter inch letters on one side 
of a piec e of papyrus (a mat eri al not unlike blotting paper 
with a polished side) would probably run to over t wenty feet 
in length. So 9 before our present codex book made up of 
quires of s titched pages was developed 9 the cumbrous roll 
provided t he only means of publication 9 and one has only to try 
to handle a roll of twelve to twenty feet of wallpaper to 
real ise why the ancient book usually varied between 500 and 800 
lines : l ar ger sizes were most unmana geable! Thus convenience 
of handling and the possibilities of a day's dictation served 
to l i mit the size of the ancient volumen or book roll~ and 
oft en t hese publisher's book divisions are arbitrary ones which 
fail to coincide with breaks in the storyo 

SYest ions for Discussiono 

1. How does Western society today pa ss on informa tion from 
one generation to the next'? 
Wha t sort of information (apart from skills such as 
literacy) do we feel it essential to transmit? 

2 . Wha t matters do you know of that are still passed on 
or ally in our society? 

3. Wha t can you find out about the god Dionysus? 
• 

4. Wha t early inventory in English literary history can 
you name? 

5. Are there any questions ar1s1ng out of the lecture material 
t ha t you would like to ask? 

READING 

Read Rieu's text of the Iliad and before nex t meeting 
endeavour to cover Books I-XIIo 
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GREEK LITERATURE FOR THE AMATEURo 

UNIT I 

(A) DISCUSSION OF ILIAD BOOKS I-XIIo 

(a) The Storyo 

You will at once see that an Epic Pcem, despite its 
considerable historical value, is not written like a book of 
hist or y. The events of the Trojan War are not narrated year by 
year like Thucydides the historian narrates the war between 
Athens and Sparta, but all the action of the epic is concentrated 
int o a few days. Jebb states: "The Iliad owes its unity, not to 
the person of Achilles, but to his wrath." Do you_J!gree , and 
what leads you to~our opinion? 

(b) The Technique o~ Narrationo 

; Four vehicles of expression lift the Iliad out of 
1 the ca tegory of novel or prose narrative and establish it as 

poet r y even when it is read in a prose translation : 
I 

\. 

~' 

i) The addressing of the museo So on p.270 (Book XIV): "Tell 
me now, you Muses that live on Olympus, who was the first of 
the Achaeans to take a blood-stained set of armour from the 
~oe , now that the glorious earthshaker had swayed the battle 
1n their favour?" With this we may compare p.295 (Book XVI) 
"Tell me now, you muses that live on Olympus, hew the Achaean 
ship s vv ere set on fire." 

Dr . Rieu renders the first line of the whole poem: "The Wrath 
of Achilles is my theme." Sir John Sheppard criticises him 
sharply for not giving the literal translation: "Sing, Muse, 
of. the Wrath of Achilles son of Peleus c" .£Q.._z.£!Lagree with 
th1s criticism? 

ii) The use of the long ~~ 'Homeric' simileso Of these Jebb 
01;>serves : "The range of Homeric similes is as wide as the 
llfe known by the poeto 11 Go through Book III noting all the 
examQles of such similes and then discuss Jebb 1 s view. 
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The f irst i nstance is "They filled the air with clamour like 
t he cranes that fly from the onset of winter and the sudden 
r ains and make for the Ocean Stream with raucous cries to 
brin g death and destruction to the pygmies , launching their 
wicked onslaughts from the morning sky ; " the last case is 
" t here he goes , like a bellwether, inspecting the flocks. He 
reminds me of a fleecy ram, bringing a great flock of white 
s heep to heel." 

iii) The use of dialogue to elicit information needed by the 
reader. Again go through the discussion between Priam, Antenor 
and Helen in Book III. List the events before the date of~ 
scene which it discl0ses. 

iv) The 'backflash' digression. This is usually put in the 
mouth of older men, and seems to begin as an extension of the 
l ong simile. A good case is Priam's reminiscence of his visit 
to Phrygia with its great armies at the top of p.69 (Book III). 
He does not use the Phrygian host marshalled against the 
Amazons as an illustration of the size of Agamemnon's army, 
but one suggests the other. Phoenix's parallel of the wrath 
of Meleager in Oalydon in Book IX is not an illustration of 
the wrath of Achilles, it is a parable suggested by it. 
Do Nestor's speeches conform to this pattern? 

(c ) The levels of the action: Gods and Men. 

The Gods dominate the heroeso At the very beginning 
the wrath of Achilles destroys many her oes fulfilli£8_~~ will of 
~o Apollo starts the quarrel and Thetis begs Zeus to punish 
the Achaeans for disrespect to Achilles, which he does. On the 
other hand the initiatives towards peace and equity come from 
the heroes themselves. Study carefully pp. 64-7 and note if any 
God is mentioned as intervenin g . On p.73 Menelaus is about to 
cbtain due satisfaction when Aphrodite intervenes to save Paris. 
At the beginning of Book IV Zeus is ready to consider allowing 
peace, but Hera forces him to let her have Troy sacked: "All I 
ask you to do is to tell Athena to visit the front and arrange 
for the Trojans to break the truce by an act of aggression 
against the triumphant Achaeans." Zeus agrees, and the Gods 
force the Trojans into perjury. Compare carefully the attitude 
of the Gods in Book V with that of Glaucus and Diomede in 
Book VI , and that of Hector and Andromache in the same book. 
~Uld ~QQ-2~ that the Gods are less noble and generous than men 
Qr that their more honourable impulses occur at different times? 
~ow far d~u regard the change of scene from_Olym~!Q_Tro~-!! a dramatic device to vary the narrative and relieve tension? 

Consider especially the events on Olympus described on pp.36-9 
Bo ok I). 



(d ) ~s t or and the Plot (Books I-XII) 

Note the key place occupied by the aged counsellor 
Nest or King o~ Pylas. On p.~o ~e trie$ to ~econcile the 
quarrellin g k~n gs at the beg1nn1ng. The ev11 dream from zeus, 
p 40 t ake s Nestor's formo On PPo49-51 Nestor urges that the 
h~st'be mars halled in tribes, an d thi s gives a pretext to put 
in the Ca t alogueo In Book IV 9 p. 85, Agamemnon is especially 
impressed with Nestor's tactics, and at p.ll9 (Book VI) the old 
king checks looting at a critical time. In pp. 135-7 Nestor 
organises the duel of Ajax and Hector, and on p.140 he recommends 
the truce for burial and the building of the wall and trencho 
In Book VIII pp.147-9 Nestor acts as Diomede's charioteer, giving 
wise advice. In Book IX, pp.162-5 Nestor persuades the Achaeans 
to send an embassy to Achilles. After it fails in Book X it is 
to Nes tor that Agamemnon goes in the night for advice 9 and the 
old man goes to waken the chieftains and advocates the reconn
aissance into the Trojan Camp, pp. 181-7. In Book XI Nestor 
drives the wounded Machaon from the field and meeting Patroclus 
sows i n his mind the notion of fighting in Achilles' armour 
(p . 218 ) which was to be the denouement of the whole tragedy. 

Go carefully through these contexts and see whether 
Nestor appears to speak from his own wisdom, or whether same God 
is sai d to inspire him. ~ou think the prominence of Nestor 
is a matter of traditions a desire to show a typical wisLelder 
in t he story, or due to a connection between the poet and Pylos? 

----------------------------------------------------------------
General Questions for discussion: ___ ,__ ___ _ 
1. Having read the first twelve books ~ do you feel that the 

par ts of the story fit together in one clear theme? 

2G Pick out five cases of verbatim repetitiAn of passages 9 
four of speeches and one of a Homeric simileo 

3. Doe s Hector or Achilles appear thus far the nobler char
acter? Discuss this problem. 
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(B) THE HISTORY OF THE HOMERIC QUESTION 

I n ancient timeso 
~~------------

The collection of local editions of the Epic from 
different cities or those prepared by scholarly readers was made 
poss i b l e after 300 B.C. by the establishment of the Alexandria 
Museum. Zenodotus be gan the tradition of radical emendation of 
difficult or unsati sfactory texts , while his very erudite 
successor, Aristophanes of Byzantium, pioneered the conservative 
trad ition of text criticism, which justifies oddities by 
reference to literary conventions or extinct customs that made 
them less odd to the writer's contemporaries than they are to uso 
Aristarchus of Samot hrace was the great ancient critic: he wrote 
commen taries on the text , he invented signs to mark textual 
diffi culties in the manuscript and was careful in noting where 
words differed in Homer from their contemporary usage in his own 
day . In his commentary Aristarchus attacked Hellanicus and Xenon 
for maintaining that the Iliad was written by Homer and the 
Odyss ey by some other poeto A reference by Seneca ("On the Shortness 
of Li fe" ch.l3) shows that the dispute was a . literary commonplace 
in t he first century AoDo, but felt t o be insoluble. 

(b ) Fo A. Wolf. 

/ In 1795 Wolf published his Prolegomena ad Homerum 
which maintained that the poems grew out of a collection of separate 
lays . The idea was not newo In 90 AoDo Josephus wrote in his 
trea tise against Apion "And they say that Homer did not leave his 
poetr y in writing, but that it was transmitted by memory, and 
after wards put together from the separate songs ; hence the number 
of discrepancies which it ~resentso" Isaac Casaubon (1559-1614) 
and Jacob Perizonius (1684) both accep ted this tradition, while 
Ben tley (1713) held that a poet named Homer lived about 1050 BoCa 
and wrote both Iliad and Odyssey, each consisting of several short 
lays which Homer recited separately. Such works circulated as 
detached pieces until Pisistratus made his collection into two 
e~ic s (550 B.Co)o Another view was that of the Neepolitan scholar 
Gl arnbattista Vico (1722) 5 who held that 'Homer' was a collective 
na~e for the work of many successive poets , that there were pve
ernlnently two Homers, one in Thessaly who assembled the Iliad, 
and one in the Western Peloponnese who put together the Odysseyo 
The central basis of. Wolf's theory is that writing for literary 
PUrp oses was unknown to the Greeks of 950 BoCo and that so long an 
oral composition was impossible. Studies since 1795 of Indian 
~rahmin education and of many primitive peoples have vitiated the 

1 ~t ter assumption , while the Ventris decipherment of Linear B in 
52 has overthrown the former, but the persuasiveness of Wolf 

~? 19th century thought is guite unconnected with any truth in 
ls basic assumptionsa 



(c) Nitzch. 

The ~eve~se view is not tha t Home~ wrote the ea~ly 
l ays woven togethe~ by a later tradition, but that he was a late~ 
mas ter-mind who fused the ruder early lays into two ma gnificent 
poems. Go W.Nitzsch points out all the inferences f~om the 
existence of 'cyclic' epics known to be att~ibuted to eighth 
and seventh centuries BoCo These are desc~ibed by Proclus in his 
Manual of Literature (140 AoDo) which survives in the epitome 
found in the Bibliotheca of the 9th century AoDo Patriarch Photius. 

(d) The Cyclic Cqrpuso 

The whole Cycle begins with the marriage of Heaven and 
Earth, whence came the Giants, and ends with the slaying of 
Odysseus by his son Telegonus. The Trojan Chapte~ contained 
eight epics. 

1. Cypria: 11 books written about 776 B.C. by Stasinus of 
Cyprus. It seems to have been a so~t of chronicle, beginning 
f~om the fi~st cause of the Trojan War, and going to the 
point where the Iliad opens. 

2. Homer's Iliado (24 books) 

3. Aethiopis: 5 books w~itten about 776 BoCo by A~ctinus of 
Miletus. After the funeral of Hector, the Amazon queen 
Penthesileia comes to aid Troy, and the first line desc~ibing 
her ar~ival is found at the end of some MSSo of the Iliad. 
It describes he~ death, and the exploits and death of Memnon 
the Aethiopean. It concludes with Achilles' death and the 
awa~d of his arms to Odysseuso 

4. Little Iliad: 4 books written about 700 BoCo by Lesches 
of Mityleneo They cover events from the awa~d of the arms 
to the capture of T~oy, including the retu~n of Philoctetes 
and the Wooden Ho~seo 

5. Sack of T~oy written by Arctinus about 776 B.C. in two 
books partly ove~laps the foregoing. It gives the story of 
Laocoon and the fall and sack of T~oy to the depa~ture of 
the Greeks. 

6. Nosti: 5 books by Agias of T~oezen, about 750 B.C. 
describing the visit of Menelaus to Egypt and the death of 
Agamemnon. · 

7. Homer's Odyssey. (24 books). 

8 . Tele~oneia w~itten by Eugammon of Cyprus about 566 B.C. 
(2 books). 



The total bulk of the six other epics in the Trojan Chapter is 
29 books~ while Iliad and Odyssey together run to 48 9 proof 
enough

9 
surely 9 of the subsequent and supplementary character 

of the rest of the Chaptero So 9 on traditional dating 9 for 
what it is worth~ Iliad and Odyssey are prior to 776 BoCc 
The traditional dates of Homer vary between 1100 BoCo and 
1045 BoCo when he is said to have joined the migra tion to Ioniao 

( e ) George Grote. 

Grote agrees with Nitzsch in assigning Homer to the 
second, not the first stage of the growth of epic. There was 
an original Achilleid of books 1 9 8 and ll-22 inclusive. 
Books 2-7 9 9, 10 , 23 and 24 were addedo His scheme would be 
simpler if Book 8 were also omitted from the basic form. Grote 
admits that his later books contain some of the noblest poetry. 

(f ) ~iam Geddeso 

In his Problem of the Homeric Poems, Geddes (1878) 
accepts Grote's view and stresses the similarities of Odyssey 
and Iliad 2-7 , 9 9 10 9 23 and 24o The local marks of origin, 
the treatment of Odysseus 9 Hector 9 Helen, the gods and their 
wor ship all are features agreeable to the view. 

\ 

(g) Wilhelm Christo 

In his Proleg~ena (1884) Christ maintained that a 
grea t poet 9 Homer, composed a number of epic lays designed for 
separate recitation 9 but also intended for .an o~~anio unity. It 
con tained the quarrel of Agamemnon and Achilles (I 9 l-305); the 
res olve of Zeus to avenge Achilles (I 9 306ff); the ex~l oits of 
Agamemnon, his wounding, and the rout of the Greeks (XI 9 l-595); 
the sally of Patroclus to help the Greeks 9 and his slaying by 
Hector (XVI-XVII); the routing of the Trojans and return of 
Ach illes to the war, with the death of Hector (XVIII-XXII). 
A~ditions were made by Homer and the Homeridae 9 his followers 9 
f1rs t Books II (except ca talogue) - V9 next VI -all to gratify 
the Ionian cities of Asia. The next additions concerned the 
Wall (XII-XV)o Another poet then completed the work with 
VII -IX, XXIII and XXIV. The work was complete by 800 BoCo, 
certain features like the Catalogue in II 9 Phoenix and Dolon 
(IX and X) and the making of arms in XVIII being late additions. 

(h) Fick. 

In 1885 Fick proposed the view that Iliad and Odyssey 
w~re composed in Aeolic and translated into Ionic in 530 B.c. by 

Ynaethus of Chios. The discovery of Linear B has explained the 
Phenomena which troubled Fick, but at the time considerable heat 
Was aroused. 

The next approaches to the problem were archeological 
ra ther than literary. 
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READINGo 

+ Please read Homer 9 Books XI~XXIV before the next meeting. 
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(A) DISCUSSION OF ILIAD BOOKS XIII-XXIVo 

(a) ~n the second half of the Iliad 9 the events set in train by 
the first twelve books move to their ordained conclusion. 

Does the second half show so many instances of repe
tit ion of speeches such as we saw in Book IX and ~~lsewhere in the 
~lier books? 

Is Nestor much in evidence after ;Book XI? Where does 
he recur? \ 

(b) Would it be a fair comment that the coura~md constancy of 
Ajax. son of Telemon, dominate Books XI-XVII? Note that in 
Book XVII (p.319) Ajax exhorts his men after Apollo has frightened 
them and rebukes Zeus for not slaying them in the light (p.333)o 
On p.294 XVI the doughty Ajax has to be overwhelmed by the will of 
Zeus in order that the ships may be set alight (XVI). In XV p.284 
1·1hen Zeus breaks his brothe r Teucer' s bow, Ajax simply tells 
Teucer to put on armour and take spear and shield. Is there any 
case of the Gods giving him special_QQwers except that of Poseidon 
in Book XIII? 

(c) The description of the making of Achilles' new shield by 
Hephaestus in Book XVIII is regarded by Sir John 8heppard as the 
key to the understanding of the Iliad: "The patter"n on the shield 
i~ i n f act a pattern of human life o •• Homer's pu.r•pose was not 
~lmplJ; to make his design symmetrical, nor even si.mply to make it 
eautlful. He has contrived to make the pattern tragically 

significant. It is a pattern of life as .a thing of youth and joy 
an
1

d music, with conflict and the peril of sudden death lurking 
a Ways in the shadow." 

~0 You think this analysis of the shield is a just evaluation 
~ the spirit of the I~? 
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{d) Book XIX with i t s r econcili a t ion scene is a fine picture 
of moods an d contrast: the ardour of Achilles 9 the mutual 
pologies of the hero and Agamemnon 9 t he prudent good s ense of 
~sseus and t he mourn i ng of the handmaids - nominal ly for 
patroclus

9 
inwar dly each f or her own fa t e. Compare t he parable 

of zeus and I nfa tuation told by Agamemnon her e with the parable 
of Melea ger and the Prayers t old by Phoeni x i n Book IX. Do you 
feel the paral lelism is deliberate? Give rea son s for your view. 
comment on the dramatic ap~ropriateness of the horse addressing 
Its mas ter Achille~. 

{e) In Book XX Zeus bids the Gods go to war and they intervene 
much more directly than hitherto. Note that Apollo ur ges Aeneas 
against Achilles in the form of Lycaon whom Achilles is to slay 
by scamander side in the next book. 

(f) I n Book XXI the savage conflict between Achilles and the 
River brings in a different dimension. We think of the Labour s 
of Heracle s (borrowed from the Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh) or 
of th~ descent of Beowulf into the depth of the sea to contend 
with Grendel's Mother. Indeed the same type of epic tradition 
common t o many cultures is evident in the previous two books . 
The decision of Zeus to summon the Gods and permit them to j oin 
the fi ght reminds one of the Nala episode in the Mahabharata 
where Indra learns from two sages of the great gathering of 
suitors seeking the hand of the Princess Damayanti of Vidarbha 
and goes to join in the quest with Agni, Varuna and Yama . The 
four Hindu gods send Nala the prince of Nishada to offer the 
lady t heir suit, but she chooses him despite all the efforts of 1 

the Gods t ~ deceive her by taking human form. The talking horse 
Xanthus reminds one nf the talking flamingo which carried messages 
between Nal a and Damayanti or of Balaam's ass in Genesis . 

Do You t hink Homer adapts themes of this order with un i form 
success? 

(g) The death of Hector in Book XXII produces a scene of 
lamentati on and grief like that of Achilles for Patroclus i n 
Books XVIII and XIX. ~h scene do you find the more affec tiag, 
!.nd wh.y? 

~hh) The fun eral of Patroclus contains certain features to offend 
e reader such as the vindictive sacrifice of the Tr ojan 

;haptives . This practice is universal in many primitive societies . 
l e custom of the negro nobles of Benin who vied for the pr i v i 
lege of bur ial with their sovereign, the Suttee practi ce in I ndia 
an
11

d the .pr ovisi on of images of retainers in Egyptian tomb s are 

na devlces for sending attendants on with the dead to the 
ext world. · 

~.You fin d the funeral games an emnti anal relief? Sheppard 

P
rltes : "Throughout this scene of the games, Ac hilles is the 
eacemaker . F or the Trojans he has as yet no thought of pity , 
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no ima gina tion. Bu t where the Achaeans are con cerned he has 
travelled far from the spirit of his quarrel with Agamemnon. 11 

Q._o you agree? 

t·) Th e last book is the most movin g in all Greek litera ture c 
~~e Gods who have made the quarrel t urn peacemakers and Achilles 
and King Priam agree to a truce for the burial of Hectoro When 
the men are reconciled and asleep, it is pa radoxically Hermes 
the god who is worried, fearing that the task of bringin g Priam 
safe home by day might be beyond him; and so they steal away 
before the saffron dawn with the body of Hectoro Notice 
carefully the softened mood of Achilles and the parables of 
zeus's two jars and of Niobe , which reflect here the humane 
spirit of Phoenix his tutor influenc.ing Achilles once his heaven
sent fury has departed. 

(j) We have said little about the recurrent permanent epithets 
like Athene ot the Flashing Eyes, Poseid~n the Earthshaker; · 
Glorious Hector, Hector of the Flashing Helmet, ~ittering spear, 
ci~se-fitting helmet; Zeus the Thinker, Zeus the hunderer. It 
will be noted that gods, heroes and much used objects have each 
two or three standard epithets introduced in every context. It 
may be objected that heroes are described as heroic by such 
permanent epithets even on occasions when their behaviour is 
otherwi se; eo g, P• 287 11 the dauntless Antilochus o o o for all his 
gallantry did not await your coming. 11 Consider whether the rigid 
terminology of character §£_incongruously used may be justified 
by the belief that the interference of the Gods changes men's 
character despite their will: so on pp .309-10: "zeus decided 
that the gallant squire of high-born Achilles should drive the 
Trojans and bronze-clad Hector back towards the city ••• so he 
began with Hector, and made a coward of him. 11 Men have stable 
charac ters , but the caprice of a God can change them temporarily. 

(k) The Gods themselves have no final s~. Zeus cannot save 
Sarpedon his own son, nor can he preserve Hectoro So, on Po304 : 
"The Son of Crones... sighed 1 Fate is unkind to me - Sarpedon, 
Whom I dearly love, is destined to be ki lled by Patroclus o••• 
Shall I snatch him up o.. or shall I 1 e t him fall? 1 ;r Hera replies: 
"If you love and pity Sarpedon, let him fall in mortal combat 
With Patroclus. o. and bring him to Lycia, where kinsmen will give 
him burial . 11 Thus the will of Zeus must work in ace ord with 
the decrees of Fateo 



Genera l Questi ons for Discussion: 

(a) Do you agree that our Iliad i s a work of several hands or 
do you accept Sheppard's view tha t 'the complete poem in its 
presen t shape is a great work of art, a poem made by a poet out 
of ma teria ls on whi ch he has impressed the mark of his own 
genius1 ? 

(b) Would you prefer to consider the Iliad to be the s tory of 
the Doom of Hector more than that of the Wrath of Achilles? 

(c) Do you agree that the Iliad gives pictures on three levels : 
the Gods and their disputes; the Heroes at Troy; and ordinary 
men described in the long Homeric similes? 

(d) would you accept -t he general Greek view that Homer was 
the chief teacher of men, or Plato's view that the poems 
inculcate corrupt values? 

(e) Read from p.446-456 aloud in the group and discuss Homer's 
dramatic qualities. 

NB. For another view of the relation between Linear B and 
Homer, see "Essays in Mycenean and Homeric Greek , 11 by 
Professor G.P. Shipp of Sydney, MoUoPo, 1961. 
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{]l ____ LYRIC POETRYo 

This very broad term covers non-epic poetry sung to 
the acc ompaniment of the lyre - an instrument of seven strin gp. 
By non-epic we mean not written in the s i x-foot dac~lic metre 
in which the Homeric poems and th ei r r el a ted works were canposed. 
This Homeric metre was called the Hexametero 

The term 'lyric poetry' covers both poems sung_£[ 
indivi duals or monodies, and poems sung b~oi~, which usually 
are divided into stanzas which correspond in pairso In a modern 
church Choir the men and boys are still divided into two groups 
seated facing each other across the Chancel to permit antiphonal 
singing. The Christian Church inherits this tradition from 
pagan antiguity 9 and the ancient Greek chorus was divided into 
two semi-chorus groups. However, unlike our modern church 
choir, they would dance t o the beat of the metre as they sang 
their ode. Pos S"ibly young moderns might enjoy an evensong 
better if the psalms and canticles and hymns were executed in the 
Greek manner - but that i s another question! But this traditi on 
gave Greek choral odes their basic metrical structure - two 
balancin g stanzas called strophe and antistrophe or 'movement' 
and ' countermovement' to pz~ovide a part for each semi chorus , and 
then the epode or 'aftersong' performed by the united chorus . 
The complex metres of the choral lyric appear to have been 
gover ned rather by the rhythms of the dance than by those of 
chan ting, a factor greatly increasing the difficulties of the 
modern scholar in dealing with them. Further consideration of 
the Choral Lyric will be deferred till the next discussion. 

In considering the monodic lyrics, we must beware 
of equating ancient and modern lyrios too closely. Modern lyric 
i~ 'personal'; the indivi.dual composes it in his study and, 
l1ke Gerard Hopkins, may not publish the work in his own lifetime. 
A.E. Housman claims that he wrote "The Shropshire Lad" cycle while 
confi ned to bed with a relaxed throat. But the ancient lyric 
po~t was a member of' a coterie; his work resembled verse lamp oons 
wr1 tten by the Club wit f·or the delectation of his fellow members. 
T~e Greek lyric poet's emotions are not always his own; they tend 
e1ther to be those of his group or those which his group find 
~ntertaining. Of course men do obtain comfort of a kind by an 
lron ical parade of their tr•ue inner feelings in a literary guise , 
and no doubt there is much genuine feeling in early Greek Lyric, 
but the often incongruous cynical twist which ends some of these 
Poems would be demanded by the coterie of hearers. 

!he Metreso 

Lyric poetry proper was vvri tten in several verse 
stanzas. Like Homer's metre, they depended for their rhythm on 
:~rernation of long and short syllables. Here English poetry, 

ch owes its rhythm to the alternation of strong and weak 
SYllabic stresses, shows a quite different verse structure. 



Not all songs were sung to t he l yre; the metre called elegaic 
.921J12let - a form especially fit for mourning and lament - was 
frequently sung to the flute. 

m.e gaic 0oill2_let. 

The poets who wrote in t his metre which we shall 
discuss are Tyrtaeus who flourished in Sparta about 680 Bo Co, 
Callinus about 660 BoCo 9 Archilochus of Paros 9 who wrote after 
650 Bo Co 9 and Mimnermus of Colphon who flourished about 630 B. Co 
we shall then turn to Solon of Athens who was prominent about 
594 Bo Co and Theognis of Megara who flourished about 520 BoCo 
and Simonides of Ceos who wrote between 556 and 467 B.Co The 
work of these poets covers a wide variety of topics; exhortations 
to bravery in Tyrtaeus and Callinus 9 personal reminiscences in 
Archilochus 9 love lyrics and reminiscences in the case of 
Mimnermus and political pamphlets in Solon'so 

• 
The pattern of the metre was like this: 

0 0 oo -/oo - oo 0. - 0 

0 0 00-/-00 0 0 

You will see that the spondaic pattern alternates with the 
dactylic in the earlier feet 9 where long + long can replace 
long + short + shorto 

In the :following English example \long English vowels are put where 
the vowel is long in Greek: 

liQ! in the close of the ~roam 1!gers in woodlands at ~en 

Stars in the QQQlS shine cold/darker the paths of the night. 

Of course most English versions make no attempt to reproduce 
this rhythm, but it is as well to understand it. 

Sapphic and Alcai£. 

Sappho the poetess and Alcaeus the poet are believed 
to have flourished on the Aegean island of Lesbos about 600 BcCo 
Alcaeus clearly belonged to one of the men's clubs of political 
implications which had evolved out of primitive group ties 
between young men initiated in to tribal warriorhood on the same 
OCcasiono Sappho seemingly belonged to some similarly traditional 
Women's guild which had progressed or decayed into a literary salon. 

Much of the poetry written for the group is playful and 
~~lf-serious, as Sir Denys Page has made clear, or else full of 
ltter rancour against some :foe of the group. One consequence 
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of c omposition for group recita ti on - the f act that these wprks 
are all addre ss ed t o members of the wri t er ' s own sex - ought 
not t o be mi sunderstood., Mos t of t he comp l e t e 'erot i c' s eeming 
poems have a humorous s tin g a t t he end ., Int erpret ations b ased 
on abnorma l psychology should not be pressed to o f ar because of 
certain customs amon g the well-to-do classe s a t Athens t wo 
centuri e s later 9 and among othe.r t r ibal s ocieties erot ic l itera 
ture of this type is part of t he initia tion ritua l ra t her than 
an i ndication of a s ocial pattern o 

The Sapphic stanza has this pattern in the Gre ek: 
3 Sapphics + 1 Adonia 

0 0 0 0 • 0 

• 0 • 0 0 • 
• 0 0 0 0 

- • • - 0 

The Alcaic stanza consists of t wo 1st Alcaics + 1 2nd Alcaic + 
1 3rd Alcaic: 

T - • 0 0 • 0 

r - o • 0 0 0 

T - • - T - o • 

- 00 - 00 - 0 0 

Other lyric metres are used 9 but you will not be burdened with 
detailo 

READING., 
Before next tre eting please read the following poems 

in your Oxford Book of Greek Verse in Translationo (You should 
als o read the excellent introduction by Higham and Bowra) . 

Tyrtaeus: Noo 97 (elegiac) 
Callinus: No.102 (elegiac) 
Archilochus:103-113 (noso 103-4 are elegiac : 

rest various metres) 
Mimnermus:11 8-120 (all elegiac) 
Alcaeus:131-139 (131 9 133 9 135 are Alc a ics : 

138 and 139 Sapphic) 
Sappho: 140-157 (Sapphics: 140-2, 151) 
Solon: 158-160 (Elegiacs) 
Thengnis: 185-199 (Elegiacs) 
Simonides: 203-225 (Elegiacs) 
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THE UNIVER~5JTY OF SYDNEY 

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION 

GREEK LITERATURE FOR 

UNIT I by As s qp.Prof'. R. Q:...-i'ann££ 
{Al_ DISCUSSION OF PERSONAL LYRIC 

It is suggested that members of the Group read the 
vers ions aloud and discuss e ach poem as it i s reado 

97 . The lame bard Tyrtaeu s wa s an i mmi gr ant to Sparta an d wrote 
for the Spartans stirring war songs in elegiac couplets. 

Do you consider the attitude to war and death Homeric? 
Compare the last twelve lines on the disgrace of an aged corpse 
on the field and the beauty of a young one with Iliad XXII 
(p.398-9). A modern English version of the same concept is 
found in Newbolt 1 s "Admiral Death". 

102. Again note the Homeric view of life in Callinus. Compare 
Achilles' atti t ude in Iliad XVIII (pp.339-40). 

103 - 113 . In Archilochus we see the Homer•ic view again in 
No.llO. Compare Achilles' story of the t wo ja.rs in the 
palace of Zeus (Iliad XXIV s p.451). But the cynical confession 
of cowardice in 104 is equally Homeric: compa.re Paris excusing 
himself to Helen (Iliad III. PPo75-"'6)o Nos. 103 9 105 9 107 9 

and 108 are quick descri p tive impressions to evoke a mood in 
the listeners. Nos. 106 and 112 are 'moral' piece s . They 
embody the notion of m0deration 9 the 'overdue n othing' of the 
Delphic oracle. Eros or longin g is a morally evil thing 
involved wit h delusion. When men have prosperity (olbos) their 
minds are filled with insolent pride (hubris) and are thus 
offensive to the Gods who send delusion · (apate) which lead 
them into infatuation (ate) which brings nemesis or retribution. 
T(his is best avoided by eschewing excessive wealth and power 
koros or satiety). The concept is mentioned i n the Iliad at 

the reconciliation of Achilles and Agamemnon, when the latter 
explains that he was the victim of Ate (infatua tion) when he 
wrongfully seized Briseis from Achilles (pp. 356-7). Gyges 
Was Kin g of Lydi a and amassed a grea t trea sure. Herodotus 



tells his story in Book 1. Noe 111 use s a n eclips e to 
r estore f a ith in the power of the Gods t o perform miracleso 
The sola r eclipse of 6th April 648 BoCo is the most likely 
date o (See note in OoBoGoVo) 

118-120o Mimnermus of Colphon was forced into exile when the 
Persians conquered his homeland in Asia Minor in, 548 BoCo 
when he was a very old mano Again there is much in his 
reflections on love and life tha t breathes the spirit of 
Homer. In the first stanza of 119 he develnps ~laucus' 
metaphor from Iliad VI (po121)e In vv 2 and 3 we see again 
Achilles' choice and a reminder at the end of the jar of ills 
in the palace of Zeus (p.45l)e 

The outburst against age in 118 again reminds us of Priam's 
despairing appeal to Hector (pp.398-9) and to Achilles in 
his tent on p.450o 

The world of Sappho and Alcaeus is somewhat differento 

131 & 132o Obviously the start of exhortations to fellow warriors 
of the coteriee 

133. Uses the manful measures needed to overcome a storm 
a t sea as an exhortation to present valour. 

134. It is tempting to think that Antimenidas fought as a 
mercenary in the battles leading to the sack of Nineveh in 
612 BoCa Note the sardonic conclusion; no doubt the piece 
was delivered before their friend s a s a source of merriment 
in a "welcome home" party. , 

135 & 136. These should be comp ared with A.EoHousman's Last Poems 
IX and X. That fine scholar owed some of his poetry's sp1r1t 
t o Alcaeuso 

137. In similar vein (See note in Oo BoGoVo) 

A moralising reference to the Iliado 

Castor and Pollux 1 brothers of Helen of Troy. They died 
and were taken by Zeus the ir father to heaven whence they 
appear as the St. Elmo fires round ships in thunderstorms. 
Be ing twins they appeared alternately in some of the legends, 
one riding the sky on horseback while his twin lay in the 
graveo There is a reference to them in Iliad III 9 p.79. 
Helen wonders that they are not present with the Achaean 
for?e • "She did not know, when she said this 9 that the 
ftru1ttu1 earth had already received them in her lap 9 over 

here in Lacedaemon, in the country that they lovedo" 
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Th i s p oem of Sappho 's h as a deli gh tful touch of 
• playful humour whic h doubtl ess amused her c ot er i e - e specially 

the l ast t wo stanzas where Sappho and Aphrod ite agree to hunt 
t heir quarry togethe.ro 

Often admired and sometimes explain ed as a dom i na tion 
• of women's poetry by ma le ima gery . Obviously a delibera tely 

and fl a tteringly overdrawn picture of a young lady about to 
wed , probably for recitation at her kitchen tea or its 
ancient equivalent - all gay and half in fun yet half in 
earnest. 

Charming little poems 9 probably pointed against a 
of the group. 

Touchin g little songs to bring tears to a group of 
ladies. 

46 & 153. Poems of motherly t enderness; perhaps, in a 
different sense 9 so is 154. 

150 s 151 & 152. Poems full of intense charm for a group of 
maiden s a nd young maJ::>ried women who would find a powerful 
poi gnancy in 156 9 so perfectly adapted into English by 
A.E. Housman (Mo£Q PoE~ 9 X & XI). 

We conclude with three elegiac poets. 

58-160. Solon's poems are important as the pamphlets justifying 
a gr ea t reform in 59~~ B.Co - the Seisachtheia or cancellation 
of debts, the ban on future enslavement for debt and the 
basing of public office on property rather than birth. 
159 i s his boast of moderation and compromise in these 
arran gements. 160 appears to be a justification of his law 
compelli ng all parents to teach their sons a tradeo It may 
have had its inspiration from the current concept of justice 
in contemporary Ionia n philosophy a s "not transgressing 
one' s due bounds 9 11 which woul d su ggest one occupation p7r 
person. We should note tha t abou t this time An ax i mander 
wrote 11 And into that from which things take their rise they 
Pass away once more 9 as is meet for they make reparation 
and sa tisfaction to one another for their injustice according 
to t he ordering of time." 

d Theognis writes for an aristocratic aoterie as Alcaeus 
oes . But he is depressed by the growing power of the 

merc antile class at the expense of the old gentry and 
reforms basing office-holding on wealth instead of birth, 
~~?h a~ we saw Solon introducing in Athens. 188 expresses 

ls v1ew clearly. 



Shows contempt f or low birt h 9 not f or p over t y. 

186. A Homeri c reminisc enc e - o.C.(Zeus w) e i ghing the doom of 
Achilles and Hector in Iliad XXII Po402 

187 & 189 o Give shrewd worldly adviceo 191 is fiercely v indictiveo 

194 & 199 are in the same vein of resentment 9 as is 195o 

190, 192 and 196-8 might well be compared with some of Shakespeare's 
Sonnets to Mro WoHo - especially LV as compared with 190. 

Simonides of Ceos con f ines hi s elegiacs to epitaphs 
of restrained dignity and lapidary concisenesso Read aloud 
numbers 211-225 9 consulting the notes in OoBoGoVo 

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSIONo 

(a ) Do you feel that personal lyric shows a continuation of 
the Homeric spirit and outlook? 

(b) Wha t new f actors come into poetry from outside the Homeric 
tradition? 

(c ) What qualities are responsible for the charm of Sappho's 
work? 

(d) Which of Simon ides' epitaphs do you find most moving 9 
and why? 

(e) Which poem in the whole reading pleased your group most? 

• 

Do you think the felicity of the translation or the spirit 
of the poem gave it most appeal? 



.(£2_ I NTRODUCING CHORAL LYRIC o 

We di s cussed certain aspects of Chora l Lyr ic very 
br i efl Y i n the last l ecture o 

The or igin of chora l sin ging is t wofold : r i tua l s ong 
and work songo We have modern survivals of the former in the 
music of the Church. Till recent times the latter also survived 
1n t he sea shanty of the days of sailo The ritual song is 
universal among primitive people s and accompanies the dancing and 
dramatic representations of such rites as our Australian native 
corroboree. Work songs are equally common: among the Trobriand 
Islanders Malinowsky found it customary to chant work songs in 
unison while new gardens were bein g cleared or fishing tackle 
prepared ~ and in many other activities. The aim was~ as with the 
sea shanty, to get group tasks done in unison and to keep up 
group morale. But most primitive work songs describe the process 
being done and speak of it as accomplished ~ and their aim is thus 
largely rna gical - saying a thing is done is a way of getting it 
done. In the O.BaGo Vo ~ noso 124-6 seem to be early Greek songs 
of this character. 

How does choral singing develop? Let us consider the 
simplest form of group chant in modern use , a Church Litany. The 
offic iant chants each of the ! invocations and the people repeat 
the same refrain. So in the Litany of our Lady: 

Pries t : Mother of Virgins~ People: Pray for us! 

Mother of Martyrs 9 Pray for us! 

Mother of Confessors s Pray for us! 

• Great Queen of Heaven 9 Pray for us! 

The Anglican Litany offers a similar structural pattern : 

Pr ies t : 0 God the Fa ther of Heaven People :O God the Fa ther of Heaven 
have mercy upon us haVe mercy upo~ 
miserable sinners miserable sinne~ 

0 God the Son~ Redeemer of 
the World; have mercy upon 
us miserable sinners 

0 God the Son. Redeemer of 
the WQrld; have mercy upon 
~iserable sinnerso 

In
1
a litany the people sometimes repeat the utterance of the 

Prest; at other times they follow it with a refrain. Let us 
~hOOsider then how far these factors affect the development of 

OI'al ly.I'ic. 



We have noted in Greek l yric the ass ignment of two 
metrically identical stanza s entitled s trophe and antistrophe 
t o t he t wo half-choruses and the conclusion of the movement with 
an epode of different metre s ha red by both. We have s een tha t 
thiS system of t wo half-choruses is typical of Greek chora l song 
and no doubt replaced that repetition after the leader by t he 
member s of a group which must have characterised all spontane ous 
chor a l s ong in the beginning. Literacy would facilit a te part 
learn ing by the half-chorus groups 9 though it would not be 
essen tial. Like a work song 9 a choral ode accompanied movement; 
tbe movement (in this case) of the da nceo The principle of 
strophe + antistroph~ + epode thus ap~ears in its most rudimentary 
form in the Anglican liturgy (the kyrie eleison): 

Priest: 
People: 
Priest + People: 

Lord, have mercy up on us 
Christ 9 have mercy upon us 
Lord, have mercy upon uso ! strophe) 

anti strophe) 
epod.e) 

We have only to replace Priest by SemiChorus A and People by 
SemiChorus B and we have the ancient Greek system. 

Let us now look at the Greek choral lyric. Apart from 
the few work-song instances we mentioned 9 the surviving poems grew 
out of religious rites. 

Aleman of Sparta is the first whose work is preserved, 
a very famous and incomplete poem which survives with only the 
end of the main ode about the sin of pride, and mostly includes 
repartee between the two semi-chorus groups of maidens. Simonides 
of Ce os also contributed to choral as well as personal lyric. 

The usual type of Choral lyric consisted of a myth 
sugges ted by the occasion for the ode followed by some moral 
reflections, a field in which Pindar of Thebes (522- 448 B.C.) 
Was the acknowledged master. These choral odes were especially 
under the patronage of the god Apollo. But another class of p oem 

D
oalled dithyramb was also written, mainly in honour of the god 

1onysus, giver of wine and Bacchic frenzy. 

follows: 
The full classification of chcral works in Greek is as 

1 • ~inikia, or Songs of Vi c tory comp osed in honour of those wh o 
won prizes at the great national Games. Sue h gam es were 
r~ligious in origin, part of old initi a tion or fe r ti l ity 
~l tes, and victory required divine favour as well as prowess, 
JUst as we saw was the case in Homer's account of the battles 
0~ the Trojan War. It was thus proper to celebrate these 
Vlctories with poems linking the mythological connections of 
the victor's town or family with the occasion and deducing 
~~e appropriate moral maxims. Pindar wrote four groups of 

ese poems: the Olympian odes for victors at the Games 
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in honour of Zeus a t Olympi a near Eli s ; Pythian Odes for 
victors in the Games at Delphi in honour of Apollo the 
archer sun-god; Isthmian Odes for those who wan the victory 
in the Games of Poseidon the earthshaking sea-god near t 
Corinth; and the Nemean Odes for victors in the other 
Games of Zeus at Nemeao 

HymnQ:J:. (our word hymn) were songs in praise of the Godso 

Paians were songs of petition or thanksgiving~ usually not 
accompanied by any danceo 

~£.Q.hemata were songs of exuberant joy accanpanied by 
vigorous dancingo 

Prosodia were processional songs with flute accompanimento 

Parthenia with flute accompaniment were for choruses of 
maidenso 

Encomia are laudatory poems in a wide sense, nor is it easy 
to distinguish them from Epinikiao 

Dithyrambs were in honour of Dionysus. the poet B3cchylides 
excelled hereo 

Skolia are drinking songs for banquetso 

READINGo 

Befo.rae next lecture the following poems in the Oxford Book of Greek 
Ve.rase in Translation should be read: 

Nooll4 
NOo 123 
Nose 203 - 210 
Noa. 274 - 297 
Nos. 306 - 311 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 

DEPARTMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION 

DISCUSSION COURSE E316 

GREEK LITERATURE FOR THE AlVIATEUR 

UNIT I by Ass oc•Prof. :-R.G. ';Canner 

{A1 DISCUSSION OF CHORAL LYRIC 

It would be best if group members read the poems 
aloud and discuss each one as it is reado Consult notes at end of 
O. B.G.Vo 
114. This is the oldest extant piece of Greek choral lyric. 

It is written in the Doric dialect of Sparta and is a poem 
known as a parthenion. As explained earlier 9 the theme of 
the song is almost all lost and we are left with the 
charming rivalries of the two semi-chorus groups (or of 
two competing choruses singing responses to their leaders 9 

AgidO and Hegesichora)o 

123. Arion was reputed by Herodotus to have been saved 
by a Dolphin which carried him to shore after he had been 
thrown in to the sea by the crew of the ship on which he was 
sailing who coveted his wealth. The song is a hymn and its 
dialect is Ionic with some Doric featureso 

e now turn to the poems of Simonides of Ceos: all the examples 
are incompleteo The dialect again is Ionic with Doric features. 

This is a threne 9 or a lament 9 written for the dead 
at Thermopylae who fell when King Leonidas of Sparta tried 
to keep the Pass against King Xerxes' Persian host in the 
great invasion of 480 BoCo 

204 . This passage is probably an epinikion written for his 
Patron Scopas. Despite the excellent note in: O.,J:?.oG.V. ,-,the poem 
seems essentially Homeric in outlook. Like Agamemnon 1 s 
excuse in Iliad XIX 9 the poem says that man cannot excel 
?f his own strength. "Zeus 9 Fate and the Fury that walks 
1n the dark" are ever ready to blind judgment and lead men 
to ruinous folly. How then can a man be good? Only if his 
evil deeds are wholly involuntary and his will is to good. 
Simonides here wrestles with the dilemma of _the heroic age. 

t 
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205.. Pr obably a t h~ written at the news of hi s pa tron 1-s 
bereavement., See n ote .. The c ons ola ti on here again r eflect s 
the c lear-eyed comfortl ess re alism of the Homeri c Ageo 

2o6 i s 9 like 203 9 one of t he poet' s most celeb r a t ed t hrenes o 
See note., 

207- 208 o Both seem part of an ode narratin g the my th of Orpheus o 
I t is probably an epinikion 9 but it mi ght well be a dit~ramb ; 
t he re is n ot enough to decide., 

209 & 210 are fairly cer tainly epinikion piec es 9 where it seems 
a characteristic of the poet to reflect on and criticise 
s orne accepted proverbial maxim.. The saying; of Pi ttacus 
suffered this treatment in 204.. In 209 he criticises the 
epitaph No.,92 and in 210 develops a theme from Hesiod's 
Works and D~ .. 

Next we must examine the ex tracts from Pindar.. Of this poet 9 who 
wrote in the epic dialect heavily coloured by both Aeolic form s 
reminiscent of Sappho a nd Alcaeus and by Doric of lyric tradition, 
we have four complete books of epinikia and fragments of other works. 

First from the Olympian Odes : 

274. Pindar revolts against the notion that Pelops was 
devoured by Tantalus and the Gods at a cannibal feast. 
Posidon was enchanted with the lad's beauty and took him to 
his abode., Later he helped him gain Hippodamia by defeating 
her father in a chariot race whic h was commemorated later 
in the race at Olympia., The poem is in honour of the 
victory of Hieron tyrant of Syracuse at Olympia in 476 B .. Co 
See noteo 

275.. Wri t ten for t .he victory of Theron of Acragas in 476 BoCo 
t his p oem shows the influence of Orphic notions of purifi 
ca tion and of belief in a bl es sed afterlife f or t he ri ghteous .. 
Compare Hesiod 58 and see note .. 

276.. See note .. 

277. See note and comp are Iliad VI (pp.121-2) .. 

Now some Pythian ex tracts: 

278 This p oem has been i mita ted by Gray in his "Pr ogress 
of Poesyo 11 In 276 the tyrant Hieron of Syracuse founded 
the city of Etna to replace Catane which he had destroyed , 
and he had l a tely enrolled himself a s an honorary citi zen 
of Etna .. Hence the importance of its namesake volcan o , 
but s ee note .. 

t 



279 

280 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

In this poem Pindar regrets that he cannot bring 
healing as well as praise to Hieron 9 who has won another 
victory but is failing with a very painful disease. Would 
Chiron could teach the poet to heal 9 but we must not seek 
excess; or we suffer as did Asklepius' mother by lust and 
he himself by greed of gain 9 which tricked them into 
impieties bringing deatho See the noteso 

See noteso Compare the method of narrative with 
Horner's in Iliad Xo 

See noteso 

See noteso Note t he concept of divine omniscience 
and also the appearance of dialogue 9 as in 280. 

See noteso 

See noteso The moral of the introduction of the 
crimes of the house of Atreus is that great prosperity stirs 
the Gods to no small envyo 

Here we turn to the Nernean Odeso See notes 

The introduction of Achilles 9 despite the note, 
is mainly to illustrate the aristocratic doctrine that 
innate worth alone is of valueo 

This is the full account of the death of Castor 
and Pollux referred to in Iliad IIIo See notes , and turn 
back to IV A 9 139c 

Now to the Isthmian Odes: 

288 . This poem is in praise of Aegina, with which 
Achili es is associateda Note the references to events 
related in the Cypria and Aethiopis as well as the Iliado 
See noteso 

289 See notes, but this is an intensely patriotic poem: 
Pindar, a Theban and a conservative, would have been ashamed 
at his country's defeat by the Athenians at Oenophyta, the 
break-up of the Confederacy of Boeotia and the installation 
of a democratic government in 456 BoCa The following Theban 
victory in the games restores the pride of the cityo 

290 In this poem about Aeginetan success the link 
with Achilles again is mentioned 9 and the story of the 
rivalry for Thetis' hand between Zeus and Posidon and her 
wedding with Peleus on Themis' advice is given hereo 

291 A Qi!hyrambo See notes and observe the reference 
to Dionysus. 



292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

A fragment of a hyporcheme: Note that eclipses 
are aga in interp reted theologically as in Archilochus Noolllo 

This skolion or drinking song has the playful 
amatory flavo'iirof some by Alca euso The existence of 

choral ~~olia is disputed 9 and this may really be monodic 9 

or pers onal 9 lyrico 

Perhaps a rea lly choral skolion sent to a 
tyrant's court for useo 

Visions of immortality li ghten and inspire this 
threne or dirgeo 

Its source unknown; see note. 

An example of a Pa ean: see noteso 

Now to the works of Bacchylides: first epinikia 9 

then di th.yrambso 

306 

308 

309 

310 

See notes on the interesting variations from 
Herodotus' stnryo 

The dialogue of Heracles and the ghost of Meleager 9 

a vivid Homeric discourseo The poignancy is in the end; the 
ghost's daughter Deianeira is to be Heracles' bride and send 
him the poisoned shirt which will slay him with its poison 
during the sacrifice on Mount Oetao 

( i) Whether it be Paeag or di thyram1~ is disputed. 

( ii) A dithyramb with dialogue between King and 
Chorus in alternate strophes. See the notes; its value for 
origin of tragedy disputedo 

A fragment of a Paean: 

A drinking_gQ~g-~~g~Q£~~-~n first stanza. 

i.UESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION: 

a) Do you feel that choral lyric remains close to the outlook 
and spirit of epic~ 

b) Do you detect any dramatic elements in the poems? 
c) Which poet do you prefer and why? 

d) Which type of Lyric poetry in the choral group do you prefer? 
Why? 
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( B) THE ORIGINS OF TRAGEDY. 

We have noticed evidence of i nc r ea singly dr amatic 
trea t ment of chor~ l lyric poetry , and a steady increas e in dialogue 
in the odes and d1 thyrambs o 

The best known ancient account of the devel opment 
of drama i s that given in Ari s totle's Poetics (1449a9-13): 11 Be 
that as it may 9 Tragedy - as al so Comedy -was at first mere 
improvisation. Th e one originat ed with the leaders of the d ithyramb, 
the other with those of the phallic songs which are still in use 
in many of our cities o ooo o It was not till late that the short 
play was discarded for one of greater compass 9 and the grotesque 
dict ion of the earlier satyric form for the stately manner of 
tragedy. The iambic measure then replaced the earlier (trochaic) 
tetrame ter 9 which was originally employed when poetry was of the 
satyric order and had greater affinities with dancing. Once 
dial ogue had come in 9 nature herself discovered the appropriate 
measure tt ( 1449a 19f'f') o 

From later evi dence we know that the number of a 
dithyrambic chorus at the Athenian Dionysiac Festival was 50. The 
number of the Comic chorus was 24 9 that of the Tragic was 12 under 
Aeschylus and raised to fifteen by Sophocles. 

The value of the fragments of Bacchylides as 
evidence for the dithyramb of earlier da ys has been questioned, 
but in Dithyramb (309i) we see t he Chorus questioning Aegeus who 
l'eplies in the next strophe; the l eader is "the one who_~nswers" 
nr h.Y:p ocri tes 9 the Greek word for actor. In the earlier plays 
Of Ae schylus the first Attic Tr a gedian , there is often only one 
act?r on stage, never more than two 9 and most of the actor's 
&Ctlvity is in making long speeches in reply to questions by the 
Choruss as often in the trochaic tetrameter as in the iambic 
trime ter. The examples in OBGV are not very helpful, but in 248 
the _speech given is preceded by a line spoken by the Chorus (or 
the1r leader) "What messenger, pray

9 
would attain such speed?" 

The phrase 'satyric order' ha s caused great dispute. 
t Was the custom at the tra gic festival in fifth century Athens 
0 compete with three tra gic dramas + a satyr play - the group .. 
ing called a tetral ogy- 9 the three tragedies a trilogy; howeyerl we only 

Be the latter term if they told one c ootinuous story. We only 
se~ s one example - a trilogy of Aeschylus called Oreste1a . 
fl rst play Agamemnon tells of the Kin g 's murder by his Queen 

temnestra and her pa ramour Aegisthus on his return from Troy ; 
t he Choephori tells t he t a le of the vengeance of his son 

stes who slew his mother and her lover; finally Eumenides 
8 of his purification from guilt . . 

o:r the concluding Satyr Plays we possess only t wo, 
2¥cloRs of Euripides and the Ichneutae of' Sophocles. The 

rus cons isted of' satyrs , votaries of Dionysus -half' horse or 



~at - led by the drunken Silenus. The plays are u sualy bawdy 
d full of' slapstick and wine-bibb in go There has been much 

~scuss ion of' the possibility t hat tragedy grew out of the Satyr 
laY• It seems more likely that both types grew ou t of' the 

~ithYrambic tradition and that this type of' lyric was ace anpanied 
bY dancing which was also a feature of the satyr playe Thus 
Arist otle says that tragedy in the be ginning was "of satyric orderu 
with greater af'finities with dancing; and the discarding of' dancing 
made its character non-satyric 9 and changed the dialogue to iambic 
trimeter 9 and this change also caused it to diverge from dithyramb. 
Tbe whole subject is a very complex one and students should consult Si-r 
Arthur Pickard-Cambridge's two books "Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy" 
and "The Dramatic Festivals of Athens" to gain a conspectus of 
the scattered evidence and numerous theories. 

Whatever its origin s Attic Tragedy in the f'ifth 
centu r.y was performed at the Festivals of Dionysus: the city 
Dionysia in March and the Lenaea in January. Each poet wrote 
three tragedies and a satyr plays and submitted his work to the 
officialso If they approved, he was 'granted a chorus' paid by 
a rich man called a Choregus who contributed this semi-voluntary 
Sl'ant to public worship. The poet paid . the flute player; 
perhaps originally he had fulf'illed this f'unction himself. The 
erformance was given before an audience of 30,000 in the great 
~en air theatre. Masks were worn, probably of ritual origin 9 

d the kings and heroes wore boots called cothurni and rich 
oatumes. The scene was a permanent stone palace facade, but 

hocle s introduced moveable painted scenery to indicate a 
ge of scene. There were no intervals in a play: the length 

aried from 1000 to 1800 verses. Again for ritual reasons, only 
~ee actors were all0wed to speak on stage. The use of' masks 

i t possible for them to be anonymous or even each to play the 
role at different times in the play. Extras who did not speak 

also allowed to appear. In later classical times there was 
raised stage above the semi-circular pit called the orchestra 
re the cho~us danced; it is uncertain whether it was there in 
beginning. Several plays require the Chorus to intervene 

the action and so they must either have been on the same level 
the ac tors or else they spent most of their time on the 
tform with the players and only descended into the orchestra 
their choral odes. 

Each play began with a prosodion or processional 
ranee song of the Chorus called the Parodos. In Aeschylus' 

t Plays it is the first happening in the play, but in later 
~ short prologue betwe en t wo or three actors explains the 

tt1on first to the audienceo The Parades is followed by the 
r mPisode or entrance : usually the appearance of the main 

8 ac~er of the play. A Stasimon f'oll ows this. The term means 
tat1onary song of the chorus because they are not entering or 

fg' but they do not necessarily keep still: not a few stasima 
0 the type which demands vigorous dancing. Another episode 
ows, and then another stasimon. Sometimes a £2~ or lyric 



dialogue between an actor and the chorus replaces this stasimon .. 
FinallY there is the exodos after the final stasimon 9 when 
cnorus and actors leave the stage at the end of the playo The 
thought content of stasima varies: Aeschylus' Choruses discuss 
the action in the light of the eternal divine law; those of 
Sophocles urge moderation and sanity and give us the enlightened 
judgment of wise and charitable peopleo In Euripides the choral 
odes are often very beautiful 9 but often express trains of 
thought provoked by the action rathe.r than discuss its problems; 
the choral ode now ta s entered the slippery path on which it 
rapidly descends to being a mere musical interludeo 

The three great Athenian dramatists were 
Aeschylus of Eleusis (525 - 51-t6 Bo Co); Sophocles of Colonus 
(495- 406 BoCa) and Euripides of Salamis (480- 405 BoCo)o 
Other writers are praised by the ancients also, but the works of 
t hese three alone have survived: seven plays by Aeschylus, 
seven by S~phocles and hineteen by Euripidesa The plots are 
seldom original or c mtemporary: Aeschylus' Persae is the only 
such case preservedo Otherwise, the stories are all drawn frnm 
tne Epic Cycles 9 but given new emphasis or treatment to suit 
the views of the poet or to apply to the contempnrary situation, 
fnr Athenian drama was a public rite attended by all citizens .. 
It had developed nut of the public cult of Dionysus and was thus 
both more popular and more influenced by public affairs than any 
m'ldern drama a Plays 9 therefore 9 frequently imply political or 
moral comment on current policies, despite the apparent bronze 
age detachment of their plots. 

READING .. 

Before next meeting, please read carefully 
E.F.Whatling's version of the three Theban Plays of Sophocleso 

, Though written at different periods in the 
poet s life and in no sense a trilogy 9 these plays are none 
the less unified to a remarkable degree by the poet's preoccu-
8ation with the sacred legends of the link between his birthplace 

h
olonus and Oedipus the ill-starred and much-enduring Theban 
ero. 
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(A) DISCUSSION OF THE THEBAN PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES. 

A. Oedipus the King ? 427 BoCo 

a. (1) Read p.27. What is Oedipus' view of royal responsibility? 
Would you agr,ee that this is the prnper duty of government? 

(2) Read the stasimon 9 pp.30-32. What kind of ode would you 
call this: hymn, paean or threne? Give reasons. 

(3) Read pp. 35-L~O. What are the attitudes taken by King 
and Prophet? Vfuat information do they give about the 
character of each? 

(4) Read pp.42-44. Give your impression of Creon's sincerity. 

(5) Discuss the appropriateness of Oedipus' speech, pp.49-51~ 
Would you think it similar in intention to Orlando's 
speech to Adam at the opening of "As you like it 11 ? 

(6) Read PPo52-55. How far does the Choral ode lead on to 
the following scene and who exhibits impiety there? 

(7) Read pp. 57-9. Why does the Queen's attitude change? 
Do you see nemesis in this disclosure? 

(8) Read pp. 6.1-·3. How does the play of personality and 
character between Oedipus 9 the Shepherd and the Messenger 
heighten the crisis? Discuss the morality of the 
sentiments of the Chorus. 

(9) Read pp. 68-72. Does the softening of Oedipus' attitude 
to creon and his tenderness to the daughters indicate a 
change of spirit? What effect does this have on your 
earlier estimate of creon? 

1t 



b. The ancients r egarded this play as t he masterp i ec e and 
p a t ter~ of dramatic structureo Do y ou agree? Give rea sons for 
your vJ.eWo 

~:.B:.--_Oedipus at Colonus 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5 ) 

(6) 

(7 ) 

(8 ) 

How d oes the de scription of the mood of Oedipus and t he 
pre s ence of Anti gone link the s itua tion with which t he play 
opens to the on e es tabli shed in Oedipus The King? Quote the 
key lines in each. · 

What motive has Sophocles for introducing Athens? 
attitude of the countryman suggest the intention? 

Discuss the moral and political meaning of pp.80-81 

Does the 

Read pp. 82-5o Why doe s the Chorus change its attitude? 

After the battle of Arginusae in 406 BoCo the Athenians had 
unjustly condemned their victorious admirals to death for 
failure to pick up shipwrecked saiLors. Do you see a 
moral for them on p.86 of this play written so soon afterwards2 

Read pp. 88-92o What dramatic devices are provided by the 
~smene scene (a) for helping the mechanics of the play, 

{h) for tying in the plot? 

Discuss the moral and dramatic meaning of the Commos,pp.94-96. 

Read pp. 96-100. What qualities of the Athenian tradition 
is the poet recalling to his j ad ed and war weary audience of 
embittered citizens? 

(9) Read the speech of Creon~ p.102o How has the Ismene scene 
helped Oedipus to answer it? 

(10) Read pp. 106-8. What impieti e s d oes Cre on commit? Do you 
regard the curse as justifying his reaction to Oedipus? 

(11 ) pp.110-111o Should be read. Would it be fair to call this 
Oedipus' moral defenc e to society? Do y ou find it convincing? 

(12 ) Read PPo 117-118. What facets of Oedipus' character and 
Antigone's are here thrown into relief? What do you feel 
about Theseus' attitude? 

(13 ) Read pp. 122-5. How does this scene reveal the Greek 
a ttitude to destiny (called Fate or Necessity)? 

(14) Read pp. 127-135. List the mysterious acts or sugges tions. 
What further indications of his generous and honourable 
spirit does Theseus give? 

t 



Do you t hin k t he poe t wrestl es s uc cess fully with the meanin g 
~a gr ea t gr a t uitous suffe r i n g? Do you fee l , i n t he light of 
be dan gers fa c ing Athens as defea t overshadowed her , t hat the 

t was offering his folk a divine pr ot ection or sh owin g them 
poss ible b enefit in future woe s? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

(6) 

t his a pl ay about sin and 

How does the situation a t the opening of the play 
reflect that at the clo se of Oedipus a t Colonus? 

Read pp. 138-141. Most critics regard Antigone as 
harsh and very unforgivin g to her sister's timidity. 
Read p.124 again and consider whether it justifies 
this sternness and the implacable resolution of 
Antigone. 

Read p.143-144o Could Creon's policy be compared to 
our doctrine of "unconditional surrender" in 1945 and 
the Nuremberg Trials? 

Read pp. 145-7o Consider the sentry as a character 
study. Where do his real sympathies lie? 

Read pp. 148-153o How far do you feel the choral ode 
prepares us for the episode? 

"The order did not come from God. Justice? 
That dwells with Gods below9 knows no such law." 
11 My way is to share my love, not share my hate." 

Do you regard these lines a s a fair summary of the 
moral message of the Antigone? 

(7) Read pp. 154-5. How does the interplay of the three 
characters now hei ghten the crisis? 

(8) How far is Ha emon's speech on pp. 158-159 an exposure 
of hubris? How does it affect Creon? 

(9) Read pp.162-5o Compare and contrast this moving scene 
with the deaths of' Ophelia and Desdemona. 

(10) Read pp.169-170. What relation does Teiresias ' warning 
bear to the content of Oedipus' curse on p.107? Note 
the mention of the Sun in both. 

(11) Read pp.173-4. Compare the exit of Eurydice with that 
of' I ocas ta on p .59 . 
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(12) Read pp.175-177. Contrast the mood of Creon with that 
of Oedipus at the end of Oedipu c the King. 

(b) Do you feel this tragedy is about a more serious issue than 
Oedipus the King contains? 

General questions for discussion: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Do ynu feel the plays show sufficient unity of design to 
indicate that Oedipus at Col onus wa s written or re-written 
to link Oedipus the King to Antigone, or do you think 
Sophocles was accidentally drawn to the middle pa~t of the same 
legend by the circumstances of 406 B.C.? . 

Reading the plays as a group, can you trace the tragic 
cycle of pride and retribution working in the character 
of Creon? 

Do the plays as a group suggest any new levels of meaning 
for (a) the sufferings of Oedipus $ (b) the fate of Antigone? 

Do you agree that such tragedy, in Aristotle's phrase, 
purges our emotions by arousing ccmpassion and dread? 

Are there any places in the plays where the Chorus must 
intervene in the action physically? 
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(B) AN INTRODUCTI ON TO THE BACCHAE OF 
EURIPIDEq~o ________ _ 

Euripides' home wa s in Salamis, and he was b orn 
in the year of the great deliverance of Greece from the Persian 
invader off those very shore s when Xerxes' great Armada was routed 
by the combined fleets of the Greek city stat eso From his birth 
in 480 till his death as an honoured guest at the royal court of 
Macedon in 406 BoCo, Euripides spanned exactly the period of the 
hegemony of Athens in Greek affairso In 473 he was a boy of 
seven when Cimon, the great Admiral of the Delian Confederacy , 
sailed home from the sack of Scyros bearing the bones of Theseus 
the king and hero of ancient Athenso We have seen how much this 
epoch-making discovery affected the mind of the elder poet 
Sophocles (then 22 years old) from the noble role assigned to 
Theseus in the Oedipus at Colon~, the last work he completed at 
the age of nearly ninetyo How much greater must the impact have 
been on the tender mind of a child of seven! In 468 the great 
Admiral sailed home again from Asia from his final victory over 
Persia at the River Eurymedon which made Athens assured ruler 
of the whole Eastern Mediterranean and the coasts of Asia Minor. 
To an imaginative boy of twelve it was a tremendous moment, 
we may be sure - particularly when he was a native of the 
island beside which Persia was vanquished previously. 

The later development of the Confederacy of Delos 
into an Athenian Empire must have disturbed many Athenian 
citizens. Though the oligarchic pamphlet of Pseudo-Xenophon on 
the "Constitution of Athens" published in 424 is many years 
later, it could not have been circulated if there had not been 
some concern for many years among uncommitted Athenians over 
the oppression of the allies. In 472 Carystus had been constrained 
to join the League, and in 463 when the poet was 17 came the 
coercing of Erythrae and the reduction of the island of Thasos 
which tried to secede from the Leagueo In 454 the Treasury was 
moved from Athens to Delos, thus signalising the new situation of 
the allies as subjects of Athens. Meanwhile 9 in 461, Athens had 
been convulsed by political tension: the great conservative 
Admiral and political leader Cimon wa s exiled by ostracism for 
'tal yeSl'S aftEr he had supported Sparta in her hour of danger 
follm11 iog the great earthquake and then was sent home rebuffed 
by those he had gone to help. The ultra-demncratic and anti
Spartan party was now in power, younger men who had forgotten 
how the two Greek powers had stood as one against Persia in 480, 
and who saw in Sparta and her Peloponnesian League nothing but a 
threat to Athenian power over the allies, and the embodiment 
of a distasteful autocratic system. 

During Gimon's absence in Sparta helping to put 
down the serf or helot revolt in 462, Ephialtes and Pericles 
had reformed the Areopagus, the ancient Council of State which 
Was composed (like the Roman Senate) of ex-magistrates who had 



served their year of office and r ema in ed life member s o It lost 
the power to punish magistrates who broke the law an d its duty of 
laW enforcement 9 a s well as its censorial ri ght to investigate 
the morals of private personso It kept only its jur i sdiction 
in homicide cases and certain religious powers to whi ch attention 
is drawn by Aeschylus in the Eumenides written three years latero 
After Cimon was ostracised 9 Ephialteswas mysteriously murdered 
and Pericles bec ame leader of public business g remaining so for 
thirty year so In 458-7 he introduced pay for all officials during 
their annual term and for mEl!lbers of the elected Council of 500 
as well as for jurors in the Courtso 

Pericles' first fifteen years of power were full · 
of wars and crisiso Peace with Persia was not achieved till 449 9 

and there was a war with Sparta and her allies from 459-446 BoC. 
In 457 the Athenians conquered Boeotia (as we saw in the notes on 
Pindar) and Theban leadership there wa s ended until Thebes 
defeated the Athenians at Coronea i n 447o Aegina was forced into 
the Deli an League in 457 and Megara was won over in 458 o King Inaros 
of Egypt who was in revolt against Persia sought Athenian aid in 
459 and Memphis was taken 9 but the whole Athenian force was wiped 
out in 454 and 200 ships lost. In 451 Cimon returned from exile 
and avenged the Athenian defeat by wiping out the Phoenician fleet 
at Salamis in Cyprus 9 where the old Admiral died 9 f 'ull of years 
and gloryg in 450 BoCo The Peace of Callias followed 9 its terms 
recognising Athenian power in Asia Minor and Cyprus. Defeats in 
Boeotia led to a Thirty Years' Peace in Greece in 446. Athens 
had vindicated herself as the chief Greek city and a power able 
to treat on equal terms with Persia. 

During the years of peace which followed, Pericles 
endeavoured to make Athens a great monumental city 9 expending the 
revenues of the allies and of Athenian commerce on temples and 
public buildings which stand till this day. In ti:E intellectual 
life of the city new currents also stirred. One was the notion 
of Panhellenism - the common na tionality of all Greeks - a view 
which found expression in Pericle s' proposal for a panhellenic 
congress to restore the temples sacked by the Persians in 448 BoC. 
and his plan for the panhellenic colony of Thurii i:n southern Italy. 
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae 9 an elder contemporary of Pericles who 
was exiled from Athens in 429 9 taught a mechanistic view of the 
Universe~ "In everything there is a portion of every substance 
except Nous 9 and there are some things in which is Nous also. 
And when Nous began to move things 9 separating off took place from 
all that was moved 9 thus so much a s Nous set in motion was all 
separated out. Once things were in motion their revolutions 
caused more and more separationo The dense the moist the cold 
and the dark came together where the earth now isg while t he warm 
and dry ahd rare and bright went out towards the fa .rther part 
of the ether. o o" The music i an 9 Damon of Oa 9 was also Pericles ' 
f riend and a big influence at Athens o We should not be surprised 
that both the world view and the metres of Euri~ides owed a good 
deal of t heir novelty to the impact of such men s t hinking. 



Also active wer e the Sophi s t s , Gorgi a s of 
Leont i ni who c ame in 429 and t au ght the techni que of rhetoric, 
Protagora s of Abdera , Prodicus of Ce os and Hi pp i as of Eli s . 
These men came from their own l a nds to Athens just a s Eur opean 
schola rs now settle in America , a ttracted by the we alth and 
re search opportunities provided by the dominant state. Pr otagoras 
was a close friend of Euripides and :professed to teach men virtue. 
I n 415 BoCo he published a book on theology decl aring tha t 
certainty regarding the exi s tenc e of the gods was impossible. 
He was promptly :prosecuted and set out for Sicily, but was lost 
at sea. In the :prosecutions of Anaxagoras and Protagoras we 
see the tr~iauu1~ reaction caused by the disasters of the 
Pelo:ponnesian War which began in 431 B. Co and the gl .. eat :plague 
of 429 Bo C. 

Euripides was the child of poor :parents. He 
tried at first to be an athlete; at 17 he turned to :painting, 
and at 25 to tragedy. He was 39 before he gained his first 
prize in 442 B.C. Aristqphanes attacked him in comedies, 
allegations of bad artistry and atheism being the usual basis 
for these outbursts. His eighteen surviving plays date from 
438 B.C. They are: 

Alcestis (438) 
Medea (431) 
Hi:p:p olytus ( 428) 
Hecuba (425) 
Andromache {424-22?) 
Ion (424-1) 
Su:p:pliants (420-417) 

Heracleida e (420-17) 
Mad Heracles (420-417) 
·rroades (415) 
Helen (412) 
Phoenissae (411) 
El ectra (410) 
O:c>estes (408) 

J.;Qhigeneia among the Tauri is of uncertain date a nd .Rhesus of 
uncertain attribution, while the C~clops is a satyr play. Two 
plays were produced after the poet s death; they were the works 
written in Maced on between 409 and 406 when he died. The 
Iphigenia at Aulis is an interesting character study o~xpediency 
and cynicism in high places, but in the Bacchae the old free 
thinking poet returns with ardour to the spirit of the god for 
whose festivals he wrote, and Orphic mysticism seems to replac e 
(or enrich) the pantheistic na turalism of Anaxagoraso 

READING. 

Read Vellacott's ~reface to Euripides: Bacchae and ot her Plays 
(Penguin Classics). Also read the Women of Troy (a splendid 
protest against the folly of war) and The Ion (which attacks the 
god Apollo) as well as the Bacchae itself. 
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(A) DISCUSSION OF THREE THEOLOGICAL PLAYS 
_________ O=F~E=U=RIPIDES 

A. Ion. 424-l BoCo 

(a) (1) ~nat function has the prologue? Does its portrayal 
of the gods correspond with that given by Homer? 

(2) Read pp. 37-40o Find a piec e of dramatic irony in the 
hYmn of Ion. 

(3) Read PPo42-49. Hmv far can this discussion betvveen 
Ion and Creusa be compared with current disputes 
between theologians and sceptic philosophers? Is the 
sentence 11 It is unjust to call men bad for copying 
what the gods find good11 a fair comment? Does "the 
sin lie with our examples" in fact? 

(4) Read pp.54-5. This criticism of the basing of 
citizenship wholly on birth right in Greek states is 
interestingo Read Creon's speech in Sophocles O.T. 
(pp.43-4) and consider whether it is parallel with 
this pass ageo 

(5) On pp.56-7, note the important Sophoclean role of 
chorus in the action. 

(6) pp.61-2 is a powerful denunciation of Apollo's 
injustice. Do you regard Job, chapter 3, as parallel? 

(7) Do you consider that the Chorus's attack on the 
'double standard' for men accords with modern 
sentiment(pp.67-8)? 'vVhat are the views of your group 
on this subject? 

(8) Find the anachronism on p.69 

(9) Read Ion's words on p.~. Do you regard them as 
justifiable? Do you think a Greek audience would 
feel they express insolence towards the gods? 

(10) What is your opinion of the reconciliation scene 
between Creusa and Ion (p.78)? Do you feel the fact 
that divine intervention was required to avoid an 
awfur crime is meant to convey any significant lesson 
to the audience? 

(b) Discuss the message of the play. Do you think it is 
expressed in the bitter criticisms of Creusa against 
Apollo's perfidy and Ion's urgent doubts, or does the play 
show the good purpose of the god lurking behind his apparent 
lust and perfidy? Does the play expose, or justify 9 the 
ways of God to Man? 

r 
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B. Tr oades., 415 BoC~he Tr.Q.jg_n__jyomenl (No B., HecUb§. more 
usual English for Hecabe) ., 

(a) (1) Read PPo85-6., Do you r egard t he very worldly 'Homeric' 
dis cuss ion between Po s i don a nd Athena as more cynical 
t han Hermes 's introduction t o the Ion? 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

( 6) 

(7) 

On p.88 9 not e the later s i gnific ance of Hecabe's 
hatred for Heleno 

On p.,90 9 pick out lines exhibiting pro-Athenian or 
anti-Spartan sentimentso 

Do you regard the pictu.re of Odysseus on p.,93 as in 
accord with the representation of his character in 
the Iliad? 

Read pp.,94-5. Discuss the presentation and dramatic 
effe ctiveness of Cassandra's prophecy. Could it be 
said to colour the whole play? 

The tragic cycle of moral causation - that prosperity 
leads t o satiety (koros) which tempts man to insolence 
(hubris) - is often found in Greek tragedy. From 
hubri.s man is led on to delusion (apate) which brings 
ruin (ate). Can you see evidence of koros on pp.96-7? 

Would you share @a&&andra's view of death expressed 
on p.103'? ~\-()~~{''I 

(8) Read pp.104-5o What are the attitudes of Hecabe and 
Talthybius? 

(9) In his Poetics Aristotle declared Euripides to be the 
'most tragic' of poetso Does a reading of PPo106-8 
supply evidence for this contention? 

(10) What view of human nature and divine action upon it 
is expressed by Helen on pp.,111-112'? Would modern 
psychology consider her defence a good one? 

(b) Does Euripides repudiate the Gods in the last scenes or 
does he simply leave the insoluble mystery unexplained as 
Job does? 

(c) Is the ruin of the conqueror foretold by Cassandra any 
comfort to Hecabe in the poet's eyes 9 or does he imply 
that revenge is no answer for suffering'? 



(a) (1) 

PolO 

Why does Dionys u s wi s h t o punis h t he Theba n l ad i es for 
impiety (pp o1 82-3)? 

(2) Is Tire s ias's exposition of p i e ty (pp .. 18 7-9) t yp ic al 
of modern C l1ri ~J ti an a ttitudes t o religion? 

(3) On ~p.199-200 9 di s cu ss the G!pprop ri a teness of th e 
God s spe akin g a nd actin g VIhile offst a ge a 

(4) Re ad pp.202-5 an d compar e Po1 88 o Is the herdsman' s 
report in c ontr•as t v-J i th the earli er charges made by 
Pentheus? Are the Ba cchae violent 'vY ithou t provocation? 

(5) On P~t206, what settlement does Pentheus refuse before 
agreeing to go and insp ect the Bacchants? 

( 6) On p. 208 9 could the sentence "He shall knovv the son 
of Zeus 9 Dionysus 9 who 9 though most gentle to mankind 9 

can p:rove a god of t error irre sisti bJ.e" be taken as 
the key t o the drama ? 

(7) On PPo210-212 9 wha t evidence s h ows that 9 for Pentheus 9 
reality has now ceased to be objective? 

( 8) On pp. 214-217 9 how is the divinity of the supposed 
foreigner revealed? Why is Pentheus unable to see 
the Bacchants? 

(9) On p.217 9 consl.der the meaning of 'Bacc.hus gives her 
tears f or her rewardo' 

(10) PPo218-223. Could this pa ssage be termed 'the penalty 
for denying the God'? What do Christians regard as 
the penalty for• denying God? What does Agave imagine 
she has done? 

(11) The prophecy by Dionysus (p.225) was in fact fulfilled 
by Alexander the Great when he destroyed Thebes in 
335 BoCo Do you think the poet means it for Athens, 
which had much reason to fear vengeance if the war 
against Sparta were 1 ost? 

(b) Athens gave Diony sus the most lavish festival in all Greece
9 

where . the tragedies were stagedo Is Euripides implying 
that Athenian behavjLour has betrayed the God's true spirit

9 
and that He will ruin Athens? 
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General questions f'or d iscussion: 

(Before discussing these questions 9 the group woul d prof i t 
if' s orne members were to read Ao Wa Verrall 9 Euripides t he 
.R§Ji.Qnalist and Gilbert Mur-.c>a y 9 Euripides and his~ o ) 

Poll 

(a) The three plays r e ad have successively been concerned with 
the act of Apollo 9 the will of zeus 9 an d the vengeance of' 
Dionysuso Do you feel that they become progressively more 
pessimistic? 

(b) Does Euripides appear to see more purpose or less behind 
human suffering in his later plays? 

(c) Does Euripides seem to you a rationalist 9 a cynic 9 or an 
anguished seeker after reasonable faith? 
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UNIT II 
by Assoc.PPof.R.G. Tanner 

il.N INTRODUCTION •ro THE WA SPSs BIRDS 9 .AND 
___ ......;;.F.,;::.;R;..;;;.O..;;.GS OF __ .ARISTOPHi\.NE.§__ __ 

a) Aris to£_hanes and his work .. 

The career of .. ~ristophanes overlaps the latter half 
of that of Euripides. Born about 445 B .. C. - just after the Lesser 
Peloponne sian War ended tn the Thirty Years Peace - he died in 
385 B.c .. about the time C)f the Peace of Antalcidas which the 
Persian King imposed on Greece through the Spar tans.. Of his 
comedies nine are extant., from the period before the surrender 
of Athens and the thirty' tyrants 9 and two from the period after 
the democracy was restored. In the first bracket the Acharnians 
(425 BoO• ), R}.L_:"J:itq~(L! .. 2l.i. :D .c.), Clouds (423 B.C.) 9 Wasps (422 B .. C.) 
and Pe?~ "(421 Bo c.) are held to show his first manner and to 
form a distinct group. 'I~he second g.roup is made up of the ~irds 
(414 _B. C. ) ( 1YS istrata ( ~~11 B. C" ) The sm£12.horia zusae ( 410 B~ c-:;
and Erogs 405 B.c:;:-which again exhibit common features. The 
final group written after• the Peloponnesian War are the 
Ecclesia~§~ (392 B.C.) and Plutus (388 B.C.) 9 which have 
distinctive features of structure and style separating them 
sharply from the earlier works. 

In these three groups critics and scholars identify 
several distinctive elements. The earlier five :plays (_~harnia!l§. 
to Peace) are outspoken in their plots 9 full of political criticism 
and dialogue load~d with abuse of contenporary public figures. The 
year-by-year series stops: 9 and the second group (Birds - E_rogs) 
avoids the same direct a1JUse of public men 9 though side references 
still occur. Political imPlications are also less direct and are 
veiled by hilariously fanciful plots. The third group are 
increasingly plays of ideas 9 and dispense with choral odes. For 
further information the r•eader is referred to Gilbert Murray: 
A_r>ist ophanes: A Studyo 

We have seen that the poet's life extends from the 
Thirty Years Peace to the Peace of .. ~ntalcidas. He wa s a boy of 
14- when Pericles began the disastrous war, and the suggest;j..on is 



that his people wer e substantial farming folk brought into 
Athens by the policy laid down by Pericles (see Thucydides 9 II 9 

pp .. 105-106)o Enthusiasm for rural life is a boyhood nostalgia 
of a country boy compelled to live in the city from the age of 
14 to 24 and seeing his home acres wasted annually by Spartan 
troops. We see it in Dicaeopolis, the hero of the Acharnia!l§.~ 
~ining for the country' while he waits for the .Assembly to begin, 
and in the joyf'ul chorus of the second parabasis of' the Peace. 
The intimate knowledge of the birds of the Attic countryside in 
the parades of the Birds is also a further example of the 
countryman's outloo~He is also a countryman in his politicso 
In his plays he expresses opposition to demagogues in the Knight§, 
to paid citizen jury-courts in the Was£§, to paid assemblies and 
public offices in the Acharnian.§. 9 to sophistical education in the 
Clouds and to innovation in tragedy in the Frogs 9 and to the 
Peloponnesian War in Peace and Lysistrata. For those who are 
interested in his social and political attitudes, Victor 
Ehrenberg's book ,!he Pegple of Aristophanes will make interesting 
reading. 

b) Attic Comegy 

Comedy had a Chorus of 24 agalnst the oJt:>iginal 12 of 
Tragedy, the 15 of Tragedy in Ar ist c:p hane s' day, and the presumed 
12 for the Satyr-play. In the period from which v~e have complete 
plays (425 B.C. onward) 9 there were four actors and, as in 
Tragedy, they wore different masks so that each role could be 
clearly dist :inguished 9 even though the same actor might play 
several parts. This matter is fully discussed in the late Sir 
Arthur Pickard-Cambridge's book The Dramatic Festivals of Athen.§! .. 

The _ origins of Comedy, 1 ike those of Tragedy 9 are 
disputed. As ~-~ristotle observed in a passage quoted earlier, 
Comedy was believed to originate from the phallic dlances. The 
more modern anthropological studies of the subject by Jane 
Harrison and Gilbert Murray have tended to confirm the fertility 
origins of this ritual. Group members requiring full details 
are referred to the former author's Them is and ~~gorp_!llia to 
the Study of Greek Religions and to the latter scholar s two 
works F'i ve Stages of the Greek Religio!l and Aristor.:~nes: A Stud.,y. 
All over Europe these scholars find traces of peasant rituals 
for 'driving out the death' in the form of an animal sent out 
of the village with blows or a scarecrow publicly burnt, and the 
subsequent leading in of a youth clad in eve.rgreen boughs called 
the 'Jack-o'-the-Green' or 'Green Man', still the f~avourite name 
for public houses in East Angl ia., It was believed that all the 
ills of the community and the darkness of winter were expelled 
at the 'driving out', and that the 'green man' brought back 
successP sunshine and fertilityo The 'driving out' ceremony 
survived in Britain through its association vvith the commemoration 
of the thwarting of Guy Fawkes's plot 

9 
and small boys who still 

ask for 'a penny for the Guy' are in fact offering to take away 
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your troubles with the effigy of the old year to be burnt on 
November 5th. The ceremony has been transplanted to Australia 
and is in process of tr ansferring itself' t o an associ ation with 
Commonwealth Day fes ti viti es which ar e observed on a more sui table 
date for a winter festival in the southern hemisphereo On this 
combination of the driving out of the annual spirit or annual 
king with the annual scapegoat ~ see Sir James Frazer's Golden 
Bough (abridged ed.) pp. 566-77. 

Features of Comedy suitably explained by this theory 
are the attack by the chorus on one of the actors (usually the 
hero) as we see in the Wasns~ Bird£. and JI:ro_g§, 9 and the rejuvenation 
of the hero in the latter part of the play when he reappears after. 
an interval ·during which the chorus have addressed the audience 
directly 9 without any actors present 9 in a section termed the 
para basis. .t>.fter the p arabasis 9 our hero now comes to represent 
the triumphant entry of the 'green man'. However this explan
ation does not anower all the qu estions 9 and the 1instruction' 
scenes after the parabasis in ~asps and Frogs may suggest that in 
the case of Attic Comedy an 'initiation ceremony- ' has been 
conflated with the other elements. 

Whether the word .£.Q~Q;z itself derives from Komos a 
revel or Kome a village is disputedo It was a Dionysiac revel, 
and if J ane Harrison and Gilbert Murr ay are right~ it would be 
an annual village event 9 so t hat both words are in some sense 
its source. That the choru s wore a phallic emblem 51 as has been 
generally held on the bas is of r> eferences in the plays and 
pictures on some vas e s 9 has lately been vi gorously denied by . 
Profes sor We Beare in The Classical Quarterly ( 19 59). Profess or 
T.B.L.Webster firmly maintains-the traditional view. But even 
without the fertility cult phallus, comedy can still be a Komos. 

c) Structgre of Comedy 

In the last century it was proved by Zielinski and 
Westphal that Comedy had two distinctive elements, one native to 
itself and another (borrowed from Tragic structure) which was 
found after the parabasiso The basic Comic features are the 
Paredos or entrance of the Chorus, the ·~ gon or contest, and the 
Parabasis mentioned above. The Comic parodos differs from the 
Tragic in concluding with an unsuccessful physical attack on some 
of the actors. The Agon is a deba te or trial by ordeal between 
the hero and his rival. The Parabasis consists of direct abuse 
or admonition to citizens in general or to particular person s 9 

and often ends with wh at seem to be leave-taking prayers. In 
extant comedies 9 however 9 a series of tw o or three Episodes 
followed by stasima and an exodos are introduced as in the 
pattern of Tragedy, usually celebr a tin g the triumphs or excesses 
of the rejuven s ted hero. A full a ccount of these ma tters and 
the problems they raise may be found in Pickard-Carribridge ' s 
Dithyramb , Tragedy and Comesy. 



QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION ; 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

What s ort of "p olitical" plays are written today? 
Is " abuse of contemporary public fi gure s " possible in 
such plays? 

What generalisations can you make about a "countryman's 
politics" in Aus tralia? Are these any different in 
essentials from those of Aristophanes? 

Discuss any other cus toms still in force today which 
seem to you to have fertility origin So 

Try to save enough time t o enable the group to read 
aloud part or all of one of the plays mentioned belov~ o 
(Make the reading as entertaining as possible ,, ) 

Group members are asked to read Wasps, Bird~ and Frogs for the 
next meeting 
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(A) DISCUSSION OF THREE COMEDIES 
------~O~F ARI~OPH~AN~E~S ____ __ 

A. The Wasps~422 B.c. 
( 1) . Read the prologue (pp. 219-225). How is the background 
given to the audimce? What devices are used to produce 
laughter? 

(2) Read pp. 226-9. This is the first of the three parts 
into which Zielinski divides a comic parodos. The chorus 
representing old paid jurors enter dressed as Wasps • . What 
impression do you gain of their outlook? 

(3) On pp.229-33 we have the second part of the parodos~ 
where the chorus stand and talk with one of the actors. 
What are Philocleon' s complaints? 

(4) pp.233-9 is the third part of the chorus's parodos; 
an unsuccessful attempt to attack some of the actors. They 
try to move up the steps from the orchestra pit to the 
proscenium. 1JVhat is the aim of the attack~ and now is it 
checked? 

(5) pp.239-243 9 the first half of the agon. Philocleon 
defends his way of life. Are you impressed with the 
arguments? 

(6) pp.24l+-8 9 the second half of the agon. Here Bdelycleon 
justifies his attempt to correct his father's vvay of life. 
Do you feel convinced? 

(7) An interlude with balancing antithetic parts leads on 
from the agon to the parabasis; such a piece is called a 
Syzl~· The first half extends pp. 248-253. Do you find 
the o d man's attitude changed? The second half (pp.254-9) 
follows vd th the mock trial of the dog Labes, who is 
impeached by Kuon the other dog, an obvious reference to 
the impeachment of Laches by Cleon. What factor~ account 
for the changed behaviour of the old man? 
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(8) With all actors off stage we have the parabasis of 
the chorus. List sane of the evils in the city attacked on 
pp. 258-62. This~ in Zielinski's view, ends the original 
comic structure. 

( 9) pp. 263-267 contain the first episode. Here the old 
man is re-educated, reclothed and rejuvenated by his son. 
Vllha t is his reaction? 

(10) The second parabasis occurs on p:p.267-8. Against whom 
is it directed'? 

(11) The second episode. What evidences of rejuvenation 
are given? 

(12) What attitude does the chorus take to this change? 

(13) What ritual is suggested by the exodos, pp.274-59 

B. The Birds. 414 B.C. 

(1) In the prologue, pp.5-12 9 is too whole :plot revealed 
effectively? 

(2) The first part of the :parodos occupies p:p.12~15. Note 
that the hoo:poe sings first and the other biros do not 
enter till towards the end of the songo 

(3) How is the second part of the :parades used gradually 
to introduce more of the bird chorus on to the stage? 
( pp .15-18) 0 

(4) How is the attack by the chorus on the :proscenium 
thwarted by the actors in the third :parodos section, 
pp.18-23? 

(5) In the agon (p:p.23-31), Euel:pides and Pisthetairus 
· jointly ccnvince the bird chorus. As they have already 

won over the hoopoe, the koryphaios (leader) of the birds 
must be the antagonist. Try to determine which lines 
would be spoken by him rather than by the entire chorus. 

(6) Read p:p.31-3. Has this short scene parallels with 
the 'reclothing and educating' scene in the Wasps (p:p.263-7)? 

(7) In the parabasis, pp.33-8 9 are there any overt 
:political references? (The story of the origLn of the 
world given is that believed by the Orphic mystics.) 

(8) On :p:p.38-48, 
wings and begin a 
number of' cheats. 
p:p.268-73? 

Pisthetairus and Euelpides enter with 
sacrifice and are interrupted by a 
Do you see any :parallels vvi th Wasps 9 



(9) What are the points made in the 'second parabasis', 
pp.48-50? 

(10) pp.50-61. Oould this sect ion be called the triumph of' 
Pisthetairus? Note on p.54 there is a claim to rejuvenation. 
In which line? 

(11) p.62, What is the choral stasimon about? 

(12) pp.63-5o Does the speech by Prometheus indicate some 
further 're-education' of' Pisthetairus? 

(13) How does P.i.sthetairus win over the Gods? Does this 
scene present any parallels with the syzygy in the Wasps? 

(14) Discuss the exodos (pp.69-71 ). Does the marriage 
ceremony suggest any connection between comedy and ritual 
marriage in fertility cults? 

c. The Frogs, 405 B.c. 
(1) The prologue, pp.83-91, takes Dionysus and Xanthias 
as f'ar as the Styx. How f'ar is its humour similar to that of' 
previous prologues? 

(2) Par.odos par'G I extends pp.92-3. As in the ~~' the 
chorus are perhaps not yet introduced on stage in this part 
of' the parodos. Most editors insist they sang off-stage. 
What do you f'eel? 

(3) In the second part of the parcxios, pp.93-6, all the 
chorus members are totally absent while Xanthias and Dionysus 
are frightened by Empusa. This is most unusual. Would it be 
consistent with their need to change costume from Frogs to 
Mystics? 

(4) pp.98-100 is the thi ro part where the chorus enter as 
Mystics of Eleusis. How does this parodos differ from the 
others? Are these factors wholly the result of a wish to 
parody the Eleusinian procession? 

(5) The agcn should occur at pp.100-108. What contest is 
f' ound here? 

(6) In the parabasis (pp.108-111), note that the Mystics 
speak, not the Frogs. Does this give the warning more 
authority? 

(7) To what extent can the preparations for the tragedy
trial announced in pp.111-114 be regarded as the beginning 
of the re-education of Dionysus the hero? (Note that at 
the end of' it he enters reclothed in his own robes, not 
those of' Heracles.) 
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(8) The section 114-138 is the only ~ri~ agon in the play. 
To what extent does it correspond with the syzygy in the Wasus 
and the scene withthe Embassy of Gods in the Birds? 

(9~ Metrically 9 the verses on Po 138 cannot be regarded as 
a second parabasis' 9 but they have sane interest. What 
functions do they shaJ:>e vv ith a second parabasis? By what 
device is the stage cleared? 

(10) Compare the exodus with that in the Waspso 

GENERAL QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION: 

(Some members should read Di thyram~ragedy and Com~. 

(1) Do you regard the re-clothing and re-educating of the hero 
in each play as important? Note that on p.270 Philocleon 
calls the reclothing and education scene his 'initiation' (in Greek 
1 the mysteries 1 ). 

(2) . Does this suggest that a ritual of magic rejuvenation of 
the 'Year King' had replaced his simple displacement at mid
winter9 and that the section after the parabasis, however 
much influenced by Tragedy 9 was an integral part of Comedy? 

(3) Do you feel that Euripides and Aristqphanes are facing 
the same problems? (Compare the optirni srn drt' the Was;ps with 
that of 1.£U, attitudes to divine justice in the Birds and 
the Troades, parallels betvveen the Frogs and the Bacchaeo) 



i]l_BACKGROUND TO NEW COMEDY 

a) Historical events 
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The capitulation of Athe n s to Lysander in 404 B.C. 
after the fatal naval defeat at Aegospotami in :November 405 B.C. 
meant the end of an era. Sparta's conquerin~ admiral 9 Lysander 9 

impose d the oligarchy of the 'Thirty Tyrants ~ but popular 
reaction led to the return of the democrats from exile and their 
capture of Phyle 

9 
a border fortr e ss. Under Thrasyb ulus they 

returned in 403 B.C. and drove out or slew the followers of the 
Thirty. In 402 B.C . the r es tored democracy resumed the Great 
Dyonysia with a performance of Sophocles' posthumous drama, 
Cedipus at Colonus. 

The revival of Athens followed the blundering 
oppression of Lysander all over Greece 9 and he was defeated by 
an alliance of Athens 9 Thebes, Argos and Corinth at Haliartus 
in 395 B.C. The return of King Agesilaus from Asia Minor 
permitted Sparta to avenge her defeat 9 but her prestige remained 
shaken 9 for she suffered a serious defeat from the Persian fleet 
at Cnidus in 394 B.e., and the Persian admiral was the exiled 
Athenian commander Conon. A consequence was the rebuilding of 
the long walls of Athens with Persian aid in 393 B.C. The new 
Athe!'lian power was to be built on Persian subsidies and hired 
peltasts (infantry carrying light shields) rather than upon the 
tribute of her allies 9 but there was an atmosphere of reviving 
confidence in the city. 

b) Middle Corned~ 

In this bri gpter atmos:phere Aristophanes wrote his 
Ecclesiazusae (Women in Parliament) which was produced in 392 B.C. 
In-rhis play Gilbert Murray discerned the beginnings of Middle 
Comedy. The only function of the chorus is in the parodos, and 
there is no parabasis n.cr. any stasima. Between scenes the chorus 
seem to have performed a song a nd dance interlude unrelated to 
the play. The only further choral participation is in the exodos. 
The plot is held to be a parody of the doctrines of Plato, 
Renublic II-V ? but there are some difficulties in establishing 
this view. 

In 388 Athens was already fooling the benefit of 
Thrasybulus' efforts in organising the Second Confederacy 9 and 
in this year of prosperity Aristophanes produced his last play 
under his own name 9 the Plutus. The entrance of the chorus or 
parodos preserves only the second or discussion section 9 and the 
~bird part - as in the Fr.Q.g§_ 9 lacking any attack on the proscenium
ls replaced by improrntu song and dance. Poverty enters later and 
is vanguished in the agon by Chremylus th e hero 9 and anoth~ · 
impro!T\PtU song and dance follows where the parabasis ought to be. 
There follows the old re-education and re-clothing scene where 
the hero has the blind God of Wealth 9 Plutus 9 healed by 
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Aesculapius. Another improm:p tu song and dance replaces the 
second para basis, and a secondary a gon-type c onflie t occurs 
between an unexpectedly enriched righteous man and a suddenly 
impoverished sycophant, to be followed by a further song and 
dance. The scene between the old lady and her unfortunate gigolo 
who has gained new indepen d ence is fall owed by another song and 
dance and a rather quiet exod os after the annoyance of the other 
Gods is allayed. In this way the choral interludes cut the play . 
into six segments, prologue , agon, re-education and reclothing, 
secondary agon, triumph of the rejuvenated, and a happy con
clusion after some surprises. 

Our fragments of Middle Comedy are few, but all the 
testimony about it indicates that philosophy or literature were 
its main targets, and that it had lost the old boldness or 
directness of attack and eschewed politics. The choral cdes 
disappeared. The authors were Aristophanes' son Araros, in whose 
name the old poet brought out his two last and lost works, and 
Antiphanes and Alexis. Middle Comedy appears to have survived 
until about 320 B.c. 

c) Origins of Middle Comed.y 

Though Aristophanes seems the pioneer of the movement, 
we may reasonably ask at what stage of his career he conceived 
the new method. A study of the extant second draft of his 
unsuccessful Clouds proves very instructive here. The prologue 
extends to p.162, and the parodos goes on till p.169. On 
pp.169-172~ Socrates and th~ Koryphaius convince Strepsiades to 
renounce the gods and study the course. The parabasis follows, 
pp.172-177. The re-education andre-clothing scene is a long 
one, involving Strepsiades' failure and his replacement by 
Pheidippides his son. A choral ode seems to be replaced by song 
and dance before the agon between Just and Unjust Logic,pp.186-
194. The second parabasis occurs on pp.195-6, and the renewed 
~mpsiades and Pheidippides rout the creditors in pp.196-201. A 
short stasimon follows (pp.201-202), and then comes the surprising 
assault on father by son, followed by the former's return to 
religion and successful burning of the thought school. Thus, 
ignoring the choral passages, we have a clear Middle Comedy 
pattern, in our extant Clouds: prologue (pp.153-162) 9 first 
agon (pp.169-172), re-eauca'"ti'On (pp.177-186), second agon 
(pp.186-194), rejuvenated triumph (~p.196-201), exodos with 
surprise but happy ending (pp.202-9). 

d) Later Historical Events 

Athens remained a great power in Greece until the 
final defeat of the Athenian and Theban coalition at Chaeronea 
in 338 B.C. which left Philip II of Macedonia master of all 
Graeece. Fraom the defeat of Sparata at Leuctra in 371 B.c. to the 
death of Epaminondas after another great Theban victoray at 
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Mantinea in 362 BoC. 9 the hegemony of Greece was in Theban hands. 
After this date the northern powers - Jason of Pherae in Thessaly 
and Philip II of Macedon -began to dominate the city republics 
of tho south. Athens alone was perhaps a match for them, but 
bungling policy and revolts by her allies proved too much for her, 
despite tho heroic and nearly successful efforts of her great 
orator-statesman Demosthenes to raise a coalition against the 
Macodonians. Af~er Philip's death in 336, tho Greeks revolted~ 
but Alexander crushed them and modo an example by the total 
destruction of' Thebes in 335 B.C. While Alexander was engaged 
in the conquest of Asia (333-323. ~ .c. rcl ativ(j) l; ~ace reigne d in 
Grecco, but the news of his death unleashed tho rivalry of tho Mace
d anian generals, each of whom sought t o carve out a kingdom for 
himself. This chaos c ontinued until Antigonus was killod . at the 
battle of Ipsus in 301 B.C. 

o) New Comed.y 

During the period of warfare between Alexander's 
successors, Athens went through many vicissitudes, but in this 
disturbed time the Now Comedy of Manners reached maturity. 
Menander, its master-spirit, was b orn int o a well-to-do family in 
342 BoC. 9 four years before Cnaeronea. He was ten when Alexander 
sot out for the East and twenty when tho King died, and ho 
produced his first comedy in 321 B.C. when he was 21 years old. 
Tho poet vvas 25 when Cassander installcxl the peripatetic Demetrius 
of Phalerum to rule Athens in 317 B.C • • :~ rul ·~ \,'):lie :;. ·,.r os )QL! Ul.:::r with 
the landed gentry. Demetrius rost orod.domocracy in 307 B.C. but 
garrisoned Athens in 295, and it 'Nas still under occupation when 
the poet died in 292 B.C. 9 aged 50 years. 

Of his numerous plays none survived from antiquity 
in manuscript copies, but tho spade of the archaeologist has 
changed matters in the last half-century and large parts of four 
plays and one complete play have recently been found on papyrus 
rolls. In addition , tho Roman poets Terence and Plautus borr owed 
his plots and much of his dialogue, though making large modifi
cations to suit local taste. In this era of wars, sieges, rampant 
piracy and a flourishing slave trade, many families were broken 
up and free-born babies were often kidnapped, or children were 
sold into slavery by runaway slaves or pirates. Their consequent 
rediscovery later in life is thus a frequent theme in their 
comedies. The futility of both politics and phil os ophy before 
the universal caprice of Chanco made tho Middle Comedy as 
pointless as the Old, and personal relations wore the only sphere 
whore room was left for ig~!Y!~~Q±_!8!1i£tive. 

READING 

Read Aristqphanes Clouds and .Mencmder's Dyscolus before your 
next meeting. 
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(A) DI SCU SSI CN OF AR I sr OPHAl.'JES 1 CL ODDS AND lVIENAJ'WER'S 
DYSCOLUSo 

A. ~Cloud~~}_B.Ca 

. (1) In what other :plays of Arist cphanes can you find 
:pa!'allels to the quarrel here in the :prologue (:p:p. 152-162)'7 

( 2) In the :par odos (pp. 162-9) 9 the first :part is the _ 
invocation by Socrates 

9 
the second the discussion of the :power 

and appearance o:f the Clouds andy finally, their welcome ~ 0 
stre:psiades. There is no immediate attack on the proscen~um' 
and here the ~louds agrees with Knights and A~nians, tl1e 
first :plays, as vvell as With the late ones. 

(3) pp. 169-172. How do Socrates and the leader of the 
Clouds successfully undermine S trep siades' faith in Gods2 VVhat 
:features has it in canmon with an agon? Can we call it a 
DISPUTE? 

(4) The :parabasis extends fran :p.172 to :p.176. What is 
its theme? 

(5) EPISODE -the re-education of the hero. How is thiS 
done in :P:Po177-186? (Note thot the manuscripts mention chorus 
at :p.186 but give no odeo) 

(6) The AGON :follows, :p:p.183-194o How is it :presented, and 
with what result? 

(7) What is the function of the second :parabasis, p.i95? 

( 8) SECOND EPI SODEo What evidence of rejuvenation a:P:P ears 
here (pp. 196-201)? 

(9) What is the effect of the Choral . Ode? 

(10) The EXODOS extends from :p:p.201-209. How does its 
theme differ from those of other comedies of Aristo:phanes? 
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a) Why do you think the :p lay offended its audience? 

b) Can you think of any con temporary :parallels to Aristo:phanes' 
attitude to :philosophy? 

B. The D;zsc olus. 317 B.C ,, {1'he Ol d Cun~dgen11 ) 

(l) PROLOGUE (:p:p.ll·l2). How does the treatment of' this 
:prologue differ from the handling of :prologues by Aristo:phanes' 
Do y ou find any indications of divine intervention? Does this 
explain the link many scholars f'ind between Menander and 
Euri:pidean tragedy? 

(2) ACT I 9 :p:p.l3-21 (Note there is no PAROOOS or substitute 
for it). Observe how the dialogue between Chaereas and 
Sostratus on :p:p.l3-l4- in traduces the situation. 

(3) :P:P•l4-17 give us a DISPUTE or agon-type situation, 
between Knemon on the one hand and Sostratus and his slave on tre 
other. Do you think the violent slapstick is drawn from 
Arist~hanic :prologues or fran the third :phase of' the Aristo:phanic 
:parodos? 

(4) Why does So stratus' conversation with the girl alarm 
Davus? 

(5) The d r unken votaries of' Pan and Apollo enter. Does 
this action represent a relic of' the old :parabasis 9 or are there 
:parodos fea tures as well? Give your reasons for your views. 
11Vhy do the actors really dec ide to vacate the stage? 

(6) ACT II 9 pp.23-30. Can this legit:imately be 
described as a re-education and re-el oth ing scene? Discuss. 
How does the arrival of Sikon and Getas :prepare for the second 
dispute or agon in the next act? 

(7) More son g and dance by the votaries. Do you t.h.ink 
this repl aces vvhat should have been an Ode or wha t should have 
been the second parabasis (or :perhaps even the first :parabasis)? 
Discuss. 

(8) Wnat is the Dispute (or agon) in Act III about? 
Exam:ine :p:p.31-40. Another choral interlude follows. What 
Aristo:phanic feature, ode or second :parabasis, would it replace? 

(9) Is there any justification for regarding ACT IV 
(:p:p.41-49) as a rejuvenation scene? Wha t events take place? 

(10) Note the final effort by the votaries (p 49) 

(11) In the final scene or Act V (pp:51-63), what 
parallels are to be found wit 11 the four Aristo:phanic ex odes 
you have read? ----------------a) Do you feel Menander' s characterisation is superior to that 
of' Aristo:phanes? Give grounds for your judgment. 
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GENERAL QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION: 

(1) How far do the five acts of Shakespeare's comedies exhioit 
a sequence similar to AGON 9 RE-EDUCATION 9 SECOND AGON 9 
REJUVENATION and REACTION? 

(2) Discuss the artistic gain and loss involved in the 
elimination of the Choruso 

(3) Do you feel traces of an old mid-winter ritual for the 
rejuvenation of the old ruler still survive in Menander's 
comedy? 
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was lucky enough to recovero We furt h er learn tha t he had 
interests in gold-mines in Thrace and was sent t here by the 
Athenians as general in 4 24 BoGo and exiled when he f a iled to 
save Amphipolis 9 and t ha t he spent 20 yea rs in exile. His 
ref erence to the remains of Themistocles' wall still visible at 
Piraeus shows that he was in Athens after the capitulation 9 but 
must have died before Conon restored the wall s in 395 B.C. 

Ancient biographies of s anew hat uncertain value are 
also availableo The da te of birth s uggested by Marcellinus is 
471 BoCo His father Olorus was probably related to the Thracian 
prince of th at name who married his daughter Hegesipyle to 
Miltiades the victor of Marathon 9 so that Thucyd ides would thus 
be a younger cousin of Cimono Cimon' s daughter married a 
di f ferent Thucydides 9 the oligarchic statesman 9 the son of 
Melesiaso It thus seems likely that Thucydides would inherit 
the anti-Persian and pro-Spartan attitude of the f amily of 
Miltiades and sane distaste for the full extremes of Periclean 
democracy 9 though it is clear that he admired Pericles himself. 
His dislike of Cleon is understandable since Cleon seems to have 
been responsible for his exile 9 but it is a dislike shared by 
Aristophanes also. For Brasidas 9 the enterprising a nd gallant 
foe who proved too quick for him 9 Thucydides shows unqualified 
admirationo That he should be apt to look for the worst elements 
in Athenian polic y after his exile in 423 B.c. i s na tural, but he 
retains a calm balance on most matters, and his respect for 
Nicias is as evident as his distrust for Alcibiadeso The 
favourable comment on the constitution of the 5000 is natural 
from one in his social position 9 and probably typical of that af 
many rich men who accepted democracy while Pericles lived but 
found restriction of franchise desirable later on as a check to 
irresponsible demagogues o 

c) History or Mytg? 

A third influence a t work on Thucydides' work was 
urged with great vigour and persuasiveness in 1907 by FoM.Cornford 
in his Thucydides Mythistoricuso It is well known that Greek 
Tragedy was based on a psychological theory of the relationship 
between Man and God which finds its clearest statement in 
Aeschyluso Among men olbos (pros~erity) may produce koros 
(satiety) which generates hubris \in s olent c onternpt for the Gods)o 
The Gods then send such men apate (delusion) which leads them on 
to~ (ruin) which is their retribution or nemesis. Cornford 
thinks that this generally held mora l 'triew of the universe 
influenced Thucydides and h is con tempora ries in the same way as 
mediaeval people accepted the providential government of the 
world or men of the nineteenth century accepted inevitable 
progress. 

·wo Ro Lamb 9 in his Clio Enthroned 9 is at pains to 
rebut the allegations of specific dist ortion which Cornford 
makes the b asis for his charge of mythistoricismo But the 
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general principle that the current ethical concepts of a 
comnunity tend to condition the attitudes even of' those writers 
who feel such notions to be obsolete remains valid 9 and Cornford 
is helpful in reminding us that Greek thought took a much less 
optimistic view of' the future than that which has become 
traditional with USo 

But this controversy apart 9 drama 9 the only mature 
Athenian literary form 9 had an undoubted influence on the 
~tyle of the Athenian historian 9 be its influence on his 
thinkin..g little or much., For the decision to compose speeches 
appropriate for each occasion (I 9 22 - p.,24) shows the influence 
of drama just as much as that of rhetoric., The set debates 
are further evidence- a good instance is the one set at Sparta 
on pp., 48-62 where the Corinthians and Athenians argue the 
justice of their claims before the Spartans 9 just as Creon and 
Oedipus dispute their rights before Theseus in Oedipus a! 
~~9 pp. 108 - 112., Again, the Melian debate is avowedly 
dramatic in form (pp. 358 - 366)o 

d) Method 

Thucydides proceeds by the annalistic method and 
thus .reports all the activities of one campaigning season, 
which usually means that any operation lasting more than one 
year will be described in several disjointed sequences., Thus 
operations at Plataea are described on pp. 97 - 102; 138 - 143; 
172 - 5; 192 - 202., Further, in each year the terms 'winter' 
and 'summer' are employed., The summer appears to mean the eight 
campaigning months 9 and the winter 9 which extends from Nov.lOth 
to March 26th 9 the four months when sea operations were virtually 
impossible. 

e) Outlook 

The most remarkable feature of the work is Thucyd:ides' 
strong sense of the uni ver sali ty of his work (see pp. 24-5). On 
this point we may quote Lamb's Clio Enthrone~: 

"And indeed 9 is it not strange that, if he is 
addressing himself to Greeks whose sum of knowledge was 
that of the average Athenian of his day 9 he should describe 
in such detail the ceremony with vvhich tl:e Athenians 
per form the fune .ral of their dead warriors 

9 
or the method 

of distributing the commands of the Spartan kings in the 
field. Surely the tme here 9 as in what he says aoout the 
visitation of plagues and the recrudescence of revolutionary 
fact ion-strife (as long as human nature rem a :ins the same), 
is that of a man who expects either a very different 
organisation of Greece in another age 9 or else a foreign 
audience for his wordso Nor should v~ forget that the 



openin g sentences of his book 9 which gL ve rea sons for considering 
the Peloponnesian War more import ant than the Persian 9 are clearly 
intended for persor.w who sha ll be remote in time f':r•om both 
conflicts 9 and whose interest shall ex tend to all the 
surrounding countries" (PPo 21 - 2) 

READING ---
Please x•ead the first four books of Thucydides The Pelopon~sian 
War for next meetingo 
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~~re 4 Qy A~eoc. Prof.R.G.,Tanner 

(A) DI.§.QQ.§SION OF THQCYDIDES ' BOOK.§_I - Dl 

(As division into books is possibly arbitrary and 
subsequent t o the first publication 9 general questions 
will be left to the end) 

a) ~.Q.Q1Ll 

( 1) pp .15-25. How well do you think Thucydides 
apprehends the ec cnomic and geographic factors behind early 
history? 

(2) pp., 23-5-. \What is your reaction to his theory of 
historical method? 

(3) p.25o Note that the first two sentences of Chapter 2 
are typical of the style of Ionic J?eril2,_lus documentso 
(accounts .of coasting voyages)o 

(4) pp. 30-38., Note th e arguments used by Corinth 
and Corcyra to convince Sparta.. Compar e Helen and Hecuba 
with Menelaus in the Tr oade s. 

(5) pp .. 38 - 48o Do you regard the detailed description 
of naval operations off Sybota and military siege works at 
Potidaea as sufficiently full f or a military text-book? 

(6) Ask one group member t o summarise the arguments used 
by Corinth on pp. 48 - 52 and another those of the Athenians 
on PP• 52 - 57. Do you regard the following speech of King 
Archidamus as (a) logical or (b) prudent? 

(7) pp., 62- 76 .. Would it be fair to my tha t this 
narrative states the true underlying cause of Sparta's 
decision to make vvar? 

(8) p.77 .. Do you consider the Corinthian strategic 
proposal sound? 

(9) p.80 .. Note the ne-vv concept of the 'dictator state'. 
Is it a fair definition of all imperial powers? 
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( 10) pp.82-90., 'Nhat excuse has Thucydides for introducing 
the stories of Pausanias and Thucydides here? 

(11) pp. 92-6 o Discuss Pericles' strategic plan. 

b) Book ll 

(1) p.lOO. What is the attitude of each side at Plataea? 

(2) pp.101-2. Note the summary of resources on each side. 
Why is it given here? 

(3) What prompts Thucydides to give an account of the 
traditional rural way of life in Attica? With this section we 
should compare the rural tastes exhibited by Aristophanes' 
heroes. Is this passage their explanation? 

(4) What evidence of Pericles' vis ion 9 statesmanship and 
strategic skill are given in pp. 110-115? 

(5) The 'Funeral Oration' 9 pp. 115-123. Do you regard 
this speech as: 

(a) a statement of the aim of civilised life 9 or -(b) an adequate justification for depriving other states 
of freedom and wealth in order that one's own citizens 
may enjoy high civilisation? 

(6) On pp. 134-5 9 how far is Thucydides' estimate of the 
personal role of Pericles import ant f' or modern democracies? Does 
the power of President de Gaulle depend on similar qualities? 

(7) Compare Phormio's policy at Naupactus (p.137) with 
the British use of Gibraltar. 

(8) Discuss Phortnio's tactics described on pp. 144-55. How 
far did they accord with Pericles' general strategy? Are they 
relevant to the problems of Australian defence today? 

(9) On p. 155 9 note the attempt to use the isthmus to 
provide for naval operations by the same Peloponnesian fleet in 
Saronic and Corinthian gulfs. How far did similar considerations 
lead the United States to support the Panama Canal and the 
Germans to build the Kiel Canal? 

(10) On pp. 157-8 9 the Thracian Kingdoms are described. 
Do you think there is any parallel in this description with the 
alarm some Australians feel at the growing power and population 
in the nations to our north? · 
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c) Book III 

( 1) pp. 166-70. Discuss the Mytilenean speech 9 analysing the 
decay of the federal principle in the Delian League. Do you think 
similar peril s a!'e inher>ent in the ANZUS and NATO agreements? 

(2) On pp. 180-191 9 compare the sentiments e:x:pr>essed by 
Cleon with those of the Victorian Premier in the Tai t case. Do 
you. think the Mytilenean debate a good discussion . of the capital 
punishment issue? 

(3) Note the vindictiveness displayed by Spartan officials 
towards Plataea. Does the behaviour presented on pp.201-2 offer 
par>allels with the ideal ogical trials of alleged capitalists in 
China or Cuba? 

(4) Note tha t the Co:r>inthian treatment of Corcyrean 
prisoners on p.203 is simila r to the indoctrination of United 
Nations prisoners in Korea. 

(5) pp. 203-8. Is the situation in Corcyra I)arallel with 
the present ones in Korea, Vietnam or parts of Arabia? Do both 
sides now exploit the rival great powers in the same way? 

(6) Read pp. 208-11~ carefully 9 aloud o How far does this 
analysis of st~ or faction-strife explain what has gone on in 
in many parts of Europe 9 Asia and Latin America since 1945? Is 
this spirit the really dangerous element in the 'Gold War' situation? 

(7) What do you lea rn about Thucydides' outlook from his 
discussion of tidal waves on p.213? 

(8) What were the main tactical errors of Demosthenes' 
campaign in Aetolia on pp. 216-221? 

(9) Demosthenes' splendid tactics and execution on pp.221-9 
should be compared with the Ger>man campaign in Western Europe in 
1940o Note the use of dialogue in the climax~ which has 
r>esemblances with Dunkirk 9 and effectively ended Corinthian 
action in western Gr>eece. 

(10) Note the beginning of Athenian land operations in 
Sicily (p.229) 

d) Book IV 

( 1) pp. 230 - 254. What tactical devices enabled the 
Athenians to capture Pylas and the Spartan garrison caught on 
the island of Sphacteria? To what extent were the Athenians 
assisted by the unr>eliability of the Spartans' hold on the 
native helots of Messenia? Do you think a well-or>ganised 
Af:r>ican nation could make similar successful sallies into 
Rhodesia or South Africa bee a use similar support would be found? 
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(2) po258a The beginning of negotiations b etween Sparta 
and Persia i s very significanto 

(3) Why has Spart a s uc h good reas en fo .r feeling alarmed 
at the Athenian occup a tion of Naupactus ? Pylo s 9 Cythera and 
Aegina? What dangers does t he situation bring ( PP o 260-2)? 

(4) PPo 263-6 a Compare Hermocrate s ' views with those 
advanced in support of NATO or SEATOa 

( 5) pp a 273-6 o The operations of Bra sida s in Thrace 
deserve close studyo Do y ou thinl{ canp ar i s on with either 
Wellington's operations in Spain or the 1943-4 camp aigns in 
Sicily and Italy are appropriate? Hannibal's overland invasion 
of Italy or Alexan der's campaign against Tyre and Egypt are 
possibly better parallelso Discusso 

(6) po276o Di scuss Spa rtan strategy as outlined hereo 

( 7) pp. 278-80o Note the l arge part played b,y fear of' 
losing the harvest in Greek war and poli ticso What economic 
factor plays similar roles in modern states? 

(8) Po288o Do you think the loss of an army at Delium 
or an ally in Sitalces is more serious for Athens at the time? 

(9) pp. 290-1o Observe the historian's dispassionate 
account of his own part in the waro 

(10) Compare Brasidas' failure to observe the armistice 
with dhinese tactics in Indo-China and on the Indian bordero 

(11) Po301o From the beginning of Book II 9 it is clear 
that Chrysis was priestess f or 48 years before war began 9 and 
would therefore be at least 75 years old at the time of the 
fire! 
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(B) A~ INTRODUCTION TO THUCYDIDES BOOKS 
V VIII 

Before you prepa r e sp ecif i call y for the rea ding of Books 
V - VIII , a few styli stic :prob lems nee d attention for the proper 
appreciation of the whole work. 

a) Stylistic Pa rallels 

(a) (l) Thucydides I (po25): "The city of Epidamnus is on 
the ri ght of the app roach to the Ionic Gulfo It is a 
foreign territory inhabited b y a n Illyrian race called 
the Taulantians". 

(2) Periplus of Sc ylax (2nd century B.Co ~ a re~w~rking 
of a 6th century original): "Adjoining Oedantium is 
the Illyrian r ace , in whos e territory lies Epidamnus, 
and a river which is called the P alamnus fl ows past 
that t own o " 

This instance shows t he influ ence of the periplus ~ographical 
tradition on history. 

(b) (1) Thucydides II, p.124: "People in p e rfect health 
suddenly began to h ave burnin g feelin gs in the head, 
their eyes b ec ame red and inflamed; inside their mouths 
there wa s bleeding from the throat and t ongue, and 
the breath became unn a tural an d unpleasan to The next 
symptoms were s neezing and hoars e ness of voice 9 and 
before lon g the pain s ettl ed in the ch est and was 
accompanied by coughingo Next the stomach was 
affected with stomach aches and with v omi tings of every 
kind of bile the medical profession h as given a name, 
all accompanied by great p a in and difficultoooo 
Ex tern ally the body was not very hot t o the touch, nor 
was there any p allor: the s kin was rather r e ddish and 
livid, break ing out into small pos tule s . and. ulcers. Bu t 
insid.e ther e was a feelin g of bu r ningoooo" 

(2) Hippocra tes , Treatment in Acute Di s ea3e~, Section 51: 
"Bilious r emittent fever occurs wh enever th e veins are 
dried out b y th e s ummer h ea t and dr aw into themselves 
bitter bile, and a hi gh fever resultso The whole body 
aches and gc- ow s feeble a s it d o es with rheumatic fever 
attacks. Thi s acute fever o ccurs mostly after a long 
walk and prol on ged thirst 9 when the des icc a ted veins 
draw in bitter hot liquids o The tongue b ee omes rough 
and dry , a nd very black; and the p atient is in p a in. 
from spasms in the stomach. The excrements are very 
fluid, and pale in colour. Severe thirst, insomnia, and 
at times deliriwn, accomp ani es the illness." 

The influence of clinical vvri ting is clear enough here .. 
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(l) Read t he p assage on PPo157-158 9 beginning 
11 Startin g first with the Odrysianslf and going down to 
11 they are below the ave.rage level 11 o 

(2) Herodotus 9 V 9 3-7: 11 The nation of the Thracians 
is the grea test of any amon g men 9 except at least the 
Indians; an d if they were governed by one man 9 or 
acte d in concer t, they vvould , in my opinion, be invin
cible 9 and b y far the most powerful of all nations. But 
as this i s not practicable 9 an d it is i mpossible that 
they should ever be united 9 they are therefore weak. 
They have various n a mes . according to their respective 
r.agions 9 but all observe similar cust ans in every 
respect 9 except the Getae 9 the Trausi 9 and those who 
dwell a mon g the Cre s tonaeans o o o .There is moreover this 
custom among the rest of the Thracians, they sell their 
children for exportation. They l{eep no watch over their 
unmarr•i e d daughters 9 but suffer them to have inter
course with wh.at men they chooseo But they keep a 
strict vJa tch over their wives, and purochase them fl:lom 
their parents at high priceso To be marked with 
punctures is accounted a sign of nobility 9 to be 
without punctures 9 ignobleo To be idle is most 
honourable, but tobe a tiller of the soil 9 most 
dishonourable: to live by war and rapine is most 
gloriouso These a re the most remarkable of their 
customs. They worship the follovving gcds only 9 Mars 9 

Bacchus and Di ana. But their k ings, to the exception 
of other citizens 9 ,reverence Mercury most of all gods; 
they swear by him only 

9 
and say that they are them

selves descended from Mercur•yo 11 

Whether the considerable differences indi cate recent 
migration or better information is uncertain o The c omparis m 
none the less sho vvs the influence of Herodotean history on 
Thucydides' methods and style. 

b) The Compositior1 of the~ast four Bookso 

The last four books present some problems .. Book V shows 
evident -vvant of revision in its verbatim copies of documents, 
and sane would put the drama form of the Melian dialogue in this 
category 9 while Book VIII breaks off suddenly and contains no 
speeches. Hov~ver 9 this evidence does not prove that the present 
book divisions go back to the author 9 for there is clear indi
cation that V 9 25-6 (p.324) represents the start not merely of a 
new book but of the second part of the historyo On the other 
hand 9 the second half of Herodotus' history also begins in the 
middle of Book V ( ch.28) o In Book V we then have a resume 
of the 'five years' like that of the fifty in Book I, though 
these five lead Athens to ruin 9 not to greatness. In VI we 
have another "archaeologia" about Sicily like that about Greece 
in I, and great speeches as in I and II, while VII like III deals 
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deals with war in the west, and VIII like IV with operations 
in Greeceo Xenophon col11Pleted the rest of what Thucydides 
promised us in _Bellenica Books I-II 9 v1 here the treatment differs 
somewhat from that of· his later five books 9 Yvh ich are rankly 
partisan and pro-Spartanc If Thucydides is 9 in fact, 
responsible f or the present book-divi s ions 9 he may have meant 
to finish the history in ten books 9 b ut this must remain pure 
conjecture. 

c) Epic and His~~£~ 

We must not leave the s tudy of Thucyd ides without 
some reference to the influence of Homero Until the Ionic 
prose logographers entered the scene in the previous century, 
poetry vvas the only form of historyo That his account of the 
Peloponnesian War was influenced by that of the War of Troy 
is as certain as is the influence of the Persian History of 
the author's near-contemporary, Herodotuso If proof is 
desired, it is notable that the only wars the historian 
ventures to compare with the Peloponne sian in his intro
duction on pp. 13-25 are the Trojan, discussed on pp.18-9, 
and the Persian, mentioned on Po25o Further, the careful 
quotations from Homer's Hymn to Apollo on p.222 show a thorough 
interest in the poeto 

Indeed, there might be a much better rea son for 
asserting that Homer's outlook and plot influenced the 
historian's style and method than for maintaining an important 
influence from tragedy, as Cornford doeso Just as Ilia£_Y is 
called the aristeia or triumph of Diomede and Iliad XI the 
aristeia of Agamemnon, so, in Thucydides, pp.267-324 might 
well be called the a risteia of Bra sidas and pp .325-399 the 
aristeia of Aleibiadeso ---purther, the geographical and ethno
graphic descriptions may be p artly owed d irectly to the Odys.§!1Y 
as much as to the ~eriplus writers and Herodotus. With the 
account of the 0drysians on PPo157-8 should be canpared the 
description of the Laestrygonians in Odyssey X and with the 
account of Sicily on pp.,368-70 we should canp are the account 
of the Cyclops in ..Qdyssey IX. 

d) Sea Power and Food 

The total population of Periclean Athens including 
slaves and resident aliens may have attained 250,000, all 
living in a poor country about 40 miles square. Much of the 
countryside was devoted to olive culture for export of oil, 
and most foodstuffs were imported ; wheat from South Russia, 
fish from the Sea of Marmara, ch eese and pork from Sicily. 
Ship timber and gold from Thrace were also important importso 
Once Sparta was ready to challenge Athens at sea, blockade 
became a danger as it was to Britain in two world war so The 
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control of the Dardanelles became the lcey to victory in the war: 
if Sparta gained it, Athens must capitulate; if not, her own 
allies would deser tl) 

READING 

Read Thucydides 9 The Peloponnesian War , Books V- VIII for 
next meeting .. 
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(A) DISCUSSlQ~ 0~- THUGYDIDES' BOOI~§_V _:_..::£;_[11. 

a) Ji£2k V 

(1) On pp.314-5~ would the contrasting deaths of Cleon 
and Brasidas have seemed fitting from our historian's outlook 
and attitude towards them? How do Brasidas' tactics compare 
with Lord Nelson's? 

(2) Compare the factors inducing the Peace of Nicias as 
described on pp.316-7 with those which led Bonaparte and 
Addington to make the Peace of Amiens in 1802. 

(3) Read :pp.322-3. vVhat do you think were the real 
motives of the alliance bet ween Athens and Sparta? 

(4) How far can the situation described by Thucydides 
here be held analogous to our 'Cold War' situation? 

(5) VVhat grounds underlie the Peloponnesian objootions 
to the alliance bet~veen Athens and Sparta on pp.326-7? 

(6) On pp.328-333, Sparta faces the very real problem 
of making peace with a mistrustful foe while h el"' ovvn allies 
are filled vvi th discord and mistrust. How far w OJ.ld both 
Kennedy and Kruschev be similarly inhibited today? 

( 7) On pp. 335-6 9 what do we learn about the character of 
Al cibiades? 

(8) Can iUcibiades' policy over Argos fairly be c 011pared 
with that of President Kennedy over Indonesia and Dutch New 
Guinea? (pp.336-8) 

(9) Read pp.347-55. Do ycuthink that the battle of 
Man tinea can be said to have settled the ultimate outcome 
of the struggle between Athens and Sparta? 

(10) pp.358-66o The Melian dialcgue should be read aloud. 
Do you think its dramatic form is due to a 'rough draft' or 
to deliberate intention? 
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b) Book .VI 

(1) A geographical description of Sicily is given on pp.366-71. 
What do you thinlc is th e author 's reason for this? 

(2) Summarise the speeches of :Nicias and Alcibiade s on . . 
pp .372-380. Which s tra teJgy seems more prudent? (Read the 'DJ.scussJ.on 
of Personal Lyric' in Unit I again and consider what features would 
be regarded as morally praiseworthy in Nicias' speech and morallY 
offensive in that of Alcibiades a ) 

(3) On pp.380-2 Nicias requires larger forces. Note that the 
metaphor of planting a nevv city at random inf luenced Arist cphanes ~ 
who must have heard him. See Aristophanes Birds, pp.20 and. 31. 

(4) Discuss the Hermae incident on pp o 382-L~. In the ~i ght 
of our ea r lier s.tudy of the speeches, whom would the .AthenJ.an s 
tend to blame? V'fould a modern d.etec ti ve perhaps want to arrest 
Nicias instead? 

(5) The magnificent d escrip tion of the s ailin g of th~ gr~at 
Armada for Syracuse might properly oe compared with MasefJ.eld s 
account of the departure of the fleet from Mudros for the 
Dardanelles in hi s Galli£._oli. 

( 6) pp4.387-393. Compare the a ttitude of Athenagoras with the 
foreign policy of the Asquith government until 1914. Are we 
ignorin g the warnings of I-Iermocrates and t he p rinciples he states 
in our present foreign policy toward s Indonesia and China? How 
far has he pointed to the bes~tting sin of democra tic foreign 
policies in all ages? 

(7) Evaluate the tactical proposals of the th ree generals on 
pp.394-9. . 

(8) VVhat does pp.399··405 tell us about Athenian democracy? 
How do you regard the behaviour of Alcibiades? 

(9) VVhat was the wors t tactical error pel"'pe t r ated by the 
invaders on pp.406-410? 

(10) The i mp ortant debate on pp.411-420 deserves close 
attention. How far do you feel Hermoc ra tes' pan-Sicilian p olicy 
can be canpared with the pan-American policy of today? Should 
Euphemus' justifica tion of' Athenian policy b e set beside soviet 
justification of its Cuba n policy or its supp ort for Asian 
nationalism? Can the Athenian attempt t o exploit Etruscan and 
Cartha ginian hostility to Syracuse be compared with Soviet 
attempts to use anti-Amei• ican attitudes in Europe ani Latin 
America? 

( 11) __ On pp .421 -462 9 d oes Alci biades offer the Spartan~ s o~nd 
advice? Would you regard his speech as the classic jus tifJ.catJ. on 
for treason? 
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( 12) How much dama ge i s d one by dilatory action on :p:p.426-32? 

c) Book VII 

(1) Itemise Nicias' blunders from t h e narra t ive on :pp.432-442. 
How far was he the victim of circumstances 9 as h e claims? 

(2) How do :p:p.446-7 underline th e importance of sea-:power 9 

especially tO an invadin g force? How f ar was this Rommel's problem 
in Africa? 

(3) Point to the effects of Decelea in Spartan hands as 
given on p:p.447-50. What parallel does the Mycalessus massacre 
show with troubles in the Con go? 

(4) Vfuat is the big benefit gained from the coming of 
Demosthenes to Sicily on :p:p.450-l? 

(5) ·what tactical advanta ges did the Syracusans hold in the 
naval operations of :p:p.454-7? 

(6) What wer e the tactical difficulti es facing Demosthenes 
in his night attack 9 described on pp.457-463? Is this a general 
:problem of all night-fighting? 

(7) Read 463-9. Note that Nicia s is r uined by his religious 
scruples. What tactical problems d o the Athenians fail to meet in 
the next battle? 

(8) The climax of the story comes on :p:p.470-78 . What tactical 
changes are made and what impre ssion d oes th e description make upon 
y ou? 

(9) Read :p:p.479-88. Wha t final wrong decisions are made by 
Nicias? Do you think Demost h enes was ri ght? Vfu at aspects of the 
calamity can be compared with Nap oleon's retreat from Moscow? 

d) ~ VIII 

{l) What doe s the historian say about the difficulties of 
democracy in a crisis on :p:p .489-90? How did we deal with this 
matter in 1939-45? 

(2) :p.491. Where does Sparta abandon her :principles? 

(3) On P• 492 9 is the rivalry of the t wo Per s ian governors 
for Spartan support :parallel with the rivalry of Britain and France 
in NATO? 

(4) On :Po493 9 note the attemp t again to use the Isthmus of 
Corinth as a portage vv ay bet vveen the seas for movement of warships. 
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(5) pp.495-6. What role is Alcibiades now playing? 

(6) How far do you think the te:ms of the ~pa:rtan alliance 
with Persia on p.498 have features ln camnon vnth Potsdam and 
Yalta? 

(7) On p.501 9 hovv do we .realise why Chios has been so pros
perous? 

(8) On pp.505-6, what difficulties does Sparta face because of 
the nature of the coalition she is leading? Does the United States 
have similar problems now? 

(9) What advantages does Sparta gain fran the nerv treaty with 
Tissaphernes, described on pp.507-8? 

(10) Do you think Lichas acts properly on p.511? 

(11) Could p.513 be called "an enunciation of Persian policy in 
Greece from 413-333 B.C."? 

(12) pp.514-5. How does Alcibiades associate himself vvith the 
oligarchical movement in Athens? 

(13) With the speech of Pisander recorded on Po518 compare 
the attitude of the French colons in Algeria at the time when 
General de Gaulle came to power. How far were the two situations 
similar? 

(14) What lessons do pp.524-5 have to teach large modern 
democracies? Do our mass media make us again subject to like 
pressures, despite our far larger societies? 

(15) On pp.526-7 9 note the considerable capacity of oligarchic 
leaders. 

( 16) Why do you think Thucydides praises the government of 
the 5000? 

(17) pp.548-553o Why was the Hellespont of focal interest? 
Discuss the Athenian tactics at Cynossema. Vfuat were the 
consequences of victory? 

General Questions far Discussion 

1. Can you detect any evidence of cases where political bias on 
the part of the historian may have distorted Thucydides' narrative? 

2. Whom do you regard as the most attractive leader portrayed in 
the history? 

3. In the beginning of his work, Thucydides states that the 
history will be a possession for ever. Do you see any main 
lessons Thucydides wished to convey to posterity? 
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(B) AN INTRODUCTION TO PLATO'S PROTAGORAS 
AND MENOo 

a) Plato's Life 

Po5 

Plato was born in 429 B.Co of a vvea lthy and noble 
family descended from the ancient kin gp of Athens. About 409 B.C., 
just a year after the failure of the oligarchy of the 400~ he 
became a member of the Socra t ic Circle~ and continued to associate 
wit h the group to t he end of the war and through the period of the 
Thirty Tyrants and democratic restoration until Socrates was 
executed by the restored democrats in 399 B.Co This shocking crime 
is explicable enough if we re member th at Plato's cousin~ Cri tias 9 

the ruthless leader of the Thirty Tyrants 9 as well as the oppor
tunist Alcibiades, had been number ed among Socrates' earlier 
as sociates. Naturally 9 such a man would seem nothing but a public 
menace to sincere democrats with no taste for philosophy. 

After Socrates ' death, Plato retired to lVIegara where 
he joined the circle of Eucleides, an exponent of 'eristic 1 or 
verbal cleverness in argument{ and he did not return to Athens until 
395 B.Q.; after a 'grand tour embracing Egypt and Cyrene. It is 
claimed that same of his dialogues about Socra tes and his teaching 
were composed during his residence in Megara 9 and others after his 
return to Athens in 395 BoG. But i n 390 B.c. he int errupted his literary 
activity to visit the Greek cities of South Italy~ where he associated 
with the eminent Pythagorean teacher, Archyta s -of Tarentum. In 
Italy, during 389 B.c.~ he met Dion , the brother-in-law of Dionysius 
the Tyrant of Syracuse, and he was persuaded to visit Dionysius 1 

court. He provoked the tyrant with his discourse and was handed 
over to the Spartan ambassador who sold him as a slave in Aegina. 
After Diony s ius' death he paid two visits to his son, but faile:i in 
his endeavours to convert that dissolute young man into a philosopher
king. Indeed, by the time his father died in 367 B.c. the younger 
Dionysius was firmly set in the ways of tyranny 9 and seems to be the 
model for Plato's tyrannical man in the Rep~blic. It is also clear 
that Plato assisted and encouraged the later unsuccessful conspiracy 
against the tyrant by Dion. 

Meanwhile, Plato had begun t o teach in the Academy, the 
sacred grove and gymnasium of the hero Academus , from as early as 
386 B.C., 9 and remained in Athens until his death in 347 B~C. ot the age 
of 82, interrupting his vvork only for the tvJo abortive trips to 
Syracuse mentioned previously. 

b) Plato's style 

The main activities of Pla to were the t eaching of 
philosophy to his pupils and the publication of philosophical 
dialogues. In most of these Socrates is assigned the chief part in 
the discussion. The influence of rhetoric and Attic drama is as 
evident in his works as it is in the prose of Thucydides. At 
least Thucydides was able to follow - with modifications - an 
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es tabli shed a r t f orm , a lready l arge l y perfec ted in t he Ionic 
d i a l e ct by Herodotus 0 Pl ato, ho'ao ver, had to pi onoer a new 
literary form, but it was one in whic ~1 he orved much to the now 
lost Sicilian comedies of Epicharmus. I ndeed, the drama wa s a 
very usefUl model fo r phil osophic al literature, v7hich proceeds 
so much by quest ion and ansv1er like the ac t ua l d i scuss ions of the 
philosopher-and his d isciplesa 

c) IJ:'he 'Hi s torical' Soc r_?_te...§. 

Socrat es vvas not the main chai'ac ter in these dialogues 
mere l y- because he had been Pl a to' s t eacher or because he had been 
accustomed to hold such discuss ion s . At least in the earlier 
dialogues, Plato desired to put some of his master's teaching into 
permanent literary form , just as he had already done with his trial 
defence by publishing his version of it as a speech called The 
Ap ology of Socrate§.o Hm:r far the Socrates of Plato's dialogues is 
the 1 historrc-zocrates' is disputed, b ut t he fine essay of the 
late Profess or J 0 Burne t in his introduction to his Oxford edition 
of the Greek text of the Phaedo should be read by those interes tedo 

In his lifetime, Socra tes stood for an old tradition 
against a modern innovation. As Bertrand Russell ably noted in 
his !ll.§torx of Western Phil0§..2:!?_biL , the rise of democracy with 
written l aws and pa id citizen-juries put the wea lthy classes at the 
mercy of the vindictiveness or r esentment of the poor Yvhenever 
they had to go to l aw c To protect themselves from the unjustly 
large p enalties imposed by t he whim of a lar go cour t of the poor 
and envious undirected by any skilled judge , such rich men paid 
high prices to be taugh t the technique of persuasion to enable 
them to win over the untutored mobo Of course a permanent salaried 
judica ture would have been a better answer, but the deep Greek 
distrust of permanent public offices made thi s solution impossible, 
an<\ in s tead , the ar t of making the weaker ca se seem the stronger 
was publicly taught to those who could pay. A cl a ss of professional 
instructors in political science and eloquence t huse arose, and 
these men used to tra vel from city to city , giving courses of 
lee tures to those who could pay for them. Sue h men were called 
Sophists, and their c hief clien ts were y ouths of rvea l thy families a 

As vve saw in the preliminary lect ure, Greelc literature 
grew out of tribal inst r uction and ini tia ti on practices. It was 
the custom for a y ounger mature citiz en to take a boy at puberty 
fran his family for sane weeks and teac h him the military arts 
and clan secretso It was then his duty to s~ply the youth with 
weapons and fight beside him in battle. This practice lin gered 
in the backward cities of Crete till Roman times, and is described 
in Strabo's Geography , X , 4. Socrates tried to reassert this 
tradition as a means of conveying the inte llectual v-vis dom of the 
new age as well. Such instruction in wisdom and persuasion must 
only be g iven by citizens as an act of friendship to the young 
men, and no fee could be accepted for it. This voJas the principle 



his circle stood foro His adherence to this method exposed him 
to charges of oligarchic complicity and personal immorality, 
while his consequent neglect of his ovm affairs reduced him from 
the comparative comfort of a man rich enough to serve in the heavy 
infantry to near poverty at his deatho 

d) Plato's works 

Following Zeller we may assign the 'socratic' dialogues 9 

which pose a moral problem like "What is courage?" in the ~aches 9 

and leave it still unans v:1ered 9 to the earliest phase of Plato's 
work. Such dialogues appear to have been written during Plato's 
residence at Megara 9 and in the group are !IipJ?ias Major, Eut,hYJ?hro , 
AJ?ology 9 Grit~, Lysis, Lach~, Charmides and Protagora~. 

The next group, bringing in the Doctrine of Ideas 
(or existence of permanent heavenly types or pat terri s of all be in gp 
and phenomena) and also discussing transmigration of souls 9 show 
an acquaintanc.e with the teaching of the Pythagoreans 9 and are 
subsequent to 387 BoCo These are Gorgias 9 M~£ 9 Euthydemu_§, 
Theaetetus, SoJ?hist~ ~ticus, Parmenides 9 Cratylus, and perhaps 
the Phaedrus. The bymJ?osium seems a little after 385 B.C.; then 
Phaedo, Philebus and the first draft of the ReJ?ublic. Then come 
the Tima~, the unfinished Critias. and the twelve books of the 
~9 the work of Plato's old age. 

e) The Protagoras and Meno 

The two dialogues vve have chosen from the first and 
seccnd periods show clearly the intellectual atmosphere of the 
Athens under Pericles, which is their dramatic setting, as well as 
giving an excellent sample of Plato' s method. The au thor's fine 
dramatic sense gives a very vivid picture of life in the same 
society whose history is told by Thucydides, and whose failings are 
criticised by Aristophanes a nd Euripides in the plays we have 
studied. 

READING 

Read Professor Guthrie's excellent introductions before reading 
the texts of frotagoras and ~. 
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A. DISQll.§SION OF PLATO'S PROTAG ORA S . .iUm MENO 

Ao The Protagora s ~o~ A -· ~tu A 
TIT PP ~ 38-9o What remarks here are references to Socrates' 

attempt to apply old initi a tion customs to higher edu cation? 

(2) pp. 39-41. What impression do you get of the ~~" 'S 
ch aracter a nd temperament of Hippocrates? Do you agree that 
a :patient pays the doc tor to teach the ar t of medicine? 

(3) pp. 42-3. Do modern communities pay enough attention 
to the kind of mental training they accept? (For example, vve 
expe ct the government to provide our children vvi th schools 
and a ce ept the departmental curricula and yet we are prepared 
to hire expensive specialists to deal v-vi th the same children's 
weak limbs, eyes or teeth, and to seek further specialist 
opinions when dissatisfiedo) 

(4) pp. 43-4o What qualifications do rJe expect in a 
school teacher or uni ve.rsi ty lecturer, and vvha t do we hope 
to get . from such people? 

(5) PPo 45-7. Point out the humorous and ironic t ouches o 
Do the y add realism? Note tha t Protagora s shows an awareness 
of earlier traditions of education which used music and poetry 
for purposes of initi at ion tr a iningo 

( 6) pp. 49-51 o Would you say th a t problems of the 
distinctive aims of speci alist and liberal educa tion are 
introduced effectively? Do you agree that the teaching of 
virtue is the aim of liberal education? 

(7) PP• 52-4. Note tha t Protagoras uses a myth to express 
his profounder insights. Do you prefer this to logical expo
sition, or not? Give reasons, and consider Y:! hether the New 
Testament use of parables presents a parallelo 

(8) On PP• 54-60, Protagoras offers the modern sociological 
doctrine that "the whole society educates". Do you agree 1.vith 
this concept? Vfuy ? 
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(9) p.67o Note the rel a tivist notion of good. Is 
it valid 9 or does it merely shovv tha t we use good in several 
different senses? 

(10) pp. 68-72. Do you think this interlude is intro
duced for added dramatic conviction 9 or merely to r e lieve the 
strain of a rgument? 

( 11) pp. 72-6. Obs erve tho boli ef in poe try a s a 
vehicle for instruction. 

(12) PPo 77-82. The exposition of the poem of 
Simonides hero is ingenious. In fact the poem seems r a ther to 
establish the HomGric vie'H tha t such men as naturally are good are 
made b ad at times by the whim of gods or fate 9 which cannot be 
resisted. But the whole is a n interesting case of one type of 
sophistic method. VI/hose school of s aphist ic teaching does it 
follow? 

(13) The criticism of p oetry OD p .83 is elaborated at 
great length in RGpublic ~ Boolcs II -III. Do you agree with this 
criticism of poetry? 

(14) pp. 86-7. Wha t logical error by Socrates does 
Protagoras exposG here? 

(15) PPo 88-90o The deb8te b etvJeen the claims of 
reason and passion. Do you a gree tha t delibe rate and considered 
choices provide the basic motivation for most of our actions? 

(16) Study pp. 90-95. This kind of analysis of 
ma gnitudes of pain and pleasure led Aristippus of Cyrene 9 a 
follower of Socrates, to teac h that physical pleasure and 
physical pain were the only g ood a nd the only evil. Do you agree 
that ignorance of the relative pleasurosand pains involved is the 
cause of evil actions? Do you regard knowledge as the sciGnce of 
accura te measurement of pain e1nd plGasure? 

(17) pp. 96-99. Do you regard the discussion of 
courage as having been f a irly c onduct e d? 

(a) Do you find Socrates or Protagoras the more attractive 
personality? Why? 

B. The Meno 

( 1) On pp. 115-6 9 is the problem raised by Mono any 
different from that already dis cussed in the Protagoras? 

(2) In PP• 116-8 9 do you think Socrates is right 
about the b asic unity of all virtues? What quality do Christians 
believe gives this unity? 
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(3) Note on J?Po 118-120: a predication f'orm in ancient 
Greek (and in Arabic) is def'mite noun+ indefinite noun/ 
adjectivea Thus the statemen""t'thcrrian good'" means 1 the man is 
good 9 ~ and the statement 'the man philosopher' means 'the man 
is (§.) philosopher' o The Greek does not normally supply an 
indefinite word like our Q 9 though the idea can be indicated when 
necessary f'or reasons of' exposition or ernphasiso 

(4) pp. 120-122 .. What do you think of' the definition 
of' Shape? 

(5) In PPo 122-5, 1iVe find a denial of any possibility 
of a voluntary quest f'or' evil. How does this resemble the 
argument of the Protago:eus? 

(6) On pp., 126-7, do you think that Socrates' re-intro
duction of justi£Q and 1~£Q~ into the discussion is 
legitimate? 

(7) On pp. 127-8 ~ notice the deliberate banter f'or ccmic 
relief o Do you think lVieno is right in claiming that knowledge 
can only relate to matters known (at least vaguely) before such 
further knowledge is acquired? -If we are corrronted by an 
unknovm~ hov·v are we to k"now it exists, even when we discover 
it? Is this a .real problem in scientific research? 

(8) How does Socrates escape this dilemma on PPo129-130? 
VVhat information about the da t.ing of the dialogue is gained f'r an 
this an swe.r? 

(9) On 
making the boy 
trying to moke 
case? In what 

pp. 131-135? do you think Socrates is serious in 
try to recollect f'ac ts? Could he be said to be 
him recollect his 'ignorance of reality' in this 
wG.ys is the section meant f'or a lesson to Meno? 

(10) HovJ does the discussion on PPo135-7 demonstrate 
that the admission of pe:r:plexity, when followed by the right 
questions, can lead to true lmowle:ige? 

(11) Would you classify pp.131-7 as a 'Platonic myth' 
like the one we found in the Protogoras? Are both directed to 
explaining how men know virtue? 

(12) Po138o Note that 
dream-like quality existing in 
true c omp let e knowledge of it., 
and questioned they lead a man 
by rec ollec ti on. 

true 001n1on is held to be a 
a man without his having any 

When such opinions are examined 
to knowledge, which i s recovered 

( 13) Note that the s tudy of the teachability of' virtue 
is set out like a geometrical study of' an assumption being 
tested by hypotheses (pp o 140-2) 



Proposition (? T.rue Opinion) VIRTUE IS TEACHABLEo 

Disc overy o f Hypothesis - Deduce what at tribute of soul virtue 
would have t o be 

9 
if it were teachable: A FORM OF KNOWLED GE a 

Hypothesis VIRTUE IS A FORM OF KNOWLEDGE 

Definition VIRTUE IS A GOOD THING (by e tymology) 

11 GOOD THINGS ARE ADVANTAGEOUS (by etymology) 

Induction MOST PHYSIC'AL AND MENTAL GOODS NEED RIGHT USE 

Deduction THEREFORE THEY ARE NOT ALWAYS ADVAN'rAGEOUS 9 SO 
NOT VIRTUESo 

El:hmination - WISDOM ALCNE IS AL\rvAYS ADVANTAGEOUSo 

Conclusion VIRTUE IS WISDOM 9 A FORM OF KN01JIJLEDGE 9 SO IT IS 
TEACHABLE. 

(14) Do you agree with the views stated on pp.142-3 9 or do 
you regarod the potentially advantageous as always advantageous? 

(15) p.144. Do you agree that the absence of professing 
teachers of virtue in a ny way disproves its teachability? 

( 16) On pp .145-8 9 Anytus puts the traditional view that 
the whole society educates. This has been revived by modern 
sociology 9 as we have already n oted. Do you agree with it? 

( 1 7) On pp .148-50 9 do you think Anytus is ann oye:l by 
Socrate s ' want of respect for 'the best people' 9 or' by his nethcd? 

(18) On Po150-2 9 it is admitted tha t right opinion is quite 
as useful as knmvledge for practical purposes. Do you think this 
means that there is n o need t o teach knowlEdge? 

(19) On pp.154-7 9 we are left with the conclusion that 
virtue is a divine gift. Do you think this c cnclusi on - so much 
in the Homeric tradition of thought - is facetious or genuine? 
Would it appeal t o Christ ian thinkers? 

(a) Do you feel that the view that virtue is knowledge - whether 
it be taught or divinely implanted - is adequately es tablished? 

GENERAL QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 

1. How far do the character sketches digressions and asides 
contribute to the air of realism? Doe~ the lifelilw nature of 
the scene add conviction to the argument? 
2. Do ycJJ t11i.nk the doctrine that virtue can be taught is what 
Plato seel{S to est abl ish in both the dialogues; or do yruthink he 
is rather more conc e rned to show that perplexity is the basis for 
inquiry and thc:t knowledge cannot be found without a previous 
confession of 1gnorance? 
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(B) CONCL1JDINQ:_QGV!lYIENTS AND~STION S 

a; The Period Studied 

Pe5 

Though our re adi. ,1g of drama extends t o 317 B.Co, essentially 
all the literature we have r e ad refer s t o the Greek world before 
400 B.C. It is t r ue tha t Pl a t o probably wrote his Protagoras 
after 399 BoC. and his Meno after 3 8 7 B.c., EUt b oth are set in 
the Athens of Pericles or the Pelop onnesian War. Thus we have 
read the works of s c.me of th e best minds of the fifth century B. c. 
against the b ackgl ... ound of the p oetry vvhicl1 f ormed th e staple of 
their education - Homer :md the J.yr ic poets o In considering the 
works of Sophocle s 9 Eu:r•ipides 9 Arist ophanes, Thucydides and Plato 
together with tl:eir Homeric and lyric literary heritnge 9 therefore, 
we should not be s urpri se d t o find a conside rable moral consis
tency derived from common educGtional experienceo 

Disc£§.§. Is there a similar 'moral consistency' in modern 
English literature 9 or would you say it has evaporated 
with the cust om of readin g (and believing) the English 
bible? 

b) Didactic Features 

The Romantic reaction against the i.nherited ccnventions 
of life and literature canbined with the doctrine of Art far 
Art's sake to produce a late nineteenth century attitude which 
condemned all didactic literature as bad literature in principle. 
The aim of art: whether in literature~in p a inting, or in music 9 

was to be self-expression. 

In Greek art vve find Glmost the reve.rse principle at work. 
Self-expression is severely absent; indeed, the artist is 
strangely reticent about his own personality. Homer tells his 
grand tragic tale 'ivithout ever referring t o himself. The lyric 
poets 9 apparently so modern, are really playing to their coteries 
by producing appropriate feelings 9 and one can never firmly assert 
that they ai•e trying to exp r e ss their own inner ideals o Even 
poems n ominally addressed t o the individ ual are in fact designei 
to instruct or amuse the group. The dramati sts

9 
similarly, show 

an Homeric reticence 9 save Aristophanes in his parabases, where 
he may still be playing a role in ccmmunity ritual rather than 
giving vent to his ovm views. Thucydides' references to himself 
are rare and brief 9 and the de scription of his own fleeting 
appearance on the great stage of history is coldly impersonal; 
Plato puts all nis own opinions into the mouth of Socrates or an 
Athenian strangero That it is the hopo and duty of an author to 
instruct is clear• from Thucydides' preface t o Book I (pp.24-5). 
Again, it;1 t~e debate bet wee? Euripides and Aeschylus in the Frogs 
(p.123) 1t lS stated that tn~ poets are to be teachers of men

9 
and are bound t o sp e~ k i.Vha~ 1s pure nnd good. The elegiac poets

9 
Tyrtaeus, Solon a ~d Th e ogtUIJ, are also very conscious of an 
educational :rune t1 on. 



'l1hese f ac ts will not surprise us when we remember the 
tribal initiation tr aditi on ou t of which Greel{ literature and 
education both originatedo In the past thirty y ears didactic 
poetry has been revived in Engl.aDd 9 chiefly to reassert Christian 
values. The first

9 
and [;reate st 9 of such works V.'as Robert 

Bridges' Testament of Beaut.v 9 but there has been a steady output 
of religious drama since To So Eli ot 1 s Murder in the Cathedral 
appeared in 1935o 

Discuss Do you believe th a t grea t imaginative literature 

a ) must be didactic 

b) may be didactic 

c) must not be didactic? 

c) The VievJ of t he Universe 
.... ~--.---

We ha ve seen that Homer explained varia tion8 and incon
sistenc1es in human conduct as due to di vine intervention. 'l'oda:y
we tend tp blame subconscious psy·chol ogical pressures for such 
deviations 9 nhile in the nineteenth centu:ry it wou ld hnve been 
attributed to the voluntary openi ~1g of tho mind to the influEnce 
of either temptation or grace. The views of the lyric poets are 
very much those of Homt~ ro Instances slready discussed are 
Archilochus in nos. 104 and 110 9 Simonides in no. 204 9 and 
Pindar in nos. 274 and 284. 

Let us now turn to the Attic poets a To Sophocles in the 
The ban plays 9 suffering a gain is sent by the Gods, who foredoom 
Oedipus and similarly i mpel Polyneices, Antigone and Creon to 
their f a tes o In the cas e of Oedipus, he has hon es tly obe yed the 
oracles to his own ruin 9 all because of· the sin of his p arents. 
Ho wever, in Sophocles' vim-; 9 suci.1 pointless suffering has a 
meaning. After it has been patiently borne 9 the sufferer at the 
end of his life has gained from his sufferin g the pmver to ccnfe:r• 
gre a t a nd lasting bl essin gs up on those viho will receive him. Such 
p ovver s l1ave a supernatural gua li t y ·,-,;hich aruld not otherwise be 
won but in the crucible of po intless pain. Like Pinda r and 
Aeschylus 9 Sop hocles finds mys tery in the har•shness of the Gods 9 

but blessings at the end. 

Euripides is often accus ed of atheism and impiety 9 whet her 
by Aristophanes or by modern critics 0 But the poet merely 
:formulated the gues ti ons which many honest and pious men were 
privately asking with anguisn and longing during a period of 
seemingly gratuitous folly and misery. In the l2..!l he accepts 
more franl{ly than Sophocles can the Haneric view that the Gods 
devise evils for men from motives of spite or lust but suggests 

t . ' that their apparen . 1rresponsibili ty is redeemed by the gift of 
an otherwise unatta lnabl c blessing at the endo Once the Sicilian 
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Expedition is under way, the Troades sh ows sufferin g as the 
inscrutable and inexp licab le will of similarly irresp onsible 
orjealous deitieso As the war draws to its disa s trous end, 
the old poet gives his fin a l judgment in the ;§§_££haeo He sees 
the evils of men as puni s~1ment from the Gods f or failure to 
reverence and worship them with a right spirit o 

The prose vvri t ers are more enigmatic 9 yet equally 
signif'icanto Thucydides offer-s us no explanation of the tragedy 
he records beyond th e nature of mano Yet he dbserves on p.25 
that a r emarkably large numbe r of portentous events took place 

·during the period of the war, and that this fact further upholds 
his claim that the Pe loponnesian conflict was the greatest war 
to date. On t he sam e page he obse.rves that it was the growth 
of Athenian power which made the clash inevitable. Yet on p.66 
the Spartans were content merely to dismiss the Athenians as 
capable of organising the Ionian s against Persia and friendly 
to themselves. It was the great Spartan earthquake which led 
to the quarrel. Vvhen the Athenians came to help suppress the 
resultant helot rising through the urging of Gimon, the Spartans 
chose to snub him during the siege of Ithome and dismiss his men. 
As we saw on p.69 this led to the denunciation of the old alliance 
against Persia and the ostracism of Cimon. The end of his pro
Spartan policy brought Pericles to power, and yet ultimately a 
natural calamit;l occasioned the fateful changes at Athenso In 
the same way 9 granting Nic ias 1 scrupulous nature 9 the eel ipse of 
the moon settled the fate of the Athenian expedition at Syracuse 
(p.464). Above all 9 the mutilation of the Hermae as described 
on pp~283-4 and 299 is surrounded with an air of mystery such as 
almost to suggest direct divine intervention. So it is found 
difficult not to hold that Thucydides saw some inscrutable power 
working the ruin of Athens in the given human circumstanceso 

Plato's views again are surprisingly Homeric, for all 
his criticism of that poet in the Republic. In the myth of the 
Protagoras ( pp.52-4) the sop hist s uggests that Zeus gave all men 
a share of Justice and Shame , while in the Meno (pp.155-7) Socrates 
concludes with the suggestion that Virtue is neither n a tural nor 
teachable, but a divine gifto 

Finally, even in th e much l a ter work of Menander 
9 

the 
reformation of Knemon is due to Pan's intervention, as explained 
in the Prologue. 

The remarkable con s isten cy of the notion that changes in 
behaviour, character or circumstance are due to divine intervention 
in the lives of men is thus very significant , particularly as it 
survives to such advanced levels of sophistication. Whether such 
intervent i on represented an act of pure divine volition or whether 
it was itself subject to the higher laws of Fate is seldom discussed 
but most of ten i t was , at least in appearance, thoroughly malicious 
and an insta nc e of Ph t honos or divine envy. 



Of course the receptivity of Greek piety to new deities 
and cults ha s much to do wit h the su.rvi val into an a ge of high 
sophistic a tion of t hes e concepts of d ivine action which originated 
in primitive tribal societi es o In mediaeval and modern Europe, 
or in the Islamic -Norld 9 this has not been the ca se 9 for both 
Islam a nd Christi anity :Lnvol ve the tot al r adical displacement 
of the previous reli gious traditionso The se reli g ions were not 
content to be new cults like that of Dionysus which might be 
added to the exi sting observances of religion , they required the 
total and exclusive a llegiance of the b eliever and the vigorous 
propagation of their exclusive doctrines among as many unbelievers 
as possibleo It is true t hat the displaced paganisms were able 
to impose some of their festival dates , sacred places and customs 
on the intruder, but these were usually renamed and always given 
different meanings by the new monotheismso Consequently 9 modern 
nations are conscious of a discontinuity in their histories. At 
a particular period they ceased to be pagans and booame Christians 
or Mussulmen 9 and from that time the folk lore of the ancient 
Hebrews came to replace or remould their indigenous traditions. 
In some Christian countries a second 'radical displacement' has 
occurred in the last two generations when Marxism has replaced . 
Christianity or Islam. 

Discuss 1. How far do you think a s e nse of cultural continuity 
is essential to a civilisation? 

2 c Do you feel that Christianity has damaged European 
culture? 

3o Do you think that each radical displacement makes 
the next one easier 9 and that this accounts for 
the restlessness of modern civilised living and its 
high levels of delinquency? 

4. Dg you feel the inability of ou r early settlers to 
absorb or understand the aboriginal attitudes to 
this country has permanently stunted the cultural 
life of Australia? 

d) Literature and Life 

Modern litera tu.re often reports or reveals the private 
feelings of an individual mind 9 and the authors of such works 
aim to enlarge the experience of the individual reader. As 
Dro Jo Ro Darling put it, 11 But vvhen (the vvriter) does well 9 he 
adds to our acquaintance a list of men and vvomen from all nations 
and from all classes and professions whom othervv ise we could 
never meeto He also, if he makes a Hamlet 9 helps us with his 
sympathy for ourselves in our own difficultieso He prepares us 
for new situations; he explains to us the processes of the mind 
and heart we may be ignorant of; it may even be that he teaches 
a moral -but that , in these undisciplined days annoys most 
of us"o (Th~Education of a Civilised Man

9 
p.46}c 



Now a.'1cient literature wa s wr- itt e n 9 as we have seen~ 
primarily to be spolcen 9 a nd the wr- iter's desire t o inf luence or 
guide his particular city comm unity still lingers in works like 
Thucydides History which wer e designed, not fo r public recitation 
but for the private Athenian reoder o Public policy and state 
affairs often influenced the plot and the tone of comedy and 
tragedy 9 as we have seen,. As shown earlier ~ it is fairly clear 
that Aristqphanes plucked his notion of planting a city of birds 
in mid-air from a speech of Nici as recorded in Thucydides (po382). 
Similarly 9 it seems likel y that the behaviour of the Athenians 
in executing t hei r gener als after Arginus a e occasioned Sophocles 1 

revision of his Oedipus at Colonus to rebuke themo Even lV!enander' s 
Dyscolus may reflect the rejoicing of the landed class after the 
installation of the Aristotelian government of Demetrius of 
Phaleron by Cassandero This may have prompted the ending of old 
social cleavages as a goal to urge upon landowners of all classes 9 

an end achieved in the two mar ri ages which conclude the play. The 
poet mi ght also have hoped that the example of Sostratus' con
version might encour-age other ric h youths to leave the city and 
work their estates o 

In conclusion~ most Athenian liter-ary men were also active 
in public life o Sophocles and Thucydides were both generals, and 
though Plato eschewed home politics in Athens 9 he undertook 
dangerous practical me a sur-es in Syracuse" Many of the earlier 
lyric poets like Tyrtaeus 9 Alcaeus 9 Solon and Theognis were active 
in war and politics in their citieso Thus literary activity must 
be viewed in the contex t of the wr iter's general public contri
bution. In short 9 litera ture was a special gift of the muses to 
permit a citizen to offer his com munit y added s pecial ser-vices. 
Plato clearly shares this notion in his desire to censor poetry 
in Republic Books II-III. 

Indeed 9 the Greek view of the socia l function of literature 
is much closer to that held by modern Marxists than to the views 
of nineteenth century criticso 

Discuss 1. Wo uld modern censorship of TV , wireles s a nd cinema 
be a closer parallel with Pl a to's p .r- op osed censor ship 
of poetry than our modern b ook censorship would be? 

2. Do you think tha t literary men should either write 
socially directed messages or take part in practical 
politics? 

3. Do you think modern mass-media are as avowedly 
designed to influence public taste as Greek literature 
was? Are they equally s ucc es sful? 

e) Literary Tradi tion and the Greek Manner 

Homeric-style epic c en vent ions were u se d in nineteenth 
century Europe a nd by the gr-ea t Victorian poets. Tennyson's 
Id.ylls of tre King owes a good deal to them· Matthew Arnold's 
Sohrab and Rustum everything. But perhaps the Russian novelist 
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Tol s toy did mo s t to r ecap t u r e the splendour a nd colour of epic 
as ·,vell a s t he mora l outlook of Homer in hi s }1ar a nd Peace., 
Despite the moderni t y of much of h i s p s ych olo gica l insi gh t 9 the 
emi nent Austra lian n ove li st Pa tr i e k White i s t h or oughly Home ric 
i n his a ttitude to life and t he unive r se o But p e r hap s the pa l m 
must g o t o Th omas Hardy e 

Modern dramatist s have al s o k ept t he old tra dition. The 
modern An gl..i can d i dactic dr ama of Eliot avov.redly trea ts cl as sica l 
mod els 9 the Al~s~i s of Eurip ide s i n the Coc lc tail Party and the 
Sophocl ean Oedip us at Colonu s in t he Elder St a tesman. The French 
dramati s t Anouilh has al s o r ew orlcoo the .Anti gone th eme 9 while 
Tennessee Willia ms' Street Ca r named De sire owes s ane thing to the 
tradition of The Trojan Wo~n o 

Th e p rose of Thuc ydides has had no imitators., Closest 
perhaps in its ter s eness 9 v ivid portrayal of leading personalities 
a nd c oncentration on debate s a nd eve nts 9 i s our own sta tesman 9 
Alfred Deak in's Federal Stor y 9 v1hich owe s much to the writer's 
fine cl a ssical education as a boy a t Melbourne Gramma r Sc hool. 

The dialogue s of Plato find pale reflections in Landor's 
Ima gina ry Con~~tions, and it is Bernard Shaw who again made 
the dramatic dialogue a philosophic a l instrument. His Pymnalion 
covers some of the ground of our d i a logues Protagoras and ~. 

Aristopha nes' objectives were well achieved by not 
dissimilar means in many a libretto of W.,S.Gilbert 9 while Oscar 
Wilde ma k es brilliant u s e of New Comedy devices 9 r ecognition in 
A Woman of No Im12ort_~ or Lady Windermere 's Fan and kidnapping 
of infants in the Im12orta nce of Being_m~io Further 9 Wilde 
adapts the plots of Plautus and Te r ence with a grace and humanity 
unmatched till the oi•igin a l Mena nder 'Nos discovered in the sands 
of Egypt. 

Thus the motifs 9 outlook and styli s tic conventions of 
ancient Greek lite rature s till play D living part in our ovvn 
civilisa tion and literary traditione 



Christianity and Other Religions 
• • • • • • CHRISTIAN BEGINNINGS 

Most young Church peopte hear the criticism that the rituals of Christian 
worship and some of our doctrines are similar to the customs of primitive ancient or 
modern pagan peoples in many countries. 

The reaction of the listening believer is often embarrassment or confusion, and 
he frequently retreats into his shell fortified by St. Paul's exhortion not to let himself 
be 'corrupted by vain philosophy'. 

and onty serves to suggest to your critics that you 
probably all three! 

This reaction helps nobody, 
are ignorant, la.zy, or cowardly 

In fact your faith's foundations 
need in no way be undermined by 
admitting that many features of 
Christian worship and belief have 
parallels with, or were indeed in 
some cas·es inspired by, other reli
gious SIYStems. The early leaders 
of the ancient Church were them
selves confronted with many para
leis between their teaching and 
practices and those of the cultur
ed Greek and Roman pagans 
whom they were seeking to con
vert. Notice that St. Paul himself 
makes use of this situation in his 
speech in the great university 
city of Athens (Acts XVII, 16-34). 

Writing just after the Sack of 
Rome by the Goths in 410 AD, St. 
Augustine <Bishop of Hippo) com
posed his City of God in the 
double capacity of Christian inte•l
lectual and Roman patriot, and 
strove to explain all Roman His
tory as leading up to and prepar
ing the ground for Christiamty by 
providing thorugh the Roman Em
pire a stable world state based on 
liberal pdnciples in which our 
Lord was able to promote his 
Gospel. 

Then the great Christian com
piler Eusebius Bishop of Caes,area 
wrote an important Greek treatise 
called The Preparation for the 
Gospel, in which he exp·lained that 
God had used the customs of pagan 
religion and the teachings of Greek 
Philosophy to provide a back
ground of familiar ideas so that 
the Pagan Gentiles as well as the 
Jews would be ready to under
stand the challenge of Christ 
crucified. 

In short, the Church has always 
taught that the whole previous ex
perience of human society served 
to prepare for the Gospel because 
it teaches that mankind from the 
beginning has been directed by 
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est thoroughness, you will find 
that most of your acts and words 
are also full of conflicting mean
ings and cross intentions. How
ever, your words and actions none 
the less occur, and in extreme 
cases could often be proved to 
have occurred before a judge and 
jury! 

Science? 

This conclusion that Christian 
people may accept the view that 
God guided men of earlier ages 
into ways of belief and! worship 
which were to be ful£illed in the 
life and teaching of Our Lord is 
still apt to run into further 
obstacle. Some bright anti-Church Besides this, it can be suggested 
friend may well inform you that that science is consistent with the 
all this Providence is rubbish. accidental origin of the Universe. 

He will ask you what you mean This is true, but science is not 
by 'providence' and 'p·rovidential' inconsistent with a providential 
and show that you often use these beginning of the Universe, either. 
words in sel£-contradictory ways: It is impossible to prove either 
then he will. do the same with the assumption in the logical way -
word God. You will be left with if you asume providence or if you 
the felling that words full of con- assume accident, the facts can fit 
flicting meanings must be empty each side just as well. 
labels for what doesn't exist. Two centuries ago it was the 

Up to a point, this is sound. But fashion to believe God's provi
life includes logic, it is not includ- dence planned the world; today it 
ed in logic. If you examine your is fashionable to believe it all be · 
conscious acts when you prepare gan by chance: but fashions prove 
yourself for Communion with hon- nothing except what most people 
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prefer at the time. So if you 
chose to believe the world began 
through God's Providence, you 
are also entitled to say God put 
certain religious patterns into 
primitive human nature in order 
to fulfil His plan. 

What about later religious 
movements which did the Church 
enormous harm? For instance, Is
lam (622 A.D.> and Marxism 
(1848 A.D.) are cases in point. You 

· will remember that old Testament 
prophets see the disasters of the 
Jews as sent upon them to recall 
them to God, and even speak of 
the savage oppressors of the earth 
as 'my servant Assyria.' 

In the same way Islam punished 
a Church full of hate and schism 
over doctrine by making a genuine 
brotherhood of believers and us
ing it to conquer the Christians, 
and again Marxism has punished 
and often abolished the Christ
ian Church because it had refused 
to protest at the degradatioiJ of 
human nature resulting from the 
Industrial Revolution. Finally, the 
study of Comparative Religion of 
itself r.either strengthens nor 
weakens faith - it all depends on 
the assumption from which you 
start - and a Christian may use 
this study to deepen his sympath
ies and faith . 

Primitive Man and God 
The earliest human societies 

everywhere revealed by archaeol
ogy were hunters and food gather
ers. Modern primitives like the 
Arunta here in Central Australia 
were in a similar state, and much 
of general value to the understand
ing of early man was achieved 59 
years ago by the work on ·their 
customs published by Professor 
Sir Baldwin Spencer and Dr. Gil
lon of Melbourne University. 

Hunting tri<bes were divided into became or pretended! to be uncon
clans whose members had to marry scious, and! on reviving was· held 
outside their own clan group. E;ach to be reborn as' an adult member 
clan in the tribe was descended of the trible. 
from a Totem ancestor from whom Through the tooth cavity his in
one of the game species hunted! by fant soul was said to pass to the 
the trihle was also descended. Thus totem ancestor Great Wallaby or 
the Koala Clan were kin to all Koala, who sent into him in its 
koalas, which they hunted!; while place a Wallnby or Koala soul. 
like the bears the clansmen were 
descended from a Great Koala with A "Sheep Clan" 
a human voice and mind; and the All this is not irrelevant to 
same relation was accepted! ·be- Christians: the Jews began as a 
tween a Great Wallaby, the wall- desert pastoral folk raising sheep 
aby species, and Wallaby clans- and goats, and! to whom water was 
men. a rare commodity and very preci-

At the age of puberty each boy ous, as lately in N.S.W. 
was initiated as a warrior during a It would al so be on account of 
special corroboree ritual (see il- pasture growth that desert rain 
lustration)-usually by having a storms were especiaHy vital, so a 
front tooth knocked out. The boy thunder spirit called Yahweh be-
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came the chief God of the folk. 
Hence the voice of God heard by 
Moses from the cloud covering 
Sinai-hence the expectation that 
lightning from heaven would 
kind!le sacrifices acceptable to God 
which we find in the story of Cain 
and .Aibel, and Elijah's behaviour. 

A Sheep Clan appears to have 
won /control; - ihence :the ram 
caught in the thicket which Abra
ham sacrifices--the totem animal 
in lieu of Isaac his own son. The 
Goat totem clan may well have 
been subjugated, hence the driv
ing out each year of the scapegoat. 

Our Lord's tendency in parables 
to compare the righteous to the 
sheep and the wicked to the goats 
is probably a heritage of the same 
tradition, which finds earlier ex
pression in Psalm 23, The Lord 
is my Shepherd. 

Thus in the Christian idea of 
God we inherit Jewish memories 
of the Thunder God and the Great 
Sheep as well as Jesus' own ideal 
of the Heavenly Father, andi Chris
tian devotion therefore calls Him 
"the Lamb of God". 

Once a year only may a hunting 
clan: eat its own totem: otherwise 
it snares the species to give the 
other clans: in exchange for their 
species; thus all obtain food by 
exchange. The annual totem feast 
reconciles the clansmen with the 
Great Wallaby or Koala hy receiv
ill!g Wallaby or Koala Uesh as food. 

Thus the Jews each year ate 
their Pascal Lamb at Passover to 
be reconciled! with their Ram and 
Thunder God Yahweh; and thus 
we eat the Lordi's Body in. the form 
of Bread to be reconciled with our 
Perfect Man Totem figure Jesus, 
who is at once both victim and 
ancestor, like the Wallaby. 

Initiation 
Finally, Christian Baptism and 

Confirmation (or Chrism) are two 
aspects of the inHiation rite into 
full membership of our Christ 
totem clan, the Holy Catholic 
Church. At Baptism we die unto 
sin and are reborn unto righteous
ness as God!'s, children by adoption 
and grace. 

In essence the processes by 
which the child soul of an Arunta 
was replaced· by the adult wallaby
soul are not dissimilar, and this 
is why the Baptists· practice Bap
tism by total immersion after the 
age of puberty. 

By giving earlier assurance of 
membership in infancy the tradi
tional Catholic Communions are 
obliged to provide for the puberty 
ritual by later Confirmation. e 
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Ancient Fertility Religions 
In our last article we saw some of the legacies left to Jewish and Christian 

thought by the customs of the hunters and pastoralist tribes of the Old and New 
Stone Ages. 

While stone age men in Europe had been dwelling in 
caves to escape the rigours of the Ice Age and hunting the 
Arctic Mammoth, the now desolate regions of the Sahara and 
Arabia were enjoying the regular winter rains which now 
characterise the Mediterranean area. 

The final retreat of the ice left 
the former frozen areas of Europe 
to enjoy their present temperate 
climates, but it also brought an 
end to the annual winter rains in 
the Sahara and Arabia from about 
9,000 B.C. onwards; and only finds 
of animal bones and human weap
ons of stone in the heart of the 
modern desert serve to remind us 
of the woods and grasslands where 
ancient man once roamed. 

The drying up of his environ
ment forced man into river valleys 
and oases where the animals also 
fled, and thus were either slaugh
tered or domesticated. In this 
same constricted environment the 
wives of the hunters and herds
men began to select and plant ed
ible grasses and fruit bushes, thus 
beginndng systematic agriculture. 

Genesis begins with the story 
of the happy life of Adam in the 
garden of Eden where he· gathe·r
ed fruits at will, and of his ejec
tion from the garden by an angel 
with a fiery sword becaused he had 
disobeyed God. Then God obliges 
him to grow food by his own 
efforts of cultivation: "in tihe sweat 
of thy brow shalt thou eat bread." 

Greek legend tells of a golden 
age of plenty when fruits grew of 
their own accord in the days when 
the old sky god Kronos or Saturn 
ruled over the world. His deposing 
by his harsh unpredictible son 
Zeus or Jupiter obliged men to 
labour and toil for their food. In 
addition the Sun God Helios let 
his incapable son Phaethon drive 
his chariot, and thus the deserts 
of Africa were produced. 

The change <>£ sky god is the 
primitive man's account of the 
change of the climate which des
troyed his happy environment and 
forced him to take to agriculture. 
The Hebrew story goes further and 
uses the fact of human self-will, a 
genuinely represenhivle sin, as the 
reason why God changed the dim-

ate, which, of course, is a primitive 
misunderstanding. 

Fertility 
To the New Stone Age farming 

populations of the Near East there 
were three imperative factors rul
ing their lives: the cycle of the 
seasons bringing germination, 
growth and harvest; the behaviour 
of the river which irrigated their 
lands or the rains which watered 
them and the mysterious fertilis .. 
ing and nourishing power of the 
eart'h itself. 

This month we con
tinue the series on 
"Christianity and other 
Religions", by Professor 
R. G. Tanner M. A 
(Melbourne and Cam
bridge), professor of 
Classics, University of 
Newcastle. 

In this phase also primitive man 
learnt by stockraising what his 
own involvment in his personal 
desires had failed to teach him, 
that pregnancy is caused by sexual 
intercourse. Previously it was 
widely held that rivers and winds 
and spirits caused human fertility. 
The result of this discovery was a 
great emphasis on symbols of the 
male and female organs like the 
stone pillar and the cowrie shell 
as objects of religious worship 
which came to be connected with 
the cults of the rain and earth 
deities. 

The Old Stone Age hunte•rs of 
the Dordogne valley before 12,000 
B.C. drew pictures of animals stab
bed by arrows and spears on the 
walls of their caves. The reason 

was not artistic; the practice came 
from the belief in sympathetic 
magic, that the mimicking of an 
act in picture or pantomime can 
provoke it to occur in fact a little 
later on. The same theory of 
sympathetic magic conditioned the 
behaviour of the primitive agricul
tural peoples. 

Now sex was discovered it was 
held that the rain god in the sky 
was male and that the earth deity 
made fertile by the rain was fe
male. Therefore, if on an im
portan~ date like the shortest day 
or the spring equinox a chosen 
young couple picked to represent 
Sky Father and Earth Mother had 
sexual intercourse in public, there
after the crops and livestock of 
their community would likewise 
prove fertile for that year. 

Further, to share in the blessing 
given by the two representatives 
of the deities, the public present 
would also follow the ritual by 
random intercourse with partners 
chosen among the crowd. This is 
the origin of festivals like the an
cient Babylonian fertility rituals. 
or the Hindu festival of Holi, or 
the Southern European practices 
on Mardi Gras or Shrove Tuesday. 
In some parts of Australia the less 
responsible New Year celebrations 
may tend in this direction still. 

Every year after the crops rip
.en they are cut down and win
nowed or threshed to obtain the 
grain to serve as food and seed for 
next sowing. Evecy spring the new 
barley is sown, it grows to matur
ity and then is cut down and dies 
at the harvest. 

King of Vitality 
Among many early agricultural 

groups it was believed that the 
King was the source of vitality for 
his people and their crops and in 
fact identified with the cycle of 
growth and decay of vegetation. 
At first a new King was chosen 
each winter and slain in the fol
lowing one before his successor 
was chosen. In a great many cases 
the Queen was the dominant part
ner because of the importance of 
women's role in pioneering agri-

(Continued next paJ"e) 
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A PHOTO OFME 
" When I was offered the job as a private secretary in a photographic company, I thought life 

would be apples and cream. The money was good and the 'Big Boss' was usually in the main office in 
another city." 

"There was a congenial atmos
phere about the office and I was 
more than satisfied with the work. 

After a month, the General 
Manager having seen the branch 
shaping up well returned to head
quarters. 

Life was pretty much the same 
for a few weeks but then I began 
to notice a change - it was 'very' 
friendly all round and work seem
ed to dwindle slightly. 

Alcohol started to turn up at 
the office and it was not unusual 
for photographers to come in 
seemingly under the weather. The 
quality of the work suffered and 
I told lies to the customers about 
the quality of their photos. 

I took this lying as part of my 
loyalties to the job but didn't 
agree with it. After a while this 
lying became part of the everyday 
routine - as the boys failed to 
meet assignments and as the qual
ity of their work continued to 
deteriorate. 

Betting 
Then, because I helped the boys 

out of their little fixes, they 
thought that I was ready to join 
the party. A local betting ring 
functioned quite well from the 

ANCIENT FERTILITY 
RELIGIONS 

(Continued) 

culture and the sanctity due to the 
Earth Mother. 

In such matriarchal societies the 
Queen's eldest daughter (or young
est) would succeed on her death, 
and like her mother would enjoy 
a new consort each year until he 
was sacrificed in turn for the good 
and blessing of his people. At a 
later stage the King was slain only 
after four or eight years, and ev
entually as states grew larger he 
came to live out his natural term 
and a substitute died each year in 
his stead. 

Finally his death became a pan
tomime performance and the nom
inal successor ruled only for a day. 
These traditions are far from 
dead. Each year on Guy Fawkes 
day an effigy of the traitor is burnt. 
But when I was a student in Cam-

. ------ ..... _,. ... , ...... ., . ..., . .,. ........... 
This artic le was writ

ten by a Yaffer from 
the Canberra, Goulburn 
and Riverina area. 

This situat ion can 
happen to anyone who 
tries to practise Chris
tianity in his job. 

darkroom and the party was in 
full swing. 

The slackening off of work 
brought the General Manager 
down. I couldn't bring myself to 
say that my fellow staff members 
were drunk (I feel now that I 
should have, but at the time, no.) 
so I lied again, this time to the 
Big Boss. 

I told him that this was a slack 
period all round for a country 
town. I thought of handing in my 
resignation but I felt that I 
should perservere and also work 
was not particularly easy to find. 

Pray? 
I went to one of the local min

isters and was told to pray and 

bridge small boys would go around 
with a stuffed dummy in a cart 
asking for "a penny for the guy". 

New Symbolism 
Against this background let us 

consider the Christian ritual most 
closely similar; the events of the 
Last Supper and Holy Commun
ion. Our Lord chose the Jewish 
totem membership meal, the Pass
over, when the sacred lamb is 
solemnly eaten. In this situation he 
adds the new symbolism of eating 
of bread and ifrinking of wine to 
represent his body and blood. Here 
apparently he introduces a new 
bond of membership to replace the 
participation of the Pascal Lamb 
totem, yet it is one in which he 
affirms that he is a living vegeta
tion deity. 

But observe though done "in re
membrance of me", the act is not 
repeated; it is to be recalled but 
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keep up my moral standards. This 
was not much comfort to me. I 
really wanted, I suppose, someone 
to say leave it altogether or stay 
and try and put these people on 
the straight and narrow some
how. 

My parents had their own very 
p1essing worries at this time so I 
couldn't really burden them with 
any more, even though they wou:d 
naturally try and help. 

Trying to be a Christian in this 
atmosphere was truly hard 
different sayings kept me from 
resigning especially two - 'The 
Good Samaritan' and 'Love thy 
neighbour as thyself.' 

How could I fill these two im
portant posts by myself without 
any help and I couldn't find any 
help - at least not the sort of 
help that I really wanted. 

I must have been praying the 
wrong way because all I could ever 
think of was getting out of the 
place. Probably I was only praying 
on the surface and not from the 
depths of my heart - I cannot 
help thinking this now that I have 
left. 

Although I have another job 
now, I still feel that I didn't do 
my Christian duty in my previous 
work." e 

not re-enacted. Our Lord gave him
self on the Cros once, and by that 
act in the Upper Room he asso
ciates his disciples in his death 
and rebirth like a vegetation king 
might do for his people. But the 
Eucharist does not re-enact His 
death, it enables the Church to 
participate again and again in the 
rejuvenation which his death once 
had produced always, 

In the Greek and Roman world 
of His day many cults had such 
fellowship meals for sacramental 
rejuvenation, and to a Churchman 
this suggests the preparation of 
men's hearts ·by the Holy Spirit: 
to the sceptic it suggests the early 
Church borrowed useful notions 
from pagan neighbours. 

In a future article we ,shall 
discuss Christianity's rivals in the 
religion of the Roman Empire un
til Constantine made it a State 
Religion in 317 A.D. e 
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Ancient Fertility Religions 
In our last article we saw some of the legacies left to Jewish and Christian 

thought by the customs of the hunters and pastoralist tribes of the Old and New 
Stone Ages. 

While stone age men in Europe had been dwelling in 
caves to escape the rigours of the Ice Age and hunting the 
Arctic Mammoth, the now desolate regions of the Sahara and 
Arabia were enjoying the regular winter rains which now 
characterise the Mediterranean area. 

The final retreat of the ice left 
the former frozen areas of Europe 
to enjoy their present temperate 
climates, but it also brought an 
end to the annual winter rains in 
the Sahara and Arabia from about 
9,000 B.C. onwards; and only finds 
of animal bones and human weap
ons of stone in the heart of the 
modern desert serve to remind us 
of the woods and grasslands where 
ancient man once roamed. 

The drying up of his environ
ment forced man into river valleys 
and oases where the animals also 
fled, and thus were either slaugh
tered or domesticated. In this 
same constricted environment the 
wives of the hunters and herds
men began to select and plant ed
ible grasses and fruit bushes, thus 
beginning systematic agriculture. 

Genesis begins with the story 
of the happy life of Adam in the 
garden of Eden where he· gathe·r
ed fruits at will, and of his ejec
tion from the garden by an angel 
with a fiery sword becaused he had 
disobeyed God. Then God obliges 
him to grow food by his own 
efforts of cultivation: "in 1!he sweat 
of thy brow shalt thou eat bread." 

Greek legend tells of a golden 
age of plenty when fruits grew of 
their own accord in the days when 
the old sky god Kronos or Saturn 
ruled over the world. His deposing 
by his harsh unpredictible son 
Zeus or Jupiter obliged men to 
labour and toil for their food. In 
addition the Sun God Helios let 
his incapable son Phaethon drive 
his chariot, and thus the deserts 
of Africa were produced. 

The change of sky god is the 
primitive man's account of the 
change of the climate which des
troyed his happy environment and 
forced him to take to agriculture. 
The Hebrew story goes further and 
uses the fact of human self-will, a 
genuinely represenhivle sin, as the 
reason why God changed the dim-

ate, which, of course, is a primitive 
misunderstanding. 

Fertility 
To the New Stone Age fanning 

populations of the Near East there 
were three imperative facoors rul
ing their lives: the cycle of the 
seasons bringing germination, 
growth and harvest; the behaviour 
of the river which irrigated their 
lands or the rains which watered 
them and the mysterious fertilis·· 
ing and nourishing power of the 
earth itself. 

This month we con
tinue the series on 
"Christianity and other 
Religions", by Professor 
R. G. Tanner M. A 
(Melbourne and Cam
bridge), professor of 
Classics, University of 
Newcastle. 

In this phase also primitive man 
learnt by stockraising what his 
own involvment in his personal 
desires had failed to teach him, 
that pregnancy is caused by sexual 
intercourse. Previously it was 
widely held that rivers and winds 
and spirits caused human fertility. 
The result of this discovery was a 
great emphasis on symbols of the 
male and female organs like the 
stone pillar and the cowrie shell 
as objects of religious worship 
which came to be connected with 
the cults of the rain and earth 
deities. 

The Old Stone Age hunters of 
the Dordogne valley before 12,000 
B.C. drew pictures of animals stab
bed by arrows and spears on the 
walls of their caves. The reason 

was not artistic; the practice came 
from the belief in sympathetic 
magic, that the mimicking of an 
act in picture or pantomime can 
provoke it to occur in fact a little 
later on. The same theory of 
sympathetic magic conditioned the 
behaviour of the primitive agricul
tural peoples. 

Now seoc was discovered it was 
held that the rain god in the sky 
was male and that the earth deity 
made fertile by the rain was fe
male. Therefore, if on an im
portan~ date like the shortest day 
or the spring equinox a chosen 
young couple picked to represent 
Sky Father and Earth Mother had 
sexual intercourse in public, there
after the crops and livestock of 
their community would likewise 
prove fertile for that year. 

Further, to share in the blessing 
given by the two representatives 
of the deities, the public present 
would also follow the ritual by 
random intercourse with partners 
chosen among the crowd. This is 
the origin of festivals like the an
cient Babylonian fertility rituals. 
or the Hindu festival of Holi, or 
the Southern European practices 
on Mardi Gras or Shrove Tuesday. 
In some parts of Australia the less 
responsible New Year celebrations 
may tend in this direction still. 

Every year after the crops rip
.en they are cut down and win
nowed or threshed to obtain the 
grain to serve as food and seed for 
next sowing. Every spring the new 
barley is sown, it grows to matur
ity and then is cut down and dies 
at the harvest. 

King of Vitality 
Among many early agricultural 

groups it was believed that the 
King. was the source of vitality for 
his people and their crops and in 
fact identified with the cycle of 
growth and decay of vegetation. 
At first a new King was chosen 
each winter and slain in the fol
lowing one before his successor 
was chosen. In a great many cases 
the Queen was the dominant part
ner because of the importance of 
women's role in pioneering agri-

(Continued next pal"e) 
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A PHOTO OFME 
"When I was offered the job as a private secretary in a photographic company, I thought life 

would be apples and cream. The money was good and the 'Big Boss' was usually in the main office in 
another city." 

"There was a congenial atmos
phere about the office and I was 
more than satisfied with the work. 

After a month, the General 
Manager having seen the branch 
shaping up well returned to head
quarters. 

Life was pretty much the same 
for a few weeks but then I began 
to notice a change - it was 'very' 
friendly all round and work seem
ed to dwindle slightly. 

Alcohol started to turn up at 
the office and it was not unusual 
for photographers to come in 
seemingly under the weather. The 
quality of the work suffered and 
I told lies to the customers about 
the quality of their photos. 

I took this lying as part of my 
loyalties to the job but didn't 
agree with it. After a while this 
lying became part of the everyday 
routine - as the boys failed to 
meet assignments and as the qual
ity of their work continued to 
deteriorate. 

Betting 
Then, because I helped the boys 

out of their little fixes, they 
thought that I was ready to join 
the party. A local betting ring 
functioned quite well from the 

ANCIENT FERTILITY 
RELIGIONS 

(Continued) 

culture and the sanctity due to the 
Earth Mother. 

In such matriarchal societies the 
Queen's eldest daughter (or young
est) would succeed on her death, 
and like her mother would enjoy 
a new consort each year until he 
was sacrificed in turn for the good 
and blessing of his people. At a 
later stage the King was slain only 
after four or eight years, and ev
entually as states grew larger he 
came to live out his natural term 
and a substitute died each year in 
his stead. 

Finally his death became a pan
tomime performance and the nom
inal successor ruled only for a day. 
These traditions are far from 
dead. Each year on Guy Fawkes 
day an effigy of the traitor is burnt. 
But when I was a student in Cam-
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This article was writ
ten by a Y offer from 
the Canberra, Goulburn 
and Riverina area. 

This situation can 
happen to anyone who 
tries to practise Chris
tianity in his job. 

darkroom and the party was in 
full swing. 

The slackening off of work 
brought the General Manager 
down. I couldn't bring myself to 
say that my fellow staff members 
were drunk (I feel now that I 
should have, but at the time, no.) 
so I lied again, this time to the 
Big Boss. 

I told him that this was a slack 
period all round for a country 
town. I thought of handing in my 
resignation but I felt that I 
should perservere and also work 
was not particularly easy t<> find. 

Pray? 
I went to one of the local min

isters and was told to pray and 

bridge small boys would go around 
with a stuffed dummy in a cart 
asking for "a penny for the guy". 

New Symbolism 
Against this background let us 

consider the Christian ritual most 
closely similar; the events of the 
Last Supper and Holy Commun
ion. Our Lord chose the Jewish 
totem membership meal, the Pass
over, when the sacred lamb is 
solemnly eaten. In this situation he 
adds the new symbolism of eating 
of bread and ifrinking of wine to 
represent his body and blood. Here 
apparently he introduces a new 
bond of membership to replace the 
participation of the Pascal Lamb 
totem, yet it is one in which he 
affirms that he is a living vegeta
tion deity. 

But observe though done "in re
membrance of me", the act is not 
repeated; it is to be recalled but 
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keep up my moral standards. This 
was not much comfort to me. I 
really wanted, I suppose, someone 
to say leave it altogether or stay 
and try and put these people on 
the straight and narrow some
how. 

My parents had their own very 
p1 essing worries at this time so I 
couldn't really burden them with 
any more, even though they wou:d 
naturally try and help. 

Trying to be a Christian in this 
atmosphere was truly hard 
different sayings kept me from 
resigning especially two - 'The 
Good Samaritan' and 'Love thy 
neighbour as thyself.' 

How could I fill these two im
portant posts by myself without 
any help and I couldn't find any 
help - at least not the sort of 
help that I really wanted. 

I must have been praying the 
wrong way because all I could ever 
think of was getting out of the 
place. Probably I was only praying 
on the surface and not from the 
depths of my heart - I cannot 
help thinking this now that I have 
left. 

Although I have another job 
now, I still feel that I didn't do 
my Christian duty in my previous 
work." e 

not re-enacted. Our Lord gave him
self on the Cros once, and by that 
act in the Upper Room he asso
ciates his disciples in his death 
and rebirth like a vegetation king 
might do for his people. But the 
Eucharist does not re-enact His 
death, it enables the Church to 
participate again and again in the 
rejuvenation which his death once 
had produced always, 

In the Greek and Roman world 
of His day many cults had such 
fellowship meals for sacramental 
rejuvenation, and to a Churchman 
this suggests the preparation of 
men's hearts by the Holy Spirit: 
to the sceptic it suggests the early 
Church borrowed useful notions 
from pagan neighbours. 

In a future article we ,shall 
discuss Christianity's rivals in the 
religion of the Roman Empire un
til Constantine made it a State 
Religion in 317 A.D. e 
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While agriculture was developing in Egypt, the Jordan Valley and Meso
potamia, a similar civilisation was developing along the Indus River in N. W. India 
after 3000 BC. In the present century the ruins of the great cities Harappa and 
Mohenjodaro have reveated that this society had extensive trade contacts with 
Mesopotamia, an elaborate civilisation, and pictographic writing which we are as 
yet unable to decipher. 

The Growth ol 
Hindu India appears to have 

arisen from the fusion of this 
people with a taller fairer race 
from the plains of South Russia or 
Turkestan who called themselves 
Aryans and forced their way into 
India down the Kabul valley from 
Afghanistan at some date after 
2000 B.C. 

The language of this immigrant 
race is preserved in an ancient 
lJYlJlln-book called the Rig-Veda 
which was passed on by word of 
mouth until it was written down 
about 600 B.C. These hymns reveal 
.the first foundations from which 
Hinduism evolved, and the lang
uage is related to modern Indian 
tongues as Latin is related to 
French, Spanish and the oth~r 
Romance languages. Its name 1s 
Sanskrit. 

Those readers who learnt Latin 
at school will remember that 
Caesar mentions that only two soc
ial classes counted among the an
cient Gauls of France, 1Jhe Druid 
priests and the Knights, the rest 
of the people being little better 
than slaves. Among the old Per
sians there were two privileged 
classes too, the Magi priests and 
the Nobles. 

As the Persian and Sanskrit lan
guages are very similar it is npt 
surprising to find a privileged 
class of priests and another of 
warriors in India too. In modern 
India this has led to four main 
hereditary castes and numerous 
sub-castes. The two highest, Brah
man and Kshatriya, have names 
meaning "priest" and "warrior," 
while the third-class Vaisya are 
mostly merchants but have a na~e 
which means "people". The fourth 
class the Sudra or serfs, were 
the ' conquered inhabitants of 
northern India. 

Sects 
In the text of the Rig Veda there 

is no suggestion that priests or 
kings were separate from other 
men, but each man was his own 
family priest. However, the pass
ing on of the hymns and the pre-
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servation of the old sacrifices in 
a new environment gradually made 
the priestly families a closed inter
marrying group. 

As lands in the Ganges valley 
were conquered the best warriors 
and the king's relativs obtained 
large land holdings and ceased to 
till their own soil as they used to 
do when the Rig Veda was com
posed. Thus again an exclusive 
group of full-time warriors arose. 
Later, as all these lands were till
ed by the conquered people, those 
Aryans whose holdings were small 
or those, who, having no land, 
turned to trade, became a self
conscious group also avoiding mar 
riage with the conquered. 

Sub-castes grew at least partly 
from the inevitable irregular 

This month we con
tinue the series on 
"Christ ianity and other 
Rel ig ions", by Professor 
R. G. Tanner M. A 
(Melbourne and Cam
bridge) , professor of 
Classics, University of 
Newcastle. 
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unions between these groups. Thus 
we can understand why caste 
membership is the basic element 
in Hindu life. As the Bengali poet 
Chandra Sen remarked, "a Hindu 
is one who was born in India of 
Indian parents on both sides, and 
who has accepted and obeyed the 
rules of his caste.'' Failure to do 
so could mean exclusion, and, es
pecially in the case of unions be
tween high_ caste women and low 
caste men, lead to children being 
classed as defiling and untouch
able to other Hindus. 

There are now many millions of 
such folk, and the Christian 
Church has had some of its best 
missionary success with such re
jected groups. 

Rebel Gods 
When the Aryans entered India 

that had a group of Gods rather 
like those of the Greeks, Romans 
or Nor semen. Indra, the thunder 

(continued on page 9) 
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READER'S POINT OF VIEW ( cont' d) 
The following comments 

were made by Bill McKimm 
of Mayfield Y.A.F., New
castle: 

This question was most likely 
prompted by the exemption of 
some National Service Trainees on 
the grounds of religious beliefs. 
Surely in today's violent society 
there is no place for pacifiism 
either on a small or large scale. 

If a friend of yours was being 
waylaid by a gang of hoodlums, 
you would go to his assistance-it 
would be a rather weak excuse 
that while he was having his face, 
ribs, etc. kicked in, you could not 
go to his assistance because of re
ligious beliefs. 

already be an oppressed nation 
under a Godless Communist reg
ime. 

Of course, when Christ told us 
to be missionaries, he did not 
mean us to convert by violence, 
but he most assuredly did not 

Pacifism, as applied to the de
fence of one's rights, violates 
many of the Christian principles 
which the Church has strived to 
uphold for so long. And if this 
feeling was universal among the 
Christian races of this earth, it 
would result in, firstly, the OP
pression of otlr Christian nations 
by Godless forces; and finally the 
suppression of Christianity. A fate, 
I, at least, do not believe God in
tended for His Church. 

* * * 
Our interviews with Yaff'ers 

in Sydney went something 
like this: 

Bev. ''Candy" Rillett says: 
"We have to defend our prin

ciples. We can't let evil overcome 
Very much the same thing is us, but this is no reason to be ag-

happening in Vietnam, where the gressive." 
friend, South Vietnam, is being Helen Free says: 
waylaid by the more powerful, mil- mean us to hide behind the action- Christians should fight evil 
itary minded, Communist doctrin- less word pacifism while people, where it exists but not for power, 
ed North. Again the excuse of anti- like those in Vietnam, are lead wealth and other selfish means. 
militarism by the U.S.A. and Aus- astray or butchered by a form of However, by Pacifism we shouldn't 
tralia would not be appreciated by rule, which has a doctrine, athe- seek "peace no matter what the 
a friend who by this time would ism. cost". e 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P.Ia:~~~~~~~~~~~~~ii: 

"THE GROWTH OF 
IDNDUISM" 

(Continued from page 6) 

god was their leader, and he liked 
getting drunk on the sacred drink 
soma or seducing the wives of 
pious sages like Ahalya, the wife 
of Gautama the hermit. In such 
cases sages could and did defy 
the Gods like Numa, the second 
king of Rome, did with Jupiter 
his God. Like the Greek gods the 
Aryan ones used to transform 
themselves into other creatures. So 
when caught in the act by Gaut
ama, Indra instantly turned into a 
cat, but he could not prevent the 
sage turning his own wife into 
stone as a punishment for her 
adultery. 

Like the Chinese, the Hindus 
believed eclipses were caused by 
a dragon swallowing the sun, and 
in one early hymn the sun-god 
Surya is made to cry out for help 
to Atri the sage when the dragon 
Swarbhanu is about to devour the 
sun, and Atri drives away the 
dragon with three magic verses. 

The last three thousand years 
have seen a vast change. The 
hardy warriors proud of their 
cattle and anxious for long life and 
many sons have been replaced by 

the ascetic disciplined introspec
tive Brahmans. The notion of a 
long life followed by a shadowy 
hereafter with Yama has been re
placed by the notion of reincarna
tion in which the soul works out its 
destiny through many lives in the 
bodies of many kinds of creatures. 

Indra and his wild riotous team 
of Gods are replaced by the idea 
of Brahma, the Atman or self of 
the Universe. Linked with Brah
ma are Vishnu the god of growth 
and Siva the god of destruction. 
In a sense Vishnu is the divine 
love and Siva the dread divine 
judgment, while Brahma the ulti
mate self is also Ishvara, the Lord 
God, Every human being, irres
pective of caste, can attain to the 
fullness of religious experience 
which is liberation from one's own 
self to achieve oneness with the 
Self of the Universe. 

To achieve this the disciplining 
programme of Yoga is needed to 
subdue all our natural appetites 
to the common aim. There are 
three paths of spiritual growth. 

Rebirth 
Jnana is the spiritual wisdom 

obtained by contemplation, Bhakti 
or devotion is the love of God 
which asks no return, and Karma 
or action is doing one's moral duty 
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to God and all creatures. Karma 
is also involved in the process of 
rebirth. Our every smallest de
liberate act and choice is a moral 
and change our nature to condition 
and ·Change our anture, bringing 
consequences happy or ill. Thus 
we have earned our experiences, 
joys, or sorrows in this life through 
our acts and attitudes in the last 
one, and our attitudes and reac
tions to our present life will deter
mine the circumstances of our 
next one. 

Hinduism remains a very hospi
table system, and with its high 
ideal of spiritual discipline co
exists a ready acceptance of fertil
ity cult ritual, belief in the mech
anical effect of ceremonies, and 
great devotion to idols, which, 
however symbolic to the enlight
ened, are very real deities to the 
simple. 

However, its best minds see 
meaning in this contrast!. As S. 
Radhakrishnan puts it: "While 
Hinduism has within its fold bar
barians inheriting the habits of 
wild ancestors who slew each other 
wth stone axes for a p·iece of raw 
flesh, it aims at converting them 
intlo men whose hearts are charg
ed with an eager and unconquer
able love for all that lives." e 
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The life and teaching of the Buddha occurred 
against a background of dispute among contempor
ary Hindu thinkers of the importance of the loka or 
world of living beings. Early Hindu religion had been 
"worldly" or laukika in its concern with long life and 
happiness in the first Vedic period and in its later 
phase of concern for a happy rebirth in one's next 
incarnation. 

up his worldly position and 
came a hermit for six years. 

be-

Finding the years of austerity 
had made him no wiser, the prince 
Siddartha who had become the 
hermit Gautama spent a day and 
a night in deep meditation under 
a banyan (Bo) tree, whereupon he 

Again Buddhists believe in the 
transmigration of all beings, even 
the gods themselves; while the 
Brahmans believed that the greater 
gods at any rate were Gods by 
nature. To the Brahman your ritu
al 'good works' affect your future 
as much as your actions, but to the 
Buddhist your future life takes a 
form resulting from the effects of 
the acts you choose in this life. 

No providence is required, be 
he Brahma or any other being, to 
assign retribution; the semi-mag
ical power of one's own actions 
brings their consequences. Again, 
a man's caste makes no real differ
ence to his merit, and it is better 
to give alms to Buddhist monks 
than to a Brahman. 

Yet because Buddhism made no 
provision for rites for prosperity 
or wealth and offered no marriage 
or funeral ceremonial, it followed 
that the Brahmans were still in
vited to carry out these ceremon-

But with the rise of Upanishadic 
speculation a contract was drawn 
between this religion of acquiring 
merit and a world-transcending 
mysticism (lokottara), by which the 
soul lost itself in the eternal Self 
in a condition beyond life, heaven, 
or hell which was called Brahma
nirvana. Since the Upanishadic era 
all Hindu thought has shown the 
distinction between the mystical 
and the religious attitudes, pres
enting a twofold system to meet 
both demands. BUDDHISM AND 

Men of worldly tastes wish and 
work for paradises; the minority 
leave home and practice contin
ence and religious life in order to 
achieve nirvana. Not only Hindu
ism, but Buddhism and Jainism 
also inherit this division. 

In Christianity this distinction 
has appeard in the contrasts of 
monasticism and secular life, but 
the notion of acquiring merit by 
acts of devotion has been evident 
in both vocations, and though Our 
Lord rejected the ways of acquir
ing merit accepted in the schools 
of the Pharisees, he did not regard 
the concept as unspiritual. So in 
our consideration of the Indian 
religions we must remember that 
they claim to offer a double sys
tem, while Christianity in theory 
will have 'neither Jew nor Greek' 
in Christ Jesus. 

The Life of Buddha 

According to the Ceylon tradit
ion preserved by Southern Budd
hist sect (Hinayana), Siddartha was 
son of a royal household in a small 
state near Nepal, where he was 
born in 624 BC, and died in Oudh 
in the Ganges valley in 544 BC. At 
the age of 29 he became so deeply 
oppressed with the miseries of age, 
sickness and death that he gave 
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found enlightenment and went 
about teaching an attitude to life 
which was designed to bring sor
row to an end. 

A few months after his enlight
enment Buddha sent out sixty dis
ciples to teach the Law. Such fol
lowers adopted the yellow robe 
and shaved their heads to show 
that they were religious mendic
ants. The relation of these relig
ious with the laity in the first cen
turies of Buddhism can be recon
structed from inscriptions and 
some early texts. 

It is clear that Upasakas or 
Laity had a large part in the Budd
hist system. Their aim was relig
ious rather than mystical; they do 
not seek nirvana but paradise fol
lowed by happy rebirth. This end 
was achieved by sinless life, dis
charge of social duties, benevolent 
action, giving alms to monks, wor
shipping Buddha and keeping a 
fortnightly fast. 

Doctrinal Basis 
The dogmatic basis of Buddhism 

is that good and evil deeds are re
warded or punished in a future 
life. The Brahmans never saw this 
as the sole factor, they believed 
fate also controlled man's destiny. 

ies, and that Buddhist laymen re
mained Hindus in the familiar 
rites of daily living. This fact 
more than any other led to the ul
timate return of Hinduism and the 
decay of Buddhism in its native 
land by the year 1000 AD. 

Asoka and Missionary 
Efforts 

'!'he strength of early Buddhism 
was in its religious houses, and the 
zeal, purity and devotion of these 
societies helped the spread of the 
Buddhist rule of life. After Alex
ander the Great invaded the Pun
jab in 327 BC there was a reaction 
towards national unity in the great 
empire of the Maurya kings who 
ruled nearly all Northern India 
after 300 BC. 

Tbe first great ruler Chandra
gupta established relations with 
Alexander's successor Seleucus 
who ruled the Near East and Pers
ia from Antioch in Syria. Chandra
gupta's grandson Asoka was a de
vout Buddhist and before his death 
in 232 BC sent envoys to convert 
the Greek rulers of the west. With
in his kingdom Buddhism became 
at last the state religion, and pil
lars were set up enjoining Budd
hist observance, some of which 
survive with their inscriptions to 
the present day. 
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As with Constantine's convers
ion to Christianity in 313 AD, the 
religious enthusiasm of Asoka 
made the new religion an essential 
qualification for all who would rise 
in government employment or find 
acceptance in fashionable society, 
and it was very largely these 
worldly sociological pressures that 
made Buddhism the main religion 
of India for nearly 1000 years. 

The missionary zeal of Asoka 
bore more fruit in Asia than in 
Europe. His own son Mahinda car
ried the faith to Ceylon in 250 BC, 
and his emissaries crossed into 
China and Tibet. These lands 
were to become the chief centres 
of later Buddhism, Ceylon being 
the centre of the more disciplined 
doctrine of the Hinayana (or Les
ser Vehicle) School, and Tibet and 
China the main base of the more 
receptive and theistic Mahayana 
(or Great Vehicle) School. 

From Tibet and Western China 
the Mahayana spread west into 
Tukestan before 200 AD and 
reached East into Korea in 372 
AD, whence the teaching passed 
to Japan about 552 AD. The Hin
ayana doctrine from India and 
Ceylon reached Burma by 450 AD 
and spread into Siam and Cam
bodia, reaching Java and Bali by 
680 AD. 

of all beings in previous lives. In 
one story the Bodhisattva Avalok
ita descends into hell to relieve 
the souls in torment. 

As with earlier laukika prac
tices, Mahayana emphasises mor
ality and worship as prerequisites 
for paradise, but devotion (bhak
ti) grows increasingly important, 
and one Mahaya sect teaches that 
a man goes to heaven if he has 
one unique thought of Buddha. 
The various sects of the system 
have different Buddha-deities to 
whom devotion is due, sometimes 
Maitreya (the heavenly friend), 
sometimes Amitabha (originally an 
Iranian sungod) sometimes Aval
okita. 

Ajita Maitreya is not Buddha, 
but the Buddha-to-come, a saviour 
figure which is late in the scrip
tural tradition. Originally Ajita 
and Maitreya were two minor dis
ciples of the historical Buddha -
now they are fused in one person 
whose name means "unconquered 
friend", the title of the Persian 
sungod worshipped by Roman 
armies from the first to the fourth 
century A.D. 

The Messiah of Buddhism may 
thus represent the influence of 
Mithras, whose very name is sim
ilar, as much as natural growth 
or the impact of Christian mis
sions in the early centuries A.D. 

ITS EXPANSION 
Today the Hinayana has been 

ousted from India by Hinduism 
resurgent and from Java by Islam, 
while the Mahayana long ago lost 
Turkestan to Islam and seems now 
to be losing China to Marxism. 
The scriptures of the Mahayana 
are in non-literary Sanskrit, Tibet
an and Chinese; while in the past 
half century texts have been found 
in the Khotanese and the Tochar
ian languages. The Hinayana texts 
are in a special dialect called Pali 
which derives from literary San
skrit as spoken in some districts 
about the time of Asoka. 

The Two Systems 
The Mahayana system comes 

closer to Christian views in its 
notion of personal deities, celes
tial Buddhas who, though not 
creators, are providential in their 
behaviour. Often the Buddhas-to
be or Bodhisattvas have features 
of the saviour-role, and have prac
tised self-sacrifice for the welfare 

However, the concept opened the 
way to a new lokottara school in 
the Mahayana, where the spiritual 
minded dedicated themselves to 
the goal of achieving future Bud
dhahood by total self-sacrifice 
through many ages, the method 
called Bodhisattvayana. 

The Hinayana school remains 
more ethical and less devotional. 
Its method is nirvanayana, the ve
hicle leading to nirvana. This 
word means literally "being blown 
out" in reference to a fire or 
lamp. Perhaps the word should 
be understood less of the act than 
the result. It is not so much that 
the extinct lamp perishes as that 
it merges into the infinite sur
rounding darkness; and it is more 
this losing of self in the infinite 
world Self that seems implied. 

In Japan Buddhism runs youth 
fellowship organisations on lines 
borrowed from Christian organi
sations like YAF or YCW. In 
Ceylon and Vietnam it has associ-
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Th is month we con
t inue the series on 
"Christ ianity and other 
Relig ions" , by Professor 
R. G. Tanner, M . A 
(Melbourne and Cam
bridge ), Professor of 
Classics, Un iversity of 
Newcastle. 
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ated itself with anti-European cul
tural trends and unaligned foreign 
policy, with some sympathy for 
state socialism. 

In fact the Hinayana doctrine 
of merging the self in the whole 
fits very naturally with the Marx
ist notion of subordination of the 
assets and mind of the individual 
to the socialist state, and it would 
not be difficult for Chinese theo
logians to devise a reformed Mah
ayana system equating Mao-tse
tung with Maitreya. In short, there 
is a real prospect of permanent 
partnership between Communism 
and Buddhism. e 

G. CALDWELL 
1:J. 

JEWELLER 

* 
Cnr. Hunter & WoUe Sts .. 

Newcastle 
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GOOD AND GODLY 
TREASON 

Today most young Australians are deeply disturb
ed by the political situation confronting their country. 

Many Y AF members realise that there is a likeli
hood that they will find themselves calted up in a year 
or two with the possibility of overseas combat service be
fore them. 

Never before have we· conscrip
ted men for service outside Aus
tralia and New Guinea, never be
fore have we introduced a major 
change in defence policy so sud
denly. 

Previously in 1916 two unsuc
cessful referendum attempts were 
made by the Hughes Federal Gov
ernment to s-ecure conscription 
for service in France, but an Aus
tralian strongly in favour of com
pulsory training in peace and war 
was equally decisive against con
scription. However, the sudden re
cent change, seemingly introduced 
at United Nations behest, in sup
port of a government of question
able stand1ng in international soc
iety, has occasioned only a mild 
ripple of public feeling. 

Many Australi ans sincerely 
share Mr. McEwan'-s view that we 
must earn future U.S. protection 
.by unswerving loyalty now when 
US poHcy is so widely misunder
stood by other nations. 

However, our experience over 
Mr. Brunker and West Irian may 
lead us to wond-er whether the 
U.S. will be prepared to accept our 
definition of our vital interests 
only if our opponent is a Com
munist Stat-e. There seems only 
one totally binding claim on Am
erican might - to follow HawaH 
and Alaska ·and becom-e seven 
more constituent members of the 
United States: howev-er, a major
ity of Australians probably dis
agree and accept Mr. McEwan's 
viewpoint. 

General Synod has shown our 
Church in some disarl'ay over the 
moral issues. Bisop Moyes alone 
has unswervingly criticis-ed our 
policy by the yardstick of the 
Thomist doctrine of a Just War 
and found us wanting. 

NO EXEMPTION 
Our other bishops mostly accept 

the policy, whether because of the 

By 
Professor Godfrey Tanner 

Professor of Classics at 
Newcastle Uni'Yersity 

old link between C. of E. and the 
State or from genuine conviction 
lik-e Bishop Shevill. 

But what of a Y.A.F. member 
who is opposed in his heart either 
to all war or this war? No magis
trate will accept that an Anglican 
can object on Anglican doctrinal 
grounds - if you want to opt out 
that way, go and become an Ad
ventist or a Mormon. 

Unless he is a religious in vo-ws, 
a young man in YCW will have 
no luck seeking ex-emption on 
Roman Catholic doctrinal grounds 
- so it will do you no good say
ing you disapprove of fighting as 
a Christian. You wiU e1ther fight 
or disobey orders and spend your 
two years in an army prison -
not a nice place for a holiday. 

But suppose you s-till feel you 
must disobey? Your position is 
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technically traitorous; but their is 
treason and tr-eason. 

Members of local pro-Commun
ist groups sincerely believe their 
system will put the world to 
ri.ghts, and that obstructing ac
tion against Peking or Moscow 
will help them or their friends to 
power in Australi-a some day. 

They hon-estly believe their 
treason good for us aU, but it is 
cheap because they stand to prof
it or at least gain fulfilment from 
it. Most traitors of character Hke 
Roger Casement defied their law
ful rulers in an attempt to do their 
people good, even if they lost their 
lives in so doing. 

This is norma-l treason. 

If you choose treason it is too 
late to help make Australia pop
ular in some parts of Asia and 
you may add to its military perils 
without so intending - you cert
ainly cannot and do not wish to 
put yourself into power. 

COWARD? 
So, if a1ny Y.A.F. members pre

fers the military prison he has 
chosen -a costly treason which wil[ 
benefit nobody and serve only to 
witness· to his view of the truth 
of God as he sees it. In a com
munity veering steadily towards 
Right Wing political values he can 
expect only ostracism, contempt 
for alleged effeminacy and diffi
culty of employment when the 
military prison finally spews 
him forth. 

It takes much less courage to 
go and kill Vietcong and unfort
unate natives in the way: further, 
there your real courage. will be 
respected; here you will get the 
coward's reward for it all your 
life. 

Bishops will condemn you in 
their charges, Rectors will attack 
you from the pulpit: the whole 
machinery of society will convince 
you that you are a cur. Often your 
friends will reject you and your 
friends scorn you. So don't be a 
fool and be a conscientious objec
tor. 

The only trouble is that some
body else was told not to go up to 
Jerusalem. and He did. e 
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himself came into being, or as having been instituted by God or by 
the ancestor spirits.'4 

The later view, replacing the gods by nature, is part of the 
sophists' opposition of v6(.Lo~ and cpucrL~. 

NOTES 
I. Professor H. \"V. R. Wade, reported in the Listwer: 8 August, 

1963, p. 195· 
The material used in this essay is discussed or cited by Marcello 

Gigante, NO.MOL BALIAETL, Napoli, 1956, with full references 
to older literature, especially R. Hirzel, "Aypo:cpo~ N6(.Lo~. Abh. 
siichs. Ges., Phil.-Hist. Cl. XX, 1903, pp. Iff. 

2. Lipsius, Attisches Recht, Leipzig, 1912, pp. 6ooff. For l:xoucrLoc; 
also &x 7tpovo[cx~. 

3· The Law and its Compass, London, 1960, p. 32. 
4· R. W. Firth, Human Types! 2nd ed., London, 1956, p. 138. 

R. G. TANNER 

The Conzposition of the Oedipus Coloneus 

The Oedipus Colonws is the longest of the seven extant tragedies of 
Sophocles. Moreover, it is the one Sophoclean tragedy where there is 
a reasonable likelihood that a fourth actor was employed in the cast. 
Further, though praised by many literary critics the play has been 
somewhat neglected since ancient times. Certainly it must have been 
familiar and popular enough in the third century n.c. in view of the 
biting parody of the first two verses which one of Demetrius' soldiers 
affixed to his commander's tent after the disastrous crossing of the 
River Lycus,1 but it is preserved in relatively few manuscripts, and 
its plot found no modern adapter till T. S. Eliot produced his Elder 
Statesman at the 1959 Edinburgh Festival. 

THE DATING OF THE OEDIPUS COLONEUS 
The second Greek Argument to the play informs us that the work was 
first produced after the old poet's death. H is grandson Sophocles, son 
of Ariston, undertook the production during the archonship of .Micon, 
which dates the staging of the drama to 01.94·3 or 402 B.c. So much 
then for the date of production, which is not generally questioned 
among scholars. The date of composition, however, still remains a 
contentious issue. Some scholars have felt that the subject matter of 
the play and some features of its style indicate that it belongs to the 
same epoch as the Oedipus Tyrannus. Others again maintain that the 
play was composed for the great Dionysia of 4II n.c., just before the 
oligarchical government of the Four Hundred was established by an 
Assembly held at Colonus, but that the rapid reaction against the 
oligarchs made any production in the poet's lifetime quite impossible. 
Yet a third group accept the period shortly before the poet's death 
early in 405 B.C. as the time of composition, relying in this viewpoint 
upon the testimony of several ancient authors, none of them earlier 
than Cicero. 

Support for a date close to the Oedipus Tyrannus, which most 
scholars now place about 425 n.c.,2 is to be adduced from the re
searches published half a century ago by H. Siess in Wiener Studien.3 
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Observing that some poetic licences became more common in later 
tragedies, Siess proceeded on the assumption that tragedies exhibit
ing a similar incidence of these features were also of similar date. 
He tested the seven plays for crasis, elision, synesis, aphaeresis and 
frequency of ye:, and he also prepared careful listings of Acschylcan 
features of metre and vocabulary in the plays. On th~ basis of all 
these criteria he arrived at the following groupings : earliest extant 
plays-Ajax, Trachiniae, Antigone; somewhat later pla·ys-Oedijms 
Tyrannus and Oediptts Coloneus; latest play-Philoctcte._s. The El~ctra 
was classified midway between the second and tlmd groupmgs. 
Every scholar is grateful for Siess' elaborate and careful statistics, 
but very few now accept the assumption he made in using them, and 
it is generally felt that the tone and atmosphere of any given tragic 
plot had just as much influence. on the kinds of poetic ~icence e~
ployed in any one tragedy as drd the phase of the poet s career m 
which it was written. 

The suggestion about 4II B.C. has plausibility because Sophocles 
was one of the panel of ten Probouloi elected after the Sicilian 
disaster, but made no attempt to prevent the Four Hundred as
suming power.4 Further, the emphasis upon Colonus also gains a 
contemporary significance if we set the play in this period. These 
factors led R. J . \\'alker5 to associate this date with his vigorous 
advocacy of the doctrine that the three Theban Plays were in fact 
written at one and the same period for performance as :t connected 
trilogy in the tradition of Aeschylus, and that this period was 4II B.C. 

In favour of the doctrine of the trilogy made up of Ocdijms Tyrannus, 
Oedi-?us Coloneus and Antigone is the remarkable artistic unity of the 
thre~ plays when read in this sequence; while even J ebb, 6 who always 
opposed the idea of a Theban Trilogy, admits that if such differences 
of fable and character as occur between the Culv11cu.s and the 
Antigone existed between the Choephori and the Eumenides, they 
would not affect the solidarity of the Oresteia. On the other hand 
Jebb feels that the fact that the three plays supplement each other 
and are linked by many allusions is insufficient ground for calling 
them a trilogy. Here one is bound to support Jebb in noticing that 
the really detailed and intimate allusions to the other two plays are 
confined to two sequences in the Oedipus Colonezts, vv. 804-960 and 
IIS0-1447· Furthermore, if the trilogy claim were sound, the poet 
would approach all three plays with a common aim, and in s~ch _ a 
case even its strongest critics would admit that the system of cntena 
devised by Siess should prove valid, and that if the three plays ':ere 
in fact a trilogy, they would show a common response to the testmg. 

1 
]. 
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But as we have seen already, the Antigone appeared to Siess to 
belong to a quite separate and earlier category clearly m~rked off 
from that to which the other two plays belonged. But qmte apart 
from the trilogy question, 4II B.C. seems a most unsuitable date for 
the Ocdijms Coloneus itself, for if i~s link~ with the oligarc~ic 
activities at Colonus inhibited productiOn dunng the Peloponnes1an 
\Var, they would surely have made the venture even more perilous 
before the restored democracy of 402 B.C. which had so lately 
expelled the Thirty Tyrants. 7 

But there seems no reason to believe that the emphasis on Colonus 
has anything to do with the events of 4II B.c. The explanation should 
rather be sought in the facts of the poet's own life. The village of 
Colonus-the legendary burial place of the Theban hero-was 
Sophocles' own birthplace, so the local legend of that hidden tomb 
destined ever to guard the integrity of Athens must have been among 
the earliest memories of the poet's childhood. Further, he had every 
reason to feel its significance even from a very tender age; for the 
events of his boyhood were such as to impress the tale deeply upon a 
young and sensitive mind. He was five, just old enough to begin to 
understand, when Miltiacles' little army marched out to repel the 
Persians at Maratl ~on. Then as a boy of fifteen he was a spectator of 
the great rmval victory in the bay of Salamis which saved Athens 
and all Greece. Further, he was chosen to lead the Chorus in the 
triumph songs at the victory celebration in Athens. So it w~uld be 
natural for him to see the influence of the Theban hero of hrs local 
legend in these great deliverances o£ At~ens from ori_ental despotis~, 
and natural too that in his old age he mrght turn agam to the promrse 
of the tale learnt in his childhood when he saw his city once more in 
desperate need of deliverance and salvation. And what more ap
propriate date than the year before Aegospotami, when another poet 
of very different temper was also looking to the Powers Below as the 
sole remaining source of salvation for Athens. Indeed, the dead poet 
of the Frogs is expected to do the things which the dead hero of 
Colonus had long since promised Theseus, and a comparison of 
Frogs, vv. 1417-I523 with Oedipus Coloneus, vv. I5I7-I555 is _not 
uninstructive in this regard. Let us now try to evaluate the ancient 
evidence pointing to the end of the poet's life as the time when he 
composed the Oedipus at Colonus. 

ANCIENT TESTIMONY FOR THE DATE OF COMPOSITION 
r. Cicero, de Senectute, chapter VII 

Sophocles ad summam senectutem tragoedias fecit: quod propter 
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studium, cum rem familiarem negligere uideretur a filiis in iudicium 
uocatus est, ut, quemadmodum nostrci more male gerentibus patribus 
bonis interdici solet, sic ilium quasi desipientem a re familiari 
amouerent iudices. Tum senex dicitur earn fabulam, quam in manibus 
habebat, et proxime scripserat, Oedipum Coloneum recitasse iudici
bus, quaesisseque, num illud carmen desipientis uide~;.etur. Quo 
recitato, sententiis iudicum est liberatus. 

In the introduction to his edition of the play, ]ebb renders 
quam . .. scripserat as 'the _l)lay on which he was engaged, and 
~hie~ h~ had last written'. The present writer also accepts the 
1mphcahon that the poet was still in process of composing at the 
time of the case. 8 

2. Valerius Maximus, Factorum Dictommque Memorabilizem VIII. vii, 
Ext. 12 
Sophocles quoque gloriosum cum rerum natura certamen habuit; 

tam benigne mirifica illi opera sua exhibendo, quam ilia operibus 
eius tempora liberaliter subministrando. Prope enim centensimum 
annum attigit, sub ipsum transitum ad mortem Oedipode Coloneo 
scripto. Qua sola fabula omnium eiusdem studii poetarum praeripere 
gloriam potuit. Idque ignotum esse posteris filius Sophocles Iophon 
noluit, sepulcro patris, quae rettuli, insculpendo. -

The exaggeration of age in prope enim centensimum and the 
tendency to fulsome praise on tombstones may lead us to suspect 
this evidence, but the specific statements of sub ipslf.m transitum 
and qua sola may demand some consideration. 

3· Plutarch, An seni res publica gerenda sit, 785a8-b3 
LocpoxAlj<; ~E: AEYETO:L (.LEV \mo 7tO:(~wv 7to:po:vo(o:<; o(X"f)V cpe:uywv ci.vo:yvwvo:L 
TI)v EV Ot~(7tO~L Tcfl hl KoAWVcfl mxpo~ov. ·n ECJTLV &px.~ 

e:U£1t1tou, ~tve:, Tcxa~e: x.wpo:<; 
Zxou TcX xpchLaTo: yiX<; E7to:u:\o:, 
-rov &pyljTo: Ko:\wv6v, E:v8' 
eX :\(ye:LO: (.LLVUpETO:L 
8o:(.L(~ouao: (.L<iALaT' &"f)~WV 
X.AWpo:~c; tmo ~&aao:L<; 

81XU(.LIXa";OU ~E: TOU (.LEAOU<; cp1XVEVTO<;. wa7te:p· Ex. 8e:chpou TOU 
~LXIXa't'"f)p(ou 7tpo7te:[Lcp8ljviXL fLETcX xp6Tou XIXL ~o'ij<; -rwv r.:1Xp6vTwv. 

(Here 1t&po~ov is an error. He means 7tpwTov aT<iaL(.Lov.) 
We have here the specific verses quoted, namely O.C. 668ff. 

Otherwise the narrative covers the same ground as Cicero's. 
4· Apuleius, Apologia, XXXVII (479), p. 46Kr. 

Sophocles poeta Euripidi aemulus et superstes (uixit enim ad 
extremam senectam), cum igitur accusaretur a filio suomet demen-

.,. 
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tiae, quasi iam per aetatem desiperet, protulisse dicitur Coloneum 
suam, peregrcgiam tragoediarum, quam forte tum in eo tempore 
conscribebat, earn iudicibus legisse nee quicquam amplius pro 
dcfensione sua addidisse, nisi ut audacter dementiae condemnarent, 
si carmina senis displicerent. 

This evidence again supports Cicero and Plutarch, and gives 
further emphasis to Cicero's0 suggestion that t he play was still 
incomplete, a point in no way suggested by Plutarch. However 
Apuleius also supports the otherwise different story in Valerius by 
stressing the peculiar excellence of this one drama. 

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE ANCIENT EVIDENCE 
It would be easy and economical to say that we have one tradition 
only which has been preserved by Cicero and Plutarch and garbled 
by Valerius Ma..·<imus, and that in later antiquity the current re
sultant represented by Apuleius was basically the Ciceronian account, 
but with slight contamination from the rhetorical garbling by 
Valerius. But it is not quite so easy. First, the tombstone Valerius 
quotes is attributed to Iophon, who was very closely linked with his 
father in the composition of tragedies, as is made clear from evidence 
virtually contemporary with the original stone, Aristophanes' 
Ftogs, vv. 73-79. So if the stone Valerius knew said that the play 
was pre-eminent a~;nong tragedies, it is at least possible that this was 
Sophocles' own judgment of the Oc1dipus Coloneus and not an empty 
boast inscribed by lophon upon his father's sepulchre. Further it is 
also possible t hat sub ipsum transitmn ad mortem may represent the 
true fact of the case instead of being a rhetorical conceit of Iophon's 
·or a stylistic flourish devised by Valerius. Secondly the fact that 
Valerius often preserves valuable independent source traditions has 
now been established by T. F. Carney,10 so the lack of supporting 
documents for the story quoted from Valerius cannot be used ex 
silentio to prove that it is all a fabrication by an inventive moralist.11 

Therefore we must face the possibility that we have an independent 
divergent tradition about the composition of the Oedipus Coloneus 
in Valerius Maximus. 

The result of this discussion is the recognition of two conflicting 
accounts. The Cicero-Plutarch-Apuleius tradition tells of the writing 
of the Oedipus Coloneus in Sophocles' old age, and of its interruption 
by litigation at some point after verse 719. The Valerius Maximus 
tradition t ells of the play's composition immediately before the poet's 
death, and that it was a work of epoch-making significance, while 
there is no mention of litigation. Though this record might well have 
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been couched in such terms by Iophon if he had been one of the 
litigants involved, the praise of the play and omission of the litigation 
need not be a mere cloak for regretted filial impiety; it could equally 
well be consistent with the hypothesis that the old poet revised or 
re-wrote the new unpublished play just before his death, and as part 
of a very urgent and important artistic design. In thi!Z event, the 
Cicero-Plutarch-Apuleius tradition would refer to a first draft of the 
play, and the Valerius Ivlaximus tradition would refer to the revised 
draft, upon which our traditional text is presumably based. 

This deduction is of some interest because some scholars have been 
disposed to regard the Polyneices scene as a later interpolation into 
the original design, and have believed that the scene was introduced 
after the litigation by Sophocles' sons as a rebuke to their unfilial 
conduct.12 While it may be objected that an author who revises a 
work should smooth away the junctures where new material is in
serted or old removed, and that the later work cannot simply be 
recovered by unpicking the seams, as it were; the fact remains that 
this has been successfully done in the case of Herodotus,13 where 
death apparently interrupted his revision. So similarly the great age 
of our poet and the imminence of his death could well have made it 
difficult for him to obscure the traces of any last-minute revisions of 
this, his latest play. 

We may conclude that there seems enough possibility of a revision 
of the Oedipzts Colonezts by its author to justify investigation. 

REPETITIONS AND CONTRADICTIONS IN THE 
OEDIPUS COLONEUS 

A careful study of the play accompanied by stage production reveals 
some disturbing irregularities-inconsistency of plot and repetition 
-which are not usual to Sophocles. First of all, two notable repeti
tions. Oedipus curses both his sons most effectively in vv. 42r-46o 
as soon as Ismene has revealed their schemes. Yet when he inter
views Polyneices later he repeats the same general curse for his 
benefit in vv. I348-r382 before cursing him personally and specifi
cally in vv. I383- r3g6. Again, in vv. 595- 605 Oedipus related to 
Theseus how his sons had wronged him and then sought to gain 
possession of his body because of some oracular prophecies, yet in 
vv. u67-II78 he finds it necessary to explain ftrmly to Theseus 
that he does not wish to see his son Polyneices and hates the very 
sound of his voice. These repetitions, though admittedly not incon
sistent, are redundant and tedious, thus burdening the dramatic 
movement of the play.14 
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Far graver are the actual inconsistencies within the play. They may 
be summarised thus: 
(a) V. 7· XW xp6voc; auvwv fL<XXpoc; contradicts VV. 1362-I364, Where 

Oedipus states that he had only lately been expelled from Thebes 
while Polyneices had been acting as King. 

(b) vv. 365-376. Oedipus, who has long been in exile, is now told by 
Ismene of developments in Thebes. He learns that after allowing 
Creon to rule for many years the two sons of Oedipus had taken 
charge, and that by arrangement with Eteocles Polyneices had 
first taken the throne. This contradicts vv. I354-I359. where 
Oedipus charges Polyneices with recently exiling him from Thebes 
after taking the throne for himself. 

(c) vv. 427-430, 440-444. These lines show Oedipus blaming Creon 
for exiling him, and holding his own sons culpable only in so far 
as they failed to protest or endeavour to protect their father. 
Here we find a second contradiction of vv. I354-I359· where 
Oedipus lays the whole blame upon Polyneices' head. 

(d) vv. 75I-752. The lines seem rightly interpreted by Jebb as 
suggesting that Antigone will soon find herself too old for marriage 
if she continues accompanying her father after already escorting 
him about through many years of exile.l5 This attitude is in 
complete conflict with several other passages in the play. In vv. 
III5-III6 the relieved and excited Oedipus regards the two 
daughters whom Theseus has recaptured from Creon's men as 
young persons to be seen and not heard.l6 However, elderly people 
are apt to treat adult daughters as children when they are so no 
longer; _and this passage, if taken in isolation, could conceivably 
be explained as shrewd characterisation. But v. n8r, where 
Antigone deliberately emphasises her own youthfulness and 
apologises for advising her father, is certainly in contradiction to 
vv. 75I-752 as we have understood themY Furthermore, her tone 
is very different from the air of quiet authority with which she 
tells her old blind father to speak to the stranger in vv. 3I- 32. 
It is also true that at v. 1255 Polyneices calls both his sisters 1tai:Se:c;, 
but then Antigone also calls him 1tai: at v. 1431, so this may simply 
be 'family circle' language. However the whole passage from v. 
I4I4 to v. I445 shows great youthfulness in the proud na'ive impul
siveness of Polyneices and the direct spontaneous tenderness of 
Antigone, so the uses of 1tai: and 1tai:Se:c; may well be aimed at a 
similar emphasising of their youth. 

(e) vv. 815- 875 exhibit internal inconsistencies, largely connected 
with Creon's behaviour. Already in vv. 455-456 Oedipus has ex-
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claimed: 'Let them send (7tE[LTC6v-rwv) Creon as a recoverer of the 
property of exiles' ([LacrT'ijpa- L.S.J., sense II)-that is, to secure 
possession of Oedipus' sacred body. So Oedipus knows what Creon 
wants and is unmoved by his effort at persuasion, retorting 
angrily:18 

'Who could take me in despite of these allies?' (v. 8I-!)) 
Creon then threatens him : 

'I promise thee, thou shalt soon smart without that.' (v. 8r6) 
Thereupon Oedipus challenges him, asking: 

'Where is the deed that warrants that blustering word?' (v. 8r7) 
To this Creon retorts, 

'One of thy daughters hath just been seized by me 
And sent hence, the other will I remove forthwith.' (vv. 8r8-8r9) 

Again, at v. 830 Creon assures the Chorus: 
'I will not touch yon man, but her that is mine.' 

Thus the clear intention of Creon is to usc Oedipus' daughters as 
bargaining counters to persuade the old man to comply, and there
fore at v. 840 he orders his guards to lead Antigone away. But to 
our surprise at v. 86o Creon suddenly determines to seize Oedipus' 
own person as well, although Oedipus responds by cursing Creon 
and his offspring in v. 864 and despite the fact that the Chorus 
are defending the exile arid notwithstanding his own isolation
xd [LOUVOc; d[Lt. (v. 875) 

(f) v. 887. A further inconsistency concerns the two entrances of 
Theseus at this point and at v. rsoo. In the present case 44 verses 
intervene between the summons from the Chorus at vv. 841-843 
and the king's arrival, while in the second case only 8 verses 
intervene between the summons at vv. 1491-1492 and Theseus' 
return at v. 1500.19 Most of the longer interval in the first instance 
is occupied by 32 iambic trimeters within which the inconsistent 
behaviour of Creon noticed in the foregoing section will be found 
to occur. 

(g) vv. 951-959. Here Creon denies that he would have tried to 
seize Oedipus' own person if he had not been cursed by Oedipus 
first. This statement contradicts vv. 860-870, where Oedipus does 
not curse Creon until v. 864, after Creon has already attempted to 
seize him at v. 86o. 

(h) vv. 1439-1446. Here Polyneices finally convinces Antigone that 
she can do nothing to stop him attacking Thebes with the Argive 
host or to save him from their father's curse, yet in vv. 1768-1772 
she begs Theseus to let both sisters return to Thebes in an attempt 
to reconcile their brothers. Such inconsistency would perhaps be 
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quite natural in Antigone's overwrought state after her father's 
death, but an inconsistency it remains, and one produced by the 
further cursing of Polyneices in vv. 1383-1396: the earlier general 
curse upon both brothers in vv. 421-460 would still have left some 
point in an effort at mediation by their sisters after their father's 
death. 

(i) vv. 804-807. Finally we deal with one slighter inconsistency. In 
vv. 801-802 and even later in vv. 813-814 Creon is still trying to 
convince the Chorus of his basic good-will towards Oedipus despite 
the strong retort the exile has given him in vv. 761-799. Yet 
suddenly in v. 8os he angrily uses the very offensive term f..u[La= 
moral filth or defilement (L.S.J. ad lac.), in reference to Oedipus' 
stubbornness. If this verse is regarded as contradictory to its 
context, then the preceding verse and Oedipus' reply in vv. 8o6-
8o7 must be grouped with it. The omission of all four verses would 
expose a neat repartee, playing on the TCd0Etv of 803 and the xwptc; 
TO -r' dTCELV of 808. 

IN QUEST OF CONSISTENT PLOT AND 
CHARACTERISATION 

We have seen from sections (a), (b) and (c) of the previous discussion 
that vv. 1354-1364 directly contradict the testimony of vv. 7, 
365-376 and 765-771. According to the first passage Oedipus has 
only been in exile for about three years and was cast out by Poly
neices whilst the latter was reigning in Thebes. In the other three 
passages Oedipus has been many years an exile, has heard nothing 
of the government of his sons until informed by Ismene, and had 
been cast out of Thebes by Creon years before. Again, we have found 
in section (d) above that vv. 751-752 appear to contradict vv. 1II5-
II16, n81, and 1255. In the first passage Antigone is becoming rather 
old for marriage, while in the other three she and Ismene are both 
portrayed as very young. Further, v. n81 conflicts with vv. 31-32, 
for in the first case Antigone apologises for advising her father when 
she is so young, while in the second the blind· old man looks to his 
daughter for instructions and obeys her directions. Finally, as we 
saw in section (h), vv. 1439-1446 contradict vv. 1768-1772, for in 
the first case Polyneices convinces Antigone that she can do nothing 
to avert their father's curse, while in the second case she persuades 
Theseus to send her back with Ismene in an endeavour to mediate 
between her brothers. 

It is evident that all the contradictions so far discussed involve 
vv. 1255, 1354-1364 and 1439-1446, which come from the scene 
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where Oedipus is visited by Polyneices, or else they involve vv. II15-
II16 and n81, which come from the foregoing scene where Theseus 
prevails upon the old man to receive the suppliant. The natural 
conclusion is that the Polyneices scene and the dialogue which 
precedes it represent a wrathful Oedipus who has been expelled from 
Thebes by Polyneices less than three years sii1ce and indeed perhaps 
only a few years after his tragic discovery of his identity; in con
formity with this, these scenes show him accompanied by two youth
ful daughters. However the rest of the play shows us an old weary 
and helpless exile expelled from Thebes by Creon long years before 
and accompanied by a competent, affectionate and rather managing 
daughter of about thirty years of age or more. These differences of 
age, mood and incident fully uphold Robert's contention that the 
Polyneices scene and its preamble were subsequent insertions added 
after the completion of the original draft of the play. 

However, far from assuming too much, Robert and his school may 
not have gone far enough, for we have discovered a further body of 
inconsistent material earlier in the play; vv. 804-807, 844-875 and 
951-959. In the first passage Creon makes an inconsistent outburst 
i1: the s.econd he decides to kidnap Oedipus himself at v. 86o despit~ 
lus earlier assurance to the Chorus at v. 830 and is cursed by Oedipus 
at vv. 864-870; in the third we find the only other reference in the 
play to ~his curse, and in it Creon falsely claims that Oedipus had 
~u~sed lum .first and tl~u~ provoked him to the kidnapping. Though 
1t 1s more difficult to ehc1t useful evidence from 45 verses from three 
separate contexts than from 298 verses in sequence, it may be useful 
to examine the characterisation of these passages. 

In the first, the insistence by Creon that Oedipus' stubbornness 
and ill-temper remain unimpaired by age is of interest. In the second 
passage vv. 844-846 show a sudden helplessness overtaking the com
petent resourceful Antigone, a helplessness so unlike her response to 
other dangers earlier in the play. In v. 26 she was prepared to go out 
alone to explore the approaches to Athens, in vv. 31-32 she com
mands her old father to address the stranger, while in vv. II1-II2 
she bids him hide with her out of the sight of the Chorus. Most 
striking of all, when the Chorus try to drive the old man from Attica 
as a pollution, it is Antigone who rebukes them and defends her 
father's right to asylum.20 The despairing &f.J..• ouoE:v a0€vw of v. 846 
is a really remarkable change, even though we may grant that the 
bravest people are apt to lose their nerve in some situations. But 
though the attitude of Antigone in v. 846 is in sharp contrast with 
her behaviour earlier in the play, it is in very close agreement with 
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her attitude in v. n81. Again from vv. 86o-875 we obtain a picture 
of unbelievable physical vigour and very hot temper in the elderly 
Creon which is only partly harmonised with the surrounding context 
by the phrase xp6vcp ~po:ooc;.21 Finally, in the third passage, Creon 
again attempts to justify the appearance of hot impulsive temper in 
an elderly man: xo:l T1)Atx6cro' wv. &vTtopiiv m:tp&crop.<Xt.22 

Therefore there seem some grounds to believe that vv. 844-875 
show the same concept of characterisation and dating as we found 
in vv. n50-1205 and 1249-1446, and that vv. 804-807 and 951-959 
might have been inserted at the same time to excuse or minimise the 
consequent inconsistencies. 

After discarding the lines regarded as additions to the play, we 
are still confronted with one reference to the attempted seizure of 
Oedipus by Creon, in vv. 1001-1009. However, these may very 
neatly be reduced to one iambic trimeter in a way which excludes all 
reference to the attack on Oedipus himself. The suggested modifica
tion is this: 

&cp· ·~c; au xi-bp<Xc; (Tov tx€T1Jv yepovT' EfLE 
CI..UTOV T' E/':ELpou) Td:c; x6po:c; (T') orxc:t A<X~WV. 

The excision here also improves the sense of the very embarrassing 
xMtjiC'I.c; which j ebb explains-in view of its tense, most uncon
vincingly-as expressing purpose.23 

But we are not confined to the evidence of conflicts in dating and 
ages of characters in inferring that a change in the plot of our 
received Oedipus Coloneus is likely to have occurred. There is no 
doubt that vv. 84- 95 occur in a section of the play where Oedipus is 
shown as old and helpless and dependent on an Antigone no longer 
in her first youth. In these verses, then, which we must regard as 
part of the presumed first draft, we have what seems an explicit 
outline of the original plot put in the form of the recollection of an 
oracle given to Oedipus just after his blinding. Oedipus is to come to 
a xwp<Xv TEp(.LL<Xv-clearly Attica-and there receive a resting place 
and hospitality from the Eumenides; that is, he is to settle at their 
sacred shrine of Colon us. This comes to pass in vv. 461-719. Secondly, 
he will end his life there, as in fact he does in vv. 1578-1779. But 
having settled there he will bring vengeance on those that cast him 
out-Creon and the Thebans-and blessings upon those who receive 
him-Theseus and the Athenians. These prophecies are fulfilled in 
vv. 720-1043 and 1099-II49 respectively. Finally, signs of fulfilment 
will come in earthquake, thunder, or lightning flash from Zeus; all 
of which signs appear in vv. 1447- 1555. It will be seen that this 
scheme does not provide for vv. II50-I205 or for vv. 1249-1446. 
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Therefore it seems reasonable that these scenes were added in the 
second draft, and with them any smaller sections showing psycho
logical and dramatic consistency with these two. 

STRUCTURAL COMPARISON OF OEDIPUS COLONEUS 
WITH OTHER TRAGEDIES 

If we are right in regarding the sections itemised ;_bove as later 
additions to the play, comparison should show that there are some 
structural anomalies in the play as it stands. The following table of 
Sophocles' plays is that prepared by Sir Richard Jebb. 

A11ligoPZe Ajax Trachiniae O.T. Electra Phi/octet. o.c. 
Prologue 1-99 1-133 1-93 1-150 1-120 1-134 l-II6 

Thr. 86-120 

Par ados Ioo-161 134-200 94-140 151-215 121-250 135-218 II7-253 
I<omrnatic Kommntic l{ommatic 

Episode I 162-331 201-595 141-496 216-462 251-471 219-675 254-667 
I{201-262 H/P2o5- H391-402 K51o-548 
K348-429 224 H5o7-518 

Stasimon I 332-375 596-645 497-530 463-512 472-515 676-729 668-719 

Episode II A376-383 646-692 531-632 513-862 516- 659 73o-826 720-1043 
384-581 J<6o~9-697 66o-803 J\833-886 

A526-530 804-870 
( l\823-87o) 

871-1057 

Stasimon II 582-625 H693-718 633-662 863-910 1058-1097 1\827-864 1044-1095 

Episode Ill A626-63o 719-865 663-820 9II-1085 1098-1383 865-1080 1096-1210 

631-780 (L1232-1287) 

Stasimon 111 781-8oo E866-878 821-862 1086-1109 1384-1397 l\tu8t-I::ZI7 1211-1248 

K879-973 

Episode IV A8o1 805 974 II84 863-946 111D-1185 1249- 1555 
806-943 (AII63- l\878-895 (1(1447-

K8o6-882 II67) 1499) 

Stasimon IV 944-987 IJ85-I222 947-970 1186-1222 1556-1578 

Episode V 988-1114 

Stasimon V Hu15 
II 54 

Excdos I155-1352 1223- 1420 971-1278 1223-1530 1398-1510 1218-1471 1579-1779 
(K1261- (L1402- (L1004- (K1297- (K1398- (A1409- (K167o-

1347) 1420) 1043) 1368) 1441) 1471) 1779) 

K-Kommos H-Hyporcheme A=Anapaests Thr.=Thrcno& 
L=Lyric P=Paean E=Epiparados 

IMPLICATIONS OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF 
SOPHOCLES' PLAYS 

This table gives some support to the work of Siess in that it suggests 
a close grouping of Ajax and Trachiniae, both of which break the 
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first episode with a choral interlude, a kommos in one case and a 
paean in the other, and both of which exhibit the same number of 
episodes. Both also show a choral interlude in the fourth episode, 
though in the Ajax it is anapaestic, very brief, and near the end of 
the scene. Again, the Oedipus Tyrannus, while agreeing with these 
two plays in showing four episodes, also coincides in certain respects 
with the pattern of the Electra, as one would expect from Siess' 
relative dating. Though the Electra differs from Oedip-us Tyram~us 
and agrees with Philoctetes in having a kommatic parodos and only 
three episodes, it is none the less true that the Electra similarly 
agrees with the O.T. in having a kommos in the middle of the second 
episode and also in having one in the middle of the exodos. 

However, in the matter of the Oedipus Coloneus the table does not 
really support Siess' grouping, which associates it with O.T. Both 
plays do indeed exhibit four episodes against the three found in the 
Electra and Philoctetes, but on the other hand O.C. agrees with the 
Electra and Philoctetes in having a kommatic parodos, which the 
other plays do not employ. Further the O.C. and Philoctetes show a 
quite remarkable similarity in the length of their sections down to 
the end of the first stasimon. The only assumption which seems to 
suit these data is that Sophocles wrote the Oedipus Colonws after 
the Philoctctes but that he tried to make its structure resemble the 
earlier Oedipus play by adopting four episodes again. Such a view 
is wholly consonant with ancient evidence, which places the Philoc
tetcs in 409 ll.C. and the Oedij•us Coloncus shortly before the poet's 
death in 405 ll.C. 

But dating is not the main question concerning us in this analysis; 
we are seeking structural evidence for or against the proposition that 
there were two drafts of the O.C., and that the Polyneices scene was 
the main insertion introduced into the second draft. Now it will be 
noted that this scene occurs in vv. I249-I446, or in the portion of the 
last episode which precedes the kommos. From a glance at our table 
we find that the only other Sophoclean instance of a kommos 
dividing the final episode occurs in the Tmchiniae, at vv. 878-8g5. 
Even here the situation is in no way similar to that in the Oedipus 
Coloneus for the Nurse has entered only a few lines before. Thus the 
kommos is a lament .following her announcement of Deianeira's 
suicide, and she goes on after it is finished to describe in more detail 
the wretched heroine's fate. The situation is quite different in the 
O.C., where the kommos does not lament Oedipus' dispute with 
Polyneices, but prepares for the hero's death, which occurs after the 
end of the episode. 
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However, we must not ignore the possibility that Euripides or 
other contemporary poets were writing similar final episodes which 
were sharply divided by a kommos; so in fairness we should examine 
the last episodes of some of Euripides' later tragedies. Generally 
these plays seem to exhibit a simple final episode such as we find in 
the other works of Sophocles. In the Helen of 412 B.C. 'l¥e find a simple 
final episode in vv. 1369-1450, where Helen deceives Theoclymenus 
into allowing her to board Menelaus' ship. Again, in the Phoenissae 
of 4II-409 B.C. we find a simple last episode where a messenger re
ports the arrangements for a duel between Eteocles and Polyneices. 
Likewise in·vv. 912-975 of the Bacchae of 407-406 B.C. we find the 
fatally deluded Pentheus setting out for the mountain clad in 
women's robes and accompanied by Dionysus-a quite simple 
episode. However, the Orestes of 408 B.C. and Iphige11eia in Aulis of 
about 407-406 B.C. seem to indicate that a divided final episode was 
coming into vogue at this time. The kommos in vv. 1252-1300 of the 
Orestes seems to serve as a substitute for a final stasimon like the 
kommos in Philoctetes, vv. 1081-1217. If this is so, the episode 
preceding it is certainly divided by another kommos at vv. 960-1018 
when Electra hears from the messenger of her brother's condemna
tion, but the lamentation is interrupted by the arrival of Orestes and 
Pylades with their desperate scheme to kidnap Helen as a hostage, 
with which the episode concludes. Here again, however, the parallel 
is not good, because the kommos belongs to the first part of the 
episode, not, as in O.C., to the second. The Iphigeneia in Aulis 
divides its final episode with a melos instead of a kommos, and is 
thus more analogous with Sophocles' Electra, where the final episode 
is divided by a melos shared between Electra and Orestes, than with 
the Oedipus Coloneus. None the less, in both these cases also the 
lyric arises out of the first half of the episode a.ncl is interrupted by 
the entry of another character, Achilles in the I phigeHeia in A ulis 
and the Paedagogus in the Sophoclean Electra. 

When we reflect that so much ancient tragedy has been irrecover
ably lost, it would be hazardous to claim that Sophocles had no 
models for the final episode of the Oed-ipus C alone us; on the other 
hand, it shows features for which we have no extant parallel, and 
thus must be suspect on structural grounds also if it is discredited 
by other criteria. Further, if we reject vv. 1249-1446 from the original 
design we have a simple final episode, and one whose kommatic 
beginning would find a parallel in the final episode of the Ajax and 
a near parallel, as we have seen, in the final episode of the Traclziniae. 

R. G. Tallner: THE COMPOS I TION OF THE OEDIPUS COLON£ US 

INTERNAL ·STRUCTURAL DIVERGENCES WITHIN THE 
OEDIPUS COLONEUS 

The structural pattern of vv. 833-886 has not escaped the attention 
of critics. ] ebb is unable to give it a distinctive classification, and 
observes: 'As a lyric interposition in dialogue, the passage has a 
Kommatic character, though it does not constitute a Kommos 
proper in the same sense as 510-548, II47-1499, or 1670-1750'. The 
German metrical expert Schmidt was content to call the passage 
IV ec!zselgesang. It is true that there are other places in tragedy where 
a system of iambic trimeters occurs between a strophe and its anti
strophe. Parallel in a sense to our 32 iambic trimeters between 
v. 843 and v. 876 are the 104 such trimeters in Philoctetes, vv. 403-
506, which lie between the strophe and antistrophe of a hyporchema. 
Likewise vv. 669-677 of Oedipus Tyramms are iambic trimeters like 
these in the O.C. and occur in the same way between the strophe and 
antistrophe of a kommos. Again, the sequence from the exodos of 
Euripides' Orestes between vv. 1366 and 1536, though largely occu
pied by a monodic threnos and trochaic verses instead of iambics, is 
not in essence dissimilar. But the great objection to applying such 
analogies as a justification for the structure here is that Oedipus 
Coloneus contains two other kommoi of similar dramatic function 
where there are no features resembling our 32-verse iambic sequence 
in vv. 844- 875. 

Each of the three entrances of Theseus which occur after he has 
been duly summoned by the elders of Colonus, at v. 549, at v. 887, 
and again at v. 1500, is duly preceded by a kommos. There are no 
iambic trimeters at all in the first such kommos in vv. 510-548, but 
simply an aeolic strophe and antistrophe immediately followed by 
an iambic strophe and antistrophe. Then in the final kommos of the 
three, from vv. 1447 to 1499, we have a dochmiac-iambic strophe 
and antistrophe, each of seven verses, followed by a dochmiac
iambic strophe and antistrophe, each of seven verses also. However, 
between these four sections of the kommos are three five-verse 
sequences of iambic trimeters. But in vv. 833-886 we have a doch
miac system of three verses followed by four iambic trimeters, then 
a second type of three-verse dochmiac system followed by 32 iambic 
trimeters, then the first dochmiac system again employed and fol
lowed by four more iambic trimeters, and finally a repetition of the 
second dochmiac system. Now the analogy of vv. 1447-1499, the 
only other case where Theseus is summoned during the actual kom
mos, suggests that all the iambic intervals ought to be equal in 
vv. 833-886 also, and that originally not 32 but only four iambic 
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trimeters intervened between our present v. 843 and our present 
v. 876. Furthermore, it seems also probable that these four original 
verses had the same pattern of &.vnf..a~~ as we find in vv. 837-840 
and 88o-883. It is also likely that these four original verses were 
worked into the present system of 32 verses when the play was 
revised. Finally, while in the present form of the text vv.,833-843 
and 876-886 correspond to each other as strophe and antistrophe, 
this may have been a feature introduced to make the whole structure 
resemble O.T., vv. 649-697 or Philoctetes, vv. 391-518 once the 
additional iambic trimeters had been inserted. On the analogy of 
the other two kommoi we have analysed we should have expected 
that in the original draft of vv. 833-886 the two instances of the 
first dochmiac system would have stood as the first and second parts 
of the kommos instead of the first and third, and that the two cases 
of the second dochmiac system would have stood as third and fourth 
parts, not, as they do now, as the second and fourth parts. If this 
conclusion be correct, then originally vv. 876-879 stood where 
vv. 841-843 now stand, and vv. 841-843 stood where vv. 876-879 
now stand. 

A more subtle problem is to determine precisely which of the 32 
iambic verses are most likely to have been the putative original four. 
Here the only guidance that we can expect will come from the pattern 
of vv. 837-840 and 88o-883, which fortunately happens to be 
identical. We therefore expect our missing lines to have &.vn!-a~ ·~ at 
the end of the fourth foot of the second line and at the penthe
mimeral caesura in the third and fourth lines. On this basis any of 
845, 847, 860, 86r or 864 might serve as the last two, and as no case 
of a break after the fourth foot occurs it is conceivable that the 
nearest alternative, change of speaker at the hephthemimeral 
caesura, may have sufficed in the second line. If this be so, then we 
have the choice of vv. 846 and 856 for the second of our four required 
lines. For further elimination of possibilities we have to remember 
that it was already noted in an earlier section24 that the whole 
attempt to seize Oedipus in person and all the references to it occur 
in the supplementary material added in the second draft. So the 
lines we choose must refer to the kidnapping of Antigone alone, and 
in such circumstances v. 844 is an obvious beginning of the four. 
For the second line with hephthemimeral caesura v. 845 might seem 
a natural choice, but the pattern of &.v·n!-a~·~ in vv. 837-840 and 
88o-883 is against this, because there the same speaker who ends 
the second verse of each sequence begins the third verse, and there 
are no other verses in our 32 lines where Antigone is first speaker 
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which could be used as our third verse here. Our only alternative is 
therefore v. 856. For the third verse 86o, 86r and 864 are all ruled 
out because they refer to the kidnapping of Oedipus himself. The 
only remaining verse with &v-n!-a~~ where Creon is first speaker is 
847, so this must follow 856 where he was second speaker so as to 
reproduce the pattern of vv. 837-840 and 88o-883. For the fourth 
verse 845 would be very appropriate, but the analogy of the other 
sequences is against Oedipus' utterance carrying on from the third 
verse into the fourth. Further the same analogy prescribes that the 
initial two and a half feet of the fourth verse be spoken by the same 
character who uttered the end of the second verse and began the 
third. This means Creon; and if we take the first suitable initial 
sequence in his next speech from vv. 849-855 we may meet our need, 
and the second person singular verb oaomop~crnc; in v. 849 could 
prove adequate to begin the verse. Very possibly we should spell it 
oaomop·~cmc;; for, as Jebb remarks,25 the Laurentian MS. does not 
distinguish indicative from subjunctive in its spelling. It would then 
become a question to Antigone, which would be answered by the 
part of 845 now assigned her. Thus we have gone as close as possible 
to restoring our assumed four verses which we believe to have 
originally stood between vv. 843 and 876, or rather, in the proposed 
rearrangement, between vv. 883 and 841. 

We may now set out the assumed restoration of the original 
kommos at this point in the play in the following manner: 
aTp. or. tw 7t6t-Lc;. 
xo. 2 TL ap~c;. <I> ~e:v•; oux &.<p~cre:Lc;; -ref.;(' ~c; ~&cravov 

e:l xe:pwv. 835 
KP. 3 e:tpyou. xo. aou IJ.~V ou. -r&ae: ye: (J.W(J.EVOU. 
KP. 4 7t6Ae:L (J.C<XeL y&p. e:r TL 1tY)(J.C<Ve:Lc; Z(J.E. 
01. 5 oux 1jy6pe:uov TC<UT' ~yw; XO. (J.E0e:c; xe:pol:v 

6 Tijv 1tal:a0'. OO:craov. KP. (J.·~ '7t(·racrcr' & (J.~ xpaTe:"Lc;. 
xo. 7 xat-"a.v AE:yw O"OL. KP. O"OL a' if:ywy' oaomope:Lv. 
&vT. 01. tw -rcit-cxc;. 
xo. 2 oaov A-1j(J.' fxwv &.<p[xou. ~ev', e:t Tcf.ae: aoxe:l:c; Te:Ae:Lv. 
KP. 3 aoxw. xo. TcXVO' &p' ouxen VE:(;J.W 7t6ALV. 
AN. &<pet-xo(J.aL auaTY)voc;, <r> ~e:voL ~e:voL. 
XO. ~7tlcrxe:c; au-rou. ~e:l:ve:. KP. (J.~ ljla,)w Myw. 

oux &~e:El • ufJ.e:Lc;; 01. <r> -r&t-ac; ~yw. -r&t-ac;. 
KP. oaomop~crnc;. AN. 7tpoc; ~[cxv 7tOpe:UO(J.C<L 845 
XO. 8 7tp6~aEJ• irJae:, ~OCTe: ~"a..-r', fVT07tOL. 84I 

9 7t6!-tc; ~va(pe:-rat. 1t6!-tc; ~(J.&. crEleve:L. 
IO 7tp6~aEJ• irJae (J.OL. 
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KP. 4 To'Lc; 't'o~ ~hxcdo~c; x.w ~pcxx.uc; v~xif tJ.~ycxv. 
01. 5 ctXOUE0' olcx cpfl~yyE't'CX~; XO. -r& y' ou 't"EAEL' 

6 ZEuc; fJ.O~ !;uvlcrnu. KP. ZEuc; y' &.v dlld·l)· cru a· oi.i. 
xo. 7 «p' oux u~ptc; -r&a·; KP. u~ptc; &"A"A' &vExTE:a. 
XO. 8 tw 1tac; "AEwc;. tw yac; 7tp6tJ.o~. 

9 tJ.6f-E-rE uUV 't'a;(Et, tJ.6AE't'' ' b:d mfp(I.V 
IO 7tEpwcr' otSE o~. 

THE ASSUMED FIRST DRAFT OF THE 
OEDIPUS COLONEUS 

88o 

885 

We have produced evidence suggesting that some parts of the text 
of the Oedipus Coloneus were insertions put in to add to the play 
during a revision. Considerations of content, characterisation and 
dramatic structure have led us to propose ejecting these lines from 
the existing text in order to recreate the original draft. Let us now 
survey the form of the presumed original text. 
Prologue vv. r-n6 
Parados vv. II7-253 (kommatic) 
Episode I vv. 254-667 (including kommos, vv. 510-548) 
Stasimon I vv. 668-719 
Episode II vv. 72o-8o3+8o8-84o+876-879+844-1-856+ 

847+ (~849+~845) +841-843 +88o-g5o+ 
960-1007+(~1oo8+~1009)+1o1o-1o43 

Stasimon II 
Episode III 
Stasimon III 
Episode IV 
Stasimon IV 
Exodos 

(incl. kommos vv. 833-886) 
vv. 1044-1095 
vv. 1096-nr4+ III7-II49+ 1206-1210 
VV. 12II-1248 
vv. 1447-1555 (incl. kommos vv. 1447-1499) 
vv. 1556-1578 
vv. 1579-1779 (incl. kommos vv. 1670-1779) 

Total ·number of verses 

Number of verses excluded from the first draft 

II6 
137 
414 

52 

282 
52 
57 
38 

109 
23 

201 

The resulting text before us seems closely similar to the Plziloctctcs 
which has a length of 1471 lines. The great similarity between the 
two plays down to the end of the first stasimon, which was noticed 
previously, now seems to have been a feature of the first draft also. 
Our third episode seems very short at 57 verses, but the second 
episode of the Philoctetes was only 97 verses. The exodos here is 201 
lines against 254 in the Philoctetes. However the influence of the 
earlier Oedipus play on the poet's method is also apparent in the 
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four episodes against the three of the Philoctetes and in the refusal 
to use kommoi in place of stasima. Similarity with O.T. also appears 
in the use of kommoi in the second episode and in the exodos, and 
in the shortness of third and fourth episodes; 57 and I09 verses in 
tlte Jirst O.C. against 175 and 76 respectively in O.T. 

However, if our excisions are correct, it may be possible to detect 
stylistic differences in the 298 later verses. Let us test this. 

STYLISTIC COMPARISONS 
In view of the very convincing strictures against stylistic studies 
involving versification which have been pronounced by Kitto20 we 
shall not offer any analyses relating to antilabe, aphaeresis or 
resolution-all of which factors seem to arise from the emotional 
level of the particular scene rather than from datable trends in 
poetic usage. Instead we shall examine the vocabulary and figures 
of speech which arc peculiar to the 298 lines which we shall hence
forth entitle O.C. II. In this study we shall rely heavily on the 
statistics gathered by F. W. Earp in his Style of Sophocles (C.U.P., 
1948). 

As we have seen, there are 298 verses of dialogue which we presume 
to have been inserted into the second draft of the play, and these we 
entitle O.C. II. This leaves us a total of 953 verses of dialogue in the 
putative original draft, or O.C. I. Therefore the supposed additions 
would provide nearly one-quarter of the dialogue, so we should on 
the average expect one-fourth of the oddities of dialogue diction and 
the same proportion of figures of speech to occur in these presumed 
insertions. Let us test this. First, on pp. 24-25 Earp quotes 127 
words found in no Sophoclean play except O.C., of which 25 come 
from our O.C. II. Then on pp. 88-89 Earp lists 51 words peculiar 
to the dialogue of O.C., and 7 of these occur in O.C. II. Again, on 
p. 72 Earp lists 51 heavy compounds occurring in the dialogue of 
O.C., of which 5 arc found in O.C. II. 

These results we may tabulate thus: 
Wholtl O.C. % in 

Vocabulary Features I Dialogue O.C. II O.C. II 
In no Sophoclean play but O.C. 127 25 20 
Entirely peculiar to O.C. 51 7 13.7 
Heavy compounds in O.C. 51 5 10 
N.B. No. of verses 1251 298 23.8 

This table suggests that a different and more straightforward ap
proach to diction, involving fewer words coined for effect and fewer 
heavy compound uses, is characteristic of the O.C. II sections. 
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Let us now tabulate for comparison the figures of speech which 
Earp quotes on pp. I00-!01, together with those he 
amplificatory devices: 

gives for 

No. in No. in %in 
FigHres of Speech Whole Play O.C. II O.C. II 
Antithesis IIO 23 21 
Anaphora 54 19 35-2 
Metaphor 16 2 12.5 
Other figures (oxymoron) 4 2 so 
Amplificatory Devices 
Epithet 4 2 so 
Periphrasis 5 3 6o 
N .B. No. of verses 1779 298 16.7 
Total instances 193 51 26.4 

Here again we find a marked difference in the far higher proportion 
of figurative devices in the O.C. II sections as against the rest of the 
play. 

These figures suggest that the sections which we have called 
O.C. II are both more colloquially worded and more rhetorically 
composed than the rest of the play. This trend might imply that 
their aim is perhaps more persuasive than dramatic. 

A list of the words not found in other plays may also prove useful: 
862 &.rre:Lpyo:Oe:~v - Homeric- 'hinder' · 

rr6o OaKIJfi.<X- Sophoclean- 'sitting in supplication' 
rr66 rrpocrOo:xw- Sophoclean- 'sit at an altar in supplication' 
II94 &~m~3w- Plato, Plutarch- 'subdue by incantation' 
1251 &.cno:xT[- Platonic- 'in streams' 
1258 8ucrqnl-1j<;- Aeschylean- 'hateful' 
1259 cruyxo:ToLxw- Plutarch- 'make an abiding home' 
1260 Ofl.fi.O:TOcrTe:p-~<;- Aesch.: Eurip. - 'bereft of eyes' 
1261 &.>nEvLcrTo<; - Sophoclean - 'uncombed' 
1263 BpmT-/jpLo: -Hom.: Aesch.: Pind. - 'nourishment' 
1267 crL•vf:lo:xo<;- Euripidean- 'one who shares a seat' 
1277 8ucr7tp6croLcrTo<;- Sophoclean- 'hard to approach' 
1283 &.cpC:wiJTO<;- Pindaric- 'silent' 
1293 rrdvo:pxo<;- Sophoclean- 'sovereign' 
1305 ewrat.oyxo<;- Sophoclean- 'sevenfold and armed with spears' 
1313 8opucrcrou<;- Hes. : Theogn. : Aesch. -'spear-hurling' 
1333 ov-6yvw<;- Euripides, Plato- 'of same race' 
1340 crufLrro:plOTIJfLL- Pindar, Menander- 'assist' 
1360 xl.o:uT6<;- Aeschylean- 'bewept' 
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1362 ev-rpocpo<;- Aristophanes, Anthology- 'inured' 
1378 &~a•LfLa~w- Sophoclean- 'utterly scorn' 
1386 vocrTw- Hom. : Hdt.: Eurip.:- 'return home' 
1404 cruyxupw- Hom.: Hdt.: Eurip.:- 'meet with' 
1413 tmoupy(a- Hipp. : Xen. : Aristotle- 'service rendered' 
1417 8Le:pya~of1.o:L- Euripides and Prose- 'destroy' 
The expressions which seem specially coined in this play are of some 
interest- though because of the scanty fragments of Greek literature 
which survived the dark ages we cannot be sure they were not 
common to many lost dramas. In themselves these seven words 
build up quite an impression of an attitude of mind: 27 :sitting in 
supplication; sit at an altar in supplication; uncombed ; hard to 
approach ; sovereign; sevenfold and armed with spears; utterly 
scorn'. The impression is one of total power and total contempt for 
godly supplication, or for the lawful rights of suppliants. 

Looking at the numbers of the lines we see that the words listed 
tend to cluster in groups, especially (a) in vv. 1258-1267, and to a 
lesser degree (b) in vv. 1277-1283, (c) in vv. 1305-1313, (d) in 
vv. 1360-1362, (e) in vv. 1378-1386, and (f) in vv. 1413-1417. Let 
us now consider whether the figures of speech and amplification also 
tend to occur within such word-clusters. First, with cluster (a) is 
associated anaphora at v. 1259 and periphrasis at v. 1263. Then with 
cluster (b) we find periphrasis at vv. 1276-1277 and an oxymoron at 
v. 1283. In cluster (c) there appears the epithet 8opucrcrou<; at v. 1313 
with anaphora at v. 13II and antithesis at v. 1306. Again, cluster (d) 
shows antithesis at v. 1360 and an anaphora at v. 1362. With 
cluster (e) is associated the epithet xo~l.ov at v. 1387, while there is 
periphrasis at v. 1389 and antithesis at v. 1388, not forgetting 
anaphora at vv. 1380 and 1384. Cluster (f) has an antithesis at 
v. 1411. Finally, unassociated with any cluster, there are metaphors 
at vv. 866 and 1324, the latter connected with an oxymoron at 
v. 1323. 

We therefore have six complexes where significant devices and 
words are clustered, and two metaphors. Complexes (a) and (e) are 
the most richly wrought and therefore presumably designed to be 
most emotive.28 

(a) vv. 1258-1267 : Polyneices notes the unkempt wretched state 
of Oedipus, admits his own guilt, and expresses a desire to help. 

(e) Oedipus warns Polyneices not t o scorn his blindness utterly, but 
to note what his sisters had done. They should have the throne. But 
Polyneices is a deceiver and accursed, and Oedipus prays that he 
would neither conquer Thebes nor return to Argos, but fall slain by 
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a kinsman's hand, and this prayer he calls the Powers Below to 
witness (vv. 1378-1391). 

The most powerful metaphor at v. 1324 states Polyncices' claim 
to sonship, whether real or due to evil destiny, which is generally 
acknowledged. 

Thus the sections called O.C. II exhibit a style distinct-in some 
respects from the rest of the play, and of great rhetorical force. 

THE DATE AND OCCASION OF THE FIH.ST DRAFT 
It is generally held by scholars that tragedy was never so closely 
linked with contemporary Athenian affairs as were the plays of the 
Old Comedy. Nevertheless it is not unreasonable to expect incidental 
reference to matters of interest at the time of composition. This 
expectation, as we saw, led Walker and others to date this play to 
4II B.c. because of the emphasis it places upon Colon us. But we have 
already given reasons for thinking that Colonus was much more 
likely to have seemed relevant to Sophocles in the situation of the 
last two years of the war than at the time when the oligarchs called 
their assembly there.29 Apart from Colonus, what other local features 
are mentioned in the text of our first draft? The only other detailed 
description of scenery occurs in the stasimon 1044-1095. Here, of 
the two western routes into Boeotia, that by way of Eleusis is 
described before that by way of the Thriasian plain; what is more, 
it is described in much more detail together with references to the · 
rites of the Eleusinian Mysteries. If this is a contemporary reference, 
a discovery of some occasion when the Mysteries and the land route 
to Eleusis achieved particular prominence could assist us in elating 
the composition of the first draft. vVe find just such an occasion in 
the September of 407 B.c. 

In the summer of that year Alcibiades returned in triumph to his 
native city after a series of naval successes and was restored to full 
civil rights. Then in September he used his army to escort the 
Eleusinian procession along the Sacred \\' ay. This was the first time 
the mystic procession had been able to go by land since the Spartan 
occupation of Decelea in 413 B.C., so it was a momentous occasion. 

If we are prepared to date the first draft of the play to the period 
following September 407 B.C. we may also gain support for this 
epoch from the structural analysis which links it closely with the 
Philoctetes of 409 B.C. as well as from the Cicero-Plutarch-Apuleius 
testimony. 

But, accepting this date, does it help us to an understanding of the 
poet's motives and the ideals he is trying to embody? An examination 

.. 
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of the plot of the first draft should help us to answer this question. 
Oedipus arrives as a homeless exile under a curse and accompanied 
only by his daughter Antigone. Having been challenged by the 
Chorus for profaning the grove of the Eumenides, the exile is finally 
received and told the necessary rites which he must fulfil to purify 
himself. Next Theseus comes and permits him to reside in Attica. 
After the praise of Colonus by the Chorus, Oedipus finds himself 
confronted by Creon, of whose machinations he had previously been 
apprised by Ismene. After an angry scene in which Creon kidnaps 
Antigone, Theseus returns and Oedipus justifies himself before him 
as he had previously done before the Chorus. Theseus then pursues 
Creon to Eleusis and recovers Ismene and Antigone. After Oedipus 
receives the daughters back and promises blessings upon Theseus, 
he begs him to protect him from future acts of Creon, and is reassured 
(vv. 1206-1210 are included to make this point). However, no sooner 
is the next stasimon ended but Oedipus and the Chorus hear the 
breaking of the storm which is to summon the exile to his grave. 
Theseus is sent for again, and Oedipus explains that the hour is at 
hand, and that Theseus alone must know the manner of his death. 
They go off together and a messenger reports Oedipus' mysterious 
reception by the Chthonian powers. Finally Theseus returns with the 
daughters and agrees to escort them back to Thebes to help prevent 
the civil war there. The skeleton of the plot is that an exile under 
curse has to defend himself twice before tribunals in Attica and claim 
that though he committed wrong he did so unknowingly ; thereafter he 
is gi vcn a safe dwelling and reconciled with the Ch thonian powers after 
an expedition for his sake has been made to Eleusis. Now this story 
has a good deal in common with the homecoming of Alcibiades, who, 
if we are to trust Xenophon, was also thought likely to make Athens 
invincible in the same way as Oedipus promised to do.30 Alcibiades 
did not set foot on Attica till he saw his cousin Euryptolemus 
waiting to lead him ashore, and he then went up to the city 
escorted by men prepared not to hand him over if anyone laid hands 
on him. He then made his defence in the Council and again in the 
Assembly to the effect that he had not committed an impiety, though 
he admitted he had done wrong .. At this no other speaker contra
dicted him because all knew that the Assembly would not have 
endured it. Alcibiades was then elected as ~ye:fLwv aiJToxp&-rwp, since 
the Athenians believed he was able to save the city's power. After 
this he took the Mystery procession to Eleusis by land escorted by 
all the troops. Thus far, without fear of trespass, from Xenophon, 
Hellenica I. iv. Plutarch and Nepos31 also tell us that Eumolpidae 
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and Kerukes were required by resolution of the Assembly to withdraw 
their previous curses against him over his alleged complicity in the 
mutilation of the Hermae in 415 B.c., and that all his property was 
restored to him. · 

It will be seen that the parallels of the two stories are not mere 
fancies. The escort ready to defend Alcibiades is remin~scent of the 
Chorus at O.C., vv. 815-886, while the two speeches of Alcibiades to 
Council and Assembly where he admits wrongdoing but not impiety 
are matched by the speeches of Oedipus in vv. 258-291 and g6o-ro13, 
where he offers a similar self-justification, first to the Chorus and then 
before King Theseus. The revoking of the curses by the Eumolpidae 
seems also to find a parallel in the arrangements made by the Chorus 
for cleansing Oedipus from any guilt arising from entering the shrine 
of the Earth Deities in vv. 461-:-509, while the restoring of Antigone 
and Ismene by the efforts of Theseus in vv. 1096-n49 may present 
some resemblance to the restoration of Alcibiades' property by the 
Assembly. Finally Oedipus' summons to Theseus to follow him on 
foot to the secret place where he was to disappear into the earth so 
as to become a perpetual blessing to Athens and render her invincible 
by cmcxpTo(32 may be compared with the conduct of the Eleusinian 
procession by Alcibiades' army during its first land progress to the 
Mysteries since 431 B.C., and with the expectation that after his 
participation in the rites without a military challenge from King 
Agis during the procession, the Athenian army would prove invin
cible to L7tcxpTtiiTcxt33 in the future also. It is certainly tempting to 
see Oedipus as a symbol for the exiled Alcibiades and Theseus as a 
symbol for the Athenian Democracy, and to regard the inner grove 
of the Eumenides at Colonus as representing Eleusis and its shrine, 
and to see the Chorus as standing sometimes for Alcibiades' friends 
sometimes for the Council, and sometimes for the Eumolpidae. ' 

It may of course be alleged that the impiety of Alcibiades, unlike 
that of Oedipus, was wholly wanton, and that Sophocles would thus 
scarcely choose the latter as a symbol for the former. But this surely 
is to read the motivation and morality of the present day into the 
fifth century B.c. It is easy to be wise after the event, and the pas
sages referred to in Plutarch and Xenophon leave no doubt of the 
wave of public enthusiasm for Alcibiades which touched everyone in 
Athens in September 407 B.C. Further, even after Alcibiades' second 
exiling and Arginusae too we find a not dissimilar view, given firm 
approval by Aristophanes, being put into the mouth of Aeschylus
in Rogers' version: ''Twere good to rear no lion in the State, but 
being reared, 'twere best to humour him.'34 
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, One may rather feel that, to the old poet, himself an initiate of the 
Mysteries, the renewed land procession to Eleusis was an event of 
profound significance. At last he saw a new and deeper meaning in 
the Oedipus legend. It was not merely that the aged Theban hero 
had laid c\own his sacred body in Attica to guard the poet's land 
from ill: he had only been able to do so because he had found the 
Athenians willing to receive and trust the exiled and outcast sinner. 
So it was their own compassion which had really brought them the 
blessing, and surely this recent religious benefit arising from the 
recall of Alcibiades fulfilled the same moral law. The subsequent 
unjust and disastrous exile of Alcibiades again after his defeat at 
Notium would only serve to sharpen the poet's resolve to publish his 
final message that God blesses the merciful through the kind offices 
of sinners whom they have forgiven and cherished: 

However, if our argument is sound, it would be remarkable if the 
disastrous results of the Athenian misadventure off the foreshores of 
Notium near Ephesus at the end of 407 B.c. left no mark on the first 
draft of the play. Indeed, the word &xTci 'shore' or 'cape' occurs in 
the stasimon 12II-1248, an ode which is not very closely attached 
to its context even when the later Polyneices scene is included, and 
which is unusual in showing the usually self-assured Chorus now full 
of self-pity. They regret they have lived so long, likewise that Oedipus 
has done so. Then they compare him to a ~6pe:wc; &xTci, which ] ebb 
renders 'a shore exposed to the North wind',35 upon which the waves 
of divine wrath or ri..Tcx beat from all four points of the compass. This 
seems a deliberate contrasting pun on the name of that other disas
trous shore Notium, which means, etymologically, 'exposed to the 
South wind'.36 If we are right in this, Sophocles has here introduced 
a cry from the heart upon learning of Alcibiades' renewed exile after 
the reverse of Notium, and he has put his own feelings directly into 
the mouths of his Chorus. This ode is not very relevant to the serener 
mind of Oedipus facing his foreordained end, but it is very relevant 
to the situation which in our belief prompted the poet to his last 
treatment of the Oedipus theme. Somewhat out of place also are the 
nine verses 1768-1776, because the closing three lines of the Chorus 
completely ignore these nine verses and seem addressed to Ismene 
and Antigone by the Chorus as a natural pendant to Theseus' last 
speech in vv. 1760-1767. If these lines were an afterthought, they 
may well be put there to admonish the Athenians to go and make 
peace with the L7tcxpTtiiTcxt as Ismene and Antigone hope to do with 
the two last cmcxpTot, Eteocles and Polyneices. Much less trouble has 
been taken to fit in these assumed changes in the first draft than was 
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later taken to incorporate the 298 lines added in the second draft. 
On this view the preoccupation of Sophocles with composition and 

consequent neglect of his property which prompted the litigation by 
his sons would date to the period between the celebration of the 
Eleusinia and the defeat at Notium, and the case was probably heard 
in November 407 B.C. It is likely that the play was virtually cotnplete 
before Alcibiades' second exile, and it seems certain that the com
position must have reached v. 12IO at the least by that date; while 
we have Plutarch's evidence that the work had reached at least 
v . 719 by the time of the lawsuit. We must next try to discover the 
date and purpose of the revised draft which now passes current as 
the text. 

THE FINAL INSERTIONS IN THE OEDIPUS COLONEUS 
We have already suggested that the 298 verses show a consistent 
view of plot and character which is distinctly at variance with that 
in the rest of the play, and tliat they also exhibit considerable 
stylistic uniformity, while differing in several stylistic features from 
the 1481 verses of the first draft.37 But these later additions also 
display a quite remarkable uniformity of theme and content. Every 
one contains clear verbal allusions to the text of either O.T. or 
Antigone; furthermore, most also include a plea, even if sometimes 
a specious one in its context, for good sense, balance, and humanity. 
Let us now study all these insertions. 

In O.C., vv. 804-807, where Creon rebukes Oedipus for stubborn
ness, the reference to 'Time' in v. 804 suggests O.T., vv. 614-615 
while the jibes at Oedipus' stubborn pride and pollution in v. 8os 
of the O.C. reflect O.T., vv. 549-550. Further, in O.C., v. 8o6y"Awaan 
au om6£; is a verbal echo of AE"'(EL\1 au om6£; in O.T., v. 545· 

Let us now turn to the sequence (~84S+i849)+846-i-848+8so-
8ss+8S7-87S· The tender relationship between Antigone and 
Oedipus emphasised in vv. 845-846 is a reflection of Oedipus ' 
solicitude for his little girls in O.T., vv. 1462-1467. Further, O.C., 
v. 845: itou -c-Exvov, d fLOL is a verbal allusion to O.T., v. 1480: (;) ·dxvcx, 
itOU itO-r' Ea-r€; Similarly, o.c., v. 846: opE~0\1, (;) itCXL,;(Eipcxc; is meant to 
recall O.T., vv. q80-1481: OEup' L-r', ~AfJE-rE/W£; -riX£; aOEA<pcX£; -rcl.aOE 'reX£; 
EfLcX£; x€pcx£;. Again, the verses 849-855 are full of allusions to the 
quarrel between Oedipus and Creon in O.T., vv. 532-678. Thus O.C., 
vv. 849-850: &AI.' l:itd vLxcxv fJ€"A<:L£; itcx-rplocx -r<: -r~v CT~v xcxt cpl"Aouc; 
alludes to O.T., vv. 609-610 ou yO:p o[xcxL0\1 OU't"E 't"OU£; Y.CXXOU£; fL&TfJ\1 
XP"!Ja-rou£; vofLl~<:Lv ou-r<: -rou£; XP"!Ja-rou£; xcxxou£;, while O.C., v. 852 xp6vcp 
yap , oiO' €yw, yvwa<:L -r&.ik reproduces very closely O.T., v. 613 &"A"A' €v 

; i 
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xp6vc:) yvwa<:L -r&il' &acpcx"Aw£;. The last three of these verses, O.C., 
vv. 853-855, reflect O.T ., vv. 673-675. . . . 

After Cre01i's decision to kidnap Oed1pus m vv. 857-863 the m
sertions begin to refer to the Antigone. The curse now pronounced 
upon Creon and his house in O.C., vv. 864-:-87~ prepares us for the 
news of the deaths of Haemon and Euryd1ce 111 the exodos of the 
Antigone, vv. 1064-1071. Further the final words of Oed~pus' curse 
in O.C., v. 869-870: ~(ovf-rowu-rov olov x&fLE: y!JpcxvcxL, po~nt to the 
similar immediate reactions of Oedipus and Creon after d1saster has 
overtaken them. So we read in O.T., vv. 1287-1290 : 

~oCY. llwly<:L\1 x"A'ijfJpcx xcxt O"IJAouv 't"L\IIX 
-roic; rriY.aL K~XIlfLELOLaL -rov TCIX-rpox-r6vov, 

········ ·· ······· ··· ········ ··· ···· ····· ··· ····· 
W£; EX ;r:Oo\10£; pltjlwv EIXU't"0\1, oull' ~'t"L ... 

In Antigon~, vv. 1319-1321 we find likewise: 
KP. €yc~ yap a' €y0) ~XIX\10\1, w fLEAEO£;, 

€yr5l, cpap: hufLov. lw rrp6cmo"AoL, 
, , 1 , rl 1 1 ,, I ' ' ~I 
~YE't"E fL 0 't"L 't"IXXLa't" , IXYE't"E fL EXTCOo~\1. . 

The insertions which follow are consequentml to tins scene and 
harmonise it with the ensuing situation in the first draft of the 
second episode. In O.C., vv. 951-955 ~reon justifies l:is attempt to 
seize Oedipus with the untrue assertwn that the exile had put a 
curse upon him first. But the tone of vv. 956-959 also makes more 
understandable the rash effort to take Oedipus xd fLouv6£; dfLL which 
he had made in v . 875, for the arrogant boastfulness of the verse 959 
Y.IXL -r·IJ),Lx6a8' ,~·lv , il.nLopiY.v 7tELpaaofL<XL, certainly reveals ~ man wl_wse 
boldness had not been restrained by age. The words mserted mto 
vv. 1008:...1009: 't"0\1 lxET"fJ\1 y€pon' EfLE/IXU't"0\1 -r' EXELpou ar_e r~t~er 
awkwardly introduced to harmonise with the revised ~lot m wh1ch 
Creon has tried to seize Oedipus himself as well as the g1rls. But from 
the standpoint of grammar the aorist participle has now become 
somewhat anomalous.38 

The passages inserted into the third episode were .desigr:-ed to 
prepare for the entry of Polyneices, but they also contam ~he1r own 
direct references to the situation and characters of the Antzgone. We 
have already noted that all the references to Antigone in the verses 
added to the second draft portray her as distinctly younger than she 
seems in the remainder of the O.C. 39 It is now time to consider the 
possible motives for this policy. Once more it seerr:s that the ~im is 
to change the O.C. so as to link it more closely w1th the An_tzgo:ze, 
where the heroine is obviously very young. Now the charactensahon 
in the earlier play could not be altered, for Sophocles could hardly 
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recall and revise a traged~ published thirty-five years earlier, so his 
only resource l~ft to ~ssociate the character of Antigone in the two 
plays. was ~o gi:'e pomted emphasis to Antigone's youth in all the 
later msertlons mto the text of the O.C., and this he appears to have 
done .. So vv. 1II5:-II16 are added because v. 1II6 has precisely this 
function, and this effort . to counteract the impression gi'.ten at 
:rv. 751-752 and elsewhere m the first draft is assiduously maintained 
m the Ion~ additional pas7age in vv. n50-1205 which prepares us 
for Polyneices. Further, this scene carefully emphasises the affection 
Ismene and Antigone feel for their eldest brother in v. n84: 

xed v<;lv um:Lxe: TOV xcxcrlyv1JTOV fLOAe:i:v. 
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One wou.ld n~ver ?ave suspe~ted this affection from Ismene's report 
of the srtuatwn m Thebes 111 vv. 365-381, but it is the central 
emotional dynamic of the plot of the Ant£gone, and its introduction 
here brings O.C. into mu?h closer conformity with the opening scene 
of the older work. In th1s very speech Antigone also enunciates to 
the reluctant Oedipus the same doctrine as she is later to use before 
Creon in vindicating her defiance of his mere human laws in vv. 
449-460 of the other drama. Again, at vv. 5II-515 of the Antigone 
she firmly asserts that duty and compassion are above the notions 
of human guilt and human punishment and wholly transcend them: 

AN. o-)aE:v ya.p o:lcrxpov -roue; OfLOcrJt/,&nvouc; crE:~m. 
KP. o•:Jxouv OfLCXLfLoc; xw xcx-rcxv-rlov Ocxvwv; 
AN. OCJ.CXLfLoc; &x fLLiic; -re: xcxt -rcxu-rou 1tcx-rp6c;. 
KP. ltWc; a~ .. • hdvcp aucrcre:~~ TLfL~c; xifpLv; 
AN. ou fLCXp-rup~cre:L -rcxuO' 6 xcx-rOcxvwv vE:xuc;. 

So similarly we find Antigone advancing a like claim m O.C., 
VV. II87-II94: 

Mywv o' cXXOUO"CXL -rlc; ~M~1J; -r& TOL xcxxwc; 
1JUp1JfLE:v' gpycx -r(:'l Mycp fL1JVOe:-rcxL. 
gcpucrcxc; 'll:u-r6v· wcr-re: fL1JaE: apwv-r& cre: 
.. a. TWV xcxxlcr-rwv oucrcre:~E:cr-rcx-r'' (;i 7t&-re:p' 
8EfLLc; aE: y' dvcxL XS:LVOV cXVTLapcxv xcxxwc;. 
cXAA' gCXGOV' dcrt X<i-rEpoLc; jOVCXt XCXXcxt 
xcxt OufLoc; ci~oc;, &t.t.a. vou8e:-roOfLe:VoL 
cpl!.wv btcpacxi:c; &~e:1t4aov-rcxL cpocrLv. 

Fu~ther, the last three verses quoted put into the mouth of Antigone 
~ srmple statement of the whole underlying theme which we found 
m the first draft-that sinners are reformed by kindness and in this 
wa~ bl.ess their benef~ctors by good deeds done in return. Finally, 
she msrsts that mercy rs a mutual attitude between men-'how shalt 
thou hope for mercy, rendering none?'4o 

.. 
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&f..X ~fLlv dx.e:· t-mo:pe:i:v ya.p ou xcxMv 
o[xcxLCX 1tpocrxp:~~OUO"LV' ouo' CXUTOV ~lEV e:u 
7t&crxe:Lv' 1tcx06v-rcx o' oux E1tLO"TO:cr8o:L -rlve:LV. 

So these words spoken by Antigone embody the old poet's dying 
message to his people. 

The main Polyneices scene now follows in the fourth episode, a 
scene which greatly heightens the emotional intensity and reality of 
the A nt£gone for the reader who turns at once from the end of this 
play to begin that. No doubt it was introduced precisely for this 
result. Selfish, impulsive, childish and proud the young man seems, 
but Antigone loves him still because he is her brother, while for his 
part he shows a genuine tenderness for the girls. In v. 1255 
Polyneices addresses has sisters as m'i:oe:c;, which again stresses their 
relative youth for the sake of continuity with the next play in the 
series. In O.C., vv. 1399-1446 he takes leave of his sisters with the 
utmost tenderness, begging them to bury him should his father's 
curse, as he obviously expects, come to pass. Here most appropriately 
Antigone alone replies to him, because she alone carries out his latest 
behest in the following play which bears her name. 

Verbal references to the Antigone abound in this part of the 
additions to the original O.C. An instance is vv. 1387-1388 : &At-a. 
cruyye:vd xe:pl O~Xve:i:v x.-rcxve:i:v 0' ucp' OU1te:p &~e:),~ACXO"CXL which recalls 
Antigone, vv. 143-146: 

1tl.·~v -roi:v cr-ruye:poi:v' i:J 1tcx-rpoc; ho::; 
fl:IJ-rp6c; Te: fJ.Liic; cpov-re: xcxO' CXUTO L v 
oLx.pcx-re:i:c; Myx~J..c; cr~crcxv-r' gxe:-rov 
xoLvou Ocxv&-rou fLEpoc; &fLcpw. 

Again, O.C., vv. 1284-1345 reflects Antigone, vv. 162-222 as seen 
from the opposite standpoint. A good example is O.C., vv. 1305-
1308: 

o1twc; -rov E7t-rrl.t-onov &c; G·~~cxc; cr-r6f..ov 
~uv -roi:c;o' IX·(e:lpcxc; ~ O&voLfLL Jtcxvolxwc; 
~ -roue; -r&o' tx.7tpc1.~cxv-rcxc; h~&t-oLfLL ~c;. 

Here Polyneices gives his own aim in the war, but in Antigone, 
vv. 199-202 Creon describes Polyneices' activities in very different 
terms: 

8c; y~v 1to:-rpc{lcxv x.cxt Oe:ouc; -roue; &ne:ve:i:c; 
cpuya.c; xcx-re:t-Owv ·~8E:!.1Jcre: fLEV r.upt 
1tp~crC(L xcx-r&xpcxc;, ·~OE:!.·IJcre: a• OtLfLcx-roc; 
XOLVOU mxcro:cr8cxL, -roue; oE: oou!.wcrcxc; &ye:tv. 

There also seems to be a careful use of emotive key words about 
burial in the two following lines from the Ant£gone •. vv. 203-204: 
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-ro\hov 7t6AE~ •iW Ex.x<:x~pux-rcu -r&cpcp 
fJ-"~Tr!: XTEp[~E~V fJ-~TE XWXU<rcd 'l"~VCX. 

These same words find their echo in Polyneices' plea to Antigone and 
Ismene in vv. 1409-1410 of the O.C.: 

, fJ-~ fJ-' ciT~fLii<D)Tt "'(E, 
&t..t..' tv T!icpo~cr~ 81!;cr8E x&v x-r<:plcrfJ-D'.ow. 

Finally Polyneices assures his sisters of a blessing from such piety 
in the ensuing verses I4II-I4I3: 

xcxt crcp(:)v 6 vuv E7tCX~VO£;, 8v XOfJ-L~ETOV 
-rouo' fJ.vopo£; of£; 7tOVEL't"OV, OUX tf..&crcrovcx 
E:-r' CtAAOV orcrE~ Tij£; tfJ--ij£; tmoupylcx£;. 

In fact after Antigone has done his bidding she affirms the blessed
ness of her state, although she knows that she is about to be entombed 
alive (Antigone, vv. 897-903): 

_tf..8oucrcx fJ-EVTO~ xapT' tv tA7tLO"LV TpEcpW 
cplA1J fLEV ~~E~v 7tCXTpl, 7tpocrcp~A-lj£; oE: crol, 
fJ-'ij't"Ep, cpLA"'IJ OE crol, xcxcrlyv"'l)'t"OV xapcx· 
t7td Ocxv6vTcx£; o:u-r6x<:~p ufJ-iX£; tyw 
f!t..oucrcx x&.x6criJ."'fJO"CX x&.m-rufJ-~[ou£; 
xo&.;; f!owxcx· vuv OE, TioAUVE~XE<;, 't"O crov 
OEfJ-o:£; 7tEp~crTEAf..oucrcx -rm&o' &pvu1J.cx~. 

The examples quoted above leave no doubt of the intimate and 
deliberate connection between the additions to the Oedipus Coloneus 
and the two earlier Theban plays.41 It is also noteworthy that similar 
close verbal parallels are lacking in those sections which we have 
assigned to the first draft on other grounds in the earlier part of this 
paper. Further, these passages also include very explicit statements 
of the main moral lessons which we had previously found implicit 
in the first draft of the Oediptts Colonezes itself.42 The links with the 
Antigone are especially close and extend to characterisation and 
dramatic dating as well as involving constant verbal allusions to 
that play. 

THE MOTIVES FOR REVISING THE OEDIPUS COLONEUS 
As we have just observed, the main aim of the zg8 additional verses 
appears to be the harmonising of the new play with the earlier 
tragedy Antigone. It is therefore reasonable that some great public 
crisis which suddenly made topical the subject matter of the earlier 
drama would have been needed to stir the aged poet to this last 
endeavour. vVhere then in the period between the battle of Notium 
at the end of 407 B.C. and the poet's death at the beginning of 
405 B.c. do we find a crisis at Athens involving rights of burial and 
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the conflict of human law with the righteousness of Zeus? Surely the 
battle of Arginusae in July 406 B.C. and the subsequent trial and 
executions of the generals who failed. to pick up survivors or recover 
the dead for burial must be the obvious occasion.43 If the poet made 
his revision between this crisis and his death we have a situation 
peculiarly agreeable with the evidence of Valerius Maximus. 

The question now before us must be this. Did Sophocles wish to 
execute the generals or not? The answer must be that he did not. 
The illegality of the single trial of all the defendants en bloc must 
have disgusted him as it did Socrates and Aristophanes. The fact 
that his heroine Antigone dies for insisting upon giving burial and 
that his villain Creon is punished for forbidding it should not be 
taken to imply that in associating the new play with his Antigone 
he now wished Creon to be a symbol for the generals and Antigone 
a symbol for those who conducted the illegal prosecution. Certainly 
the reverse would be the case. To Sophocles Creon offends against 
morality by illegally enforcing an unnatural burial law with wanton 
cruelty, and this is just what Theramenes and Callixenus are de
scribed as doing by Xenophon in H ellenica I. vii. On the other hand 
it was Antigone who stood for the true law and rebuked Creon for 
his false principles and in Xenophon it was that same Euryptolemus 
who had led Alcibiades into tlH~ city who moved a ypcxcp-~ 7to:po:v6fJ-wv 
against Callixenus and who defended the generals in court. Among 
the six generals who died was Pericles, son of the poet's statesman
friend by his foreign wife Aspasia, whom the Athenians had legiti
mised after his father's death.44 If we accept the view of B. vV. M. 
Knox, that the Oedipus of the O.T. was intended by the poet at 
least partly as a symbol for Pericles,45 then the Antigone of that 
other tragedy could become partly a symbol for his unjustly executed 
son, whatever her original meaning had been when the poet wrote 
that play before the war: So, as far as can be judged, it would seem 
that Creon now appeared to the old poet to have become a symbol 
for the policy of Theramenes and the Athenian Demos, while 
Antigone had come to stand partly for Euryptolemus as in the O.C. 
and partly for the younger Pericles. If this view is sound, the O.C. 
was revised to draw attention to the Antigone as moral criticism of 
the recent outrageous illegality. 

Moreover, if we are right in accepting some of Knox's views 
concerning the O.T., and if we maintain our view that the first O.C. 
was concerned with Pericles' nephew Alcibiades, and that it was 
revised to link it ·with the Antigone, so that the younger Pericles 
would appear to be referred to in its theme, it would appear that the 
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old poet had determined to convert the three plays into a Labdacid 
trilogy designed to symbolise the ruin of the Alcmaeonid house in 
the Athens of his own day. On this view the Athenian Demos are 
represented by Creon and the Chorus in O.T., by Theseus and the 
Chorus in O.C., and again by Creon and the Chorus in Antigo11e. The 
message of this trilogy concept would then be the disastrous results 
of their betrayal of the Alcmaeonid family to the people o! Athens, 
and the warning that, after the execution of the generals, the radical 
democracy must follow the example of Creon in resigning its power. 
Here perhaps Sophocles saw the last hope of peace and salvation. 

Such a Theban trilogy would have three functions. First, it is a 
warning against the deep basic impiety of want of forgiveness; 
secondly it calls attention to the great processes of cosmic justice to 
which Athens, like Anaximander's substances, must submit 'by 
making reparation and satisfaction for injustices according to the 
ordering of time'.46 Finally, of course, blessing is promised to those 
who receive the rejected sinner, a blessing which Antigone receives 
as fully as Theseus does. 

Many features of the plot also receive new emphasis or illumination 
once the three plays are performed in the sequence of the fable. In 
the An#gone plot, as originally conceived in isolation, the culpability 
of Ismene is not obvious-she is a foil to her fierce and idealistic 
sister. But if the plays are read as a trilogy then the situation is 
entirely altered and Antigone's fierce defiance of Creon is transmuted 
into firm and dutiful adherence to her brother's last prayer.47 

Furthermore, against the background of Polyneices' earlier entreaty 
to both sisters, Ismene's refusal to share in the burial really becomes 
a cowardly dereliction of duty. In this circumstance Antigone's sharp 
rejoinder is a proper rebuke, and much less out of character with the 
gentle patience shown both in her own death scene and previously 
in the O.C.48 

J ebb was inclined to regard the inconsistencies in the character of 
Creon as an important internal objection to any theory of a Theban 
trilogy.<l9 Now in the first draft of O.C. Creon came from patriotic 
motives with the hope of either persuading Oedipus back to Thebes 
or of blackmailing him into serving the supposed public interest by 
kidnapping his daughters. But in the new passage between vv. 844 
and 876 he exceeds this proper patriotic use of strength in attacking 
the blind old man and then tells lies about it afterwards in vv. 
951-959. This better fits the picture of the tyrant in the Antigone 
who goes beyond all decent respect for gods and men and ignores 
basic righteousness to secure political stability.50 
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Thus verbal echoes and allusiom. to situations in O.T. or Antigone 
do not exhaust the impact of the insertions made in the O.C., for 
these also enrich the delineation of character in the earlier plays. 
Further the inserted passages are not unworthy when viewed purely 
as poetry, and in themselves must refute any suggestion that the 
powers of the aged poet were failing. The plea of Antigone to her 
father on behalf of Polyneices in vv. n81-1203 is a summation of 
the poet's whole moral vision, while the final scene between Antigone 
and Polyneices in vv. 1399-1446 is worthy to be set beside the famous 
Hector and Andromache scene in Iliad VI. 369-503. 

The well-known Antigone and Oedipus Tyrannus could not be 
withdrawn and rewritten to fit the new trilogy pattern, but the ~till 
unpublished Oedip~ts Coloneus could be rewritten in order to link the 
plays together and thus enrich the meaning of all three. But though 
the last-named play has thus become an example of the work of the 
bridge-builder more than the dramatist, it remains a work of poetic 
force. Furthermore, the inconsistencies in character which were 
inevitable in a revision done in haste to unite the work with other 
plays give an air of almost modern psychological verisimilitude in 
creating the impression of the moods and irritability to which old 
age is prone and the patient pretences and devices to which those 
who care for such people must resort. 

MOTIVE AND STYLE IN OEDIPUS COLONEUS II 
If at the time of the revision Sophocles wished the Creon of his 
earlier drama Antigone to appear as a Theramenes, then he would 
have made this quite clear in his insertions added to the O.C. 
Further, if the Antigone of O.C. II is still to represent Euryptolemus, 
then equally the Oedipus of O.C. II must now represent the Athenian 
Demos, while Polyneices must symbolise the younger Pericles. 

In exploring this hypothesis we find that the rebuke flung at Creon 
by Oedipus in vv. 8o6-8o7 is no mere echo of O.T., v. 545; it is also 
closely parallel with Aristophanes' ~haracterisation of Theramenes 
in Frogs, vv. 968-970. Again, in O.C., vv. 950-959 Creon is made to 
utter a deliberate lie, and such behaviour is charged against Thera
menes in Frogs, vv. 534-540. In the first metaphor of vv. 866-870, 
Oedipus accuses Creon of snatching away his defenceless eye in 
addition to his own two natural eyes. In fact, once Theramenes had 
inspired the execution of the illegitimate younger Pericles and his 
five fellow generals, the Alcmaeonid line of the long dead Pericles 
and the exiled Alcibiades was lost to Athenian politics. So the 
equation of Creon and Theramenes here seems reasonable. 
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In the first scene, before Polyneices comes, Theseus ami i\ntig• >ne 
try to assert the suppliant's rights, just as Socrates refused to acc<~pt 
the mass trial and Euryptolemus moved a '(P"-!fl·IJ ""-P'l.''/;IJ.r•>'' against 
Callixenus. 51 In the second scene Polyneices represents the younger 
Pericles. His highly wrought description of his old f;tllwr in our 
cluster (a) shows the anger and grief over the men lcfl to .~lrown 

which Theramenes' agents had aroused during the A patouri;t. "~ Our 
cluster (b) where Polyneices urges his right as suppliant to s•Hne 
reply and is supported in this by Antigone no doubt n·pn~sents 
Euryptolemus' attempt to secure a resolution for a se paratt~ trial for 
each general. 53 The doomed list of six Argive generals in duster (c) 
begins with the blameless Arnphiaraus, while Xenoplton's list ()f six 
generals from Arginusae begins with Pericles."·' 1\ftcr cl11stt·r (c) 
stands the powerful second met<tpltor of vv. 1323-1324 where 
Polyneices reminds Oedipus that whether he is his son or nnt, IH~ is 
reputed to be such-surely a poignant- reference to the special Ia w 
permitting the old statesman to adopt his son by Aspasia ;tfter his 
lawful sons had died of plague. 55 When we turn to cluster (d) we 
find a very odd exaggeration. The enraged Oedipus tells J>olyn<·ices 
that his wretchedness and exile arc not things to be hum·ntnl but 
things to be endured, as long as he lives, by one who thinks of l1is son 
as his murderer. Jebb comments that this is a strong term, aud it 
certainly is when used by a living man in no danger of violence. But 
once we realise tlt[tt in this scene the poet means Oedi p11s for an 
individual no longer but regards him as the collective personality of 
the Athenians, then the problem disappears illlmediatcly. The 
Athenians can condemn the six generals as murderers of so1ne of 
themselves who were left to drown at Arginusae. Then in cluster (e) 
the terrible cursing of Polyneices and the prophecy of his doom at the 
hand of a kinsman represents the death sentence passed by the 
Assembly on Pericles and his colleagues. GG The lin a! cluster (f) 
assures Antigone-representing Euryptolemus-of blessings to conw 
from her services done to Polyneices-representing Pericil's the 
younger-like those due for past services to Oedipus-who in tl1is 
case once more represents Alcibiacles as in O.C. I. 

Thus the 2g8lines of our O.C. II can be interpreted as an allegori
cal criticism of the behaviour of Theramenes and the democracy 
towards the younger Pericles and his five colleagues. Furthermore, 
the stylistio: clusters established earlier can be shown to express and 
emphasise the salient features of the story. 

CONCLUSION 
To sum up, with Cicero-Plutarch-Apuleius we agree that the writing 
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of O.C. W;tS disturbed by litigation, but we hold that the story refers 
to the first draft. With Valerius Maximus we accept the testimony 
th;Lt s;Jphocles wrote the o.c. at the point of death; but we believe 
that this storv refers to the second draft designed to link it with the 
other two Tl~cban plays. Again, we accept the rather extravagant 
claims of Iophon as Valerius records them, but take them to refer to 
the whole trilogy concept underlying the final draft of the play. 
Tl1is trilogy scheme may h;tve been used by the younger Sophocles 
fllr the prodnction of 402 u.c., otherwise the lirst deliberate produc
tion of the three plays as a conscious trilogy may have been at 
Parramatta in rg58. 57 

Walker's argument for a Theban trilogy also lws our full support, 
but we differ from him in regarding it as an afterlhonght, not as the 
original aim. 1\gain we concur with Robert's view that the Polyneices 
sce~1e was acldccl after the lawsuit brought by the poet's sons. 
On tl1e other hand the sympathetic treatment of Polyncices by 
Antigone and the repulsive ferocity of Oedipus tell against his view 
that it was a plea by the poet for public sympathy over this case, 
and \\·e have shown good grounds for other changes introduced 
earlier in the play which could not possibly be due to that motive. 
Fmthcr, we agree with Knox that Pericles was in some degree 
symbolised by the Oedipus of the O.T., but we go further in holding 
th;tt the symbolism relating to his family also coloured the whole 
trilogy scheme. Finally, because of the interplay between the con
trasted character concepts of the first and second drafts, we agree 
with those litc!rary critics who fmd in the play an air of subtle and 
masterly characterisation, though we feel it to be partly a coincident 
consequence of revision clone in haste. 

In short there seem very strong grounds for believing in two drafts 
of the play and persuasive reasons for linking the revision with the 
l'Ven ts in i\ thens after the battle of Arginusae. 
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NOTES 

I. Plutarch, Demetrius XL VI. 912. 
2. W. N. Bates, A.J.P. LIV (1937), pp. 166fL 
J. XXXVII (1gq.), pp. 244-294: XXXVIII (1915), pp. 27-62. 
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4· But it is likely that the ten Probouloi were in fact vidirns of a 
treachery which precluded prevention; cf. l\1. Lang, 'The 
!(evolution of the 400', A.j.P. 6g (1948), pp. 272-289. 

s. In his edition of the I clmeutae, rgrg. 
6. Introduction to .!lutigonc, pp. 49-50. 
7· Further, as the supporters of the Thirty were still in posscs5iun 

of Eleusis, there could hardly be a worse imaginable date for a 
pro-oligarchic production than tJOZ H.c.-cf. J. B. Bury, /lislrny 
of Greece, p. 513. 

8. Professor W. Ritchie of Sydney University suggests that in 
mauibus lzabcbat simply means 'which he had with him'--point
ing out that the poet would not normally be expected to have 
the play with him in cotirt. I agree that this allows a 1110re 
natural interpretation of the pluperfect scn}scrat here than in 
] ebb's version. On the other hand, the text below shows that 
Apuleius must either have construed Cicero in ] ebb's way or else 
found other independent evidence that O.C. was incornplde at 
the time of the trial-else he could scarce! y have written 
conscribcbat in the passage below. 

9· However we should notice Plutarch's inaccuracy in assigning to 
the parodos verses which belong to the first stasimon. 

ro. Rheinisches 1Vuscum, N.F. CV (rg62), pp. 289-337. 
II. There arc only two other references to Sophocles in Val. !VIax., 

So. IV. iii. Ext. I follows the same tradition as that in l'lul., 
Pericles viii (r56) with great fidelity, while IV. iii. Ext. 2 follows 
Plato, Rcjiublic 32gb6-c4 almost verbatim. Though tlu:n: is no 
other testimony for the story about the tombstone and lophon, 
the material seems obviously likely on this analogy to have come 
from a Greek source and not from Valerius' rhetorical imaginings. 

12. Sec especially C. Robert, Ocd1jms, Berlin, C. Beck, ryr5, pp. 
469 ff. 

13. By]. E. Powell, The History of Herodotus, C.U.P., 1938. 
14. Nor are these repetitions justified as providing information to 

the audience like Orlando's long speech at the beginning of As 
Y ott Like It. Again they are not needed to link the scenes to the 
rest of the plot nor to provide time for actors to change costumes 
for new roles. It is true in the case of vv. u67-II78 that Theseus 
migllt not have known that Polyneices was in Argos but it is 
highly incredible that he would not have known of the great war 
which was impending. Indeed, it might appear probable from 
his immediate question about the danger for Oedipus' sons that 
he docs not know of their quarrel, but the popular Hartung 
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emendation f:.·nsw7lv for hyow.lv (588) would remove this diffi
culty, and political peril could account for the assurance given 
by the Chorus that Theseus would come in great haste once he 
krww of Oedipus' arrival on his soil (vv. 305-307). 

I). It is trw: that rllarriagcai>lt~ :1g<: could extend from fifteen up
wards (Xen., Uccumnniws). llowevcr, tltuugli it is dcsiraulc for 
tile plot of the Theban story to assume that jocasta married 
Laitts at that :tg<~ and tlic~n marrie<l O<:dipus wlwn he was in his 
early twenties and site i11 her !ale thirties, this very fact tells 
against Antigone's extreme youth, whether one takes x.C:J xp6voc; 
~uv<~Jv (J.o:xpoc; in v. 7 to refer to the length of exile or as ] ebb does 
to Oedipus' age. On either showing Oedipus must have been at 
least sixty evert if suffering aged him early. 111 O.T. , v. q6o 
Oedipus reminds Creon that his sons are now men (i.e. over 
fifteen in heroic Limes) but that his daughters are his concern 
(v. I tJ(i2). ln view of their mother's age at marriage the youngest 
girl would be at least ten when Oedipus was about forty, so at 
the age suggested i>y O.C., v. 7 for him she must be thirty. 

l(J. It is true tl1al til<.: ·nt.i:c; -r·f)ALY.I:t.Icrik of vv. III5-lliU could mean 
'at your age' in the sense of 'gro\\·n up young women who should 
he modest before strange men'. Against this, scholars who believe 
in the application of modern anthropology, linguistics, am! 
psyclHJlogy in the sphere of structural aml content analysis will 
belie,·c that the other passage (in Ocdijms Ty rannus) where the 
blind Oedipus asks his daughters to touch his hands should be 
used to illurninatc:: this CJIIC. lien: again, in v. rsoS 1\'C fiml-r·f)).•.l(6.CJ~· 
used in reference to the age of Antigone and lsmene, who are aged 
between ten and ftfteen at this time. If the phrase and vocabulary 
patterns tabulated as parallel between these plays later in this 
paper are thong Itt significant, then the 0 .T. suggestion of yon th 
should also colour T"f)Atxa.Icr~o. here. Scholars who think this 
methodology rubbish are entitled to their opinion. 

17. Certainly vf.o: could apply to a wide range of age. But on the 
assumptions of method made in the previous note we should take 
<tccount of the detailed parallel between Antigone's following 
remarks in vv. II87-1203 and the argument she advances in 
11utigonc, V\' . su-523. Before this Antigone is referred to as 
)'EVV"f)(L' <:J(J.IJv E:~ <:wou rto:-rp;;r; -r'ijc; rto:t06:; where ]ebb points out that 
-r'ijr; rta.~Mr; is logically otiose, while earlier in v. 395 the accusing 
guard speaks o( her as xf..p·f)v. Both these terms can imply youth 
and x6p"1) most usually docs so, though with important exceptions 
like Acsch., Fumcn. (,R. f<mther, the whole nf the tone of the 
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Antigone suggests that the heroine was young. Against this 
background one might conclude that vb. in our O.C. context 
genuinely emphasises youth. Those who distrust such methods 
will naturally call the case not proven. 

18. Translations 4uoted from ]ebb's version of the Ucdijnts ul 
Colon11s. 

19. In fact Oedipus asked for Theseus to be sununoJICI.l al \'. J,Jf>I 

and v. 1475, though no one seems to ha\'l: gone, \\'hilt· in lilt' 
earlier kommos also there is a clearer summcllls lu Thescu~ al 
v. 884 than at the place indicated above. However, the gram
matically and lexically parallel summonses arc those chosen 
above, containing 0iiTe:, 0iiT' (8,Jr) and ~C<Ot, [~ii.O' (I<J()T). 

20. vv. 237-253· 
21. V. 875. 
22. v. 959· 
23. O.C. (editio mm:or), p. r6r. jebb admits that it wuultl IJc desirable 

if x/,Etjlw; could have been taken in reference to x6p'l.~ alone. His 
parallels are all from the aorist of xTe:lvuJ, a verb whose desidcra
tive sense has been recognised in the lexica for !llany years, and 
uo not give support for regarding l<t.f•}CI.c; in this contt~xt as 
implying purpose in the sense of these other cases where r.TdV(•> 

is involved. 
24. p. 163. 
25. Jebb, O.C. (editio ma£or), p. 140. 
26. A.j.P. 1938, pp. 179ff. 
27. On the assumption that words are coined for cn1phasis. 
28. Again assuming that such concentrations arc designed to :.tir 

hearers to a pitch of attention and feeling. 
29. See above, p. ISS· It should be realised that the extent lo which 

scholars are willing to recognise political allusions in tragedy 
depends to some degree on their specialised interests and training 
and also on their general view of the relation bet\\·ecn art ami 
life. Most Ancient historians sec allusions to events; eminent 
literary critics of the Ancients (e.g. Zuntz in Acta Congrcssus 
111 advigialli) preserve a general scepticism. 

30. X en., H ellenica I. iv. 20; cf. Plutarch, Alcibiadcs XX XI\', 19-1· 
24-8. 

31. Plutarch, Alcibiades XXXIII, 193· 19-23; Nepos, Alcibiadcs XL. 
32. O.C., v. I54· 
33· Puns often had a serious ritual use. Rites directed to one homo

phone were equally efficacious in regard to another; cf. Ovid, 
Fasti III, vv. 339-344· 
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34· Aristophancs, Frogs, vv. 1431-1433· It also seems true that 
Alcibiades had given Athens sterling service before his recall: 
cf. Andrcwes, 'The Generals in the Hellespont, 410-407 B.c.', 
J.ll.S. 73, 1953, pp. 2-9. 

35. Jcbb, O.C. (editio maior), p. 196, note on line 1240f. 
36. The fact that we find puns logically insigniftcant nowadays 

should not blind us to the rhetoric of an age which believed in 
the persuasion of paradox; and no doubt therefore found gnomic 
wisdom as well as humour in its puns. 

37· pp. 171-4. 
38. See above p. r(>3. 
39· p. r6r. 
40. Shakespeare, !lfcrclzant of Venice, Act lV, sc. I. 
41. It is of in tercst that moderate political opinion at Athens from 

the em of Dccclea right on into the fourth century was strongly 
influenced by the example of the Theban-dominatcd Boeotian 
League. Sec .J. A. 0. Larsen, 'The Boeotian Confederacy and 
Fifth Century Oligarchic Theory', T.A.P.A. 86, 1955, pp. 40-50. 
This clt:arly is the thinking of those, including Alcibiades, who 
:Lppro\·ed tilt~ souo. On the fuuction of the souo as a moderate 
polity sec G. E. 1\1. de Ste Croix, 'The Constitution of the sooo', 
/listoria 5, 1956, pp. r-23. 

42. p. 177 above. 
43· The particularly traumatic character of this political tragedy is 

well pointed out by C. I-Iignetl:, A His/my of tlze .111/zcnian Con
stitutiun, pp. 280-284. The 400 had discreditcll tlll.! right wing; 
the behaviour of the left wing at the trial discredited it. Strange 
desperate reactions on the part of the moderates were then 
common-see H. C. Avery, 'Critias and the 400', C.P. 58, 1963, 
pp. r6s-r67. 

44· Plutarch, Pericles XXXVII. 
45. Oeclijms at Tlzcbes, Yale, 1957, p. 63. 
46. Anaximanclcr, frag. r6 (R.P.). 
47· O.C., vv. I405-1413; cf. Ant., vv. 441-470. 
48. cf. Aut., vv. 78-79. 
49· J ebb, ojJ. cit., p. 2. 

50. d. Ant., vv. 162-222. 
5!. Xen., Hell. I. vii. 12, rs. 
52. ibid. I. vii. 8. 
53· ibid. I. vii. 34· 
54· ibid. I. vii. 2. 
55· Plutarch, Pericles XXXVII. 
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A. TRELOAR 

Notes on Horace and Tacitus 

I 
[Odes I.iv.r6] 

F abulae M aues is a difficult phrase: fabulae is to be taken as the 
nominative in apposition with Manes, and the meaning is best 
explained by Ej>p. l.xiii.g Jabula fias and Persius' imitation (v. 152), 
cinis et manes ct fabula fies ('something to talk of', 'a name and 
nothing more'). The fact that Persius did imitate the passage rules 
out all the conjectures replacing the MSS. tradition which Persius' 
text confirms. 

The idea has a parallel in K<llidasa's Kwniirasamb/za.va iv. 13, 
where Kama reduced to ashes by a glance from Siva's third eye is 
described as: kathikrtam vapul:t, literally, 'tale-made body'. 

Latin once had the capacity to form verbal compounds of this 
type, e.g. cnlcfacio etc.1 ami retained it at least until the late third 
century B.c. , since lhc secoml a in calefado shows that this group of 
compounds was formed after the change to the classical Latin 
accent ;2 but then lost it. 

As a result classical Sanskrit can express a transformation clearly 
and more concisely than classical Latin, for all Horace's curiosa 
felicitas. 

II 
[Odes I.xii.55] 

Although vVickham on I.xii.s asserts that ora is not confined to the 
seashore, his assertion is hardly supported by his reference to 
I.xxvi.4, which gains in point if the word is taken to mean the 
extreme northern shore. Even if orae be accepted here in this wider 
sense, it does not seem natural with subiectos in this context, since 
although Wickham accepts the translation 'that border the land of 
the rising sun' Kiessling-Heinze comment 'subiectus heisst in 
sorgfaltiger Sprache nie einfach "angrenzend, benachbart" '.No one 
would wish to attribute any other sort of Sprache to Horace, but not 
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'th his aw~ov -r68E: 'I agree (sc. that you have had a great deal to put up 
\\.;,h and that you have reason to denounce the crimes of Clytemnestra and 
~egi thus). Therefore (i.e. if you wish to do something effective about it, not hamper 
~y elf and Pylad~s) keep th~s maxim of restraint in min~, maintain it.'.1 That 
thi is the right mterpretatwn can be checked by a srmple calculatiOn, as 
follows. Every single thing said by Orestes to Electra in this lyric dialogue is of 
a piece. Everything is (virtually) an admonition to her to restrain herself, 
keep quiet. So, at I 236, 7TapEaf1-EV' d,\,\d ary' EXOVaa 7TpOajl-EVE, I 238 atyiiv 
ajl-HVOV, fl-~ nc; Ev8o8Ev KAVrJ. I 243-4 warns that Clytemnestra is dangerous 
(therefore restrain yourself, don't give yourself away) . I25I-2 means 'don't 
reminisce about crimes now; wait till the proper time'. I 25 7 is as I have 
explained; and that sense is confirmed and expanded by I 259 ov fl-~ 'an 
Katpoc; fl-~ fl-aKpav f3ovltov Mynv. Following that, at I 260 Electra shows that 
. he herself knows that it is her silence that is being urged ( -r{c; ovv <iv dgtav 
YE aov 7TEcP7JV6-roc; I fl-E"Ta{36..Aot-r' <iv wSE atyav ,\6ywv). And Orestes ends this 
mo t homogeneous of dialogues on the same final note, I27I f. -ra fl-Ev a' oKvw 
xa{povaav ElpyaBEtV, -ra Sf: I SiSotKa ,\{av ~Sovfl VtKWjl-EV?'}V : it is Electra's emotional 
nature, her freedom of expression, her eAEvBEpov a-r6J.l-a, that is the danger to 
the ruthless plot laid by Orestes and his associates to kill Clytemnestra and 
• \ egis thus. And it is Orestes' aim (in which he succeeds) to repress that freedom 
of expression that is the keynote of this passage. Such is the dramatic struggle 
between these two characters-as dramatic a struggle as the famous argument 
in the stichomythia between Clytemnestra and Agamemnon in Aeschylus' 
.lgamcmnon. And both arguments have the same kind of result, namely, the 
·ubduing of one character (albeit a strong one} to another. After this crucial 
dialogue with Orestes, Electra (who has hitherto been the strongest character 
in the play), becomes a mere tool in the hands of her brother and his helpers. 

L'nhtrsity College London 

SOPHOCLES, O.T. 236-41 

-rov avSp' d7Tav8w -roii-rov, oanc; €a-rt, yijs 
-rijaS', fjc; eyw Kpa-r?'} "T€ Kai 8p6vovc; VEJ.l-W, 
J.l-~-r' €a8ixw8at fl-~"TE 7TpoacfowllEtll "Ttlla, 
J.l-~-r' ell BEwv dxara, fl-~"TE Bvfl-aatv 
KOtVOV 7TOL€ta8m, fl-~"TE xipvt{3oc; VEJ.l-ELV' 
w8EtV 8' cl7T' orKWil 7Tav-rac;. 

J. H. KELLS 

I r i ~ ?enerally accepted view that this passage expresses a prohibition against 
a~y o_uzen receiving the murderer ofLaius. So J ebb construes: d7Tav8w ( J.l-~) -rtlla 
i'11> ~a8E J.l-~-r' €a8Exw8at fl-~"TE 7TpoacfowvEtll ' I command that no one belonging 
to this land shall either entertain or accost' -roll avSpa -rov-rov, oans €a-rt 'this 
man whoever he is'.z 

The late Cecil Scutt, sometime Scholar of Clare College and subsequently 
Profe or of Classical Philology in the University of Melbourne from I920 to 

1 Forth . · 7i _ 1S meanmg of ucf>~wOat cf. Soph. 
• ra..n: 682 f. 7Tap~Ka O<a!J-WV ouUv, d,\,\' 
f.OttJ~·JJ.LT]l', I xaAKijs 07TWS SUavL1TTOV £K OlAToU 

yparp~v . 
2 J ebb, 0. T., ed. maior, p. 43· 
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1954, held a long-cherished view of this passage which on several occasions 
before his death he urged the present writer to develop. Scutt held that this 
opening passage of the curse should be construed rather as follows : a7Tav8w 
TOV av8pa TOVTOV, oans EaT{, yijs Tija8E Jl-~T· €a8~xw8aL Jl-~TE 7TpoacpwvELJI n va: 
' I command that this man, whoever he is, neither entertain nor accost anyone 
in this country.' Again, whereJebb goes on to construe 241 as <av8w) 8€ minas 
clJBEtJI < TOv lf.v8pa TOVTOV) a7T' OLKWV: 'but I bid all men thrust this man from their 
houses', Scutt would construe instead <av8w) 8€ <Tovlf.v8pa ToiJTov) clJBEI:v 7TaVTas 
a7T' OLKWV: ' but I bid this man thrust all men from his house'' justifying his 
version of oLKwv in the singular by the analogy of 86p..oLs in 8r8 and oi:Kwv in 
8rg. 1 

Scutt maintained that it was ridiculous to bid all men thrust an unknown 
killer from their homes when any means of identifying the polluter were lack
ing. However, he believed it was entirely natural to warn the unknown mur
derer and any accomplices not to pollute their fellow citizens any further. 
Failing self-denunciation and expiation of the crime by going into exile as 
Apollo required, the guilty man or any who connived at his defiance of the 
oracle are warned to segregate themselves from association with any citizen 
of Thebes. 2 Further woes are then invoked against the actual slayer who 
chooses this defiant course in 246-8. 

Furthermore, Scutt pointed out that his exegesis did not require any <P..TJl 
to be supplied before nva. Moreover, the removal of the obligation to construe 
yijs Tija8E with nva would obviate an interpretation for whichJebb's parallels 
are not particularly close,J and allow yijs Tija8E to be taken as genitive of place 
within which. 4 

In addition, Scutt found support for his interpretation in the other re
ferences to the curse which occur in 0. T. Indeed he noted that at 350-3 ]ebb 
himself renders Tiresias' words to express a view of the curse wholly at variance 
with his own explanation of 236--41 and entirely in agreement with Scutt's 
view of that passage-that the secret murderer is bidden refrain from all 
social intercourse with citizens of Thebes : 

'TE. In sooth ?-I charge thee that thou abide by the decree of thine own 
mouth, and from this day speak neither to these nor to me: thou art the 
accursed defiler of this land.'s 

So far all is consistent with the new theory. 
Of course Scutt was well aware that the standard text of 8q-rg appears 

fatal to his theory, but he pointed out that this passage was one where Jebb 
accepted an emendation by Dindorf, reading at 8 r 7 

1 M y colleague Dr. Alan H enry of the 
University of New England has d rawn my 
attention to two very good Aeschylean 
parallels for this use of olKo< for a single 
dwelling: Pers. 230 £0-r' av <ls OLKOUS !-'0AW!-'£V 
and 524 ijgw >.a.floiiaa. 7TEAa.vov .1g oiKwv .11-'wv. 

z The objection that the guilty might not 
obey should not be pressed . Cf. Caesar, 
E.G. vi. 13 on behaviour of excom-

municated Gauls, and J osephus, B.]. ii. 8. 8 
on tha t of excommunicated Essenes. 

J J ebb, O.T., ed . maior, p. 43· 
4 Goodwin, Greek Grammar, § r I 3 7. 
s H ere Jebb accepts the reading of L , 

involving anacoluthon in 353· Scutt, who 
was conservative abou t L, also reta ined the 
anacoluthon. 
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while the Laurentian manuscript in fact offers us the verses thus : 

i[J J.L~ glvwv €gwn J.LTJ'b' aaTCVV nva 
86J.Lots 8lxw8at, J.LTJ'bE 7Tpoacf>wvE'iv nva, 
W8ELv 8' d1r' oLKwv. 

This sequence may then be rendered: 'for whom it is not possible to receive 
into his house any citizen or stranger, nor yet to address any such, but only to 
thrust him from the house'. Thus the evidence of L renders the crucial passage 
above wholly favourable to Scutt. 

Finally, Scutt dealt with the further reference to the curse in 1381-2 by 
taking it as athos EVVE7TWV TOV da€{3~ (subject) w8€tV a7TaVTas (object) : 'myself 
bidding the impious one thrust away all men'. This rendering receives added 
probability from consideration of the two words beginning 1381-a7T€U7"EpTJa' 
EJ.LaVT6v. ·These J ebb himself calls 'a regular phrase in reference to separation 
from civic life'; so it seems proper to use either of the two renderings for them 
which he offers with the parallel passages; 'I forfeited' or 'I renounced'. Either 
one of these suggests that the guilty man is to segregate himselffrom men, not be 
segregated by them. All of which serves to reinforce Scutt's argument, and to 
suggest that there has been a basic mistake in the traditional treatment of the 
curse of Oedipus. 

Most Sophoclean scholars will agree that it is a pity that the onerous labours 
of the Melbourne Chair in the years following the First World War deterred 
Scutt from publishing his views thirty years ago. He had many distinguished 
pupils in his thirty-five years and was a well-loved figure in his University. 

University of Newcastle, New South Wales R. G. TANNER 

Postscript. Scholars impressed with Professor B. R. R ees's ingenious article 
in C.R. lxii (1958), pp. 201-4, may well feel that on his interpretation of the 
curse any mention of such views as Scutt's is now superfluous. However, Rees's 
proposal to interpret 227-9 as disposing of an objection to giving evidence 
rather than urging self-denunciation by the murderer rests heavily on two 
points. The first is a firmly monosystemic view of the force of the particle J.LEV, 
which is belied by Denniston, Greek Particles, pp. 377- 8. The second is his abrupt 
dismissal from consideration of Murray's conjecture vmo:gEAwv for the received 
V7T€gEAwv of the text tradition. In a remarkable footnote he states that it is 
'presumably formed on analogy with the rare and usually late (future) examples 
of avEAw, 'btEAw and Ka8EAw cited in L.S.J. (cf. EAE'i in some manuscripts of Ar. 
Lys. 542), and, though convenient is not justifiable (p. 203)' . Yet surely 
Murray was not considering a queer by-form of the future of V7T€ga,plw, but 
rather the future participle of V7T€g€Aat5vw- also written V7T€gEAwv. In failing 
to discuss this possibility R ees removes any necessary obligation to assent to 
his interesting but not fully established hypothesis. It therefore remains proper 
to consider theories relating to the traditional view that 227-9 imply self
denunciation by Oedipus' assassin. 

R.G.T. 
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VARIETES ET DISCUSSIONS 

Cicero 
(De legibus, I, 4, 14) 

Id autem in cognitione tenue est, in usu necessarium 
in cognitione tenue Oudendorpius et Madvigius: incognitidetenui AB 

0./. 
incognit~~"'~n~u!est (in margine f. est minusque) H. Apparet error ex hac scrip-
iura incognitioe ortus. inu:su A fuisse inuisu uidetur. V AHLEN. 

Earlier scholars like Tumebus tended to follow the reading of H : id autem 
incognitum est, minusque in usu necessarium. However, most editors since Madvig 
prefer his ingenious proposal for dealing with the reading found in A and B. 
Yet it is not without some force that J. Bake in his Leyden edition of 1842 
objects to the awkward constructions in cognitione tenue / in usu necessarium -
« neque enim in cognitione tenue esse potest pro ad cognoscendum tenue, nee dicitur 
in usu necessarium » (p. 311). 

None the less, as Bake himself freely admits, there., are Ciceronian parallels 
for the sense and interplay required above for these words, if not for the actual 
syntactic relation which Madvig proposes for them. So we read in de Oratore, 
III, 10.38 cognition em habent facilem, us u m necessarium. Again, tenuis 
is used elsewhere by Cicero in reference to Civil Law : so in pro Murena, 11.25, 
where he speaks of ius ciuile as tenuem scientiam. Further, in cognitione is also 
found elsewhere in Cicero, but with an adjective in agreement. An instance 
is Orator, 35.122, ipsae res in perf a c i l i cognition e uersantur. 

In response to these precedents Bake himself proposes the rather unhappy 
conjecture « id autem in cognitione tenui et in usu uersatur ». But though 
unfortunate in his solution, Bake seems right in his analysis of the problem. 
His mistake lies in getting rid of the necessarium - so well supported by his 
own de Oratore quotation cited above- to make room for his uersatur. A 
glance at Forcellini will reveal the very example he quotes from the Orator
ipsae res in perfacili cognitione uersantur- duly cited as an example of uerso, 
sense ( 16) : pro esse ! Thus there is nothing to choose between writing in usu 
est and in usu uersatur if we wish to say« it depends on experience». 

What then emerges from this discussion? First, the actual reading reported 
by all the manuscripts (though, as we saw, emended by H) is one which no 
editor has seen fit to print. However, this received text- in cognitione tenui est 
-is entirely sensible and grammatical Ciceronian Latin. Secondly, the other 
received reading - in usu necessarium - is objectionable as usage. This there
fore we may quite reasonably emend to conform with the structure of the fore
going parallel phrase which we have just defended, and thus alter it to read 
« necessaria» for our received « necessarium». 

599 CICERO 

Furthermore, de Oratore I, 192 offers us a parallel mode of characterising 
ius ciuile : Nonne uidetis equitem Romanum, hominem acutissimo omnium ingenio, sed 
m i n i m e c e t e r i s a r t i b u s e r u d i t u m . . . . . i t a t e n e r e i u s c i u i l e, 
ut ei, cum ab hoc discesseritis, nemo de eis, qui peritissimi sunt, anteponatur? Omnia 
sunt enim posita ante oculos, con l o cat a in us u cot i dian o, in congressione 
hominumatqueinforo; neque ita multis litteris aut uolumini
b us m a g n is co n tine n t u r. Here again we are reminded that practice, 
not erudition, is the basis of expertise in Civil Law in this sense of the term. 

With this added support for the construction and meaning required by our 
suggested emendation, we may therefore propose to read at this point : 

Id autem in cognitione tenui est, in usu necessaria. 

«That (subject of consultation), moreover, depends on small learning, 
basic practice». 

St. John's College, Cambridge. R. G. TANNER. 

Postscript : In view of the recent rehabilitation of H through the careful 
study of the Ganci University MS 68 (G. de Plinval, Ciceron: Traite des Lois, 
Paris, Collection Guil. Bude, 1959, pp. LXIX-LXXI), it is noteworthy that G 
supports the reading of H in our present context. This raises the possibility 
that H may preserve a garbled form of the right reading. 

As Cicero admits in l. 14 that jurisconsults know something about a wider 
Civil Law, but confine their practice to narrower questions, this wider Civil 
Law must necessarily be less well known and less needful in legal practice. 
Further, the id of our context need not refer, as both Bude and Loeb versions 
assume, to the hoc ciuile quod uocant in the same sentence : it could equally refer 
back to the id earlier in l. 14 which relates to the wider ius ciuile f ciuitatis. If 
we construe thus, the original text of Cicero here might well have been: id 
autem minus cognitum est, minusque in usu necessarium. The loss of tachy
graphic signs in copying could readily give the present H/G tradition: 

1) id aute min• cognitii. 
2) idautemincognitu 
3) id autem incognitum. R. G. T. 
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ARISTOTLE AS A STRUCTURAL LINGUIST 

By R. G. TANNER 

THE first draft of this paper was composed in the southern 
summer of 1957-8. About two months later my copy of the 
1957 Transactions arrived containing Professor Robins' 
valuable study of Dionysius Thrax and the Western Grammatical 
Tradition.1 The present revision of my original views owes 
much to his subsequent advice, and I am also indebted to my 
old friend Professor W. K. C. Guthrie of Cambridge and to 
Professor G. E. L. Owen, then of Oxford. 

In this study it is maintained that parts of the Topics 
and the whole treatise entitled Categories represent two 
phases of an attempt to examine interior relations within 
texts of a particular kind and form some notion of the situa
tional relations affecting such texts . Further, it is claimed 
here that this process was later specialized by Aristotle on 
a different level of analysis for the particular purpose of 
metaphysics in the treatise which bears that name. Now it 
of course remains a fair objection that later grammatical 
theory growing out of the peripatetic tradition seems pre
occupied with the paradigms of terms which commute within 
systems rather than with the definition of linguistic categories. 
To this objection there are two answers. First, the application 
of analogy to the morphological features found in the earlier 
Greek poets is a different task from the structural analysis of 
the language of special classes of texts. Secondly, one is 
bound to stress the tentative and provisional attitude of the 
Philosopher himself towards so much of his own massive 
edifice. As Sir David Ross has well observed, 'the Metaphysics 
as a whole expresses not a dogmatic system but the adven
tures of a mind in its search for truth '. 2 I believe that the 
Topics, Categm·ies and Metaphysics L1 are a similar record of 
the adventures of a mind in its search for linguistic concepts, 

1 TPS, 1957, pp. 67-106. 
2 Sir W. D . Ross, Aristotle's Metaphysics, vol. I, p. lxxvii, O.U.P., 1924. 

PHILO. TRANS. 1969. 0 
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and that Aristotle was feeling his way towards what Firth 3 

has defined as context of situation in language while aiming at 
the structural analysis of certain types of texts. Indeed 
aspects of this work could well be regarded as essays by 
Aristotle in the direction followed lately by Professor J. Lyons 
in his Structural Semantics. 4 

The whole tradition of Peripatetic and Thomist scholarship 
has operated against regarding Aristotle as linguist as much 
as logician. Because the texts he chose to examine occurred 
in observational and deductive situations, their analysis was 
seen as a foundation for syllogistic reasoning rather than as an 
essay in linguistics. As Professor Robins has remarked, 'In 
contrast to some other branches of ancient learning, gram
matical scholarship seems to have received less than its due 
share of attention.' 5 The recent standpoint of Ackrill is 
therefore hardly surprising. ' It is important to recognize 
from the start that the Categories is not primarily or explicitly 
about names ; but about the things that names signify .... 
Aristotle relies greatly on linguistic facts and tests, but his 
aim is to discover truth about non-linguistic items.' 6 

For any scholar seriously interested in both Greek philosophy 
and modern linguistics Ackrill' sis a most disappointing attitude. 
Firmly embracing the Saussurean dichotomy of signifiant and 
signifie he sets up the American linear form of linguistic 
analysis as the sole valid linguistic doctrine in order to be 
able to deny that Aristotle's aim is a linguistic one. By 
contrast, Firth would probably have regarded Aristotle's 
' reliance on linguistic facts and tests to discover truths 
about non-linguistic items ' as a quest for levels of contextual 
examination and thus an entirely linguistic process of analysis. 7 

It is from this basis that we shall proceed in the present study. 

3 J. R. Firth, 'Synopsis of Linguistic Theory', in Studies in Linguistic 
Analysis, Blackwell, 1957, pp. 7-13. 

• J. Lyons, Structural Semantics, Basil Blackwell (for Phil. Soc.), 1963. 
5 R. H. Robins, op. cit., TPS, 1957, p. 68. 
• J . L. Ackrill, Aristotle's Categories and de Interpretatione, O.U.P., 

1963, p. 71. 
7 J. R. Firth, op. cit., pp. 29-32. 
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THE CATEGORIES AND PHILOSOPHY 

Concerning the precise nature and function of Aristotle's 
doctrine of categories there has been constant scholarly debate 
since later antiquity-as indeed the Etaaywy~ of Porphyry 
makes clear to all. The actual references to the system in 
treatises other than that entitled Categories are discrepant 
enough to provoke discussion : thus Topics I, 9 agrees with 
the treatise in allowing ten categories whilst Metaphysics Ll, 7 
and Z are content with eight. 

The traditional philosophical understanding was summarized 
by Zeller many years ago. ' All our concepts fall (Catt. 4 ; 
Topica I, 9) under one or more main classes of assertions or 
" categories ", which denote various points of view from 
which things may be contemplated, while there is no concept 
which comprehends them as a class. Of these categories 
Aristotle enumerates ten: substance, quality, quantity, 
relation, where, when, place, possession, activity, passivity. 
He is convinced of the completeness of this scheme, but no 
definite principle is to be found for its origin : the categories 
of possession and place are named in the Categories and Topics 
but passed over in all later enumerations. Of the remainder 
all have not the same value ; the most important are the 
first four, and among these the category of substance, to 
which all the rest are related as what is derivative to what is 
primary. It is these categories which form the essential object 
of the first philosophy or metaphysics.' 8 

To some philosophers the whole subject has seemed un
necessary and irrelevant. Bertrand Russell is one. 'What 
exactly is meant by the word" category ", whether in Aristotle 
or in Kant and Hegel, I must confess that I have never been 
able to understand. I do not myself believe that the term 
"category" is in any way useful to philosophy, as repre
senting any clear idea. There are, in Aristotle, ten categories : 
substance, quantity, quality, relation, place, time, position, 
state, action and affection. The only definition offered of the 

a Zeller (tr. Alleyne and Abbott), Outlines of Greek Philosophy, pp. 186-7. 
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term "category" is "expressions which are in no way com
posite signify "-and then follows the above list. This seems 
to mean that every word of which the meaning is not com
pounded of the meanings of other words signifies a substance 
or a quantity, etc. There is no suggestion of any principle 
upon which the list of ten categories has been compiled.' 9 

Nor are modern Aristotelian specialists any more satisfied 
about some of the problems inherent in the notion of 
' categories '. Perhaps one of the greatest of these scholars 
should be allowed to speak for himself. In the introduction 
to his great edition of the Metaphysics Sir David Ross 
observed: 'The doctrine of the categories is a particularly 
puzzling one, partly from the lack of any very definite informa
tion as to Aristotle's precise object in formulating it, partly 
from our ignorance of the relative dates of the works in which 
various aspects of it are presented.' 10 

The question of relative dating is our next problem. 

THE CHRONOLOGICAL EVOLUTION 

Before attempting other methods of analysis in an endeavour 
to discover the principle from which these categories proceed, 
we must examine the evidence for the relative chronology of 
the works which deal with them. Here the work of Miss Huby 
on the Topics has rendered the relative dating much firmer. 
She observes : ' my conclusion is that there are good stylistic 
grounds for supporting the view that 1 (from 103a6) and 
2-7.2 are all of a piece, apart from a few additions, and I am 
also inclined to believe that they are very early' .U Later she 
remarks: 'I propose therefore to take the Topics, in its 
original form, as written about 360 B.C., at a time when 
Aristotle had begun to take part in the teaching of the 
Academy.' 12 As, on her view, the original work extends 

0 History of Western Philosophy, pp. 222-3. 
1o Sir W. D. Ross, op. cit., vol. I, p. lxxxii. 
n P. M. Huby, The Date of Aristotle's Topics, CQ, n.s. 12, i, May 1962, 

p. 73. 
12 ibid., p. 75. 
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f]['om 103a6 to 152b35, our first statement of categories would 
in fact have been made at the beginning of this early core 
of the Topics, which, as Gohlke has suggested, was probably 
initially current under the title of Dialectic. 

Regarding the dating of the treatise Categories, Ackrill 
remarks: 'In the traditional ordering of Aristotle's works 
the logical treatises (Organon) came first. Among these 
logical treatises Categories and de lnterpretatione are the 
first. . . . This traditional ordering is systematic, and it is 
therefore not a guide to the actual chronology of the 
writings. It is, however, probable that the Categories and 
de I nterpretatione are in fact early works of Aristotle.' 13 

Of the two main references in the Metaphysics Sir David 
Ross observes: ' L1 is evidently out of place where it is, 
and, as evidently, it is a genuine Aristotelian work . . . Some 
of the notions discussed in it ( KoA.of36v, if;Evoos ) are not 
appropriate to the Metaphysics, and it is apparently earlier 
than the physical works, while the rest of the Metaphysics, 
in its present form, is later.' 14 

Now in view of the exceedingly early date posited for the 
kernel of the Topics, it is natural to take this treatise as a 
little earlier than the Categories. Clearly Metaphysics Ll, 
which was also current as a separate treatise, is appreciably 
earlier than Metaphysics Z, which is subsequent to the physical 
studies. Probably Metaphysics L1 is subsequent to Categories 
in composition ; but it is conceivable that they are contem
porary works, and certainly L1 7 sheds a great deal of light on 
Cc~tt. 2-4. The likely chronological order may be shown thus : 

Topics 103a6-152b35. 
Categories : Metaphysics Ll. 
Metaphysics Z. 

THE ORIGINAL DOCTRINE OF THE TOPICS 

Our earliest evidence is from the beginning of the Topics : 
103a6 to 104a2, which stood at the opening of the first draft. 

1s J. L. Ackrill, op. cit., p. 69. 
"W. D. Ross, op. cit., p . xxv (vol. I). 
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Aristotle begins by considering the number of ways in which 
the same thing may be spoken about. ' We are wont to identify 
something by number, fO'rm, or class (apt8f:L6s, Eloos, y€vos). 
Number is used when the one subject (7rpfiyf:La) has more than 
one name-as one garment is called both mantle and cloak. 
Form is used when a number of subjects are not to be 
differentiated according to their form-as man from man or 
horse from horse. All subjects under the same form are called 
the same in form. Similarly subjects alike in class are stated 
under the same class.' In the first case Aristotle is dealing 
with what he calls identity of number but we call synonym
that is the use of several labels like vicej evilj wickednessj sin 
for the one act. Such things may be predicated of each other 
reciprocally : 'this evil is a sin '/' this sin is an evil' : like
wise, in Aristotle's example: 'the cloak is a mantle'/' the 
mantle is a cloak '. Form and class are not susceptible of 
reciprocity. We can say' Socrates is a man' but not' a man 
is Socrates'. Again, we may say of each form the general 
class : ' a man is a creature '/' a dog is a creature '/' a horse 
is a creature'. However, we cannot reverse matters and 
predicate the form (species) of its class (genus) : thus we do 
not say ' a creature is a dog '. 

Aristotle now proceeds to discuss predication with unitary 
subjects. In response to the question' What is it 1 'this unity 
is stated in several ways of reply. The most appropriate 
answer is when identity is stated in reply by means of a label 
(ovof:La) or definition, such as 'a cloak is a mantle' or 'a man 
is a twojooted land animal'. Secondly we may state a 
property-' man is capable of receiving knowledge '. All 
these, he explains, are ways of signifying a thing one in 
number, and a third is to state identity from an accident, 
such as ' Socrates is sitting down ' or ' Socrates is musical '. 
The simplest Greek of these is : 

' \ I ' I ' "e r ~ Y' "'' TO I\W7TWV tf:LUTWV : 0 aV pw7TOS c,<pOV 7T€c,OV Ot7TOVV : 

0 av8pw7TOS E7TtUnJf:LYJS OEKTtKOS 
f ~ I le ~ I I <o> ~WKpUTYJS Ka Y)TUt : ~WKpUTY)S f:LOVatKOS. 
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~aving ~ho~ that all the above are ways of signifying a 
subJect whwh IS one in number, Aristotle remarks that the 
t~th of this is most frequently proved by ringing the changes 
with these appellations. ' For frequently when ordering a 
slave to call to us a person in a group who is sitting down, 
we must change the appellation when he fails to understand 
who it was we mentioned by name. So to help him to under
stand ?et .t~r we identify the person from an accidental quality 
and bid him call to us " the man who is sitting " or " the 
man who is ~al~g ". So one understands the name (or label) 
and the aa:~dent. Now here Aristotle has proved his point 
by a functiOnal study of how words achieve a social result. 
On this method, Malinowski's views are of interest. ' The 
fact is that the main function of language is not to express 
thoug~t, not to d~plicate mental processes, but rather to play 
an active pragmatiC part in human behaviour .... Thus in its 
primary function it is one of the chief cultural forces and an 
adjunct to bodily activities .... Words are part of action and 
they are equivalent to action. Thus put, the point which 
I am labouring here may appear a commonplace, something 
so obvious that it may well be neglected. But the neglect of 
the obvious has often been fatal to the development of 
scientific thought. The false concept of language as a means 
of transferring ideas from the head of the speaker to that of 
the_ listener, has, in my opinion, largely vitiated the philo
logical approach to language. The view here set forth is not 
merely academic; it compels us, as we shall see, to correlate 
the study_ of language with that of other activities, to interpret 
the meanmg of each utterance within its actual context and 
th~s means a new departure in the handling of lin~istic 
evidence. It will also force us to define meaning in terms of 
experience an_d situation.' 15 However, the above passages 
fro:n the Topws suggest that this departure was perhaps not 
qmte so novel as Malinowski imagined. . 

In Topics A, 8, Aristotle proposes the inductive test of 
examining all 7rpo-raans, that is, single questions (following 

15 
B. Malinowski, Goral Gardens and their Magic, Vol. II, pp. 7-9. 
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LSJ. I, 3, not An. Pr. 24al6), and all 7rpo{3A~J-LaTa, that is, 
double questions, maintaining that all will be shown to have 
arisen from an issue involving one of the four factors definition 
(opos), property (Z8wv ), class (yivos ), or accident ( avJ-Lf3E{37JK6s). 
Then he asserts that syllogistic statements offer a further proof 
of this claim. ' Everything said of some particular must 
either be logically convertible with the subject ( dvnKaTT}yo
pEZaBat ToiJ 7rpayJ-LaTos) or not. If logically convertible, it is 
a definition or else a property. If it signifies the definite 
subject (To Tl ijv Elvat) it is a definition, if not, it is a property. 
For a property is logically convertible with the definite subject 
but does not signify it.' This doctrine of anticategorizing on 
two levels is in fact our doctrine of full and incomplete 
synonyms-a term later grammar has come to use in a quite 
non-Aristotelian sense, as we shall find in the treatise 
Categories. Thus in the popular press Fatal Air Crash and 
Ai1·linm· Tragedy would be convertible fully synonymous 
statements but Accident would be merely a property of the 
happening, and though it might be said in substitution in 
the next sentence of the press report it is only a partial 
synonym (or anticategory). Finally the philosopher explains 
that predicates not logically convertible are either in the 
defining phrase (optaj-t6s) of the subject (7rpayJ-La) or not in it. 
The defining phrase is made up of class and diffm·entia. 
Predicates which do not express either of these features are 
not in the defining phrase and are accidents. It is noteworthy 
that the issue raised in the discussion of anticategories, namely 
the role of substitution in transforming basic structures, IS 

still a problem for modern linguistics.16 

THE TREATMENT OF CATEGORIES IN THE TOPICS 

Aristotle begins Topics A, 9 by telling us that the above
named marks of distinction (8ta<f>opat)-that is, accident, 
class, property and definition are present in the ten classes of 
statements (KaTT}yoptwv). The ten classes of statements are 

1 • N. Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, MIT, 1965, pp. 144-7. It 
should he noted that Aristotle himself anticategorizes once in this passage, 
using lnroKELJ.LEvov for the usual rrpfiyJ.La in I. 24 above. 
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'what is' (Tt €an), 'of some size' (7roa6v), 'of some kind' 
(7rot6v), 'in some relation' (7rp6s TL ), 'in some place' (7rofJ), 
'at some time' (7roTi), 'to be in a position' (KEZaBat), 'to 
be in a condition ' ( EXELV ), ' to do ' ( 7TOtEZv ), and ' to suffer ' 
(7raaxEw). The rest of the chapter deserves word-for-word 
translation. 'Always accident or class or property or definition 
will be present in any one of these statements. For all simple 
questions arising from these (four) signify "What is it 1 " 
(Tt €an; ), or "What size 1" (7r6aov;), or "What kind 1" 
(7TC>Zov;), or some one of the other statements,17 It is clear 
from this that the expression stating what something is some
times signifies substance, at other times of some size, at other 
times of some kind, at other times one of the other statements 
(or predicates). For if, when "man" is under discussion, 
someone says "the thing under discussion is man" (or "is 
(a) creature"), he says what it is and signifies substance (ouata). 
Or if, when the colour "white" is under discussion someone 

' says "the thing under discussion is white" (or else, "is a 
colour"), he says what it is and signifies of some kind. Again, 
if when "a cubit's size" is under discussion, someone says 
" the thing under discussion is a cubit's size ", he says what it is 
and signifies of some size. In the same way with the rest. 
For each of these (predicates), if it is stated as an identity 
of the subject or if it states the class of the subject, signifies 
what it is (i.e. substance) . But when any of these is stated of 
a subject distinct from it (7rEpl. ETEpov), it does not signify 
wha:t it is but of some size, of some kind, or one of the other 
predicates. For the contents of statements (i.e. the same 
thing or another thing), and from what sources (i.e. simple 
questions) they come, that is sufficient. Next we must discuss 
how we shall grasp them and through what means we shall 
have an abundant supply of them.' This preliminary is at 
once followed by an examination of dialectic questions, single 
and double. The last sentence might almost be rendered in 
the terminology of Chomsky : ' We must discuss how we 

17 
Here the accentuation of 103b26 is emended from indefinite to inter

rogative. 
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shall grasp deep structures and through what means we shall 
generate abundant transformations.' Certainly Ar~stotle 
means the section studied to be a basis for the generatwn of 
syllogisms, and though the context of situation is thereby 
limited, the structures he :finds may have wider applications. 

THE CATEGORIES OF METAPHYSICS Ll 

From 103b27-9 above it is evident that Aristotle believed 
the statement of what it is was made by every one of the ten 
categories or predicates. This is less obvious for the last 
seven than for the first three. However, M etaphysics L1 7, 
which seems roughly coeval with the treatise Categories, 
offers a concise explanation of this problem arising from the 
description in Topics A. 

A version of the crucial chapter reads thus : ' In some cases 
the thing being is mentioned in reference to an accident, in other 
cases in reference to itself. In reference to an accident we 
say such things as " the just is musical " ( o o{Katos f-LOVatds 

Jan), "the man (is) musical" (o av8pw7TOS f-LOVGtK<Js), and 
"the musical (is) man, (o f-LOVGtKOS av8pw7ros) . Here we 
speak in the same way as if we were to say "the mu.:'ical is 
building/ builds " ( o f-LOVatKos olKoOOf-LEq because 1t has 
befallen the builder to be musical or the musical (to be) 
builder-for the statement "this is that" signifies that this 
has befallen that, and this rule applies with the cases quoted 
above. Therefore, whenever we call the man MUSICAL or the 
musical MAN, likewise the white MUSICAL or the musical WHITE, 

we say the latter pair because both items have befallen the 
same existent person, the former pair because (the musical 
quality) has befallen the existent person-(thus we call) the 
musical MAN since the musical quality has befallen a man.18 

On the same principle the not-white is said to be, because it is 
for the person to whom it has befallen. Therefore things said 
to be in reference to an accident are so spoken of either 

1s The readings of Laurentianus 87.12 (A b) point to a better text which 
avoids ellipses : ri.l-'<f>w -rc/> av-rc/> ov-rt avfLf1•{1-I,Kaat, -ro ll' oTt avl-'f1€f31!K< -rc/> ovn 

7 0 <1-1-ova1.K6v · TDv> OE J.LOVat.KOv O.v8pw7TOV OTt ToVrcp TO J.LOVatKOV C1VJ1-{3lf3TJKEV. 
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because both exist for the same thing which is now in being, 
or because the latter exists in the former which is in being, 
or because that to which belongs as an accident the item of 
which it is predicated itself exists. As many items as the 
figures of predication indicate are said in reference to these 
same existent subjects. For in however many ways they are 
said, they indicate " to be " in all cases.' 

Before continuing with the specification of categories here 
offered this is a useful point to survey the progress of the 
argument. The most significant assertions relate to o f-LOVatKos 

av8pw7ros-literally, 'the musical (is) man', and too f-LOVG£KOS 

olKoOOf-LEt-literally, ' the musical builds ' . The problem here 
is that f-LOVatKos may be either an adjective meaning' musical', 
or else on occasion a noun meaning ' musician '. But though 
the sentences might state 'the musician (is) man' and 'the 
musician builds', Aristotle appears to interpret the word as 
an adjective in his analysis . Moreover, when he analyses 
o f-LOVatKos olKoOOf-LEt-' the musical builds' as equivalent to 
o olKoOOf-LOS f-LOVG£Kos-' the builder is musical ', Oro f-LOVG£KOS 

olKoOof-Los-' the musical is builder', it is clear that he is 
treating the finite verb present tense as being equivalent to 
is +agent noun. Both these apparent oddities show a very 
remarkable affinity with the doctrines of transformational 
generative grammar. Thus Chomsky observes: 'The trans
formational component consists of a sequence of singulary 
transformations. Each transformation is fully defined by a 
structure index, which is a Boolean condition on analyzability, 
and a sequence of elementary transformations. The notion 
" analyzable " is determined in terms of the " is a " relation, 
which, in turn, is defined by the rewriting rules of the base 
and by the lexicon.' 19 In this sense the musical man does not 
mean the man is musical ; but it does imply this base structure. 
Because of the origin of the Greek article of classical times 
in a Homeric-age demonstrative pronoun, the phrase the 
musical man is as readily analyzable as the musical (one) (is) 

10 N. Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, pp. 142-3. 
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man as it would be in terms like the musical man (is). In the 
same way the musical (one) (is) builder gives an analyzable 
basis for the musical (one) builds: i.e. the builder (is) musical 

is implied. 
Turning back to the text, we shall find Aristotle here is 

offering us a shorter list comprising seven category items. 
' Since then of things predicated some signify what it is, others 
of some kind, others of some size, others in some relat~on, 
others to do or suffer, others in some place, others at some t~me, 
for each one of these they signify that the same thing is.' In 
this list four verbal predicates have been telescoped into one; 
and it is to analysis of the verb that Aristotle now turns. 
'The man is walking is in no way different from the man 
walks; likewise the man is cutting is just like the man cuts, 
and likewise in other such cases.' To us the progressive 
aspect makes a big difference between the examples : in 
Aristotle's context of situation, which we shall discuss next, 
it was an irrelevant detail. The suppression of the categories 
' to be in a position ' and ' to be in a condition ' results from 
the realization that agent nouns can be substituted for them 
as readily as they can for verbs in the category 'to do '. 

Next Aristotle turns to the use of initial emphatic €anv to 
mark the truth of a proposition and of initial ovK €anv to 
mark its falsehood. As cases of the first he quotes €an 

EwKparYJs 1.wvatKck and also €an EwKpa-rYJs ov AwK6s. These 
we would render ' Assuredly Socrates is musical ' and ' Cer
tainly Socrates is not-pale '. Aristotle analyses them : ' it ~s 
(true) Socrates (is) musical'/' it is (true) Socrates 1s 
not-pale '-both also legitimate English versions. As case of 
marking falsity he quotes ovK €anv ~ Otap.e-rpos o-Vp.p.e-rpos, 
which we might render ' In fact the diagonal is not com
mensurate' but which he analyses as: 'it is not (true) the 
diagonal (is) commensurate '-again quite possible usage in 

English. 
Problems such as the last example have exercised the wit of 

Chomsky as much as that of Aristotle. ' More importa~t are 
certain questions of interpretation that have some bearmg on 
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the form of selectional rules and their placement in the 
grammar. Consider such a typical case of the violation of 
selectional rules as: (14) John frightened sincerity. This is a 
deviant sentence, formed by relaxing the restriction of 
frighten to animate direct-objects. Nevertheless, there are 
frames in which this restriction can be violated with no 
consequent unnaturalness, as, for example, in (15) 

(i) it is nonsense to speak of/ there is no such activity 
as/frightening sincerity. 

(ii) sincerity is not the sort of thing that can be frightened. 
(iii) one cannot frighten sincerity. 

Clearly, a descriptive adequate grammar must indicate that 
(14) is deviant and that the examples of (15) are not. There 
are various ways to approach the problem.' 20 Aristotle would 
evidently compose the basic structure 'it is not true John 
frightens sincerity ', of which he would regard ' it is not true 
John (is) frightener of sincerity' as the ultimate deep structure, 
from which all the examples of (15) would be generated by 
transformations. 

Finally, Aristotle discusses potentiality. 'Further" to be" 
and " being " signify sometimes that one of these things said 
is to be said potentially and at other times that it is to be 
said actually. For we say " to be seeing " both the thing 
potentially seeing and the thing actually seeing. Likewise we 
say of both the thing able to use understanding and of the 
thing using understanding that " it understands ". Also we 
say "it is at restjit rests " both of the object to which rest is 
present and the one able to rest. In the same way of those 
predicates which are substances; for we say that "Hermes 
(potentially) is in the block-of-stone ", and " the half (poten
tially) (is) of the line ". Further we call the crop not yet ripe 
" wheat ".' Potentiality and actuality are not features in 
Chomsky's model lexical system-but they might be useful in 
relating his deep structures to their surface structure 
transformations. 

2° Chomsky, op. cit., pp. 156-7. 
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The overall study of this vital chapter of Metaphysics Ll 
permits us to recognize the generative and transformational 
elements in Aristotle's thinking about ultimate linguistic 
structures. For distinguishing between acceptable structures 
and deviant structures generated from his basic structures 
Aristotle uses the truth-test qualified by a further distinction 
between actual truth and potential truth. A statement 
which cannot claim actual or potential truth will exhibit 
lexical or structural deviation from the standpoint of the new 
generative grammarians. The generative basis for Aristotle 
rests in the deep structure m·ticle +first word = second word 
(A+ I =H)-what Bloomfield calls an equational predica
tion.21 Generations of schoolboys have discovered this doctrine 
for the first time on p. 4 of North and Hillard, where they 
learnt that 0 aya8os dv~p is attributive and means 'the good 
man ', while o dv~p dya86s is predicative and means 'the man 
(is) good'. Bloomfield calls the attributive type an endocentric 
construction,22 whilst the position of' good' in the phrase 'the 
good man' is self-embedded in Chomsky's sense-but this is 
only true for Aristotle in the context of a larger sentence 
where it will count as A + I + II, for in isolation Aristotle 
regards it as 'the good (one) (is) man '-or A+ I =II. 
As transformation theory makes clear, the traditional dis
tinction between attributive and predicative position shows 
that article + adjective + noun is a possible transformation of 
article + noun = adjective : but the nature of Greek syntax 
encourages the postulating of this intermediate transforma
tion, article + adjective = noun. Let us now consider the 
sentence 'the good man builds the hero-shrine' , or, in Greek 

, , ll 1 , 1 {olKoDOfLE'i TO ~pcpov B · th rt" 1 o ayauos aVT)p , _ . y movmg e a 1C e 
OLKODOfLWV 

to the right in front of each term in turn we obtain (i) the 
good (is) man, (ii) the man (is) building/ builds, (iii) the (one) 
building-the-shrine. In the last case the object (accusative 
case) is bound to its verbal basis and thus excludes predicative 

21 Bloomfield, Language, G. Allen and Unwin, 1935, p. 173. 
22 ibid., pp. 194-5. 
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'is'. However, as shown by Aristotle, the participle verbal 
may be nominalized to give (iia) the man (is) builder and (iiia) 
the builder (is) of-the-hero-shrine. Further 'the good (one) (is) 
man ' can be converted back to its underlying form ' the man 
(is) good '. Thus in Aristotelian terms Chomsky's terminology 23 

would show that the surface structure 'the good man builds 
the hero-shrine' is a transform combining three deep structure 
phrases of the A+ I =II type- namely (i) the man (is) good, 
(ii} the man (is) builder, (iii) the builder (is) of-the-hero-shrine. 
These deep structures reach the surface structure through 
the intermediate modifying transformation (i) The good (one) 
(is) man, (ii) the man (is) building, (iii) the building-the-hero
shrine. In these instances the patterns are the usual A+ I = II 
in the first two, but in the third o oLKODOfLWV TO ~pcpov gives 
the structure A+ (I +(A+ II)) . Indeed our A+ I =II 
predication is the formalization of a favourite sentence type 24 

of Greek (or Arabic)-article + definite noun = indefinite 
noun; or A + N = N2, where Nand N2 may be substantival 
or adjectival nouns. 

THE CONTEXT OF SITUATION: DE I NTERPRET AT lONE 1-5 

Though, in the urgency of his quest for a grammaire generale 
et raisonnee, 25 Chomsky does not concern himself closely with 
the situational factors controlling texts until he turns to 
lexical features, this approach is neither the practice found in 
Aristotle nor is it essential to all future linguistic science. 
As Ackrill 26 reminds us, the treatise de Interpretatione is 
roughly contemporary with the Categories, and it will help us 
appreciably in our efforts to determine the kind of language 
with which Aristotle is chiefly concerned. 

The first five chapters seek to define certain elements and 
structures and their contexts of occurrence. A number of 
these are described by terms later specialized for descriptive 

2S Chomsky, op. cit., pp. 15-18. 
24 L. Bloomfield, Language, pp. 171- 7. 
26 Chomsky, op. cit., pp. 5-8, 48-59, 137. 
26 op. cit., p. 69. 
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grammar in the work of Dionysius Thrax,27 but we shall 
deliberately here render them into non-grammatical language 
to avoid suggestions of petitio principi. The five chapters 
postulate OVOiJ-a (label), fJ'i}iJ-a (saying), a7T~cpaatc; (den~al), 
Kanicpaatc; (affirmation), a7TC)cpavatc; (declaratwn), and Aoyoc; 
(statement). In the first chapter Aristotle asserts' The sounds 
of the voice are tokens of the experiences in the soul and the 
written symbols are tokens of the sounds in the voice '. The 
theory of sensory perception underlying this view is that of 
de Anima B, 12. There all perceptions are compared to wax 
receiving the imprint of a signet ring without receiving the 
actual gem or gold. The description of the imprint's impact 
on the commune sensorium will then be the same as the 
description of the object causing the imprint, and the observa
tion of the external world by man thus becomes possible. 
This doctrine of speech is the ultimate source of the dichotomy 
of signifiant and signifie still evident in the linguistics of the 
Saussurean school. Further, spoken words will be signals for 
our experiences of objects-their names, properties and 
associations. An instance might be dentist's drill, whose 
properties would be hard, sharp, metall~c, .vibrating, b~zzingl 
whining (according to type). The assoCiatwns would mclude 
worry, tension, pain, dist1·ess and healing or 1·elief. Thus the 
mind would tend to form a series of A+ I =II pattern 
reactions.2s Instances are 'the drill (is) the dentist'sl(is) 
hardl (is) sha1·pl(is) metallicl(is) vibrating((i~) buzzing' on, the 
level of properties. On the level of assoCiatw~s we ha~e t~e 
drill (is) won·ying 1 (is) painful I (is) provocatwe-of-te~s~on I ( ~s) 
distressingl (is) healingl (is) relieving'. These verbahzmgs ?f 
our sensations will then provide ' deep structure bases ' m 
Chomsky's sense for quite a number of sentences which are 
recognizable transformations of these impressions. Instances 
would be : ' I dislike visits to the dentist ' : ' My back tooth 
is aching ; I must visit the dentist ' : ' My dentist is a real 

21 R. H. Robins, ' Dionysius Thrax and the Western Grammatical 

Tradition ', TPS, 1957, p . 95. 
~s Cf. Chomsky, op. cit., pp. 58-9. 
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sadist' : 'I hate the high speed drill' : 'Fillings are always 
disagreeable ' : ' Visiting the dentist twice a year ensures 
sound teeth '. 

Next Aristotle remarks that truth and falsehood arise from 
the combination and separation of these verbal symbols. For 
when stated on their own labels and sayings are like mental 
impressions (vo~iJ-aTa) without combination or separation. 
Examples are the words man or white uttered in isolation. 
However, words signify some impression even when they 
describe an unreality. Thus goat-stag signifies something, 
provided that islis not be not added, whether in the present 
(a7TAwc;) or an oblique tense (KaTa xpovov) . 

In the second chapter Aristotle proceeds to define the 
concept ovo,_,_a, or label, as a sound of conventional significance 
without implication of time of which no part is separately 
considered to be significant. The proper name Whitehead is 
a case in point : originally it was doubtless a possessive 
compound of the type called in Sanskrit bahuvrihi, and meant 
' (the man) possessing a white head '-i.e. ' fair haired '. From 
this origin it became a proper personal English name. How
ever, neither 'white' nor 'head' taken separately will 
signify the man ' Whitehead ' to a listener. Aristotle goes on 
to assert that names (or labels) are conventional, not natural
they arise as tokens. 'The non-phonemic (aypaiJ-iJ-aTot) noises 
of animals signify something, but none of them is a label.' 
Here again Aristotle makes a very penetrating observation, 
and Ackrill misses the linguistic point. 29 As he explains in 
chapter 1, writing is to symbolize sounds betokening sense
impression impacts on the commune sensorium. Further, 
though phonetic, animal cries defy exact phonemic analysis. 
Again, they represent reactions to a situation or calls to 
action which are incapable of analysis into label-part and 
saying-part. Though Chomsky may rightly suspect that deep 
structures are possibly of natural neural origin, the surface 
structures varying from race to race and class to class are 
conventional languages. ' The expression not-1nan is not a 

29 J. L. Ackrill, op. cit., p . 117. 
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label, for no label exists for this concept : let it therefore be 
a label without a definition.' Aristotle mentions a problem for 
English also : we have unkindness and untruth, but not 
unman as a noun. This, however is in neither language to be 
called an 'accidental semantic gap' : it is rather an 'im
possible lexical entry ' . Our other two examples belong to 
notions which are embraced by pairs of binary opposites. 
Thus everything that is capable of such a description at all 
is either true or false, or either cruel or kind. It is true that 
both have middle terms uncertain and indifferent ; but they 
arise from want of positive evidence. Thus an unkind act 
must be cruel and an untrue statement false, but we choose 
the negative of the applauded concept to state the reprobated 
concept less bluntly. Because it is not customary to understate 
applauded concepts we avoid expressions like unfalse and 
uncruel, but they would be semantically possible lexical entries. 
However man does not divide the field with one anti-concept, 
so that unman cannot imply a definite opposite but can mean 
any created thing apart from man, and is thus correctly 
described by Aristotle as 'without a definition' or 'un
definable' .ao He concludes the chapter by pointing out that 
the genitive' Philon's' is not a label but a 7TTWaLs or grammatical 
tmnsformation of a label. The reason is that no truth or false
hood emerges from saying ' Philon's isj wasjwill be ', whereas 
it does when predication is attached to a label. 

The third chapter begins by explaining that 'pfjf-1-a (saying) 
is a label which signifies time in addition. So health is a label, 
while is-healthy is a saying, for it indicates" present existence " 
in addition to the label. However, a saying is always concern
ing things existent such as are said of the subject ( !moKE[f-1-Evov). 

It follows that is-not-healthy/ is-not-ill are not sayings. Though 
they indicate time in addition and always exist of something, 
no label exists for this distinction '. At first glance this is a 
bad example, because is-well/is-ill are binary opposites 
covering the field of health and the negative is-not-well 
therefore implies the positive is-ill. However, the avoidance 

30 Cf. Chomsky, op. cit., pp. 168-70. 
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of reprobated concepts and cherishing of the applauded 
concepts tends to prevent is-not-ill being a simple case of 
transforming is-well. The statement 'Mr Smith is-not-ill' 
really tells us nothing definite-it excludes one possibility 
and leaves a thousand still open. In that sense Aristotle is 
right to call it 'a saying without a definition', for it is im
~ossible to define a precise meaning in it, and it may obtain 
ill reference to something existent or to something non -existent 
as Aris.totle himself remarks. 'In the same way was-health; 
and w~ll-be-healthy are not sayings, but grammatical trans
formations of sayings (7rTwaELc;). They differ from sayings, 
because a saying signifies in addition present time, while such 
transformations signify time outside the present.' Aristotle 
concludes the section with a consideration of predicates 
without their subjects. ' Said by themselves sayings are 
labels and signify something-the speaker arrests his thought 
a~d .the hearer ~ai~s attentive-but the saying does not yet 
signify whether It IS (true) or not (true). Even if one says 
sim~ly "it is", neither "is" nor "is not" can signify the 
subJect. For " is " alone is nothing, but it signifies some 
further thing in combination which cannot be understood 
without the combined elements.' Sayings in this sense are 
meaningful in context only. 

The commentators from antiquity down to Ackrill have 
found this whole chapter a problem. Failure to envisage the 
context of situation 31 in which Aristotle viewed language lies 
at the root of their problem. The master of ancient observa
tional science thought always of himself in the first person 
expounding orally to his pupils present in the second person 
the _rhenomena they -:ere all at that time observing as going 
on ill or through a third person or non-human object. With 
this vie': is also i~volved the theory of perception and thought 
~et out ill de Amma Band r. Thus the typical label or noun 
ill these texts will be a nominative singular signifying a third 
person or inanimate object which the lecturer and class are 
then contemplating while it is acting or being acted upon. 

31 J. R. Firth, op. cit., pp. 7-13. 
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.Again, the typical saying or verb is a third person singular 
present in colligation with this noun-the subject of the action 
or experience. This is because the third person singular 
present alone can describe an act under observation during 
the lecture or one contemplated as in progress for the sake of 
the argument. However, past and future verbal actions cannot 
be observed, for memory or anticipation is required to envisage 
them. Moreover, if the effort of visualization is successful, 
they seem present to their imaginer. Hence such tenses are 
mere grammatical transforms of the 1·eal present. 

Other problems in this and the preceding chapter have 
analogous explanations. A case in point is the oblique forms 
of nouns. Here again a memory context outside the observed 
scene is needed for the beholder to realize that something 
being used by the observed subject X is in fact Y's, and not 
X's own article. The dative case would often require a similar 
vision of past and future contexts if we are to realize that X is 
acting for the benefit of Z. Again, an observer will recognize 
obvious signs that Socrates is ill, but in watching a busy 
Socrates at work his obvious reaction will be ' Socrates is 
busy ' or ' Socrates is working ', not ' Socrates is not-ill '. 
Finally, though we may know that X does not perform certain 
acts, it is impossible to watch X not-doing actions ; while it is 
equally impossible to watch a non-man doing acts, even 
granting countless acts may derive from non-human agents, 
for all we can see is a particular man doing some one of many 
possible actions. Indeed, in his stimulating study of Platonic 
structural semantics Professor Lyons 32 might have gained 
from following Aristotle rather than the Chomsky school in 
defining his ' kernel sentence ' types, and thus giving them 
verbal bases in third person singular present rather than the 
present infinitive. Be that as it may, we now have a clearer 
picture of the lecture-room situation and demonstration 
context in which Aristotle thought and worked. 

In chapter 4 we find that a )..6yos-statement or sentence
is a significant utterance (cpwv~ GTJ/-tav-rLK~), any of whose parts 

sz J. Lyons, op. cit. 
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is significant in isolation, but as an utterance, not as an 
affirmation. The word man signifies something, but not 
isjis-not; yet, if either of these were added, it would become 
an affirmation or denial. ' Every sentence is significant, yet 
not as a naturally significant instrument (opyavov), but rather 
by convention. Not every sentence is declaratory: only such 
cases as have truthfulness or lying present in them. These 
factors are not elements in all sentences, for a prayer is a 
sentence, but it is neither true nor false as an utterance.' 

Aristotle devotes chapter 5 to the possible kinds of 
declaratory sentence. The first class is affirmation and the 
second is denial; the others are (compound sentences) unified 
by conjunctions. Every sentence that is declaratory must be 
constituted with a verb or its transform. Even the definition 
of a man is not yet a declaratory sentence, unless isjwill-bejwas 
is added. Here Aristotle states that 0 av8pw7TOS ~ipov 7TE~OV 
0{7TOVV is a definition, while EGTL 0 av8pw7TOS ~ipov 7TE~OV 8{7TOVV 
is an affirmative declaration. The reason why the predicate 
'ipov 7TE,ov 8{7Tovv is one and not many needs discussion, for 
simple colligation does not make them one. 

At the close of chapter 4 Aristotle remarked that non
declaratory sentences were the province of poetry or rhetoric 
and not his present concern. So we have established that the 
kind of Greek analysed in this Aristotelian situation context 
is observational descriptive prose ; not persuasive prose and 
not poetry. Whether there should be a formal categorizing 
of signifiant and signifiA or not, it was inevitable that the class 
of discourse studied by Aristotle should make the association 
of the two appear natural and inescapable to his followers. 

THE TREATISE CALLED THE CATEGORIES 

In such descriptive speech the main barrier to compre
hension will arise from phonetic ambiguities. Therefore 
Aristotle begins this study with an exploration of the different 
semantic possibilities of the same minimal free sound-group. 
These he defines as Homonym (ojU!Jvv/-ta), Synonym (avvwvv/-ta) 
and Paronym (7rapwvv/-ta). By lwmonyms Aristotle means 
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words with the same sound but whose statements of meaning 
corresponding to this sound are different. So character may 
mean a person or a symbol in a script. Synonyms are defined 
as words with the same sound and the same statement of 
meaning corresponding with the sound. So animal may mean 
either man or ox, because both are living creatures of the 
mammal type. Paronyms are words which differ in their 
grammatical transformation only, and which have the same 
basic meaning because of the identical sense of the identical 
parts of such words. So manly is said differently in transforma
tion (here termination) from manlwod, but both refer back to 
the basic meaning of ' man '. In the actual example Aristotle 
derives avDpEZos (manly) from avDpEta (manliness) and 
o ypafLI-LanKos (the grammarian) from~ ypafLfLaTtK~ (grammar) 
-thus we see that 7TTWats or transformation extends far 
beyond case to gender, mutation and derivation. 

Next in chapter 2 Aristotle establishes a structural dis
tinction between clause and word similar to the one which has 
become familiar. This is based on the presence or absence of 
aVfL7TAoK~-which may be rendered colligation-a phenomenon 
usually accompanied in Greek by grammatical agreement. 
Thus clauses, or utterances whose structure exhibits such 
syntactic colligation, are examples like 'man runs '/'man 
conquers '. Words, or utterances witlwut colligation, are in
stances like ' man ', ' ox ', ' runs ', ' conquers '. Of course 
our rendering of aVfLTTAoK~ as colligation refers to the special 
language under description-ancient Greek-and does not 
impugn the fact that English colligations often lack such 
grammatical agreements and that in other languages like 
Chinese colligations will be totally devoid of any morphological 
agreement. 

THE ANALYSIS OF EQUATIONAL PREDICATION 

Aristotle continues chapter 2 with an account of the theory 
of predication. Because the l.u.d. is the descriptive Greek of 
observational study, it will refer to tangible or perceptible 
subjects and not to abstractions. Here four logical relations 
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are detected as finding semantic expression within the formal 
pattern of predication. This Greek structure under semantic 
analysis is what Bloomfield calls an equational construction: 
definite noun + indefinite noun represents definite noun = in
definite noun. 33 As Greek possesses a definite article and 
normally lacks any indefinite form of article, we have already 
formalized this structure as A + N = N 2• Proper names do 
not necessarily demand the article to assert their definiteness, 
but they frequently have it preceding them. 

Let us now deal with the four relations in Aristotle's own 
words. 

(A) 'Of things that a1·e (i.e. things predicated), some are 
said of the subject, but are in no subject. For example man 
is said of THE PARTICULAR MAN as its subject, but is itself in no 
subject.' Here Aristotle refers to equational sentences like 
o .EwKpaTTJS av8pw7TOS Or o aTpaTTJYOS av8pw7TOS . 

(B)' Some things also are in a subject but said of no subject. 
I mean a thing existing in something but not as a part of it, 
yet unable to exist separately from the thing in which it is. 
For instance, "the particular grammatical" is in a subject
namely the soul-but is said of no subject. Again, " the 
particular white " is in a subject-namely the body-but is 
said of no subject.' Here Aristotle is discussing structures like 
~ ypafLI-LanK~ lf;vxTJ and To AwKov awfLa, whose patterns are 
fO'rmally equational, but in which !f;vxTJ is not said semantically 
as an equation of~ ypafLfLaTtK~ and awi-La is not said semanti
cally of To AwKov. Indeed, from the semantic standpoint lf;vxTJ 
and awi-La are the true logical subjects without which neither 
~ ypafLI-LanK~ nor To AEvKov can be said, for both of these 
apparent subjects are in reality existent only within their 
logical subjects which stand as their apparent predicates. In 
fact Aristotle is marking out a functional distinction between 
a noun adjective (or word spoken in the subject) and a noun 
substantive (or word spoken of the subject). Besides, he is 
making the kind of distinction Bloomfield makes in defining 

33 L. Bloomfield, Language, pp. 194-5. 
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an endocentric construction, which is well exemplified in both 
the above cases.34 Our formula here would be A+ Na + N2• 

(C) 'Some things however are said of a subject but are also 
in a subject. For example, knowledge is in a subject, the soul, 
but is said of a subject, grammar.' Here Aristotle is considering 
a case like ~ ypaJLJLanK~ emaT~JLYJ-' the grammar (is) 
knowledge ', or in our normal usage, ' grammar is knowledge '. 
Here grammar (~ ypaJLJLaTtK~) is a subject itself-a noun 
substantive rather than a noun adjective-and the formula 
of ~ ypaJLJLaTtK~ emaT~JLYJ is A + N = N 2• Schoolboys 
frequently accept the assurance of W. G. Rutherford's First 
Greek Accidence and regard all such cases as implying a logical 
ellipse--7) OtaAEKT<Js' <rpwv~> /~ ypaJLJLanK~ <TE)(VYJ >. Aristotle 
is more honestly descriptive and does not run away from the 
fact that ~ ypaJLJLaTtK~ may rank either as a noun substantive 
or as a noun adjective according as the phrase is analysed 
as A+ N = N2 or as A+ (Na + N2) . The other case of (C), 
where the new thing is stated in and of the same subject, is 
implicit, but not discussed. A case is ~ fvxYJ ypaJLJLaTtK~ ' the 
soul (is) grammatical', exemplifying A+ N = Na. 

(D) 'Finally, some things are neither in the subject nor said 
of it. Instances are " the particular man ", or " the particular 
horse ", for nothing of this kind is either in a subject or said 
of a subject. Simply, things indivisible and one in number are 
said of no subject ; but nothing prevents some being in a 
subject ; for example, " the particular grammatical " H TtS 

ypaJLJLanK~) is one of those in the subject.' Aristotle concludes 
by enforcing the point made in (C). 

The section just studied affirms that article + noun sub
stantive (A+ N) can never be a predicate, but must be a 
subject whenever it occurs in an A + I + II pattern. How
ever, this structure can sometimes be homonymous with an 
endocentric construction, which also can occur in an A +I +II 
pattern, and in this event the structure is article + noun 
adjective (A + Na). These distinctions are often difficult. 

•• Bloomfield, op. cit., pp. 194- 5. 
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Though in Greek at large adjectives (ov6JLaTa emBml.) are 
a subclass of nouns (ov6JLaTa) they are formally unlike nouns 
in three main ways. First, they have comparative and 
superlative transformations, secondly, when used as predicates 
they agree with their subject in number and gender. In the 
third place, adjectives may enter into endocentric con
structions in which they agree with noun and article in 
number, gender and case : nouns may enter such constructions 
only in their genitive case and subject to semantic limitations : 
so o KaAos TTats but o 8ovAov 8wTT6TYJS· However, the Greeks 
of Aristotle's day would interpret adjective comparison in 
paronymous terms-and indeed Dionysius Thrax 35 called 
COmparatives OV6JLaTa avyKptTtKa and SUperlatives OV6jLaTa 
lmEpBEnKa. Further, if we are careful, as above, to recon
struct the texts Aristotle chose for making his abstractions, 
it is clear that his preoccupation is with the ambivalence of 
words which could be either adjectival or substantival in 
different contexts within the one structural pattern-the 
problem of homonymy. Thus the two possible treatments for 
ypaJLJLaTtK~ in the A+ I position, adjectival in~ ypaJLJLaTtK~ 
fvxYJ (A + Na + N2)) and substantival in ~ ypaJLJLaTtK~ 
emaT~JLYJ (A + N = N2), made it clear that formal differentia
tion between adjective and substantive was unprofitable in 
the kind of texts Aristotle was examining. With an expression 
like ~ ypaJLJLaTtK~ a larger context of situation is required 
to determine functionally whether (A+ I) =(A+ N) or 
(A+ I) =(A+ Na). Unfortunately the conscientious com
mentary of Ackrill, though most interesting, misses the real 
point. ' Being said of a subject is no more a linguistic property 
than being in a subject-though Aristotle's adoption of the 
phrase " said of" to express the relation of genus to species to 
individual may have been due to the fact that if A is the 
genus or species of B, it follows that A can be predicated of B.' 
Moreover, when he goes on to observe' Subject means neither 
grammatical subject nor substance, but is a mere label for 

•• R. H. Robins, op. cit., p. 98, for discussion of these terms. 
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whatever has anything said of or in it ', Ackrill simply exposes 
his remarkable innocence concerning the modern history of 
linguistic analysis. 3 6 

In chapter 3 it is explained that 'things said of something 
said of the subject are also themselves said of the subject. 
Thus man is said of the particular man, and creature is said of 
man. Thus creature is said of the particular man also, for the 
particular man is both man and creature '. Here Aristotle is 
returning to the problem broached at the end of De Interpr. 5: 
the unity of predicates of several terms. This type of predica
tion problem is a transformation of these three deep structure 
types: 0 EwKpaTTJS avBpw7TOS I 0 avBpw7TOS l;,fi!ov I 0 EwKpaTY)s 
l;,fi!ov. The method is to transform one of the predicates parony
mously into an adjective in agreement with the other. The 
intermediate stage is 0 EwKpaTTJS avBpw7TOS l;,fi!ov 'Socrates (is) 
man (is) creature'. The final form is o EwKparYJS dvBpwmvov 
l;,fi!ov ' Socrates (is) human creature'. These terms can be 
said of the subject both separately and collectively, and are 
usually understood collectively. However, a second element 
is raised here-the lexical limitation on the items which can 
be said of any particular subject. This limitation arises quite 
naturally from the context of situation governed by empirical 
social experience within the speaking group. Where this 
limitation is not accepted we generate grammatical meanings 
outside our experience like Firth's instance 'My doctor's 
great-grandfather will be singeing the eat's wings ', 37 or 
Chomsky's example : 'Colourless green ideas sleep furiously'. 38 

Aristotle's solution is stated thus ' For things of different 
classes and not classified under each other the typifying 
features of their forms (species) will also be different. Instances 
of such things are (the classes) knowledge and creature. For the 
typifying features (of forms or species) of creatures are walking, 
water-dwelling, twojooted and winged. However one (form of) 
knowledge does not differ from another by being twojooted. 

36 Ackrill, op. cit., pp. 75-6. 
37 Firth, op. cit., p. 8. 
38 Chomsky, op. cit., p . 149. 
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But some typifying features (differentia) of things classified 
under one another may be the same, for the broader classes 
are said of the ones (forms) below them; thus the wider 
typifying features covering the predicate stated will neces
sarily apply to the subject also.' Aristotle's approach suggests 
that Chomsky might resolve some of his problems over the 
boundaries of syntax and semantics presented by deviant 
sentences with the aid of a context of situation theory suitably 
adapted. At the very least, Aristotle certainly offers us a 
coherent principle from which we may reject as deviant all 
examples which offend like the instance ~ ypap.p.anK~ 7TTTJV~ 
' the grammar (is) winged '. This sentence is a case of exactly 
the same class-property confusion as Firth's 'eat's wings' or 
Chomsky's ' ideas sleep '. 

THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE PREDICATE 

Aristotle proceeds in chapter 4 to state his ten 'categories' 
or ' predicates '. ' Of things said without any colligation at 
all, each one signifies either substance or of some size or of 
some kind or in some relation or in some place or at some time, 
otherwise to be in a position or to be in a condition or to do or 
to suffer. To explain clearly, substance is like man, horse 
(avBpw7Tos, t7T7Tos) . Of some size is like of two cubits, of three 
cubits (U7TYJXVS, rpt7TTJxvs). Of some kind is like white, gram
matical (..\EvKov, ypap.p.anKov ). I n some relation is like double, 
half, greater (om..\aawv, ijp.tav, p.EZl;,ov) . In some place is like 
in (the) Lyceum, in (the) market (€v AvKEtcp, EV ayopfi-) . At 
some time is like yesterday, last-year (xBls, 7TEpvatv) . To be in 
a position is like lies, sits (dvaKEtm£, KaBYJrat). To be in a 
condition is like is-shod, is-armed ({moOEOETa£, w7TAwrm). 
To do is like to-cut, to-burn (rlp.vEtv, Ka{Etv). To suffer is like 
to-be-cut, to-be-burned (rlp.vwBat, KatwBat). Each of these 
cannot be said on its own in any affirmation, but by their 
colligation with each other an affirmation arises. Every 
affirmation seems to be either true or false. However, things 
said in no colligation are (in themselves) neither true nor 
false, like " man ", " white ", " runs ", " conquers ".' 
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The list above is most unlike the eight parts of speech 
evolved in the analogical grammar of Aristarchus and Dionysius 
Thrax.39 The reason is simple : Aristarchus was anxious to 
distinguish words formally, Aristotle wished to distinguish 
them functionally. But why do we find ten functions specified 1 
The answer Aristotle would give has been quoted previously 
from Topics A, 9-simple questions that ask about the 
accident, class, prope1·ty or definition of some particular subject 
take one of ten forms and must therefore be answered by one 
of our ten' categories' (or predicates). 40 Because all are also 
capable of being answered by a single word as well as by a 
complete predication, these ten questions also offer a classifica
tion of words used in Greek, accepting Bloomfield's definition 
of' word' as a minimum free form. 41 We may tabulate the 
generation of categories thus : 

Question 

1. Tl Ecrrr.v 0 O.v8pwrros; 
2. 7T6UOS (aTLV c) 0.v0pW7TOS'i 

3. 1ToLos la-rtv 0 O.vBpwTTos; 
4. Trpds rl Ecrnv 0 O.v8pwrros; 
5. TTOiJ lanv 0 O.vOpwrros; 
6. 7T0TE lcrrtv 0 O.vOpwTTos; 
7. 1rWs KELTaL 0 O.vOpwTTos; 
B. TTWs €xEt. 0 O.vOpwTTos; 
9. Tl1TOLEL d Civ8pwTTos; 

10. ·rt 7TclUXEL d O.vOpwTTos; 

Answe1· 

o av8pW1TOS 'cpov 
d f1v8pw-rros TE-rp&7TTJXVS 
d O.v8pw7TOS AEvK6s 
o av8pw1TOS fLEL,WV 
d 11.v8pwrros Ev AvKEltp 
d ri.Y8pwtros viJv 
Q 0.v8pw7TOS KrJ.8'Y]TaL 

d <iv8pwrros WrrAtaTaL 
d O.v8pw7TOS TEp.vn 
d O.vOpwnos Kale-rat 

Minimum 
F1·ee 

Form 
'cpov 
T<Tpa7r7Jxus 
Ae:uKOs 

fLEL,WV 
Ev AuKEl<p 

viJv 

Kci81]Tat. 

W1rAta-rat 

Tlp.vH 
' KaLETat. 

It is probably significant that the two categories eliminated in 
Metaphysics Ll are those introduced by 7TWS, both of which 
have perfect middle forms. Incidentally, ev AvKE£cp appears 
to violate the one-word response definition. However, it is of 
some interest that preposition + oblique case was felt to be a 
unitary expression by the Attic poets, who did not allow 

39 Robins, op. cit., p. 95. 
• 0 Above, pp. 106-7. 
u Bloomfield, Language, p. 178. In the table above, item 6 as predicate 

would usually be expressed by a paronymous adjective agreeing with the 
subject. 
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caesura between a preposition and its noun, thus suggesting 
that the preposition was viewed more as a bound prefix than 
a free form. We may now turn to the functional determination 
of the categories, where Aristotle introduces criteria to show 
that morphologically similar forms often belong to quite 
distinct word classes. 

THE ANALYSIS OF SUBSTANCE 

Aristotle begins chapter 5 by making two distinctions. 
First he isolates primary from secondary substance, then sets 
these secondary substances apart from other predicates. The 
primary substance is the grammatical subject, or (A + I) 
when this pattern represents (A + N). 'The substance most 
appropriately and most of all so named- and likewise the one 
spoken in first position-is that which is said neither of a 
subject nor in a subject, like " the man " or " the horse ". 
Those substances are spoken second in which the first-spoken 
substances exist, as being present in their forms or classes.' 
So, 'Socrates (is) (a) man' and 'the man (is) (an) animal' 
exemplify form and class respectively. He then explains that 
both the sound and the underlying meaning of a secondary 
substance are said of the subject. In other words, all 
occurrences of any secondary substance are synonymous in 
Aristotle's sense of that term. But he continues : ' Mostly 
neither the sound nor the meaning of things present in the 
subject can be said of that subject. But sometimes the sound 
may be said of the subject even in cases where the meaning 
cannot possibly be spoken of the subject.' Here Aristotle tells 
us that some things present in a subject may be stated of that 
subject homonymously. Many such things can be said only in 
endocentric position. Thus Pindar writes in Isthmian 2, 1, 
oi 7TaAaL cpCrrEs, using category (6) endocentrically, but in 
predication we should write paronymously oi cpwTES 7TaAaLOt, 

or perhaps, with more elevation, oi cpwTES 7TaAaLyEvEI:s. In 
the second case, we know that white is often present in body ; 
while in addition to the endocentric statement To AEvKov awfLa 

(the white (is) body) we may predicate To awf.La 'AwK6v (the 
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body (is) white). However, though the sound of white is now 
said of the body, the meaning of white does not apply to the 
body, but rather to its surface-so white in this case is stated 
homonymously. Furthermore all verbal forms, if viewed in 
the light of Metaphysics Ll 7, will likewise be paronymous 
formations. For instance, 'the man runsjis running' can be 
regarded as a paronymous transformation of' the man (is) (a) 
runner'. Thus all things stated of primary substances are 
said synonymously if they are secondary substances, but must 
be said homonymously or paronymously if they belong to 
the other nine categories. Here Aristotle has given us a 
logical justification for the need for a subject to exist before 
a predicate can be stated: A +I is a precondition of II. 

' Of secondary substances form is more substantial than 
class, for it is closer to the primary substance.' Indeed, the 
relationship of form to class is of the same order as the relation
ship of primary substance to all other things. In other words, 
class may be stated of form, but not form of class: that is, 
form may be subject as well as predicate, but class must always 
be a predicate. So the sentence o O.vBpw7Tos 'ipov can mean 
either 'the (particular) man (is) (an) animal' or 'man (in 
general) (is) (an) animal (species)'. But as subject here 
To 'ipov can only mean 'the (particular) animal'. Thus 
form as well as prime substance may sometimes appear as 
(A + I) in generalizing contexts whilst class can only appear 
as II. Having thus admitted that in certain contexts both 
prime substances and forms can be candidates for the subject 
position Aristotle henceforth USeS the term aTOJ.La -indivisibleS

for prime substances proper. 42 

' Apart from primary substances, form and class are the 
only types of indication said to be substances, for, alone of 
things predicated, they clarify the (nature) of the primary 
substance.' Thus, if we ask what Socrates is, we may be told 
man or animal. Any other answer, such as 'white' or 
' running ' is of quite a different order, for it answers another 

•• D. M. Balme, T £vos and El/ios in Aristotle's Biology, Class. Q1tart., 

1962, p. 88. 
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question. As primary substances may serve as subjects to all 
the other categories, Aristotle finds the title substance especially 
appropriate to them. 

He is careful to point out that no substance may be in a 
subject. The ' primary substance may be neither in the 
subject nor said of the subject, while the secondary substance, 
though said of the subject, can never be in that subject '. 
Aristotle reiterates the semantic reason for this logical fact : 
though the sound of a thing present in a subject may be said 
of the subject, the meaning cannot be said of that subject
the statement is merely a homonym. As such a thing is in the 
subject, it may be spoken of the subject by transfer only, in 
such examples as 'the man (is) white ', where the meaning 
would properly be said of his skin, but not of the man himself. 
But both sound and meaning are said of the subject in a case 
like 'the soldier (is) (a) man' : so such secondary substances 
as man cannot be present in their subjects but are always 
spoken of them-in fact their use is synonymous. Aristotle 
is forced to these lengths of semantic analysis because Greek 
lacks the formal feature which at once marks this distinction 
in English-the indefinite article. When we say 'the soldier 
is white' the lack of an article shows that the predicate is 
homonymous, while in ' the soldier is a man ' the presence of 
the article shows that the statement is synonymous. In
divisible substances or ' count ' nouns can only appear in the 
subject in Greek, unless they are plural ; so predicate nouns 
are formally similar to predicate adjectives-The soldier 
white/The soldier man. Such predicates are virtually nominal 
abstract nouns in their form, and in cases like man they 
become animate abstracts. This state of language must have 
played its part in encouraging Plato to believe that stating 
identity with such a noun predicate was to state identity with 
an everliving Idea in which all its subjects somehow cohere. 
Aristotle also remarks that the property or distinguishing 
mark is used in the same way. In' the soldier (is) two-footed' 
both sound and meaning of the predicate apply to the subject 
and are spoken of it. Such is the burden of 3a15-32. 
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Now he goes on to note that a substance (or distinguishing 
mark) always has the same name which always implies the 
one meaning; that is, all the instances of any such word are 
synonymous. Therefore they may not be applied with 
transferred meaning, but both sound and meaning must apply 
to their subjects. Consequently, all predications made from 
substances or distinguishing marks are indicated either of 
particular indivisibles or of forms. No predicate may be made 
by an indivisible. From a form, however, we may make a 
predicate for an indivisible. Finally, from a class we may make 
a predicate for either a form or an indivisible, while a distin
guishing mark is used in the same way as a class. 

Aristotle now proceeds to a concise semantic definition of 
substance. 'All substances seem to signify some particular. 
This is obvious with indivisibles. But form and class appear 
from the usage of speech also to indicate particulars.' Yet 
on the other band form and class signify of some kind, for 
their logical reference is not to one but to many-' the general 
(is) (a) man '-and there are many that are men. Still, such 
terms do not simply signify of some kind like ' the general 
(is) white' ; but rather form and class indicate specifically 
what kind of substance. Aristotle is here escaping the linguistic 
problem which helped to generate Plato's Ideas. 

Next comes the logical definition. Substance has no opposite 
and does not include the idea of more or less. No substance 
can be more a substance than another such one. One may 
well suggest that some nouns have opposites-for instance 
' day ' and ' night '. Are these not substances 1 They may 
tend towards time or condition when they are in second 
substance, but as particulars they do not. ' The particular 
night ' has no opposite. 

Finally, we have a functional definition. The particular 
property of substance is that, though it remain the same and 
one in number, it can receive opposite qualities. No one of 
the other categories can do this. So the same man may be hot 
and cold at different times. It can be argued that statements 
and opinions can receive opposites too-namely truth and 
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falsehood-according as their underlying action agrees or 
disagrees with them. 

From this point onwards the other categories are similarly 
examined from the same five aspects which were applied to 
substance : their logical basis, semantic usage, semantic 
definition, logical definition, and functional definition (or 
collocational usage). 

INDICATIONS OF SOME SIZE 

Chapter 6 treats of some size. Logically, Aristotle tells us 
that magnitudes are either discrete like numbers and words or 
continuous like lines, surfaces, or solids. The parts of lines, 
surfaces, solids and other continua have relative position, 
while the discrete parts of number, time and speech have a 
fixed order but no position relative to one another. 

We now have a semantic definition based on usage. 
Magnitude expressions are properly applied only to such 
things as were listed in the previous paragraph, but by con
vention they are transferred to many other things : in other 
words they are often used homonymously rather than 
synonymously in Aristotle's sense of these terms. Thus' a brief 
operation ' is so called because it took a brief t·ime. Again ' the 
summer sea was a wide blue from the cliffs to the horizon ' 
means, in Browning's words, ' the great opaque blue breadth 
of the sea without a break ' . 

Next, we turn to Aristotle's logical definition. Like 
substance, of some size admits no opposites either to the 
measurements themselves like three cubits or to the magnitudes 
they measure, such as line, su1jace, or time. The apparent 
contrasts of ' large ' to ' small ' and the like are not logically 
real because all things are called relatively large or small in 
their own class ; so we say ' a large mosquito ' and ' a small 
mountain '. Therefore such opposites really belong to the 
next category, in relation to something. Further, expressions 
of size do not admit more or less. A thing cannot be more or 
less three cubits-it either is or is not three cubits. 

Concluding this category, Aristotle offers a collocational 
PHILO. TRANS. 1969. 
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point defining function. The special property belonging to 
of some size is to be called equal or unequal. Two solids must 
be either equal or unequal ; similarly any two numbers or 
any two intervals of time are equal or lmequal. 

INDICATIONS IN RELA'l'ION 1'0 SOMETHING 

Aristotle begins chapter 7 with the semantic and logical 
bases of in some 1·elation. ' Things said in some relation are 
those which are said either + genitive of something else or in 
any (other) way in relation to something else. So in usage 
greater is said to be g1·eate1· + the genitive of something else 
(fLE'i:~ov nvos ), and twofold is said to be twofold + the genitive 
of something else (omAaawv Twos).' 

The general semantic definition is given thus : ' such things 
so expressed include possession or condition, disposition, 
position, perception and knowledge, for all of them are called 
what they are in reference to accompanying genitive cases '. 
So in English too we speak of ' knowledge of G1·eek ' and 
'perception of wisdom', and may say 'this possession is 
possession of land ', and so on. And in a sense the two categories 
' to be in a condition ' and ' to be in a position ' are paronyms 
from statements of some 1·elation. 

The logical definition follows next. Opposition is admitted 
by some relations only. An expression like 'knowledge of 
Greek ' has as its opposite ' ignorance of Greek ', but relative 
quantity expressions like twofold cannot admit of opposites. 
At first we may imagine that 'half' is the opposite of' two
fold ' : but it is merely the reciprocal of ' twofold ' as ' a third ' 
is of ' threefold '. If twofold is 1 + 1 = 2 then in one sense 
the opposite (or reverse) is 1 - 1 = 0. Again, if threefold is 
1 + 1 + 1 = 3, then its opposite is 1 - 1 - 1 = -1. But 
zero and -1 are mathematical and not linguistic concepts. 
He explains also that more and less may be used of relations 
involving likeness or inequality ; but the relative quantity 
expressions like twofold reject more and less as well as the 
notion of opposition. 

The functional definition is long and detailed. First of all, 
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relationship may be expressed conversely. We may say 'the 
master is master of a slave' or' the slave is slave of a master'
which both state the one social fact : or again, ' the half is 
half of the double ' and ' the double is double of the half', 
where once more the same reality underlies both statements. 
So in Greek 0 oovAos OEU7TOTOV oovAos (A + I = II(I) or 
A + I = II X I) is the same as 0 OEU7TOT1)S oovAov 0Ea7TOT1)S 

(A+ I = II x I) , which might also be stated (A + II = I x II). 
Sometimes of course the converse form will differ, in the Greek 
termination or English preposition employed, from the pattern 
set in the original relation. Thus we say 'perception is 
perception of a perceptible ', but ' the perceptible is perceptible 
by perception ', and they mean the same real relationship. At 
other times a corresponding converse is lacking. For example, 
as birds are not the only winged creatures, ' the wing is wing 
of a bird ' will make sense, but ' the bird is bird by a wing ' is 
deviant. However, 'the wing is wing of a winged' and 'the 
winged is winged b'lj a wing ' both make sense because their 
terms are coextensive. Sometimes a coextensive term has to 
to be coined before a converse for a genitive relation in Greek 
can be produced-usually this relation becomes dative instead 
of genitive. So, we may devise' the head is head of a headed' 
and its converse ' the headed is headed by a head ' . With this 
proviso every relation which is natural and not merely con
ventional or accidental has a converse if it has been properly 
stated in the beginning. In other words, a natural relation 
occurs when the genitive word is stated of the subject 
synonymously and an accidental relation arises when it is 
merely stated homonymously. Thus 'the slave of a nwster' 
is a natural relation, while 'the slave of a man' or 'the slave 
of a biped' are accidental relations because the owning of 
slaves is not an intrinsic part of the nature of man. 

Aristotle explains that it follows that natural relations are 
between things interdependent which cannot exist without 
each other. Thus, in our instance above, if slavery were 
abolished there would automatically be no more masters, but 
there would still be men. Most relations are thus between 
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things which cannot be prior to each other. But perceptibles 
and objects of knowledge are prior in existence to their 
perception or knowledge. So, unlike most other natural 
relations, our example ' the percep1jible is perceptible by 
perception ' and ' perception is perception of the perceptible ' 
must involve a priority in time. So much for the implications 
of the collocations of relation. However, we should note that 
Aristotle has tackled a problem which also exercises Chomsky.43 

With the possessive 'have' he quotes the valid utterances 
' the man has an arm '/' the arm has a, finger '/' the finger has 
a cut '. Aristotle would regard these as verbal transforms of 
the substantival relations ' an arm of the man '/' a finger of 
the arm '/' a cut on the finger ' . Chomsky also quotes the 
deviant converse forms ' the arm has a man '/' the finger has 
an arm '/' the cut has a finger '. Aristotle again would 
nominalize and change the case from genitive to dative if 
speaking in Greek or change the preposition in English. He 
would also neglect the indefinite article. Thus ' a man of the 
arm ' becomes ' man with the arm ' ' an arm of the finger ' 
becomes ' arm with the finger ' : ' a finger of the cut ' becomes 
' finger with the cut ' . When reduced to Aristotelian deep 
structures these deviant sentences now become valid converses 
of the first set. 

There remains a problem for Aristotle in whether substance 
is really never found among things in relation, or whether it 
is possible for some secondary substances to be stated in 
relation. Primary substance is certainly not stated as a thing 
in relation-though the relation affecting the thing-in-1·elation 
might well be a genitival transformation of a primary substance 
pattern. Greek does not say ~ xdp Ttvos ~ XE[p but rather 
~ XE[p nvos xElp. This usage looks very like a secondary 
substance. So though statements of relationship never in
corporate primary substances, can they sometimes embrace 
secondary substances~ From this point Aristotle's argument 
amounts to an analysis of the formula A + I = II X I. Let 
us consider the two examples (a) ~ XE[p nvos XE[p = 'the 

<3 op. cit., p. 161. 
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+ hand = someone X hand ' and (b) TO omAamov nvos 
omAaawv = 'the + double = something x double '. The mul
tiple can be removed by expressing the genitive, so (a) =the 
+hand = someone's +hand and (b) =the +double =some
thing's +double : both these now look like definitions like 
Klf:LwV o MtAnaoov Cimon =the (son) + of-Miltiades. So, 
though no relationship properly includes substance, many con
ventional statements of relation are made up of second 
substance and dependent genitive case. 

INDICATIONS OF SOME KIND 

In chapter 8 Aristotle once more begins with the logical 
and semantic basis on which things are said to be 'of some 
kind '. They refer to qualities, which include temporary 
dispositions and more permanent conditions in the first type, 
and physical capacity in the second. The third type is the 
sensory qualities of colour, shape, sound and taste and smell, 
and these are called pathetic or inducing experience. A fourth 
class is concerned with the figures, shapes, or directions of 
things. Things are called paronymously of some kind in 
accord with these qualities. So white is said from whiteness, 
and just from justice, or grammatical from grammar. In the 
first two cases Aristotle is wrong historically, as the nouns are 
derived from the adjectives. However, though the origin of 
the concept white may also be inductive, Plato's assumption 
that all predicates of many subjects were external pre-existing 
Ideas would have encouraged the conclusion that the concepts 
were prior to the phenomena. Further Aristotle admits that 
there is a lexical gap because quality words are not available 
to answer for every such adjective, especially those involving 
physical potentiality. A case is the word athletic in the phrase 
' his lean athletic body '. This word cannot be derived 
paronymously from its quality because athletics means a skill 
or activity, not a bodily condition. Yet other cases occur 
where, though the quality has a name, yet the term used is 
nevertheless not derived from it. Thus a1rov8aZoc; means 
VirtUOUS, yet it is not derived paronymously from apET~. 
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Next, as usual, he turns to the logical definition. Qualities 
have their opposites, like justice and injustice, and so do the 
parallel predications of some kind like just and unjust. Some 
things, however, like yellow and red and other colours, have 
no opposite qualities. But in other cases, wherever one of a 
pair of opposites indicates of some kind, then the other also 
must signify of some kind. Statements of some kind can contain 
the idea of more and less. So a deed might be more or less 
just. These indications can also receive comparative and 
superlative termination transformations in a great many 
cases, though not in all. So we may say white/whiter/ whitest 
both in English and in Greek AEVKos j AEVKoTEpos j AEvKo-ra-ros. 
However, terms for shape or form like three-sided cannot 
receive the notion of more or less. 

Lastly there is the functional definition. The peculiar 
property of quality is to indicate likeness and unlikeness. For 
there is no other criterion except what kind they are which can 
show whether things are like or unlike. So likeness and unlike
ness are spoken of in reference to qualities. Here Aristotle 
ends the analysis. 

However, he concludes by warning us not to be disturbed 
by the claim that our definition counts in many cases of 
relation under the heading of quality. Such qualities as 
condition and disposition can well be regarded as 1·elations (or 
indeed as categories 7 and 8) . But Aristotle is really thinking 
of cases where the normal form (an adjective in our termin
ology) is replaced by a relational form (which we would call an 
adjectival phrase). An instance is 'the grammarian is learned 
in grammar ', which Aristotle would state as d ypap,p,anKos 

-rijs ypap,p,anKijs E7TtaT~P,wv: 'The grammarian (is) of the 
grammar leamed ' . He points out that in such cases the 
particular qualities or forms of qualities are not stated in some 
·relation, but that the classes of qualities are so stated. Thus 
we may say 'Music is knowledge of something', but we do 
not say' Music is music of something', for music is a form of 
the class knowledge. However, with respect to Aristotle, we 
might say 'this particular music is music of the flute'. In 
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reference to a particular, it would seem that the form can be 
state~: but t~en. we r~call that the natural Greek for of the 
flute 1s. the ~dJe?t1ve avATJTtKos. However, Aristotle ends by 
observmg : If mdeed something happens actually to be both 
of some kind and in some 1·elation, there is no harm in counting 
it in both classes.' 

THE VERBAL INDICATIONS 

There is now a large lacuna down to the logical definitions 
of do and suffer-chapter 9 in the traditional surviving text. 
Both do and suffer can have opposites, for we may say to heat 
and to chill or to be heated and to be chilled. We may also 
apply more and less to both categories, for we may say 'to 
heat more' or' to be heated less'. The functional definition is 
missing, and we come at once to the seven lines llbl0-16 
which are universally condemned by scholars as a late 
interpolation designed to bridge another lacuna and explain 
away the previous one. The next surviving section (chapter 10) 
is a discussion of antithesis. 

We may regret the lost discussion of 'to be in a position' 
and ' to be in a condition ' . Being perfect tense they relate 
to present states. As they are both middles, it would be 
interesting to have seen if Aristotle had anticipated any of 
the features Lees and Chomsky use in defining middle verbs.44 
Their view is that such are followed by noun objects but cannot 
become passive, while they do not take manner adverbials 
freely. Instances quoted are : 'this book costs five pounds '/ 
' the truck weighs five tons '/' this tie suits him 'j' John has 
a good book'/' John resembles Peter ' . For what it is worth 
the two Aristotelian types appear to fit the specifications~ 
whether Aristotle realized this, we cannot tell. This question, 
like the contribution of paronymous use of adjectives in the 
lost sections regarding at some time and in some place, must 
remain among the unsolved problems of Aristotelian studies. 

44 Chomsky, op. cit., p. 103. 
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THE SECTION CALLED POSTPREDICAllfENTS 

There has been much dispute about the nature of the 
so-called Postpraedicamenta- Categories llb-15b. Ackrill 
observes : ' The Postpraedicamenta has only a loose connexion 
with what precedes. There is no reason to doubt its authen
ticity, but probably it was not a part of the original Categories, 
but was tacked on by an editor.' 45 Whether part of the same 
treatise or separate in origin, this section certainly shows 
the same preoccupation with homonym, synonym and 
paronym which we found in the Categories proper. Indeed, 
these chapters are largely involved in treating another large 
and important group of homonyms. 

Two classes of homonyms are available for consideration 
here-one type produced when divergent basic meanings 
grow from one historic word-form, the other when two 
historically distinct words converge in sound. To look at our 
own usage, an instance of the first is bear meaning to endure, 
which has developed from the original sense carry. Cases of 
the second are lie meaning both falsehood and topography ; or 
sole as specified in rubber sole for a shoe or in Dover sole, the 
fish to eat. The postpredicaments is concerned with divergent 
homonyms. Chapter 10 illustrates the four possible meanings 
of aVTLKE'iaBat by citation of suitable collocations. Similarly 
in chapter 11 Aristotle explains the two meanings of Evavnov, 

which may refer either to the relation between a pair of 
contradictories or to the relation between either one of the 
pair and their mean. In chapter 12 Aristotle establishes the 
four senses of 7TpoTEpov, while 13 makes a distinction between 
the two senses of Uf-La, one meaning simultaneous, the other 
co-existent. In chapter 14 the six possible senses of K{VY)ats 

are illustrated, while in 15 Aristotle lists a number of the 
possible meanings of EXEtv. The work is obviously incomplete, 
so it is impossible to tell whether Aristotle also surveyed the 
convergent homonyms. 

So far all the works we have studied, Topica A, Meta-

•• op. cit., pp. 69-70. 
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physica Ll , De I nte1·pretatione, Categoriae, Postpraedicamenta, 
have shown a prime preoccupation with the structural and 
semantic analysis of language. Though A pelt long ago treated 
the doctrine of the categories as in essence a classification of the 
senses of copulative ' is ', 46 the suggestion that the Stagyrite 
was involved in an enquiry of similar scope to that of genera
tive structural linguistics is a novel one. Furthermore, many 
scholars acquainted with Metaphysica Z will feel that this work 
contains evidence fatal to the hypothesis of Aristotle as a 
structural linguist. We must therefore consider M etaphysica Z. 

THE MATElUAL OF METAPHYSICS Z 

The main arguments of the Metaphysics concerning ovata 

(substance) which are set out in Book Z appear to be based 
on three earlier studies which we have examined above. In the 
very first sentence Aristotle admits his prime dependence on 
the treatise 7TEpL Tov 7Toaaxws which we have found to include 
a generative analysis of linguistic structures in chapter 7. 
Further, many of the grave problems which Sir David Ross 
finds in his introduction to Book Z 47 disappear if we assume 
that Aristotle used the analysis of language to help him to 
his purpose-the study of the ultimate realities of the universe. 
This would have been no new departure on Aristotle's part, 
for the analysis of language had already helped his master 
Plato in establishing the Doctrine of Ideas. Finally, there 
remains a real link between language and metaphysics. Any 
study based on speculation rather than experiment must lean 
heavily on distinctions in the use and meaning of words, not 
merely to find a way of communication but also to realize 
itself, and the great contribution of Logical Positivism to 
philosophy in our time has been the enforcing of this truth. 

In Z , 3 Aristotle tells us that substance is spoken of in four 
ways. The Greek word used, ova{a, is the same one used in 
the linguistic treatises, where it is shown to mean ' noun 
substantive ' in those contexts. Here he explains the four 

46 A pelt, Beit1·iige zur Geschichte der griechischen Philosophie, pp. 106- 31. 
47 op. cit ., vol. I, pp. xcviii-c. 
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terms thus: 'For essence (To Ti ~v Elvat) and the univm·sal 
(KaBo..\ov) and the kind (yEfvos) seem to be the substance for each 
thing, and in fourth place the substratum ( {nroKEifLEvov) .' 48 

It will be noted that the unive1·sal (KaBo..\ov) in this sense 
corresponds exactly with the form (El8os) in the linguistic 
treatises examined earlier. However, Aristotle chooses to 
continue Z, 3 with a discussion of the notion of substra.tum. 
Why is this held to be substance 1 In 1029a2-7 he explains 
that the substrate is partly matter (v..\1]) and partly form 
(fLOpcp~). Now the Greek word rendered substmtum here 
is V7TOKE£fLEvov, whose equally literal Latin rendering is 
subiectum. In fact, this word V7TOKEifLEvov was rendered as 
' subject ' in our analysis of the linguistic treatises, where it 
was established that this term could be formalized as A + I 
in an A + I = II equational predication. In other words we 
found that this subject, or article + noun, was prinwry substance 
(7rpw'T1J ovata) in the terms of Categories, chapter 5, 2a11-b6c. 

In Z, 4-6 Aristotle turns to wrestle with the claim of the 
concept called essentia by his Latin translators to be regarded 
as substance. However, to this concept, whose ultimate purity 
of being is suggested by its Latin name, he in fact attaches a 
clumsy Greek title, TO Ti ~v dvat = ' the what it was to be '. 
If viewed linguistically, this phrase seems to be based on the 
Ti €an ='what it is' of Metaphysics .d, 7 and Topics A, 9. 
In other words, it is based on secondary substance in the terms 
of Categm·ies, 5. This expression refers to a noun in predicative 
position and thus devoid of article which most typically will 
express form (Eioos ), and less typically class (yEfvos) ; instances 
of each being man and animal, when these are stated of a 
particular person. Now if we wished to affirm the existence 
of such a secondary substance we should need to attach it to 
emphatic €an and prefix to it the definite article to define it 
as the subject. This procedure could be generalized as the 
formula TO Ti ~v €an or €an To Ti ~v. The conversion of this 
formula to a verbal noun expressed by the infinitive could well 
generate the Greek title Aristotle assigns to this essence-

•a 1028b33-6. 
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TO Ti ~v Elva£ . On such a view the formula would represent 
the expression definite noun + emphatic ' is ', and this would 
then be the linguistic statement of Aristotelian essence. 
Furthermore, in the particular application of this formula, 
emphatic ' is ' ( €an) will often begin the sentence, as we 
found to be the case in the instances offered by Aristotle 
himself when he dealt with such predications in Metaphysics .d, 
7, 1017a31-5. 

In Z, 5 Aristotle is at pains to show that a thing cannot be 
identical with its essence unless it is described by a single 
word, or perhaps by a bound compound like 'snub-nosed'. 
For instance, the word av8pw7TOS" = ' man , and the essence 
EU'T£V 0 av8pw7TOS" = ' (the) man exists, refer to the same 
thing. However, there is more than deduction from observa
tion behind this assertion, for we may predicate one term 
of the other as an equational predication of the pattern 
A + I = II. If our essence- €anv 0 av8pw7TOS"-iS symbolized 
as X = (A+ I), then the addition of av8pw7ros to the state
ment of essence will create a predication of the pattern 
X= (A+ I = II), namely EG'T£V 0 av8pw7To<; av8pw7TO<; . As 
we have already seen in our Chomskian analysis 49 of .d, 7, 
1017a31-5, this pattern adds an assertion of truth to an 
equational predication. Therefore the new sentence is to be 
rendered' it is (true) the man (is) (a) man'. Also the practice 
of Greek usage, which can create noun-substantive form 
equivalents by prefixing the article to an adjective, serves in 
the same way to create abstract essences. Thus one may 
write as X = (A + I = II) €an To AEvKov AEvKov: ' it is 
(true) the whiteness (is) white'. However, it is impossible to 
write a compound expression like AEVKOS av8pw7TOS ' white 
man ' equationally by the X = (A + I = II) formula. If 
we write down EU'T£V 0 AEVKO<; av8pw7TOS" AEVKOS" r'J.v8pw7TOS 
we shall find that this formula can cover the first four terms 
only, and that the statement €anv o AEvKoc; r'J.v8pw7roc; will 
merely signify' it is (true) the white (one) (is) (a) man'. This 

·19 Sec pp. 110-111 above. 
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statement is not a universal truth: it can apply only to a 
particular context of situation. But this fact again is not 
merely valid common sense. If we apply our essence formula 
X = (A + I) to the first three terms, f!.anv o .\wK6s, we 
obtain ' (the) white (one) exists ' : but this is a statement of 
the essence of white ; thus its association with the predicate 
man is accidental and not essential. However, in the previous 
cases the subject was 'man ' and the predicate was also 
' man ', or the subject was ' whiteness ' and the predicate 
' white ' : so these were essential predications offering us 
non-conditional and permanent truth in contrast to the 
accidental, situational and merely temporary truth of the third 
example. So the Aristotelian essence (ro rt -fjv El:vaL) is stated 
in the formula X = (A + I = II) in all those cases where 
I= II. 

This discussion prepares us to consider the implications of 
essence for the definition of primary substance in metaphysics, 
as distinct from primary substance in linguistics. We have 
already recalled that in predication secondary substance 
(noun II) tends to be fo?·m (eloos) rather than class (yE[vos ). 

Thus, in any case where I = II, a standard A + I = II 
equational predication will affirm that article +form = form. 
Therefore the primary substance of language or subject 
(v7ToKElf.Levov) will represent article+ form (eloos ). However, 
in Z, 3 the substrate (also v7ToKelf.Levov) was likewise shown 
to represent matter +form (f.Lopcp~ ). But these homonymous 
uses of imoKElf.Levov could well affect the argument by t end
ing to appear, if not synonymous, at least analogous, and 
thus leading Aristotle to anticategorize eloos and f.Lopcp~. 

Thus essence, a linguistic formula for permanent predication 
showing that article +form =form ( e Zoos) could well suggest 
to Aristotle an ontological formula for permanent existence, 
namely, matter +form =form (f.LOpcp~ ). Further, such an 
analogy would also encourage the anti categorizing of article and 
matter, a process which would be aided by the particularizing 
function of the definite article in language. Matter performs 
a similar function in Aristotle's scheme of the universe, thus 
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Ross observes : ' We find that on the whole he tends to 
describe matter as the source of plurality, if not of indi
viduality.' so Again, in language the article is modified by the 
gender, number and case of its noun, but the noun is not 
conversely affected by its article-so in the A + I pattern 
we say o ,\6yos /~ 7T.\tv6os; not o ,\6yos /~ 7TAtv6YJ. Thus the 
priority of nouns to articles in language would help to suggest 
the priority of forms to matter in nature. Finally, in our 
X = (A +I =II) predication the article is less real than its 
noun. In this special case where I =II, it can only be true 
that A+ I = II if A= zero. Likewise the analogical applica
tion will only work if matter is less real than form, for if 
M + F = F , then it follows that M =zero in the same way. 

To conclude, then, the pattern of the noun acting on its 
article to identify a particular substance may have contributed 
to the solution of the problem of substance propounded by 
Aristotle in Metaphysics Z , 17 (1041a6-b31). His suggestion 
of dynamic or causal form was perhaps in part prompted by 
these facts of language. Thus we saw matter acted upon by 
form in qficient and final senses in the same way as the article 
is modified in morphology and given significance only in associa
tion with its noun. Thus form, the secondary substance or 
predicate noun in language, has now become Aristotle's 
primary and causative substance in the universe. 

It will be obvious that the approach to predication set out 
in this paper could have implications for the exegesis of 
Aristotelian and perhaps other philosophy. Nevertheless it 
would be wrong to make major claims for the method because 
it appears to offer a few neat solutions to thorny problems. 
No revolution in metaphysics is needed: Aristotle was in 
fact concerned with the kind of problem which every com
mentator since antiquity has regarded as his concern, and the 
problems being examined by scholarship are mostly the real 
problems. However, the recent interest in generative grammar 
has given topicality to neglected aspects of Aristotle's explora-

so Ross, op. cit., vol . I, p. cxvi. 
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tions into language and logic. Just as Chomsky's earliest work 
on Semitic linguistics must have helped to develop his notion 
of deep structure and its various surface expressions aided by 
the example of the dynamic evolution of various grammatical 
forms from triconsonantal roots, so Aristotle's concern for the 
logical modifications open to basic propositions would have 
encouraged a similarly dynamic view of language. It seems 
thus no accident that the ground covered by Chomsky appears 
to overlap in part with areas previously charted by Aristotle. 

ARISTOTLE AND MODERN LINGUISTICS 

In the treatise called CategO?·ies Aristotle begins by examining 
the things properly said of each category and those said by 
transfer- the logical and semantic bases for their utterance. 
The modern linguist would say that Aristotle was studying 
the habitual collocations in which words under study appear
their mutual expectancy. 51 Again, in Metaphysics L1 , 7 
Aristotle is feeling towards a definition of deep and surface 
structure and grammatical generation as Chomsky conceives 
these notions. Further, like Bloomfield he sees any language 
as analyzable in t erms of its favourite sentence pattern and 
conceives words as minimal free units. 

It is to be hoped that the close affinity between the view
point of early Greek metaphysical speculation and the pro
cedures of modern generative grammar and structural analysis 
will receive greater attention from scholars. 

APPENDIX OF RELEVAJ.~T GREEK TEXTS 

As this article is so much concerned with the close analysis 
of some Aristotelian texts, it seems expedient to provide the 
reader with a chrestomathy of original materials in Greek. 
For easy reference the texts are grouped lmder the section 
headings in the paper to which they relate. In the left-hand 
column of each page the reader will find the page and line 
number in the text of the article which marks the passage 
to which the extract refers; while in the right-hand column 

51 J. R. Firth, op. cit., p . 12. 

p.104, 

11.1-10 
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he will find the reference to the standard Bekker pagination 
of the Greek text which will enable him to look up the extract 
at once in any edition of the work concerned. Apart from 
one identified extract from de Anima all the Greek passages 
are drawn from the Aristotelian treatise designated in the 

section heading. 
The reader will find two further unfamiliar features. The 

first is the rapid change from exact translation to paraphrase 
or summary of the text in dealing with these Aristotelian 
texts in the body of the article. This is rendered necessary 
because we are analysing these works for their linguistic 
concepts rather than examining their full argument, and the 
most relevant extracts alone demand close translation. On 
the other hand, the reader should have material for checking 
the fairness and accuracy of the summary references. Hence 
the inclusion here of more text than is actually rendered 
between quotation marks. 

The second odd feature is the eschewing of familiar terms 
like genus and species for yEvos and el8os and their replace
ment with class and form. In the same way inToKELJ.LEVov is 
rendered as subject and not as substmte, while in the Topics 
7rp8.yJ.La is also termed subject. It seemed important to provide 
a neutral and non-traditionalliteral version for these important 

terms. 

THE ORIGINAL DOCTRINE OF THE 'I'OPICS ;J)Ji'j;;: 

~ yap apLBJ.L0 ~ ELOEL ~ ')lEVEL 7"0 TallTOV eldJBaJ.LEV 7Tpoa- \o3a8-~---1 
ayopEVELV ' aptBJ.L0 J.LEV Jlv OVOJ.LaTa 7TA.Elw 'J"O OE 7Tp8.yj.La 103al4 ~ 
EV, olav Ac!Jmov Ka~ tfLaTLov· ELOEL OE oaa 7TA.Elw ov-ra . 

aotarf>opa Ka-ra TO doos ECJTL, Ka8a7TEp avBpw7TOS dvBpdJ7TltJ ~~ II 
\ ~ fl \ \ ,.. ""' ''~ '\ I ) \ , _- CjU .1.. .Jl ~ ~ KaL L7T7TOS L7T7Tlp · -ra yap TOLav-ra Tlp E LOEL 1\EjiETaL TaVTa (.,r' ~ ~ v~! 

tl t \ l \ 'f~ 1 l t 1 ~ \ \ I l \ t/ Cf\ f - - .,. - • --
Q(Ja V7TO TaVTO ELOOS ECJTLV ' OfLOLWS OE KaL ')lEVEL -rav-ra OCJa ~ 
C'' , \I , I 1' fl '8, ~A V7TO TaVTO jiEVOS ECJTLV, OLOV L7T7TOS aV pw7Tcp. V~-~· 

~ .. -
' <;>> < \ r I " ' e ~ > I I 103 23 p.J04,]. 23 J.Ld.AWTa 0 OfLOI\OjiOVJ.LEVWS 7"0 EV apt fLlp TaVTOV 7TUpa a 

-bottom 7TaCJL OOKEL A.EyeaBaL. EtWBE OE Ka~ -roiho a7ToO{Ooa8aL 103a31 

7TA.Eovaxws· KVptdJ-ra-ra J.LEV Ka~ 7TpdJ-rws o-rav ovoJ.Lan ~ 
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t/ , , , , ~ e~ e I • I 

opcp TO -rav-rov aTTooo ll• Ka aTTEp tp,anov AWTTLlp Kat 
r ~ r \ <:!I > e I <;;! I <;;!> <1 
scpov TTEsov otTTovv av pwTTcp· oEVTEpov o o-rav -rip iotcp, 

e I \ > I <;' \ > e I \ \ 
• 'J 1 .r 'J...... /\.. Ka a7TEp TO €7TWTTJfJ-TJS OEKTLKOV av pW7Tlp Kat TO Tfj ~VaEL 
~"' _r N ,./... I I I <::"' t/ ' \ 

.: . _ _ f'- avw 'I'Epop,Evov TTVpt· -rpt-rov o o-rav aTTo -roD avp,j3Ej37JK6-ros, 

~...) \. <" ' 8 1 
" ' ' "' I I ' ~..f2 LOV TO Ka Tjf:J-EVOV TJ TO fJ-OVaLKOV £../WKpaTEL" 7TaVTa yap 

-~UTa TO EV aptBp,ip fJovAETaL a7Jp,atvnv. 

p.l05, 

11.1-ll 

I " s· , ' e, , ~ , e I , , 
on a117J ES TO vvv PTJ EV Eanv, EK -rwv p,E-ra{Jai..A6v-rwv 

~a' ' J' ' , 'B ' ' I I • S 7TpOa7JyoptaS f:J-UIIWT av TLS Ka-rap,a OL · 7TOII/\aKLS yap, 
) I ) I \I \ .- e I 

€7TLTaaaOVTES OVop,an KaiiEaaL TLVa TWV Ka Tjf:J-EVWV, f:J-ETa-
11. . • ~ fJ "Ail tt I \ \ - \ I ~ a Of:J-EV OTaV TVXll f:J-7) avVLELS cp TTJV 7TpoaTa~LV 7TOLOV-

~ p,EBa, ws cbo TOV avp,j3Ef37JK6-ros au-roD p,iil..l..ov avv~aov-ros' 
0 ~Kat KEAEVop,Ev -rov KaB~p,Evov ~ OtaAEy6p,Evov KaMaat 7Tpos 

d1 ~ ~ 8 ~~ ' ' \ ' \ fJ I I - 1 as, 7J' ov ws -rav-rov VTT011ap, avov-rEs 1ca-ra TE -rovvop,a 

' ' ' f3 fJ ' ' Kat KaTa TO -avp, € TJKOS aTJfJ-aLVELV. 

103a32-

103a39 

<T4~V)~c_·-/ 12v~'--? ~ v 

14 ~""- 0 ~ ~ 1Le ~ L-:) ·~ 

_/ ('. 
'I d 

c)· 

-. 
~aT\ (?> cv..S 

· .. ~-n '[__w"vv 
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THE TREATMENT OF THE CATEGORIES IN THE TOPICS 

2 ~IT \ 1 ~ <:! ~ <:! 1 e \ 1 ~ 103b20 p.106, I. 3 1V1€Ta TOLVVV TaVTa OEt owptaaa at Ta YEVTJ TWV KaT- -

-p.107, I. 5 TJYOPLWV, EV ots vmJ.pxovaLV a~ p7JBEZata TETTapES, €an 0~ 103b23 

p.l07, 

11. &-32 

p.108, I. 14 

-p. 109, I. 7 

-rav-ra TOV aptBp,ov OEKa, -r{ €an, 7TOa6v, 7TOL6v, 7Tp6s Tt, 

7Tov, TTOTE, KEZaBat, exEtv, 7TotEZv, 7TaaxEw. 

' \ \ \ fJ fJ \ \ \ I \ \ >I<;! \ ' 103b23 aEL yap TO avp, € TJKOS Kat TO YEVOS Kat TO LOLOV Kat 0 -

opwp,os EV p,tif- TOVTWV TWV KaTTJYOPLWV €a-rat• TTaaaL yap a~ l04a~ (\ 

ota -rov-rwv 7Tpo-raaEts ~ -rt €anv ~ 7Toaov ~ 7Totov ~ -rwv · ~~t.~ J 

ai..Awv TLVa KaTTJYOPLWV a7Jp,atvovatv. oijl..ov o' €~ aUTWV OT£ G~ 
0 TO -rl €an a7Jp,alvwv OT~ f:J-EV oualav a7Jp,alvn, OT~ 0~ 7Toa6v, 

OTE 0~ 7TOL6v' OT~ 0~ TWV aAAWV TLVa KaTTJYOPLWV. o-rav f:J-EV 
\ ) 1 ) e I .../...""' \ ' I "e 'I' " yap EKKELfJ-EVOV av pW7TOV 'I'll TO EKKELfJ-EVOV av pW7TOV ELVaL TJ 

~ipov, -rl €an MyEL Kat oualav aTJp,alvn· o-rav 0~ xpwp,a-ros 

AEVKOV EKKHtJ-EVOV ~fj TO EKKEltJ-EVOV AEVKOV ELvaL ~ xpwp,a, -rl 

€an Myn Kat 7TOLOV a7Jp,alvn. op,olws 8€ Kat €av 7TTJxvalov 
le ' I ,~....... \ ' I "" 1" 

f:J-EYE OVS EKKELfJ-EVOV 'I'll TO EKKELfJ-EVOV 7TTJXVaLOV ELVaL 

~~. 
[-Yv'v)_ 

I 
·,~<~'-' ' 

f...r<A..../' 

ll.EyEBos, -rl €an Myn Kat 7TOaov U7Jp,a{vEL. op,olws 0~ Kat 
I 1J 
E7Tt -rwv a..\A.wv· EKaa-rov yap -rwv -rowv-rwv, €6.v TE au-ro 7TEpt 

l j 
c. ? -J-J 

av-rov AEYTJTaL €6.v T€ TO YEVOS 7TEpt TOVTOV, -r{ €an aTJp,alvEL' 

o-rav 0~ 7T€p~ ETEpov, ou -rl EaT£ a7Jp,alvn llia 7TOaov ~ 7TOLOV 

if nva TWV ai..Awv KaTTjyoptwv. waTE 7T€pt cLv p,~v 0~ 1..6yot 
\ 'C 1' ~ \ ~ I > ~ <;' \ \ , /,I e \ <;;! > 

KatEs WV, TaVTa Kat TOaavTa EaTL' 7TWS 0€ IITJ'f'Of:J-E a Kat OL 

JJv EV7Top~aop,Ev, fJ-ETa -rav-ra AEKTEov. 

THE CATEGORIES OF METAPHYSICS Ll 

1.1· _, , ,J.-"\ 
: c:k./)1? I 
~~..,._. I 

~];~ 
.f 1-4t~vh 

U')R 

'T'o' " \1 ' ' ' fJfJ ' ' .1, ov IIEYETaL TO p,Ev Ka-ra avp, E 7JKOS TO 
r I \ f3 fJ \ I 1' \ ~I aUTO, KaTa avp, € TJKOS f:J-EV, OLOV TOV OLKaLOV 

8~ KaB' l017a7-

p.,ovatK0v l017a24 
1" , ,~... , , , e , , , , 

EtVaL '/'atJ-EV Kat TOV av pW7TOV fJ-OVatKOV Kat TOV f:J-OVULKOV 

avBpw7TOV' 7Tapa7TA7Jalws MyoVTES wa7TEp€t TOV p,ovaLKOV olKo-

OOtJ-ELV on avp,j3Ej37JKE -rip olKoo6p,cp p,ovatKip Eivat ~ -rip 
~ > <;'I ( \ \ I<;! 1' I<;! I \ 

fJ-OVaLKlp OLKOOOfJ-lp TO yap TOO€ ELVaL TOO€ a7Jp,aLV€L TO avp,-

fJ fJ 
I ~<;' I<;! ) <I <;;!\ \ > \ ~ > I \ 

€ 7JKEVaL TlpO€ TOO€ , - OVTW 0€ Kat €7TL TWV Hp7Jf:J-EVWV' TOV 
, , 

8 
t/ , , , , , , Jl 

yap av pw7Tov o-rav p,ovatKov IIEYWfJ-EV Kat -rov p,ovaLKOV av-

e "' \ \ \ \ '' ,., \ I \ \ tl pW7TOV, TJ TOV 1\EVKOV fJ-OVaLKOV TJ TOVTOV 1\EVKOV, TO f:J-EV OTL 

ap,~w Tip au-rip avp,j3Ej3~Kaat, TO o' OTL Tip OVTL avp,fJEfJTJKE, , ", , , e " , , , fJ I TO OE fJ-OVatKOV av pw7TOV OTL TOVTlp TO fJ-OVaLKOV avp, E· 

/,l.~~-~ PHILO. TRANS. 1969. 
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fJ'Yl ( " 0 I ,\ ' I I I \ I '>' " ~ 
•1KEV OVTW E EyeraL KaL TO fLT) 1\EVKOV ELVaL, OTL cf 

avp..fJ/fJTJKEv, EKEZvo t!anv) · - Ta p..f:v ovv KaTa avp..fJEfJYJKoc; 

ElvaL AEyop..Eva OVTW MyETaL ~ OLOTL Tip avTip OVTL ap..cpw 
VTTO.pxE .,, C/ , , , t , ,, tt , , , ..,.. 

L, T) OTL OVTL EKELV<tJ V7TapXEL, T) OTL aUTO EGTW W 

inulpxEL oi5 auTo KaTT)yopEZTat· KaB' a11Ta of: Elvat MyET~L 
OGa7TEp GT)p..a£vEL Ta ax~p..aTa Tijc; KaTT)yop{ac;· oaax(V<; 

yap .\/yETat, ToaavTaxws To Elvat aYJp..a{vEL. 

) \ 'i' .-. I \ \ I 'J 

E7TEL OVV TWV KaTT)yOpOVfLEVWV TU fLEV TL EGTL GT)p..a{vEL, Ta 1017a24-
0E ' I ()I ' I "'' ' I <:'1 7TOLOV, Ta E 7TOGOV, Ta OE 7rpo<; TL, Ta OE 7TOLEZV ~ 7TcLGXEW, 1017a.30 

\ 0\ I \ ~ \ I t I 1 \ 

Ta E 7TOV, Ta oE 7TOTE, EKaaT<.p TOVTwv TO ElvaL TavTo 

GT)p..a{vEL. ovBf:v yap OtacpEpEL TO avBpw7To<; vyw{vwv EGT~V ~ 
I "B t I 'J('\ , )/ B 

To av pw7roc; vytawEL, ovoE To av pw7roc; fJao{,wv EGTtv ~ 

' ~ " B fJ "''Y " ' ' ' TEfLVWV TOV av pw7TO<; aoLsEL T) TEfLVEL, OfLOLW<; of: Kat E7Tt 
TWV /1,\,\wv. 

E ' 1' I ' ' , Cl ,, B' I I TL TO E WaL GT)p..aLVEL Kat TO EGTW OTL aliT) E<;, TO DE fL~ fOlvaL 
" ' ~' \ B I , \ \ ' ,/, ~<:- ' ' , I 
OTL OVK UIIT) E<; a1111a 'f'EVOO<;, OfLOLW<; E7TL KaTacpaGEW<; Kat 

) ,/.. I 'f' ~~ U " 1 

a7To'f'aGEW<;' owv OTL EGTL ~WKpaTT)<; fLOVGLKO<;' OTL aAT)Bf:c; 
,.. '1\ tl J/ '{'1 I l \ 1 tl 

TOVTo, T) on Ean ~wKpaTT)<; ov IIEVKoc;, on d,\T)B/c;· To 8' ovK 

t!anv ~ ouip..ETpoc; avp..p..ETpoc;, on lf;EfJooc;. 

1017a31-

1017a35 

1017a35-

1017b8 

THE CONTEXT OF SITUATION: DE 1N'l'ERPRb'1'A'l'lON B 1-5 

"Ean p..f:v ovv ni. Ev Tfj cpwvfj TWV EV Tfj lfivxfi 7TaBT)- l6a3-

p..aTwv avp..{JoAa, Kat Ta ypacpop..Eva TWV EV Tfj cpwvfj. 16a4 

P· !14-, I. 15 

p. !l5, 

!1 .4-12 

p. ll5, 

11 .13- 16 
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fLEV ataBT)a{c; EGTL TO OEKTLKOV TWV aZaBT)TWV d8wv avEV Tijc; 424a25 

vAT)<;, ofov o KT)poc; TOV DaKTvA{ov av•EV TOV atD~pov Ka~ TOV (de Anima) 

xpvaoiJ DEXETaL TO GT)p..EZov, Aap..fJavEL !)f: TO xpvaoiJv ~ TO 

XaAKOVV GT)fLEZov' d"f.."f..' ovx fj xpvaoc; ~ xaAKO<;. op..o{wc; of: 

KaL ~ a'ia8T)ULS EKcl.aTOV V7T0 TOV ExovTOS xPWtta ~ xv,Wv 1] 
¢;6cpov 7TcLGXEL, aAA' ovx fj EKaGTOV EKELVWV AEyETaL, d,\A' 
fj Towv8{, Kat KaTa Tov Aoyov. alaBTJT~ptov 8€ 7rpwTov Ev 

4i ~ TotavTTJ 8vvap..tc;. 

Ta p..f:v ovv ov6p..aTa avTa Kat Ta p~p..aTa EOLKE Tip UVEV 16a13-

avvB/aEW<; Kat DLaLpEGEW<; vo~p..aTL, ofov TO avBpw7TO<; ~ Hial8 

AEVKov, oTav p..~ 7rpoaTEBfj n · ovTE yap !{;EiJDoc; ovTE dA.YJB/c; 

7TW. GT)fLEZov !)' £aT~ TovDE' Ka~ yap o Tpay/.\acpoc; G7Jp..a{vEL 

fLEV TL, omrw of: aAT)BEc; ~ !{;EvOoc;' EUV ,.,..~ TO ElvaL ~ ,.,..~ ElvaL 

7rpOGTEBfj ~ cL7TAW<; ~ KaTa xp6vov. 

"0 \ ,.,.. ' \ ,/... \ ' \ B I 16 19 VOp..a fLEV OVV EGTL 'f>WVT) GT)fLUVTLKT) KaTa GVV T)K'Y)V ~ a -

aVEV xp6vov, -ry, fLT)DEV p../poc; EGT~ GT)p..avTLKOV KEXWPL- 16a2l 

ap../vov · 

p. ll5, I. 22-

p.ll6, I. 25 

I '=' I I B ' " .! ' ~ , ' , '=' ' 16 ?6 TO OE KaTa GVV T)KT)V, OTL 'f'VGEL TWV OVOfLaTWV OVOEJJ . a~ -

, , \ \ , " I I fJ \ > I '=' \ ~ ' ' I l Gb-EGTLV, a/\11 OTaV YEVT)TaL GVfL 01\0V' E7TEL OT)IIOVGL YE TL KaL . 0 

(' ) I .!.',./... 1' B I '7' 1('/ , ::J/ 
OL aypap..p..aTOL 'f'O'f'OL, OLOV T)pLWV, WV OVOEV EGTLV ovop..a.-

TO !)' OVK avBpw7TO<; OVK ovop..a. ov p..~v ov8€ KEZTaL ovop..a 0 
(' ....., \ ,... ) I :H \ \ I J/ ) I ,J.. I 'J 

TL OEL Ka/\ELV aVTO,-OVTE yap 1\0yoc; OVTE a7TO'f'aGL<; EGTLV' -

a,\,\' EGTW ovop..a d6ptaTOV. TO !)€ c[J{.\wvoc; ~ cfJ{.\wvL Ka~ oaa 

TOLaVTa OVK ov6p..aTa d,\,\0. 7TTWGEL<; OVOfLUTO<;. .\6yoc; DE 
EGTLV UVTOV TU p..€v aMa KaTa Ta a:rha, OTL !)f: fLETU TOV 
J/ ,, 1' , , ,, ) ,, B I '\\ . 1. /(' ' ~' ,, 
EGTLV T) T)V T) EGTUL OVK UIIT) EVEL T) 'f'EVOETUL,- TO 0 OVOfLU 

aE{,- ofov c[J{"f..wv6s EGTLV ~ OVK EGTLV' ov8€v yap 7TW OVTE 

d.\YJBEvEL ovTE tf;EvDETaL. 

p.ll6, 1. 26- 'Pijp..a DE EGTL TO 7rpOGGT)fLUZVOJI xp6vov, oi5 p...!.poc; OVDEJI ltib5-

p. 117' I. 23 GT)fLULVEL xwp{c;. EGTL 8€ TWV KaB' ETEpov AEyop...f.vwv GT)fLEZov. l6b25 

Myw !)' 07£ 7TpOGGT)fLa£vEL xp6vov, ofov vy{ELa p..€v ovop..a, TO 

!)' vytaLVEL pfjp..a· 7rpOGGT)fLULVEL yap TO viJv V7TcLPXELV . Ka~ dd 
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Twv {nrapxoVTwv U7Jf.LE'i:ov €anv, ofov Twv KaB' V7TOKELf.LEvou . 

-TO o€ ovx VyLalvEL Kat TO ov Kaf.LVEL ov pfjf.La Myw· 

7TpOUU7Jf.La£vEL f.LEV yap xpovov Kat dEt KaTa TLVOS' V7TapxEL, 

Tfj Otacpopfi. o€ OVOf.La ov KELTaL' d/1.,\' EUTW doptaTOV pfjf.La, 
f/ t I ) ,/...) t ,... ~ I \ J/ \ \ J/ 

OTL Of.LOLWS' E'f' OTOUOUV U7TapXEL KaL OVTOS' KaL f.L'Y) OVTOS'. 

Of.LOlws o€ Kat TO {Jy{avEV ~ TO vytaVEL ov pfjf.La, d.\.\a 

7TTWULS' P~f.LaTOS'' 0Lacp€pEL o€ TOV P~f.LaTOS', OTL TO f.LEV 

TOV 7TapovTa 7TpOUU7Jf.LatvEL xpovov, Ta o€ TOV 7TEpLg.

avTa f.LEV ovv KaB' avTa AEYOf.LEVa Ta P~f.LaTa OVOf.LaTa 

EaTt Kat OTJ!J-alvet rt,- ZaTI)at yUp 0 AEywv 'T~V Oul.votav, 

Kat 0 dKovaas ~PEf.L7JUEV'- d.\,\' EL EUTLV ~ f.L~ oimw 

U7Jf.La{vEL · ov yap TO Eivat ~ f.L~ Elva£ U7Jf.LE'i:ov €an Tov 
I '~' ) \ \ ,, Jl ,/, \I ) \ \ \ 

7Tpayf.LaTOS', OUO EaV TO OV EL7TYJS' 'f'LI\OV . aUTO f.LEV yap 

OVOEV EUTLV, 7TpOUU7Jf.La{vEL o€ avvBwtv TLva, ~v UVEU TWV 

I ' '' """ auyKELf.LEVWV OUK EUTL VO'Y)UaL. 

p. 118, l. 35 A6yos o€ EUTL cpw~ U7Jf.LaVTLK~, lis TWV f.LEpwv TL U7]- 16b26-

-p. 119, 1. 4 f.LaVTtKov €an KExwpwf.L€vov, ws cpaats d.\.\' ovx ws KaTa- 16b30 

p . ll9, 

ll.4-9 

p.ll9, 

11.10-20 

cpaaLS' . Myw o€, oiov av8pw7TOS' U7Jf.LatvEL TL, d.\,\' ovx 
., " " ' " ( ,,,, " 'A- " ' 'A-OTL EUTLV 'Y) OUK EUTLV a/\1\ EUTaL KaTa'f'aULS' 'Y) a7TO'f'aULS' 

EaV TL 7TpOUTE8fj)' 

EUTL o€ .\oyos a7TaS' f.LEV U7Jf.LaVTLKOS', ovx WS' opyavov o€, 16b33-
',, · " ,, , e , · A. , "', • 17 4 al\1\ wa7TEp ELP'YJTaL KaTa auv 7JK7JV' a7To'f'aVTLKOS' oE ou a 
~ , '', , "' , _,' e , " ·'· '"' e , , , , 7TaS', alii\ EV lp TO ai\'Y) EUELV 'Y) 'f'EVOEU aL U7TapxEL' OUK EV 

U7TaUL o€ V7TapxEL, ofov ~ dx~ .\6yos f.LEV, d.\,\' ouT' d.\7]8~5' 

ovTE tj;wo~s. 

"Ean o€ Efs 7TpWTOS' .\oyos d7TocpavTLKOc; 
T > I A_ < -., \ >1\ \ -., I 1' 

ELTa a7TO'f'aULS'' OL OE a/\1\0L UUVOEUf.Llp E LS'. 

KaTacpaatc;, 17a8-

dvayK7J OE 17a15 
I \ I ) .J.. \ ') t I 1" "' I 7TavTa 1\oyov a7To'f'avTLKOV EK P'YJf.LaTOS' ELVa£ 7J 7TTWUEWS' • 

Kat yap o Tov dv8pw7Tou .\6yos, €av f.L~ To €anv ~ €arat ~ 

ljv if TL TOLOVTO 7TpOUTEBfj' OV7TW .\6yos d7TocpavTLKOS' ( OLOTL 

o€ EV T{ EUTLV d.\,\' ov 7TO.\.\a TO ~cpov 7TE~OV ot7TOUV'- ov 

yap s~ rep aVveyyvs elpijaOat efs Earat,- EaTt SE aMT]s 

ToiJTo 7Tpayf.LaTE{as EL7TELV ). 
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THE TREATISE CALLED THE CATEGORIES 

~ , ' 
1 

' 0' ' 1a1-lal5 119, 1. 35- 'Of.LWvuf.La .\€yETaL wv oVOf.La f.LOVOV KOLVOV, o E KaTa 
P· , , tl 1' Y""' t/ , 8 
.120,1.16 TOVVOf.La .\6yoc; TfjS' ovataS' ETEpos, owv r,cpov o TE av pw -

p I 1 \ J/ I I 

p.120, 

11.17- 25 

7TO<; Kat TO yEypaf.Lf.LEVOV' TOVTWV yap oVOf.La f.LOVOV Kotvov, 
I ....., ') I t! )\ \ 

0 o€ KaTa TOVVOf.La .\oyoc; T'Y)S' ovatac; ETEpoc;· EaV yap 
, , ' ..... r ' ' r ' -r at LOt.ov d7TOOLOW TL<; TL EUTLV aUTWV EKaTEplp TO ':>CtJCtJ ELV ' 

t. ' 1 I <;:- \ \ I 'r' I 
E:KaTEpou Aoyov a7TOOWUEL. UUVWVUf.La OE 1\EYETaL WV TO TE 

\ 11 \I ....., ' I t ' I 
ovof.La Kotvov Kat o KaTa TOVVOf.La 1\oyoc; T'Y'JS ouatac; o auTo<;, 

\ < f3 ,... I \ t I 
o[ov ~WOV 0 TE av8pW7TO<; KaL 0 OUS'' TOUTWV yap EKaTEpOV 

' I r~ \ < ,\ 1 0' 
KOLVcfJ ovof.LaTL 7TpoaayopWETaL "'cpov, Kat o oyoc; E 

, I t ' I ' \ ' ' <i:' ~ ...... TLC" ' t I ov TfjS' OUULaS' o aUTO<;' EaV yap a7TOOL0lp , TOV EKaTEp 

.\6yov T{ EUTLV avTWV EKaTEpcp TO ~o/cp EivaL, TOV aVTOV 

' "'' ' ' " ' 
1 

vo" Ota .\oyov d7TOOWUEL . 7TapWVUf.La OE 1\EYETaL oaa a7TO TL , -

cp€povTa Tfj 7TTWUEL T~V KaT~ TOVVOf.La 7T\Oa'Y)y~p{~v, EX~· 
o[ov d7TO TfjS' ypaf.Lf.LaTLKfjS' 0 ypaf.Lf.LaTLI<OS' KaL a7TO T'Y)S 

dvopdas o dvopE'ioc; . 

p. 121, 1. 12- Twv ovTwv Ta f.LEV KaB' u7TOKELf.LEvou ·nvos .\€yETat, €v la20-2b9 
, , .., , . .- , e e· · €vou p. 122, 1. 28 V7TOKELf.LEVtp OE ouoEVL EUTLV, o wv av pw7TOS' Ka U7TOKELf.L 

\ > e I 1 t I <i:'\ 1 <i:' I 
f.LEV AEyETaL TOV TLVOS' av pw7TOU, EV U7TOK€Lf.L€Vlp O€ OVOEVL 

' t I I , e·· ' €1VOV o€ EUTLV' Ta o€ EV V7TOKELf.L€Vlp f.LEV EUTL, Ka V7TOK€Lf.L 
1 t 1 ~ \ \I t\ J/ \ t 

ovOEvoc; .\€yETaL,- 81 u7ToKELf.LEVtp oE 1\Eyw o EV TLVL f.L'YJ ws 
1 \ 1"' ,.... ) '7' ) I 1' t 

f.LEpOS' V7Tapxov dovvaTOV xwptS' ELVa£ TOU 81 cp EUTLV,-OLOV 7] 
I I ' ""', / , ,.... ()' C' 

TtS' ypaf.LfWTLK~ €v V7TOKELf.LEVlp f.LEV EUTL TYJ 'f'UXYJ• Ka U7TO-
' I \ \ \ \ \ ) C' I 

KELf.LEVOV o€ OVOEVOS' AEYETaL, KaL TO TL 1\EUKOV EV V7TOKELf.L€Vlp 
I t/ \ ,... ') I a8' 

f.LEV €an TcfJ awf.LaTt,-a7TaV yap XPWf.La E:V awf.LaTL,-K 
' ,._, \ \I \ ~' 8' ' I E V7TOKELf.LEVOU OE ouoEVOS' 1\EYETaL • Ta oE Ka U7TOKELf.LEVOU T 

1 ) I 1' ~ ) I ) t 

.\€yETaL Kat €v V7TOKELf.LEVlp EUTLV, owv 7] E7TLUT'Y)f.L'Y] EV V7TO -

KELf.LEVlp f.LEV €an Tfj !f;uxfi, KaB' v7ToKEtp.€vou 8€ .\€yETa~ 
, ~, ,, , t , , , , e 

Tfjc; ypaf.Lf.LaTLKfjS' ' Ta O€ OVTE EV U7TOK€Lf.L€Vt!1 EUTLV OVTE Ka 
, ..... t , " e .. , t: , " 

V7TOKELf.LEVOU AEyETaL, o tov o TLS' av pw7Toc; 7J o TLc; L7T7TOS',-
I J1 ' t I ' \ '' ()' OVOEV yap TWV TOLOVTWV OUT€ EV U7TOK€Lf.LEVlp EUTLV OVT€ Ka 
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t I '\ I t \ ,... <:;;- \ \ " \ c\ , () 
V7iOKE£fLEVOV IIEYETat•- a7i!IWS UE Ta aTOfLa Kat EV apt fL<i> 

) ) ~ \ f' I \I ) t 1 ~ \ J/ 
KaT OVOEVOS V7iOKE£fLEVOV IIEYETat, EV V7iOKE£fLEVf.t! OE EVta 

'Q' \I 1" r ' ' ' ...... ' r OV EV KWI\VE£ EtVat' 7) yap TLS ypafLfLaTLK7) TWV EV V7i0-

KEtfLEVf.t! EaT{v . 

p.l24, I. 4- "OTav ETEpov KaB' ETEpov KUT7)yopijTat ws KaB' {maKE£- lbl0-

p.l25, l. 5 fLEVOV, oaa KaTa TOV KaT7JYOPOVfLEVOV AEYETat, 7ifLVTa Ka~ lb24 

p.l25, 

1.15-

bottom 

\ ,... t I t () 1 1' " () 1 
KaTa Tov V7iOKE£fLEVov p7) 7JGETat· owv av pW7iOS' KaTa ToiJ 

I'() I ~ ~ ~ ~ y~ I ~'()I TLVOS av pW7iOV KaT7)YOpHTat, TO OE <;,f.t!OV KaTa TOV av pW7iOV' 
) ....,. \ \ .-. \ '() I \ y.-. ()1 

OVKOVV Kat KaTa TOV TLVOS av pw7iOV TO <;,f.t!OV KaT7)yOp7) 7)-
r \ \ ,, () 1w() 1' 'Y 

GETat' 0 yap TLS av pW7TOS Kat av pW7TOS' EGTL Kat si{>ov. 

T(JJV ETEPOYEVWV Ka~ fL~ 1m' aAA7JAa TETayfLEVWV ETEpat 
...,. ''0 \ f c:;:- ,/... I 1' r / \ ) I r I 

Tf.tl Et Et Kat at ota'l'opat, OWV <;,f.t!OV Kat E7TWT7)fL7)S' <;,f.t!OV 
' ' ~ ..../.. ' , r' ' ' ' ' ' , ~ fLEV yap Ota'/'opat TO TE 7TE<;,OV Kat TO 7TT7)VOV Kat TO EVVopov 

\ \ ~I ) I ~ \ 1(' I I ) \ 
Kat TO Ot7TOVV, E7TtGT7)fL7)S' UE OVOEfLta TOVTWV' OV yap 
8 -1-1 > I > 1 ~ <;,f 1' ~ ~ f 

ta'I'EPH E7TWT7)fL7) E7TtGT7)fL7)S' Tf.tl Ot7TOVS EtVat. TWV OE YE 
< > W\\ \ ~ ><;,1 \I I > 1 ~ "' I ~ 1 

V7T a11117)11a YEVWV OVOEV KWIIVE£ Tao; aVTaS' ota'/'opaS' ElVat ' Ta 
\ ) I ,... t ) ) \ ,... ,.... t1 t/ 

yap E7TaVW TWV V7T avTa YEVWV KaT7)YDPELTat, WGTE oaat 
,... I (' ,/... I 1 ,..., \ ,... t 

TOV KaT7)yapOVfLEVOV Ota,f'opat E£Gt TOGaVTat Kat TOV V7TOKEt-

f1-fVoV EaoVTat. 

THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE PREDICATE 

Twv KaTa fL7JOEfL{av aVfL7TAOK~v AEYOfLEvwv ifKaaTov ijTot 1b25-

ovatav G7JfLa{vE£ ~ 7Toaov ~ 7TOtOV ~ 7ipOS' n ~ 7TOV ~ 7TOTE ~ 2al0 

KE'i:aBat ~ EXE£V ~ 7TOtELV ~ 7i(LGXHV. EGTL o€ ova{a fLEV WS' 
I > ~ 'I' W () H 1 <;, 1 'I' <;,f 

TV7Tf.tl Et7TEW OWV av pW7TOS, t7T7TOS ' 7TOGOV OE OWV Ot7T7)XV, 
f I <;,I 'I' \ f f f <;, 1 

Tpt7r7JXV' 7Totov oE owv IIEVKov, ypafLfLanKov · 7rpos n oE 
" "' \ ' " ~r I "'I ., , A ' , OWV Ot7TI\aGtOV, 7)fLtGV, fLEt<;,OV' 7iOV UE OWV EV VKE£f.t!, EV 

ayopfj.· 7TOTE o€ olav xB/,' 7TEpvaw · KE'iaBat o€ olav avaKE£Tat, 

KaB7)Tat• EXE£V o€ olav lJ7TOOE0ETat, W7TAtaTat• 7TOtE'iv o€ olav 

TEfLVEW, KalE£V' 7TaaxE£v o€ olav TEfLVEaBat, KalEaBat. EKa-
~ \ ,.... 1 I ') \ \ ()' t \ ) 1 (' .... 

GTOV OE TWV E£p7)fLEVWV aVTO fLEV Ka aVTO EV OVOEfLtft KaTa-

cfUGE£ MyETat, Tfj o€ 7ipos aAA7JAa TODTWV GVfL7TAOKfj 
I ,.J.. I t l \ (' ,... 1,1... " 

KaTa'l'aats ytyvETat· a7Taaa yap oOKH KaTa'l'aats 7)TOt 

aA7JB~, ~ lj;wo~s ELVat, TWV o€ KaTa fL7JOEfL{av GVfL7TAOK~V 
AEYOfLEVWV ovo€v OVTE aA7]B€s OUT€ lj;EiJoos EGTLV, olav 

avBpw7iOS, AEVKOV, TPEXEt, VtKfj.. 

p.l27, 

11. 12-23 

p.l27, 

II. 23-33 
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THE ANALYSIS OF SUBS'l'ANCE 

Ovaf.a o/ €anv ~ KvptwTaTa TE Ka~ 7ipwTws Ka~ fLaAwTa 2all

AEyofLEV7J, ~ fL~TE KaB' {moKEtfLEVov nvos MyETat fL~TE €v 2a27 

lJ7iOKE£fLEVf.t! nv{ EGTLV, olav 0 T~S avBpw7TOS ~ 0 T~S t7T7TOS. 

0EDT€pat o€ ovaf.at 1../yovTat, EV ols Etowtv a t 7ipWTWS 

ovaf.at AEYOfLEVat imapxovaw, TaVTa TE Ka~ Ta TWV Elowv 

TODTWV YEV7). 0 lov 0 T~S avBpw7TOS EV Et8Et fLEV {mapxE£ 

T<j; avBpw7icp, y/vos o€ TOV Etoovs EGT~ TO ?;<j;ov· 8EVTEpat 

oi5v aVTaL A€yovTaL oValaL, olov 0 T€ avepw7TOS KaL TO 
?;<j;ov. - cpavEpov 8€ EK TWV ELP7JfLEVwv on Twv KaB' imo

KHfLEVov AEYOfLEVWV avayKa'iov Ka~ TOVVOfLa Ka~ TOV Aoyov 

KaT7)yopE'iaBat TOV lJ7iOKE£fLEVOV' olav avBpw7TOS KaB' 1mo

KE£fLEVOV AEYETat TOV TLVOS avBpw7TOV, Ka~ KaT7)yopE'iTa{ YE 
TOVVOfLU,- TOV yap avBpW7TOV KaTa TOV TLVOS avBpw7ToV 

KaT7JYOP~GE£S.- Ka~ 0 Aoyos 8€ TOV avBpw7TOV KaTa TOV TWOS 

avBpw7TOV KUT7JYOP7JB~aETat, - 0 yap T~S avBpw7TOS Ka~ 
avBpw7TOS EGTLV' - WGTE Ka~ TOVVOfLa Ka~ 0 AoyoS' KaTa TOV 

lJ7TOKE£fLEVOV KaT7)yop7J(}~aETat. 

TWV 8' €v imoKHfLEVf.t! ovTwv E7T~ fLEV TWV 7TAEiaTWV OVTE 2a21-

TOVVOfLa ovTE o Aoyos KaT7JyopE'iTat ToiJ {moKE£fLEVov· E7T' 2a31 

€vf.wv 8€ TOVVOfLa fLEV ovo€v KWADH KaT7)yopE'iaBm TOV 

lJ7TOKE£fLEVOV, TOV o€ Aoyov aovvaTOV' 

p. 127, l. 33- olav TO AEVKOV €v {moKHfLEVf.t! ov T<j; GWfLaTL KaT7)yopE'iTat 2a31-

p.l28, 1. 13 ToiJ {moKE£fLEvov,- AEvKov yap awfLa MyETat,-o 8€ >.oyos 2a35 

p.l28, 

11.14-29 

p.128, l. 30 

roiJ 1\.EVKOiJ oiJ0€7TOTE KaT(L TOiJ aWfLaTOS KaTY)yOpTJ-
() 

f 1 <;, > "\ \ 1 " ()' < I \ I 7JGETat.- Ta 0 a/11\U 7TaVTa 7)TOt Ka V7iOKE£fLEVWV /\EyE-
...... I ) ,... , , ) t I ) ... ) I 

Tat TWV 7ipWTWV OVGtWV 7) EV V7TOKEtfLEVatS aVTatS EGTLV. 

Twv 8€ OEVTEpwv ovatwv fLO.AAov ovaf.a TO ELOos TOV 2b7-8 and 

ylvovs· €yywv yap Tij> 7ipWT7)S ovaf.as EGT{v. WS OE YE at 2bl7-19 

7ipWTat ovaf.at 7ipos Ta aAAa €xovatv, OVTW Ka~ TO Eioos 
7ipos To ylvos EXEt · 
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P 129 I 3 \ ""' \ \ , "' I , I \ , I 
- · • · Ta E LOYJ Ka~ Ta YEVYJ OEVTEpa~ OVata~ 1\EYOVTa~ • fJ-OVa yap 2b31 

/),\~\ I >I~ I 
YJ 0~ TYJV 7TpWTYJV OVataV TWV KaTYjyopOVfJ-EVWV' 

p.129, I. 4-

bottom 

Kotvo'v ~ \ ' I , I \ \ ') r I 
OE KaTa 7TaaYJS OVataS TO fJ-YJ EV V7TOKELfJ-EVW 

Eivat. ~ ' ' ' ' ' '' B' r ' , " YJ f.-LEV yap TTPWTYJ ovata OVTE Ka V7TOKE~fJ-EVov AEyE-

3a7-3a13 

p.130, 

II. 1-12 

p.130, 

11.14-23 

p.130, 

II. 24-31 

Ta~ OVTE EV lJ7TOKELfJ-EV<.p EaT tv. TWV OE OEVTEpwv ova~wv 
,/. V \ \ \ r/ tl ') ' \ ' t I t 
":,a Epov f.-LEV Ka~ OVTWS OTt OVK ELULV EV V7TOKELfJ-EV<f:> • 0 yap 

~vBpW7TOS KaB' lJ7TOKELfJ-EVOV f.-LEV TOV T~VOS avBpdmov AEyETat, 
t I ~\ , J/ ) \ ') \ 

EV V7TOKELfJ-EV<.p OE OVK EaTLV,- OV yap EV Trp TLV~ avBpcfmw 0 
avBpw1ros €anv·- , 

'Y7T(tPXEL OE ~ , I \ "' ,/. Tats ovatats Kat Ta'i:s ota'f'opa'i:s TO 7TUVTa 3a33-3b2 
avvwv ' ' ' ' ...... ' ' B ..... ' r ' ' , VfJ-WS a1r avTWV 1\EyEa at• 7Taaat yap a~ a1r0 TOVTWV 

I J/ \ ,.... ' I 

KaTYJYOptat YJTOt KaTa TWV aTOfJ-WV KaTYJYOpOVVTat ~ KaTa 
Tw~V ~'~,... ' \ \ \ -. I ') I ') I 

dowv. a1ro f.-LEV yap TYJS TTPWTYJS ovmas ovOEtJ-ta €aT~ 
KaT'YlyOp

1
a '><::' '' ' \1 

·1 t , -KaT OVOEVOS yap V7TOKELfJ-EVOV 1\EYETat·- TWV 

OE OEVTEpwv ovatwv TO f.-LEV Eloos KaTa TOV UTOfJ-OV KaTYJYO-

PELrat To' ~ ' ' ' ' ..... '' t;;;:. ' ' ' , , OE YEVOS Kat KaTa TOV ELOOVS Kat KaTa TOV aTOfJ-OV· 
Waa I <;;: \ \ < <;;: ,/_ ' \ \ ~ ><;;: ~ \ VTWS DE Kat at ota 'f'opat Ka~ KaTa TWV ELOWV Ka~ KaTa 

TWV aTofJ-WV KaTYJyopoiJvTat. 

.. Evavrlov 3b24-25 
ELVat. 

LloKE'i: OE ' ' ' ' ' "' ' B ' YJ ovata ovK E7TLOEXEa at TO tJ-fiAAov Ka~ TO 
'i' • ;\,I ~\ ' rt ' I ' I ' '' YJTTOV EYW OE OVX OTt OVata OVatas OVK EaT£ tJ-fiAAov ova£a, 

and 

3b33-34 
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,,130, I. 32- MaAtaTa OE Zowv Tfjs ovatas OOKEL Elvat TO TaVTOV Ka~ 4a10-13 

1' 131, I. 2 EV aptBfJ-rp ov TWV €vavT£wv dvat OEKTLKov· oiov E7T~ f.-LEv TWV 

p.I31, 

U.9-14 

p.131, 

11. 15-24 

p.131 , 

u. 25-33 

ruwv ovOEVOS av EXOt TLS 7rpOEVEYKE'i:V [ oaa fJ-~ €anv 
, I ] ~ ~ , B ..... '1\ ..... ' I r;;;:. I ., OVata , 0 EV apt fJ-<f:> OV TWV EVaVTLWV OEKTLKOV EaTtv• 

INDICATIONS OF S0111E SIZE 

ToiJ OE 7TOaoiJ TO f.-LEV €an OtwptafJ-EVOV, TO OE avvEx€s· 4b20-

Ka~ TO f.-LEV Ef( B€atv EXOVTWV 7rpos ([,\AYJAa TWV EV avTOLS 4b25 

fJ-Op[wv avv€aTYJKE, TO OE ovK €g €xovTwv B€atv. €an OE Otw-
' \ 'i' ' B \ \ \I \ c;:- \ I ptafJ-EVOV f.-LEV OWV apt f.-LOS Kat 1\0yos, aVVEXES OE ypafJ-fJ-YJ, 

€mcpavELa, aWfJ-a, ETL OE 7Tapa TaiJTa xp6vos Ka~ T07TOS.-

Kvp{ws OE 7TOaa TaiJTa fJ-OVa MyETat Ta EtpYJfJ-EVa, 5a38-5b3 

Ta OE aAAa 7TUVTa KaTa avtJ-fJ41YJKOS. EtS TaVTU yap 

fJMTTovTES Ka~ TdMa 1roaa MyotJ-EV, oiov 1roAv TO AwKov 
\ I ~ \ > ,/_ I \\ \ '!' \ < ~t:. \ 
1\EYETat T<f:> TYJV E7Tt'f'aVELaV 7TOI\I\YjV ELVat, Kat YJ 7rpac;tS tJ-aKpa 

-. \ I \ \ T \ t I \ '\ I ') \ 
T<f:> YE TOV XPOVOV 7TOI\VV ELVat, Kat YJ KtVYjatS 7TOI\I\Yj• OV yap 

KaB' auTo EKaaTov TOVTwv 1roaov .\€yETat · 

"E ..... ..... '~I , ' \ (' ' ' \ ..... 5b11 Tt T<f:> 7TOacp OVOEV EaTLV EVaVTLOV, E7T~ f.-LEV yap TWV -
'.../... I .../... \ rt ') ~ I ' ' \ 'i' -. 5b29 a'f'WPWfJ-EVWV 'f'avEpov OTt OVOEV EaTLV EVaVTLOV, OWV T<f:> 

OLTT~XEL ~ TPLTT~XEL ~ Tfj €mcpavE£q, ~ TWV TOWVTWV nv£,-
) ~ \ 1 ') ') I ) ') \ \ \ \ """' '\I 

OVOEV yap EaTtV EVaVTLOV , H fJ-YJ TO 7TOI\V T<f:> OIILY'P 

cpa[YJ TtS Elva~ €vaVT£ov ~ TO tJ-Ey a Trp fJ-tKprp. TOVTWV OE 

OVOEV EaT£ 7TOaov rl,\,\a TWV 7rpos TL. OVOEV yap auTO KaB' 
\ 1 \ I '1\ I _,\ \ \ \ t1 ) .../...I 

aUTO fJ-Eya 1\EYETat YJ fJ-tKpov, a/\1\a 7TpOS ETEpov ava'f'E-

pETat, oiov opos f.-LEV fJ-tKpov MyETat, KEYXPOS OE tJ-E
yaAYJ Tfil T~v f.-LEV TWV OfJ-OYEVWV tJ-E'i:~ov Elvat, TO OE €,\aT

TOV TWV OfJ-OYEVWv· OVKOVV 7Tpos ETEpov ~ avacpopa, E7TEL EZyE 
KaB' auTO fJ-tKpov ~ tJ-Eya €MyETO, OVK av 7TOTE TO f.-LEV 
J/ \ '\ I t ~ \ I I\ f\ ) \ 
opos fJ-tKpOV EIIEYETO, YJ OE ICEYXPOS fJ-EYaiiYJ. 7Tal\tV EV f.-LEV 

, \ \ I ,/. , B , '!' , 'AB I 0 \ Tfj KWf.LT/ 7TOI\I\OVS 'f'afJ-EV av pW7TOVS ELVat, EV YJVat<; E 
'\ f \\ ). I ') ,..... " \ ') \ """' ' I 01\tyOVS 7TOI\I\a7TI\aaLOVS aVTWV OVTaS, Ka~ EV f.LEV TT/ OtKLCf 

1roAAovs, €v OE Tfil BEaTp<.p d,\{yovs TToAArp 7TAE£ovs ovTas. -

Ert rO JLEv Ol?TTJXV KaL rpl7TYJXV KaL EKaarov TWv rotoVTwv 
\ 1 \ ~\ I "1\ \ ) I \ 

7TOaOV aYJf.LatVEL, TO OE fJ-Eya YJ fJ-tKpOV OV aYJf.LaLVEL 7TOaOV 
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Ov o ~ "' , , , ", "' O~KEc OE TO 7roaov E'TTLOEXEaBaL TO JLMAov Kat TO 

YJ~Tov, olov To OL'TTYJXV,- ov yap EaTLv ETEpov ETEpou JLfiAAov 
om'Ylxu· 'o' ' ' ~ ' e ~ 

·1 - ou E'TTL Tou ape fLOV, olov Ta Tpta Twv 'TTEVTE 
o'o' ~,\,\ [' "] I\' u Ev JLa ov 'TTEVTE YJ Tpw IIEYETac, ovof: Ta Tp(a Twv TpLwv· 
oVO€ t: ' fl c ' \' 

YE 0 xpovo<; ETEpos ETEpou JLfiiiiiOV xpovo<; AEyETaL. ovo' 

E'Trt TWV ELPYJfLEVWV oAws OVOEVO<; TO JLaAAov Kat TO -t;TTOV 
My . t/ ' ' , , . , 

ETac waTE To 7roaov ovK E'TTLOEXETaL To JLaAAov Kat To 
ijTTOV. 

p. 131, 

11.33-35 

p.131, l. 36 "loLov of: naAwTa ~ ~ ' " ' I 
r TOV 'TTOaou TO caov TE Kat, avLaov ltlyE-

-p. 
1
3

2
, l. 4 ~BaL. EKaaTov yap Twv EipYJfLEvwv 7roawv Kat L'aov Kat 

avwov AEYETac, olov UWJLa Kat L'aov Kat avwov AEYETac, 

p.132, 

II. 7-21 

Kal. d e ' ' , ' '' \ pc fLO<; Kat, cUO<; Kat, avwo<; IIEYETUL, Kat xpovo<; Kat 
J{ \ " 

LaO<; Kat, avwos · waavTW<; OE Kat E'Trt TWV aAAwv TW~V 
< ()' I 

PYJ EVTWV EKUUTOV L'aov TE Kat avwov AEyETaL. 

6a19-

6a30 

p. l32, 

Jl , 22-35 

p. l33, 

Jl .I-32 

p.133,1. 33 

-p. 134, I. 7 
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KaKLq. EvavTLov, EKdTEpov aVTWv 7rp6s Tt Ov, Kat E7TLaT~/1-YJ 

ayvotq.. ov 'TTaUL OE TOL<; 7rpos TL imapxn JvavTfov· 

na,VTa " ;, ' ' ' ' '-'- ' ' "' o~ TU 7rp0<; TL 7rp0<; avnaTpE'f'OVTa IIEYETac, OLOV 

0 ooiJAo<; OW'TTOTOU AEyETac ooiJAo<; KaL 0 OW'TTOTYJS oovltou 

OW'TTOTYJS AEYETUL, KaL TO omltaawv ~fLLUEO<; omltaawv Kat 

TO TlfLl,UU omltaa(ou TlfLLUV, KaL TO fLEL~OV EAaTTOVO<; fLEL~OV 
KaL TO EAUTTOV fLEL~OVO<; EAUTTOV' waavTW<; OE KaL E'TTL TWV 

CD.Itwv· 'TTA~v Tfj 'TTTcbaEL Jv(oTE ow(aH KaTa T~V Mgcv, olov 

~ JmaT~fLYJ EmUT7)TOV AEYETac Jma~fLYJ KaL TO EmUT7)TOV 

JmaT~fLYI EmUTYJTOV, KaL ~ aL'aBYJUL> aiaBYJTOV a'taBYJaL<; KaL 

TO aiaBYJTOV aiaB~aH aiaBYJTOV. ov fL~V aM' JvfoTE ov 06gH 
, ,,.~.. , , , , , , t\ , , , ~ e~ 

UVTWTPE'f'HV, EUV fLYJ OcKHW<; 7rpo<; 0 IIEYETac U'TTOOO YJ 

aMa OLafLapTYJ 0 a'TTOOcOOV<;' olov TO 'TTTEpov Jav a'TTOOoBfj 
" () ' ' 1,/.. '' ...., ' \ ' I \ opvc O<;, OUK aVTWTPE'f'EL opVc<; 'TTTEpou· OU yap OcKELW<; TO 

7rpWTOV a'TTOOEOOTaL 'TTTEpov opvcBos,- ov yap v opvc<;, TUVTYJ 

TO 'TTTEpov avTfj<; AEYETac, aAA' v 'TTTEPWTOV EUTW' 'TTOAAWV 

yap KaL lliwv 'TTTEpa Janv 8. OVK EtaLV opvcBE<;'- WUTE EUV 
> \:> ()'""' 1 I \ ' I,J... 1' \ \ ....., a'TTOOO YJ OLKHW<;, Kat, avnaTpE'f'EL, OWV TO 'TTTEpov 'TTTEpWTOU 

\ \ \ \ ,.... I 
'TTTEpov KaL TO 'TTTEPWTOV 'TTTEpi.p 'TTTEpWTOV. -

6b28- 7a5 

aZ yap alaB~ans 'TTEPL awfLa KaL Jv acbfLaT£ Eiaw, alaBYJTOiJ 7b38-

of: avaLpEBEVTO<; aviJpYJTac KaL UWJLa, - TWV yap alaBYJTWV 8a12 

KaL TO UWJLa,- UcbfLaTO<; OE fL~ OVTO<; aviJpYJTaL KUL ~ 
aL'aBYJaL<;, waTE auvavaLpE'i: To aiaBYJTOV T~v aL'a07JaW. 

~ o€ YE aL'aB7Jac<; TO alaBYJTOV ov. ~c[>ou yap avaLpEBEVTO<; 

aL'a07JULS fLEV aviJpYJTUL, aiaBYJTOV OE EUTaL, olov UWfLa, 

()EpfLOV, yltud, mKpov, KaL Ta aAAa 'TTaVTa oaa EUTLV 

ala()YJTa . f!n ~ fLEV aL'aB7JaL<; afLa Tip alaBYJTLKcp yfyvETac,-

UfLU yap 'ipov TE y(yvETUL KaL aL'a()YJUL<;,- TO o€ YE alaBYJTOV 

f!an KaL 7rpo TOV aL'a()YJULV ElvaL,- 'TTVP yap KaL vowp Kat 

Ta ToLaiJTa, Jg Jiv KaL To 'ipov auv(aTaTaL, f!an KaL 7rpo ToiJ 

'ipov OAW<; ElvaL ~ aL'a()YJULV,- WUTE 7rpOTEpov av Tfj<; 

alaB~aEW<; TO ala()YJTOV E lvac oogHEV. 

p. 134, I. 24 "Exn OE a7roptav 'TTOTEpov OVOEJL(a ova(a TWV 7rpos TL 8a13-

-p. 135, ]. 9 AE')'ETUL, Kaea7rEp OOKEL, ~ TOVTO EVOEXETaL KaTa nva<; 8a24 
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w 8 I 1 ""' 1 \ \ \ 
T v EVTEpwv ovmwv. E7T~ /kEV yap TWV 7TpdJTwv ovmwv MYJ-
8/.s , . ,, ' , t'' ,, , ' 

EUT~v OVTE yap Ta 011a OVTE Ta 1-1-EPYJ 7rp6s n A.l.yETa~· 0 
\ \ >I () ) \ I 1 

yap TLS av pW7TOS ov IIEYETa~ nvos ns av8pw7TOS ov8€ 
< \ f3 I > 

0 TLS oils TLVOS TLS {Joils' waaVTWS 8€ Ka/. Ta /kEpn · -/, 
\ \ \ ) '\ I 1 -, "/ 

yap ns XE~p ov IIEYETa~ nvos ns XE/.p dA.A.d nvos XE{p, 
\ < \ "' \ \ > \ I 

Ka~, YJ TLS KEo.f'aiiYJ OV IIEYETa~ nv6s TLS KEcpaA~ MAa 

TLVOS KEcpaAf;. waaVTWS 8€ Ka/. E7T/. TWV 8Evrl.pwv ova~wv 
1 

I ,.... \ I '"" ~ ll J 

E7T~ YE TWV 7TIIELUTWV' olov 0 av8pw7TOS ov A.l.yETa~ TLVOS av-
() '"''{3~ '{3 pW7TOS' OVOE 0 ovs TLVOS oils' ov8€ TO ~VAov TLVOS cvAov 
'\ \ \ I ~ \ I s > 

a1111a TLVOS KTYJ/ka IIEYETaL. 

p.136, 

11.1-7 

p.136, 

11.7-14 

p.136, 

11.15-20 
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I() >I "\ \ I " T \ I \ I \ 7Ta YJ · EaT£ OE Ta TO~aoE 0 WV YIIVKVTYJS TE Ka~ 7TLKpOTYJS Ka~ 
,J.,_ 1 \ I \ I """ J/ ~ \ () I UTPV'f'VOTYJS Ka~ 7TaVTa Ta TOVTO~S avyyEVYJ, ETL 0€ EP/kOTYJS 

\ ,/, I \ \ I \ \ I 
Ka~ 'f'VXPOTYJS Ka~ 1\EVKOTYJS Ka~ /kEIIaVta .. 

TI.TapTOV 8€ yl.vos 7T0~6TYJTOS axfflka TE Ka/. ~ 7TEp/. 10all-15 
t/ ( I ,./..I J/ 'i:' \ \ I '8 I EKaaTOV V7Tapxovaa /kOP'f'YJ> ETL OE 7rpOS TOVTOLS EV VTYJS 

\ '\ 1 \ J/ rt I ) ()' " 
Ka~ Ka/k7TVIIOTYJS Ka~ H TL TOVTO~S 0/kOLOV EUT~V' Ka EKa-

' I I \ I ,.... \ I "' UTOV yap TOVTWV 7TOLOV TL IIEYETa~ · T<tJ yap TP~YWVOV YJ TE -
l ~ I \ I \ ~ > () \ o\ 1,\ Tpaywvov elva~ 7TOLOV n IIEYETa~, Ka~ 7"<tJ EV v YJ Ka/k7TV ov . 

< y I ~ \ \ 1 I \ \ I 1" ~ 10b12 7TapxEL OE Ka~ EVaVTLOTYJS KaTa TO 7TOLOV, OLOV o~- -
I >" I > I \ \ I \ I \ "",\,\a 10b15 KaLOUVVYJ ao~KL~ EVaVTLOV Ka~ 1\EVKOTYJS /kEIIaV~~ Ka~ Ta 

waaVTWS, Ka/. Ta KaT' avTas 8€ 7T0~(~ AEY6!1-EVa, ofov TO 

a8~KOV Tip 8~Katq; Ka/. TO AEVKOV Tip !1-EAav~. 

'Em8/.xETat 8€ Ka/. To 1-1-fi)J..ov Ka/. TO ljTTov Ta 7TO~a • 10b26-

AEvKov yap 1-1-fi)J..ov Ka/. ljTTov ETEpov ETEpov MyeTa~, Ka/. 10b28 

8tKawv ETEpov ETEpov 1-1-fi)J..ov. 

8€ lla15-

lla19 



p.136, 

11.21-33 

p. 137, 

11.4-6 

p.137, 

11.10-13 

p. 138, 

11.22- 23 

p. 138, 
11.23-27 
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Eanv. wan rotov av €r7! 7TOL<YT7!TO!> TO OfJ-OWV ~ aVOfJ-OtOV 
A€ywBat KaT' aDT~v. 

Oti od OE TapaTTwBat /)-~ Tt!> ~/)-OS rp~av V7T€p 7TOt- lla20-
' I '() I \ \ \ ,.... 1 OTT/TO!> TT7V 7rp0 EULV 7TOt'T/aafJ-€VOV!> 7TO/V\a TWV 7rp0!> T£ lla26 

avyKaTaptBfJ-E'iaBat · TClS yap ¥gELS KaL Tas otaB€aEL> nvv 7rpos 
'T ~ \ \ > \ I ""' I \ ,1 Tt ELVat. UXEOOV yap €7Tt 7TaVTWV TWV TOLOVTWV Ta YEV'T/ 

' A' ~ "I ()' ., '"' ' I I ' 7rpos Tt EYETat, Twv oE Ka EKaaTa ovoEv· 71 fJ-EV yap €7Tt-
' I ';" > \ fl ) \ t I \ J \ 

aT'T/fJ-'T/, YEVO!> OVaa, aUTO 07T€p EaTtV €T€pov 1\EYETat,- TLVOS 
yap €maT~fJ-7! MyETat. -

€ > I \ ) \ \ \ I :11 )~\ 11 
T£ €L TVyxavEt TO aUTO 7TOLOV Kat 7TpOS T£ OV, OVO€V aT07TOV lla37-

EV dtJ-rpoT€pots To'is y€vww aDTo KaTaptBfJ-E'iaBat. lla38 

THE VERBAL INDICATIONS 

'Emo€XETat o€ KaL To 7TOtE'iv KaL 7TaaxELv €vavno- llb1-

TT/Ta KaL To tJ-fi.AAov KaL To ljTTov · To yap BEptJ-a{vELv 11 b8 

TcfJ if;vxELv €vavT£ov KaL To BEptJ-a{vwBat TcfJ if;vxwBat KaL 
, "o B ~ ' ~ B ., , " , , , To 71 Ea at Tip I\V7TEta at· waTE E7TWEXETat EvavnoT'T/Ta. KaL 
0 aAA 0' ' ' "' () ' I ~\ \ I ~ T /)- OV € Kat TO 'T/TTOV' EptJ-aLVELV yap fJ-UIV\OV Kat YJT-

" I () I () ~\ \ I ~ I \ Tov EaTt, Kat EptJ-atvEa at fJ-UI\1\0V Kat YJTTov, Kat I\V7TE'iaBat 

tJ-UAAov KaL ljTTov· E7TLOEXETat ovv To tJ-fi.AAov KaL To ljTTov 
To 7TOtE'iv KaL To 7TaaxELv. 

'L'HE SECTION CAJ~LED l'OSTPRBD!C.HIEN'l.'S 

A€yETat OE ETEpov €T€pip avTLKE'iaBat T€Tpaxws, ~ llb17-

ws Ta 7rpos Tt , ~ ws Ta €vavTta ~ ws aT€p71ats KaL ¥gts, llb23 
,, t I,J... \ > I,J... ) 1 
71 ws KaTa't'aats Kat ar.o't'aats. avTtKELTat o€ EKaaTov Twv 

I t I > ...., t \ \ 1 ""' \ ~ \ 1 TOtOVTWV, W!> TV7Tip €L7r€LV, W!> fJ-EV Ta 7rp0!> TL olov TO Ot7TI\a-
.... t I t ~ \ \ ' 1 1' \ \ ,... ) () awv T<fJ 'T/fJ-tUEt, W!> 0€ Ta EVaVTta OWV TO KaKOV Tip aya cfJ, 

t 0\ \ I \ fll; 1' ..J.. \ I \ ", /, t \ W!> € KaTa aTEp'T/atv Kat Es LV 0 LOV TV't'I\OT'T/!> Kat O'f'tS, W!> 0€ 
I,/.., \ > I ..J... T '() > 1 KaTa't'aats Kat ar.o't'aats owv Ka 'T/Tat- ov Ka871Tat. 

'E I ~I ) , ().... \ 't ) / I 

1 
VaVTLOV 0€ €UTtV aya ip fJ-EV Es avayK'T/!> KaKOV,- TOVTO 

0€ ofjAov Tfj KaB' EKaaTOV Enaywyfj, ofov vytdq. voaos KaL 

"Ka ' '" ' ' ' " ' " '' • ' "' ' ' , Ot wavvv aotKta Kat avopELq. OELIIta, OfJ-OtW!> 0€ Kat €7rt TWV 

13b36-

14a4 

p.138, 
11.27-28 

p.138, 

II. 28-30 

p 138, 

II. 30-31 

p.138, 

II. 31- 32 

p. 140, 

II. l-4 
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aAAwv,- KaKfiJ OE <hE fJ-EV dyaBov €vavT{ov EaT{v, OTE OE 
1 .-. \ ) ~ I ,.. 11 t t fJ \ \ > I \ KaKOV' TT/ yap €VO€tt;L KaKip OVTL 7! V7T€p 0/\7! €VaVTWV Kai<OV 

Jf t I ~ \ \ t I ) I t I 1' > ()I 
OV' OfJ-OtWS 0€ Kat 7! fJ-EaOT'T/!> €VaVTLa EKaTEpip OVaa aya OV. 

14a26 

"A11-a o€ MyETat ct7TAWS fJ-EV KaL Kvpu!JTaTa Jw ~ y€- 14b24-

VEOLS' Ev Tip aVrip xp6v<.p 0 oVS~repov ydp 7Tp6repov oVS€ l4b26 

vaTEpov EUTLV' UfJ-a OE KaTa TOV xpovov Taiha MyETat. 

Kw~a€W!> o€ Eanv €r07! ¥g. y€vwts, rj;Bopa, avg'T/ats, 15a13-
' > \ \ I I I fJ \ J 1• 14 fJ-ELWatS, ai\I\OtWat!>, KaTa T07rOV /)-ETa 0/\7!. Oa 

To €xELv KaTa 7TAE£ovas Tpo7Tovs MyETat· ~ yap ws 15bl7-

¥gtv KaL otaBww ~ ru71 v nva 7TotoT'T/Ta, - AEyotJ-EBa yap 15b32 
> I )I \ > I 1\ t I 1' c\ I 

€7TtUT'YJfJ-YJV €X€LV Kat apET'Y)V'- YJ W!> 7TOaov, OWV 0 TvyxavEL 
>I I () \ J I I I () >I ns EXWV fJ-EYE os, - 1\EYETat yap Tpt7r77XV tJ-EYE os EXEtv 

~ TETpa7TYJxv·- ~ ws Ta r.EpL To awtJ-a, ofov [tJ-anov ~ 
1\ t > I 1' > \ c;:. 1\ 1\ t 

XtTWva· 'YJ W!> €V fJ-Optip, owv €V XELPt oaKTVI\LOV' 'YJ ws 

fJ-Epos, ofov XE'ipa ~ 7TOOa· ~ ws €v dyyE£ip, ofov o tJ-EOtfJ-VOS 
\ \ ,, \ I \ 1' 'i' \ " \ 

TOVS 7TVpOVS YJ TO KEpatJ-WV TOV OLVOV, - OLVOV yap EXELV TO 

KEpatJ-wv MyETat, KaL o tJ-EOtfJ-vos 7Tvpovs · Taih' ovv €xEw 
MyETat ws €v dyyEtip · - ~ ws KTfjtJ-a · €x€w yap olKtav KaL 
> I \ I () \ I () <;>I I ~ >I I < I aypov llEYOfJ-€ a. /\EYOfJ-€ a o€ Kat yvvatKa EXELV Kat 71 yvv'YJ 

avopa. EOtK€ OE aAAoTpt<fJTaTO!> 0 vvv pYJBEL!> TP07TOS TOV 

EXELV Elvat· otio€v yap a.AAo TcfJ EXELV yvvaZKa a'T/11-a{vofJ-EV ~ 
' , "' " ' "\ \ ' _/.. ' ~ on avvotKE'i. taws o av Kat UIV\Ot TtVES 't'aVELYJaav Tov 

€xELv Tpo7Tot, o[ o€ ElwBoTE> MywBat axEoov a7TaVTES 

KaT't}p{(}fJ-'Y)VTat. 

'l'HE MATERL\L OF i11Rrl'AP11YS ZGS Z 

A€yETat o' ~ ovata, EL /)-~ 7TA€0vaxws, ill' EV TET- l028b33-

Tapa{ yE tJ-MtaTa · KaL yap To T{ ljv dvat KaL To KaBoAov 1029a2 

KaL TO y€vos ova{a OOKEZ dvat EKaaTov, KaL TETapTOV TOVTWV 

TO V7rOK€{fJ-€VOV . TO o' V7TOK€{fJ-€VOV EaTL KaB' 00 Ta aMa M-
' "" ~ \ ) \ I ) )/\ \ ~ \ ...._ \ I YETaL, €K€LVO 0€ aUTO fJ-'T/KETL KaT a/V\OV' OtO 7rpWTOV 7T€pt TOV-

TOV OLOptaTEOV' tJ-MtaTa yap OOKEZ dvat ova{a TO V7TOK€{fJ-€VOV 

7rpWTOV . 



p.140, 

11.8-10 

p.140, 

11.18-22 
'E7Td o' EV a ~ 8 A I e I 

' I " PXV LEL Ofl-E a 7TOaots op{~Ofl-EV T~V ova{av 
Kat rovrwv EV TL EOOKEL Elvat TO r{ -t;v dvat BE I ; 

avro ~ ' ~ " ., ' WPYJTEOV 7TEpL 
' ~~ Ka: 7Tpw.rov EL7TWf1-EV EVLa 7TEp~ avroD AoytKWS OTL E'a~t' 

TO TL 71V E ' I " \ I ' ' ., LVat EKaarov o IIEyerat KaB' a' I , I , ' 
' T , VTO. OV yap EaTL TO 

aot ELVa£ TO fl-OVaLKW ElVat· o' 1 ' , ~ 
" ., , • v yap Kara aavrov El fl-OVGLKos 

0 apa KaTa aavrov. . 

J/ C'\ ' I \ t 

1029bii-

1029b16 

p.141, 

II. 9-II 
EaT£ OE a7Topta Kat ETEpa 7TE ~ ' ~ ' ' ' 

EaT£ GLII . .;, p't'"' Ka' 1\ " P, avrwv. EL fl-EV yap TO avro l030a28-
r·, o L KOLI\71 pts - ' ' " ' 1 

KoLAov· ., ' 7 o avro Earat TO GLfl-OV Ka~ TO 1030a30 

p. 141, 1. 12- E7TEt 8• , , , 
Ean Kat Kara TOS aAA I 

p. 142,1. 15 (€an yap TL • 1 , 
1 

as Kar7Jyoptas aJvBEra 1029b22-
V7TOKELf1-Evov EKaarw 1' ~ ~ , 

Ka~ rw 7TOT~ K ' ~ ' ' ~· 'OL~v rep 7TOLep Kat rip 7Toa<p 1030a6 
'olyo ' ~ I a: rep _7Tov Kat TrJ KLVYJaEL ), aKE7Trl.ov d:p' €an 
/\ s rov TL , ' " " 

YJV ELVa£ EKaarw avrwv K ' ' I ' 

roJrots 70 1 .,. .,. ~ ' ' at V7TapXEL Kat 
, () TL YJV ELVa£, olav A<;VKW av8pcfJ7Tw [rtl ,f; \ ~ 

av pw ] " <:- , , ' , .,v IIEVKW 
7Tep • EaTW OYJ OVOf1-a aVTW ' 1 1 > 1 , 

1
' 

E T • 2\ \ ' ' ' ' ' Lfl-aTLOV. TL EaTL TO Lfl-aTLW 
tvat' u.t~~~a /1-YJV ovOE rwv KaB" • ' ' 1 ' 

" ' ' ()' avro IIEYDfl-EVWV ovo~ roDro 
YJ ro ov Ka ' ' A 1 

0 · 
7rp e I ~v:~ .~YETaL LXW>, Ka~ TOlYTOV EaT~ TO fl-~V EK 

oa EaEws To OE ov . To ~v ' ~ , ' " 
MyE " ' I Y ~ /1- yap rep avro aAAep 7TpOaKE'LaBat 

rat o opt~:,ETat, olav El 7 ' A ~ <- • 1 

AEVKoD dvBp 1 , 1 ~ EVKep ELVa£ 0PL~Of1-Evos A~yot 
W7Tov ;wyov· ro ()~ rw OX\ , ~ "' , 

a ' ' c- " .. o avrw, otov EL 
YJ/1-aLVOL TO Lf1-anov AEVKOV avBpW7TOV 0 0' ' IY ' ' I 

ws AEVKOV. TO 0 ' A ' " e ' " E opt~:,OLTO Lf1-aTLOV 
I ' I ~ YJ EVKos av pw7Tos Ean fl-~V AEVKov ov 

fl-EVTOL <ro > TL i]v Elvat AEvKw dvat -a''' ' ' ' I '.-
.,. 1 • 1 • • 1111a ro Lf1-artw E 
apa EaT£ TL ?}v flva{ TL [~] OAWS • '' "• " I I ', LVa~ 
r{ i]v E lvat • OTaV o' !.' \ \ , !.'\ ~ TJ OV' 07TEp yap TL EaT£ TO 

li.IVIO Kar UIV\OV Al.y , , ., 
TOO€ TL ot"'o ' \ ' " e YJTaL, OVK Eanv 07TEp 

' V 0 1\EVKOS av pw ' " " 
' 1<:' 7TOS OVK Earw 07TEp TOOE TL Et7TEp ro rooe rat~ 0 ' ' r , ' 0 VGLato; V7TapxEL II.OVOV' wa~ 1 ' -,. 1 

' " t \ 1 r 'E 70 TL i]v ELVa£ 
Eanv oawv 0 llOYD> EaT~V optaf1-os·. 
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!42,1.16- Tt 0~ XP~ MyELV Ka~ 07TOLOV 7L ~v ovalav, 7TUALV ciX\TjV l04la.6-

143,1.11 ofov apx~v 7TOL7Jaaf1-EVOL .AI.ywfl-EV' taws ya.p EK TOlYTWV l04lb3l 

EaTaL o-i]Aov Ka~ 7TEp~ EKdVTJS r-i]s ovalas 7fns EaTt KEXW

ptaf.LI.V?J -rWv ala87JrWv oVatWv. €7TE(, oVv ~ oVala dpx~ Kat 

alr{a ns Ear{v, EvrEiJBEv fl-ETLrl.ov . 'TJTELraL o~ ro OL<l. r{ 

aEt oiYrws' OLa rt aAAo cl,\,\ep TLVt iJ7TapxEL. TO yd.p ,7]_ 
TELV OLa rt 0 fl-OVaLKOS avBpw7TOS fl-OVaLKOS avBpw7TOS Eanv, 

i)rot Earl. TO Elp7Jf1-EVOV 'TJTELV, OLa rt 0 avBpw7TOS fl-OVaLKOS 

EaTLV, ~ GX\o. TO fl-~V ovv OL<l. rt avro Eanv avro, ovol.v EaT£ 
y ~ ('=' ~ ' ' " ' ' .. ' , <:-~\ " <:,TJTELV OEL yap TO OTL Kat TO ELVa£ V7TapXELV OTJIIa OVTa 

- Myw o' ofov OTL ~ aEA~VTJ EKAE{7TEL -, aUTO 0~ OTL avro, 

Ets Aoyos Kat /1-ta alr{a E7TL 7TaVTWV, OLa rt 0 avBpw7TOS 

avBpW7TOS ~ 0 fl-OVaLKOS fl-OVGLKOS, 7TA~v Ei.' TLS Myot OTL aOtat

PETOV 7Tpos avro EKaarov, roDro o' ?]v TO €v1. dvat· d,\,\d. roiho 
I \ I \ I ) Y I ~) ll 

KOLVOV YE Kara 7TaVTWV KaL aVVTOfl-OV . <:,TJTTJaELE 0 aV TLS 

Ota rt avBpw7TOS EaT£ 'ipov TOLOVO{. roDro fl-~V rotvvv 

o-i]Aov, OTL ov 'YJTEL OLa rt OS EaTLV avBpw7TOS avBpw7TOS Eanv· 
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~ \ t ,..., \ ..., (" .. \ {)' \ \ \ ) I \ '' 7J aaps 7TVp Kat Y7J Otat\V EVTWV yap Ta f.i-EV OVKETt EUTtV, 

1' c ' C ' r \\ {3' ' ~' "" '' ' ' OWV 7J aaps Kat 7J UV/\1\a 7], Ta OE UTOtXEta EUTt, Kat TO 
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aapg ou f.i-OVOV 7TVP Kat yfj ~ TO BEp,M>v Kat fvxpov 

dAAO. KaL €Tep6v 'Tt- el Tolvvv dv&.yK'Y) KdKeZvo ~ aTotxe'iov 

~ EK aTotxEiwv dvat, El f.i-EV aTOtXE'iov, 7T6.Atv o auTos EaTat 
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" "\ \ U > > " f3 <;> ~ ) > <;> \ > I ETt U/\1\0V, WUT ELS a7TEtpov aotEtTat · Et OE EK UTOtXEWV 1 

8fjAov on oux Jvos dMa 7TAELovwv, ~ EKE'ivo auTo €aTat, 

waTE 7TCLAtv E7Tt TOVTov Tov auTov €poiJf.i-EV Aoyov Kat E7Tt Tfjs 

aapds ~ avAAa{3fjs. 86gEt€ 8' av dvat Tt TOVTO Kat ov 

UTOtXELOV, Kat arnov YE TOV dvat T08t f.i-EV aapKa T08t 8€ 
\\ f3 I r I <;> \ \ > \ ~ _,\ \ > I <;> \ r I UV/\1\a 7JV " OfJ-OtWS 0€ Kat €7Tt TWV U/\1\WV . OVata 0€ EKaUTOV 

f.i-EV TOiJTo ( ToiJTo yap a hwv 7TpwTov ToiJ dvat) - E7TEt 8' 
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Note : The essence formula X = (A + I = II) where I = II 
suggest s that X = II (p. 52). Hence the identification of 
essence and form in 1032b9-14: 

ElTa 7]87] ~ a7TO TOUTOV KiV7]atS 7TOi7]ats ~MELTat, ~ E7Tt TO 
t f tl f3 I I \ \ C I '(; t I vytatvELV. WUT€ UVfJ- at VEL Tp07TOV TtVa T'T]V vytELaV Es vytEtaS 

ytyvwBat Kat T~V olKiav Jg olKias' Tfjs aVEV VA7JS T~V 

€xovaav vA7]V" ~ yap laTptK~ EaTt Kat ~ olKo80f.-ttK~ TO El8os 

Tfjs vytEias Kat TfjS olKias, Myw 8E ouatav aVEV VA7JS TO Tl 
.. 1' YJV Etvat. 
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PROBLEMS IN PLAUTUS 

This paper was originally conceived as a survey of certain problems concerning the 
staging and costuming of Plautine Comedy: in the course of time it has reduced itself 
to the physical development of the Roman stage itself. In pursuing the possible 
influence of the ludi compitalicii I have been grateful for the encouragement of 
Professor Charles Brink, who has drawn attention to such aspects of the Varronian 
tradition in Fondation Hardt, Entretien IX, pp. 175-200. 

The late grammarian Diomedes preserves certain materials likely to be drawn from 
the lost works of Varro. (Keil, Gramm. Latini, I, 488--90.) 

Comedy is named from the KW!lal: these KWI-la\ are the name for pagi, that is, meeting places 
of rustic folk . . . For after the removal from the country to Athens took place and these games 
were organized, just as were the compitalicii at Rome, they progressed to song ... Otherwise 
the name comes from KWI-los, that is, a drunken revel, because of old the drunken revels of 
young men in love were sung in plays of this kind . . . The third period was that of Menander, 
Diphilus and Philemon ... From these writers the Romans translated their dramas, and it is 
accepted that Livius Andronicus was the first among them to have written a comedy with 
Latin dialogue. Plays which are written according to the customs of the Romans are referred 
to as togatae; just as Varro says that Greek plays are called palliatae in the same way from the 
clothing worn in them. The third type of play is those named Atellanae from the Oscan city 
of Atella, where they first began. They are similar in their plot and their humorous dialogue 
to the Greek satyr play. The fourth kind is the planipedia also called mime in Greek. However, 
in Latin the mimus is called planipes either because actors enter the proscenium with flat, that 
is, bare feet-or else because once upon a time after arranging the properties for the mime, 
they used to act, not on the platform of the stage, but on the flat of the orchestra. 

The implication of this passage is threefold. First, it suggests that ludi compitalicii 

were brought to Rome from the country in the same way as Pisistratus had once 
transferred the Rural Dionysia to Athens. Secondly we find that a sung portion was 
included in these performances. Finally, there is the suggestion that a flat dancing 
floor rather than a raised stage was used for at least some forms of early Roman drama. 
Let us turn to the last question first. 

In his recent edition of the Tragic Fragments of Ennius Dr H. D. Jocelyn observes 
'Plautus appears to refer to a Roman tragic chorus in Amphitruo 91-2 '.I If Jocelyn is 
right in referring the lines 'Histriones anna cum in proscaenio hie Iouem inuocarunt, 
uenit, auxilio is fuit' to a tragic chorus like Aeschylus Agamemnon 35 5-487, then 
what do we mean by the word proscaenium in this context? In later Latin it is quoted 
as a word for 'stage' or even 'theatre'. For Plautus' sense Poenulus 17-20, however, 
seems final and decisive. 

scortum exoletum ne quis in proscaenio 
sedeat, neu lictor uerbum aut uirgae muttiant, 
neu dissignator praeter os obambulet 
neu sessum ducat, dum histrio in scaena siet. 

I Pp. I9-20. 
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Here clearly in scaena means 'on stage' and in proscaenio means 'in the orchestra', 
where, as Livy tells us, the magistrates and their lictors used to take their places in the 
theatre after I95 B.C. for the viewing of plays from a place of privilege. 1 Therefore 
in our Amphitruo passage the histriones in proscaenio are the chorus singing an ode in 
the orchestra. Further, Poenulus 57 suggests that the Prologue states the plot 
standing in the orchestra or proscaenium, and then withdraws thence to the stage in 
order to return to the tiring-room through the stage-house door. In this event 
vv. I2J-8 would be spoken turning on each step as he climbs up the communicating 
flight of steps. 

ego ibo, ornabor; 
uos aequo animo noscite. hie qui hodie ueniet 
reperiet suas filias et hunc sui fratris filium. 
dehinc ceterum ualete, adeste. 
ibo, ali us nunc fieri uolo: 
quod restat, restant alii qui faciant palam. 
ualete atque adiuuate, ut uos seruet Salus. 

Thus the first line is spoken in the proscaenium, the last on the scaena, and the other 
five one on each step. 

This inquiry suggests strongly that the chorus and prologus in tragedy or comedy 
performed in the orchestra rather than on the stage. Further, it is possible that the 
Plautine prologus actor represents the residue of a lost comic chorus; a conclusion 
which could help to account for the frequent attacks on the behaviour of his audience 
which are so reminiscent of the Aristophanic parabasis. While it would be too much to 
claim extensive exploitation of this split-level playing area in comedy, the possibility 
that some of the extra-comoediam stage monologues in Plautus were delivered at the 
foot of the orchestra steps deserves attention. 

Further, if this hypothesis could be entertained, the new rule of Scipio Africanus 
giving senators special seats near the stage at the Ludi Romani of I95/4 B.c. appears 
in quite a different light. This regulation is perhaps now to be explained as a new 
phase in theatrical censorship-in this case designed to intimidate actor-producers 
from delivering attacks in person on the policies or personalities of leading statesmen 
by obliging them to look their victims and the victims' lictors in the eye as they sat 
a few yards from them in the orchestra. 

This advocacy of split-level staging will prepare the ground for a somewhat 
heterodox view of the origins of Roman stagecraft. The words of Miss Bieber are 
relevant to this discussion. 'Out of the primitive wooden stage which had migrated 
to Rome with the Atellan farce, and out of the rounded auditorium copied from 
the Greeks, the Romans in the first century B.c. created an architectural unit 
which was both beautiful and practical.' 2 However, the question now before us 
is to try to discover the point which this development had reached at the out
break of the second Punic War in 2I9 B.c., not the situation which Miss Bieber finds 
I 50 years later. 

1 Livy, xxxrv. 44 and 54· 
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Though unfortunately neither art nor archaeology can offer us any conclusive help 

at present, none the less South Italian painting is not without crucial value for this 
inquiry. If we acknowledge that the conventions of vase painting would restrict an 
artist in his treatment of stage themes, one may conclude that the shape and size of 
surface at his disposal would force him to select such segments of the set and the 
action as would suit the pattern of the spaces at his disposal. Granting then that parts 
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only of a stage setting can be depicted, we may be able to build up a workable 
composite picture of the developed South Italian Phlyax stage from a synthesising of 
the stage portions depicted in dramatic scenes on vases. This will be the first line of 
approach. 

Turning now to Miss Bieber's illustrations, we shall consider this evidence. 
Plate 488 shows us the main stage raised about five feet above the ground and linked 
with it by seven steps, while four columns and an altar stand out against the back wall 
of the stage. But for the action of plate 489 only the steps and the two central columns 
are selected for representation. However, in plate 492 the spectators' left end of the 
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other hand, plate 493 concentrates on the altar between the pillar seen immediately 
left of the steps and the outer pillar further to the left. Again, plates 500 and 509 show 
us the left extremity of the stage with inward-opening doors. However, plate 507 
shows the right extremity of the stage with a door porch and three stage support posts 
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precisely corresponding in position with the arrangement of the columns at the rear 
of the stage suggested by plate 488. The synthesis of these various partial views of 
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But, to return to our first question, we must discuss the meaning of the ludi 
compitalicii tradition. Atellan farce is accepted as an imported innovation. Did it 
bring its theatre tradition and stagecraft into a community innocent of drama, or had 
the Roman people an earlier dramatic convention of their own? Further, was there a 
consequent conflation of Oscan and native concepts of theatre design, or did the two 
conventions use the same stage and technique at different stages of evolution? To 
attempt this question, we must review our scanty evidence for ludi compitalicii. As 
we have noticed, Diomedes tells us that it was Yarra's opinion that these' games at the 
crossroads' were the old Italic equivalent of the Attic Rural Dionysia which the 
tyrant Pisistratus moved into the city. Now we have a useful amount of information 
from later Greek sources about what occurred when the Rural Dionysia moved to 
Athens, but nothing about a parallel movement of ludi compitalicii into Rome or 
other towns. 

Now, their contents apart, if ludi compitalicii were in fact originally performed at 
compita-crossroads- in the country, what happened when this type of rural amuse
ment was imported into a city? No doubt a forum or circus could have been the site 
for a temporary stage, as is recorded in relation to the start of satura by Livy in his 
account of the first bringing of histriones from Etruria. 1 But the previous tradition of 
their playing would be likely to have made a city street intersection more congenial 
to a troupe of rustic players. For instead of putting up a tent or two at the crossroads 
the actors could now borrow two houses on the corner of a narrow street or angiportus 

opening off a wider city thoroughfare or platea. In front of the houses opposite two 
or three tiers of benches could be set up, and the windows of the cenacula could be 
occupied by persons of some consequence. The erection of scaffolding in the entrance 
of the opposite angiportus over the street from the stage-side intersection could 
provide more tiers of seats above those in front of the houses on each side of this 
opposite corner, and ladders at the back of this scaffolding could provide entrance to 
these upper tiers from further down the blocked angiportus filled with scaffolding. 
Then opposite in front of their borrowed houses the actors would have a low timber 
stage on a level with the !imina of the house doors. If three houses were needed for 
the play, a third one could be borrowed next door. Figure 3 shows the possible plan 
of this. 

How are the actors who are to be dressed up inside their hired houses to make their 
stage entrances? If the play requires them to emerge from a house, all is easy: but 
suppose they are required to enter from the forum or from outside the town. Clearly 
then they must come along the main platea, apparently from the forum or from the 
porta. To do this they will need to go out of the back gate of the hired house into that 
angiportus which runs parallel with the platea and walk along it towards gate or forum 
as their entrance demands, and then walk down the first side street (angiportus again) 
at right angles to it in order to emerge in the platea on the proper side of the stage for 
their entrances. Exits can similarly be made by walking down the platea towards gate 
or forum and disappearing round the corner into the next side street running up to 
the first-mentioned am!iPortus which passes the back gate. But in order that the 
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spectators should not see actors crossing the lane between the stage-houses as they 
pass along the back angiportus in the distance, this angiportus between houses must be 
blocked off with a wood-and-canvas painted screen. This recessus between stage 
houses thus cannot lead anywhere, but actors speaking extra-comoediam of the re11l 
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facts of the setting could call it an angiportus all the same, because it is in fact part of a 
lane at normal times. Further, we have seen that the lane at the back of our two houses 
and the two others leading from it to the platea on each side of the stage are equally 
entitled to this name. This explains the success of P. W. Harsh in showing that the 
word angiportus in Plautus could mean any street,1 yet also allows us to use it of a 
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recess at the back of the stage when needed. The evolution of this arrangement from 
the country crossroad with a hill for spectators overlooking the scene is illustrated 

in figure 3· 
Now if one looks again at figure I, the traditional stage assumed for Phlyax-type plays 

as compared with the Vitruvian stage, one is struck by the odd term iter uersurarum 

on each side entrance of the Vitruvian scaena. Could these have begun as our two 
angiportus lanes leading off at right angles from the platea on each side of the stage
corner angiportus with its occluding screen which runs parallel with them? In this 
event the very term itinera uersurarum would become extremely meaningful. The 
word uersura may mean 'the turning place at the end of a ploughed furrow ', 'the 
angle or corner of a wall', 'a rotary turning~, or, finally, ' a fresh loan to repay a 
previous debt'. Now an actor who leaves the stage, ostensibly for the forum, must 
turn three corners: out of the platea, out of the first angiportus into the back lane, out 
of the back lane into the garden gate: each of them a 90° turn to the left. When he 
returns from the forum to the stage he performs the same journey in reverse like a 
plough which turns and cuts its next furrow beside the first one. If, however, he 
changes costume in the house and goes on to emerge again through the street door 
on to the stage in a new role, he has then completed a rotation back to his old position . 
This theory of original street-corner stage performance thus accounts for the curving 
design of these entrances in the theatre of Pompey and for their Vitruvian name. 

Though our hypothesis would require a somewhat lower stage level for the acting 
platform, which could scarcely be raised seven steps from the ground, the general 
character of this town street-corner theatre setting would closely resemble that of our 
reconstructed Phlyax stage. Further, though our suggestion is hardly susceptible of 
present proof, it may be of some interest to see whether this postulated street-corner 
theatre tradition could serve to account for some of the ways in which Roman theatre 
design diverged from Greek practice. 

We shall now set out Miss Bieber's list of divergent features and consider whether 
some might be attributed to this cause. 1 

HELLENISTIC 

1. The Orchestra is a full circle. 

2. Stage House and Orchestra are sepa
rated. 

3· The stage is high and shallow. 

4· The proskenion is decorated with 
columns and painted pinakes. 

5. The background of the stage has wide 
openings (thyromata) with painted 
scenery. 

6. The entrances to the orchestra are open 
parodoi. 

ROMAN 

The Orchestra is a half circle. 

Stage House and Orchestra are brought 
into an architectural whole. 

The stage is low and deep. 

The proscaenium has a closed front deco
rated with niches and sometimes small 
pilasters. 

The background is a sumptuous architectural 
scaenae frons. 

The side entrances are vaulted. 
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HELLENISTIC (cont.) 

7· The seats of honour for the priests are in 
the lowest tier of seats. 

8. The different tribes are separated in 
sections in the same gallery. 

9· Entrance for all spectators is through the 
parodoi and the orchestra, leading to the 
radiating staircases. 

IO. The auditorium is built against a hillside, 
and therefore has no outside fat;ade and 
lacks any colonnade on top. 

I 1. The theatre is built in sanctuaries. 

I2. The Greek theatre is a religious and 
democratic building with equally good 
seats for everybody. 

I3· The Greek performances are literary 
events. 

ROMAN (cont.) 

Boxes (tribunalia) are above the vaulted 
entrances for use by the providers of the 
plays. Senators, members of the city council 
and other distinguished spectators are s~ated 
in the orchestra. 

The different classes are seated in different 
galleries, separated by parapets (barriers). 

Entrance for the public is through different 
outer vaulted entrances, vaulted and open 
passageways. 

The auditorium occasionally is also laid on a 
hillside (Vitruvius v. 3· 3) but mostly it is 
built on high substructions from~vel ground 
with a rich fat;ade, a colonnaded gallery and 
sometimes shrines on top. 

The theatre can be built anywhere in a 
healthy place (Vitruvius v. 3· I). It some
times has a shrine above its cavea. 

The Roman theatre is a class theatre. It has 
more seats for officials and less space for the 
performances. It has different seats for the 
different ranks of society. 

The Roman performances are shows catering 
to the taste of the public. 

Now one might suggest some quite minor corrections to the above table of con
trasts, but basically it cannot be questioned. In no. I 3 it might be better to refer to 
Greek performances as 'religious events with literary association', for the recent work 
of Sifakis1 has confirmed this attitude at Delos right into Ptolemaic times. Again, in 
no. 7 it is very important to remember that the seating of senators in the orchestra 
did not begin until I94 B.C. 

However, looking at our whole table of Miss Bieber's contrasts, we obtain a very 
impressive confirmation for our over-all general theory. Items I-) are natural con
sequences of trying to preserve the general character of a street-corner stage with real 
housefronts for its backdrop within a specially built semicircular auditorium. Para
doxically, item 6 may well have been dictated by the need to provide for item 7· We 
have postulated the use of windows in the upper floors of the two houses opposite 
the stage (cenacula) as viewing places for the magistrates who were footing the bill 
and their families. Now in any semicircular theatre it would be impossible to erect 
boxes at this level opposite the stage without obscuring the view of those of the 
spectators who were sitting in the higher tiers. Thus the only way to preserve the 
tradition would have been to build these official boxes over the entrance passages on 
each side which ran between the cauea and the stage building. This policy would 
naturally have entailed vaulted entry passages for the public when permanent theatres 
were erected later in stone and concrete. Again, 8 was partly a consequence of the 
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following item 9· If it was the custom in the beginning that less privileged spectators 
entered the further distant seats up on the scaffolding in the lane from ladders in the 
lane behind this obstruction, then this habit could readily have encouraged the 
building of stairways around the outside of the permanent stone theatre in order to 
admit spectators directly to the higher tiers. 

When we turn to items IO and II we find further support for the proposed source 
we have put forward for Roman theatre tradition. A custom of building on level 
ground is not enforced by the topography of Rome, for a Greek-style auditorium on 
the hillside leaves its traces in the remains of the Palatine complex built under the 
Empire. However, a custom of urban street theatres would lead to a desire to recapture 
this topography in the new stone theatres and to make them look like buildings. It 
would also tend to discourage their inclusion in sanctuaries. 

Finally, item I2 will be a consequence of item IJ· If we postulate the view that 
plays, originally as certainly later, were a public amusement paid for by official 
candidates and magistrates in office as a mode of winning popular support, then it is 
natural that such men will be interested in presenting dramas in a way likely to give 
the most political benefit. Given the Servian constitution which placed the rich in 
small centuries and the poor in numerous ones, it is clear that provisions at public 
functions must flatter the rich if the man paying the bill is to avoid alienating the votes 
of quite a large number of centuries in the comitia centuriata. Though no doubt still 
linked with religious traditions, the political motive soon became the driving force in 
the Roman Ludi of all kinds. Therefore forms of stagecraft acceptable to the ignorant 
could not be neglected, whilst the physical provisions of the auditorium had to pay 
deference to the status of the wealthy men whose vote mattered most. 

The evolution of this Vitruvian theatre from street-corner stage facilities as shown 
in figure 4 would serve to explain two oddities in the republican stage practice which 
Miss Bieber notices. First is the reluctance to build permanent stone theatres and the 
senatorial veto on the efforts made by the censors of 154 B.C. to have this done (Val. 
Max. Fact. et Diet. Mem. II. 4· 2). The second is the really extraordinary magnificence 
of some of the temporary republican theatres which Valerius describes in this section, 
a magnificence in which Miss Bieber shows some tendency to disbelieve (p. I 68). 
Though theatres were no longer built in street corners whence prompt removal was 
essential, temporary building remained the custom even when rare and costly 
materials were associated with the wood of the basic traditional scaffolding in these 
gorgeous theatres. Another problem also may receive a possible solution from this 
interpretation. The references given by Pauly-Wissowa under theatrum which 
suggest that Roman stage spectators were obliged to stand in the theatre during the 
creative era of republican drama are shown by Beare1 to be contradicted by Plautus' 
prologues, which Beare and I both believe to be early in all these cases-Amph. 6), 
Capt. I2, Poen. ro, Pseud. r. However, it is possible that there was some standing
room, and this could well have been provided because knots of citizens or strangers 
had of old been free to stand in the street at the right or left extremity of the benches 
or perhaps to squat in front of them on the pavement during a compitalician per-
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formance in the city. Indeed, the impossibility of excluding anyone from joining such 
a street audience may well have prompted the continuance of free admission after 
stone theatres were finally erected. 1 Finally, the traditwn of disorderly conduct in the 
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theatre which is graphically indicated in the prologue to the Poenulus could well be a 
legacy of the older informality of street-comer performance. 

One point remains. Tragic possibly, and tragicomic theatre certainly, became early 
features of the Roman stage under South Italian influence. However, for these genres 
we seem to lack the directly comparable Roman stage tradition which could be 

I /hid. P• 173• 

PROBLEMS IN PLAUTUS 10) 

adapted as was done in the case of comedy. How then did one present a tragic or 
tragicomic plot on the street-corner phlyax-type stage? Su_rely an answer could be to 
make a ualuae regiae entrance from the blocked-off angzportus between the stage
houses and let these two provide the lwspitalia doors needed at each side. The 
mounting of double doors in the street partition and the building of a false canvas 

ediment above them would suffice to create the effect, while the altar in the recess 
~ould now stand at the right of the new palace door. Figure 2 has a sketch of this 

proposal. . . . 
This theory of the evolution of the Roman theatre must remam speculauve, but 1ts 

provisions would certainly help to explain a great deal in later republica~ usage as well 
as the kind of theatre for which Plautus and his predecessors wrote the1r plays. 

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE, 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

R. G. TANNER 
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MORE ON THE BLACK HUNTER1 

In his interesting paper' The Black Hunter and the Origin of the Athenian Ephebeia ' 2 

Pierre Vidal-Naquet noted the predominance of the colour black in the body of 
evidence he drew upon to illustrate the contrast between ephebi, those in a 'fringe 
position ' 3 or the Cretan agelai of young men, 4 'the herds of beasts that are driven 
along', s and those opposed to them, the hetaireiai, the brotherhoods of mature men. 

The colours white, red and black feature in the myth of Glaukos, son of Minos and 
Pasiphae, the analysis of which was a central feature of Persson's work on prehistoric 
Greek religion. 6 In my discussion of this myth, 7 I remarked that, for the 'herds' of 
Minos, which feature in the story, Apollodoros8 uses the word agelai, the word 
regularly used of the bands in which Spartan and Cretan youths were organized before 
they were initiated into adult status ;9 and I concluded that the possibility of a Minoan 
origin of the agelai of historical times cannot be ruled out. 

According to Diodoros, the Cretans advanced the following argument as the chief 
proof of their contention that divine honours, sacrifices and rites involved in the 
mysteries were transmitted from Crete to other peoples.10 The rite celebrated by the 
Athenians at Eleusis, perhaps the most remarkable of all, the one in Samothraike, and 
that in Thrace among the Kikones, whence came Orpheus who introduced them
these were all transmitted in secret forms: at Knossos, in Crete, however, it was 
customary, from ancient times, for these rites to be transmitted to all quite openly. 

Death as a youth and rebirth as an adult was a kind of mystery in the rituals asso
ciated with the ancient Greek rites de passage, as Vidal-Naquet, following Van Gennep, 
agrees. That death itself could be, for the philosopher, a similar kind of mysterious 
initiation, is a commonplace of Platonic exegesis. 

In the Phaedo, when Socrates says that a man is a prisoner who has no right to run 
away, that he is a possession of the gods and must not rob his masters, he introduces 
the notion by suggesting that it is a secret doctrine: 6 iJEV oiJv ev emoppijTOIS /\eyoiJEVOS 
TIEpi cx\rrwv Myos KTA.rr 

Cebes agrees and Socrates goes on: OVi<ovv, 115' os, Kai rrv &v TWV rrcxv-rov KTlliJCrrWV 
El Tl cx\rro EavTO CmOKTEIVVOI. 1-lfJ rrrwi)vavT6s rJOV OTI f3ovAEI cx\rro TE6v6:vm, XaAETiatVOIS 

&v cx\rrc';':> Kai, e'i Tlva exms TliJWpiav, TliJWpoio &v; 12 Burnet, in his edition, pointed out 
that KTi}iJaTa (opposed to X~ !-laTa) is often used of flocks and herds; and also that this 

1 I am grateful to my colleagues Mr R. A. T omlinson and Dr F . C. T . Moore for reading and 
commenting on this note in draft form. 

2 Proc. Camb. P hil. Soc. no. 194, n.s. no. 14 (1968), pp. 49-64. 
3 Ibid. p. 50. 4 I bid. p. 56. 
s Citing P. Chantraine, Etudes sur le vocabulaire grec (Paris, 1956), p. 32· 
6 T he Religion of Greece in Prehistoric Times (Berkeley/Los Angeles, 1942), pp. 5-24. Cf. 

Apollod. Bibliotheca 3· 3 f.; Hyg. Fab. 136; T z. sch. adLyc. 798; Eust. 369. 20, 894. 42; Kirchner 
in R E s.v. Glaukos. 

7 Cretan Cults and Festivals (London, 1962), pp. 59-67. 
8 Loc. cit. 
9 Cf. H. Jeanmaire, Couroi et Couretes (Lille, 1939), p. 449· 
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I N the 1957 volume of Greece & Rome1 the Camden Professor of 
Ancient History in the University of Oxford gave readers a preview 

of certain opinions subsequently developed in the two volumes of his 
study of Tacitus.2 

In that article Syme offers a clear and convincing explanation for 
Tacitus' decision to begin his Histories with the first rumblings of dis
content against Galba: 'Galba and N erva; the parallel of an adoption 
in extremity was patent-the outcome by contrast felicitous.' J On the 
next page he observes again: 'It would be worth knowing, for more 
reasons than one, precisely when (in A.D. 97) Tacitus was holding the 
fasces .... It is clear that his tenure falls in the second half of the year
and it might well have embraced the momentous month of October. If 
so, Tacitus could have been present at that cabinet council which 
ratified, if it did not enforce, Nerva's decision to adopt Trajan: when 
Galba adopted Piso, a consul and a consul-designate were present.'4 

Of extreme interest also is Syme's account of Tacitus' motives for 
the publication of the Agricola in A.D. 97 or 98. 'In Upper Germany the 
legions had offered the purple to their commander, Verginius Rufus, 
who refused. . . . V erginius Rufus survived the Emperors whose hatred 
and suspicion he incurred. Producing his encomium (whilst consul in 
A.D . 97) Tacitus cannot have failed to see that another great and good 
man might be honoured in like fashion-lulius Agricola, who died 
before the truth could be told. To discover the link between Verginius 
and Agricola requires no effort or ingenuity. It is there. Pliny, towards 
the end of his letter (describing the funeral) echoes and adapts the 
peroration of Tacitus' Agricola.'s Whether Syme means that the 
Agricola was composed but unpublished at the time so that Tacitus 
could draw from it material to use in V erginius' funeral oration or that 
Tacitus was still working on the Agricola and later worked the per
oration of his funerary encomium for Rufus into the conclusion of the 
biography is not made clear in this. However, it does not really matter: 
the point of the parallel Syme draws is entirely convincing. 

Nevertheless, we may suggest that it is perhaps not merely the 

' R. Syme, 'How Tacitus came to History', Greece & Rome, N.S. iv, no. 2 (1957), 
16o-8. 

2 R. Syme, Tacitus (Oxford, 1958). 
3 Syme, Greece & Rome (Joe. cit.), 165. 
4 Op. cit. r66. s Op. cit. 165- 6. 
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of Thrasea Paetus. 1 Finally, Syrne's interesting suggestion that Tacitus 
might have been a native of Vasio, the capital of the Vocontii tribe in 
Narbonese Gaul, could add yet further point to his vigorous partisan
ship of his possibly compatriot father-in-law from Forum Iulii.2 

But of still more interest is the subtle and painstaking evidence for 
the historian's failure of sympathy with aspects of Trajan's government 
and his profound distrust of the successor Hadrian, to which Syrne 
draws attention in his second volurne.J These attitudes are particularly 
significant because Syrne produces firm reasons for holding that 
Tacitus wrote the Annals under Hadrian. When we look at the circum
stances surrounding Hadrian's accession, the implications for the 
Annals and Tacitus' treatment of Tiberius become important. For 
Hadrian, a Spanish compatriot of the Emperor, had gained the purple 
after Trajan's death in the East. Further, he had secured it under 
questionable circumstances shrouded in some mystery. Whether in 
fact there was a death-bed adoption or not, Hadrian owed his place 
largely to the influence of the Empress Plotina. Further, his having 
married Trajan's next-of-kin, his grand-niece Vibia Sabina, was the 
main basis of his claim to succession. 

Perhaps the surprising prominence given to the matrimonial rela
tionships of the Julio-Claudian dynasty in the Annals is at least partly 
due to the important part recently played by dynastic marriage in the 
career of the ruling Emperor Hadrian, whose public and personal 
vices Tacitus certainly appears to have chosen to attach to the Tiberius 
of the Annals.4 Thus we have the dynastic use of Julia to secure the 
Augustan succession, first for Marcellus, then for Agrippa, finally for 
the ill-starred Tiberius.5 The tragic similar use of Octavia-the 
daughter Messalina bore to Claudius-by his second wife Agrippina so 
as to secure her own son Nero's succession to Claudius is likewise an 
instance which bulks large in the horrid tale of Annals, Books xi-xv. 
Gerrnanicus similarly is believed by Tacitus to have suffered because 
he was married to Augustus' granddaughter Agrippina the Elder. 
Besides, our historian suggests that later the widowed Agrippina and 
all her children except Caligula were murdered with Tiberius' conni
vance. 6 In short, the most abominable crimes in the Annals are com
mitted or enjoined by men who were involved, like Hadrian, in dynastic 
marriages to Imperial heiresses. Certainly, too, the political role of 
wives and heiresses in Agricola or Histories is a slight and muted one 
when set beside the picture of the Annals. 

This discussion must, however, lead us back to the life of Agricola. 

I Agricola, 42. 4 (p. 120). Cf. Syme, op. cit. 163. 2 Syme, Tacitus, 622-4. 
3 Syme, op. cit. 492-503. 4 Syme, op. cit. 498. 
5 Tacitus, Annals, i. 53· 6 Tacitus, Annals, iv. 59 and 67; v. 4· 
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Whether the latter's imperial pretensions were r.ealities or mere rumours 
d fi rnents of the historian's mind, to Tac1tus they may none the 

an hg ve seemed very sober and likely prospects, and therefore they 
less a . h h' . 1 k b c h' ld have conditioned his att1tude to t e 1stonca tas e1ore 1m as 
cou h as any proven fact of history could have done-perhaps even 
muc than any study of evidence. For if Agricola be assumed once to 
m~ . 

had the Empire within his grasp, to whom would the success10n 
have 'b' fil' · b 'd' 
h 

have been expected to fall? 'Auctus est 1 1 1a, m su s1 mrn et 
t en . b · · · x 1 solatium sirnul. narn filn~rn a~te ~u?laturn r~v1 arn1s1t . . . consu 

·ae tum spei filiam mvem rn1h1 despond1t ac post consulaturn 
egregt h' . 'A d h collocavit.':z Of these sentences we may offer t 1s verswn: . aug ter 
was born to him there, who served both for a support to h~rn and a 
consolation. For the son whom he had acknowledge.d prevwusly he 
lost within a short time. . . . As consul ~e be~rothed hzs daughter-then 
a person of great expectations-to me w~lle st1ll a young man, and after 
his consulship he gave me her hand. Th.e. answer. surel~ becomes 
clear. Had Agricola actually dethroned Dorn1t1an or s1rnply hved ?n ~o 
play the role of a Nerva, then the Empire would have passed-as 1t d1d 
at the death of Augustus, of Claudius, or of Trajan-to the husband of 
the Emperor's next of kin. In this case it would have been natural ~or 
the principate to pass to the only daughter's husband, Cornehus 

Tacitus the Historian. 
Here perhaps we see a natural ground of slight res~ntrnent. towar~s 

Trajan whose adoptive father fulfilled the role for wh1ch Agncola d1d 
not live to be a rival, and still more occasion for ven~mous hatr~d 
against Tiberius and Hadrian, ':"ho ~oth secured office m the ~ay m 
which the historian of the Empue rn1ght well have hoped to gam the 
supreme power for himself. So it is not merely in em~lation of S~llust3 
that Tacitus treats the Caesars as an equal and a JUdge, but m the 
conviction that he should and could have worn their purple himself
to modify his own fine phrase-capax imperii si imperasset.4 

I Agricola, 6. 2 (p. 96). 
3 Syme, Tacitus, 133-6; 144-56. 

2 Agricola, 9· 6 (p. 98). 
4 Tacitus, Histories, i, 49· 
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SOPHOCLES OT 226-9 

-rofuov "eA.evw :nav-ra l1'YJpatvew epot 
"el pev q;o{Jei-rat -rov:nt"A.'YJp' v:ne~eA.dw 
av-ro~ "aO' av-rov · :netae-rat yae aA.A.o p& 
al1Teeye~ ovMv, rif~ <5' anetaw a{JA.afM~ 

227f. me~eA.d:wfa1rr:or; MSS: me~eA.eivfavr:ov K. Halm: '!lne~eA.wv G. Murray 

In a recent article I have drawn attention to the need for giving 
consideration to Gilbert Murray's conjectural accentuation (1). 

There also I reminded scholars that vne~eA.wv is much more proba
bly the future participle from vne~eA.avvew than a rare formation 
from v:ne~ateeiv like the much later parallels aveA.W, "aOeA.W and 
<5teA.w which are cited by LSJ. I now wish to discuss the meaning 
which this passage might bearifwe were to accept Murray's proposed 
accentuation into our texts. Let us remember that in so doing we 
must also accept the other reading so often discarded in our modern 
texts - av-ro~ 'Xa()' av-rov. 

For the verb v:ne~eA.a'I5Pw LSJ quote two usages only, both from 
Herodotus Book IV. For Hdt. IV, 120 they offer drive away secretly 
or gradually, and Hdt. IV, 130 they explain as« intransitive, = march 
away». For this latter passage Stephanus suggests clam progredior lon
gius, which might suit the present Sophoclean context better. In the 
context of the curse of Oedipus « driving away» can be considered 
appropriate to the king's proposed actions only : for persons being 
warned or threatened the sense of the intransitive «going away» 
alone is relevant. Therefore vne~eA.wv must be taken in the sense of 
Hdt. IV, 130. The participle here will be masculine nominative 
singular future, and might well be rendered in Stephanus' terms 
« about to go away secretly». Such an intransitive rendering here 

(I) R. G. TANNER, Sophocles, OT, 236-41, in CR, n.s. XVI, n°. 3, 1966, p. 261. 
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in v. 227 corresponds admirably with the same future tense found in 
the main verb of v. 229 - yij~ <5' anuaw a{JA.a{JI]~. Finally, against 
any scholars who may feel that Sophocles would more naturally 
have written v:n;e~eA.avvew peA.A.wv we may adduce both metrical 
reasons and such parallel instances as Philoctetes 1224: A.vawv oa' 
e~l]pae-rov EV -rq> nelv xe6vrp. There also it would be equally 
sensible to expect Neoptolemus to retort to Odysseus A.vew peA.A.wv: 
but in fact he does not. 

Regarding our other reading, av-ro~ "aO' av-rov, B. R. Rees 
has pointed out that it has embarrassed all the interpretations pro
posed for this context (1). I propose isolating it in apposition with 
the foregoing sentence. Let us now mark the Greek as proposed : 

-rov-rov "eA.evw :nav't'a a'YJpatvew epot, 
"el pev cpo{Jeimt TovntuJ..'YJp' v:ne~eJ..wv 

' I ()' ~ - I \ "1 "] - av-ro~ 'Xa av-rov · netae't'at yae a~~.~~.o 

aaueye~ ovMv, yij~ d' a:netaw a{JA.a{JI]~. 

For this arrangement we might offer the following version : 

« I bid this man declare to me all, 
Even if, about to leave his country secretly, he fears ilie charge 
- Personally against himself. For he will not suffer 
Any thing else unpleasant, but will go out of the land unharmed». 

University of Newcastle, 
New South Wales. 

R. G. TANNER. 

(I) B. R. REEs, Sophocles, OT, 222-35, in CR, n.s. VIII, 1958, p. 201-4. 
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L1 I ANOIA AND PLATO'S CAVE 

SINCE the publication of Mr. J. E. Raven's 'Sun, Divided Line, and Cave' in 
this journal, 1 we have enjoyed the benefit of Professor J. Ferguson's rejoinder,Z 
and of Mr. Raven's fuller statement of his views in his recent book Plato's 
Thought in the Making.J Now we also have to consider Mr. Neil Cooper's valuable 
suggestions about 'Liu.fvota in Plato's Theory of Forms', which were published 
in I966.• 

I. THE FoRMS AND THE DIVIDED LINE 

In Part I of his paper Cooper gives indisputable evidence regarding Plato's 
use of the man-made image as a step to the apprehension of a Form under 
discussion, whether that image be in fact a diagram or a model, or simply 
a verbal picture, such as his imaginative account of Justice within a com
munity, which we find used to provide us with ErSwA6v n rijs- StKatoaUV7JS" in 
Republic 443 c 4 ff.s However, Cooper goes on to assure us that the divided-line 
figure offers us only three types of object : 'We have three kinds of objects which 
differ from one another in clearness and esteem, firstly, the Forms, secondly, 
the objects of ordinary sense-perception, and thirdly, images, shadows and 
reflections.'6 Now the admitted fact that, as he notes, Republic Io (597 b 5-e 5) 
gives the same three orders of reality, does not entirely absolve Cooper from all 
the implications of Plato's decision to divide his line into four parts rather than 
three ; for it is made quite clear in 509 b 6- Io that -ro dyaB6v, the Form of the 
Good, is the source of being as well as of knowledge, so the Line must also classify 
both. 

Furthermore, granting Cooper's assumption that the Line is concerned with 
orders of reality, should the reflections in the lowest segment be considered 
obj ects in the same sense in which physical objects of perception and perhaps 
Forms can claim so to be regarded? Moreover, if indeed reflections are to be 
regarded as visible objects as much as the physical objects of perception which 
they represent, why cannot the hypotheses of the low:er segment of the upper 
section of the Line likewise be regarded just as much as intelligible objects in the 
same sense as the Forms which they represent? 

Now it will not do to claim that such hypotheses are any less objective than 
the shadows and reflections of the bottom segment. A careful examination of 
5 I o b 2- d 2 will serve to establish this point. However, to avoid the suggestion 
of special pleading, we shall not make a new translation but avail ourselves of 
the version published by the late Lord Lindsay of Birker: 

- 'Then consider further how the intelligible segment must be divided.' 
- 'How?' 
- 'Thus. In the one subdivision the soul is forced to conduct her search from 
hypotheses, using as images the things which were in the first segment the 
objects of imitation, proceeding not to a beginning but to an end, while in 

4~99. 1 

I CQN.S. iii (•953). 22-32· 
2 CQ N.s. xiii ( 1963}, 188- 93. 
3 C.U.P., , 965. 

G 

• CQN.s. xvi (1g66), 65-g. 
5 Ibid. 67. 
6 Ibid. 67. 
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the other, that which leads to a beginning that has no hypothesis, she starts 
from a hypothesis, without using the images used in the first, and conducts 
her inquiry simply and solely by the Forms themselves.' 
-'I have not quite under~tood what you say', he said. 
-'Then have it again,' I said. 'You will understand the more easily for 
what has been already said. I fancy that you know that those who study 
geometry and calculation and similar subjects, take as hypotheses the odd 
and the even, and figures, and three kinds of angles, and other similar 
things in each different inquiry. They make them into hypotheses as though 
they knew them, and will give no further account of them either to themseJves 
or to others, on the ground that they are plain to everyone. Starting from 
these, they go on till they arrive by agreement at the original object of their 
inquiry.'' 

In the light of this passage it becomes difficult not to take a hypothesis as the 
intellectual equivalent of the visible reflection. When we see a rtiflection in 
a mirror we react as though we see the object reflected: when we know a hypo
thesis we react as if we knew the Form it represents. So, if Cooper will accept 
shadows in his classes of objects, it seems he should consider accepting hypo
theses as well. 

Let us now consider the Line as a whole, and, as Nettleship and Raven 
recommend, vertically.2 

A 

B 

:1 
Now the text of 509 d 6-8 puts it beyond reasonable doubt that Plato assumed 
the ratios A+B:C+ D: :A:B: :C:D. Surely then on this view B's relation to 
A must be identical with D's relation to C ? Now we recall that A+ B represents 
the realm of intellect ruled over and enlightened by the Form of the Good, 
while C+D represents the solar realm ruled over and enlightened by the Sun. 
In D then we have sunlight-made images of the objects in C: so in B we must 
have intellect-made images of the Forms in A. On this view it is difficult to see 
why t,he inro8,a£Ls- of B should not be just as objective £lK6v£s- as the aKtal of D. 
If the' fact that we can make 1-''J.A.-r/aHs- with a mirrorJ does not prevent similar 
tf>aJIT'&.aJ.A.aTa from appearing when objects are naturally reflected in water, why 
then should tl\e fact that we can deliberately make €tOwA6v n of any Form• £v 

I A. D. Lindsay, Tht Republic of Plato 
(Dent [Everyman], 1935), 204- 5. 

2 R. L. Nettleship, Lectures on the Republic 
f!f Pla/Q (Macmillan), 2'!8; cf. J . E. Raven, 

Plato's Thought in the Making (C.U.P. 1965), 
145· 

3 Rep. I 0 . 5g6 b 6- e 4· 
4 Rep. 4· 44'1 c 4- 444 b 8. 
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.\6yots- prevent its spontaneously formed €lKwv inro8€rtK-r} from being perceptible 
to the mind as well? 

But though it is difficult to acquiesce in Cooper's method of substituting 
a tripartite Divided Line for Plato's quadripartite one, 1 none the less one must 
agree that Cooper has done Platonic exegesis a great service by pointing out the 
intellectual parallel with the use of the Ka:ro1T'Tpov in the solar realm-namely 
dow>.6v n £v >.6yots-.2 However, because not all our Forms are represented by 
intangibles in this world of sense, it follows that this €tOwAov expressed in the 
account of justice at work in the model city of Republic 4 is not the only pos
sible €LOwAov: some such may be- as Mr. Cooper notices-tangible £LOwAa, 
like a model sphere or cone. For, though it is tangible, a model sphere is not an 
object of nature like the equally tangible apple or orange. Nor, though both 
are artefacts, is it an object of the same order as a squash ball; for they differ 
in purpose. The model sphere is made to approximate to a hypothetical perfect 
shape unattainable with tools and material: the squash ball is made for practi
cal use in our world of sense. It is true that one may use an orange or a squash 
ball as a model or €tOwAov when discussing a perfect sphere, but for the purpose 
of the discussion they are regarded as model shapes, not as an orange or a squash 
ball. In terms of Plato's Phaedrus, they are approximate expressions of the 
memory of the Perfect Sphere. 

Why memory? Because, as Raven very properly reminds us, the Phaedrus is 
very near to the Republic in spirit and probably was immediately subsequent in 
composition.3 A passage from this dialogue does much to clarify the role of 
Recollection, or avafA.V"f)ULS". This explanation occurs in 246 d 6-249 d 2, where 
we find a description of the cyclic procession round the heavens by the twelve 
Gods, each escorted by the souls which belong to the train of that deity. We 
read: 'But of the regions above the heaven no poet here on earth has ever 
adequately sung the praise, or ever will.'• Again, a little later we find: 'Inas
much then as a God's Otavota is nourished by intellect (v<f>) and likewise is that 
of every soul such as is likely to receive the befitting thing, it rejoices at having 
seen Reality from time to time, and beholding Truth is nourished and fares 
well until the turning with the circle bears it round again to the same place. 
And on its way round it beholds Justice, it beholds Prudence, it beholds 
Understanding- not the kind to which Becoming is added, nor such as is 
perhaps different in different men and concerns those things which we here 
and now call realities.'5 However, we ordinary men, as Plato explains, cannot 
control the ill-assorted horses of our souls' chariots. Thus we see only a little of 
the great verities, but we have not missed Reality entirely: 'For the soul which 
has never seen the Truth enters not into this human shape. A man must 
understand things according to their type, going from many perceptions to the 
unity brought together through reasoning. And this act is the avaf.l.V"f)O"LS" of those 
things which once a man's soul saw whilst faring with its God, looking down on 
those things we now say exist, and upwards towards what really is.'6 For Plato 
all mental perception is expressed in visual terms. 

Thus to Plato all men are by nature rational beings, because they have at 
least a little power to recollect this heavenly vision. This power enables them to 
generalize and think as human persons-in Vlastos's phrase, 'recollection' 

1 Cooper, op. cit., diagram, p. 6g. 4 Phatdrus 247 c 3-4. 
2 Ibid. 66. • Phatdrus 247 d 1-e 2. 
3 J. E. Raven, op. cit. 188-qo. 6 Phatdrus 24.Q b ~-c .d.. 
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covers 'any enlargement of knowledge which results from the perception of 
logical relationships'. No device to illustrate this power of recollection was 
more valued by Platonists than the art of mathematical demonstration. This 
the earlier Socratic dialogue A1eno shows clearly.' At 81 e 3 Meno remarks: 
'Yes, Socrates, but what do you mean by saying we do not learn, but that what 
we call learning (J.L6.0YJUL>) is really recollection ( aVclJ.LVYJUL>) ?' Hereupon a full 
demonstration is made, using a slave boy untutored in mathematics, who is 
induced to discover that he already knew that the diagonal of a square on one 
unit is the square root of two. So it is with aVclJ.LVYJUL> that Plato appears to 
associate 8Lavota most closely. One may agree with Cooper that 8LavoLa is 
'making use of the objects of a lower class' ;2 but only because dv6.J.LinJUL> is apt 
either to recognize them as offering a significant approach towards a particular 
Form, or to induce us to manufacture them as approximations to that Form. 
Thus from the standpoint of the psychology of the Phaedrus and the epistemo
logy of the Meno we may venture to suggest that the lnroBiaH> of Segment B in 
the Divided Line of Republic 6 are to be defined as mental images implanted in the 
memory. Therefore we shall label them EiKOvE> lnroBEnKai in our diagram in 
this paper. Again, the recollection (dvaJ.LVYJaL>) of these mental images is stimu
lated by the perception of similar objects occurring in the world of sense or 
'solar realm'. Further, this recollection is to be clarified by the application of 
8LavoLa either to Ei'8w.\6v n /:v AoyoL> or to an actual diagram or model prepared 
for the purpose. 

We may now redraw and expand our Divided Line thus: 

Faculty Segment 

INTELLECT A 

B 

SIGHT c 

D 

Contents 

MEMORY IMAGES 
EiKOVE>; tmoBETLKa£ 

OBJECTS AND CREATURES 
'cpa 

MIRROR IMAGES 
aKLai 

Mental Process of 
Perceiving the Good 

UNDERSTANDING 
l7TLaT~J.LYJ 

THEORY 
8LclVOLa 

BELIEF 
1rian,; 

CONJECTURE 
' , ELKaaLa 

It will be evident that this scheme does not offer a comprehensive epi
stemology, but simply a measure of the value of different types of perception as 
ways of apprehending the Good. However, this distinction is more apparent 
than real, as any reader ofN:ettleship's Lecture on The Good as the Supreme Object of 
Knowledge will appreciate. For as Nettleship wisely observes: 'It is essential to 
the understanding not only of Plato but of Greek philosophy generally, both 

1 J. E. Raven, op. cit. 42-4, 71- 5, suggests 
dating Meno to 387 B.C. On the interpretation, 
see G. Vlastos, ' Anamnesis in the Meno', 

Dialogue iv (1965), pp. 143- 67. 
2 N. Cooper, op. cit. 67. 
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moral philosophy and the philosophy of knowledge, to realize the place held in 
them by the conception of the 'good' ... The good is at once : first, the end of 
life, ~~at is, the supreme object of all desire and aspiration; secondly, the 
cond1t1on of knowledge, or that which makes the world intelligible and the 
human mind intelligent; thirdly the creative and sustaining cause of the world.'' 
Thus the apprehension of the Good is our basis of all knowledge, our attune
ment with the creative power, and our harmonizing of our purposes with the 
p~ovidential e~ds of livi~g. ~hen we discern any object of sense, and accept it 
without quest10n- that 1s 1TLan,;. When we see a shadow or reflection we infer 
so:ne object which might be causing it-that is EiKaaia. When our minds per
C~lVe a Form we accept. it with entire comprehension-that is l7TLa-r~J.LTJ· 
Fmally when our recollect10n recalls a memory image we set about deducing 
the Form which caused the image-that is the process called 8LavoLa. The 
exclusive concentration on epistemology in Cooper's whole approach does shed 
light on some important matters, but it most unfortunately also leads him to 
postulate a non-Platonic faculty called 'shadow-belief' and to ignore Plato's 
belief in the reality of the memory images recollected by dv6.J.LinJaL>. 2 

II. THE CAVE, THE LINE, AND EDUCATION 

At Republic 514 a I Plato makes Socrates introduce the Cave as 'an illustra
tion of our human nature in reference to education and want of education'. He tells 
us that the men chained in the Cave can see nothing but the shadows on the 
rock face in front of them which are cast by puppets being moved along the top 
of a low wall behind the prisoners, beyond which a fire is burning. Likewise 
they can hear no sound save the echo of voices uttered by the puppet operators 
behind this wall. Such prisoners are said to be OJ.Loiov,; ~J.LLV in being ·able to see 
only shadows of themselves and shadows of the phenomena. Yet, if someone 
were to turn such a prisoner round bodily and oblige him to look at the fire and 
the objects on the wall and compel him to recognize these things from their 
familiar shadows, the prisoner would still consider those shadows seen earlier 
to be truer than the objects now shown him. 

In 5I6 a-d it is also suggested that such a prisoner would resent being 
released and dragged up into the daylight outside the cave where he had always 
been kept, and that he would temporarily be blinded by the unfamiliar light. 
But later his eyes will perceive shadows and reflections by day and the stars and 
moon by night. Then finally he will look up at the sun, and recognize it as the 
source of light causing the seasons and all the other phenomena he observes. 
Consequently our liberated prisoner will pity the ignorance of his former 
comrades in the Cave and be anxious to enlighten them. But if he came down 
again to instruct them they would laugh at him; and they would kill him if he 
persisted in trying to drag them up to the light. 

In his otherwise valuable discussion of this section, Raven seems unwise in 
neglecting 1TaL8ELa>; TE 1TEpL KaL a1TaL8waia,;, which should be taken closely with 
the OJ.Loiov,; ~J.LtV which he so rightly emphasizes.J So, although he properly 
adheres to the traditional view (as indeed does Cooper) that the Divided Line 

1 Nettleship, op. cit. 218. 
2 Cooper, op. cit. 68. 

3 J. E. Raven, 'Sun, Divided Line, and 
Cave', CQN.s. iii (1953), 27. 
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and Cave are parallel in their methods and contents1-a position securely 
based on Plato's own statement at 51 7 a 8-<: s-, yet he overlooks what seems 
the vital di!ference in purpose between these two symbols. For whilst the 
Divided Line is directed towards defining the limits of the various human 
faculties for comprehending the Good, the Cave is also devoted-in some of its 
aspects-rather to criticizing that contempora~ _mode _of education in Greece 
and Sicily which seemed to Plato to be the mam 1mpedunent to the apprehen
sion of the Good.2 Of course it still remains true, in Raven's expressive phrase, 
that its aim is also 'to paint, from a different angle from that of the Symposium, 
an imaginative and all-embracing picture of the pilgrimage of man' .3 

• 

It is true that some passages suggest that the Cave refers to our ordinary 
human life as a whole. So in 517 d 4-e 2 Socrates speaks of 'Trt dv8pclnma and 
-rw 1rapovn uKo'Tw in terms implying this, while the same impression is sustained 

' ' f3 1 > \ ~ W\ \ I \ 8 I \ by 520 C I -3; Ka'Ta a'T£0V ••• HS' 7"7}V 'TWV ai\1\WV CIVVOtKT}c:tv Kat CIVV£ W'T£0V 'Ta 
uKoTnvd (Jd.uau8at. But in both these cases the men now m the Cave seem free 
to look at the objects on the low wall as well as their shadows cast by the fire . So 
in 517 d 6-e 2 Socrates speaks of contests in the courts 'about shadows of 
justice or the images (of the just) from which these shado':s are form_ed'. 
Again, in 520 c 1-6 it is made clear that the philosophically tramed Guard1a~s 
who return to govern in the Cave will see what each image is and what 1t 
represents far better than the normal inhabitants of the Cave can discern their 
nature, the reason being that the trained philosophers have seen the true 
originals of things in the upper region of the open air. So we grant that both 
these instances confirm that the ordinary residents of the Cave are able to behold 
the objects or 'images' as well as their shadows cast by the fire, and are thus 
unlike the prisoners first described. Finally, if any suspicion still remains that 
these prisoners are the sole inhabitants of the Cave, we should recall the men
tion Of 7Taprt 'TOilTO 7"0 'THX{OV cf>'pOV'TaS' av8pamOVS' at 514 b 8, and remember that 
these same prisoners hear4 voices o7To7"£ ns- Twv 7TaptovTwv <fo8'yga,To. So, 
though the Cave may represent normal non-philosophical human life in 
517 a 8-52 1 b 1 1, in the section from 514 a 1 -s 1 7 a 7 it represents a ~o~e 
restricted situation. Further, from the introductory sentences 514 a 1- 2 1t 1s 
evident that this reference to the treatment of these prisoners must apply to the 
contemporary methods of Greek education. 

Now in Plato's day the current basis of ancient Greek education was Music 
and Gymnastic. Gymnastic was primarily for the body, but Music was said to 
develop the souLs Theoretically, musical education in Athens referred to the 
whole domain of the Muses, but in practice it consisted mainly of memorizing 
epic poetry with comments and learning how to play the harp or the lyre. 

The attitude of Plato to such subjects of study is clear from other passages in 
the Republic, and it is no favourable one. In Book 10, at 596 d 2-e g, Homer is 
dismissed as a creator of mere imitations of outward semblances, to be com
pared with a person going about with a mirror 'creating' outward images of 
things by reflecting them in his glass. To pay due tribute to Mr. Cooper's 

1 J· E. Raven, 'Sun, Divided Line, and 
Cave', CQ,N.s. iii (1953), 28. 

z Nettleship stressed the educational 
element, though he saw the cave as an 
illustration of the native folly of humanity 

.o. l _ - ~- - - .a.L - /: ___ :.._ -& ... _..,.._,.#, _ _ ... ....1~~ ... .-. -

tiona! tradition (pp. 25~1) . 
3 J. E. Raven, op. cit. 166- 7. 
• Republic 515 b 8. 
s R. L. Nettleship, Lectures on Plato's 

Republic, 78. 
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perspicacious use. of the phrase, 1 the poet makes £row>.6v n Ev Myots-: but while 
the philosopher in such case bases his £row>.ov upon To £loos-, the poet bases his 
upon Trt '<jJa. Such reflections, whether in nature or €v Aoyots-, are of course the 
less real class of discernible objects to be found in D, the lowest segment of the 
Line. They provide the material from which the mental process of £lKaula or 
conjecture can make inferences regarding the objects, persons, and events to be 
found in the world of sense around us, but this faculty can make only the merest 
guesses about the nature of the Good. Then in 6oo e 4-6 Plato again makes 
Socrates observe that all poets from Homer down are mere imitators of the 
outward shapes or images of the virtues or other qualities they describe. In 
other words, he holds that they are creators of reflections or shadows, the material 
of segment D at the bottom of our Divided Line. Therefore those compelled to 
study the shadows cast by the puppets in the Cave were in no worse case than 
the thousands of contemporary Greek youths who were compelled to study the 
Iliad and Odyssry, for to Plato's mind the substance of these two epics was just as 
much the mere shadows of outward appearances as were those sights seen by 
the captives in the Cave. 

However, Greek 'musical' education was not exclusively of this 'poetic' 
kind, a fact which accounts for the sudden appearance of the echo in the figure 
of the Cave, an element which was, as Raven rightly observes, 'conspicuous by 
its absence from the Line'. 2 If our application of the Cave symbol to current 
Greek 'musical' education is correct, then the introduction of the echo will 
now present no problem, for it will refer to the music of the harp or lyre which 
was also studied by Greek boys. 3 In 531 b 2-c 5 we find Socrates observing 
that the 'true' music which can rightly be considered a topic for Otcfvota or 
theory is a study of abstract mathematical intervals and harmonies, not the 
practice of actual instrumental sounds and the concord of instrument with 
voice, nor the study of any such sounds. These latter disciplines would be 
classified as skills won by observation and usage, and they would thus belong to 
the sphere of 7Ttans- or belief. Thus true music in the Platonic sense is connected 
with segment B of the Line, but music as the art currently practised by virtuosi 
in the concert hall belongs to the segment C. What then of the activities of the 
learner? Surely the imitative practice of their masters' techniques by the pupils 
of these expert performers of our audible music belonging to the segment C 
should now be assigned to the segment D? This is reasonable, because such 
music lessons and practice periods are attempts to train pupils to reproduce 
apparent harmonies audible to their ears just as echoes would reproduce such 
harmonies. Thus a boy trying to reproduce musical phrases, copied from his 
master's playing, will be concentrating on shadows belonging to the realm of 
conjecture or £lKau{a just as much as a boy reciting his Homer out loud will be 
doing.• But Plato wishes to emphasize that the sense of hearing is vital for learn
ing music in the same degree as sight is essential for reading poetry: therefore 
the learning of a musical instrument as part of one's education is symbolized by 
the study of the echoes in the Cave. Indeed, once our educational interpretation 
of the Cave figure is adopted, the appearance of 'speculation and conjecture on 
the part of the prisoners about the significance of shadows and echo alike', 5 to 

1 CQN.S. xvi (1966), 66. 
z CQ, N.S. iii (1953). 28. 
3 F. A. G . Beck, Greek Education, 45o-350 

,.,. .,..... l lt. I - • L ~ - - - -

4 For this classroom practice, see Plato, 
Protagoras, 325 e. 

s CQ,N.s. iii (1953), 28. 
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which Raven prudently draws our attention, will likewise become wholly 
natural. For the captive victims of 'education' are kept constrained in a posture 
where they can be offered merely the contents of segment D- material for 
nothing more than EiKaaia about true and ultimate reality. 

So though it may be right to object, as Raven does, that 'to say that any 
man sees shadows and reflections of objects without ever seeing the objects 
themselves is clearly absurd', 1 this is not in fact what has been said, if this educa
tional interpretation once be accepted. All that this interpretation draws from 
the figure of the prisoners in the Cave is that Athenian education, viewed in 
Platonic terms, served only to feed children's minds on shadows, reflections, 
and echoes ; and the use of the phrase JK 1ral8wv2 adds a further corroboration 
to our view that it is education which here is under discussion. The effectiveness of 
this education and the difficulty in dispelling its impressions is then shown when 
the liberated prisoner still prefers the familiar shadows to the objects ranged 
before the fire in 515 d 5- 7. It is again more strikingly admitted by Socrates 
himself, when at 595 b 9-10 he confesses to a reluctance to criticize Homer's 
poetry because of the reverence for it which he had gained in his youth. Plato 
had indeed himself seen quite tangible evidence in the execution of Socrates 
and in his own more recent experience in Syracuse to confirm the view that the 
captives in the Cave were always extremely hostile to any who would enlighten 
them by disabusing them of the delusions imparted by their Homeric education. 

The subsequent account of the experience of the captive who is taken up to 
the daylight is no doubt partly intended to prepare the reader for that ideal 
scheme of education for the Guardians which is to follow this section. The 
prisoner's initial experience in being turned to face the fire and the objects on 
the wall represents the study and observation of actual things in nature : hence 
it would be an education appropriate to segment C of the Line as described in 
510 a 5- 6. Then, upon reaching the open air above, his first activity in the 
realm of intelligence is looking down at reflections in pools, as we are informed in 
516 a 7. There may be here some hint of the water of Lethe, which, if drunk in 
due moderation, left a considerable impression of the visions beheld by a thus 
temperate soul in the heavenly p~lgrimage of the Phaedrus.3 However, there is 
an obvious analogy with visible segment D, thus implying that we have here its 
intellectual equivalent, which should be segment B, if the rules of proportion 
have any meaning. Certainly this looking at reflections is a training suited to 
segment B, and, on the analogy of the Meno, 4 likely to stimulate &.vafl.V7Jat>, lor 
it was explained in 511 a 3- b 2 that this is the mental process used in geometry. 5 

Finally, in 516 b 4- c 2 looking up to the Sun and the consequent recognition of 
it as the first cause of all Being is clearly the discovery of the Form of the Good 
and its appropriate application to the understanding of the other Forms in the 
ligh.tof their Cause by that process of dialectic associated with segment A which 
is outlined in 51 1 b 3-c 7. 

It will hardly surprise us then to find the ideal educational curriculum for the 
Guardians also proceeding upwards through the phenomena and mental 
processes of segments D, C, and B till it at last attains to segment A, and more
over using in this programme material carefully chosen to stimulate such 

I CQ, N.S. iii (1953), 27. 
2 5'4 a 5· 

4 Merw 81 c s-86 b 5· 
s See also p. 82 above. 
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apprehension of the Good as is possible at each level. So, first in reference to the 
segment D, it is explained at 522 a 3-b 1 that the well-chosen 'musical' educa
tion based on 'improving' literature, which was earlier giveil mention in 
377 b 11-392 c 4 as the foundation of public education, will give a well
adjusted disposition, but not knowledge (Jman]p.7]). So in 522 c 1-524 d 6 
Socrates turns to segment C, pointing out that-provided the material be well
chosen-counting, measuring, and weighing can arouse 8tavota and stimulate 
it to question and explain the .findings of sense, no doubt arousing recollection or 
O.vap.V7Jat> in the process. In 527 a 1-531 d 4 it is explained that geometry, 
dynamics, and theory of music are concerned with the reflections of eternal 
Being, and thus can exercise 8tavota whilst leading the mind on towards 
Dialectic. Here we note the double status of the objects of segment B, com
prising on the one hand memory images of the Forms, and on the other hand 
objects of nature or models-physical, diagrammatic, or verbal-which serve 
to refresh them. Finally, in 532 a 1-d 1 Socrates reiterates that Sight in the 
visible sphere corresponds to Dialectic in the intelligible sphere. 

Thus the turning of our prisoner to behold the objects on the wall and then 
the firelight, his. ascent to the sunlight and study of the reflections of eternal 
things in water are symbols for the pursuit of the studies just outlined. So 
mensuration and arithmetic in segment C turn his soul towards the firelight 
and the objects; while to study the geometry, musical theory, and celestial 
dynamics of segment B he must go up--out into the open air and sunlight-in 
his quest for the reflections they offer of eternal reality. 

Vl/e may conclude this study of the Cave in relation to Greek education and 
Platonic educational ideals with a diagram, giving its full relation with the 
symbol of the Divided Line. 

THE DIVIDED LINE 

Faculty Segment 

INTELLECT A 

B 

SIGHT c 

D 

Contents 

MEMORY 

IMAGES 

E"iK0VE"S' 

OBJECTS AND 

CREATURES 

~ifia 

MIRROR 

IMAGES 
I UKLaL 

Afel!tal 
Process 
UNDER-

STANDING 

JmaT~JL7J 

THE ORY 

Stavota 

BELIEF 
I 1rtUTL> 

CONJECTURE 
> I £LKaata 

III. CoNcLusiON 

THE CAVE 

Activity 

Looking up at 
the stars and 
finally at the 
Sun itself 

Looking down 
at reflections of 
the sky and at 
objects 

Looking at 
images of ob-

Situation 

OPEN AIR 

jects on the IN THE 

wall and at the CAVE 

fire 
Looking at 
shadows and 
hearing echoes 
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some of its aspects offers a scheme of reform for Greek education, it is none the 
less true that the objective of the Sun-Divided Line-Cave sequence could 
equally well be regarded in our terms as theological rather than epistemological. 
The Form of the Good, as Nettleship long since reminded us, is a t once the first 
cause, the sole source of perception of all other realities, and the goal and pur
pose of life. 1 Thus the Good stands very close to the God of Aquinas, as 
Tanquerey expounds the Thomist concept.2 Whatever else the Good may 
signify to Platonists, it is certainly as much Plato's substitute for Zeus as the 
fulcrum of his ontology. Further, the contexts examined show that it is to be 
sought by Platonists with a fervour approaching religious devotion. ' 

With this qualification, we may perhaps venture to recast Mr. Cooper's 
diagram of Plato's epistemology, renaming it as Plato's Modes qf apprehending the 
First Cause. It should be noted that in our present diagram the meaning of the 
symbols used is also modified. X- - - - - - - - r signifies 'in regard to the Good, X 

provides material forT', whilst ~~B signifies 'A suggests C by process qf B'. 

{

d.'87J 

VOTJULS 

' ' €LKOV€S 

{
~cpa 

OtfLS 

O"KLa[ 

' 7TLUTLS 

, ' €LK<lULa 

APPENDIX ON Ll OEA 

At a first glance the postulating of o6ga as the process leading men's minds from 
shadows and reflections to the objects of sense may appear startling. The 
justification is to be drawn from Republic, 5· 4 79 e. This may be rendered thus : 
'Those who see many beautiful things but not true beauty itself, nor yet are 
able to follow another person leading them towards that actual beauty; again, 
who see many just deeds but not true justice, and treat all other phenomena in 
the same way-these then we say have opinions of all things, but know none of 
the things of which they form their opinions (oogd~ovaL).' Plato continues in 
480: 'Do we not recall that we said that these men love and admire beautiful 
sounds and colours and such like, but do not accept the existence of absolute 
beauty? We remember- Surely then we would not be inconsistent in calling 
them philodoxers rather than philosophers?' 

To make sense of these implications we need to see Sun, Line, and Cave 
integrated in an educational theory, as at the bottom of p. 8g. While it is true 

1 R. L. Nettleship, op. cit. 218. DoPmaticae fRnm~. TOT'2 ) . i r/,. finn n,, r.~n 
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that the shadow. of a man can be suggested by the shadow of a tree and thus 
ElKaala may arise about the matter, which only experience and induction can 
finally replace by an op8~ o6ga about the source of the shadow, leading to 
7Tlans or belief in the reality of the object projecting it, it is still more true that 
much reading of Homer will convince a young man that the world of sense and 
a life of action alone represent reality. His musing on the poet ( ElKaala) creates 
in him an opinion intermediate between truth and falsehood (o6ga) leading to 
an unquestioning acceptance ( 7Tlans) regarding the world of sense around him. 
Homeric education promotes philodoxy, which means love qf a condition between 
ignorance and knowledge. Therefore a </>LAooogos is one in this state of mind, and 
Ast in his Lexicon Platonicum is completely wrong in rendering the word as 
meaning gloriae cupidus in this context, whatever may be its appropriate sense in 
Polybius. · 

University of Newcastle, New South Wales R. G. TANNER 
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THE DRAMAS OF T. S. ELIOT AND 
THEIR GREEK MODELS 

By R. G. TANNER 

T HE death ofT. S. Eliot removed from the world of English letters 
a staunch and resolute advocate of the Greek tradition in our 

modern literature. 1 The precise interaction between this tradition in 
which the poet believed so firmly and his own five verse dramas there
fore deserves some consideration. 

Before the War he had already composed two successful poetic 
dramas. These were Murder in the Cathedral, written for the Canterbury 
Festival of 1935, and The Family Reunion, which was first produced in 
1939· In 1941 Eliot was invited to become president of the Classical 
Association, and his presidential address delivered at Easter 1942 was 
entitled The Classics and the Man of Letters. With this lecture not all 
present-day academic teachers and critics of English Literature can be 
expected to find themselves in full agreement, but his opinions are none 
the less still worthy of attention, if only for the hints they give about 
their author's own literary methods. In the course of his lecture Eliot 
remarked: 'It should be apparent that our prime concern in considering 
the education of the man of letters is not the amount of learning which 
a man acquires, or the degree of scholastic distinction which he attains 
-what is of prime importance is the type of education within which his 
schooling falls. We can say of Shakespeare, that never has a man 
turned so little knowledge to such great account; we must couple Milton 
with Dante in saying that never has a poet possessed of such great 
learning so completely justified the acquisition of it. Shakespeare's 
education, what he had of it, belongs in the same tradition as that of 
Milton: it was essentially a classical education.' At a further stage 
Eliot goes on to observe: 'Without knowing any Latin you may write 
English poetry; I am not sure whether without Latin you can wholly 
understand it . .. If a classical education is the background for English 
literature in the past, we are justified in affirming, not merely that a 
good knowledge of Latin (if not of Greek) should be expected of those 
who teach English Literature, but that some knowledge of Latin should 
be expected of those who study it.' 2 

In 1949 Eliot published his first post-war play, The Cocktail Party, 

1 Cf. 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' in The Sacred TVood (London, 1920), 
47-59· 

2 The Classics and the Man of Letters (London, 1943), 9-ro and 12. 



which was produced at the Edinburgh Festival in August of that year 
and then ran for more than two years in the West End. The Confidential 
Clerk was to make its debut at Edinburgh in August 1953, while it also 
happened that in the Easter of that year the eminent Liberal statesman 
Lord Samuel chose to discuss Eliot's plays in the course of his Presi
dential Address to the Classical Association. On this topic he remarked: 
'Mr. Eliot tells us, in his published lecture on Poetry and Drama, that 
his play The Family Reunion was founded on the Orestes myth in 
Aeschylus and The Cocktail Party on the Alcestis of Euripides ... For all 
their literary skill and dramatic interest, both plays leave a feeling of 
disappointment. The climaxes do not grip. The Greeks were genuinely 
interested in the Eumenides, Ananke, and the like; but we are not 
ready to believe they have anything to do with what may be going on 
today at a family gathering in a country-house in the north of England 
or at a lively cocktail party in London. It is noteworthy, however, and 
perhaps significant as a sign of the times, that precisely the same ten
dency is to be found simultaneously among some of the principal 
dramatists in France. When preparing this lecture, I had some corres
pondence with Mr. Eliot on these subjects, and it is he who has drawn 
my attention to this. I quote, with his permission, a paragraph from a 
letter of his. "I do not know whether it is pertinent for your purpose 
to call attention to the uses made of Greek drama on the contemporary 
French stage. The first important example within my memory was 
Jean Cocteau's La Machine Infernale, a new version in contemporary 
French idiom of Oedipus Tyrannus. He was followed by other drama
tists, notably Giraudoux, and more recently, Anouilh in Antigone, as 
well as Sartre in Les Mouches, but the method of all these French 
dramatists is in some ways diametrically the opposite of mine. They 
have retained the names of the original characters and stuck rather 
more closely to the plots of the original dramatists, the innovation being 
merely that the characters talk as if they were contemporary French 
people, and in some cases employ what one might call anachronistic 
allusions to modern life. The method that has appealed to me has 
been rather to take merely the situation of a Greek play as a starting 
point, with wholly modern characters, and develop it according to the 
workings of my own mind. For this reason, no one seems to have found 
the basis of The Cocktail Party in Euripides till I pointed it out." But 
my submission is that this tendency, although interesting, is not whole
some.'1 Thus far Lord Samuel. 

The aim of this study is to observe, in all five plays, precisely how 
these workings of Eliot's mind in fact developed with each one of his 
themes. In order to show how he used a Greek play as a starting-point 

1 Proceedings of the Classical Association, 1 (1953), 12- 14. 

it is important to offer a fairly detailed plot analysis of one such model 
set beside that of Eliot's modern adaptation. For this purpose The 
Cocktail Party and Alcestis have been chosen. 

THE COCKTAIL PARTY 

Act I, sc. i 
The guests discuss Lavinia's absence, 
but leave after hearing Edward's 
excuse about a sick aunt. He discusses 
his problem with the unidentified 
Reilly, who promises to bring Lavinia 
back. After Reilly goes Peter Quilpe 
returns and annoys Edward by ad
mitting that he is desperately in love 
with Celia. 

Act I, sc. ii 
Celia returns to Edward's flat. She 
wishes him to proceed with the 
divorce and marry her now he is 
free of Lavinia. He realizes he does 
not love her enough, and she sees 
that he was not the man she had 
imagined. 

Act I, sc. iii • 
The unidentified Reilly returns to 
tell Edward Lavinia will come home 
in a few minutes. He warns him 
that it is a serious matter to bring 
back the dead. People are never the 
same and every meeting is with a 
stranger. Alex, Julia, Celia, and 
Peter all reappear in response to 
mysterious telegrams. Edward and 
Lavinia are soon left alone and in
dulge in a frank and bitter exchange 
of grievances. 

Act II 

Edward is persuaded to VISit the 
psychiatrist Reilly and finds that he 
had been the unknown guest at the 
party. Reilly then has Lavinia shown 

ALCESTIS 

1-77. Apollo laments fate of Alcestis 
and meets a gloating Death. 
78-136. Two semichorus groups 
enter full of grief. The chorus as a 
whole sees no possible escape from 
Death. 
137-212. The handmaid warns the 
chorus that Alcestis is sinking fast. 
213-79. Commas. The chorus prays 
to Apollo for healing. Admetus 
enters supporting the dying Alcestis. 

280-392. Alcestis reminds Admetus 
how much he owes her in dying for 
him. He pledges never to marry 
again and doubts he can live without 
her. Alcestis dies. 
393-475. Commas (393-415) where 
her son Eumelus laments his lost 
mother. 
In 416-34, Admetus proclaims public 
mourning. A choral ode follows in 
which Alcestis' journey to the shades 
is imagined. 
476-568. Heracles arrives fresh from 
Tiryns on his way to the land of the 
Bistones to win the horses of Dio
medes. Admetus warns of the risks. 
Heracles enquires about the signs of 
mourning, but Admetus assures him 
that they concern a minor loss. He 
insists that Heracles must stay and 
sends him in to feast. Admetus 
explains to the horrified chorus that 
he cannot shirk his duty. 

569-605. The chorus praises the 
noble hospitality of Admetus. 
6o6-740. At the funeral a bitter 
quarrel ensues between Admetus and 
his father Pheres, whom he rebukes 
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in. He rebukes both for their dis
honesty and tells the facts of Lavinia's 
relation with Peter and Edward's 
with Celia. They had been a case of 
a man unable to love marrying an 
unlovable woman. They face their 
true problem and agree to try to 
start again. Julia then arrives to 
announce that Celia is coming. She 
explains to Reilly that she finds her 
whole relation with Edward seems 
unreal and that she feels sinful. He 
offers her the choice of a return to 
normal human life or of making a 
strange and terrifying journey to the 
reality she craves. This she chooses. 
Alex and Julia come in and discuss 
matters with Reilly. They all drink 
a toast to the patients. 

Act IJI 

The Chamberlaynes are about to 
give another party two years later. 
The same guests are present except 
Celia. Alex arrives back from Kin
kanja with the news of Celia's martyr
dom. Reilly explains that he foresaw 
a violent end for Celia and that she 
has found the finest way to meet it. 
Life is only keeping on, yet each 
moment is a fresh beginning. 

for having refused to die for him 
despite his advanced years. 
741-6. The chorus offers a farewell 
salutation to the dead Alcestis. 
747-859. The servant emerges full 
of disgust for the drunken behaviour 
of Heracles on such a sad day. 
Heracles emerges and learns the 
reason for the man's sadness. 
Sobered by the news of Alcestis' 
death he resolves to go out to the 
tomb and wrestle with Death for the 
prize of Alcestis. 
860---<)34· In the Commos Admetus 
breaks down at the prospect of his 
lonely palace. 
935- 61. Admetus reviews his gloomy 
and lonely future. 
g6z-10o5. The chorus sings an ode 
in praise of the noble fame of Alcestis. 
10o6-II63. Heracles returns with a 
veiled captive woman he has won as 
a prize for wrestling and asks Ad
metus to care for her. He is horrified 
at the suggestion, but finally yields 
to the duty of hospitality. Then he 
finds Heracles has restored Alcestis 
to him~ 

This table of comparative analysis of the two plots brings out the 
truth of Eliot's claim to use the situation of the Greek play as a starting
point. For all practical purposes the situation achieved at the end of 
the Alcestis has been realized in the middle of Act I, sc. iii of The 
Cocktail Party. The rest of the play is devoted to a problem of no con
cern to Euripides but keenly interesting to Eliot-namely, what happens 
after Alcestis comes back from the dead? As her · farewell speech 
betrays hints of awareness of a weak selfishness in her husband how 
will she be able to find true happiness? Again, would she soon ;egard 
death as a more meaningful state than restoration to life and matrimony? 
Further, Admetus might also take one of two lines with his restored 
wife-self-justification or shame and fear. 

This situation requires Eliot to double the roles of Admetus and 
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Alcestis by creating Peter Quilpe beside Edward Chamberlayne and 
Celia Coplestone beside Lavinia Chamberlayne. Further, to expose all 
the issues, Peter and Celia must be to some extent in love, and the 
married couple must feel some real inner need for one another apart 
from Lavinia's liaison with Peter and Edward's with Celia. Julia, with 
her uncanny gift for guessing and knowing things, clearly replaces Apollo 
in the model; whilst Alexander MacColgie Gibbs, who goes everywhere 
and knows everyone and whose cooking, in Julia's view, is always 
poisonous, must take the role of Death. Appropriately then it is Alex 
who tells the story of Celia's last hours. Sir Henry Harcourt-Reilly is 
our Heracles figure. Finally, Eliot preserves Euripides' distinction of 
level between the gods and demigods and the mortals, a point made 
very clear when Alex, Julia, and Sir Henry drink a toast together at the 
end of Act II. Thus we see that Eliot's techniques for using Greek 
plays involve the pursuing of implications neglected in the original 
drama by extension and development of the plot, and the doubling of 
roles to explore some possible alternative reactions. 

Armed with this equipment we may now survey The Family Reunion. 
Here we have an elaboration of the plot of Aeschylus' Choephoroe. A 
full analysis scene by scene will not be necessary for this comparison: it 
will be sufficient to compare the outline of the two plots. The reader 
will recall that in the Choephoroe Clytemnestra has had a bad dream 
and therefore is sending offerings to appease the ghost of Agamemnon, 
the husband she had murdered with the aid of her lover Aegisthus. 
Whilst Electra her daughter prays that Agamemnon may be avenged, 
Orestes and Pylades are waiting to introduce themselves. Electra and 
Orestes recognize one another, and brother and sister at once concert a 
plan to avenge their father. Orestes then calls on Clytemnestra, pre
tending to be a stranger from Daulis sent by Strophius to Argos on the 
errand of reporting Orestes' death in a chariot race. When she sends 
out Aegisthus for further details, Orestes slays him. He then slays his 
mother too, urged on by Pylades his friend. However, once his mother 
is slain, the young prince beholds the Eumenides, who constrain him to 
depart, though remaining invisible to the chorus. This chorus is com
posed of women of Argos, while the remaining characters are Orestes' 
old nurse, who is sent to tell Aegisthus the supposed news, and the 
servant who first admits the supposed Daulian messenger to the palace 
and then runs to tell Clytemnestra that Orestes has slain Aegisthus. 

How does Eliot use this plot as his starting-point for The Family 
Reunion? Believing that the Furies have caused the hero to murder his 
mother as much as they enforce his departure, Eliot determines to 
treat each aspect separately in his Orestes, Harry, Earl Monchensey. 
He is returning after years abroad for the birthday of his mother, Amy, 
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Dowager Countess Monchensey. The false accident of Aeschylus' tale 
becomes two real motor accidents which prevent Harry's brothers 
Arthur and John from reaching Wish wood for the occasion. Harry 
himself had murdered his wife by pushing her overboard in mid Atlantic, 
and is thus pursued by Furies visible only to him and his faithful 
chauffeur Downing. Unlike Clytemnestra, Amy wishes her son to come 
home, and his departure at the urging of the Furies occasions her fatal 
seizure. Again, Eliot divides the fixations of Electra on her dead father 
and her absent brother between two characters. The latter duty is 
given Harry's cousin Mary, his childhood playmate, who now lives with 
Amy as a companion poor relation. The former function is discharged 
by Agatha, Amy's younger sister, a retired headmistress who was Mon
chensey's beloved before Amy's mental cruelty finally caused his death 
when Harry was still a small boy. Aegisthus is replaced by the more 
innocuous figure of Amy's medical adviser and confidant, Dr. War
burton, whom she asks to dinner in the hope that he can prescribe for 
Harry's unsettled nerves. The role of the Aeschylean chorus is shared · 
by Harry's two uncles Gerald and Charles Piper and his aunts Violet 
and Ivy. Denman the parlourmaid replaces Clytemnestra's manservant 
while the old policeman whom Harry knew as a boy, Sergeant Winchell: 
has the function of the old nurse of Orestes. Finally the chauffeur 
Downing, who takes Harry away in the last act, replaces some of the 
functions of the faithful friend Pylades in Aeschylus. So it is that in 
The Family Reunion the model for the plot is obscured from immediate 
view by the combined effect of the doubling of several roles and incidents, 
the division of the choral duties between four characters, and exchange 
of sex between two of the minor parts. Again, the motive for such 
modification is the desire to work out implications in the original tale 
which are of no concern to Aeschylus. 

In 1953 the Edinburgh Festival saw the first production of The 
Confidential Clerk. As has been noted, Eliot was composing this play 
on the basis of the Ion of Euripides at the very time when he was con
ducting the correspondence with Lord Samuel which was quoted above. 
A comparative study of the plot outlines is again sufficient at present. 
In Euripides' play Queen Creusa comes from Athens with Xuthus 
the king to consult Apollo's oracle at Delphi. As a girl she had been 
wooed by Apollo, and in consequence, as Hermes explains in the pro
logue, she had borne the god a son. Now Creusa comes to the oracle 
seeking a cure for her childless marriage. There she meets Ion, a young 
servant of the god, and learns that he is called Apollo's child1 and was 
reared by the Delphic priestess. To him Creusa tells her trouble, but 

1 /lo~lov KEI<A1\»e6a (311) is taken by Vellacott as 'Apollo's slave'. Both views are 
tenable, but Eliot clearly rendered it as child. 
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Ion insists that Apollo will not help Creusa to expose his own deeds. In 
the meanwhile Xuthus arrives with news from Trophonius' oracle that 
they will not leave Delphi childless. Next Xuthus emerges from Apollo's 
shrine and embraces an alarmed Ion as his son. He convinces Ion, but 
the youth still wishes to find his mother. Thereupon Creusa returns 
with her paedagogus to learn the news that Xuthus has found a son, 
while her child by Apollo remains lost. She and her paedagogus resolve 
to kill Ion, but her murder plan is exposed and she is sentenced to death. 
When Ion comes to rebuke her before her execution, she tells him of 
her true relation with Phoebus. Thus he discovers that she is his 
mother, and Athena then persuades him to settle in Athens with his 
family. 

In Eliot's play of 1953 we find Sir Claude Mulhammer and his clerk 
Eggerson discussing the best method of bringing his natural son Colby 
Simpkins into the house as his private secretary and reconciling Lady 
Elizabeth to the situation. In the end Sir Claude finds that Colby is 
not his son, nor Lady Elizabeth's either. Lady Elizabeth's son is in 
fact his own young business partner Barnabas Kaghan, who is engaged 
to his natural daughter Lucasta. However, Colby is found to be the son 
of Mrs. Guzzard, his supposed aunt, and her deceased husband, a former 
church organist. Finally Colby goes away with Eggerson to accept a post 
as a church organist while considering reading for Holy Orders. 

Now in treating this theme Eliot has again faced questions irrelevant 
to the Greek poet's purpose. Suppose Ion, whom Xuthus mistakenly 
hailed as his natural child, was really Apollo's child by someone other 
than Creusa, and that her child were found elsewhere. As Apollo is 
god of music, a deceased musician's son becomes the obvious modern 
equivalent. In such a plot the character of Ion will dissolve into three 
roles, those of Colby, Barnabas, and Lucasta. Because of the moral 
culpability of Apollo, which troubled Euripides, and the need to per
suade Ion to come to Athens, the roles of Hermes and Athena were 
important to the Greek play. To Eliot's setting they do not matter so 
much, and they coalesce with the function of the chorus in the person 
of Eggerson. Again Eliot has no need of the bitter and malicious 
elements in the character of Creusa, or for her scheming pedagogue or 
Ion's attack on Apollo. Finally, the deceased organist Guzzard becomes 
a quite innocuous Apollo figure, while his widow exercises-less grandly 
-the role of the Pythian priestess. 

Eliot's final verse drama was produced at the Edinburgh Festival of 
1958. This was The Elder Statesman, a play based on Sophocles' last 
work, Oedipus at Colonus. Exiled from Thebes, the old king Oedipus 
comes to Athens with Antigone his favourite daughter and receives a 
welcome from King Theseus and sanctuary at Colonus. Here his other 
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daughter Ismene comes to warn him that Creon, regent of Thebes, is 
anxious to kidnap him to support Eteocles' side in the civil war, but 
Theseus foils this plot. Later Polynices his other son comes seeking 
support, but is firmly rebuffed and cursed. The powers below then 
summon Oedipus to his mysterious passing in the sacred grove, and 
Theseus allows the daughters to return to Thebes. 

In Lord Claverton's play, there are two scenes, first his London house, 
then Ba?gl~y Cou.rt. ~n old associate called Gomez comes to try to 
blackmail htm whtle hts daughter Monica is talking in another room 
with her friend Charles Remington, a young barrister M.P. for whom 
she has avowed her love. After they arrive at Badgley Court the matron 
Mrs. Piggott takes firm charge of Claverton and he begins to relax. But 
a former mistress of his turns up among the guests and is found to 
retain compromising letters. Then Michael his irresponsible son calls 
on Claverton, but at that moment Gomez appears again, joining forces 
with Mrs. Carghill the former mistress to take charge of Michael and 
persuade him to solve his problems by joining Gomez in South America. 
In the last act Charles has come down to see Monica when Michael 
makes his final decision to go. Claverton tells Charles and Monica the 
whole truth about his life, and in the dusk they find him lying dead in 
his chair under the beech tree. 

Here Eliot has asked a question Sophocles finds of no interest. How 
much wrong did Oedipus do to Creon? This is an unpopular question 
for most Sophoclean critics, who incline, like the present writer,r to 
see the Creon of the Oedipus Coloneus as an unprincipled scoundrel. 
However, in consequence of his father's action, Oedipus came to do a 
great wr~ng with and to Creon's sister Iocasta. Further, in the Oedipus 
Rex O.edtpus ?as tr~ated Creon with suspicion and insult in 513-677. 
To thts questwn Ehot adds two others. Suppose Oedipus had dealt 
with Creon's confederate Eteocles instead of Polynices his foe in 1254-
1446 of the Oedipus Coloneus. From this idea grows the alliance made 
between Gomez and Michael in the final act of The Elder Statesman. 
Finally in the Oedipus Coloneus 1099-1210 and again in 1747-80 there 
~r~ hints of some tender feeling between Theseus and Antigone. What 
tf 1t were developed? This Eliot has done in the relationship between 
Ch~rles and. Monica. On this view Claverton represents Oedipus, 
while Mrs. Ptggott serves as a one-woman chorus of citizens of Colonus. 
Creon. as Go~ez fi?ds a foil in the ghost of Iocasta expressed by Mrs. 
Carghill; whtlst Mtchael combines the function of Polynices with that 
of the absent Eteocles. Charles plays the role of Theseus and Monica 
merges the role of Ismene into her Antigone duties. 

1 R. G. Tanner, 'The Composition of Oedipus Coloneus' in For Services to Classical 
Studies (Melbourne, 1966), 184. 
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These comparisons suggest the general method of Eliot's dramatic 
adaptations from the Greek. He w.ould begin by asking som~ questions 
implicit in the play and then revtse and develop the plot m modern 
terms in order to raise these issues. In consequence, some roles are 

ndered two or threefold to survey their different implications, while 
R b' d others which become less important in th~ new structure are com me 
or merged. For the same reason there ts a tendency to d~uble the 
events or situations of the original play. Further, as gods, kn~gs, a~d 
heroes walk the Greek tragic stage, Eliot takes car~ that . hts mam 
characters are similarly well-bred and :vell-co~nected m thetr ~~dern 
contexts. Finally, though in The Famtly Reumon the Greek umttes of 
time and place are carefully observed, the later plays allow ~ore latit';ld~. 
So much for the examination of precisely how the workmgs of Ehot s 

mind developed these four plays. . 
However, the principles which have been detecte.d. ~t work m the 

composition of these four plays suggest a further posstbth~y-that th~re 
was a Greek basis also for Murder in the Cathedral. Thts play begt~s 
with a chorus of women of Canterbury awaiting the return of thetr 
archbishop from Rome. After they have exp.ressed their grief over t~e 
troubles of the land in his absence, three pnests enter and utter t~eu 
concern at his delay. A messenger then arrives to a~nounce the 1~
pending return of the primate. The pries~s turn to dtscu~s the penls 
facing him with the chorus; then welcome htm as he enters hts .cathedra!. 
At once the four Tempters appear: but Thomas firmly reJects thetr 
suggestions. There next follows h~s proph~tic Christmas sermon. The~ 
the four Knights appear, but he reJects thetr d~ma.nd.s. Sho~tly after thts 
they return to murder him during his mass, JUSttfymg thetr de~d later 
to the audience. Such is the outline of the plot; and none wtll deny 
that both the use of chorus and verse dialogue and likewise the sense of 
brooding Fate and inescapable destiny are all entirely Greek features. 

However, whether the play has actually one specific Greek I?odel. is 
a quite separate issue. None the less the. ~~et's known prac~tce w~th 
other plays lends the notion some plaustbthty. The .order m whtch 
Eliot treated his other Greek models may perhaps asstst any effort at 
conjecture. First, The Family Reunion of 1939 followed the model of 
the Choephoroe of 458 B.C. Next, The Cocktail Party of 1949 was based 
on the Alcestis of 438 B.C. Then The Confidential Clerk of .1953 followed 
the plot of the Jon, a play of uncertain date, but to be asstgned to some 
year between 428 and 416 B.C. Eliot's final play, The El~er Statesm_an of 

195
s, is admittedly based on the Oedipus Coloneus, ';htch w.as asstgned 

by ancient tradition to the very close of Sophocles long hfe and 1_1ot. 
in fact produced until 402 B.C. This sequenc~ cr~ates an a prwrz 
suggestion-though no more-that a play earher m date than the 
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Choephoroe might have been the pattern for Murder in the Cathedral. 
This would confine the choice to the works of Aeschylus, ruling out the 
Eurrr.-enides, which followed the Choephoroe in the trilogy. Of the other 
five, the Supplices and Persae furnish unsuitable models, for, though one 
ends in foreboding and the other in disaster, no heroic personage is 
slain in either. 

Three plays yet remain for consideration. Of these the Prometheus 
Vinctus is to be rejected likewise for lack of an actual murder, whilst 
the Septem reports a mutual slaying not found in Murder in the Cathedral. 
Granting for the present the validity of the criterion of dating which 
has been adopted, the Agamemnon alone remains for consideration. 
There the play opens with the watchman full of foreboding and the 
chorus lamenting the king's long absence at Troy. Clytemnestra then 
enters and explains her beacon system: then at once the light flashes. 
Soon the herald arrives with rather disquieting news of the return 
voyage .. The king comes home and his queen feigns loving greetings, 
persuadmg her reluctant lord to an act of sinful pride in walking into his 
hall on purple tapestries. The Trojan captive Cassandra engages in 
wild prophecies while Aegisthus and Clytemnestra prepare the murder 
indoors; then she too is summoned within. After slaying Agamemnon 
an~ Ca~sandra, Clytemnestra and Aegisthus emerge exultant to justify 
their cnme. 

Does this constitute a clear parallel with Eliot's drama? Of this there 
can be little doubt. However he unites the talents of both the victims 
Agamemnon and Cassandra, in the one victim Thomas, who utters ~ 
prophetic sermon regarding his own fate. The temptations are given 
a reverse role by Eliot; they are temptations to escape death rather 
than temptations to expose oneself to it. The justifications given by 
Clytemnestra and Aegisthus are the honest ones of blood-revenge for 
daughter or father: Eliot has his Knights try the effect of the claims 
of disinterested public spirit and national interest as the motives for 
murder. Though it is clear that Eliot wished to honour Thomas Becket 
rather than to recast the Agamemnon, is it unreasonable to hold that he 
turned to the latter for some concepts to follow and others to avoid? 
Certainly the association of character between the two plays is as close 
as in the examples where Eliot avows a debt to the ancients. Thus 
Thomas combines the functions of Agamemnon and Cassandra while 
the role of Clytemnestra is shared between the absent king He;ry, the 
four Tempters, and the four Knights. The four Knights also represent 
the facets of Aegisthus, while the messenger plays the part of the 
herald in Aeschylus, though on a much reduced scale. The three 
Priests represent the role of coryphaeus or chorus-leader viewed in three 
aspects. In short, the analogies are close enough to merit consideration. 
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Lastly, Greek drama frequently em?odie~ comment _on current 

ff 
· Though this function is most evtdent m Comedy, Its presence 

a atrs. Th f · · b bl th t in Tragedy cannot wholly be ignored. ere ?re 1t ts pro ~ e a 
Eliot would also have wished to re~evelop this ~spect of ~Is Greek 
models; and his plays seem suscepttble of such mterpretat10n. The 
s eeches of the Knights in 1935 are also the spe_eches of the Age ~f 
A
p sement of that 'National' Government whtch abetted Franco s 
ppea ' · · d h H Fascists and countenanced the invasion of Abysstma u~ er t e. o~re-

Laval pact. Murder in the Cathedral criticizes ~uch thmgs ~y Imph~a-
. and finds them displeasing to God. Agam, The Famtly Reunwn 

twn, f h f "1 f w· hwood. 
does not merely express the workings o t. e . am1 ~ ~urse o ts . 
it is the guilt of the depression, of the abd1cat10n ~nsts, and~ above all, of 
Munich which haunts the conscience of Harry s generat10n. In I?49 
The Cocktail Party offers the choices of the days of post-war a~ster~ty. 
Does a man run away or does he face the call of duty, whether It bnng 

fne tasks or martyrdom? The Confidential Clerk is the play of 
rou 1 .1. . b . ht d by 
Coronation Year, full of hope and of a reco~c1 1at10n ng ene 
richer understanding of life and experience. Fmally, !h~ El~er States
man is the post-Suez play, belonging to a day when Bntam, hke Claver
ton has retired from active leadership and can only escape the unh~ppy 
leg~cies of the past by a similar total honesty. The play ends wtth a 
mood of peaceful acceptance and a serenity which the poet perhaps 
desired both for himself and his adopted coun.try: 

Perhaps Eliot has put his own view of the stgmficance of the models 
he chose, in more telling language than any literary scholar can presume 

to coin, in the fifth canto of East Coker: 
And what there is to conquer 

By strength and submission, has already been discovered 
Once or twice or several times, by men whom one cannot hope 
To emulate--but there is no competition-
There is only the fight to recover what has been lost .. 
And found and lost again and again: and .now, u~der condtttons 
That seem unpropitious. But perhaps ne1ther gam nor loss. 

This may well be a reasonable account of the five verse dramas. 

APPENDIX 

Table of Equivalents between the Greek Sources and Eliot 

Murder in the Cathedral 
I. Agamemnon 

Chorus of Argive Elders 
Watchman 
Coryphaeus 

Chorus of Women of Canterbury 
Three Priests of the Cathedral 
Three Priests of the Cathedral 
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Clytemnestra 
Talthybius, the herald 
Agamemnon 
Cassandra 
Aegisthus 

II. Choephoroe 

Orestes 
Chorus of Captive Women 
Electra 
Nurse 
Clytemnestra 
Aegisthus 
Servingman 
Pylades 

Apollo 
Death 

III. Alcestis 

Chorus of Elders of Pherae 
Handmaid 
Alcestis 
Servingman 
Admetus 
Eumelus 
Heracles 
Pheres 

IV. Jon 

Hermes 
Ion 
Chorus of Creusa's Maids 
Creusa 
Xu thus 
Paedagogus 
Creusa's Servingman 
Pythia 
Athena 

V. Oedipus Coloneus 

Oedipus 
Antigone 
Athenian Countryman 
Chorus of Elders of Colonus 
Ismene 
Theseus 
Creon (and locasta's Ghost) 
Polynices (and Eteocles) 
Messenger 

King Henry+ 4 Tempters+4 Knights 
A Messenger 
Archbishop Thomas Becket 
Archbishop Thomas Becket 
The four Knights 

The Family Reunion 

Harry, Earl Monchensey (and Arthur and John) 
Ivy and Violet+ Gerald and Charles 
Agatha and Mary 
Sergeant Winchell 
Amy, Dowager Countess Monchensey 
Dr. Warburton 
Denman, a parlourmaid 
Downing, the chauffeur 

The Cocktail Party 

Julia (Mrs. Shuttlethwaite) 
Alexander MacColgie Gibbs 
Julia and Alexander 
A Nurse-Secretary 
Lavinia Chamberlayne & Celia Coplestone 
A Caterer's Man 
Edward Chamberlayne and Peter Quilpe 
Peter Quilpe 
Sir Henry Harcourt-Reilly 
Lavinia Chamberlayne and Reilly 

The Confidential Clerk 

Eggerson 
Colby Simpkins, B. Kaghan, andLucastaAngel 
Eggerson 
Elizabeth, Lady Mulhammer 
Sir Claude M ulhammer 

M rs. Guzzard 
Eggerson 

The Elder Statesman 

Lord Claverton 
Monica Claverton-Ferry 
Lambert 
Mrs. Piggott 
M onica Claverton-Ferry 
Charles Remington 
Federico Gomez and Mrs. Carghill 
Michael Claverton-Ferry 
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The Classics in Australia* 
R. G. TANNER 

I 
This subject might be approached in either one of two ways. 

First we might consider the relation between classical education 
in this country and those values and attitudes of Australian 
leaders and thinkers which could be held to stem from such 
training. If this were my object, I might reasonably consider 
the inil.uence of a work which I frequently read with my 
students-the Saty1·cion of Petronius-on the art and writing of 
the late Norman Lindsay. If not entirely an edifying study, 
such a discussion would none the less be most illuminating. 
Again, I might review the influence of his fine classical education 
at Melbourne Grammar on the young Alfred Deakin. This 
would lead us to discuss the influence exercised upon those 
character studies of Lord Salisbury, Joseph Chamberlain, Henry 
Parkes and many others of whom we read in his Federal Sto1·y 
by Sallust's personal estimates of Caesar and Cato in chapters 
fifty-three to fifty-four of the de Conittmtione Catilinae, and 
indeed to trace the general inil.uence of that paradoxical analysis 
of character which distinguishes Roman historical method from 
Sallust's time down to the Historia Augusta of doubtful and 
controversial late imperial dating. Such an approach might also 
lead us to look for the inil.uence of a boyhood interest in the land 
policy of the Gracchi brothers in the second century B.C. upon 
the methods of closer settlement adopted by Deakin as Victorian 
Minister for Immigration in the 1880s. Such issues are impor
tant because Professor La Nauze and his able colleagues working 
on Deakin's papers display somewhat restricted sympathy for 
classical education and may fail to consider such detailed influ
ences on the man and his mind. 

However, I mean to consider a matter of appreciably less 
importance: the introduction of the classics into Australian 
education. This is the other possible approach to my title. 
Perhaps if you invite me again at some future date we could 
examine together the classical influences upon the thought and 
policy of Alfred Deakin-but this evening I wish to go back to 
the beginning. 

In a paper on this topic in 1962 for the Brazilian journal 
Romanita.s, I began thus: 

Australia was settled in 1788 as a penal Colony for English 
criminals. Tho only other inhabitants were n semi-nomndic native race 
with a palaeolithic culture, but before the end of the eighteenth century 
the rich potentialities of the soil had begun to attract a trickle of free 
settlers from England, usually men with some wealth who came with a 
letter of commendation from the Home Government and were given 
freehold Jrrants by the Crown. With the coming of such men who had 
received the classical education then general in English schools there 
was a demand for similar opportunities for their children born in the 
new colony.l 

• Based on a lecture delivered to the Royal Australian Historical Society on 
25 November 1969. 
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II 
Let us pause at this point to consider the nature and 

character of the classical education current in England in the 
late eighteenth century. This is neither the time nor the occasion 
to discuss the vigorous revival of English education and intellec
tual life which accompanied and followed the ferment of revolu
tion in America and France and the challenge of Bonaparte. 
Suffice it to say much in English education was decidedly 
somnolent in the period we are now discussing. For instance, 
when Dr Butler undertook the headmastership of Shrewsbury 
School in 1798 he found four pupils on the foundation and 
discovered that his predecessor Atcherley had been in the habit 
of passing the day competing with his usher in kicking a flitch 
of baco·n hanging from the rafters? 

Such conditions were not of course universal, but schools 
were few and mostly small. The majority were Royal Free 
Gra=ar Schools founded by the Tudors to replace the monas
tery schools after Henry VIII's Act of Dissolution; and their 
endowments were often tied to boys from districts largely 
denuded by movements of population since the sixteenth 
century.3 In established communities benefactors like Edward 
Colston, the Bristol slave merchant, had endowed new schools 
for their fellow-citizens-but schooling facilities were not well 
adjusted to the population map. Provision for boarders existed 
in many Grammar Schools, usually as a source of private prolit 
to the headmaster. This was of course a necessity for all boys 
from more than five or ten miles away in days before the rail
way. Early in the last century snobbish members of the Public 
Schools Club acknowledged only four schools : Eton, Winchester, 
Westminster and Harrow. Though the century saw the rising 
prestige of Rugby and Shrewsbury and the foundation of many 
new public schools from decayed free Grammar Schools, its 
earlier years remained familiar with eighteenth century ways. 
Apart from the few famous schools, the well-to-do might choose 
two other forms of training. The first was to engage a private 
tutor to live in one's house, the seco'nd was to send one's son 
away to board with a scholarly clergyman who took in several 
pupils. Except in great houses it was difficult to secure a 
scholarly tutor, so often a youth would be sent away to a suitable 
parson during his middle teens. Before going to Rugby as head
master in 1828, Dr Arnold took pupils between 1819 and this 
elate. As Dean Stanley observes, 

Having previously settled at Laleham near Staines with his Mother, 
aunt and sister, there he remained for the next nine years taking seven 
or eight young men as private pupils in the preparation for the 
Universities.4 

Admission and study in those Universities primarily demanded 
skill in Latin and Greek. 

What was the educational content of this system1 Certainly 
the relative range of its impact on supposedly cultured men was 
often desperately narrow. On 6 September 1815, the year of 
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Waterloo, C. J . Blomfield, then the leading Aeschylean scholar 
in Cambridge and subsequently Bishop of London, wrote to 
Hugh Rose, then scholar of Trinity and aged twenty, 

I shall always have pleasure in hearing from you on these subjects. 
There are not more than five people in England who really understand 
or care about these things; and I am glad to perceive that you are 
going to be the sixth. Let me exhort you not to lay aside your classical 
pursuits as soon as you have taken your degree.5 

But if this was the state of elegant scholarship in England 
when Macquarie ruled in New South Wales, what was its condi
tion in the year of Cook's voyage? Martin Joseph Routh, 
subsequently President of Magdalen, came up to Oxford in 
May 1770 at the age of fifteen. Dean Burgon, long a fellow of 
Oriel and a great authority on old Oxford, wrote this picture of 
the situation, 

The University life of 1770 presented even a greater contrast. The 
undergraduates rose early, but spent their days in idleness. Practically 
the colleges were without discipline. Tutors gave no lectures. It is 
difficult to divine how a seriously-disposed youth was to learn anything. 
'I should like to read some Greek,' said John Miller of Worcester to his 
tutor, some thirty years later. 'Well, and what do you want to reaM' 
'Some Sophocles.' 'Then come tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.' He 
went, and read a hundred lines: but could never again eff ect an 
entrance. This state of things was effectually remedied by the Exami
nation statute and by the publication of the Class-List: but neither 
came into effect till the year 1801 .. . . On the other hand, the spirit 
of Oxford in her palmiest days was by no means extinct during the 
last quarter of the eighteenth century . . . classical scholarship and 
sacred science were cultivated at our Universities with distinguished 
success in the worst of times.G 

However, despite his just apologia for that age, Burgan is con
strained to plead 'It is unreasonable to isolate the Oxf01·d of 
1770 from the England of the same period. The latter part of 
the eighteenth century was a coarse time everywhere.'7 

It is against this sorry background of classical scholarship 
at home that we must view the problems of the new colony. 

III 
The social and moral condition of the colony long remained 

discouraging to any advocate of traditional liberal education. 
There was little economic security or promise of ordered pro
gress. In 1825 Archdeacon Hobbes Scott wrote, 'the mass of the 
population is vicious to an extreme, and for some years past and 
even at this moment all society, with few exceptions, is too bad 
and too horrid to have anything to do with'.8 Before him 
'Ventworth wrote in 1817 that there was no work in the colony 
except on government projects, which must come to an end, and 
there was no security of person or property. Indeed the colony 
had so little attraction that ex-convicts returned to England as 
soon as they could, but often with unfortunate results.9 Civiliza
tion does not flourish in a society with no r esources, and even 
H enry Parkes as a young settler in 1839 was shocked at the 
wickedness and cynicism of Sydney as compared to· England.10 

Further , the pattern of life was likely to be hostile to the 
established values of the English ruling class. 
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For the first thirty years of settlement, convicts form ed the vast 
majority of the population ; and in spite of the arrival of free iromi
grants in the 1820's, convicts still amounted in 1828 to 43% of the total 
while another 18% consisted of persons 'freed by servitude'. In 1836 
the percentage of prison population was down to 36 but still a very 
formidable leavening.ll 

Earl Grey was not unjust in remarking 'the great evil r esulted 
from the creation of a society in which the convict element pre
dominated'.12 Elkin reminds us, 

The gaolers included not only the officials-from the Governor to the 
guards-but also all those free settlers who fulfilled prescribed con.di · 
tions and desired to have 'assigned servants'. '£his system of assign
ment was, however, a form of slavery; the property in the services of 
the eon viet was assigned to the settler. He became the settler's 
property, and any f ailure to work satisfactorily or any act of insubordi
nation could be dealt with severely and even savagely, by the master 
illegally, or by a magistrate's orders.13 

Thus the bulk of the early population of New South Wales were 
unlikely to have passed on to their children any strong respect 
for that classical education of which their masters were deemed 
to have received a smattering. 

Nor were the convict mass the only group who could feel 
oppressed by the possessors of a genuine classical education and 
the other gentlemanly attributes. Many of the men of the New 
South Wales Corps also left their country for their country's 
good. Nepean mentions a marine guilty of sedition sentenced 
to receive one thousand lashes and to serve for life in the New 
South ·wales Corps.14 Further, even in the exclusive officer and 
ex-officer class an inverted snobbery against liberal education 
arose. Elkin explains this development in dealing with t.he 
emancipist population. 

By 1819 .. . they not only outnumbered the 'free' persons, but culti
vated more land, possessed more stock and more houses, and in 
property were wealthier than the latter. This very fact made the officer 
and e..x-officer class more exclusive. Moreover, many of the emancipists 
were well educated, and practised their professions-law, medicine, 
teaching--or became overseers, clerks and superintendents of public 
works. All this however availed them nothing. They brought their past 
with them, and the exclusives saw that it stuck. The highest class, 
that of gentleman, was not determined in this new environment by 
family background, education, locality or wealth, but negatively by 
never having been 11 convict, and positively by being acceptable to the 
military caste: to those who, in the heyday of the military gaol ers 
before Macquarie's time, had gained power, wealth and status, and 
naturally wanted to retain at least status and power; and also to those 
more recent military guards who revelled in a social status which few, 
if any, of them had previously experieneed.15 

Because cultivated education and university degrees were 
more prevalent among emancipists than free settlers, the socially 
dominant large landowning class began to feel a patronizing 
contempt for these accomplishments. The sending out of worth
less drunken and debauched sons of gentlemanly families, who 
had graduated with bad degrees or been sent down to live on 
remittance in the colony, further undermined the prestige of 
the classical scholar as a man. Thus arose a social and moral 
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suspicion of the Oxford and Cambridge man felt by the well-to
do colonists, unless in fact the man were a clergyman. These 
sentiments lingered among graziers in New South Wales till 
recently, and quite lately made enthusiasm for classical studies 
still an uphill battle in institutions like The King's School at 
Parramatta. ~ 

. The social tone already set in Macquarie's time was still in 
ev1dence fifty years later. The alert mind of Charles Badham 
grappled with this problem of colonial values after fifteen years 
in New South Wales in his University Review article of 1882. 

This country now presents what, to European eyes, are stra.ngc 
phenomena-

l. An enormous amount of wealth in the hands of men utterly 
illiterate; 

2. The learned professions, including the Church, with very little 
learning to divide amongst them· 

3. The mercantile classes, of all grades, very much below the 
standard of their congeners in Western Europe in literary and 
intellectual tastes. 

Such a condition of society is not one in which any thinking person 
would be disposed to acquiesce.!~ 

Let us lo'ok at tile first attempts not to acquiesce. 

IV 
Many will be surprised that no attempt was made to set up 

an academic institution to prepare sons of officers for the English 
universities. The low level of many schools in the late eighteenth 
century and the prevalent use of private tutors by the gentle
manly classes in England at the time is explanation enough. So 
W. C. Wentworth was despatched td Pembroke College, Cam
bridge, in the years after Waterloo with such private teaching 
as could be secured him in the colony. In his vacations he stayed 
with his cousin, Lord Fitzwilliam, and Lord Bathurst, Secretary 
of State for War and the Colonies, had more than one conversa
tion with young Mr Wentworth in those vacations. On 3 October 
1823, Bathurst wrote to Governor Brisbane, 

The nature and character of the schools to be instituted must neces· 
sarily be regulated by the natnre of the population for which they are 
intended-But the extent of the School Reserves must be calculated, 
not merely with reference to the institution of Primary Schools of a 
simple nature, but of schools of a higher order and ultimately of an 
establishment of the nature of a Uuiversity.l7 

It is likely not only that Commissioner Bigge's former 
secretary, Thomas Hobbes Scott, was concerned here, but also, 
as my friend, Michael Persse, believes, that young Wentworth 
was involved with devising this pro·posal. But we must remember 
an instruction of the Virginia Council to Governor Yeardley 
dated 18 November 1618, 

whereas by special ~ant and licence from His Majesty, a general 
contr~but10n over tlus realm hath been made for the building and 
plantmg of a college for the bnngmg up of the children of those 
infidels in true religion; we do therefore order a. convenient place to 
be set out for the planting of a University in the said Henrico in time 
to come, and that in the meantime preparation be there made for 
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building the said Colleg~ten thousand acres to be allotted and set out 
for endowing the said University and College.lS 

Perhaps recorded traditions . of an . earlier polic~ in_ North 
America were at work here mfiuencmg the plannmg m New 
South Wales. 

·whatever the source of tile policy, Scott offered a compre
hensive plan for implementing it in a despatch of 30 March 1824 
after he took up duty in the colony as Archdeacon.10 The scheme 
was not limited to those who could pay fees, and Archdeacon 
Johnstone col:nments 'According to Scott's calculations this 
scheme would provide a classical education for one bo~ out of 
every ten poor families ." .. Two things stand out conspicuously 
to Scott's credit-his desire for the high~r ed~1cation of. t~e 
colonists and his provision for such education bemg put w1thm 
the reach of the poorest in the land. '20 

The dissolution of Scott's Church and School Corporation in 
February 1833 was not merely fatal to an Australian Anglican 
Establishment; it also delayed for fifty years the prospect of a 
free classical training for the sons of poor settlers. A great 
instrument for the mental cultivation of this nation was tllus 
blighted and frustrated. 

v 
The early 1830s produced a ripe harvest of talent for the 

Church in Australasia from St John's College in Cambridge. 
Selwyn, the first Bishop of New Zealand, cam~ out as a young 
man after being the hero of Eton and a leadmg figure up at 
Cambridge. His college friend, William Tyrrell, founded the 
See of Newcastle in 1848, and John Edward Bromby was 
appointed by Bishop Perry as first headmaster of Melbourne 
Grammar in 1858. In his final report before retiring in 1874 
Bromby faced the vital problem of a classical education-its 
failure to compete with the out-of-door interests of Australian 
boys. 

One enemy against continuous application with which we hM·e to 
contend is the great fondness which Colonial boys have for out-of·door 
exercise, and although I am quite re-.1dy to admit th~t the one may 
be made auxiliary to the other, yet the task of retammg the latter 
within due bounds is not nlways an e.1.sy one. If, however, too much 
time is occasionally given to these vigorous athletic efforts, it is a 
mistake on the right side. It is far better to be energetically engaged 
in any employment of time, and to have physical stamina consolidated, 
than to be spending even leisure hours in idleness and frivolity.21 

A year after Bromby wrote this a small boy of eleven, 
youngest son of the late President of the Legislative Council, 
was sent from Sydney to a private boarding school at Mittagong. 
A cross between Laleham and Rugby, it exhibited the worst 
aspects of both. Gilbert Murray stayed at that school for barely 
two years, and it was run by an Oxford man called Southey
a relative of the former Poet I,aureate----who had been sent down 
from Magdalen for persistent gambling. Murray describes him 
as 'quite good with boys and not a bad teacher', and 'a kindly 
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man and a good scholar'. No doubt then Southey ranked with 
the best of the Oxford and Cambridge failures involved with 
New South Wales secondary education-but his school was 
dominated by the bush and its values. 'Many of the boys had 
horses of their own. There were cattle and a stock yard. Some
times for a bet a stockman or a big boy would offer to ride a 
bullock for so many minutes. It was an e..'{citing and dangerous 
business.'22 Murray's final judgment is interesting. 

The teaching was not bad; mostly the good old traditional subjects, 
Classics and Mathematics; but some reformer had introduced history 
and geography which we hated (I suppose no one knew how to teach 
them). There was French also, which we did not mind so long as we 
were not made to pronounce it in the absurd French way. No, after 
the move to Mittagong, in spite of some bullying and disorder, it was 
not such a bad school-I began Greek there, and my first word wa• 
J.LOiJaa:, a Muse (of course they pronounced it as if it were a term of 
praise for a cat) . I simply loved cricket and used to htwe vivid dreams 
of cricket in heaven and the different styles of bowling used by tho 
various sublime persons. I enjoyed our free Saturdays in the bush, 
generally with a loaf of bread and a tin of sardines between two, with 
a bathe under the waterfall, a fearful exploration of the long shafts of 
a deserted coal mine near Mittagong and the occasional discovery of 
wild h0ney.2a ' 

In this atmosphere, then, the Rev. Robert Forrest had 
opened The King's School in 1832 and Dr Bromby had opened 
Melbourne Grammar in 1858. Though the social structure was 
now devoid of convicts and the surviving emancipists were ageing 
fast, the values of society still were lineally descended from those 
in vogue when Halloran opened the first Classical school in 
Sydney in 1820. The dream of free Classical schooling for the 
poor and talented was not to be accomplished by the .Anglican 
establishment of Scott and Broughton; it was left to the reforms 
of Parkes and Reid and the opening of the Sydney Public High 
School. The address which the Principal and Professor of 
Classics, the internationally renowned Platonist, Charles 
Badham, delivered to the school on 8 October 1883 is not with
out interest in showing a view of education deeply indebted to 
Republic II-IV. 

You m·e entering upon a course, which, if maintained with perse· 
vemnce after a few years will enable you to say you belong to the 
mnk of educated men and women. I call this higher education a 
rank .. . The time is coming, and indeed perhaps you may live to 
glory in its being come, when the only thing which ennobles a man in 
the estimation of his fellows is a cultured mind.24 

But in New South Wales this message was being preached sixty 
years too late to change the society. 

VI 
The coming of universities in Sydney and Melbourne never

theless gave the prospect of assured entrenchment of the culti
vated tradition. W oolley-the first Principal and Professor of 
Classics-had been exercised to make the University a teaching 
body set in Sydney like Oxford or Cambridge, and not, as was 
happening in Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, an examining body 
like the University of London involved in directing the syllabus 
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schemes of scattered colleges subject to its examinations. 
Badham, once arrived in Sydney, busied himself with the prob
lem of grass roots culture as well. Gilbert Murray in his 
1lutobiographical Fragment stresses how much the few cultured 
settlers like his father valued their books and how few other 
men they met in the scattered settlements of the colony who 
were able to discuss their interests. It is in this context that we 
should read Badham's 1867 circular letter to the provincial 
press which was written only ten years after Sir Terence Murray 
wrote of such deprivations in his diary. 

Sir-I believe that there are mn.uy persons in the Colony who, while 
they work hard for their bread, desire to bestow their scanty leisure 
upon the acquisition of knowledge. Not a few of these would gladly 
master the French or the Latin language if they had anyone to guide 
them and to help them over their difficulties, but either the want of 
means or the remoteness of their dwellings deprives them of any sucl1 
assistance, and so paralyses theh efforts. 

To all such, I desire to offer myself as a private tutor, and this is 
the scheme by which I hope to render myself useful to them. Let us 
agree upon two e.."'tercise books, one for French and the other for Latin, 
let each student translate as much as he can, and at the end of each 
quarter let him send me in his work by post, appending to it any 
question which may have perplexed him. I will then look it over and 
return it to him with corrections and observations . ... In furtherance 
of my plan, I hope about twice or thrice in the year to hold a kind of 
grammatical assize in one or other of the provincial centres. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours, Charles Badham.. 

As Thomas Butler noticed 'this proposal was warmly welcomed 
and commended by the press; but except in the case of some few 
zealous students the enthusiasm soon fiagged' .25 

In Melbourne, Strong, the second professor, found a com
munity anxious to add cultivation and style to the gold rush 
prosperity of Victoria. There is the charming story of his 
chance conversation with the Lord Mayor's schoolboy son in a 
horse-drawn omnibus. The boy had remarked that his father 
wished to find a suitable city motto to propose to the Council. 
Noticing a copy of .Aeneid IV in the boy's hand, Strong asked 
the boy to look at line 175 vinsque acquirit eundo and suggest 
this to his father. Hence the present motto' of the city-Vires 
a.cqttirit eundo . .After H . .A. Strong returned home to a provin
cial Chair in 1887, his successor was Thomas George Tucker, 
originally Fellow of StJohn's College, Cambridge, and professor 
in the University of New Zealand at the time of his election. 
Tucker was among the foremost textual scholars of .Aeschylus 
and produced valuable editions of some of the tragedies. He is 
also justly respected for a fine edition of .Aristophanes' Frogs. 
A man of letters who had hesitated whether to seek the Chair 
o£ Classics or the Chair of English, Tucker also exercised a large 
influence over original writers in Victoria during his tenure of 
the Melbourne Chair. Olympian to his men students-'Y oung 
man, it is on the notice board'-he showed a remarkable whimsi
cal charm to the young ladies for whom he would make witty 
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Greek versions of the advertisements on the Melbourne cable 
trams. Among his colleagues were some remarkable men. 
Alexander _Leeper, a Trinity_ College, Dublin, man, came first 
as a Classical master and librarian for Melbourne Grammar 
School. Later, when Bishop Perry's successor, Moorhouse, con
summated the plan for an affiliated men's college at Melbo~~ne 
University, Leeper served as the founding Warde!~ of ~rimty 
till 1919, an~ lived on till the age of ninety to. contribute Impo~·
tant suggestiOns for the 1939 revision of Liddell and Scotts 
Greek Lexicon. 

In Sydney the opening of the first public high school 
through the efforts of Parkes and Reid in 1882 was to p_ut t~e 
original colony twenty years ahead of its rich sout~ern rival I? 
government provision for free secondary educatiOn. In th_Is 
movement Badham played a significant part. From the ~t, m 
his 1867 Commemoration address Badham was consciOus of 
upholding the place of classics in 'the cultural life of the new 
country. 

You will not expect me before such an assembly as this-:-before the 
assembly of a learned body-to defend the cause of Classtcal Studies. 
They are much more easily defended in practice, if tau~ht a_nght, than 
they can be defended in words if taught amiss; for tt. ts qmht~ poss;~l~ 
so to teach Latin and Greek as to justify all the . bttter t mgs . a 
have been said against them. If they are taught m a proper spmt, 
then I say that no one who looks upon the util:itY _which they .confer 
can for a moment gainsay the propriety of m:untalllillg them m this 
place.26 

Moreover, by 1869, he had realized the int~nsity and impact 
of those local anti-intellectual and anti-classical forces whose 
bases, motives and growth we have studied already. 

I would fain spend a few moments in prOtesting against this blind 
prejudice towards the noblest language that. e_ver was bestowed upon 
mankind. All that constitutes our modem mvthsat10n, the mo~els of 
all thnt is excellent in art and in invention, the models of ep>c anu 
lyrical poetry, of tragedy and comedy, of history, phil?sophtcal . and 
descriptive, of eloquence and philosophy, are to be found m the wnters 
of that language.27 

Again the possibility of bad teaching with such boys as 
Gilbert M~rray knew at Southey's--open-air-lov~ng lads who 
disliked books and were often left under bad P~~ate tutors
inspires Badham's criticism of ~he poor supervisiOn of many 
schoolboys in New South Wales m the same address. 

I feel that we must fight the battle of the genuine schoolmaster against 
the parent who has been misled. I was going t~ advert for instance~ 
to one very evil practice which I hnve often _notiCed here-that many 
boys are sent to school at about fifteen or sn:teen years of a11e, who 
could boast that this was their first appearance o.t any place of mstru?· 
tion 1 Sometimes this does not proceed from parental neglect, but ~t 
arises simply because some private tutor has been trusted who IS 

utterly unworthy of the name.2B 

Once more in 1870 he turns a little wearily to the theme of 
parental hostility to the classical languages. 
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Once more, then, let me appeal to the common sense and candour of 
parents; once more let me invite them to reconsider the grounds of 
their dislike to classical studies. Can they deny that the knowledge of 
one's own tongue is very much promoted by the knowledge of the 
languages from which it is derived '29 

Even in the nineteenth century when all scholars shared this 
doctrine, its public appeal was limited. Today when many 
experts in linguistics will deny such assertio_n~, the same problem 
remains more urgent than ever for the classicist. 

Finally in his seventieth birthday address he offers a last 
defence of his embattled subject. 

I tlrink you would expect me to say a few words about the Greek 
language ... I have defended this language against the ignorant and 
prejudiced, because I thought it was for the good of all that we should 
hnve a fair opportunity of learning it\ and I shall still fight for it as 
one of the great outposts of general earning. The enemies of Greek 
are not the enemies of Greek only, but the enemies of literary culture 
. . . If the young man does not devote study to the great works of 
great men, and become a student of literary culture, I !mow of nothing 
which will give him either gentleness of manners, or propriety of 
sentiment, or strength of soul.BO 

VII 
The demands of university entrance kept Latin and Greek 

alive in the Australian States as school and university subjects 
between 1860 and 1940. 

The climax of the infiuence of classical culture in Australia 
occurred in the years between the first Federal Convention of 
1888 and the end of the Great War in 1918. During this era, 
especially in New South Wales and Victoria, but also in other 
colonies, men with classical training dominated public life. 
Perhaps I may again quote what I wrote in a Brazilian journal 
in 1962: 

Events of the coming decade will determine whether Latin (and Greek) 
will lle able to retain their place in the school system and recapture 
the considerable influence over public taste and values which the classi· 
cal authors and their style exercised in Australia towards the close of 
the nineteenth century and the opening years of the twentieth. In 
those days Prime Ministers like Barton and Deakin were highly a<~com· 
plished and enthusiastic scholars, while Chief Justices like Barry and 
Higgius in Victoria were respected as original and scholarly critics and 
the Commonwealth Chief Judge in Arbitration (Higinbotham) was an 
accomplished Platonist, as were several eminent clergy. Modem Austra.· 
linn sentiment still distrusts an elite based on high education, but it 
seems likely soon to accept one based on technological eminence or 
~cientific research. To maintain the cause of the manners, language 
and wisdom of the Ancients in this crisis the scholars of Australia will 
need to use new mass·media like television well and wisely, and to 
make a searching revision of accepted aims and methods of teaching 
and research at all Ievels.Sl 

I fear that in these eight years the battle has been lost, and 
that 1972 will see the traditional cultures and literatures of Asia 
replacing those of Europe in the schoolrooms and lecture theatres 
of this land. The reason is simply that the classics never really 
seemed useful to the Australian outlook, whilst fear or love of 
one's neighbour will give Asian studies a firmer status. 
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Aeronautical Reciprocity and the Anglo-American 
Island Race, 1936-1937 

FRANCIS X. HOLBROOK 

The American colonization of the Equatorial Islands of 
Howland, Baker and Jarvis during 1935, coincidental with Pan 
American Airways' approach to New Zealand for landing rights 
at Auckland, convinced the British government and the govern
ments of Australia and New Zealand that the United States was 
trying to monopolize the trans-Pacific air routes. British efforts 
to assure themselves of a share of these air routes resulted in 
what was called an Anglo-American island race. This race was 
a strange one because, during most of the period 1936-1937, only 
one of the 'rivals' knew that it was in a race since the American 
State Department believed that it was involved in a diplomatic 
struggle for the ownership of the Equatorial Islands alone. For 
England, the 'race' meant the possession of Pacific islands which 
could be used as both stepping-stones and as bargaining counters 
with the United States. 

The British government at the beginning of 1935, through 
its 'chosen instrument' Imperial Airways, had been negotiating 
with its Commonwealth members to set up the Empire Air Mail 
Scheme which planned to link the Empire by carrying all first
class mail as air mail. Although Imperial Airways desired 
some day to establish an all-British world air route, as of 1935 
no plans had been made for the trans-Pacific route. The situa
tion in late 1935 with Pan American established on the mid
Pacific route and preparing a route to New Zealand, caused the 
British to plan for the final link which would give them the world 
route. Unfortunately for the British, they had failed to develop 
flying boats of comparable range to those that Pan American 
was using or developing. Even the equipment they did have was 
stretched thin due to the extent of their routes.1 To establish a 
trans-Pacific route, the British would need a number of island 
bases and the right to use Hawaii (and possibly San Francisco) 
as a stepping-stone to Canada. The right of entry into Hawaii 
was the key to the British route and, since the United States 
would not grant such a right freely, the British sought to obtain 
it as a reciprocal right. In return for Hawaii, the British could 
offer the United States two things: entry rights for P an 
American into New Zealand and the use of islands as air stations 
on a route to Australasia. Islands therefore were needed not 
only to reach Hawaii but also to keep them out of American 
hands so that they could be used for bargaining. Could England, 
by using these bargaining counters, force the United States to 
negotiate? 

Harold Gatty, Pan An1erican's agent in New Zealand, sub
mitted a proposal to that government in September 1935 calling 
for a weekly air mail service from San Francisco to Auckland, 
Yia Honolulu, Kingman Reef and Pago Pago.2 In connection with 
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As to the question of 2d, Ovid's percentage in this poem is again higher 
than the average of his complete works--5,9% as opposed to 2,5 %. The former 
figure, however, is based on only two examples in this poem 1, so we should 
not place too much emphasis on it. What is important is that the line which 
begins the sequence of 3 w caesurae (35) has 2 d, as if to emphasise the signifi
cance of these lines 2 • 

Birkbeck College 
LOndon 

1 Lines 35 and 53· 

GEORGE McLENNAN 

1 Such metrical virtuosity is in keeping with Ovid's character. Horace, on the other 
hand, in his hexameter poem to Tibullus (Epist. I, 4) makes no attempt to reproduce the 
latter's metrical style. 

PETRONIUS 44 

A: 44,3-5 

aediles male eueniat, qui cum pistoribus colludunt 'serua me, seruabo te', ita
que populus minut~ts laborat; nam isti maiores maxillae semper Saturnalia agut~t. 
o si haberemus illos leones, quos ego hie inueni, C14m primum ex Asia ueni. illud 
erat uiuere. similia sicilia it~teriores et laruas sic istos percolopabant ut illis I up
piter iratus esset.- (Konrad MuLLER, Miinchen rg6r). 

In a recent article H. D. RANKIN has done much to elucidate this conten
tious passage 1• His distinction between isti and illi as marking the disapproved 
and approved groups respectively seems irrefutable. Again, scholars must agree 
that sic . .. ut . . . iratus esset is most naturally a consecutive clause. To me at 
least, his third conclusion that the honest aediles who used to repress these 
rapacious bakers are the subject of percolopabant seems inescapable, and his 
further suggestion that their zeal is punishing cheats became so intense as to 
provoke divine wrath against these upright officials seems reasonable. 

However, one must confess to a scruple about the discussion of laruas in 
RANKIN's footnote•, where his references do not uphold his conclusion 1that 
the word is pejorative. In Am ph. 777 the laruae are simply spirits of madness, 
while in Augustine, Civ. Dei g, II they are evil spirits, and in Apuleius, De Deo 
Socr. 15, 153 they are spirits harmful to the wicked but harmlessly frightening 
to the good. Admittedly in Cas. 592 and Mere. g8r Plautus uses larua as a term 
of abuse from one elderly man to another who deceived him. But the distinc
tive feature of these pistores is not their faithlessness in breaking promises, as 
in these two Plautine instances, but their rapacity. Further, given RANKIN's 
own emphasis on interlingual paronomasia in this te){t", there can be no more 
objection against contending that laruas here represents an original Greek 
term than there is against accepting that sicilia represents an original si xtt-r.«. 

1 Hermes g6, Ig68, 254-6. 1 op. cit. 255, n . 4· 
1 Saturnalian Wordplay & Apophoreta in Sat. 56, C!assica & Mediaevalia 22, zg62, 

pp. 133-42. 
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But in conjecturing a suitable word, we must meet two conditions - that the 
given word be a close homophone of laruas, and that it should provide a sense 
expressing metaphorical derogation of greed like maxillae above. Now in Aristo
phanes, Nub. 591, we find the word t-&po~. meaning some kind of ravenous sea 
bird, there used in a metaphor to suggest that Clean was a greedy adventurer1• 

This suggests the possibility that the form taros (for t.&pou~) underlies the reading 
larztas in the Trau MS. 

On the interpretation offered by WHITTICK fQr interiores 2 RANKIN comments 
with great discernment: »One must however take into account the origin of 
the metaphor in the morally neutral sphere of racing, where daring and cun
ning is required rather than socially orientated courage, and one is left with a 
grain of doubt about whether interiores refers to leones or laruas.« 8 Altogether, 
WHITTICK's evidence could give grounds for regarding interiores as brazen op
portunists as readily as for taking them for courageous officials. Again, if we 
take into account ThLL senses II B I and II B 2 a, we might suggest that the 
meaning 'more intimate'' or 'more secret' 5 might be applied to the present 
text also. On this interpretation one may suspect that the term applies neither 
to leones nor to laruas, and that it serves as substantive rather than adjective 
in the passage before us. Cicero confronting his corrupt consular colleague An
tonius• was not the only ancient magistrate to be obliged to cope with a venal 
partner. Wherever there is more than one aedile, there is the chance of a venal 
member in an otherwise honest college. In other words, incorruptible aediles 
like Safinius would have been obliged to deal with dishonest colleagues as well 
as rapacious bakers. I suggest that the interiores-the 'insiders' or 'conspira
tors'-were the former, the laros or 'cormorants' 7 the latter. 

One might now treat our contentious sentence thus : 
si milia, si chilia- interiores et laros sic istos percolopabant ut illis Iuppiter 
iratus esset: »Italian or Greek, no matter-they used so to belabour those conspi
rators and cormorants that the anger of Jupiter turned against them«. 

B: 44·9 
cum ageret porro in foro, sic illius uox crescebat tamquam tuba. nee sudauit 

umquam nee exspuit - puto enim nescioquid Asiadis habuisse. 
The first fascicle of the Oxford Latin Dictionary translates Asias as 'Asia, 

the East', and offers this passage alone in support. Of course this sense is per
fectly correct, the term being a Greek loan word so used in tragedy. But is it 
natural to explain the observed fact that a man does not sweat or spit by 'a 
touch of Asia'? It seems much more normal to attribute this phenomenon to 
some especial heat or dryness in his metabolism. Furthermore, at 44, 6----JJ we 
read piper, not~ homo. is quacunque ibat, terram adurebat. Now peppers are hot 
to eat, and something very hot indeed is necessary to scorch the ground. Fur
thermore, Safinius' conduct towards evil doers suggests that he had a hot temper 
as well. One is tempted to see this heat in terms of ardor in 0. L. D. sense 4-
'agitation, passion' as well as sense 3 b 'bodily fever' and 5 'eagerness'. If the 

1 ~· KAtw•cx ~ov A&pov 8wpwv tA6v-<e~ xcxt ><Aomj~. 
1 Classical Review, N . S. z, 1952, 12. 1 op. cit., 255, n. 4· 
• II. B. I e.g. Tac. h. x, 2, 3 adepti procurationes alii et interiorem potentiam. 
6 II. B. 2 a e.g. Cic. N. D. 3, 4, 2 qui intericwes scrutantem et reconditas litter as. 
1 Sal!. Cat. 26, 4 conlegam suum A ntonium pactione prouincia~ perpulerat ne contra rem 

publicam sentiret. 
7 B. B . RoGERs' term for Mpo<; in the Loeb version. 
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ardor of Safinius is being emphasised thus, perhaps we should conjecture 'nescio
quid ardentis' in the sense of ardens 0. L. D. 2 b '(of fevers etc .) ardent, burning' . 
In a minuscule MS this would probably appear in the form ardetis, and minus
culeS and Rare notoriously subject to confusion. Hence might arise our Asiadis. 

However, in Greek Asias is less common than A sis. If the scribe of the Trau 
MS had before him Asidis rather than the related Asiadis which he wrote, do 
we have a minuscule R-S confusion of an original aridi? Tlus underlying form 
would be taken in 0. L. D. sense r 'dry, devoid of moisture'. Its application 
to spitting can be justified from the 0. L. D. quotation from Scribonius Largus, 
where a lttssis arida is explained as 'not producing phlegm'. I therefore propose 
to interpret the passage in this sense. 

Furthermore, it is possible that the parallel passage from Catullus may help 
to remove doubts regarding the propriety of this conjecture, namely, Catullus 
23, I2-I7 : 

atqui corpora sicciora corm' 
aut si quid magis aridum est, habetis 
sole et frigore et esuritione? 
quae non tibi sit bene ac beate? 
te sudor abest, abest saliua 
mucusque et mala pituita nasi. 

On v. I2 BAEHRENS comments: >>'corpora sicca', suco carentia et pumicis instar 
arida ob duritatem hinc natam cum cornu comparantur«. At v. I3 he remarks: 
~synonyma 'aridus' et 'siccus' saepius iuncta«. Finally, in his note on v. r6 he 
quotes Varro legist. Catus fr. 27 R. as follows: eam sunt consecuti corporis sic
citatem, ut neque spuerent neque emungerentttr st4flatoue corpore essent. 1 

In view of these considerations I therefore propose the following conjectural 
emendation: 

puto enim nescioquid aridi habuisse: >>for I think he had a touch of ph ysio
logical dryness«. 

University of Newcastle, New South Wales R. G. TANNER 

1 E . BAEHRENS, Catullis Veronensis Liber, Leipzig x885, p. 164. 
I am indebted to my friend Mr. A. G. LEE of St. John's College Cambridge for dra

wing my attention to this reference. 

ZU MENANDER FR. 208,3 KORTE* 

Das Fragment ist durch das Photios-Lexikon ro8, 4 REITZ. iiberliefert. 
Zum codex Berolinensis gebe ich auch die Lesungen des codex Zavordensis 
(s. XIII/XIV) des Photios an: 
&vocyxocio•· o[ 7tpocrf)xov-re~ xcx-r.X y£vo~. M£vcxvllpo~ 0upwpij>· 

o~x, ~8~Acp6~, oUx &.~eAcp~ 7to:p:voxA,~~~L, ;ol&L8o:1 

oull EUlpa<XEV2 1"0 O"UVOAOV, .&ELOV ou/l <XKY)XOEV. 
EUTUX"Y)fL"' ll'E:cr-rtv 6:>-.(you~ -rou~3 &vcxyxcx(ou~ ~X.ELV. 

• Fur fordernde Kritik mochte ich Herrn Dr. V. ScHMlDT (Hamburg) auch an dieser 
Stelle herzlich danken. 

1 -rt-r~H8cx b sz ( = Supplementum Zavordense}: carr. WILAMOWITZ, SBAk. Berlin 
I907, IO (=I{!. Schr. IV, 537}· • ou81: l<wpcxxe b S•: carr. REITZ. 

a bALyocr-roOc; b sz: carr. REITZ. 
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Im Vers 3 hatte R. REITZENSTEIN das iiberlieferte Adjektiv 6:>-.,yocr-rou~ in 
of..( you~ -rou~ geandert und in den Text gesetzt (s. S. 498, Anm. 3). Seine Konjektur 
wurde jedoch einmal von A. KiiRTE in Frage gestellt und in den apparatus 
criticus verwiesen I, dann wieder von A. THIERFELDER befiirwortet 2. 

THIERFELDERS Einwand gegen die Dberlieferung freilich, daB Menander 
die Mitteldiarese im katalektischen trochiiischen Tetrameter iiberall einhalt 3, 

' ist nach den neuen Funden des Menander hinfallig geworden. Denn die Mittel
diarese wurde vom Dichter im Vers 484 der Samia vernachlassigt: 7t<XVTEAW~ 
oihw~ &7t;yvwxci.~ fLE -ruyx.&veL~;- E:yci.; 4 Trotzdem verdient die Konjektur 
von REITZENSTEIN aus folgenden zwei Griinden den Vorzug: r. A. NAUCK 
hatte in seiner Abhandlung >>Bemerkungen zu Kock Comicorum Atticorum 
Fragm« 5 ein anonymes Fragment a us Eustathios eruiert, das KiiRTE . und 
THIERFELDER iibersehen haben 6. Diese Stelle bringt in der Tat die Bestatigung 
der Konjektur von REITZENSTEIN: Eust. r894, 38 &vcxyxcxioL youv xoc! o[ 7tpocr
~xov-re~ xoc-r.X y£vo~. xcxt 7tpocp£poucrLv d~ -rou-ro x.p'ijmv ot 7tM<XLot 7 -roL-

' <XUTY)V" »EUTUX"Y)fL<X ll'ecr-rLV of..(you~ -rou~ &vocyxoc(ou~ ~X.ELV(C, 8 xcxt YVUlfLLXW~ 
dp"Y)'""''• tva lll)f..a<ll~ xcxt OALYY) ~ 7tept <XO-rwv et"Y) cppov-r(~. . 

2. Zu der Lesart des Eustathios tritt eine Stelle aus dem Georges des 
Menander bestatigend hinzu, wo der Dichter sich ein zweites Mal auffallend 
der gleichen Konstruktion bedient hat: exm + Objekt + Adjektiv als 

1 Pradikat: 
Georg. v. 79-82 

S;i: y.Xp ~ 7tf..ou-rei: v tcrw~ 
~ ~'ijv ll;r[ ou] fL~y&p-rup~~ -r~ o ]~ llucr-rux;:i:v , , 
7tOAAOU~ TL~ E~EL TOU~ opwv-roc~· EO"TL lle 
&ypo J~ d~ -ro -rmou-r' eux-rov ~ -r' ep"Y)fLL<X. 

Die beiden Stellen stimmen jetzt dem Sinne nach vortrefflich iiberein: 
of..( you~ -rou~ civocyxcx(ou~ ~XELV -fl.~ 7t0AAOU~ ( = of..(you~) ex.e<V -rou~ opwv-rcx~. 

Thessaloniki CHRISTOS THEODORIDIS 

1 Menandri reliquiae. pars II, Leipzig I959. im apparatus criticus z. St. t6A<yoa-rou~ b, 
o).lyou~ TOO~ coni. Reitz., sed nihil mutandum: 6).tyocr-r6c; legitur Plut. Anton. SI, I, 
Caes. 49, s. traditum est Soph. Ant. 625, ubi 6).lytcr-rov cum Bergkio scribi solet, varia 
lectio est Aristot. metaphys. 9, I (p. I053 a 9}. In Reitzensteini lectione offendit articulus, 
6).tyocr-roDc; &vo:yxcxlouc; significat 'paucissimos cognates'; cf. 7tollocr-r6c; (fr. 280} •· 

' In den Addenda a. a. 0. S. 293 tin lectione a Reitzensteinio proposita articulum 
offensioni esse verum non est, nam haec est sententia: 'eos necessaries, quos qui vis homo 
habet, ita habere, ut pauci sint', praedicativo adjectivi usu ut Thucyd. 6, 72, 5 -roue; -re 
crt"p<Xt"Tjyouc; .. . 6).lyouc; . .. xp1jvcxt i:Aicritat, cf. K w. KRUEGER, Griech. Sprachl. I § 57 
Anm. 3· In traditis maxime ofiendit diaeresis neglecta, quam Menander ubique observavit 
in tetrametris aut terminata voce aut elisa t. 

1 S. Anm. 2 und ausfilhrlicher bei E. W. HANDLEY, The Dyscolos of Menander, London 
I965, 6o mit Anm. I. 

• Vgl. C. AusTIN, Menandri Aspis et Samia II, Subsidia interpretationis, Berlin I970, 
83 zum Vers 484 tmediam caesuram (v. Handley Dysc. p. 6o} consulto neglexit poeta . . . 
cave igitur ne versum sanissimum injuria temptest. 

' Melanges Gn!co-Romains, 6, I892, 174, fr. I3. 
• Auf die Eustathios-Stelle verwiesen seitber nur J. DEMIANCZUK (Supplemetum Comi

cum, Krakau I9I2, 260) und H. ERBSE in den 'Untersuchungen zu den Attizistischen 
Lexika', Berlin I950, IOS (in den Test. zu Ael. Dian . fr. a u5) . Leider vermi13t man in 
ihrem Appar. crit. die Lesart des Eustatbios, der hier als unabhiingiger Textzeuge ange
filhrt werden sollte. 

7 Mit 7t<XA<XLO( ist nach H. ERBSE Aelios Dionysios (fr. a II5}, nach A. NAUCK 'vielleicht 
Aristoph. Byz.' gemeint. 
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Incidentally, the comparison of a coward deserter with hare is proverbial. 
But Mania might well have been compared to a running doe as well. By choos
ing to liken her to a hare the soldier might have intended an additional hint 
at the sexual appetite of a hetaira, in view of the courtesans names Aexylcrx'Y) 
(Anaxandrides Corn. fr. 9, 4 EDMONDS); Aexylcrxex (friend of !socrates: A then. 
13, 586 E ; 592 D ; E); Aexylc; (Lysias' friend: A then. 592 C) 1. 

(4) Now, since: (a) 239 ~CXCJ01tO~ex is metrically incorrect; (b) 240 emxpoUCJQ(.~ 
(meaning 'to jeer at') cannot be paralleled as constructed with de; ; (c) 239 
&v~cr-rex[.LeV'Y)<; de; cannot imply 'rapidly', a sense required by the comparison of 
Mania with hare (cf. 242 -roc:x.~cr-rex 6'Y)plov -rpe:x,eLV); (d) a verb of speaking (~cp'Y), 
elm:v, <p'Y)crl) is missing in 240 or 241: Gow assumed a one-line lacuna in 239, 
caused by the similarity between de; and we;, tentatively suggesting such a 
text (p. 105): 

&.v~cr't'exfLeV'Y)<; n: 1tOAAOCX~<; de; (:x,pdexv 't'L\IOC 
x&~w 6eoocr'YJ<;, &.ve~6'YJcr', we;) ~exm'mo~ex 
exuTI]v E1t. ~OUA., x. 't'. A. 

Gow's radical solution is not likely, the added line being weak in sense: 
(a) &.v~cr't'exfLeV'Y)<; alone can yield the required sense: >>rise to go; get up and go 
out; retire; withdraw<<, so that the supplement de; :x,pdexv -r~v<X x&~w 6eoocr'Y)<; 
sounds like an unnecessary repetition. (b) A simple verb of speaking is omitted 
(and easily understood) also in Machan r5r: 

x~6' o L-rpex-r6v~xoc;· Ilpoc; 6e&v, fL-Yi-rep, cpp&.crov 

and in 49 as well. Thus &.ve~6'Y)cr' is not necessary either. (c) Finally, as for 
6e:oOCJ'Y)<; (added to balance with 242 -rpe:x.e~v), it can be said that the idea of 
'swiftness' for Mania's frequent withdrawal need not be expressly stated: 239 
noAA.&.x~c; alone could evoke in the soldier's mind the idea of -roc:x.~cr-rex -rpe:x.e:~v 
(so BARIGAZZI). Moreover, for a host who had hired the highly entertaining 
Mania, 8crov ~'t"Y)CJE ~ooc; , in order to enjoy her company during the party, it 
is only natural to be sensitive about her frequent withdrawal during that party; 
hence perhaps the slight exaggeration -roc:x,tcr-rex • . . -rpe:x,ew. 

(5) I think the solution to the crux is much simpler. Read : 
&fLex. 

Tijc; Mexvlexc; (fLev) 2 &p~cr-rex 1tex~~OOCJ'Y)~ crcp63pex, 
&.v~CJ't'exfLeV'Y)<; ~e 1tOAAOCX~<;, W<; (~-Yj) ~CXCJ01to~ex 
exuTI]v emxpoucrex~ ~oUA6fLE:'VO<;' Ilpo<; 't'W'V 6e:&v ... 

(a) fLE:v was dropped after fLexV- (fLE:v ... ~E: occurs nine times in the preserved 
477 iambic lines: 4; 24; 33; 51; 130; 196; 274; 361; 367). (b) ~e for the trans
mitted -re was suggested already by KAIBEL, and accepted by Gow and BARI
GAZZI. (c) we; for de; A stands already in the Epitome of Athenaeus (II, p. liZ 

PEPPINK * &.v~CJ't'exfLeV'Y)<; 1t0AAOCXL<; xext 1tex~~OOCJ'Y)<; we; ~exCJ01to~' emxpoucrexL ~ou
A.6fLE:\IO<;). (d) Finally, ~1) was dropped before ~ex- . A ~1) is omitted also in 
Machon 247 (added by CASAUBON) and in 425 as well (supplied by ScHWEIG
HAEUSER). For ~1) ~excro1to~ex making the third iambic meter cf. Alcaeus Corn. 
fr. 17 Koplexwov tvex -rl A.e1t-r6v; ''I vex -roue; ~exCJ07to~ex<; ... 

(6) In a recent article in Hermes (98, 1970, 145-49) H. AKBAR KHAN sug
gested the following reading of the line (p. 148): 

&.vLcr't'exfLeV'Y)<; 't'E: 1tOAAOCXL<; de; ~cxcru(v) 1t6~ex ... 
1 Cf. Gow 105, but this need not mean that the soldier &was perhaps thinking of a new 

nickname.« 2 <8'> BARIGAZZI. 
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~ania rises from ~er seat several ~imes in order to dance. While dancing she makes 
display of her hazry legs. Accordmgly the soldier's taunt aimed at Mania would 
?e ~ased upon >>t?e paronom~stic interpretation of acxcrU7tOU~ in the purely ad
Jectival sense of hairy-legged<< (p. 147). This interpretation cannot stand criti
cism for the following reasons. (a) The change of the transmitted acxcru7toacx 
into acxcru(v) 1toacx is refuted by 242 8'YJp[ov. (b) The comedist Machon uses 
the language .of the Comedy, where ocxcru1tou~ meaning simply 'hare' is common 
enough (Cratu.ms fr. 400; Alcaeus Com. fr. 17; Antiphanes fr. 133). In Aristotle 
too ?cxcrU7tOU~ IS _often, used f~r Acxyw~ (e;g., i~ Hist. anim. r I, p. 5II a 31 o!ov 
ocxcru:'ou~ xcx~ fLU~ xcx~ vux-rep~~). (c) 1tcx~~e~v IS not the usual word for dancing 
(Lucian, referred to by the author, pp. 146f., has several times &v[cr-rcxcr8cx~ xcxl. 
opx.ei:cr8cx~). The witty hetaira Mania (cf. 198) was not hired to dance but to 
entertain; thus the most likely meaning of 7tcx~~oucr'YJ~ here is that Mania was 
mo~t successfully jesting, displaying her witticism. (d) The author follows the 
Epztome (quoted above, 5, c)~ taking 239 &v~cr-.cx~ev'YJ~ -re with 238 7tcx~~oucr'YJ~: 
>:From t~e ab.ove .. the connex10~ between 7tcx~~OUO"YJ~ meaning 'to dance' and 
cxv~cr-rcxf.LeV'YJ~, to nse from a seat , should be quite clear<< (p. 147). So did MEI
NEKE too. ~ut 'the logical order' of the Epitome is no more than a desperate 
attempt by Its author to make a sense out of a corrupt text, since he did not use 
any different text from the one we possess (this is either A or a codex closely 
resembling A: cf. Gow 27). (e) Finally, the author concludes from 244 that what 
fo~ows takes place ?~ another visit of Mania to the soldier: line 244 >>clearly 
po?I~s to a seco~d VISit of Mania to the deserter's abode« (pp. r48f.; 146). But 
~his IS ?o~ at all likely. -r:he most natural meaning of the clause w~ do-YjA.8e 7t&A~v 
·IJ, ~cxv~cx Is: >>when Mama ~a.s returned to the room (joining the party)«. When 
~~crepx.of.Lcx~ means >>pay a VISit to somebody<< it is accompanied by 7tp6~: so also 
m Mach on 71 -r:P~~ cxu-rov d~eA.86v-ro~; 442 do-YjA.8ev ... 7tpo~ -rov ~cxmAlcx. 
Consequently, this mterpretat10n and reading must be dismissed. 

University of Illinois MIROSLAv MARCOviCH 

CATULLUS LVI 

. The mo~t valuable exegesis of this poem is that offered by A. E. HousMAN 
m. Hermes m 1931. He correctly points out that bad boys are not chastised 
With weapons, and that protelo refers to bubus ex ordine iunctis, 1. Further he 
concurs with KROLL's opinion that the term pupulum in this context m~ans 
puerum delicatum. This _P~int KROLL establishes from Seneca, Epp. 12, 3, and 
concludes >>solche pupulz hielt man damals als deliciae<<2• Thus in his recent com
mentary K. F . QuiNN very properly refers his readers to HoUSMAN and KROLL 
for an explanation of verse 7 3. 

However: there are difficulties in accepting HousMAN's view of the situation . 
If Catullus m fact caught Lesbia's delicatus practising solitary mastztrbatio, 
then.the boy woul~ have needed to change his posture voluntarily in order to 
provide Catullus With th~t opportu":itate data which HousMAN envisages. But, 
even so, there seems nothmg m the Situation which could be described as ridicula 

1 A. E . HouSMAN , Praefanda, Hermes 66, 1931, p . 4o2 . 
2 W. KROLL, Catull, Leipzig 1929, p . roo. 
3 K. F. QUINN, Catullus: The Poems, London 1970, p. 255 . 
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or iocosa: such events were a matter of course in ancient society. The second prob
lem is the use of trztsantem, which remains a hapax legomenon. Admittedly, the 
word may derive from trudere, a term Martial uses to describe such manipula
tions as HousMAN envisages 1 . Further, BAEHRENS regards the reading trusitare 
in Phaedrus 2, 7, 8 as an improbable conjecture, and the expression mola tru
satilis as the only extant Latin parallel 2 . This term is used byCato for a 'handmill'3 • 

Let us admit that the reading trusantem offers us an unexplained term. It 
will be well to regard it as a kind of algebraic unknown. Then we may conclude 
that Catullus either found the pupulumpuellae doing X, or caught the pupulum 
doing X to the puellae. Our choice of explanation must depend on whether, as 
HousMAN believes, two persons only are here concerned, or whether, as other 
editors believe, three persons are involved. Now there are two keys to this prob
lem-natural probability and the usage of protelo. First, the boy is more likely 
to have been overtaken by a surprise sexual assault if he were already preoc
cupied in some sexual activity of his own with a third person. Secondly, Hous
MAN is perverse in refusing to treat protelo in the terms of Cato's usage in the 
fifth book of his Origines 4--protelo trini boues unum aratrum ducent-for surely 
the word may refer to a 'set of three' here in Catullus also. So, pace HousMAN, 
we are free to believe that we have here a >>rem ueneriam patrantium series non 
duplex, sed tamen triplex<< 5. On this interpretation, a set of three persons are 
involved in the scene. In like cases mentioned by both Suetonius 6 and Auso
nius7, three males are involved; but here we have an unidentified female, the 
boy, and the poet. Presumably, while the boy was giving all his attention to 
the female he was covering, he suddenly became aware of Catullus astride of 
him, thus creating the protelum or series triplex. 

The age and character of the puellae next demand attention. We find BAEH
RENS sneering at the suggestion that this matter could have seemed a joke if 
the puella had actually been Lesbia 8 . Yet if we assume that her partner was no 
rival lover, but simply a mere immature capillatus, then it would not have 
been difficult for Catullus to find humour in discovering Lesbia in such a posture. 
However, this view does not merely explain rem ridiculam et iocosam. It also 
suggests that trusantem is a participle governing the dative case-hence puellae 
in the text. Finally, the context of situation here in verse 6 implies that the 
word in this case means >>practising erectile insertion without intromission<<. 

The scene we depict here is no unique perversion. Suitable elucidation of 
the situation we envisage can be drawn from Quartilla's behaviour in Petro
nius. >>M ox manum etiam demisit in sinum et pertractato uasculo tam rudi- haec, 
inquit, belle eras in promulside libidinis nostrae militabit<< 9 • Clearly she contem
plates a preliminary insertion by the immature boy Gito as a preparatory ex
citement before her next intercourse with the adult Encolpius. Why could not 
Lesbia have been following the same principle by employing her young deli
catus in similar preparation for Catullus' anticipated arrival? If so, then Catul
lus might spontaneously have devised this playful punishment designed at 
once to chasten the bold capillatus and to cheat Lesbia of her pleasure. 

Such behaviour as is exhibited in this reconstruction is not without parallels 
from the first century A.D. First, an instance of a married woman who required 
an adult male slave to pleasure her with fatal consequences to himself at the 

1 Martial II, 46, 3· 2 E. BAEHRENS, Catulli Veronensis Liber, Leipzig r885, p. 280. 
s R. R. ro, 4 and II , 4· • apud Nonium 363, ro. • HouSMAN, op. cit. , loc. cit. 
6 Suet. Tib. 43, I. 7 Ausonius, Epigrammata 69 {II9). 
sop. cit., loc. cit. 9 Satyricon 24, 7· 
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hands of her husband is related in Petronius' story of Glyco's wife and her 
dispensator 1 • Secondly, there is abundant evidence from Martial about the ap
propriate norms of conduct for adolescent boys. Until their beard was cut, 
boys were expected to be passive to men, not to seduce women 2 • Once he was 
shaven, however, a boy was expected to be active with either girls or younger 
lads, and his persistence in passivity would be considered a perversion 3 . If cus
toms were already the same a century earlier, then Catullus was using a practi
cal joke to teach the slave 'paramour' an object lesson regarding the role 
proper to his present youthfulness, whilst Lesbia was also being taught that 
two can play at 'preparation' . 

Perhaps the best illustration of this whole situation is the story in the ninth 
book of the Metamorphoses of Apuleius, where the baker discovers his wife's 
adulterer, a handsome youth from the palaestra. The text is worth quoting, 
with appropriate italics. >>Nihil triste de me, fiJi, metuas .. . ac ne iuris quidem 
seueritate lege de adulteriis ad discrimen uocabo capitis tam uenustum tamque 
pulchellum puellum, sed plane cum uxore mea partiario tractabo, ut sine ulla con
trouersia uel dissensione tribus nobis in uno conueniat lectulo . . . << Talis sermonis 
blanditie cauillatum deducebat ad torum nolentem puerum, sequentem tamen, et 
pudicissima illa uxore altrorsus disclusa, solus ipse cum puero cubans gratissima 
corruptarum nuptiarum uindicta perfruebatur. Sed cum primum rota solis lucida 
diem peperit ... quam altissime sublato puero, jerula nates eius obuerberans, 
>>Tu autem,<< inquit, >>tam mollis ac tener et admodum puer, defraudatis amatoribus 
aetatis tuae flare, mulieres appetis, atque eas liberas et connubia lege sociata cor
rumpis et intempestiuum tibi nomen adulteri uindicas?<<- g, 27-8. 

So by creating a triple series Catullus has acted wittily to avenge on this 
youthful adulterer caught in the act the wrong he has done to his cheated lov
ers. Though QuiNN is correct in stressing the pun implicit in the two senses 
of cecidi and in protelojpro tela, he seems misguided in calling 56 a 'poem built 
around a pun' 4 • Both Petronius' story of Glyco's dispensator and Apuleius' 
tale of baker's wife have the stamp of the Milesian tale tradition. A very popu
lar Latin collection of such stories had been published by the historian L. Cor
nelius Sisenna, who translated them from the Greek of Aristides. As Sisenna 
died in Crete in 67-6 B.C. whilst serving as a legate under Pompey, his works 
were published some years before Catullus began writing, and would have been 
familiar to the poet's readers. So it seems more probable that we have >>a poem 
built around a Milesian Tale<<. Familiarity with a tale about a triplex series 
could readily either have provoked Catullus to the action described in the poem 
or stimulated its invention. 

University of Newcastle, New South Wales R. G. TANNER 

Postscript. My attention has since been drawn to a parallel incident in the 
career of the Marquis de Sade which took place during the course of the Mar
seilles Affair of 1772. After placing Mariette Borelly on her back on the bed, 
the Marquis prevailed on his manservant Latour to have intercourse with him 
while he himself was enjoying sexual relations with Mariette 5• This situation 
seems exactly like the series triplex we have envisaged in interpreting Catullus 56. 

R.G. T. 
1 Satyricon 45, 7-8. 2 Martial 4, 7 and 1, 31. . 8 Martial 4, 7 and 3, 71. 
• QUINN, op. cit. p. 255· 
5 Gilbert LELY, The Marquis de Sade (tr. A. BROWNE), London 1961, pp. 118-g. 
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R. G. TANNER 

CICERO ON CONSCIENCE AND MORALITY 

The distinctive ethical values held personally by Cicero are particul
arly embodied in the three surviving books of the de Legibus and in the 
third book of the de Officiis. These studies are concerned with the 
source of authority in the first instance and with the problem of 
conscience in the second case. Moreover, as distinct from the other 
ethical studies like the Tusculans and de Finibus, they are didactic 
rather than exploratory in their method. The Offices indeed entirely 
eschews the mode of dialogue. Though the Laws retains this form, it 
copies the avowedly didactic use of such technique in the Platonic 
Laws. 

Further, the two treatises share common methods and assumptions. 
First, they are the most distinctively Roman of Cicero's philosophical 
writings in their illustrative examples. For the second and third books 
of the Laws there is no need to labour this point. As Keyes observes: 
"In the second and third books there is, of course, less question of 
Greek sources for any large part of the contents: Roman law and the 
works of the Roman jurists are the sources for the greater part of what 
is not original."1 For the third book of the Offices Hunt is equally 
emphatic: "The copiousness of Roman examples in Book III shows that 
Cicero intends his discussion of morality to be regarded, not as a mere 
philosophic exercise, but as something which has practical application. " 2 

Secondly both treatises derive from that splendid view of ius gentium 
which Cicero affirms in de Republica III, 22,3 and which receives 
analysis in the first book of the Laws4 and is reiterated in Offices III, 
IJ (6g): "Although because of the corruption of practice I see this is 
not by custom held base, nor yet forbidden either by statute or by civil 

1 C. W. Keyes, Cicero de Republica: de Legibus (Loeb), p. 293. 
2 H. A. K. Hunt: The Humanism of Cicero, M.U.P., p. 183. 
3 Seep. 107 below. 
4 Cic. de Legg. 1, 6, 18 - I , 7, 23. 



law, none the less it is forbidden by the law of Nature. For there is a 
community of men with men. This is something which, though it has 
been said, needs saying more often. Further, it is such as must extend 
as widely as possible. There is also a more limited community of those 
who are of the one race, and a yet closer community of those who 
belong to the same city. What is civil law ought not therefore to be law 
of nations, but what is law of nations should apply also as civil law. 
Yet we possess no firm and clear form of true law or natural-born 
justice. We use shadows and copies - would that we followed even 
those!" Thus in matters of dispute a man must decide by the light of 
his own conscience between the claims of the right as he sees it and 
those outward expediencies which he can discern. Cicero is dealing 
with an issue of cruel and urgent topicality to modern men who so 
often must confront a similar clash between conscience and the law 
or interest of the State. Never perhaps since the era of the Reformation 
in Europe has 'private judgment' been in such disrepute with the 
leaders and spokesmen of society, yet never before has its contribution 
to civilisation been more necessary. To Cicero these choices must be 
based on the recta ratio of the first book of his Laws, which is to him the 
sole foundation of both true law and honest private judgment: "the 
highest reason implanted in Nature itself which bids us do what things 
should be done and forbids their contraries. This very reason, when 
developed and actualised in the mind of man, is law, or the power of 
moral choice."5 

INTERMEDIATE AND PERFECT DUTIES 

In a very convincing analysis of the first two books of the Offices 
Hunt has shown that they treat honest~tm and ~ttile in a quite different 
sense from that found in the third book.6 Following Panaetius, these 
earlier volumes successively treated of the nature and implications of 
Katorthomata and Kathekonta. However, Cicero himself warns us not to 
take his treatise as a handbook of Stoic ethical theory "Sequemur igitur 
hoc quidem tempore et hac in quaestione potissimum Stoicos non ut 

6 de Legg. r, 6,r8. 
6 Hunt, op. cit ., pp. r6r-z. 
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interpretes, sed, ut solemus, e fontibus eorum, iudicio arbitrioque nostro 
quantum quoque modo uidebitur hauriemus." "We shall follow at this 
time and in this question especially the Stoics -not as translators, but, 
as we are wont, we shall draw from them as sources so much and in such 
manner as shall seem proper according to our own judgment and 
discretion." 7 In proof of this independence Cicero berates Panaetius for 
failure to define officium. He states that one kind of officium relates to 
that goodness which is the ultimate end of life, but another kind consists 
in precepts for the organisation of life in society. 

From this point Cicero proceeds to a further division of duty -
intermediate duty and perfect duty. "Perfectum officium, rectum 
(opinor) uocemus, quoniam Graeci xa-r6p6wfLa, hoc autem commune 
officium xa6~xov uocant." "I believe that since the Greeks name perfect 
duty Katorthoma, we should call it right, but this common duty they 
call Kathekon." "Atque ea sic definiunt, ut, rectum quod sit, id perfec
tum officium esse definiant: medium autem officium id esse dicant, 
quod cur factum sit, ratio probabilis reddi possit." "And these they so 
define that perfect office is that which is right, while they say intermedi
ate office is that for which a probable reason for its performance can be 
given."s Thus far it is clear that Cicero finds the concept of medium 
officium attractive to his Academic position in that it represents the 
influence of Carneades' doctrine of probability on the Stoic ethics of 
Panaetius. But Christensen has very properly shown that Diogenes 
Laertius' account of Stoic ethics exhibits a general theory of value, 
using the term &.~la in three connections:9 

r. That which contributes to life according to Nature ( = perfection) 
has value: thus value accrues to all good things. 

2. That which through a mediating function (o~tX fLEO''Y)V '!~VtX ouva{LLV) 

contributes to the perfect life has value. 

3· If X can be exchanged for Y after the assessment of an expert, X has 
value [the value ypo 

Now it will be seen that r and 2 agree in essence with Cicero's first 

7 Cic. de Officiis, I, z, 6. 
8 de Officiis, I, 3 (8). 
9 J. Christensen: An Essay on The Unity of Stoic Philosophy, lVIunksgaard, rg6z, 

p. 70. 
10 D.L. VII, 105. 
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classification of officium above quoted,U and that also I represents 
Katorthoma and 2 corresponds with Kathekon. 

However, Christensen goes on to explain their interrelation in the 
Stoic value system: "Taking it that 3 has some explanatory connexion 
with 2 and I, I assume 3 to be an explication (and a defence) of the use 
of the word value in moral contexts. An object of human desire and 
action has value in sense 2, relative moral value, if it can be exchanged 
for or promotes something which will bring man nearer to perfection, 
or if, in connexion with other things, it tends to enhance the total value 
of the mental state of a human being .. . This usage enables us to assign 
a very high relative value to the normally attainable counterpart, of, 
e.g. absolute wisdom, namely extensive knowledge (hno"'!~[l'YJ) . All 
objects then, short of total states of rational minds, have some relative 
value, positive, negative, or zero. Thus we get the following schema 

I 
Objects 

(towards perfection) 

A objects of value 
&#<X 

B neutral objects 

C objects of 
negative value 

&.7t<X~L(X 

II 
Objects 

(end of actions) 

preferable 
7tpo'Y)y[LEV<X 

neutral 
o\he 7tpO'YJY[LEVIY. 

,, , ' OU"t"E: IY.7t07tpO'YJY[LE:VIY. 

avoided 

&.7to7tpO'YJY[LEVIY. 

III 
Actions 

moral (obligatory) 
XIY.6~XOV"t"IY. 

neutral 

immoral 

The schema is valid only for the actions and evaluations of non
perfected rational beings . . . And in relation to the Sage the schema 
becomes trivial. No object can to him have any exchange value towards 
perfection. Therefore his actions do not fall into the categories of 
Column III. His actions are absolutely right actions (x<X"t"op6w[LIY."t"<X), 

u p . 89 above. 

go 

but as such, if we wish to say so, a fortiori moral actions (x<X6~xov"t"<X) ..• 

The identification of the supreme moral law with the all-determining 
law of Nature, is the crowning achievement of the Stoic quest for 
unity."12 

These prolonged extracts from Christensen serve to bring us back 
to the relationship between the Laws and the Offices. In Laws I, vi, 
I8 we read: "Igitur doctissimis uiris proficisci placuit a lege, haud scio 
an recte, si modo ut idem definiunt, lex est ratio summa insita in 
natura, quae iubet ea, quae facienda sunt, prohibetque contraria, 
eadem ratio, cum est in hominis mente conformata et confecta, lex 
est." "And so it has seemed right to the most learned men to set out 
from lex- perhaps rightly, provided lex is, as they define it, the highest 
reason implanted in nature which bids what things should be done and 
forbids their opposites. This same reason, when it is strengthened and 
actualised in the mind of man is lex." In the light of this we may recall 
Offices III, viii, 6g: "This however, although I see that because of the 
corruption of habit it is neither held base through custom nor forbidden 
by statute nor by civil law, is yet forbidden by the lex of nature." 
Thus we see that ratio summa - the highest reason - is the common 
basis for Cicero's concept of universal law and for his notion of the 
rule of conscience- it is the authentic law of Nature. 

Now obviously in Stoic terms the highest reason will inhere in the 
pneuma. As Christensen remarks "If the rationality of man, fully 
expanded in its scope, is the same rationality which governs nature, 
man's striving for freedom is no longer senseless. If man may see 
himself as belonging to a community of rational minds, which is really 
one universal mind, man is no longer hopelessly alone: he has become 
a citizen of the Cosmos."13 Every act of the Sage will be a Katorthoma: 
it will be an act of communion with the Universal Mind- the highest 
reason -and thus morally perfect. But ever since Chrysippus insisted 
that Virtue could be lost through drunkenness and despair and thus 
denied Cleanthes' assumption that once perceived it must be per
manent,14 the possibility of progress as well as regress by works rather 
than mere reliance upon sudden illumination made it reasonable for 
a man to seek a way of life to draw him ever closer to that goal of 

12 Christensen, op. cit., pp. 71-3. 
13 Op. cit., p. 73· 
14 D.L. VII, 127. 
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perfection which the Sage actually embodied.15 In this progress 
(profectus), the intermediate duties or Kathekonta had value (&1;£rx), 
and they were to be defined, as Cicero remarked, as "those for which 
a probable reason for performance could be given."16 Christensen puts 
the matter thus: "A moral action is said to be one for which a justifica
tion can be given on good grounds (e:u/,oyo~ &.7tof..oy£rx). Such a justifica
tion would be based on one or more value judgments, plus perhaps 
some judgments of, say, physical feasibility or logical compatibility. 
One assumes, then, the obligatory character of that action which at 
the given time must enhance the total value of objects (including, as 
we remember, partial mental states) associated with the individual. 
A necessary, but not sufficient, condition of the correctness of a moral 
judgment is its logical consistency with past justified moral actions of 
the individual . .. It is coherence with, derivability from, our general, 
previously assumed knowledge of the structure of the Universe or the 
Common Law (xoLvo~ v6f.Lo~), tested by the demand for consistency 
( O[.Lof..oy(rx/ cruf.Lcpwv(rx).' '17 Thus the rational pnettma progressively approp
riates fuller control of the actions of a man who aspires to goodness -
it is the cause and end of the profectus of each projicient. 

The use of the expression "probable reason" by Cicero in place of the 
" reasonable defence" of the Greek may well reflect the phrasing of 
Panaetius' lost treatise. Seeing in the Academic doctrine of probability 
as defined by Arcesilaus and Carneades a means of guiding aspiring 
Stoics to a rational identification of Kathekonta in all circumstances, 
Panaetius could make concessions to certain other Academic positions 
to allow him to use their doctrine of probability to validate the 
"reasonable defence" of actions as being Kathelwnta. Thus Panaetius 
used his treatise On Duties to extend the openings given by Chrysippus 
for moral progress, and in so doing brought the Middle Stoa closer to 
the Peripatetics, who coined the term 1tpoxo1t~, 18 as well as to the Ne\;' 
Academy and earlier Platonism. 

Following thus far the model of Panaetius, Cicero looks in the first 
book of his Offices to the expression of the honestum in sapientia, 
iustitia, jortitudo and temperantia - as Hunt observes, the Panaetian 

1s Chrysippus in Stobaeus Florilegium, pp. 103-22. 

16 Cic. de Officiis, I, 3 (8). 
17 Christensen, op. cit., p . 73· 

1s D.L. VII, 127. 
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order of these virtues.19 Wisdom occupies Chs. s-6; Justice, Chs. 7-r3; 
Courage, Chs. r4-26, and Temperance, Chs. 27-42. Again, the second 
book deals with utilitas as a source of duty, treating the intermediate 
offices as things possessing value and thereby providing utility for 
moral proficiency. Imagined utility is distinguished from the true utility 
or value, which is linked with virtue by its nature. These duties of 
virtuous value are seen as social duties, and therefore involve us in 
winning the necessary good-will of other men by our virtuous actions 
(Chs. s-r4) . In our social duties, health, wealth, and skill are also 
needful for this end, and should be acquired by honourable means 
(Chs. rs-24). In choosing between such utilities a man should prefer 
that of greatest moral value (Ch. 25). Thus far Cicero develops the 
Panaetian doctrine. 

In the third book Cicero deals with a topic omitted by Panaetius -
the conflicts of virtues and utilities. He considers whether in fact this 
conflict was ignored by Panaetius because it was impossible.20 Of 
course, if utility means value towards acquisition of virtue, then utility 
and virtue can never clash. As the examination of Christensen's 
exposition made clear, such conflict is a theoretical impossibility: the 
Kathekon cannot clash with the Katorthoma at which it aims. 21 On the 
other hand, as Cicero remarks in the course of Book III, not all civil 
law is in the law of nations, but all law of nations ought to be included 
in civil law. Similarly not every apparent Kathekon will be a Katorthoma, 
though, as Christensen has shown, each Katorthoma will a fortiori be a 
Kathekon. The definition offered for the two terms by Stobaeus renders 
clearer the problem of the apparent Kathekonta. "They say some of the 
Kathekonta are perfect, and should thus be called Katorthomata. These 
are deeds in accord with virtue, like being wise or acting justly . But deeds 
not of this order are not Katorthomata, and they refer to them not as 
perfect Kathekonta, but as intermediate ones. Instances are marrying, 
going on an embassy, taking part in discussion, and such like. Every act 
contrary to Kathekon is sin in a rational creature, and a perfected 
Kathekon becomes a Katorthoma." 22 Strictly speaking an apparent 

19 Hunt, op. cit ., p. r86. 
20 De Officiis, III, 2 (g). 
21 Above, pp. go-gr. 
22 Stobaeus, Eel . II ., rs8. 
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Kathekon is not an intermediate Kathekon at all if it conflicts with a 
perfect Kathekon (or Katorthoma). Thus, in the instances above, to 
discuss a subject of which one has no knowledge is not an intermediate 
Kathekon because it conflicts with the perfect Kathekon of being wise. 
In the same way marrying ceases to be an intermediate Kathekon for 
a man already married because it conflicts with the perfect Kathekon 
of acting justly. To go on an embassy when a man knows he is stricken 
with a fatal disease likewise ceases to be an intermediate Kathekon, but 
becomes an offence against the perfect Kathekon of acting justly . In 
short, our problem in Offices Book III is to find a calculus for showing 
when things indifferent (&aLcXtpopot) are duties or Kathekonta and when 
they are not. The test is whether they offend against any one of 
wisdom, justice, courage and temperance. Panaetius is to be forgiven 
if he felt a further treatise to prove this point would be unnecessary, 
and one can understand why his pupil Posidonius was content to treat 
the matter breuiter in quibusdam commentariis - "briefly in a few 
notes". 

But in reviewing this question we must recall that Cicero claimed to 
adhere to the Academy, not to the Stoa. To the new Academy the 
matter of right action was not cut and dried. Of Carneades, Sextus 
Empiricus observes: "himself demanding a criterion for the way of 
living and the possession of happiness, he is forcibly compelled to turn 
against himself on this question, accepting both the persuasive 
appearance, and that it was persuasive (m6otv~v) in being free of 
distraction and regularised. " 23 Where "persuasiveness" or "probability" 
is involved in determining whether a certain action will conflict with 
virtue or not, there is much more room for dispute. A great many 
apparent Kathekonta may conceivably turn out to be intermediate 
Kathekonta: however they may also run the risk of conflicting with the 
perfect Kathekonta. For a Stoic with Academic sympathies "a few 
brief notes" may suit the subject; but the desire of an Academic with 
Stoic sympathies to categorise the problems in a treatise also deserves 
respect. 

23 VII, 166. 
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THE ARGUMENT OF DE OFFICIIS III 

In treating such conflicts Cicero chooses to discuss first the issue of 
whether acts which are not in any sense Kathekonta can in fact function 
as intermediate Kathekonta. Thus we are confronted in Chapter 6 with 
the question of the right of a Sage to deprive a wicked tyrant of the 
means of living in order to preserve his own life. If the Sage does so for 
self-preservation, this is contrary to the law of nature - if he does it 
for the public benefit, the act is moral. In any case, it is a perfect 
Kathekon to slay a tyrant. In Chapter 7 Cicero remarks that Panaetius 
would no doubt have treated the conflict in this form. The conflict of 
utilia and honesta is in fact unreal - the two are aspects of the same 
thing, and the only conflict which can arise is between apparent utilia 
and honesta. However the examples given in Chapter 6 are cases of 
certain inutilia, for instance the depriving another person of means of 
survival or the actual slaying of another person, which here turn out 
really to be honesta. If some inutilia are in fact honesta, conversely 
some utilia must in fact be inhonesta. This problem can only arise 
through the error of dissociating value from the perfect offices, so that 
it no longer contributes by definition to goodness - "quare error 
hominum non proborum, cum aliquid, quod utile uisum est, corripuit, 
id continuo secernit ab honesto."24 The consummating crime he finds 
in this: "postremo etiam in liberis civitatibus regnandi exsistunt 
cupiditates, quibus nihil nee taetrius nee foedius excogitari potest" -
"lust for reigning over free cities finally appears: and nothing viler or 
baser than that can be imagined." In a work written in the latter part 
of 44 B.C. when Cicero was contending against Antony, this attitude is 
intelligible. But practical wisdom, our true prudence, can avoid such 
excesses, as is shown in the following Chapters. 

The illustration of Gyges' ring is drawn at once to show that, though 
concealed crime can bring success, it must never be resorted to by good 
men. 25 But their reaction to the prospect of such opportunity is also 
a test to distinguish good from bad men. Again the denial of power to 
a colleague looks unjust, but need not be. When Brutus deprived 
Collations of consulship he did well; when Romulus slew Remus he did 

24 III, 8 (36). 
25 III, 9 (38-9). 
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i11.2s Nor is self-interest wrong, for Chrysippus held it right to compete 
to win, but wrong to cheat in the raceY Further the interest of friends 
have priority over wealth and power for oneself- but not ever against 
the State, else friendship would become conspiracy. Truly wise pairs 
of friends like Damon and Pytheas will even be prepared to share legal 
penalties. 28 

In Chapter II Cicero turns to the excuse of apparent public interest 
as justifying disregard for virtue in such cruel policies as Athens applied 
to the Aeginetans or Rome to the peregrini. But there are fine contrary 
cases, as when the Athenians refused to treat with Xerxes before 
Salamis, or when Rome declined to approach Hannibal after Cannae. 

In Chapter rz we turn to the dispute between Diogenes and Anti
pater. Should one sell sound articles at a fair market price in the know
ledge that the market is about to be depressed? Diogenes felt that this 
act could be Kathekon; Antipater insisted that it was not, because the 
community of all men was flouted. Diogenes replied that, if so, Anti
pater should insist that there should be no private property and no 
buying or selling. A similar problem in selling an unhealthy house is 
also raised. Cicero decides that it is not against duty to be silent 
concerning something, but it is wrong to be silent if one knows that the 
particular reticence is profitable to oneself. Again, good men must be 
other-centred, not self-centred- that is the meaning of societas gentis 
humanae. On the same principle Chs. 14 and 15 show that the Aquilian 
formula regarding dolus mahts and other legal formulae such as ex 
bona fide prohibit such behaviour as that of Pythius in enticing a buyer 
by false pretence. He concludes this section by showing that no semant
tic contrasts between bonus and sapiens in Latin usage should obscure 
the true unity of virtue and wisdom. 

In Chapter r6 we receive two examples of concealment of defects in 
house title. Of these Cicero observes "Quorsum haec? ut illud intelligas, 
non placuisse maioribus nostris astutos" - " What is the point of this? 
So you may understand that our forebears disliked sharp fellows". 
In 17 Cicero explains that law deals with trickery by its authority; 
philosophy by its reason and good sense. Though not all civil law is 
law of nations, all of this latter, which is the true law of nature, ought 

26 III, IO (40- I). 

27 III, IO (42). 
28 III, IO (45-6) . 
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to be present in the civil law - hence the importance of the formula 
ut inter bonos bene agier oportet et sine fraudatione. Cicero also notices 
that wickedness as well as guile must be removed from any true media 
officia, and that wickedness must not masquerade under the name of 
practical wisdom (or prudence). Yet he is aware that sadly few would 
resist the temptation of Gyges - "quotus cnim quisque reperietur, qui 
impunitate et ignoratione omnium proposita, abstinere possit iniuria ?" 

Having discussed wisdom, Cicero turns now to other conflicts which 
involve justice. He deals next with frauds perpetrated over inheritance 
which are approved by men with a reputation as jurists. He quotes the 
forged will of Minucius Basilus which included Crassus and Hortcnsius 
in its terms and gave Satrius the heir only an empty name. Consent 
to such injustice is only possible when these involuntary beneficiaries 
regard value as independent of goodness. Only one doctrine is sound in 
such cases -nihil nee expedire nee utile esse, quod sit iniustum -"no 
act of injustice can ever be expedient or valuable." He adds the tale of 
the ex-consul Fimbria declining to adjudge a case where one party had 
sworn an affidavit on his character as a good man. Fimbria said he 
would not take away a man's good name by a verdict, nor would he 
assert by that criterion alone a quality made up of many duties and 
praiseworthy attributes. A really good man would not think, let alone 
do, anything he would not dare to mention. It is shameful that philoso
phers doubt that justice will cause a man to refrain from Gyges' 
temptation when even peasants describe a good man as "one with 
whom you could play morra in the dark" - qu.1:cum in tenebris mices. 

In Chapter 20 Cicero quotes two cases of men breaking promises for 
their political advantage. Marius was sent to Rome as Metellus' 
spokesman, and instead he promised to defeat J ugurtha if he replaced 
Metellus, whom he blamed for incompetence. Marins benefited the 
state as he promised; but he behaved unjustly in laying false charges 
against his Commander. In the same way Gratidianus as Praetor 
published a currency measure agreed among all praetors and tribunes 
purely on his own authority. In consequence he received all the credit. 
Such examples offend our judgment, for from a fairly minor breach of 
justice a great advantage is won. But a good man does not lie and cheat 
for his own benefit. In Chapter zr there follow magnificent denuncia
tions of Pompey's alliance with Caesar and marriage to Julia, with a 
fierce attack on Caesar who had received that title pater patriae with 
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which Cicero himself had once been honoured. What Cicero thought of 
his colleague in this office is all too clear- "Potest enim, di immortales, 
cuiquam esse utile foedissimum et taeterrimum parricidium patriae, 
quamuis is, qui se eo obstrinxerit, ab oppressis ciuibus Parens nomin
etur." "Ye Gods, can that most vile slaying of his fatherland be valuable 
to any man, though he who defiles himself with it be named Parent by 
his oppressed countrymen ? " 29 

Chapter 22 sets a contrast between Caesar and Fabricius. The former 
was willing to conquer his own people by unjust war; the latter was 
unwilling to use unjust deception to win a war against a foreign foe. 
In fact it proved more valuable to Fabricius and the Senate to wage 
war honourably in arms rather than to use poison. Success with dis
grace is devoid of value. In contrast is the behaviour of Philippus who 
made cities again tributary which Sulla had freed from obligation after 
a lump payment and in due legal form. In this the Senate behaved 
piratically, and Cicero criticises Cato for meanness towards the allies, 
who should rather be treated like Roman colonists. 

Cicero turns to Hecaton's book for instances in Chapter 23. Should 
a good man let his slaves starve in a famine? Should a wise man save 
himself in a shipwreck at the expense of a fool? The answer is, no! 
Supposing two shipwrecked wise men seize the one spar - the least 
needful to his state should yield and drown; or, if both equally are 
public assets, they draw lots for survival. Suppose a good son has a 
sacrilegious or treacherous father. Loyalty to one's father is a great 
virtue and beneficial to the state, yet if left to his devices this father 
may ruin the common fatherland. The son should try every means of 
reasoning with his father - but if persuasion fails, he must go to the 
authorities. Here two Kathekonta are in conflict -both are expressions 
of justice, yet they cannot both be observed. Essentially one must 
choose, like Antigone, between family and state. Cicero comes down 
in favour of the State because it is the wider, more other-centred 
loyalty. In several other examples- perhaps also drawn from the sixth 
book of Hecaton - Cicero shows that he would agree with Antipater 
against Diogenes. 

Chapter 24 involves the keeping of promises. This again is a good 
action. But what if it leads to evil? If one promises not to use a cure 

29 III, 21, 83. 
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again and needs it later, but the other person will not remit one's 
promise, o~e should consider life and health rather than the pledge. 
Should a Wise man keep a demeaning promise in order to inherit money ? 
Only if the money is needed for public benefit. Again, one should 
break any promise which will bring grief to the person to whom it was 
made. Helios ought to have refused Phaethon, though he had promised 
him any wish. On the same principle, it would be a sin, not a duty, to 
restore a sword to an insane man who had left the sword in your care 
while sane. Thus many things which appear perfect duties by nature 
cease to be so in some circumstances. Keeping promises, abiding by 
agreements, repaying deposits - all become perfect acts of justice no 
longer if their value is changed. 

The last Chapters move towards a general conclusion. Since perfect 
offices in Book I were derived from the four elements of virtue wisdom 
justice, courage and temperance, we are involved with these ~hen w~ 
explain that actions which seem valuable, but are not, are really inimi
cal to virtue. There has already been discussion, as Cicero remarks, 
about prudence - that practical wisdom which wickedness often 
imitates; and likewise about justice, which is invariably valuable. To 
conclude, he wishes to discuss courage and temperance. 

In Chapters 26-32 we have a discussion of courage which is involved 
mainly with consideration of oaths. Ulysses was said to have hidden in 
Ithaca to avoid fulfilling the oath of Tyndarus. Though apparently 
advantageous, this policy would not have proved valuable in the long 
run. Regulus again swore to return to Carthage if his mission failed. 
He might have recommended the exchange of captives- but it was not 
to Rome's interest. He might have broken his oath; but it was more 
valuable to be tortured to death in Carthage than live dishonoured in 
Rome as an ex-consul who had broken his word. In Chapter 28 Cicero 
rebukes those who separate value from virtue. He then discusses a 
quotation from Accius: Thyestes: "You broke your word!" 

Atreus: "But I never really give it to anyone untrustworthy." 
This leads to the suggestion that the oath was extorted from Regulus, 
and that he was therefore not bound. But the sanctity of an oath -a 
religious affirmation - is the foundation of justice. Unless one shares 
the Epicurean view that pain is the worst evil, one must not act against 
justice to avoid pain. The view that an oath given to a perjured person 
is not binding can well be a cover for one's own perjury. Besides, though 
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such argument can be employed against keeping pledges given to 
pirates, it can have no force in dealings with a lawful enemy. 

In Chapters 30-32 a fuller consideration of oaths is given. Postumius 
and Mancinus, who made peace contrary to the Senate's wishes under 
the pressure of a defeat, were both surrendered to the enemy at their 
own request when they could not keep their promises. Nothing is more 
sacred to the XII Tables of the Law than the sanctity of an oath. 
Even when an oath was extorted forcibly by one's enemy as in the 
matter of Manlius and Pomponius, it was faithfully observed by him 
who swore it. To Cicero courage is exemplified in keeping one's word in 
the face of pain or disgrace, despite the apparent advantage in breaking 
it. He is dealing with moral courage. 

The last two Chapters deal with temperance. Cicero attacks the 
Aristippan and Epicurean view that virtue is to be chosen because it is 
productive of pleasure. No place is left for wisdom if intellect is to be 
enslaved to the quest for gratification . Such schools admittedly make 
use of intellect to find pleasure, and employ t emperance as a relative 
measure of pain and pleasure, while courage has some place regarding 
endurance of pain and contempt for death . But justice is nowhere 
need·~cl by these schools. Finally pleasure may give savour to life, but 
it has no vahtc . Such is Cicero's last admonition to his son. 

THE MEANING OF OFFICES BK. Ill 

The first book dealt with the obligation to decide if an act embodies 
the perfect offices of wisdom, justice, courage and temperance or not. In 
the second Cicero dealt with the need to decide whether things in
different contribute vahte towards virt~-te . Book III is written to resolve 
the problem pos.~d when acts with the appearance of perfect offices 
clash with those which appear to have value. 30 

To summarise the position of Book III, some things normally 
inutilia can become honesta, as we saw in Chapters 6-7; while in Chap
ters 24-5 we have seen that things by nature honesta can become 
inhonesta if the utilia (values underlying them) are altered. In Chapters 
ro-II there i:; a discussion of conflict between pairs of honesta -

30 III, 2, 7-IO. 
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friendship and patriotism, patriotism and humanity. In these cases the 
size of the utility is not the criterion, but rather the outreach of this 
utility. When two intrinsic goods are in conflict, that which has the 
more value to most other members of the human community is to be 
adjudged the greater. 

Similar principles are involved in Chapters 12-13 regarding the 
morality of concealing defects which might work against a man's own 
interests. In treating these Cicero quotes from Stoic writers, Diogenes 
of Seleucia in Babylonia who died about 150 B.C., his pupil Antipater 
of Tarsus, and Cicero's own contemporary Hecaton of Rhodes, the 
pupil of the great Posidonius of Apamca. In all these cases Cicero is 
discussing whether their viewpoints express the virtue of practical 
wisdom or the vice of cunning. Now Stoic theory saw self-preservation 
as a primary impulse to which this practical wisdom (or prudence) must 
be directed. Christensen has lately shown that this position is a 
consequence of physical theory: " It is possible to give a physical 
interpretation of impulse, self-preservation, and individual, which will 
explain why primary impulse, in Stoic biology, must be directed 
towards self-preservation. What is, in t erms of physical theory, an 
animal or a plant? Plants and animals, like other fairly permanent 
natural units (~''W[.t.Evoc), are hunks of matter or regions of space in 
which a (partial) t ensional fi eld obtains (cruvzx·nxoc; 't'ovoc;). Tensional 
fields are introduced into physics precisely to account for the semi
permanence of certain configurations of matter ("things"; Aristotelian 
substances). Now, since t ensional fields are by definition such perma
nent patterns of motion in matter, we cannot meaningfully ask why 
the primary impulse of animals is directed towards self-preservation, 
and not something else. This disposes of the possibility of pleasure as 
the primary motive force for impulses, since this psychologically 
descriptive t erm is quite irrel~vant to the physical theory of partial 
tensional fi elds ... The t ensional fields of animals are m ore com:r:l('X 
than those of plants, their m.~tabolism and respiration more "devdop
ed", and also they have th ·~ ability to move relative b thei :- surround
ings. These motions of the field as a whol·~ are correlated to the 
''intakes" and "outputs" of the body and chamwlled according to 
certain patterns so as to move towards what is needed by the body and 
away from the harmful. These channels are the impulses, the 8p[Lot~ 

proper. Thus the unhampered normal life of an animal is built to be in 
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regulated interaction with the natural scheme of things, is O[Lof..oyou

[LZvov -r'ij cpucre~- thus, if only in a partial sense, good."31 Therefore, from 
a Stoic viewpoint, the desire to acquire property is a legitimate part of 
the impulse to self-preservation and thus also partially good. 

From this standpoint Diogenes' Rhodian merchant would argue that 
Providence had enabled him to make a gain legitimate for self
preservation. Antipater of Tarsus believes his merchant should rather 
consider the community of mankind and reveal the prospect of 
additional supplies. Diogenes retorts the just criticism: if community 
means so much, why not advocate community of property as well? 
The case of the man who sells an unhealthy house is harder to defend. 
Yet his action can only be vicious because the buyer is lacking in a 
basic element of Stoic goodness, the impulse to self-preservation, which 
ought to have led him to take care. This is the case for Diogenes. Cicero 
again follows Antipater. Once more a better action exhibits value with 
an outreach beyond one's self. 

In the Chapters 14-17 deliberate deception is denounced and 
Hecaton's dictum - sapientis esse nihil contra mores, leges, instituta 
facientem habere rationem rei familiaris - "a wise man's duty is to 
take account of family property whilst in no way infringing morality 
law or custom" is discussed. On Hecaton's view Scaevola's act in 
paying more to the owner of an undervalued farm would not appear 
virtuous - but Cicero would extend familia to cover all one's fellow
citizens. The Twelve Tables similarly protect men against sharp 
practice - which implies a view that it was morally wrong to early 
Roman lawgivers. Wisdom is not another word for cunning. 

In r8-2o we turn to the problem of whether some acts represent 
justice or use legal loopholes for selfishness masquerading as justice. 
To Cicero it is immoral for leading citizens to approve a forged will 
defrauding the natural heir from which they find they are to receive 
legacies. No doubt Diogenes of Babylon would accept such legacies as 
providentially ordained; for their beneficiaries certainly had no part 
in the actual forgery. For the usual reason, Cicero does not agree. The 
acceptance of such doubtful gifts is putting self before other men, and 
thus lacks moral value. Though large temptations may explain in
justice- they do not excuse it. In Chapter rg Cicero quotes Fimbria's 

31 J. Christensen, op. cit., pp. 65-7 . 
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view that a good man's character consists in countless duties and 
praiseworthy acts, and agrees with the old peasant adage that such a 
man is one "with whom you could play morra in the dark". In 20 the 
acts of Marius and Gratidianus are consistently stigmatised for failing 
to do justice to colleagues for the sake of personal benefit. 

In 21-25 other instances of injustice are given- such as the behaviour 
of Pompey and Caesar. With the latter's injustice in fighting his own 
citizens is contrasted Fabricius' refusal to use unfair means against 
Pyrrhus. Examples of conflicts of interest or duties from Hecaton's 
work are quoted. The solution is again the same -what is more just 
to the larger number is the more just action- and the same rule must 
govern the keeping or breaking of promises. 

The discussion of courage is Chapters 26-32 is in terms of moral 
courage- sticking to the right course although it is the more unpleasant. 
Comfort with disgrace is never morally valuable. Promises must be 
kept -even though they are extorted. The excuse that the other party 
failed to keep his word is valueless. Only promises extorted by outlaws 
and criminals may fairly be regarded as non-binding. In this context 
again, moral action is other-centred, not self-centred. 

The brief final discussion of temperance is a denial of the Epicurean 
criterion of pleasure. Here Cicero adopts a Stoic view, whose physical 
basis our earlier quotation from Christensen has explained. 32 But it is 
at the same time an objection against the self as the criterion. 

Given the importance and essential place of the self and its mainten
ance in Stoic theory, this self-denying and other-regarding element in 
Cicero's ethical precepts cannot adequately be explained simply as the 
fruit of that other Stoic doctrine of the Kinship of all rational creatures. 
This assertion becomes less a proposition open to debate once we 
consider how often the State rather than all humankind is the object 
to whose welfare Cicero's honestus or righteous man is to subordinate 
all his acts which can be authentic utilia. Hunt is quite right in ob
serving of de Officiis III that "throughout this book the debt to 
Panaetius is obvious." 33 This is, of course, not the only debt we find 
in the treatise. The rest of this paper is directed to the quest for 
Cicero's other creditors. 

32 Above, p. roi. 
33 Op. cit., p. r8o. 
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THE LAWS AND THE OFFICES 

Problems of dating have prevented scholars from considering these 
two treatises together. Though, as Keyes points out, 34 certain passages 
of the Laws have been assigned by scholars to 52 B.C. -particularly 
the reference to Clodius' death in II, 42; there are also references to the 
continuation of the work in Ep . ad Fam. IX, 2, 5, which was written 
to Varro in 46 B.C. No less significant is the list of Cicero's scholarly 
writings in the first Chapter of the second Book of the de Divinatione, 
which dates to 44 B.C., and which omits the de Legib:us. This suggests 
that the work was unfinished and unpublished at this date. An 
examination of the letter to Varro may suggest a very plausible reason 
for the non-completion of a book which avows itself to be a complement 
to the earlier six books of the de RePublica in three extant places. 35 

All that we can safely affirm, however, is that the work had reached II, 
42 in 52 B.C. and that on the score of Macrobius' testimony, 36 Cicero 
evidently completed it as far as Book V in 46 B.C. or later. 

Let us now consider the letter to Varro. The operative passage reads: 
"una uiuere in studiis nostris: a qui bus delectationem an tea modo 
petebamus, nunc vero etiam salutem: non deesse si quis adhibere volet, 
non modo ut architectos, verum etiam ut fabros , ad aedificandam rem 
publicam, et potius libenter adcurrere: si nemo utetur opera, tamen et 
scribere et legerc 1toA.~-rda<; et si minus in curia atque in foro; at in 
litteris et libris ut doctissimi ueteres fecerunt, nauari rem publicam, 
et de moribus ac legibus quaerere." "I am living now wholly in my 
researches, in which formerly I sought my pleasure and now also seek 
my safety. I shall not be wanting, if anyone wishes to call me in, not 
merely as an architect, but even as a craftsman, so as to build the 
republic, and indeed I am volunteering for the task. lf no one uses my 
work, I am still going on reading and writing constitutions and con
structing a commonwealth in writing, as the most learned men of old 
have done, and investigating customs and laws." Now 46 B.C. was the 
year of the Lex Julia Municipal-is and othec· important Caesarian 
legislation. Did Cicero in fact hope to be consulted and asked to prepare 
some of this pL"ogramme, and did he therefore turn again to a scheme 

34 C. W . Keyes: Cicero: de RePublica: de Legibus, (Loeb), p. :z8g. 
35 I, 1yzo: II , 14:23: III, 4:12-13. 
36 Saturnalia, VI, 4, 8. 
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of laws begun six years before as advice to Pompey with the hope of 
enacting it under Caesar? Plato himself had played mentor to the 
younger Dionysius as well as to Dion; and Plato's works are clearly 
models for many stylistic features of both Republic and Laws. The 
suggestion is possible. 

Support for this hypothesis requires clear evidence that Cicero was 
actively concerned with Caesar's projected reforms, and that at some 
definite date he realised that his help would not be valued. The start 
of another philosophical programme would be corroborative evidence. 
Now the letter just examined dates from late April or May of 46 B.C., 
for it refers to current rejoicing in Rome over the victory of Caesar at 
Thapsus early in April. After the battle of Munda in the following year, 
an event announced at Rome on the eve of the Parilia, April 2oth, 
Cicero was still concerned with trying to influence Caesar's reforms. 
He writes to Atticus: "Often I try to start an admonitory treatise: but 
I can find nothing, and yet I keep with me the letters of Aristotle and 
Theophrastus to Alexander! But what resemblance is there? They 
were able to write things honourable in their own eyes which also 
pleased Alexand~r. Can you discover anything of the sort? Nothing at 
any rate has occurred to me. " 37 So although Cicero appears from his 
speech for Marcellus38 still to cherish hopes for Caesar as a new Sulla 
of greater insight and clemency, yet doubts must have grown long 
before the life Dictatorship was conferred in January of 44 B.C. Added 
to this impulse to neglecting politics was the elder statesman's bereave
ment, the death of his favourite child Tullia in March of 45 B.C. which 
had wrung from him almost immediately the Consolatio. And following 
this at once we have the new programm~ of spec~tlative rather than 
political philosophy. Let us now quote a few lines from Hunt: "In 
March 45 B.C. when he was over sixty Y·oars of age, with the grief of 
his dear Tullia still heavy upon him and when the dominance of 
Caesar made him des;)air of effective political activity, Cicero started 
a period of almost continuous philosophic writing. He kept at it for the 
last year of Caesar's life and during the months of perplexity that 
followed the murder until, late in 44, he devoted himself entirely to the 

37 Ad Atticum, XII, 40. 
38 Pro 1'vfarcello, 8, g. 10, \Vith this should be compared ad Fam. XIII, 68: 
"Sperare tamen uideor, Caesari, collegae nostro, fore curae et esse, ut habeamus 
aliquam rempublicam." 
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struggle against Antony. In this period of about twenty months he 
wrote eight main works and various minor ones ... The murder of 
Caesar probably took place after the completion of the first book of 
De Divinatione and before the completion of the second. The final work 
was the De Officiis, written from September to December of 44· These 
eight works from Academica to de Officiis formed a coherent series 
written according to a planned programme."39 This whole unified 
series, whose aim it has been Hunt's significant contribution to 
scholarship to demonstrate, was in fact launched immediately after 
Munda and all but finished by the Ides of March of 44· It is the 
suggestion of this paper that the entire scheme supplanted an inter
rupted earlier programme begun with the de Republica and continued 
with the probably unfinished de Legibus which Cicero abandoned in 
despair once Caesar refused his advice. Political and personal grief 
combined to suggest the new series of works. 

Of the works written after the Ides of March, the second part of the 
de Divinatione perforce completed a plan previously conceived. The 
de Fato which followed at once was also closely related to the same 
design. But what of the de Officiis? Obviously, its composition cannot 
fail to owe much to the urgent writing and thinking of the foregoing 
eighteen months; and Hunt in fact makes a good case for annexing it 
to the programme enunciated in the Hortensius. On the other hand, 
in Book III especially, it is politically conscious and patriotic to a 
degree unfamiliar in the rest of the Hortensius-series. Where else in 
Cicero do we find such emphases? Most strikingly in the Republic and 
the Laws. In summoning his last energies for the conflict with Antony, 
did Cicero wish, not to complete the design of the Laws, but to emphas
ise the moral meaning of its assumptions in a farewell treatise to his 
son and heir ? 

THE CRISIS OF MORAL CHOICE 

The third book of the Offices is a study of practical moral choices -
the bulk of them in political and military contexts, the residue con
cerning business matters and personal survival. The first book of the 

aa Hunt, op. cit., p. r. 
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Laws is concerned with the theory of law and justice, the second with 
the religious statutes of an ideal state, the third with the magistracies 
for the government of such a state. 

In Plato's Laws, that philosopher plays on the homonymy of v6fLoc; = 
taw and v6fLoc; = chant.40 He is concerned with a harmonious society 
which will reflect the unchanging harmony of the spheres. In his 
treatise Cicero notes that the Greeks derive v6fLoc; from vefLw = distri
bute - a view perhaps propounded by Zaleucus or Charondas, and 
certainly implicit in Plato's Republic; while the Romans derive lex 
from leg ere = to choose. It is now time to complete the passage of which 
the first part was translated previously. 41 To avoid any suggestion of 
petitio principi we shall follow Keyes' Loeb version. "Well then, the 
most learned men have determined to begin with Law, and it would 
seem that they are right, if, according to their definition Law is the 
highest reason, implanted in Nature, which commands what ought to 
be done and forbids the opposite. This reason, when firmly fixed and 
fully developed in the human mind, is Law. And so they believe that 
Law is intelligence, whose natural function it is to command right 
conduct and to forbid wrongdoing. They think that this quality has 
derived its name in Greek (nomos) from the idea of granting to every 
man his due, and in our language I believe it has been named (lex) 
from the idea of choosing. For as they have attributed the idea of 
fairness to the word law, so we have given it that of selection, though 
both ideas belong properly to Law. Now if this is correct, as I think 
it to be in general, then the origin of Justice is to be found in Law, for 
Law is a natural force; it is the mind and reason of the intelligent man, 
the standard by which Justice and Injustice are measured. " 42 

However, if we are to grant that Law embraces fairness and selection, 
let us show this by rendering lex as moral choice in the last sentence. 
Again, because iure and iniuria have the regular idiomatic meanings 
rightly and wrongly in Latin usage, let us render ius and iniuria as 
right and wrong. With these provisions we may render the last sentence 
-Cicero's original and Roman amplification- as follows: "And if this 
is right, as in general it appears to me, then the origin of right is to be 
drawn from moral choice. - This moral choice is the power of Nature 

40 659D-66oA. 
41 Above p. gr. 
42 de Legg. I, vi, r8-rg. 
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and also the mind and reason of an intelligent man - this is the measure 
of right and wrong." We may then return to the philosophic definition 
which Cicero begins by quoting, and which will then appear thus in his 
terms: " Law is the Sovereign Reason implanted in Nature, which bids 
what should be done, and forbids what should not. When this Sovere
ign Reason grows strong and perfect in a man's mind, it is Moral 
Choice." 

Thus Cicero is able to continue: "But let us make a beginning nt 
determining right from that highest law (of sovereign reason), which 
came into being ages before any law was written or state established." 
In the same vein he later insists: "Therefore, since there is nothing 
better than reason, and it is present in man and god, the primary 
thing shared by man and God is Reason. But those who share reason 
are sharers of right reason. Now right reason is moral choice, so men 
and God must be believed to share in moral choice.' '43 

From this position we see that not merely legislation and customs 
but every decision of conduct are equally to be derived from the 
Universal Law of moral choice. Ethics are at once prescriptive and 
situational - to Cicero there is no modern ethical dichotomy of "old" 
and "new" moralities. Cicero dealt with prescriptive ethics in the 
Laws, he treats the situational in the last book of the Offices. 

For both treatments we may seek the source in that splendid 
fragment preserved by Lactantius from the third book of Cicero's 
Repttblic. There is no novelty or originality in this conclusion: it was 
stated clearly and eloquently by Middleton in the r8ro edition of his 
Life of Cicero . Nov.· it is not improper to render this passage in Middle
ton's elegant Georgian version. "The true law is right reason, conform
able to the nature of things, constant, eternal, cliffmed through all; 
which calls us to duty by commanding, deters us from sin by forbidding; 
which never loses its influence with the good; nor ever preserves it with 
the wicked. This cannot possibly be over-ruled by any other law; nor 
abrogated in the whole or in part; nor can we be absolved from it eitlL:r 
by the senate or the people: nor are W•: to seek any other comment or 
interpreter of it, but itself: no r can ther ~ be one law at Rom~, anoth ~r 
at Athe•1s; one now, another hereafter; but the same et ·~rnal , immutable 
law, comprehends all nations, at all times, under one common Master 

43 de Legg I, 23. 
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and Governor of all, God. He is the inventor, propounder, enactor of 
this law: and whosoever will not obey it, must first renounce himself, 
and throw off the nature of man: by doing which he will suffer the 
greatest punishment, though he should escape all the other torments 
which are commonly believed to be prepared for the wicked."44 

CONCLUSION 

The general conclusion of this paper is that Hunt is entirely correct 
in seeing Cicero as having embarked on a systematic philosophical 
programme with his Hortensius. However, without in any way ques
tioning this major discovery, one may share some of Douglas' scruples 
regarding the extent of the debt to Antiochus of Ascalon which Hunt 
has postulated.45 Large it is, but perhaps not overshadowing; and the 
present writer is disposed to assign a little more to Panaetius' works as 
a direct influence. On the other hand, in this treatment, the whole 
Hortensius programme is seen as basically an interruption to a more 
leisurely and much earlier programme which probably developed in 
Cicero's mind soon after his return from exile. This was a system of 
political, social and moral philosophy which began with the Republic, 
was continued in the Laws with long interruptions, and which found 
its culmination after the completion of the Hortensi~ts- series in the last 
work of the philosopher, the Ofj?:ces . Finally, it should be added that 
Hunt is entirely right in discarding the opinion of those who attribute 
this last work to Cicero's concern for the morals of his son. 46 But if 
Syme is right in his suggestions about Cicero's policy in supporting 
Octavian against Antony, 47 it well may have been as a justification for 
his own apparent rejection of principle that he composed the third 
Book of Offices for his son late in 44 B.C. But in any event, with the 
de Gloria it formed a natural climax to our assumed earlier programme 
of philosophy. 

At a previous stage a promise was made to find Cicero's other 

41 C. Middleton, The Life of Cicero, Vol. III , p. 386 (London, 1810) -(the italics 
are my own) . 
45 A. E. Douglas: Cicero the Philosopher (in Cicero ed. Dorey) , p. 145. 
46 Hunt, op . cit., p . 187. 
47 R. Syme, The Roman Revol11tion, pp. 139-148. 
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philosophical creditors apart from Antiochus and Panaetius.48 We 
have noted in the text above the temperamental affinity between the 
view Cicero takes of human society and that of Antipater of Tarsus.49 

The peripatetics - Aristotle, Theophrastus, Dicaearchus - also left him 
their legacies. But, with due respect to Douglas' proper strictures 
against the approach of Poncelet, cannot Cicero be viewed not as 
Platonis Aemulus50 but as one who aspired to become le Platon de ses 
jours? The notion of imitatio ueterum played a role in ancient thought 
which it is difficult for us to conceive, though Horace emphasises it 
more than sufficiently in relation to Roman poetry.51 For many men 
like Cicero's Stoic contemporaries or the Athenian Thucydides52 human 
history was cyclic in a sense which made Virgil's Pollio more than 
figurative. Thus to expect another Demosthenes to stand against 
military tyranny as Cicero did in his Philippics was as natural as to 
anticipate that another Achilles would one day be sent to sack another 
Troy.53 Douglas points out that Cicero saw the reunion of serious 
philosophy in prospect through Antiochus' suggestion that a common 
ground could be found in the methods of Socrates.54 To revive the 
Socratic method and to establish it in Latin thought would then 
demand a Roman Plato to record the approach and attitude of the 
Master as these latter-day Socratics saw him. Who better then than 
Cicero, who, like Plato, had concerned himself also in the saving and 
purifying of organised society ? 

Fulfilling a Platonic role does not mean copying and translating 
Plato's works, and in this Douglas is right to show that Poncelet has 
not succeeded in establishing such a slavish adaptation. 55 None the less, 
the great place of Plato in Cicero's mind is more evident in the three 
surviving parts of our 'political' earlier programme than in the 
Hortensius-series. For the Republic and Laws no added evidence of 
debt is needed. With the Offices more doubts might be raised. How-

48 Above p. I03. 
49 See above, pp. 96, I02. 
50 Greece & Rome, n.s., Vol. IX, No. I , March I962, pp. 4I-51. 
51 Horace, Ars Poetica, vv. 268-9. 
52 Thucydides, I , 22,4. 
53 Virgil, Eclogue IV, v. 36. 
54 Greece & Rome, I962, p. 44: cf. his chapter in Dorey, Cicero, pp. I37-45· 
55 op. cit., pp. 48-9. 
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ever, it is permissible to conclude with a suggestion of such obligation. 
The man who told Varro he had been reading politeias again to advise 
Caesar in 46 B.C. might well recall the highlights of that reading still 
in 44 B.C. On this view the key to Offices III may well be found in 
what seems a memory of Plato's Cave in Republic 514a-sr6c recalled 
in Offices III, 17,69 - "sed nos ueri iuris germanaeque iust itiae solidam 
et expressam effigiem nullam tenemus, umbra et imaginibus utimur." 
Here umbra means the shadow cast by the fire in the cave, the imaginib
us are statuettes or models on the wall (Fore. II 4), and the effigiem is 
the singular Form or Idea (Fore. A II = ideal) of Justice visible in the 
upper world of the open air. Cicero continues " Eas ipsas (imagines) 
utinam sequeremur". "Would that we now followed even those same 
models!" But we recall that the shadows (in this case of justice) are 
objects of mere conjecture, whereas the models on the low wall by the 
fire are objects of belief (pistis)' 56 Now in LSJ Pistis in sense 12b means 
"credence, credit"; whilst we have found57 the adjective p ithanos 
meaning "persuasive" in the sense of " probable". From this we may 
conjecture that pistis in Plato at this point meant something very like 
"probability"; and that it may well have held this sense for Panaetius. 
Thus we may render our quotation: "But we grasp (i.e. perceive) no 
firm and clear idea of true right and genuine justice, we employ 
shadow and models. Would that we followed even the latter!" In other 
words, when we lack true knowledge of perfect right actions, and must 
use mere guesswork or probability, it would be well if we used the 
latter rather than the former resource. 

On this view Cicero equates the Stoic Sage with the Platonic Guard
ian who has seen the true Forms of things, the man who got out of the 
cave. Then the Stoic proficient is equated with the man of True 
Opinion - the man able to twist his neck round to face the fire and see 
the models on the wall and thus assess the probable meanings of the 
passing shadows which furnish our senses with perceptions. Cicero 
therefore believes that this is the most that the vast bulk of men can 
achieve in practice, and the Offices are designed to illustrate how they 
may thereby inform their moral consciences. On this view the Offices 
are as much in debt to Plato's theory of epistemology expounded in 

56 R. G. Tanner: Dianoia and Plato's Cave, C.Q., n.s., (I970), Vol. XX, No. I, 

pp. 8I-91. 
57 See above p. 94· 
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Republic VI-VII as Cicero's Republic and Laws were themselves 
enriched by Plato's examples of the same name. In ethical conduct the 
best guide for our conscience is an honest assessment of such probabili
ties as can be calculated by our finite human minds when their native 
reason is directed by outgoing and unselfish concern for universal good. 
Such is Cicero's farewell message to his family and nation. 

Finally, if we read the Laws and Offices together, '"'e find that 
Cicero has therein defined the principle of conscience with a clarity 
sadly lacking in much modern discussion. Conscience is recta ratio -
the Right Reason that is expressed in all unprejudiced but other
regarding moral choices . The Laws offer us the prescriptive morality 
for an ideal state - not a legalistic code for local police enforcement, 
but a blue-print for a society which respects the most basic and 
typical human needs and impulses. But if the Laws show that the 
conscience of the \Vise Man as legislator sould exhort men to the most 
generally fulfilling social code; then the Offices insist that the cons
cience of a Wise Man as a good citizen of any society must lead him 
to prefer and follow the largest good for the largest number as he sees 
it, whether in so doing he uphold or defy the statutes of his country 
as then enforced. Such, it seems, is Cicero's view of conscience and 
morality. 
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The Evolution of Roman Epic 

Tradition puts the coming of the Greek schoolmaster Andronicus to Rome 
into the year 272 B.C. A fuller account of the problem of the career and dates 
of Andronicus can be found in H.B. Mattingly's article in the Classical Quarterly 
of 1957,1 but in this matter it is almost more important to know what Romans 
of the Virgilian age believed than to determine the true facts. The accepted story 
was that in this year Livius Salinator brought captives from the sack of Tarentum 
home and retained some, including Andronicus, among his own slaves from his 
share of the booty. Later he manumitted Andronicus, and the teacher, as was 
usual for Iiberti, took the nomen gentilicium of his patronus and became Livius 
Andronicus. 

For use in his school he prepared a version of Homer's Odyssey in Latin 
verse, while he also wrote Latin adaptations of Greek tragedy and comedy for 
the stage. Now, though he introduced Greek iambic senarii and trochaic sep
tenarii into Latin usage in his writings for the stage, he did not choose to try to 
naturalise the Greek hexameter metre for his Latin Odyssey, but instead chose 
the native Saturnian metre. So we may fairly ask two questions. Why Odyssey, 
not Iliad? Why Saturnian metre? It is true that the wanderings of Odysseus had 
from early times been linked with the West Coast ofltaly: Stromboli is identified 
with the abode of Aeolus, the rock headland just north of Reggio with the Scylla; 
while the Siren Rocks were held to be in the bay of Naples and Circe's dwelling 
the town of Circeii. In this sense there was a local appeal. Again, if one scans 
the Saturnian verses on the principles which I laid down in Classical Quarterly 
1961, whereby Andronicus' version of line 1 of the Odyssey which reads virum 
mihi Camena insece uersutum is to be scanned as stress trochee + stress dactyl 
+ four stress trochees, 

iiirum mihi Camena insece uersutum, 

one might suspect that its two cola would impress a Greek listener as a spondaic 
stress hexameter. Certainly even the first Latin poets in Greek measure like 
Ennius himself were not loth to use the hexameter with spondaic fifth as Homer 
did at times. However, it seems doubtful that either of these factors were fully 
sufficient to account for the choices which puzzle us, and both these features 
seem likely to have been dictated largely by local Italic tradition. 

There were anciently songs in praise of the dead sung at funeral processions 
to the accompaniment of the tibia (or double flute) which were known as neniae. 
Other such songs of praise for the dead were sung at festival banquets. The 
ancient evidence is interesting. We are told by Festus (page 161.3) "Nenia est 
carmen quod in funere /audandi gratia canitur ad tibiam". Now Nonius describes 
the activity more precisely 

Nenia; ineptum et inconditum carmen, quod a conducta 
muliere, quae praefica diceretur, is, quibus propinqui non 
essent, mortuis exhiberetur. Varro de vita pop.Rom., "ibi a 
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muliere, quae optuma uoce esset, perquam laudari; dein ne
niam cantari solitam ad tibias et fides."2 

It will be seen that he remarks on the use of the lyre as well as the flutes, 
and that the leader of the women's chorus would recite the praises of the dead 
before the group sang the lamentation. Teuffel tells us in his History of Latin 
Literature (Vol. I, page 96) and in the original edition of Pauly-Wissowa (page 
395) that the neniae were recited both outside the mourner's house and at the 
place of cremation by women called praeficae who were professional mourners 
like those described in the New Testament when Jesus goes to raise the daughter 
of Jairus. The association with hired performers clearly brought the practice 
into disrepute, so Nonius describes the Nenia as "ineptum et inconditum carmen". 
But the tradition of commemorative ballads- originally no doubt composed 
for the funerary feasts- is recalled by Cicero (Brutus, 19.75) "Utinam exstarent 
ilia carmina quae multis saeculis ante suam aetatem in epulis esse cantitata a 
singulis conuiuis de clarorum uirorum laudibus in Originibus scriptum reliquit 
Cato." 

The existence of such songs in praise of Romulus is recorded, 3 while one 
such in praise of Coriolanus is also mentioned in ancient tradition. 4 Also the 
private Saturnian elogia or epitaphs of various families can be regarded as 
condensed carmina of this proto-nenia type. So C.I.L. J2, 7. 

Cornelius Lucius Scipio Barbatus 
Gnaiuod patre prognatus fortis uir sapiensque 
quoius forma uirtutei parisuma fuit 
consol censor aidilis quei fuit apud uos 
Taurasia Cisauna Samnio cepit 
subigit omne Loucanam obsidesque abdoucit 

The notion of resurrection and the sowing of the seed of a new life in burial 
as expounded by St. Paul in I Cor. 15 goes back to the European new stone age 
and the era of what the late Professor V. Gordon Childe called 'Megalithic 
missionaries' of the Earth Mother cult. s Given then that Saturnus was an Italic 
agricultural deity it is not surprising that the Saturnian metre was employed in 
the commemoration of the dead, for sowing, germination and harvest were all 
linked in myth with the burial, resurrection and annual death of the Corn Spirit, 
as Sir James Frazer illustrates at great length in The Golden Bough. It is an easy 
practice to transfer this pattern to human burial rites, as St. Paul does; 6 and to 
assume that fertility rhythm chants performed at a burial will ensure a happy 
resurrection. 

Adding together all these hints we may infer that such a Nenia would be 
likely to agree with the pattern of the old Scipionic epitaphs and so employ the 
Saturnian metre. Again, this commemorative song tradition regarding heroic 
men such as Romulus or Coriolanus would provide the nearest parallel to Epic 
within the Roman-Italic cultural background. So, apart from the attraction of 
local colour in its references, we can see how the concentration of the Odyssey, 
unlike the Iliad, upon the career and exploits of one hero might have rendered 
it a more acceptable story to offer Roman readers still innocent of Greek culture. 
Further, if well founded, our other suggestion regarding the metre of the Nenia 
may be the main ground which led Andronicus to write his Odissia in Saturnian 
verse. 

Incidentally, the Nenia tradition may well have influenced other aspects of 
the writing of Andronicus. As I have suggested in C.Q. 1961,7 the iambic trimeter 
or senarius pattern of Andronican tragedy also shows close resemblance to an 
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accentual metre - the catalectic form of saturnian such as appears in the fifth 
verse of the epitaph quoted above. Choral odes are lacking in our fragments; 
but, from his choice of title and subject for his lost plays, we may suspect that 
Andronicus followed the Euripidean taste for a chorus dressed as women. To 
an unhellenised Roman audience the spectacle of a Greek-style chorus of female 
figures accompanied on the tibia might readily have suggested a group of prae
ficae singing a nenia for a funeral. Thus the gruesome fondness for corpse and 
horror descriptions so evident in the later stage of Latin tragedy preserved by 
the plays of Seneca might well be as much due to an inherited connexion between 
Roman tragedy and funerary ritual as to the bloodthirsty macabre sadism of 
Nero and his courtiers. 

It may be added that the far fewer comic fragments suggest the use of the 
senarius in dialogue there too: obviously because of the Greek custom of using 
this measure in both kinds of drama. But in Plautus a very high proportion of 
dialogue - roughly half- stands in trochaic septenarii, a metre unquestionably 
treated as a quantitative version of the stress trochaic septenarius called the 
Fescennine Verse used for crude abuse designed to avert the evil eye. s This metre 
was probably inherited by Plautus from the dialogue of Atellan Farce, whose 
surviving fragments are 67% trochaic septenarii. 

To return to narrative use of Saturnian verse, we must now give more 
thought to the classes of subject matter for poetic recitation. Looking back 
above, we find the only recorded cases of de clarorum uirorum laudibus poems 
treated of the lives of Romulus the son of Mars and Coriolanus, a great and mar
tial consul of the early Republic. The Scipio epitaphs also relate the achieve
ments of men of consular rank - often their military exploits. 

Now, whether we think of Frazer's Ghastly Priest, the Rex nemorum at 
Nemi, or of the fatal violence which carried off many of the early Kings of 
Rome, 9 we can see an evident suggestion that Italic religion contained the 
notion of a conflict of champions and the slaughter of a king by his fated suc
cessor. The tomb paintings from Vth Century B.C. Paestum (Posidonia) so fully 
published by Lord William Taylour show many illustrations of gladiatorial 
contests or single combat from the inner tomb chamber walls, and there are 
clear indications always of blood flowing from the wounds of one party, some
times from both contestants. Did the shedding of blood portrayed inside the 
dead man's tomb give a magical guarantee of resurrection just as the slaying of 
Com Spirit or Priest-King availed for fertility of fields and wombs for all the 
folk? 

Let us further explore the origin of the trial by ordeal of battle in Roman 
tradition. Romulus son of Mars himself had a twin Remus who claimed prior 
right to found a city, and Romulus at once slew him to secure his own right to 
do so instead. 1 o 

Next, that the gladiatorial games of the Empire were a perversion of a dead 
religious custom may well be suspected from such poems as Martial, V, 24. 

Hermes, Martia saeculi uoluptas, 
Hermes, omnibus eruditus armis, 
Hermes et gladiator et magister, 
Hermes, cui cadit Aduolans sed uni, 
Hermes, gloria Martis uniuersi. 

The implication here is that the gladiatorial contest was once overtly a 
worship of Mars - the solemn sacred duel of the two incarnate Martes or twin 
sons of Mars, like Romulus and Remus. Now perhaps we may hint that other 
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inherited reasons beyond that of political balance lay behind the practice of 
electing two annual consuls in the Field of Mars. Furthermore in the gladiatorial 
arena the defeated warrior might be spared at a favourable gesture from the 
spectators : likewise both survive in cases where each simultaneously inflicts a 
major wound upon the other. The rivalry of consular candidates is resolved by 
the comitia centuriata, which was established by King Servius Tullius as a military 
assembly. This body elects two and rejects the rest- done by votes and without 
blows, the practice may reflect an earlier and more savage canon of choice. The 
two most successful of the rival claimants incarnate the twin sons of Mars as 
consuls of the Roman republic. These counterbalancing authorities are able no 
longer to threaten each other's lives with the sword, merely thwart their policies 
by the use of the auspicia as Bibulus did to his colleague Caesar.ll 

By their election and due inauguration the annual Martes- the consuls of 
the Roman Republic- guaranteed fertility and health; by their due retirement 
and replacement by new men these qualities were annually renewed. So, in the 
event of plague or drought, as in the case recorded in Livy V, 31, the affliction 
would be attributed to a defect in their election, and they would retire early, 
thus allowing the election of new consular Martes to restore health, life and 
fertility to crops and livestock and to men. 

Now, if we follow Frazer and his school, the consuls were regarded as heirs 
to the old primitive fertility Kings who were slain by their successors. Presumably 
then, after their retirement from the year of office such persons would ritually 
be regarded as dead, as much as the corpse of any lately overthrown King of the 
Woods at Nemi. So an assembly clad in white robes and made up of such 
persons ex-officio and their two successors in office who consulted and communed 
with them would have all the air and majesty and authority of a conclave of the 
living gods with the Manes of the dead. Such a body in fact was constituted by 
the toga-clad Senate of Magistrates and ex-Magistrates. On this analogy the 
Senate as a body could no more leave Rome than the dead could stray from their 
tombs. The curious story in Livy 12 of the Senators sitting in their Curia as still 
and silent as the waxen imagines of their forebears when the Gauls burst into 
Rome may conceivably be a genuine memory and not a picturesque mythic 
invention. So there is at least some ground for seeing the consuls, despite other 
links with Jupiter and Janus, as annual incarnations of Mars ruling by divine 
authority. Further, it seems that after their term had expired they were invested 
with all the prestige and influence of the mighty dead. On such a view the neniae 
would have been songs of praise and lament about human incarnations of Mars, 
as Romulus, as Coriolanus, as Camillus, or as any such consular worthy. The 
God is in these men, and they are avatars of the god. 

Before this notion be dismissed as eccentric, let us remember that many 
Christians have similar ideas. Jesus claims to be Son of God and to give other 
men power to achieve this rank by adoption and grace, such as are born, not of 
flesh, but of water and the spirit.! 3 All Christian children are baptised with the 
name of the saint they are meant to imitate in life and death.14 Again, the sacri
fice of the Eucharist was made once for all by Christ on Calvary, as Abelard 
insisted, yet it is renewed constantly on the altar; just so the mythic life-cycle 
of the sons of Mars is one, yet relived in all their physical incarnations in the 
lives of the consuls who are deemed to provide annual renewal and health for 
man and beast, and likewise in the lives of warriors and gladiators who shed each 
other's blood for public good or public entertainment. The Horatii and Curiatii 
brethren who championed Rome and Alba in Livy's story 15 instance the former; 
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Martial's gladiator Hermes the latter type. 
Let us compare the situation with early European pictorial art, and we shall 

find that art, like politics and religion, can repeat the meaningful cosmic theme. 
At first nothing was painted by artists save Madonnas, Pietas, Annunciations, 
Depositions, Crucifixions and Ascensions- all against a gold Byzantine back
ground. Later, vignettes open like windows in the gold screen revealing distant 
landscape, as in the early art of Florence, Siena, and The Netherlands. But even 
down to the eighteenth century nominally religious themes are usual, although 
now set in a full realistic landscape. 

In the same way, the life of Christ was a conscious or unconscious pattern 
for the plot of many modern novels.16 The earliest successful English novel was 
Tom Jones. He is innocence triumphant- even his more wanton follies have a 
natural sweet compulsiveness. Born of noble stock and passed off as the love 
child of servants, he is despised and rejected through his cousin's machinations, 
despite his guardian's sympathy. Finally he is to be hanged on a false charge, 
but his true birth is revealed and Mr. Allworthy accepts him as his nephew and 
true heir after he is cut down alive from the gallows. The parallel with the Son 
of Man, born humbly in a manger and reputed the son of a carpenter, despised 
and rejected of men, humbling himself to the death of the cross and resurrected 
in glory, is at once evident. 

It is true that other patterns are found. The oriental Astarte and Tammuz 
myth, as developed in Flecker's Hassan, where the goddess-figure tries to escape 
from the wicked king her captor to the lover the god in the country, is still im
portant. This fertility marriage of earth and heaven was acted out in Babylonian 
temple prostitution, 17 and its values affect all societies with an agricultural 
tradition, however much the Church may say that sexual union should only 
express the bond between Christ and his Church. Every great love story repre
sents this theme of the escape of the beloved from the false love to the true. So 
Lady Chatterley escaped from her titled impotent husband to Mellors the game
keeper. We may call this type the Myth of Venus: the first type, purely in a tech
nical anthropological sense and without questioning its truth to history, the 
Myth of Christ. 

Other myth patterns occur. The Mars-Myth of the duel of two heroes is 
found in Hemingway and other modern novelists. The myth of Apollo and 
Hyacinthus - the god who must slay the youth he loves - has had notable 
treatment in a recent French novel, Des Amities Particulieres by Roger Peyrefitte. 
It will be seen that we have now mentioned several plot or sub-plot elements 
regularly found in western novels. 

In literature a very few plots suffice to provide the basic stuff for elaboration 
and combination. By ringing the changes of character and circumstance the 
four we have mentioned can serve to produce most of the plots of the innumera
ble modern novels. So perhaps only the myths of a present or past religious 
tradition can furnish meaningful and acceptable themes to art or literature, and 
virtually all artistic expression tends to be derivative from them at one remove 
or more. Further, one may hold that modern novels tend to combine the myths 
of Christ, Mars, Venus and Apollo in various proportions. 

From this tantalising hypothesis regarding the modern novel let us seek for 
light to illuminate the plot of the ancient epic. This is not an irrelevant connexion. 
"Aristotle", observes Gilbert Murray, "being almost destitute of prose fiction, 
where we roll and roll in stifling inexhaustible abundance, makes poetry take the 
place of the novel." 18 To the ancients, then, the epic, like a novel with us, was 
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the main vehicle for story-telling. So if we look to find the cultural patterns of 
our current and past mythologies expressed in our novels, we should find those 
of Greek or Roman mythology in the plot of their epics. 

Given then the dominance of the cult of Mars in Roman ritual from the 
Arval hymn onwards, and in Roman legend from the tale of Romulus forward, 
we should therefore expect the myth of Mars to dominate Roman epic poetry 
even more than the myth of Christ still tends to shape the modern novel in the 
hands of such men as Grahame Greene or Patrick White. The likely links we 
found between Andronicus' first Latin epic and the tradition of the nenia make 
such a suggestion yet more plausible. 

Now we shall expect Roman epic poems to consider themes from the lives 
of successful incarnate Martes - kings or consuls who won great victories, but 
especially the founding son of Mars, Romulus himself. Given the desire of Ro
mans to link their culture with that of Greece, the Trojan hero Aeneas, whose 
race was said to have founded Alba Longa, would be of great interest. Even 
more was this interest likely because, as Gilbert Murray establishes in a quite 
unrelated discussion of Homer's Uiad, Aeneas was probably the son of Mars or 
Ares himself rather than of Anchises as in later story. "Aeneas is son of Aphro
dite, the goddess belonging to Ares ... Her son in this case has Anchises for 
father, not Ares. One suspects that originally the hero conquered by Diomedes 
and robbed of his horses, but immediately afterwards succoured by both Aphro
dite and Ares, was a true son of Ares."19 

Looking at the Aeneid broadly, it is the story of the son of Ares/Anchises 
and of Aphrodite, while half the story is involved with his conflict in Books 
Vll-XII with his counter-Mars, Turnus King of the Rutuli. However, in Book 
IV we have a treatment of the Myth of Astarte or Venus- for Aphrodite is to 
be equated with Astarte, and Ares can become an Adonis-figure, as in Demodo
cus' lay in the Odyssey.20 This latter then is the role of Aeneas son of Venus in 
the land of Dido, but it is a role from which he is relieved by divine intervention. 
further, in the athletic funeral games of Book V and in the tragic partnership 
of Aeneas with Pallas son of Evander in Books VIII-X we have some suggestions 
of Aeneas as an Apollo-figure also incorporated. But basically the plot of the 
whole is an enactment of our Myth of Mars. Also it is noteworthy that the 
overall pattern resembles that of the Odyssey- the first half of the work being 
spent in love, wanderings, and adventures -the last six books in war and con
flict in the western homeland. 

How far do the precursors of Virgil who follow Livius Andronicus offer us 
the same pattern? In the Bellum Punicum of Naevius we have the sack of Troy 
and escape of Aeneas recorded in Book I, also his contact with Dido and Carth
age, the landing in Italy, and the founding of Alba Longa. In Book II Naevius 
reports the founding and growth of Rome after the birth of Romulus whom he 
makes the grandson of Aeneas. Finally, Books ill-Vll give the account of the 
First Punic War, in which Naevius served, and with its climax in the triumph of 
Q. Lutatius Catulus in 241 B.C. So much for the Satumian Epic. 

The hexameter epic of Ennius is assumed to have contained eighteen books. 
The work, entitled Annales, proceeds from the Fall of Troy to 171 B.C. Book I 
covers the era from the Sack of Troy to the death of Romulus. In its course the 
poet falls asleep at the outset of his story and meets the Ghost of Homer who 
urges him to his task - a device copied by Dante in Inferno Canto I, where he 
meets the Ghost of Virgil on the forest path. Book II covers the reigns of 
Numa, Tullus Hostilius and Ancus Marcius: Book III the reigns of Tarquinius 
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Priscus, Servius Tullius, and Tarquinius Superbus. Next book IV carries the 
story down to the Gaulish invasions and Camillus. In Book V events were car
ried down to 295 B.C., taking in the Samnite Wars and the Rise of Pyrrhus; 
while Book VI treats the War with Pyrrhus down to 271 B.C. 

In Book VII Ennius comes to his main theme, the Punic Wars. However 
his one book covers the whole period of the First War, omitting detail because 

Naevius bad treated it fully: 
.. . "Scripsere alii rem 
uersibus quos olirn Fauni uatesque canebant 
quom neque Musarum scopulos ... 
. . . nee dicti studiosus quisquam erat ante bunc." 

Book VIII covers the Second Punic War down to Scipio's departure for Africa, 
and Book .IX Scipio's campaign in Africa. 

The remainder of this long work covered the Eastern Wars which soon 
followed Zama. In Book X we have the second Macedonian War, in Book XI 
the Syrian War, which is continued in XII-XIV in great detail, perhaps because 
Hannibal was advising the King and Scipio was guiding his younger brother's 
tactics. Book XV carried the Aetolian War to 189 B.C. and ended the first draft. 
The last three books were added in a later revision. We note that Ennius re
frains from detailed treatment of two themes -Aeneas' flight from Troy, which 
Naevius dealt with at length in Book I, and the First Punic War, for which 
Naevius gave an extended coverage in Books Ill-VII, and in which be bad been 
a participant. Ennius gives the most space- Books VIII-XV- to his own 
times, the second Punic War and after. However, if we could read these two 
poems together, we should apparently find the whole series of incarnations of the 
Roman Mars from the beginning of time to 185 B.C. enshrined in these two 
national epics. 

On the analogy of Naevius and Ennius, we should rather expect the last 
half of the Aeneid to treat of the martial triumphs of Virgil's own lifetime. 
However, instead we find a treatment of Aeneas' Wars in Italy. But the difference 
is interesting, and might be more apparent than reaJ.21 

This neat schematic view of Roman Epic is bound to provoke the retort 
that the works of Ovid and Lucretius explode the hypothesis. In fact Lucretius 
is the exception that proves the rule. Books I-II of De Rerum Natura establish 
the atomic theory, Book III removes that fear of death upon which religion 
depends; then Books IV-VI expound the many phenomena of nature- sense 
perception, appetite, growth and reproduction, the biological evolution of society, 
vulcanicity, weather, and earthquakes, together with the phenomena of astrono
my. In fact the curious prologue about Mars and Venus and the laudation of 
Epicurus make the position clearer. For Epicurus is also an incarnate Mars to 
the Roman philosopher-poet - he is the champion giving life to his race: 

Humana ante oculos foede cum uita iacebat 62-7 
in terris oppressa graui sub religione 
quae caput a caeli regionibus ostendebat 
horribili super aspectu mortalibus instans 
primum Graius homo mortalis tollere contra 
est oculos ausus primusque obsistere contra; 
quare religio pedibus subiecta uicissirn 78-9 
obteritur, nos exaequat uictoria caelo. 

So here again we have a genuine epic incarnation of Mars, whose conquests are 
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with the mind and not with arms, and who wages his warfare with Error and 
Religion for rival and foeman. 

Ovid again in his fifteen books of Metamorphoses narrates the changes 
of forms by deities and men from the first creation of the world till the Julian 
star shines clear in heaven. Books XIII-XIV give the tale of Aeneas' wanderings 
and of the founding of Rome. Book XI was concerned with Laomedon's Troy 
and Peleus' career, while Book XII relates the Trojan War. In fact the whole 
elaborate tale is a universal mythography with its climax in Augustus Caesar. 
Again, the first striking Homeric simile of Book I in vv. 200-4 is a comparison 
between Lycaon's plot against Jupiter and the murder of Julius Caesar. This 
work, written between 1 B.C. and 8 A.D., is the masterpiece of the poet, and 
again, despite appearances, closely dependent on the Cult of Mars. 

Statius who lived from late in Tiberius' reign till late in Domitian's has left 
us his Thebaid, but not his epic on the German Wars ofDomitian. Again, though 
primarily antiquarian, the Thebaid may owe some inspiration to the contempora
ry year of the Four Emperors (69 A.D.) in its selection as a poetic topic, and the 
rivalry of Eteocles and Polynices suggests the twin incarnate Martes. Further, 
his Achilleid may owe a little to the contemporary capture of Jerusalem by Titus. 

Though the Punic War of Silius Italicus and the Argonautica of Valerius 
Flaccus can probably be dismissed as scholarly exercises, not so the work of 
Claudian, the last epic poet of the Empire. He lived under Theodosius and wrote 
between 395 and 405 A.D. on The Consulate of Stilicho, The Gildonic War, and 
the Pollentine War. In his praise of Stilicho he writes in the manner of the true 
chronicler of the labours of the incarnate Mars. 

In the reign of Constantine (313-337 A.D.) the new rival cult of Christ came 
to supplant the cult of Mars in epic as well as in state worship. In 329 A.D. C. 
Vettius Aquilinus Iuvencus published his Libri Evange/iorum Quattuor in 
Constantinople. To this tradition of Christian epic belong the Divina Commedia 
of Dante, the Gerusalemme Liberata of Tasso, the Paradise Regained of Milton 
and even Tennyson's Idylls of the King or Browning's Ring and the Book. For 
even in these last cases Godfrey, Arthur and Pompilia are all seeking to imitate 
and incarnate their saviour Christ. 

In short, the Roman epic appears to enshrine the central mythology of the 
Roman state cult as re-enacted by a succession of valiant Roman heroes through
out the history of the City. 

R . G. TANNER 
University of Newcastle, New South Wales 
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brought to bear so dexterously and plausibly by the iconoclast. To change the 
metaphor further, the non-specialist may perhaps be pardoned :for feeling, as he 
reads their response in reviews, articles and notes, that he is being invited to 
referee a nightmare wrestling match, such are the slippery holds of argument and 
counter-argument, such the variety of throws attempted in the adducing of texts 
as evidence from centuries of Greek and Latin literature; for an increasing sense, 
also, of personal inadequacy in his effort to award points for the different rounds 
corresponding to the different parts of Professor Ryle's total thesis. Which 
rounds does he win ? 

This particular non-specialist reader, no Herculean Platonist, gratefully 
acknowledges that having no club or other Hydra-slaying instrument himself, 
he has been entertained, stimulated, provoked and vicariously exercised by the 
spectacle of scholars in conflict. He may also be tolerantly permitted to find 
fruitful the Professor's heterodox view of Aristotle's relationship to the written 
works of Plato, his suggestions about a likely visit of the former to Sicily and 
what he did and learnt while there, about the patchwork composition of some of 
the dialogues and particularly of the REPUBLIC and the LAWS, about a possible 
influence on Plato exerted by the practice of public debate in Athens and the 
recitation of prose compositions at Festivals in Greece and Sicily, and about 
the need of another, more critical look at the records of Dion and Dionysius II. 

Although so many of the problems discussed in PLATO'S PROGRESS 
seem incapable of definitive solution, including that of the correct 'time-table' of 
the philosopher's travels and writings, surely no one with an interest in Plato can 
fail to be rewarded, proportionately, for the effort he puts into taking seriously 
Professor Ryle's constructive contribution, however characteristically 'Gilbertian' 
he may consider the iconoclasm. 

V.I. FALCONER S.J. 
University of Rhodesia 

TOMAS HAGG: Narrative Technique in Ancient Greek Romances; (Studies of 
Chariton, Xenophon Ephesius, and Achilles Tatius) Acta Instituti Atheniensis 
Regni Sueciae, Series so, VIII Stockholm, 1971, pp. 376. 

This is a splendid example of modern Swedish scholarship. The English 
expression is excellent, the arrangement and composition both lucid and de
tailed, the indexing and bibliography accurate and very compn:hensive. In this 
study Hagg confines himself to three Greek works of prose, Chariton's Chaereas 
and Ca/lirhoe, Xenophon's Ephesiaca and Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and Clito
phon, and he justifies this selection with some care in his introduction. 

The treatise is divided into three parts. The first section covers the narrative 
form of these romances. Chapter I deals with tempo, the varying 1relation between 
the lapse of fictional time and the length of the narrative in different parts of the 
three tales. The author himself qualifies its usefulness, but his treatment is sober 
and systematic and is aided by diagrams. Chapter II is perhaps the most valuable, 
treating the types of narrative method employed, while Chapter III deals with 
points of view, largely the question of first person or third person narration of 
the story. Chapter IV on parallel action and alternation treats complex data 
very efficiently with appropriate diagrams to enforce the point in Xenophon's 
multiplex narrative, while Chapter V deals with the time-scale of the action. 

The second part of Hagg's work is devoted to the internal reference methods 
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r,, hi> three authon;. Chapte< VI deah with antieipation' deciving from edito,ial 
forecasts by the narrator; oracles, dreams or prophesies in the narrative texture, 
and expectations deriving logically from the unfolding of the ac:tion. Chapter 
VII on recapitulations treats the repeating or summarising of the earlier events 
in the fabric of the narrative or in asides by the writer. As Hagg observes on 
page 285 most cases have organic justification through speeches, trial scenes, 
meeting with new characters and the like, ·but the Homeric use to remind the 
reader or hearer is not entirely eliminated by this fact. The third part deals with 
the narrative technique disclosed by analysis, and how it varies between the three 
authors. The distinctions drawn between Tatius and the others on pages 300-305 
are particularly valuable - especially the discovery that his work can be proved 
to be much less uniform. Finally the last chapter points to the difficulty in draw
ing positive conclusions relating to the history of Greek Romance as a genre. 

Though the work is carried out as conceived with admirable: candour and 
care, and remains in this sense above criticism, it is none the less fair and proper 
to raise several misgivings and to express a few regrets. Though agreeing tho
roughly with the views expressed about the dating of Chariton on pages 14-15 
and noting the grounds given there for selecting these three authors, the fact 
that other critics base too much on Heliodorus is not a sound reason for omitting 
him, or, for that matter, Longus. Secondly, to this reviewer at least, there seem 
compelling reasons for discussing the Cyropaedia of Xenophon Atheniensis and 
the Vera Historia of Lucian as well under the category of prose romance. If, as 
Hagg so properly reminds us, there is need of much primary research on the 
narrative passages in ancient oratory, biography and philosophical writing 
(pages 306-7), there ought to be offered here at the least a complete study of 
Greek post-classical prose fiction. Nor do I feel that Miss Haight was wrong to 
discuss the Ninus fragment in her Essays on the Greek Romances. 

More serious still, Hligg feels no need to discuss the structural implications 
of the Milesian tale tradihon. To any scholar accustomed to teaching Latin 
Romance literature it is evident that the fragments of Petronius and the work 
of Apuleius incorporate matter from this tradition for entertainment or di
gression. Stories in the three novels here studied introduced for such reasons may 
well derive from the same source. The method of incorporating Milesian-type 
matter into the plot of a Romance could well be studied as part of the narrative 
technique. 

Furthermore Hligg does well to refer to the unpublished work of Miss 
Sedelmeier. But I am sorry he had no access to the unpublished work ofT. F . 
Carney on the Reading Public of Achilles Tatius. On page 18 Hligg is rightly con
cerned with what would "influence the effect of the narrative on the reader". 
It would help enormously to discover the background education and class-values 
of the Greek reading public for whom fiction was written in the first two Chris
tian centuries. Carney has done the kind of attitude analysis from Achilles 
Tatius which could be done also with the other authors. One factor he notes, 
distrust for the Imperial Roman Army, T have also found recurrent in Apuleius 
and emergent here and there in Petronius. The observation on page 63 drawing 
attention to the discrepancy between the second century A.D. features of Tatius 
and his anachronistic references to Persian styles of government: in Egypt, at 
first glance a gross inaccuracy, may well be an instance. A furthe:r study of all 
the novels would be likely to show that Egypt had a double value for readers 
because of its special place in Roman administration noted by Tacitus in Annals 
II, 59-61. There is a contemporary historical Egypt centred near Alexandria and 
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a 'romantic' up-country Egypt snap-frozen in tradition and legend. Many other 
oddities in composition may well be dictated by aspects of contemporary middle
class provincial taste and outlook. 

However, though one may well propose a wider view of his task to Hagg, 
he has done a valuable task within the limits he has set for himself, and his work 
is likely to stimulate other useful scholarship in a field very relevant to modern 
literary studies in other languages and literatures. 

R.G.TANNER 
The University of Newcastle, New South Wales. 

H. D . JOCELYN: The Tragedies of Ennius. Cambridge University Press, 1967; 
pp. viii+ 473; £7. 

The admirable book, No. 10 in the new series of 'Cambridge Classical Texts 
and Commentaries', contains more than sixty pages of introduction, a collection 
of all Ennius' tragic fragments, a Commentary, Bibliography, three Concor
dances (showing the relationship of Jocelyn's numbering with that of :Ribbeck 
and that of Vahlen), a very thorough index to Ennius' tragic vocabulary, a 
rather terse index of metres, and a general index. 

Four years have now passed since this book's first issue, and two since it 
was excellently reviewed by F.R.D. Goodyear (C.R. 1969); it might therefore 
be superfluous to write in detail about the merits of the book. The introduction 
is particularly rewarding, proceeding as it does from Athenian drama through 
to the Roman stage before surveying the tragedies themselves and their titles; it 
should be classed as required reading for any serious student of Roman tragedy. 
The most pleasing features of the text are perhaps its lucid lay-out and the very 
generous quotation of source-material. As Goodyear has remarked, the appara
tus is a trifle disappointing, combining meticulous mention of uariae /ectiones 
(however worthless) with an austere omission of many conjectures. But this is a 
healthy trend when compared with some apparatus critici of the past. The com
mentary is extremely full, titles as well as text receiving most careful discussion. 
Jocelyn is particularly good on the use and history of individual words: e.g. 
(with the book opened at random) pp. 264-5 contain fascinating reading on 
familia, scrupeus, inuestire, scabrere, contemplare, corporare, reciprocare, fera, 
belua and bestia. 

The study of this book leaves one disappointed on two counts - the first, 
that modern editions of similar stature do not exist for the fragments of other 
Roman dramatists, and secondly, that Jocelyn's excellent work will be appre
ciated by so narrow a field. For the scanty remains of Roman tragedy continue 
to appeal only to the few, and the price of this edition (like others in its series) 
will appeal to still fewer. Yet, so far as concerns this volume at least, such are 

· indeed a happy few. 
D. S. RAVEN 

University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg 

BROOKS OTIS: Ovid as an Epic Poet. Cambridge University Press, 1966 pp. 
xiv + 411; 65/-. 

Even L. P. Wilkinson's superb Ovid Recalled does not seem to have rescued 
Ovid from neglect and undervaluation. The present generation may have shed 
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IIveutJ.a in Saint Ignatius 

R. G. TANNER, Newcastle, N. S. W. 

In a paper given at King's College London in March 1971 I pointed to 
some possible influences from Stoic physical theory in the Epistles of 
S. Paul. This suggested examining a suitable body of letters from the age 
of the Apostolic Fathers in search of similar elements in order to test Pro
fessor Michel Spanneut's view that Stoic concepts are lacking in this era 
of patristic writing alone: "les peres apostoliques exceptes, tous les ecrivains 
ecclesiastiques en par lent." 1 However, Spanneut has properly stressed 
the problem of precision in assigning direct influence on a particular author 
by the writings of a much-discussed philosopher like Marx, Kant or Zeno: 
"L'action de ces philosophes est partout diffuse et opere par une espece 
d'osmose." 2 

In face of this difficulty I chose t o examine the t erm nvei5fha in the Epistles 
of Ignatius. As the researches of Dr. Gerard Verbeke amply demonstrated 
a quarter of a century ago3, the word nvsi5fha is not merely a label for the 
active substance in Stoic Physics, but it is also a term with a wide currency 
in earlier Greek philosophy and biological speculation which had become 
a basic concept in Greek medical schools contemporary with Ignatius. 4 

It is therefore surprising that Verbeke's own examination of the evolution 
of this term from the nvsvfha of Zeno t o the spiritus of St. Augustine moves 
straight from Paul to Tatian without considering any Apostolic Father. 
This paper therefore sets out to examine the contexts in which nvevfha and 
its paronyms occur in the seven 'Eusebian' let ters of Ignatius. An abridge
ment of these references is set out in the Appendix. 

In the Ephesian Epistle we find nVBVfhaUx6r; opposed to aaextx6r; in four 
places and to avf}ewn{V'Y) in a fifth, whilst XaTa (J(l(}Xa appears in a sixth. 
Furthermore, in the important passage vii, 2 there is a whole series of binary 
oppositions where nVBVfhaUx6r; is matched with ayiVV'Y)TOr;, f}s6r;, Cw~ UA'YJ{}W'Ij, 
ex f}wv and anaf}1]r;. In the same series aaextx6r; is matched with yeVV'Y)T6r;, 
ev d.vf}ecbncp, iv f}av6.-rcp, ex Mae[ar; and na1J'Yj-r6r;. Thus n'VBVfha seems linked 

1 Le Stoicisme des Peres de l'Eglise (Patristica Sorbon ensia, 1; Paris, 1957), 
p. 78. 

2 Ibidem, p. 76. 
3 L 'Evolution de· Ja Doctrine du Pneuma (Paris - Brussels, 1945). 
4 R. E. Siegel, Galen's System of Physiology and Medicine (Basel & New York, 

1958), pp. 138-144. 
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with god, immortality, and exemption from both suffering and sexual . ge
neration. On the other hand, aae~ is joined with humanity, death, suffermg, 
and sexual generation. Again, in viii, 2 there are parallels drawn between 
nYevpa and ntaur; and also between aae~ and anwr:ta. However, when ntaur; 
works through aae~ the actions of aae~ become pneumatic also: in effect, 
ntaur;. brings aae~ into tune with :rtYevpa.i Not inconsistent then is ix, 1, 
where the Cross of Christ bringing souls to God is compared to a crane 
lifting stones and placing them on the masonry courses of a building -a fi
gure rather reminiscent of the parable of the building of the Tower in Hermas, 
Similitude ix, 2-5. The Holy Jiyevpa is likened to a rope sling attaching 
the stone to the jib of the crane, ntaur; is regarded as the windlass to pull 
it up, whilst ayan'Yj is the ascent of the stone to its place in the wall - the 
journey up to God. Jiyevpa binds the soul to Christ and his Cross, but ntaur; 
must work if the cross is to produce ayan'Yj, the loving ascent. Torrance 
rightly observes that Ignatius sees the Cross as a martyrdom before ~i~n~elf 
and other disciples and a means of joining with Christ, whose own crumflxwn 
was therefore not a final saving act.2 Whether Torrance is also right in find
ing Ignatius' view objectionable is a matter of theological taste. But this 
metaphor illustrates an attitude of mind which makes x , 2 a very natural 
injunction, and which leads Ignatius to regard his fetters as pneumatic bonds 
linking him to Christ and virtually chaining him to the cross of martyrdom, 
which he sees as the Christian's perfection. The consideration of chapters 
xviii and xix must be deferred until we deal with Smyrnaeans chapter i. 

In our texts from the Magnesian Epistle we find emphasis on sywatr; 
or the unifying of a de~ with :rtYevpa, and also note that the aae~ : :rtYevpa 
antithesis is twice matched by a n{aur;: ayan'YJ antithesis. As we saw above 
in the Ephesian Epistle, if aae~ is harmonised with mevpa, then aae~ ex
hibits ntaur;, and mevpa ayan'YJ. Where there is no integration (sywmr;) , 
aae~ and nYevpa clash ; so we find the opposition in vi 2 of xar:a aaexa {3Ainetv 
and ayan<iY. Therefore in XV the Magnesians are bidden be strong in God's 
concord, possessing an indivisible :rtYevpa, which is Jesus Christ. 
· The Trallian Epistle in chapter viii identifies ntaur; with the flesh of the 
Lord and ayan'YJ with the blood of the Lord. Here there is clearly some form 
of liturgical implication; but none the less the Magnesian Epistle would 
have led us to anticipate a connexion between ayan'Y) and nYevpa rather 
than between ayan'YJ and alpa. But, as Verbeke explains, the Stoics regarded 
the rational and life-giving physical nYevpa as "une exhalaison du sang"3, 

and the immediate medical precursors of Galen, who were contemporary 
with Ignatius, often shared this view. Moreover, others, following. the 
school of Erasistratos, held that nYevpa was dense enough to be retamed 

1 Cf. J. M. Rist, Stoic Philosophy (Cambridge, 1969), pp. 88-91. 
2 T. F . Torrance, The Doct.rine of Grace in the Apostolic Fathers, (Edinburgh, 

1948), p. 60 f. 
3 Verbeke, op. cit., p. 194. 
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by the walls of the arteries, and that it was drawn from a twofold source 
exhalation from the blood and inspiration of air.t A little later Galen himself 
distinguished two forms of nYevpa : !;wux6Y generated from the blood with 
the aid of inhaled air, and VJVXtx6v, which was distilled from the arterial 
blood in the cerebral ventricles. 2 There is little reason to regard this view as 
original to Galen, so it could have been held by contemporaries of Ignatius. 
Thus the sacramental ingestion of the Lord's Blood could have been deemed 
to generate in us both the vit al nYevpa of Christ which overcame death, 
and also the psychic nYevpa, His anima, the mind or soul of Christ in us. 
From a contemporary stoicising medical viewpoint, Ignatius' ident ification 
of Spirit and Blood would have made scientific sense. 

The Roman Epistle reiterates this Trallian point, linking Christ's blood 
with ayan'YJ , which in fact would be a fruit of the Christly mevpa developed 
in the communicant after ingestion of t he consecrated wine. This point 
in chapter vii leads us to ix, 3, the dual greeting from the Saint's own nYevpa 
and from the aya:rt'Yj of the Churches. This would refer to the :rtYevpa generated 
in both parties by the sacramental blood of the eucharist issuing in the out
going love or ayan'YJ felt towards Christians in Rome. Thus too t he Phila
delphian Epistle, chapter iv, naturally sees t he eucharistic cup as t he source 
of pneumatic union in the Church, and therefore enjoins a single chalice. 
In chapter vii we see the cont rast between inerrant nYevpa and aberrant 
aae~ as means of true knowledge and of unsound opinion, as in Magnesians, 
vi, 2. Chapter ix again pairs off aae~ and ntaur;, but is of interest in linking 
aya:rt'Yj with 'f/JVX1J rather than :rt'P8Vfla. This suggests acquaintance with the 
medical source, whence Galen absorbed his not ion of nYevpa 'f/JVXtx6v. Fi
nally nYevpa is associated with op6Yota or concord - probably the nYevpa 
!;wuxoY in this case.3 

The Smyrnaean Epistle has two points. I n ch. iii Ignatius makes Jesus 
assure the disciples in the Upper Room on Easter Day that he is not a 
OWflO'PW'P aawpar:oY. Now oatpoYer; in Stoicism were guardian spirits, one for 
each individual man." As such they can act without a body, whereas the 
human ijyepoYtxoY, though it can persist till the general conflagration, is 
unable to receive new perceptions or to act or communicate because it now 
lacks the material means. This physical assumption justified suicide in 
order to escape a distressing death whose consequences could not be erased.5 
To a stoicising Christian J esus would have to insist that his ijyepoYtxoY had 
been reclothed in flesh because this was the only possibility. No human 
mind could communicate without a body: so the personality confronting 

1 F. Kudlien, 'Pneumatische Arzte' in Pauly -W' issowa, Suppl. xi (Stuttgart, 
1968), pp. 1097-1108. 

2 Siegel, op. cit., pp. 188-9. 
3 Cf. Paul's address in Athens in Acts. 
4 Rist, op. cit., p. 263. 
5 Rist , op. cit. p. 241, c£. p. 261. 
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the doubting Thomas was either a resurrected man or else that man's 
oa[{lwv. 

A final instance of possible stoicising is the account of Jesus' birth in the 
Ephesian and Smyrnaean Epistles. To the Smyrnaeans Ignatius declares 
Jesus kin of David after the flesh, but Son of God by God's will and power, 
born of a virgin. These statements clash. Again, in Ephesians xviii we are 
told that Christ was conceived by Mary from the sperm of David and the 
Holy llvBvfla. As Siegel shows, Galen received a view of sperm similar to 
his description of the cerebral blood which produced nvBVfla 'tfJVXtu6v.1 This 
suggests he envisaged Joseph as having had intercourse with Mary, but 
that he believed the human sperm carried the divine nvBvfla rather than 
Joseph's own. But against this is Ignatius' insistence upon our Lady's 
virginity. Perhaps Ephesians, xix, 1 offers a solution. There the Lord's 
birth from Mary and his death are treated as parallel miracles which were 
concealed from 'the ruler of this world'. How were they parallel? The Lord's 
death veritably occurred but was totally annulled by his resurrection. Was 
Mary's virginity similarly lost by a veritable deflowering in wedlock and 
similarly totally restored by a like divine act? If life can be resurrected, 
why not also virginity? Indeed, St. Augustine expects the same miracle 
for pious virgins deflowered by the Goths in defiance of their wishes. We 
need not believe this idea of the doctrine of the Virgin Birth, but did Ig
natius perhaps hold such a view? 

In conclusion, many aspects of the references to nvBvfla in the seven 
'Eusebian' letters of Ignatius may make more consistent sense if we as
sume some knowledge in their writer both of contemporary Stoic thought 
and of contemporary medical theory. 

Appendix 

Texts from St. Ignatius cited in discussion 

A. The Ephesian Epistle 

V, 1: 

VII.2 

VIII, 2 

IX, 1 

El yae eyw ev f.W~(!cp X(!O'Vql TOLaVT1J'V avv1)1hwv eaxov 7l(.HJc; TOV bdauonov 
Vf.-tWV, ovu dv{}ewnlV1J'V ovaav, aAAa 7lVCVf.-taTtx1jv ... 
clc; laT(!Oc; eaTtV, aa(!XtXoc; Te :><:at 7l'VeVf.-taTt:><:oc;, yeVV1JTOc; :><:at ayEV'V1JTOc;, e'V 
dv{}edmqJ {}e6r;, ev {}avd.TqJ Cwij dA1J{}w1), nat ex Maelac; nat ex {}wv, 7l(!WTO'V 

na{}1Jroc; xat r6u dna{}Jjc;, 'I1Jaovc; Xewroc; 6 xvewc; ij,uwv. 
Ot aa(!X!XOt Td 7l'VCVf.-taTtXU neaaaet'V OV OV'VaVTat, OVoe Ot 7lVCVf.-laTtXOt TU 
aaextx6., wane(! avo£ ij n{anc; Ta rijc; dmartac; OVOe ij dmar{a ra rijc; n{auwr;. 

a OE xai naTa adena ned.aaeu, ravra 7l'VCVf.-taTtx6. eanv. iv 'f1)aOV yae Xewrcp 
nd.vra ne6.aaeT6. 
"Eyvwv oe naeo&vaavrd.r; nvar; b~ei{}rv, exovrar; xaxijv atoax1)v· ovr; ovu 
eld.aau anei(!at elr; Vf.-tiir;, {Jvaavuc; rd cpra, de; ro !liJ naeaof:!;aa{}w rd anet(!6-

------
1 Siegel, op. cit., pp. 226-230. 

X, 3 

XI, 2 

XVIII, 1 
2 

XIX, 1 
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f.-leVa vn' avrwv, wr; ovur; A£{}ot vaov :n:areor;, ijrOtf.-taUf.-tEVO! elr; olxooof.-ti}V 
{}wv :n:are6c;, dvatpe(!Of.-leVOt elr; rd Vtp1) Ota rijr; /l1JXavijc; 'l1JUOV Xetawv, or; 
ianv arave6r;, axow{qJ X(!Wf.-te'VOt rep TI:VeVf.-taTt rep dylqJ. ij oi :n:lanr; Vf.-tWV 
dvaywyevr; Vf.-tWV, ij oi dyd:rt:1) 6oor; ij dvaq;ieovaa elr; {}r6v. 

!liJ TOV Ota{J6Aov {Jord'V1) nr; eV(!e{}fi ev Vf.-tl'V, dU' ev :n:dan dyvelf! xai awq;eoavvn 
f.-lE'V1JT6 ev 'l1JUOV Xetarcp aaextxwc; xai 7l'V£Vf.-tartxwr;. 

xweir; TOVTOV f.-l1)0EV Vf.-tlV Tl:(!e:rt:irw, iv iJi Ta OCUf.-tU Tl:e(!l(/!E(!W, TOVr; :rt:VCVf.-taTtuovr; 
f.-taeyaehac;, 

lle[!{tp1)f.-ta TO ef.-tOV TI:'VeVf.-ta TOV araveov, .. . 

6 yae {}ear; 1Jf.-tW'V 'l1JUOVr; 6 Xewror; exvoq;oe1){}1) v:n:o Maetar; xar' olxoVOf.-t{av 
{}wfj ex a:rt:E(!f.-taTOc; f.-lEV L1ave£a, :rt:VeVf.-taror; oi ay{ov · oc; eyevv1){}1) xai e{Ja:n:
r{a{}1J, Zva rep :n:d{}n ro iJowe xa{}aetan. 

Kai eJca{}ev TOll aexovra TOV alwvor; TOVTOV ij :n:ae{}ev{a Mae{ac; xai 6 wxeror; 
avrijr;, 6f.-to{wr; xai 6 {}dvaror; TOV xvetov. re{a f.-tVUr1)ew xeavyijr;, U.nva ev 
1)avxlf! fhov i:n:edx{}1J. 

B. The Magnesian Epistle 

I , 2 xara/;tw{}eir; yde O'VOf.-taTor; {}eOTI:(}eTI:WTdrov, ev olr; 7le(!t(/!E(!W OCUf.-tOtr; (jaw rar; 
EXXA1Jalar;, iv alr; l!vwaw dJxof.-taL aaeuor; xai TI:VeVf.-tawr; 'l1JaovXewwv, TOV Otd 
:n:anoc; iJf.-twv Cijv, :n:{auwr; re uai dy6.:n:1Jr;, . .. 

VI, 2 :n:dvuc; ovv 6f.-to1)1hwv {}rov Jca{J6vur; ivree:n:ea{}e dJcJc1)Jcovr; xai f.-t1JOetr; xara 
adena {JJce:n:f:rw TO'V TI:A1Ja{ov, dAA' ev 'l1JUOfJ Xeutr((J aAAJjAovr; Ota :n:avror; dya:n:iiu. 

IX, 2 ov xat oi :n:eorpijTat f.-ta{}1)Tat ovuc; rep TI:'VeVf.-taTt wr; OtodaxaAO'V avrov :n:eoa
eo6xwv; 

XIII, 1-2 .EnovodCeu ovv {le{Jatw1Jijvat ev wir; o6yf.-taaw TOV xvetov uai TW'V d:n:oar6},wv, 
Zva :n:d.vra, oaa :rt:OtetT6, xauvoow{}iju aaeut nat TI:VeVf.-taTt, :n;{aut xat dyd:n:n, 

lv v[cp xat :n:aret xat ev :n:vevf.-tart, iv dexzi xat iv rD.et, f.-leTa wv d!;wnee:n:eardrov 
emax6:n:ov Vf.-tW'V nat d!;w:n:A6xov TI:'VCVf.-taTtXOV auq;d.vov TOV neea{Jvue{ov 
Vf.-tW'V :><:at TWV nard {}eov owx6vwv. 2. vnordy1)T6 rep emax6:n:qJ nat dJci,JjAotr;, 

wr; 'I1Jaovr; Xewror; rep :n:aret xat oi d:n:6aroAot rep Xewrcp xat rep :n:aret Zva 
l!vwatr; fJ aaextx1) Te xat m·evf.-tanx1). 

XV, 1 eeewafJe ev Of.-tOVO{f! fJeov, XeXT1Jf.-lEvO! dbtdxetrov TI:VeVf.-ta, or; ianv 'l1JUOVc; 
Xewr6r;. 

C. The Trallian Epistle 

Praefatio: 

VIII, 1 

XII, 1 

EXXA1JU{f! ay{f! T1J ovan iv TedAAWtV rijr; 'A alae;, e:><:AeXTfi nat dt;w{}iqJ, eL(!1J'VCV· 
ovan iv aaext xat :n:vevf.-tan rep :n:d{}rt 'bwov Xewrov, ... 
Vf.-teic; ovv rijv :n:eav:n:d{}rwv dva/,a{J6vur; dvaxr1)aaa1J'e iavrovr; iv :n:{aret o 

ianv aae/; TOV xve{ov, nat iv dyd:n:n, 0 ianv alf.-ta '!1JUOV Xewrov. 
'AandCof.-tat Vf.-tiic; d:n:o .Ef.-tV(!'V1Jr; Uf.-ta rair; avp:n:aeovaatr; f.-tO! exXA1Ja{au; TOV 
{}eov, Ot XaTa 7lU'VTa f.-le ave:n:avaav aaex{ T6 :><:at TI:'VeVpart. 

D. The Roman Epistle 

Praef. 
VII, 3 

IX, 3 

aerov {}wfj {}iJcw, 0 eanv aae/; 'l1JGOV Xewrov, TOV eX amief.-taToc; L1avelo, 
nat :n:6pa {}iJcw TO alf.-ta avrov, 0 ianv dyd:rt:1) arp{}aeror;. 

da:n:dCerat Vf.-tiic; ro Ef.-tOV TI:'VeVf.-ta xat ij dyd:n:1J rwv ix:><:A1Jatwv rwv Oe/;af.-tivwv 
f.-t6 elr; O'VOf.-ta 'f1)UOV Xewrov, ovx we; :n:aeoaeVO'VTa. nat yae ai !liJ :n:eoa1)xovaa{ 
flO! Tfi do((; rfi xara adena, xara :rt:OA!'V f.-le :n:eoijyov. 

E. The Philadelphian Epistle 

Praef. 

IV 

da:n:dCOf.-tOt iv atf.-taTt 'I1JaOv Xewrov, fjnr; ear tv xaea alwvwc; nat :rraeaf.-tOVOr; ... 
ave; xara TO tOW'V {}EA1)f.-ta ean)et/;ev ev {Je{Jatwavvfl rep dy{cp avwv TI:'VeVf.-taTt. 

.E:n:ovodaau ovv f.-ttij. evxaewr{f! xefia{}at . f.-t{a yae aae/; TOV xve{ov iJf.-tWV 'l1JGOV 
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VII, 1 

XI, 2 
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Xgu1Tov xai iv :7WT~(!IOV Eli; EV(J)(Jtv TOV at{taTor; avrov, iv {)vataaT~(!IOV, wr; flr; 
bdaxonor; li{ta rep newfJvueicp xai Ota:v.6votr; roir; avvoovJ.otr; ftOV. Zva, 0 eav 
neaaarJTE, :v.ara ffeOV n(!alJlJTjTE. 
El yae xai xara aaeua wJ TtVEr; ~f}iJ.rJaav n}.avijaat, d.Ua TO nVEV{ta ov nJ.a 
viirat dno {)Eov ov. olOev yag, n6ffEv BQXETat uai nov vnayEt, uai rd Y.(!VnTa eUy-
XEt . .. flU(!TVr; oi {tOt, ev qi OiOEftat, OTt dno aaeuor; dvffewniv'fjr; OVY. lJyvwv. TO Oe 
nVEVfta ex~gvaaEv Uyov TaOE. 
'lrJaovr; Xewr6r;, elr; ov eJ.ntCovatv aae:v.t, tpvxfi, nveiJ{tart, ntaut, dyann, 
6povo[f! . 

F . The Smyrnaean Epistle 

Praef. 
I 

III, 1 

XIII 

ev awhflq> nvEvftart xai }.6ycp fhov . 
BvOrJaa yag V{tiir; Y.aTrJ(!TtlJ{tivovr; ev dxtV~Tq> nlaTEt, wanE(! 'P.a{)TjJ.W{tivovr; 
ev rep araveep TOV uvetov , lTjlJOV Xetarov aaeui TE uai nvEVftaTt uai !)Oeaa{tivovr; 
ev dyann ev rep a'iftaTt Xetarov, ne:rtATj(!OtpO(!Tj{tivovr; elr; TOV :v.vewv ~wnv, 
dJ.Tjffwr; ovra ex yivovr; LlavEto Y.aTa adgua, vlOv ffeov xara ffii.wta xai OvVa{ttV 
{)eov, YEYEVV!]{tivov dJ.Tjffwr; ex naeffivov ... 
, Eyw yag xai {lETa TTJV dvaaraatv ev aagui avrov oloa xai ntGTEVW ovra. 2. xai 
OTE near; rovr; nE(!t IUreov rjJ.ffEv, lJrp!] avroir; . Aa{JEu, tp!]Aarp~aari fLE uai iOeTE, 
OTt ovx etftt OatftOVIOV dawflaTOV. xai Evffvr; avrov 1J!paVTO uai eniauvaav, xea
ffivrer; Tfj aaexi avrov uai rep nvEVftaTt. Ota TOVTO Y.at ffavdrov 'P.aTErp(!OV1)l1av, 
1)Vgiff'fjaav Oe vnee ffavarov. 3. ftbTa Oe TTJV dvaaraatv avvirpayev avroir; xai 
avvimEv wr; aagxtx6r;, xalnE(! nve'l!ftartxwr; ~VWftivor; rep narei. 
danaCoftat rov olxov Taoviar;, ijv eVXOftat iogaaffat ntarEt xai dyann aaextxfj 
u uai nvEVftauxfj. 

G. Epistle to Polycarp 

I euotxet aov TOV r6nov ev naan B:rt!fteAelf! aaextxfj Te xai nVEV{tartxfj· rijr; EV(OGcWr; 
tp(!OVTt(;E, rjr; OVOBV fi{tEtvOV. 

II Ota rovro aaeutxor; el xai nvEVftaux6r;, 
'v rair; dodrpair; ftOV neoaJ.dJ.et, dyaniiv TOV XV(!tO!I xai roir; lJV{t{Jlotr; aexeiaffat 

l 
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The Epistle to Diognetus and Contemporary Greek Thought 

R. G. TANNER, Newcastle, N. S. W. 

This brief apologetic treatise, which Stephanus probably miscalled an 
Epistlei, has long proved controversial on virtually every level of discussion. 
Alleged by the rubric of the Codex Argentoratensis (F) to be the work of 
Justin Martyr, it has been held by most scholars since 1691 to be the work 
of some other hand. Suggestions regarding its date have ranged from Tille
mont's proposed 70 A .D. put forward in 1694 to Donaldson's XIXth century 
assertion that we have a renaissance forgery written by a Greek exile from 
the fall of Constantinople.2 Serious modern scholarship which takes account 
of its relation to the fragments of the Predicatio Petri preserved in the 
Stromateis of Clement of Alexandria and its likeness to the works of Aristi
des, Hippolytus, Theophilus and Clement himself tends to date the work 
between 125 and 200 A.D. The literary quality of this piece has again proved 
extremely contentious. Marrou praises it highly3, and Ulrich von Willamo
witz-Moellendorf put it in his Griechische Lesebuch II, pp. 357-363 as a 
choice instance of Christian Hellenism, yet Kirsopp Lake declares it to be 
"rhetorical in the extreme", 4 and suspects it was "the exercise of some young 
theologian rather than an actual apology sent to a living person." Finally, 
the inclusion of the work in the corpus of Apostolic Fathers is purely tradi
tional and derives from the belief propounded in 1742 by Gallandi that the 
work was composed by Apollos himself. 

Factors which one age found decisive for dating have often been shown 
by later scholarship to possess a merely marginal significance. However, 
there are a number of interesting chronological indications. The lack of 
reference · to the Gnostic controversy was deemed by Harnack a ground for 
dating the work after this dispute was over and forgotten -about 310 A.D. 5 

On the other hand the apparent 'binitarianism' of Chapters vii to ix leads one 
to think that the work must be closer to the date (also still in dispute) of the 
Pastor of Hermas. "Its Christology, if more advanced than that of Justin, 
is less elaborate and precise than that of Origen' '. G Nor can it be very seriously 

1 A Diognete, H. I. Marron (Sources Chretiennes), 1952, p. 92. 
2 L. R. Radford, Epistle to Diognetus (SPCK), 1908, p. 10. 
'• Kirsopp Lake, Apostolic Fathers, Vol. II, p. 348 (Loeb). 
5 Chronologie der altchristlichen Litteratur, I, p. 514. 
6 Radford, op. cit., pp. 19-20. 

3 op. cit., p. 45. 
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maintained that Chapter x, 4-7 really is an echo of the Gnostic degradation 
of Christ from his unique sonship any more than this can be said of Hebrews i , 
9-11. The anti-Jewish tone of Chapters iii and iv is unrelieved by any notion 
ofthe role of the chosen people, ofMessiahship, 'or of Hebrew prophecy, such 
as we find in other early apologetic. This has been held to date the work 
before or during the Bar-Cochba rising against Hadrian and second Roman 
sack of Jerusalem in 135 A.D. In the same vein thecriticismofJewishobses
sion with the Calendar in iv, 5 is held to suggest a date before Christians 
came to be plagued with similar controversies relating to the date of Easter 
in 167 A.D. The criticism of Jewish temple sacrifices is to be found in other 
and later writers because the Jews still believed they were necessary, even 
whilst temporarily impossible. Thus neither this passage in Chapter iii nor 
the earlier reference to Christians as xawov rovw ysvo~ (Chapter i) can be pres
sed to suggest a very early date before 70 A.D. 7 The persecutions mentioned 
in Chapter v may refer equally to Trajan's reign (Martyrdom of Ignatius, 
c. 112 A.D .), to that of Antoninus Pius (151-5 A.D.), or of Marcus Aurelius 
(160-180 A.D.). But it may be suggested that these general grounds might 
favour a date between 155 and 160 A.D. 

Before turning to some philosophical considerations affecting the dating 
and understanding of the epistle, a few words must be said about its textual 
tradition. All our MSS are copies ofF (Codex Argentoratensis) which was 
destroyed by fire in the Prussian bombardment of the city of Strasbourg on 
August 24 1870. It was a work of 260 pages by two hands. The earlier inclu
ded several works attributed to Justin Martyr (ob. 163 A.D.). The titles were 
"On the Monarchy of God", "An Exhortation to the Greeks" , "An Exposi
tion of the Faith Concerning the Right Confession of the Trinity", " To the 
Greeks", and "To Diognetus" . After these follow two other works - one on 
Sibylline prophecies -and then two works attributed to Athenagoras (ob. 

. 177 A.D.) - namely "Petition on behalf of the Christians" and "On the 
Resurrection". The rest of the codex was written in another hand; but this 
earlier portion seemed to be written in a characteristic 13th century Byzan
tine hand. 

The Codex was found in 1436 in Constantinople in a box of wrapping 
paper in a fish shop and promptly bought by a Latin priest Tommasso 
d' Arezzo. When he decided to abandon his Gree~ studies and become a 
missionary to Turks, he gave the codex to Jan Stojkovic of Ragusa, who 
was in Constantinople in 1435-7 as a legate from the Council of ::(3asel, 
whither he returned with our text in his possession. At his death the Cardi
nal Stojkovic bequeathed his library to a community of Dominican Friars at 
Basel. They sold our codex to the humanist Johannes Reuchlin who kept it 
till his death in 1522. In 1580 it was discovered again in the library of the 
Abbey ofMaursmiinster and copied for Martin Crusius by one Bernard Haus. 

7 As Tillemont tried to do. 
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Henri Stephanus was unaware of this copy and made his own in 1586, which 
is 8tjl) extant in Leyden (st) . In 1590 Beurer made a further transcript, now 
lost, which Stephanus collated against his own for the editio princeps of 1592. 
In the revolution of 1793 the Abbey was dissolved and the codex passed to 
the municipal library of Strasbourg, with which it was destroyed. 

All texts until 1842 continued to be based on the Stephanus and Beurer 
copies used for the Paris editio princeps and for Sylburg's Heidelberg edition 
which appeared a year later in 1593. But in 1842 Otto had Cunitz re-collate 
the codex in Strasbourg for his edition of Diognetus. Again in 1861 Otto 
decided to employ Reuss to prepare yet a further collation of this codex F 
in connexion with the third edition of the complete works of Justin Martyr 
which finally appeared, long after the burning of the codex, in 18 79. Immedia
tely afterwards, in 1880, K. J. Neumann re-discovered the Haus copy (h) 
made in 1580. Thereupon Funk chose -unwisely- to treat (h) as an indepen
dent witness against (F) for the text of his 1901 edition of Die Apostolischen 
Vater. The main text editions have been Gebhardt (1875), Otto (1879), 
Lightfoot-Harmer (1898), Funk (1901) and Meecham (1948). 

The story of the suggested attributions of the work is both confusing and 
fascinating. Influenced by Tillemont's evidence for a date before A.D. 70 
put forward in 1691 Baratier suggested Clement of Rome in 1740 and Gal
landi proposed Apollos in 1742. In 1845 Dorner assigned the work to Qua-

. dratus -allegedly the first apologist, and recorded by Jerome as Bishop of 
Athens about 126 A.D . Further, though Tillemont believed he had dispro
ved any connexion with Justin Martyr beyond the accidents inherent in 
transcription in 1691, later advocates of Justin have included such scholars 
as the great Otto, who did not renounce his position until 1882. Early in the 
19th century attempts were made to assign the work to Marcionite influence, 
Bunsen attributing it to Marcion himself, and Draseke choosing Apelles on 
the assumption that he reverted to catholicism late in life- about A.D. 180 . 
Then Doulcet in 1880 and Kihn in 1882 sought to identify the author with 
Aristides, whose Apology was discovered in Syriac by Rendell Harris in 
1889 and recognised by Armytage Robinson in the Greek of Barlaam and 
Ioasaph.8 It is significant that both these works share a noteworthy ele
ment - the argument from Old Testament Prophecy which is so common in 
other apologists is totally lacking in either. In this century renewed atten
tion has been given to the authorship problem, and the case for Hippolytus 
and that for Theophilus of Antioch have been fully canvassed. Marrou in his 
valuable edition of 1952 wishes to assign the work to the late second century 
Alexandrian doctor Pantaenus. 

However, the authorship problem is not restricted to the main body of 
Chapters I to X. Controversy has also raged around the unity of the work, 
and a majority of scholars accepts the view that Chapter XI and XII are 

8 See Loeb edition, Woodward and Mattingly, 1914, p. viii. 
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drawn from another work, not apologetic in character, but perhaps an Epi
phany Homily. Certainly at the sudden close of Chapter X the Strasbourg 
MS preserved a note "here the copy had a break" . 

The candidates proposed for the authorship of Chapters XI to XII have 
included Hippolytus of Rome who was first proposed by Bunsen in 1852. 
Later came Harmer's suggestion of Pantaenus in 1891 and then in 1940 
Bonner's attribution of this fragment to Meliton of Sardes, whose only 
extant treatise is dated between 170 and 190 A.D. No scholar, except 
Barnard9, now proposes dating this section much before 190 A.D. Therefore 
scholars who wish to regard Chapters I to XII as a continuous work by the 
same hand which has been disfigured by a large lacuna after Chapter X must 
date the whole composition of ad Diognetum no earlier than 190 A.D. This 
is the position into which Marrou is driven.10 

How then does Marrou justify his position~ On page 260 he freely admits 
that the 'apologetic' Chapters II to IV exhibit marked parallels with the 
Predicatio P etri and with Aristides' Apology - and that indeed much of V 
to VI is also reminiscent of Aristides. However on page 261 he makes a 
determined effort to associate the 'catechetic' portions with Tertullian. 
"Pour ne rappeler que le cas le plus precis, la polemique contre la doctrine 
gnostique du Messie-Ange (VII, 2) ne nous offre de parallele date que le de 
carne Christi de Tertullien, ce qui nous rapporte aux annees 208 - 211." But 
the conclusive evidence of relation with the beginning of third century apolo
getic is the hortatory tone .... "le theme de !'exhortation, et avec lui les 
paralleles en question, apparaissent des !'introduction (I, 2) avant de s'epa
nouir au Chapter X". Partly influenced by such factors as the reference to 
-cfjc; <ptJ..avffewn£ar; -cov {}eoiJ which also occurs in the Clementine quis dives salvetur 
(III, 33), Marrou dates the work before 203 A.D., and suggests that its reci
pient was a Procurator entitled to the style ueanau named Claudius Diogne
t~s. According to papyrological evid~~ce ~his person was from ~97-20~ A.D. 
Archiereus Aegypti , the Roman offiCial m charge of the admimstratwn of 
temples and priestly estates throughout Egypt. By custom this official 
was not merely an equestrian but also a man of letters.11 Marrou thus con
cludes his case by suggesting that the whole present work in its complete 
form was composed by Pantaenus about 200 A.D. and dedicated to this 
official at this period in the "lesser peace of the Church" .12 . 

The authorship is likely to remain a riddle - but how far does the philo
sophical argument of the work suit the proposed date and recipient~ !n 
answer to this question we should expect that an appeal to a Roman offiCial 
acting as a kind of ancient 'Church Commissioner' would take the form either 
of a plea for tolerance or an attempt at conversion. In fact it is quite clear 

9 L. Barnard, Studies in the Apostolic Fathers and their Background. 
10 op. cit ., pp. 262-3. 
11 H . Stuart Jones, Fresh Light on Roman Administrat ion, OUP, 1920, pp. 26- 32. 
12 op. cit., p. 265. 
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ven for those of us who do not share Marrou's view of the integrity of the 
e t . that Chapters I to X represent the latter type of appeal - a call to t rea ISe 

·on In such a case then we should expect an attempt to show that conversi · . . . 
Chr· t"anity lacked the defects of Alexandrian Judaism and Alexandrian 

ISms~ m and also that its tenets were in full harmony with the best insights 
paga ' . f 1 . t t thi . . f contemporary philosophy. As Marrou IS care u to pom ou , s ISm 
~ t done in relation to Stoicism and to Platonism.13 Further the argument 
~eVIl 2 is similar to the writings ofNumenius a;nd suggests attitudes found 

? Plotinus. So far then the date and recipient proposed by Marrou are con
I~ t nt with the philosophical allusions which suggest the beginnings of the 
SIS e Pl . h" h f. d . fusion between later Stoic thought and Middle atomsm w IC we m m 
the early third century. . . 

Against the view, however, that we have a basiC structure of such plulo
phical significance stands the recent and excellent study by Rudolf 

;randle : Die Ethik der "Schrift an Diognet" Zurich, Theologischer Verlag, 
1975. H e contrasts our author with other Apologists, who were obviously 
sympathetic to Greek thought, remarking "Diog 8, 2-4 bleibt die einzige 
Stelle in unserer Schrift, die explizit auf die Philosophie aufgeht" .14 It is 
true that this is the only Chapter which reviews philosophy specifically : 
however once one suspects dynamic application of amphibolic lexis, it 
becomes , reasonable to interpret Chapters V and VI in Zenonian terms . On 
t he other hand Brandle does great service in reminding us of J ohannine and 
P auline influences also at work.15 

NOW a study which begins ueauau Ll tOYY'YJU in deliberate clear reminiscence 
of Luke-Acts (xeaua-ce 0s6<ptAs, Lk. I, 3) is unlikely to ignore the Pauline 
address to the philosophers of Athens in Acts in appeal to a Stoicising Roman 
official (Acts, 17, 22-31 ). The quotation -cov yae uai yivor; lapiv is attributed 
to the Phaenomena of Aratus, but Aratus' line is probably based on a simi
lar one in the Stoic Cleanthes' Hymn to Zeus which Paul doubtless also had 
in mind, eu aov yae yivor; eapb .t6 Given that Aristides insists the Christian 'new 
race' traces its true genealogy from Christ17 and that our author also refers 
to uawov -rov-ro yivor; in I, and then exhorts Diognetus to become wanse e~ aexfir; 
uawor; li.vffewnor;, we may have an interesting case of Stoic amphibolic lexis at 
t he outset. Marrou very properly renders the foregoing Greek phrase "quand 
t u seras devenu un homme nouveau semblable a celui qui vient de naitre", 
and this would be very clearly suggestive to a Stoic who believed that words 
exists by nature and that thus homonymy in language corresponds to real 
association in nature. In short Diognetus is being exhorted to cease being 
Dio-gnetus in order to be reborn in baptism as Christo-gnetus . Annexure 
I(b) shows Stilpo making a jest at the expense of Zeno t.he Stoic's other 
teacher Crates the cynic which similarly relies on amphiboly, or the possible 
interpretation of the same lexis 'ifla-c£ov uatvov as two lekta; first 'ifla-c£ov fxat-

lJ op. cit., pp. 139-140. 
iG Annexure I(d). 

33 S~udia Pa~ris~ica voL XV 

14 op. cit., p. 48. 
11 xxvii, 252. 

15 ibid. p. 50. 
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vov, secondly 'if-ta-dov jxai jvov. Annexure I (c) is the standard definition from 
Diocles Magnes with the model avArrr:eir; nbn:wxe taken either as avArrr:eir;J 
nim:wxe "the flute girl has fallen over", or as avA'YJ J-r:eir;Jnim:wxe " t he house 
has collapsed three times". 

In the light of our examples from Stoic sources and the instance of am
phlboly suggested by the name of the recipient, we should perhaps re-examine 
wr; a'V xa£ Myov xawov, xa#6:nee xa£ av-r:dr; WJ-toMyrj(far;, axeoa-r:'YJr; SGOf-tB'Vor;. The 
translators feel a problem here. Kirsopp Lake is quite banal: "as one, as 
you yourself admitted, who is about to listen to a new story" . This is hardly 
the comment we expect from a cultured Stoic official, and an expert in 
Egyptian cultus. Radford offers us "since thou art about to listen to a doc
trine which is itself a new thing, as thou thyself didst acknowledge": this is 
better, but begs the question. Marrou does rather better "puisque c'est un 
langage nouveau - tu en conviens toi-meme -que tu appretes a entendre," 
and is probably right, but is there also an amphibolic double-entendre? It is 
more than likely that Diognetus had stated that he would heed nothing but 
argument and rationality (Myovjxai jvov): the author now insists that in order to 
achieve this he must learn a new language or new doctrine (Aoyov jxawov). One 
suspects we have here a good-humoured verbal fencing match between two 
experts in Stoicism - one a convert and the other a man who accepts and 
allegorises all natural religions. On this basis the curiously limited condem
nation of idolatry without reference to its offering facilities for demons, and 
of Judaism as simply inconsistent and subversive comes, pace Marrou, to 
make perfect sense. Finally, our division of logos and nous (speech and reason) 
on which this view depends is not merely captious or :malogical: it is main
tained and varied in the ensuing sentence. We have reference to eyes and 
intelligence, material and form, call and consider: each ]pair harmonising with 
our first amphibolic one. 
.The argument of II, 2-9 continues by explicating that the hypostases 

of idols are shared by other utensils made from similar hypostases, be these 
wood, bronze, stone, or pottery. Further, their forms are due to human 
craftsmen, not to any divine pur technilcon: further the same craftsmen 
might create any number of additional examples at will and equally well 
might re-use the material of present idols for any other utensils men might 
require. Then it is emphasised in II, 4 that these idols cannot move, perceive, 
think or speak: they lack psychic pneuma in Stoic terms. Most serious, it is 
pointed out in II, 5 that the worshipper comes to resemble his idols. This 
odd warning is reminiscent of a psalm passage (134, 15-18) -but it makes 
sense only from the standpoint of the Stoic doctrine of oikeiosis or environ
mental assimilation. The theory of this process is discussed in a recent study 
by S.G. Pembroke.18 Moreover, it was also a "natural law" applied under the 

iSS. G. Pembroke, Oikeiosis, in A. A. Long, Problems in Stoieism, Athlone Press, 1971, 
pp. 114-149. . 
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1 Empire in the programme of Romanization. Thus Tacitus remarks on 
ear Y 1 · B "t · t h · di · d . use by Agrico a m n am: namque u ommes spers1 ac ru es eoque 
;~s bella facile~ quieti et otio per voluptates adsuescerent, hortari privatim, 
adiuvare publice, ut templa fora domos exstruerent.19 

So here again we have a controversy where both parties argue from Stoic 

1 a ·es: our author confutes Diognetus' acceptance of natural religion in 
:erms of allegory by showing that its idolatrous forms impose a damaging 
oikeiosis on the participant. Such cults will damage the psychic aesthesis of 
the worshipper - thus destroying his power to attain knowledge. A further 
argument shows that the treatment meted out to idols by the worshippers is 
inconsistent with the view that they had any power of perception or reason
ing, and they are thus devoid of all psychic pneuma. 

In Chapter III the case turns to the claims of Judaism. Jewish rejection of 
imaaes admittedly prevents the damage to a worshipper's hegemonikon which 
idol~ might induce - but the sacrifices of blood and hot fat are equally 
di gusting for the one Jewish God as ~or the many Greek deities. But this is 
not the only problem here. The word eironeia in Chapter IV describes a 
fu rther fault which is difficult to explicate. In a thesis as yet unpublished on 
the use of eironeia in reference to tragedy Gerasimos Markantonatos finds 
our passage quite atypical. "A peculiarly interesting but uncertain example 
is found in the Epistle 'to DiognetuB. I doubt however whether the contrast 
made in the excerpt is between eironeia and alazoneia. The latter evidently 
means 'boasting'. But a comparison of each question raised with its answer 
does not show any force of understatement in eironeia. Apparently the mean
ing he puts into the word eironeia is 'deceit', 'hypocrisy', or 'petty busy
ness'. But the very fact that the Aristotelian antithesis fails here may per
haps be doubly significant. The two terms had been used together so often 
that one who wrote and spoke Greek might set them together out of mere 
instinct and popular habit: in other words the combination had become a 
commonplace." 2o Kirsopp Lake calls the word 'sham', Radford chooses 
'affectation' 21, while Marron renders it as 'la fausse humilite' . 22 

In my view the proper commentary is IV, 5. Radford renders thus: "To 
watch the stars and the moon, and mark thereby the observances of months 
and days, to divide the arrangements of God and the changes of the seasons 
according to their own inclination and assign some for feasting and some for 
mourning, who would regard this as an example of piety rather than 
folly ?" 23 Now as can be seen from Annexure II(b) elewvela was regarded by 
Chrysippus as an instance of the acpeoavv'Y) or folly of the fool ( cpavAor; ). So per-

19 Tacitus, Agricola, 21. 
20 G. Markantonatos, The Origin of Thirlwall 's Concept of Tragic Irony (University of 

outhampton), p. 38. 
21 op. cit., p. 59. 
22 op. cit., p. 61. 
23 ibid. pp. 59-60. 

33• 
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haps we may now render "the boastfulness of circumcision and the foolishness 
of new moons and fasts". Here again the assumption that the argument is 
being conducted within Stoic terms of reference assists the exegesis of the 
text before us. 

In Chapter V the Christian polity (rather than Christian citizenship) seem 
carefully compared and contrasted with the doctrine of a universal world 
society set out in Zeno's IloJ..n:eta . In this early work the founder of Stoicism 
was admittedly still heavily influenced by the total naturalist anarchism of 
Crates and the Cynics, but none the less the concept of universal natural 
law was already very strong. In Zeno's ideal society men are to live after 
the model of herbivorous herd animals sustained by the common law (v6ttcp) 
and/or pasture (vott0) of the cosmos. In the Christian polity again we have 
world-wide society, but one that obeys Epicurus' injunction to "live in 
hiding" by participating as metics or resident aliens in the various Greek 
and barbarian cities whose laws and customs they observe whilst surpassing 
them in sense of duty and charity. Since Panaetius' t ime (180-110 B .C.) the 
"newer" Stoic thought had accepted the validity of human states, especially 
comprehensive ones like Rome, and Panaetius himself found great signifi
cance in being a citizen of Rhodes. Therefore the Christian notion of man's 
participatory role in a human society had much in common with Panaetian 
Stoicism, and Christians shared Panaetius' strictures against such promis
cuity as Zeno had advocated. Annexures III to VI bring out these points, 
and also the parallel between eros as Zeno's social cement and agape as the 
Christian form of it. 

In Epictetan Stoicism sarx/sarkidion frequently describes the appetitive 
and non-rational psyche. So the contrast, in the manner of E icurus, of b 
aaer.,i fuanl. aaeua would be quite meaningful to Diognetus if he were a Stoic, 
and the point is made in Annexure VIII(b) . On the Stoic view an ideal 
society achieves perfect happiness: in our text here in Chapter V the Chris
tians are shown to comply with most elements of that Stoic definition, yet 
they live hated and persecuted. As Stoics and Christians agree that the world 
is providentially governed for the best, it follows that such apparent suffer
ing must be true happiness, a point taken up in Chapter VI. 

In Chapter VI, 2 our text compares the Christ ians in the world with the 
soul scattered th,rough the limbs of the body. This passage Marrou regards 
as an extreme instance of Stoicising tone. "Rien de plus Stoicien que cette 
maniere d' evoquer la presence immanente de 1' arne repandue dans toutes 
les parties du corps" . 24 Here Professor Joly has taken serious issue with 
Marrou's conclusion. He points out that the usage of eanaerat in this passage 
hardly suits Stoicism, as our Annexure VII(b) illustrates. Rather the word 
looks to the usage of Plutarch de anima (fr. 178 Sandbach) and of Plato him
self in Phaedo 65c-d, where the soul is described as fragmented and scat-

24 op. cit., p. 139. 
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tered t hroughout the body during waking hours, but coalescing together 
during sleep. Joly's further citations from Pindar, Aeschylus and the Pseudo
Hippocratic Regimen establish the point beyond reasonable doubt : "Il ne 
fait aucun doute non plus que l'origine en soit a chercher dans le mysticisme 
paien, orphico-pythagoricien." 25 Moreover, in VI, 3 the author advances a 
Pythagorean-Platonist view. remini~cent ~f the awttafaijp,a opposi~io~ of 
Phaedo 62b: the soul shut up m thepnson of1ts body. Just as the soul w1thmis 
invisible, so Christians are seen as persons but their piety is not visible to 
men. But in VI, 5 we find the sarx waging war upon the (rational) psyche 
because it opposes the pleasures of the sarx. 

We are now on Epictetan ground as well as Platonic.26 Stoics influenced 
by Posidonius On the emotions and his view of daemones might well see the 
first and second primary impulses of Stoic ethics, care for self and love for 
others, as separate intelligences acting upon one's human hegemonikon. The 
psyche which loves the sarx which hates it is clearly the embodied second 
primary impulse of love for others - Christianly termed agape, and it con
flicts with the first impulse of care for self. Thus Christians are not merely 
' oul' in t he sense of the rational vital pneumatic material giving form and 
life to the inert matter of the world, they are also the world's embodied 
second primary impulse. Thus the conflict of the principles in which the 
unselfish must suffer ill rather than doing it in Socratic terms will in the end 
strengthen tllis other-regarding force. So the internal Stoic debate continues; 
Diognetus is shown that the second primary impuJse receives not merely 
demonic expression in the personality but social expression in the Church. 

It is true that here we apparently fall into the same snare as that in which 
Joly finds Marrou has trapped himself. Having declared that the author 
means by kosmos "L'Oekoum?me", "I' ensemble de l'humanite" or "l'Empire 
romain" on page 131 , Marrou then, as Joly deplores, changes ground on 
page 139 to interpret kosmos as the Universe, and thus enables himself on 
page 142 to describe the Christians as functioning as "l'ame cosmique".27 
However against our valued colleague M. J oly we might well defend our
.-elves in Stoic terms - we are utilising the natural valid and meaningful 
amphiboly of kosmos. On the same basis, whilst unable to justify Marrou's 
view as to the essential force of eanaerat we might suggest that it was intend
ed to introduce an incidental implication of the Stoic sense of Myo~ ansep,art
r.,o~ as well as its main Orphic-Pythagorean significance. 

The seventh Chapter exhibits some of the process whereby (on this view) 
toic doctrine became assimilated with Neoplatonism. The activity of the 

rational pneuma of the universe as nous or general pronoia and as logos or 
creative reason in man and as spermatikos logos in the whole of nature opened 

~:; .R. Joly, Christianisme et Philosophie, Etudes sur Justin et les Apologistes grecs du 
dcu.~ Ieme siecle (Editions de l'Universite de Bruxclles), p. 205. 

~- A. Bonhiiffer, Epiktet und die Stoa, pp. 293-4. 
· ' R. Joly, op. cit., p. 208. 
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the door to syncretism with the Middle Platonist doctrine of 'First' and 'S 
cond' Gods. Clearly here the Logos and Truth is seen as the Neoplat ·et-
L ' d G d' oniS ?go~ or secon o who h~ becom~ man in Jesus Christ. Annexure IX 
With Its passage from Numemus -a wnter of the early third century _ 
k h. ma-

es t IS pa~ent .. Notewort~y it is for our view that the 'Holy Logos' is called 
both techmtes hke the Stow pur technikon and demiourgos in the mann f 
PI ' p· ~o a to s tmaeus and the N eoplatonists. In another passage N umeni 
ex?lains that the 'third God' is the cosmos, that part of the Logos appr~~ 
priated by matter. The apparent 'binitarian' aspect of VII is thus an attem t 
to state Christian revelation in contemporary philosophical terms. not p 
doctrinal but an apologetic statement. ' a 

In Chapter VIII the relationship between 'First' and 'Second' Gods is 
restated in Christian terms rather than those of Neoplatonism. In IX the 
de~ay in the incarnation is discussed. Though one would not care to press 
this, IX, 2 may suggest that the failure of Augustan Rome to achieve the 
dream of Virgil's Eclogue IV made human iniquity complete, and hence 
accounted for the date of the incarnation. A Roman sympathiser might 
interpret it thus, anyway. 

With Chapter X we come to the notion of imitatio dei. The notion that 
Godhead is a human social role seems to the modern Christian offensive: 
but ~t wa~ characteristic of the theory of Hellenistic monarchy which still 
survived m Roman Egypt from t.he Ptolemies. But from the Stoic view of 
God as the cosmic Pronoia any good man whose hegemonikon was in tune 
with the pulsation of the universe could be a minor pronoia whose behaviour 
would be totally selfless and totally impeccable. Further, the middle and new_ 
e~ Stoa taught that the proficient could attune his soul by consciously practi
smg at the spontaneous conduct of the sage, that is, by doing the providential 
actions described in X, 4-6. Annexure X will help to clarify this point. 
Wha~ then of the lost conclusion? One may suspect that the worthy Dio

gnetus IS to be told that Christianity alone is a pure natural religion, duly 
founded. by Go~ who is the basis of nature, and that this form of worship 
alone will not mfect the hegemonikon with erratic vibrations through an 
unwho~esome oikeiosis to things injurious. Therefore Christian baptism, 
eucharist, prayer and conduct were shown to be the appropriate religious 
framework for an adherent of the then evolving amalgam of Stoic teaching 
and the Middle Platonist philosophical doctrine of Numenius or Albinus. 
However, after the disasters of the third century, this simple cultural fusion 
became impossible, and the work was mutilated after the Decian or Dio
cletianic persecution by the excision of its eirenic conclusion. To complete 
the treatise, a passage from the end of a homily stressing the victory and 
power of the Church and the centrality of its life and ritual was then added 
to form our Chapters XI and XII. Such was the end of this attempted sym
biosis of philosophy J'nd reasonable Christianity. 
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APPENDIX 

In a very cogent note on the text of Ad Diognetum Ill, 2 Robert Joly 
has laid the ghost of ae{Jsw uat and restored to us the clearly correct ae{Jov-rat 
found also in the parallel passage of Aristides (Barlaam and Ioasaph, 
xxvii, 252). Yet his impressive solution following Lindner loses something 
of the desirable structural parallelism which should be evident in this sen
tence and its context: uat sl {hov eva iWV na:vT:WV ae{Jovrat Osan67:'Yj'V' a~tw 

q;eovs;;v. 
One is tempted to see the mischief as implicit in the VIth century uncial 

archetype cp which scholars ofF have long postulated as the original men
t ioned in that now lost Strasbourg MS. Personally I am disposed to conjec
t ure that it was an archetype of analogous script and colometry to the bibli
cal Codex Alexandrinus, and that there were about 26 letters to the line. 
Retaining Hilgenfeld's conjecture "aiiw~ and accepting Joly's ae{Jovrat I 
would replace the offending Mwvat with a~wvne~, taking cpeoveiv in Bauer
Arndt-Gingrisch sense 1, and adopting their version "think of God as master". 

KAAQE@EONENATQNllANTQNEEBON 
TAL:1EEllOTHNAEIOYNTEDPPONEIN 

Damage at the edges could readily have caused confusion of uncial E and 0, 
producing ae{Jsw , whilst damage at the beginning of the next line could lead 
t o T being read asK. We might render the passage thus: 

"The Jews then, since they abstainl rom the cult we have 
mentioned, correctly worship God one over all, consid~ring 
it suitable to think of him as Lord: but, since they offer 
him this religious service in the same way as those before 
mentioned, they are thoroughly in error." 

Annexures Relating to the Epistle to Diognetus 
(the text used in these is Lightfoot-Harmer) 

I. (a) I., EIIEL::J.H O(!W, xed·nars Llt6yV1JTS, {m:seeanov/3ax6ra as TTJv fhoai{Jstav TWV Xeut<tavwv 
!-la1hiv 

II. ~ Ays 13-Yj xa1J6.ear; aeavrov dno ndvrwv <Wv :neoxarsxavrwv aov T~ &dvotav ).oyta/-!Wv, xa£ 
n)v dnaTwo'av as avvfr&stav dnoaxevaadwvor; , xa£ YBVO/-IBVOr; wanee e.; dexiir; xawor; O:v&ewnor;, wr; 
c'iv xa£ ).6yov xawoii, xa1J6.:nse xa£ avror; WftoA6y'Y}aar; , dxeoar-Yjr; ea6/-IBVOr; ' 

(b) Diog. Laert. II, 118. 
:nd).w 13e l&hv TOv Kea<'Y}Ta XEl/-IWvO r; avyxeXUV/-IEvOV' "w Kea<'Y}r;'" EqtTJ' " c5oxeir; /-10£ xeelav 

lxew LftaTiov xatvoii." [ O:lle(! i'jv voii xa£ LftaTiov. ] xa£ TOV dx1Jea1Jma naecpMjaat elr; avTOV OVTW 
(Diels 1). 
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(c) S. V. F. Diogenes Babylonius. 
23 Diocles Magnes apud Diog. Laert. VII, 62. dprpt{JoJ..la oi ian J..e;,, ovo f) r.ai nklova 

n(]aypara O'Yjpa{vovaa J..er.-ctY.WS' xal Y.'IJ(]lWs r.al xara 7:0 avro effos, coa{}' apa nva nJ..e[ova ixoe;aa
{}at xard ri}v avri}v J..e;w, olov "avJ...I}T(]ts nenrwxe"· OTJJ,oihat yae &' avrfis 7:0 pev TOtOVTOV 
"olx{a rete; nt:JT/T:Wi<e", r0 ~€ TOtOiiTOV "aV)~?Jreta nin-rcoxe". 

(d) J. Adam, Texts to illustrate Greek Philosophy after Aristotle. 
196 Cleanthes apud Stobaeum eclogue 1 p. 25 Wachsmuth 

Xaiee · ae yae navreaat ffipts ffvr}roiat :rceoaavoav. ir. aoii yae yivos iapev, 

II. (a) IV. 'AJ..J..d pi}v 7:0 ye neei :rds fJewaets UVTWv tporpo&i,, xai ri}v neelra aa{J{Jam Oetatoat· 
povlav, r.al ri}v rfis neetropfis dJ..aCovelav, xai ri}v rfis V1JOrelas xai vovp'Yjvlas elewvelav, xaraye
J..aam xai ovoevos a.;,a J..oyov [ov] voplCw ae xenCew nae' ipoii paiJeiv. 

(b) S. V. F. Chrysippus 630. 
To o' elewvet!ea-&at rpav).wv elva£ rpaaw, ovoeva yae iJ..et!iJeeov xal anovoaiov elewvet!eaiJat· 

opolw, oe xai 7:0 aaexd.Cew, 0 iauv elewvet!ea{}at per' intavepoii nvo,. 'Ev povots Te <Ois aorpois 
dnokhwvat cptJ..tav, inei lv p6vots ·wvrots Of10Vota ylvemt neel TWV xara 7:0v {Jlov· ri}v o' op6votav 
elvat r.owwv dya{}wv buan]pTJV. 

III. (a) v. 4. Y.UTOtXOVVTes oe :rc6J..ets 'EJ..J..nvloa, re xal fJaefJaeovs WS' lxaaros ir.A'Yj(]W~, xai TOis 
iyxwelots e-&eatv dxoJ..om9·oiivre, ev re la{}fjn xal O!ah:n r.alnp J,omqi {Jlcp, -&avpaari}v ual opoJ..oyov
pivws naeaoo;ov iv&lxvvvmt ri}v uaniamatv rfis iavrwv noJ..mda,. 5. narewas olr.oiiaw lola,, 
dJ..J..' WS' na(]OtY.Ot' pedxovat nanwv Ws noJ..imt, r.al ndv{}' {mopivovatv WS' ;evot• :rcaaa ;iv'Y} :rc;arel<; 
iauv avrwv, xal naaa nqrels ;ivl). 

(b) S. V. F. Zeno. 
262 Plutarch us de Alex. virt. I 6 p. 329 a. xal pi}v ?j noi.v -&avpaCopeVTJ noJ..trela roii ri}v 

1:-r:wtxwv aZeeatv xam{JaAopevov Z1jvwvos els b roiiro avvrelvet xerpaAawv, Zva pi} i-card n6kts 
pnoe xard OfJpovs oluwpev, lolots ilxaawt O!wetapivot &xalots, dJ..).d ndnas dv{}ewnovs 1}ywpe1Ja 
OTJpOTas uai noAh:a,, els oe {Jto, '!I r.ai r.oapo,, &anee dyeA'Y}s avvvopov vopcp r.otvqi avvreerpo
uiv'YJs· 

IV. (a) V. 6. ya,uoiiatv ws navn:c;, rer.voyovoiiatv · dJ..J..' ov (jmrovat rd yevvwP,eva. 

(b) S. V. F. Zeno. 
270 Diogenes Laert. VII, 121. ;wi yaprwew, WS' 6 Z'ljvwv cpTJaiv iv rfl noAt-r:e{q., (rov aorpo11) 

xal natoonot'ljaea-&at. 

v. (a) v. 7. T(]cineCav XOtV1}v naearl{}evrat, d).).' OV r.otr'ljv . 

(b) S. V. F. Zeno. 
269 Diogenes Laert. VII, 131. aeeaxet oe avrois r.al uotvds elvat rds yvvair.as Oeiv naea 

rois aorpois, &are rov lvrvx6vm rfi lvrvxovan xefia{}at, xa{}d cpTJat Z'ljvwv iv rfi noAtrelct. - ib. 33. 
r.atvcis re rds yvvaiuas oo"yparlCctv, opolws JI).cirwvt, lv rfi noAtrela. 

VI. (a) v. 11. dyanwat ncivra,, r.al vno ncivrwv OtWY.OVrat. 12. dyvooiivmt, xal uarar.elvovrat. 
{}avaroiivrat, r.al Cwonotoiivrat. 

(b) S. V. F. Zeno. 
263 Athenaeus XIII 561 c. Ilovuavo, oe Z'ljvwva ecpTJ TOV Kmea vnoi.ap{Javetv TOV YEewra 

{}edv eivat rptJ..las xal O.ev&eelas, en oe ual opovolas naeaar.evaur.ov, aJ..Aov o' ovoev6,. &o xal 
' tv rfi noAtreiq.ecpTJ " rov "Eewra -&eov elvat, avve(]";ov vnciexovm :TC(]OS' ri}v rfjr; n6Aews GWT'YJ(!lav." 
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VII. (a) VI. 'An).ws o' elneiv, onee larlv iv awpan tpVJ.!J, roiir' elalv iv r.oapcp Xewuavol. 2. 
eana(]Tat xara ndvrwv TWV roii awparos peJ..Uiv ?j tpvx'lj, ual Xetanavol xara rd, roii r.oapov n6Aets. 
3. olr.ei pev lv up awpan tpvx'lj, ovx lan oi ir. roii awparos· r.al Xgtauavollv xoapcp olr.oiiatv, 
OVY. elai oe b~ roii x6apov. 

(b) J . Adam, Texts to illustrate Greek ,Philosophy after Aristotle. 
146 Chrysippus apud Galenum v.p. 287 Kuhn ?j ~pvxi} nveiipci ian avprpvrov fJpiv avvexes 

navrlrq> awpan &fixov ear' liv fJ rfis Cwfis avpperela :naefi iv rq> awpau. 

VIII. (a) VI. 5. ptaei ri}v tpvxi}v fJ ad(!; r.al nokpei pTJOiv d&r.ovpivTJ, otort rais fJoovais r.wAverat 
xefiaffat• ptaei r.ai XetartaVOVs 0 r.6apos pTJOev d&r.ovpevo,, OTt rais ?joovais dvrmf.aaovrat. 6. ?j 
tpvxi} ri}v ptaoiiaav dyan~ adeua xal rd peJ..n · r.al Xetauavol rolls ptaoiivras dyanwatv. 

(b) Arrian, Discourses of Epictetus, II, 22, 19: 
onov yae liv 7:0 " iyw" ual 7:0 "ipov," lxei dvdyr.'Y} eenetv 7:0 Cq>ov· el iv aaer.l, lr.ei 7:0 Y.V(!teVOV 

eivat• el Sv :TC(!Oal(!eGet, tr.ei elvat• el Sv TOis ir.TOS', tr.ei. elTOtVVV tr.ei elpt iyw, O:TCOV YJ :TC(!Oa{eeats, 
oifr:ws p,Ovw, xal rplAos eaopat olos &i r.al vlos ual nan]e. roiiro yae f10t avvo{au TTJ(!eiv TOv 
ntar6v, 7:0v alor]pova, TOV dver.ux6v, TOV drpexur.ov r.al aVVE(!YTJTtY.Ov, rpvJ..ciaaetV rd, axeaets' liv o' 
dJ..Aaxoii pev ipavrov {}6), dJ..J..axoii oi 7:0 r.aJ..6v, oihw, laxveos ylverat 0, EntY.OV(!OV Aoyo,, dnorpal
vwv r; p'I]Oev elvat TO r.aAov r; el aea TO evoo;ov. 

Lltd WVT'I}V ri}v ayvotav r.al 'A~vaiot r.ai Aar.eoatpovtot Otecpeeono xal 6'1]{Jaiot :neos dprpori
(!OVs r.ai peya, {Jaatktls neos ri}v 'E).).doa r.ai Maueo6ves neos dprpodeovs r.ai viiv 'Pwpaiot neos 
Teras xai eu ne6reeov Ta iv 'IAtcp Ota raiira lyivero. 6 'AJ..e;avoeos Toii MeveAaov ;ivos 1jv, r.ai ei: 
Tts avrov, eloev rptAocpeovovpevovs d).).?JJ..ov,, iJnlar'l}aev liv Tqi J..iyovu OVY. eivat cpli.ov, avrov,. d.U' 
e{JJ..'Ij~ els TO peaov peel&ov, r.optpov yvvatXcl(!LOV, r.ai neei avroii n6kpos. 

(c) ibid., III, 7, 4,: 

Tl OVv r.eeiaaov exopev rfis a'a(!Y.OS'; - Ti}v tpvx'ljv, ecpTJ. -, AyaDd oi Td TOii r.eariarov xeetnova 
iarw f) rd Toii rpav).orieov; -

IX. (a) VII. dll' avros dA'I]DWs 0 naVTOX(!clTW(! uai navror.TlaT'I}s r.ai doearos 6e6,, avros d:rc;' 
oveavwv ri}v dJ..'Ij{}etav ual TOv J..oyov TOV aywv r.al dneetvO'I]rov dv-&ewnots lvloevae xal iyxarea
rr]et;e rais xaeolats av-r:Uiv, OV xaffcinee av Tts elxciaetev aviJew:nos, V:TC'I](!ir'I]V uvd :rc;eptpa, r; 
ayyeJ..ov r; aexovra rj nva TWV Oten6vrwv rd i:nlyeta rj nva 7:Wv nemarevpivwv rds iv oveavois 
Ototxr]aet,, d).).' avrov TOv Texvlrnv xal O'l]ptOV(!yOv TWv OAWV, qi TOVS' OV(!UVOVS' exuaev, qi Ti}v 
Bod).aaaav lOtots oeots iver.ktaev, ov rd pvarr]ew marws ncivra cpvAdaaet Ta arotxeia, nae' ov Td 
perea TUiv Tfis ?jpeeas oe6pwv [fjJ..tos] etA'YJrpe rpvAciaaetv, qi netiJaexei aeA'Ijv'YJ vvr.Tl cpalvetv xdet!o
vu, qi net{}aexei Ta aarea Tqi Tfis aeJ..r]V'I]s dr.oi.ov{}oiivra oe6pcp qi ndvra OtadraxTat xai OLW(!taTat 
xai vnorirar.rat, oveavoi r.ai rd iv o'lleavois, yfj xai Ta iv rfi yfi, Bod).aaaa r.ai Ta iv rfi iJa).ciaan, 
niie, d'lje, a{Jvaaost rd iv Vtpecn, Ta iv {JciiJeat, Ta lv Tqi pera;v · ToVTOV :TC(!OS' UVTOVS' dneaTetAev. 

(b) Ritter & Preller: Historia Philosophiae Graecae (ed. 9, 1913). 
626 Numenius ap. Euseb. pr. ev. XI 18, 3 (fr. 26 Th.) 6 {}eos 6 pev newro~ lv iavrqi &v 

iartv anAOVS' Ota 7:0 iavrq> avyytv6pevos ot6).ov p'lj noTe elvat Otal(!eTOS'' 0 ffeos piv-r:ot 0 OeV7:8(!0S' 
xai T(!lros lariv els· avprpeeopevos oe Tf'j vJ..n ovc:f.O! ovan ivoi pev avr'ljv, axlCerat oi vn' avrfis, 
intiJvp'l]rtr.ov 1j{}o_. ixova'YJs xai (jeova'Y}s· 4. Tqi ovv pi} eivat neos Tqi vo'l}rqi1)v yd(! liv neos iavTqi, 
&d To Ti}v VA'YJV {JUnew TaVT'YJs entpeAoVpevos dneelonws savroii ytverat. 5. r.ai d:rc:Terat Toii 
ala~roii xai nB(!tenet dvayet 7:8 en els TO toiOV 1)-&o, lnoee;&pevos Tfis VA'YJs· - (fr. 27) 6. r.ai 
yae OVTB O'YJpwveyeiv ian· xeewv TOV newrov, xal Toii O'YJPIOV(!YOVVTOs oe {}eoii xeiJ elvat voptCe
a&at nareea TOV newrov Deov. 
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X. (a) X. 3. buyvovc; oe, ·dvoc; oret :rr):rJewfHJcrecr1Jat xczecic;; 7} :nwc; dyamjcretc; TOv oihwc; :neoaya
:n~cravTci. ere; 4. dya:n:~crac; oe p,tp:YJTTJc; lcrn avwv Tijc; XI!YJC1TOT1JTOc;. xat p,T] fJavp,ci.crnc; el 6Vvarat 
P,LP,1JT-Y}c; avfJew:noc; yevicr1Jat €Jeoii· tWvUTat fJiJ..ovr:oc; aVTOV. 

(b) J . Adam, op. cit. 
135 Arius Didymus apud Eusebii praeparationem evangelicam XV 15. 1-4 

8v Yde T(!0:1t0'11 :n6J.tc; J..iyemt &xwc;, TOTE olX1JT~(!LO'II xal TO eu TWv WOLUOV'IITW'II C!V'II Toic; :noJ.lTatc; 
C1VC1T1JP,a, oihw xal 6 x6crp,oc; olovel :n6J..tc; emlv eu 1Jewv xal dvfJew:nwv crvvecrrwcra, TWV p,ev 1Jerov 
TTJv fryep,oviav exOv.-wv' TW'II oe dvfJew:nwv v:noTETay p,ivwv. xowwviav o' v:nci.exew ;n:eoc; dJ.J.~J..ovc;' 
&d TO J..6yov p,ETixuv, oc; ecrn cp(Jcret v6p,oc;· Td o' O.J..J..a :nci.na yeyovevat TOVTW'II iveua. ole; axoJ..oVfJwc; 
vop,tcrTiov :neovoeiv TWv dvfJew:nwv TO'II Td oJ..a &otxoiivra 1Je6v, eVE(!YETLXOv Ovr:a ual XI!YJG1:0v xai 
cptMvfJew:nov, otxawv TE xal :nci.crac; lxovm rdc; cl(!ETci.c;. 0£0 aT] xal Zwc; J..iyETat 6 x6crp,oc;, e:netoT] ToV 
t;ijv arnoc; f)p,iv ecrn. 
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Martyrdom in Saint Ignatius of Antioch and the Stoic View of Suicide 

R. G. TANNER, Newcastle, N. S. W. 

Scholars who were privileged to hear the fascinating Master Theme 
study of Ignatius' psychology by Professor Laeuchli at our Meeting here four 
years ago will be well aware that the behaviour suggested in the Epistles 
seems consistent with a pathological state of mind, if one views it from the 
position set by modern values and attitudes. Those who also heard my own 
communication then on Pneuma in the Saint's Epistles 1 will likewise be 
aware that I see Ignatius as understanding and stating his doctrines in 
terms furnished by Stoic physics and the medical schools of Eresistratus 
and Galen with which he was closely contemporary. In this way I found it 
possible, against Laeuchli's position, to assign a precise scientific meaning 
to the expression 'in Christ'. Now I wish to criticise his view that Ignatius' 
enthusiasm for martyrdom should be considered masochistic and patholo
gical, and to advance an alternative and more creditable explanation for the 
Saint's behaviour. 

I wish to suggest that a martyr of the early second century who is suffi
ciently influenced by a current form of science to see "spirit" in materialist 
terms and to envisage the consecrated eucharistic elements as working on 
the "soul" of the communicant ex opere operata in a mode explicable by the 
current medical theory of digestion 2 is equally likely to interpret his own 
martyrdom ip terms of the doctrines of voluntary death held by the school 
of science and philosophy in which he is so fully versed. For this reason I 
feel that a brief examination of the Stoic theory of suicide rna y explain some 
unusual attitudes to martyrdom exhibited in the Ignatian Epistles without 
any necessity to attribute his view to a psychopathic state. 

Before considering some implications from a very valuable chapter in 
Rist's Stoic Philosophy on Suicide3, it would be well to examine our texts in 
the Annexure, Section I. In passage I (a) we see that Chrysippus defined 
Death as "separation of soul from body" and noted that this definition 
depended on the bodily or material nature of our "soul". A proper under
standing of what Stoic theory meant by 'soul' thus becomes essential to 
any survey of the place of voluntary death. As extract I (b) reminds us, 

1 R. G. Tanner, Pneuma in Saint Ignatius, Studia Patristica Vol. XII, pp. 271-6. 
2 Tanner, op. cit., p. 273. 
3 J. M. Rist, Stoic Philosophy, Cambridge, 1969, Ch. 13, pp. 233-55. 
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Stoics from Zeno to Posidonius regarded the soul as 'pneuma with heat in 
it', and that we are alive by reason of it and move through its agency. The 
passage I (c) from Aetius gives the Stoic doctrine of the octopartite soul, 
having five 'aesthetic' parts, sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch, and two 
others, the 'phonetic' and 'spermatic' which are output faculties as distinct 
from the five sensory inputs, and the eighth part, the hegemonic. From the 
Hegemonikon (seated in the breast) all the rest are stretched out through 
their appropriate organs like the tentacles of an octopus. Passages I (d) and 
I (e) are concerned with the future of the individual soul. Extract I (d) is from 
Marcus Aurelius: "That man 'lives with' the gods who has shown them that 
his soul both takes pleasure in the things allotted to it and does everything 
the daemon wishes. This daemon is the one Zeus gives each man as his 
director and guide, and this detached part of Zeus himself provides each 
man's nous (mind) and logos (reason)." Finally Extract I (e) tells us that 
Cleanthes held that all souls persisted till the ecpyrosis but Chrysippus held 
that only those of the wise did so. After each 36,000 year cycle matter was 
reabsorbed into the rational fire, after which the rational fire would generate 
from itself another material world which would repeat the history of the 
previous one in precise detail. Once disembodied, the eight soul faculties 
lost most of their tension and thus could not transmit or receive new im
pressions: so one was locked up in the consciousness one had at the moment 
of separation of soul and body. However, as a foolish hegemonikon had a 
ptoia (flutter) or irregular vibration, Cleanthes' view of it would have been 
rejected by Chrysippus on the physical ground that it would soon shake 
itself to pieces, while the harmonious wise hegemonikon would persist 
because of its regular pulsation. 

On the matter of Stoic attitudes to voluntary death, Plutarch is a hostile 
witness, but none the less useful, as in our II (a). "But as they say, Chrysip
pus did not think it completely necessary to count continuance in one's life 
among natural goods, nor departure (from life) among natural evils, but 
rather (to count both) among natural intermediates. Therefore sometimes 
it becomes a moral duty for the blessed to remove themselves and for the 
wretched to remain." Rist4 is possibly right to treat the blessed as the wise 
and the wretched as referring to fools: on the other hand, this moral duty may 
only apply to wise men or at least to proficients. If so, the point may be that 
it is sometimes appropriate to die by one's own initiative, independently of 
(or even despite) one's present state. On this second view the Diogenes 
Laertius passage from the life of Zeno makes more sense: II (b). "They say 
tha't the wise man will remove himself from life on reasonable grounds, both 
for his country's sake or for his friends, and if he should become subject to 
the harshest physical pain or to mutilations or to incurable illness." The 
story of Zeno's own death is thus of interest, our II (b) continues: "Zeno 

4 Rist, op. cit., p. 240. 
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died in the following manner. Leaving his school he stumbled and broke his 
toe/finger. Striking the earth with his hand, he quoted the line from the 
Niobe, "Why do you call me? I am coming": then at once he died by hang
ing himself". As Rist observes, "there is little doubt that Zeno read the ac
cident as a divine call; hence the quotation from the Niobe. He had, he 
thought, received the signal to depart." 5 

In the Roman Epistle Ignatius presents himself as 'dying willingly for 
God's sake' (IV, i) "if you do not hinder me". Already in II, i he has made it 
clear that if the Roman Church endeavours to prevent his martyrdom they 
will be "men pleasers" rather than "god pleasers". Like Socrates, he is 
seeking a death which is imposed but avoidable. Now Rist discusses whether 
this is suicide "What is the difference between preferring death to the com
mitting of an unlawful act and committing suicide when one has supposedly 
been dishonoured ... Most basic of all, perhaps, what, if anything, is the 
difference between letting oneself be killed for a principle, like More, 'the 
modern Socrates', and killing oneself for a principle, as did the suffragette 
Emily Davidson who flung herself under the King's horse?"6 Returning to 
Zeno's suicide Rist remarks thus: "The suggestion is that Zeno believed 
himself to be like Socrates in holding that God gives the word for our 
departure. We can hardly say that God brought an avayxrJ on Zeno: but 
rightly or wrongly Zeno thought he had received his marching orders. The 
theme that God may send such orders to the individual by divina auctoritas 
recurs even in Augustine." 7 He explains later: "The matter was important 
to Christians of the time. Suicide was in general forbidden on the authority 
of Holy Writ; but exceptions were made. Jerome thinks that girls can com
mit suicide to preserve their virginity (on Jonah, 1). Ambrose holds the same 
view (de Virg. 3. 7. 32), and it is mentioned by Augustine (de civ. dei I, 
16-27)."8 The position of Ignatius is more that of Socrates than that of 
Zeno or the Christian Virgins. 

However Rist calls attention to the pathological obsession with suicide 
as the "way to freedom" in the Stoic writings of Seneca. In his de Ira 
(3. 15. 3-4) Suicide emerges as being 'peculiarly ennobling' .9 It seems the 
fool can be transmuted into a sage by a well-judged and opportune death, 
as Rist notices here. But against this ambitiosa mars 1o interpretation must 
be held the view that a Stoic officer makes profectus by dying valiantly in 
battle for the sake of country and friends. A military model has been applied 
by Seneca to the voluntary death of a suicide from the deliberate death of a 
soldier in defeat who fights to the last breath. A probably generalised 

5 Rist, op. cit., p. 243. 
6 Rist, op. cit., p. 235. 
7 Rist, op. cit., p. 243. 
s Rist, op. cit., p. 254. 
9 Rist, op. cit., p. 249. 

10 Tacitus, Agricola, 42. 
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'military Roman' Stoic theory of a brave death as a way to wisdom as well 
as to true glory and fair fame has been applied to passive resistance to 
state oppression. Ignatius sees his death in these military glory terms, 
turning him from a mere voice into the Word of God (Epistle to the Romans, 
II, 1 ). In these terms the militia model will indeed suggest that 'the blood of 
the martyrs is the seed ofthe Church'. 

Finally, the notion of beasts as desirable for death is not psychotic. Their 
rapid action is preferable to the torments of ten 'beasts' of soldiers (ibid. 
V, 1-2). The desire to have his bones ground to flour to become pure bread 
of Christ is not sick masochism: it results from belief that his previous sacra
mental ingestion of Christ completed by this act oftotal full obedience unto 
death will turn his whole body into Christ-nature. Again, like a Stoic wise 
man, he wishes not to be a burden to any; and the total consumption of his 
body by beasts will spare his friends the distress of a funeral. 

In conclusion, the Ignatian Epistle to the Romans is not a psychotic and 
disturbed document. It shares the Roman military Stoic view that unshirked 
death in action completes a man's wisdom and glory: it also shares the 
Zenonian and Socratic view that the call of God must not be avoided, and 
that unwise human endeavour should not be allowed to impede it. Though a 
voluntary death, his martyrdom was not strictly self-slaying. Nevertheless, 
late Imperial Fathers allowed Christians actual self-slaying in order to 
retain the integrity of 'God's fleshly tabernacle' in the same way as suicide 
was allowed Stoic proficients when they wished to avoid anguish such as 
might untune their hegemonic part before natural death supervened. 

Annexnres 

(All passages from J. Adam, Texts to illustrate Greek Philosophy after Aristotle, Macmillan, 
1930) 

I. (a) 145 Chrysippus apud Nemesium de natura hominis X(!'!lam:n:o~ 6e (jYT}O'tv ou 6#avar6~ 
lau xwetap.o~ "PVXij~ dna awp.aro~· oilc5& 6i dawp.awv dna awp.aro~ xwelCtrrat· oilc5i yde 
lcpd.:n:rtrrat awp.aw~ dawp.arov· f) (ji '1/)VXTJ :~tal lcpti:n:rewt :~tal xwetCerat TOV awp.aro~· 
awp.a aea f} '1/)VXfJ· 

(b) 146 Chrysippus apud Galenum V p. 287 Kuhne f) "PVXTJ :n:vevp.a lau a_vp.cpvrov ijp.iv 
avvexi~ :n:avrl rqi awp.au 6tij:~eov lar' av f) Tij~ Cwij~ avp.p.ereta :n:aefi lv rqi awp.an. Com
pare Diogenes Laertius VII 157 Zijvwv 6' 6 Kmw~ :~eal 'Avd:n:areo~ ... :~eal Iloaet· 
6wvw~ nvei!p.a lv#eep.ov elvat TTJv '1/)Vxi}v. rovup yde f}p.a~ elvat lp.nv6ov~ :~tal ii:n:o TOVTOV 
:~eweia#at. 

(c) 147 Aetius IV 4. 4 p. 390 Diels ol l}twt:~eol l~ o:~erw p.eewv cpaat avvea-ravat (rijv 
'1/)VXfJv), :n:evre p.ev Twvalaifr}n:~ewv, 6(!aU:~tOV, a:~tOVO'Tt:leOV, oO'cp(!aVTt:leOV, yevaTt:~tOV, anTt:ltOV, 
S:leTOV (ji Cj!W'V1'}Tt:leOV, e{J(j6p.ov (ji a:n:eep.an:~eov, oyc56ov (ji ailrov TOV ijyep.ovt:~eov, dcp' ov 
ravra navra l:n:tdrarat &d TWV ol:~eelwv oeyavwv :n:eoacpeew~ wi~ TOV :n:oAv:n:oc5o~ :n:Ae:~era- ' 
vat~. 
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(d) 149 Marcus Aurelius II 4 6ei 6i i)c51J :n:ori ala#ea#at, ·elva~ :~e6ap.ov p.eeo~ el, :~eal rlvo~ 
6tot:~eoi!vro~ rov :~e6ap.ov dn6eeota ii:n:eUTrJ~· V 27 avCijv #eoi~· avCfi 6i #wi~ 6 avvexw~ 
6et:~tVV~ ailroi~ TTJv eavrov '1/)VXTJv deea:~eop.eVrJV p.iv roi~ dnovep.op.evot~' :n:otovaav (jf; Baa 
{Jovkwt 6 6atp.wv, ov e:~eaaup :7!:(!00'TUT1JV :~tal ijyep.6va 6 Zw~ lc5w:~eEV, dn6anaap.a eavrov. 
OVTO~ 6e iauv 6 e:~eaarov vov~ :~tal J.6yo~. Epictetus dissertationes I 14. 5f. aAAa rd cpvrd 
p.& :~eal rd ijp.ereea awp.ara oiirw~ lvc5ec5erat roi~ BJ.at~ :~eal avp.:n:e:n:ov#ev · a[ IJ'Vxal p.ev 
OVTW~ elalv ivc5ec5ep.evat :~tal avvacpei~ Tqi #eqi are ailrov p.6eta ovw :~tal dnoa:n:aap.aw. 

(e) 150 Diogenes Laertius VII 157 KJ.eavih}~ p.ev oJ.v :naaa~ lmc5tap.evew (rd~ "Pvxa~) 
p.exet rij~ i:~e:n:vewaew~, Xevam:n:o~ 6e rd~ rwv aocpwv p.6vov. 

II. (a) 186 Plutarch de Stoicorum repugnantiis 1042 D dJ.J.' oilc5e BJ.w~, cpaalv, oierat 6eiv 
Xevam:n:o~ oiire p.ovijv iv rqi {Jtcp roi~ dya#oi~, ovr' i~aywyijv roi~ :~ea:~eoi~ :n:aeap.ereeiv, 
dJ.J.d roi~ p.eaot~ :~eard q;Vaw · &a :~eal roi~ eMatp.ovovat ytyvewt :nore :~ea#ij:~eov l~ayew 
eavrov~' :~tal p.evew av#t~ lv rqi c ijv roi~ :~ea:~eoc5atp.ovovdw. 

(b) 187 Diogenes Laertius VII 130 wA6yw~ re cpaO'tv i~a~ew eavrov TOV {Jlov TOV aocp611, 
"al ii:n:ee naretc5o~ :~tal ii:n:ee cptJ.wv' :~eav iv O':leArJ(!OTe(!q. YB'V1'}Wt dJ.ync56vt fj :7!:1J(!WO'EO't'V fj v6aot~ 
dvtaTOt~. ibid. 28f. irekVra 6-YJ (6 Zijvwv) oiirw~. l:~e rij~ axoJ.ij~ dntwv neoaenwtae :~eai 
TOV 6ti:~ewAov :7l:E(!tS(!(!1J~E. :n:alaa~ 6e TTJv yijv rfi xetel, (jYT)O't TO l:~e rij~ Nt6{JrJ~, 

lexop.at, rt p.' di1et~; 
:~eai :n:aeaxeifp.a ireAeVTrJO'EV, dnonvt~a~ eavr6v. ibid. 176 :~eai TEAWT{j. (6 Kkri.vih}~) -r6vc5e 
rov -re6nov· 6tcfic5naev ail-rqi -ro ovJ.ov· dnayoewaav-rwv 6e -rwv larewv, 6vo ijp.eea~ d:n:eaxero 
reocpij~. :~eat :n:w~ laxe :~eaJ.w~ wa-re rov~ la-reov~ ail-rqi :n:avra rd avvijih} avyxweeiv- -rov 6i 
p.Tj dvaaxea#at, dJ.J.' el:n:6vw i)c51J ailrqi neowc5omoeija#at, :~eal rd~ Aot:n:d~ dnoax6p,evov 
-reAwrijaat. 
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Australasian Journal of Philosophy 
Vol. 54, No.3; December 1976. 

CRITICAL NOTICE 

Long, A. A., Hellenistic Philosophy, London, Duckworth, 1974, ix, 262pp., 
£4.95. 

In his preface Professor Long informs us that his aim is to furnish 'a general 
appraisal of Hellenistic philosophy which can provide those who are not 
specialists with an up-to-date account of the subject' (p. vii). In regarding 
as the only systems which are relevant the Epicurean, Stoic and Sceptic 
movements he follows the nineteenth century German scholar Eduard Zeller 
who grouped them in one volume on the ground that they all exhibited an 
individualist reaction against Plato and Aristotle stimulated by the political 
effects of Alexander's conquests (Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics ( 1870) 
pp. 16-7). The previous English treatment which Long mentions, that given 
in R. D. Hicks' Stoic & Epicurean of 1910, included an apology for intro
ducing three chapters on Sceptics in order to explain their controversies with 
the Stoa (p. viii) . To me Hellenistic philosophy also includes those fourth 
century movements-Platonist, Peripatetic, Cynic and Megarian-which con
tinued flourishing in the third century. However, as his interest is conceptual 
rather than historical, Professor Long is entitled to confine himself to writing 
250 pages about these schools rather than the 400 a comprehensive survey 
might entail. Essentially this is a book about philosophies which arose in 
the Hellenistic period, and New Philosophies of the Hellenistic Age might 
therefore have been a more precise title. 

In selecting a conceptual approach where I would select a historical one 
Long certainly fills a gap for the modern reader, especially about the Sceptics 
and Stoics, whose sources are hard to coiiect. He provides a useful introduc
tion to his three descriptive expositions in a lucid first chapter, which offers 
an account of the intellectual history of the period, whilst he appends a 
valuable chapter taking the story down to Cicero, with a conclusion showing 
the impact of the three chosen schools on ancient mediaeval and modern 
thinkers. His bibliography is particularly praiseworthy. Here we find a list of 
useful references to published scholarship in the field which also gives the 
student a helpful assessment of the method and aim of each title. This is a 
refreshing change from the showy erudition of the vast booklists it is now 
fashionable to append to works of Classical scholarship whether the author 
of the particular work has read them all or not! In short, this is a careful 
attentive and fair-minded survey of the three chosen philosophies. Long is an 
honest and dependable scholar who is thoroughly familiar with the actual 
texts as well as the state of recent exegetic work and textual criticisms. Before 
turning to notice the implications any different historical view of the growth 
of these systems might have on their conceptual exposition, I shall discuss a 
few points in the descriptive sections. 
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. . 14 74 ·s comprehensive and cautious, 
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tone to rivals and arr?ga~t claii? to be sel~~a~~htre~f~r~ls~:ai· 'we ~an gonl-y 
· discussing Democntus atom1sm on P· f t , 
~~eculate abo~t what he might have ~~ 0:9~e t;!~~~a~;o~~tho_;~, a 1°~ ). 
But, pace Anstotle, one must say . · · s: • 1 prefer Long's very 

d case for an ongmal vortex or ut VT) . . 
mak~s a very go~ to that of Rist Appendix E, but I cannot quite agree With 
cauti~Us a-?proac inter-relation of kinetic and static pleasure on p. ~5 
L~ng~· ~stlm~6~)~\t~eme static pleasure is the Epicurean equival~nt of StOI~ 
l. ~ d IS ;hilst static pain is the equivalent of StOIC fol!Y· We might draw a 
wr~ d ~~~ this for. the Epicurean system set out with the StOIC: 
gn 'd 

VICE = Folly INTERMEDIATES VIRTUE = Wls om 
Stoic: TAL 
IMPACT: TOTAL PARTIAL TO 

Epicurean: 
K. · PI re Static Pleasure = Anxiety Kinetic Pain : metlc easu 

Static Pain = Pain = Pleasure = Tranquility 

Thus viewed, wi~h due respect to I:ong's d:n~~d~~if~ 21~t t~=~:t d~:s ~~~:r~~ 
intrinsic connex10~ ?etween at~ml~mh ~~ . m If th~ two highest pleasures 

~~~~ ~~:~ci:: t~;~~:ft~;~bl~~n;~~~: ete:n~~;s ar~ t~ b~ tr~~ai~!ll~tl :ed a~~:d-
ship these conditions are paralleled by the t:-vo s ea y 1 . stable 
an i~olated free fall undisturbed by external Impact or e se nexus m a 

bodily enti~y. . . . 75-106 Long follows in the tradition of Zeller 
In treatmg Scepticism m PP· · h d t t at 

1 d R D Hicks ( 1910) .z However the Sceptics are ar er o re 

~~~:~;e, a~hilst. th~ Epicurea?s . a?d ~t~ics were ~~g7e~~c:r ~~~te~o~~ei~ 

~~~~~~:· ~~~p0::so }~~~fi~ ~~~:;:~t~~~~~~~e ~0:~~~~3al~Tc~;~~ t~~ 
::~~gthi~;~or the better reason that the 'sceptics' ~~re i~h canst~~~ ~~a~f:~~ 

· h h Stoa but he wisely refrained from bran mg em WI . 
ra~el 4t ~e ha;d fact is that Arcesilaus and Carnead:s ren;tained 1 Pl~tot~ts ~~~ 

· f co nizable Academy despite all the1r eptstemo .og1ca ou , 
lea~ers o ~ re J his followers have an independent successiOn. However, 
whtlst Pyrr o an . ' account of these thinkers is most useful and 
with t~at reservation, ~ong ;ave valued a fuller treatment of the Megarians. 
pe~ce~~~efi~~;u~h S~ofc::!t Long already holds a distinguish~d an~ dese.rv:d 
rep~tation 5 and his account is careful and precise. On ~otc log~c ~ t~~~~ 

1 a~cord with Sandbach's views6 and mak:s go~ use o . a . 
gener~ ever one would like to see logic explamed m a total ~~teractwn 
:?t~·p:~~ and ethics. As Long himself notes on pd. 20~· the StoiC 1si~te~ 

· · 'remarkable coherence', yet both there an ear 1er or: p. 

:::;b~~ ~ier~rchy of prhecedencte bfetwee~ ~hi~~i l~tcal~n!t~~y:~~~· i~~~ ~t: 
three charmmg figures e quo es rom . . ' 

1 Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics (1870). 
z Stoic & Epicurean (1910). 
3 p. 20. 
4 p. viii. 5 113 
s See Problems in Stoicism (1971) pp. 1-8; PP· 7 - · 

s Op cit., pp. 9-37. f K 1 d (1966) 
0 . 't 216-38 and The Stoic Theory o now e ge . p. Cl ., pp. ' 
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physics which holds the tripartite Stoic system together, for these metaphors 
equate physics with a man's pneumatic soul, an egg's shell, and the soil of a 
garden. Despite this he states 'clearly the object of these curious analogies is 
to show that philosophy is something organic to which each of its so-called 
parts makes an integral and necessary contribution. They need not, and I 
would argue should not, be interpreted as illustrating a hierarchy of subjects' 
(p. 119). But if the soul keeps a man's inert material in tensional connexion 
and is thus far prior in value, then there must be some hierarchy of value 
giving it precedence. Similarly the shell holds the egg in unity, and the 
soil unifies the garden. Altogether there is some case here for the priority of 
physics in nature, though not in the heuristic process, where logic is prior. 

Now the most striking doctrine of Stoic physics is Kpacn~ 8t' 6A.ou or total 
mixture, which declared that two bodies could simultaneously occupy the same space 
by a mutual interpenetration which blended them completely and rendered 
them wholly coextensive. This theory explained why every drop of a mixture 
of one pint of wine with one gallon of water would taste of wine and, how 
it was possible for a soul substance so light as to show no difference whether 
we weighed the living man or his lifeless corpse to be able to give form and 
vitality to a man's whole body. If this was the basic theory of physics-the 
totally effective mixture in tensional ileld of a more tense with a less tense 
material-then similarly logical perception and utterance must involve a like 
blending of two distinctive elements. 

On these grounds it seems Long might have offered a neater and simpler 
explanation of perception and speech by invoking the total mixture principle 
in logic as well. Thus perception by presentation leading to 'weak' assent, 
tested comprehension, and finally secure knowledge is a progression towards 
the total mixture of a given impression with the stored experience registered 
in the hegemonikon occurring through use of reason (logos). 

Similarly then the lekton, as Long correctly divines, is a unitary abstraction 
existing apart from its separate components. 'The meaning of the word "Cato" is 
an individual man. But in the sentence "Cato is walking" we abstract from the real 
man something which has no independent existence (his walking) and refer to it by 
using a term which denotes (Cato) and a term which "says something" (is walk
ing) . . .. In the latter case, noun and verb combine to form a sentence the meaning 
of which is not a thing but an abstraction-not Cato the man plus something else 
but the statement "Cato is walking" (pp. 136-7).' It again seems useful here to 
suggest that this new incorporeal entity derives from the total mixture of a noun and 
a verb. The statement both describes and corresponds with the physical interaction 
of a fairly permanent tensional field (cr&)la) with a tensional fluctuation (moia). 
The momentary modification of the cr&)la (body) caused by moia is reflected in 
the lekton which corresponds with it, being given the name of 1t't&crt~, or inflexional 
modification of noun or verb. Long observes that 'it is not entirely clear why the 
complete lekton as a whole is incorporeal' . This is a problem, but it may be explic
able by the fact of amphibolic lexis. Sounds are short-lived material events; but the 
possibility that the one sound pattern TjaUAT)'tpt~1tE1t'tffiKE can mean simultaneously 
either (a) 'the house collapsed three times' or (b) 'the flute girl fell over three times' 
shows that the two acceptable lekta of the one corporeal sound must needs be 
incorporeal like two spaces one body might fill. (SVF 23-Diog. Babylon.) 

On p. 147 Long rightly asserts the primacy of the conceptual foundation 
in reviewing the Stoic philosophy of nature. In a lucid distinction between 
physics, logos and 'artistic fire' on pp. 148-9 Long emphasises that, while to 
a Stoic, Logos is equivalent to the providential Physis of the whole universe, 
the physis of individual things is a sub-rational governing principle distinct 
from the logos or rationality of man. Long's account of pneumatic physics is 
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influenced by the significant achievement of Samb~rsk~,sr ~utSt~J~is~w~ 
definition of Stoic materialism deserves to be quoted. Mat e orealit 
therefore not equivalent to corporeality: it is rather one ~spect of corp t Y 

· · · d w'th the active componen · . · · which in any pa~ticular body IS conJOI~~ of ~'matter" and "mind" (i.e. God 
Bodies in the_ St~IC system ar~. comrho~nthan body but a necessary constituent 
or logos). Mmd Is, n?t somtett mfhoe ~toics are better described as vitalists.' of it, the "reason m rna er. 

(p. 154.) f St · h ics 
M main objection to Long's otherwise admirable survey o . OIC . P ys is 

is hi~ conviction that the categories belong her~ r_ather than m l?gi~·9J: I 
of course simply reflect my personal preJUdices. However m . 

:~~ested that the ten Aristotelian categories arose _as con~pts f~r ~he ~~=!~~I; 
of predication, and were later appl~ed t_o onto!og~ m 9 t~~ '1 et;p l!~s,disposed 

~ei~~er~~~c~~u~o ~;;i~n :~e~~;~ssu;! t:I~u~~J~~a:;o~~al;;si ~~ ylekta expressed 
· 
0 ch and to believe that the process revealed by this study of speech w~s 
I~ spee { d to provide a model for the analysis of nature. Furthermor~, t e 
t en app Ie h s a model for Zenonian and Chrysippan 
u~e ?f e~ic~r~c~~:~u~~e s::; w:ll offer a partial explanatio? for the larg~ 
p ysicsf . the Stoic system of nature. For the literal sense . o 
role o pneuma m b · If s I surmise 

- · 'breath' ( cf. Latin spiritus) from the ver nv£co. , a . . , 
TCVEUI.ta IS ff a model for other physical events, then the emiSSIOn 

~~"%!a~:' J,~~u:~c,::,:~~~~ 0~~~~:.~~0 ,;;•: :~=~: :~c ,;,:~~~'pu";,';.~~ 
sugg~st the WI~er 'tal breath (through friction and occlusion) agamst mert 
the Impacts o VI t t u vibrant sounds in the process of 
surfaces of the teeth ~nd hp~a e ~~ th~n be used to articulate statements. 
emission of that breat w IC cou . or tensional fields in the 
This proces~ hmighte ~e~:d s~;g~~fint:e b~~~soc;by acting upon inert matter. 

~~~rd::· th:hi~terr:~:tion through syntax of th~ various words of any state;;~ 
which ~xpresses the materia! event~ we pefrceive. cou:d ;~d~ee~n asthae p~:t:rial . 
. t' those natural mteracbons o tensiona , Jl!us~ra mg h' h those words described. Hence too would derive C?hrysippus 
~~t~~~~u~ ;r~~e the intimate association betwee~ cer:tain phonefhc pat~~r~~ 

. f utterance (e.g. 'Eyffi) and their objects of re erence. 
~;e!~~rrre~~~:~ ~he universal orde~, then lingtstic f anai~si:r:::s t~~e s~~~~ ~~ 

valid theory of nature. For thrs reason pre er a . 
categories under Stoic logic. h f 

. this view I might proceed differently from Long and as follows. T e our 
Takmg ailed 'substrate' (vnoKEiiJ.EVOY) 'of some kind' (not6y), ,'som~ho"': 

~~tegor~~ t%t i:xov) and 'somehow disposed in reference to somethmg _(npoc;h n 
Ispo.~e n et us see them in sentence analysis. The sentence _'The phrlos?p er 

ncoll E~O~~eLLyceum' can be analysed in Aristotelian terms as _mterpr~t~d m ~y 
:y s1~~9 paper where substrate is reg~rded ~ gramJ?attrct~l su Jl~c~h~r: 

f h t t' C tegorzes So m a penpa e IC wor 
f;~:~~~c:~f~:;~:af p!;;c:l:~s1s~e ~ategoris~ ~hus: 'the phi)lo~?P~~· ~yr~~uaz 

fi t ) 'walks' (to act-mnth category m e 
substance- rst ca egory ) W ow turn to the Stoic physical world 
(in some place-fifth category . e n tensional fields in a material con-

~:~:n P::~cu~~~s t:~: r;::~~~e:i:~p~~~:J'es. So in Stoic terms our sentence 

s S. Sambursky: ~Ahy!itcstiof tslwaSStt~~~t~:~~S~~~guist' Transactions of the Philological 
9 R. G. Tanner: ns o e a , 

Society (1969) pp. 99-164, esp. pp. 108-13. 
10 SVF Chrysippus 895. 
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means physically: 'The (tensional field) philosopher walks in the Lyceum'. 
Taking as before the equivalence of substrate and subject, the first Stoic 
category should appear as the grammatical subject. But in a world where 
matter is passive and continuous and there are no material particulars in the 
Peripatetic sense, the actions of apparent entities are experiences affecting the 
inert continuum-they are short lived tensional dispositions as distinct from 
more enduring tensional field qualities. We might then categorize our analysis 
thus : 'the' (tensional field) (substrate-first category) 'philosopher' (of some 
kind-second category) 'walks' (somehow disposed-third category) 'in the 
Lyceum' (somehow disposed in reference to something-fourth category). 
Similarly we might analyse the sentence 'This dog kills cats' into the Stoic 
category system : 'This' (the tensional field, substrate-category I) 'dog' (of 
some kind-category II) 'kills' (somehow disposed--category III) 'cats ' 
(somehow disposed in reference to something-category IV). The fact that the 
reference of (IV) depends always on disposition declares it part of the 
predicate, serving as object or extension of the verb or complement expressed 
by (III) as disposition. Similarly, as the basic tensional field receiving defini
tion and modification is designated by the article or some demonstrative or 
personal pronominal, it will be closely associated with the subject (in our 
sense) and its attributes, both being expressed as qualities. Therefore to a 
Stoic the subject of any simple sentence could appear as substrate + quality 
and the predicate as disposition + relation to disposition. 

It will be noted that this view of categories goes some way towards A. C. 
Lloyd's position ('Grammar & Metaphysics of the Stoa', in A. A. Long ( ed.) : 
Problems in Stoicism, pp. 58-74). Following Schmidt, Lloyd observes 'Zeno 
and Cleanthes appear to have recognised four parts of speech: the name, the 
verb, the article and the conjunction. But "conjunction" included prepositions; 
"article" included pronouns and demonstratives.' (Op. cit., p. 61.) He remarks 
on pp. 66-9 that Schmidt has been followed by others who have seen the 
parallel of categories and parts of speech, and he endeavours to elaborate 
it. I would rather say that we find article! I substrate, name/ I quality, verb! I 
disposition and conjunction/ I relative disposition in the sense that these parts 
of speech are most typically associated with expressing those categories. In 
fact I see the linguistic function of Stoic categories as resembling a school 
English analysis schema where the substrate is written in the subject column, 
the quality in the attributes column, and the disposition in the verb or 
complement column, whilst the relative dispositions can occupy both object 
and extension columns. 

Finally Long's extended treatment of the Ethics is most useful, especially 
in its consideration of value. But again one would welcome a closer interlock 
between physical and ethical events. Surely the primary impulse to self regard 
is the psychological result of the physical tendency of a tensional field 
towards an equilibrium which preserves it. Similarly the wise man is 'impassive' 
not because he is ungenerous, but because passion causes a hegemonic ptoia 
throwing him out of harmony with the perfect pulsating rhythm of the cosmos. 
It is this harmony which makes the sage automatically inerrant without 
need for reflexion, and because he is in tune with the cosmos he will love 
the whole cosmos and all its other members as much as himself, thus 
harmonising in himself the apparently conflicting impulses of self-preservation 
and love for others. It is a pity that Long with his excellent treatment of 
de Finibus on virtue fails to note that the conflict between Diogenes and 
Antipater that exercised Cicero in de Officiis Ill was over which of the two 
drives should take priority in the mind of a proficient, and that Cicero comes 
down on Antipater's side in insisting that the whole cosmos (and thus other 
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people) has priority.U Even though one cannot act benevolently without 
keeping in being oneself, duty will often demand sacrifice of the self for 

others. 
If one were to select a historical approach rather than the conceptual 

analysis followed by Long one might of course view Hellenistic philosophy 
rather differently and try to elucidate some apparently obscure or paradoxical 
doctrines from the interplay of controversy between the competing schools. 

To me the whole of Hellenistic philosophy in its widest sense expresses 
a reaction against the teaching of Stilpo the Megarian logician. This reaction 
expressed itself in one form in the modifications introduced by the leaders of 
Academy and Lyceum and in other forms in the rival systems of Zeno and 

Epicurus. 
Unhappily our knowledge of the life and teaching of Stilpo or Stilbo is 

scanty and fragmentary. The main source is the article on him in Diogenes 
Laertius' Lives of the Philosophers, Bk. II, 113-120. From this portrayal we 
obtain a picture of an ironical and quizzical man delighting in double 
meanings and verbal quips who was in constant dispute with Crates the 
Cynic. He had already become very famous by 307 B.C. because Demetius 
Poliorcetes took special measures to protect the philosopher's house when his 
troops sacked Megara in that year. Apart from being in dispute with Crates 
the Cynic, who taught Zeno of Citium in this period, he was also therefore 
contemporary with Theophrastus and Dicaearchus the Peripatetics and with 
Xenocrates and Polemo the Academics. His lectures at Athens were so popular 
that 'virtually all Greece looking to him began to Megarise' (D.L. II, 113) 
and he won over many pupils 'including Zeno the Phoenician' (D.L. II, 114) . 
According to Seneca he had an important ethical controversy with Epicurus 
at some time after the latter opened his school in Athens in 306 B.C. (Seneca 
Epp. I, 9, 1). Given the fact that Ptolemy Soter invited him to work in 
Egypt yet Demetrius Ptolemy's enemy spared his house, it is clear that his 

status was very high. 
My contention is then that his influence was not confined to his known · 

contacts with Zeno and Epicurus, and that his debates with other schools 
were not restricted to the reported clashes with Crates the Cynic, but that 
he would also have been in dialogue and dispute with Academy and Lyceum. 
Further I suggest that the summary of his doctrines given below indicates that 
the sole reason for the new movements in Greek philosophy was not, as 
Zeller imagines, the impact of Alexander's conquest. Rather it seems that the 
need to rebut or meet the Stilponic contentions would have been sufficient to 
account for the distinctive doctrines of Pyrrho Zeno and Epicurus as well 
as the modifications made to Platonism by Xenocrates and to Peripatetic 
thought by Dicaearchus. Whether these are merely prejudices of a man 
writing a monograph on Stilpo the reader may determine from considering 

the Megarian doctrines. 
First, Stilpo is sceptical of the semantic validity of speech, because differences of 

intonation or word division can make any sentence become ambiguous in meaning 
-in Greek terms, amphibolic. So once seeing Crates the Cynic in threadbare cloak 
on a cold day and running a temperature Stilpo observed to him: 8oKd<; J.lOt 
xpEiuv €x~>tV {J.la'tiov KaLvov 'You seem to me to need a cloak-a new one'. 
However, by pausing in the middle of the last word to produce KaL/vov one could at 
once change the meaning without changing a single sound: 'You seem to me 
to need a cloak-and sense'. In Stilpo's day men wrote sentences without any 
word division, so the two meanings could only be distinguished by unwritten 

11 R. G. Tanner: 'Cicero on Conscience & Morality' in Cicero & Virgil Studies in 

Honour of Harold Hunt, p. 102. 
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pauses or intonation patterns M · d 

:i~,~~~~~:.~Tit~~:i~·~~~~~:,;:fD~a·pi~~!~ ,:~~n~ ~~~~~~::i~~~ 
h wor .s, ecause the result Js Simply silence. They are not 

fog~~e:r~~· :e~ ~e~ are fmseparable from phonemes. If, then, one forms one's 
, n . enves rom the model it suggests the form of one's h sics 

and on~ s ethics, then certain consequences follow. Let one see the ~ok of 

~~::i~t 1~f ~~~~=~c~i:e~ signifi·~~nt, it will .follow . that. one's. physics will 
and void If on th th uph w~ hnon-m~tt.er. that IS, With Epicurean atoms 
h . : ~ 0 er an t e vanatwns of intonation and pitch seem 

~i e cntctal factor m spee.ch, physics will take the form of a material con-
nuu~ modtfi~d by vanous temporary tensional fields of more or less 

duratiOn : that Is, the inert matter of the Stoics informed and sha d b r 
pulsat~ng material of pneumatic character. Thus far Stilponic 'langJ:ge g~U::s~ 
~;~uru~v:n~e~~se~u~~l £:~. frame the new scientific schemes of his critic 

S~condly, ~tilpo deni~~ the Aristotelian concept of 'substances' as unitar 
particular obJects or entitles. Simplicius su..mmarises this view· 'Th M · y 
taking it as a clear · th h ' · e eganans 
different and a furt~remtss . at t mgs with differently stated predicates are 

h ' er premtss that different things are separate from each 

~~e e:,ta~~~:!~ t~S~~~~e~h~~ e:~i~:;.~o~n~u,~~::r:::sa~~tej~i~;. h:;ns~!ff Since 
Socrates ts dtvtded from himself.'l2 e I erent, 
, Thus ,the more statements we make about 'Socrates' the more se ar t 
;~~:~tes p~rs~?s. we .create: in otlier words we destroy the unity J oau; 

a es .an .IVIde ~1m up each time we make a predication about him 
Thus ~nstotehan pnmary substances in the sense used in the treatis~ 
Categones cannot exi~t. If unitary substances cannot exist, then our senses 
musbt 1:Iearly be unreliable: we could not really observe the kinds of events 
we e 1eve we observe. · 

Third!~, not c.ontent with demolishing the reality of what we st t 
:~~~:~~~,a~t~~Je~ tStilp? turne~ to the destruction of Aristotle's a ':e~~n~ 

. ~ ~ egones, spec1es and genus, thereby ruling out a fortiori 
any possible reality m Platonic Forms In effect St'l · · t h · · 
do to say 'Aristotle is (a) man' or 'Piato is (a)' m~:.o ,~sis sht at It w,~ll no,~ 
as a complement states "nobod , f : e w o states man 
one nor to that' (D L II 119) y j C: he refers neither to this particular 
fusion possible bet~e~n the s . .nfi t e sdame passa~e he considers the con-

. 1 . peel c an generahsmo uses of the G k 

~~~c;:stw;~~~ ~~c~:~~he~d~~~:~d m.~~ En;.lish sc?oolboys after they m::t:r 
vegetable" "Vegetable" h . .d e t mg bemg pomted to JS not "the 
PI . . as existe for countless ages before this (i e as 
lika:o~~c Forn:J : therefzre .this thing is not (ideal) "Vegetable" ( expr~s~ed 
insists ~h:fe~~h~/~~~~s/ed~\~( e~~~t ~~r~~~e ·::: ;~~e~able;') .' Hen~e Stilp~ 
be apparent but non-existent. Jec s o perceptiOn must 

. Finally Stilpo turns to abolish predication entirely as Plutarch t 
'1f we predicate "r " f ( ) h ' repor s: th un. o a orse, he denied that the thing stated could be 

e same as the subJect of which it was stated. For instance the stateme 
of essence }or "mar( i,~ ?ne. thing, but for "good" it is anoth~r; likewise t~~ 
st~te~ent horse extsts 1s d1ffe~ent. from the statement "(someone) runnin 
ex1s~s : . . . Thus p~rsons pred1catmg one thing of another are in error I1 
goo 'IS the same thmg as man, and run the same thing as horse h w · 
we state good of food and medicine, or state run of lion and dog? ft g~~~ 

12 In Physics, 120, 12D. 
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and man are not identical, we cannot rightly say "The man is good".' (Adv. 
Coloten 23 p. 1120A). 

Now on these views only isolated existence (essence) can be stated of 
anything: all other predications will divide the subject substance. Further, 
since infinite predicates are conceivable, at least some subjects would be 
infinitely divisible, and all multiply so. This influence once grasped makes 
Pyrrho's position easier to follow than Long is disposed to think on pp. 82-5. 
When Timon observes 'That honey is sweet I do not posulate, but I admit that 
it appears sweet', he is referring to the apparent (Long's obj~ct-as-perceived) 
being sweet. As Long rightly notes, this apparent is an object, not a sense 
datum. Viewed from the position of Stilpo who appears to have taught him, 
Pyrrho via Timon his pupil is stating that we cannot say that the apparent 
honey I find actually sweet is really the (ideal) Eternal Honey. Indeed Stilpo 
proved that the shown vegetable cannot be the Eternal Vegetable. Thus reality 
is in fact unknowable, and what Long calls Timon's 'rather cryptic words' 
(p. 85) make immediately clear the position of his master Pyrrho: 'But the 
object as perceived (the apparent) prevails on every side, wherever it goes.' 
(D.L. ix, 105). Sceptics therefore accepted the apparent and dedu_ced likelihood 
from it but the real and existent was unknowable and unverifiable. In my 
view this is more reasonable with Stilpo as its basis than otherwise. 

As we saw, the older schools also had to face the challenge of Stilponic 
criticism. In the Academy, Xenocrates seems to have abandoned Plato's theory 
of ideas at least in its Platonic form. Merlan1 3 reminds us that his Fragment 
30 prob,ably means 'ideas are eternal paradigmatic causes of everything that 
is natural'. Yet Merlan also insists that Xenocrates believed in daemons, and 
moreover that the Gods embodied abstract principles and 'theologised' our 
concepts.1 4 If this position was a reaction to Stilpo, the aim may well have been 
the replacement of Ideas by Vital Forces. Thus one might explain the vexed 
statement 'Plato is (a) man' which tells Stilpo nothing with the new interpret
ation 'Plato is vitalised by the humanising daemon'. At the Lyceum in the 
same period or a little later Dicaearchus reacted against the notion of 
substance as 'matter individuated by form' and preferred the view that forms 
were mere properties of matter, denying thereby the existence of mind or 
soul. To quote Cicero (Tusc. I, 21): 'and that entire force, by which we 
do or feel anything, is consistently spread within all live bodies and is not 
separable, in that it is non-existent and there is nothing except one simple 
body so formed that by the symmetry / blend of its nature it lives and feels.' 
Thus' all nouns expressing 'primary substance' in the terms of the Categories 
will become qualifying properties of matter expressed by the article (on my 
view),ls and 'second' substances mere predicated prope:ties. -yvas this aga~n 
a modification to meet Stilpo's view of reality by allowmg thmgs to be said 
of the unqualified inert matter instead of about bodies? 

Now that we have seen grounds for finding Stilponic influence behind 
the Scepticism of Pyrrho and the restatements of doctrine made at Stilpo's 
time in both Academy and Lyceum, it may be reasonable to try to explain 
peculiar elements in the conceptual systems of Zeno and Epicurus in 
historical terms as reactions against the great Megarian. Applied to physics 
in the first instance Stilpo's doctrine would certainly mean that permanent 
realities can only be isolated existent things, and that any subjects with 
qualities or behaviour which can be predicated of them must be temporary 

1:1 P. Merlan in A. H. Armstrong (ed.): The Cambridge History of Later Greek 
and Early Medieval Philosophy (1967) pp. 34-7. 

14 Op. cit., p . 37. 
15 Op. cit., TPS ( 1969) p. 142. 
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and divisible substances, to use the Peripatetic word. Thus Epicurus saw in 
th~ a~omism of _Democritus a system which could be modified to meet Stilpo's 
~ntenon .of e~nste~ce-eternal solid unchanging atoms moving in isolation 
m the vOid. Likewise Zeno meets Stilpo's challenge by postulating a universe 
wi~h two .coextensive continuous substances simultaneously occupying its 
fimte cosmic plenum. Though combined in total mixture these two-inert 
neutral material and the live intelligent pneuma-can never fuse but their 
interaction produces temporary tensional fields of various inte~sities and 
durations. The result of this is the production of what we see as bodies and 
spaces and of apparent motion. But these bodies are not Aristotelian sub
stances, and they meet Stilpo's condition of being always divisible by 
predication. Apparent objects are produced by a countless number of succes
sive convulsions or pulsations of the interacting pneuma and material : they 
are thus temporarily divisible into a series of successive pulsations. When we 
attach a disposition like pallor or anger to such a tensional field, or attach 
to it a disposition like walking or sleeping, we divide the field's duration, 
marking it into temporal segments defined before, during and after the 
condition or motion affected the field. Thus predication refers to various 
conveniently related temporal series of discrete pulsations in any field within 
the continuum. Similarly Epicurean prediction refers to more or less 
temporary atomic clusters as its subjects, and serves to express their -internal 
movements and qualities as well as the collective external movements of these 
clusters. 

Let us now consider a few places where an assumed need to relate to 
Stilp?'s postula~es would account for difficulties apparent to Long. First in 
relatiOn to Epicurus we may consider the doctrine of minimal parts. On 
p. 33 Long refers to it as 'raising many difficulties'; and on p. 34 he quotes 
Simplicius' statement 'Epicurus appealed merely to the changelessness of 
primary bodies, whereas Leucippus and Democritus referred also to their 
small~ess and lack of parts (Usener 268) .' Finally on p. 35 he draws proper 
attentiOn to Aristotle's objections to atoms devoid of parts in Book VI of 
the physics which Epicurus may have wished to resolve. But if we also 
assume ato~s were. meant to meet Stilpo's conditions for being, there is 
no more difficulty m giving them minimal indivisible parts which register 
their magnitude and properties than in saying that isolated substances exist 
undivided; for neither indivisible atoms nor unitary subjects admit of 
Stilponic predication. So it is no surprise that atoms viewed separately 
have parts yet remain indivisible because no complem ents can be stated of 
any atom individually, only of their temporary clusters. Again, though Long 
(p. 36) refers to Aristotle's insistence on weight as a determinant of move
ment in connexion with Epicurus' postulate of simple passive falling as the 
only universal natural atomic motion, this doctrine may also be partly due 
to a Stilponic fear that saying 'the atom is moving' would be a divisive 
statement of the indivisible. If we simply say 'the atom is', its eternally 
unchanged perpetual fall through the universe can be regarded as an indivisible 
part of it, like size or shape. 

In relation to the Stoa, a Stilponic influence on Zeno may solve another 
of Long's problems, which he states in reference to the ethical impasse of 
the part and t~e whole on pp. 179-84. 'According to Cleanthes, everything 
does accord With Zeus (or Nature) with one exception. What base men do 
in their folly is contrary to the will of Zeus. But in the very next sentence 
Cle~nthes qualifies this assertion. Out of disharmony Zeus creates harmony. 
So It seems that everything, after all, including the actions of bad men 
ultimately accords with Zeus (or nature) . It is difficult to resist the con: 
elusion that the Stoic's desire to attribute everything to a single principle 
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has produced a fundamental incoherence at this point.' (pp. 181-2.) Here 
again the Stoic is forced into his position by the Stilponic demand that 
existents are indivisible and receive no predicate. The ultimate existent is 
Zeus or Nature: folly or vice tries to disrupt the perfect harmony of Nature: ' 
because nature exists it cannot be so divided. Effective vice could .therefore 
only exist as a solitary entity over against nature, which it cannot affect any 
more than nature can affect it, because neither can have predicates of 
activity: they simply both exist in isolation in a Stilponic universe. 

Altogether, Professor Long deserves high praise for exact and sensitive 
scholarship; but a more historical study of the growth of philosophy in 
Hellenistic times might also advance scholarly insight. 

R . G. Tanner University of Newcastle 
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Goats, Pity and Fear 
" '- , . ~ - '-~ '-"'Yv- I '-"'-' '-

THE ORIGINAL and persuasive scholar
ship of Professor Gerald Else has challenged 
the accepted views of the evolution of Greek 
tragedy on both sides of the Atlantic. Few 
will deny the importance of his calling att
ention to the likelihood of an early dale for 
the . Poetics and to the probable contribution 
by pup{ls like Dicaearchus or · Aristoxenus to 
the remains of the text as we possess them. 1 

Again every scholar must admire Else's ex
position of the novel and creative role of 
Thespis in the history of tragedy. 1 None 
the less, there are aspects of the problem 
which appear not to have engaged his attention 
and which may now merit some c'onsideration. 
Moreover, homonomy was a much more serious 
matter to the ancients than it is to us. The 
only important modern applications of this 
linguistic fact in speech involve the humorous 
use of pun or the obscene use ·of double-ent
endre. The practice of the Sanskrit Kavya 
poets in presenting us with whole phrases 
which simultaneonsly offer two distinct un
related meanings is offensive to the western 
reader, and the pun on the name Helen which 
introduces one of great refle.:tive choral odes 
of the Agamemnon seems to us more irrit
ating than significant. But the "winged 
words" of Homer hac! a life and being and 
magic of their own, like the secret tribal 
names of modern savages. To speak such a 
name gave power over the person it entitled. 
Odysseus gave a false meaningless name to 
Polyphemus to escape the curse of the giant 
and the wrath of his divine father ns well us 
to confuse the neighbours.2 !n the same way 
the god Yahueh refused to lell Moses his 
name in the wilderness -"I am that I am. " 3 

Thus when Aeschylus called Helen a K'i}SoS 
he seriously believed that the undoubted bet 
that she brought kijSos - marriage alliance to 

I, Aristotle's Poetics: The Argument, Hanni 
University Press , 1957, 

2. The Origion and Form of Early Greek Tragedy, 
1956 (Mart in L e cture• XX) pp. b5·9. 

1. Agamemnon 670-671. 
2. Homer, Odyssey IX 364-7 
3. F.:xodus 3. 14 
4 , Agamemnon 681-682 
1. Fasti, Ill 337-344 (Loeb editi on) 
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Troy meant that she also must bring the hom
onym K;Scu - care. 4 

Furthermore, a passage from Ovid proves 
that Latin tradition also regarded a mastery 
of homonyony as a training in argument and 
as a means of winning one's case. The ex
tract concerns the skill of King Numa in 
thwarting Jupiter's demand for a human sac
rifice.1 Sir James Frazer translates: "The 
God granted his prayer, but hid the truth in 
sayings dark and tortuous and alarmed the 
man by an ambiguous utterance {dubio ore). 
"Cut · off the head," said he. The King an
swered, "We will obey. We'll cut an onion, 
dug up in my garden." . The god added, "A 
man's." "Thou shalt get," said the other 
"his 'hair." The god demanded a life, and 
Numa answered him, "A fish's life." The 
god laughed and said, "See to it that by these 
things thou dost expiate my bolts, 0 man 
whom none may keep from converse with the 
Gods!" 

In the light of this general cultural back
ground and the specific interest shown by 
Aristotle in the uses of homonym in another 
early treatise~ the possibility that argument 
by homonymy is used by Aristotle in the 
Poet.ics i:; at least open. Further, the sug
gestion that explanation by homonymy was 
used by Athenians of the age of Aeschylus 
when they accounted for the deveiopment of 
tragedy is still more likely. Therefore Else 
may be pfecipitate in ignoring the relevance 
of the 1T"d.Eos J ~Go S jingle for the under
standing of tragecly after himself making such 
abl~convincing use of the homonymy of 
1T"Q11"o1-. J. 

Now, even if tragedy in fact grew from a 
reli~ious ritual of primitive Greece, as Else 
stoutly denies, 1 then _we know it only as a 

2. Un _the da,te of the Categories, see J, L. Ackrill, 
Anstotle sC ategories de !nterpretatione OUP · 
1963, p. 69 

~ •• ~·F. Els': : Aristotle's Poetics, Michigan, p. 89 
The crucral novelty of my interpretation is that the 

:"'ord , usually translated feelings or the like 
ts taken as the plural fonn of the technical term ' 
and therefore means utragic acts." 

1, Else, Origin & Early Form of Tragedy, pp. 30-33 
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Corm of entertainment defvelop,ed out of a ~i 0tual already defunct. There ore ,.. .. eos andf""' "s 
are likely to be inherited expel'iences to be 
shared by the descendants of the participants 
in what was at first a solemn and secret rite 
familiar to them alone. Now the survivors of 
these original participants can only be the 
actors and chorus - so any reference of 1T~O" s 
andp.i.6oS to the audience is merely a sec
ondary and incidental result of their ident
ification with the hero. 

Now in primitive communities, and in civ
ilised religious sects like modern freemasonry, 
the rite where a tragic act or ordeal is the 
basis for learning is an initiation ceremony. 
Lloyd Warner describes the pubic initiation 
of Murngin boys in Arnhem land; Burton 
tells of agonising rites of circumcision at 
puberty among Arabs and many primitive 
rac es. 4 It is no rebuke to the genius and 
originality of Thespis to suggest that his 
inventiveness utilised certain existing cus
toms in the founding of tragedy. Else is to be 
commended for his insight into the influence 
of Solon's iambic verse on tragic dialogue , 
but one is not compelled to see attic tragic 
art as arising de novo in all respects.1 With 
important qualifications, one may share Gil
bert Murray's suspicion that it was a defunct 
initiation rite that lay behind tragedy; 

The question of initiation need nut invol ve 
us with an Eniautos-Daimon, but it does con
front us with goats . The connexion between 
goats and initiatio11 could only make sense if 
we can postulate a goal-totem- but Lhe totems 
that came to matter in early Athens seem to 
have been the horse (illustrated by the cult 
of Posidon and the aristocratic names ending 
in - ippos) and the ou;l (linked with Athena 
and the coinage). However, there is further 
help to be gained from the perusal of the 
Hippocratic corpus accompanied with argum
ent by homonymy. In Hippocrates, "t'pidemics 
6.4.21, we find lp.;i;yos used to mean "the 
age when change of voice and other signs of 
puberty appear" - a sense the word shows 
again later in Galen, de Usu Partium 14.7. 
Related with this meaning of -rp~yos is the 

2. Else , P oetics, p. 80, N. 4: pp . 97-98 N. 101. 
3. ~ .. Lloyd Warner: A Rla ck Cit•ili s ution,pp. 219-71. 
4 . S~r R1chard Burtort Love ll'ar Qlld Fan cy(ed. K. 

Walker) Kimher. l. •mdon 196~ pp. 10~·114. 
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verb Tp-.y/zt.), which is quoted from Hipp
ocrates, Epidemics 6.3.14, Aristotle History 
of Amimals , 58la 21 and Generation of An
imals 788 al, always in the sense of "break" 
or "grow rough" in relation to boys' voices. 
Likewise the verb Tp-.y:.t.<l is used in the same 
sense in Galen de Usu Pa.rtiurn 11.7 and in 
Alexander of Aphrodisia, Problernaf.a, 1.125. 
All of this evidence strongly suggests that 
we are dealing with a puberty rite, an init
iation ordeal for youths, as the primitive 
social foundation for tragedy. 

The Attic initiation ordeal may well have 
included the actual sacrifice of one selected 
youth frorr_1 the group- presumably theTptt.yr~eos 
Later reftn ~d scntl!nent would revolt against 
this practice, and the animal substitute - a 
Tp:..yos - would provide a homonymous apot
ropaic magic against divine wrath. Even if 
we could not regard the goa·t sacrifice as an 
equivalent for the "ram caught in the thicket" 
which Y ahueh provided for Abraham to sac
rifice in place of Isaac/ goats could still 
have played an important part in the in i tiation 
ritual. For to dress in goat skin would be a 
piP.ce of homonymous magic marking the spec
ial and temporary role of iniliands passing 
from l>oyhood to man's estate. The homony
mous goat - Tp.:..yos furnishes an outward 
visible sign of the human physiological-r~'fr)S 
-the age of puberty in males. 

Unquestionably Else has don~ s c holarship 
much service in demonstrating the primacy of 
"Tpdy;;.E>os to "TfU-Y~.AfJI'... and its Allie deriv
ation 'from o\.or5o&. 2' 

Now with this discussion behind us, let 
us look at Pickard-Can1bridge's views on 
Tp.ay~Sos. "The first element in tragoidia, 
tragoidos, tragikos means goat . We have sti II 
to consider the three main views as to its 
meaning that have l>een put forward: 
1. That it refer~ to a chorus of goal-like satyrs. 
2. That it refers to a chorus, not representing 

satyrs, but clad in goal skins as an ancient 
dress retained for religious or antiquarian 
reasons . 

3. That i l refers to a chorus dancing either 
for the goat as a pri ze or around the goat as 
a sacrifice." 

1. Origin & I::arl y Form of Tr.~c dy , p. 74 . 
2. Sec hi s app<ndix to Jan e Harrison's Thcmis. 
I . Gcncsi .< 22. 13. 
2. The Ori J!in ancl Furm of Earl y Crcelc Trug~di~s. p. :.!5. 
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Of these hypotheses the first does not 
concern us directly, though fully discussed 
by both Pickard-Cambridge and his reviser 
T. B. L. Webster/ The second hypothesis has 
support from Reisch and Nilsson. The latter 
believes that after the worshippers of Dion
ysus had slain their god in goat form they 
dressed up in goat skins to lament his loss.

2 

Sir William Ridgeway maintained that tragedy 
was performed by persons who wore goat
skins because thev were an ancient costume 
which was retain,ed in celebrating ancient 
herocs.3 Farnell rebutted this suggestion 
"At what time in Greece. since 1400 B.C., 
were goat skins the universal garb? They were 
not worn by the well-to-do in the age of King 
Minos or Agamemmon or of any of the periods 
of archaic. art. Nor do we find actors of other 
races, when they wish to act the great men of 
old, deliberately arranging themselves in the 
poorest and vilest garb.'' 4 This view has 
however been deemed to finrl support from 
the modern dramas observed bv Pro fess<lr n. 
M. Dawkius at Viza in Thrace." 

5 
These per

fnrmanccs have features like some- anr:ient 
ceremonies. But, if goat skins were worn bv 
the chorus on some occasions, other anim,;l 
skins were seen at other times. 

However, Pickard-Cambridge pursues the 
question, "If tragnidoi docs not mean singers 
dressed as goats or in goat skins, what docs 
it mean? It may be pointed out first that, if 
it did bear this meaning, it would be an ex
ception among the coTIIpounds in which the 
first part of the compound generally refers 
to the accompaniment or the occasion or sub-
ject of the song ...... Tragoidos may well 
mean (as has often been held) the 'singer at 
the goal-sacrifiee', or (a very ancient view) 
the 'singer for the goat-prize; .••• The two 
may even be reconciled if the goat was first 
won and then sacrificed". Our previous stut!y 
uf. hon:onorn~ wnulcl suggest that this explan
atiOn 1s valid, but that it was derivativr. anrl 
in some measure symbolic. On our view a 
tragoido:; was first 'a singer (or tester) at the 
puberty-f'hange," and that the applicntion of 

l. Op . Cit. pp. I 1+-1 18. 
2. Op. Cit. PI'· I /9 . 
3,. The Ortgin uf Trug~dr, i91 1. pp. Ai. <J!-9~. 
4. Hcrmnthtna X\Vl. 1:>. 
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the homonymous sense 'goat-singer' carne 
frorn ritual substitution and symbolism. 

What part did pity and fear play in this 
symbolism and in such a ritual?' Else, a schol
ar wi~h no sympathy for ritual origins of trag
edy, zs the foremost in affirming that fear has 
a limited sense here. "The mention of shud
dering with fear (!fp(,.1"£1V ) suggests that 
the fear Aristotle has in mind is a species of 
horror, or is closely related to horror." 1 This 
honest evaluation of a key term is helpful to 
our ritual explanation. Again, Else remarks -
quite correctly and properly - that Aristotle's 
Poetics are a rejoinder to the Platonic view 
of pity and fear found in , Republic X 605-6 
where the production of pitiful scenes in 
tragedy is alleged tn induce self-pity and 
cowardice in the audience - the general cit
izen body. Furthermore, in the earlier dis
close on poetry in Republic II 377-83 the 
subject under consideration is the right educ
ation of soldiers to defend the ideal state 
there. Plato objects to pity, fear and other 
emotions expressed in traditional poetry be
cause they will either weaken the nerve of 
the young guardians or else give .them vicious 
behaviour models in primitive tribal societies. 
Now obviously the aim of puberty rites is to 
produce valiant right-thinking young warriors 
by the expulsion of pity, fear and other un
becoming emoliuns. This is really the same 
goal as Plato expects from his education for 
guardians. When, therefore, Else observes, 
"the basic c1uestion is whether we are to 
think of literature as a therapeutic device, 
and the spectator - or reader- as a patient to 
be treated," 1 he confuses the issue by in
t:oducing twentieth century conceptions of 
literature anrl psychiatric medicine which do 
not. belonp; to the formative mental climate of 
Aristotle's b<!ckground, however much they 
may be due ultimately to his work. But in 
our proposerl ancestral form of tragedy there 
actually would have been some affinity be
tween the precursor of the later audience -
~he init~ands -. an? modern psychiatric pat
Ients. 1 he haste a1rn of any primitive iniation 
ts to l'< ~ pbce the child-soul Ly the man-soul;-

5.]. H. S. XXVI ( 1906) p. 123. 
I. G. F. El•e : Ari,·t otic's Po.cics, p. 96 note 96 
I . G. F . El•e: Ar<stotl•'s Poetic>, pp . 98-99. 
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and to implant martial courage in the young 
\varrior while testing his moral fibre by meai1s 
of some ordeal. It is significant here to recall 
that some relics of this aspect of initiation 
seem to survive in Greek tragedy long after 
it has ceased to be a sacred ritual and has 
become an entertainment. 

However, since we have found a use of 
homonymy for magical purposes suggested by 
the word -r~yos, are we to offer a similar 
account of {}.£0 S and cp 6 ~os? The use of 
these terms and their equivalents in the Poet
ics may here prove significant. 

In these fifteen places £>.£OS or pity 
occurs six titnes, the derived adjective forms 
£>-.Hwcvf J.. seven times the related verb . \ .... 
£1\E:&IV once, and the alternative adjective 
oi1<-rp~once. The word ~ojlog (or fear) is 

f?und six times, its adjective cpo$tpos six 
limes the closely equivalent adjective 6'wov 
twice, and the very similar 11' ph·TE.\V only 
once. It is also remarkable that the pity terms 
precede the fear terms nine times, while the 
fear lem1s precede the pity tenns only six 
Limes in these contexts. The two nouns in 
fact occur together only, and in the six in
stances of this pairing €A.£oS always pre
cedes Cf!of'o_s • The various alternative sub
stitute terms are far more flex ible - the pity
fear sequence found invariably in the six noun 
pairings occurs only thrice with the other 
pairings, while the fear-pity se!q.uence is 
found six times. This strongly suggests that 
the sequence pity and fear was a stereotyped 
formula Aristotle took over from the cultural 
tradition of drama rather than a simple borr
owing from Plato his master, who uses the 
concepts but does not pair the words in this 
way. 

If like -r~ay~Sos the ~Aros ~<:.>,1 cpo~os 
sequence is a cultural inheritance, does it 
sh~re the old ma·gic power of homony my also? 
This suggestion seems likely in itself. An 
examination of Liddell and Scott indicates 
that tf.E.o.S is also found in the Iliad and 
Odyssey meaning "a kitchen table or dresser" 
- the sense of Aristophanes' fA£oV (Eg. 
152/169)- and also in Aristotle's His tory of 
Animals (592bll) as the name of "a kind of 
owl". Under cp6J3o.s we also discover that 

l. G. F. Else, Aristctle's Poetics,, p. 96 Note 9.6. 
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tllis word is listed in Ilb2 as an "object or 
course of terror," examples being quoted from 
Sophoc.les (O.T. 917: O.C. 1652) and Hero
dotus (VI, 112). Further, under 12 it is listed 
as the son of Ares - the personified power of 
panic with citations from the Iliad (13.29, 
] 1.37, 4.440, 15.119). Now Else himself 
whose whole approach would tend to den; 
validity to our method, is the first to emph
asise that fear in the Poetics. context seems 
to mean horror. 1 Thus the possible homony
mous use of t:p;po:; for an objective horror 
is feasible here. 

Let us now consider the seven extant 
tragedies of Aeschylus. Who in each case 
is the object of dread in the eyes of the chor
us? In the Persian s of 472 B.C. both the 
Messenger and the Ghost of Darius carne to 
alarm the Chorus. The Septcrn of 467 it is 
Eteocles himself more than the messenger 
who terrifies the chorus with his words and 
deeds. With the Supplices , which we arc now 
obligee! to date either in 468, or. more probabl y 
in 466 or later, the Egy ptian Herald excites 
the terror of the chorus. In the Prometheu s 
Vir~ctus of uncertain Jnte Hermes the agent of 
Zeus is the source of terror to the Chorus. 
In the Orestia of 458 B.C. the matter can be 
followed through all thre e plays of the trilogy. 
In U1e Agamemnon the ch orus is terrified by 
the outbursts of Cassandra and shocked by 
Aegisthus. The Choephoroe exhibits a chorus 
full of resentment and hatred agaiust Clytem
nestra and Aef,isthus. Th e Eumenides shows 
a chorus of Furies frightcnerl of Clytemnestra's 
ghost and bitterly hostile to OresU..s. In this 
sense each 'Aeschylean tragedy exhibits X 
its Bogy in confrontation with the chorus 
during t:Jart of the piay. 

The use of tragic masks may well have 
begun with a view to communicating this 
dread of that character to the spectators.1 

Now in this passage we also find the word 
pulpitum used to describe the stage, anJ it 
means a temporary scaffold or platfonn made 
with boards. Now Pickard-Cambridge quotes 
Pollux iv, 123 E~£OS 6' ~V" -r~TE.Zr;t.. 
~p~~, C'f'' 1v -rrpo 4icr1T,oos E.Ts -ras 
J,w.~d..s -n:iis XoptvT.;I!> ~1H.Kplvc~.ro. 

C~:1~u. p. 21 

1. Juvenal, Satires, 111. 172-176. 

2. 

3. 

4 . 

5. 
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lncertvm an et ·ante Gnarvs 
WHE..N SENECA first appears on the :scene 

in Tacitus' account of the Principate of Nero 
it is {jointly with Burrus) in the role of averter 
of calamities: 'ibaturque in caedes nisi )\fran
ius Bu!Tils et Annaeus Seneca obuiam issent' 
(Ann 13. 2. l). At the end of· the five chap
ters that serve as prologue to the drruma of 
Books XIII and XIV of the Annals he reappears 
this time alone, in the same capacity. Agrip
pina was just about to mount the imperial 
dais to join Nero in hearing an embassy from 
Armenia: while others stood rooted in help
less consternation, Seneca had the presence 
of mind to tell Nero to descend and receive 
his mother before she could carry out he:r pur
pose. So through a pretence of dutifUl! be
haviour the threatened scandal was averted: 

quin et legatis Armeniorum causrum gentis 
apud Nerem orantibus escendere suggestum 
imperatoris et praesidere simul parahat, 
nisi pauore defixis ceteris Senec~ admou?
uisset uenienti matri occurreret. 1ta specie 
pietatis obuiam itum dedecori (13. 5. 3) · 

GOATS, PITY AND FEAR (Cont,d.J 

This is rendered by Webster. "The eleos was 
a table long ago, on which before Thespis a 
single man mounted and answered the c:hor. 
euts." Was this "single man" a masked Bogy 
or ~o JJgs ? Before' Thespis formalised trag'edy, 
was it a Kommos between this Bogy on the 
platform and the chorus? Either ass~mpti3n 
would at once provide a homonym l1' El\ •~o <.1 

1<-.7 cpo {Jov "~rough bene~ and s~·· · for 
Aristotle's 81' £.A!.oJ KPI-1 ~oPov ·
"through pity and fear. If Aristotle had this 
very old description of tragic drama in mind, 
perhaps we might best render 144ab 24-2~ as 
"Tragedy then is an imitation ••• in the form 
of action, not of narrative, through Bench and 
Bogy effecting the purgation of emotions 
appropriate to these tem1s' '. 

One is reluctant to dogmatise about the 
nature of the putative initiation rite subsumed 
by Attic tragedy. However, if the suggestion 
that the initiation understanding of is a poss
ibility is accepted as feasible, perhaps some 
useful contribution has been made. In this 
event, Professor Else's stimulating inter
pretation of tragic mimesis and its meaning 
and effect cannot be taken as the last word. 

R. G. Tanner, 
University of Newcastle, 
New South Wales. 
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Ring-composition (obuiam issent 
obuiam itumj seems designed to ernpha~i ze 

this notion of averting trouble by going out to 
meet it. But the secontl occurence of the idea 
is particularly ominous. Whatever Seneca 
might do, dedecus and worse was lcl come, as 
the reader soon discovers if he does not know 
it already: .and the phrasing is so mroaged as 
to suggest some sort of identification of the 
dedecus with Agrippina herself. More than 
that: the worns uenienti matri . occurreret re
call a proverbial idea already familiar in a 
striking and strikingly similar phrase of Pers
ius, uenienti occurrite morbo (3. 64). Thus 
the advice to meet his mother half-way has, 
at least to students of Persius; undertones of 
scotching the snake. But was such a hint in
tended by Tacitus? The passages collected 

by A. Otto, Die Sprichu;orter und sprichwort
lichen _ Redensarten der Romer (1890), s.v. 
principium (l), reveal that Seneca appears to 
have had something of a p~nchant for this 
snippet of traditional wisdom: Epp. mor. 7'2. 
ll, 85.9, 116. 3, De ira 3. 10. 3, Ad Marc. 
l. 8, cf. Phaedra 1323. Was he perhaps in 
the habit of exhorting his imperial pupil to 
grasp the nettle? Nero was fast learning that 
of all the weeds in 'his gard~n the most rank 
and noxious was like to prove his mother. 

According to Dio (Epit. 61. 12. l) Seneca 
actually instigated Nero to the murder of Agrip
pina. Modern scholars (e.g. Furneaux and 
Koestermann ad Ann. 14. 7. 3) think this im
probable. Seneca, .however, may well have 
acquiesced in what he crume to see as inevit
able. Tacitus, as usual, hedges: Burrus and 
Seneca are by implication included in what is 
said about the general unwillingness to he
.lieve that Nero would go to the extreme of 
murdering his mother (1 4. l. 5): on the other 
hand he does admit the possibility that they 
might have been privy to the plot {14-. 7. 2). 
In dealing with the episode of Agrippian's 
alleged incestuous designs on her so·n, Tac
itus had given guarded approval to the version 
of Cluvius , in which Seneca took active coun
ter-measures 04. 2): and he also records that 
Seneca had previously assisted Nero against 
his mother in the affair of Acts (13. 13. I) . 
Clearly Seneca's part in the certamen heralded 
at 13. 2; 3 was far from passive. After the 
fiasco of the collapsible boat it is Seneca 
who is represented as taking the lead in ask
ing whether the only way now open was not 
the straightforward one of cold steel - caedes 
(14. 7. 4). The politic hesitation of Seneca 
and Burrus ~o conunit themselves on hearing 
of the failure of the first attempt on Agrip-

~ntd. p. 31 
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In a master theme study offered in 1973 /1/ I argued, as 
against the positions of Sevenster /2/ and Spanneut /3/, that 
many passages in St. Paul's epistles suggest that their author 
was familiar with Stoic physical theory. Further reflexion 
confirms my view that Sevenster's valuable comparison between 
the doctrines of Seneca and Paul suffers from its preoccupation 
with extracting from the Roman philosopher what he thinks about 
issues central to Pauline Christianity and its failure to 
examine what remarks about Stoicism of Seneca's day we could 
extract from the Pauline writings. Against Spanneut one must 
say that though one cannot but agree that une espece d 'osmose /4/ 
is a very potent way of spreading scientific information, then 
as now, one also finds in Paul too much acquaintance with an 
elaborated system for a person innocent of systematic studies. 

It might well be argued that as Acts 9,30 and 12,25 when 
taken together indicate that Saul spent four years in Tarsus we 
may conclude that he occupied the years AD 37-41 in preparing 
himself for missionary work among Gentiles. Such a preparation 
would almost certainly have involved study of pagan philosophy. 
If so the instruction most readily available in Tarsus was 
likely to be Stoic, for the city produced many leaders of that 
school. Zeno of Tarsus ruled the Stoic school in Athens after 
Chrysippus died in 206 BC, and his pupils included two 
subsequent successors to his office, Diogenes of Seleucia and 
Antipater of Tarsus, both of whom taught the reforming 'Middle' 
Stoic Panaetius of Rhodes and also Boethus of Sidon. Amongst 
their pupils at Athens was also Archedemus of Tarsus, who 
founded the Stoic school in Babylon, while another prominent 
Stoic from Tarsus in a later generation was Athenodorus who 
taught Augustus. In the second century AD Tarsus was still a 
centre for philosophical teaching, for the Sceptic Herodotus 
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who taught Sextus Empiricus had classes there. There is thus 
some reason to recognise the possibility that Paul obtained 
instruction in Greek dogmatic philosophy, particularly Stoicism, 
whilst in Tarsus. Indeed, Rudolph Bultmann in 1910 saw evidence 
of Stoic-Cynic diatribe in the style of the Pauline epistles /5/. 
Today we might attribute this to Stoic impact on the Jewish 
thought of the school of Gamaliel rather than to St. Paul's 
putative Greek education, but the fact remains that St. Paul can 
be shown to exhibit concepts familiar to contemporary Stoics. 
Consequently the position taken in this paper is not necessarily 
vitiated by the lack of specific intention by Paul to assimilate 
his thought to the Stoa. It will be sufficient to show rather 
the interpretation a Stoic reader would place upon the text of 
the Epistles, and how far such an understanding would dispose 
the reader to interpret the Christian Gospel as consonant with 
contemporary Stoicism. 

Granting this enquiry is useful, why should we pick on the 
Stoicism of Panaetius? We cannot ignore the observation of 
Rist: "Although Panaetius was very influential in his day, and 
influenced many others, notably Cicero, his period of great 
influence was short. The Stoics of the Imperial Age, though 
familiar with his work, tend to prefer older authorities. 
Hence we find ourselves in the position of having only a quite 
small number of texts where the actual name of Panaetius occurs. 
Yet apart from a few special cases, it is only these texts which 
can be used to reconstruct his work" /6/. In the face of this, 
why not seek for influence from Posidonius whose fragments are 
more numerous, or seek parallels between Seneca and Paul on a 
different basis from that employed by Sevenster? 

I. PANAETIUS RECONSTRUCTED 

Basically it is my conviction that Panaetius was profoundly 
innovative. Certainly his contemporary Boethus of Sidon who 
shared Panaetius' disagreement with the doctrine of £xnupwoL~ 
had introduced a different epistemological chain from that of 
Zeno /7/. 

ZENO Presentation 

(jlCX\ITCW~a 

BOETHUS Attention 

voD~ 

Assent 

ouyxcna~e:oL~ 

Perception 

a~O~T)OL~ 

Comprehension Knowledge 

MCHelAT)tj>L~ 

Effort 

ape:i;L~ 

Knowledge 

ETILOTTll.lll 
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this context voD~ is employed as the sense found in voDv 
llPOOEXEL.V - "pay attention". Given the problem of rebutting 
Carneades' New Academy view that perception was not reliable 
because of possible false preconception or faulty observation, 
Boethus here appears to introduce arrenrion and efforr as a way 
of ensuring reliability of impressions. 

Did Panaetius also address himself to this difficulty? I 
believe he does so in a passage usually quoted in relation to 
E1!1lUpwaL.~ - Stobaeus Eclog. I.20: "Panaetius considers (VOIJG/:;EL.l 
the eternity of the universe to be more probable (llL.~avwTEpov) 
and more agreeable to himself (IJaAAOV apca1!ouaav €auT~) than 
conversion of all substances into fire" /8/. 

We may regard VOIJG/:;EL. "I own, admir, adknowledge or 
consider, as representing the same function as Boethus' vou~ or 
Zeno's ~avTaa(a. But the derived noun is VOIJL.OIJa a current coin 
(LSJ, II), and we find current coin in trade always produces 
llGOTL.~ or trust in the perceiver or receiver. So the likely 
second term from 1lL.8avwTEpov is llLOTL.~ (LSJ, I,l) trust or 
belief. Now a coin is acceptable because the providence of man 
creates it as a part of the social structure. Though apE:01!0VTa 
can mean placita or opinions, thus LSJ, IV, the usage is not 
earlier than Plutarch, twc centuries later. The more normal use 
of the participle is LSJ, V, "gratifying" or "pleasing". So, 
if the sentence is a quotation and not a paraphrase, the word 
is likely to mean "gratifying". Now the receiving of coinage 
does give pleasure; so if the currency metaphor is being 
employed here, it is reasonable to say that pleasure is a 
by-criterion of value reinforcing probability. Thus on this 
view the Panaetian answer to Carneades is in two parts. First, 
objects devised by the cosmic Providence will be designed to 
be rightly perceived by the human intelligence, itself also 
formed of rational llVEUIJa and so akin to that Providence. 
Secondly, the sympathy of parts of the universe will mean that 
any perception in harmony with the structure of the Universe 
will be of its own nature spontaneously gratifying, and in 
consequence will be shown to be a righr opinion, rather than 
knowledge. We might reasonably expect Panaetius to concede so 
far to Carneades as to use the Platonic term for correct sense 
impression unchecked by reference to the world of Forms -
op~n 66~a. 

The suggestion seems borne out by Sext Empiricus Adv. Dogm. 
XI, 73 (van Straaten 69) "Panaetius says that some pleasure 
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(n6ovnv) is according to nature, some contrary to nature" /9/. 
He is here discussing a view of Zeno that n6ovn was an 
irrational elation whilst xapa was the corresponding rational 
elation. Panaetius is conceding that Epicurus and other 
philosophers can mean Stoic xapa by their own term n6ovn, and 
that it is unjust to insist that they are praising the selfish 
pleasure which alone the Stoic means when he uses n6ovn. The 
pleasure of right perception is of course rational because it 
is in harmony with the sympathy of the cosmos. It may well 
have been called n6ovn or xapa, but perhaps in the light of 
Plato's XapL~ MaL n6ovn as a doublet in Gorgias 462e Panaetius 
chose to call it xapL~, a more common word than xapa. We can 
now consider the underlying prior assumption of each chain. 
Zeno clearly believed in some form of €vvoLaL or general 
notions existing in the mind, whilst Panaetius would have tended 
to put npovoLa in that situation in view of his major 
philosophical work on Providence. 

ZENO: General Notions: Presentation: Assent: 
Comprehension: Knowledge. 

BOETHUS: Right Reason: Attention: Perception: Effort: 
Knowledge. 

PANAETIUS: Providence: "Coins": Belief: Pleasure: 
Right Opinion: 

Now the feature of Panaetian metaphor which is most 
significant is the choice of coin as the image of a generally 
valid and acceptable impression. Coinage is something by 
definition to be used - by being received it furnishes a 
pleasure and a right opinion of its worth, but by being 
expended rightly it wins a man popular favour and glory. Its 
input affects a man's attitude, its output affects his 
reputation. 

At this point we need our other highly significant passage 
in Diogenes Laertius VII, 41 (van Straaten 63) "Panaetius and 
Posidonius begin with the physics, as Phanias the friend of 
Posidonius reports" /10/. This statement is in contrast with 
the practices of Zeno, Chrysippus, Archidemus and . Eudromus as 
reported by Diogenes Laertius in the same chapter. They put 
logic first, physics second, and ethics last. Now Panaetian 
physics were novel to the Stoa in stressing the world's eternity 
and denying £xnupwoL~, agreeing with Aristotle in practice, but 
not exactly by a mere surrender to syncretism. The reason may 
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that Panaetius' master Antipater wrote a treatise to justify 
Plato's view that only the beautiful was good. In SVF III,iii, 
43 and 44 we find that Antipater held the universe finite and 
spherical, thereby being most apt to motion, and, unlike 
Boethus, he considered all the universe and the heavens were 
the substance of the deity. Now in SVF III,iii, 33 he shows us 
god is happy, imperishable and benevolent; therefore God is 
good. But if the universe is God's substance, then its name 
XO<J)J O !; (good order and decorati011) implies beauty. So in being 
like God the universe expresses his goodness by its beauty 
alone - a point proved by identifying homomyns. On Platonic 
terms drawn from Phaedrus and Symposium, Beauty is the only 
ideal Form visible to our senses - therefore it is also the 
ideal Form the universe can express to our senses. If knowledge 
of Goodness must derive from physics or "nature", not logic, 
as Panaetius held, then to him it was vital that our universe 
be not merely beautiful, but, like God himself, benevolent. 
Thus Providence will express its truth and goodness in the 
beauty, fitness and order of the universe. Therefore the true 
perception of this will thus be always pleasurable, and thus 
such perfect goodness cannot perish by cyclic destruction, 
which thereby stands refuted. 

In addition, if physics is the foundation of logic and 
ethics then these sciences should mirror the physical pneumatic 
pulsation of nature whose pneumatic TO V O !; is so vital to the 
existence of the objects of sense. If so, we might draw a 
cyclic diagram of the input and output processes of "coinage" 
as sensation to show double expanding rectilinear pulsations 
followed by contracting curvilinear ones, positing cosmic 
right reason as the energising power. 
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ltPOVOL.ct 
(Forethought, LSJ,II,~ 

op11n oot;a vo lJ~OIJaTct 
, (~ue opinion - LSJ I II) r ( 2) (Morals - _tSJ I I) 

Xap t..!; 
Tl:~OTL~ (Pleasure, 

LSJ,IV) op9o!; AOYO!> (Good Faith, 
~ (Right Reason) Trustworthiness -

lt~OTL.!; LSJ,I,2) 

"' (Trust/Belief Xapt..!> 
LSJ,I,i) (Public Favour -

VOIJCOIJctTct 
Coins -
LSJ,II) 

(1) LSJ,V) 

I<( 
cip{3n oot;a 

(True Glory -
LSJ,III,2) 

IIpovot..a 
(Pre-existing Ideas/Providence) 

LSJ,I,2 LSJ,II,2 

The first impulse (1) causes a perception input process or 
logic: the second expression (2) completes the cycle with a 
matching process, behavioural output or ethics. Here the 
familiar Stoic doctrine of meaningful amphibology of terms also 
emerges. Accepted VOIJ~OIJctTct or coins issue in acceptable 
ethics of "sterling worth". Accepted Jt~OTL.!> or belief issues 
in acceptable trustworthiness. Xapt..!; likewise means at once 
both pleasure received and influence exercised. 

Finally 6of;a is both one's acceptance of evidence (or 
opinion) and a favourable view we impress on others - or glory; 
whilst Jtpovot..a is both divine providence and individual 
forethought. Aristotelian monistic definition is quite 
inappropriate to these dynamic pulsating terms. Panaetius' 
solution to the objection of the new Academy of Carneades is 
that valid perceptions act like a coinage devised by the state, 
being providentially ordained to seem valid, trustworthy and 
pleasurable, and that once accepted perceptions are immediately 
acted out and thus "put into circulation". A true impression 
will seem probable and agreeable and the true opinion of it 
is validated by its being expressed in behavioural response. 
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It is unfortunate that the violence in Athens between 
Epicureans who favoured Mithradates and Stoics who favoured 
Sulla /11/ led to a tendency by all other schools to denounce 
all Epicureans after Sulla's victory. This doubtless caused 
general neglect of Panaetius by those who saw him now as 
sharing Epicurean ground in valuing some form of kinetic 
pleasure. Of course at Panaetius' death the rivals of the 
Stoa were the Academy. But 30 years later when Epicurus was 
the foe, Panaetius' reputation suffered in his own school -
presumably because of his sensory criteria. None the less both 
his personal influence on Rome and the impact of his Roman 
experience on the philosopher's own thinking make his 
logical-ethical cycle very interesting in Latin terminology. 

Favor -
Studium 

1' 
Fides - OLD,l2 

OLD, 3b 

Fama - OLD,l 
Opinio - OLD,l-5 

L & S IIa 

Recta Ratio 
= Lex 

Facta - OLD , lc 
= Eventa 

Fatum -
OLD,5 

Fa tum 
= Fas 

- OLD, 3 
- OLD,l 

~ 

(2) 

Facta - OLD, 2a 
= Acta 

Fides - OLD,6 
= Dignitas 

J; 
Favor - OLD, 2 

= Gratia 
i.t 

Fama - OLD, 7 
= Gloria 

Such a cycle would be neat and memorable to Roman hearers, 
but it equates fatum with npovo~a as well as E~~ap~{vn, thus 
giving to Roman thinkers the notion of destiny as a force or 
statute rather than a living cosmic being. The "F" cycle would 
carry overtones. It cheapens the ordinary perceptions of 
average men by the varied amphibolic possibilities of opinio 
and by suggesting a pleasure in prejudice with the use of favor. 
The alternate cycle is a fairer rendering - but less memorable. 

It may well be argued that we have here a large argument 
based on a single metaphor. However, DL VII, 92 (van Straaten 
108) reminds us that Panaetius stated there were two virtues -
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theoretical and practical /12 /. In the Offices, where Cicero 
follows Panaetius closely in much of Books I and II, he treats 
the four cardinal virtues in a bi-partite manner - first the 
understanding which right reason or moral choice (lex) 
activates, then the activity so expressed. In this list 
theoretical sapientia is expressed in practical prudentia, 
theoretical aequitas in practical benevolentia, theoretical 
fortitudo in practical constantia, and theoretical verecundia 
in practical decorum. Now you may say that the distinction I 
make is a false one, and that all eight can be both theoretical 
and practical. Yet, if we view them educationally, this is not 
so, and unless we use them to form character by training in 
moral profectus, what is the point of this catalogue? In fact 
the public school system used to exemplify Panaetian principles. 
Subjects like Divinity, Geometry, Latin and Greek were taught 
to train minds to exercise practical wisdom in high offices of 
Church and state. Arnold's emphasis on placing the 
administration of reward and punishment so much with his 
prefects was designed to prepare fair minded rulers of India, 
who would be benevolent administrators rather than whimsical 
tyrants. Compulsory "rugger" and compulsory boxing and hard 
conditions were planned to make men constant and resolute when 
national interest or the cause of humanity demanded. The 
discipline of chapel and study, the demand for total loyalty, 
and the moral taboos against lying, thieving and vice were 
designed to make men behave decently and honourably on all 
occasions. The system had and has its successes and its 
failures; but it rests to my mind on an unnoticed basis in 
systematic Panaetian Stoicism. In this sense we find knowledge 
- prudence, fairness - benevolence, fortitude - constancy and 
modesty - decency are genuine input-output terms explaining 
Platonic wisdom, justice, courage and temperance for Panaetian 
readers. 

Finally, come the fragments of the de Virtutibus which 
Antoine de La Sale claims to quote from this lost Panaetian 
work of Cicero. 

The Supplementum Ciceronianum edited by Knoellinger 
contains an extensive portion of this work which appears to 
look to the text of the de Virtutibus, as Soederhjelm believed, 
though Gustafsson held that they were French quotations from a 
work of Seneca. Ancient testimony suggests that the lost 
treatise followed Panaetius very closely. If we grant that 
La Salade of Antoine de la Sale is a French treatise 
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_ nc:o1~p<)rating frequent Ciceronian quotations, then Knoellinger 
is entitled to print the attempted Latin reconstruction of the 
likely quotations as he has done on pp. 77-91. Further, it is 
not improper to consider them possible Panaetian fragments, if, 
as some scholars insist, their tone is consistent with van 
Straaten's collection. In a very probable reconstruction among 
the fragments in the Supplementum virtues are compared to 
grains of seed /13/. This figure of speech is not elsewhere 
found in Cicero in relation to moral qualities. But like our 
assumed coinage metaphor, it is very Panaetian in stressing the 
inevitable output of every input; the doctrine that perception, 
if valid, will express itself in action. Curiously this 
doctrine became part of the liturgy of our ·'Panaetian' public 
school system. Let us recall the end of term hymn 

Let thy Father - hand be shielding 
All who here shall meet no more, 
May your seed time past be yielding 
Year by year a richer store! 

It seems that the Panaetius I seek to recover had, through 
Cicero, very deeply influenced the education system of England 
in the past two centuries. Furthermore, St. Paul could well 
have been exposed to Panaetian teachings in Tarsus or 
elsewhere. The question is whether there are such Panaetian 
elements specifically evident in the Epistles. 

II. PANAETIAN OVERTONES IN PAUL 

Already in the first Thessalonian Epistle one may see 
suggestions of a Panaetian perception cycle. The notion of 
faith and love as a breastplate and the hope of salvation as a 
helmet (5,8) suggests input terms also answering to the Stoic 
first primary impulse of self-preservation. On the other hand 
love belongs more to the outgoing cycle related to the second 
primary impulse of love for others. However, in I Cor. 9.1 
charity or ayann is firmly declared superior to yVWOL~ or 
knowledge, which suggests that ayann is to replace Zeno's 
EnLOTn~n or Panaetius op~n 66~a for a Stoic reader. Then, in 
the analysis of Chapter 13, the order Faith-Hope-Charity is 
set firmly. Now we set out the work of prevenient Grace in 
leading us to love God and supervenient Grace leading us to 
love our neighbour. To the Jew fear of the Lord had been the 
beginning of wisdom; for the Christian it is love of the Lord. 
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llE:TCl\!OL.a 

~Conversion)~ 

LSJ, 2 aya1111 = OWTJlpL.a r , , , 
(Love of God) (Salvation) e:vayy£~L-O\! = MJlPVYll<X 

7\ (2 ) (Preach1ng the Gospel) 
EAlll-~ - LSJ,l,3 ~ 

Hope in God 

1' XapL-~ = 11\!E:\Jlla 
(Grace) (Spirit) 

l!(OTL-~ - LSJ,l,i. 

(Trust in others) 
l!(OTL-~ - LSJ,l,_4. 

Belief in God 

(1) 

e:uayyEAL-0\! Bal!TL-Oll<X 
(Gospel) (Baptism) 

f--_ 

l 
" \lE:T<X\!Ol.<X 

(Repentance) 

EAlll,~ - LSJ,l,i. 

(Hope for Others) 

"' aya1111 - LSJ,2 = ~L.Aav8pwll(a 
(Love of Mankind 

Just as each successive Panaetian perception carried into 
action made the next response to the same data firmer, likewise 
the Pauline translation of initial repentance into love for 
others would deepen the next response to prevenient grace and 
enrich understanding of the Gospel. The statement "we see now 
in a mirror by conjecture, then face to face" /14/, suggests 
the shadow portion of Plato's line Din contract to A where one 
beholds the Forms /15/, but also the Panaetian view that the 
beauty of the world reflects the goodness of God. 

Considerable significance in Paul's treatment of the 
resurrection becomes evident in I Cor. 15.36-38 with the 
metaphor of seed. "That which thou sowest, thou sowest not the 
body that shall be, but bare grain of wheat or some other 
grain; but God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him, and to 
every seed its own body". This seems to be the metaphor of 
Cicero de Virtutibus which we have suggested to be Panaetian. 
Whilst it is the metaphor also of the myths of Osiris or 
Demeter, it is open for us to apply to natural science which 
was Panaetius' starting point an argument he evidently used in 
relation to ethics and logic to link perceptions and behaviour. 
The remark in V.56 - n 6£ 6vvallL-~ Tii~ allaptL-a~ o VOllO~ "the 
field of force/dynamism of sin is the Law" can refer to Stoic 
natural law as well. Further, like Stoic Cx\lapTJlll<X, this "sin" 
is pneumatic irregularity. Then the rest of the sentence reads: 
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.,.ijl 6E .ee:iji xa p t.. !; Tiji 6 t.. 6 o v n TlJ.l'C V TO V'CliO!; - thanks To God giving 
us the victory - i.e. xapt.. !; in the other sense of Grace which 
puts us into the salvation-cycle instead, with regular pulse. 

Whe n we turn to the Roman Epistle we are offered a brief 
passage in I.l9-20 very comparable with Cicero de Officiis I, 4, 
11-14 (van Straaten 98) despite its brevity / 16 / . A long 
discussion follows about Law and judgement which is directed 
at Judaising Christians. On the other hand the Stoic tendency 
to employ the one word in a double sense may also suggest that 
the Stoic view of Law discussed by Panaetius in d e Providentia 
and de Magistratibus might also seem under review by implication 
for a gentile Stoic reader. 

In St. Paul's sense Panaetius would agree that "Law 
killeth" in reference to wider ranges of code than the Jewish 
law. Without Spirit (n v e:u~a) or Right Reason the letter kills. 
But if the experience shocks a man enough, punishment might 
bring his hegemonic parts more in tune with the co~mic 

pulsations of the universal Stoic pneuma, thus beginning a 
reformative process of repentance in Paul's sense which may 
admit pneumatic Grace and salvation / 17 I. 

Of great interest in the Epistle to the Romans is the 
approval expressed for the apparatus of the Roman State in 
13,1-7. The Christian is to be subject to the State for its 
officers are ordained by God, and he who stands up against 
magistrates has rebelled against the decree of God, and those 
who resist will receive judgement. "Rulers are a fear ( cp oi3 o!> ) 
to bad acts, not good ones. If you do good, you will have 
praise from the magistrate who is God's paymaster to you for 
good. If you do ill be afraid, he does not wear the sword for 
nothing. He is God's paymaster, the avenger for public 
opinion against the man doing evil. Therefore must one be 
subject, not because of public opinion but because of sense of 
duty. So pay taxes, for men exacting for this purpose are 
public servants of God. So pay to all of them your dues, 
tribute to whom tribute is owed, excise to whom due excise, 
fear to whom fear, honour to whom honour is owed". This may 
well have seemed a paraphrase or summary of Panaetius 
de Magistratibus in which the Providential role of government 
was discussed. We may wonder if this passage and the 
redefinition of · the Kingdom of Go d as not meat and drink, but 
justice, peace and joy, are designed for similar political ends. 
The expectation of the Parousia and the kingdom in Thessalonians 
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and Corinthians might well have caused some gentiles to suspect 
an attempt to set up a rival state. On this view 14,17 can be 
viewed as repudiating any miraculous "loaf and fishes" 
Christian donations aimed at public support, like those offered 
by Nero a few years earlier. By AD 57 with a visit to Rome 
and Spain in view Paul is careful to dissociate himself from 
the Cynic-Stoic opposition to hierarchy and Empire and the 
alleged conspiracy of Caecina Paetus the Stoic against Claudius 
in AD 42. Hence the Panaetian political flavour is added to 
Panaetian epistemology and ethics in this Epistle. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Panaetius was not the only Greek thinker to influence Paul. 
Apart from Cynic and Stoic influences, it is likely that 
Antrochus of Askalon may have engaged his attention. The main 
aim of this paper is to show areas where the apostle of the 
Gentiles may be held to have derived inspiration from the 
intellectual heritage of his converts, and where certainly 
converts of Stoic training would be liable to understand him in 
this sense, whatever his own intentions. 
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APPENDIX 

l(a) Diocles Magnes apud Diog. La~rt. VII 54. o ~EV yap B6n~o ~ 
XpLTnpLa ~AE~OVa a~OAE~~EL, VOUV XaL aLcr~ncrLV xaL 
opE~LV XaL E~LcrTn~nv. 

l(b) Stobaeus, Eclog. I, 20; ed. C. Wachsmuth-O . . Hense, I, 171; 
V. L. 69; F. 25. ITava~TLO~ ~L~aVWTCpa~ E~VaL VO~~~EL XaL 
~aAAOV apEcrxoucrav aOTW Tnv aL6L6TnTa TOU x6cr~ou n Tnv TWV 
oAwv EL~ ~up ~ETa8oAn~. 

l(c) Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Dogm. XI, 73: ITava~TLO~ 6E TLVa 
~EV XaTa ~UOLV O~aPXELV (n6ovnv), TLVa 6E ~apa ~UOLV. 

l(d) ITocrEL6WVLO~ &~o TWV ~UOLXWV apxovTaL, xa~a ~ncrL ~av~a~ 0 
ITocrEL6wv~ou yvwpL~o~ £v T~ ~pwT~ Twv ITocrEL6wvE~wv axoAwv. 

l(e) D.L. VII, 92: ITava~TLO~ ~EV oov 6uo ~ncrLV apETa~, 
~EwpnTLxnv xaL ~paxTLxnv. 

l(f) Octo sunt res efficientes laudabilea principes et rem 
publicam gubernantes. Quae res quasi semina virtutis 
proficiscuntur ex animo iusto et sana bani ac diligentis 
principis et conciliant animas civium. Nam ex bono animo 
proficiscuntur bonae voluntates et ex bonis voluntatibus 
nascuntur bonae actiones, propter quas res publicas 
administrantes a civibus amantur. 

l(g) Principia generi animantium omni est a natura tributum, ut 
se, vitam, corpusque tueatur, declinetque ea, quae 
nocitura videantur, quaeque ad vivendum sint necessaria, 
anquirat, et paret, ut pastum, ut latibula, ut alia 
ejusdem generis. Commune item animantium omnium est 
conjunctionis appetitus, procreandi causa, et cura 
quaedam eorum, quae procreata sunt. Sed inter hominem 
et beluam hoc maxime interest, quod haec tantum, quantum 
sensu movetur, ad id solum, quod adest, quodque praesens 
est, se accommodat, paullulum admodium sentiens 
praeteritum, aut futurum. Homo autem, guod rationis est 
particeps, per quam consequentia cernit, causas rerum 
videt, earumque progressus, et quasi antecessiones non 
ignorat, similitudines comparat, et rubus praesentibus 
adjungit atque annectit futuras: facile totius vitae 
cursum videt, ad eamque degendam praeparat res 
necessarias. Eademque natura vi rationis hominem 
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conciliat homini et ad orationis, et ad vitae societatem: 
ingeneratque in primis praecipuum quendam amorem in eos, 
qui procreati sunt: impellitque, ut hominum coetus, et 
celebrationes, esse, et a se obiri velit: ob easque 
causas studeat parare ea , quae suppeditent et ad cultum, 
et ad victum: nee sibi soli , sed conjugi, liberis, 
ceterisque, quos caros habeat, tuerique debeat. Quae 
cura exsuscitat etiam animas, et majores ad rem gerendam 
facit. Inprimisque hominis est propria veri inquisitio, 
atque investigatio. Itaque cum sumus necessariis 
negotiis curisque vacui, tum avemus aliquid videre, 
audire, addiscere: cognitionemque rerum aut occultarum 
aut admirabilium ad beate vivendum necessariam ducimus. 
ex quo intelligitur, quod verum, simplex, 
sit, id esse naturae hominis aptissimum. 
vivendi cupiditati adjuncta est appetitio 

sincerumque 
Huic veri 
qua edam 

principatus, ut nemini parere animus bene a natura 
informatus velit, nisi praecipienti, aut docenti , aut 
utilitatis causa, juste et legitime imperanti: ex quo 
animi magnitude exsistit, humanarumque rerum contemtio. 
Nee y ero illa parva vis naturae est rationisque, quod 
unum/ hoc animal sentit, quod sit ordo; quid sit, quod 
dece1at; in factis dictisque qui modus. itaque eorum 
ipsorum, quae adspectu sentiuntur, nullum aliud animal 
pulchritudinem, venustatem, convenientiam partium sentit. 
quam similitudinem natura ratioque ab oculis ad animum 
transferens, multo etiam magis pulchritudinem, constantiam, 
ordinem in consiliis factisque conservandum putat: 
cavetque, ne quid indecore, effaeminateve faciat: tum in 
omnibus et opinionibus, et factis, ne quid libidimose aut 
faciat aut cogitet. quibus ex rebus conflatur et 
efficitur id, quod quaerimus, honestum: quod etiam si 
nobilitatum non sit, tamen honestum sit: quodque vere 
dicimus , e tiam, si a nullo laudetur, natura esse laudabile. 

2(a) Zeno: CVVOL.Ctl,: QlCWTCI.O~CI.: 

General Notions: Presentation: 

Assent: Comprehension: 
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2(c} Panaetius: 

2(d) Paul: 

op-50!> \oyo!;;: 

Right Reason: 

OpE~L.!;;: 

Effort: 

ltpovoL.a: 

Providence: 

\IOU!;: 

Attention: 

£ 1t L.OTllJlll : 

Knowledge: 

\IOjl(OjlClTet: 

Coins: 

xapL.~>: op-5n oo~a= 

Gratification: Right Reason: 

]lETU\IOL.et: 

Repentance: 

E,\ITL.!;;: 

Hope: 

BaltTL.ojla: 

Baptism: 

ayaltn: 

Love: 
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al:o-5noL.i;;: 

Perception: 

Jt(OTL.!;;: 

Belief: 

ltl..OTL.!;;: 

Faith: 
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The Apostle of the Gentiles wrote to his Greek-speaking 
converts of the new Churches in language appropriate to . the 
cultural background of his readers. Elsewhere I have considered 
Paul's use of some Stoic concepts to interpret his ideas to 
Greeks or Romans of some education who wished to see their new 
faith in terms of their .Classical intellectual heritage /1/. 
Now it is appropriate to review the usage in the Epistles of 
expressions related to the preoccupations and social structure 
of the early Empire. 

Essentially the Augustan Army was the pneumatic spirit 
which in Stoic terms was holding the inert body of the Empire 
in unity and tension /2/. From their Romanized background the 
first gentile Christians not unnaturally retained a great 
respect for the military system and the Imperial structure of 
that age. Two important values were stressed from the days of 
Claudius to those of Trajan. First was the old doctrine which 
had served so mischievously in the field of warfare in the 
first century B.C., that of total obedience to one's general or 
fides which derived from the bond of the military oath or 
sacramentum which tied the soldier to his commander in virtue 
of the latter's imperium. Secondly, a view which had developed 
from the increasing use of Italian allied troops to replace 
Roman conscripts in the Eastern Wars of the second century 
B.C., the opinion that it was particularly glorious to win 
victories citra Romanum sanguinem - "without shedding Roman 
blood" - by the use of allied auxiliary units without calling 
on the reserve force of Roman legionaries. Evidence for this 
is readily to hand from Tacitus, Agricola 35, and Richmond and 
Ogilvie's plate V (from Trajan's column) in their edition of 
that text. The notion of Christianity as a faith from which 
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apostasy is a deed as shameful as military desertion was thus 
a natural opinion. Further there seems to be an accompanying 
view evident in Paul and equally in Ignatius of Antioch that 
one's body was an expendable "auxiliary" whose death might win 
a martyr's crown of glory analogous to the military corona aurea 
for the believer's "legionary" soul /3/. 

Quite a number of distinctive "military" passages occur in 
the Pauline Epistles. It is my view that Paul used as his 
illustrations from pagan daily life current events very fresh 
and contemporary in his mind at the time of writing, and that 
some may therefore offer contributory evidence for dating of 
the epistles. 

Let us look first at the Thessalonian Letters of AD 51-52. 

1 Thess. 5,2-10. The point of this passage is that the 
Christian must be alert like soldiers in a gatehouse or on 
excubiae. They must not get drunk and fall asleep, but they 
must wear the breastplate of faith and love and th•= helmet of 
the hope of salvation whilst on duty. The Lord, like the 
Legatus, may make a surprise night inspection. 

2 Thess. 1,8 compares the coming of the Lord in judgement with 
an imperial punitive expedition against rebel tribes such as 
that of Corbulo in Frisia in AD 47. The more probable model 
is the attempt of Meherdates to secure the throne of Parthia 
with Roman support in the same year . The converts of Paul are 
similarly to be counted worthy of the kingdom for 1•hich they 
suffer, and like Meherdates' followers expect him t o punish 
those who oppress them with similar oppression; ChJ::istians may 
look for this from the Lord who will similarly be revealed as 
present in person with his Legates (angels) /4/ of his forces 
(6uva~£~~), punishing those who do not recognise him by burning 
their towns and villages. 

2 Thess. 2 is political rather than military, prompted by 
Caligula's insane administration and his attempt to have his 
own statue installed in the Holy of Holies by a Roman army under 
his legate Petronius. "Unless the defection comes first and 
the man of lawlessness stands revealed, the son of destruction, 
the one opposing and setting himself above every god that is 
acknowledged and every object of awe (cr£8cta~a/crq~a.crT6~) so far 
that he set himself upon the temple of God, declaring that he 
himself was God". These shocking events of course occurred 
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whilst Paul was probably studying at Tarsus in AD 37-41 /5/. 

2 Thess. 3, 6-12 concerns the need for legionary-like discipline 
and manual work. Paul had £s ouoLa (potestas) like a Legate of 
a legion, but he worked to set an example of disciplined 
behav iour and manual work. 

The Corinthian Epistles written from Ephesus between 
AD 52 and 55 are next to be examined. The first extract is 
not military but relates to the Isthmian Games which were 
restored to Corinth by the Romans after the City was rebuilt 
in 46 BC and which were held every two years. Paul probably 
saw them during his stay in AD 51-52. 

1 Cor. 9,24-7 Paul trains his body like a contestant for the 
footrace in the stadium or like a boxer, who do so merely for a 
perishable crown (at first wild parsley or celery , but pine in 
this period), whilst the Christian seeks an everlasting crown. 

1 Cor. 16,13 returns to the guard duty metaphor: "Stay awake, 
stand fast in the faith (fides), behave like men (with virtus), 
be strong (fortes estate); let all things be done among you 
with charity (aychn replacing obsequium) ". 

2 Cor. 6,7-9 may refer to a legionary soldier's role standing in 
a battle line. "By means of the weapons of justice on our 
right and left sides, by glory and dishonour, through fame and 
infamy. We are deceivers yet sincere, as unknown yet well-known, 
as dying and behold we live, as being chastised yet not slain" . 
Here are portrayed the vicissitudes of a soldier subjected to 
the kind of warfare and ambush current on the Rhine and Danube 
frontiers. 

2 Cor. 10,3-6. "Walking in the flesh we do not practice our 
militia after the flesh, for the weapons of our militia are 
not fleshly but powerful through God for the overthrow of 
fortresses, and we are destroying ambushes and every high 
position raised up against the knowledge of God, and taking 
captive in war every resolve to bring it to subjection to 
Christ, and we hold ourselves in readiness to punish every 
insubordination, as soon as· our obedience is fulfilled". Here 
we have a picture of conquest and pacification of a frontier 
district as a figure of Christian effort. 

Rom. 13,1-8 is an interesting defence of civil obedience 
to the Roman authority, which is declared God-ordained, and 
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Paul insists that all civil disobedience is disobedience against 
God. This skirts round the problem of the divinity of the 
Emperor: Paul as a Jew and a Roman did not have to burn incense 
to God the Father on the altar of Rome and Augustus. Perhaps 
later Christians might properly have avoided persecution by 
burning it on the precedent of Naaman the Syrian in the house 
of Rimmon. Verse 12 urges Christian to shun works of darkness, 
putting on the armour of light. 

The captivity epistles are of doubtful date and 
provenance to many scholars. Such implications as one can 
find suggest a Roman origin, certainly for Colossians. There 
2, 13-15 seems to compare our redemption to the rescue of a 
beleaguered force by a victor in a Roman civil war. Declared 
public enemies, such legionaries were under death sentence, 
but their leader's victory had wiped out their alleged 
disloyalty by giving him the power to force Senate and People 
to annul the decrees against them, i.e. in Jesus' case, through 
his cross. Finally, he openly had shown that men with 
government and power had been stripped, and he had led them 
in his triumph. The decking of the city with triumphal 
ornaments for Nero because of Corbulo's victories in AD 60 or 
perhaps for those claimed by Paetus in AD 62 could well have 
been seen by Paul in Rome, but no such sight could -be seen 
elsewhere. 

Apart from the mention by Paul of Epaphroditus as his 
"fellow-soldier" (Philippians 2,25), there is little other 
military reference in the "captivity" epistles, but there is 
much concern with Roman social life. The precepts for Christian 
family life in Col. 3,18-4,1 are very much those of the 
Institutes of Gaius, maintaining patria potestas in the Lord 
over wives, children and slaves /6/. In Gal. 4,1-7 Christians 
are bought by Jesus from servitude to the Law in order that he 
may duly manumit them, whereby as liberti they take his nomen 
and become entitled to rank for inheritance like sons. In 
Eph. 2,11-19 the gentile converts are no more foreigners but 
fellow citizens with the Saints - the Claudian policy of 
extending Roman citizenship to reliable provincials /7/ from 
which Paul's own father may have benefited under Augustus seems 
to be used as the model. On the other hand 6,10-17 returns to 
the military figure of defending a town under siege, which may 
or may not be a topical reference to Paetus' disastrous 
capitulation at Rhandeia in AD 62 /8/. So Christians will do 
better than the legionaries had done in the defence or Rhandeia, 
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as the shield of faith will ward off the burning ar:rows from 
the catapults of the besiegers. As in 1 Thess. the helmet is 
of salvation, but the breastplate is now of justice rather than 
love and faith, the shoes are the gospel of peace and the girdle 
is truth. Unlike the men the re on guard duty in pea ce time, 
our soldier repelling besiegers has the sword of the spirit. 

Phil. 1,21-3 appears to reject the Stoic doctrine of 
suicide as an option open to the wise. "For me life is Christ 
and to die is gain. If I live in the flesh, this is a result 
of my work, and I do not know which I shall choose, for I 
am gripped by two simultaneous drives, having the de sire to 
pack up and be with Christ, which is much the better; yet to 
abide in the flesh is most necessary for your sake". 

Phil. 2 ,5-8 compares Christ to a punished Roman slave. He 
takes the form of a slave, humbling himself till dea th - a 
slave's crucifixion. His exaltation by God is in proportion to 
his self-emptying. 

The Pastoral Epistles contain similar interesting points 
/ 9/. 1 Tim. 2,12-15 urges female subordination on ,Jewish 
grounds, but with a praise of wifely silence enough to delight 
the Elder Cato! In 2 Tim. 2 , 3-5 we find another exhortation 
to be a good soldier of Christ, followed by the reminder that 
athletes who break the rules are not crowned. In Titus 2,15 to 
3, 2 Christians are to be reminded to accept the civil 
authorities, to obey them, and to keep the peace. The little 
Epistle to Philemon is ambivalent. Whilst Paul sends home 
Philemon's runaway slave Onesimus, he does not merely ask him 
to remit the customary penalty, but may imply that he expects 
one Christian to manumit another who happens to be his slave. 
This is contrary to the earlier teaching that, whilst there is 
nei ther bond nor free in Christ, slaves should obey their 
masters as wives obey their husbands. Perhaps if the Epistle 
is Pauline and if its author had lived longer he might have 
questioned the institution of slavery, but this is speculation. 
Certainly his admirer Ignatius of Antioch defended slavery /10/. 

These instances we have examined indicate the extent to 
which Paul sought to present and illustrate his Gospel in terms 
of the contemporary gentile social structure of the Roman 
world. 
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NOTES 

/1/ In a paper in this collection entitled 'Saint Paul and 
Panaetius'. 
/2/ s. Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, p.4. 
/3/ Paul, 1 Cor. 4,10-13. Cf. Ignatius, Ep. to the Romans IV,l. 
/4/ ayyEAO~ = nuntius: legatus is equivalent in some cases 
(O.L.D. 1). So angel or nuntius is treated as a full synonym 
for legatus by Stoic amphiboly. 
/5/ R.G. Tanner, 'Saint Paul and Panaetius'. (See note 1) . 
/6/ Gaius, Institutes I, 9-20. 
/7/ Tacitus, Ann. XI,24. 
/8/ Dio. LXII, 21,2. 
/9/ There is an unpalatable possibility that 1 Tim. 6,12 may 
draw its imagery from a successful gladiator winning manumission 
from the arena. 
/10/ Ignatius, Ep. to Polycarp, IV,3. 
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The Origins of Plautine Comedy 

GODFREY TANNER 

The perplexed scholar might at first glance conclude that little more 
could be said on this topic for want of any new evidence. The question is 
bedevilled by uncertainties at every turn. What was the precise origin of 

. Atellan farce, and how ancient was this dramatic form? 1 Exactly how 
many stock characters did it involve in any given scene, and what were 
the full range of named Atellan masks available to the producer?2 What 
was the origin and scope of the Latin mime or planipedia? Did this latter 
genre require two characters only, or were more required?3 Finally, was 
dramatic satura a reality or a mere literary myth?4 Last of all, is there 
any hard core of evidence for a native Italic drama, or were all its phases 
successive importations of ready-made Greek elements?5 

PROLEGOMENA 

These problems are not obfuscations dreamed up by. scholarly busy
bodies. Whether one gives unlimited credence to the quasi-scientific art 
of Quellenforschung or not, it is surely correct in pointing to Cicero's 
friend Marcus Terentius Varro as the source of most of what we gather 
from later historians and grammaiians about the beginnings of Roman 
theatre production.6 We know Varro was a great scholar and antiquary 
and that he possessed a magnificent library, and we are told in Cicero's 
Second Philippic that Mark Antony chose this room for a peculiarly lewd 
and destructive drunken debauch. 7 However, the crucial issue is not 
Varro's learning but Varro's honesty. 

Our first source is the grammarian Diomedes, and it is the firm verdict 
of Quellenforschung that Varro was the origin of his information. 

1 See W. Be·are, The Roman Stage, 3rd ed. (London 1963), 137-148. Cf. G.E. Duck
worth, The Nature of Roman Comedy (Princeton 1952), 10-13. 

2W.S. Teuffel, A History of Roman Literature, tr. W. Wagner (London 1873), Vol. I, 
312-13. 

Beare, Roman Stage, 149-158; cf. Duckworth, Nature of Roman Comedy,.l3-15. 
4 Ibid. , 8-10; Beare, Roman Stage, 18-23; cf. M. Coffey, Roman Satire (London 

1976), 18-23. 
5W.R. Chalmers, 'Piautus and his audience', in Roman Drama, edd. Dorey & Dudley 
(London 1965), 21-50. 

6 Typical of constant Varronian citations is Diomedes, 488. Keil. 
7Cic. Phil. 2.41. 

58 
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Consequently, Diomedes is held to reflect a Varronian sympathy for going 
beyond strict evidence in asserting parallelism between Greek and Roman 
experience. But as the dramatic satura tradition is the one most generally 
doubted element we must also note the verdict of Quel/en[orschungen 
regarding Livy 7.2.4-10 and the parallel passage Valerius Maximus 2.4.4. 
Here, as Michael Coffey reminds us in his recent book on Roman satire, 
there is a reluctance to regard Varro as the source: 

There has been much speculation about the identity of Livy's 
source or sources: Varro is often considered · the most likely 
immediate source. Some general indications support this, for 
patriotism and a belief in human degeneracy are both marks of 
Varro's way of thinking. But it seems unlikely that Varro, the 
conscientious and critical literary historian, wrote an account 
of the development of Roman drama which could not be 
reconciled with the fact of Greek influence, so that even if 
some details in Livy may be deemed to coincide with the views 
of Varro the account as a whole is prpbably not to be 
attributed to him. The poet and grammarian Accius has been 
suggested as Livy's immediate source: another possible source, 
though this too is conjecture, is the grammarian Aelius Stilo, 
who was a teacher of Varro, but no certain solution of this 
problem is possible. 8 

When Coffey is explicit; he finds no solid ground for rejecting the truth 
of the Livy-Valerius Maximus tradition except its Roman chauvinism: 

This accords with his (Livy's) approach to the writing of 
history: just as Etruscan domination in politics was to be 
minimised, so Greek influences on dramatic institutions were 
to be discounted. 9 

Now though it may be that 'in the etymology of satura implied in imp/etas 
modis he showed that the name was also Italian,'10 one should remind Dr. 
Coffey that this art form by Uvy's account is as much a piece of Etruscan 

· influence as regards Its origins as was the later comoedia palliata a result 
of Greek influence - hardly very convincing nationalism! Again, having 
first told us that 'For the Greeks satire was not an independent literary 
form. This was an unique Roman invention', he then objects to L.R. 

· Palmer's advocacy of an etymology from Etruscan satir/satre meaning 
'speak' or 'declare'. This he justifies by saying 

It is also unlikely that Ennius would have chosen an Etruscan 
rather than, as was customary, a Greek loan word for the title 

8M. Coffey, Roman Satire, 21. 
9 Ibid. 

101bid. 
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of a genre that contained so much Greek material in its 
subject matter and presentation.11 

However, the behaviour of Ennius does not rule out a possible pre-Ennian 
· Etruscan borrowing to describe· an earlier and distinctive phase of this 
genre. Livy tells us the silent actor was called hister and the Romans thus 
dubbed actors histriones. When the dialogue was added to the histrionics, 
what more natur.al than to borrow an Etruscan word for speaking - satir 
- to describe this new elaboration of a borrowed Etruscan stagecraft? 

In maintaining my scepticism regarding Coffey's explaining away of the 
traditions, I am much emboldened by the position taken up by H.D. 
Jocelyn in his study of Ennius' tragic fragments: 

The history of the ludi scaenici down to 240 is wrapped in 
obscurity. The accounts which serious scholars wrote have 
come down to us in a somewhat garbled form and it is clear 
that they were based much more on Greek theories about the 
origins of Attic drama than on documentary evidence about 
what went on in Rome before 240. Nevertheless some 
elements of these accounts seem to have come from intellig
ent observation of post 240 stage practices and their general 
evolutionary approach is preferable to that of certain modern 
idealist accounts. 12 

Though I may feel that Greek theories could as easily have been chosen 
by Roman critics because they suited remembered Roman experience 
rather than· as a 'colonial cringe' towards adopting all things Hellenic, 
one cannot but agree with Jocelyn's preference for an evolution::ry 

. approach in explaining the ludi scaenici His · supporting arguments are 
worth repeating: 

The survival of words of probable Etruscan origin, like histrio, 
persona and scaena in the vocabulary of first century theatrical 
practice suggests that some of the early performers did come 
from Etruria and may have brought Etruscan theatrical ways 
with them. The word satura itself can be plausibly interpreted 
as Etruscan. The word must have denoted at one time some 
sort of stage performance. It can hardly be a mere invention 
on the model of Aristotle's TO aarvpU<ov. All, however, that 
Livy's story at 7 .2.4ff implies is that the histriones presented 
on a scaena at public festivals arrangements of words in a 
variety of metrical patterns accompanied by pipe music and 
called saturae. There is no suggestion that these saturae 
involved consistent acts of impersonation.13 

11 Ibid., 17. 
12 H.D. Jocelyn, The TragediesofEnnius (Cambridge 1967),12-13. 
13Ibid., 13. 
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With Jocelyn's footnote regarding dramatic satura as a misleading title14 
· 

I am in full agreement, provided that we regard 'consistent impersonation' 
as referring to an interaction of characters on stage rather than to an 
impersonation of a character making a solitary revelation of his foibles· to 
the audience, which I suspect to have been the nature <?f such satura. 

In treating this dramatic satura issue as a specimen case, we discover 
that it serves ·to illustrate the ·whole dilemma. Concerning direct Greek 
influences we have gained a vastly richer understanding since fragments of 
Menander texts .on papyrus began to tum up in Egypt, but we still have 
only one complete play, and that piece itself seemingly a very early effort 
of the poet.15 Of Diphilus or Philemon we have rio surviving plays or 
extended fragments. The vast body of South Italian vase painting relating 
to stage scenes is not a set of illustrations from Middle Comedy, nor is it 
Oscan farce or Italic mime.16 Certainly those Rhinthonian Phlyax plays 
we find on these· vases may well have influenced the Roman stage. Indeed 
it is the pre.sent writer's b.elief that Roman temporary theatres were 
originally rectangular like Rhinthonian ones. Traditions which suggest 
that both traditions arose from performances given at. crossroads in villages 
and later on in towns may explain this shape.1 7 

Jocelyn again is firmly of the view that Atellan farce preceded Attic · 
style comedies on the Roman stage: 

Campanian farce was performed· at Judi scaenici in Rome 
during the first century and later, both in Latin and Oscan. 
Plautus makes an obvious reference to the stock character 
Bucca at Bacch. 1088 and another to Manducus at Rud. 535. 
The name Maccus suggests that Plautus may at one time have 
been himself an actor in this kind of drama. Livy leaves it 
unclear when precisely he thought Campanian farce was first 
performed at the ludi scaenici, but it seems likely that the 
aediles would have presented this kind of drama before they 
tried the more sophisticated Athenian kind. 18 

One may accept Jocelyn's further view in the next sentence as another 
sensible judgment: 

There were plainly no links between the histriones and the 
performers of farce in Livy's own ·day, and it is therefore 
hazardous to suppose either that they. had more than 
accidental relations in the third century or that the form of 

1
·
4 Ibid., foo tnote 5. 

1 5T.B.L. Webster, 'The Comedy of Me.nander', in Roman Drama, edd. Dorey & 
Dudley, 4. . 

16 M .. Bieber, The History of the Greek and Roman Theatre (Princeton 1961), 129. 
17 R.G. Tanner, 'Problems in Plautus', Pro.c. Camb. Philo/. Soc. 195 (NS. 15) (196.9), 

95-105. 
18Jocelyn, Ennius, 14- 15~ 
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Campanian drama had any considerable influence on the form 
which Athenian drama assumed on the Roman stage.19

This is true, but, as Llvius Andronicus came from Tarentum, his first stage 
versions in Latin from Attic New Comedy may well have been played by 
fellow Tarentine captives who had been Rhinthonian farce actors. If these 
players had also to perform tragedy for Llvius, this fact may account for 
the metrical and linguistic merging of tragedy and comedy. in the early 
Roman adaptations which puzzles Jocelyn: 

It is plain that the first Latin poets set the scripts of comedy 
and tragedy they chose to adapt in one dramatic mould and 
that during the time of the republic this mould was never 
broken despite an ever increasing desire on the part of critics 
for the main features of the two Attic genres to be faithfully 
reproduced. Two historically credible kinds of explanation 
have been offered of their behaviour. According to one they 
adapted the Attic scripts to a contemporary type of musical 
stage performance. According to the other they simply merged 
the theatrical forms of Attic tragedy and Attic comedy. The 
latter explanation does not cover all the facts, the. former has 
to postulate an entity for whose existence there is little solid 
evidence. The issue is an important one and cannotbe brushed 
aside with idle talk about Roman creativeness. The paucity of 
our knowledge of what went on during the third century in 
the theatres of Etruria and the Greek and Oscan speaking cities 
of the South makes it incapable of settlement. 20

We may now suggest a third possible explanation - that the captive poet 
who introduced Attic types of tragedy and comedy to Rome had to 
employ captive fellow Tarentine artists accustomed to acting Rhinthonian 
Phlyax plays in his early productions, and that these players set one and 
the same tone in staging the two unfamiliar Attic genres, and further that 
this origin had a persistent influence on Republican drama. 

All in all, the possibilities of this difficult problem of cultural inter
action between an ol.d literary culture and what we might call a 
'developing society' in the Tiber basin may be better understood after the 
work of scholars like Ulli Beier21 on the fusion of modern western and 
native elements in the fiction written in English by citizens of Nigeria or 
New Guinea is extended to their similar writing in Yoruba or Motu. 

Certainly the social function and attitudes of the Tarentine translator 

19
Ibid., 15. 

20
Ibid., 32. 

21
Black Writing from New .Guinea, ed. U. Beier (Brisbane 1913);YorubaPoetry, An 
Anthology of Traditional Poems, compiled and edited by UUi Beier (Cambridge 
1970). Cf. LI. Gleason, This Africa, A Study of Novels by West Africans in English 
and French (Evanston 1965). 
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and teacher Livius Andronicus suggest the approach of Christian mission
ary translators from Ufilas, who selected non-military and therefore non
inflammatory parts of the scriptures to render into Gothic for the 
conversion of his fellow Goths, down to Henry Martin in India and David 
Uvingstone in Africa. Livius was not content to expound the ancient 
international culture of the Hellenistic era in its original Greek texts to 
schoolboys who had learnt Greek. All through his long career in Rome he 

· prepared translations to permit Latin speakers of Italic background to read 
the content of Greek poetry, the notable instance being his version of 
Homer's Odyssey in Saturnian metre. The Odyssey was doubtless chosen 
for two reasons - its hero's sense of pietas and its traditional association 
with the locale of the Tyrrhenian coasts of Italy. Saturnian was selected 
to lead Roman readers to associate and equate it with their own traditional 

. poetry. The dramatic versions may well have . been made for . declamation 
by schoolboys and private reading by rich Romans, and later been 
converted into acting scripts -again presumably for a form of production 
partly familiar to Romans - through special reasons which applied in 240 
B.C. So it is well to expect a . considerable element ·of familiar Italic 
tradition in both stagecraft and versification. For the present, we might 
well clear some ground by re-examining our evidence from antiquity 
without dragging in too many critical preconceptions of the nineteenth or 
earlier twentieth centurie.s. 

I. EVIDENCE ABOUT SATURA AND EARLY DRAMA . 

Unfortunately we lack the contemporary evidence of later Republican 
acting and stagecraft contained in the lost works of Varro . As we saw, the 
late grammarian Diomedes preserves certain data likely to derive from 
these treatises, however, and thus deserving close scrutiny: 

Comoedia dicta a7TO TWV KW!1WV. Kwpw.enim appellantur pagi, 
id est conuenticula rusticorum ..... .. .. nam postea quam 
ex tigris Athenas conmigratum est et hi ludi instituti sunt, 
sicut Romae compitalicii, ad canendum prodibant . ....... . 
uel a1ro rov Kwpov, id est comessatione, quia olim in eiusmodi 
fabulis amantium iuuenum KW!101. canebantur . .. ... . .. tertia 
aetas fuit Menandri Diphili et Philemonis . . .. ab his Romani 
fabulas transtulerunt, et constat apud illos primum Latino 
sennone comoediam Liuium Andronicum scripsisse . .. . .. · 
togatae fabulae dicuniur quae scriptae sunt secundum ritus 
. .... Romanorum, sicut Graecas fabulas ab habitu aeque 
pal/iatas Va"o ait nominari . .. . . . tertia species est fabularum 
Latinarum quae e ciuitate Oscorum A tel/a, in qua primum 
coeptae, appe/latae sunt Atellanae, argumentis dictisque 
iocularibus similes satyricis fabulis Graecis. quarta species est 
p/anipedis, qui Graece dicitur mimus. ideo autem Latine 
planipes dictus, quod actores pedibus planis, id est nudis, 
proscenium introirent; siue quod olim non in suggestu scaenae 
sed in plano orchestrae positis instrumentis mimicis actitabant. 

(Keil, Grammatici Latini, I. 488-90) 
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We may propose the following version: 

'Comedy is named from the corruze: these comae are the name 
for pagi, that is, meeting-places of rustic folk ......... For 
after the removal from the country to Athens took place and 
these games were organised, just as were the compitalicii at 
Rome, they progressed to song . .... Otherwise the name 
comes from the comos, that is, a drunken revel, because of old 
the drunken revels of young men in love were sung about in 
plays of this kind ..... The third period was that of 
Menandet, Diphilus and Philemon ...... . From these writers 
the Romans transiated their. dramas, and it is accepted that 
Livius Andronicus was the· first among them to have written 
a comedy with Latin dialogue. Plays which are written 
according to the eustom of the Romans are referred to as 
togatae, just as Varro says that Greek plays are called 
palliatae in the same way from the clothing worn in them. 
The third type is the form of Latin plays which are named 
Atellanae from the Oscan city of Atella, where they flrst 
began. These are similar in their plots and humorous dialogue 
to the Greek satyr plays. The fourth kind is the planipedia, 
also called mime in Greek. However in Latin the mimus is 
called a planipes either because actors enter the proscenium 
with flat, that is, bare feet -or else because once upon a time, 
after arranging the properties there for mime, they used to act, 
not on the raised platform of the stage, but on the flat surface 
of the orchestra.' 

The implication of this passage is that the Judi compitalicii were 
brought to Rome from the country in the same way as Pisistratus had once 
transferred the Rural Dionysia to Athens. There is the further suggestion 
that in Rome such plays developed a sung portion analogous to Old Attic 
Comedy also to be gleaned from this section of the text. With this we 
should compare carefully the controversial accounts of the rise of Roman 
comedy to be found in Livy and Valerius Maximus. Livy tells us (7.2 .4): 

sine carmine ullo, sine imitandorum carminum actu, ludiones 
ex Etruria acciti, ad tibicinis modos saltantes, haud indecoros 
motus more Tusco dabant. imitari deinde eos iuuentus, simul 
inconditis inter se iocularia fundentes uersibus, coepere: nee 
absoni a uoce motus erant. accepta itaque res saepiusque 
usurpando excitata. uemaculis artificibus, quia hister Tusco 
uerbo ludio uocababatur nomen histrionibus inditum: qui non, 
sicut ante, fescennino uersum similem incompositum temere 
ac rudem altemis iaciebant; sed imp/etas modis saturas, 
descripto iam ad tibicinem cantu, motuque congruenti 
peragebant. 

This passage may be rendered: 
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'Players summoned from Etruria dancing to the measure of the 
fluteplayer without any song or the acting of tho~ imitating 
song used to perform not ungraceful evolutions in the Tuscan 
tradition. Thereafter the young men began to copy them, 
uttering jests amongst themselves in uncouth verses, nor 
were their dances unaccompanied by the voice. Thus the activ
ity was introduced and then became established by more 
frequent use. The name histriones was then applied to 
indigenous artists because a player is called a hister in Etruscan 
speech. These artists used not, as before, to utter at random 

· and by turns a crude and irregular verse like the Fescennine, 
but began to perform saturae filled with · metres, with_ the 
song setting assigned to the fluteplayer and the movement 
harmonising with it.' 

Valerius Maximus offers rather similar evidence (2.4.4): 

uenerabilibus erga deos uerbis iuuentus rudi atque incomposito 
motu corporum iocabunda gestus adiecit, eaque res ludium ex 
Etruria arcessendi causam dedit; et quia ludius apud eos hister 
appe/latur, scaenico nomen histrionis inditum est. paulatim 
deinde ludicra ars ad saturarum modos perrepsit, a quibus 
primus omnium poeta Liuius ad fabularum argumenta spectan
tium animos transtulit. 

We may render thus: . 

'To words expressing reverence towards the Gods young men 
in jest added dramatic gestures with crude and far from elegant 
movement of their bodies, and this practice gave occasion for 
summoning a player from Etruria, and because among the 
Etruscans a player is called a hister, the n;lme histrio was 
applied to a stage performer. Thence gradually the art of . 
comedy crept into the tunes of the saturae, and from these 
saturae the poet Uvius first of all playwrights transferred the 
interest of the spectators to the plots of plays.' 

65 

All three accounts insist that a connexion between song and comedy 
followed shortly after the introduction of theatrical shows at Rome. So we 
read in Diomedes postea quam ... hi ludi instituti sunt, ad canendum 
prodibant; in Uvy we fmd qui non, sicut ante . .. iaciebant, sed imp/etas 
modis saturas . .... peragebant; in Valerius we note ludicra ars ad satur
arum modos perrepsit. This parallelism rather suggests that ludi 
compitalicii, fescennino uersum simi/em incompositum, and /udicra ars 
were one and the_ same thing. · 

II. TESTIMONY OF AUGUST AN POETS 

The rustic ritual described by Virgil (Georg. 2.385-8) is not dissimilar 
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to some features of the activities discussed in the last section: 

nee non Ausonii, Troia gens missa, coloni 
uersibus incomptis ludunt risuque so/uto 
oraque corticibus sumunt horrenda cauatis 
et te, Bacche, uocant per carmina /aeta . .. 

['Likewise the Ausonian settlers, a race sent from Troy, 
Sport with rough-hewn verses and broad farce 
When using the hollow bark of trees they put on dreadful 

faces; 
Also thee, Bacchus, they invoke in joyful song .. .') 

Here there is the suggestion of a form of coarse dialogue which was quite 
distinct in its character of verse repartee from the joyful song addressed 
to Bacchus. The account given by Horace (ep. 2.1 .I 38ff.) also 
distinguishes between two types of verse. 

carmine di superi p/acantur, carmine manes. 
agricolae prisci fortes paruoque beati 
Tellurem parco, Siluanum /acte piabant, 
floribus et uino Genium memorem breuis aeui. 
fescennina per hunc inuenta licentia morem 
uersibus altern is opprobria rustica fudit. 

['By song the Gods above are placated, by song the departed 
souls. 

The anci!:nt farmers - valiant men with scanty goods con
tented-

Were Wont to appease Tellus with a sow - Silvanus with 
milk-,-

With flowers and wine the Genius mindful of short life. 
Through this custom fescennine licence was devised 
And flung its rustic insults in verses alternating between two 

people.'] · 

Now it is a tradition of commentators to equate genius here ·with the sense 
it bears in ep. 1.7.94.22 But in this rite of group sacrifice there is little 
room for offerings to an individual man's genius; while if the genius loci 
is meant, why should that divinity be breuis aeui memorem? Since 
Aristotle's day there had been a tendency to equate the old Greek sky god 
Kpovcx , whom the Romans identified with Saturn us, with the near homo
phone XflOVCX and to regard him as personifying time - a notion surviving 
today in the phrase 'Father Time'. Is Horace here in fact making allusive 

22 A.S. Wilkins, Horace: The Epistles (London 1892), ad loc. 
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. play on a near homophone of the Greek XPOVO<; by speaking of the genium 
memorem breuis aeui so as to suggest a Latin paraphrase of Kpovoc;, the 
god Saturn us, who was an agricultural and vegetation deity? Certainly we 
need a vegetation deity in our list of powers placated at Harvest Home; 
while if genius seems an odd word we must recall that deus would not scan 
here and that the deification of Caesar had made diuos too specialised. It is 
of interest too that the [escennina iocatio is deemed to grow later out of 
th.ese harvest festival cdnnina. · 

The brief account of Tibullus (1.1.50-6) serves to support the notion 
that cannen was often devoted to vegetation gods and also entirely distinct 
from [escennina iocatio: 

agricola adsiduo primum satiatus aratro 
cantauit certo rustica uerba pede 

et satur arenti.primum est modulatus auena 
cannen ut omatos diceret ante deos 

· agricola et minio su[[usus, Bacche, rubenti, · 
primus· inexperta dux it ab arte choros. 

['To begin, a farmer, sated with constant ploughing, 
Sang rustic words in ftxed metre, 

And having a well filled stomach fust with the dry reed 
Accompanied a song that he might utter before garlanded 

gods: 
And this farmer, Bacchus, smearing his face with red lead, 

First developed dances from an artless custom.'] . 

This passage in fact states that the arts of poetry, music and dance were all 
invented by farmers for harvest or sowing festivals. However, the further 
reference ·to smearing the face with red lead for dancing suggests that 
masks cannot have . been worn in these festivals as they were in the 
fescennina iocatio described by Virgil above. We may also wonder if the 
use of satur has other implications. Is it perhaps a confumation of 

· scholarly suggestions that the term satura for a kind of performance 
derives from the word describing the full stomachs of the participants in 
the Harvest-Home? It is now time to re-examine . the late Imperial tradi
tions about early comedy . 

. III. THE CONTENT OF DE FABULA 

However much Evanthius may in fact confuse Greek and Roman 
traditions it is clear that in de fabula 1.4-6 he sincerely believes he is 
treating the origin of Roman comedy: 

4. etenim per priscos poetas non ut nunc [icta penitus 
argumenta, .sed res gestae a ciuibus palam cum eorum saepe 
qui gesserant nomine decantabantur 0 0 0 sed cum poetae 
licentius abuti stilo et passim laedere ex libidine coepissent 
plures bonos, ne quisquam in a/terum cannen in[ame 
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componeret lata legesiluerunt. 
5. et hinc deinde aliud genus tabulae, id est satura, sump sit 
exordium. . . . haec satura igitur eiusmodi fuit, ut in ea 
quamuis duro et uelut agresti ioco de uitiis ciuium, tamen 
sine ullo proprii nominis titulo, carmen esset. quod idem 
genus comoediae multis offuit poetis, cum in suspicionem 
potentibus ciuium uenissent illorum facta descripsisse in peius 
ac deformasse genus stilo carminis. quod primu-s Lucilius nouo 
conscripsit modo ... 
6. hoc igitur quod supra diximus malo coacti omittere 
saturam aliud genus carminis - nouam comoediam -
repperere poetae .. ; 

['4. Indeed among the old poets plots were not completely 
invented as now, but the actual behaviour of citizens was sung 
about openly, often with the real names of those who had 
done the deeds .. . But when the poets began to misuse their 
pen too capriciously and to injure many good citizens at their 
own whim, they fell silent after a law was passed forbidding 
anyone from composing a scandalous song against another 
person. 
5. So from this custom another kind of play, the sa·tura, 
took its origin~ This sa turd was of such a kind that in it a song 
might occur with jests as harsh and coarse as you could wish 
directed against the vices of the citizens, but without any 
labelling with proper names. However, this kind of comedy 
also brought trouble to poets, since they came under suspicion 
with powerful citizens for having reported their deeds in an 
unfavourable light and insulted their families with the style 
of the .poem. And this form Lucilius first wrote in a new 
way .. . 
6. Therefore , being compelled to give up satura through 
this trouble we mentioned above, the poets discovered another 
kind of song - new comedy .. .') 

With this history· of the matter we should now compare Horace, ep. 
2.1.153-8: 

poenaque lata, malo quae no/let carmine quemquam 
describi; uertere modum, formidine fustis 
ad bene dicendum delectandumque redacti. 
Graecia capta ferum uictorem cepit, et artes 
intulit agresti Latio; sic horridus il/e 
defluxit numerus Satumius . .. 

We may render this in three sections describing successive phases: 

(I) 'And a penalty was introduced to prevent anyone from 
writing against somebody in a malicious poem.' 
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(2) 'They changed their tune/method (metre?) reduced by 
fear of the cudgel to speaking well and giving pleasure.' 

(3) 'Conquered Greece overcame her savage conqueror, and 
introduced the arts into rustic Latium; thus that rugged 
Saturnian measure ceased to flow.' 

Here we find mention again in our first section of the extract from Horace 
of the law which ended dramatic Fescennine, while the second section 
refers to the introduction of dramatic satura, possibly with change of 
metres at the same time. The fmal section refers to the coming of the 

· Greek type of New Comedy and the disappearance of the old Saturnian 
·verse, which Horace presumably considered the metre of the earlier 
dramatic saturae. One may suspect that both Evanthius and Horace look 
to Varro, and that his original schema may have been: 

(I) Ars Ludicra written in the Versus Fescenninus: 23 

.(2) Satura written in Numerus Satumius24 with lyric inser
tions; 

(3) Noua Comoedia written in Greek quantitative metres. 

Of this group type (I) was masked if we are to rely on Virgil, while in 
type (2) the face was made up for certain scenes with the aid of red paint, 
if we are to trust Tibullus' report. According to Diomedes (p. 489 Keil) 
the type of comedy borrowed from Greece did not use masks till the first 
century B.C.: · 

antea itaque ga/earibus non personis utebantur, ut qualitas 
co/oris indicium faceret aetatis, cum essent aut albi aut nigri 
aut rufi. personis uero uti primus coepit Roscius Gallus, prae
cipuus histrio, quod oculis peruersis erat nee satis decorus sine 
personis nisi parasitus pronuntiabat. 

We may rerider this: 

'And so previously they employed wigs, not masks, so that the 
kind of hair might reveal age , since the actors were then white
haired, black-haired or red-haired. But Roscius Gallus frrst 
began to use masks, a very famous actor. The reason was he 
squinted and was not handsome enough unmasked unless he 
was playing a parasite.' 

Presumably in the Athens of Menander where many slaves were 
Thracians red would have been the hair colour for servile persons, arid it is 
likely that early Roman producers used red hair to indicate a slave, whilst 

23 R.G. Tanner, 'The .Arval Hymn and Early Latin Verse', CQ 55 (n.s. 11) (1961), 
212-213. . . 

24 Ibid. , 229 -230. 
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the presence or absence of a false beard could distinguish two white
haired old gentlemen or two black-haired young men about town. 

IV. MASKS AND FACE PAINTING 

The original use of masks · for fescennina iocatio may well explain some 
odd features of later Roman tradition. When Horace describes the very 
fescennine encounter between the two scu"ae (sa t. 1.5 .60-3) he draws 
attention to .the badly scarred face of Messius, which was probably a 
necessary qualification for his stage acts. If clowns cannot be masked the 
profession can only recruit the naturally ugly; so the banning of masks 
would have been an adroit means of discouraging that type of comedy. 
Festus preserves a curious note under personata which may serve to 
explain some matters. 

Sed cum post multos annos comoedi et tragoedi personis uti 
coeperint, uerisimilius est eam fabulam propter inopiam 
comoedorum actam nouam per Ate/lanos, qui proprie 
uocantur personati; quia ius est is non cogi in scaena ponere 
personam, quod ceteris histrionibus pati necesse est: 

(Undsay, p. 238) 

('But since comic and tragic actors began to use masks many 
years later, it is more likely that because of a lack of comic 
actors thjs play (the Personata) was first acted by AtelJani, 
who properly are calJed personati, because the law is for them 
not to be forced to iemove their masks on the stage, a rule 
which other actors must endure.'] 

This type of rule directed against fescennine players - perhaps about 363 
B.C. - might have remained in force till the Gracchan era apart from a 
special exempt ion for players in the non-political Oscan farce. Apart from 
the ban on personal references, a further rule confming in fact the 
recruiting of fescennine players to deformed persons would have very 
quickJy ended the practice of fescennine drama. 

Dramatic satura was presumably obliged to fit in with legislation 
designed to prevent fescennine performances, therefore it would have used 
no masks . However, the Harvest-Home custom of painting the faces of 
festival dancers (satura) may well have been extended to cover certain 
roles in dramatic satura. We have in Plautus considerable use of the phrase 
os sublinere - an expression not found in Terence at all. The instances 
given in Lodge's Lexicon Plautinum are all in reference to persons who 
have been deceived or tricked by other persons in the play. The realisation 
by the victim is usually in iambic senarii, the victim's resolution to seek 
vengeance is in trochaic septenarii, as are the boasts of those who deceive 
him. · 

( I) A ul. 668, where Euclio is overhead by a thief while fearful fo r 



(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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his gold -iambic senarii. 
Capt. 656, where a cheated Hegio is threatening Tyndarus -

trochaic septenarii. 
Capt. 783, where Hegio alone laments his being cheated -

Bacchiac tetrameters. · 
Epid. 8, a part of the argument which may be post-Plautine -

iambic senarii. . 
Epid. 429, Periphanes laments alone in senarii that he has been 

tricked. · 
Epid. 490, the miles reveals the extent of his deception fully 

to Periphanes - iambic senarii 
Mere. 485, Eutychus offers to paint Charinus' father's face - · 

trochaic septenarii. · 
Mere. 604, reflexion on presumed success in this venture -

trochaic septenarii · 
Mere. 631, Charinus' anger at failure of scheme ~ trochaic 

septenarii. 
Miles 110, ·this describes deception . of a lady by miles -

iambic senarii. 
Miles 153, this plans the deception of a suspicious slave -

iambic senarii. 
Miles 467, this describes the above process - trochaic septen

arii 
Pseud. 719, Pseudolus boasts of successful deception - tro

chaic septenarii. 
Trin. 558, Stasimus tricks Philto out of his farm - iambic 

senarii 
Cure. 589, Therapontigonus wishes to punish his deceivers -

trochaic septenarii. 

We have to recall that the experience here described is not unknown to 
other Roman rituals. Thus the red painting of his face was part of the 
ritual undergone by the general about to lead his triumph to the Capitol · 
while being subjected to fescennirie abuse from his troops on the way:25 

V. LUDI COMPITALICII 

Having tried to defme so much of the nature of ludiera feseennina and 
satura as our limited sources permit us to conjecture, let us turn again to 
reconsider our initial difficulty, the meaning and character of ludi 
eompitalicii. Donatus .makes a further reference to this practice in 
exeerpta de eomoedia (5.2): · 

.eomoediae autem more antiquo dietae, quia in uicis · huius 
modi carmina initio agebantur apud Graeeos, ut in ltalia 
eompifaliciis ludieris. · 

25 A. Momigliano, 'Triumphus', OCD1
, 926. 
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['By ancient usage comedy was so named because among the 
Greeks poems of this sort used to be acted in the villages, as 
at the cross-roads entertainments in Italy.'] 

The most natural theory is that these performances which Diomedes also 
mentions were originally the ars ludicra or fescennina iocatio. They were 
probably, as we have already suggested, masked performances; and they 
must have been performed either on the level ground or on a low 
temporary wooden stage. It has been argued elsewhere that the metre was 
more probably the versus quadratus or trochaic accentual septenarius than 
the Saturnian of Livius and Naevius or the Scipionic epitaphs.26 That 
these performances were associated with country harvest festivals which 
included song and mimetic dancing with unaccompanied Satumian chants 
is a priori likely and firmly suggested by Horace. 

Donatus implies that these. fescennine entertainments were later moved 
to Rome and Diomedes is more specific in confirming this suggestion. 
Livy tells us (7 .2) that the iuuentus began inter se iocularia fundentes after 
364 B.C. Now at a later date Fescennine was used at weddings and 
triumphs by the attendant youths and maidens in the one case27 and by 
the troops in the other28 

- it was an amateur and citizen activity orig
inally. The most likely change produced by bringing ludi compitalicii to 
town would be to make Fescennine a part-time paid activity for some 
younger citizens. The prohibition of defamation and the suspected 
banning of masked shows could have combined to force the introduction 
of the associated elements of the country cross-road entertainment, the 
dance and chant, as an alternative amusement. With this brief unmasked 
dramatic sketches for two actors would naturally be introduced, and the 
face of the man being cheated or deceived might well have been smeared 
with red lead. As Valerius puts it ludicra ars ad saturarum modos pe"epsit 
('the art of farce crept into the tunes of satura'). The next phase would 
prove naturally enough to be a kind of semi-musical comedy full of 
accompanied songs - imp/etas modis saturas. Though Jocelyn notes there 
is little solid evidence, the considerations above lead me to join 
Wilamowitz in assuming it.29 Presumably the staging would be similar to 
that of Fescennine. However, the dialogue would be unaccompanied 
Saturnian, or else with flute accompaniment for impassioned parts. The 
monodies and laments would also be in measures and tunes convenient for 
the flute player to accompany. The actors would be unmasked, but the 
chara'cter who was the butt of the story would have his face painted red. 
The subject matter of this type of play is not easy to conjecture, but it 
seems reasonable that Lucilius and his succesSQrs kept the tradition, as . 
Evanthius suggested above. Now a high proportion of the later satires of 
Horace and Juvenal are character studies. The tabulation is this: 

26Tanner, ar t. cit. (n. 23), 236-237. 
~~Cat. 61.11 9-123. 

Suet. lul. 49-51. 
29 Jocelyn, Ennius, 32. 
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Hor. 1.1: The nature of the avaricious man and his inesca -
able malaise. · P 

~~ The natur~ of the foolish man and his pitfalls. 
!he ~ensonous man and the necessity of not copy
Ing him. 

4: A distinction between social critics and . ali . . 
men. · · m crous 

~~ Travel and the behaviour of travelling companions. 
The n~ture of the upstart and how to avoid 

7: 
8: 
9: 

10: 

Hor.2.1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 

Juvenal 1: 
2: 

. 3: 

4: 
5.: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 

10: 
II: 
I2: 
13: 
I4: 

·becommg one. . 
A study of two arrogant litigants. 
The vicissitudes of a Priapus. 
A character study of a bore. 
The nature of a true and urbane satirist. 

The futility of legal advice. 
The failings of the glutton. 
The nature of insanity viewed philosophi II · 
Th al f

. ca y. 
e v ues o a gourmet. . 

The behaviour of legacy hunters. 
The merits of town and country life. 
The freedom of the wise man's mind 
The pretentious man at dinner. · 

The degeneracy of the age. 
The character of the sodomitic philosopher 
The life of the poor at Rome. · 
A study of sycophantic behaviour. 
A parasite and his mean patron. 
The wickedness of women. 
The wretched life of Roman men of letters. 
The true nature of nobility. 
The sorrows of a rejected sodomite 

. The vanity of human wishes. · 
The folly of gluttony. 
An attack on legacy hunters-. 
A consolation for being cheated. 
~he vice of avarice and the need for proper educa
tion. 

15: Pious. cannibalism fu Egypt. 
16: The bfe of a soldier. 

If these themes for off-stage satire ew f 
it is perhaps likely that dramatic Ztura o:~ o t~e content _of stag~ satire, 
cruelty or stupidity of certain unde . bl s a s ort pla~ tllustratmg the 
this style. Since these I Slhra e c~mmon practices composed in 
M , . are a so t emes m Greek N C d 

enander s Dyscolus has shown the exi . ew orne y, as 
topics would render its replace~ent by :~~;~ ofk a f, native drama on such 
able, especially if, as Evanthius maintai I ree orm ~he more accept
has occurred. Some substitute innov;~~~ e!~:ludppthressrobn of our ~atura 

· en e essential to 
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provide employment for the actors. · 

VI. PROBLEMS OF PLANIPEDIA 

Now in the classical period mime or planipedia was a very popula1r 
amusement. Furthermore, Laberjus and Publilius Syrus had put on a 
literary version of p/anipedia before Julius Caesar. 30 Its origin and 
development again raise issues of serious complexity. First, the tale of the 
elderly mimic actor called Pomponius at the Ludi Apollinares of 2II B.C. 
which we find in Festus (p. 326M) represents the earliest reference to a 
dated performance of mime at Roman ludi. We are told that Uvius had 
introduced the Greek tradition of comedy with a plot in 240 B.C. Are we 
to explain this event as the fmding of a substitute for the newly banned 
satura? If so, were intemperate attacks on the · prosecution of the First 
Punic War or personal abuse of those senators who conducted the war 
and made the peace regarded as the ground for banning this form? Then, if 
the new fabulae were acted by Tarentine freedmen and did not yet provide 
adequate openings for actors of satura, was the unmasked p/anipedia 
developed to meet their need for work? In short, if the essence of Fescenn
ine was preserved in Satura, were ·the basic features of Satura again kept 
alive in a newly devised Planipedia? Certainly, after I71 B.C. mimes wer1e 
shown annually at the Floralia. However, this festival was actually estab
lished in 238 B.C., and it is quite possible that mimes were always a part of 
it, as Duckworth maintains.31 

Now let us investigate the nature of planipedia. In the last century 
Teuffel assembled the evidence in some detail,32 and little more has been 
done to improve on this material, though the discovery of the papyrus of 
Herondas now permits us to account better for the choliambic mimes of 
Caius Matius . The distinctive elements Teuffel finds recorded by the 
ancient sources are the wearing of the many-coloured centui'lcula by male 
mimi and the employment of scantily-clad women as mimae. Both men 
and women acted barefoot, and song with dancing in the orchestra played 
a large part in the performance. The subject matter seems to have largely 
concerned deception, adultery and seduction - though moral sentiments 
were frequently uttered, either in character or because of their glaring 
comic inappropriateness. It is notorious that mimic actors were always 
unmasked . In the Imperial age their scenes were at least partly done on 
the raised stage, but we lack adequate evidence for the Republic, though 
our quotation from Diomedes would confme their activity to ground level. 

The procedure of mime in the Augustan age is used by Horace to 
furnish him with a convenient simile (ep. l.l8.10 -I3): 

30 Macrob. 2.7.7. 
31 Duckworth, Nature of Roman Comedy, 14. 
32 Teuffel, History of Roman Literature, I, Sff. 
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alter in obsequium plus aequo pronus et iini 
derisor lecti sic nutum diuitis horret, 
sic iterat uoces et uerba cadentia to/lit, 
ut puerum saeuo credas dictata magistro 
reddere uel partes mimum tractare secundas. 

· ['The other is unreasonably prone to servility, 
· And trembles at the rich ml;lll's nod like the 

jester on the lowest couch, 
So closely does he repeat words and pick up 

incomplete sentences 
That you would think a boy was repeating his lesson 

to a cruel schoolmaster, 
Or a mime actor was playing the second role.'] 

75 

Here Horace suggests that the second actor repeats the words of the first 
like a school pupil repeating the master's lesson. Suetonius (Caligula 57) 
also tells us that the second actor in a mime is obliged to copy every act of 
the first, so that on one occasion he felt obliged to cough up blood on 
stage when the first actor had an involuntary lung haemorrhage during the 
play. In Nonius (p. 7 M) we fmd that the second actor is often caluos : 
'caluitur' dictum. est frnstratur: tractttm a caluis mimicis, quod sint · 
omnibus frustratui ('"becomes bald" means "is frustrated": this use is 
taken from bald mime actors, who are open to frustration by all'). In 
addition, caluos is glossed by stupidus, which is given by Nonius (p. 400 M) 
as the equivalent of stultus/iniquos. This distinctive plot iri which the 
second character imitates the first one, who in tum beats his clumsy pupil 
is clearly a standard feature of Imperial-age mime. In confrrmation of this 
we have Martial's reference (1.4.5) to Latinus the well-known mime as a 
derisor, whilst the epigrammatist also marks his habit of beating and 
boxing the ears of Panniculus his foil.33 Juvenal refers to this practice 
twice also. 34 Arnobius also suggests the wearing of phallic costume · 
(7.239): 

delectantur dii stupidontm capitibus rasis, salpitantm sonitu et 
plausu, fattis et dictis turpibus, fascinorom ingentium rubore. 

['The Gods are delighted by the shaven heads of the fools, the 
blasts and applause of the trumpeters, foul deeds and words, 
and the shame (?redness) of enormous phalli.') 

The original association with the fertility feast of Flora renders this 
motif scarcely surprising. 

3 3 
34

Ep. 2.72.3-4 and 5.61.11-12. 
Sat. 5.171 and 8.191-192. 
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Though planipedia was probably introduced as a surrogate ior the pro
hibited satura and may have tended therefore to absorb many of the 
elements of the latter, it seems to have an independent source. The 
mimicry of the leading character and beating of the clumsy pupil suggest 
an educational ritual underlying planipedia. One may suspect that it was 
apotropaic in its origin and part of the rebirth ritual associated with the 
initiation of youths in many societies. Mter their 'resurrection' as men 
they would become clumsy as infants, and the baldness of the shaved head 
is a mark of infancy as well as of age. 35 The metre of planipedia originally 

· might well· have been fescennine, its aims being to turn aside divine 
jealousy from the newly initiated by suitable forms of humiliation. Later 
the initiator's treatment of the initiand will be presented symbolically in 
pageant by · the callidus36 tormenting the caluos. The fescennine verse 
designed to avert the evil eye from the triumphs of generals shows a 
parallel practice of such repetition in succesive lines: 3 7 

ecce nunc triumphat Caesar 
non triumphat Nicomedes 

qui subegit Gallias 
qui subegit Caesarem 

Further it is noteworthy that Plautus frequently puts those scenes where a 
stupid us repeats the words of his derisor and becomes gradually instructed 
into the quantitative version of this accentual versus quadratus, the 
trochaic septenarius. However the actual fragments of Laberius and 
Publilius Syrus show a great preponderance of iambic senarii over these 
trochaic septenarii. 38 This feature, which they share with early Roman 
comedy fragments as shown in the table at the end, is no doubt a common 
inheritance drawn by mime and comedy from the primarily S~tumian con
tent of satura. 

VII. ATELLAN ELEMENTS 

A further examinatjon will show that our table in the Appendix reveals 
a contrary feature to mime - a predominance of trochaic septenarii over 
iambic senarii in the fragments of Atellan farce from the second century 
B.C. Moreover, Plautus himself occupies an intermediate position between 
mime and early comedy on one side and Atellan farce on the other with 
his nearly equal balance between the two metres over the twenty extant 
plays. This figure reminds us of the suggestion that Plaut us was himself a 
former Atellan player, and that both his increased use of the septenarii in 
comedy and the types of scenes in which he often employs them may well 
represent influences from his Atellan background. As one distinctive 
element in the subject matter of scenes is the feature already noted, we are 

· bound to inquire whether in all probability the imparting of true or false 

35 J.G. Frazer, n1e Golden Bough (abridged ed.) (London 1957), 905-917; cf. J. 
Hastings, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. 7, 314-319. 

36See Nonius p. 257M, s.v. 'calleo'. On caluos as initiand, see Nonius, p. 528 M. 
3 7 Suet. lui. 49. 
38see Appendix. 
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instruction played some part in Atellan plots as well as in mime. Let us 
now try to fmd what can be known about these Atellan plays. 

We have already noted that Festus tells us that Atellan actors were 
always masked, and that Diomedes observe.s that these plays resemble 
Greek satyr plays in their plots and their humour. We can glean a little 
more information from Valerius and Livy. So again from the section of 
Valerius Maxim us quoted, earlier (2.4.4): 

Ate/lani autem ab Oscis acciti sunt. quod genus de/ectationis 
· ltalica seueritate temperatum ideoque uacuum nota est: nam 
neque tribu mouetur actor nee a militaribus stipendiis · 
repel/itur. 

['The Atellans however were summoned from the Oscan 
people~ This form of entertainment . is blended with Italic 
sevedty and so is free ·from blame: for neither is an actor 
removed from his tribe nor rejected for military service.'] 

Uvy gives a not·dissimilar account (7.2.10): 

quod genus ludorum ab Oscis aceeptum tenuit iuuentus, nee 
ab histrionibus pollui passa est. eo institutum manet, · ut 
aetores Atellanarum nee tribu moueantur, et stipendia, 
tamquam expertes artis ludierae, faeiant . 

. ['And the young men retained this type of play borrowed 
from the Oscans and did not allow it to be polluted by the 
histriones. Thus it remains a practice that actors of Atellans 
are not . removed from their tribes, and that they perform 
military service as though unconnected with the art of 
comedy.') 

Now since Aristotle it had been accepted (rightly or wrongly) that Greek 
tragedy evolved from dithyramb through a satyr play phase.39 Thus the 
Atellanae are here alleged to belong to a tradition associated with the 
tragic as well as the comic aspect. Modern knowledge of South Italian 
vase painting permits us to make sense· of this. As Miss Bieber explains,40 

Oscan .farce grew out of the South Italian Phlyax tradition portrayed on 
· such vases, and a great many subjects depicted are parodies of tragic 

themes, not only those involving Heracles, but also subjects· as grave as the 
Antigone theme.41 

· 

Regarding the details owed to literary sources, Teuffel has again made a 
complete collection, though the work of Miss Bieber and now that of 

39 See Poetics 1449a 7-30. 
40 Bieber, History of Greek and Roman Theatrt, 131, 145. 
41 tbid., 134, plate 490. 
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Trendall42 has provided vase material which has revolutionised our inter
pretation of the documents. Teuffel offers this historical account: 

After the Romans (A.V.C. 543) had annihilated the independ
ence of Campania and latinised the province, both the thing 
and its name migrated to Rome, and soon Maccus, Pappus, 
Bucco and Dossenus were well-known and favourite figures 
with the Roman people also, who joined to them similar ones, 
such as Manducus, Mania, Lamia, Pytho.43 

In the Ox[ ord Classical Dictionary Beare offers these definitions: 

Maccus, "Clown", Pappus, "Gaffer", Bucco, "Fat-cheeks", 
Dossenus, "Hunchback"(?), (? identical with Manducus, 
''Champ-jaws'').44

The female figures are hard to define. In the Oxford Classical Dictionary 
· H.J. Rose defined Lamia as 'a child-stealing bogey (apparently sometimes

bisexual)', Mania as 'the good one', cf. manes, who may also be a
euphemism for the death-goddess, and Pytho as 'the female · dragon of
Delphi'.45 Teuffel goes on to explain:

Maccus is stupid, voracious and wanton. Bucco amuses by his 
bucca, in blabbing and devouring. Pappus is an old man, vain, 
and very stupid, always cheated by his wife and son. Dossenus 
(dorsum) is a cunning sharper, the dottore. 46 

Duckworth insists on only four stock characters,47 but Beare is more 
cautious, noting that from the fragments preserved 'we collect the names 
of four or five.' He also observes that Varro's statement item significat in 
Atellanis aliquot Pappum sen.em, quad Osei 'casnar' appellant suggests 
Pappus was a character in some plays only, while the fragments of the 
Maccus Vitgo · are the only proof that Dossenus and Maccus could appear 
in the same play. 48 One is therefore disposed to the conclusion that a grex 
of eight masked Atellan players was available, but that only three or four 
could be present on stage simultaneously. 

VIII. PLAUTUS AND THE ITALIC TRADITIONS

Apart from his taste for the apparently predominant metre of Atellan -
the trochaic septenarius verse - Plautus is likely to have been heavily 

42 
A.D. Trendall, Phlyax Vases, BJCS, Supp. VIII (1959).

43
Teuffel, History of Roman Literature, I, 12.

44
W. Beare, OCD

1 

{
112 ('Atellana').

45 
H.J. Rose, OCD , 478 ('Lamia').

46
Teuffel, History of Roman Literature, 13.

4 7 

48
Nature of Roman Comedy, 11.
RomanStage, 139-140.
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influenced by stock characters he would ·have played as a farce performer 
in his treatment of the New Comedy type roles he found fu his Greek 
models. Whether the prologue statement Maccus uortit barpare (Asin. ·II) 
refers to his own Atellan role or is· simply a pun on his name Maccius, 
Horace's description of him (ep. 2.1.173): quantus sit Dossenus edacibus 
in parasitis seems to refer to Plaut us as an actual Do sse nus player. I do not 
fmd persuasive Beare's v.iew that the reference implies that the Dos~nus 
was a super-glutton;49 rather I think he was the cat among the pigeons. 
Whatever the case, though, it is not impossible that Plautus excelled both 
as a Maccus and as a Dossenus player. 

Nonetheless, our comic poet's name suggests another Italic influence as 
well. Leo maintains that before 150 B.C. the nobility alone had the tria 
nomina. 50 In this ·event Plautus may also be a theatrical riickname for 
Titus the Umbrian playwright, as Beare believes Maccius was.51 Festus 
writes {p. 305 M): 

ploti appellantur qui sunt p/anis pedibus. unde et poeta 
Maccius, quia Umber Sarsinas erat a pedum planitie Initio 
Plotus, postea Plautus est dictus. soleas quoque dimidiatas 
quibus utebantur in uenando quo planius pedes ponerent 
semiplatia appe/labant. · 

['Those are called ploti who are flat/bare footed. Thus the }X)et 
Maccius, because he was an Umbrian of Sarsina, at first was 
called Plotus because of the flatness ·of his feet, afterwards 
Plautus. Also people call the half-shoes men used in hunting 
to. place their feet more firmly semiplatia.'] 

Though this may refer to a physical defect Plautus emphasised to avoid 
the obligation on Atellan players to serve in the Punic War, it might also 
refer to his having acted in p/anipedia or mime, which had probably been 
a regular stage art since 238 B.C.52 Whether he played in p(anipedia or 
not, his comedies are full of scenes where a stupidus is gulled by the 
derisor. 

Now traditional sources insist that there was a rule of five actors for 
Roman Comedy: 

et ad ultimum, qui primarum partium, qui secundarum tertiar
umque, qui quarti loci atque quinti actores essent, distrib
utum; et diuisa quinque partito actu est tota fabula. 

This we may render: 

49 Ibid., 139. 
5° F. Leo,Plautinische Forschungen, 63-86. 
51 4 
S2~~~:~~;t~~;:~:et~fRo:an Comedy, 14. 
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'Finally it was assigned who were to be actors of the first parts, 
the second parts and the third parts, who were the fourth 
places and fifth actors; and the whole play was divided up for 
five-part performance.'] 

The plural implies that each actor would have more than one role in most 
cases. On Diomedes' doctrine of unmasked comedy with wigs each actor 
could play six roles.- both sexes; and old, young or servile in each sex. If 
we add a further possibility that males may be bearded or beardless, then 
each actor has nine roles open to him in any play. We might indeed codify 
them thus - white wigs: A (old man), D (old bearded man), P (old 
woman); black wigs: B (young man), E (bearded young man), Q (young 
woman); red wigs: C (male slave), F (bearded male slave), R (female slave). 
If five players represent the true tradition, it need not exclude some silent 
actors as well, while historically it may represent the three actors of the 
borrowed Greek art plus the two needed for the native Fescennina, Satura 
or Planipedia. 

Now faced with this inheritance of a blending of satura influences with 
Greek comedy by Livius: 

a quibus (saturarum modis) primus omnium poeta Liuius ad 
[abularum argumenta spectantium animas transtulit. 

(Livy 7.2.4-10) 

might not Plautus have wished to accommodate this modern art form to 
his own Atellan tradition? If so, he could hardly have put his actors into 
Atellan masks rather than borrowing Greek ones, as perhaps Terenee did 
at a remove of sixty years later.53 All that Plautus could have done would 
be to give his comic characters dialogue and situation and character depic
tion which would suggest well-known Oscan personae were performing 
the roles of the Greek plot . If so, he would have no problem in aligning 
any one member of our team of five with more than one Oscan type in 
the different situations prevailing in different scenes of the fabu/a: the 
Atellan limit seems to have related to number of personae on stage rather 
the number of them in the cast. To determine the feasibility of this 
interpretation of 'Plautinism in Plautus' let us offer an analysis of the 
Rudens dividing the roles amongst five actors and specifying the wigs worn 
for each role as well as the Atellan type it serves to exhibit. 

RUDENS 
I. Sceparnio (F), Trachalio (C) 

II. Plesidippus (B), Ampelisca (R), Turbalio (C), 
Gripus (F) 

III. · Daemones (A), Ptolemocratia (P), 
Charmides (D) 

IV. Palaestra (Q), Sparax (C) 

5 3 Donatus,.Eun. Praef., 1.6. 

BUCCO 
MACCUS/LAMIA/ 

DOSSENUS 
P APPUS/PYTHO/ 

DOSSENUS 
MANIA 
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V. Labrax (A), Ampelisca (1044-90) (R) MANDUCUS/LAMIA 

It will be noted that different actors can exhibit Lamia or Dossenus 
qualities in different parts of the play. That Labrax is meant to have a 
Manducus quality is made clear by the text itself - the main reason for 
analysit:lg this play first (Rud. 535 ·6). · 

Labrax: Quid si aliquo ad ludos me pro manduco locem? 
Charmides: Quap.iopter? Labrax: Quia pol clare crepito dentibus! 

[Labrax: ·Suppose I were to get myself a contract as. a Manducus 
for the play somewhere? .. 

Cha"rmides: why so? Labrax: Because my teeth chatter so splendidly!] 

Now bearing in mind the Varronian reference (LL 7.95) to Manducus as 
Mueller emended it · 

unde manducari, a quo in A tel/an is Dossenum (ad obsenum 
codd.) vacant Manducum. 

['Whence to chew, from which they term (one) Dossenus in the 
Atellans Chewer.') . 

it is likely that the scene on the beach reminded Plautus of the Atellan 
plot called Duo Dosseni 54 Presumably then the Manducus is a secondary 
cunning man, like Dossenus in this, but with gnashing teeth. Hungry 
parasites will naturally fit this type, hence we assign Ergasilus and 
Peniculus to this heading. The avaricious money-lender Misargyrides prob· 
ably deserves the same typing. · 

I. 
II. 

III. 
IV. 
v. 

I. 
II. 

III. 
IV. 
v. 

MENAECHMI 
Peniculus (B), Messenio (F), Doctor (A) 
Menaechmus of Epidamnus (E), 

Menaechmus Sosicles (E) 
Erotium (Q), Matrona (P) 
Culindrus (C), Maid (R) 
Sosides (vv. 1040-1162) (E), 

Father in Law (D) 

CAPTIVI 
Tyndarus (B), Philopolemus (E) 
Ergasilus (B), Stalagmus (C) 
Hegio (D) 
Phil()crates (C), Aristophontes (E) 
Lorarius (F), Puer (C) 

54 . 
W. Beare, Roman Stage, 139. 

MANDUCUS 
MACCUS 

LAMIA 
BUCCO/MANIA" 

? {DOSSENUS/rAPPUS 
· BUCCO 

DOSSENUS/MACCUS 
MANDUCUS/LAMIA? 
PAPPUS 
MACCUS/BUCCO 
BUCCO 
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MOSTELLARIA 
I. Tranio (C), Scapha (P) DOSSENUS/PYTHO 

II. Grumio (F), Callidamates (E), Sphaerio (C), BUCCO 
Sima (D) 

Ill. Philolaches (B), Theopropides (A) MACCUS/PAPPUS 
IV. Philematium (Q), Pinacium (C) MANIA/BUCCO 
V. Delphium (Q), Misargyrides (B), LAMIA/MANDUCUS 

Phaniscus (C) 

In this classification we see Lamia remaining true to her bisexual origins 
and furnishing a type for catamites as weil as courtesans - hence the 
classification of Phaniscus and the child-stealing ex-catamite Stalagmus 
under this heading. The Pytho mask probably included shrewd old slave 
women or ma-trons as well as priestesses, and in Mania the pleasanter types 
of younger woman niay appear, but the suggested death-goddess link may 
imply femmes fatales like Helen of Troy! 

If in fact Plautus saw so much of his Greek comedy material in clearly 
equivalent Atellan terms, it is not impossible we may now have the key to 
a chronological problem. The study of Plautine chronology by Buck 
shows no plays from our Varronian corpus were produced by Plautus 
between 200 and 194 B.C. 55 If this is so, did Plaut us perhaps stage some 
of his Greek-derived comedies as masked A tellanae during those years, and 
was this the reason why their titles are not listed as comedies? Though 
they might appear grotesque in this form, most of our Varronian plays 
could be staged with Atellan masks employed for all scenes. 

CONCLUSION 

This inquiry suggests that it is now possible to infer in more precise 
terms the methods which Plautus used in embellishing his Greek models 
with the various successive traditions of acetum italicum found on the 
early Roman stage. With Menandrian comedy he has intertwined threads · 
from Fescennine, from dramatic Satura, from Italic mime and from 
Atellan farce. The result is a creative fusion of two cultural traditions. 
Here at least Greece has not conquered her savage vanquisher - rather, 
the two have formed a partnership to earn the rich legacy to sustain · 
comedy dciwn to Shakespeare, Molit\re and Oscar Wilde. 56 

55 . 
C.I-L Buck, A Chro11ology of the Plays of Plauws (Baltimore 1940). 

· 
56 The first draft of this paper was reap by request of my friend Mr. David Lowther 

to his Classical Sixth at George Watson's College, Edinburgh, in November 1967. 
Subsequently a revised version similar in substance to the present text was 
presented, first at a seminar in the Institute of Classical Studies in Gordon Square 
on 5 February 1970, and subsequently_at a seminar held at the University of South 
Africa in Pretoria on 17 September 1971. The peculiar doctrines of the present 
contribution remain. however, my own resp.onsibility! The suggestion that Ancient 
Rome was comparable to a modern 'developing society ' set out. in the Prolegomena 
was already bcginn inf! to form in my mind as my paper on 'The Evolution of 
Roman Epic' was being prepared for Proceedings of the African Classical Associa
tions 12 (1973), 15-23. 
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APPENDIX 

Author Iamb. Sen. : Iamb.Sept. : Iamb. Oct. : Troch.Sept. 

NAEVIUS 43 (50%). 5 (5.5%) 11 (12.5%) 28 (32%) 

CAECILIUS 109 (61%) 11 (6%) 12 (7%) 47 (28%) 

TURPILIUS 80 (57%) 3 (2%) 39 (28%) 18 (13%) 
---- ---- ---- ----

Total 232 (57%) 19 (5%) 62 (15%) 93 (13%) 

--- ·----- -------------------------------------------------------

AFRANIUS 183 (72%) 12 (5.5%) 19 (8%) 36 (14.5%) 

TITINIUS . 36 (44%) 9 (11%) 15 (18%) 22 (27%) 

ATTA 7 (55%) . 2 (15%) 2 (15%) 2 (15%) 
---- ---- ---- ----

Total 226 (65%) 23 (7%) 36 (10.5%) 60 (17.5%) 

----------------------------------------------------------------

MIME: LABERIUS 66 (73%) 3 (4.5%) 4 (4.5%) 16 (18%) 

MEN. DYSCOLUS 734 (75%) 159 (17%) 76 (8%) 

PLAUTI COMOED1AE 8000 (52.5%) Not relevant Not Relevant 7412 (47.5%) 

POMPONIUS 28 (23%) 6 (5%) 6 (5%) 82 (67%) 

NOV IUS 17 (24%) 3 (5%) 4 (5%) 46 (66%) 
---- ---- ---- ----

Total 45 (23%) 9 (5%) 10 (5%) 128 (57%) 

N.B. Percentages are calculated out of total complete lines surviving, except in 
case of Plautus, where the sum of iambic senarii and trochaic septenarii alone 
is considered. 
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GODS WITHOUT PREDICATES 

R.G. Tanner 

The Hellenistic reaction to Megarian Scepticism 

It is well known that the School of Megara is traditionally derived from the 
teaching of the 'Socratic' Eucleides of Megara who was reputed to have 
attended discussions with Socrates in Athens in defiance of Pericles' 
Megarian Decree by crossing the border disguised as a woman. 1 Of his 
actual doctrines Diogenes Laertius tells us the following: 2 

He used to pursue Parmenidean methods, and those who derived from 
him were referred to as 'Megarics', later as 'Eristics' finally as 'Dialec
tics ' . It was Dionysius of Chalcedon who first labelled them thus, 
because they arranged their arguments in a question and answer format 
... (Eucleides) affirmed that the Good was One but called by many 
names, sometimes Wisdom, sometimes God and at other times 
Intelligence and other titles. 

By tradition it was held that he transferred himself back to Megara and 
taught there after Socrates' condemnation, that he was succeeded by 
Ichthyas, 3 but that the main development of the school into 'Eristic' studies 
was due to a younger pupil, Eubulides. Again Diogenes states:• 

Also Eubulides of Miletus was in the succession from Eucleides. He pro
pounded many arguments in dialectic, the 'Liar', the 'Unaware Man' , 
the 'Electra', the 'Veiled man', the 'Heap' and the 'Baldpate'. 

It is noteworthy that a number of these logical puzzles were earlier 
attributed to Zeno the Eleatic.' This fact no doubt led Zeller to suggest that 
Eucleides had also become acquainted with Eleatic doctrine, perhaps before 
meeting Socrates. 6 

The concern of this paper is with the influence exercised by two eminent 
Megarians on Zeno of Citium and Epicurus as well as their contemporaries. 
Because of frequent testimony to the popularity of Stilpo's form of the 
Megaric doctrine and his vast impact on the men of the generation we are 
considering, it has long been realised that he had a significant impact on the 
evolution of Stoicism. Indeed Zeller goes so far as to say of Stilpo, 'His 

I. Aulus Gellius, N. A. , VII 10, 1-4 (Doring I, iA, 1) . 
2. Diog. Laert. II 106. 
3. Zeller, Outlines of Greek Philosophy , p. ll 4. 
4. Diog. Laert. II 108 . 
5. Zeller , op.cit. p.ll 6 . 
6. Zeller, op .cit. p.ll4. 
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pupil Zeno combined the Megarian and Cynic Schools into the Stoic'.' The 
influence of Diodorus Cronus has been less emphasised, though Zeller 
stresses both his debt to Zeno the Eleatic and the originality of his 'Master
ing Argument'. 8 The full compilation of the fragments of both Megaric 
luminaries and their various colleagues in Klaus Doring's Die Megariker• 
permitted a most sympathetic and helpful recent study of Diodorus' work 
and influence by David Sedley. 10 With some justification Sedley seeks to 
regard him as a member of a 'Dialectic' school apart from the Megaric main 
tradition. Certainly he and his pupil Philo are given this label in a number 
of Doring's fragments. 11 Furthermore, the tradition of Diogenes Laertius 
shows Diodorus in dispute with his assumed colleague Stilpo over issues 
more critical than the controversies it reports between the same Stilpo and 
the Cynic Crates. 12 Admittedly all this supports Sedley's position, but, if it 
is accepted, we must seriously ask whether it will do to call Eubulides merely 
'eristic' as Sedley does and as Doring's arrangement suggests, or whether he 
was the founder of the 'Dialectic' movement rather than Diodorus himself. 
If so, we face the added problem that Athenaeus' anecdote about the 
courtesan Glycera and Stilpo makes her contrast her 'erotic' methods with 
his own 'eristic' approach to young men. 13 But whatever the precise rela
tionship between Stilpo and Diodorus, they both had a powerful influence 
on later philosophy. 

The precise dates of both philosophers are unknown. On the basis of his 
contacts with Ptolemy Soter and Demetrius Poliorcetes, Doring suggests 
that 360-280 B.C. represent the most likely life span for Stilpo, 14 but on the 
jdentical grounds Zeller proposed 370-290 B.C. Regarding Diodorus we 
have assumed that because of Stilpo's refusal to visit Egypt as the King's 
guest he himself, and therefore Diodorus also, can have met Ptolemy Soter 
together on only one occasion-at Megara in 307-306 B.C. On this basis 
Diodorus' own death by suicide has been assigned to 307 B.C. However, 
Doring is rather suspicious of the confrontation story about Stilpo, and 
notes the clear references to Diodorus in a poem of Callimachus, whose 
earliest epigrams date from the 280s B.C., so that he suspects Diodorus was 

7. Zeller, ibid. 
8. Zeller, op.cit. p.ll6. 
9. K. Doring, Die Megariker: Kommentierle Sammlung der Testimonien, Griiner, Amsterdam 
1972, pp.xii + 185 . 
10. David Sedley, 'Diodorus Cronus and Hellenistic Philosophy', Proceedings of Cambridge 
Philological Society, No . 203, 1977, pp.74-120. 
II. 97 and 98 (Strabo), 100 (Pliny the Elder) , 107 (Diog. Laert.) and 112 (Ammon.). Philo is 
so named in Diodorus Fragment 104 (Diog. Laert \. 
12. Diog. Laert. II 118ff., cf. 111-112. 
13. Stilpo fr. Doring 157. Athen. XIII 584a. 
14. Doring, op.cit. p.l40. C f. Zeller, op.cit. p.ll5. 
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alive at this time. 
15 

Sedley goes further and accepts both traditions assum
ing a visit by Stilpo to Alexandria before Ptolemy's death in 283 'B.C., a 
date both after the physician Herophilus (born ca. 320 B.C.) had become 
famous and after the poetry of Callimachus had become known, probably 
between 285 and 283 B.C. 16 If we date Diodorus' death to this time we 
must of course assume Stilpo lived till 280 B.C., as Doring proposes.' My 
own view is that both men were probably born between 360 and 350 B.C. 

This preliminary gives a fair excuse to treat the very popular and famous 
Stilpo first. 

The Teaching of Stilpo of Megara 

The main continuous source for the life and teaching of Stilpo is the article 
in Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Philosophers, Book II 113-120, while 
Doring ~as gathered the oth~r fragments from antiquity in Die Megariker. 
From th.Is p~rtr~yal we obt~m a picture of a lively, ironical and quizzical 
man dehghtmg m verbal qmps and double meanings. We see him in con
st~nt d~spute with Crates the Cynic, and we read of his great confrontation 
w~th Dwdorus Cronus in _Ptolemy's presence. He was also contemporary 
With Theophrastus and Dicaearchus, the Peripatetic successors who ruled 
the Lyceum after Aristotle's death in 322 B.C. Also coeval with him were 
the men who succeeded Plato's nephew Speusippus in the headship of the 
Academy, Xenocrates of Chalcedon who ruled from 339-313 and his suc
cessor Polemon of Athens (313-270 B.C.). Stilpo's lectures at Athens were 
so popular that 'virtually all Greece looking to him began to Megarize'" 
and h~ .wo,n

18
over ma~y pupils from other schools including 'Zeno the 

P~oemc_Ian . Accordmg to Seneca he had an important ethical dispute 
With Ep.Icurus, presumably after the latter opened a school in his garden at 
Athens I~ 306 B.C. 

19 
Since we have seen that Ptolemy Soter had invited him 

~o work m Egypt, yet Ptolemy's foe Demetrius saw fit to protect his goods 
tn the sack of Megara, it seems evident that his status was pre-eminent in 
that age. 

. It is therefore not unreasonable to assert that his influence was not con
fmed to known contacts with Zeno and Epicurus, and that his debates with 
othe.r schools were not restricted to the reported exchanges with Crates the 
Cyme, but that he would almost certainly have been in dispute with the 
leaders of Academy and Lyceum. The implication of the teachings we are 
about to summarize is that the sole reason for new trends in philosophy 

15. Doring, op.cit. p.l25. 
16. Sedley, op.cit. pp.79-80. 
17

· Diog . Laert. II 113. cf. Suda sv. M£yaewal = Doring 163A and B. 18· 0 •og. Laert. II 114 = Doring 165. 
19· Seneca, Ep. 9. 1-3 = Doring 195 . 
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after 300 B.C. was not, as Zeller imagines/0 the impact of Alexander's con
quest. Rather it seems that the need to rebut or meet Stilponic assertions 
would at least partly explain the new distinctive doctrines of Epicurus, of 
Zeno the Stoic, and of Pyrrho the Sceptic, as well as helping to enforce the 
modifications made to Platonism by Xenocrates and to Peripatetic thought 
by Dicaearchus. 

First, Stilpo is sceptical about the semantic efficiency of speech. This is 
the problem of ambiguity or amphiboly which Quintilian discussed in his 
seventh book. 21 This is either the uncertainty between variant meanings of 
one word, or differences of intonation, or alternative word divisions within 
the sentence. Stilpo played on this constantly. Seeing Crates in a threadbare 
cloak on a cold day and obviously feverish he remarked dox:Ei't; 1101 xeEiav 
EXELV tJ1aTiou x:a1voti. 'You seem to me to need a cloak-a new one' . 
However, a pause in the middle of the last word -x:allvoti-could alter the 
sense without changing a single sound. 22 Clearly Stilpo wished to taunt his 
rival with both statements simultaneously by exploiting this amphiboly. 
'You seem to me to need a cloak -and sense'. 

Now in Stilpo's day men wrote continuous sentences without breaks 
between words and often without punctuation either. Thus the meaning of 
this notated sequence of unbroken sound can be varied by intonation 
changes or by pauses. But intonation patterns and indeed pauses cannot be 
uttered on their own without the associated words-the result would be 
pure silence. These variations are not phonemes; yet they are totally 
inseparable from the phonemes . If one accepts Xenocrates ' division of all 
knowledge into logic; physics and ethics, 2 3 and further chooses to begin 
with logic, thence deriving a model for one's physics and ethics, conse
quently certain results will follow . Intonation and pausing will offer us a 
model for Form, and the phonemic sequence of the sentence will provide a 
like analogy for Matter. On this pattern Forms provide significance and 
function and purpose for Matter, but cannot exist apart from Matter , 
although they may be notated or described apart from Matter. Again, on 
our logical model here, actions in themselves are neither moral nor 
immoral, but depend for their value on their significance, aim, and func-

tion. 
Because Stilponic bodies would be imposed by pattern or pause on a 

material continuum, Stilpo objected to Aristotelian primary substance-the 
unitary particular object or entity. Simplicius summarises the position giv
ing Stilpo's further proof-drawn once more from logic. 'The Megarians , 

20. Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics (1 870) , p.20. 
21. Quintilian, lnst. Oral. VII 9. 1-14. 
22 . Diog. Laert . II 118 = Doring 180. 
23. Zeller, op.cit. p. l67. 
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taking it as a clear premiss that things with differently stated predicates are 
different, and a further premiss that different things are separate from each 
other, thought to show that each person must be separate from himself. So, 
since the statements "Socrates is white" and "Socrates is musical" are dif
ferent, Socrates must be divided from himself'. 24 Thus the more statements 
we make about 'Socrates' , the more 'Socrateses' we create: he becomes 
in finitely divisible. If the actor is real, there are no events: if the events are 
real, there are no actors, only participants in process who derive their 
existence from the process, not from their intrinsic selfhood. 

It is not surprising that once he had demolished the reality of what we 
state as grammatical subject, with the added implications that agents exist 
only whilst acting, and that one is not a moral being in virtue of activity, 
Stilpo would turn to Aristotelian 'second' substance and Forms in the 
Platonic sense. We have seen already that his model would not allow Form 
to exist apart from Matter. Here Stilpo insists that we cannot assert 'Ari
stotle is (a) man ' or 'Plato is (a) man'. 'He who states man as a complement 
states nobody, for he refers neither to this particular one or to that. ' 20 We 
ee how the lack of an indefinite article in Greek bolsters this argument, and 

he goes on in effect to consider the confusion (or amphiboly) possible 
between the specific and generalised use of the Greek definite article. 'The 
thing being pointed to is not "the vegetable" : "the Vegetable" has existed 
fo r countless ages before this (i.e., as a Platonic Form); therefore this thing 
is not (ideal) Vegetable. ' Of course, here the phrase 'the vegetable' can 
express either 'Vegetable' or 'this specific vegetable'. Hence Stilpo insists 
that either Platonic Forms do not exist, or else the objects of perception 
must be apparent but non-existent. 

From his attack on species, genus and ideas Stilpo turns to mount a total 
onslaught on the whole notion of predication. Here again his logical model 
drawn from the sentence leads him to seek further proof for the need to 
choose between two views of the Universe. Either subjects are real valid 
entities existing as isolated monads and phenomena are illusory, or else 
phenomena are real and subjects are temporarily stable events in a process. 
Our evidence is drawn from Plutarch in Colotem: 26 

If we predicate 'run' of (a) horse, he denied that the thing stated could be 
the same as the subject of which it was stated. For instance, the statement 
of essence for 'man' is one thing, but for 'good' is another: likewise the 
statement 'horse exists' is different from the statement '(someone) run
ning exists' . .. Thus persons predicating one thing of another are in 

24 Simplicius, in Phys. 120, 12-17 (Diels) = Doring 198 . 
25 Diog. Laert. II 11 9 = Doring 199 (=25). 
26 Plutarch, in Co!oten 23, 1120a-b = Doring 197. 
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error. If good is the same thing as man, and run the same thing as horse, 
how can we state good of food or medicine, or state run of lion or dog? 
If good and man are not identical, we cannot rightly say 'The man is 

good.' 
As Plutarch has Colotes say, 27 this means all that we can say is 'good is 
good' and 'man is man' or 'running is running'. This actually is not quite 
tautology. If the subject is a series of events, not an entity, then the non
essential subject could merge successively with various real and valid 
predicates, especially verbs or adjectives. On the other hand, we may add 
that if the subject is a valid entity with permanent Aristotelian properties , 
then it can have only one predicate, existential 'is', and the world is thus a 
complex of isolated solipsistic monads. 

The dispute about the necessity of friendship with Epicurus which 
Seneca28 reports is generally held to affirm that the second view was 
Stilpo's, but it is also consistent with the view that virtue does not cohere in 
deeds or circumstances, but in how one arranges one's internal responses. 
Stilpo's self-sufficiency in disaster after the sack of Megara, 

29 
and his 

attitude to exile recorded by Teles with the similar view of bereavement 
attributed there, 30 are equally consistent with both views. The likelihood is 
that the amphibolic man enigmatically maintained both world views 
simultaneously! But the interesting point for us is that whether he regarded 
Deity as Total Being or Total Process, nothing could be said of it. His God 
had no possible predicate. 

Diodorus Cronus 
Apart from the 'Mastering' argument, the other logical puzzles attributed 
to Diodorus appear to have come from Zeno the Eleatic or else to have been 
invented by Eubulides of Miletus. Though Aulus Gellius suggests he was in 
dispute with Chrysippus over amphiboly, true chronology would suggest 

Stilpo as the adversary: 
Chrysippus says every utterance is by nature ambiguous, since two or 
more things can be gathered from one and the same utterance. But 
Diodorus, nicknamed Cronus, said 'No utterance is ambiguous, nor does 
anyone utter or understand an ambiguity, nor should another thing 
appear to be said than the thing the speaker meant to be what he w~s say
ing'. But he went on, 'if I have meant one thing and you have recetved a 
different thing, it appears that the utterance has been formed obscurely 
rather than ambiguously . For the nature of an ambiguous utterance 

27 . Plutarch, in Coloten 22. 1119c-d = Doring 197. 
28. Doring 195 = Sen . , Ep. 9. 1-3 . 

29. Doring 151 , A-1. . 
30. Teles, On Exile, ap . Stobaeus, F/or. III 40, 8 (Hense) and 44, 83 (Donng 192-193). 
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ought to be such as to allow the speaker to express two or more ideas. 
Nobody, however, who means to say one thing says two or more 

things . ' 3
' 

No doubt he allows that Stilpo may practice amphiboly, but he denies that 
ordinary careful speakers cannot avoid it. The view that speakers can make 
words mean what they wish was illustrated in Diodorus' own household, as 
Ammonius makes clear: 32 

We shall not approve the dialectician Diodorus, who thinks all and every 
utterance is significant, and in faith in this proposition named one of his 
slaves ALLA MEN. 

As Stephanus explains, by this gesture he was attacking the position 
adopted by Plato in the Cratylus:ll 

Cratylus maintained that names were by nature according to fitting 
signification. Diodorus however said they were not by nature but by an 
attribution due simply to chance. Therefore he called his own slaves by 
the names of conjunctions, referring to them as MEN and DE. 

Thus we see that words have no separable function as parts of speech to 
Diodorus , but may undergo forcible assignment to the speaker' s wish. 
Force and Chance play a large part in his linguistic theory. Let us see 
whether his physics and ethics reflect this. 

According to Zeller, it was Xenocrates who modified the Academy's 
Pythagorean tendency bequeathed by Speusippus: 3 4 

In Pythagorean fashion he denoted as original sources the Odd, or the 
unit, and the indefinite duality ... . Their first offspring were the ideas, 
which must also be mathematical numbers. In order to derive 
magnitudes from numbers, he assumes the most minute and indivisible 
lines . By the addition of the Same and the Other to number arises the 
World Soul .. . defined as a number moving itself. . . . The elements, to 
which he also added Aether, he assumed to have arisen out of the 
smallest corpuscles. 

Now as numbers become linear corpuscles, and both soul and elements 
deri ve from these linear corpuscles for Xenocrates , we find Diodorus the 
believer in Force and Chance denying their capacity to originate locomotion 
or change. 

While doxographers from antiquity leave us in no doubt that Diodorus 
advocated minimal corpuscles devoid of parts , this troubles both Sedley35 

31. Aulus Gellius, N. A. , XI 12, 1-3 = Doring Ill (Diodorus). 
32. Ammon. in de interpret. 38, 17-20 (Busse) = Doring 112. 
33. Stephanus, in de interpret. 9, 20-24 (Ha yd) = Doring 114. 
34 Zeller, op.cit., p. l 67. 
35 Sedley , pp.84-89. 
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and Gomperz36 as apparently conflicting with his rejection of motion. 
However, his attack on motion may well be connected with his disbelief in 
void. 3 7 The curious statement of Sextus Empiricus is here of interest: 3 8 

First, there is no motion, as Diodorus taught, postulating bodies and 
spaces devoid of parts. The body without parts enclosed in the first space 
devoid of parts does not move, for it is encased in this space without 
parts and has filled it completely. When it is present in the second space 
devoid of parts, it does not move, for it has already been moved. And if 
the moving object is not moved in the first space (since it is in that space) 
nor in the second space, and a third space apart from these is not 
postulated, the body said to be moved does not move. 

I believe we must be careful to distinguish a middle-and-passive amphiboly 
in the verb used here. The whole problem is solved if we consider we are 
dealing with two issues. First, against Xenophanes, corpuscles without parts 
cannot generate their own motion and thus cannot originate soul in nature. 
Secondly, the passage makes sense if related to minimal parts fixed in the 
solid texture of a moving object. A rock which is a plenum of congested cor
puscles lacking parts may roll down a hillside. As a whole this rock (and 
thus all its corpuscles) is in motion. Yet relative to each other in their closed 
plenum of solid rock the particles of rock do not move. Certainly they have 
all been moved when the rock comes to rest on a ledge five hundred feet 
below, but none of them was individually in motion relative to the rest. 

Again, the curious argument against preponderant motion is very 
interesting. 39 As Gomperz well shows, 4 0 an avalanche is in fact caused by a 
few snow particles transmitting a motion which becomes preponderant over 
a whole slope. However, Diodorus' objection to two particles moving 998 
by preponderance is again in reference to self-propulsion against 
Xenocrates-not against the propulsion by fo rce of gravity in landslides. 

In any body without void within, a force need only be applied to a tiny 
fraction of its particles on one face or even a tiny point of surface to have 
itself transmitted by contact and so come to preponderate enough to move 
the whole body. In a motor engine only a tiny film of steel particles on the 
piston surface receives the impact of combustion, but the explosion moves 
the whole piston down the cylinder so that the rod turns the crank shaft 
because the force is transmitted by contact to a preponderance of the par
ticles making up the piston. It is probably in this context that we should 
view the use made by Diodorus of the inherited paradoxes . We must concur 

36. T. Gomperz, The Greek Thinkers, Vol. II , p. I98. 
37. Sext. Emp. M. VIII 33 2-333 = Doring 143 . 
38 . Sext. Emp . M. X 85-86 = Doring 123 . 
39. Sext. Emp. M. X. 11 2- 117 = Doring 129. 
40. Gomperz, op.cit. , p.200 . 
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with Sedley's view that he seems to have popularised them, without however 
necess.aril~ agr~ein~ with Sedley's theory of their use. 4 ' The key fragment 
for thts dtscusstOn ts from Sextus Empiricus:4 ' 

In order that a thing may be moved simply, that is, in its entirety, it must 
first be thought to be moved by preponderance. In the same way for a 
man to be~ome purely grey haired, he must have become preponderantly 
grey, and 1~ order for an arrangement of objects to be perceived simply 
as a heap, tt must have become by preponderance a heap. 

I:Jere preponderance as in the motion example is produced by adding par
ttcle to particle, which is probably why the grey man replaces the bald man 
~here preponderance occurs by the reverse process of loss unit by unit. The 
tmportant point is not a quibble about when a man is grey (or bald) or when 
a heap becomes a heap-he has abandoned the old Eleatic-Eristic use of 
paradox. Here we see a biological force imposing change on a man's hair 
unit by unit and the force of an external agent piling up a heap unit by unit. 
These are two more cases of the one rule: internal motion by a few particles 
cannot preponderate, bu~ external force applied to a few particles jointly, or 
even one by one, can mduce change by preponderance. Of course the 
original e~a~~le of spontaneous motion by a few original particles taking 
over an mftmte number of additions put on one by one is true of 
sociological assimilation, but that is not the issue here. 

The so-called Mastering Argument (lCtlQLEvwv 16yo~) relates to duva~1~ as 
f~rce, not , as in Aristotle, to dvva~u; as potentiality, for one suspects 
D10dorus was far more interested in mechanics than biology. Here we have 
of course, a traditional Megaric position to some extent. Thus Alexander of 
~~hrodisias ca~ state that Eucleides said that duva~t~ (potentiality) and 
EVEQyELa (actualtty) are the same. 4 3 This of course is true of energy put to 
work, but not of the biological cycle of coming into being and passing 
away. Let us agree with Epictetus that the propositions of this argument are 
three, a~d render duvaTov as 'embodying a force' rather than ' possible '. 44 

(l ) nav TiaQEAI')AUUO~ ~~ avayx:a(ov EtVaL. 

Every past truth is necessary . 
(2) duvaTcf> aduvaTOV ~~ aJCOAOUUELV. 

To something embodying a force a result not embodying a force does 
not follow. 

{3) ~l')di.v EtVaL duvaTOV, 6 oi!T' EOTLV a AI') VEe; ot!T' EOTaL. 

Nothing embodies a force which neither is true nor will be true. 

41. Sedley, op.cit., pp .89-96. 
42. Sext. Emp. X. 114 = Doring 129. 
43 . Alex. Aph r. in met. 570, 25-30 Hayd . 
44 . Epictetus, Diss. II. 19 . 1-5. 
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The 'Reaping Argument' ("If you will reap, perhaps you will reap and 
perhaps you will not" / "If you will not reap, perhaps you will reap, and 
perhaps you will not reap") which is against the use of 'perhaps' in apodesei 
is again rightly assigned to Diodorus by Sedley,' 5 though I would see it as 
related to the discussion of potentiality as force. 

Again it may be claimed that Diodorus uses Eubulides' i.y'ICncaJ..vllllEvo~ 
J..6yo~ as an interesting denial of visual amphiboly. 46 The veiled father 
appears to his son with the same consequence as would arise if he offered 
his son unclear utterances-both situations are misunderstood because they 
are obscure, not because of any ambivalence. Diodorus again shows that 
one may be wilfully offered or accidentally afforded an obscure visual or 
aural presentation which will fail to convey the message or intention meant. 
The 'horned man' dilemma is again a case of force applied to produce an 
obscuring of truth: no answer can avoid implying one has horns! 47 

Again, the Eubulidean dwJ..avvavwv J..oyo~ is applied by Diodorus with the 
deliberately perfect tense form dtdi')J..uvW; J..6yo~ as a parallel to the 'IC£'/CtV~
avat of 'it has been moved' as well as referring to the 'veiled' argument.' 8 

Because the proficient man who is very close to wisdom cannot 'move' into 
the place of the actually wise he has to 'have been moved' . He does not 
therefore 'escape his own notice becoming wise' as the old paradox held; 
rather he suddenly finds that he 'has escaped his own notice becoming wise' 
which is in a sense a 'veiled' condition at its first appearance. Likewise the 
story about Herophilus the Alexandrian physician and Diodorus is on the 
same point. 49 Herophilus asks whether the now dislocated shoulder 
occupies the same place or some other: for if it has not moved it cannot be 
dislocated . We assume Diodorus' unreported answer would have been that 
it had been moved and thus had been dislocated. Again, consider the 
paradox of the wall which does not perish either when held together by mor
tar or with its stonework lying apart. 50 Here again it has perished after being 
demolished by an external agent. Of a piece with this example is the paradox 
that we cannot perish in life. 51 However, we can be taken out of it by acci
dent, disease, battle or murder. So the arguments against motion and 
change are against self-propulsion and self-modification, or really against 
Xenophanes' explanation of soul; they do not deny that outside agents and 
conditions impose change or movement. The view that nothing is possible 

45. Sedley, op.cit., pp .89-98. 
46 . Sedley, op.cit., p.95 . Cf'. Sext. Emp . M. VII. 408-410. 
47. Sedley, op.cit., p . I02. Cf. Doring 109 = D.L. II. Ill. 
48. Sedley, op.cit., pp .94-95 . Cf. Doring 109 = I" .L. II. Ill. 
49. Doring 127 = Sext. Emp. P.H. II . 245 . 
50 . Doring 126 = Sext . Emp. M. X. 347. 
51. Doring 128 = Sex!. Emp. M. I. 309-312. 
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~nless it is fulfille.d also accords with Stilpo's willingness to accept the real
Ity of process whilst doubting the reality of its agents. 

Finally, let us gl~nce at Diodoran apodosis theory. Sextus Empiricus 
observes that for D10dorus only necessary conditions will do: 5 ' 

Diodorus says a conditional entailment (auVY)J-IJ-IEVov) is valid which can
not begin from a truth and end in a lie, a view which clashes with Philo's 
~~si~i~n . For an entailment like 'if it is day, I discourse' is true for Philo 
If It IS mdeed day when I am present talking, since it begins with the truth 
'it is day' and ends with the truth 'I am talking'. But Diodorus insists it 
ends_ in a lie_- For it is possible for it to begin with the truth 'it is day' and 
end m the he 'I am speaking', if I choose to be quiet. 

An entertaining final instance from Sextus is this, a further refinement:SJ 
So that we shall not need to run through many examples of entailments 
let us summarize that an entailment is sound which does not begin fro~ 
truth and ends in falsehood just as much as the others are. An instance is 
'i: there is motion, there is void' .. . . According to Diodorus this opens 
With the untruth 'there is motion' and concludes with the falsehood 
'there is void' and will in itself be true; but he disproves the postulate 
'there is motion' as a falsehood . 

This .inte~esting argument harks back to the implications of Stilpo's 
amphibolic world view: either solipsistic monadic entities exist, or else pro
cesses made up of events rather than entities . An alternative self-consistent 
syst~m can be erected which Diodorus regards as false but which contains 
no mner ~ontradicti?n. Perhaps this allowed him to guide Epicurus, as 
Sedley believes he did, although Epicurus firmly believed in motion and 
voidP 4 

Clearly ~iodorus believes in change, but change imposed capriciously, or 
at least Without understood causal chains, by external force. Though his 
postulated force may have provided the intellectual foundation for the 
H~llenistic doctrine ofT ux11 or Chance, it has neither name nor definition at 
this stage, let alone predicates! 

Zeno and Epicurus and other Responses 

T~e founders of the two main new movements faced serious problems. 
First, to solve the Stilponic amphiboly of dissociated monads and unified 
process as realities, secondly to accommodate to Diodoran force and 
modalit~ and the .doctrine of particles without parts. Epicurus adapted 
Democntean atomism to meet his need. His atoms are countless Stilponic 

52 . Sext. Emp . M. VIII. 332-333 = Doring 143. 
53. Sext. Emp. M. VIII. 112-117 = Doring 142. 
54. Sedley, op.cit., pp.86-89. 
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monads which are also Diodoran corpuscles. They are not quite devoid of 
parts, but their indivisibility makes them function as if they were so. They 
do not swirl in Democritean flourishes because they cannot act or move, but 
they can be inertly moved down by gravitation whose force deflects and 
combines them by impacts, whilst the world system into which they com
bine provides and explains the Stilponic process in terms also related to 
entity. Zeno similarly faces the same constraints . Inert matter is 
interpenetrated and moved by a material force called pneuma, which is hot, 
alive, rational and elastic: this satisfies Diodorus. He is further placated 
because all force and potentiality depend equally on pneumatic tension, so 
conditions which agree with the unitary finite cosmic system without inner 
void will be valid. From Stilpo's viewpoint the finite living cosmic plenum is 
one monad in full entity, yet apparent entities within it-more or less persis
tent tension fields or long-lasting 'events' -will perform that cosmic process 
which Stilpo also requires. 

For the Sceptics around Pyrrho who was taught by Stilpo the position is 
also clear. Timon observed 'That honey is sweet I do not postulate, but I 
admit that it appears sweet ' . As Long rightly noted," this apparent is an 
object, not a sense-datum. Timon is saying in Stilponic terms this state
ment: 'The apparent honey I find actually sweet I cannot claim to be really 
the (ideal) Eternal Honey' . So Timon's teacher Pyrrho has his position 
clarified by Timon's cryptic words 'But the object as perceived (the 
apparent) prevails on every side'. This seems a tribute to Diodorus. The 
apparent has the potentiality of the real, and therefore impresses our senses 
by the force of the real. The two faces of dvvaJlu; do not, however, predicate 
existence of anything or affirm any predicated term. 

In the Academy, Xenocrates as we saw turned away from Ideas in their 
original sense, but if Merlan' 6 is right to interpret his fragment 30 to mean 
'Ideas are eternal paradeigmatic causes of everything that is natural', then 
he seems to view them as both Stilponic entities and Diodoran forces. 
Xenocrates' belief in daemons may also be designed to meet Diodorus ' posi
tion by replacing Ideas with Vital Forces. Thus we might replace the state
ment Stilpo rejects-'Plato is (a) man', with a version at once suited to 
Stilponic process and Diodoran force-'Plato is vitalised by the humanising 
daemon' . 

At the Lyceum Dicaearchus rejected Aristotle's notion of substance as 
'matter individuated by form' and preferred the view that forms were mere 
properties of matter, denying thereby the existence of mind or soul. To 

55. A.A. Long, Hellenistic Philosophy, Duckw0rth 1974, p.83 . 
56. A.H . Armstrong, Camhridge History of Later Greek and Early Mediaeval Philosophy 
(1967), p.37 . 
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quote Cicero: " 

And that: e~tire f?rce, by which we do or feel anything, is consistently 
spread Withm all hve bodies and is not separable, in that it is nonexistent 
and there is nothing except one simple body, so formed that by the sym~ 
metry/ blend of its nature it lives and feels . 

Though_ closin~ the door o? traditional ideas of soul this admits something 
not unlike Stoic pneuma mto the system, thereby satisfying Diodorus in 
~or~e degree with ~ (orce. Again Stilpo is satisfied. All nouns expressing 
pn'?ary s~bstance m terms of the Categories will become qualifying pro

perties of mert matter (in my view expressed by the article) and 'second 
subst~nces' ~erely predicated properties. Thus Stilpo is met by our stating 
all thmgs of mert matter, not of bodily substances, let alone Gods! 
~hus ':~see all schools of third century philosophy had to state or restate 

t?eir positiOns to meet the strictures deriving from Megara. Such redefini
~IOn was not confined to their physics, logic and ethics: it also had its 
Impacts on theology. Without soul in the sublunary world, the Aristotelian 
unmoved mover absorbed in self-contemplation became a mere inert focus 
for ~~atural emulation without the need for rational co-operation. He did 
nothmg and received no predicates. Again, later Platonism and the Neo
Pythagorea~ ~nd. Neo-Platonist schools unite in separating the First God 
from all. activity m favour of an active predicatable Second God-a Logos 
o: _Demmrgos . For the Stoa the finite plenum of the Universe remains 
diVI~e , and of that World God there are again no predicates. Epicurus 
ad_m~tte~ly do~s postulate deities made up of very fine atomic showers 
ex1stmg m the_ rnterrr:undia between finite worlds. These beings, confined to 
the acts of fnendsh1p and contemplation, are really only a subdivision of 
the o?e unitar~ Aristo_telian God engaged in circular self-contemplation. 
~he fme .effl~vi~ of the1~ atoms enters human subconsciousness in sleep and 
g~ves an msp1ratwn and JO_Y to self-restrained philosophers which is not very 
different from that occasioned by the unrequited Aristotelian love of the 
perfec~io? of the Deity. To meet the needs of the men of Megara, the 
Hellemstic era was an age of Gods without predicates. 

57. Cic., Tusc. 1. 21. 
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s. Paul and .Stoic Physics 

R. G. TANNER, Newcastle, N.S.W. 

J. N. Sevenster has been the most recent of a long line of scholars to study the 
parallels between the eclectic Stoicism found in the writings of Seneca and the 
Epistles of S. PauLi From late antiquity the appearance of Paul before Seneca's 
brother Gallio at Corinth in 51 A.D. which is mentioned in Acts 18. 12-7 was 
assumed to have led to a meeting between Paul and Seneca in Rome and the 
secret conversion of the latter. Though S. Jerome noticed the currency of an 
alleged correspondence between the two in his de uiris illustribus of 392 A.D. and 
fourteen spurious epistles are extant, no scholar in the present century has believed 
that the reported contacts occurred. 2 

If this link with Seneca is a myth, could Paul have come into contact with 
Stoic notions through other channels? To affirm this likelihood we do not need to 
make any assumptions about the possible existence of a Stoic school in Tarsus or 
to speculate on the degree to which Stoicism was included in the syllabus offered 
by Gamaliel to his pupils at Jerusalem. As Michel Spanneut has observed in his 
valuable recent book, it was perfectly possible and indeed natural that any early 
Christian would acquire some awareness of Stoic views 'par une espece d'osmose', 
just as a modern European picks up some incidental knowledge of Freudianism 
or Marxism.3 Thus it is sufficient for us to assert that Paul lived and talked among 
other intelligent men to whom Stoic doctrines were part of the mental furniture of 
their age, and that the Apostle thus felt bound to present his own doctrines with 
an eye to the terminology and standpoint with which such hearers were familiar. 

A great deal has been done already about ethical parallelism between Paul and 
the Roman Stoics, but physical parallelism has been curiously neglected, perhaps 
due to the false impression that both Roman Stoicism and Christianity were 
primarily ethical systems. Now that both are recognised as interpretations of the 
Universe a change of approach is timely. Furthermore, the vitally important work 
of Sambursky makes it possible to look again at the physical implications of some 
of Paul's statements with fuller insight. 4 Finally, this study is conducted on two 
assumptions. The first postulate is that the physical system most familiar to Paul 
was that of the middle Stoa of Panaetius Boethus and Posidonius rather than 
that of earlier Stoic thought. The second claim, is that, pace Rist, the Stoic system 

1 J. N. Sevenster, Paul and Seneca, Brill, Leiden (Nov. Test. Supp. 4) 1961. 
2 C. W. Barlow, Epistolae Senecae ad Paulum et Pauli ad Senecam (quae uocantur), American 

Academy at Rome 1938 (printed in Austria) . 
3 M. Spanneut, Le Stoicisme des Peres de l'Eglise, pp. 73, 75- 6. 
4 S. Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1959. 
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had a number of developments and some substantial changes of attitude in the 
course of its history. 5 

The Content of Stoic Physics 

Sambursky's Physics of the Stoics will be quoted extensively in this section. We 
shall examine two aspects in some detail, cosmology and the nature of being on 
one hand, and psychology and perception on the other hand. 

A. The Universe and the Objects of Nature 

To the Stoic, the Universe is divine, alive, eternal and finite. Moreover, it is a 
material continuum in which there is no void, though it is surrounded by an 
infinite void. 6 Again, though they deemed this Parmenidean finite plenum to be 
eternal, the earlier Stoics also held it to be subject to a periodic l"nvewau; or cyclic 
consummation by conflagration whenever the heavens returned to their primor
dial position. This doctrine did not commend itself to all later Stoics. Thus both 
Panaetius and Boethus held the world to be eternal without such phases of 
l"nvewat~, concurring here with Aristotle's Peripatet ic School.7 

For the Stoic, then, everything, including the soul and God, was material. 
Objects were stable tensional fields consisting of inert substance held together by 
an active elastic material 9alled nvevfla. Soon Stoic physics came to identify this 
nvevfla with Aristotle's fifth element alfHJe, but it seems originally to have been an 
active blend of air and fire. Within any object there is a constant polarity between 
its pne~tmatic quality and its material substance. All objects are infinitely divis
ible, and it is thus possible for two objects to occupy the same space simultan
eously. Such a total reciprocal penetration was called "f!iiat~ &' oJov. Chrysippus 
used the example of mingling a little wine with much water. There is no chemical 
fusion here, nor suspension, as with sand in water, nor solution, as with salt in 
water, yet the two fluids though separate are inextricable even in an infinitely 
tiny drop of the resultant liquid. 

Such phenomena were held to justify the important doctrine of -r6vo~; in Latin, 
intensio. For a cup of wine to affect every drop of water in a bucketful one must 
regard the wine as far more tightly stretched than the water in every direction, 
and that it thereby becomes able to share all of the same volume of space. On this 
analogy it was held that the similar interpenetration of the fine, tense, elastic and 
intelligent matter called nvevfla throughout the universe gave shape, permanence, 
quality, and (where appropriate) life, to the objects of sense. Ilvevfla appears to 
act at different temperatures and varying levels of tension, but as a source of 
permanent sensible qualities it is called l~t~, while as the source of the vegetative 
principle of life, growth and decay in plants and creatures it is qn';at~; again, as the 
basis of all perception, movement, and other sensory response to stimuli in living 
creatures it is termed tpvxf] or soul; finally, as the capacity for reason in thought 

5 J. M. Rist, Stoic Philosophy, CUP, 1969. 
6 Arius Didymus apud Eusebius Praep. Evang. 15. 15. 
7 van Straaten, Panetius, p. 70. 
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and speech in man and God it is called Myo' (word or reason). A complex subject 
drawn from several substances and having various qualities like 'man' for in
stance will have numerous Uet,, whilst a stone might have only the three required 
to impose its shape, colour and texture. Again, the qn}at' of a man will be the com
bined qn)aet' of many organs and parts, as the Stoic physician Galen realised in 
the second century A. D. The 1JIVX?7 has eight parts, five input faculties, the rational 
judgement power or ~YEftOVt'Xov, and two output faculties. The input faculties are 
the five senses; the output faculties are sexuality and speech. Of course, the 
~ret-tovt'Xov also causes motion, but bodily movement is not regarded as an output, 
because no air or material is thereby expelled from the body except by the non
communicative acts of breathing, perspiring and excreting. According to Seneca, 
Chrysippus explained walking by the ~ret-tovt-xov itself reaching the feet.s However 
the central rational faculty was itself a pure intelligent nvevp,a which co-ordinated 
and processed the impulses of the other faculties . 9 

B. The Soul, Perception and Knowledge 

We now enter a field where it is likely that the Middle Stoa met the objections of 
the New Academy by some major modifications to the system of Zeno and 
Chrysippus. Unfortunately the few surviving short fragments leave much to 
conjecture in a development which one suspects of having been enormously in
fluential in Paul's thinking. But first we must examine the earlier orthodox Stoic 
position. 

How did the 1pv.x?] of man function 1 As Sambursky remarked: "It is through 
the incessant movement of nvevt-ta to and fro between the ~ret-tovt-xov and the 
surface of the body." He goes on to say: "we are probably right to see the tension 
set up in the optical nvevt-ta emitted by the eye as spherical wave motion." to It is a 
pity that after quoting another passage from Aetius regarding our hearing he 
cites a text from Diogenes Laertius in the following terms: "We hear when the 
air between the sonant body and the hearer is struck in spherical waves which 
impinge on the ears, just as the waves in a pool expand in circles when a stone is 
thrown in", he then writes "There is no direct evidence of an analogous picture in 
the case of light." 11 Actually the neglected Seneca produces precisely the same 
image to illustrate emission of light from the sun in his Quaestiones Naturales .12 

Sambursky goes on to explain that the seven other parts of the soul were re
garded as growing out of the ~ret-tovt-xov and extending through the body like 
tentacles of an octopus and maintained by tension in the nvevt-ta.13 Galen gives a 
parallel from anatomy, explaining that -r:ovt'XfJ 'XlvrJGt' or tensional motion keeps 
an extended arm immobile through the counterbalancing pulsations of the mus
cles holding it out.14 

s Seneca, Epp. 113. 23. 
9 D. L. 7. 158. 

10 Sambursky, op. cit., p. 2~: Aetius 4. 15. 5 and 4. 19. 4. 
u D. L. 7.158 : Sambursky p. 23. 
12 Seneca, Q. N. I , ii. 2- 3. 
13 Sambursky, op. cit. , p. 29. 
14 Galen, de musculorum motu, I, 7-8. 
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Such was the consensus of Stoic theory of sensation. But in their theory . of 
actual perception there was more debate. Zeno himself held that perception 
was the sole source of knowledge and that all sensations derived from stable 
objects were validly perceived. Cicero tells us that when Zeno held out his hand 
with fingers extended he called this sight: then, when he had bent his fingers 
slightly, he said that was like assent: finally, when he had clenched his fist, he 
likened it to comprehension.ts As the five fingers doubtless refer to our five senses, 
presentation is a better general term than sight. Other sources also tell us 
that when he had clasped the othedist over the. first one he called this knowledge, 
which was the result of repeated comprehension. Thus to Zeno the criterion of 
truth was the comprehensible presentation or q;av-caaLa ,;a"CaA1Jnu,;1] ,16 Accord
ing to Diogenes Laertius, Chrysippus and Antipater agreed with this, but the 
former also maintained inconsistently that the criterion was perception (a'lm'l'l]at~) 
and preconception (ne6A'1]1pt~) whilst Boethus, a contemporary of Panaetius, held 
that there were four criteria: attention (vov~ in the sense found in vovv neoaixstY), 
perception (a'tm'l'l]at~); desire or intention (oes;t~), and finally knowledge 
(lntar?Jt-t'IJ) 17. Regarding Panaetius himself, who was so deeply influenced by the 
disbelief of Arcesilaus and Carneades in the knowability of Platonic Forms, we 
should perhaps take van Straaten's interpretation of Sextus Empiricus Adv. Math. 
7. 253-8. If so, probability (nd}av6v) may have been the best criterion Pan
aetius could have derived from sense perception. We may thus suggest that his 
system involved four terms like those of Zeno or Boethus, but introduced two 
new concepts, belief (nLan~) and opinion (M;a). Thus his four terms may have 
been attention (vov~), perception (a'lm'!1Jm~), belief (nLau~) and opinion (M;a). 
This scheme would be in accord with the usage of ntan~ and M;a by Plato in 
relation to C, the upper segment of the visible part of the divided line 18. If our 
visual observation is the best criterion we have, then it can give a Platonist 
nothing better than material for belief or opinion, since knowledge is impossible 
without any vision of the Forms. Arcesilaus and the New Academy were thus 
consistent with Plato's methodology as far as they went, and any Middle Stoic 
influenced by their view would tend to use a terminology reflecting their position 
such as we have postulated for Panaetius. If this claim is correct, then any 
assumption of Panaetian Stoic influence on Paul's attitude to the criterion of 
knowledge would have an enormous effect on our interpretation of his use of 
nLau~ in the Epistles. 

To the early Stoics the judging faculty which exercised this criterion was the 
oe-&o~ A6yo~ -the intelligent globule of divine fire within a man's !jysftovt,;6v, or the 
rational nvsvt-ta which Galen held to be concocted in the brain tissue. This A6yo~ 
is of course material and the audible Myot or words which it utters are also sen
sible and therefore material objects. Despite their short duration, spoken words 
are as much physical events as is any more permanent association of inert matter 
and pneumatic vibration. But the ideas they express, the sense message passing 
through one's vibrant nvBVfta to the !jyBftOYt"6v and the replying pulsation passing 

15 Cicero, Academica, II, 145. 
16 Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math. 7. 151. 
17 D. L. 7. 54. 

• 

18 R. G. Tanner, L1uivota and Plato's Cave, CQ. n. s. vol. XX, 1970, pp. 81-91. 
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from the f)yeftOVt;{OV through one's vocal nvevfla to the speech organ - this Ae~-r6v 
or 'thing to be said' is incorporeal19. Such Ae~ux are controversial elements in 
Stoic epistemology, perhaps outwardly imperceptible rhythms in the nvevfla 
of the f)yeflOVt;{OV. However, whatever their precise interpretation in the system 
of the Stoics, we have now enough data to look at the physical basis of Stoic 
Ethics. 

The Physical Basis of Stoic Ethics and Eschatology 

In his chapter on the proposition that "all sins are equal" Rist well elucidates 
the Stoic viewpoint. He demonstrates that the real difference between the rank 
and fiJe of men - relatively good or relatively bad - on the one hand, and the 
Sage himself on the other, is a matter of pneumatic vibration2o. The vibrations 
of the generality of men exhibit irregularity which was called n-rola, which means 
fright or terror in the poets and excitement in philosophical works. In the con
text of physics it would be an irregular vibration. Thus in all mankind save 
the Sage this irregular vibration of the i!JVeVp,a occurred, and this was the source 
of all mi.fh] or unwholesome dispositions of the soul. So the Sage alone had a soul 
vibrating in perfect harmony in complete tune with the perfect rhythmic regu
larity of the great closed system of the universal Ilvevp,a. Thus the Sage and Pro
vidence will always wish the same things, and the Sage will therefore be auto
matically morally inerrant through his physical nature. Thus no man could be 
truly virtuous except the impeccable Sage, who has in his 'IJlVX~ tensional rhythms 
corresponding with those in the divine universal nvevfta. To the early Stoa such 
Sages appeared rarely by a special disposition of Providence, and their true wis
dom could not be attained by human endeavour. 

To the Middle Stoa influenced by Platonic theories of education the prospect 
for the average man was more optimistic. Correct knowledge of the universe 
will begin to affect a man's internal rhythms as the absorption of this information 
through the senses begins to affect the vibrations of the f)yeftOVt;{6v. This process 
will lead to reduction of n-ro{a and progress towards an approximation to perfect 
vibration. Such a man is called in Greek neo~6nunv and in Latin proficiens 
because he is making some advance. But like a violin or piano which remains 
technically out of tune whilst even one string is wrong and then with the final 
adjustment becomes at once in tune, the proficient is still a fool and not a sage 
until that final moment of total harmonization when he instantly achieves wis
dom. The Sage is thus automatically impeccable through his very physical 
nature. 

Next, where did the Middle Stoa stand regarding constituents of the VJVX~~ 
Boethus placed the deity in the ether in the zone of fixed stars, and both he and 
Panaetius were disposed to consider the soul as a composite substance which 
perishes at death. Rist therefore regards the nve -rexvt~6v or creative divine fire 
as being excluded from Boethus' idea of soul21. It is thus likely that the Middle 

19 Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math. 8. 73-7. 
20 Rist, op. cit., p. 88. 
21 Rist, op. cit., pp. 185-6. 

32 Studia Evangelica VII 
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Stoic notion of the soul compound was fiery nvc:v11a with air. Seneca's statements 
regarding air tend to bear this out. "The unity of the atmosphere may, in fact, 
be inferred from the mere coherence of our bodies. What else is it that holds them 
together save aid What else is it by which the soul is stirred? What constitutes 
that motion if it be not tension? What tension can there be except from unity? 
What unity could there be unless it were in the aid" 22 If we examine Galen's 
view we shall find that despite his scepticism about infinite varieties of nvc:v11a 
he distinguishes vital and rational nvc:vf1a. "We shall confine our discussion of 
Galen's idea about nvc:vfla to the consideration of the two of which he explicitly 
spoke, the respiratory (vital) pneuma and the cerebral (psychic) pneuma .. . 
Only the vital pneuma is supposed to derive directly from the inhaled air .. . 
The psychic pneuma is a separate entity derived from the vital pneuma." 23 
Now if we recall that a rigidly tense violin string produces sound only when 
struck by a yet more rigid bow or finger, it will occur that the psychic nvc:v11a 
might be tm1ed by the impact of a yet tenser, more highly stretched and finer 
drawn nvc:vf1a. By opening his mind through knowledge gained from perception, 
a middle Stoic proficient might admit into that mind the tuning impacts of the 
most intense nvcVfla, that belonging to the recta ratio of Providence. Such a 
view seems needful to explain the openness to moral progress of the Middle Stoa 
in contrast with the earlier school, where progress to wisdom seems inordinately 
hard. If we recall as well that Paul's word for spirit is always nvc:Vfla we shall be 
prepared for further implications later. 

Lastly, let us look at Stoic eschatology. According to Cleanthes, all souls persist 
till the lxnvewat~, but Chrysippus held this to be true for the souls of the wise 
alone.24 On separation from the body the 1pvx1] would rise up to the level of the 
moon. However, lacking a body in which to maintain its tension and upon which 
its nvc:v11a can react, this 1pvxfJ can neither receive sense impressions by percep
tion nor communicate its reactions by speech. Thus the soul surviving death is 
imprisoned with the state of mind it had at the point of death, and is physi
cally unable to act or to gain further experience. This doctrine provided the 
Stoic rationale for suicide: it was better to die of one's own choice than to perish 
in agonies of malignant illness or to face years of disgrace or else a violent and 
painful execution. Any of these final agonies would otherwise continue to be a 
perpetual grief to the isolated disembodied soul till it merged again in the universal 
soul at the time of lx:rcvewm~. 

Stoic Physical Concepts in Saint Paul 

To avoid controversy, we shall here regard the Epistles severely, following the 
distinctly sceptical position of Bultmann in regarding as assuredly Pauline only 
Romans, first and second Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians, first Thessalonians, 
and Philemon. 

Nevertheless, let us first consider the speech at Athens as reported in Acts. 
Many years ago Percy Gardner observ~d: "From the speeches of Paul set forth 

1-

22 Seneca, Q. N., II, vi, 6-7. 
23 Rudolph Siegel, Galen's System of Physiology & Medicine, Karger, Basel, p. 188. 
24 D. L. 7. 157. 
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in Acts we cannot draw very definite conclusions." 25 Later in reference to this 
particular speech he states: ''Luke here goes a little too far; for it is scarcely 
possible to imagine the Paul of the Epistles taking so academic and philosophic a 
line. The pupil is carried away by the magic of Athens and attributes to Paul too 
much of his own astonishing versatility."26 Now we are apt to please ourselves 
in treating Paul's reported addresses according to convenient preconceptions. The 
speech in Jerusalem about Paul's studies under Gamaliel the Pharisee in ch. 22 
is generally taken as a partly valid report because it explains his masterly grasp 
of Jewish tradition and his earlier motives. Yet it is equally true that the Athe
nian speech reports views which are also implicit in some Epistles, but, because 
it is unfashionable to see Stoic influences in Paul, we rule it out of court. Let 
us now look at it without prejudice. 

The quotation in Acts 17. 28 rov yae xai yivo~ lafleY is beyond doubt from the 
Stoic poet Aratus of Soli, not far from Tarsus. The only issue is whether Paul 
actually used it or Luke merely attributed it to him. Let us look at a modern 
version. "He is himself the universal giver of life and breath and all else. He 
created every race of men of one (stock) to inhabit the whole earth's surface. He 
fixed the epochs of their history and th~ limits of their territory. They were to 
seek God, and, it might be, touch and find him; though indeed he is not far from 
each one of us, for in him we live and move, in him we exist: as some of your 
poets have said, 'We are also his offspring'." 27 Paul here is made to affirm the 
providence of the deity and his craftsmanship - Aetius' 'craftsmanlike fire' ad
vancing on its way to the creation of the whole Cosmos.2s Again we see the crea
tion of all from one (substance)- a concept like Sambursky's dynamic continuum. 
Here too we find a God in whom all creatures exist- surely an universal nvc:vfla. 
The rendering 'touch' for 1p'f)Aaqnjac:tav is unfortunate: in Plato29 it means to grope 
for something in the dark. Given Zeno's notion of xaniA'f)1pt~ or 'grasping' as a 
term for comprehension, Paul's chosen word here suggests Boethus' term oec:~t~ 
(desire or intense effort), and the possibility that Paul is assenting to this feature 
of Middle Stoic revisions of Zeno. Finally, in v. 31 we learn that God is about to 
judge the world - xelvc:w T~Y oixovf1Sv'YJY. But in Greek philosophical writings this 
verb often means 'separate out' (LSJ sense I). Is this reference to a last judgment 
or to the resolution of things into elements at the lxnvewat~ ? 

But whatever the historical relation of the report in Acts to some speech by 
Paul, there are abundant traces of Stoic physical thought in the text of the Epist
les. Galatians offers a good instance of that cosmopolitanism arising from belief 
in the unity of all the nvcVfla in all beings which characterised the Stoa being 
restated in terms of Christ. "Baptised into union with him, you have put on Christ 
as a garment. There is no such thing as Jew and Greek, slave and freeman, male 
and female; for you are all one person in Christ Jesus (3. 27-8)." This role of 
Christ as the basis of pneumatic continuity raises the physical meaning of baptism 
in Paul's system. For this we turn to the Roman Epistle, ch. 6. "By baptism we 

25 Percy Gardner, Religious Experience of S. Paul, Williams & Norgate, 1913, p. 9. 
26 Percy Gardner, op. cit. p. 11. 
27 Diels, Doxographi Graeci, p. 305. 
2s Aetius, Plac, I 7, 33 = SVF II 306, 19-25 
29 Protagoras, 310c1. bmp1)J.etgnjaa~;. 
32• 
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were buried with him and lay dead in order that, as Christ was raised, we might 
set our feet on the new path of life (v. 4) ... Sin must no longer reign in your 
mortal body ... You must no longer put its several parts at sin's disposal, as imple~ 
ments for doing wrong ... yield your bodies to God as implements for doing right, 
for sin shall no longer be your master (12-14) ... What then? Are we to sin, 
because we are not under law but under grace? Of course not (v. 19) . .. when you 
were slaves to sin, you were free from the control of righteousness; and what 
was the gain? . .. But now, freed from the commands of sin, and bound to the 
service of God, your gains are such as make for holiness, and the end is eternal 
life. For sin pays a wage, and the wage is death, but God gives freely, and his 
gift is eternal life in union with Christ Jesus our Lord." (vv. 21-33). 

From this passage it is clear that the metaphor of slavery is used to imply 
physical constraint at work in a man's body. Sin (af.lae-da) is in essence the Stoic 
n-rota, or irregular vibration. At baptism the impact of the holy nvBVf.la on the 
ijysf.lOVt'X,OV of a man regularises the vibration of his soul, mak~ng him at o~ce 
impeccable like a Stoic sage. Thereafter he is under grace, whiCh means bemg 
bound to righteousness like its slave: that is, he now is naturally inerrant. Finally, 
just as the address at Athens suggested Pauline sympathy with Boethus' theory 
of perception, so here the Apostle appears to side with Chrysippus against ?le
anthes in insisting that only the souls of Sages will persist till the consummatiOn: 
for those physically exposed ton-rota or af.lae-rta there is total death. In 7. 22-5 
Paul gives a Middle Stoic picture of the Christian proficient who still lacks the 
power of the holy nvBvf.la. "When I want to do right, only wrong_ is within. ~y 
reach. In my inmost self I delight in the law of God, but I percmve there IS m 
my bodily members a different law (i.e., the mota) fighting against the law that 
my reason ( = oefJo<; Myo<;) approves, and making me a prisoner in my members 
under the law of sin ... Who is there to rescue me out of this body doomed to 
death? God alone, through Jesus Christ ... In a word, then, I myself in my vov<; 
am bound to the law of God, but in my crae~ ( = "PVX'tl in Plutarch)30 a slave to the 
law of sin." The notion of the persistence of the soul of the deceased sage or 
saint raises the question of the resurrection of the body. Because Stoics believed 
that disembodied souls were locked in their own inner consciousness in total iso
lation till their absorption in the final consummation, it follows that any Stoic 
wishing to offer such souls scope for further experience and enlightenment would 
be obliged to postulate some form of reembodied life, for th~ ijyBf.lOVt')(,?v 
can only act through pneumatic tension in matter. Thus only embodiment agam 
could allow a soul once separated from its former body to act and suffer anew. 
Paul appears to grapple with this problem in I Cor. 15. 35-49, regarding the new 
body as not necessarily like the old, but simply a necessary postulate for new 
activity, and comparing the dead corpse with a seed buried in the ground from 
which a quite different-looking shoot emerges to permit the continuity of the old 
life buried in the seed. "It is sown a body formed by '!flVX'tJ and it is raised a body 
formed by nvsvf.la. For if there is a body formed by '!flVX'tJ, there is also one for~ed 
by nvsvf.la. The first man Adam was madeintoaliving'lflvx'tJ, the last Adam (Chnst) 
into a life-giving nvsvf.la. But not first that of nvsvf.la, but first that body formed 

30 Plut. 2. 107F (Consolatio ad Apollonium). 
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with '!flVX'tJ, then that body formed with nvsvf.la. The first man came from the 
earth, the second man is from heaven. And as we have worn the image of the 
earthly, so we shall wear the image of the heavenly. " The earlier reference to the 
varying splendour of different stars to illustrate various resurrection bodies again 
may suggest Paul's sympathy with Boethus, who placed his deity amid the fixed 
stars. On this matter of resurrection First Thessalonians is also of interest. "For 
the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the 
archangel, and with the trump of God; and the dead in Christ shall rise first . Then 
we which remain alive shall be caught up in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air; 
and so shall we be ever with the Lord." (4. 16-18) Souls released from t he grave 
or living body rise towards the moon, but are met by the lifegiving nvBvf.la 
which reclothes them in a new body. 

For our last study we turn to I Cor., 13. Now to a Stoic a normal man's atten
tion is directed by his natural conceptions and preconceptions (8vvowfne6A.1J'!jlt<;). 
In Stoic terms, then, Paul might say that he had introduced repentance (f.ls-ravow) 
in place of Stoic 8vvota or natural conception. Then, just as Panaetian vov<;fewow 
would lead to a'icrfJnm<;, ntau<; and M~a, so Pauline f.lB'<avow would lead first to 
i!).nt<; (not only hope but expectation), which was followed by ntau<; or belief as 
in the Panaetian scheme. However the word probably had to Paul both the 
Panaetian sense of accepting the proba-ble (mfJav6v) and an implication of the 
parallel Boethan "reaching out" (oesgt<;) towards the probable. This process, 
followed no doubt by Baptism, has a crucial effect. At baptism the direct impact 
of the holy nvsvf.la on the ijysf.lovtx6v is called grace (xaet~;). This produces a har
monised vibration whereby a man 'dies' to sin (af.lae-rtajmota) and is 'reborn' 
impeccable. Thus xaet<; is the term corresponding to Panaetian oo~a or Boethan 
l:nw-r'tJf.l'rJ according to our view of Pauline epistemology. 

Thus the steady neor.on't] or progress in ntcru<; of a man still unwise ends in a 
flash with the sudden transformation of the same man into a sage or saint. Such a 
man is possessed of the true Stoic happiness or svoatf.lovta which Paul calls aw-rneta 
or salvation. As Cicero, a great admirer of Panaetius, is also given to writing salus 
where we might expect felicitas , it is conceivable that Panaetius himself replaced 
~:voatf.lovta by the new term aw-rneta. Of course Paul alone would be responsible 
for the richer Christian implications, but it is possible that either Panaetius 
or Boethus first adapted it . . 

Furthermore, in de Officiis III Cicero stresses that Antipater of Tarsus, the 
true founder of the Middle Stoa, had emphasised the second Stoic primary im
pulse of love for others over the first such primary impulse towards self-prese~
vation. To him a sage must show an outgoing self-forgetting concern for what IS 

best for the greatest number of men as his main ethical impulse arising from being 
in harmony with the Cosmos. To Paul this impulse was often known ,as ~yann, 
and in Galatians 5. 22 we find a fuller list of all the nine results of xaet<; m the 
human ijysf.lOVtx6v. These fruits of the Spirit (nvsvf.la) are love, joy, peace, lon~
suffering, gentleness, goodness, trust, meekness, temperance. They are _not quah
ties to be cultivated, merely the automatic results of xaet<;, just as frmts are the 
automatic physical products of a pear tree. 

Finally, then, though admitting that many threads of Jewish and. Greek ~ra
dition cohere in Paul's Epistles, one may suggest that certain of h1s doctrmes 
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owe at least some debt to Stoic - particulary Middle Stoic -physical theories. 
These are the impeccability or persistence of the baptised, the resurrection of 
the body, and the second advent. There also may be a link between Stoic epis
temology and pneumatology and the Pauline doctrines of repentance, baptismal 
grace, and the three theological virtues. This is not to deny the syncretist fea
tures of his thought, but to stress a neglected element in the amalgam of his 
doctrine which recent scholarship has rendered more susceptible of study. 
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Gottesverstiindnis und Saturnkult 835 

20. Tertul1ian, cor. 7, 4: ' Saturnum Pherecyde s ante omnes refert coronatum ' 
(C.C.L. 2 , 1048) . 

21 . Tertul1ian, adv . Marc . I, 8 , 2: ' Ne Saturnum quidem tanta hodie antiquitas 
deum probabit , quia et i11um nouitas a1iquando produxerit, cum primum consecrauit ' 
(C.C.L . 1, 449) . 

22. Tertul1ian , apoZ . 9 , 3f: ' nee ... aut mor es suos a1iqui deus mut at . cum propriis 
fi1iis Saturnus non pepercit, extraneis utique non par cendo perseuerabat ' (C.C.L . 
1, 102). 

23. Zuletzt etwa von M. Leg1ay: ' Il n ' est que de voir l ' application avec laquelle 
les Chretiens reprennent pour le compte de leur Dieu les titres , les symbo1es, les 
puissances, meme agraires et guerissences, du dieu pai en pour s 'en convaincre ' 
( Saturne Afri cain 488 ) . 

24. Tertul1ian, scorp. 1, 8 : 'An deus hominarn sanguinem flagitat, rnaxime si 
taurorum et hircorurn recusat ? 1 (C. C. L. 2 , 1070) . 

25 . Ebd. 7 , 7 (C.C.L . 2 , 1082). Vgl. oben Anm . 8. 
26. Ebd. 7, 1: ' Incutiat adhuc scorpius homicidurn deurn u entilans' (C . C. L. 2 , 1081) . 
27 . Unter dem Aspekt Meister - SchUler fUhrt Tertullian , Scorpiace 9 , 6 , eher 

beilaufig das Motiv der Angleichung des Martyr ers an Christus aus. Zur Eigenart 
seiner Martyro1ogie siehe H. von Campenhausen, Idee des Martyriums, 119f . 

28 . Tertullian, scorp. 7 , 1: ' sed et talem deurn de fiduc ia rati oni s amplectar , 
qua ratione etiam ipse se plus quam homic idam pronuntiauit ex sophiae suae persona , 
uoce Solomonis . Sophia, inquit, iugulauit filios suos ' (C . C.L. 2 , 1081) . 

29 . Ebd. 9 , 1 : 1Cuius sophia filios suos iugulare non norit ' (C.C.L. 2 , 1084). 
30. Zur Diskussion der Stelle siehe A. Vaccari, ' Dove sta scritto che Dio 

"strangola i propri fili " ? ' , in: Scritti di Erudizione e di FiZologia II (Roma, 
1958), 7- 11; J . Ziegler , ' Zwei Beitrage zu Sir ach ', in : B. Z. NF 8 (1964) , 277- 280 ; 
J . B. Bauer , ' Drei Cruces ', in: B. Z. NF 9 (1965), 84- 91. 

31. J.B. Bauer, op . cit ., 86ff. 
32 . So J . Ziegler, op . cit., 280 . 
33 . Tertullian , scorp . 4 , 2 : 'ut aut alium deum insinuet ' (C . C. L. 2 , 1076). 
34 . Tertullian verweist Scarp. 4, 3 und 5 , 1 ausdrucklich an seine Widerlegung 

Markions . Vg1. A. von Harnack, Marcion . Das EvangeZium vom fremden Gott . Eine 
Monographie zur Geschichte der GrundZegung der katho Zischen Kirche ( Neudr. Darmstadt, 
1960) ; E.P. Meijering , ' Bemerkungen zu Tertullians Polemik gegen Marcion (Adversus 
Marcionem 1 , 1-25) ', in: V. C. 30 (1976), 81-108 . 

35 . Tertullian, scarp . 5 , 3: ' Bonum contendo martyriurn apud eundem deum, a quo 
et prohibetur et punitur idol olatria' (C.C .L. 2 , 1077). 

36 . Siehe E.P. Meijering , op . cit. , 104ff. 



The Aim of Lactantius in the 
Liber de Mortibus Persecutorum 

R. G. Tanner 

Newcastle , N .S . W. 

THE first question, our confidence in the Lactantian authorship of the work, 

need not detain us . As Professor Timothy Barnes remarked in 1973: 

The decisive arguments in favour (of its correct attribution) 
were formulated at the beginning of the present century: the 
historical accuracy and detail of de Mortibus Persecutorum prove 
a date within Lactantius 1 lifetime: the differences of style 
from Lactantius ' undisputed works derive from differences of 
genre, of audience, and in the author ' s state of mind, while 
persuasive similarities of thought indicate the same author . 
Few have subsequently doubted Lactantius ' authorship.1 

Granting that the work comes from the pen of our ' Christian Cicero ' whose Divine 

Institutes are so reminiscent of the philosophical writings of Tully himself, one mus1 

readily confess that the inspiration of the treatise now before us must be other than 

Ciceronian. But what then was this other inspiration? Moreau has drawn attention to 

an interesting element in the death of Galeri us _2 In his edition with introduction , 

text and commentary he obser ves that Galerius Maximi anus here, like Antiochus Epiphane1 

in II Maccabees , exhibits the type of the classical ~Eo~axo~, and that both, like 

Queen Pheretime of Cyrene
3 

or Eunus the Sicilian bandit rebel4, are afflicted by a 

divine punishment- la maladie vermiculaire . Have we here a Judaeo- Christian use of 

a Hellenistic theme? 

In the proceedings of our 1971 Conference M. Rouge of Lyon pursues this possibilit 

further in a paper entitled De Mortibus Persecutorum - 5me livre de Maccabees? 5 He 

points out that the general evidence of our sources suggests that Galerius died of 

gangrene, like Cambyses in Hdt . III.66; whilst non- biblical sources attribute the 

demise to Antiochus Epiphanes t o consumption rather than intestinal worms devouring 

his flesh engendering them. Yet Lactantius in the case of Galerius - and II Mace. in 

the case of Antiochus - award to their per secutors the maladie vermiculaire appropri

ate to a ~Eo~axo~ of pagan Greek tradition. Rouge is thus disposed to suggest that 
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I I Maccabees was the model and inspir at i on of our Lactantian work . 

In pursuing this view Rouge remarks that both II Maccabees and de Mort. Persec . 

begin as a 'hymne d ' action de grace - une psaume - comme le montre ces premiers mots 

"audiuit dominus orationes tuas "' .6 On the same page he draws attent i on to the re

markable parallel of the Vulgate Latin text of II Mace . 9.5 - 28: Dominus deus Israel 

percussit eum insanabili et inuisibili plaga with de Mort . Persec . 33: Iam decimus 

et octauus annus agebatur , cum percussit eum deus insanabili plaga . Further Rouge 

also discerns remarkable parallel s between the structural patterns of II Maccabees 

and de Mort . Persec. ' Mais le paroxysme de l eurs persecuteur s precede de peu le 

chatiment divin , le r econnaissance par eux de la puissance de Di eu, du Di eu unique, 

si bien que le l ettre d ' Epiphane accordant sans l e dire explicitement l a liberte de 

culte aux Juifs correspond tres exactement a l ' edit de tolerance de Galere ' ? He 

similarly cites a fine instance of tyrannus and belua both appearing in their Lact 

antian sense in the Vulgate of II Mace . 4.25 : [Menelas ] animos uero crudelis tyranni 

et ferae beluae iram gerens, which parallels closely the text of de Mort. Persec . 

2 , 7 : Nero .. . tyrannus impotens ... mala bestia.8 Of course , Rouge leaves open the quest 

ion whether Lactantius actuall y read the Old Testament himself or merely, according 

to received opinion , followed Cyprian, Letter 58 .9 An issue of more interest, perhaps, 

which fails to attract his attention here, is whether Jerome was so struck with the 

possibly deliberate r esemblance to the tone of II Maccabees in Lactantius' work that 

he consciously chose Lactantian phrases when he made his own Latin version of Macca

bees three quarters of a century later. A self- condemned 'wretched Ciceronian ' might 

readily have followed the ' Christian Cicero ' even in this non- Ciceronian matter . 

However, if this work is not (or not merely) a ' fifth book of the Maccabees ' in 

its design, how are we to explain the literary intention of the de Mortibus Persecut

orum? First of all, to a Latinist i ts Virgili an quotations are as striking as the 

Ciceronian excerpts of the Divine Institutes , and they are placed most str ategically , 

hardly by accident. The f i rst in Chapter 12 r efers to the start of persecution at 

the Terminalia of 303 A.D. with a quotation (Aen, IV. 169) about the consequences 

for Dido of her act i ons with Aeneas in the cave during the storm. The persecutors 

take a s imilarly irrevocable step ; and thus the use of this text seems not merely 

appropriate , but significantly intended to suggest the impli cat i ons underlying these 

events . 

Let us consider the other cases . The quotation of Chapter 16 (Aen . VI , 625 - 7) sums 

up the torments of the persecution described in Chapter 15, and is followed with an 

account of the personal sufferi ngs of the Confessor Donatus to whom the work is ad

dressed. Chapter 30 refers to the exposure and punishment of the vill ainy of Maximian 

with the aid of two Vi r gilian extracts . When caught in the act of murder he is as un

moved as was Dido addressed by Aeneas in the underworld (Aen. VI , 471) . Then like 
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Amata whose scheming with Turnus had brought upon Aeneas the Rutulian War, Maximian 

hangs himself, the quotation in effect lodging upon him the whole guilt of the sit

uation (Aen. XII, 603). Chapter 33 again offers two passages, referring here to the 

doom of Galerius . The first (Georgie III, 549-50) relates to an incurable plague a

mongst animals, the second (Aen. II, 222-4) describes the dying shrieks of Laocoon 

the priest of Neptune who had tried to prevent the fated entry of the Wooden Horse 

and is then slain by portentous monsters in the very act of sacrifice. Here there is 

thus added an implication of the irresistible divine purpose . Finally Chapter 44 has 

three Virgilian quotations in its account of Constantine ' s victory over Maxentius at 

the Milvian Bridge. The first (Aen . II , 59-62) rather oddly praises Constantine ' s 

daring with an implication that he shares Sinon's duplicity at Troy. This may refer 

to his allegedly inspired use of the X symbol : he did not become a Christian till 

many years later. The second (Aen . X, 757) simply implies the fight was as stubborn 

as that between Trojans and Latins when Mezentius fell . The last (Aen. XI, 832- 3) 

may make a parallel between Maxentius and the brave but luckless girl Camilla ' s rash 

ness, but the pun Maxentius/Mezentius is probably also implicit here. 

It may be suggested that the use of these evocative Virgilian passages by Lact

antius implies a desire to see the events between 303 and 312 A.D. in terms of a 

foundation legend of Rome as a Christian state in parallel with Aeneas ' coming to 

Italy to found a continuing Trojan culture destined to abid.e on the hills of Rome .10 

Given that such may be the intent, it is of interest to examine the description of 

the Ascens i on given by Lactantius, which is not very similar to the standard Gospel 

treatment, but surprisingly like the Livian account of the Assumption of Romulus. 

Let us set out the two accounts. Lactantius 2.3: quo officio repleto circumuoluit 
1 

eum procella nubis et subtractum oculis hominum rapuit in caelum. Against this, con-
2 3 4 5 6 7 

sider the correspondences from LivY , I . 16: subito coorta tempestas cum magno fragore 
tonitribusque tam denso regem1 operuit nimbo ut conspectum eius contioni abstulerit 

1 3 5 4 
... nee deinde in terris Romulus fuit . Romana pubes credebat . .. sublimem raptum proceU 

7 6 2 

Should we then see in Lactantius a 'Christian LivY ' offering a foundation legend 

for the new Christian Rome as well as a ' Christian Cicero ' ? This perhaps is at least 

a subsidi ary aim in writing de Mortibus Persecutorum.11 
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APPENDIX OF TEXTS 

A. Uses of Virgil to illustrate an Epic Foundation Legend for the new Post- Constan
tinian Christendom: passages cited : 

12. 1 

16 . 2 

i lle dies primus l eti primusque malorum 
causa fuit 

- Aen. IV, 169-170 

[Dido's intercourse wi th Aeneas in the cave leads her to death] 

non, mihi si linguae centum sint, oraque centum, 
ferrea uox, omnes scelerum comprendere formas, 
omnia poenarum percurrere nomina possim . 

- Aen. VI , 625 - 627 
[The Sibyl tells Aeneas of the torments of sinners in Tartarus] 

N.B. Thes e passages refer fi r st to the decision to start the Persecution at the 
Terminalia, and then to its enforcement (except in Gaul) . 

30 . 5 dura sil ex aut stet Marpesia cautes. 

- Aen. VI , 471 

[Dido ' s stony silence when Aeneas tries to address her ghost ] 

ac no dum informis leti trabe necti t ab alto 

- Aen . XII , 603 

[suicide of Amata who urged Turnus on against Aeneas over Lavinia] 

N.B . The f irst refers to Maximian caught trying to assassinate Constantine at 
Massilia, the second to his s uicide by hanging. 

33 . 4 

33.8 

cessere magistri 
Phillyrides Chiron Amythaoniusque Melampus 

- Georgie III, 549-550 

[the imposs i bility of checking universal epidemic among animals ] 

clamores simul horrendos ad sidera tollit: 
qualis mugitus, fugit cum saucius aram 
taurus et incertum excussit ceruice securim. 

- Aen. II, 222- 224 

[Laocoon the pr iest shrieks as two huge snakes appear and strangle ~im 
in the act of sacrifice] 

N.B. This describes first the incurable nature of Galerius' illness, then the 
shrieks of agony he utters as the worms devour his entrails . 

44.3 confirmato animo Constantinus et ad utrumque paratus 

This is an echo of Aeneid II, 59- 62 referring to the defeat of Maxentius at 
the Milvian Bridge. 

qui se ignotum uenientibus ultro 
hoc ipsum ut strueret Troiamque aperiret Achivis, 
obtulerat, fidens animi atque in utrumque paratus, 
seu uersare dolos seu certae occumbere morti. 

Both seek to take cities by strategem, but the comparison of Sinon and Con
stantine is curious, unless the use of X is seen as a piece of trickery . 
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44 . 6 neque his fuga nota neque illis 

- Aen. X, 757 

[This refers to the battle of the Trojans against the Latins and Mezenti 

44.9 eo [Maxentio] uiso pugna crudescit echoes 
tum uero immensus surgens ferit aurea clamor 
sidera : deiecta crudescit pugna Camilla 

- Aen. XI , 832 - 833 

N. B. Perhaps Lactantius sees Maxentius as a Camilla- type figure . If he has the 
previous passage in view , there may be a Mezentius/11axentius association in 
Lactantius ' mind also . 

B. Livian t ouches identifying a common function for Jesus and Romulus: 

quo offic i o repleto airaumuoluit eum proaeZZa nubis 
1 2 3 

et subtraatum oaulis hominum rapuit in aaelum. 
4 5 6 7 

- Lactantius 2 . 3 

Subito coorta tempestas cum magno fragore tonitribusque 

tam denso regem operuit nimbo ut aonspeatum eius contioni 
1 3 5 

abstulerit . . . nee deinde in terris Romulus fuit. Romana pubes 
4 

credebat . . . sublimem raptum proaeZZa . 
7 6 2 

- Livy I , 16 

The Lactantian Ascension text is rather dissimilar to the Gospels, and full of 
verbal echoes of the Livian Assumption of Romulus . 
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Chrysostom's Exegesis of Romans 

R. G. Tanner 

Newcastle, N.S. W. 

THIS paper is not a study of the theology or the work of either the Apostle of 

the Gentiles or his great Antiochene commentator. Rather it i s an attempt to 

discover how Chrysostom visualised the role of his Homilies in expounding the 

writings of St. Paul to the citizens of Ant i och. Whether one preach to the congreg

ations of Antioch or to those of Constantinople, the Roman Epistle is of peculiar 

significance. As the great preacher makes clear in 757B- C (Hom. XXXIII) , Rome is 

above all cities glorious as the place of martyrdom of both Pet er and Paul . 

Secondly, as the conflicts surrounding John ' s own deposition in A.D . 404 make clear , 

there is a growi ng tendency in the Eastern Church to regard Rome as the main seat 

of Christian authority , as is well witnessed in the appeals of Chrysostom and his 

friends to Pope Innocent in the crisis of A.D. 404. It is therefore reasonable to 

see Chrysostom ' s treatment of the Roman Epistle as expressing his concept of Church 

unity and Church doctrine as based on apostolic foundations . 

In his preface , Homily I, the traditional Ar~ument, the preacher leaves us in 

no doubt that the literate and prominent classes of cities like Antioch and Con

stantinople were no more prone to read the Bible than similar persons in modern 

England. Praising Paul , he observes ' But I grieve that not all people know him, as 

they should know him, but some are so far ignorant of him that they do not even 

know the exact number of his Epistles ' (425Bl-4) . With such a congregation of 

perhaps cultured but decidedly ill- informed 'light believers' he needed to read and 

explain the epistle rather than enter into profound analysi s. 

The preacher begins his preface by recalling how frequent liturgical readings of 

Paul cause him to enjoy the ' Pneumatic Trumpet ' and arouse his longings so much 

that he feels he sees Paul present before his eyes. Understanding comes not from 

natural gifts of intellect but from our commitment to the man and constant reading . 

Before all other s , lovers recognize the property of the beloved through their 

1185 
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constant caring. This ergument is drawn from Plato 's Phaedo '73d5 - l0 . If we read 

scripture, we need nothing further besides, for the word of Christ ' Seek and ye 

shall find, knock and it shall be opened' is faithful . John rebukes his hearers in 

426A for giving more attention to making money from each other than t o the hearing 

of the word . In 426A7-9 he regards ignorance of scripture as the cause of the 

growth of heresy , of careless living and worthless labours. Paul 's great eloquence 

however is a light to illuminate the mind, being likened by his pagan contempor 

aries in Acts to that of Hermes. 

From 426C4 onwards we are offered a valuable discussion of the relative chronol

ogy of these Epistles of Paul. At 427Dl0 he explains this is no superfluous 

labour, but a key to consistent interpretation, 'The date of the epistles contrib

utes no little to our investigations .. . . When I see him writing to Romans and 

Colossians on the same matter yet not in the same manner, but with great condescen

sion to the first when he says "Him that is weak in the Faith receive ye, but not 

to doubtful disputations. For one believeth that he may eat all things: another, 

who is weak, eateth herbs" (xiv, l - 2) . But to the Colossians he writes in plainer 

terms "Wherefore, if ye be dead with Christ from the rudiments of the world, why 

as though living in the world are ye subject to ordinances - Touch not, Taste not, 

Handle not-?" (ii, 20-l) 428A4-B2 ... . At f irst one must make allowance, later on 

no longer. In many other places one finds him doing the same. The doctor and 

teacher behave thus also, those falling ill are not treated like those on the road 

to health nor little children beginning to learn like those needing higher study. 
1 

He then turns to another important exegetic factor. 'Then to some Paul wrote 

moved by some cause or policy . This he makes clear to the Corinthians (I Cor . vii , 

l ) "Now concerning the things whereof ye wrote to me it is good for a man not to 

touch a woman"... Now from what caus.e and with what purpose did he write to the 

Romans? He explains because they are "full of goodness, filled with all knowledge , 

able to admonish one another, nevertheless, brethren, I have written the more 

boldly in some sort, as putting you in mind, because of the grace that is given me 

of God that I should be the minister of Jesus Christ to the Gentiles" (xv, 14-16) · 
1 

Chrysostom explains that the praise is protreptic in aim and that they need 

correction in writing, and that since he is yet to arrive, he harmonises them in 

two ways, by the aid of writings and the expectation of his presence (428Bl-C9) . 

He concludes 'No one was more amathes than Peter or more idiotes than Paul, "but 

though I be rude in speech, yet not in knowledge" (2 Cor. xi, 6) is sufficient 

answer, and these two have put to silence all the orators and vanquished all philo

sophers, doing all things through their zeal and God ' s Grace' (428E4 - 429A2) . 

So broadly Paul can only be understood by those who care for him. Learning may 

aid but does not repl ace commitment. Considerations of date and purpose help us to 

resolve apparent conflicts of interpretation between different epistles or variou s 
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parts of the same epistle. 

Turning from the exegetic principles laid down by the preacher in his prefatory 

initial homily, let us look at the pattern of topics, showing the intensity of 

their treatment, which is set out in tabular form in the Appendix. The purpose of 

this is to correlate our exegete ' s divisions of theme with the traditional divis 

ions of Romans into chapter and verse whil st r elat ing this pattern wi th the number 

of lines of commentary per verse of text which each of his homilies exhibit s and 

noting in each case the theme or content of the homily. In treating the contents 

of these sixteen chapters of Paul in thirty-two Homilies Chrysostom usually abjures 

the Pauline text's traditional divisions of chapter and verse. However, this is 

not in itself strange: more recent exegetes follow similar methods . Thus in the 

Homiletical Treasury of Dr. J . Lyth published in 1869 we find he agrees with our 

Chrysostom in regarding .I, 1 - 7 as an exegetic unit, but then proceeds to take 8-15 

as the next section, and indeed Bishop Kirk of Oxford took a similar division in 

his 1937 commentary. But here Chrysostom chooses to add vv. 16-17 to his segment . 

To Lyth this segment is about true Christian zeal, prayerful to God and humble and 

earnest towards Man, expressing the bond of Christian union in mutual hel p and 

brotherly love endeavouring after the Kingdom. But with the added verses Chryso 

stom makes the whole passage the praise of Faith, where v . 17 ' the just shall live 

by faith' sums up v . 8 ' your faith is spoken of throughout the world', and zeal , 

brotherly love and mutual aid now appear direct consequences of faith. Further, 

in 446C Chrysostom i s able to use this st ick to beat Arian heretics. It thus seems 

that it is very important to note the segments which Chrysostom selects to treat 

as sermon units, because these choices show him applying the apostolic message in 

ways he finds relevant to his own day. 

Secondly, the amount of space given to each theme may well suggest the relative 

importance of the various segments in the preacher ' s own mind as he views his 

author ' s teaching in face of current s ituations which demand reproof or exhort

ation . An intere sting case is that just as Lyth treats I, 16-17 as a discrete 

segment relating to the apostolic call and the nature and power of the Gospel but 

simply regards all of 18-32 as evidence for one theme, the misery of man without 

God , so Chrysostom after embrac ing 16-17 i n the fo r egoing tract, makes a threefold 

division of 18- 32 into matter for three sermons. In treating 18- 25 he sees the 

ruinous results of the failure to recognise the evidence from Nature which should 

point the pagan mind to truth, an error leading men to hero-worship, idolatry and 

moral expediency - the antithesis of faith's effect in 8-17. In treating 26 - 27 he 

gives Greek homosexuality an amount of attention which any English exegete would 

have shrunk from before the Wolfenden Report. Finally he combines 28 - 32 with II, 

l-16 to discuss the nature of judgment. This must be God's monopoly , and indeed, 

because of human inconsistency, it can belong to none other. Here he justifies the 
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conviction that led him not to deny asylum to the fallen minister of Arcadius, the 

eunuch Eutropius, and to produce his brave affirmation of the Church ' s rights and 

autonomy in his in Eutropium . At this point, one may note that the tabulation of 

the Appendix enables one to discern at a glance , first, what Chrysostom believed 

were Paul ' s themes , secondly, how much proportionate space per verse he allotted 

to each. It is firmly suggested that the item which receives the highest propor-

tion of space per verse looms arges 1 t and seems most relevant to the preacher, and 

that the item which is offered least space per verse is the one he sees as most 

peripheral to the present state of the Church . The judgment of this may vary from 

age to age , but this is no matter. We are not seeking to evaluate the various 

parts of Paul ' s Roman Epistle sub specie aeternitatis, rather to discover which 

parts were most relevant in the eyes of Chrysostom. 

We now offer a table of matters set out in this statistical order . 

equal weights are listed in order of occurrence in the text . 

Items of 

Pages per 
verse 

4 . 5 

4. 0 

2.6 

2. 0 

2.0 

1. 75 

1. 50 

1.40 

1.40 

1.40 

1.40 

1. 30 

1. 30 

1. 30 

1.25 

Homily 

v 
XXI 

XXV 

III 

XXIII 

XV 

XXIX 

II 

IV 

XXIV 

XXX 

XII 

XIII 

XXII 

XVI 

Content in Epistle 

Homosexuality is the ultimate Atheism . 

Avoid sexual vice and all conformity to social fashion . 

Be alert and abstain from vice . The end is very near . 

Critical need for Faith in Pr eacher and Hearer. 

Sympathise with all and live at peace: bless your persecutors 

- thus God will punish them the more ! 

The Spirit is the redeeming power br inging us adoption by 

Grace. we, as sons of God , are a cosmic first fruit of Grace. 

Jesus came to sanctify both Gentile and Jew . 

Paul ' s Apostolic character . 

Pagan refusal to see truth in nature and believe was tragic. 

Respect and obey the authorities . If by Grace you can keep 

the Law, you naturally keep all human laws and win social 

r espect. 

Paul ' s wide commission gave him espec i a l duties to Gentiles. 

The baptised are at once resurrected with Christ . Like ex

slaves of sin , they are now brought to serve their new 

Master, Christ and His righteousness . 

Under Law, Jews stand condemned , for their Law augments sin . 

But if they die with Christ in baptism they are free of Law. 

Believers must support each other by mutual aid l ike the 

parts of one body . 

God has predestined us to sonship - fear nothing ! 

1. 25 

1.20 

1.15 

1.15 

1.10 

1.10 

1. 00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1. 00 

0. 9 

0.9 

0.8 

0 .8 

0.7 

XXXII 

XXXIII 

XIV 

XIX 

XXVI 

XXVII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

XI 

XVIII 

XXVIII 

XVII 

XXXI 

VI 

VII 

XX 
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Paul sends greetings to specific members . Urges them to use 

the holy kiss of peace with each other. 

Insists on the unity of all classes of Christians. We must 

avoid schism in the Church brotherhood. 

Carnal men cannot fulfil a spiritual Law: but Christ in us 

enables us to do so in his Spirit . 

Grace alone gives the response of belief to the preaching of 

any whom God sends to the Jews. 

Make allowance for the weakness and prejudices in our converts: 

judgment is God ' s role, not ours . 

No food is really unclean . But as the Kingdom of God is not 

about food , it is wrong to offend those who have food scr uples . 

Jews are justified by Abraham ' s faith, not by the Law. 

Abraham ' s faith was in fact counted to him for righteousness. 

Our faith in Jesus s imilarly gives us a like righteousness . 

Faith in the substitutional atonement of Jesus causes every 

baptised sinner to be counted as righteous. 

Jews can be saved by Faith , just like the Greeks - Christ 

fulfils the purpose of the Law to perfection . 

In the great power of the Grace vouchsafed us we must act as 

Christ would act to protect our weaker brethren. 

Paul ' s sadness that because Jews put Law before Faith God has 

been obliged to call the Gentiles in their stead. 

The need to take a contribution to Jerusalem. Paul exhorts 
his readers to a i d his past helpers. 

God ' s judgment of Gentiles has been based on works they have 

done . But we sinful men must not try to judge other sinners 
in God ' s place . 

Unworthy Jews stand condemned by their Law . True Judaism 

resides in Spirit , not in token and observance . 

Chosen Gentiles are not to boast . God will also save Israel 

in an amnesty for all unbelievers . 

Read thus the Epistle not merely shows a different emphasis, but exhibits a new 

and different form of coherence . The emphasis of the bracket V, XXI, XXV on sexual 

abstinence is known to be Chrysostom's own preference .1 Again, III, XXIII , XV and 

XXIX as a group show Faith as giving access to the spirit of peace and forgiveness, 

leaving to God the punishments . The Spirit then grants us adoption by Grace, 

intended by Jesus for Gentile and Jew alike . The 1 . 40 group II , IV, XXIV and XXX 

similarly emphasise the Apostolic role of Paul to Gentiles , where he is to overcome 
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the tragic failure of pagan culture to recognise the evidences of God ' s purpose 

visible in Nature. This is to be done by working peacefully within the secular 

pagan society . 
Looking at the 1.30 group we find a discussion of the position of the baptised. 

As it were, slaves are bought from Sin and their new owner is Righteousness . 

Though the Jewish Law augments the force of Sin , Jews also are freed by Baptism. 

Believers should aid each other as parts of one body - thus XII, XIII and XXII. 

The 1.25/1.20 group (XVI , XXII and XXXIII) insists on election of believers to son

ship, urging use of the kiss of peace and the unity of all classes , and warning 

against schism . The 1.15 set, XIV and XIX , indicates that Grace alone changes 

carnal men, Jew or Gentile . The 1 . 10 cases (XXVI and XXVII) shows the need to 

avoid offence over food taboos, with the reminder that God alone can judge. The 

1 . 0 group (VIII, IX, X, XI and XVIII) deals with justification by Faith- Christ 

fulfils all Law. XXVIII in the old verse order shows believers protect the weak 

· f G e The 0 . 9 passages XVII and XXXI laments the Jewish 
through the1r power o rae . 
obsession with Law before faith , but are concerned to help Jewish Christians in 

need . The remaining passages are about the hope of Israel and danger of judgment. 

From our examination of a further criterion for estimating the significance of 

the various segments of the Roman Epistle in the mind of St. John Chrysostom we 

now direct attention to the extent of exposition as against rhetoric in these 

sermons of the great Antiochene preacher . In this regard we cannot ignore the 

problem of the precise setting and purpose of these expository series which comment 

on the Pauline Epistles . We shall return to this issue at the conclusion , but the 

· · 2 h t we have here some series designed for cate-
suggestion of Mlle . Gu1llaum1n t a 
chetical instruction rather than for liturgical exposition of the lectionary 

deserves our close attention. But postponing this issue let us turn to the struc -

ture of I (Argumentum), V(IV) and f inally XXXIII(XXII) . 

Homily I is introduced with an expression of pleasure at the bi - weekly or more 

d . of the ep1"stles which stimulate the preacher ' s heart 
frequent liturgical rea 1ngs 
like a. trumpet and cause him to visualise the apostle present in the Church 

(425Al-Bl) . In 425B he goes on to gr ieve at common Christian disregard for Paul 

d 
· regard1·ng h1"s work , due to want of desire to know him 

and the widesprea 1gnorance 
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source of numberless ills ; heresy , careless living, and vain labours . 426B begins 

with a laboured metaphor of scripture as light illumining the eyes of the reader 

in which Paul ' s tongue shines brighter than the sun. In 426C he points out that 

the Acts, where he is compar ed to Mercury (xiv , 12), reinforce his ,just repute for 

eloquence. 

At 426C5 Chrysostom begins a discourse illustrating the necessity for knowing 

the relative chronology of the Epistles in order to understand them, continuing 

this theme till 427D2 with evidence for relative dating . He then reminds readers 

that the arrangement of Epistles in the Bible in a non-chronological order is no 

more surprising than the non-chronological grouping of Old Testament prophets in 

the Septuagint (D , 2- 10) . From 427Dll to 428C8 he shows that earlier date 

explains the milder demands and greater condescension to human weaknesses shown in 

the language of some epistle s in contrast to others . 

In the conclusion Chrysostom observes that so holy was Paul ' s soul that he bore 

in himself care for the whole world and for all men whom he loved as his own 

children, though showing far greater affection than any parent . Such is the power 

of Grace , overcoming human sorrows and enhancing love; thereby Paul ' s soul took 

wings through charity , taking to heart the great dominical injunction ' Peter , if 

you love me , feed my sheep !' (John xxi, 1 5) . At 428E the saint insists that 

imitating Paul each man should bring to r econciliation, if not the world or whole 

cities and nations, at least his own wife and children , friends and neighbours. 

To say one i s unskilled and uncultured is nothing ; no man was less experienced 

than Peter or more ordinary than Paul. Yet the ignorant and the unpolished sur 

passed countless philosophers and put to silence countless orators , achieving 

everything by their own commitment and God ' s grace . It is not ignorance or absence 

of elegance that prevents teaching, it is sloth and sleep ! Let us enjoy great 

peace reconciling all those dear to us after the fear of God , sharing countless 

blessings (429B). 

In this Homily we see in effect the structure of Cicero ' s latest work, de 

Partitione Oratoria 3, rather than that of other rhetoricians. The exordium 

(425Al- 426C4) has elements of insinuatio in trying to remove popular vulgar 

prejudice against the study of the Pauline epistles and convincing the hearer of 

the benefits in prospect. The narratio giving evidence of relative chronology and 

eagerness, and Chrysostom justifies this by a reference to Phaedo 73d5 -10. He concluding with an explanation of the non- chronological biblical order of the 

begins C with a proof text, Philippians i.7, indicating that those who read Paul epistles occupies 426C5 to 427Dl0. From 427Dll to 428C8 we have a aonfirmatio 

better . Such knowledge depends not on intelligence but constant familiarity and 

· · b · · t · f · ed by the dominical injunction showing that a true h 1 f th · eagerly need no other aid : th1s v1ew e1ng JUS 1 1 c rono ogy o e ep1stles can remove apparent inconsistency of 

(Matt. vii , 7) ' seek, and ye shall find'. In 426A the saint addresses the practical doctrine, which is in fact due to Paul ' s loving concessions to human weakness in 

problems of believers with wives and children to maintain who cannot give them- the earlier stages of his preaching . Finally , the peroratio stresses the loving 

selves wholly to such a study , urging them to pay as much attention listening to 

scripture as they now devote to making money . Ignorance of scripture is seen as a 

concern of Paul for all humanity and his obedience to Christ . We can at least love 

our neighbours and reconcile them , and the wisdom of the apparent foolishness of 
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Peter and Paul will bring us joy surpassing that derived from eloquence or from 

philosophy. Thus the structure is rhetorical , but didactic in purpose, whilst the 

paradeigma or analogical example of forensic or political speech is replaced by 

the proof text of the Hebrew Rabbinic and Greek philosophical schools. 

Let us now survey the structure of Homily V(IV), one of the seemingly inordinate 

discourses against homosexuality, a practice likely to have retained its gymnasium

orientated popularity with better- class Christians until the fierce penal provi 

sions of Justinian ' s code of 533 A. D. Here he begins with the text of I , 26 - 27 in 

454B, and assures us this is the worst of passions , worse for the soul than sick

ness for the body. Then 454C - D are dedicated to showing from proof texts that 

there is no excuse, concluding with D6-9 , which first expresses the Aristotelian

Stoic commonplace that pleasures against nature are less pleasing than those 

according with Nature. However, when God is left out, everything is upside down. 

In 454E Chrysostom squarely blames the philosophical tendency to put the universe 

and human intellect at the centre and to refuse to be l ed by nature to a true view 

of God . In 455A there follows a denunciation of female inversion in male chauvin 

ist ter ms , thus justifying because of its greater depravity its prior denunciation 

by the Apostle in preference to male deviation. Chrysostom emphasises the 

Apostle ' s rhetorical skill in shocking more his hearers by beginning with the more 

abominable case. In 455B he goes on to show that these practices offend the 

Genesis and Stoic - Peripatetic view of man as appointed teacher of woman and woman 

as the appointed helpmate of man. In 455C he stresses the emphatic force of the 

Apostolic style : ' burned in their lust ' rather than 'lusted after ' . In this section 

and 455D St . John makes effective use of rhetorical question and answer . In 455E 

he attempts to press the sense of xaT£pya~o~£VOc to mean that men made a profes 

sional career of their sexuality to the exclusion of other work and interest . 

He continues into 456A with the argument that sexuality had since ceased to unify 

the sexes but made them fourfold, each male having conflicting impulses driving 

them to the women and to other men, similarly each woman drawn not only to men but 

other women, whilst within homoerotic relations each person had conflicting drives 

to alternative roles. In 456B he claims the devil created first this internal 

stasis that he might create stasis and hate within human communities . 

In 456C - D St. Paul is held to move on to the penalties which are in this 

behaviour, like those of madmen who seem happy while injuring themselves . In 

456D- E he notes that Solon fo~bade pederasty to slaves because freemen alone were 

noble enough to experience it , and that one would find countless books by philo

sophers full of this disease. But in 427 he notes this condition is pitiable more 

than lawful . What if one saw a naked youth running plastered with dung and 

delighted with his state? Or a maiden who takes joy in intercourse with domestic 

animals? Finally in B8 - C4 the saint assures us that the murderer merely for ces out 
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the soul from the body whilst the homosexual has destroyed his soul with his body. 

He concludes by reinforcing the point of the argument from I c · 8 
or . v1, , where 

fornication alone among sins involves th b d 
e o y, whereas homosexuality is in fact 

worse in the same order . Th ft h 
erea er e condemns the possibility of sex change or 

hermaphroditism as an acceptable formula because, like the making of eunuchs 

denounced by Roman Law since Domitian, it offends against natural order. From 
458A5 - D5 an admonitory reminder of the fate of Sodom and 1 · 

foulness of male malpractices completes the commentary . 
exc amat1ons against the 

From 458D6 to the end the 
saint offers us an explanation of the source of these evils in current urban social 
life of the age - luxury and disregard for God. 

The loss of the anchor of divine 
fear leads to shipwreck of state. Th H ·1 

e om1 Y concludes with a fine denunciation 
against idleness and ostentation of wealth. 

with virtue is better than vain luxury . 
In 459E it is insisted that poverty 

The man who gives up his vile cloth of 
gold may put on virtue for robe and take J'oy · •t th 

this world and the next . 
1n 1 , us enjoying much comfor t in 

Here we have the method f th h"l 
o e P 1 osopher comment i ng on his master ' s text to 

pupils in the school. There is no exordium , simpl y a narPatio of text next the 

aonfirmatio derived from the examination and discussion of the text cl~use by 

clause in 454B6 to 455C3. At this point a further text is added: ' Men with men 

working that which is unseemly'. Hence a further aonfinnatio follows this new 
narratio from 455D4 to 456Cl. N f' · 

ow a 1nal narPat•o ' and receiving in themselves 
that recompense of their error which was meet ' is followed by 

C2- D4 . This passage is followed by a aonfutatio of Sol on and 

the practice in 456D4-458A6. The aonalusio finishes at 458D5 

a fi nal aonfirmatio 

other defenders of 

preacher a llows himself a general perorat'on f th h 
~ or e w ole expository serie s . 

' Who then will pray for us now Paul is gone? These emulators of Paul. Let us but 

show ourselve s worthy of such a sharing of utterance that we not merely hear the 
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voice of Paul here and now, but that going where he has gone ''e may be found worthy 

to behold the athlete of Christ : rather , if we but heed him here, there also we 

shall see him entir ely; even though not standing close , we shall still see him 

shining brightly very nigh that royal throne where Cherubim give glory and where 

Seraphim fall down ' (756E6 - 757A5). Remarking that we shall there see Paul in 

first place with Peter , he continues, ' Therefore do I love Rome, though having 

other things to praise in it , its size, its antiquity, its beauty, its population, 

its power, its wealth , its military triumphs, but all this apart I call it blessed 

because in life Paul himself wrote to the Romans , and loved them so much, and 

conversed present among them, and there ended his life.' Here we see not merely 

b Such Scholars as Charles Pietri
4 

but the 
the 'occidental' sympathies detected y 
sense of inferiority felt by the greatest cities of the East to the old imperial 

city now also the treasury of martyrdom . In 757C he goes on to envisage the glory 

awaiting Rome - to see Peter and Paul new arisen in her midst on the day of 
· I n D he 1"mag1·nes the J·oy of seeing Paul ' s tomb , of touching 

general r esurrect1on. 
his holy dust who f i lled up all that was left by Christ to be done. Continuing in 

757E to 758A John pays tribute to the power of that winged apostolic voice pro 

claiming truth and confuting evil , with its grand promise that ' Neither angels, nor 

dominions, nor powers , nor things present , nor things past , nor height, nor depth, 

nor any other created thi ng shall divide us from loving God in Christ Jesus. ' 

The saint longs to behold the dust of that tongue through which he preached the 

unutterable works of Christ . His mouth expelled demons, set free men from sin , 

stopped the mouths of tyr ants , shattered the eloquence of phi losophers, put the 

universe on God ' s side, made barbarians to be wise , reconci l ed all things in 

heaven and earth. 
The great panegyric conclusion continues in 758D with tributes to Paul ' s breadth 

. of hear t embracing all mankind , yet divine love oppressed it in seeking it out. 

Like Paul 's mouth, his heart fascinates Chrysostom , who longs to see it, knowing 

that the pure in heart see God . Then at E6 he turns to the apostle ' s belly , whence 

flow str eams of cleansing water to wash men's souls. In 759A- B we see Paul ' s fear 

for the sin of others parting them from God, whom he had been thought fit to love 

In 759B- C Chrysostom longs to see that hand which wrote such large 
as no other. 
letters and from which the snake fell spontaneously into the fire on Malta. Like -

wise he yearns to behold those feet which trod the dust of the whole world , but 

above all to see that tomb wherein a re laid to r est the armour of light and the 

limbs now living that were dead in life which now have put on Christ nailed to the 

fear of God and bearing the st i gmata . At 759D7 he insists that this body fortifies 

Rome more than all the wal l s and towers of Aurelian ' s fortifications , together with 

the body of Peter his comrade : ' I have l onged to see the Spiritual Lion ; like a 

lion he has cast fire into the foxes ' packs , and like the blast of a thunderbolt he 
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has burst through the phalanxes of Satan .' In 760 he concludes that our struggle 

as Paul assured us is not with flesh and blood but against the powers of darkness. 

Like him then we must be imitators of Christ . 

It emerges that little indeed would be gained by the projected dissection of 

754Bl to 756E6, which is best regarded as · f f' · a p1ece o con &rmat&o supporting the 

narratio of the text citation in 754A . Th ence forward we sweep on into a magnifi -

cent peroratio designed to crown the whole series with a grand assertion of Paul ' s 

vital r ole in sharing with Peter the completion of the Saviour ' s task on earth and 

of the key significance of Rome and its citizens in sharing the life and preaching 

of the Apostles and in furnishing their martyrdom and burying place , ending with a 

triumphant call to carry on their warfare of the spirit . 

We return to a general consideration of the methods of our great Antiochene 

preacher . Well it may be that he wrote th th" ese 1rty- three addresses for the days 

of Lent, omitting the solemnity of Good Friday and six Wednesdays , 

ably , all Saturdays because they were to be eucharistic occasions. 

or, more pro b 

On the same 

princ iple we might regard t he forty- four homilies on First Corinthians as extenting 

also to the Saturdays and first four Sundays of that year ' s Lent . Again the thirty 

homilies based on Second Corinthians may reflect the omission from the Lenten 

course of addresses on any of the seven Saturdays or on Ash Wednesday , Maundy 

Thursday and Good Friday. One ma th f d h Y ere ore regar t ese homilies as very probably 

Lenten addresses to catechumens in exposition of the Epistles .
5 

Rhetorically one may suggest a debt to the stylistic approach of Cicero ' s last 

study , the de Partitione Oratoria, with its simple division of exordium, narratio, 

n e secon an later addr esses the exordium is confirmatio and peroratio . I th d d 

omitted, probably in the tradition f 1 t · o ec ures 1n the schools of philosophy . The 

detailed techniques of rhetorical style are employed with skill and conviction but 

less obtrusively than in his work On The Statues. The precise devices have be~n 
well examined by other scholars and need not now detain us.

6 
However, these 

homilies before us are designed not to win converts but to instruct the commited in 

the foundations of their faith . If we assume this to be their aim, then the amount 

of space assigned to the various segments of the text indicates the preacher ' s 

didactic purpose as well as his Vl. Sl· on of th · 1 · e1r re at1ve contemporary relevance. 
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1 92) pp. 56- 64 . 0 
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4. C. Pietri , ' Esquisse de Conclusion- l'Aristocratie Chretienne entre Jean de 
Constantinople et Augustin d ' Hippone ' in Jean Chrysostome et Augustin, ed . 
C. Kannengiesser, pp. 293- 296 . 

5. Marie Louise Guillaumin, op. cit. , pp . 170-171. 
6. A useful study is M. A. Burns, Saint John Chrysostom 's Homi~ies on the Statues : 

A Study of Their Rhetorica~ Qua~ities and Form (Washington, D. C. , 1930). 
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II 

III 

IV 

v 
VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

XI 

XII 

XIII 

XIV 

XV 

XVI 

XVII 

APPENDIX 

ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM ON ROMANS : 

THE PATTERN OF EPISTLE CONTENT AND HOMILIES 

{Lengths are stated in terms of Field ' s pagination- 1849 ed.) 

Epistle 

l.l-7 

1.8-17 

1.18- 25 

1.26- 27 

1.28- 2 .16 

2 .17- 3.8 

3.9- 31 

4 . 1- 22 

4 . 23- 5.11 

5.12-6 .4 

6. 5-18 

6 .19- 7 .13 

7 .14-8.11 

8 .12- 27 

8 . 28- 39 

9 .1- 33 

Pages 

7-17 

17- 34 

34 - 44 

44 - 52 

53- 71 

71- 86 

86-108 

108-129 

129-141 

141-157 

157-175 

175-198 

198- 225 

225- 252 

252- 266 

266-295 

Pages per 
Verse 

1.4 

2 . 0 

1.4 

4.5 

0.8 

0.8 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1. 0 

1.3 

1.3 

1.15 

l. 75 

1.25 

0.9 

Paul's Content in Epistles 

Paul ' s Apostolic character 

Critical importance of Faith in preacher 

and hearer. 

Refusal to see truth; ruinous results . 

Homosexuality as ultimate atheism . 

God 1 s judgment of Gentiles by works done . 

Sinful men must not judge other sinners. 

Unworthy Jews stand condemned by the Law. 

Jewish justification by Faith, not Law . 

Abraham ' s faith was imputed righteousness. 

Faith in Jesus also i mputed righteousness . 

Faith in substitutional atonement makes all 

sinners counted to be r i ghteous . 

Baptised are al so r esur rected wi t h Chri st . 

Slaves free from sin serve righteousness . 

Jews all stand condemned t o deat h under Law : 

not if they di e with Christ. Law augments 

sin . 

Car nal men cannot fulfil a spiritual Law : 

Chri st in us enabl es us by his Spi r i t . 

The Spirit is the redeeming power of our 

adopt i on as son s of God-cosmic first fruit . 

God predestines us to sonship . Fear 

nothing . 

Paul ' s sadness that Gentil es justly are 

called because Israel put Law before Faith . 

Homily Epistle Pages 

XVIII 10 .1-13 295 - 309 

XIX 10.14-11 . 6 309- 326 

XX 11 . 7- 36 327- 348 

XXI 12.1- 3 348- 359 

XXII 12.4 -13 359- 371 

XXIII 12 .14- 21 371-386 

XXIV 13 .1-10 386- 393 

XXV 13 .11-14 393-403 

XXVI 14 .1-13 403- 419 

XXVII 14.14- 23 419- 430 

XXVIII 14 . 24-15.7 430- 439 

XXIX 15 .8-13 440- 448 

XXX 15 . 14- 24 448- 460 

XXXI 15 . 25 -16 . 4 460- 471 

XXXII 16.5 -16 471- 485 

XXXIII 16 .17-24 485 - 495 

Chrysostom's Exegesis of Romans 

Pages per 
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Verse 

1.0 

1.15 

0.7 

4. o 

1.3 

2.0 

1.4 

2 . 6 

1.1 

1.1 

1.0 

1.5 

1.4 

0 . 9 

1.25 

1.2 

Paul's Content in Epistles 

But Jews can be saved like Greeks by Faith. 

Christ fulfils the purpose of Law perfectly. 

Grace alone can give response of belief to 

the preachers God sends to the Jews . 

Chosen Gentiles should not boast : God will 

also save Israel in amnesty to all unbelief. 

Avoid sexual vice, rather than conform to 

society each must transform self by Grace. 

Believers must support each other by every 

mutual aid , like the parts of one body . 

Sympathise with all and live at peace. 

Bless persecutors: God will punish them 
the more . 

Respect and obey the authorites . If you 

can now keep the Law you also the~eby must 

keep their laws and win their praise. 

Be alert and abstain from vice. End is 

now very near . Seek the temper of Christ. 

Make allowance for weakness and prejudice 

in converts: judgment for God , not us. 

No food is unclean , but the Kingdom is not 

about food, so offend not the scrupulous . 

(24-6 are transposed from end of 16) In 

the great power of Grace we must act as 

Christ would protect weak brethren. 

Jesus came to sanctify both Gentile and Jew . 

Apostolic commission of wide geographical 

range : especial duties to the Gentiles . 

Need to take contribution to Jerusalem and 

exhortation to provide for Paul ' s past 

helpers . 

Greetings from Paul to congregation : Urges 

use of holy kiss of peace with each other . 

Urges the need for unity of all classes and 

lack of schism in church brotherhood. 
N.B. 

T?ese numbers of Homilies are in each case one higher than the 
F1eld treated_the so - called argumentum as the First Homil and 
the whole ser1es accordingly . y 

tradition. 
renumbered 



Le corpus pseudo-chrysostomien 
Questiones preliminaires et etat des recherches 

S. J. Voicu 

Rome 

NOTRE expose debutera par un point de terminologie. Est - il legitime d ' appeler 

corpus 1 ' ensemble des ouvrages attr.ibues ii tort ii Jean Chrysostome ?
1 

D' apres l ' usage courant, le terme suppose une communaute de provenance ou de 

transmission manuscrite. Des lors, il ne convient guere ii des ,pieces dont le 

caractere heteroclite apparait deja ii une prospection rapide et dont le degre de 

dispersion ii travers les manuscrits - grecs ou en d ' autres langues anciennes -est 

considerable. 

Neanmoins , la designation de corpus peut etre retenue par une sorte de detour . 

Il est en effet justifie de l ' employer pour l ' ensembl e des textes attribues ii 

Chrysostome , qui constituent le corpus ehrysostomien independamment de leur authen

ticite . 

Etant donne que, d ' une part , la transmission des pieces apocryphes est identique 

ii celle du veritable Chrysostome
2
, et d ' autre , il n ' y a presque jamais de confusion 

entre les deux categories d ' ouvrages , il parait acceptable de parler de corpus 

pseudo- chrysostomien dans un but pratique et sans perdre de vue le cote arbitraire 

d ' une telle designation. 

Le nombre des textes qui nous interessent ici depasse largement le millier. Dan. 

l ' enorme majorite des cas ces pieces se presentent sous forme d ' homelies.
3 

C' est pourquoi, dans ce court expose , il nous a semble justifie de passer sous 

silence les quelques ouvrages relevant d ' autres genres litteraires - des lettres
4
, 

des prieres5, voire des compositions poetiques6 - pour nous occuper d ' abord des 

homelies. 

Celles- ci peuvent etre classees en trois grandes categories : 1) les pieces 

composites - eglogues ou centons~ 2) les homelies pour lesquelles nous pouvons 

atteindre, par n ' importe quel moyen., une attribution , meme inauthentique , precedant 

celle ii Chrysostome 8; 3) les pieces dont nous ne pouvons pas demontrer 1 ' apparten 
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THE CASE FOR NEO-STOICISM TODAY 

R.G. Tanner 

When Zeno the young Phoenician merchant from Cyprus came to Athens 
to study philosophy in 313 B.C. he learned from Crates the Cynic, Polemon 
the Academic and Stilpo the Megaric.' The Cynic position shared Plato's 
view that the dog was a philosophical animaF who lived according to 
nature-hence the school's name. Cynics followed Antisthenes in rejecting 
possessions and denying that convention should moderate natural 
behaviour. 3 

Stilpo was affirming Eleatic views of equational predication by admitting 
no statement except tautologies. • For if we say (x) 'Plato is white', 
(y) 'Plato is walking', (z) 'Plato is musical', an equational doctrine of 
predication will force us either to say 'white= walking= musical' or else to 
divide the subject by the number of predications. Then we affirm either 
1 /3p = x, 1 /3p = y, 1!3p = z, or else p = x + y + z. As there are any number of 
possible predicates, we get an infinite series, and Plato is then infinitely 
divisible and thus will become an unreality instead of an entity. Again, if we 
say 'Plato(p) is (a) man(m)' and 'Socrates(s) is (a) man(m)', so that p = m 
and s=m, then unless p=s, m becomes a meaningless term. This did not 
exhaust Stilpo's linguistic difficulties, though we must remember they were 
compounded by the lack of an indefinite article which made 'Socrates is 
white' and 'Socrates is (a) man' look to a Greek speaker like statements of 
the same order. But in addition, as you will gather from the first page of 
North & Hillard's Greek Prose Composition, the definite article was used 
both to generalise and to specify; so any sentence's subject may be either a 
specific instance or a general concept. Of course the doubt disappears in 
context, but it is real with an isolated sentence, and this made what we call 
ambiguity and the Greeks called amphibole5 a valid issue. Further, this 
problem can extend to the meaning of a whole sentence, not merely affect
ing the reference of the subject. As a sentence is a flow of sound limited by 
silences and marked by an intonation pattern, 6 the sequence 'I am unfit for 
it' can either be an admission in the confessional or an angry denial, simply 
according to the intonation, which thus determines the meaning and gives a 

I. Diog. Laert. VII, I. 
2. Rep. II , 375d I0-376c2. 
3. Diog. Laert. VI, 10 (Antisthenes) and 104 (Menedemus). 
4. Plutarch, adversus Co/oten, 23. 
5. Diog. Laert. VII, 59 (Diodes Magnes). 
6. R.H. Robins, 'Formal Divisions in Sundanese'. Trans. Philo/og. Soc., 1953, pp. 113-114. 
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form to the sounds of the sentence. The verse 'Whereon live purple bleeds'' 
has live for an adjective and purple for a noun. But, only pronounce your 
'live' as a verb, and you create a plural noun subject 'bleeds', presumably as 
in the compound 'nose-bleeds'! 

All the other schools were forced to accept the Stilponic challenge. Now 
that a Platonist can no longer say 'Socrates is musical' or 'Socrates is (a) 
man', the Academy under Xenocrates proposed to say instead, 'Socrates is 
activated by a musical daemon' or 'Socrates is vitalised by a humanising 
daemon'. 8 Thus successive or concomitant rational forces intervene to 
recreate the subject qua subject, just as Zeus made Hector a coward for a 
few minutes in the Iliad. So much for Polemon's teaching. At the Lyceum 
Dicaearchus very drastically modified Aristotle's view that substance is 
matter actualised by form, asserting that 'forms' or 'second substances' are 
mere properties of matter. Cicero notes, 'Dicaearchus states that the entire 
force by which we feel or do anything is consistently spread within all living 
bodies and is not separable, in that it is non-existent, and there is nothing 
but one simple body, so formed that by the symmetrical blend of its nature 
it lives and feels. ' 9 This view denies the existence of mind or soul as a thing 
apart, and makes it a function of matter.:- it is a position seeing form very 
much as a Stilponic intonation pattern which cannot exist apart from the 
sounds it modulates, though it may be separately notated. Dicaearchus 
would restate predication in this light, taking 'the philosopher IS (a) man' 
as meaning 'the matter qualified by the property of philosophising HAS 
STATED OF IT the property of manhood'. Similarly, he would interpret 
'Alcibiades IS (a) general' as meaning 'the matter individually qualified by 
the property of being called Alcibiades HAS STATED OF IT the property 
of generalship'. 

The three new Hellenistic schools also had to react to Stilpo. Pyrrhonian 
Scepticism avoids confusion of general and particular, real and apparent. 
Unable to concede that 'The Real Honey actually IS sweet ', Sceptics admit 
that 'The apparent honey SEEMS TO BE sweet'. 10 Pyrrho thus introduces 
an apparent situation like Parmenides' Way of Belief over against the 
presumed real situation of the Way of Truth'' to enable men to operate by 
their senses without granting reality to any of the sense-data, concerning 
which they may suspend judgment. 12 Again, Epicurean atomism met Stilpo 

7. Even prepositions can be amphibolic. So without = both 'outside' and 'lacking' . 
8. Xenocrates Fr. 30Hz. cf. P. Merlan in A. H. Armstrong (ed) Cambridge History of Later 
Greek and Early Mediaeval Philosophy, p.37. 
9. Cicero, Tusc. Disput. ·I, 21. 
10. Diog. Laert. IX, 105. 
II. Parmenides, Prooimion, (Stein) , 18-52. 
12. A.A. Long, Hellenistic Philosophy, Duckworth 1974, pp. 80-85. 
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by postulating a panicularised substratum of countless Leucippan atoms. 
Each is a tiny plenum and an everlasting entity-falling forever through 
infinite void. From the clusterings of these atoms arose the merely tem
porary particulars of which only predicates limited by space and time could 
be stated. Thus Epicurus satisfied Stilpo's requirement that subjects be 
divisible. 13 Further, his predicates were non-entities; mere consequences of 
the shape, weight and motion of the atoms making up their subjects. Zeno 
himself is influenced in his Stoic response to Stilpo by Crates and his other 
teacher Polemon, and, though this is not avowed, I believe also by Dicaear
chus, to whom I should assign the influence Rist 14 and his followers wish to 
give to the Lyceum as affecting the Stoa's formation . For a follower of 
Crates, life must be according to Nature and able to 'tune in' to Nature. For 
a follower of Polemon, vital daemonic forces must create subjects and 
predicates. For a Stilponic thinker, it is possible for two substances to 
occupy the one space simultaneously just as two 'meanings' can occupy the 
one amphibolic sentence. Aided by Dicaearchus' view of an inseparable 
force spread through matter as a property, he uses his teachers' views to 
postulate two substances-inert matter and tense warm rational pneuma
simultaneously occupying a finite spherical geocentric universe. To satisfy 
Polemo and Dicaearchus the resultant Universe is at once both alive and 
mechanistic. Pneumatic matter is separable from inert matter in that the lat
ter is generated from the former when the Universe begins and subsumed 
back into it at the end of a cycle,' s but Dicaearchus and Stilpo are met by 
the doctrine of total mixture-that two bodies may occupy the same space 
simultaneously. ' 6 Therefore by this cyclic theory he met Xenophanes' need. 
On this viewpoint, the doctrines of Ecpyrosis and Palingenesia, which state 
that the material universe returned to pneumatic rational fire after a 36,000 
year cycle and was then recreated by the transformation of rational fiery 
pneuma so that part again became inert matter, justified cosmic unity whilst 
providing for duality in the world of phenomena. 

I. ZENO'S SYSTEM OF THE COSMOS 

Stoic theory saw the universe as a finite plenum and held that body alone 
was existent. 17 However, they did not disallow certain subsistent non-bodily 
realities.' 8 Place is the position a body occupies inside the spherical geocen-

13 . Plutarch, adv. Col., 23 . cf. Lucr. V, 419-431 and Aetius I, 3.18ff. 

14. J.M. Rist, Stoic Philosophy, CUP, 1969, Ch. I ' Aristotle and the Stoic Good', especially 
pp.l9-2l. 

15. Stobaeus Eclogae l, 17, p.l53 (Wachsmuth) . 

I~- Fo r a full discussion , S. Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics (Kegan Paul 1959) , pp. ll-17. 
I · Pl ut arch, de communthus notitiis, l073e. cf. Sambursky, op.cit., pp.l-7. 
IR. Sex tus Empiricus X, 2 18. 
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tric cosmos, time is the succession of positions occupied by heavenly bodies 
within the un iverse, and space is the further success ion of positions 
occupied by the whole universe in the void, whilst void itsel f is a fourt h sub
sistent. Finally, there is a subsistent called /ekton, ' 9 the idea occupied by an 
utterance-in the case of an amphibolic texis, the two simultaneously 
occupied ideas or lek ta. Thus we find that two bodies can occupy one space . 
simultaneously and that two spaces may contain the one body simul
taneously. Thus self motion is impossible, yet consciousness can cause the 
phonetic body of a texis to be moved between two altemate lekta, a point 
taken further by Stilpo's rival Diodorus Cronus. 20 

Bodily entities are tensional fields of inert matter mixed with elastic 
pulsating pneuma. The more rare the substance of the body so created the 
more tightly is it stretched by pneumatic tension (tonos) . The mass of air in 
a room is less than the mass of water in a tank the same size, and far less 
than that of earth in a container of equal volume. Thus air is far more tight
ly stretched than water, and water is under greater tension than earth . This 
tension permits air to transmit far more sight and sound vibrations than 
water, and far more again than earth. Four kinds of pneumatic fields can be 
found in entities. First, hexis imparts to a body its shape, texture and defini
tion . To some bodies physis imparts capacity for growth , reproduction and 
decay. To some of these psyche adds the gifts of desire and movement. 
Finally, the cosmos, gods and men experience the fourth pneumatic field, 
logos, the power of reason, judgment and communication." 

It should be emphasised that Stoic bodily entities are not substances in 
Aristotle's sense. The Cosmos is a continuum in which all tensional fields 
are more or less temporary events. A mountain is a very long-lasting event , 
a man is a much more temporary event, a sunset very temporary." 

Predication is thus the linking of events in a conjuncture. Statements like 
'Socrates is white' indicate a fairly permanent association of the two events, 
Socrates and whiteness. On the other hand, the sentence 'Socrates is run
ning' implies a brief association between the two events, Socrates and the 
running motion. To cope with this the Stoics devised a new system of 
categories rather like our traditional schoolboy's analysis table in English 
grammar, four in number: subject (i.JrroJCEiwvov), of some kind (rrotov), 
somehow disposed (rrwt; £xov), somehow disposed in relation to something 
(rreo.:; n rrw.:; txov). The subject is the inert matter and the other three 
categories are the pneumatic events in which it participates in descending 

19. Diog. Laert. VII , 63 . 
20. Aulus Gellius, Noctes A tticae, XI , 12, 1-3 : cf. Sext. Empir . A rlv. M., X, 85-86. 
21. On this whole issue see Sambursky, op.cit. . pp.?- 11. 
22. See Sambursky, op.cit., pp .95-98. 
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order of permanence. " So, if we say 'The philosopher teaches in the 
Academy', we analyse it thus: 

The (inert matter)-(tensionally qualified as) philosopher-is (tension
ally disposed) teaching-(in relation to) in the Academy. 

Let us next consider 'Cleon captured the Spartans', where Greek would 
write b KAiwv 'The Cleon' . We may analyse the sentence as follows: 

The (inert matter)- (individually tensionally qualified as) Cleon-is (ten
sionally disposed) having captured-(in relation to) the Spartans . 
Because the Cosmos is a plenum whose parts are all in contact and admits 

no void and is wholly penetrated by rational pneuma it follows that there is 
sympathy between all parts of the whole. The Cosmic purpose or Provi
dence, the Gods, and all totally wise men, will have their rational pneuma 
pulsating in perfect harmony. Thus a wise man will be spontaneously iner
ran t and impeccable, and his wishes will automatically be in harmony with 
Providence. Thus Natural Law could be regarded as a physiological fact 
and be synonymous with right reason. 24 Again, because the rational 
pneuma in all creatures that are rational is the same substance and aware of 
its presence in others, all good rational men will have a primary drive to 
benevolence towards other rational beings and to the whole cosmic good. 
However, as we cannot exercise good will and good works unless our own 
tensional fields remain in being, a second primary impulse to self-regard 
and preservation is prior in time to the first, though secondary in worth. 25 

However, in order to appreciate Stoic ethics, we need to grasp the theory 
of apatheia and of the eight-part soul. 26 The Stoics envisaged a centre of 
rational pneuma in the breast called hegemonikon in Greek or commune 
sensorium in Latin . From this, pneumatic tentacles held in tension by the 
resistance of the inert bodily matter stretch out to the eyes, ears, nose, 
palate and hands and skin surface to convey the input sensory impulses of 
sight , hearing, smell , taste and touch. Two more output tentacles extend to 
the tongue and sex organs to express speech and sexuality as responses from 
the common sensorium to the input impulses. Of course in non-rational 
animals the common sensorium is purely psychic and appetitive; but in man 
the common sense will guide and censor our responses to input of informa
tion in the light of reason and judgment. Nevertheless, the common sense of 
mo t men is erratic because of irregular pneumatic pulsation in the pneuma, 

23. This is an idiosyncratic interpretation. See R .G . Tanner, Australasian Journal of 
Plulosophy, Vol. 54, No.3 (1976) , pp .255-264, for a fuller explanatio n of this position in the 
~our e of a review article on A.A. Long's Hellenistic Philosophy . 
- 4· Stobaeus Eclogae ll, 198, p.99 (Wachsmuth) cf Cicero de Legg I vt' 18-19 ..," F . . , . ! I • 

01
·1\ or the development of the second impulse from the first by oiKE iwat ~ see S.G . Pembroke, 

~ EIOSIS m Problems 111 Stoicism A.A. Lo ng (ed .), Athlo ne Press , 1971, pp. l14-149 . 
-6. See Sambursky, op. cit., pp.22-2J . 
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a flutter, or fibrolation, called ptoia in Greek. " This leads both to incorrect 
perceptual interpretation of sense data and to choices in conflict with our 
natural primary impulses mentioned above. Zeno taught that perception in 
a wise man was inerrant. It involved reacting to the presence of a sensory 
stimulus or presentation by recognising or assenting to it, then firmly grasp
ing or comprehending it; while the repetition of this process gave accurate 
knowledge of the phenomenon through perception. 28 With a man who was 
not wise the ptoia in his pneumatic pulsation might lead to error through 
either an obstruction to the perceptive process or the engendering of a false 
preconception which could lead the hegemonikon to refuse assent to the 
presentation. The stock instance was the disbelief of Admetus at the real 
sight of the dead Alcestis after Heracles restored her to life. 29 Moreover, the 
problem extends from perception and knowledge to moral choice. The same 
ptoia in the man's pneuma leads him to err by concentrating on the self
regarding moral impulse to the exclusion of the more important other
regarding impulse. The result is pathos, an unhealthy selfish emotion. 30 Of 
course apatheia means 'absence of unhealthy emotions', not, as earlier 
scholars following Roman sources wrongly deduced, a cold impassive 
absence of all feeling such as is suggested by modern abuse of the term 
'stoic' or 'stoical'. A healthy unselfish emotion full of regard for one's 
fellow creatures was called a eupatheia. '' 

Though not given to the seemingly irrational impulses of ecstasy, rages or 
fury, a Stoic wise man could be full of gentle warmth, good humour and 
kindness. Thus pleasure, or in Greek ~dov~, is regarded as a pathos because 
it is self-absorbed, yet this does not mean that Stoics shunned enjoyment, 
for joy (xaQit) is classified as the corresponding eupathy felt by a wise man 
when a fool feels pleasure. 32 Because wisdom means having one's pneuma 
'in tune' with the Cosmos, the transition from folly to wisdom is instan
taneous like an instrument's transition from being 'out of tune' to being 'in 
tune' . But a proficient, or man progressing to wisdom from folly , may be 
very good and wise and close to perfection like a piano needing only a final 
adjustment of the last string. The sudden change simply carries him from 
virtual to total inerrancy and makes his goodness entirely spontaneous 
without the least need of reflexion . 33 

27. Stobaeus Ec/ogae II , 7, I, p .39, 5W and II, 7, 10, p .88, II. cf. Diog. Laert. VII, 117 . 
28. Cic ., Academica, II, 145. 
29. Sextus Empiricus, P. , I , 227. 
30. Diog. Laert. VII , 110. 
31. Diog. Laert. VII , 116. 
32. KQL TI7v f'EV XUQCrv ivaVTiav ~aoiv ElVUI T~ rydov~. ouoav £iiAoyov i:'rra(JOIV. 

33. Plutarch, de comm. not., 1063a, cf . de prq(ectu in virt11te 82!'. 
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The notion of universal natural law made Stoics prefer the notion of a 
world state governed by a constitution which imitated and shared the 
wisdom of the divine pneumatic Providence which presides over our 
Cosmos . Early followers of Zeno felt that a simple natural style of life 
might bring large numbers of men into harmony with the cosmos and make 
possible a perfect egalitarian democracy based on equal property and 
responsibility. 34 But as the later thinkers realised how hard cosmic attune
ment was likely to be, the Stoa tended to favour philosopher Kings or small 
oligarchies of the wise. But if it faltered in the hope of a reformed human 
race sharing enlightenment among all, it never retreated from the ideal of 
men at peace living in a free world state like tame cattle sharing one univer
sal pasture. 35 

Finally, the contributions of the Stoa to systematic logic included Anti
pater of Tarsus' doctrine of monolemmatic syllogism. 36 Aristotle's most 
regular syllogism has a major and minor premiss: (1) All Welshmen are 
thieves . (2) Taffy is a Welshman: (3) Therefore Taffy is a thief. In these 
cases (2) is included in (1). But statements like 'If water is raised to 212 
degrees F (1 ), it boils (2)'; or, 'If a triangle is isosceles (1 ) , the angles at the 
base are equal (2)'; examples which are equally valid stated with one 
premiss; because the observed regularity of nature is an unstated major 
premiss. This form of deduction, so useful to modern science, is the 
mono/emma. 

II. RELEVANCE OF THE STOIC SYSTEM 

As we have seen, the neo-Stoicism of the renaissance relied heavily on 
Cicero and the sources of the first and second centuries A.D. Modern work 
since Sambursky's Physics of the Stoics and the recent publications of 
Gould, Kidd , Long and Rist37 have made the fragmentary sources of the 
earlier Stoa yield up the system described already, whilst assisting us better 
to estimate the influence of Zeno's immediate predecessors. Have we then a 
system or programme still of value in viewing the world, or is our only 
legacy the better understanding of an antiquated system in its ancient con
text? 

34. See the very interesting chapter 'Stoics a nd Politics' in F.H. Sand bach The Stoics, Chatto 
& Wmdus, 1975 , pp.l40-148. 
35. Plutarch, de Alexandri virtute i, 329A. 
6. Alexander Aphrodisiensis in Arist. Topics, p.6 Ald. 

37
· 1 .B. Gou ld, The Philosophy of Chrysippus (Lei den, Brill), 1970. I. G. Kidd (and L. Edels

tem), Posidonius, Vol. I, The Fragments, CUP, 1972. A .A. Long, Hellenistic Philosophy 
Duckworth 1974 J M R' t s · Ph '/ ' 

. • · · · IS , to1c 1 osophv, CUP, 1969. However, the most useful intro-
d ucuon IS F. H . Sand bach, The Stoics, Chatto & Wind us, 1975 . 
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(A) Physics and the Physical Sciences38 

The Stoic doctrine of ecpyrosis and palingenesia has significance for 
modern cosmogony. Since 1927 Lemaitre's doctrine of the expanding 
universe deriving from the explosion of a 'cosmic egg' (a very ancient con
cept) has been popular. To explain the Belgian's view the British 
astronomer Bonnar took the view that the Cosmos began as an extremely 
thin gas, gradually contracting under the influence of gravity until it became 
an ultra-dense mass which exploded into a cycle of expansion. We live in the 
brief period of the 'fulness' of the universe before expansion advances too 
far. This is the doctrine of the 'oscillating universe' for which Sandage in 
1956 postulated an era of 82,000 million years for a single oscillation. So 
this Stoic concept is not out of date, even if it is not, and may never become, 
a scientific orthodoxy. 

The position of Bondi, Gold and Hoyle in the theory of a 'steady state' 
universe is inimical to ecpyrosis theory, but is nonetheless able to offer an 
explanation for the continuing creation of new matter which fits the Stoic 
view of transformation of pneuma into inert matter at the cyclic palin
genesia. If new matter is to be created, what becomes of the law of mass
energy? Hoyle holds that energy required to create new masses of matter 
may be drawn from some of the expansive energy, and that matter can be 
formed at the expense of energy otherwise put into expansion. From a Stoic 
view one would like to suggest that Hoyle's universe must thus slow down, 
cease expanding, and finally contract in Bonnar's sense. 

When my Stoics insist that pneuma and inert matter are both 'body' they 
may mean nothing more than an enlightened guess at the law of mass
energy. If we insist on taking them literally, the modifications of the value 
of m in the Lorenz equation proposed by Bilaniuk and Sudarshan would 
allow us the posited tardyon or normal material particles whose mass tends 
to become infinitely large at the speed of light, the luxon particles like 
neutrinos, antineutrinos and photons which have a mass of zero at the speed 
of light, and theoretical tachyon particles which have a negative proper 
mass at the speed of light and whose speed increases as their energy 
diminishes, rising towards infinity. Are the theoretical tachyon particles a 
description of pneuma unmixed with inert matter? 

Finally, the biology of Teilhard de Chardin is strongly neo-Stoic. His 
'point Omegan 9 has strong affinities with the consummating doctrine of 

38 The next three paragraphs draw references to work in Physics from I. Asimov, Guide to 
Science, I-The Physical Sciences, Pelican, 1975, pp.53-56 and pp.510-521 especially. Regarding 
the 'Cosmic Egg', cf. Aristophanes, Birds, 693-697 and Sanskrit Miinavadharmasiistra (first 
five slokas). 
39. See the paper 'My Fundamental Vision' in P . Teilhard de Chardin, Towards the Future 
(tr. R. Hague), Collins, 1975. Teilhard wrote this paper in France in 1948. Relevant here are 
pp. l80-188. 
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ecpyrosis where all turns to cosmic fire as it is caught up in the final ecstasy 
of existence. His notion of no-osphere like atmosphere or hydrosphere sug
gests the role of rational pneuma in the geocentric Stoic cosmos being 
played out within this planet's life by an emergence of a divine and rational 
power. 40 The development of rationality viewed as hominisation and its 
culmination in ultra-hominisation suggests the Stoic notion of projectus 
leading the insipiens to sapientia, 41 whilst the complexijication or growing 
interrelation of the world gives a physical basis for the drive to scientific 
ecology. 42 

(B) Language and Logic 
Stoicism teaches a material continuum. The same hectic, physical, 

psychic and rational pneuma interpenetrate the striker and the man he 
strikes. This prevented Stoic linguistic theory from concentrating on sub
jects to the exclusion of objects, as Aristotle tended to do. Because men and 
things are defined as tensional fields-prolonged events-and since acts are 
brief events a Stoic calls the former qualities of the subject and the latter 
dispositions attaching to this subject tensional field. The fourth factor is the 
objects and circumstances or effects of that actual disposition-disposition 
in relation to something. These Stoic categories are very like a traditional 
analysis scheme: 

Subject 

The 

The 

The 

Quality 

philosopher 

old man 

youth 

Disposition 

teaches 
(is) (a) philosopher 

meets 

Relation of Disposition 

youths/in the garden 

the general/with the 
philosopher 

"W_e n~t~ that the noun philosopher may function equally well as quality, 
d1spos1tiOn, or relative disposition. However, a more stable or permanent 
longer-lasting event will tend to be described by sentences such as: 

Subject Quality Disposition Relation of Disposition 
The admiral works in the Peiraeus 

Now A.C. Lloyd has established that Zeno and Cleanthes recognised only 
four parts of speech-the article, the name, the verb, and the conjunction. 43 

40. P. Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man (passim). See also his Human Energy 
(Colhns, 1969) , especially pp.20-38 and 113-124. 
41. P. Teilhard de Chardin, Towards the Future, pp. l70-180. 
41. ibid., pp.l66-l70. 
43

· A.C. Lloyd, 'Grammar and Metaphysics in the Stoa ' in Problems in Stoicism, A.A. Long 
~cd . ). At hlon~ Press, 1971 , pp.58-74 especially 66-67 . This is the best treatment of Stoic 
lategones avatlable m English. 
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Those parts of speech we now see as the category markers for a 'normal' 
statement sentence which describes a fairly stable tensional situation. Fur
ther, Lloyd mentions that Chrysippus introduces individualised quality for 
proper names like Socrates, which are unique qualifiers. 4 4 Again, Antipater 
introduced the adverb because it was uncertain if it were disposition or 
relative disposition, as the following case makes clear. " 

Subject Quality Disposition Relation to Disposition 
The insecticide quickly / kills mosquitoes/ in the garden 

The insecticide kills mosquitoes/ quickly lin 
the garden 

However, the boundary between Subject-Quality and Disposition-Relation 
is absolute, a similar division to that of Chomsky's NP and VP 'strings' . •• 
How then would Stoic syntactic theory cope with the 'badly formed' types 
of sentence in Chomsky's Aspects of Syntax? 4 1 In analysing I shall insert 
articles where Greek would need them. 

Subject Quality Disposition Relation to Disposition 

The colourless 
green ideas sleep furiously 

The boy frightens sincerity 

Stoic analysis shows that cancelling out of the stated relation between 
qualities and/ or conflict between disposition and a relation are proofs of 

abnormality. 
An important dispute arose between Aristotelians and Stoics about the 

doctrine of definition held by Antipater of Tarsus. Antipater defined the 
definition as 'a logos uttered precisely according to analysis. An illustration 
is a logos introducing things "in outline", or a logos introducing more 
simply the force of the definition. ' 4 8 The Peripatetics insisted that the Stoic 
view of definition was merely a property: they would have been fairer to 
regard Stoic illustration in this light. The point is that language is more 
often exemplary than explanatory. We can say by definition: 'Death is total 

44. ibid ., p .61. 
45 . ibid., p .61. . . . 
46 . Not that they are Chomsky's invention, nor would he claim them such-It ts hts use of 
them that is di stinctive. J .R. Firth di scusses nominal pieces and verbal pieces as a matter of 
course in 'A Synopsis of Linguistic Theory, 1930-55' in Studies in Linguistic Analys1s, 
Philological Society, Basil Blackwell, 1957, especially pp . l7-22 . But seeN. Chomsky, Aspects 
of the Theory of Syntax, M .I.T . 1965, pp. l8-27 and 63-74. 
47. Chomsky, ibid. , pp.75-lll. Here again , the example o f deviant sentences he partly 
inherits. J .R. Firth, op.cit., pp.8-9 applies his context of situation explanation to some of the 

same examples. 
48. Diog. Laert . VII , 60 (Diod es Magnes) . cf. Alexander in Aristot. Top., pp.42, 27. 
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collapse of body fur.ction and central consciousness'. But we can say by 
illustration that 'Death is an everlasting sleep'. In literature and in oratory, 
as di stinct from philosophy, more impact is made on the hearers by using 
illustrations rather than definitions. The imagination can always extra
polate a definition from a striking illustration. For instance 'But comrades, 
should we fail in this gallant venture, what more can await us than death, 
that everlasting sleep?', gives us a sharper picture than 'death, that total col
lapse of body function and central consciousness'. 

Similarly, Antipater's monolemmatic syllogisms were stigmatised by the 
Peripatetics. 'The statements called monolemmatic seem to be syllogisms 
through the hearers' adding the other premiss because it is so familiar.' The 
mono lemma 'You breathe, so you are alive' seems syllogistic because of his 
own accord the hearer prefixes the other well-known premiss 'everyone who 
breathes is alive'. 49 This is actually perverse, because monolemmatic 
thought has made science possible. Whenever we hold all variables constant 
except one in an observation or experiment we are using the principle of the 
mono/emma, and nothing has done more to extend human knowledge. 

(C) Ethics and Politics 
Stoic ethics, as we saw, depends on the two primary impulses of regard 

fo r self and regard for others. Unless we love ourselves enough to take care 
to survive as sentient tensional fields we shall lose the power to love and 
help others . Stoicism properly is neither self-hating nor life-denying. Our 
duty to other rational beings is due to the affinity of our hegemonic parts, 
our reasonable duty to the rest of the universe we ought to derive from 
watching our senior rational partners . 

To Zeno our founder the ethical good is 'living harmoniously' : Cleanthes 
his successor added 'with Nature' . ' 0 Zeno simply saw the need for a wise 
man to have his hegemonikon devoid of ptoia, so that it might be in tune 
wit h the cosmic rationality and make spontaneous effortless and inerrant 
moral judgments. Cleanthes' great hymn personifies Nature in a rational 
personal Providence called Zeus, ' ' and doubtless stressed the need for har
mony between my hegemonikon and the providential cosmic pneuma of 
Zeus. The goal is to achieve eudaemonia, loosely 'happiness', which Zeno 
defines as a 'smooth flow of life'"-seemingly a further reference to regular 
pneumatic vibration in a wise man's hegemonikon. Virtue is a 'disposition 
in harmony', B and to be sought for its own sake. With the rest of men vir-

49. Alexander in Arisr. Anal. pr., p. l8 . 
50. Stobaeus Ec!ogae ll, 134, p .75 (Wachsmuth). 
51. St obaeus Ec!ogae I. p.25 (Wachsmuth) . 
52 . tohaeus Eclogae II, p.77. 20 (Wachsmuth) . 
53 . Diog. Laert. VII , R9 . 
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tuous acts are a result of good intention plus good luck, and thus have no 
moral worth. In this sense all sins are equal in character, though not of 
course in gravity. 

Chrysippus' view54 that good wise men might lose virtue through drink or 
brain damage opened the door to the converse; fools might progress 
towards becoming sages . This doctrine of profectus achieved by study prac
tice and force of will enabled a man to get his pneuma into tune with the 
Cosmos step by step, till, like the last note tuned on a piano, one last step 
makes him no more a fool but a sage in tune with Providence itself. 

Virtues to the Stoa are things that share in virtue like wisdom, courage, 
justice and temperance: vices are things sharing in vice like folly, cowardice, 
injustice and indulgence. 55 But pairs like riches and poverty, health and 
sickness, glory and nonentity are morally indifferent. 56 Things preferred 
can contribute to a wise man's happiness but have no power to help a fool. 
Instances are intelligence and skill, health, strength and beauty, or wealth 
and repute. Things to be avoided do the wise no harm but injure the foolish. 
Instances are stupidity and clumsiness, disease weakness and ugliness, 
poverty, vulgarity and obscurity. 57 As there are virtues and preferred things, 
thus there are virtuous acts (katorthomata) and preferable (or 'middle') acts 
(kathekonta) , for which rational beings can give a reasonable justification. 
Instances are marriage, going on embassies and debating public issues. 58 

Everything occurring in a reasonable creature contrary to kathekon is 
hamartema, or sin. Kathekonta with perfect justification are katorth
omata; but only a sage has power to perform them, though the kathekonta 
of proficients come closer with progress. 59 Yet a Stoic belief in Fate was 
designed to explain the ' luck ' element in moral profectus as due to provi
dential goodwill rather than chance. Inevitably it came to limit the belief in 
free action, but not to limit free choice in one's goals. 60 

The moral utility of this perspective is considerable. It allows men to will 
and plan good even under wicked coercive regimes, whilst it has an interna
tional ecological and unselfish view of utility. The notion of value and the 
concept of things indifferent are valuable antidotes to our modern con
sumerism. The 'acquisitive personality', whether under capitalist multi
nationalism or international Marxism, is concerned with ever growing pro
duction and development as the sole basis for happiness. The Porch must 

54 . Diog. Laert. VII, 127. 
55. Stobaeus Eclogae II, 104f, p.60 (Wachsmuth): cf. Diog. Laert. VII , 93 . 
56. Stobaeus Eclogae II, 90, p.57 (Wachsmuth)-a direct quotation from Zeno . 
57. Diog. Laert. VII, 106-107 . 
58. Stobaeus Eclogae II , 158, p.85 (Wachsmuth) . 
59 . Stobaeus Florilegium, 103, 22 . 
60. Aulus Gellius, Noctes A llicae, VII , 2, 3f: cf. Cicero de Fato, 41. 
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object that external indifferents have been made the sole goods by unwise 
men , and therefore will bring misery rather than joy. Further in these 
societies competitive education, advertising of goods, and state propaganda 
serve to accentuate pathe and discourage eupathy in the ordinary citizen. 

Of considerable interest to the euthanasia debate was the Stoic view of 
suicide. The soul persisted till the ecpyrosis, 6 ' but without its body it was 
not tense enough to perceive: thus it waited from death till the consumma
tion locked into its dying state of mind. Thus peaceful suicide was better 
than anguished fatal illness or violent execution. However, it was no help to 
the souls of distraught persons. Stoics might accept abortions genuinely 
sought for the good of the rest of a family. Zeno approved homosexual rela
tions between wise men and youths of promise, 62 but in the modern debate 
he would probably only wish to licence persons of intelligence, good 
character and generous purposes to practice such things. Finally, he was 
insistent that wise men must share in public affairsY Would that they did! 

From this it will be seen that the world view and attitudes of my school 
add an interesting and relevant perspective to many aspects of the modern 
debate, and like Thomism, does so from a self-consistent systematic posi
tion. 

61. Plut arch, de Stoic. Repugn. 1042d : cf. Diog. Laert. VII, 130. 
62. Diog. Laert. VII. 129. 
63. Stohaeus Ec!ogae II , 184f. r .94 (Wachsmuth) . 
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FORM AND SUBSTANCE IN ARISTOTLE 

R. G. Tanner 

A. AN APPROACH FROM STRUCTURAL LINGUISTICS 
In this paper it is claimed that parts of the Topics and the whole treatise 

entitled Categories represent successive phases of an attempt to examine lin
guistic relations within texts of a certain class which was later specialised on 
a different level of analysis for the purpose of Metaphysics in Books ~ and 
Z. Form and substance are thus linguistic. 

An immediate objection arises from the fact that later grammatical 
theory growing out of the peripatetic tradition seems preoccupied with the 
paradigms of terms which commute within systems rather than with defini
tions of linguistic categories. To this objection there are two answers. First 
the application of analogy to the morphological features found in the earlier 
Greek poets is a different task from the structural analysis of language in a 
special class of texts. Secondly, one is bound to stress the tentative and pro
visional attitude of the philosopher himself towards so much of his own 
massive edifice. As Sir David Ross has well observed, 'the Metaphysics as a 
whole expresses not a dogmatic system but the adventures of a mind in its 
search for truth.' 1 I believe that the Topics, Categories and Metaphysics~ 
are a similar record of the adventures of a mind in its search for linguistic 
concepts, and that Aristotle was feeling his way towards what Firth2 has 
defined as context of situation in language in his attempt to offer what we 
should call structural analysis of certain types of texts. Indeed, aspects of 
this work could well be regarded as essays by Aristotle in the direction lately 
followed by Professor J. Lyons in his Structural Semantics. 3 

The whole tradition of Peripatetic and Thomist scholarship has operated 
against regarding Aristotle as a linguist as much as a logician. Because the 
texts he chose to examine in Topics and Categories occur in observational 
and deductive situations, their analysis was seen as a foundation for 
syllogistic reasoning rather than as an essay in structural linguistics. As 
Professor Robins has remarked, 

In contrast with other branches of. learning in antiquity, grammatical 
scholarship seems to have received less than its due share of attention 
from us. 4 

1. Sir W. D. Ross, Aristotle's Metaphysics, Vol. I, p.xxv, OUP, 1924. 
2. J. R. Firth, 'Synopsis of Linguistic Theory' in Studies in Linguistic Analysis, Blackwell, 
1957, pp.7-13. 
3. J . Lyons, Structural Semantics, Blackwell, (for Phil. Soc.), 1963 . 
4. R. H. Robins, 'Dionysius Thrax & Western Grammatical Tradition', TPS, 1957, p.68 . 
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The recent standpoint of Ackrill is therefore hardly surprising. 
It is important to recognise from the start that the Categories is not 
primarily or explicitly about names; but about the things that names 
signify .... Aristotle relies greatly on linguistic facts and tests, but his 
aim is to discover truth about non-linguistic items. 5 

By contrast Firth would probably have regarded Aristotle's 'reliance on 
linguistic facts and tests to discover non-linguistic items' as a quest for levels 
of contextual examination and thus an entirely linguistic process of 
analysis. 6 

The Categories and Philosophy 

Concerning the precise nature and function of Aristotle's doctrine of 
categories there has been constant scholarly debate since later antiquity-as 
indeed the most ancient commentary traditions show. The actual references 
to the system in treatises other than that entitled Categories are discrepant 
enough to provoke discussion: thus Topics I, 9 agrees with the treatise in 
allowing ten categories, whilst Metaphysics Ll, 7 and Z are content with 
eight. 

The traditional philosophical understanding was summarised by Zeller 
many years ago: 

All our concepts fall (Catt. 4; Topics, I, 9) under one or more main 
classes of assertions or 'categories', which denote various points of view 
from which things may be contemplated, while there is no concept which 
comprehends them as a class. Of these categories Aristotle enumerates 
ten: substance, quality, quantity, relation, where, when, place, possess
ion, activity, passivity. He is convinced of the completeness of the 
scheme, but no definite principle is to be found for its origin: the 
categories of possession and place are named in Categories and Topics, 
but are passed over in all later enumerations. Of the remainder all have 
not the same value; the most important being the first four, and among 
them the category of substance, to which all the rest are related as what is 
derivative to what is primary. It is these categories which form the essen
tial object of the first philosophy or metaphysics.' 

'It follows clearly enough from Zeller's estimate that any basic reinterpreta
tion of the nature and function of these categories will have a fundamental 
impact on the innovator's metaphysical exegesis of Aristotle's major work 
in that field. 
5. J. L. Ackrill, Aristotle's Categories & de Interpretatione, OUP, 1963, p.71. 
6. op.cit., pp.29-32. 
7. Zeller, Outlines of Greek Philosophy, (tr. Alleyne & Abbott), pp.186-187. 
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Indeed, to some philosophers the whole subject has seemed irrelevant and 
unnecessary. Bertrand Russell is one such. 

What exactly is meant by the word, 'category', whether in Aristotle or in 
Kant and Hegel, I must confess that I have never been able to under
stand. I do not myself believe that the term 'category' is in any way 
useful to philosophy, as representing any clear idea. There are, in Aristo
tle, ten categories: substance, quantity, quality, relation, place, time, 
position, state, action and affection. The only definition offered of the 
term 'category' is 'expressions which are in no way composite 
signify' -and then follows the above list. This seems to mean that every 
word of which the meaning is not compounded of the meanings of other 
words signifies a substance or a quantity etc. There is no suggestion of 
any principle upon which the list of ten categories has been compiled. 8 

It will be observed that there is a serious difference between Zeller and 
Russell in the rendering of the Greek. Russell follows a more systematic and 
consistent method. 

But modern.Aristotelian scholars are no more happy with these categories 
than are the modern philosophers. In his introduction to his edition of the 
Metaphysics Sir David Ross observes: 

The doctrine of the categories is a particularly puzzling one, partly from 
the lack of any very definite information as to Aristotle's precise object 
in formulating it, partly from our ignorance of the relative dates of the 
works in which various aspects of it are presented. 9 

The matter of precise object we hope to conjecture below, but first the issue 
of chronology demands some passing attention. 

Here the work of Miss Huby has virtually removed the last doubt that 
Topics I, 7 (from 103a6) to VII, 2 are the original core of the Topics and 
date from about 360 B.C., when Aristotle had begun to take part in the 
teaching of the Academy. 10 Our first statement of the categories in fact 
begins this early treatise, so it is much the earliest source of the doctrine, 
and appears at the outset of Aristotle's independent philosophical career. 
Again, Ackrill remarks 'it is however probable that the Categories and De 
Jnterpretatione are in fact early 'Yorks of Aristotle' . 11 

Of the passages of consequence in the Metaphysics, Sir David Ross 
believes l'l to be an earlier self-contained treatise. 

8. History of Western Philosophy, pp.222-223 . 
9. op.cit. , p.lxxxii. 
10. P. M. Ruby, The Date of Aristotle's Topics, CQ, n.s . 12, 1962, pp.73-75. 
II. Ackrill, op.cit., p.69. 
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~ is evidently out of place where it is, and, as evidently, it is a genuine 
Aristotelian work .... Some of the notions discussed in it (KoA.o(36v, 
\jJEG&oc;) are not appropriate to the Metaphysics, and it is apparently 
earlier than the physical works, while the rest of the Metaphysics, in its 
present form, is later. 12 

Now in view of the exceedingly early date posited for the kernel of the 
Topics, it is natural to take this treatise as a little earlier than the Categories 
and De Interpretatione. Clearly, Metaphysics ~. which was also current as a 
separate treatise, is appreciably earlier than Metaphysics Z, which must be 
subsequent to the physical studies. Probably Metaphysics ~ is subsequent 
to the Categories in composition; but it is conceivable that they are closely 
contemporary all the same, and certainly~. 7 sheds a great deal of light on 
Categories 2-4. The likely chronological order may be shown thus: 

I. Topics 103a6-152b35 
II. Categories: Metaphysics ~ 

III . Metaphysics Z. 

The Treatment of the Ten Categories in the Topics 

In view of prime importance of the categories as the earliest distinctive 
doctrine of Aristotle which seems now to be emerging from recent 
chronological investigation of the texts, it is of great import to determine 
how he established this system as far as the data allow us. 

Starting from a study of the linguistic context of question and answer in 
which he believes the categories were generated as responses to ten types of 
nponioEtc; or single questions, he goes on (1, 9) to tell us that four differen
tia or marks of distinction (&taq>opai) are present in these ten classes of 
statements (yEVTl -r&v KU"tllYOPt&v). The ten classes of statements are 'what 
(it) is' (-ri eon) 'of some size' (noo6v) 'of some kind' (not6v), 'in some rela
tion' (np6c; -rt) 'in some place' (nou) 'at some time' (nmt) 'to be in a 
position' (KEi:o8m) 'to be in a condition' (hEtv) 'to do' (notEi:v), and 'to 
suffer' (n<iox,Etv). 13 The rest of this chapter deserves word-for-word trans
lation. 'Always accident or class or property or definition will be present in 
any one of these four statements. For all simple questions arising from these 
four signify "What is it?" (-ri eon;), or "What size?" (n6oov;), or "What 
kind?" (noiov;), or some one of the other predicates ( = statements). 14 It is 
clear from this that the expression stating what something is sometimes 
signifies substance, at other times of some size, at other times of some kind, 

12. Ross, op.cit., Vol. I, p.xxv. 
13. Topics, 103b20-23 . 
14. Here the accentuation of 103b26 is emended from indefinite to interrogative. 
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at other times one of the other predicates'. 15 Here it will be noted that we 
are rendering the Greek literally. Russell's practice of treating all the cate
gory words of Greek as abstract nouns offers correct labels for the areas 
they cover b~t obscures important grammatical distinctions between parts 
of speech which may prove to have a dynamic influence on the interpreta
tion. Of Zeller's pastiche of abstract nouns and adverbs the least said the 
better. 

Aristotle now exemplifies his principle: 

F~r if,. wh~n 'man' is under discussion, someone says 'the thing under 
discussiOn IS man (or, is (a) creature)', he says what it is and signifies 
substance (ouoia). Or if, when the colour 'white' is under discussion 
someone says _'t~e thin~ u~~er discussion is white (or else, is(a)colour)': 
he says what 1t 1s but sigmfies of some kind. Again if when 'a cubit's 
size' is under discussion, some one says 'the thing dnd~r discussion is a 
cubit's size', he says what it is and signifies of some size. For each of 
these (predicates), if it is stated as an identity of the subject or if it states 
class ~f the subject, signifies what it is (i.e. substance). But when any of 
t?es~ IS state~ ~f a subject distinct from it (nEpi t-rtpou), it does not 
sigm.fy what 1t 1s, but of some size, of some kind, or one of the other 
pr~dicates. For the contents of statements (i.e. the same thing or another 
thmg) and from what sources they come (i.e. simple questions), that is 
enough. 16 

The Categories of Metaphysics ~. 7 

From 103b27-9 of the Topics it is clear that Aristotle believed that the 
state.ment of ~~at it is was made by every one of the ten categories or 
predicates. This IS less obvious for the last seven than it is for the first three. 
However, Metaphysics~. 7, which seems roughly coeval with the treatise 
Categories, offers a concise explanation of this problem arising from what 
we have seen in the Topics. 

However, at this point certain preliminaries need attention. First one can
not overstress the importance of two aspects of Greek grammar. Greek has 
?o true ind~finite article, as enclitic -ric; mean rather a certain unspecified 
~tern. Thus If a Greek wishes to say 'the cat is a creature' he must say 'the cat 
IS creafure' · T?e pattern is just like 'the cat is black', which of course really 
states the cat IS a black one'. So, when we say the cat is black, in Aristotle's 
~erms from the Topics we say what it is but signify of some kind; in this case 
Its colou~. But when we say ' the cat is creature/ animal' we imply a complex 
of orgamsed bones and flesh and fur with nervous organisation, perceptive 
15. Topics, 103b23-28. 
16. Topics, 103b28-104al. 
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power, capacity for activity and a warm blood stream. In Aristotle's terms 
the cat is animal says what it is and signifies substance. Now it is clear to us 
that animal is a noun and black is an adjective; but the Greeks called them 
substantival and adjectival labels or nouns (ov611ata). The affinity is partly 
due to the impossibility of distinguishing them structurally when they occur 
as predicates in Greek-for such predicates often happen to share the ter
mination of the subject even when substantival. 

The second grammatical problem is that of what Bloomfield calls equa
tional predication. 17 Generations of schoolboys have (as I did) seen this doc
trine for the first time on page 4 of North & Hillard, where they learnt that 6 
ayaeoc:; av1lp is attributive and means 'the good man' whilst 6 avi]p aya86c:; 
is predicative and means 'the man(is)good'. Bloomfield calls the attributive 
type an endocentric construction. 18 The predicative form, however, is an 
equational predication. This may be expressed by the formula article+ first 
word = second word (A+ I = II). Many complications arise from Aristo
tle's attempt to regard A+ I+ 11-the endocentric construction-as a case 
of equational A+ I = II. Now we have already noted that 'the cat is black' 
really means 'the cat is a black one'. In Homeric Greek as in Sanskrit the ar
ticle is still a demonstrative pronoun, and survived thus in Attic Greek in 
such idomatic phrases as 6 JlEV ... 6 8f: (the one ... the other). Thus in 
Greek 6 ayaeoc:; av1lp (the good man) could be viewed from this aspect as 
'the good (one) (is) man'-or a case of equational predication rather than 
an endocentric use-as A+ I = II, not A+ I+ II. 19 

The other non-grammatical consequence we must discuss after looking at 
the indigence of Greek in respect of indefinite articles noted above is that 
the Greeks did not learn foreign languages, and therefore could not use 
comparative treatment of meanings for philosophical purposes. Thus men 
saw their own linguistic patterns as the pattern of nature. The need to say 
'Plato is man/Socrates is man' instead of being able to individuate the 
predicate by saying 'Socrates is a man/Plato is a man', was a powerful 
pressure towards the Platonic doctrine of forms or ideas (d8T], i8eai). If 
thousands of individuals are man, not each a man, there must be a being 
MAN in which all somehow are comprehended and from which all 
originate. We now know that in this special case the gene does work rather 
like this-thanks to Crick and Watson-but this modernisation hardly 
serves for inanimate objects. The same viewpoint gave us the Holy Trinity. 
Greek cannot say that the Father is a divine being or that the Son is a divine 

17. L. Bloomfield, Language, G. Allen & Unwin, 1935, p.l73. 
18. ibid., pp.I94-19S. 
19. For fuller statement of such analysis from a standpoint directed to Chomsky's structural 
linguistics rather than Metaphysics, seeR. G. Tanner, Aristotle as a Structural Linguist, TPS, 
1969, pp.99-164. 
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being: the Father and Son must both be divine being (or God): hence we 
have the Athanasian Creed affirmation, 'three persons in one substance'. 
There substance is used as in Metaphysics Z, but really to handle the issue of 
this linguistic pattern for which Plato's solution showed defects. A version 
of Metaphysics Ll, 7 reads like this. 

In some cases the thing being (to ov) is mentioned in reference to an acci
dent, in other cases in reference to itself. In reference to an accident we 
say su.ch thi~gs ~s :t?e just is musical' (6 8iKawc:; JlOUcnK6<; eoti), 'the 
man (Is~ m~sical (o avepwnoc:; JlOUotK6c:;), and 'the musical (is) man' (6 
JlOUcnKoc:; avepwnoc:;). Hence we speak in the same way as if we were to 
say '~he ~usical builds/is building' (6 JlOUotKoc:; oiKOOOJlEi), because we 
co~sider It has befallen the builder to be musical or the musical (to be) 
builder-for the statement 'this is that' signifies that this has befallen 
that; and this rule applies with the cases quoted above. Therefore, 
whenever we call the musical !P~E or the man musical, likewise the white 
'EE~i~~l or the musical ~_!lit~, we say this latterpair because both those 
items have befallen the same existent person, but the former pair because 
the musical quality has befallen the existent person-thus we call the 
musical !P~E since the musical quality has befallen (a) man. On the same 
f!rinciple the non-white is said to be, because it is for the person to whom 
It has befallen. Thus things which are said to be in reference to an acci
de~t a~e so sp?ken either because both exist for the same (other) thing 
wh~ch IS now m being (i.e. 'the white is musical'); or because that to 
w_htch belon~s as ~n accident the item of which it is predicated itselfexists 
(I.e. the musical (Is) man); or because the latter exists in the former item 
of which ~t is predicated and which is in being (i.e. 'the man (is) white'). 
As many Items as the following figures of predication indicate are said in 
reference t? these ~a~e existent subjects. For, in however many ways 
they are said, they mdicate 'to Be' in all cases. 20 

Before continuing the chapter, one must consider Aristotle's assertion that 
6 JlOUcnKoc:; av8pwnoc:;-'the musical (is) man' is said like 'the musical 
b~ilds'-~ ~oucnKoc:; . oiKoOOJlEt. Further, he analyses 6 JlOUotKO<; 
OtKo8o~Et the ~usical builds' as equivalent to 6 oiKo8611oc:; 
JlOU?tKO_<;-'~he builder is musical', or to 6 JlOUCHKO<; OlKOOOJlO<;-'the 
musical IS builder'. The last case shows him treating the finite verb present 
tense as equivalent to is+ agent noun. These apparent oddities show a very 
remarkable affinity with the doctrines of transformational generative 
grammar. Thus Chomsky observes: 

The transfo:mational component consists of a sequence of singulary 
transformatiOns. Each transformation is fully defined by a structure 

20. Aristotle, Metaphysics !1, 7, 1017a7-24. 
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index, which is a Boolean condition of analyzability, and a sequence of 
elementary transformations. The notion analyzable is determined in 
terms of the 'is a' relation, which, in turn, is defined by the rewriting 
rules of the base and by the lexicon. 21 

If we look at Aristotle's case in these terms, the musical man does not mean 
'the man is musical', but it does imply this base structure. As we have 
already seen it is in fact analyzable in Homeric terms as 'the musical (one) 
(is) man'. In the same way 'the musical (one) (is) builder' can be postulated, 
thus giving an analyzable base for 'the musical (one) builds/is building'. 
Thus the deep base structure in Chomsky's sense will be as Aristotle asserts: 
'the builder (is) musical' (A+ I = II). 

Returning to the text, we shall find Aristotle here offers us a shorter list 
of eight (or really seven) categories. 

Since then of things predicated some signify what it is, others of some 
kind, others of some size, others in some relation, others to do or suffer, 
others in some place, others at some time; for each of these then they 
signify that the same thing is. 22 

Having telescoped the four verbal predicates of the Topics into one, he 
turns to explain verbal functions. 

The man is walking is in no way different from the man walks; similarly 
the man is cutting is just like the man cuts, and likewise in other such 
cases. 23 

To us the progressive aspect makes a big difference, but in the context of 
observing phenomena there is no real distinction. The next transform to 
is+ agent noun seems odd to us. The man runs might be transformed either 
to the man is running (actual) or the man is a runner (potential). But in 
Greek the transform is the man (is) runner, which contrives to preserve 
actuality and potentiality as options. Probably he abolished the categories 
'to be in a position' and 'to be in a condition' because agent-nouns can 
substitute for the first and trade or grade labels for the second. Thus 'the 
man is sitting' arises from 'the rna~ is sitter' and 'the man is armed' from 
'the man is hoplite'. 

Next Aristotle turns to a matter we shall discuss under the heading of 
essence ('ro -ri ftv dvCH). This is the use of initial i:crnv to mark the truth of a 
proposition and of initial ol>K i:crnv to mark its falsity. 24 As cases he quotes 

21. N. Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, MIT, 1963, pp.142-143 . 
22. Melt. ~. 7, 1017a24-27. 
23. Melt. ~. 7, 1017a27-30. 
24. Melt. ~. 7, 10!7a3!-36. 
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i:crn I:roKpci-rTJ<; ou AEUK6<; and also i:crn I:roKpci-rTJ<; J.lOUcrtK6<;. These we 
should render 'Certainly Socrates is not-pale' and 'Assuredly Socrates is 
music~!': Aristotle analyses them thus: 'it is (true): Socrates (is) not-pale' 
and 'It IS (true): Socrates (is) musical'. His false case is ouK i:crnv iJ 
8tciJ.LE-rpo<; O'UJ.lJ.lE-rpo<; which we might render: 'In fact the diagonal is not 
commensurate', but which he analyses as: 'It is not (true): the diagonal (is) 
commensurate'. Without the colons all three are accurate English versions. 

Finally, Aristotle discusses potentiality (MvaJ.Lt<;) and actuality (£v-rcA.Ex
Eta): 

F~rt~er, 'to be'. and 'being' sometimes signify that one of these things 
said IS to be said potentially, and at other times that it is to be said 
~ctually. For we ~redicate 'to be seeing' both of the thing potentially see
mg and of the thmg actually seeing. Likewise we say, both of the thing 
able to use understanding and of the thing really using it, that 'it under
stands/is rational'. Also we say 'it is at rest/rests' both of the object to 
which rest is present and of the one able to rest. In the same way of those 
predicates which are substances; for we say 'Hermes (potentially) is in 
the block of stone' and 'the half (potentially) (is) of the line. Further we 
call the crop not yet ripe 'wheat'. 25 

The overall study of this vital chapter of Metaphysics ~ permits us to 
recognise the generative and transformational linguistic basis of what are 
called the 'categories of being' as Aristotle saw them. For distinguishing 
between acceptable propositions and deviant structures generated from his 
b~s~c st~uctures Aristotle used a truth (or essence) test qualified by a further 
d1stmct10n between actual and potential truth. 
Ne~t we turn to substance in the Categories. In chapter 2 he goes over the 

equ~twnal, and e?docentric problems, telling us that things are said of a 
subject or U7tOKEtJ.1Evov ( = substratum in Metaphysics Z) and others in the 
subject. Instances of the first are 'man', 'dog': of the second 'white' 
'angry'. Things said of the subject are often genus or species. Ackrili 
observes 'subject means neither grammatical subject nor substance, but is a 
mere lab~! for whatever has anything said of or in it'. Previously he makes 
the amazmg statement: 'Being said of a subject is no more a linguistic pro
perty than being in a subject'. 26 

I~ chapter 3 Aristotle explains that things said of something said of the 
subJect are themselves said of the subject. Thus, if 'the particular man is 
man', and 'man is creature' it follows that 'the particular man is creature' 27 

This is assisted by the Greek tendency to write either 'the man' or 'the me~' 
25. M elt. ~. 7, 1017a35-b8. 
26. J . L. Ackrill, op.cit., pp.73-76. 
27. Calt. I b!0-15. 
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for 'mankind'. Things under different genera will have different typifying 
features, so that words describing a particular class (genus) cannot be 
applied to a species (jorm) or individual of another class. Chomsky's 
deviant sentence 'Colourless green ideas sleep furiously' 28 is thus ruled out 
by our philosopher, who observes 

Things of different classes and not classed under each other have 
different specifying features for their forms. Instances are (the classes) 
knowledge and creature. For typifying features (of forms/species) of 
creatures are walking, two-footed, water-dwelling and winged. However, 
one form of knowledge does not differ from another by being two-

footed. 29 

In fact Aristotle offers us a theory which Chomsky so far lacks giving 
coherent grounds for rejecting all statements which offend like 11 ypa!J.
IJ.UnKTj 7t"tTJVTt 'the grammar (is) winged'. This resembles Firth's 'eat's 
wings' or the 'ideas sleep' quoted above, which both deviate for the same 

reason. 
In chapter 5 Aristotle isolates primary from secondary substance or 

ouaia, then sets secondary substance apart from other predicates. The 
primary substance here is the subject (substrate?) A+ I. 'The substance 
most appropriately and most of all so named-likewise being the one 
spoken in first position-is that which is said neither of a subject nor in a 
subject, like "the particular man" or "the particular horse". Those 
substances are spoken second in which the first-spoken substances exist, as 
being present in their forms or classes (species or genus)'. 30 So 'Socrates (is) 
(a) man' , 'The man (is) (an) animal' exemplify form and class respectively. 
He then explains that both the sound and meaning of a secondary substance 
are said of the subject. 31 Thus all occurrences of secondary substances are 
synonymous in Aristotle's sense of that term given in Catt. I. 

32 He goes on: 
Mostly neither the sound nor the meaning of things said in the subject 
can be said of the subject: but sometimes the sound may be said of the 
subject even in cases where the meaning cannot possibly be spoken of the 

subject. 33 

Here he is first explaining the endocentric construction as being in the sub
ject but not said of it as 'the white man'. If we treat this as 'the white (one) 

28 . op.cit., p.l49. 
29. Catt. lbl6-20. 
30. Catt. 2all-6: 
31. Catt. 2al9-23 . 
32. Catt. 1<16-8. 
33 . Catt. 2a27-34. 
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(is) man' of course it becomes a statement of sound and meaning of the 
form man after the subject particular 'the white one'. The other case he 
mentions as said of the subject is a case like 'the man (is) white', where 
white is spoken homonymously in the sense of Catt. I, 34 for its meaning 
applies not to the man but to his skin. Thus things stated of primary 
substances are said synonymously if they are secondary substances, but are 
said homonymously or paronymously if they belong to the other nine 
categories. A paronymous use is a case like substituting 'the man runs/is 
running' for the second substance 'the man (is) (a) runner'. Here Aristotle 
has given us a logical justification for the need for a subject to exist before a 
predication can be made: A+ I is a precondition for II. 

Turning to form and class he is careful to point out that form is more 
substantial than class, indeed the relation of form to class is that of primary 
substance to other things. Except these substances, no other category 
clarifies the nature of the primary substance. 'White' or 'running' answer a 
different question from that answered by 'man' or 'animal'. Further, he is 
careful to point out that no substance may be irz the subject (substrate). 
'Primary substance may neither be in it nor said of it, while secondary sub
stance, though said of the subject (substrate) is not in it.' In fact on this 
view primary substance is the subject or substrate. 

The Material of Metaphysics, Z 

The main arguments of the Metaphysics concerning ouaia (substance) 
which are set out in Book Z appear to be based on the three earlier studies 
examined above. In the very first sentence Aristotle admits his prime 
dependence on the treatise m:pl. 'LOU noaax&s. Now many years ago the 
German scholar A pelt regarded the doctrine of the categories as a classifica
tion of the senses of copulative 'is', and the recent progress of generative 
linguistics allows us to extend this approach. 

In Z, 3 Aristotle tells us that substance is spoken of in four ways. 'For 
what was to be and the universal and the kind seem to be the substance for 
each thing, and in fourth place the substratum (unoKEi!J.Evov).' The com
plex discussion of essence in Z, 4-6 can be eased by reference to ~. 7 where 
we suggested that the affirmative use of ean underlay it, Ean, 5n ~v 'it is 
(true), whatever it was'. Essence then is the subject of a sentence with 
emphatic Ean-a 'truth-statement'. But here substratum is our old subject 
of the linguistic treatises, which can be followed by any of the nine acci
dent/property homonymous predicates. Essence must state being (actual or 
potential), whilst substrate can be involved with coming-into-being and 
passing-away situations. The Universal here is our old form (El&os), while 

34. Catt. lal-5. 
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class (yEvoc;) retains its old use: so either of these may be substantival 
predicates (category I) of both substance and essence. 

The Prime Substance in Metaphysics Z 

In chapter 3 (1029a2-3), the substrate (sub~ect) is defined_ as 'm~tt~r in 
one sense, form in another, and both combmed together m a thtrd . A 
typical subject of the categories is the man (av8pomoc;), anoth,er i~ S~cr~t~s 
{:EffiKPU'tTJc;)-usually without article. But, as we have seen o JlEV! o &e 1s 
also a possible subject. . 

Let us now attempt to resolve or 'factorise' our equational type predica-
tion to test its validity for analysis of Metaphysics Z. In so doing let us begin 
by recalling that the Categories asks what things are substances, whi~st the 
Metaphysics ( 11 perhaps apart) is more concerned. to . ask , what 1s t?e 
substance of these things. If we examine the predtcatwn o a'tpa'tTJYOc; 
av8pffinoc; ' the general( a) is (a) man( c)', we find it informs us in terms ~f 
Categories 2b 7-14 that the substantive predicate man ~an be satd 
synonymously of the subject the general: in terms of ~ur notatwn, c ca~ be 
thus said of a, and, from the standpoint of Cq_tegories 2a14-27, c 1s a 
' second substance' stated as a 'form' (species , d8oc;) of a. On the other 
hand, from the standpoint of Metaphysics Z 1029a2-7, a is a combination 
of matter (UATJ) and form (JlOPQJll), whilst in the same treatise, 1041 b7-9, we 
are told that the cause of matter (UATJ) is sought-namely the form 
(et&oc;)-by which it is something; and that this is substance (ouaia). On 
this evidence it seems that for Metaphysics Z c (man) is the substance of a 
(the general) because it is the form (cl8oc;) of a. On the other hand 
Categories declares individual particular subjects like the general are 
primary substances and their forms like man are secondary subst~nces. 
From the position of Metaphysics Z we have also seen that such pnmary 
substances in the terms of the Categories are compounds of matter+ form. 

Now we can say 'the general (a) is substance (b)' 6 a'tpa'tTJYOc; ouaia, and 
'the particular substance (b) is man (c)' i) 'ttc; ouaia av8pffi7tOc;. Thus we 
find that, as a= b and b = c, ther~fore a= c: that is matter+ form = 
substance but substance = form; therefore matter+ form = form (A+ I 
= II). Clearly this equation only works where matter = zero. So if 
matter+ form = substance, , then zero+ form = substance; therefore we 
must conclude that form = substance. Therefore, despite the different 
priority of Aristotle's early linguistic treatises, f~om . t~e viewpoi~t of 
phenomenal objects of the world rather than lmgmstlcs the pnmary 
substance becomes the form in Z for metaphysical studies, not as before 
remaining the individual object seen. 

The lack of the concept zero prevented Aristotle from stating this change 
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mathematically, and therefore he has a long logical discussion to set up the 
relative priority of form to matter so as to find a structural linguistic route 
to the same conclusion. Phenomena provide data for our thought or meta
physical image-making, but metaphysics operates with non-material images 
of things or states of affairs . Thus matter is the reality of physics where it is 
defined by form, but in metaphysics it has no reality for the world of mental 
images and thus becomes an unreal zero factor, while form is the sole men
tal reality. Furthermore, at 1028a25-7 it is explained that 'tO ~a&i~ov is 
closer to reality than 'tO ~a8i~etv can be, because in the former the basic 
substance is defined. Thus we conclude that agreement of article and noun 
creates definition. So the article which thus limits must be the individuating 
principle in language. However, on our previous analysis the article must 
represent matter, since we can say the man (is) man (6 av8pffinoc; 
a v8pffinoc;) as an equational A+ I = II pattern, and the article is the only 
part of this subject not identifiable with the form. Thus matter must be the 
individuating principle in nature like the article in grammar. This conclu
sion is noted by Ross also, but on observational more than deductive 
grounds. 

When we return to Aristotle, . . . . we find that on the whole he tends to 
describe matter as the source of plurality, if not of individuality. 35 

Secondly, in grammar the article is modified by the gender, number and 
case of its noun, not the other way round-so in A+ I pattern we say i] 
nA.iv8oc; but 6 Myoc;. So nouns are prior to articles in language: therefore 
f orms are prior to matter in nature. Doubtless, language was not the sole 
model for the doctrine of 1041a6-b31, but it clearly contributed powerfully 
to the seemingly surprising doctrine that form is now the prime substance 
while the individual subject now becomes derivative or secondary. 

To conclude, though in his linguistic writings Aristotle regards article
noun as primary substance and the formal substance predicated of it as 
secondary; in studying the structure of nature Aristotle finds that form is 
the primary substance and matter+ form secondary to it. Therefore in 
Metaphysics Z a noun expressing form is primary though predicative, while 
its subject (article+ noun) is secondary. 

B. THE APPROACH FROM VISUAL PHENOMENA 
In a recent most admirable study Professor A. C. Lloyd of Liverpool has 

examined the Aristotelian approach to universals as being post rem rather 
than in re. 36 In setting out his position he makes several points of great 
general value. 

35. W. D. Ross, op.cit., Vol. I, p.cxvi. 
36. A. C. Lloyd, Form and Universal in Aristotle, Francis Cairns, Liverpooll981, p.3. 
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In the narrow sense, Aristotle is no more a nominalist than Aquinas or 
indeed Ockham. The traditional label which should be attached to him is 
that of conceptualism. The common features that we attribute to the 
external world are not names, in so far as names do not belong to 
language, but to this or that language. They are to be found in what is for 
Aristotle logically prior to language, namely thoughts, of which concepts 
is a synonym. Following Aristotle himself, mediaeval philosophers called 
them actus mentis. I shall assume for convenience a notion of 'proposi
tion' which may be a little old fashioned ... One can then summarise 
the initial thesis which is to be attributed to Aristotle. Utterances and 
sentences belong to this or that language. Propositions do not belong to a 
language; they are combinations of concepts, and they are what 
utterances and sentences mean. Things and states of affairs are what 
make utterances and sentences true. Universals are concepts and 
therefore belong to propositions. Forms belong to things and states of 
affairs. 37 

Accepting Lloyd's remark that utterances belong to this or that language, 
we must not however forget that the Greeks did not include the learning of 
foreign tongues in their education, and were therefore apt to regard their 
own language as not only natural but also paradeigmatic of human thought 
process either absolutely or relatively to all barbarian speech. With this 
qualification we may grant that thoughts and their combinations into pro
positions are not verbal, though still noting that the cultural prejudice 
touched on above may have led Greek philosophers into anguished attempts 
to reconcile propositions with utterances in ways we should never essay. But 
if thoughts and propositions are not verbal, then they must be essentially 
pictorial-not auditory but visual. On such a view we find that Lloyd's 
'things and states of affairs' are to be observed visually and remembered by 
mental pictures of them. When such mental pictures are classified and 
stored in whatever we mean by our memory they become subject to later 
recall and can be used by the application of imaginary processes, a kind of 
image-making which arranges the recalled visual data meaningfully in a new 
situation with other images recalled from various different visual data to 
create a proposition by this exercise of imagination. Once visualised such 
acts of mind (or imagination) can be verbalised in any language known to 
the speaker so that they become expressed in an utterance. 

Such a view of course underlies the tradition of Latin prose composition: 
metaphors must not be rendered literally but the situation must be visual
ised and then expressed either literally or in a metaphor of the target 

37. ibid., p.2. 
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language. Sentences merely serve to tie together the labels devised to give 
phonetic expression to the imaginary or observed shapes and patterns 
envisaged as concepts in such a way as to suggest the proposition in the 
mind of the speaker to the mind of the listener. These visual patterns 
actually seen are of course 'forms', but the imaginary patterns recalled from 
these same perceptions of things or states of affairs are 'universals', for they 
are open to recall on countless occasions and to unlimited regrouping with 
an unrestricted range of other imagined concepts. This of course means that 
a specific form like 'man' is universal, but also particular forms like 
'Socrates', 'Jesus' or 'the Titanic' can have enough notoriety or significance 
to be employed paradeigmatically as universals. 

However, because the image perceived by the senses is reflected in the 
image generated in the imagination, then the universals and the forms from 
which they derive must share the same labels in speech if they are to refer to 
the same 'thing or state of affairs'. If in fact vision and imagination are to 
represent distinguishable layers, they must then be distinguished for speaker 
and hearer alike by their context and collocation, but not by any distinc
tions in their verbal morphology. Lloyd is very careful to clarify this point. 

At the same time, but with a qualification, universals are forms. For the 
content of the thought, the concept, is a form, but one made general by 
being abstracted in thought. One is reminded at once of Locke's abstract 
general ideas which exist as such in the mind alone but are abstractions 
from the ideas or qualities which exist in the external world and which as 
so existing are particular. It follows that the thesis which will be pre
sented as the alternative to the conventional history can appear equally as 
a denial that forms are to be identified with universals, and of course the 
equivalent claim that (as such) forms are particulars, or as the thesis that 
forms can be spoken of as they exist (when they are particular) or as they 
are thought of (when they are general). Understood in this way it would 
not be wrong to say that Aristotle held a post rem theory of universals 
and an in re theory of forms. 38 

Lloyd is careful to point out that Aristotle's customary description of 
universals as 'what can be predicated of many or what can belong to many' 
does not resolve our problem about their ontological status. 

For it is notorious that his diction allowed at least three categories of 
things to be said of or predicated of something: (a) linguistic entities, i.e. 
predicate expressions; (b) extra-linguistic entities, i.e. properties; (c) 
entities which are possibly intermediate, i.e. the 'terms' of his logic. 39 

38. A. C. Lloyd, op.cit., p.3. 
39. ibid., pp.3-4. 
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Now instances we might propose are (a) 'Socrates is walking in the 
Lyceum'; (b) 'Any man is two-footed'; and (c) 'All Cretans are liars'. In 
these instances type (a) is a short-term event or 'accident' under observa
tion, type (b) is a 'property' which is coeval with and natural to any human 
organism, while type (c) is an observed tendency which is generally true up 
till now, yet which admits of odd exceptions now and may become infinitely 
open to them in the future . But, pace Lloyd, they do not seem in essence to 
be distinguished by being linguistic or extra-linguistic. Rather, their distinc
tions relate to their duration and their generality. All are 'states of affairs' 
which are observable, memorable, competent to feed the imagination and 
able to be uttered in language. 

The relations of such 'states of affairs' to the memory and imagination 
seem to me to be explicated by Aristotle himself in the De Memoria, and it 
may well be that such an aim in the author's mind may account for some of 
the oddities of this treatise which Sorabji notices in his introduction and 
commentary. 40 Thus in marking the need to distinguish between the act of 
remembering and the disposition to remember Sorabji observes: 'Aristotle 
seems to think of the disposition mistakenly as an ability to perform acts of 
remembering'. 41 If we are discussing memory as a faculty this may well be 
an error as Sorabji claims, but if we are really discussing the use of memory 
to furnish the material used by imagination in creating visual concepts in the 
mind so as to weave them into new propositions, then Aristotle's curious 
emphasis is not erroneous but correct. 

Of course Sorabji himself recognises the peculiar importance of the image 
in Aristotle's theory of memory. 42 

When one remembers, the present content of one's mind, according to 
Aristotle, is a mental image. The idea that such an image is involved is 
introduced as something that is 'clear' (450a27). We shall want to know 
what makes this so clear to Aristotle. But first we should notice that 
Aristotle's theory of remembering requires not any kind of image, but an 
image that is a likeness or copy (eikon 450b27; 45la2, all-12) of the 
thing remembered. An eikon of X, strictly speaking, is both similar to 
and derived from X. The kind of derivation that Aristotle has in the 
front of his mind is the causal one described in 450a27-bll. The image is 
causally derived from a past act of perceiving and from the correspon
ding object of perception. Whether one is remembering may depend on 
whether one's image is an eik6n (451a2-5, a8-12). This seems to be a cor
rect account of one kind of case. But we must protest against Aristotle 
that it is not the only kind. 

40. R. Sorabji, Aristotle on Memory, Duckworth, London 1972. 
41. ibid., p.2. 
42. ibid., pp.2-3. 
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This protest I cannot share: it is true, but it neglects the issue that Aristotle 
is concerned in this treatise with memory in connexion with imagination. In 
Sorabji's own version he makes clear that one remembers particular images. 
Memory is of particular forms as universals. 

45la14. Now, it has been said what memory and remembering are, 
namely the having of an image regarded as a copy of that of which it is an 
image, and to which part in us memory belongs, namely the primary 
perceptive part and that with which we perceive time. 43 

In his notes on p.87 Sorabji reminds us that the 'having of an image' is a 
hexis, and that memory is an instance of hexis in this sense of possession 
and retention. On the other hand, he next assures us that memory is also a 
hexis in the sense of being a state. In commenting on the phrase 'regarded as 
a copy of that of which it is an image', he observes that Aristotle does not 
seem to have in mind symbolic images. 'An image of the man, Coriscus, will 
be regarded as a copy, and so presumably is a copy, of Coriscus himself. It ' 
is not a copy of something that symbolizes Coriscus, for example of his 
hat.' So memory on Sorabji's interpretation of Aristotle will be of par
ticular forms. 

On the other hand, recollection is the imagination generalising a class 
image from particular seen and remembered images. So recollection is of 
specific or generic forms as universals. 

453a10-14, The explanation is that recollecting is, as it were, a sort of 
reasoning. For in recollecting, a man reasons that he formerly saw, or 
heard or had some such experience, and recollecting is, as it were, a sort 
of search. 44 

This point is well made in Metaphysics Z, 10 in another context: 
For 'circle' and 'being in relation to circle' come to the same thing, as 
does 'soul' and 'being in relation to soul'. But for something already 
compounded of eidos and hule (i.e. -ro auvoA.ov)4 s like this particular 
circle here or the particular instances of some perceptible or knowable 
object-by knowable I mean like objects of mathematics, by perceptible 
I mean like objects of bronze or wood-in all these cases there is no 
definition, but they come to be known with thought or sense perception, 
and when they have gone away from their full actuality it is not clear 
whether they eJ.ist as beings or not. However they are always mentioned 
and recognised in terms of the universal. 1036al-8. 

43 . ibid., p.52. 
44. ibid., p.59. 

45 . See Liddell and Scott, A Greek Lexicon, s. v. ouvoA.oc;. 
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The concept then, be it particular memory or generalising analogical 
recollection, is always Professor Lloyd's universal. Whether recreated from 
memory or generalised by recollection based on a current observation, the 
concept is combined by the imagination with other such concepts to create 
visual propositional pictures capable of verbal utterance. In generalised 
recollection terms, the universal picture in the imagination underlies 
statements like 'Plato is (a) man' or 'Aristotle is (a) man'. But the particular 
memory case of a universal remembered in the imagination underlies an 
utterance like 'The one approaching is Socrates'. In this latter case we 
recognise the person as Socrates from our memory image, just as we earlier 
recognised Plato and Aristotle as being men in terms recollected in our 
imagination. So an existing image of Socrates' shape and movement in the 
mind is prior to our ability for meaningful observation of the physical 
presence of Socrates: otherwise we shall not recognise him. In the cognitive 
processes, form in this sense of universal is prior to the substance made up 
of matter+ form which is the subject of our sensory observation. Of course 
subsequent introduction to the unknown person would cause us to learn his 
identity and the remembering of the image of his shape or form would 
become a conceptual universal enabling us to recognise any future occur
rence of his presence in our range of vision. So in such a visual sense relating 
to the possibility of propositions we see that this conceptual 'form' Socrates 
is primary substance in the sense of Metaphysics Z 1029a2-7 while the 
'matter+ form' subject Socrates becomes secondary substance in cognition, 
just as in artefacts the blueprint 'form' is prior to the manufactured 
'matter+ form'. 

1029a2-7. Matter is spoken of in this kind of way; but shape in another 
way. The combination of these, by which I mean the matter like 'bronze' 
and shape like 'figure of a concept' and the compound like the statue 
created from the two, is said in a third way. Therefore if Form is prior to 
Matter and more real, by the same argument it will also follow that Form 
is prior to the Compound of Form and Matter. 

To conclude, then, a previous awareness of the conceptual world of pro
positions is needed to enable us to observe the world of things and states of 
affairs. To deal with the generalising element of our imagination I mean to 
coin two terms referring to in one case repeated or analogical acts and in the 
other to objects classifiable to one species or genus. Then we might say that 
such conceptual knowledge in the human imagination is acquired by observ
ing and forming generalisations from recollected sympractical acts or sym
physical objects and also by observing and remembering particular events 
and individuals. So we note that the recollecting process of De Memoria 
451a18-453b9 is a quest for sympraxis or symphysis aroused by a current 
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observation. Further both general and particular mental images are con
cepts and they are universals even when they record the shape or motion of 
individual objects. 

In short, Lloyd may have despaired too soon of establishing an 
ontological distinction clarifying the status of universals. 46 Following our 
fuller definition of universals based on examination of De Memoria we may 
hazard a suggestion of the following schema. It should be emphasised that 
the third column is not designed to justify Iranian dualism, though it might 
be made marginally compatible with Augustinian views of evil. 

World of Imagination World of Observation World of Conjecture 

Level: Mental Phenomena Physical Phenomena Assumed Phenomena 
Content: Universals Things and States Undefined Matter 
Substances: Forms (primary) Matter+ Forms Matter (privative) 

(secondary) 
Nature: Conceptual Existential Subsistential 
Participants: Rational beings Non-rational beings Irrational non-beings 
Condition: Totally actualised Actualising potentiality Simple potentiality 

Further, this table may help us deal visually with the problem of essence. 
After much discussion of the claims of substance, definition and matter to 
be To Ti 1iv dvm 'the what was to be' or essence, Aristotle at Z 1032b9-14 
settles for identifying it with Ell>o~ or form. 

Again now the motion deriving from this (healing) is called a making, in 
this case directed towards being healthy. Thus in some sense it comes 
about that individual health derives from general 'health' and the house 
here from 'house' in general: in short, that the thing having matter 
derives from the thing without matter. For the art of healing is the form 
of the individual's health and the art of building is the form of the par
ticular house. So I say substance without matter is 'the what was to be'. 

Therefore the truth-statement view of essence in utterance which we earlier 
espoused will answer to an existential or reality view of essence in observa
tion. Essence is thus observationality form in existential combination with 
matter as distinct from the normal universal sense of form. 

To conclude then, essence is form as involved in the process of the 
actualising of potentiality both in the organic sublunary life-cycle and in the 
mental progress of the soul towards imitation of the celestial eternal order 
and the perfect actuality of the deity. In the organic sphere the infant is 
imperfectly actualised man; and a green crop is imperfectly actualised 

46. A. C. Lloyd, op.cit., pp.3-4. 
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wheat, as is stated in Metaphysics~. 1017b8. In this way form is made a 
potential rather than actual phenomenon whilst remaining an actual con
cept. So in organic life 'the what was to be' is a much more satisfactory way 
of describing the ' form' you expect to see but do not yet behold at the time 
of observation. If in the same passage we interpret Hermes as 'present in the 
stone' in reference to intermittent divine power acting through the statue we 
see, the point is still cyclic. But if we take it as referring to a block from 
which a sculptor can 'liberate' the shape of Hermes so as to actualise his 
mental image of the god, then the sculptor will contribute to an actualising 
of more particular form which is partly a direct aspiration of the rational 
human soul towards the total actuality of the deity. In another sense of 
course it is as cyclic as the unripe crop reference. Although human purpose 
rather than genetic process converts the marble block into a statue of 
Hermes, it is still a cyclic process analogous with the ripening and 
harvesting of the green wheat plants, for weathering and vandalism will 
finally reduce the statue into marble chips no more meaningful than the 
original form of the quarried block. Thus the 'form' momentarily actualis
ed in union with matter at the acme of perfection open to sublunary 
phenomenal things becomes and remains 'the what was to be' still; ev.en 
before the object is perfect or full-grown, or indeed after the organism is 
ageing or the inanimate article has begun to decay. But because for most of 
the life of the thing in question the form of its shape has not yet achieved or 
is now losing the visual completeness attained in that moment the concep
tual term 'form' is more happily replaced by the process term 'essence' or 
'the what was to be'. 

C. CONCLUSION 
It is now proper to unite the threads of this visual analysis above with our 

earlier linguistic approach. Fii:st, our final note on Metaphysics Z, 
1032b9-14 equates dooc; (form) with J.J.Opqn'J (shape), and explains that the 
'form' predicate is observationally first or primary substance and the 
'matter+ form' subject is secondary substance because we cannot observe 
effectively without recognising unless we are in a learning rather than 
observational context where we are specifically being taught to recognise 
new things. So in observation we must know a shape before we can know
ingly perceive a concrete instance of it. Linguistically we have noted that 
this analysis entails equating the passive and conditioned article of the sub
ject with matter (ulvTJ) and its active and conditioning noun with form 
(dooc;) in its essential 1:0 1:i Tjv dvm rather than universal sense, while the 
predicate noun in second place will express form in its universal sense 
(Ka86/vou). In such cases of our equational predication of the A+ I = II 
type as 6 qnlv6aoq>o<; av8pwno<; E<J'ttV we may translate linguistically to 
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state 'The philosopher (is a) man; it is true' or essentially and observation
ally to say 'The philosopher (being a) man is existent/real'. If we regard the 
grammatical subject, the visual object before us constituting the primary 
substance of Topics or Categories as being the res in the sense discussed by 
Professor Lloyd, then most veritably 6 <'ti<; > q>t/v6aoq>o<; expresses a par
ticular form, or in my view an essential form, which is grammatically in the 
subject and thus conceptually in re. On the other hand the predicate univer
sal which is the conceptual form of classifying recollection constituting 
secondary substance in Topics or Categories is stated after the subject and is 
thus post rem linguistically as much as it is conceptually so. Thus a noun 
stated in the A +I part of the predication formula is in re, whilst one stated 
in the II part of the formula is stated post rem. 

A further interesting issue is the generalising use of the article in Greek as 
it affects this enquiry. If we say 6 <'ti<; > av8pwno<; lvwK6<; we mean 'the 
(particular) man (is) white' . But if we say 6 av8pwnoc; ~&ov we do not mean · 
'the (particular) man (is) (a) creature' unless a particular content so enjoins: 
on its own the clause means 'Man is a creature/ animal' in a generalised 
sense. This we might also present by the use of a plural oi av8pwnm 
~&u-'men are creatures/ animals ' . It is for this reason that Aristotle 
observes at Categories 2b7-8 'Of second substances form, dooc;, is more a 
substance than class, (ytvoc;), for it is closer to the primary substance' . The 
same fact underlies Categories 2b17-19: 'Form relates to class in the same 
way as primary substances relate to other things'. Incidentally our visually
based claim that in re particular forms can properly be treated also as 
universals post rem can be very neatly confirmed from the viewpoint of 
A + I = II equational predication in the sentence 6 npoa~:px6J.J.EVO<; 
<Ea'ti> LWKp<i'tT]<;: 'The (man) approaching (is) Socrates'. 

Finally then the interweaving of linguistic and visual analyses provides a 
very useful insight into the relation of ontology, physics, logic and 
psychology. Aristotle's conception of logic and ontology owes much to his 
exploration of the patterns of Greek predication in the works we have 
examined. On the other hand his theory of God as total actuality and matter 
as unmodified indefinable potentiality combined with his scheme of the 
geocentric universe and the theory of imagination implicit in his treatise De 
'!'femoria to prod_uce a theory of physical 'form' as both a timeless unchang
Ing concept acqmred post rem through the imaginative interlock of observa
tion and rationality and as yet a constantly fluctuating datum of observa
tio? of material phenomena whose 'essence' was captured by perceiving the 
object at the moment of its fleeting organic or structural perfection wherein 
it provided sense information able to feed and stimulate the imagination in 
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its construction by giving short-lived expression to the finished 'form' in 
re. 47 

Tangible substances then are formed by interaction of essence and matter 
in time, whilst conceptual substances are formed by the imagination react
ing to time and events from a vantage point both inside them and outside 
them. Thus do I see form and substance in Aristotle. 

47. If Aristotle had wished to defend the plastic arts as well as poetry from the strictures of 
Plato's Republic he might well have said that sculptors and painters were not runnning round 
with a mirror making reflections of the objects of sense; rather they were striving to capture 
and record the essence of such objects as it was momentarily revealed to the trained eye. 
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I EARLy GREEK ORIGINS OF THE IDEA OF PNEUMA 
Notes T·owards a Theory 

R. G. Tanner 

A. The Primitive View of Nature 

As H. Frankfort pointed out, modern primitive men regard all objects 
we call inanimate as beings who are alive, sentient and purposeful.' 
Primitives would say, 'Stones fall on purpose to frighten away our quarry'; 
or 'winds blow away our tent through malice', and to them the thicket 
would have planned to capture a ram for Abraham to sacrifice in place of 
Isaac, 2 whilst the burning bush would have kindled of its own volition. 3 

Men camouflaged themselves to hunt and trap beasts and birds and 
decorated themselves for their rituals. 4 Trees grow leaves in spring and lose 
them in autumn: the earth produces flowers and young grass in spring 
which wither away or produce autumn seed crops. s The sky changes colour 
at dawn and sunset and decks itself with stars at night. 6 Further, it gathers 
clouds at times and releases water from them like a man urinating - Zeuc; 
uet! To early men, earth and sky would seem intelligent like man because 
they appeared to act in a manner similar to our human behaviour. 

Men, birds and animals all move to gather food, kill prey, or avoid 
predators. Therefore the power of locomotion of men and beasts over the 
earth, of fish through the water, birds through the air and even worms 
through the earth would be the proof sign of both life and purpose. A dead 
creature ceases to pulsate, breathe or move its limbs. These acts are all 
forms of motion. It is easy to then think that the sun, moon and stars which 
the sky wears as its light-giving ornaments are also living purposeful beings 
because they are observed both to move and to change movements in some 
cases. Hence planetary gods arose and the general belief in astrology as 
showing the will of the Gods and of Fate. 7 Likewise the winds (which like 
the stars received proper names from the Greeks and Romans) were also 
alive by the same criterion although invisible to sight. Equally vital and alive 
is fire, with its flickering flames and its power to spread and transform all it 
touches into smoke, ash and charcoal. 

Water is essential to prevent creatures from dying of thirst. Rain in the 

1. H. Frankfort et al; Before Philosophy (Harmondsworth 1949), p .24. 
2. Genesis, XXII, 13 
3. Exodus, III, 2 
4. J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, (London 1922; abridged edition), pp.532-8) 
5. cf Homer, Iliad, VI, 146-9 
6. cf Psalm 65, 8 
7. H. Frankfort, op cit, p.30 
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desert causes immediate plant growth. Fish seem to live in water as we li 
in air. Not merely alive, water is life-giving, especially in hot arid lands. 

Fire is essential to comfort and technology, but some primitives still live 
without it, and the legends of Prometheus8 and Agni with the firesticks 9 

remind us that our earliest forebears lacked it. But when it is kindled by fric
tion it appears to be released from its fuel rather than lit . Yet after it burns 
out only ash and charcoal is left. Does fire then supply texture, shape, and 
colour and life to objects which collapse into ash upon its release? 10 Is the 
world of phenomena a mixture of fire and the inert matter found as ash? 
Furthermore, is fire divine as well as creative and intelligent? Because 
primitive men of the earliest ages saw it arise only in reponse to volcanicity 
or lightning strikes, they naturally regarded it as something divine 
associated with the cosmic earth and sky deities. 

B. Animate Life in the First Philosophers 

Clearly the water of Thales, the apeiron of Anaximander and the air of 
Anaximenes" are postulated as intelligent and self-conscious living 
substances which possess the power of self-transformation. Let us consider 
Xenophanes' fragments 27 and 28 12 Taken in conjunction with 37 13

, which 
reads 'and in some caves water drips', they suggest that this thinker also en
visaged a single such basic substance, namely earth, as the self transforming 
source of all . 

With Heraclitus we have Bywater's fragments 20-25 14 affirming that all 
things become fire, and fire becomes all things; but fragments 19, 28 and 
65 15 assert that Zeus and the thunderbolt are both wisdom, whilst 
presumably 'Zeus' or 'wisdom' is the 'God' of fragments 96- 99! 16 Let the 
texts speak for themselves 16a-

(20) This world, which is the same for all , no one of gods or men has 
made; but it was ever, is now, and ever shall be an ever-living Fire, with 
measures of it kindling, and measures going out. 

8. Hesiod Works and Days, 507-584 
9. T . Burrow, The Sanskrit Language, (London 1955), p.41. 

10. cf Aetius, I, 7.33, p.305 (Diels) 
II. Aristotle, Metaphysics, A, 3, 983b7f 
12. (27) 'All things come from the earth, and in earth all things end.' R.P. I03a 

(28) 'This limit of the earth above is seen at our feet in contact with the air: below it 
reaches down without a limit.' R.P .I03 . (Burnet's translation) . 

13 . Diels 
14. R.P.35- 39 
15. R.P .35b and 40 
16. R.P.45 
16a. Burnet ' s translation. 
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(21) The transformations of Fire are, first of all, sea; and half of the sea 
is earth, half whirlwind. 

(22) All things are an exchange for Fire, and Fire for all things, even as 
wares for gold and gold for wares. 

(23) It becomes liquid sea, and is measured by the same tale as before it 
became earth. 

(24) Fire is want and surfeit. 
(25) Fire lives the death of air, and air lives the death of fire; water lives 

the death of earth , earth that of water. 
(19) Wisdom is one thing. It is to know the thought by which all things 

are steered through all things. 

(28) It is the thunderbolt that steers the course of all things. 
(65) The wise is one only. It is unwilling and willing to be called by the 

name of Zeus. 

(96) The way of man has no wisdom, but that of God has. 
(97) Man is called a baby by God, even as a child by a man. 
(98, 99) The wisest man is an ape compared to God, just as the most 

beautiful ape is ugly compared to man. 

Though the sayings of the 'dark philosopher' are never likely to find 
unanimously received interpretations, these passages could fit a similar view 
of fire to that held by the earlier Ionians regarding their basic substances, 
that it is self-conscious, intelligent, life-giving, and capable of self
transformation. This last may be the point of fragment 22 17

• When gold is 
exchanged for wares it is transformed into another possession. If the object 
so acquired is resold by the purchaser he receives in its stead some gold once 
more - possession of an object is transformed into possession of gold 
again. Though ancient sources may assign too much influence upon Zeno of 
Citium to the Ephesian philosopher, there is otherwise a need to offer an 
adequate explanation from some other source for the n:up TC:X,VtK6v concept 
of creative rational cosmic pneuma' 8

• 

C. Medicine and Stoicism 

In the treatise 'On Ancient Medicine' the writer observes that early men 
often died through eating unfamiliar earths, plants or creatures. However, 
the experience of those who perished taught their friends and neighbours 
which were poisonous or injurious and which were nutritious or salutary. ' 9 

17. R.P.35 
18. Aetius, I, 7, 33 
19. Hippocrates, on Ancient Medicine, iii 
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So here we have a model for the Stoic ideal of oiKdwotc; or assimilation 
as to achieve harmony with the Cosmos. 20 

But in clinical observation a living body breathes, inhaling and expelling 
air in rhythmical cycles: breath or 7tVEUJ.La is the mark of life. Whilst this 
process continues, the body generates heat and excretes solid dung and fluid 
urine whilst also exuding sweat even if no food or drink has been recently 
administered. In fact, the heart action causes body heat and the excretion 
process; but to ancient observers it seemed that the breath rather than the 
blood coursed through our veins; and thus one could imagine that heat, 
fluids, and solids were separated out of the same breath or pneuma. 
Further, a last exhalation of warm breath accompanies death; it is easy to 
regard this as the life force departing. Was this also another model for the 
'four element' system begun by Empedocles and canonised by Plato and 
Aristotle? 

We see thus from medical data one can justify the statement of Alex-
ander of Aphrodisias regarding the pneuma. 21 

Furthermore, if the pneuma, consisting of fire and air, roams through all 
bodies and mixes with all of them, and the existence of each depends on 
that, how could it still be a simple body? If pneuma is composed of 
simple components and therefore a secondary substance, how can fire 
and air exist, by the mixture of which pneuma is generated - that 
pneuma without which no body can exist. 

This is one of the many cases where a philosopher's example is used by a 
critic to demolish the theory for which it is meant to be an analogy. Pneuma 
cannot be a mixture of air and fire; but because as Galen observes, 22 the 
Stoics took it as an axiom that water and earth were passive and made 
coherent, being themselves hy/e-like, by the pneuma-like air and fire, it 
follows that, in the cosmic pneuma into which all is resolved at the 
ecpyrosis, qualities like those of air and fire will dominate, as Cleopatra 
claims they do in her soul at her death scene in Antony and Cleopatra. 23 All 
that is meant is that the residual undifferentiated rational pneuma, which is 
not converted into the elements of matter at pa/ingenesia so that it can give 
form and intelligence to the Cosmos, has qualities also found in air and fire 
among its characteristics. So no one really says pneuma is steam or smoke: 24 

just that it shares some characteristics with them. 
For the usage of the word the ninth edition of Liddell & Scott is most in-

20. Stobaeus, Eclogae II, 138 
21. de Mixtione, p.233, 6ff 
22. de Multitudine 3 = Arnim SVF, II 43q 
23. Shakespeare Antony & Cleopatra V, ii, 289-90 
24. Anaximander's Apeiron- Olympiodorus in Berthelot, Collection des anciens alchimistes 

grecs, p.38 
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structive. Sir Henry Stuart Jones offers us from the poets the senses 'blast', 
'wind' or metaphorically 'influence'. Under II he offers us 'breathed air' or 
'breath' and 'exhaled odour' as well as 'breath of life'. The Hippocratic 
sense of 'respiration' and the grammatical sense of the expiration with 
which a vowel is pronounced are also cited. Finally from Pindar we have an 
instance meaning 'divine inspiration'. It is perhaps interesting that many of 
these are shared with the Hebrew word Di"'' 'ruah'. 25 

D. Influences from the East 

Professor M. L. West has done good service in drawing our attention to 
possible debts to the Persian Magi who might have influenced Greece bet
ween 550 and 480 B.C. 26 Similarly, Professor E. R. Dodds brought to notice 
analogies of early Greek thought with Siberian Shamanism. 27 Though fruit
ful analogical comparisons are possible, the issue of influence requires 
demonstration. As we see, the Greeks could have generated the notion of 
pneuma from observing themselves and their own environment. Finally, the 
Elder Pliny reminds us that the Roman world alone is devoid of a priestly 
caste28

, drawing our attention to Magi, Nobiles and Populus in Persia and 
Druides, Equites and Plebs in Celtic lands, while modern Bali preserves the 
original similar three-caste system inherited from early India. Many 
parallels with Magian doctrine might well have a common Indo-European 
origin, or be results of early Sumerian influence on Iran and also on Greece 
through Syria and Asia Minor. The case for unilocal innovation and 
cultural diffusion was not established by all the wit and learning of Grafton 
Elliott Smith, 29 and remains still to be proved. 

25 . F. Brown, C. A. Briggs & S. R. Driver, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testa-
ment (Oxford 1968) pp.924-5 

26. M. L. West, Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient, (Oxford 1971) 
27. E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational, (Berkeley 1951) 
28 . Pliny, NH XXX, i-v 
29. Sir G. Elliott Smith: The Ancient Egyptians and the Origins of Civilisation , (2nd ed.) 

London, Harper, 1923 . 
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AESTHETICS IN ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY 

R. G. Tanner 

Philosophy and Art have often seemed at odds. Plato criticised art as the 
imitation of an imitation and regarded artistic creation as merely holding up 
a mirror to nature - so we read in Republic X. 1 To him Art has no role but 
that of giving uplifting surroundings to young children, as discussed in 
Book II. 2 In essence it is like photography of subjects such as would win the 
approval of Fred Nile or the Hayes Commission! 

None the less Socrates, his master, had a different view if we are to trust 
Xenophon and Plato. This is illustrated by his desire to write music in gaol 
before his execution. 3 Clearly he first saw philosophy as a music which in
duced harmony of soul by stimulating insight through dialectical 'counter
point', then took the precaution of practising actual music for the oracular 
God. He did not discard the later Pythagorean doctrines of the soul as a 
harmony when Cebes and Simmias raised the issue in the Phaedo without 
careful exact analysis. 4 Again, in the Laws the Athenian stranger accepts 
musical modes as the key to public morality. s Further, in the proem to the 
Phaedrus Socrates is made to express his aesthetic pleasure in the plane tree 
by the · Ilissus and in the tale of Orithyia. 6 On the other hand the last 
passages of the Protagoras show that ignorance of the true magnitudes of 
pleasure and pain will induce either cowardice or rashness. 7 But the 
importance in such a view of aesthetic pleasure is that it differs from 
experiential pleasure in being repeatable at will, and thus susceptible of 
experimental verification. Such true and valid pleasures of sight and hearing 
have a greater stability than the sensual pleasures of carnal opportunities 
for touch, taste and smell. 

How then is Plato so resolute against the value of art? In Republic II he 
wishes to surround the very young with beautiful sights and sounds so as to 
harmonise their souls for his ideal society. 8 Yet in Book X he expels epic, 
tragedy and comedy, and much painting, sculpture, and traditional music. 9 

There he desires to protect his citizens from the realistic portrayal of the 
dilemmas of our non-ideal human situation. If one believes in perfect 

I. Rep. , 596c4-e 
2. ibid., 400c7-403cl 
3. Phaedo., 60d7-61cl 
4. ibid., 85b10-95e6 
5. Legg., 700al-701a3 
6. Phaedr., 229al-230e4 
7. Protag., 356a5-360e6 
8. Rep., 401al-d3 
9. Rep., 600e4-608b2 
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eternal Forms apprehensible by insight, then one is apt to put all the eggs in 
the one basket! 

Aristotle did not find the Doctrine of Ideas acceptable. For him, as A. C. 
Lloyd maintains, forms are not ante rem: they are either post rem or in re. 10 

He shows further that species is a post rem classifier of form, but essentia is 
the in re expression of the momentary perfection of formal expression 
achieved by a substance in its cycle of growth and decay in our sublunary 
sphere. 11 The quest for this moment of fugitive fulfilment in formal expres
sion and the attempt to capture it in a medium is then the goal of art. 12 

Though never fully attained, the aim is of infinite importance. As the soul is 
the form of an organism, to an Aristotelian it follows that Browning's 
character rightly chided his painter with the admonition 'Paint the soul, 
never mind the legs and arms! 13 So imitation as classified (in part) in the 
course of the Poetics14 is to be directed to the capturing of individual form 
by the application of memory and imagination to the medium of 
expression. In this sense art contributes to and expands knowledge. 

The Socratic belief in true pleasure as the basis of ethical knowledge of 
course inspired the Cyrenaic insistence on pleasure as the sole good and pain 
the sole evil. Aristippus discounted anticipated or remembered pleasure and 
regarded only actual physical pleasure as good. 15 For art this would be a 
licence for the sensational in sculpture and painting and may partly explain 
the apparent obsession with eating and drinking in the fragments of IVth 
Century Middle Attic Comedy. 16 On the other hand the opposite 'minor 
Socratic' thrust of Antisthenic Cynism would equally encourage realistic 
portrayal of self-sacrificing 'culture hero' subjects like Herakles and treat
ment of conflict or struggle. 17 All these elements are clear in the sculpture of 
Scopas of Paros (420-360 B.C.). 

The state of philosophy after Stilpo and Diodorus Cronus was never 
quite that same as before. To Stilpo different equational predicates must 
divide the subject. 18 In that case, if Socrates is called snub-nosed and also 
called musical, there are two Socrates: if he is called pale there are three! 
This is not nonsense if I am a painter. If I draw a pale bald snub-nosed man 
carrying a lyre, the drawing of the nose and the lyre are separate additions 

10. A. C. Lloyd, Form and Universal in Aristotle, Francis Cairns, Liverpool, 1981, p.3 
II. A.C. Lloyd, op.cit., p.2 . Cf. Aristotle, Physics, 258b!Off. 
12. R.G. Tanner, 'Form and Substance in Aristotle', Prudentia, XV, 2, November 1983, 

p.l08n. 
13. Robert Browning, Fra Lippa Lippi 
14. Poetics, 1447a13-1448al8 
15. Diog, Laert., II, 86 
16. See J.M. Edmonds, The Fragments of Attic Comedy, Brill, 1957-1961, Vol. II. 
17 . Diog. Laert., VI, 2 
18. Simplicius in Phys. 120, 12-17 (Diels) = Doring 198 
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to the picture, and like the white colour wash they are individually iden
tifiable and separately removeable. Again Plutarch's in Co/otem 19 attacks 
equational predication ('If good is the same thing as man, and run the same 
as horse, how can we say good of food or medicine or run of lion or dog?'), 
explaining Stilpo's solipsist isolate view of existence. If subject substances 
are to be entities, then they are such that exists is their sole permitted 
predicate. On the other hand tautology seems also possible: we may say 
'good is good' or 'running is running'. Yet if the subject is a non-entity, 
merely expressing a series of events successively experienced in one context, 
then a sculptured, mosaic, or painted frieze of successive scenes in the 
career of Herakles or Dionysus 'divides' in that it repeats that subject again 
and again in different situational pictures which call to mind different 
predicates. The revival of such relief series in Hellenistic sculpture may owe 
something to Stilponic theory for which this genre of art would give an 
aesthetic expression. Diodorus' view of motion by preponderance20 would 
again explain how a block of marble could gradually become Alexander or 
Seleucus as the sculptor chipped away, until the likeness was so 
preponderant that the portrait was perfect. Realistic portraiture in 
Hellenistic times may owe a debt to this thinker's paradoxes. 

The Peripatetic response to Stilponic aesthetics is expressed in the 
Characters of Theophrastus as surely as the School's physical and 
ontological response was made by Dicaearchus. 21 The process-view found in 
friezes is not available to believers in substance: solipsistic isolated entity is. 
From this inspiration comes the aesthetic value set on highly realistic 
separate clay figurines of old men, drunken women, or beggars, as much as 
from the list of personal pathologies for use by Comic poets given in the 
Characters. 

Epicurus' view is made clear in a famous passage of Lucretius about the 
pleasure of absence from pain illustrated by watching a shipwreck in a 
storm from the headland: 'Tis sweet to look on ills that are not ours'. 22 

Sculptures like the Laocoon would please Epicureans as well as Cynics. The 
Stoic pneumatic tension physics and the Stoa's belief in effort would also 
give this piece no less appeal to them as being consonant with their world 
view and thus 'in harmony'. 23 Such a view could also justify the tension of 
horror and heroism in the Roman tragedies of the later Stoic, Seneca. 24 

19. Plutarch, in Colotem, 22, 1119c-23, 1120b = Doring 197 
20. Sext. Emp. X, 114 = Doring 129. Cf. R.G. Tanner, 'Gods Without Predicates', 

Prudentia, Supp. No., 1981, The Via Negativa, pp.42-43. 
21. R.G. Tanner, 'The Case for Neo-Stoicism Today', Prudentia, XIV, I, 1982, pp.40-41 
22. Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, II, 1-6 
23 . S. Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, Kegan Paul, 1959, pp.1-20, 41-48 
24. R.G. Tanner, Stoic Philosophy and Roman Traditions in Senecan Tragedy, ANR W 

(forthcoming) 
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Of much importance however was the position of the Middle Stoic 
leader, Panaetius. On my view the Rhodian philosopher solved the dilemma 
of the uncertainty of sense perception which Carneades established by 
pleading the harmony of the Cosmos. Because the world is a continuum in 
tune with providence, any true perception will give a spontaneous glow of 
satisfaction to the beholder because things in tune with a harmonious and 
therefore beautiful universe must give pleasure. He therefore gave high 
probability plus spontaneous delight as the criterion for the truth of a 
perception. 25 The same argument led on to the view that all truthful artistic 
representation will give a similar glow: aesthetic pleasure will thus be the 
mark of good art to the critical judgement" of the beholder. With this 
concept of art as aimed towards the furnishing of aesthetic pleasure the 
whole later view of plastic arts from the Renaissance to Lessing and 
Kenneth Clark has been associated. 

Finally, the New Academy view of Carneades regarded probability as 
best achieved and drawn closest to truth when both sides of a question were 
stated as clearly as possible: 26 this was the philosophy for barristers like 
Cicero which justified defending a guilty man or promoting a public policy 
one disliked to oblige one's friends. Such a view flowered in the Leavis view 
of literature, where taste derives naturally from the practical criticism of a 
large body of the literature of an era, the good, the bad and the indifferent. 
It also justified the view that depraved and mean subjects could be treated 
by art- a feature common in later Imperial Roman art and poetry. 

In short, the aesthetic canons of the ancient world were intimately linked 
to the currents of wider thought in regard to epistemology and ontology, 
not merely to ethics. 

25 . R.G. Tanner, 'St. Paul and Panaetius', Studia Biblica 1978, Vol. III, pp.362-364 
26 . Quintilian, lnst. Orator. XII, I, 35 
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Seneca's 'ten tragedies' which inspired the tragic writing of the sixteenth 
century included the sole surviving instance of a praetexta, a play entitled 
'Octavia', which was manifestly not by the hand of Seneca. The other nine 
p_lays are our sole examples of relatively complete Roman tragoediae. Admittedly, 
smce HEINSIUS raised the issue in 1651, a majority of scholars feel that we have 
eight fairly complete pieces by Seneca and two fragments of 362 and 302 verses 
from a lost 'Thebais' and a lost 'Phoenissae' which have been wrongly codified 
into a single play in late antiquity, while R. PEIPER and G. RICHTER have 

All titles of plays and numbers of lines refer to the text of PEIPER & RICHTER Teubner 
Leipzig, 1902. . ' ' 
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uestioned the Senecan authorship of 'Agamemno' and 'Hercules Oetaeus' .1 

~ut despite controversies the conventional wisdom of scholarship tends to class 
all the plays except 'Octavia' - marked by alleged stylistic divergence in addition 
to impossible dating - as texts from the hand of that Seneca who wrote the 
'Natural Questions', the 'Moral Essays' and the 'Letters to Lucilius'. In this 
study we are seeking additional criteria to help determine the authorship of 

these ten plays. 

II. Declamation or Drama? 

The first question we confront is that of purpose. Did 'Seneca' write his 
plays for decla~ation in ~iterary salo_ns or pla~s for performance like those 
of Naevius, Enmus, Pacuvms and Accms? On this matter the words of the late 
WILLIAM BEARE of Bristol deserve weighing. 

"We know that Greek tragedy, written for performance, was forced to take 
into account the practical necessities of the stage. We know that in the 
Roman Empire plays were often written for declamation (witness Juvenal, 
Satire One, lines three to six). We have no certain information of any play 
being written under the Empire for performance. Now there are numerous 
scenes in Seneca's plays which would be difficult to present on stage." 2 

In this matter the problems felt by BEARE relate largely to actual shedding 
of blood on the stage, and we shall return to them later. But for the present 
let us look at the lack of tragic performances under the Empire. 

Though granting we lack evidence to confute BEARE, we should notice 
that displays which were half historical pageant and half bloodthirsty theatrical 
happening occurred frequently in the Flavian amphitheatre. Martial refers several 
times to criminals having the choice of acting as Mucius Scaevola and burning 
off their right hands in a brazier, or else of being cremated alive on a stake 
after being wrapped in the toga molesta soaked in pitch. 3 Thus public re-

1 See W. S. TEUFFEL, A History of Roman Literature (WAGNER's trans.), London (G. Bell 
& Sons), 1873, Vol. II, pp. 49-52 for an account of scholarship up to the time of 
the Franco-Prussian War on the Senecan tragedies. Later surveys begin with 0. RossBACH, 
in: PAULY-WissowA, I. 2, 1894, pp. 2240-7, s. v. Annaeus 17, and are maintained in 
the Supplementbiinden. 

2 W. BEARE, The Roman Stage. A Short History of Latin Drama in the Time of the Republic, 
London (Methuen), 1964, pp. 351-4. 

3 Martial, Epigrams X, 25 (W. M. LINDSAY's OUP text, Oxford, second edition 1929): 

In matutina nuper spectatus harena 
Mucius, inposuit qui sua membra focis , 

si patiens durusque tibi fortisque videtur, 
Abderitanae pectora plebis habes. 

nam cum dicatur tunica praesente molesta 
'Vre manum,' plus est dicere 'Non facio.' 
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enactment of historic and legendary deeds of violence and bloodshed would 
not have been offensive to an audience given to gladiatorial games and naumachiae 
in the Arena. If slaughter on stage was essential, condemned persons could 
be substituted for trained actors since the senatusconsultum silanianum provided 
for the execution of every slave owned by a citizen slain by one of his own 
household. 4 Such uses have not excluded old persons and young children. This 
law, indeed, would have been a convenient source of stage victims of all ages. 

Let us now examine those places where BEARE believes it is not easy to 
envisage a stage production. First, 

"In Seneca's Hippolytus the hero's corpse is brought on to the stage (or 
so it appears) and is pieced together under the spectators' eyes by Theseus 
his father." 5 

However, this speech of Theseus in Phaedra 1262-8 need not be offensive to 
an audience familiar with the arena, dislike it how we will! Second, 

"In the Hercules Furens the hero murders his wife and children before 
our eyes; we see the club crashing through their skulls."6 

Actually, if one reads vv. 991-5, Hercules shoots his arrow while Amphitruo, 
who could be gazing into the wings or looking behind a movable scaena, describes 
the arrow passing through the boy's throat - no one need actually see it . In 
vv. 999-1002 Hercules breaks down the valvae regiae and swings his club 
at some target out of the view of the audience as Amphitruo describes the child's 
scattered brains on the tiles in vv. 1002- 7. Then, as Hercules threatens Megara 
and her last child, she runs on stage to plead with him, though he had taken 
her for Juno in 1010-1, and she is seen by the audience rushing through the 
door and kneeling to her husband at Amphitruo's urging in 1014-5. Her pleas 
in 1015-7 are bootless; thinking he has captured Juno in 1018-20 he bids her 
follow him, offstage, for execution with her last child. Then in 1021 she follows 
him with a final plea and Amphitruo looking offstage describes her death. We 
do not see clubs crushing skulls; Amphitruo does. If real corpse supplies are 
required for later viewing, slave executions elsewhere that day could supply them. 
To me a more serious irritation arises from the sacrifice and divination by Manto 
in Oedipus vv. 291-402. The animals, however, cannot be sacrificed on stage, 
as there is no way of assuring the requisite portentous behaviour of the victims. 
Manto stands in the open valvae regiae looking to one side at a hidden altar 
and answering her father's inquiries. Then the 'entrails' are brought to her in a 
bronze dish for divination by a supernumerary actor . No actual sacrifice of a 
beast would be required. 

4 Tacitus, Annals XIII, 32, 1 (FuRNEAUX, OUP, Oxford, 1891) : Factum et senatus consultum 
ultioni iuxta et securitati, ut si quis a suis servis interfectus esset, ii quoque, qui testamento 
manu missi sub eodem tecto mansissent, inter servos supplicia penderent. Cf. Digest 29, 5. 

5 BEARE, op.cit., p. 353. 
6 BEARE, op. cit., p. 352. 
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Now to some. more of BEARE's problems, 

"In the Medea the heroine murders her children in full view of the spectators 
and throws the body of one down from the roof to his father on the stage. 
Perhaps dummies could have been used in these scenes; but this expedient, 
if used, would itself have been an innovation." 7 

Now undoubtedly it is impossible to stage Medea vv. 967-1027 without slaying 
or appearing to slay the children. On the other hand the kind of false rasor 
used by Gito in Petronius8 for his sham suicide could appear to produce death, 
and slaves could catch the 'bodies' in sheets when they are thrown down. 
Meanwhile the deus ex machina crane carries her off in a seat fixed to wood 
and fabric snakes. This last point relates to BEARE's problem at Hercules Furens 
v. 592. 

"We ask ourselves how was this staged. Dogs, indeed all animals, are 
difficult to manage on stage; three-headed dogs are not easily obtainable. 
Why did Hercules ask us all not to look at the dog, unless the dog is 
to be supposed present? And what is the tragic effect of Theseus' long 
speech, if all the time he is holding on to the dog? In fact it is plain that 
the dog neither comes nor goes, he is simply forgotten. " 9 

Again one envisages a large wood and canvas model Cerberus on wheels being 
hauled in by Theseus. The latter does not speak between v. 829 and 1272; so 
he must surely have been offstage until he is mentioned again in 1173 by the 
reviving Hercules; otherwise in his presence the murders would scarcely have 
been possible. Clearly then he led or wheeled off Cerberus at v. 829 and himself 
remained offstage until v. 1173. 

So far as BEARE's other comments are concerned, his praise of fine dramatic 
effects actually supports the appropriateness of these plays for stage performance. 
High in BEARE's list rank Troades 527-813 concerning the death of Astyanax 
and in the 'Phaedra' the heroine's decision to reveal her passion directly to 
Hippolytus. This, if less elevated than her behaviour in Euripides, is in his 
view more human (vv. 590-718). 10 One may conclude then that it need not be an 
article of faith for scholarship that Seneca's plays were declamatory exercises 
simply because they were written in the current fashion of rhetorical poetry. 

7 BEARE, op . cit., p . 352. 
8 Petronius, Satyricon, 94, 11-15 (ERNOUT, Bude, Paris, 1967): 'Ego site non inuenissem, 

periturus per praecipitia fui. Et ut scias non lange esse quaerentibus mortem, specta inuicem 
quod me spectare uoluisti.' Haec locutus mercennario Eumolpi nouaculam rapit, et semel 
iterumque ceruice percussa ante pedes collabitur nostros. Exclamo ego attonitus, secutusque 
labentem eodem ferramento ad mortem uiam quaero. Sed neque Giton ulla erat suspicione 
uulneris laesus, neque ego ullum sentiebam dolorem. Rudis enim nouacula et in hoc retusa, 
ut pueris discentibus audaeiam tonsoris daret, instruxerat thecam. I deoque nee mercennarius 
ad raptum ferramentum expauerat, nee Eumolpus interpellauerat mimicam mortem. 

9 BEARE, op.cit., p. 352 . 
to BEARE, op . cit., p. 353 . 
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Whether they were performed in a public or a private theatre, and whether the 
stage conventions inherited from the Roman republic or new ones derived from 
the contemporary mime were adopted must remain open questions. 

Ill. Stagecraft in Senecan Tragedy 

Both in his chapter on 'Drama under the Empire' and his Bude lecture 
BEARE stigmatised the remarks of the Nurse to Clytemnestra in Agamemno 
v. 126 as evidence that "the Senecan plays show that the author has not visualised 
the actions of his characters . " 11 On the same page he observes 

"A long speech is attributed to Clytemnestra (Agam. 108-124); yet it 
appears from the remarks of the other person present (126) that Cly
temnestra has been silent; the speech must therefore represent her thoughts." 

This is taken by BEARE as a proof of the non-theatrical character of the play. 
But in fact it may be precious evidence for actual production and for stagecraft 
in the age of Seneca. We draw here from both Livy and Valerius Maxirnus . 
The former remarks 

"A few years later, Livius, who first dared to weave together a play with 
a plot in place of satires, and was (as all poets then were) the performer 
of his own poems, is said to have lost his voice when recalled too often. 
Then it is reported that he craved indulgence of the audience and put a boy 
to sing in front of the flute player, while he himself acted the canticum 
with even more lively movement, since the use of his voice did not distract 
him. From this experience arose the practice of singing to accompany the 
gestures of the actors, and only the diverbia were left to their voices. " 12 

In this case we may see an application from comedy of the same rule to tragedy, 
for, as JocELYN remarks, "the blurring of Attic metrical distinctions springs 
not only from the fact that there was one and not two dramatic traditions 
at Rome." 13 Thus perhaps Clytemnestra stood and gestured in silence as a boy 
chanted her lines to flute accompaniment - a splendid device to denote secret 
reflections by a character on stage. Almost certainly this would have been a 
republican age device also, and doubtless was derived from the silent miming 

11 BEARE, op.cit., p. 235. 
12 Livy VII , 2, 8-10 (WALTERS & CoNWAY, OUP, Oxford, 1938): Livius post aliquot annis, 

qui ab saturis ausus est primus argumento fabulam serere, idem scilicet- id quod omnes tum 
erant - suorum carminum actor, dicitur, cum saepius reuocatus uocem obtudisset, uenia 
petita puerum ad canendum ante tibicinem cum statuisset, canticum egisse aliquanto magis 
uigente motu quia nihil uocis usus impediebat. lnde ad manum cantari histrionibus coeptum 
diuerbiaque tantum ipsorum uoci relicta . 

13 H. D . JocELYN, The Tragedies of Ennius, CUP, Cambridge, 1967. 
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of the solitary Etruscan hister dancing to the flute in that stage show recorded 
at Rome in 364 B. C. 14 The pattern of Imperial age pantomime discussed by 
BEARE may also reflect such first Etruscan origins of officially sponsored stage
craft at Rome. 

"Far more important was the pantomime, introduced in 22 B. C. by Pylades 
and Bathyllus. This typically Roman performance (the Greeks called it the 
'Italian dance') stood at the opposite extreme to the dramatic recitatio. The 
central figure was a masked dancer, who performed scenes in dumbshow 
while appropriate words were sung by the chorus."15 

Far then from evidencing a non-dramatic recitation, the passage BEARE stigma
tises is confirmation for production in the Italian tradition. We may therefore 
conclude that it is likely the plays were written for the expectation if not the 
actual reality of stage production. This prospect raises implications for further 
discussion. 

Given this tradition then, it would in no way prove surprising if Roman 
tragedy sometimes treats a key soliloquy as a performance by a hister or panto
mimus. If so, it is reasonable to expect that soliloquies were recited by a 
single boy's treble voice to flute accompaniment which was suitable to the mood 
of the passage that would also be suggested by the solitary actor's silent miming. 
Apart from BEARE's perplexity over Agamemno 108-124,16 there are thirty-three 
other contexts in the corpus. 

The full list is as follows, giving character, length and type classification. 

CHARACTER VERSES TYPE LENGTH PLAY TOTAL 

'Thyestes' : 1. Atreus 191-202 (I) 13 lines 
2. Thyestes 412-28 & (II) 15 lines 

423-28 
3. Atreus 491-507 (III) 17 lines 
4. Atreus 887- 901 (III/ IV) 14 lines 59 Verses 

'Phaedra' : 1. Phaedra 112- 128 (IV / III) 17 lines 
2. Phaedra 592-599 (I) 8 lines 
3. Nurse 719-24 (I) 6lines 
4. Theseus 1201-1212 (II) 12 lines 43 Verses 

14 Valerius Maximus II, 4, 4 (C. KEMPF, Teubner, Stuttgart, 1966): eaque res ludium ex 
Etruria arcessendi causam dedit. cuius decora pernicitas uetusto ex more Curetum Lydo
rumque, a quibus Tusci originem traxerunt, nouitate grata Romanorum oculos permulsit, 
et quia ludius apud eos hister appellabatur, scaenico nomen histrionis inditum est. paulatim 
deinde ludicra ars ad saturarum modos perrepsit, a quibus primus omnium poeta Liuius ad 
fabularum argumenta spectantium animas transtulit, isque sui operis actor, cum saepius a 
populo reuocatus uocem obtudisset, adhibito pueri ac tibicinis concentu gesticulationem 
tacitus peregit. 

15 BEARE, op. cit., p. 234. 
16 BEARE, op. cit., p. 235. 
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CHARACTER VERSES TYPE LENGTH PLAY TOTAL 

'Medea': 1. Medea 116-136 (IV) 21 lines 
2. Creon 179-187 (IV) 9 lines 
3. Medea 398-425 (II) 28 lines 
4. Jason 431-446 (IV) 16 lines 
5. Medea 549-550 (III) 21ines 
6. Medea 895-944 (IV) 50 lines 
7. Medea 988-994 (III) 7 lines 133 Verses 

'Agamemno': 1. Clytemnestra 108-124 (IV/ I) 16 lines 
2. Clytemnestra 192-202 (I/ IV) 11 lines 
3. Aegisthus 226-233 (I) 8 lines 
4. Cassandra 867-875 (I) 8 lines 43 Verses 

'Oedipus' : 1. Oedipus 103-109 (IV) 7 lines 
2. Jocasta 1024-1031 (IV/ I) 8 lines 15 Verses 

'Phoenissae': 1. Oedipus 44-50 (I) 5 lines 
2. Jocasta 367-386 (IV) 20 lines 25 Verses 

'Here. Fur.': 1. Lycus 332-357 (I/ II) 26 lines 
2. Hercules 939-52 (IV / III) 14 lines 40 Verses 

'Here. Oet. ' : 1. Deianeira 287-306 (II) 20 lines 
2. Deianeira 541-562 (II) 22 lines 
3. Deianeira 1003-15 (IV) 23 lines 
4. Alcumena 1795-1831 (IV) 37 lines 102 Verses 

Treacles ' : 1. Andromache 519-523 (II) 5 lines 
2. Andromache 642-662 (IV) 21 lines 
3. Andromache 686-691 (IV) 6 lines 
4. Helen 861-871 (I/ IV) 11 lines 43 Verses 

'Octavia': 1. Octavia 222-244 (III) 23 lines 
2. Seneca 377-435 (IV) 59 lines 82 Verses 

The passages listed often exhibit an address to one's own consciousness 
introduced by such a vocative as anime (type I) or with some imperative notion 
often introduced by potius (type II), or involving metaphor (type III) or a 
defiant rhetorical question (type IV) - hence our code of identification with 
the above passages. 

It will be seen that five of the ten plays exhibit four such soliloquies -
'Thyestes', 'Phaedra', 'Agamemno' , 'Hercules Oetaeus' and 'Troades', four show 
two such passages - 'Oedipus', 'Phoenissae', 'Hercules Furens' and 'Octavia', 
whilst one, 'Medea', offers seven. In eleven cases the interlocutor reacts with 
alarm, reassurance or concern to this anguished silence of the other character's 
internal debate . The passages are Medea 1, Agamemno 1, Thyestes 1, Phaedra 1, 
Phoenissae 1, Phoenissae 2, Here. Fur. 2, Here. Oet. 2, Here . Oet. 3, Here. 
Oet. 4, Octavia 1. In six cases however the reaction is one of fear or suspicion. 
The instances are Medea 2, Agamemno 2, Thyestes 2, Troades 1, Here. Fur. 1, 
Here. Oet. 1. In two cases, Troades 2 and 4, the reaction of the interlocutor 
is contemptuous indifference. In three instances, Medea 3 and 5 and Oedipus 2, 
the interlocutor expresses misgiving in advance of the soliloquy. There are three 
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further cases - Troades 3, Medea 6 and 7 where warnings or threats by the 
interlocutor precede the silent reflections. In eight cases it seems that the solilo
quising actor continues on aloud. These examples are Agamemno 3 and 4, Thy
estes 3 and 4, Phaedra 2, 3 and 4 and Medea 4. Finally, there is no reaction 
to Oedipus 1 or Octavia 1. 

In all it is contended that this Etruscan histrionic behaviour was followed 
by the pantomimus of Imperial times and ran as a continuing thread through 
Roman tragedy production in Republican times . If so, all soliloquy scenes were 
produced in this way with silent miming and offstage voice in the Roman tragedy 
and comedy of the Plautine period. In unmasked comedy productions it is 
likely that a character who had been made a fool of in ways described by such 
Latin words as frustrare, calvare, verba dare or ludos facere would soliloquise 
with his face painted red to show shame, guilt, anger or embarrassment. Hence 
the use of the phrase os sublinere in this sense in Plautine Comedy. For reasons 
explained elsewhere, 1 7 it is likely that a treble or alto soliloquy singer stood 
with the flute player in the proscaenium- orchestra area or on the steps linking 
stage and orchestra whilst the actor gestured in red-faced silence during the 
singing, in essence performing just like Valerius Maximus' account of the actions 
of the solitary Etruscan hister in the innovations of 364 B. C . 

There are however problems in face painting unless solitary satura-scenes 
are mimed in isolation after the manner of the Etruscan hister. With the masked 
Atellan plays one can reveal a red face by taking one's mask off for soliloquy. 
With unmasked plays, smearing paint on and wiping it off would cause great 
problems, and it would be easier to assume that the soliloquising actor threw 
a red veil over his head as the' soliloquy began and wore it while the boy sang 
to the flute and he himself performed his own miming gestures in silence. In 
fact we find a metaphor drawn from such behaviour in the text of an extant 
Senecan soliloquy identified above, Phaedra 3 (vv. 719-24). Here on this view 
the veiled Nurse is miming in silence while the boy singer actually chants scelere 
velandum est scelus (v. 721). Probably the actor clasped the veil at scelere 
and showed his face again for a moment at scelus, then let it cover his countenance 
once more until throwing it off at sciet in v. 724 .17• This evidence seems to 
favour Diomedes' claim that tragic actors at Rome did not wear masks till 
167 B. C. 

17 R . G. TANNER, Problems in Plautus, Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society, 
195 (N. S. 15), 1969, pp . 95-7. 

17• Seneca, Phaedra, 719-724 (PEIPER and RICHTER, Teubner, Leipzig, 1902) : 

NVTR.: Deprensa culpa est. anime, quid segnis stupes? 
regeramus ipsi crimen atque ultra impiam 
Venerem arguamus: scelere v elandum est scelus; 
tutissimum est inferre, cum timeas, gradum. 
ausae priores simus an passae nefas, 
secreta cum sit culpa, quis testis sciet? 
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IV. Masks, Division of Roles, and Number of Actors 

Attic tragedy began with two actors, with Sophocles adding a third, if we 
are to believe Aristotle's 'Poetics' .18 JOCELYN understandably feels that if masks 
were not used in Roman Comedy and Tragedy, then the number of actors 
needed would be as many as the roles in the given play.l9 However, Horace 
stoutly maintained that there should be three actors and five divisions in a play;20 

on the other hand Evanthius insisted that five actors were used in a comedy. 21 

Perhaps much is explicable if we join with these traditions that are offered by 
Diomedes. He tells us that before the funeral of Aemilius Paulus in 167 B. C. 
masks were worn by players of Atellan farce only, while tragic and comic actors 
wore wigs alone on their heads. "And so previously they employed wigs, not 
masks, so that the type of colour might reveal age, since the actors then became 
white-haired, black-haired, or red-haired." 22 Of course, the last colour would 
have been used to denote slaves, who commonly were redheaded Thracians in 
the Athens of Menander. Are we then entitled to deduce that a troupe of four 
or five actors performed comedies in Latin by the expedient of changing costumes 
and wigs, and that tragedy at Rome was similarly unmasked? 

In considering this suggestion we should remember that an unmasked actor 
under these conditions still has scope for playing several roles in the one play. 
Further the effect on the audience would be superior to the impact of masked 
players in several instances . First, with a play containing identical twins who 

18 Aristotle, Poetics, 1449 a 15-19: Kai t6 tE t<i.Jv l!ltOKQLt<i.Jv nl..fj8o\; E!; EVO\; EL\; Mo JtQ<i.JtO\; 
At<JXUAO\; TjyayE Kai ta mii xogoii t']l..6.ttoooE Kai tov Myov JtQWtaywvwtEiv JtaQEOKEU
aaEV· tQEL\; b£ Kai OKTJVoyga<pCav LO<pOKAfj\;. 

19 H . D . JocELYN, op.cit., p. 20. 
20 Horace, Ars Poetica, 189-195: 

neve minor neu sit quinto productior actu 
fabula, quae posci vult et spectata reponi. 
nee deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus 
inciderit; nee quarta loqui persona laboret. 
actoris partis chorus officiumque virile 
defendat, neu quid medias intercinat actus 
quod non proposito conducat et haereat apte. 

21 Donatus, Excerpta de Comoedia, 2, 2 (WESSNER, Teubner, Stuttgart, 1962), pp. 15-16: 
sed prima una persona est subducta cantatoribus, quae respondens alternis id est ("· >:· "-·) 

choro locupletauit uariauitque rem musicam: tum altera, tum tertia, et ad postremum 
crescente numero per auctores diuersos personae, pallae, coturni, sacci et ceteri ornatus atque 
insignia scaenicorum reperta et ad hoc unicuique suus habitus: et ad ultimum, qui primarum 
partium, qui secundarum tertiarumque, (qui) quarti loci atque quinti actores essent, distri
butum et diuisa quinquepartito actu est tota fabula . 

22 Diomedes, KEIL, I, p. 489: antea itaque galearibus, non personis utebantur, ut qualitas 
coloris indicium faceret aetatis, cum essent aut albi aut nigri aut rufi. personis vera uti 
primus coepit Roscius Gallus, praecipuus histrio, quod oculis perversis erat nee satis decorus 
in person is nisi parasitus pronuntiabat. 
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appeared in different scenes it would be splendid to have the one actor simply 
changing his cloak so as to play both parts. Secondly, if a father and a son 
appear always in distinct scenes, the same actor would be the most convincing 
person to play both parts, and he would require no more than to change his 
black wig for a white one and slip off his young man's pallium to replace it 
by a white one appropriate to the elderly. 

"White vesture is worn by old men in comedies, because that is recalled 
to have been the most ancient dress. To young men clothing of different 
colours is assigned. Slaves in comedy are covered by a short cloak on account 
of ancient poverty, or in order to move more freely. Parasites enter with 
twisted (grey) cloaks. White clothing is assigned to a happy man, shabby 
clothing to a man distressed; purple tp a rich man, to a poor man rust-red. 
A soldier wears a purple military cloak; foreign girls, (bright green) gar
ments. A pander avails himself of a cloak of many colours; because of her 
greed a harlot wears yellow. " 23 

If the script allowed, the one actor in yet another play could represent the 
roles of both an elder and a younger brother, provided they were not simul
taneously on stage. Three Plautine plots well illustrate these possibilities. In the 
'Menaechmi' only the final scene which actually requires both twins on stage 
together creates a difficulty. But the foregoing action has both prepared· .the 
audience and imprinted on it their costume difference. In this scene the usual 
actor would take Menaechmus himself, who does most speaking, and another, 
perhaps supernumerary, of similar build would play Sosicles and speak the few 
lines attributed to him. Most of the interrogation is therefore done by Messenio 
rather than Sosicles to avoid betraying any differences of enunciation between 
the actors playing the twins. Similarly the 'Mostellaria' offers a case of our 
second possibility - father and son played by one actor. Plautus never allows 
Theopropides and his son Philo laches to appear on stage simultaneously. Thus 
the same actor can discard the black wig and colourful robes of the son after 
the first scenes and put on his white wig and staid travelling cloak to appear 
as the newly returned father. In the 'Captivi' similarly the same actor can play 
Tyndarus and his brother Philopolemus by substituting in the Act V, Scene 
i a black wig for his red servile one (unless Tyndarus as supposed master retains 
the black right through), and a travelling cloak for the short tunic of slavery, 
which he resumes in Act V, scene iv. The two brothers never meet on stage at 
all. At least the structural evidence is fully consistent with the possibility that 
Plautus not merely employed unmasked actors with wigs, but that he exploited 
the convention for deliberate dramatic advantage. 

23 Donatus, op. cit., 8, 6, pp . 29-30: comicis senibus candidus uestitus inducitur, quod is 
antiquissimus fuisse memoratur, adulescentibus discolor attribuitur. serui comici amictu 
exiguo teguntur paupertatis antiquae gratia uel quo expeditiores agant. parasiti cum intortis 
palliis (pullis ) ueniunt. laeto uestitus candidus, aerumnoso obsoletus, purpureus diuiti, 
pauperi phoenicius datur. militi chlamys purpurea, puellae peregrinae habitus (prasinus ) 
inducitur. lena pallia colore uario utitur, meretrici ob auaritiam luteum datur. (pullis con
iecit TANNER: habitus peregrinus codd: peregrinae habitus prasinus coniecit TANNER.) 
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Under this tradition of stagecraft three male wigs - white, black and red -
would be available to the comic dramatist and three female ones - again white, 
black and red. If we presume that Seneca - and doubtless his earlier tragic 
precursors - also used this convention, like the comic poets he would be 
aided in diversifying the characters assumed by his actors by employing various 
clothing styles and false beards as well for some appropriate male roles. So, 
if we ignore the post-Ennian stage practice of masked performance after 167B. C., 
and assume that Seneca determined to write for bewigged actors without masks, 
it would be possible for him to perform six tragedies with a cast of three actors 
in the Sophoclean manner. The other three, however, and the 'Octavia', would 
require five unless masks are worn, and even then complications would arise. 

Let us now compare the analysis of the three Plautine pieces discussed 
above with that of the three Senecan plays which appear to demand five un
masked performers, assuming that the Evanthian five players would be used 
in comedy. We shall code the roles thus: 

A- white wig (old man) : B- black wig (young man) : C- red wig (male slave) 
P - white wig (old woman) : Q - black wig (young woman) : R - red wig 
(female slave). 

Before proceeding to classification by wigs and costumes worn by the one 
actor, one should note that a similar connexion between pitch of voice and role 
assignment might also merit exploration. Certainly there was such an allotment 
of roles in the Mediaeval Passion Sequence on Palm Sundays at High Mass. 
There the bass voice was traditionally assigned to Christ, the tenor to the Narra
tor, and the alto (of the choristers) to the synagoga - the hostile crowd. 24 

Though ancient actors were skilled to vary pitch of delivery - and today bass 
speaking voices often go with alto or counter-tenor singing voices in men, -
the high proportion of Plautine comedy in metres other than the diverbium 

24 BASIL SMALLMAN, The Background of Passion Music: J. S. Bach and His Predecessors, 
SCM, London, 1957, pp. 22-23: "The purely musical presentation of the Passion is even 
more ancient in origin and even more firmly rooted in the liturgy. At least as early as the 
fifth century, the liturgy for Holy Week included plainchant settings of the four Gospel 
accounts of the Passion which appeared within the framework of the Mass in place of 
the normal Gospel reading. By tradition, St. Matthew's version was given on Palm Sunday, 
St. Mark's and St. Luke's on Tuesday and Wednesday of Holy Week, and St. John's 
on Good Friday. Originally the complete presentation of the Passion was the task of a 
single deacon, who distinguished between the narrative portions, the sayings of Christ, and 
the utterance of the synagoga (which included all the minor characters and the crowd 
or turba), simply by altering the pitch and inflection of his voice; the Evangelist's part 
lay in the tenor range, that of Christ in the bass, and that of the sy nagoga in the alto. -
The use of Passion tones, as the simple plainsong formulas are known, admitted little 
scope for characterisation, though medieval church rubrics have survived which indicate 
that the various voice-parts were presented with some degree of realism. Durandus, the 
great French Church authority, who died in 1296, directs in his 'Rationale Divinorum 
Officiorum' that the words of Christ should be sung with sweetness, those of the Evangelist 
in the formal Gospel tone, and those of the 'most impious Jews' in a loud and harsh 
manner - verba uero impiissimorum Iudaeorum clamose et cum asperitate uocantur. This 
type of impersonation, which appears to be a formidable task for a single cleric, is paral-
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iambic senarius would require a recitative delivery with flute accompaniment 
called canticum by the actors in at least two thirds of their dialogue. Thus for 
this ex~cting semi-~usica! delivery i~ a large theatre the actor might reasonably 
be advised to confme himself to his most natural register. Furthermore, as 
~ - F. CARNEY has already suggested in his edition of Terence's 'Hecyra', it is 
likely that troupes of male actors in the days of Terence and Plautus always 
contained a female role specialist. 25 This general consideration suggests that the 
mediaeval tradition might well reflect the practice of antiquity. 

In general terms both bass and tenor could suit youngish men, and tenor 
could also suit old men and old women. The alto as used in the mediaeval 
Passion Gospel suggests the possibility that it was the voice for cheats and 
sadists as well as women and youths. 24 Of course in spoken diverbium an alto 
singer might well speak his lines in a bass voice, and the banker Misargyrides 
who appears only in a diverbium sequence might well have spoken his lines in 
a bass voice here while the same actor used his alto register as Delphium and 
Pinacium elsewhere in the other scenes of the 'Mostellaria'. It is also likely that 
a boy treble was used to recite or sing soliloquies to flute accompaniment from 
the orchestra pit. The application of this to Senecan tragedy as well as to Plautine 
comedy would remove BEARE's problem regarding the speech of Clytemnestra in 
Agamemno 108-24, as we have already seen. 26 Such silent gesture with ballet 
movements would evoke the original Etruscan tradition of histrionics which came 
to Rome in 364 B. C . 

As we would have five unmasked actors in the troupe if we follow Evanthius 
'De Comoedia', 21 there would be need to double two of the registers. The 
likelihood would be one bass and two tenors, with two altos who could also 
double bass roles in diverbium segments. . 

I. 
II. 

III. 
IV. 
V. 

The scheme for 'Captivi', 'Menaechmi' and 'Mostellaria' is as follows: 

'CAPTIVI' 

Tyndarus C (?B) Philopolemus B Tenor 
Philocrates B (?C) Aristophontes B (?C) Bass 
Ergasilus B Stalagmus C Alto 
Hegio A Tenor 
Lorarius C Puer C Alto 

leled by the directions which appear in some of the manuscripts of the ancient liturgical 
plays, demanding an actor with a soft voice for the part of Jesus and one with a sharp 
and unpleasant voice for the role of Judas . From the fifteenth century, a dialogue form 
was adopted for the presentation of the Passion in which the separate vocal parts were 
entrusted to three clergy, a priest for the part of Christ, a deacon for the narrator, and a 
sub-deacon for the synagoga, thereby making possible an increased range of vocal ex
pression and greater dramatic realism. A definitive version of the Passion tones was 
published in Rome in 1586 by a musician named Guidetti, working under the direction 
of Pope Sixtus the Fifth, and this mode of Passion performance has survived practically 
unaltered to the present day." 

25 T. F. CARNEY, P. Terenti Afri Hecyra, Proc. of the African Classical Associations Supple
ment 2 (Class. Assn. of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Salisbury, 1962), p. 24. 

26 Above p. 1105. 
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'MENAECHMI' 

I. Peniculus B Messenio C Doctor A Bass 
II. Menaechmus of Epidamnus & Menaechmus of Syracuse (Sosicles) B Tenor 

III. Erotium Q Matrona P Alto 
IV. Culindrus C Maid R Alto 
V. Menaechmus of Syracuse (last scene) B Father-in-law A Tenor 

'MOSTELLARIA' 

I. Tranio C Scapha R Tenor 
II . Grumio C Callidamates B Sphaerio C SimoA Bass 

III. Philolaches B Theopropides A Tenor 
IV. Philematium Q Phaniscus C Alto 
V. Delphium Q Misargyrides B Pinacium C Alto 

Now it will be seen that this system of wigs and voice registers fits without 
confusion and emphasises the family resemblances of father and son or of two 
brothers. In addition it emphasises the psychological imprinting which drives the 
unhappy husband Menaechmus to a courtesan resembling his wife, and which 
also shows both twins having similar tastes in dependent confidants, whether 
it be a slave or a parasite they turn to for aid. In the 'Captivi' likewise for 
Ty;ndarus one Elean noble is his master and friend and the other exposes him 
disastrously, yet to 'Aetolian' audiences all Eleans - like all Chinese to us -
seem to look alike. Hegio's two permanent nuisances, his runaway catamite 
Stalagmus and his son's greedy parasite Ergasilus, look spoilt and alike to him 
and to us; while his Lorarius with the alto voice is doubtless a hefty muscular 
eunuch! In 'Mostellaria', the two scheming slaves Tranio and old Scapha are made 
to look alike, while so are the good honest slave Grumio and the good honest 
friend Callidamates . The latter seems more given to drink and boys than to 
women, so his catamite Phaniscus is just like his friend's mistress Philematium. 
Thus in Plautine unmasked comedies the roles acted by the same player in 
various wigs seem designed to stress family links, similar moral qualities, or 
parallel human relationships. 

We may now turn to the three Senecan pieces for a comparison. 

'TROADES' 

I. Hecuba P Senex A Tenor 
II . Talthybius B . Calchas A Messenger C Tenor 

III. Pyrrhus B Helen Q Alto 
IV. Agamemno A Ulysses A Bass 
V. Andromache Q Alto 

'HERCULES FURENS' 

I. Juno P Lycus B Alto 
II. Amphitruo A Tenor 

III. Megara Q Alto 
IV. Hercules B Bass 
V. Theseus B Tenor 
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'HERCULES OETAEUS' 

I. Hercules A Bass 
II . !ole Q Deianeira Q Alto 

III. NurseR Alcumena P Tenor 
IV. Hyllus B Tenor 
v. Philoctetes B Alto 

It is clear that the system already adopted for producing Plautus with 
five actors using wigs but not masks also suggests for Seneca the use of one 
bass specialist, two tenor specialists, and two alto voices. However, the grouping 
of characters to be played by the one actor is less necessary because of the 
rather shorter list of dramatis personae for the tragedies as compared with the 
comedies. Where such grouping occurs, common attitudes to the hero or the 
heroine rather than family relationships tend to be expressed in the group of 
parts taken by an individual actor. But mind, could one but make some slight 
emendations in the 'Hercules Oetaeus' , we might obtain a Sophoclean distribu
tion to three actors only which would stress family relationship and physical 
tastes as in the Plautine comedy distributions above. We merely need Hyllus 
to pass through the valvae regiae off the stage at 14 30-1 before Hercules 
reappears and then to give his lines to Philoctetes, altering genitor to domitor 
at 1456 and mater to consors at 1458. 27 The scheme is set out thus. 

I. Hercules A 
II. !ole Q 

III. NurseR 

'HERCULES OETAEUS' 

Hyllus B 
Deianeira Q (P?) 
Alcumena P 

Philoctetes B 
Bass 
Alto 
Tenor 

By this we achieve physical resemblance of father and son, and similar close 
resemblance between the hero's wife, mistress and boy favourite all played by 
the same performer. 

27 Here. Oet., 1456-1471: 

Philoct.: Compesce diras, domitor , irarum minas: 
habet, peractum est, quas petis poenas dedit: 
sua perempta dextera consors iacet. 

Hercules: Cecidit dolose: manibus irati Herculis 
occidere meruit: perdidit comitem Lichas. 
saevire in ipsum corpus exanime impetus 
atque ira cogit. cur minis nostris caret 
ipsum cadaver? pabulum accipiant ferae . 

Philoct.: Plus miser a laesa doluit: hinc aliquid quoque 
detrahere velles? occidit dextra sua, 
tuo dolore: plura quam poscis tulit . 
sed non cruentae sceleribus nuptae iaces 
nee fraude matris: Nessus has struxit dolos 
ictus sagittis qui tuis vitam expuit: 
cruore tincta est palla semiferi. patet; 
Nessusque nunc has exigit poenas sibi. 
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The other six plays of the Senecan corpus seem incontestably based on the 
Attic rule of three actors and also prove patient of our new three register rule. 

'AGAMEMNO' 

I. Ghost of Thyestes A Aegisthus B Agamemno B Electra Q Bass/Tenor 
II. Clytemnestra Alto 

III. NurseR Eurybates A Cassandra Q Strophius B Tenor 

Here the bass register actor will also need mastery of a rich contralto. In this 
way he will show the family resemblance of all the house of Pelops. 

I. Ghost of Tantalus A 
II. Fury P 

III. Atreus B 

THYESTES' 

Thyestes B 
Attendant C Tantalus B Messenger C 

Tenor 
Alto 
Bass 

On this arrangement the attendant and the messenger are presumed to be adoles
cents like young Tantalus, whose physical resemblance to the family fury who 
destroys him is parallel to that of Thy estes with Tantalus' ghost. 

I. Medea Q 
II. NurseR 

III. Creon A 

'MEDEA' 

Jason B Messenger C 

Alto 
Tenor 
Bass 

All the Greek characters are played by one actor, emphasising the racial isolation 
of the Colchian lady and her nurse in a strange unfriendly land. 

I. Hippolytus B 
II. Phaedra Q 

III. NurseR 

'PHAEDRA' 

Theseus A 

Messenger C 

Bass 
Alto 
Tenor 

Here again, the same actor with different wigs can play both father and son. 

I. Oedipus B 
II. J ocasta P Creon B 

III. Teiresias A 

'OEDIPUS' 

Manto Q 
Corinthian A 

Phorbas A 
Bass 
Tenor 
Alto 
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Teiresias had a sex change twice in life and seems to have been hermaphrodite.2B 

The Corinthian could well be an eunuch of the court there. Family likeness of 
Jocasta and her brother Creon is maintained. 

'PHOENISSAE' 

I. Oedipus A Jocasta B Tenor 
II. Antigone Q Polyneices B Alto 

III. Messenger C Eteocles B Bass 

Here the text is incomplete - last scene, exodus and choral odes all are lacking. 
Some scholars see a conflation of two plays; but we treat it in traditional terms 
as being a single incomplete play. 29 

Some years ago Miss KuRRELMEYER prepared a scheme for producing Piau
tine comedywith masks in rigorous accord with the Greek rule of three actors. 30 

Let us now tabulate her solution for the 'Mostellaria' attaching our voice register 
types as well. As masks are used, there is no wig code added. 

'MOSTELLARIA' 

I. Grumio, Scapha, Callidamates, Misargyrides, Simo, Phaniscus 
II. Tranio, Philematium vv. 157-306 (where Scapha makes her up) 

III . Philolaches, Theopropides (still same player for father and son) 
Supernumeraries: Philematium 336-339, Delphium, Sphaerio, Pinacium. 

Tenor 
Alto 
Bass 
Alto 

This really looks like a four-actor solution, but this is only so on my own 
assumption of a single alto supernumerary who speaks, and one silent one. 
There is no problem in treating Tranio as an alto - he might well be an eunuch, 
Pinacium is a young catamite, and Sphaerio also could be a slave eunuch. The 
use of masks would obviate any problem over the need to share Delphium 
between the supernumerary alto and a silent player, or in dividing Philematium 
between Actor II and the supernumerary alto player. 

2s Ovid, Met. III, 322-331: 

lila negat. placuit, quae sit sententia docti 
quaerere Tiresiae: venus huic erat utraque nota. 
nam duo magnorum viridi coeuntia silva 
corpora serpentum baculi violaverat ictu: 
deque viro factus - mirabile! - femina septem 
egerat autumnos; octavo rursus eosdem 
vidit et 'Est vestrae si tanta potentia plagae,' 
dixit 'ut auctoris sort em in contra ria mutet, 
nunc quoque vos feriam!' percussis anguibus isdem 
forma prior rediit, genetivaque venit imago. 

29 See Note 1 above. 
30 C. M. KuRRELMEYER, The Economy of Actors in Plautus, Diss. Hopkins-Univ., Graz, 

1932. 
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It seems quite likely that a troupe of four masked actors may have been 
employed after masked comedy became usual subsequent to 167 B. C. If this is 
so, tragedy in the same epoch was doubtless similarly handled by a troupe of 
three masked ~layers. !ndeed, .Pacu~ius ~roba~ly and Acc~us ~lmost certainly 
would have wntten their tragedies With this stagmg method m view. Admittedly 
it is true that Seneca's six tragedies which comply with the three actor rule 
without need for dividing any one role between two actors could equally well 
have been produc~d with a cast of masked players. However, much subtlety 
would thereby vamsh from the performance, and the employment of wigs seems 
therefore much to be preferred. On the other hand, the three plays which 
would demand a five actor rule if played with wigs might well fit a masked 
three actor production which followed our three register rule. Let us therefore 
tabulate them as masked three ac'tor plays: 

'HERCULES FURENS' 

I. L ycus Hercules 
II . Juno, Megara, Theseus (?Bass/Alto?) 

III. Amphitruo 
Supernumerary: Megara vv. 592-830; the children (who do not speak). 

Bass 
Alto 
Tenor 

Juno seems best played by Actor II, who plays Megara also, since Hercules 
confuses them in the mad scene. Actor II can either use a bass tone for Theseus 
or else he must seem an adolescent. The first choice is preferable. 

'HERCULES OETAEUS' 

I. Hyllus (to v. 1030) Hercules 
II. Hyllus (1419- ), Deianeira, Iole, Philoctetes 

III. Nurse, Alcmena 

Bass 
Bass/Alto 

Tenor 

The part of Philoctetes where silent in vv. 1419-1517 is taken by a super
numerary. Hyllus returns at 1777, his role being shared by the actor playing 
Hercules and the one who plays Deianeira, probably using double register. Actor 
II also represents wife, mistress and catamite for Hercules. 

'TROADES' 

I. Hecuba (P) Agamemnon (A) Senex (A) 
II. Talthybius (B) Calchas (A) Ulysses (B) Helen (Q) Messenger (C) 

III . Pyrrhus (B) Andromache (Q) 

Tenor 
Bass/Alto 

Alto 

This arrangement might prove just possible with the use of wigs and no masks. 
However masking would avoid awkward resemblances of feature between 
Ulysses and Helen, Hecuba and Agamemnon, Pyrrhus and Andromache; who 
all are rivals, in no sense allies, let alone kinsfolk. The same problems would 
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arise with a bewigged rather than a masked production of the sole surviving 
ancient praetexta, the 'Octavia'. 

I. Octavia (Q) 
II. Nurse I (R) 

III. Seneca (A) 

'OCTAVIA' 

Poppaea (Q) 
Prefect (A) 
Messenger (C) 

Nero (B) 
Nurse II (R) 

Alto 
Agrippina (P) Tenor 

Bass 

The need for one actor to play Nero and both wives and another to play both 
the Nurses renders masking more desirable for this production. 

It is noteworthy in all four plays that two of the three actors must each 
play roles of rival characters in the plot. In 'Troades' the rival principals, Hecuba 
and Agamemnon are assigned to one actor, and likewise the rival re-asserters 
of hostile claims, Pyrrhus and Andromache. The third player expresses all the 
agents of victorious Greek oppression. In 'Hercules Furens' the one actor must 
play Hercules and Lycus the usurper of his throne whom he slays offstage, 
whilst likewise a single actor must play Juno and also the hapless Megara whom 
the Fury moves Hercules to slay with his own hands. Again, in 'Hercules 
Oetaeus' the same actor plays Deianeira and Iole her rival, whilst the role of 
Hyllus is divided between the two actors who play Hercules and Deianeira in 
other scenes. Thus when Hyllus is with Deianeira he reminds her of her husband 
Hercules, whilst when he is in his father's company later in the play his appear
ance taunts the tortured father with the memory of his fatal spouse. When we 
similarly find the rival wives and rival nurses are played by single actors also 
in the praetexta play 'Octavia', we may suspect that this was a device of Roman 
drama, and one especially linked to the praetexta tradition. Here perhaps we 
recall the fatal conflict of the twin sons of Mars in Rome's foundation legend 
which must be acted out in various guises throughout history if Rome is to 
preserve its vitality and power. Perhaps every praetexta required its Remus and 
its Romulus, whichever their sex. 30a 

We may therefore suggest that five complete tragedies show evidence of 
composition for production with three actors using wigs, and that one actor 
plays only one major part, and that rivals played by the same actor are always 
kinsfolk whose relationship is stressed by the one face and figure wearing 
the various appropriate wigs. In the 'Medea' and 'Phaedra' the three simple 
registers of voices are adequate, and the 'Thyestes' can be played the same way if 
Thyestes' attendant and the messenger are both adolescent striplings. The 
'Agamemnon' and 'Oedipus' both demand an expert in the alto/bass double 
register, and the fragments making up 'Phoenissae' might be handled the same 
way if produced as they stand. On the other hand, the other bracket of three 
plays, 'Troades', 'Hercules Furens' and 'Hercules Oetaeus' appear to have been 
designed for three masked actors. Furthermore, they deftly assign rival roles to 
the same actor so as to suggest antithesis of character rather than similarity 
of these roles from the identity of physique. 

30
' R. G. TANNER, The Evolution of Roman Epic, P.A. C.A., 12,1973, p. 17. 
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V. Dramatic Performances at Rome 

From 364 B. C . onward the dramatic performances at Rome were associated 
with the Ludi Romani in September. After the Punic Wars these activities were 
extended to other festivals, and performances were also incorporated into the 
funeral celebrations of great men. MoMMSEN seems right in linking the Ludi 
Romani in honour of Jupiter with the triumphal procession of pompa by success
ful generals dressed as Jupiter. In the actual triumph ceremony the procession 
began at the Campus Martius, proceeding through the Porta Triumphalis and 
the Circus Flaminius, entering the city by the Porta Carmentalis, thence marching 
to the Circus Maximus, finally proceeding along the Via Sacra across the Forum · 
to the Capitol. The general wore Jupiter's purple garments with an eagle on top of 
his left hand and a branch of laurel in his right, his shoes were gilded; while a 
public slave behind him in his chariot held the god's golden crown over the 
conqueror's bay-wreathed head. Originally in earlier days his body had been 
dyed all over with vermilion. In front of the procession were the magistrates and 
senators, then trumpeters and the captured spoils, then painted representations of 
the conquered country, models of captured fortresses and warships, then crowns 
of laurel awarded to the general by cities of the conquered land. Next followed 
the four white bulls with gilded horns for the sacrifice, accompanied by youths 
carrying gold and silver cups. Then in chains followed the distinguished captives, 
who were dragged off to the nearby Tullianum prison when the general's car 
reached the foot of the Capitol, and usually summarily executed there. Behind 
these were the general's lictors, and then some lyre players and priests with 
censers then the triumphal car itself followed by soldiers shouting io triumphe 
and ribald fescennine jests against their general to avert the evil eye. 31 

We may not unreasonably wish to see the relics of this ritual reflected in the 
plays of Greek model which replaced original Italic performances in the theatre of 
Rome. The Ludi Romani were always in honour of Jupiter, and because of the 
original link with the triumphal ceremony a procession or pompa from the 
Capitol to Circus always began these games, which doubtless had their origins as 
a celebration after the victor's triumph following the annual late summer war. 
Thus the presence of consuls and Senate at the beginning corresponds in this 
procession to a dialogue between characters in the prologue of a play followed by 
the entry of the chorus, whilst in drama the captured spoils and models from the 
war are replaced by a long messenger's speech. The sacrificial bulls escorted by 
youths and the eminent captives awaiting execution find dramatic representation 
in the defeated person like Cassandra or Iole brought on stage with a second 
chorus of captives. The conqueror himself who follows is represented by a 
Hercules or an Agamemnon, whose later disasters parallel the abusive fescennine 
verses uttered by the soldiers. Thus a Roman tragedy, Greek-derived or prae-

31 0. SEYFFERT, Dictionary of Classical Antiquities, Mythology, Religion and Art (revised 
edition, H. NETTLESHIP and J. E. SANDYS), London, 1901, pp. 655-6 (Triumph). 
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texta, would be an appropriate after-piece to entertain the victors and public after 
the yearly victory and triumph in honour of Jupiter. 

Funerals, public or private, would also follow the end of the war and fever 
season of early autumn. Like weddings, such funerals had torchlight accompani
ment - even by day. A herald would invite citizens to follow a public funeral, 
and a special official escorted by his lictors was in charge of the ceremony. Ten 
woodwind players led the procession, then professional female singers (praeficae) 
chanting the praises of the dead in the dirge form called nenia. Then dancers or 
actors (histriones) came next to amuse the spectators. Next, in a family of 
standing, came a procession of clients wearing the robes and masks of the 
ancestors of the deceased - often themselves escorted by lictors . The body 
followed, uncovered, often with a wooden image seated beside it, the bier being 
borne by relatives. Often other mourners followed. In the forum the represen
tatives of the ancestors sat on chairs when the bier was set down before the 
rostrum, and a kinsman delivered the oration. After this the procession moved 
outside the walls to a place of burial or cremation. 31• Here again, we see a possible 
model which later dramatic poets might wish to reflect. The Senecan 'Hippolytus' 
has many features suggesting this model, and also plays with female chorus like 
Troades' may well reflect it in some degree. 

Clearly in such a ceremony we may look for the expression of the varied 
elements in Roman funerary tradition. Notable was the ancient custom of the 
silicernium or funerary banquet, used once as a term of abuse for an old man by 
Terence. 32 The actual custom is described by Varro, quoted in Nonius Mar
cellus. 33 

"Silicernium is properly a funeral banquet which is given to old men. So 
Varro in Meleagris: 'We held a silicernium lavishly for those who had 
followed the funeral by the sepulchre in the ancient style . That is to say, a 
perideipnon. Having dined/lunched at it, we said vale to one another as we 
went away'." 

The parallel Festus passage from the Farnese codex is heavily restored. 34 

"A funerary dinner is called a silicernium, the thing the Greeks call a 
perideipnon. But .... . Verrius believes the kind of food (is meant), which 

3 1a Ibid., pp. 103-4 (Burial-Roman). 
3 2 Terence, Adelphoe, 4, 2, 48. 

Syrus: I sane: ego te exercebo hodie, ut dignus es, 
silicernium. 

33 Nonius Marcellus (MuELLER, p. 65, W. M. LINDSAY, I, p. 68): SILICERNIVM pessime 
intellegentes ita posuisse Terentium (Ad. 587) putant, quod incurvitate silices cernat senex. 
silicernium est proprie convivium funebre, quod senibus exhibetur. Varro Meleagris (303): 
'funus exequiatis laute ad sepulchrum antiquo more silicernium confecimus, id est JtEQL
lleLJtvov. quo pransi discedentes dicimus alius alii: vale.' 

34 Festus, QU XIII, 30-1 (MuELLER, p . 294, W. M. LINDSAY, p. 376): Silicernium dicitur 
cena funebris quam Graeci JtEQLOELJ'tVOV vocant. sed . . ... Verrius existimat cibi genus 
quod nos farcimen dicimus, quo purgabatur fletu familia . 
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we call sausage, by which the family is cleansed of mourning. It was called a 
silicernium because . . . " 

The Paulus excerpt reads. 35 

"Silicernium was a kind of sausage by which the family was purged from 
mourning. It was called silicernium, because he in whose name the ceremony 
was held now beholds it in silence (i . e. silere-cernere). So Caecilius: 'I 
believed that I would be eating his silicernium'." 

One wonders if this tradition derive6 from memories of a primitive stone age meal 
where members of the same age-class ate a piece of the deceased's intestine to cure 
their grief by making him alive again as part of their own selves. The right to 
dissect debtors by their creditors allowed in the earliest Roman law, 36 and the 
attempt of Eumolpus to make his heirs devour his corpse to secure his estate in the 
'Satyricon'37 might give the horrid meal of Thyestes a different flavour to Roman 
readers. Noting then that Seneca's 'Thyestes' might have been seen as a tragic 
exercise of the early Roman silicernium tradition, let us return to the funerary 
elements in a wider sense. 

In the funeral procession praeficae would lead the mourning. 38 

"Women hired to lament the dead are called praeficae. They give the tune of 
the lamentation to the others, so as it were are set over (praefectae) this task. 
So Naevius - 'This woman is a praefica indeed, by Hercules, who praises a 
dead man thus' ." 

A slightly different account is available from Aurelius Opilius. 39 

35 Ibid. (MuELLER, p. 295, W .. M. LINDSAY, p. 377): Silicernium erat genus farciminis, quo 
fletu familia purgabatur. Dictum autem silicernium, quia cuius nomine ea res instituebatur, 
is iam silentium cerneret. Caecilius (122): 'Credidi silicernium eius me esse esurum. ' 

36 Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae (Hosms, Teubner, Leipzig, 1903 = repr. 1959) XX, 1, 48: 
Sed eam capitis poenam sanciendae, sicuti dixi, fidei gratia horrificam atrocitatis ostentu 
novisque terroribus metuendam reddiderunt. Nam si plures forent, quibus reus esset iudica
tus, secare, si vellent, atque partiri corpus addicti sibi hominis permiserunt. 

37 Petroni us, Satyricon, 141, 6-11: De stomachi tui recusatione non habeo quod timeam . 
Sequetur imperium, si promiseris illi pro unius horae fastidio multorum bonorum pensa
tionem. Operi modo oculos, et finge te non humana uiscera, sed centies sestertium comesse. 
Accedit hue, quod aliqua inueniemus blandimenta, quibus saporem mutemus. Neque enim 
ulla caro per se placet, sed arte quadam corrumpitur, et stomacho conciliatur auerso. Quod 
si exemplis uis quoque probari consilium, Saguntini oppressi ab Hannibale humanas edere 
carnes, nee hereditatem expectabant. Petelini idem fecerunt in ultima fame, nee quicquam 
aliud in hac epulatione captabant, nisi tantum ne esurirent. Cum esset Numantia a Scipione 
capta, inuentae sunt matres, quae liberorum suorum tenerent semesa in sinu corpora. 

38 Paulus in Festum (MuELLER, p. 223, W. M. LINDSAY, p. 250): Praeficae dicuntur mulieres 
ad lamentandum mortuum conductae, quae dant ceteris modum plangendi, quasi in hoc 
ipsum praefectae. Naevius (com. 129): 'Haec quidem mehercle, opinor, praefica est, quae sic 
mortuum conlaudat.' 

39 FUNAIOLI, Grammaticae Romanae Fragmenta I, Teubner, Leipzig, 1907, p. 90, No. 11: 
dicta (praefica), ut Aurelius scribit, 'ab luco' quae conduceretur, quae ante domum mortui 
laudis eius caneret (ad luctum TuRNEBUS). 
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"As Aurelius writes, a woman who is hired for mourning is called a praefica. 
She is the one to sing the praises of the dead man in front of his house." 

Here the praefica is described as lamenting the dead outside his house like the 
hired mourning women in the story of Jesus and the daughter of Jairus in the New 
Testament. 40 However it is perfectly consistent that she first lead lamentations at 
home, and then walk with the funeral procession continuing her songs of praise. 

A fuller account of these women is offered by Nonius Marcellus . 41 

"Among the ancients, women who were accustomed to be asked to funerals, 
hired for a fee to weep and to praise brave deeds, were called praeficae. So 
Plautus in Frivolaria: 'And I shall outdo all praeficae in prating', and in 
Truculentus (v. 491): 'A praefica, who can praise others, but not herself' . 
So also Lucilius: 'Women hired for a price weep in funerals though no kin: 
These praeficae tear their hair a lot and shout still more' ." 

This makes the double role of praise and lamentation much clearer. 
However, what was the nature of the lamentation? Here a fragment of Book 

IV of Varro's work 'On the Life of the Roman People' can assist us. 42 

"There praise was offered volubly by a woman who had a loud voice: then 
next the nenia was wont to be sung to the flutes and lyre .... This woman 
in olden time used to be called a praefica - indeed, right up to the Punic 
wars ." 

So the praefica's song of lamentation was called a nenia, and it was sung after she 
had praised the dead man without accompaniment. Regarding the precise nature 
of the nenia further useful information is available from Festus (Paulus 163M). 43 

40 St. Mark, 5, 38-40. 
41 Nonius Marcellus (MuELLER, p . 89, W. M. LINDSAY, I, pp. 92-3): Praeficae dicebantur 

aput veteres quae adhiberi solent funeri, mercede conductae, ut et flerent et fortia facta 
laudarent. Plautus in Frivolaria . 

'superaboque omnis argutando praeficas., 

idem Truculento (496): 
'praefica, 

quae alios conlaudare, eapse sese vera n6n potest.' 

Lucilius lib . XXII (XXVII, 18): 

'mercede quae conductae flent alieno in funere , 
praeficae multo et capillos scindunt et clamant magis.' 

42 Ibid. (MuELLER, pp. 89-90 and 210, W. M. liNDSAY, I, pp. 93 and 212): Varro de Vita 
Populi Romani lib . IV: 'ibi a muliere, quae optuma voce esset, perquam laudari; dein 
neniam cantari solitam ad tibias et fides eorumque ludistricas cursicassent. haec mulier 
vocitata olim praefica usque ad Poenicum bellum.' 

43 Ibid . (MUELLER, p . 163, W. M. LINDSAY, pp . 155-7): Nenia est carmen, quod in funere 
laudandi gratia cantatur ad tibiam . Sunt, qui eo v erba finem significari putant. Quidam 
volunt neniam ideo dici, quod voci similior querimonia flentium sit. Quidam aiunt neniae 
ductum nomen ab extremi intestini vocabulo; Graeci enim vf.a-c;ov extremum dicunt; sive 
quod cordarum ultima vi]tr] dicitur, extremam cantionis vocem neniam appellarunt. 
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"Nenia is a song which is sung in a funeral to the flute for the purpose of 
praise. Some think 'end' is signified by that word. Others believe that it is 
called nenia because the lamentation of those weeping resembles the sound 
of the word. Others again believe the title is derived from the word for the 
lower intestine, for the Greeks call the end v£m:ov. Otherwise, because the 
last of the chords is called vip:'Y], they called the last word of singing the 

. " nema. 

On the notion of end the shrine of goddesses called N eniae outside the 
Viminal gate may suggest a St. Botolph role, but it also may have been where 
lamentation began when corpses left the city for tombs . The fragment Farnese 
text quotes Plautus, Truculentus 213 in illustrating the sense 'end'. 44 

"For this lover fellow my mistress has spoken the nenia with us at home." 

The sense might be 'dirge': but the use of dicere and the old Saturnian epitaph 
phrase apud nos rather suggests a praefica (praefecta-1? era) giving a funeral 
oration for a person without kin. Indeed, thinking of the old Scipionic epitaphs ;45 

does nenia (apud nos nenia) here mean epitaph? This last sense is clear in Horace's 
reference to the lyric style of Simonides - Ceae neniae munera - an epitaph 
elegy by Simonides of Ceos. 46 Festus quite correctly offers Bacch. 887-9 as an 
instance of the intestinal meaning. 

"If indeed you have a sword, yet we have a spit at home! 
With it, if you provoke me, I shall make you 
Deeper pierced than a shrewmouse's gut. " 47 

LEWIS and SHORT are quite wrong here: ERNOUT correctly takes this as a culinary 
term. 48 Like souvlakia, a series of shrewmice would be impaled on the one skewer 
and cooked for supper. One suspects that in this sense nenia is another name for 
the silicernium sausage. 

To conclude this part of the argument, it seems that before and until the 
Hannibalic wars praeficae offered funerary laudations and sang neniae in the pro
cession from house to tomb, and that they also performed at the silicernium meal 

44 Festus, QU IX, 9-10 (MUELLER, p. 161, W. M. LINDSAY, pp . 154-6): huic homini 
amanti mea era apud nos naeniam dixit domi. 

45 DESSAU I. L. S. I, No. 1 (C. I. L. F, 7) : 

Cornelius Lucius Scipio Barbatus, 
Gnaivod patre prognatus, fortis vir sapiensque, 
quoius forma virtutei parisuma fuit; 
consol, censor, aidilis quei fuit apud vas; 
Taurasia Cisauna Samnio cepit, 
subigit omne Loucanam opsidesque abdoucit. 

46 Horace, Odes II, 20, 21. 
47 Festus, QU IX, 10-11 (MuELLER p. 161, W. M. LINDSAY, p . 156): Si tibi est machaera, 

at nobis vervinast domi. Qua quidem te reddam, ubi tu me inritaveris, confossiorem soricina 
nema ... 

48 A . ERNOUT, Plaute, Bacchides, Paris (Bude), 1964, Vol. II, p . 62. 
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by the graveside. Given that Roman tragedy developed just before the Punic 
wars, it is likely that the frequently female chorus of Greek tragedy may have 
seemed like a group of praeficae as they praised the dead Agamemnon or the 
doomed Oedipus and lamented their calamities w.ith dishevelled hair and b.eating 
of breasts . Whether Sir WILLIAM RIDGEWAY was nght to connect tragedy With the 
funerary ritual and commemoration of dead heroes in early Greece, 49 that ~s 
certainly the way a third century Roman would have been apt to regard this 
Hellenising stage innovation of the female tragic chorus. 

In such a context the messenger's speech relating the hero's fated doom 
would also seem to have elements of a laudatio funebris . The messenger's speech 
in Hippolytus vv. 1000-126 followed by the choral ode and final f~enzy .of 
Phaedra, with ensuing Theseus' lam~nt 1126-1246? suggest a laudat~on WI~h 
following nenia. The narration of Philoctetes returnmg from Hercules py~e m 
Hercules Oetaeus vv. 1609-1757 is a similar laudatio followed by the nema of 
Alcumena as sole praefica. The final resolution follows in the g.a~hering. of the 
remains for burial in the 'Phaedra' and the appearance of the deified Abdes to 
comfort his mother in the 'Hercules Oetaeus'. In 'Thy estes' the messenger reports 
in 623-788 the horrid murders as a laudatio of the gallant death of Tantalus, 
while the chorus follows with its nenia in 789-884, whilst vv. 885-1111 provide 
a horrid cannibal silicernium at the supposed banquet. In 'Agamemnon' from 
392a to 589 the report of Eurybates is the laudation: and the neni~ from 589, the 
entry of the chorus of captives and their lament with Cassandra, IS ended at 781 
by the return of Agamemnon. His dialogue with her without Clytemnes.t~a and 
entry to the palace produces a further laudation for him f~llowed by. the VISIOn of 
horrors by Cassandra in place of the second nenia. This concluswn .fro~ the 
return of Agamemnon in v. 782 introduces the longer than usual resolutiOn m the 
murder of Agamemnon and escape of Orestes with Strophius. In the 'Medea' the 
laudatio is the account of Medea's grisely preparations by her nurse vv. 670-739, 
and the nenia her own incantations in vv. 740-842 with the choral ode 849-878. 
In the 'Oedipus' the messenger's speech relating the self-blinding. se;ves as ~ 
laudatio (915-979) and the following chorus, 980-998, as the nema. Troades 
offers us the lament of Hecuba as a kind of laudatio of Troy (981-1008), and the 
choral ode 1009-1055 serves as the nenia. With 'Hercules Furens' we find the 
nearest thing to a laudatio in Amphitryo's account of Hercules' sudden exhaustion 
(1039-53) and the nenia equivalent in th.e ensuing choral p.assage (1054-1137). 
'Octavia' offers us Nero's death sentence mstead of a laudatw (870-876) and t~e 
brief choral passage following serves as the introduction (888- 898) to a com~auc 
nenia. It will be seen that these elements take a more or less orthodox form m the 
five unmasked plays and 'Hercules Oetaeus', whilst the lau~~tio elem~nts are 
curiously abnormal in 'Hercules Furens', 'Troades' and 'Octavia, sugg~s~mg.that 
these three masked plays feel less need to comply with Roman civic ntual 
traditions. 

49 W. RIDGEWAY, The Origin of Tragedy with Special Reference to the Greek Tragedians, 
Cambridge (CUP), 1910, p. 228. 
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VI. Life and Philosophy in the Plays 

The five complete unmasked scripts we have identified show intimate ana
logies with the traditional social structures of Roman life. The 'Medea' is about 
marriage and divorce. No Roman citizen may marry a foreign woman whose 
community does not enjoy connubium with the Roman people. 50 The problem of 
the late-enfranchised Jason in preserving his ties with Medea now that he is a 
citizen of Corinth would thus attract Roman sympathy. But a new situation had 
arisen under the Empire through the provision of subsequent legitimation by 
imperial decree in the terms of the military diplomas issued to any allied citizen 
with Latin rights or Roman subject provincial who was enfranchised upon 
honourable discharge from the army. The decrees registered in these diplomas 
granted him citizenship together with his wife, provided he had no more than one 
spouse, and likewise to any children previously born to the couple. The earliest 
example dates from Claudius' reign. 51 The new custom thus gave 'Medea' a new 
perspective and its heroine a new moral justification. 

The 'Agamemnon' refers to the structure of triumphal processions - by the 
time of Claudius long the perquisites of Caesar alone. However the recent exotic 
misuse of this custom by Caligula in 40 A. D. which was soon followed by his 
assassination by Cassius Chaerea52 made the tradition of Agamemnon's end a 

50 Gaius, Institutes I, 78 (DE ZuLUETA, OUP, Oxford, 1946, p. 24): eadem lege (Minicia) 
enim ex diuerso cauetur ut, si peregrinam cum qua ei conubium non sit uxorem duxerit 
ciuis Romanus, peregrinus ex eo coitu nascatur. 

51 DESSAU, I. L. S. I, No. 1986: Ti. Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus, pontifex maxim., 
trib. potestae XII, imper. XXVII, pater patriae, censor, cos . V, trierarchis et remigibus, qui 
militaverunt in classe, quae est Miseni sub Ti. Julio Augusti lib. Optato, et sunt dimissi 
honesta missione, quorum nomina subscripta sunt: ipsis liberis posterisque eorum civitatem 
dedit et conubium cum uxoribus, quas tunc habuissent, cum est civitas iis data, aut, 
siqui caelibes essent, cum iis quas postea duxissent dumtaxat singuli singulas. 

52 Suetonius, Gaius Caligula 47 and 49: 47 . <:;onversus hinc ad curam triumphi praeter captivos 
ac transfugas barbaros Galliarum quoque procerissimum quemque et, ut ipse dicebat, al;w-
8QL<'qJ.~Evwv, ac nonnullos ex principibus legit ac seposuit ad pompam coegitque non tantum 
rutilare et summittere comam, sed et sermonem Germanicum addiscere et nomina barbarica 
ferre . Praecepit etiam triremis, quibus introierat Oceanum, magna ex parte itinere terrestri 
Roman devehi. Scripsit et procuratoribus, triumphum appararent quam minima summa, 
sed quantus numquam alius fuisset, quando in omnium hominum bona ius haberent ..... 
49 ...... Atque omisso vel dilato triumpho ovans urbem natali suo ingressus est; intraque 
quartum mensem periit, 
Cf. Dio Cassius LIX (Xiphilinus, 166, 30-43) (CARY, Loeb , Cambridge/Mass.-London, 
1924 = repr. 1955, VII, p. 338): 'Ec; 6E "tOV WKEaVOV ~/,Swv we; Kal ~v "tfl BQE"t"tUVL<f 
O"tQa"tEUOWV, Kal n6.v1:ac; wuc; O"tQa"tLonac; ~v •fl !J6vL rtaQm6.l;ac;, "tQLi]Qovc; "tE EJtE~TJ 
Kal 6/,(yov &no •fie; yfic; art6.Qac; av€JtAE1JOE, Kal [J.E"tU "tOU"tO ~Jtl ~i][J.mOc; l!'\jJT]AOU tt;,i]oac; 
Kal OUV8T][J.U "tOL<; O"tQUW:inmc; we; E:c; [J.UXT]V 6ouc;, "toi:c; "tE OUAJtLK"taL<; ~l;O"tQUVac; alJ"tOU<;, 
Eh' E:l;aCqJVTJ<; EKEAEvo€ OqJLOL •a Koyxu/,w ov/,Ml;ao8m. /,a~oov "tE 1:a oKuAa 1:au•a (Kal 
YUQ AUqJUQWV 6fi/,ov on JtQO<; "tTJV ni.Jv ~JtLVLKLWV JtO[J.JtTJV £6Ei:"to) [J.Eya "tE EqJQOVT]OEV 
we; Kal "tOV WKEaVOV mhov 6E601JAW[J.EVO<;, Kal "tOL<; O"tQanoo"tmc; JtOAAU £6wQi]omo. 
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topical subject during Seneca's exile from 41-49 A. D. The 'Thyestes' concerns 
the funerary banquet tradition, ending with a vile cannibal silicernium contrived 
against the unknowing Thyestes. Again, the habit of Caligula of executing or 
torturing victims during dinner, or his gesture in making Capito watch the 
exe~ut~on of his son, 53 could have rendered this plot most topical. The 'Oedipus' 
agam 1s about the great Roman custom of divination - hence the haruspical 
scenes between his daughter Manto and old Tiresias which seem tedious and 
macabre to the modern reader's taste. The attempts of Caligula to be his own 
priest and Claudius' antiquarian tastes would have made the issue topical in the 
mid-forties A. D. 54 'Phaedra' reviews that great despair of upper class Roman 
lawmakers under the early Empire - adultery. As Seneca himself owed his exile 
to a rather tenuous charge of such activity with the princess Julia Livilla he might 
easily have seen himself in Hippolytus and the Livilla in Phaedra! 55 So if we agree 
with CosTA that 41-9 A. D. represent the most likely dates for Seneca to 
compose these, then it is evident that the pieces represent a reaction to Roman 
society and problems in contemporary institutions of life. 56 

But in addition to offering a critique of abuses lately evident in Roman 
imperial society, these plays also embody a serious analysis of human emotional 
pathology in their mimed soliloquies. If we tabulate these soliloquies as listed 
above adding attributions for each soliloquy to a particular pathos, we find they 
exhibit cases of human psychopathology classifiable after the Stoic terminology of 
Diogenes Laertius, VII, 110££.57 

53 Suetonius, Gaius Caligula, 27 and 32: 27. Parentes supplicio filiorum interesse cogebat: 
quorum uni valitudinem excusanti lecticam misit, alium a spectaculo poenae epulis statim 
adhibuit atque omni comitate ad hilaritatem et iocos provocavit . .. . 32. Saepe in conspectu 
prandentis vel comisantis seriae quaestiones per tormenta habebantur, miles decollandi arti
fex quibuscumque e custodia capita amputabat. Puteolis dedicatione pontis, quem excogita
tum ab eo significavimus, cum multos e litore invitasset ad se, repente omnis praecipitavit, 
quosdam gubernacula apprehendentes contis remisque detrusit in mare. 

54 Dio Cassius, LIX (CARY, Loeb, Cambridge/Mass.- London, 1924 = repr. 1955, VII, pp. 
346- 8): KaL JtO"tE "tL<; avi]Q faAa"tT]<; t6wv a1nov EJtl ~i][.la"tO<; l!'\jJT]AOU ~ ~LO<; d6EL 
XQTJ[.la"tL1;,ona E:y€/,aoEV" 6 1\E rawc; EKUAEOE "tE a1nov Kal avi]QE"tO ""t( OOL 6oK<i:J Eivm;" 
Kal oc; UJtEKQLVa"tO (EQW yag a1no "tO AEX8€v) O"tL " [!Eya JtUQUAi]QT][J.U." 

55 Dio Cassius, LX (CARY, Loeb, Cambridge/Mass.-London, 1924 = repr. 1955, VII, pp. 
386-8): Tau"ta [.lEV oi'Jv a1nou "tE wu Kl,av6Cov EQya ~v Kal uqJ' (m6.v"twv E:nnvEi:"to· 
EJtQ6.X8TJ OE Kal 0.1,/,a ana "tO"tE, oux 6[-lOLO"tQOJta, un6 "tE "t<i:JV ~l;EAE1J8EQWV UU"tOU Kal 
UJtO •fie; yvvmKO<; OuaAEQLU<; MwoaALVT]<;. aihT] [.lEV YUQ "tTJV 'Iov/,(av "tTJV a6EA(jJL6fiv 
auwu, 6QyLo8Ei:o6. "tE U[J.a on [.li]"tE hL[J.Cl"tO un' au"tijc; [.li]"tE EKOAUKEUE"tO, Kal 
STJAO"tVJtijoaoa O"tL JtEQLKa/,/,ijc; "tE ~v Kal [J.OVTJ 1:~ K/,avl\(<p JtOAAO.KL<; ovvEy(yvE"tO, 
E:l;ooQLOEV, EYKAij[J.a"ta au"tfl 0.1,/,a "tE Kal f.lOLXELac; JtUQUOKE1J6.oaoa, EqJ' TI Kal 6 LEVEKac; 
6 'Avvai:oc; E(jl1Jy£, KalUO"tEQOV yE ou JtOAA~ Kai C!JtEK"tELVEV au"tijv. 

56 C. D. N. CosTA, Seneca. Medea, Ed. with Introduction and Commentary, Oxford, 1973, 
p . 7. 

57 J. ADAM, Texts to Illustrate a Course of Elementary Lectures on Greek Philosophy after 
Aristotle, London-New York (Macmillan), 1902, No. 178. 
Diogenes Laertius VII, 110 ff. : EO"tL 6E au "to 1:0 n6.8oc; Ka"ta Zi]vwva 11 0./,oyoc; Kal 
naQa qJUOLV '\j!vxfic; KLVTJOL<; 11 OQf.lTJ rtAEOv6.1;,ovoa. 1:&v 6E naS&v "ta avw1:6."tw, Ka86. 
qJT]OLV .. . Zi]vwv E:v ·~ Jt£Qi naS&v, dvm ytvn "tEnapa, Mnnv. w6Bov. £m8vLt(av. 
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'Thyestes': 1. Atreus (191-202) ~LOO£ (bnSu~(a) 

2. Thyestes (412-428) 6Ei~a (<p6~o£) 
3. Atreus ( 491- 507) emxmgEKUKLa (i)6ovl'j) 
4. Atreus (887-901) 'tEQ'\jJL£ (i)6ovl'j) 

'Phaedra': 1. Phaedra (112-128) EQW£ (£mSu~(a) 

2. Phaedra (592-599) OKVO£ (<p6~0£) 
3. Nurse (719-724) <pS6VO£ (t.:unlJ) 
4. Theseus (1201-1212) axSo£ (I.:UnlJ) 

'Medea': 1. Medea (116-136) <jlLAOVELKLU (£mSw(a) 
2. Creon (181-187) 6Ei:~a (<p6~o£) 
3. Medea (398-425) ~LOO£ (emSu~(a) 

4. Jason (431-446) Ev6XATJOL£ (A.unlJ) 
5. Medea (549-550) emxmQEKaKLa (i)6ovl'j) 
6. Medea (895-944) <'>gYl'i (emSw(a) 
7. Medea (988-994) 'tEQ'\jJL£ (i)6ovl'j) 

'Agamemno': 1. Clytemnestra (108-124) <jlLAOVELKLU (emSu~(a) 

2. Clytemnestra (192-202) OKVO£ (<p6~o£) 
3. Aegisthus (226-233) 6Ei~a (<p6~0£) 
4. Cassandra (867-875) 'tEQ'\jJL£ (i)6ovl'j) 

'Oedipus': 1. Oedipus (103-109) <'>gYl'i (emSu~(a) 

2. Jocasta (1024-1051) OKVO£ (<p6~0£) 

'Phoenissae': too fragmentary to be useful or firmly classified. 

From this tabulation we see that he first soliloquy in each of the five un
masked plays exhibits a form of £n:L8Uf!La, whilst the second expresses an aspect 
of cp6Boc;. Thus desire and then fear are the inner pathologies portrayed in 
the first soliloquies of each of these five pieces . 

Turning now to the four masked plays, we find a quite different situation. 
First of all, analysis shows two plays where the second soliloquy expresses a 
Stoic cun:a8£La as defined in Diogenes Laertius, VII, 116 rather than a n:a8oc;. 58 

i)6ovl'jv. 6oKEi: 6' au'tOL£ 1:a miST) KQLOEL£ Elvm, KaS6. <pTJm Xgumnl'tO£ ev 1:cp JtEQl. 
naSoov· f\ 'tE yag <jlLAagyug(a UJ'tOAT]'\jJL£ EO'tL 'tOii 'tO agyugwv KUAOV Eivm, Kal. f) ~EST) 
6£ Kal. f) UKOAaa(a 6~0LW£ Kal. 'tUAAa. Kal. 'tTJV ~EV I.:UJtT]V dvm OUO'tOATJV aA.oyov· d6T) 
6' UU't1l£ EAEOV, <pS6vov, ~fiA.ov, ~T]AO'tUJ'tLUV, axSo£, EVOXAT]OLV, av(av, 66UVT)V, auyxumv 
0 0 0 6 6£ <p6~0£ EO'tl. ngoa6oKLa KUKOii. EL£ 6£ 'tOV <p6~ov av6.yE'tm Kal. 'tUii'ta, 6Ei:~a, 
OKVO£, ULOXUVT), EKJ'tAT)SL£, S6gu~O£, aywv(a 0 0 0 f) 6' EmSu~La EO'tLV aA.oyo£ OQESL£, 
u<p' f)v 't6.'t'tE'taL Kal. 'taiiw, OJ't6.VL£, ~LOO£, <jlLAOVELKLa, ogyij, EQW£, ~fiVL£, Su~6£ 0 0 0 

i)6ovT] OE EO'tLV af...oyO£ EJ'tUQOLt; E<p' ULQE'tcp OOKoiivn UJ'tUQXELV, u<p' f)v 'tU't'tE'taL KTJAT)OLt;, 
£mxmQEKaKLa, 'tEQ'\jJL£, 6L6.XUOL£. 

58 ADAM, op.cit., No. 182. - Diogenes Laertius VII, 116: dvm o£ Kal. EunaSELU£ <paal. 
'tQEL£, xag6.v, EUA.<i~ELUV, ~OUAT)OLV. Kal. 'tTJV ~EV xagav EVUV'tLUV <paal.v dvm 'tfl i)Oovfl, 
o?Jaav d.\A.oyov £nagaLv· 'tTJV o£ EUA6.~ELUV 1:cp <p6~q>, o?Jaav Ei\A.oyov EKKALmv· <pO~T]Sl'j
awSm ~£v yag 1:ov ao<pov oMa~<l>£, EuA.a~TJSTjawSm bE. 'tfl o' £mSu~(~ £vav't(av 
<paal.v dvm 'tijv ~OUATJOLV, o?Jaav d!f...oyov ogE!;Lv. KaS6.JtEQ o?Jv uno 1:a JtQOO'ta n6.ST) 
JtLJt'tEL nv6., 1:0v au'tOV 'tQ6Jtov Kal. uno 'tU£ JtQW'tU£ EUJtaSELa£· Kal. uno ~Ev 1:T]v ~ouAT)
mv, Ei!vmav, EU~EVELUV, aaJtaa~6v, ay6.JtT)OLV' UJtO 1)£ 'tTJV EUAU~ELUV ai6oo, ayvdav· 
UJtO 1)£ 'tijv xagav 'tEQ'\jJLV, EU<jlQOOUVT]V, EUSU~Lav . 
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'Hercules Furens': 1. Lycus (332-357) <pSOVO£ (I.:UnTJ) 
2. Hercules (939-952) ayVELa (EUAa~ELa) 

'Octavia': 1. Octavia (222-244) <pS6VO£ (I.:UnTJ) 
2. Seneca (377-435) aiM>£ (EUAa~ELa) 

'Hercules Oetaeus': 1. Deianeira (287-306) <'>gYl'i (£mSu~(a) 
2. Deianeira (541-562) EQW£ (emSu~(a) 
3. Deianeira (1003-15) EKJ'tAT]SL£ (<p6~0£) 
4. Alcumena (1795-1831) MuvTJ (I.:UnTJ) 

'Troades': 1. Andromache (519-523) 6Ei:~a (<p6~o£) 
2. Andromache (642-662) S6gu~o£ (<p6~0£) 
3. Andromache (686-691) EAEO£ (MnTJ) 
4. Helen (861-871) EAEO£ (A.unTJ) 

Here the two cases of £Urta8£w are of extreme interest . In 'Hercules Furens' 
the hero beholds strange portents and feels the onset of derangement. He is not 
afraid, but confused by the evil he still tries to avoid. Similarly we find no fear in 
Seneca's analysis of the corruption of civilised man in the 'Octavia' - simply the 
need to realise human error. Both these are instances of the £un:a8£La or whole
some psychological state called £UAaB£La or caution. Further, the characters 
expressing these sentiments are Stoic sages not disturbed ordinary men. Hercules 
was the exemplar of the second primary impulse of love for all the universe - to 
Stoic apologists he was the perfect case of a benevolent activist who never shirked 
his duty. 59 Seneca too now ranked as a Stoic martyr and posthumous Sage. 60 

Further each soliloquy contrasts with the other instance in its play - the bitter 
outburst of Octavia envying Nero's usurpation of her brother's rights and the 
ruthless Lycus envying heroic blood . 

The soliloquies of these four plays also exhibit distinctive balancing features 
not found in the other five. Thus the distracted Deianeira shows the conflicting 
polarised £m8Uf!LaL of EQWc; and <'>Qyij in 'Hercules Oetaeus'. Again the four 
soliloquies of the 'Troades' balance fear with pity in the best Aristotelian 
view of the role of these tragic n:<i8'Y]. 61 The treatment of soliloquy in these four 

59 VoN ARNIM, SVF III, 84, 2- 7: ltaque non facile est invenire, qui, quod sciat ipse, non 
tradat alteri; ita non solum ad discendum propensi sumus, verum etiam ad docendum. 
Atque ut tauris natura datum est, ut pro vitulis contra leones summa vi impetuque con
tendant, sic ii qui valent opibus atque id facere possunt, ut de Hercule et de Libera 
accepimus, ad servandum genus hominum natura incitantur. 

60 Tacitus, Annals XV, 63, 1-2: Ubi haec atque talia velut in commune disseruit, complectitur 
uxorem, et paululum adversus praesentem fortitudinem mollitus rogat oratque temperaret 
dolori neu aeternum susciperet, sed in contemplatione vitae per v irtutem actae desiderium 
mariti solaciis honestis toleraret. illa contra sibi quoque destinatam mortem adseverat 
manumque percussoris exposcit. tum Seneca gloriae eius non adversus, simul amore, ne sibi 
unice dilectam ad iniurias relinqueret, 'vitae' inquit 'delenimenta monstraveram tibi, tu 
mortis decus mavis: non invidebo exemplo. sit huius tam fortis exitus constantia penes 
utrosque par, claritudinis plus in tuofine.' post quae eadem ictu brachia ferro exsolvunt. 

61 Aristotle, Poetics, 1449 b 24: EO'tLV o?Jv 1:gayq>OLa ~L~TJOL£ ng6.1;EW£ anouOaLU£ Kal. 
'tEAELa£ ~tyESo£ £xouOTJ £, t;6ua~tvq> A.6yq> xwgl.£ EK<ia1:q> 1:oov dooov £v mi:£ ~oQLOL£, 
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pieces shows a stronger interest in Stoic physics and a greater concern with 
Greek dramatic theory than in the other five pieces. 

Soliloquies apart, it is possible to see a critique of Roman institution in the 
five unmasked plays, as has already been remarked. But the four masked plays 
express the problems of Stoic theory in their plots. So in 'Hercules Furens' we 
find the Chrysippan Stoic view that a wise man may lose his wisdom through 
drink or insanity62 developed in the madness of the hero. Again, the death scene 
of the 'Hercules Oetaeus' reports the ultimate total impassibility of the Stoic Sage 
in the face of anguish. 62• The 'Octavia' treats the problems of the Sage in public 
life;62 b while the 'Troades' explores the workings of ELf.lUQf.lEVYJ. 62c The five un-

6gwvtwv Kai ou 6t' anayyEALa£, 6t' EAEOU Kai cp6~ou l'tEQa(vouoa tT)v tWV tOtO'lJtWV 
na8T]!.LUtWV KU8aQOLV. 

62 ADAM, op. cit ., No. 165. - Diogenes Laertius VII, 127: tTjv UQEtTjv XQUOtl'tl'tO£ !-LEV ano
~AT]tijv, I0.E<iV8T]£ 6£ avan6~AT]tOV' 6 !-LEV UJtO~AT]tTJV 6ta !-LE8T]V Kai 1-LEAayxo/..(av, 6 6' 
avan6~AT]t0V 6ta ~E~a(OU£ Kata/..ij'\jJEl£. 

62 ' ADAM, op.cit., No. 232. - Seneca, Naturales quaestiones III, praefatio 10-17: quid 
praecipuum in rebus humanis est? non classibus maria conplesse nee in rubri maris litore 
signa fixisse nee deficiente ad iniurias terra errasse in oceano ignota quaerentem, sed animo 
omnia vidisse et, qua maior nulla victoria est, vitia domuisse. innumerabiles sunt, qui 
populos, qui urbes habuerunt in potestate, paucissimi, qui se. quid est praecipuum? erigere 
animum supra minas et promissa fortunae, nihil dignum illam habere putare, quod speres: 
quid enim habet dignum, quod concupiscas? qui a divinorum conversatione quotiens ad 
humana recideris, non aliter caligabis quam quorum oculi in densam umbram ex claro 
sole redierunt. quid est praecipuum? posse laeto animo adversa tolerare. quidquid acciderit, 
sic ferre, quasi volueris tibi accidere. debuisses enim velle, si scisses omnia ex decreta dei 
fieri: flere, queri, gemere desciscere est. quid est praecipuum? animus contra calamitates 
fortis et contumax luxuriae non adversus tantum, sed in festus, nee avidus periculi nee fugax, 
qui sciat fortunam non exspectare sed facere, et adversus utramque intrepidus inconfususque 
prodire, nee illius tumultu nee huius fulgore percussus. quid est praecipuum? non admittere 
in animo mala consilia, puras ad caelum manus extollere, nullum bonum petere, quod 
ut ad te transeat, aliquis dare debet, aliquis amittere, optare, quod sine adversario optatur, 
bonam mentem: cetera magna aestimata mortalibus, etiamsi quis domum casus adtulerit, sic 
intueri, quasi exitura, qua venerunt. quid est praecipuum? altos supra fortuita spiritus 
tollere, hominis meminisse, ut, sive felix eris, scias hoc non futurum diu, sive infelix, 
scias te hoc non esse, si non putes. quid est praecipuum? in primis labris animam habere. 
haec res efficit non e iure Quiritium liberum, sed e iure naturae. fiber autem est, qui 
servitutem suam effugit. haec est adsidua et ineluctabilis et per diem et per noctem aequaliter 
premens, sine intervallo, sine commeatu. sibi servire gravissima est servitus: quam discutere 
facile est, si desieris multa te poscere, si desieris tibi referre mercedem, si ante oculos et 
naturam tuam et aetatem posueris, licet prima sit, ac tibi ipse dixeris: quid insanio? quid 
anhelo? quid sudo? quid terram, quid forum verso? nee multo opus est nee diu. 

62 b ADAM, op . cit., No. 233. - Seneca, Epistulae, 92,30: 'sed si cui virtus animusque in 
corpore praesens,' hie deos aequat. illo tendit originis suae memor. nemo inprobe eo conatur 
adscendere, unde descenderat. quid est autem cur non existimes in eo divini aliquid exsistere, 
qui dei pars est? tatum hoc, quo continemur, et unum est et deus: et socii sumus eius et 
membra. - ibid., 73,15: miraris hominem ad deos ire? deus ad homines venit, immo, 
quod est propius, in homines venit: nulla sine deo mens bona est. semina in corporibus 
humanis divina dispersa sunt, quae si bonus cultor excipit, similia origini prodeunt et paria 
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masked plays are certainly splendid studies, each directed to the pathology of a 
single character; on the other hand the four masked pieces are more substantial 
works of wider sympathy. They express the physical doctrine of pneumatic 
tension in their presentation of ethical problems, the tension of bt('taOL~/avcOL~63 
being shown in two types of dramatic contrasts, those between rival characters 
like Lycus and Hercules or Octavia and Poppaea, or those between the rival 
moods of the one character like Andromache or Deianeira. 

At first glance these plays seem less political than the unmasked group - the 
praetexta piece 'Octavia' of course apart. But if we date the four all to the decade 
after 70 A. D., where L:EoN HERRMANN would firmly date 'Octavia',64 then 
implications for Roman public affairs are not hard to find. Thus the plot of 
'Hercules Furens' criticises civil war. Those who overthrow tyrant rulers 
themselves are turned to madness in consequence of success - a shrewd point 
against Vitellius. 65 The dynastic problems created by the women of the Julio
Claudian house and their tragic consequences for a Germanicus receive an implied 
expression in the actions of Deianeira in 'Hercules Oetaeus ' . 66 Finally, 'Troades' 
can be read as a courageous protest against such 'romanisation' as Tacitus stig
matises in his 'Agricola' with words assigned to Calgacus the Caledonian chief
tain. 67 

his, ex quibus orta sunt, surgunt: si malus, non aliter quam humus sterilis ac palustris 
necat ac deinde creat purgamenta pro frugibus . 

62c ADAM, op.cit., No. 139. - Diogenes Laertius VII, 149: Ka8' EL!-LaQ!-LEVT]V 6E cpaot ta 
navta YLVE08at XQUOtltltO£ EV tOL£ ltEQi EL!-LaQ!-LEVT]£ Kai Zijvwv 0 0 0 EOtt 6' EL!-taQ!-LEVT] 
att(a tWV ovtwv ELQO!-LEVT] i) A6yo£ Ka8 ' ov 6 KOO!-LO£ 6tE~<iyEtat. - Aulus Gellius VII, 
2, 3 f.: in libra enim mgi ngovo(a£ quarto EL!-LaQ!-LEVT]V esse dicit (Chrysippus) cpuotKTjv 
ttva ouvta~tV tWV OAWV E~ at6(ou tWV EtEQWV toL£ EtEQOl£ EltaKOAOU80UVtWV Kai 
!-LE~altOAOU!-LEV(J)V [!-LEta ltOAU !-LEV ouv vulgo] 0 0 0 0 anaga~atou OUOT]£ t'i£ tOtaUtT]£ 
EltlltAOKT;£. 

''~ SVF III, 141, 6-14. In elucidation one may consultS. SAMBURSKY, Physics of the Stoics, 
Lopdon (Routledge, Kegan Paul), 1959, pp. 1-20. Cf. MrcHAEL LAPIDGE, 'Agxai and 
LtotxEi:a. A Problem in Stoic Cosmology, Phronesis, 18, 1973 (1975), pp. 240-278, where 
a similar COntrast l'tVQ tEXVLKOV/ltiiQ UtEXVOV is evident. 

64 L:EoN HERRMANN, Octavie: Tragedie Pretexte, Paris (Bude), 1924, pp . 95-6. 
65 Tacitus, Histories II, 31, and III, 84: II, 31. Sane ante utriusque exitum, quo egregiam 

Otpo famam, Vitellius flagitiosissimam meruere, minus Vitellii ignavae voluptates quam 
Otbonis flagrantissimae libidines timebantur. Addiderat huic terrorem atque odium caedes 
G~lbae: contra illi initium belli nemo inputabat. Vitellius ventre et gula sibi inhonestus, 
Otpo luxu saevitia audacia rei publicae exitiosior ducebatur. - III, 84. Vitellius capta urbe 
peri aversam Palatii partem Aventinum in domum uxoris sellula defertur, ut si diem latebra 
vitavisset, Tarracinam ad cohortes fratremque perfugeret. Dein mobilitate ingenii, et quae 
naJ,ura pavoris est, cum omnia metuenti praesentia maxime displicerent, in Palatium regre
ditrfr vastum desertumque, dilapsis etiam infimis servitiorum aut occursum eius declinan
tibus. Terret solitudo et tacentes loci; tentat clausa, inhorrescit vacuis; fessusque misero 
err@re, et pudenda latebra semet occultans, ab Julio Placido tribuna cohortis protrahitur. 

66 Ta~itus, Annals I, 10-4: postremo Livia gravis in rem publicam mater, gravis domui 
Cj esarum noverca. 

67 T1citus, Agricola, 21 and 30: 21. Sequens hiems saluberrimis consiliis absumpta. namque 
ut homines dispersi ac rudes eoque in bella faciles quieti et otio per voluptates adsuescerent, 
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VII. Conclusion - Seneca and Pseudo-Seneca 

We are therefore left with converging evidence supporting the view that 
'Thyestes', 'Medea', 'Agamemnon', 'Oedipus' and 'Phaedra' were the fruits of 
Seneca's exile in 41-49 A.D., and that they were archaising in stage craft, critical 
of recent abuse of Roman custom, and concerned with Stoic theories of human 
psychopathology. 67• Similarly convergent evidence suggests that 'Octavia', 'Tro
ades', 'Hercules Furens' and 'Hercules Oetaeus' were written between 70 and 80 
A. D. by another unknown poet. These plays are characterised by a late Re
pu~lican ~ellenising stagecraft and more concern with Greek dramatic theory, 
whrlst therr plots both express Stoic doctrines of the sage and embody criticism of 
the imperial system suited to the Stoic opposition viewpoint under Vespasian. 68 

We may call this dramatist Pseudo-Seneca. 
Both groups of plays exhibit features showing a common tragic theory 

accepted by both authors. Most striking is the common belief in the climactic 
value of the silent mimed soliloquies sung by a voice offstage at the crucial 
moments of dramatic tension. Of course we cannot conjecture whether the 
ma~ked actors removed the mask to show a red-painted face or simply covered 
therr masks with the red veil in such sequences - but the passages are as central 
to dramatic suspense and tragic effect in the masked tragedies as they were in 
the unmasked dramas. 

One has great sympathy with attempts to identify the hand who wrote the 
four masked tragedies. The favourite candidate for the author of 'Octavia' has 

hqrtari privatim: adiuvare publice, ut templa fora domos extruerent, laudando promptos, 
c~sttgando segms: 1ta honons aemulatio pro necessitate erat. iam vero principum filios 
l~ferahbus artibus erudire, et ingenia Britannorum studiis Gallorum anteferre, ut qui modo 
lmguam Romanam abnuebant, eloquenttam concuplScerent. inde etiam habitus nostri honor 
f t frequens toga; paulatimque discessum ad delenimenta vitiorum, porticus et balinea et 
,conviviorum elegantiam. idque apud imperitos humanitas vocabatur, cum pars servitutis 
1esset. 30. . . sed nulla iam ultra gens, nihil nisi fluctus ac saxa, et infestiores Romani, 
\quorum superbiam frustra per obsequium ac modestiam effugias. raptores orbis, postquam 
\cuncta_ vastant1bus defuere terrae, mare scrutantur: si locuples hostis est, avari, si pauper, 
'(l.mbltwsl, quos non_ Oriens, non Occidens satiaverit: soli omnium opes atque inopiam 
pan adfectu concup1scunt. auferre trucidare rapere falsis nominibus imperium, atque ubi 
solitudinem faciunt, pacem appellant. 

67• The _notion that Seneca's tragedies express his own Stoic doctrines in a systematic form 
was first developed by BERTHE MARTI, Seneca's Tragedies. A New Interpretation, T.A.P.A., 
( 6 (1945), pp . 216-45. This was a valuable pioneer study. However, I differ from the 
a~thor in seeing the soliloquies rather than the choral odes as expressing the Stoic ethical 
1V1ews. Further, I do not share her assumption that all the plays are the work of one 
individual 'Seneca' which underlies the paper. 

68 M. P. CHARLESWORTH, The Flavian Dynasty, in: C.A.H., XI (Cambridge, 1936, repr. 
1954), pp. 9-11. Cf. E. T. SALMON, A History of the Roman World 30 B. C.- A. D . 138, 
London (Methuen), 1968, p . 220. 
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been Curiatius Maternus, who, as we know from Tacitus' 'Dialogus', 69 wrote 
both praetextae and tragedies with Greek plots. Our proposed dating and the 
general artistic approach of the four plays is quite consistent with this hypothesis. 
On the other hand there is absolutely no positive evidence, and none of the titles 
attributed to Maternus by Tacitus occur in this group of four plays, though some 
are found in the five plays I attribute to Seneca himself. Furthermore, Maternus 
was scarcely the sole poet of his age. For the present the unidentified author of the 
four plays is best described as Pseudo-Seneca. 
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non e « un mero acquirente del patrimonio del de
funto» (Bonfante 1930), rna e colui che succede al pa
terfamilias nella direzione del gruppo, e ne assume le 
funzioni « di carattere politico e religioso » (Levy-Bruhl 
1949, 141 ss.), tra le quali la cura del culto domestico. 
L'originario collegamento fra hereditas e sacra, atte
stato anche dalla formula ( « un detto ... di origine an
tic~» , Voci 1966, 175) nominis, sacrorum familiaeque 
heres (Liv. 45, 40, 7; Cic. De domo sua 13, 35; Hist. 
Aug. Aurelianus 14), trova un solido punto d'appoggio 
in Gaio (lnst. 2, 55 , su cui Franciosi 1965, 53 ss. e, da 
ultimo, Zilletti 1969, 305 s., con fonti, entrambi molto 
critici nei confronti della concezione 'patrimonialisti
ca' della hereditas), nel brano in cui il giurista antoni
niano riporta la ratio dell'usucapio pro herede all'esi
genza avvertita dagli antichi (voluerunt veteres) che le 
eredita fossero adite il piu sollecitamente possibile 
(maturius hereditates adiri), e cio allo scopo di assicu
rare la continuita del culto (ut essent qui sacra face
rent). 

In V., intento a risvegliare « 1' am ore per i valori re
ligiosi arcaici» (La Penna 1966, LXXVI), i sacra ritor
nano con insistenza, talora in contesti nei quali si al
lude a situazioni future, a sviluppi (o previsioni) di 
natura politica, territoriale, successoria. Particolar
mente significativo e il rilievo che il poeta conferisce al 
compito di Enea, chiamato a prendere con se (cap ere) 
sacra suosque ... penatis e cercare una sede (his moenia 
quaere, 2, 293-95) in cui custodirne il culto, da fra
mandare poi ai successori (Hunc socii morem sacra
rum, hunc ipse teneto; I hac casti maneant in religione 
nepotes, 3, 408-09); compito che il capo della super
stite comunita troiana, quasi investito di un ruolo 'sa
cerdotale' (sull'aspetto religioso della missione di 
Enea, Fustel de Coulanges 1924; Boyance 1963, 71 
ss.), e aiutato in cio, durante la fuga dalla citta, dal 
padre Anchise (2, 717), assolvera con grande scrupolo 
(Sacra deosque dabo, 12, 192). 

In questa orizzonte culturale, e quasi a saldarsi con 
la testimonianza di 4, 274-76, in una trama densa di 
riferimenti alla tradizione, si colloca il passo di 7, 424, 
in cui la possibilita di un externus heres e considerata 
una soluzione anomala rispetto al modello normativo 
consolidato. L'osservanza del vincolo di sangue, del 
rapporto di parentela, e, infatti, il motivo che Alletto 
agita per indurre Turno a non rinunciare al proprio 
diritto alla successione (vv. 423-24 Rex tibi coniugium 
et quaesitas sanguine dotes I a b neg at); ed e 
lo stesso argomento al quale, in una situazione assai 
drammatica, aveva fatto ricorso Amata nel disperato 
tentativo di convincere Latino a non preferire Enea al 
nipote (vv. 365-66 quid tua sancta fides? quid cura an
tiqua tuorum I et , c o n s a n g u i n e o totiens data 
dextera Turno?). Nel racconto virgiliano che, fra storia 
e mito, si snoda lungo il complesso itinerario etnolo
gico, epico e culturale del poema, la scelta del re cade 
su Enea, in esecuzione del disegno degli dei. Ma que
sta atteggiamento, se provoca una scelta di tipo eso
gamico nelle nozze di Lavinia (Franciosi 19833, 87 
ss.), non importa una deroga ai principi che regola
vano il sistema successorio. 
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Essendo Latino privo di una discendenza maschile (E 7, 50-51 
Filius huic /ato divom prolesque virilis I nulla /uit primaque oriens 
erepta iuventa est), il problema della successione nel governo della 
domus e del regnum - il nesso tra questi due dementi e ricorrente 
nella rillessione antica: da Platone (Leg. 3, 680 d) ad Aristotele (Pol. 
1, 2, 6-8), Cicerone (De leg. 3, 1, 3; De off 1, 17, 54) e Seneca 
(Epzst. 5, 47, 14), allo stesso V., che usa Ia nota metafora del prin
cipe pater patriae, su cui Gaudemet 1953, 132 s.; eloquente e l'e
sclamazione di Enea hie domus, haec patria est , 7, 122 - viene risolto 
attraverso il matrimonio della sua unica figlia con Enea (Sola domum 
et tantas servabat filia sedes, I iam matura viro, iam plenis nubilis 
annis, w. 52-53). E un caso difosterage , noto a! mondo greco (Get
net 1955), e piu volte registrato anche nella tradizione sulla regalita 
romana (Thomas 1980, 375 ss.; Franciosi 19833, 89 s. en. 43): una 
misura di « tipiego >>, <<apparentemente obliqua>> (Thomas, cit.), rna 
idonea a garantire Ia soprawivenza del gruppo familiare e Ia perpe
tuazione dei sacra. Sposando Lavinia, infatti, Enea diventera insieme 
genero e successore: hunc illum /atzs externa ab sede profectum I 
portendi generum paribusque in regna vocari I auspiciis (7, 255-57; 
Serv. ad v. 424: de iure traxit ut non generum, sed heredem dicere!: 
nam per coemption em facto matrimonio sibi in vic em succedebant). 
Una rappresentazione sintetica, particolarmente efficace nella pro
gressione del verso e nell'uso delle parole, soprattutto per il vocari 
che, nellinguaggio giuridico dal quale e tratto, esprime Ia 'chiamata' 
all' eredita. 

BIBL. - A. Manigk, s.v. Hereditarium ius, PW VIII 1 (1912), 622-48; 
N. D. Fustel De Coulanges, La citta antica, trad. it. Firenze 1924 
(rist. 1972); P. Bonfante, Corso di diritto romano VI (Le successioni ), 
Roma 1930 (rist. Milano 1974); L. Gernet, Fosterage et legende, "in 
Mel. Glatz I, 1932, 385 ss. =Droit et societe dans !a Grece ancienne, 
Paris 1955, 19 ss.; B. Albanese, La successione ereditaria in diritto 
romano antico, Ann. Semin. Giuridico Univ. Palermo 20, 1949, 127 
ss.; H. Levy-Bruhl, Heres, RIDA 3 {=Mel. F. De Visscher 2), 1949, 
137-76; B. Biondi, Obbietto dell'antica hereditas , Iura 1, 1950, 
150-91 = Scrz"tti giurzdici III, Milano 19.65, 411-50; S. Solazzi, 
<<Quodam modo>> nelle istz"tuzioni di Gaia, Stud. doc. hist. iur. 19, 
1953, 104-33 = Scritti di dirz"tto romano v, Napoli 1972, 494-520; J. 
Gaudemet, Testamenta ingrata et pietas Augusti, in Studi V. Arangio
Ruiz III, ibid. 1953, 116-37; U. von Li.ibtow, Die Entwicklungsge
schichtlichen Grundlagen des romisches Erbrechts , in Studi P. De 
Francisci I, Milano 1956, 407-516; G. D'Anna, I! problema della 
composizione dell'Eneide , Roma 1957; A. Ronconi, I! verba Iatino. 
Problemi di sintassi storica, Firenze 1959; P. Boyance, La religion de 
Virgile, Paris 1963; G. Franciosi, Usucapio pro herede. Contributo 
alto studio dell'antica hereditas, Napoli 1965; A. La Penna, Virgilio e 
!a crisi del mondo antico, in Virgilio. Tutte le opere, Firenze 1966; P. 
Voci, s. v. Ere de e eredita ( dir. rom.) , En c. del dir. xv (1966), 
174-83; L. Capogrossi Colognesi, La struttura della proprieta e !a 

/ormazione dei «iura praediorum » nell' eta repubblicana I, Milano 
1969; U. Zilletti, s.v. Sacra, Noviss. Dig. It. XVI (1969), 304-06; A. 
Corbino, Un «quo» pro «qui» in Gaia, Iura 25, 1974, 104-15; S. 
Tondo, I! consorzio domestico nella Roma antica, Atti Ace. Tosc. La 
Colombaria 40, 1975, 131-218; P. Voci, Storia della patria potestas 
da Augusto a Diocleziano, Iura 31, 1980, 37-100; Y. Thomas, Maria
ges endogamiques a Rome. Patrimoine, pouvoir et parente depuis l'e
poque archaique , Rev. hist. 58, 1980, 345-82; G. Franciosi, Clan gen
tilizio e strutture monogamiche. Contributo alta storia della /amiglia 
romana, Napoli 19833 RENATO QuADRATO 

heros (i]Qwr;). - Parola greca in uso presso i poeti 
latini dopo l'eta enniana. Nel lessico piu recente il 
termine vale in primo luogo « eroe mitologico » - uso 
di Cicerone, Catone, Orazio, Ovidio, Quintiliano e V. 
stesso (B 4, 35) - , e in secondo luogo « uomo di qua
lita eroica» (tanto Cicerone quanta Culex 359). Nel 
sec. IV d. C., Servia (ad A en. 1, 196) defini h. come vir 
fortis, semideus, plus ab homine habens, ut ait H esio
dus; dopo di lui Giunio Filargirio (ad Buc. 4, 16) 
spiego: 'heroas' idest potestates caelestes. Merguet 



enurnera i tre sensi seguenti: Held («etoe», «Cam
pione»); Edler («nobile»); Halbgott («semidio») . Ne
gli scrittori latini la flessione di questa sostantivo e 
sempre ellenica: gen. sing. heroos, ace. heroa, nom. pl. 
heroes, ace. heroas. Soltanto il gen. pl. heroum pre
senta la formazione latina. Tutto indica che era parola 
estranea ai Romani. 

Questo vocabolo si trova quattro volte in riferi
mento a gruppi: eroi fra i morti visti sulla riva della 
Stige da Orfeo (G 4, 476) e da Enea (E 6, 307), i 
compagni di Enea che tentano di spegnere l'incendio 
delle navi (5, 684) e i primi re di Troia che godono 
dei campi Elisi (6, 649) . Inoltre nell'Eneide la parola e 
impiegata per Enea stesso, Aceste, Elena, Entello, Mi
seno, Museo, Evandro, Turno. Quest'ultimo e il solo 
personaggio di stirpe ne greca ne troiana che da v. e 
stato chiamato heros. Quindi molti eruditi credono 
che il sensa del vocabolo rimanga ellenico e, come 
tale, fosse spiegato dai lessicografi greci dell' eta to
mana. V engono citati i significati che ci offre Esichio: 
ouvm:6£ ( « potente »), taxuQ6£ («forte»), yEvvaio£ 
(«nobile») e aqw6£ ( « maestoso »). 

Ma gli eroi sopraddetti di V. mostrano costumi e 
qualita divergenti dagli eroi omerici o esiodei. Per es., 
Enea, Aceste, Elena, Evandro sono fondatori delle 
loro citta. Inoltre, Museo e fra gli inventori della mu
sica e della poesia, mentre Miseno e il prima guerriero 
troiano morto in Italia. Infine, Turno, come Remo, e 
destinato a morire prima che la citta, Alba o Roma, 
sia fondata. Abbiamo senza dubbio in V. esempi di un 
eroismo niente affatto omerico, rna forse indigeno. Ma 
dove si scopre questa concetto virgiliano di un eroi
smo romano? Non e difficile tale ricerca, se leggiamo 
E 6, 660-64. 

Questi gruppi di anime beate rappresentano alcuni gradi della 
scala di beatitucline virgiliana, perche quasi ascendendola il poeta 
vede in prima grado il gruppo pili numeroso, i campioni della patria 
feriti nel campo di battaglia. Nel grado vicino si trovano i meno 
numerosi sacerdoti sempre casti, e nel terzo livello i pochi vati fedeli 
a Febo. Ma di sopra, nel quarto rango, abitano gli inventori delle 
arti ancora meno numerosi, mentre nel pili alto grado vediamo i po
chissimi, gli uomini degni di lode eterna. Dunque, anche se a qual
cuno Ia nostra scalinata dantesca non piace, sembra che questi beati 
siano gli eroi virgiliani. Benche il Culex non sia virgiliano, anche il 
poeta anonirno ha espresso tale concetto di eroismo romano (vv. 
358-71). Ancora dobbiamo registrare che Cassia Dione (56, 41) ha 
usato ~Qw,; come traduzione della parola divus nella frase divus Au
gustus. Dionisio di Alicarnasso ha spiegato lar come sinonimo Iatino 
di ~Qw,; e vuole tradurre lar familiaris con Ia frase 6 >m-r' oixCav ~Qw,; 
(4, 14). Ma ricordiamo che Frazer (1929) ha affermato che i Lares 
erano spiriti vendicativi degli uomini morti (Ovid. Fast. 2, 615-16). 
Anche se i Romani del 1 sec. a. C. avevano tendenza ad acquisire 
una genealogia greca per Ia !oro stirpe e per i costumi tradizionali, 
nondimeno cercavano soltanto di assimilare Ia cultura ellenica, non 
volevano affatto innovare le usanze nazionali del popolo romano. 

Ma senza dubbio altre parole latine avrebbero do
vuto esprimere il medesimo significato, perche ragioni 
di metrica impedivano d'impiegare h. in qualsiasi sede 
dell'esametro latina. Fra gli altri sinonimi, in prima 
luogo Servia ha usato la frase piu aderente nel definite 
h. come vir fortis, forse perche si trova vir fortis sa
piensque nell'elogio scipionico (CIL F, 7). 
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Ancora abbiamo nell'OdZ:rsea di Livia Andronico vir summus ad
primus Patroclus (v. 10 Diehl) - frase che traduce Od. 3, 110, dove 
si parla di << Patroclo, consigliere che sembrava bilanciare gli dei 
nella !oro prudenza >> -, definizione degna dell 'eroe Nestore. Di pili, 
nei frammenti del Bellum Punicum di Nevio troviamo l'espressione 
strenui viri (v. 4[b] Diehl) . Benche questa vocabolo strenuus non si 
trovi mai nelle opere di V., Catone utilizza insieme le parole fortis e 
strenuus , p. es. in De a gr. praef. 4 (viri fortissimi et milites strenuis
simi ) e ap. Gell. 3, 7, 19 (operam rei publicae fortem atque strenuam 
perhibuere ). lnoltre lo stesso gruppo si presenta in Orazio - strenuus 
et fortis causisque Philippus agendis I clarus (Epist. 1, 7, 46-47) - , 
esempio che mostra Ia frase adattata agli esametri. Ma, se pure I' e
sempio di Quintiliano (12, 3, 5) risale a Nevio, abbiamo forse sco
perto un precedente saturnio (Tanner 1961) - induperator in proe
liis: strenuus et fortis. -, definizione meravigliosa dell'eroe romano, o 
di Enea stesso. Ma ancora pili significative diviene l'uso difortis in
sieme con h., perche di quell'uso si trovano esempi: Entelle, heroum 
quondam fortissime (E 5, 389), e A eneae sese fortissimus heros I ad
diderat (6, 169-70). Dunque sembra chefortissimus heros sia termine 
virgiliano equivalente a vir fortis. 

Se il calco greco h. e equivalente al vocabolo tradi
zionale vir, senza alcuna sorpresa troviamo la parola 
virtus divenuta sinonimo di eroismo o di qualita 
eroica, cioe sinonimo di heros. 

Infine, l'uso della frase vires heroum (E 5, 684) sug
gerisce che la perifrasi per heroes sia dovuta a ragioni 
metriche. Ma qui dobbiamo riconoscere l'ignoranza 
degli antichi romani dei principi della linguistica com
parativa. A loro forse sembrava che vires e viri fossero 
parole quasi omonime e della stessa radice. Anche gli 
usi di vis animi (p. es. E 10, 898) corroborano la teo-. 
ria. Ma dobbiamo anche tenet presente l'uso del vo
cabolo pater nei riguardi di Enea, perche l' epiteto piu 
frequentemente attribuitogli non e pius' rna di fatto 
pater, presentandosi 30 volte nell'Eneide. Si presenta 
ancora per Giano e Portuno, due divinita, e si trova 
connesso al re Latino, all'eroe Evandro, e molte volte 
ad Anchise. In questa modo abbiamo forse scoperto 
un altro sinonimo per heros. 

Ma in genere resta mal attestato questa concetto 
virgiliano di h. , e manca ogni definizione precisa (Wil
liams 1968, 272) . Alcuni credono che il vocabolo sia 
del tutto alieno dai miti e costumi dei Romani 
(Mommsen I, 1877). Benche le ricerche del xrx sec. 
sembrassero attestare la derivazione di tutte le leg
gende romane dai Greci (Wissowa 1902; Pearson 
1913, VI 656a), l'analogia delle ballate scozzesi (Ma
caulay 1868, 11) e il tipo universale degli eroi leggen
dari (Campbell 1975, 24) ci vietano di dogmatizzare. 
Forse possiamo scoprire dai guerrieri duellanti dipinti 
sulle pareti delle tombe di Paestum e nel conflitto leg
gendario dei figli di Marte un'altra origine indigena 
(Tanner 1973, 17). Tuttavia, posto che abbiamo da V. 
una tradizione eroica dawero ellenica, . ci e permesso 
far uso delle nurnerose spiegazioni del vocabolo greco 
fjQW£ (Eitrem 1913, 1ll1 ss.). 

La parola si presenta tre volte in B 4"; in G 4° una 
sola volta, nell'Eneide 23 volte; rna non ricorre mai nei 
libri 2°, 7°, 9° o ll 0 • Dieci dei 32 esempi si riferiscono 
a Enea. Il sensa moderno di « eroe » si riscontra nel
l'Eneide , dove h. puo avere i significati seguenti: duce, 
guerriero e statista, uomo di valore e di pazienza, 
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gentile e pietoso, sempre fedele ai compagni, al pa
rentado, agli dei. Il termine 'eroe' delle lingue euro
pee e quello rinnovato da V. nell'immagine di Enea. 

BIBL. - Indispensabile S. Eitrem, s.v. heros, PW vm, 2 (1913), 
1111-45. Su singoli argomenti: per Ia scansione saturnia, R G. Tan
ner, The Arval Hymn & Early Latin Verse, CQ n.s. 11, 1961, 
209-38; per heros come concerto tutto greco, cf. T. B. Macaulay, 
Lays of Ancient Rome, London 1868, 2-38; Th. Mommsen, Romi
sche Geschichte I, Berlin 1877, 165; G. Wissowa, Religion u. Kultus 
der Romer, Munchen 1902, 216; A. C. Pearson, s.v. Heroes & Hero
Gods (Greek & Roman), Hastings Enc. Rei. & Eth. VI (1913), 652 a-
656 a; R. G . Tanner, The Evolution of Roman Epic, PACA 12, 1973, 
15-23;}. Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces, London 1975. 
Sui Lares, }. G. Frazer, Publii Ovidi Nasonis Fastorum libri sex II, 

ibid. 1929, 469-70. Sulla mancanza di definizione di h. nell'Eneide, 
G. W. Williams, Tradition and onginality in Roman Poetry, Oxford 
1968. R. GoDFREY TANNER 

Herouville, PIERRE o'. - Gesuita francese (1884-
1955), ordinario di filologia classica nell'universita 
Notre Dame de la Paix di Namur (Belgio). 

Scrisse molti saggi su V., occupandosi in modo particolare di 
agricoltura, botanica, zoologia, astronomia. T ra gli studi virgiliani 
pili importanti si segnalano: Virgile et les moines, Le trait d'union 
1913, 99; Virgile, prophete du Messie , ivi 1915, 25 ; Les cavales d'E
pire. A propos de Virgile G I, 59, MB 1920, 150-52; Virgile explique 
par Aristote, RPh 1921, 234-36 {su G 3, 87 e l'eniteto glaucus); 
Sciences agronomiques it y a 20 siecles, LEC 167, 1921, 60-74; Sim
ples remarques sur le troisieme chant des Georgiques, MB 1925, 
136-42; Virgile apiculteur, ivi 1926, 161-67; Un chapitre de zootech
nie Virgilienne: les bovides, RPh 1926, 143-62; Virgile apiculteur II, 
MB 1927, 37-42; Une leron de chases dans une explication latine, 
L'enseignement chretien 1927, 442-45 (sull'attivita delle api, G 4, 
149-86); Pour mieux gouter les Georgiques, Bull. bib!. et pedagog. 
du MB 1928, 13-14; Quelques imitations de Virgile , ivi 161-65 (a 

proposito diE 1, 294-351 e 412-91); Les oiseaux de Virgile, REL 6, 
1928, 46-70; Une epithete Virgilienne, MB 1929, 47-49 (glaucus 
detto del colore degli occhi del cavallo); Zootechnie Virgilienne; 
choix du belier, RPh 55, 1929, 358-63 {commento di G 3, 384-90); 
Virgile en France. Le deuxieme millenaire de Virgile, L'enseignement 
chretien 1930, 110-17, 154-61; Lexique de la flare virgilienne, Le 
trait d'union 1930, 178-94; Ala campagne avec Virgile, Paris 1930 (il 
libro suo pili impegnativo e suggestive); Agriculture et astronomie 
dans les Georgiques, LEC 1938, 465-71 ; Tritura (Virg., G. I. 190; III 
132-134), ivi 1939, 351; L'astronomie de Virgile, Paris 1940; Le cha
taigner. Si canimus silvas (B IV 3), Humanitas, Rev. d'ens. second. et 
d'educ. classes de gramm. 1940-41, 197-99; La greffe dans les Geor
giques, Hum (Res) lettres 17, 1940-41, 138-40 {su G 2, 32-34); La 
poesie des cereales dans les Georgiques , RPh 1941, 29-42; Un chapz~ 
tre de sylviculture Virgilienne: le chene, REA 1941, 262-69; La me
teorologie astronomique seton Virgile: les vents, LEC 1941, 371-78; 
Virgile poete de l'olivier, REL 1941, 142-46; Georgiques I-II: champs, 
vergers, forets , Paris 1942; Altus equo (E. XII 295), REL 1948, 
104-05. LuciENNE DESCHAMPS 

Heyne, CHRISTIAN GorrLOB. - Filologo tedesco; 
nato a Chemnitz, sud -ovest di Dresda, nel 1729, 
morto a Gottinga nel 1812. Primogenito di un pove
rissimo tessitore, studio nella scuola di latino di 
Chemnitz. Iscrittosi diciannovenne all'universita di 
Lipsia (allora la migliore in Germania), pote seguire 
alcuni tra i maggiori rappresentanti del neoumanesimo 
(v. GERMANIA, Studi filologici):]. Fr. Christ (1701-56) 
e J. A. Ernesti (1707-81) . Diplomatosi magister artium, 
fu dal conte von Bruhl impiegato, a Dresda, nella sua 
biblioteca privatli. A quest'epoca risalgono un'ottima 
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edizione di Tibullo (Lipsia 1755) e una del Manuate di 
Epitteto (ibid. 1756) . Scoppia la guerra dei Sette anni 
(1756-63 ), Dresda e bombardata dai prussiani, H . 
perde tra le macerie tutti i suoi libri e scritti (1760). 
Chiamato a Gottinga sulla cattedra di eloquenza 
( 17 63), H. ivi rimase fino alia morte, svolgendo una 
prodigiosa attivita di docente e organizzatore cultu
rale: direttore appassionato del Seminario filologico, 
impareggiabile bibliotecario dell'Universita Georgia 
Augusta, illuminato segretario della "Reale Societa 
delle Scienze" e solerte editore delle « Gi:ittingische 
Anzeigen von gelehrten Sachem> (aile quali H . colla
bora con oltre settemila recensioni). Ebbe, tra i suoi 
amici e ammiratori, G. Brandes, G. Forster, J. G. 
Herder e molti altri, connazionali e stranieri (p. es., E. 
Gibbon) ; tra gli allievi, i fratelli von Humboldt, i fra
telli Schlegel, J. G. Zoega, J. H. Voss e (nel 1777, in 
un seminario sull'Iliade) Fr. A. Wolf; anche K. Lach
mann fece in tempo a seguire i suoi ultimi seminari. 

H., che poneva al centro della propria poetica la di
versita e necessaria complementarieta tra poesia e sto
ria, sentiva della grande poesia non solo l'incommen
surabile importanza culturale e formativa, rna anche la 
precipua funzione conoscitiva, come strumento privi
legiato per risalire alla spiritualita di un'epoca e di un 
popolo, aile credenze, aile attitudini mentali e creative, 
alle leggi, alle usanze, persino all' ambiente. 

Poiche una tale prospettiva imponeva un continuo 
approfondimento circolare tra testo e realta storica, il 
tipo di edizione commentata ideato da H. prevedeva il 
costante contributo di tutte le discipline che poco piu 
tardi sarebbero state organicamente strutturate da 
Wolf sotto il comun denominatore di Altertumswis
senscha/t. In considerazione della specificita del testo 
poetico, tuttavia, vale a dire del tipo particolare di 
lettura che esso imponeva (H. non ignorava il con
certo di 'autonomia estetica' conquistato, nell'ultimo 
mezzo secolo, da Bodmer, Breitinger, von Muralt e 
Baumgarten), l'editore doveva basarsi esclusivamente 
sulle migliori edizioni e sui migliori mss. (per modo 
che le segnalazioni dell'apparato non costituissero un 
inutile, anzi dannoso rompicapo per il fruitore e la 
poesia non ne venisse soffocata e vinta) e, analoga
mente, il commentatore doveva limitarsi alle informa
zioni e ai rinvii indispensabili all'immediata compren
sione del testo, demandando a dissertazioni introdut
tive, argumenta ed eventuali excursus finali il compito 
di affrontare e risolvere le questioni erudite che un 
ulteriore approfondimento del testo stesso avesse reso 
necessarie. H ., infatti, era conscio, assai moderna
mente, di quanto fosse difficile il dialogo tra testo 
poetico e commento. Il commento - egli riteneva - e 
indispensabile, rna, nel contempo, anche dannoso: 
aiuta e ostacola insieme la comprensione della poesia 
(«Dum tamen cum interprete poetam legis, vix fieri 
potest ut cum recto sensu ac iudicio eum legas »); e 
questo perche il continuo ricorso al commento fran
tuma la lettura, distoglie dall'ininterrotto fluire dei 
versi, fa perdere di vista quell" insieme' nel quale solo 
son riposti senso e pregio della poesia. Il rimedio e di 
rileggere il testo per intero dopo averne afferrato 



come il giovane Agostino sulla tragedia di · Didone, M. 
avverti una sorta di troppo compassato e classico li
mite nella dipintura di quell'amore, che pur spirat tra
gicum, per un' insufficienza « del mondo classico greco
romano», come quello cui difettava, e forse aspettava, 
« lo spirito cristiano e barbarico... la sensibilita del 
peccato e della morte e la tremenda volutta della per
dizione». 

Donde, nella scia non dubbia del celebre saggio desanctisiano, Ia 
condusione ( che pur sembra contraddire ai convincimenti del M. 
sulla storicita della poesia e sull'impossibilita di una storia della poe
sia): <<Solo cosl dal canto di Didone si giunge a! canto di France
sea>> (Storia della lett. lat. r, 3• ed. , 388-89). Dunque, un V. poeta 
dei vinti e di un'Arcadia anteriore alla storia, poeta del dolore e del 
lavoro che e fatica e dolore, un dolore unicamente consolato dalla 
poesia, benche V. augusteo lo volesse anzi tutto consolato dalla pre
destinazione di Roma, da un atto di fede, cui M. repugnava e che 
egli, anzi, rimproverava, lucrezianamente, a! poeta: <<non ha Ia reli
giosa Iiberti\ di Lucrezio che chiama a se tutte le creature animate. 
Virgilio e legato a! rito che vuole sangue di vittime sull'ara del dio; e 
un'anima devota capace di ingrandire non di abolire l'altare» (ivi, 
366). 

Con questi presupposti metodico-critici, con questo 
animus M. celebro, intenzionalmente a contrario, il 
bimillenario virgiliano con un articolo sul « Pegaso » 
dell'accademico d'Italia Ugo Ojetti, agosto 1930 (n 2, 
129-38, uscito contemporaneamente in versione tede
sca [Die Welt der virgilischen Dichtung] nella «Neue 
Schweizer Rundschau» 23 , 1930, 754-61, e rist. in 
Voci di antichi, Roma 1946, 5-24). L'articolo ripete, 
sovente ad litteram, i concetti, le formule e le riserve 
della Letteratura latina. Svaluta fin dal proemio l'utilita 
delle celebrazioni (ed era, o sarebbe stato inevitabil
mente, nell'Italia fascista, un vaniloquio retorico, litto
rio-imperiale) ai fini dell'intelligenza della poesia. 

<<Che si ricordera di Virgilio quest'anno? » si chiedeva M., ri
spondendo pronto: << Quello, naturalmente, che fa co modo ai pili, 
per officiosita e consuetudine », e ascrivendosi nel contempo, impli
citamente, fra coloro che non abbiano << fede in queste sostanze ali
mentari dell' arte >> . E, se poco o pun to di nuovo arreca rispetto agli 
antecedenti risultati, M. qui li ribadisce per una pili vasta cerchia, 
ne trasferisce Ia sensibilita e !'interesse dalla non poesia alla poesia 
virgiliana, accentuando, anzi, con una frase intenzionalmente provo
cataria ( e non ripetuta nelle successive edizioni della Letteratura la
tina), il carattere storico-umano, e implicitamente anti-romano, del
l'episodio di Didone. <<Tutti hanno visto !'anima romana, nessuno 
ha visto I' anima fenicia di Virgilio, per cui Cartagine antica risorgeva 
con gli elementi eterni della sventura ... In questa parte del poema in 
cui si svolge Ia tragedia dell'amore, ch'e Ia pili personale e percio Ia 
pili universale delle tragedie, Virgilio non si accorge di perdere Ia 
sua romanita >>; non foss'altro perche, a giudizio del M., <<c'e nell'a
nimo del lettore una pieta senza patria che vuole e aspetta il vendi
catore: Annibale sara que! vendicatore >> (Voa', 18-19). 

Se l'interpretazione e criticamente assai discutibile, 
in quanto M. attribuisce un carattere di humanitas , di 
pieta e di poesia, al rapport Didone-Annibale, che ha 
per V. mero carattere pratico-strutturale, e non gli e 
quindi suggerito da «una pieta senza patria» (o, me
glio, che trascende ogni patria), chiara era, pero, l'in
tenzione, appunto provocatoria, del M.; ne stupisce, 
percio, l'indecente gazzarra fascistica che ne segul, ad 
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opera precipua dell'accademico, e assai infelice virgi
lianista, E. Romagnoli. Questi, che un ventennio in
nanzi, nel suo pangrecismo romanticheggiante, aveva, 
come ora M., privilegiato Bucoliche e Georgiche ri
spetto all'Eneide , insorse con un articolo in vari gior
nali, accusando di faziose finalita « antinazionali » il 
saggio del M., il volume del Fiore, pur recensito con 
ogni elogio dalla stessa stampa conformistica («Pe
gaso», «Leonardo», ecc.) e, in primis, la critica cro
ciana, cui malamente si volevano riconnettere gli scritti 
del M., appunto, e del Fiore (dov'e, se mai, una 
troppo scolastica e rigida, e non dialettica, applica
zione della formula, sostanzialmente fraintesa, « poesia 
e non poesia»). M. non replica, mentre per qualche 
anno l'Ojetti credette opportuno rinunziare alla sua 
collaborazione. Ribadl peraltro, coraggiosamente, la 
propria tesi, celebrandosi, fra il 1937 e il 1938, fra la 
sua universita di Padova e l'universita di Venezia, il 
bimillenario augusteo. « Si e detto che il proposito na
zionale e imperiale dell'Eneide » - asserl in tale occa
sione M. - « ne ha talora vela to la limpidezza cioe 
l'altezza poetica: e si e censurata tale opinione come 
predisposta a un fine quasi fazioso. Ingiusta censura. 
Perche il proposito del poeta non e piu discutibile, 
anzi non e piu visibile, se cosl vuole lo spirito che ne 
ha sorretto l'immaginazione», cioe se e divenuto poe
sia (cf. Il cane di terracotta, Bologna 1954, 83) . 

L'ultima, o le ultime edizioni, della Storia della let
teratura latina, se accolgono, ripetono e in parte inte
grano le precedenti scritture virgiliane del M., pre
sentano, peraltro, rispetto alla princeps, un'importante, 
singolare novita: 1' accoglimento integrale delle tesi, 
formulate nel frattempo dal Rostagni, sull'Appendz:X e 
la formazione letteraria di Virgilio. Ma il Rostagni si 
avvalse di questa rivendicazione dell'autenticita, ancor 
piu che della 'virgilianita ', dell'Appendix per la storia 
della cultura e poesia latina nell'intervallo fra il neote
rismo catulliano-lucreziano e il classicismo augusteo, 
per la storia dello spirito virgiliano nella sua dialettica 
e nelle sue fasi di progressivo auto-superamento: non
che, o soprattutto, per la rivalutazione delle fonti bio
grafiche latine, Svetonio in ispecie: laddove M. rimase 
fermo sulle sue posizioni e interpretazioni, e, se diede 
un esempio della propria generosita critica nell' aperta, 
confessata disponibilita a imparare e a correggersi (di
sponibilita, per vero, in lui rara), non si avvalse del
l' altrui lavoro per un ripensamento del proprio, in 
questo pure confermandosi, o ridimostrandosi, lettore 
assai piu che non interprete, cioe storico, dell' antica 
poesia. 

BIBL. - B. Nardi, Mantuanitas vergiliana , Roma 1963, 343-44; I. 
Lana, Mem. Ace. Torino s. 5, 3, 1979, 188, 206; A. La Penna, Con
cetto Marchesi, Firenze 1980, 77, 109 ss.. PIERO TREVES 

mare/marinus. - Nome e aggettivo che valgono 
«mare»/«pertinente al mare». Secondo l'usanza la
tina, l'aggettivo ha sempre la funzione di sostituto 
metrico per i casi obliqui del nome, soprattutto per il 
genitivo. ll Merguet (1912 , s.v.) classifica le citazioni 
sotto quattro funzioni nominali: soggetto (16 esempi); 
dopo il verbo (37 esempi); dopo altro sostantivo (19 
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esempi); e Umstand («uso awerbiale»), che fornisce 6 
esempi. L'aggettivo si trova 5 volte. 

Malgrado cio, la spiegazione di questo termine vir
giliano non e semplice, perch€: il vocabolo non manca 
di sostituti sinonimici usati sovente e senza dubbio 
scelti dal poeta per ragioni di metrica; in primo luogo 
dobbiamo citare l'uso di aequor (v.), che in V. ricorre 
12 volte nel senso di « pianura », rna in altre 85 occor
renze significa «mare»: sembra che il senso primitivo 
e originale fosse «am pia superficie stendentesi all' oriz
zonte», donde forse si svilupparono i due significati 
sopraddetti. Gli altri sinonimi sono prestiti di parole 
elleniche, usate, forse per ragioni di metrica, dopo 
l'eta enniana: pontus (n6vtoc;) e pelagus (nEA.ayoc;). Si 
trova pontus 44 volte, pelagus in 49 casi. Inoltre ab
biamo spesso esempi di sineddoche per esprimere il 
concetto di «mare», fra i quali unda, fluctus e fretum 
(«stretto»). A quanto pare, la ricchezza della nomen
clatura virgiliana intralcia la spiegazione del termine 
mare, considerate come la piu vasta riserva d'acqua 
del globo (v. AQUA). 

Nei frammenti dei poeti del III sec., che scrissero epica, nel verso 
saturnio, si trovano altri sinonimi che esprimono il concetto di mare. 
In primo luogo Livio Andronico (Od. fr. 20 M.), poi il Bellum Puni
cum di Nevio (fr. 41 M.) : onerariae onustae stabant in flustris (cf. 
lsid. De nat. rer. 44, 3 /lustra, motus marts sine tempestate fluctuan
tis) . 

Nelle Bucoliche, m. ricorre soltanto 4 volte: 2, 26, in 
uso dotto che riprende un verso di Sofocle (Aiax 675), 
mentre l'occorrenza di 4, 51 vede il mare come sen
tiero battuto dal traffico, e 6, 32 e 8, 58 presentano 
m. = aqua, accezione lucreziana riferentesi agli elemen
ti fisici. Senza dubbio abbiamo qui il poeta giovanile, 
rna dotto, che vuol imitare Lucrezio. 

Nelle Georgiche il termine appare 5 volte. Nei con
testi di 2, 479 e 4, 222 l'ispirazione filosofica e ancora 
evidente, rna in 4, 262 V. si serve della similitudine di 
una tempesta sul mare, mentre in 2, 158 e 4, 373 tro
viamo descrizioni geografiche riferentisi rispettiva
mente ai mari Tirreno e Adriatico, e all'estuario del 
Po. 

Gli esempi piu numerosi sono nell'Enezde, dove il 
m. e visto come parte del cosmo, similarmente a cae
lum e terra (1, 58 e 280), o classificato come configu
razione geografica (1 , 236 e 246; 3, 695; 5, 52, 193, 
594; 6, 23; 7, 32, 802, 810; 8, 149). In tre casi e in 
riferimento alia vasta estensione (1, 524; 5, 9; 9, 115), 
in altri e visto con la funzione di 'via ' (3, 144; 4, 566; 
5, 628; 6, 59 e 112; 9, 130), come forza violenta e 
strumento della gelosia divina contraria a Enea (1, 84; 
3, 196; 5, 790; 7, 529; 10, 358; 12, 452), come ele
mento ostile e forse malvagio (1, 598; 5, 768 e 802; 7, 
301; 10, 57 e 695), come fardello di noie o punizione 
umana (1, 32; 5, 175 e 616; 7, 200; 10, 162), come 
elemento conveniente al rematore (3, 290; 5, 212 e 
778) o in similitudine del campo (e la navigazione in 
similitudine dell'aratura): 2, 780; 3, 495; 10, 197. 

Il m. puo essere placabile (3, 70 e 528; 5, 799; 8, 
671) 0 benigno (7, 25; 10, 221 e 292), oppure e indi
cato per prestare giuramento (6, 351; 12, 197). 
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Di marinus occorrono 5 esempi: uno si riferisce ai pericoli del 
mare (B 6, 77), uno all'uso dell'abete per fomire legname da costru
zione navale (G 2, 68). In G 2, 160 sono ricordate le onde del Lago 
di Garda che fremono quanto il mare, mentre in 1, 362 l'aggettivo 
qualifica le folaghe che si divertono sulla spiaggia. L'unico esempio 
dell'Eneide (7, 780) si riferisce alla morte di Ippolito ucciso dal mo
stro del mare. 

Agli occhi di V. il m. appare per lo piu come ele
mento ostile e malvagio; anche per Lucrezio la muta
bilita del mare e la violenza delle tempeste sono ve
dute, con tutta sicurezza, dalle scogliere; esse forni
vano numerosi stimoli alia fantasia poetica (Geikie 
1912, 298-348). 

In sostanza, il m. ha per V. la funzione di un attore 
nel dramma dell'Eneide , svolgendo il ruolo del servus 
currens della commedia plautina, costretto a esprimere 
la gelosia divina o a fornire il divino soccorso a Enea. 

BIBL. - A. Geik.ie, The Love o/ Nature Among the Romans , London 
1912; M. P. Hodnett, The Sea in Roman Poetry , CJ 15, 1919-20, 
67-82; E. de Saint-Denis, Le rOle de !a mer dans la poesie latine, 
Lyon 1935; C. Hanoteau, Virgile, poete de !a mer, Tesi datti!., Lou
vain (riass. in RBPh 17, 1938, 580); R G. Tanner, The Arval Hymm 
& Early Latin Verse, CQ n.s. 11, 1961, 209-38; W. Strzelecki, Cn. 
Naevii Belli Punici Carmen, Leipzig 1964. 
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mareotide (Mareotis, MaQE<imc;) . - Con questo ter
mine V. ricorda un tipo di vitigno originario della re
gione circostante la palude Mareotide, il piu occiden
tale dei laghi costieri formatisi tra le alluvioni del delta 
del Nilo. Esso merita la citazione non tanto per la 
qualita, non eccelsa, delle sue uve, quanto per la ca
ratteristica di adattarsi a terreni limacciosi: sunt Tha
siae vites, sunt et Mareottdes albae, / pinguibus hae ter
ris habiles, levioribus illae (G 2, 91-92). 

Analoga opposizione tra tipi di terreno compare in Varrone, 
dove a terris pinguibus di V. corrispondono i loca calidiora et gra
viora rappresentati da quelli della Puglia, mentre i leviora (il termine 
e identico a! virgiliano) so no· sui Vesuvio (De re r. 1, 6, 3 itaque ubi 
lati campi, ibi magis aestus, et eo in Apulia toea calidiora ac graviora. 
Et ubi montana, ut in Vesuvio, quod leviora, ideo salubriora ). E inte
ressante osservare in questo caso il rapporto instaurato col clima ol
tre che coi tipi di terreno, in modo da caratterizzare pienamente l'a
spetto ambientale nella sua complessita, che in V. ritoma in modo 
elegantemente allusive nella contrapposizione della vite della 'nordi
ca' Taso con quella del fecondo Egitto. In cio trova concreta attua
zione l'insegnamento di Teofrasto (Hist. plant. 2, 5, 7), secondo cui, 
con riferimento all' ambiente, le viti prosperano se piantate xm:a q>u
OLv; di qtii l'importanza di conoscere l'aspetto pedologico e clima
tico per !a scelta del vitigno piu adatto a ottenere un adeguato red
dito, soprattutto perche, come dice Varrone (De re r. 1, 8) scri
vendo nel 3 7 a. C., sunt multae species e occorre cautela nella scelta. 
V. che allora componeva le Georgiche, sembra prendere alla lettera 
questo suggerimento varroniano, perche oltre alla m. si limita a ri
cordare espressamente solo altre undici specie di viti in una quindi
cina di versi (G 2, 89-105), che si concludono con l'affermazione 
che neque quam multae species nee nomina quae sint / est numerus, 
neque enim numero comprendere re/ert (vv. 103-04). Cio starebbe a 
indicare lo scarso entusiasmo del ceto agricola, di cui si fa interprete 
V. a causa della bassa redditivita della viticultura nella seconda meta 
del r sec. a. C.; di qui !a «freddezza>> di V. (L. Dalmasso 1926-27; 
G . Dalmasso 193 7) che riflette anche il cambiamento della situa
zione dell'agricoltura romana rispetto all'epoca di Catone, nel cui 
trattato sull'agricoltura !a vite ha un rilievo comparabile con l'im
portanza reddituale rivestita ancora nel II sec. a. C. 
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ECHECRATES OF PHLIUS AND XENOPHON'S 
VIEW OF SOCRATES 

R. G. Tanner 

In a recent paper at the Melbourne Conference of the Australian Society for 
Classical Studies in February 1985 Douglas Kelly of the Australian National 
University advanced a fascinating theory about the purpose underlying the 
composition of Xenophon's Hellenica. In this he strove to account for the 
strongly personal tone recent translators and some commentators' have noted 
in Xenophon's narrative as embodying his side of an early fourth century 
phase of historical and political polemic whose rival positions appear to have 
perished. 2 

To Kelly, very significant of this situation was Xenophon's tendency to in
troduce digressions full of matter extraneous to the main narrative he had in 
hand. Particularly striking to Kelly's mind was the extended reference, which 
we find in Book VII, 3 to the resolute behaviour of the Phliasians in time of 
crisis. Also symptomatic was the important role which Xenophon gives to his 
friend the Phliasian leader Procles, and the great weight our author attaches to 
this man's speeches at Athens in Book VI and in BookVIL" It is Kelly's view that 
Xenopqon's preference for treating those topics, regarding which alone he had 
the evidence from personal autopsy, which Cawkwell' stresses, is an incomplete 
and inadequate explanation for the cavalier neglect of many important items in 
the historical era covered by the Hel!enica. To prove this point Kelly shows that 
the omission of vital information is as striking in Xenophon's account of the 
campaign of Agesilaus, on which he was personally present, as in other nar
ratives where he could not have been an eyewitness. 6 To Kelly these omissions 
all share one common explanation; they were not controversial, but are com
mon ground accepted by all historians, whether pro-Athenian, pro-Spartan or 
pro-The ban. Nineteenth century scholarship divided the publication of the 
He/lenica into three phases. First, Book I, and either all of II or as far as II, iii, 
10, where the annalistic method is abandoned, were written to complete the un
finished work ofThucydides which Xenophon presumably published with his 
own additions before leaving to join Cyrus in Asia in 401.' On the view of , 
Rosenstiel supported by the linguistic studies of Underhill it was assumed that 

I. For instance. George C'awkwell in his introduction to Rex Warner's Penguin Yersion of the 
Hellenica (Xenophon . .-t Hisrory c~( my Times). esp. pp.::!::!-::!8. 

2. C'awkwen: op. cir. pp.33-44. 
3. Discussed also C'awkwell pp..l-3-4: Hellenica VII.ii-iii. 
4. Hel/enica. Vl.v.38-48: VII.i . l-11. 
5. op. cir .. pp.::!:!-3. 
6. cf. C'awkwell. oi>. cir. p.l7 . 
7. G. M. Edwards. Xt'noplwn. The Hellenica. Bk.~ 1&/J. CUP. 1899. p.xx. 
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Books III-V.i.36 were published at Scillus before 373 B.C., and that the rest of 
the work was completed and published at Corinth at about 357 B.C. 8 With this 
view Cawkwell is in total disagreement, seeing everything after II, iii, 10 as writ
ten in Corinth late in life after theAgesilauswas completed in 359 B.C. 9 But on 
either view the section after II, iii, 10 must be late enough to have been com
posed against a background of other work - now lost - by Theopompus, 
Ephorus, Philistus and the Oxyrhynchus historian as well as the writings of the 
oligarchical Athenian constitutional expert Androtion. 10 

As Cawkwell emphasises, Xenophon writes from experience and about his · 
friends' achievements rather than from analysis of sourceS. 11 Kelly's idea 
however, does seem consistent with the view that Xenophon wrote 1-II,iii,lO 
before 394, . while Theopompus and Cratippus carried th,eir continuations of 
Thucydides down to 394 and must have written ' later thafi that date. 12 

Moreover, the nineteenth century view that Xenophon published Thucydides' 
work must be held most improbable, despite suggestions in later sourceS. 13 

Certainly the material of Hellenica III-IV,iii could be designed as in part a 
riposte to the two other historian's coverage of the period to 394 B.C., as Kelly 
suggests. 

But Kelly's view could have major implications for the study of the 
philosophy of the era as well as its political history, and that issue is the main 
point of this paper. . 

After the King's Peace of 386 Xenophon settled on his estates at Scillus just 
outside Olympia, lands probably granted to him at some stage after the battle 
of Coronea in 394 through the good offices of Agesilaus. 14 From the tone of 
his account of Procles' role in the troubles at Phlius in 384lt seems that this 
friend of Agesilaus had also for some time been a friend of Xenophon. 1

' Thus 
our writer is likely'to have been in constant contact with philo-Laconian Phlia
sians from 394 onwards. If the Phliasian internal politics and military exploits 
helped mould his treatment of the history of his times, 16 did Phliasian in
fluence also affect Xenophon's philosophical writings? If so, we have a possi
ble explanation for some of the oddities evident in the Phaedo, particularly 
once we assume that the world of post-Socratic philosophical writing was as 
polemical as that in historical circles seems to have become. Does such a 

8. Edwards, op. cit ., pp.x.xi-ii . 
9. Cawkwell, op. cit., pp. l8-22. 

10. Von Fritz would date Androtion's A tthis after 340 B.C. See, Aristotle, Constitution of Athens 
& Related Texts (ed. Von Fritz&Kapp,Hafner, 1974 pp.13-14.) · 

II. op. cit, pp.33-5. 
12. G. L Barber, OCD' 'Oxyrhynchus Historian' . 
13. Cawkwell, op. cit., pp.29-30. 
14. op. cit . p. l2. 
15. Hell. V.iii . l3-16. 
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hypothesis shed any light on why Plato elected to make Echecrates of Phlius 
the interlocutor of his Phaedo dialogue; 17 and Phaedon of Elis, Xenophon's 
relatively near neighbour only twenty miles away, serve as the narrator of the 
dialogue which occurred on the last day of Socrates' life? 18 The possibility at 
least deserves examination. 

From Diogenes Laertius we know that the Pythagoreans of Phlius had 
some significance at the end of the fifth century and into the early years of the 
fourth, 19 quite apart from the fact that Plato makes one of their number, 
Echecrates, the auditor of his Phaedo. 'For they were the last of the 
Pythagoreans, whom Aristoxenus also knew - Xenophilus the Chalcidian 
from Thrace and Phanton the Phliasian and Echecrates and Diodes and Poly
mnastus - all also Phliasians. They were pupils of Philolaus and of Eurytus 
of Tarentum.' 

Whether the Phliasians influenced the position of Xenophon or not, it is 
likely that the influence of their Tarentine teacher and the generally elitist 
politics of the school would have made these particular Pythagoreans part of 
that pro-Spartan faction in Phlius to which Xenophon's friend Procles 
belonged. 20 The importance of the The ban Pythagoreans trained by Philolaus 
like Simrnias and Cebes in the Phaedo of Plato should not lead us to the con
clusion that all Pythagoreans in this era were pro-The ban simply because the 
Theban leader Epaminondas was also a Pythagorean. 21 That there was a con
troversy among t~e surviving Socratics regarding the implications of the 
enigmatic teachings of their master is a priori probable, and the tradition of a 
rivalry between Plato and Xenophon handed down by Aulus Gellius, 22 surely 
must derive from an earlier source. Though Plato is once mentioned by 
Xenophon, 23 Xenophon's name is nowhere found in Plato, and this omission 
cannot but be significant. If Xenophon in fact wrote his Cyropaedia in emula
tion of Plato's Republic, Books 1-11, which Gellius made Favorinus assert 
were published before the rest of the work was completed, 24 then Xenophon 
might have had his rival's work before him when he settled at Scillus per
manently in 386 B.C. to enjoy the leisure of a cultured country gentleman. 25 

Though it has been argued that the Ecclesiazusae of Aristophanes owes much 
to the Republic, 26 it seems to look beyond the few social reforms advocated in 

17. Phaedo, 57al-3 . 
18. Phaedo, 57a4-118a17. 
19. Diog.Laert. viii,46. 
20. Hell. V.iii, 13. 
21. Pausanias, Descr.Graec., 9,13ff. 
22. Noctes Atticae, xiv, 3. 
23. Memorabilia, III.vi.l. 
24. Aulus Gellius, lac. cit. 
25. Cawkwe/1. oo. cit.. n . 1 ~ . 
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I-II. It is not unreasonable that lost political works by other Socratics, An
tisthenes the Cynic and the hedonist Aristippus, 27 may have been available to 
the poet in 392 rather than early drafts of the Republic, and that ideas like 
sharing of all property and sex equality were common to all the Socratics. It 
seenis a priori likely that Plato's unpleasant experience in Syracuse led to a 
desire to write what T. G. Tucker28 called 'the proem to the Republic' when he 
opened his school at the Academy, and it could well have appeared in 386 B.C. 

Cawkwell does this discussion good service by exploding some modern con
ventional wisdom about Xenophon's philosophical writings. For instance, the 
passage in Memorabilia (III, v, 1) often adduced to prove it belongs to the 
writer''s final period 'does no such thing, and nothing forbids us putting it in 
the Scillus period. Perhaps too the the Education of Cyrus belongs there -
save for its bitterly disillusioned last chapter which dates itself to the late 
360's. ' 29 So it was seemingly at Scillus, five miles from Olympia and only some 
'twenty miles from Elis where the Socratic pupil Phaedo lived and taught, that 
Xenophon composed his Socratic works. Contact and discussion between the 
two men seems very hard not to presuppose. As Cawkwell again notes regar
ding Xenophon's work in that place, 'Perhaps among his earliest tasks was the 
vindication of the memory of Socrates. By the late 380's and the 370's much 
had been written about him.' 30 

As we have seen, Plato had meanwhile returned from his visits to the 
Pythagoreans of Italy and to Dionysius' court in Syracuse and opened the 
Academy in 387-386, possibly after the indignity of being ransomed by his 
friends from the slave market of Aegina, whither he had been consigned by the 
Sicilian tyranV' After his early writings at Megara, the Corinthian War 
followed by his travels abroad must have diverted Plato's energies from 
writing till he settled down as a philosophy teacher in Athens. Following Corn
ford, we would regard the 'early' works composed in Megara as constituted by 
the Apology, Crito, Laches, Lysis, Charmides, Euthyphto, Hippias Minor, 
Protagoras, Gorgias and Ion. These we assume were all written while he was 
participating in the School of Eucleides. 32 If we accept Guthrie's view33 that 
there is no need to assume that Xenophon's Apology was written before 
Plato 's composition of the same title, and share Hackforth's view that Plato's 
piece was written no earlier than 394 B.C., 34 still Xenophon's work may date 
to that year and so have appeared by 393 at the latest when its author was in 

27. cf. Sir Ernest Barker, The Political Thought of Plato & Aristotle, pp.56-60. 
28. T. G. Tucker, The Proem to the Ideal Commonwealth of Plato, Bell, 1900, pp.v-vi. 
29. Cawkwell, op. cit., p.l5 . 
30. foe. cit. 
31. W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy, Vol.IV, pp.IS-9. 
32. C.A.H., VI, pp.31lff. 
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Sparta, and in a position to consult the Pythagoreans of Phlius who had 
received eye witness reports of the master's last days. If we assume Xenophon 
was as keen on a polemical treatment of philosophy as Kelly feels he was in his 
approach to historical writing, our author may well ha"e written this pamphlet 
to correct Plato's work because it failed in his eyes to give enough emphasis to 
the deliberate purposefulness of Socrates' decision to die. Were this the case, 
the Crito, which belonged to the same era in the view of most critics except 
Ryle, 3S would then have to be viewed as an answer accepting the justice of 
Xenophon's stricture and correcting the deficiency, and written either in 
Plato's last days at Megara or during a lull in his Corinthian war service. 

When Xenophon settled at Scillus in 386 B.C. he turned to writings on 
philosophical themes, as we have seen, and the Memorabilia, our author's ac-' 
count of a number of Socratic conversations, may well have appeared before 
380 B.C. Burnet takes to task those advocates of Xenophon who claim he is a 
better source than Plato for the 'historical' Socrates. 36 It is true that Xenophon 
could not have been present at his Symposium dialogue, as he claims: 3 ' but 
one of his Phliasian Pythagorean friends well might have been: in 421-420 
B.C. Athens was officially at peace with all Peloponnesian states. Again, 
though Xenophon cannot have been present as he asserts during the 
Oeconomicus dialogue when Socrates heard the report of the Battle of Cunaxa 
in which the author himself had taken part, 38 his neighbour and probable in
formant Phaedon of Elis almost certainly would have been present at any 
discussion shortly after the date of that battle. In these circumstances it is im
portant to remember that Sir David Ross stresses the view that Ethics were the 
main element of Phaedon's teaching in the School of Elis. 39 The more prac
tical and less ironical cast of Xenophon's portrait of Socrates may well be a 
combination between Xenophon's memory of the man and Phaedon's own 
recollections of his teacher. The fact that Xenophon never mentions the Phlia
sian Pythagoreans does not, as he believes, 40 prove Burnet's view that they 
were not informants, and the lack of any mention of Phaedon may serve 
rather to confirm our suspicion that he was actually Xenophon's main inSide 
informant. In many respects Plato's Phaedo is an answer to the Memorabilia; 
it shows mystical and scientific interests in Socrates' character which the 
Xenophontic discussions play down. If we share Zeller's ~uspicion that Plato's 
alleged absence is a fiction, 41 the dialogue is a deliciously urbane and witty 

35. Gilbert Ryle, Plato's Progress, Cambridge, ·1966, p.221. 
36. J. Burnet, P!atonis Phaedo, Oxford, 1925, pp.xii-·xxiv. 
37. op. cit, p.22. cf. Xen. Symp. I, I. 

· 38. Burnet, foe. cit. cf. X en. Oec. iv, 14-25. 
39. W. D. Ross, OCD' 'Phaedon', (p.673). 
40. Burnet, op. cit. , p.xx. 
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work, where one of the informants of Xenophon, Phaedo, has Plato's view of 
the truth put into his mouth so as to correct the misunderstandings of 
Xenophon's other Peloponnesian informants, Echecrates and his friends! 

Of course the Memorabilia is in no sense a riposte to the Crito: the A pology 
dispute was over, at least on this view of the putative controversy. Xenophon 
deigns to mention Plato once only, as the brother of Glaucon. 42 In this context 
Xenophon has Socrates rebuke Glaucon for hoping to create a richer city by 
war, and for showing incompetence in household management. This seems to 
recall Republic 373d' 3 

" 'With our new luxuries ... the territory which was formerly enough to 
support us will now be too small." 

"ThaJ is undeniable." 
" If we are to have enough for pasture and plough, we shall have to cut a 

slice off our neighbour's territory . . . " 
t "The consequence is inevitable." 

"And that will lead to wa~ , Glaucon, will it not?" 
"It will. " 

This brings us sharply back to the now discredited view of Aulus Gellius, and 
suggests that any first draft of Rep. 1-11 published fairly soon after the opening 
of the Academy in 387 B.C. must at least extend beyond 373d. Such a work, 
whether called Thrasymachus (on Justice) 44 or not, would presumably end with 
the Dog Analogy for the Guardians at about 376d6. From this standpoint the 
attack on Glaucon's 'bad housekeeping' would be a rebuke for his desire for ex
travagant comforts in 372d4-el. Further, for a hunting man like Xenophon it 
will seem ridiculous to plan a discourse on training human 'dogs' without 
prefixing one on training their master. 4 s Hence perhaps Gellius' words: 
Xenophon inc/ito illi operi Platonis, quod de optima statu reipublicae civitatis
que administrandae scriptum est, lectis ex eo duo bus jere libris, qui primi in 
vulgus exierant, opposuit contra conscripsitque diversum regiae administra
tionis genus, quod Oat8Eia<; Kupou inscriptum est. 46 Further incentive to a 
desire to describe Cyrus as an ideal Just King in contrast with the ideal Unjust 
King Gyges described by Glaucon in 359b6-60b6 would be provided by the need 
to show that the education of a king like Cyrus had been totally unlike such cur
rent Greek ethical education as Adeimantus stigmatises in Republic 

42. Mem . III.vi . l. 
43 . Cited from Sir Desmond Lee's Penguin version, pp.l23-4. 
44. Guthrie, op. cit ., p.69, n. l. 
45 . See Xenophon's Cynegetici passim. 
46. Au ius Gellius, Noctes A llicae, XIV, iii, 3. The section is entitled An aemuli offensique inter se 

f uerint Xenophon et Plato, and Favorir:us is made to conclude by assuming interaction but de
nying hostility: broadly the position of this paper. 
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362d2-367d5, a curriculum which could onJ:y end in making more rulers like 
Gyges. 

On this basis, then, one may hazard a suggestion that both Memorabilia in 
part and Cyropaedia in toto were responses to Republic I-II and part of a con
tinuing controversy between Xenophon and Plato. Yet perhaps the actual role 
of Xenophon is as a spokesman, and the real dispute over the meaning of 
Socrates' teaching lay between Plato and Phaedon of Elis. If so, the Phaedo is 
in its conception a masterpiece of wit and dramatic irony, as well as being the 
most moving of all Plato's writings. 

POSTSCRIPT 
The implications of this hypothesis do not end here. Xenophon is said by 

Burnet to include a 'clumsy plagiarism' from the Phaedo in his Apology . 4 7 But · 
in the world of such urbane exchanges between the Laconising Xenophon and 
Plato who admired the best features of Spartan life as we postulate, a quite 
different explanation is possible. First, the intervention of Apollodorus breaks 
the continuity between the summary of Socrates' defence in 24-27 and his 
remarks regarding his prosecutor Anytus ir1 29-31. I therefore suggest that 
Xenophon re-issued his Apology after reading Plato's Phaedo and was so 
moved by its conviction that he makes Socrates comfort the impulsive grieving 
Apollodorus of Plato's dialogue with a gesture used in that work to remind 
Xenophon's friend Phaedon that tomorrow he must mourn for Socrates by 
cutting his hair. Xenophon salutes his rival b)r admitting that for him Plato has 
turned Socrates' ·death into victory. This to me is one reason for this insertion 
in Xenophon's revised issue of his Apology. 

Another explanation is open for those who believe Xenophon's Sym
posium was published before Plato's. In the Symposium of Plato Apollodorus 
plays the same narrating role as Phaedon does in the Phaedo. In the latter 
dialogue the affectionate gesture by Socrates in stroking Phaedon's long hair 
(89b2) would then be Plato's graceful acknowledgement of Xenophon's 
criticism in Apology and Memorabilia (largdy owed to Phaedon) which had 
led Plato to expand his position in the Phaedo. Xenophon's insertion of a 
similar gesture by Socrates to Apollodorus in his re-issued Apology would 
then be a similarly gracious admission that Plato's Symposium had been a 
great advance on his own. 

47 . The text of Xenophon reads in Greek: "tOY ot ityEWl Ka"talj.fllOav•a UU1:0U • •. emyEA.ciam. 
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Under the influence of the Romantic Movement and its notion of spontaneous 
'sincerity' in art, it became unfashionable to write or to respect poetry that was 
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not 'simple and sensuous' .1 Poetry which witheld itself from transparent inter
pretation and expressed its intention on more than one level simultaneously was 
dubbed 'contrived' or 'artificial'. Men of the nineteenth century enjoyed snig
gering over ancient puns, but tended to dislike the double impact of evocative 
poetry acting on multiple levels and following earlier ancient models. Greek 
tragedy was esteemed for its seeming simplicity and conciseness, which was 
declared the mark of the best ancient poetry. On the same theory the 'Iliad' was 
declared superior to the 'Aeneid' , not on literary analysis, but on the ground that 
it was primary and natural, whilst Virgil's polished masterpiece was somehow 
derivative and secondary and thus second-rate. 2 

Following in the wake of French symbolism it has taken the combined 
impact of the revival of interest in Dante and the complex allusive poetry of Euor 
and PouND again to convince English readers that genuinely high and serious 
poetry can exercise simultaneous and significantly distinctive effects on several 
levels of consciousness and awareness. Of course even in the heat of Romantic 
naturalism the truth was not wholly forgotten. Sanskrit scholars versed in the 
conceits of Kavya poetry3 or the small band of Greek scholars who have devoted 
themselves to Pindar's 'Odes' 4 have never failed to realise that high and serious 
poetry exhibits many simultaneous aspects like the facets of a diamond, and that 
the enrichment and light thus afforded is neither laboured nor affected, but the 
veritable work of the vates or doctus poeta. 

Though Martial is scarcely high and serious poetry except at rare intervals 
these considerations should lead us to wonder whether there is perhaps more of 
stylistic skill and insight than a string of surprise endings and dirty doubles 
entendre. With this prospect in view, let us survey the nature and problems of his 
work. 

Abbreviations: 

CQ 
OCD 
OLD 
RE 
SVF 

Classical Quarterly 
Oxford Classical Dictionary 
Oxford Latin Dictionary 
PAULYs Real-Encyclopadie der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft 
Stoicorum Veterum Fragmentta 

1 JOHN MILTON, 'Areopagitica'. 
2 For a useful discussion of this problem, seeR. D. WILLIAMS, Virgil, Greece & Rome. New 

surveys of the Classics, No. 1, Oxford, 1967, pp . 24-40. However, one of the best rebuttals 
of the nineteenth century view was that offered by J. W. MACKAlL in his 'Latin 
Literature' of 1895, p. 99: "The romantic movement, with its impatience of established 
fames , damned the 'Aeneid' in one word as artificial; forgetting, or not seeing, that the 
'Aeneid' was itself the fountain-head of romanticism. Long after the theory of the noble 
savage had passed out of political and social philosophy it lingered in literary criticism; and 
the distinction between 'natural' and 'artificial' poetry was held to be like that between light 
and darkness. " 

3 For a full discussion of Kavya, see A. B. KEITH, A History of Sanskrit Literature, Oxford 
1920 (London 1956), pp. 39-54. 

4 B. R. GILDERSLEEVE, Pindar: the Olympian and Pythian Odes, New York, 1885, esp . pp . 
xxxiv-lvii on Style. 
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II. Those Nauseous Epigrams 

It has in some ways been regrettable that Martial has been regarded since 
the Renaissance as the principal surviving storehouse of ancient prurience, and 
as little else. This traditional view is beautifully encapsulated in a few stanzas from 
the most popular English poet in the eyes of European readers, Lord BYRON, in 
the first Canto of 'Don Juan': 

And then what proper person can be partial 
To all those nauseous epigrams of Martial? 

XLIV 
Juan was taught from out the best edition, 

Expurgated by learned men, who place, 
Judiciously, from out the schoolboy's vision, 

The grosser parts; but, fearful to deface 
Too much their modest bard by this omission, 

And pitying sore this mutilated case, 
They only add them all in an appendix 
Which saves, in fact, the trouble of an index. 

XLV 
For there we have them all "at one fell swoop", 

Instead of being scattered through the pages; 
They stand forth marshalled in a handsome troop, 

To meet the ingenuous youth of future ages, 
Till some less rigid editor shall stoop 

To call them back into their separate cages, 
Instead of standing staring all together 
Like garden gods - and not so decent either. 5 

To the avant-garde intellects of the nineteenth century Martial tended to be 
regarded in CHARLES WHIBLEY's phrase, as a 'study in frankness', 6 an author who 
dared to call 'a spade a spade'. Recent scholarship has reminded us of his wit and 
charm; but directness has still tended to be seen as the hallmark of his work. The 
remarks of FRIEDLAENDER 7 on this point are a lucid instance of this attitude to the 
poet's writings: 

,Kein Schriftsteller oder Dichter der nachaugusteischen Zeit ist so frei von 
rhetorischem Pathos, von Declamation und Phrase, und sein Widerwille 

5 This refers to CoLLEssoN's Delphine edition of 1680 where 150 epigrams were secluded 
in an Appendix of obscene poems. 

6 C. WHIBLEY, Studies in Frankness, London, 1898, included treatments of Petronius, 
Herodas and Apuleius . 

7 L. FRIEDLAENDER, M. Valerii Martialis Epigrammaton Libri, Leipzig, 1886, Vol. I, p. 21. 
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gegen der Schwulst und Bombast der hochgepriesenen Epen des Statius war in 
seiner innersten Natur begrundet. Er durfte von sich sagen, ihn musse lesen, 
wer sich selbst, wer seine Zeit verstehn wolle, er greife ins voile Menschen
leben, er schaffe zwar nur kleine Figuren , aber· sie seien lebendig (VIII 3, 
IX 50, X 4)." 

From across the North Sea we find a less sympathetic interpretation 
particularly of the Nachleben arising from Martial's influence in the nineteenth 
century in W. DAVENPORT ADAMS' 'English Epigram' . In his introduction he 
comments: 

" Martial himself must always be interesting to the student, not only for 
the intrinsic merit of his work, but also because of the immense attraction he 
has always had for English writers. There is oft,en the danger of describing 
as of English origin distichs or quatrains which owe their inspiration, 
directly or indirectly, to the Roman satirist. This is a testimony at once to 
the literary genius of Martial, and to the invariable characteristics of high 
civilization in all times and climes. Human nature is everywhere the same, 
and always most strikingly so where the conditions under which it exists are 
similar. Thus, the biting monographs of Martial appeal as irresistibly to us 
as they did to the Heywoods and Haryngtons of earlier generations . It is 
certain that they settled the future of epigram with a decisiveness to which 
there is hardly a parallel in literature. We could not now return to the purely 
idyllic epigram if we would; Martial has set his mark so firmly that it cannot 
be obliterated. Yet, on the whole, one cannot help regretting that this should 
really be the case. It is not necessary to join in the indiscriminate detraction 
which the poet has suffered at the hands of certain censors, but it is impos
sible to deny that he has done considerable harm by his example. His great 
fault is that he lacks so terribly the virtue of urbanity, - that his work is so 
coarse in sentiment and style. His weapon is the sledge-hammer, when it 
might have been and ought to have been the rapier. 

'As in smooth oil the razor best is whet, 
So wit is by politeness sharpest set; 
Their want of edge from their offence is seen, 
Both pain us least when exquisitely keen.' 

Martial, unfortunately, paints with a big brush,. and his effects are con
sequently broad and glaring. This may be owing partly to the people among 
whom he lived and for whom he wrote. A corrupt age produces a corrupt 
literature, and the age of Martial was rotten to the core. Yet a man of genius 
should rise above his time, and that Martial failed to do so is greatly, indeed, 
to his discredit. He might have done so much for epigram by imparting to it 
buoyancy and grace. As it is, his imitators have naturally exaggerated his 
worst qualities, and damaged his reputation and their own. " 8 

8 W. DAVENPORT ADAMS, English Epigrams, London, pp. xii ·- xiii . 
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Similarly the Reverend HENRY PHILIP Dono in a popular and comprehen
sive collection of English works and foreign pieces in translation entitled 'The 
Epigrammatists' (1893) castigates Martial's values and influence: 

"By comparing Martial's different styles, we find that his wntmgs 
display no principle, and that for truth and purity he had no care. Though 
at times he wrote with grace and tenderness, with refined wit and genial 
humour, he more often prostituted his talents to the most unworthy pur
poses. He thus set an example of pandering to the low tastes of the vulgar 
and the depraved, which has been greedily followed by those who are in
capable of reaching the higher style, either of his pathetic and elegant pieces, 
or of those which are pregnant with sound sense and inoffensive wit. 

The stinging point and personal satire of the majority of Martial's 
epigrams may be considered the chief cause of the influence which he has 
exercised over modern epigrammatists. The wit of a point is attractive to 
men of refined taste, but if sting be added to it, lower tastes are gratified. 
Satire is fascinating to men of cultivated intellect, but if it take the form of 
personal invective, vulgar minds appreciate it. Consequently, Martial 
became popular as a writer of epigrams, in which the characteristics of 
stinging point and satirical personality are developed. His nobler and purer 
epigrams were neglected, partly on account of the great length of some of 
them, which almost deprives them of a right to the title, but chiefly because 
lively but harmless humour and tender sentiments appear tame and un
interesting, when contrasted by the mass of mankind with grossness and 
coarsely-pointed satire. 

It is possible, however, that had the pure and delicate Greek models 
been before modern epigrammatists, they might have chosen the good and 
refused the evil. But the choice lay only between the good and the evil of 
Martial, and the latter largely preponderated. The Greek Anthology was not 
only unread, but was well-nigh unknown, for at the period at which 
Martial's manner most strongly affected epigrammatic literature, the few and 
inferior editions were so scarce as to be difficult to obtain. The study of 
Greek, too, was much neglected, and many of those who could read Martial 
were unable to translate the Greek epigrams. Thus it came to pass that, from 
want of acquaintance with the purest style of epigram as displayed by the 
Greek writers, Martial was looked upon as the true model, and his prevailing 
and inferior, instead of his best, style was accepted as the correct pattern for 
epigram writing. 

The injurious effect of Martial's influence upon our epigrammatic 
literature may be seen in the popular collections of the last century. Rough 
satire, unchaste wit, and stinging point take the place of the elegant simplicity, 
the guileless humour, and the inoffensive point which were held in estimation 
among the Greeks. Thus, the character of the modern epigram has been so 
lowered, that critics have not hesitated to speak of it as unworthy of a place 
in our literature, and as fit only to be the vehicle for party malice and private 
spite. Happily, however, there have never been wanting epigrammatists who 
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scorned to imitate either the grossness or the folly of Martial, who copied 
him in his virtues and not in his vices; and a few too, who knew and ap
preciated the Greek models, and studied to reproduce their beauties. Of late 
years the inferior character of the majority, and also the delicate humour and 
beauty of many, of Martial's epigrams have been more clearly discerned, 
and it may be hoped that the deleterious influence of his lower style, as a 
pattern for epigram writers, is no longer paramount."9 

However, we may perhaps rest content with the estimation of a recent 
editor, PETER HowELL: 

"The other topic he mentions in his Preface is obscenity. Here his 
defence rests chiefly on an appeal to tradition (citing Catullus among others), 
and on the familiar argument that those who dont't like it needn't read it (see 
also III 86): in I 4 he (like Ovid and Catullus) makes the conventional claim 
that, although his verse may be loose, his life is pure. The supposedly 
scarifying obscenity of the 'nauseous epigrams of Martial' (Byron's facetious 
epithet) has unduly affected his reputation. In fact, only a comparatively 
small proportion of his poems could offend even the most prudish, and they 
go no further than much of Aristophanes, Catullus, or Juvenal. Modern 
readers, at least, are unlikely to be disturbed. More positively, he gives us a 
fascinating insight into an aspect of Roman life on which we have little in
formation. The attitude towards sex that emerges from Martial is one of 
cheerful permissiveness, but certainly not wild and orgiastic promiscuity. 
Fornication is acceptable, and prostitution widespread; adultery is technically 
forbidden, but not to be taken too seriously. Homosexuality (or bisexuality) 
is regarded as natural, particularly with adolescent partners. 'Perversions' 
such as oral sex are practised, but not considered quite decent: at any 
rate, as in the case of homosexuality, the active role is thought comparatively 
shameless, the passive role definitely shameful. Martial only mentions forms 
of multiple intercourse once, and then professes horror at them."10 

III. The Life of Martial 

This is a hackneyed and overworked topic on which I can add nothing new 
or true. I therefore take the opportunity to publish with the consent of his 
daughter Mrs. McMuLLIN and her sons the previously unprinted life written by 

9 H . P. Dooo, The Epigrammatists, London, 1893, pp. xx-xxii. 
10 P. HOWELL, Introduction to JAMES MICHIE, Martial, the Epigrams, Harmondsworth, New 

York, 1972, pp. 15-16. 
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the late E . E. SrKES. 11 These papers towards an edition of Martial with com
mentary are in the Library of St. John's College Cambridge. 

"On the first of March, between A.D. 38 and 41 M. Valerius Martialis 
was born at Bilbilis in Hispania Tarraconensis, a town situated on cliffs 
overlooking the river Salo, and famous for its manufacture of steel, for the 
tempering of which the cold waters of the Salo were supposed to be 
particularly adapted. His parents were Fronto and Flacilla (V 34), who, 
though not wealthy, gave him a liberal education (IX 73, 7): 

at me litterulas stulti docuere parentes 
quid cum grammaticis rhetoribusque mihi? 

Like many other talented young provincials Martial gravitated to Rome at 
an early age (23-26), apparently in A.D. 64, for in A.D. 98 when he left the 
capital, he says that he had resided thirty four years in Rome (X 103, 7: 104, 
10). 

Martial was certainly a true-born Spaniard, but Spain was practically 
Romanized by this time, although the ius Latii was not conferred on it until 
the reign of Vespasian in A .D. 75. His father is known to us only as Fronto, 
but he must have been Valerius Fronto. The cognomen Martialis was most 
probably due to the day of his birth. The name is common in Imperial 
times. The influx of talented Spaniards in the first century A.D. is remark
able. Spain contributed the Senecas, Lucan, Pomponius Mela, Quintilian, 
Columella and Canius Rufus as well as their younger contemporary Martial. 
However, at a much later time, Africa was hardly less successful as the feeder 
of Roman literature (see BorssrER p. 284). None the less, Spain was by 
far the most Romanized of all the provinces: it was not till Ausonius that 
we find the first Gallic poet of eminence. 

He seems without delay to have established himself as a client of his 
distinguished countrymen L. Annaeus Seneca the philosopher, Iunius Gallio, 
and Annaeus Mela the father of Lucan; and by these to have been intro
duced to L. Calpurnius Piso (IV 40). In 65 or 66 however, these families 
were ruined by the discovery of the conspiracy headed by Piso (A.D. 65). 
However, Polla Argentaria the wife of Lucan survived, and is subsequently 
mentioned as his patroness (X 64), though the poet of course, as Boissier 
observes, 'had not time to profit from the patronage of Seneca' (p. 242). 
Presumably he had to look elsewhere for support, although we know little 
as to his means of livelihood during these years until the reign of Domitian. 
It is very doubtful whether, as has been supposed, he went to Rome with the 
intention of taking up the Bar as a profession. But he must soon have made 
a reputation as a wit and a poet, for he obtained some measure of court 
favour as early as the reign of Titus, who gave him the ius trium liberorum, a 
privilege confirmed or granted for a second time by Domitian (IX 97, 5). 

11 E. E. SIKES, President and Classical Lecturer of St. John's College Cambridge, died in 1940. 
He contributed the chapters on Roman Literature to the first edition of the 'Cambridge 
Ancient History' . 
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From Titus, too, he seems to have received the dignity of a military 
tribuneship, which conferred on him the equestrian rank. To this he makes 
several allusions. In 80 Titus opened the Flavian amphitheatre, on which 
occasion Martial wrote a number of epigrams which form part of the 'Liber 
Spectaculorum' or 'Epigrammaton Liber' . 

Following the 'Liber Spectaculorum' appeared two books, called 'Xenia' 
and 'Apophoreta', written for the Saturnalia. These were subsequently (after 
Martial's death) added to the twelve books of the Epigrams proper, and 
numbered XIII and XIV. These were published in the December of A.D. 
84 or 85, probably both in the same year. The dating is established by 
allusions in XIII 4 and XIV 34 to the victory over the Chatti in A.D. 84, 
when Domitian assumed the name of Germanicus, while the Dacian War 
broke out in 86 and finds no mention, so that the date can be accurately fixed 
as A.D. 84 or 85. 

In A.D. 86, the fifth year of Domitian's reign, Martial published the 
first two books of his epigrams; but he must already have become famous, 
not only by the epigrams already mentioned but also probably by poems 
which have not been preserved, as he claims a world-wide reputation (I 1, 
2) - toto notus in orbe Martialis. It is probable, however, that this epigram 
was written after the contents of the first two books had been written and 
given separately to the public. At any rate, he produced iuvenilia which were 
valued by his publisher, although they do not appear to be now extant, and 
had been forgotten by the author himself (I 113). 

In spite of his servile flattery of Domitian, Martial does not appear to 
have been favoured by that emperor to any great extent, though he was 
admitted to court circles and assiduously cultivated the friendship of several 
court favourites, especially Parthenius the chamberlain, Euphemus the 
tricliniarch, the notorious Crispinus, and Earinus. Domitian's favour, at any 
rate did not prevent him from refusing Martial's request for the donation of 
'a few thousand sesterces' (VI 10). On the other hand the poet claims (III 
95, 11) to have obtained the Roman citizenship for several provincial friends. 

In spite of his clientship with many rich and influential patrons, Martial 
continually complains of his poverty; with him a favourite theme of satire 
is the smallness of the sportula, and the hardship of a client's life at Rome. It 
is doubtful, however, whether his poverty is more than relative, as compared 
with the wealth which jockeys and musicians obtained - not unnaturally a 
source of jealousy and dissatisfaction to a literary man. At any rate, he could 
afford to keep slaves and mules, and he was in possession of a small villa at 
Nomentum as well as a town house. This state of relative prosperity appears 
from VIII 61: · 

sed quod sub urbe rus habemus aestiuom 
uehimurque mulis non ut ante conductis. 

His circumstances must at all events have improved during his residence in 
Rome. He originally occupied a mere cenacula, or flat, on the Quirinal, 
'three flights up' (I 117, 7). In IX 18, 2 we have the first mention of a private 
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house, which was situated in the same neighbourhood. Book IX was 
published in A .D. 94, but we cannot ascertain the exact date at which he 
acquired this house, or the Nomentan villa, which, though no doubt small, 
may not have merited the humorous depreciation of its owner in II 38 or XI 
18, for he often alludes with pleasure to the quietness and relaxation of this 
villa (VI 43) . But it seems he must have acquired the villa at least as early as 
85 or 86, the date of the second book. 

He spent some time away from Rome, partly, as he himself says, to 
avoid the tedium of the client's routine (III 4, 6). Book III was in fact written 
from Gallia Cispadana, while he makes more than one reference to visits to 
Baiae, Ravenna and other places. He published a book every year - apart 
from occasional omissions - from A .D . 86 to 96. 

In 98 or early in A.D. 99 Martial returned to Spain, where he lived on 
an estate given him by a Spanish lady, Marcella, whom he calls domina, 
that is, 'the Lady Marcella' or 'my patroness Marcella' . The word has been 
taken quite erroneously to imply that Marcella was then (or later became) 
his wife: but it is now generally allowed that Martial was most probably 
never married. In the several places in which he speaks of himself as a 
married man, he is merely assuming an imaginary role; in othe1r passages in 
the same books he alludes to himself as a bachelor, so that internal testimony 
on this point is worthless. The negative evidence in his poems almost cer
tainly points to the conclusion that he was never married. So when in II 92 
thanking Domitian for the renewed grant of the ius trium liberorum given 
originally by Titus he says vale tu, uxor, we have doubtless a facetious sally. 

The reason which mainly led to his retirement from Rome was no 
doubt his increasing age, together with the tedium of a client's life and the ill
health under which he suffered as we learn from VI 48 (A.D. 90). He 
complains too of his insomnia at Rome (X 74). Others, with less probability, 
conjecture that the new era inaugurated by Nerva and Trajian was un
favourable to Martial, whose adulation of Domitian is one of the worst blots 
on his character. In X 96, written apparently when he was meditating his 
return to Spain in A.D. 98, he 'thirsts for his native Salo', although he had 
become old in the Latian city - Latia factus in urbe senex. At the time he 
was perhaps sixty. He was not altogether contented even in his wished-for 
retirement. In XII pref. he sighs for ' the libraries, the theatres, and the 
society' of the metropolis, and seems to have contemplated a visit to Rome 
which was frustrated. On the whole, however, he enjoyed his country life. 
In XII 18 he describes life at Bilbilis, and in XII 31 his estate. 

In Spain he died, not earlier than A.D . 102, when his twelfth book was 
published, and not later than 104; for his death is recorded by Pliny, Epp. 
III 21 - and Pliny's first three books contain no letters written later than 
A.D. 104." 

Both SIKES and HowELL12 make much of his Spanish pedigree and ap
pearance. To me this seems true in the same way that a Calvinist fair-skinned 

12 P. HoWELL, A Commentary on Book One of the Epigrams of Martial, London, 1980, p . 1. 
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Dutch Burgher in Ceylon tends to have a Sinhalese cast of face and body; and for 
the same reason. The Dutch East India Company's servants took native wives, 
but thereafter their Christian descendants intermarried amongst themselves and 
not with heathen natives. I suspect the Roman veteran colonists who were planted 
in Spain from the end of the Second Punic War till Pompey's days practised 
the same endogamy after an initial marriage by the first settlers with Celtiberian 
women. 

Again, I cannot share the view that Martial never practised at the Bar. As 
HowELL notes, 13 he was fully qualified. Further he may well have attended 
Quintilian's classes after the orator's return to Rome in A .D . 69, where he could 
conceivably have begun his friendship with the younger Pliny through meetings 
in the master's lecture room. Of course he may not have practised, but the career 
of W. S. GILBERT in nineteenth century England shows that a man can easily 
combine the roles of advocate and literary wit. 14 To me it seems pointless to com
pose (or translate) I 98 unless it is a wry recollection by an unpaid barrister, who 
perhaps had lost the case anyway. Diodorus his client on this view of I 98 could 
be the rich freedman who is so ostentatiously generous at his birthday feast in 
X 27 while so mean in discharging his legal debts. This view gains plausibility 
from the case to be mentioned later15 for the hasty inclusion of much early work 
coeval with Books I and II in the revised Book X of A .D . 98. So I tend to the view 
that Martial studied with Pliny under Quintilian from A.D. 69-71 and practised 
briefly with little success in the first half of the seventies. As a Spaniard linked 
with the circle of Seneca he may have lived in fear, obscurity and poverty under 
Nero as a client of rich upstarts. After Galba's election it is likely that Lucan's 
widow Polla Argentaria became able to aid him, and could well have supported 
him while he studied with Quintilian and tried his hand at the Bar. On this as
sumption X 64 in her honour would also be one of the earlier pieces pressed into 
service for the revision of Book X. But of course certainty is impossible. 

IV. Content in Scazon and Hendecasyllable 

Just as I am anxious to explore levels of allusion and deliberate multivalence 
in epigram, so it is important to review the possibility of metrical ambiguity in the 
nature of the Latin metres employed in such poetry. In the 'Classical Quarterly' 

13 P. HowELL, op. cit., p . 2. 
14 W. S. GILBERT wrote the libretti for the Savoy Operas, the music for which was composed 

by Sir ARTHUR SuLLIVAN. GILBERT shows a fine wit full of Classical scholarship . For 
instance when General Stanley implores the crew in the 'Pirates of Penzance' not to carry 
off and marry his fifty daughters, he protests that he is "an orphan boy". Here GILBERT 
offers us OLD sense 2 of orbus, meaning us to understand the amphiboly offered by its 
sense 1 "widower". His verbal wit is reminiscent of Martial. 

15 Infra, p . 59. 
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of 1961 I advanced a view that the main classical metres of Latin were a conflation 
of Greek quantitative measures with traditional Italic accentual verse systems .16 

On this hypothesis many lines could be scanned alternatively by either stress or 
quantity. So the beginning ofT acitus Annals I might be viewed as a rather clumsy 
quantitative hexameter or else as a good acatalectic stress saturninan. 

(a) ~rbem R6m(am) ii prindp'i9 : regis hJ.bMre (caesura semiseptenaria) 
(b) ~rbem RQ~(am) ii princfpio: r;ges h~bMre (numerus arvalis +numerus) 

In the same paper I saw the measures of the 'Arval Hymn' as the earliest record 
of our postulated Italic accentual verse patterns, and claimed such stress rhythms 
had originally accompanied the dance rituals of early Ausonian men in Saturnian 
Latium. This envisaged accompaniment would have taken the forms of drum 
beat, groans, cries or non-significant words like "tra-la-la" as well as meaningful 
words accompanying the action and movements. As specific dances are used to 
prepare primitive modern tribal groups for war, hunting, or initiation rites, or to 
promote rain or increase of species by magical acts, so ancient primitives would 
have associated a particular dance step or evolution during a ceremony with a 
specific role, function or purpose which it was generally used to express. MALI
NOWSKI collected many corporate chants used like a sea chanty of earlier modern 
times to accompany group agricultural operations by the Melanesians of the 
Trobriand Islands .17 More recently the late Sir MAuRICE BowRA examined 
individual song and the role of the 'song man' among modern primitives in Africa, 
Asia and the Pacific. 18 All this points to our hypothesis of similar traditional song 
and dance culture among Stone Age Europeans as well. This culture may be as
sumed to have set patterns of rhythm associated with acts, rituals or states of mind 
which would continue to underly later and more sophisticated ancient poetry. 
As BRuNo MALINOWSKI observed: 

"Words are part of action and they are equivalent to actions."19 

The truth of this dictum becomes increasingly evident as we review earlier and 
earlier phases of primitive culture. For Dance is essentially mimetic, as indeed 
Aristotle asserts of poetry itself. 20 So Song in the first instance is likely to be 
corporate, and to accompany work or ritual. In such social conditions solo 
singing may well be used as community entertainment or in a ritual activity as 
much as choral or antiphonal group singing. 

16 R. G . TANNER, The Arval Hymn and Early Latin Verse, CQ, n.s., Vol. XI, No.2, 1961 , 
pp . 209-238. Of course the mediaeval continuity of this Saturnian metre is beautifully 
illustrated by the Goliardic verse of the 'Archipoeta' in the Twelfth Century: 

mfum fst proppsitum fn tabfrna mpri VA + N 
{lbi vfna prpxima mprifntis pri VA + N 

vv. 41-42 
17 B. MALINOWSKI, Coral Gardens and Their Magic, Vol. II, Indiana, 1965, pp. 3-11. 
18 C. M. BoWRA, Primitive Song, London, 1962. 
19 MALINOWSKI, op. cit., p. 9. 
20 Aristotle, Poetics, 1-3, 1447a-1448b. 
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Of course scholars who assume that ~ll Latin metres are borrowings by a 
museless race from the genius of Hellenism would not thereby need to deny an 
inheritance of primitive patterns in Latin verse. They would merely insist that the 
patterns in question are early Hellenic ones which under-lay the poetry of archaic 
Greece rather than being in any sense relics of Italic or Pre-Italic Ausonia.21 
However, for me, and for others22 who may believe that the history of Latin 
metre is a series of successive assimilations between popular Italic chant forms and 
the most appropriate literary metre from Greece for each native genre, there is 
much to be gained by a tabulation of the tone, content and aim which appear to be 
associated with a particular metre in those Roman poets who employ more than 
one verse measure. 

For such analysis the first book of Martial is a conveniently limited body 
of controlled data. It is significant because Martial's earlier published poems 
which survive suggest that like many of the Greek epigrammatists he began as a 
poet of one metre, the elegiac distich. In Book I of 85/6 A.D. be begins to employ 
the Hipponactic Scazon and Phalaecian Hendecasyllable as well as the Elegiac 
couplet of the earlier books. Secondly a number of the poems in this collection are 
Catullan parodies and others refer to Catullus and his themes, 23 whilst his opening 
preface lists Catullus, Marsus, Pedo and Gaetulicus as Martial's models in epigram 
writing. 24 Of these Catullus alone is preserved in quantity, offering us 116 poems, 
of which 110 are of epigrammatic length in Martial's sense, to be set against 
Martial's own 118 epigrams in his first book. The Catullan 'epigrams' include in 
their count two Sapphic poems (11 and 51), one pherecratean+glyconic piece (34) 
and one Priapean (17), one Archilochan (52) and one Greater Asclepiad (30) -
none of which metres occur in Martial Book I. However, Martial does show a 
hexameter epigram (I 53) and a case of alternating iambic trimeters and dimeters 
(I 49), and a similar alternation of scazon trimeter with iambic dimeter in I 61. 
From this it is clear that comparative analysis of the content and tone of metres 
will only be useful if our comparison between the two poets is confined to their 
use of Scazon, Hendecasyllable and Elegiac. As Catullus is the avowed master, we 
shall adduce classifications from his examples and test them with the specimens 
from Martial I. 

1. Scazon Poems 

Catullus addresses 8 to himself, 22 to Varus, 31 to Sirmio, 37 to Lesbia's 
bedfellows, 39 to Egnatius, 44 to his farm. But neither 59 nor 60 give any 

21 The general position of most historians of Latin Literature. Cf. MAcKAlL, op. cit., p. 9. 
22 W. J. W. KosTER, Versus Saturnius, Mnemosyne, Ser. II , Vol. LVII, 1929, pp. 267-346. 

WILLIAM BEARE, Latin Verse and European Song. A Study in Accent and Rhythm, London, 
1951. 

23 For a full list of these see the notes on epigram I in either HowELL's or CITRONI's edition 
of Book I. 

24 Epistola to Book I, 1. 11. 
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dedication, though 60 may be for Lesbia. All eight pieces are moral admonitions 
against some morbus of disposition like those exemplified in the 'Characters' of 
Theophrastus.25 In 8 the poet chides his own self-pity and rebukes Lesbia's 
faithlessness . Poem 22 exposes the vanity of Suffenus' literary pretensions as a 
horrid warning to all. In 31 we are dissuaded from ambition and reminded of the 
joys of home. In 37 Lesbia is criticised through an attack on her adulterers, 
especially Egnatius the Spaniard, who is also pilloried in 39 for tasteless grinning 
when the cause of his white teeth is no ground for boasts. In 44 Catullus rebukes 
himself for greed in accepting a dinner for a friend's frigid recitation which gave 
him a bad chill. In 59 he shows that a she-fellator gets her desert for stealing food 
from the dead, and in 60 he rebukes the heartless pride of an unnamed woman. 

Martial in Book I also offers us eight scazon specimens if we count that con
cluding his epistle - perhaps this number is a coincidence, perhaps not. The 
prefatory scazon attacks Cato' s prurient hypocrisy, whilst 10 denounces Gemellus' 
behaviour as a greedy captator professing love for a sick heiress. In 66 Martial 
rebukes a plagiarist for theft; and in 77 denounces Charinus as a shameless 
cunnilingist. In 84 Quirinalis is rebuked for begetting his children on his slave
girls to avoid duties of marriage, especially, one suspects, the financial ties. In 89 
Martial complains that Cinna whispers so much that he even praises Caesar sotto 
voce: an oblique charge of maiestas! In 96 he bids the scazon tell Maternus that 
an austere and respected philosopher is secretly a fellator - more hypocrisy. 
Poem 113, advising readers of the availability of works he has forgotten, is both 
an advertisement and a rebuke to idle curiosity. 

Here, as in Catullus, we find the admonition against some moral morbus is 
the theme of Martial's scazon poems. But an element present in only some of 
Catullus' examples has become more evident - the consequential secondary 
moral point implicit at further reading which gives an inner layer of meaning as 
well. Thus in 31 Catullus denounces the morbus of restless travel and ambition: 
this is the first outer meaning. But though he has returned from Asia, he finds, 
even domi, the Lydiae lacus undae! This is the second inner meaning implied in 
the poem, that we are at home only within our own souls, and that attachment 
to external things outside our power is our morbus even more. Similarly in 59 the 
shameless greed of the girl who prefers her loaf stolen from a bier warmed by the 
burning pyre is the outer morbus rebuked and punished. But, taking tunderetur 
sexually, we see the inner implication is that she is punished for the morbus of 
fellation with her brother by violent vaginal rape at the hand of a low man. With 
Martial the two layers are regular and may be tabulated: 

Poem 

Epistle 
10 
66 
77 

Outer layer morbus 

Cato is a pompous prude. 
Gemellus is a sham lover. 
Plagiarist is a thief. 
Charinus is a cunnilingist. 

Inner layer morbus 

Cato is a repressed rake. 
Gemellus is avaricious. 
Plagiarist gives bribes. 
Charinus is brazen. 

25 R. G . UssHER, The Characters of Theophrastus, London, 1960, pp. 4-11 . 

Poem 

84 

89 
96 

113 
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Outer layer morbus 

Quirinalis is mean and selfish. 

Cinna is furtive and intriguing. 
Matern us knows a fellator. 
Readers are inquisitive and 

voraCIOUS. 

Inner layer morbus 

Quirinalis is destroying the 
Roman race. 

Cinna is treasonable. 
Matern us has similar ways. 
Readers lack taste. 
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It will be seen that the inner morbus is usually a topical social problem at Rome 
and that it is expressed by a suggestion in the last line, often by the last word. This 
point will recur in discussing the metre. 

2. Phalaecian Hendecasyllables 

Catullus addresses all his hendecasyllables to some named recipient except 
in the case of 36, addressed to Volusius' 'Annals', 42, addressed to hendecasyllabi, 
45, addressed to an unspecified quis and 59 addressed to an indefinite second 
person plural uidistis. In fact, then, all are addressed to persons or things 
personified. Unless we insist on counting 2B and 58B as separate poems, there are 
forty poems in this metre in the Catullan corpus. The poems may be classified by 
function into eight groups. 

a. Threats (or Warnings) are expressed by eleven poems. The thematic 
pattern in the fuller examples is rebuke+ admonition+ warning+ ex
planation, and this is the scheme of 12, 14 and 38; in 27 admonition+ 
warning+ rebuke+ explanation is the order as in 15. In 21 we have the 
sequence rebuke+ explanation+ warning+ admonition expressed in vv. 
1-4, 5-6, 7-8 and 9-13 and likewise in 41 with v. 1, v. 2, vv. 5-6, vv. 7-8. 
In 50 we find explanation+admonition+warning only: one suspects the 
initial vocative Licini carries a facetious rebuke. In 16 we have warning+ 
explanation+admonition+warning. In 24 Iuventius is told of a threat 
from a fortune-hunting admirer rather than threatened by the poet; he is rebuked 
as a pretty fool in 1-3, then warned in 4-6, receiving explanation in 7-8 and 
admonition in 9-10. A special case is 42, where the poet warns the hendecasyl
lables in 1-2, then his explanation follows in 3-9, and their admonitions in 
10-21. Finally the target is crushed by their rebuke in asserting she is chaste! 

b. Wishes are found in eight poems. The thematic pattern exemplified in 
1 is question+answer+explanation+prayer expressed in vv. 1-2, 3-4, 
5-7 and 8-10. It is found also in 7 and 9. In 2 and 46 we have simply 
explanation+prayer; and these two also, but in reverse order, in 32 and 33, 
and, albeit with more elaboration, in 35, vv. 1-4 and 5-18. 

c. Insults are the material of seven poems: their structure is simply 
abuse/misuse+ denial of status. In 10, vv. 1-32 Catullus complains of his 
misuse by Varus' mistress and demolishes her in the last couplet, and likewise he 
complains of the misuse of Furius' villa for mortgage rather than clean air in 26. 
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In 4 3, vv. 1-5 are abuse, the rest denies Ameana' s status; 4 7 is a similar case in 
vv. 1-4 which abuse Piso and 5-7 which deny the current status of his upstarts. 
In 57 the repeated first line at the end does not vitiate the pattern. But 54 stands 
on its own as a challenge to Caesar, and seems a variant of the insult where 
denial of status is replaced by challenge to status. However, 58 is odd in 
showing only denial of status to Lesbia. I suggest the abuse here is directed 
to the vocative Caeli. Marcus Caelius Rufus is known to us from Cicero as a 
former lover of Clodia, who later prosecuted him. 26 From Catullus it is clear that 
Rufus supplanted him with Lesbia. Here he is telling his supplanter that his 
victory is worthless because the lady is now what Cicero called mulier patens 
quadrantaria (Cael., 26, 62). The view that the vocative is often the abusive touch 
in an insulting short poem will have much more relevance with Martial. 

d. Promises are given in four poems: the pattern is assurance +con
dition+explanation. We find this scheme in 13, vv. 1-2, 3-8, 9-14, but 
in 48 the order is condition+assurance+explanation and in 6 and 55 it 
is condition+ explanation+ assurance. 

e. Admonitions occur in 23 and 40. In 23 the scheme is count of 
blessings+warning against excess, that is, vv. 1-23+24-27: in 40, 
vv. 1-5+6-8 can be taken the same way, though the first sequence seems to 
imply only an indirectly similar element: "See the Gods do not drive you insane". 

f. Vows are expressed by 36 and 45. In 36 we have vow+condition+ 
invocation+ discharge as vv. 1-4+6-10, 4-5, 11-17 and 18-20. In 45 we 
have condition + vow + omen + return vow + condition + omen + 
discharge, that is, vv. 1-5 + 6-7, 8-9, 10-14 + 15-16, 17-18 and 19-26. 

g. Curses receive utterance in 3 and 28: their pattern is explication+ 
imprecation. So 3, vv. 1-12 and 13-18; 28, vv. 1-13 and 14-15. 

h. Lastly, two I venture to call apotropaic poems: 53, which flatters 
Calvus, and 56 which boasts of sexual prowess. Both are introduced by risil 
ridiculam as the keynote word. This suggests they express a traditional iocus of 
obscene or denigrating type which is familiar to us from the fescennine verses27 in 
trochaic metre employed as an apotropaic device against divine jealousy at a 
triumph. When there is a person addressed, it is uncertain whether he is being 
derided as in poems of insult or being asked to sympathise. Regarding 56, if Cato 
Uticensis is meant, it is probably insulting, if Valerius Cato, it is otherwise. 28 In 
the light of Martial I prefer the first view. Clearly apotropaic also are poems 5 
and 49. The first is obviously against hostile spells, and the second presumably 
thanking Cicero for high literary praise is deprecating hubris. 

In fact , apart from those already just discussed, there is a strong apotropaic 
element in all the Catullan hendecasyllables. Poem 1 deflects the threat of oblivion 
by linking the poet's name with Nepos' history, while 2 averts the sparrow's 
dominance over Lesbia's affection and 3 distracts the attention of Death from 

26 SeeR. G. AusTIN, M. Tulli Ciceronis proM. Caelio Oratio, Oxford, 1960, pp. v-xv. 
27 See TANNER, op. cit., p. 226. Suetonius, Divus Iulius 80. 
2 8 K. QUINN, Catullus: the Poems, ed., with Introduction, Rev. Text and Comm., London, 

Basingstoke, 1970, p. 254. 
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L.esbia by placating him with oth~r men's tears . In 5 he diverts the evil eye from 
his ?wn love ~y a sp~ll? an? promises the same for Flavius in 6. Again, 7 and 9 are 
designed to .divert dlVln~ Jealousy f~om his joy in kissing Lesbia or welcoming 
home Veramus from Spam, but 10 tnes to placate divine resentment at his boastful 
falsehood by its style of self-humiliation. Similarly 12 treats Asinius Marrucinus 
~s himself an 'evil ~o~er' to be averted, and 14 put; the bad poets sent by Calvus 
m the s~me class. Similarly, 15? 1~ and ~1. are all homoeopathic magical threats to 
neu~rah.se the power of Aurelius perniciOus penis and turn it elsewhere. In 23 
Funus Is v:arned that he is prosperous enough, and that his greed for cash will 
p~ovoke ~ Jealou~ god. ~n 24 ~e poet seeks to avert Juventius from erotic contact 
With Funus; ~gam, 26 IS designed to divert the latter's mind from pederasty to 
worry over his debts . Poem 27 is apotropaic of water from the wine and 28 is 
desig~ed to turn divi~e envy fro~ Veranius and Fabullus by focussing it squarely 
on .PI~o ~nd Memmms . . No:. 32 Is a. short ~potropaic charm against his fear of 
Ipsi~hilla s sexual ~~av~I!abihty, whil~t 35 IS a similar charm against the pos
sessr~eness of Caecdms mtellectual mistress, and 36 describes a spell to remove 
Lesbia's petulance. Again, 42 treats the 'thieving whore' as having an evil spirit to 
be exorCI~ed, and 40 seeks to avert from Ravidius a god-sent madness . With 41 
Ame~a IS treated as simi!arl:y larvata, while 43 is to exorcise jealousy from 
Lesbia s heart. In 50 the aim Is to turn the evil eye from Calvus' wit: in 46 to 
defle.ct Juno's hostility from the return of the cohort from Bithynia by a route all 
too hke th~t of Aeneas! I~ 47 he tries to divert poverty from Veranius and Fabullus 
on to .Porcms and Socrauon .. In 33 he saw the Vibennii as a kind of pharmakos to 
be dn:en out ?f Rome, while 45 seeks to avert the jealousy of Venus from a 
potenual 'Cupid and Psyche' situation between Cupid's protege Septimius and 
the .t:'~erless Greek courtesan Acme, 29 and 48 is a precautionary spell against the 
hosuhty of men and gods to his love for Juventius. Caesar's wrath is deflected 
from poet to poe'?s in ?4, a?d in 55 Camerius is advised to escape the jealousy of 
Venus by declanng his mistress' name. The ritual of fescennine abuse in a 
general'.s tri~mph is used in 57 to avert the evil eye from Rome by denigration 
of the ~I~tonous Caesar and Mamurra. In 58 he protects both Caelius and himself 
fro~ dlVlne envy of past su~cess with Lesbia by denigrating her as a quadrantaria 
mulzer. If, as I doubt, ~8B IS part of a poem other than 55, it must be apotropaic 
of the anger of Camen~s over some appointment broken by Catullus. 

. V?e n~w may conJecture that Catullan hendecasyllables like the scazons 
exhibit a pnmary outer layer of meaning and a secondary inner layer also. Let us 
tabulate a few cases where this is very clear. 

Poem 

26 

54 

Outer information layer 

Furius misuses villa as pledge not 
retreat. 

Challenge to Caesar's status and 
associates. 

Inner apotropaic layer 

'Let him think about his debt, not 
J uventius !' 

'Let Caesar rage at my poems, not 
me!' 

29 s Q . ee UINN, op. Cit., P.p. 224.-226. Cf. Apuleius, Metamorphoses, IV, 28-VI, 24. The 
analogy suggested here 1s an aberration of my own! 
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Poem Outer information layer 

57 Laments the success of depraved 
Caesar. 

58 Derides his supplanter Caelius as 
Lesbia is now a strumpet. 

Inner apotropaic layer 

'Let gods not envy Caesar or Rome 
for his triumph!' 

'Let Venus not punish such en
ormous happiness- mine or his!' 

Martial offers us a mere twenty-one hendecasyllabic pieces in Epigrams I 
as against at most forty-two in Catullus. These are subject to classification by 
external intention under the same headings as the Catullus poems, but with the 
significant paucity of curses and vows, and some other differences of relative 
frequency . 

a. Insultsprovide the largest category with six samples. The usual earlier 
pattern of misuse / abuse+denial of status is exemplified in 17 by Titus' 
attempt to make the poet plead in courts in vv. 1- 2 followed by Martial's 
trivialising and vulgarising of the magna res Titus so values. In 27 the poet objects 
to Procillus' misuse of a drunken remark in vv. 1-6, striking him off his list of 
drinking partners in v. 7. In 41 Caecilius is abused by low parallels in vv. 1-17 
and reclassified as sub-human in vv. 18-20. With 72 Fidentius is the victim, 
being abused for plagiarism with low analogies in vv. 1-6, and totally denied the 
rank of poet in vv. 7-8. Aegle in 94 receives an obscene attack in v. 1 because her 
singing was bad when she was given to normal promiscuity, but v. 2 denies further 
interest although she now sings well. In 106 Rufus is derided for abstemious 
habits designed to add to his sexual prowess when Naevia rejects him anyway in 
vv. 1-7, and in vv. 8-10 he is denied the status of lover or teetotaller when only 
sleep is left. 

b. Promises come next with five examples . We have three cases of as
surance+condition+explanation. In 1, v. 1 is the assurance, the con
dition is given in vv. 2-3 and the explanation in vv. 4-6. Likewise in 52 the 
entrusting of books in v. 1 is the assurance, the condition in which they are really 
Martial's is set out in vv. 2-7 with an analogy from manumission, and the ex
planation of these is given in vv. 8-9, again on legal analogy. In 109 the assurance 
is in vv. 1-5, the conditions underlying it in vv. 6-20, and the explanation 
in 21-23. In the other two cases the order becomes condition+assurance+ 
explanation. In 54 the condition is expressed in vv. 1-3, namely, whether 
Fuscus can accept more friends, in vv. 4-5 there is the assurance that all old friends 
were once new, and the explanation of the request is that Fuscus ought to decide 
on each case whether a new friend will become an old one (vv. 6-7). With 117 the 
condition in vv. 1-4 is 'if you lend me your poems, I'll send them back'. The 
assurance in vv. 5-17 is that they are readily available on sale. The explanation in 
v. 18 is that they are not worth buying. 

c. Threats (more Warnings in Martial) come next with a strength of 
three. The traditional Catullan scheme of r ebuke+admonition+warning+ 
ex pI an at ion is clear in 115 with Procillus rebuked for envy in vv. 1-3, 
admonished that Martial's interest is different in vv. 4-5, warned against suicide 
in 6, because the poet explains that he expects Procillus to live anyway, as v. 7 
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makes clear. However, the admonition+explanation+rebuke scheme 
occurs in 86 with vv. 1-6, 7-10 and 11-13 as the three pans: 'A - It IS 
marvellous to live next to Novius, B - but I never see Novius, C - one of us 
must move, only those not wishing to see Novius must live next to him!' In 82 
admonition is expressed in vv. 1-3, explanation in vv. 4-6, warning in vv. 7-8 
and rebuke in vv. 9-11. 

d. Admonitions offer us three examples in 35, 64 and 104. They are close 
to the pattern of the Catullan count your blessings+avoid excess. So 35 
urges Cornelius not to object to obscene epigrams when this is their role and since 
public festivals like Floralia find value in structured prurience; then in vv. 12-15 
tolerance is urged, for an epigram castrated is no more meaningful than a castrated 
Priapus. In 64 the first 2 lines list Fabulla's blessings and the last two warn her 
against the excess of vanity which could negate them. In the longer 104 honouring 
Domitian's circus beasts for clemency due to obedience to him, the count your 
blessings covers vv. 1-20. The avoid excess segment is a veiled hint to 
radicals who want no princeps (vv. 21-22). 

The remaining four poems are harder to classify. Poem 7 on the poet Stella 
and his calumba suggests a vow with the sequence of vow (vv. 1 and 3), 
condition (v. 2), omen (vv. 4-5) . Possibly 99 is a curse, but a wish seems 
more likely. The order of parts is explanation (vv. 1-15), question (v. 16), 
answer (v. 17), and prayer (v. 18). In the case of 69 and 102 they appear 
to be insults of the type of Catullus 58 containing only a denial of status 
where the vocative or the subject's mention constitues the abuse or misuse. In 
the case of 69 I share the view of HowELL30 that this is the same Maximus as in 7, 
and concur with SYME's31 conclusion that Maximus comes from Verona like 
Catullus. In this event some insult to Canius regarding Tarentine ways may be 
intended here as with Egnatius and Celtiberian ways in Catullus 3 7 and 39. With 
102 L ycoris is clearly abused, and the den i a I of status may criticise not just the 
painting but also any who love her as agentes non uenuste sed pingui Minerva . 
This would also be implied if she had a real painting of a stout Venus suggestive 
of RuBENs' style. 

Let us now tabulate these poems giving outer and inner layers of meaning 
and apotropaic intent. 

Poem 

1 

7 

17 

Outer information layer 

Here are my popular witty poems . 

My Stella's 'Dove' surpasses Catul
lus; as doves outclass sparrows, 
I vow! 

Titus says law is a good business: 
Martial retorts so is farming. 

30 HowELL, op. cit., p. 265. 

Inner apotropaic layer 

'Surely none delays to buy them! 

As Stella keeps me too, let not 
Catullus overshadow me!' 

'Let me not be driven from my 
poetry by mean rich patrons! ' 

31 R. SYME, C. Vibius Maximus, Prefect of Egypt, Historia, Vol. VI, 1957, pp . 485f. (=In., 
Roman Papers, Oxford, 1979, Vol. I, pp . 353-360). 
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Poem 

27 

35 

41 

52 

54 

64 

69 

72 

82 
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Outer information layer 

When drunk I invited Procillus to 
dine. Dislike being held to this. 

Cornelius objects to obscenity: it 
has its role. Wrong to castrate 
Priapus. 

Caecilius' attempt with wit puts 
him on huckster level, making 
him sub-human. 

I give up my poems to Quintianus 
to adjudge noxialliability. If he 
declares them manumitted, the 
plagiarist will abandon his claim 
after the assertio. 32 

Fuscus should make room for new 
friends capable of loyalty: I 
promise it. 

Fabulla has many fine qualities 
except when she spoils them by 
boasting. 

Tarentum no longer displays 
laughing Pan, but Canius in
stead, Maximus, receives the 
reverence. 

Fidentinus thinks he is a poet if 
he recites my work. By this ar
gument a bald man with a wig 
has hair! 

Regulus' portico would not col
lapse till he had left. One can
not disbelieve in Gods. 

Inner apotropaic layer 

'Preserve us from those who can 
exploit the secrets of Bacchus!' 

'Pray no censorious fool forbid 
apotropaic rituals!' 

'Let not vanity raise up fools to 
demean true wit!' 

'Surely no plagiarist escapes the 
ancient penalties due to per
jurers!' 

'Surely none rejects a loyal heart 
for friend?' 

'Pray vanity never ruin the good
ness of the good!' 

'Stoics do not confuse seemingly 
identical twins !'33 

'Let no man who cheats have credit 
of stolen work!' 

'Let Regulus fear the judgment of 
heaven, and may this loss save 
him from worse!' 

32 The suggestion that the supposed slaves are to be surrendered to the plagiarist for noxial 
liability in claiming they are not his, and thus doing him damage, as well as for running 
away, is my own proposal. Clearly Martial wishes Quintianus to wimess that they were 
already manumitted by their true owner Martial before they were seized by the plagiarist. 
On a book as a servus, see HOWELL's note p . 229. See further ALAN WATSON, The Law 
of Persons in the Later Roman Republic, Oxford, 1967, Chapters 15 and 16. 

33 This problem was grave for a Zenonian traditional Stoic. A clear visual presentation received 
by a calm observer and thoroughly scrutinised must give knowledge, yet two identical twins 
could give false opinions after the closest scrutiny in communities where only one was 
known. For Panaetius there is no problem: the inappropriate conduct of the strange twin 
would check the pleasurable reaction which should accompany a valid perception, thus 
sounding a warning! 

Poem 

86 

94 

99 

102 

104 

106 

109 

115 

117 
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Outer information layer 

If you want to see Novius, do not 
be his neighbour, live far away! 

Aegle sang badly when she had 
intercourse; now her song is 
good, but do not kiss her! 

Calenus was generous; now he is 
rich and mean and starves him
self. His enemies wish him 
greater wealth. 

Lycoris, your painter of stout 
Venus flattered thick-witted 
Minerva in his picture. 

The beasts of the arena are marvel
lously gentle at due command. 
Clemency is not gained by 
practice: lions know whom they 
serve! 
(i.e. they are Caesar's beasts). 

Rufus, why abstain from wine 
when sex is refused? Drink up! 
You have to sleep . 

Publius' pup Issa is obedient, alert 
and totally house-trained. Her 
portrait is so like her one cannot 
tell the difference. 35 

"Procillus, be jealous! A blond girl 
is after me, but I want a dark 
one. Don't talk of suicide: you'll 
live!" 

"Lupercus, you ask for my books. 
Less trouble to buy, but you 
don't think them worth it." 

Inner apotropaic layer 

'Let no man believe that mere 
proximity gives knowledge!' 

'Let no worse evil fall when we 
cure a lesser!' 

'May I have no greater fortune 
than I can bear!' 

'Let none confuse love with 
folly!' 34 

'Pray that none think mercy is in
nate or is learnt when it is our 
obedience to heaven!' 

'Let no man resist one passion 
merely to enjoy another one!' 

'Let not the poor dog be abolished 
by a perfect portrait!' 

'Let no man commit suicide in a 
jealous pique!' 

'Pray never seek things you give 
no value!' 

34 The problem of accurate and inaccurate perception (katalepsis) as a test for truth is explained 
in Diogenes Laertius VII, 46. Pingui Minerva or crassa Minerva is an idiom for stupidity: 
so a fat 'Rubensesque' Venus with an ugly face might be taken as a 'fat Minerva' . There may 
be an attack on Lycoris' sexuality rather than her painting implied. If we take Venus as 
in I, 90, 8 then her vagina may be compared to Minerva's shuttle! 

35 On Zenonian terms if Dion becomes lame like Theon (SVF [Chtysippus) II, 153, pp. 
45, 13-46, 26) he would abolish Theon if the resemblance was perfect enough. If you 
cannot tell Issa from the painting, Issa has been abolished by the picture which becomes 
her real self. OscAR WILDE used this notion for his novel 'The Picture of Dorian Gray' . 
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It will be seen that these hendecasyllables when viewed on two layers rather 
resemble an Indian beast fable from the 'Hitopadesa' or 'Pancatantra' where 
a brief story about talking animals is followed by a verse couplet giving the moral. 
The general tone of the apotropaic layer suggests a somewhat eclectic or perhaps 
Panaetian Stoicism which we shall discuss further in relation to Martial's philoso
phical contacts. However, whilst Catullus' poems show personal apotropaic 
aims, Martial appears to exhibit more general and universal ethical hopes, except 
in 1, 7, 17, 69 and 82. 

Now admittedly the tabulations above are consistent, yet a dissident reader 
might object to the lack of justification for the grid of wishes, insults and the rest, 
and might also wonder if the scazon had layers beyond outer and inner morbus 
or whether the hendecasyllable could be peeled further like an onion or artichoke 
to reveal more inside the outer information and the apotropaic layer immediately 
below it. Some further layers will be considered later, but the only defence of the 
grid is that it follows the usual types of non-descriptive daily utterances. 
However, further justification of our first steps in layer separation may come 
from returning to consider the Arval hymn. 

The scazon in Latin may well represent a reconciliation between the Greek 
quantitative Hipponactic and my assumed Latin acatalectic accentual Saturnian. 36 

This line is deemed to have several possible types, each occuring in a half line or 
Saturnian colon: 

I(a) Numerus: ~X~ X~ x: aduocapit c6nctos: 3 stress trochees 
I(b) NumerusArvalis:~ x ~ x x ~ x:enosLasesiuuate:troch.+dact.+troch. 

From these primary forms we obtain resolved and catalectic lines which occur in 
the fragments of Livius and Naevius and Saturnian epitaphs. 

II(a) Quintarius Numerus: ~X~ X~= aide meretod: catalectic numerus. 
II(b) Versus Arvalis Reversus: ~ x x ~ x ~ x: igitur dem(um) Ulixi: dact.+ 

troch. +troch. 

A complete Saturnian verse on my theory comprises two such accentual cola. 
Examples sometimes show numerus in each (N + N), but more often numerus is 
in the second colon, and quintarius numerus is confined to that colon. Numerus 
arvalis and versus arvalis revers us are confined to the first colon. 37 If we scan 
Catullus 60 accentually as V AR + N with a pause replacing the fourth syllable of 
the numerus we get a pattern like Hipponactic if we have an arbitrary word break 
after syllable seven of the verse and accent the next syllable as a separate word. 
The third verse is best. 

m(tm te lea¢na m(mti : br:es Libys - tfms 
a{t.t Scylla /4trans fnfim(a) : fnguinr:em - p4rte 
t4m mente d{t.ra pr?>cre : 4uit 4c - ta¢tra 

The first and second lines need arbitrary dynamic stresses at times. 38 

36 TANNER, op. cit., pp. 214-215 and 220. 
37 TANNER, op. cit., p. 218. 38 TANNER, op. cit., p . 214. 
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Though the availability of this Saturnian acatalectic may have led the first 
Roman adaptors of Scazon to seek to give its effect in the quantitative Hip
ponactic lines by postulating prolongation of the penultimate arsis as in Greek 
iambic catalexis39 but with final trochee instead of iambus, the preponderant 
Latin use of initial monosyllable or dissyllable is needed to render such bifocal 
scansion possible. 

On this view the Latin scazon would have inherited the lapidary laconic tone 
of the 'Scipio epitaphs', whilst the break in delivery would encourage the placing 
of the paradox or inner morbus at the end of the last line. 40 

Despite my previous view of the hendecasyllable, 41 I now believe the Phal
aecian to have been blended with a native Italic verse by the same device as 
that used in reconciling Hipponactic with Saturnian - the introduction of 
pauses where the missing syllables of the Italic metre would have occured . 
In the case of the hendecasyllable the tripudium, a stress dactyl measure, is 
proposed as the native metre suggested by the Phalaecian to Roman listeners and 
therefore assimilated to it to permit a bifocal scansion. 

The tripudium occurs in the Arval hymn and is produced as a kind of waltz
type dance accompaniment or goose-step march rhythm:* x x. As initial stress in 
Italic and early Latin itself is required to produce capio but accipio and tremunt in 
place of tremonti, it follows that in the first period all trisyllabic words would be 
uttered as stress dactyls. So originally men scanned iuuato not as a stress amphi
brach but as a stress dactyl iuuato, similarly triumpe rather than triumpe. The 
latter word offers us a tripudium verse of five feet in the Arval hymn text; 
entailing fifteen syllables. 

Trfumpe trfumpe trfumpe trfumpe trfumpe 
~XX ~XX ~XX ~XX ~XX 

With internal catalexis produced by rest pauses we have the Praenestine: 

MJnios m¢d FhefhJked N~masi9-i 
~xx ~:x ~x:~xx ~:x 

A reduction from two to one complete dactyl reduces the verse from twelve to 
eleven syllables, and if the second dactyl is the complete one, it looks just like 
a stress Phalaecian: 

Vjva- mr:es mea L¢sbi '#qu' a - m¢mus 
~X: ~XX ~X 

Catullus does not always have coincidence of tripudium ictus with his pentultimate 
law word stresses, but in the key lines of 5 he does! 

39 W. W. GooDWIN, A Greek Grammar, London, 1894, p . 354, par. 1640(2). 
40 E.g., epigrams I, 10 tussit; 66, debet; 77, pallet; 89, laudes; 96, nomen; 113, nugis . 
41 TANNER, op. cit., pp. 220-222. 
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N(>x est p¢rpetu' {ma d(>rmi ~nda. 

~ : X ~ X X ~ X : ~ X ~ X: 

a{tt ne qufs malus j'nui - #re p(>ssit, 
~:x ~XX ~x: ~x:~x: 

The tripudium metre is here linked with a dance step, making and owning, and 
physical love. But the common feature is that all these examples are powerfully 
apotropaic. The Arval hymn to repel lues and rues from field and fold has this 
metre at its climax, the brooch inscription is to repel thieves, whilst the end of 
Catullus 5 is a spell to repel the evil eye. 

Thus our first two metres show both a content analysis and a proposed 
history consistent with their suggested functions. 

V. Content and Elegy: Martial I and Catullus 

Catullus offers us some fifty-five epigrams in the elegiac distich if we exclude 
66, the Coma Berenices version, as a longer poem. Against this Martial includes 
no fewer than eighty-seven examples in Book I. The elegiac was, of course, the 
original and traditional Greek metre for any epigram, whether epitaph or 
dedication. 42 

In our literary epigram texts the elegiac pieces are very palpably messages 
addressed to some named recipient. However, in the Catullan collection Poem 66 
on the Lock of Berenice is a narrative piece parallel with its rich allusions to the 
longer hexameter Poem 64, the Marriage of Peleus and Thetis. Again, in the 
other longer elegy 67 the dialogue held between the poet and the door of his 
friend Caecilius' house in Verona has features in common with the dialogue of 
youths and maidens in the hexameter epithalamion 62 . These apart, the rest may 
be regarded as elegiac epigrams in the sense found also in Martial. Consolation or 
indeed lamentation are evident in 65, 68, 73, 96, 101 and 102. We find regret with 
rebuke in 70, 72, 75, 77, 83, 85, 87, 91, 99, 104. Joyful expectation appears in 92, 
95, 107 and 109. Again, abuse occurs in 69, 71, 74, 78, 79, 80, 86, 88, 89, 93, 94, 
97, 98, 105, 106, 108, 111, 112, 114, 115 and 116. Prayers appear in 76, 90 and 
100: warnings in 81, 82 , 103, 110 and 113, whilst there are evident jests in 84. 

The primary Greek use of elegiac epigram is in epitaph or in acts of de
dication. The finest instance of the former is 'Simonides' Epitaph' on the Spartan 
dead at Thermopylae: (Anthologia Lyrica Graeca [DIEHL] II, 121). 

d) T;Eiv', ayyfi ... AELV ~aKEOOLf..lOVLOL<; OLL 'tfiOE 
KELf..lE8a, 'tOL<; KELVWV Qi}f..laOL :rtEL80f..lEVOL. 

"Go, stranger, tell the Spartans, here 
Obedient to their laws, we lie!" 

• 2 Infra, pp . 28-29. 
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An excellent case of the second dedicatory use is C.I.A. iv (1) , p. 41 quoted by 
Thucydides at VI 54, and inscribed on an altar in the agora: 

Mvf]f.!a 1:60E ~<; UQXii<; llELo(o'tQa'to<; 'I:n::n:(ou ina<; 
8f]KEV 'A:n:6AAWVO<; llu8(ou Ev 'tEf..lEVEL 

"This stone in token of his rule the son of Hippias set 
In Pytho's lord, Apollo's , shrine: his name Pisistratus." 

These instances illustrate that unlike the hendecasyllable, whose role seems 
a pot r o p a i c, the function of the elegiac distich is better described as a p o
deictic . Implicit also is an exhortation. The first epigram aims to inspire an 
emulating valour in its reader, the second to induce other men to commemorate 
their public office by recording their thanks to the gods. Thus in the wider range 
of activities recorded in literary elegiac epigram we should expect the poems to 
be protreptic of a human reaction rather than apotropaic of divine response . Let 
us analyse the first and last of the examples listed in each of the brackets above 
to determine how far this insight in confirmed. 
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Poem 

65 

102 

70 

104 

92 

Outer Apodeictic Layer 

Poet tells Ortalus that his grief 
for his brother precludes or
iginal poetry. Yet he sends 
a versiOn from Greek of 
Callimachus m appreciation 
of condolences he will ever 
value. 

Never fear, I shall keep your 
secret safe, Cornelius; as Har
pocrates does. 

Lesbia says no man but me for 
her. Women's vows are swept 
away at once! 

Lesbia, you believe I maligned 
you. I couldn't, and if I could 
I shouldn't love you so madly. 
But you are doing the most 
dreadful things with Tappo. 

Lesbia reviles me, but I think she 
loves me. I denounce her con
stantly, yet I love her desper
ately. 

Inner Protreptic Layer 

'May I put my duty to my loyal 
friends before my grief.' 

'May the gods punish me if I 
betray Cornelius! ' 

'Please come back, Lesbia! All is 
forgiven! ' 

' I am not criticising you, but 
please stop that!' 

'I hope Terence is right about 
lovers' quarrels!' - "renewal 
of love ?"43 

43 Terence, Andria, v. 555: amantium irae amoris integratiost. 
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Poem 

109 

69 

116 

76 

100 

81 

113 

84 

R. G. TANNER 

Outer Apodeictic Layer 

You promise me delightful love 
for ever. Y e gods, help her to 
keep her promise so that we 
may keep this pledge of loyalty 
all our days! 

Rufus, though you give presents, 
no woman will sleep with you. 
They all know of your goatish 
body odor. Do something 
about it, or don't blame them!' 

I once thought of placating you 
with a version of Callimachus, 
Gellius. I see it was a silly idea. 
I shall avoid your shafts and 
run you through!' 

Ye gods, I have lived a good life. 
Pray cure me of this mad pas
siOn. 

Quintius wants the sister, Cael
lius wants the brother. I wish 
Caelius luck because of his past 
friendship. 

luventius,. how dare you prefer 
that sad sack from Pisaurum to 

me? Don't you know what a 
crime you are committing? 

Maecilia had two adulterers in 
Pompeys' first consulship, 
Cinna. Now she still has them 
in his second, plus a whole 
thousand. Adultery sprouts 
fast! 

Inner Protreptic Layer 

'If only it could be all secure and 
lasting with her!' 

'Rufus, you are a dirty scum 
undeserving of love! Give up!' 

'Gellius, you are not worth a 
reconciliation, merely abolit-
ion.' 

'Let me escape a passion too great 
to bear.' 

'Grant Caelius the JOY he de-
serves!' 

'I shall write nasty poems about 
you if you reject me.' 

'Beware the triumvirate! It mul
tiplied all kinds of wicked-
ness.'44 

Arrius aspirated everything. We 'Deride such poseurs!' 
were relieved when he was 
posted abroad. Alas, 'ham-
bush' is not enough: now we 
sail the 'Hadriatic' ! 

4 4 For a different view, see QuiNN, Catullus: the Poems, pp. 451-453. Though I find PLEIT
NER's Mucilla a tempting reading which would suit my case, the point to me is an attack on 
the Triumvirate for destroying Rome's political and moral fibre as well as the lady whose 
morals decayed with the city, and the further identification of the two lovers with Ca.esar 
and Pompey is not essential. See also C.]. FoRDYCE, Catullus, Oxford, 1961, p . 400 for a 
helpful discussion. 
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From the above samples of the use of elegy in various protreptic genres it is 
clear that a tabulation of all the elegiac pieces in Martial, Book I would prove a 
useful test of the method. 

Poem 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

18 

Outer Apodeictic Layer 

Decianus is praised as a moderate 
Stoic. A death like Thrasea's is 
showy and cheap! 

Cotta is told he cannot be a good 
fellow and a great man. Good 
chaps are petty! 

Sextilianus chided with excessive 
drinking. Unless he drank neat 
wme, his demands would ex
haust the water-carrier's sup
plies. 

Regulus' narrow escape from his 
falling portico. This accident 
proves that provident gods exist. 

Arria set Paetus an example in 
Stoic suicide: her only grief was 
the need to do so. 

Caesar's lion spares hares in the 
arena: in this ·he copies his 
master. 

Julius Martial chided for still 
working hard at sixty. Let him 
at once start enjoying life! 

Some of my poems here are good, 
some fair, most bad. A book 
is not otherwise made, Avitus. 

for 
rough 
deserve 

Tucca rebuked 
Falernian with 
guests may 
Falernian doesn't. 

blending 
red. His 

death; 

Inner Protreptic Layer 

'Philosophers should support the 
Principate!'45 

'To be great, do not seek cosy 
popularity!' 

'Practice temperance - a maJOr 
Stoic virtue!' 

'Let Regulus honour the gods!' 

'Consider radical Stoic rebels weak
er than women !'45 

'Domitian, continue practising 
clemency!' 

'Self preservation must precede care 
for others! RELAX!'46 

'Like other external things all 
poems are valuable, worthless 
or else indifferent. Choose them 
on that principle!'47 

'Do not abuse the Stoic doctrine 
of total mixture!'48 

45 Cf. Tacitus, Agricola, 42: sciant . .. . . . inclaruerunt. 
46 On the two primary impulses of self-regard and care for others, see Cicero, de finibus, III, 

16f. 
47 Aulus Gellius (Noctes Atticae XII, 5, 7) offers a straightforward simple definition of the 

three, Cicero (Academica I, 36) expounds the Stoic method of choice. 
48 Diogenes Laertius VII, 151. For a full discussion of Stoic 'total mixture' theory see S. 

SAMBURSKY, Physics of the Stoics, London, 1959, pp . 11-20. 
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Poem 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

R. G. TANNER 

Outer Apodeictic Layer 

Aelia can cough in safety. Her 
last bout dislodged her last teeth! 

Caecilianus rebuked for gluttony 
and rudeness. Let him like 
Claudius be poisoned by his 
greed for mushrooms! 

Mucius' right hand missed Porsena, 
but its very burning achieved 
more than its act could have. 

Because lions disdain to eat hares, 
Dacian boys are safe from 
Caesar. 

Martial surprised at no dinner 
invitations from Cotta. As Cotta 
always bathes with his guests, he 
must find Martial's nudity dis
pleasing. 

Don't trust appearances, Decianus. 
That man with a fierce scowl 
who praises old time virtues 
became another man's bride 
yesterday! 

Faustinus, publish now! Fame is 
useless to you once you are dead. 

Sextilianus drinks too much, and 
always the best wine. After ten 
cups cheap flagons would do as 
well! 

Inner Protreptic Layer 

'If you play for excess sympathy, 
pay the price!' 

'A greedy man must see that he 
cuts himself off from the mutual 
affection proper to human kind. 
STOP!' 

'Win by constancy and by apa
theia, not by violence!' 

'Domitian, see your troops do not 
treat Dacian youth like Batavian 
boys!'49 

'Beware men who use their enter
taining for their seductions !'50 

'Beware of radical Stoic who fulfils 
every sex whim like Greek 
cynics!'49 

'A void the obsession with post
humous fame!' 

'No external good is valuable un
less it is wisely assessed!'51 

49 Promiscuity was approved, whether hetero- or homosexual, by the Cynics. (Sextus Em
piricus, Pyrrh. hypotyp. III, 200). Zeno held that wise men might love boys of promise 
(Diog. Laert. VII, 129). But a disgraceful conscription of Batavian adolescents for immoral 
purposes caused the revolt of A.D. 70 as described by Tacitus (Hist. IV, 14) and was still 
well remembered. 

so This raises the issue of amphiboly, discussed on p. 2665 infra. Some words have two quite 
different meanings although they are homonyms. Sentences can also express two meanings 
as part of the providence of Nature. But ambiguous acts are as much part of nature as 
amphibolic utterances, and the Stoic must be equally careful to choose the right inter
pretation of these. 

5 1 On this process see Stobaeus, Eclogae II, 154f., p. 84 WACHSMUTH. A very useful dis
cussion is found in a chapter in: Problems in Stoicism (ed. A. A. LONG), London, 1971: 
I. G. Kmn, Stoic Intermediates and the End for Man, pp. 150- 172. 
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Poem 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

36 

37 

38 

39 

Outer Apodeictic Layer 

Acerra never reeks of last night's 
grog; always at it still at dawn! 

Fidentinus, if you must recite 
poems as your own, then buy 
them! 

Diaulus was a doctor: now he is 
an undertaker. He still lays 
patients out! 

Apollo, grant Encolpos' vow soon, 
so he and Pudens may enjoy 
loving sex. 

I dislike you, Sabidius, but I can
not say why. I just don't like 
you. 

Gellia mourns her father only in 
public: this is not grief. 

Lesbia, you like your adultery 
being watched. Learn from the 
whores: they are more modest! 

If Lucanus and Tullus had to be 
as Castor and Pollux, the first 
to die would insist his brother 
keep all the life allotted both. 

Bassus, you use a gold chamberpot, 
but a glass cup. I see what you 
really value! 

Fidentinus recites the poet's work 
so ill that it becomes his own. 

If I say there are any learned, 
good and honourable friends 
left, I must mean Decianus. 

Inner Protreptic Layer 

'Do not apply Stoic continuum 
theory to your drinking!'52 

'Attest the sensory presentation 
you offer!'53 

'Express amphiboly in utterance, 
not in actions!'50 

'Encourage the wise to love youths 
of promise!'54 

'Avoid hegemonic ptoia due to 
disagreeable people!'55 

'Do not simulate feelings! ' 

'Public copulation is an offensive 
Cynic practice to be avoided!'49 

'True friends should be as one soul 
shared between two bodies. But 
self-preservation is a precondi
tion of love!'46 

'Learn to distinguish things with
out value from those with 
value!'51 

'F. has acquired poems by usucapio 
rather than emptio . Beware of 
the doctrine of oikeiosis ( assim
ilation !'54 

'Decianus ts an advanced Stoic 
proficient. Let him become soon 
sapient!' 

5 2 On the notion of the Cosmos as a physical finite continuum, see S. SAMBURSKY, op. cit. , 
pp. 1- 20. 

53 Cicero, Academica, II, 37f. On this whole matter of assimilation and appropriation see in 
LoNG, op. cit. the study by S. G. PEMBROKE, Oikeiosis, pp. 114- 149. 

54 Diog. Laert. , VII, 129. 
55 SVF (Chrysippus) III, 378, p. 92, 13 and 476, p. 127, 30. On the possibility of using suicide 

for such avoidance see Plutarch, De Stoicorum repugnantiis 1042 D and J. M. R.IsT, Stoic 
Philosophy, Cambridge, 1967, pp. 233- 255. 
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Poem 

70 

71 

73 

74 

75 

76 

78 

79 

80 

81 

83 

Outer Apodeictic Layer 

Martial tells his book to visit 
Proculus on his behalf: an author 
has no time for levees! 

I've drunk the health of all the 
whores, but none has called. 
Sleep, you come instead! 

None wished to have your wife 
casually, Caecilianus. Now you 
guard her there are queues of 
adulterers. Clever fellow! 

Paula, you could have denied he 
was your adulterer. Now he's 
your husband, you can't! 

He who gives Linus half rather than 
lend him all he asks prefers to 
lose only half! 

Flaccus is urged to renounce the 
charms of poetry to practise at 
the Bar. 

Festus committed suicide in the 
Stoic way when afflicted by 
cancer. Unlike Cato, he did so 
while Caesar's friend! 

Attalus is a compulsive worker. 
Then let him work himself to 
death! 

Canus begging for a dole was slain 
by the shock of success. 

You know you were born of a slave, 
Sosibianus, because you call 
your father 'Sir'! 

Your puppy licks your mouth, 
Manneia: but dogs like eating 
bits of dung! 

Inner Protreptic Layer 

'Social calls are indifferent acts in 
Stoic terms and at best inter
mediate duties !'63 

'Alcohol can encourage acts to be 
appropriate as well as intemper
ate.' 

'Appetitive passions arise from the 
appearance of value, not from its 
substance. '51 

'The character of inhonesta is not 
reversed by changing the cir
cumstances to make it utile in 
appearance!'62 

Martial lines up with Antipater 
agamst Diogenes (Off. III) . 
'Give rather than invest!' 6 4 

'The good Stoic should practise 
appropriate intermediate du
ties. ' 63 

'Suicide is a way to preserve the 
hegemonikon from death in the 
grip of agony, not a mere polit
ical exhibition !'45 

'Pathos does not merely result from 
hegemonic ptoia: it causes it to 
increase, and can break up the 
psyche. '55 

'The shock of joy is a peaceful 
release for a wretched beggar.'45 

'Providence often leads us to ap
propriate amphibolies !'50 

'As Plato saw, the dog is a philo
sophical animal!'65 

63 On perfect and intermediate duties in Stoicism, see Stobaeus, Eclogue II, 158, p. 85 WACHS

MUTH. Here I. G. Kmo, op. cit. is again very helpful. 
64 Cicero, Off. III, 12, 49-13, 57. 
65 Plato, Rep . 375d10-376bl. 

Poem 

85 

87 

88 

90 

91 

92 

93 

95 

97 

98 

100 

101 
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Outer Apodeictic Layer 

Marius' auctioneer made a bad joke 
against the property: it failed 
to sell, for the buyers falsely 
thought it unhealthy. 

Fescennia, breath sweeteners do 
not take away the stench of 
alcohol. Admit you're drunk! 

Martial asks his dead boy slave 
Alcimus to accept sharing poet's 
woodland tomb. 

An attack on Bassa, whose female 
escort indicates not chastity but 
active and constant Lesbianism! 

Laelius, you criticise my verse but 
do not publish your own! 

Mamurianus, since you are so poor 
leave Cestos alone, otherwise I'll 
deal with you! 

Fabricius and Aquinus are dead 
and were buried together - a 
rare military friendship! 

Aelius, you never make a noise for 
nothing. You take pay to shut up 
in court! • 

When all are shouting, Naevolus, 
you speak. Now all are silent: 
say something! 

Flaccus, Diodorus who had gout is 
litigating, but wont't pay his 
counsel. Gout in the hand? 

Afra has breasts and sugar-daddies . 
Call her great-grandma of her 
sugar-daddies, but of 'mummies' 
the biggest breast! 

Demetrius his young copyist was 
manumitted on his death bed. 

Inner Protreptic Layer 

An example of behaviour stig
matised by Diogenes of Babylon 
(Off., III, xiii, 53). 64 

'Do not try to obscure a true 
presentation !'53 

'Sharing all with those we love is 
appropriate. ' 46 

'Behaviour not in harmony with 
nature is to be stigmatised. '60 

'Laelius incurs Antipater's censure 
on non-disclosure. ' 64 

'Do not appropriate from others 
the things you cannot afford to 
pay for!' 

'Stoic friendship treats our friends 
as ourselves.'46 

'Disdain inappropriate acts done 
for gain!' 

'Contemn irrelevant acts done for 
cowardice !'66 

'Meanness and broken pledge in
dicate flutter in the hegemoni
kon. ' 55 

'Afra practises prostitution at an 
inappropriate age and uses inap
propriate terms. '66 

'Slavery in law is a thing indifferent 
to Stoics. '63 

66 A useful list of pathe or inappropriate moral states caused by ptoia of the hegemonikon is 
found, together with the list of corresponding eupatheiai of a wise man practising apatheia, 
in Diogenes Laertius VII, 110-116. 
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Poem 

103 

105 

107 

108 

110 

111 

112 

114 

116 

118 

R. G. TANNER 

Outer Apodeictic Layer 

Rebuke to Scaevola, whom the 
gods enriched but lives self
ishly - a cheat deceiving heav
en. 

Ovidius, with age Nomentan wine 
loses its bitterness and is equal 
to any. 

If you want great poetry, Lucius 
Julius , give me the sponsored 
leisure Virgil had! 

Gallus , I live on the wrong side 
for . paying calls: let my book 
call instead while I dine! 

Velox, you complain I write long 
epigrams. Yours do not exist, 
so I admit they are shorter. 

Regulus, your learning and piety 
are known. Why not give you 
incense and a book! 

When I did not know you, Priscus, 
I called you 'patron'. Now you 
are just an old has-been! 

Faustinus, this garden nearby holds 
Antulla's grave: let it be kept 
holy! 

Faenius laid Antulla here. Let none 
buy the place! 

He who is not glutted by 100 epi
grams, Caecilianus, can never 
get vice enough! 

Inner Protreptic Layer 

'Do not neglect second primary 
impulse - concern for others. ' 46 

'Age improves quality, as early Stoa 
thought about leadership by 
elderly. ' 67 

Duties of the great to art. 

'Salutation is an intermediate duty: 
self-preservation is a primary 
impulse!'46 

'Total disclosure is obligatory' 
Anti pater. 64 

Symbols of homonymy. 50 

'A meaningful amphibolic lexis!' 50 

'This monument fits the nature of 
the dead.' 

'Enslave not the dead!' 

'You are obsessed by all the 
pathe!'55 

Readers will remark the absence of poems 2-6 from this elegiac analysis. It 
is to be noted that the first six poems form two groups of three making up virtual 
satirical dialogues. Thus the hendecasyllabic piece 1 is spoken by the book to the 
reader, the elegiac poem 2 is spoken by Martial to the reader, and poem 3 by Martial 
to the book. Again, as all editors note, after Martial addresses Domitian in the 
elegiac 4 a threat reply is put into the Emperor's mouth in 5. However, it is not 
generally seen that 6 is a reply praising the Emperor's mercy as resembling that of 
Jove in order to deprecate any imperial anger at Martial's work. If these poems are 

67 This radical Stoic view is exemplified in the equatorial island 'Sun State' of Iambulus, which 
he placed east of Africa as described in Diodorus Siculus, II, 55-60. 
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rightly viewed in this way, such an interpretation makes them unlike the other 
groups of epigrams in Book I and to me argues their later insertion when the book 
was reissued. On this view a similar attitude to the Preface as also an afterthought 
would seem justified as well. 

On this avowal it will be clear that I share CrTRONr's view6B that Book I 
had at least a second edition, though I am not sure that I, 1 shows the book 
was to provide an opening to the corpus of his epigrams. For on the nature of 
this second edition I agree with nineteenth century theory of STOBBE, 69 namely 
that it was constituted by a simultaneous publication of Books I and II. However, 
I regard this as comprising a re-issue of a revised Book I and an original edition 
of Book II. It is also evident that my presumed original edition beginning at the 
present poem 7 could not have contained more than 112 epigrams . Now Book III 
sent down from Cisalpine Gaul contained an exact century of epigrams , and I am 
therefore disposed to believe that I, 118 implies that it was the original I, 101 and 
that to effect the present structure of Book I seven poems were hastily filched from 
the draft of Book II where they originally stood and that the present II, 93 was 
originally II , 100 in the unpublished draft. If this be so, then Regulus' question sug
gests the dedication of Book II was to him. In this event I, 111 would have stood in 
the draft as II, 2 and I, 12 and I, 82 would most naturally have been part of the 
original Book II. Again, another bookseller, a third, comes rather ill in Book I, and 
the enquiry for early works could only be anticipated after the success of Book I. 
So I, 113 is a good candidate for the transfer list from Book II. To this list we might 
speculatively add the rebuke of Lucius Julius who wanted 'great' poetry in I, 107 
and that of V elox who echoed the Hellenistic objection to elegiac epigrams longer 
than three distichs in I , 110. Then, if we regard I, 44 as referring to two books rather 
than two broadsheets, we have a further likely piece from the first draft of Book II. 
Apart from these one might anticipate four other pieces from earlier published 
libelli or broadsheets were pressed into service. I , 116 and 114 about Antulla sort 
oddly with I, 115 and 118 and would have made an elegant broadsheet of con
dolence. It is really impossible to speculate over the other two presumed additions, 
but it is clearly possible to explain on various grounds why fifteen of the present 
poems in the corpus of Book I might not be original to it. 

Now we may well ask about the original beginning of the first edition of Book 
I. It is significant that the poet's Stoic friend Decianus of Emerita is mentioned in 
Book I alone, with the two exceptions of the Preface to Book II and a little Poem II, 
5 regretting he is always out when Martial calls. All the references to his moderate 
Stoicism are in Book I. My interpretation of this situation is that the present Preface 
of Book II was the original Preface of Book I. When this was replaced in the second 
edition by a new preface justifying the poet against his moral critics and six poems 
of advertisement and self-exculpation to Domitian as Censor, the original was 
transferred to the new Book II. Of course II, 5 was original to that book and 

68 MARIO CITRON!, M. Valerii Martialis Epigrammaton Liber Primus, Biblioteca di Studi 
Superiori, Filol. Lat., Vol. LXI, Florence, 1975, pp. ix-xxi. 

69 H. F. Stobbe, Die Gedichte Martials. Eine chronologische Untersuchung, Philologus , Vol. 
XXVI , 1867, pp. 62f. 
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justified in a humorous way the choice of a different recipient for the next volume -
on my theory originally Regulus. Now that Decianus is the present recipient the 
absence of any other reference to him reads somewhat oddly. But the crucial point 
is that by postulating Decianus as the man to whom the original edition of Book I 
was addressed I make my detection of an inner layer of Stoic implication in these 
poems less a neurotic obsession deriving from my present main scholarly preoc
cupation and more a possible evidence of urbane and delicate courtesy in the tribute 
of the philosopher's poet friend. 

If my theory is allowed a place for the sake of argument, it will not be neces
sary to displace I, 7 as the new I, 1 now answering elegantly to the changed 
dedication as Catullus 2 does to his dedication to Nepos. Again, the value of the 
friendship of Lucius Arruntius Stella, the man who gave Games in honour of the 
triumph of Domitian over the Chatti, can hardly be underestimated for a poet who 
needed the support of his Caesar and Censor. Without questioning GrAN
GRANDE's70 brilliant exposition of the passer/calumba 'double entendre', for 
Martial his friend's book must be declared greater than Catullus' volume, not 
merely on the possibly true ground of length, but because Stella was the friend 
of a Caesar and Catullus had been a foe of the first Caesar, yet was an inevitable 
model as the pioneer major epigrammatist in Latin. 

This section should probably be concluded with a return to my own ec
centric metrical theories, for on my view it was not merely the Greek elegiac (and 
before it the hexameter) that provided an apodeictic metre, but also the epigraphic 
Saturnian. 71 Further there seem to have been efforts to assimilate and relate the 
two so as to permit the same kind of bifocal scansion of Latin elegiacs as I have 
postulated for Latin Hipponactic and Phalaecian verse, giving verse readable as at 
once both quantitative elegy and stress Saturnian. This is finely embodied in the 
last of the Scipionic epitaphs, C.I.L., P, 15. The elegiac scansion is clear: 

virtutis ginerjs mieis 

pr9giniim ginui 
m,f,ior(um) 9ptinui laud(em)i;t 

laitenti;r: sdrpim .. 

m9ribus ~ccumul,f,vi 
f,f,cta patris pitiei 
stbei m(e)tsse cre,f,tum 
n9biltt,f,vrt h0n9r 

The only oddity in scansion is the synizesis or correption mieis, and the sole 
metrical irregularity petiei offends against the strict Ovidian canon, but not 
against Catullus or Martial's system. Now let us view the couplets as Saturnians; 
using appropriate correptions. 

v/rtutls gen(e)r/s mieis 
pr9genilm genuf 

m,f,ior(um) 9pten1f:f laud(em) 

!l~tent~r: stirplm 

mpribus ~ccumul,f,vi 
f,f,cta pJtns p/tiei 
~t sibei me(e)tsse cre,f,tum 
n9bilit,f,vit hi)nor 

N+NAS 
QN+VA 

N+NAS 
QN+VAR 

70 G. GrANDRANDE, Catullus' Lyrics on the passer, Museum Philologum Londiniense, Vol. 
I, 1976, pp. 137-146. 

71 R. G. TANNER, op. cit., pp. 222-223. 
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The elision of laudem is of course irregular, but then the QN colon is always at 
the end of the normal Saturnian verse, while these couplets are reversed 
order Saturnian cola in each verse, a reversed acatalectic line for hexameter and a 
reversed catalectic for pentameter. If we apply this scansion to Martial's elegiac 
couplet we obtain Saturnian rhythm, but seldom catalexis in the first colon. So 
Epigrams I, 5: 

D9 tib/, naum,f,chiam 
V{s, put9, cum l{bro, 

t~ das(e)pigr,f,mmata npbis: 
M,f,rce, nat,f,re t~o. 

N+NAS 
N+VAR 

One initial weak syllable required prodelision in (e)pigrammata. The consequen
tial lengthening of das+consonant and pi before gr preserves the dactylic 
hexameter scansion with the stress verse system. Dynamic arbitrary stress is 
confined to the numerus colon in the first half of the reversed Saturnian lines. 
The normal penultimate stress gives numerus arvalis solutus in the hexa
meters and versus arvalis reversus in the pentameter. But obviously we should 
also scan an epigram with the three permitted Hellenistic distichs, Epigrams, 
I, 8: 

Qu9d magn/ Thraslae 
Dpgmat~ sic stqu(e)ris, 

Ptctorl nee n~do 
Qu9d foc{sse v;Lim 

N9lo virum f,f,c(i)li 
H~nc vo/9, laud,f,ri 

c(msummat{que Catpnis 

s,f,lvus ut tsse v;Lrs 
str{ctos inc~rris in tnses, 
tt, Dea,f,ne, #as 
rtd(i)mit qui s,f,nguine f,f,mam 
qu{ sine mprte pi)test 

N+NAS 
N+VAR 

N+NAS 
N+VAR 
N+NAS 
N+VAR 

As can be seen from this scheme normal Saturnian correptions sequ(e)ris fac(i)li 
are employed. The correption red(i)mit is not parallelled in the Saturnian 
fragments, but operates on the same principle of slurring a weak vowel between 
a stop consonant and a nasal or lingual. The stanza pattern for the distich as also 
definable as two reversed Saturnian lines with hexameter represented by N + NAS 
and pentameter as N + V AR seems to be confirmed. 

If this bifocal scansion carries conviction it explains in some degree why 
the Latin Hipponactic is like the Elegiac a primarily deictic and moralising metre, 
as distinct from the mainly apotropaic Phalaecian usage in Latin epigram. 

VI. Stoicism and Martial Book I 

The foregoing sections have suggested a reason for linking Book I with 
Martial's Stoic friend Decianus of Emerita, and that a Stoic analysis might be 
consistently applied to the poems, though of course this does not rule out the 
possibility that other such analyses might prove equally viable. We are not as
suming that Martial was himself a Stoic, or that his own position was other than 
the eclecticism common to educated men of his age. All we postulate is that he 
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was sufficiently competently trained in philosophy to play wittily, courteously 
and aptly on the presuppositions and doctrines of the dearly valued friend in 
whose honour I believe this book was written. At this stage it is more important 
to place Decianus in the spectrum of Stoic teaching. Here HowELL 72 is quite right 
to link his position with that espoused by Tacitus in his defence of his father in 
law Agricola. However, it is important to realise that there are implications here 
of two schools of Stoicism, one Panaetian and politically loyal to the Empire, 
another inspired by early radical egalitarian Stoics like Sphaerus of Borysthenes 
and Blasius of Cumae in the third and second centuries B.C. 73 

The early writings of Zeno about 300 B.C. suggest a belief in a cosmos in 
which the kinship of all men within an egalitarian world state ruled on seniority74 

is the result of the doctrine of the world as a material finite plenum made up of 
inert matter and an interpenetrating hot elastic rational material called pneuma 
or "breath". Hectic pneuma gave material form and texture to a prolonged event, 
a tensional field within the continuum, which we would call an object. Then 
physical pneuma gave some tensional fields the power of growth, reproduction 
and decay, whilst psychic pneuma gave perception, appetite and power of 
movement to some of these fields, thus producing broadly the vegetable and 
animal kingdoms. A higher level of tensional pulsation produced rational 
pneuma, which was shared by gods and men alone and formed the soul of the 
universe. 75 Because there is a continuum there is sympathy of parts, so all rational 
men would spontaneously think like the gods in tune with the cosmos, if they 
were in fact perfectly rational! Thus there is both Natural Law and Universal 
Truth in the perceptions and judgments of gods and perfect men, since on 
physical grounds they must seem identical to all such perfect beings. 76 The early 
Stoic radicals hoped that equal status, equal property and equal powers and rights 
would make all men inerrantly wise and in tune with the universe. 77 Not 
surprisingly, attempts at realisation in Sparta or Pergamum were failures, and 
later Stoics like Panaetius of Rhodes, the friend of Scipio Aemilianus, 78 saw 
a human ruler as natural and as having the role in his state which the Divine 
Providence in the world soul exercises over the Universe. 

In some cases there may have been radical Stoic input from young middle 
class Greeks kidnapped by slave traders in the slave revolts in Sicily and Italy in 
the second and first century B.C., but Gracchus was quite certainly influenced 
by Blasius of Cumae in his land policy. 79 How far such influences for cancellation 
of debt and land distribution deriving from radical Stoic sources were involved 

72 HowELL, op. cit., p. 125. 
73 O n these reformers, see OCD2 • 

74 SVF I, 60, 38-62, 25. 
75 S. SAMBURSKY, op. cit., pp. 7-11 and 21-29. 
76 Stobaeus, Eclogae II, 198, p. 99 WACHSMUTH. Cf. Cicero, De Republica III, 32. 
77 Implicit in Plutarch, De Alex. virt., I, 6, p . 329a; Vit. Lycurgi 31. 
78 M. VAN STRAATEN, Panetius, sa vie, ses ecrits et sa doctrine avec une edition des fragments, 

Amsterdam, Paris, 1946, Fr. 2. 
79 Cicero, Laelius, 2, 37. 
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in Catiline's coup must remain speculative, but such a situation would help to 
explain the intensity of Cicero's feeling against both Gracchus and Catiline. 80 

However, the transfer of all electoral functions to the Senate by Tiberi us made 
it rather than the Roman people the actual State. 81 In this situation the freedom 
of the Senate and equal rights for all Senators which Cicero had sought with a 
coalition of New Academy and Panaetian Stoics became under the principate the 
aim of a group of Radical Stoic and Cynic Senators. These men such as Caecina 
Paetus, Helvidius Priscus and Thrasea Paetus82 continued the uncompromising 
stance of Cato of Utica against the Caesars. The fact that Martial dissociated 
Decianus from this group and that philosopher's own desire to remain in Rome 
under Domitian makes clear he differed from the Stoic intransigents and was even 
more quietist than Seneca or Musonius Rufus;83 indeed, his position seems to be 
that of Agricola. 84 I regard him as typical of that Panaetian or Neo-Stoic ruling 
class who adhered to a version of what ScHMEKEL called rather ineptly the 
'Middle Stoa' . 85 

This movement became dominant when the Stoa was ruled by Diogenes of 
Babylon and Antipater of Tarsus early in the second century B.C. and continued 
under their pupil Panaetius of Rhodes till about 110 B.C. and then under his 
successor Posidonius of Apamea whom Cicero met in his youth in Rhodes. 
Under pressure from the New Academy's sceptical view of perception so ably 
stated by Cameades, 86 the Stoa was forced to retreat from Zeno's doctrine of the 
cataleptic phantasm, which affirmed that all unimpeded perception gave true 
knowledge to those in a receptive state. 87 Forced towards a probability calculus, 
the Stoic leaders reacted with a close study of semantic and logical problems 
which laid the basis for a more sophisticated theory of conditions and of 
ambiguities. 88 

Panaetius, as I have elsewhere stated, rebutted the Academy with the Stoic 
tenet of sympathy of parts in a rational cosmos. 89 Because the co smos was 
harmonious it was beautiful, as its name implies. Therefore all true perceptions 
of the universe should give aesthetic pleasure, and Panaetius proposed as a 
criterion of truth 1:0 m8avoon:gov Kat. !J.i'iA.A.ov UQEOKOV, 90 what was more 

8° Cicero, De Rep. I, 19, 31. In Cat. passim. 
8t Tacitus, Annals I, 15, 1. 
82 For details of their careers, see OCD2 • They were Stoics with Cynic sympathies. 
83 Musonius Rufus was exiled by Nero to Gyaros after the Pisonian conspiracy of A.D. 65, 

probably returning with Galba. He was again exiled by Vespasian, but returned with Titus' 
accession and probably died about. A.D. 100 at the age of over seventy. 

84 Tacitus, Agricola, 4, 4- 5 and 42, 3- 5. 
85 A. ScHMEKEL, Die Philosophic der mittleren Stoa, Berlin, 1892. 
86 Lactantius, Inst. V, 14; Sext. Emp., Adv. Math. VII, 403- 405 : 410- 411:411-414: Pyrrh. 

I, 227-229. 
87 Sext. Emp., Adv. Math. VII, 257: cf. Cicero, Acadernica II, 145. 
88 Diogenes, SVF III, 17-26, pp. 212, 23 - 215, 16: Antipater, SVF III, 16- 31, pp. 246, 18-

249, 6. 
89 Diog. Laert. VII, 41. 
90 Sext. Emp. , Adv. Math. V, 73. Cf. Adv. Math. XI, 73: llava(tLoc; be (<prJcrtv ~6ovf)v) tLVa 

IJ.Ev xm:a qnJOLV UJt(lQX.ELV, tLVU 6£ naea !Jl1JOLV. 
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probable and more pleasing in the literal sense. In other words , the inner 
sympathy of the Universe will lead to a glow of spontaneous pleasure when we 
contemplate a high probability if this is in actuality the truth. Thus was Carneades 
answered. 

Panaetius also went against Zeno's idea of Providence as Fate91 declaring 
himself uncertain about the possibility of divination. 92 Given his tendency to 
assimilate his views to the New Academy, we must wonder whether he chose to 
interpret Fate statistically as the force of Probability. If so, he could readily have 
specialised the title of the powerful and capricious Hellenistic deity TUX'YJ (For
tuna) as a technical term for this kind of probability. In such event, did his friend 
Polybius also use Tux'YJ in his History to mean in effect the pressure of probab
ility,93 rather in the same way as Chrysippus had already used ELf.A.UQf.A.EV'YJ (Fatum) 
to mean the external chain of natural causation? This admittedly speculative view 
rests heavily on the assumption that Polybius echoes his friend's theory of 
Providence, but if it has any basis it would put Panaetius' recorded acceptance 
of the Aristotelian doctrine of the eternity of the world and rejection of the con
cept of cyclic conflagration in a most interesting light. 94 To put it plainly, if one 
Peripatetic borrowing, why not another? 

Now if Panaetius also adopted Aristotle's doctrine of potentiality and 
actuality (Mvaf.A.t<;IEV'tEAEXELa), we see more clearly both why there is no con
flagration and how ELf.A.UQf.A.EV'YJ (Fatum) might become Tux'YJ (Fortuna). The con
cept of potentiality is particularly appropriate to biology. Thus any actual seed 
is a potential living plant, but circumstances which can affect the seed make 
germination, growth and maturity - the actualising of this potentiality - an 
uncertain result, which is perhaps likely, but is far from assured. Providence 
then is the potentiality in the seed, not necessarily the destiny of this seed. 
The theory is capable of wider application. The Universe is a complex organism; 
fire is a simple substance of infinite potentiality which has become actualised in 
the Universe. Just as a plant may produce seeds but does not again become a seed, 
so the Universe will not return to fire. Again, it may be that Polybius shows 
himself Panaetius' associate particularly in postulating the sovereignty of Fortune 
in history. Fortune is not blind chance, but rather the interplay of the potential
ities in things with the old Greek doctrine of opportunity - KatQ6c; or occasio. 
Why should this power of Fortune, the complex probability governing the inter
action of all relevant potentialities, not also be the providence of the whole 
Universe? 

Also of importance is Panaetius' view of the relation of perception and 
behaviour as an appropriated perception of input followed by an expression of 
that information by a related output of action. This has analogy with a child 
naming the pictures of animals it is shown and then being asked to draw the 
named creature later. In another way it resembles the smell of food rousing ap-

91 Diog. Laen. VII, 148. 
92 Diog. Laen. VII, 149. 
93 Cicero, De Rep. I, 21, 34. 
94 Philo, De aetern. mundi, 76. 
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petite or a pornographic picture stirring lust: perception producing action. There 
is a thrust of right reason downward directed by providence to the observing 
of events or facts. This rises to belief which stirs enthusiasm if the belief 
is harmonious with the Cosmos and thus the conviction rises to the level of 
true opinion. Thus duly informed, right reason thrusts upward and is 
directed by moral rectitude in harmony with providence to exhibit itself in 
good deeds, which will promote trust, and thus give influence which wins a 
reputation. 

It is unfortunate that the violence in Athens between Epicureans who 
favoured Mithradates and Stoics who favoured Sulla95 led to a tendency by all 
other schools to denounce all Epicureans after Sulla's victory. This doubtless 
caused general neglect of Panaetius by those who saw him now as sharing 
Epicurean ground in valuing some form of kinetic pleasure. Of course at 
Panaetius' death the rivals of the Stoa were the Academy. But 30 years later when 
Epicurus was the foe, Panaetius' reputation suffered in his own school -
presumably because of his sensory criteria. None the less both his personal 
influence on Rome and the impact of his Roman experience on the philosopher's 
own thinking made his logical-ethical cycle very interesting in Latin terminology. 

F•!'- OL~F•m•- OLD, 1 /tum ~~~30LD, 2• 

Fides -OLD 12 Recta Ratio= Lex Fides - OLD, 6 

\ , ;L- OLD,2 

Facta - OLD, lc Fama - OLD, 7 

~Fatum-
OLD, 5 

Such a cycle would be neat and memorable to Roman hearers, but it equates 
fatum with d.f.A.UQf.A.EV'YJ as well as JtQ6vota, thus giving to Roman thinkers the 
notion of destiny as a force or statute rather than a living cosmic being. 

Panaetius may well have regarded the classification of human nature in 
Aristotelian terms also, and this would have affected the way our poet would 
treat such issues in his poems for Decianus. The only surviving example of early 
Peripatetic character classification we have is the 'Characters' of Theophrastus. 

95 E. BADIAN, Rome, Athens & Mithradates, in: Assimilation et Resistance a Ia Culture 
Greco-Romaine, Paris, 1976, pp. 501-522. For the effect on Philosophy, R. G. TANNER, 
St. Paul and Panaetius, in: Studia biblica, 1978, Vol. III (ed. E. LIVINGSTONE), Sheffield, 
1980, p. 367. 
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Some scholars have suggested that the work was composed to study ethical 
pathology. 96 Others have regarded it as part of the study of poetics - as an 
investigation of the character types found in Comedy especially. 97 But it is 
perhaps equally reasonable rather to see the New Comedy of stock characters as 
a reflexion of the new Peripatetic attitude towards mankind as object rather than 
subject of science which we find expressed in Theophrastus' work. Serious 
literature always reacts to the intellectual doctrines and discoveries of its age, and 
it can be argued that Theophrastus' work laid the intellectual foundations for 
New Comedy, in which the moving spirit was in fact his pupil Menander. 98 If 
FREUD could alter the European novel the school of Aristotle was equally able to 
make its impact on the tone and content of ancient drama. The classifying of 
characters into types is of course arbitrary and in a sense artificial, but equally 
arbitrary things are done today. For instance, a study of Islamic culture makes 
our rigid distinction of heterosexual/homosexual look nonsense, but the fact that 
Muslims are happily bisexual will not prevent our dichotomy from agonising 
Christian men and women. The ancient typing of character expressed real if 
superficial criteria and had its uses also. Further, Theophrastan classification 
persisted in western comedy from Menander till the late nineteenth century. 99 

How then would a Stoic sympathiser with Aristotle like Panaetius elect to 
deal with human character? Presumably he would begin with the Stoic doctrine of 
pneumatic tension as the imposer of form on objects; next he would apply the 
principle of potentiality. Any particular standard Theophrastan type of man will, 
when placed under tension, be deemed likely to actualise a potentiality higher 
or lower in quality than his normal level. When this external tension is removed, 
he will revert to his standard type. This assumption about behaviour remained the 
general basis for the characterisation of European fiction till recent times and thus 
enabled men like SYDNEY CARTON in 'The Tale of Two Cities' 100 to rise to the oc
casion, while Mr. Polly in WELLS' novel101 completes the cycle of external 
tension: low-high-low. I suspect this doctrine is also part of our unacknowledged 
debt to Panaetius. Thus we see that our earlier analysis of the three main metres 
employed does not merely support the hypothesis that in Book I Martial wrote 
poems to please his friend Decianus by their use of Panaetian notions of character 
and providence, it also shows that he incorporated the Panaetian view of per
ception and action as an input-output cycle into the poems. This is clear in poem 
96, where Martial bids his scazon chide Maternus about the way an austere friend 
stares at covered penises in the baths with no untwitching lips. 102 Having seen the 
seeming philosopher favourably disposed to receiving this clear presentation, the 

96 R. G . UssHER, The Characters of Theophrastus, London, 1960, p. 4. 
97 ibid. 
98 ibid., pp. 5-11. 
99 Notably in the plays of OscAR WILDE, above all in 'The Importance of Being Ernest, A 

Trivial Comedy for Serious People' (1899). 
1oo CHARLES DICKENS, A Tale of Two Cities (1859). 
10 1 H. G . WELLS, The History of Mr. Polly (1910). 
102 See HowELL, op. cit., p. 308. 
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poet expects his assent to the perception input to be followed by an expression 
of this interest in the appropriate output activity of fellation as soon as a con
venient occasion arises. 

Of course examples of potentiality in the character being actualised by inter
play of circumstances also abound. Happy instances are I, 99, the hendecasyl
lables about how great wealth changed the generous Calenus into a miser, and the 
elegiac piece I, 61 about the respectable wife Laevina who went alone to Baiae for 
a holiday as a chaste Penelope and returned an adulterous modern Helen! If 
Book I was written primarily to entertain a Stoic with unexpected witty ap
plications of his system, this was of course not the reason for its wide publication 
for profit, but the hypothesis does serve to reinforce the inner consistency of the 
book. 

Moreover; given the references to the debates of Diogenes and Antipater 
which we detect as the inner hortatory layer of se~veral elegiac poems, it may not 
be wrong to look for Diogenes's theory of amphiboly and Antipater's doctrine 
of the monolemmatic syllogism in this book of epigrams. Diogenes quotes as an 
amphibolic lexis itauf..:rp:QLOJtEJt't(J)K£. 103 Read as it auA.Y] 'tQL~ JtEJt'tWKE it means 
'the house fell down three times', but taken as it auA'Y}'tQL~ JtEJt'tWKE it means 
'the flute girl fell down'. Following him Martial might claim that a poet is inspired 
to write an epigram, but that, because of the way Providence governs language 
like the rest of the Cosmos, it will be by nature amphibolic, and that the poet 
cannot be blamed if Fate or Chance has decreed more implied meanings than the 
author had intended. Hence in the present preface we may perhaps explain absit a 
iocorum nostrorum simplicitate malignus interpres nee epigrammata mea scribat: 
improbe facit qui in alieno libro ingeniosus est. 104 Taking epigramma and inscriptio 
as translations of each other, the poet I believe~ is thinking here in terms of 
amphiboly. I believe scribat here will refer to writing out abbreviations read from 
an inscription in their full form. Epigram then should be a verse form sharing 
the abbreviated character of an inscription and in which much of the latter's 
ambiguity must always inhere. For instance an inscribed sequence D.D. may 
mean D(ono) D(edit) or D(ecreto) D(ecurionum) and the context alone can remove 
the doubt. So Stoic linguistic concepts may well have led Martial to a general 
theory of the epigram as a type of poem with multiple meanings which permitted 
the reader to construe it amphibolically in any of these ways without assuming 
that the context to which he applied it was that which the poet had in view. 

From Anti pater our poet may well have drawn the device of the mono lemma. 
A monolemmatic syllogism is defined and denounced on Peripatetic terms by 
Alexander of Aphrodisias: 105 

"Those statements which the followers of Antipater call monolemmatic 
syllogisms are not syllogisms at all. Rather, they are deficient in one protasis. 
Examples are 'It is day; therefore it is light', and 'You are breathing; there
fore you are still alive'." 

103 Diodes Magnes apud Diog. Laert. VII, 59. 
104 Epigrams I, Epistle, II. 6-9. 
105 Alexander in Aristot. Topica, p. 8, 16 WALLIES. 

171 ANRW II 32.4 
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He goes on in explanation: 

"The so-called monolemmatoi sometimes seem to be syllogisms because the 
hearers insert a second protasis through its great familiarity. For 'You 
breathe, therefore you live' seems to be a syllogism because the listener adds 
the universally known second protasis 'Every breathing creature lives'." 

Now of course this argument has some force against statements like 'Taffy was a 
Welshman, Taffy was a thief'. Here we assume a major familiar premiss, 'All 
Welshmen are thieves', which is of course grossly unfair, though assumed by my 
Somerset ancestors! But 'The Water is at 212 degrees Fahrenheit; therefore the 
water is boiling' or, 'The triangle is isosceles, therefore the angles at the base are 
equal' are cases where the syllogism is valid although monolemmatic because the 
general major premiss that 'The laws of nature are regular' is in these and all 
similar cases assumed. 

Martial obviously enjoys arguing like this from a satirical desire to show 
Decianus some witty effects. Let us grant that Book II was directed originally 
to him, as I do not. In any event it contains a good case in poem 92: 

"At my request the one man who could granted me the privileges enacted 
for three children as a reward for my Muses. Wife, you stand divorced: 
my master's gift must not be spoilt." 

Now the normal monolemma expected would be: 'You have the privileges 
granted for three children: therefore you are married', carrying with it the 
unstated major premiss: 'All parents of recognised children are married', 106 

which is at the basis of Roman family law. Instead Martial's monolemma is this: 
"I have received the privileges granted for three children; therefore I am 
divorced". Here he humorously suggests an unexpected main premiss from 
Imperial Roman law, namely: 'A citizen does not commit maiestas', 107 as under
lying the monolemma. So he must not acquire normally the right already granted 
specially. 

This is of course no exhaustive exploration of such examples, yet it may 
serve to show that there is sufficient play on Stoic doctrines of human nature, 
logic and semantics to seem consistent with the dedication I have postulated for 
Epigrams I. 

VII. Personalities and Themes 

The time is now ripe for a further quest for the inner nucleus or kernel of 
epigrammatic meaning in the poems of Martial. An immediate source of further 
evidence in that inquiry is to be found in the study of the personalities of the real 

106 J. A. CROOK, Law and Life of Rome, London, 1967, p. 40. 
10 7 J. A. CROOK, op. cit., pp. 252-253. 
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or fictitious persons whom the poems lampoon and the presumably real persons 
to whom they are addressed. In such an inquiry we need to consider two classes 
of reference. First, there are persons mentioned by Martial in Epigrams I only. 
Unless there is a reference in more than one poem we are unlikely to learn 
anything more about the nucleus of meaning behind the poem. Where there are 
references in other books of the corpus, we have a second class of data likely 
to yield more information for deeper interpretation. 

However, in assessing our data we have to bear in mind the nature of 
Martial's libelli. Of course they are in some sense a metrical convenience to 
replace libri where the latter will not scan, but this is hardly the whole point. 
Apart from the 'Xenia' and 'Apophoreta' of A.D. 84 or 85 which are distichs of 
quite different character, the only previous extant book by Martial which 
antedates Epigram I is the 'Liber Spectaculorum' of A.D. 80 referred to in 
manuscript as 'Epigrammaton Liber' , a work to which LINDSAY in his apparatus 
actually refers as hunc libellum. It is interesting to note that whilst the 838 verses 
of Epigrams I approximates to the size of a book of Virgil's 'Aeneid', the 'Liber 
Spectaculorum' contains a mere 218lines. Does Epigrams I, 1, 3-4: t9to n9tus in 
9rbe Mt;trti4,lis! t;trgutjs epigrt;tmmatQn lib~llis refer to popular volumes on a similar 
scale of about 200 lines each? In the 'Oxford Latin Dictionary' libellus has these 
senses: (1) a volume or small book, (b) a defamatory publication, (2) a register or 
notebook, (3) a formal communication, list or inventory, (4) a placard or public 
notice or poster, and (5) the programme of an entertainment. Whilst these are 
consistent with a metrical alternative to liber or to a reference to a small book of 
200 lines as well as justifying the sense of ' lampoon' , the most happy choice is 
'broadsheet' in the eighteenth century sense. Certainly the possibility that 
plagiarists could recite and claim Martial's work to the extent of which he 
complains suggests the separate circulation of a great many pieces rather than the 
occasional issue of a volume from a known bookseller. On the basis of Suetonius 
it might be argued that what linked inventories, despatches, indictments and 
posters was being written transversa charta, that is, parallel with the edge attached 
to the wooden roller rather than in parallel with the length of the roll in many 
successive columns of lines or paginae. This may well be the true sense of libellus. 
How many lines were usual in such a document is a separate question .10B 

Particularly where a fictitious person is concerned, it might be very 
reasonable to expect a set of poems put out in a single libellus directed wholly to 
lampooning this one particular target. Two of the characters much reviled by 
Martial are also stigmatised by his friend Juvenal, in Satire VIII Ponticus, in Satire 
IX Naevolus. To Martial, however, Ponticus is a cowardly barrister, a mean host 
who gives his guests inferior fare to his own table, a vain poet, a man given to 
masturbating who likes company in the bath, and a master who impaled a slave 
after cutting out his tongue. This is the burden of II, 32, of III, 60 and IV, 85; of 
V, 63; of IX, 41 and 19, and finally of II, 82. By contrast Juvenal's Ponticus is a 
well-bred forger who commits his crime in a temple built by his ancestors' piety. 

108 E. M. THOMPSON, Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography, Oxford, 1912, p. 46, 
n. 3. 
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With Naevolus, in Martial we find from I, 97 that he only pleads in court when 
the noise will drown his voice, and in II, 46 we learn he is rich and vain with a 
huge wardrobe from which he will give not a rag to a pauper. The two poems in 
Epigrams III, 95 and 71, characterise him as a passive sodomite of remarkable skill 
who welcomes the lust of early adolescent boys: in IV, 83 Martial notes that he is 
courteous when worried and rude to all when he feels safe. On the other hand 
Juvenal's Naevolus is an active sodomite in poor circumstances who acts as gigolo 
to a rich passive called Virro who keeps him and whose sons he has sired. These 
accounts suggest that in lost post-Horatian satire Naevolus might perhaps have 
been a type of the inappropriate, and therefore indecent, forms of homosexual 
activity, and that Ponticus had exemplified furtive and cowardly meanness and 
impiety. On this hypothesis a libel/us of poems about 'Ponticus' or 'Naevolus' 
which included a few items apart from the stereotype inherited from the tradition 
would serve as a censure from the poet directed to the unnamed but identifiable 
culprit and as a source of amusement to the acquaintances of both. 

If we find this suggestion attractive, it would follow we should wish to 
maintain that many of the poems in Books I-XII might have been issued in such 
abusive or flattering broadsheets some time before A.D. 86. 109 If so, the twelve 
present books each were made up of a mixture of extracts from old broadsheets 
and newly written poems arranged to express the theme in view for the particular 
volume: in the case of our view here of Book I, this theme would be a sympathetic 
and humorous treatment of the Panaetian Stoicism of Decianus. It would also 
follow that hardly any of the libelli so defined would have been re-used in their 
entirety in the later books of epigrams. Therefore the fact that our 'Ponticus' 
epigrams add up to 41lines and our 'Naevolus' pieces to a mere 36 should not lead 
us to set 40 lines as the norm in length for a transverse-written broadsheet or 
libel/us of this kind: they would almost certainly have usually been somewhat 
longer. 

Fortunately fate and one manuscript tradition have preserved to us one such 
broadsheet, the libel/us called 'Epigrammaton Liber' or 'De Spectaculis Liber'. 
Here all the poems have one theme, the glory of the events shown at the opening 
of the Flavian Amphitheatre or Colosseum. Poem 1 praises the structure, 2 notes 
it replaces Nero~s house, 3 welcomes to it subjects from every part of the Empire, 
4 and 4A suggest its use for parading exiled informers. Next, 5 refers to an 
enactment of the tale of Pasiphae, and 6 to the use of female gladiators, like Venus 
fighting at Troy, while 6A refers to a woman dressed as Heracles slaying a lion in 
Amazon style. In 7 a condemned man endures the fate of Laureolus in the mime, 
and 8 has a like reference to a man torn apart by a bear.11° With 9 we find a 

1o9 HowELL, op. cit., p. 6. 
110 The custom of enacting stories of tragic death or mutilation from myth or early Roman 

history in the Arena is frequently mentioned in the Epigrams. A wretched condemned man 
forced to enact Mucius Scaevola burning off his hand rather than endure cremation alive in a 
toga molesta ready beside him is described in X, 25. No doubt the moralising on Mucius' 
contribution to the growth of Rome in I, 21 was inspired by the same spectacle rather than 
by mere patriotic meditation on Livy's account of Rome's heroic past! 
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rhinoceros tossing a bull, and in 10 Caesar has a lion killed for wounding its 
master. Poem 11 describes a bear trapped with bird-lime, while 12, 13 and 14 are 
about a speared sow giving birth as she dies on the sand. In 15 Carpophorus the 
famous bestiarius slays a bear, and in 16 and 16A a bull carrying Heracles is raised 
high in the air by rope from cranes.l1 1 In 17 the elephant learns obedience from 
Caesar, but the tigress of 18 gains in ferocity at Rome, while the fire-tortured bull 
in 19 attacks an elephant in vain. In 20 Caesar gives both gladiators a prize. In 21 
and 21A the taming of the animals by Orpheus is enacted but ends when a bear 
mangles him, while in 22 a placid rhinoceros is finally goaded to rage so that it 
kills bulls and routs a lion. In 24-26 the effects of flooding the arena to enact sea 
battles, Leander's swim, and the sports of Nereids are described. Poem 27 com
pares Carpophorus with Hercules, and 28 compares the naval battle spectacle 
with Augustus' victory. Finally, 29 praises Caesar for giving discharge to two fine 
gladiators, and 30 notes the hounds spared the hind when she fled to Caesar, 
while 31 and 32 are captationes benevolentiae. 

This examination suggests that we may have another broadsheet theme 
partly preserved in our 'lion and hare' epigrams of Book I. They are peculiar to 
this book, as all later references to lepus refer to the flesh of hares as food with 
the exception of two ablative instances which are drawn from lepos!lepus = 
"wit". The poems are the elegiacs 6, 14, 22, 44, 48, 51 and 60; and the longer 
hendecasyllabic piece 104. The total number of lines is 62. The originallibellus 
perhaps ran to 100 verses, as only those would have been incorporated here which 
served the quietist Stoic political purpose earlier deduced. In general, then, this 
survey implies that libelli consisted of either about 50 or approximately 100 lines, 
and that the 'De Spectaculis' was probably a double issue in honour of Titus and 
the occasion, doubtless earning the poet his honorary tribuneship and the ius 
trium liberorum. The use of the lion to symbolise Caesar led us to see the cheeky 
hares as implying an inner layer reference to Stoic radicals. But the usual adjective 
from the other homonymous sense of lepus is lepidus, which the OLD defines as 
'agreeable, charming, delightful, amusing, nice' (of persons) and 'witty, amusing' 
(of remarks, books, etc.). To Catullus it often is an adjective which can mean 
'fashionable, smart'. As did bellus homo the word lepidus might well have become 
a term of abuse for radicals like the modern English term 'trendy'. However, 
Lepidus was also the man who stood between Augustus Caesar and the office of 
Pontifex Maximus until13 B.C. The 'Monumentum Ancyranum' shows a similar 
forebearance towards Lepidus to that of the lion to the hares: 

Pontifex maximus ne fierem in vivi conlegae locum, populo id sacerdotium 
deferente mihi quod pater meus habuerat, recusavi. Quod sacerdotium ali
quot post annos eo mortuo demum qui id tumultus occasione occupaverat, 
cuncta ex Italia ad comitia mea conjluente multitudine, quanta Romae 

111 W. C. A. KERin his note (Loeb ed., Vol. I, p . 3, n. 4) refers this to the tossing of a bestiarius 
dressed as Hercules high into the air by an enraged bull. This may do for 16A, but in 16 
the bull itself rising cannot be so explained. Hence my suggestion that three or four stage 
cranes were mounted in the arena to winch up the exhibit into mid air. 
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numquam fertur ante id tempus fuisse, recepi P. Sulpicio C. Valgio consuli
bus.112 

So perhaps our hares are to be amphibolic symbols for rash lepidi in the Catullan 
sense as well as for the Lepidi, father and son, one who held on to the chief priest
hood, and the other who was executed with his wife Servilia by Maecenas for 
planning a coup d'etat during the war of Actium before the return of Octavian. 113 

The theory of libelli as broadsheets on special themes or persons varying 
from 50 to 100 lines in length and comprising perhaps up to a dozen or fifteen 
epigrams would account for the large number of poems evidently coeval with 
Books I and II which seem to emerge in the hastily published XI and urgently 
revised X which appeared after the accession of N erva. 114 Digging out unused 
pieces from the quarry of discarded old broadsheets would be the worried poet's 
easiest solution to the problem of an early approach to conciliating the new 
Caesar once he had composed the needful minimum of new poems in his honour. 
This doctrine, of course pace HowELL, 115 flies in the face of the current view that 
it is wrong to interpret poems in Book I from references to the same person in 
books published years afterwards. From my position it is the obvious and correct 
approach and the only way to find the inmost nucleus situation lying behind an 
eprgram. 

On this assumption I have no hesitation in using III, 17 about the foul breath 
of Sabidius ruining a tart as justifying the poet's dislike expressed in I, 32. 116 A 
proper commentary on this is XI, 98, the complaint to Flaccus about male ac
quaintances showering the poet with inescapable kisses, and II, 21, the wish to 
shake Postumus' hand rather than suffer his kiss. Finally, I, 94 to Aegle leaves us 
in no doubt that a fellatrix is not to be kissed. So I explain the poem as some 
earlier scholars have done: Martial dislikes Sabidius because he is a fellator with 
very foul breath who insists on kissing everybody he knows! 

A similar exercise can be done with Rufus, who is mentioned in two poems 
in Book I, 68 and 106, which mark him out as a doting husband whose wife 
rejects him despite careful sexual preparations. However, if we take into account 
VIII, 52 in hendecasyllables about the return of Martial's boy barber from Rufus 
with a premature beard, we may wonder what is the 'apotropaic' point of the 
metre. Again a poem in Book XI can offer us a proper commentary. An unnamed 
associate is told (22) that he may enjoy sodomy with boys but must not masturbate 
with them, as this provokes a sudden growth of premature beard. Clearly then 
Naevia resents her husband for certain pederastic tastes he has exhibited with 
Martial's young barber whilst enjoying a very prolonged shave! Here too we must 

1 12 Monumentum Ancyranum (Res Gestae Divi Augusti), II, 10. 
113 R. SYME, The Roman Revolution, Oxford, 1939, p. 298. 
114 A good instance is I, 21 and X, 25 both referring to a re-enacted burning off of Scaevola's 

hand in the Arena. Book XI seems to have appeared in 96 after Nerva took office, and 
presumably the original X was withdrawn by the booksellers at Domitian's death. The 
second edition (much revised) of Epigrams X did not appear till A.D. 98! 

115 HowELL, op. cit., p. 175 (on I, 32 - Sabidius). 
116 HowELL, op. cit., pp . 176-178. 
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discern the underlying inmost nucleus of these two epigrams, and it may be as 
well to tabulate the full scheme of layers of interpretation. 

Poem 

I,68 

1,106 

VIII,52 

Outer Layer 

Rufus dotes on Nae
Naevia who, really 
derides him. There 
are plenty of Nae
vias! (apodeitic) 

Rufus, you refrain 
from wine to con
serve your prow
ess, but Naevia re
fuses sex. Go and 
get drunk: sleep 
alone remains! 

I lent Rufus my skil
ful boy barber, but 
the lad gave him 
so prolonged a 
shave as to return 
bearded himself! 

Inner Layer 

'Naevia chooses an u
tile which is dearly 
an inhonestum.' 

'Let no man resist one 
passion merely to 
enjoyanotherone!' 

'Apotropaic of men 
who exploit nor
mal contractual ac
tion for gratifica
tion.' 

Inmost Kernel 

(cf. XI, 22) 
Rufus is a keen 

pederast who 
likes mutual 
masturbation 
with boys. This 
offends his wife 
so that she de
tests him and 
refuses him 
normal conjug
al rights despite 
his careful prep
aration. 

It will be evident now that FRIEDLAENDER is likely to be in error in classifying 
this epigram VIII, 52 as referring to the historical Instantius Rufus of VIII, 51 
rather than the fictitious 'Rufus' of Book IP 17 

I shall now set out the Ponticus and Naevolus poems under the same 
formula, giving an apotropaic inner layer to hendecasyllables and an hortatory 
one to elegiacs. Ponticus will be first. 

Poem 

II,32 

II,82 

Outer Layer 

Ponticus you are 
afraid to defend 
me against rich 
men. My patronus 
must be a domi
nus, not a servus! 

You impaled your 
slave with his ton
gue cut out. Now 
everyone talks a
bout what you 
tried to hush up. 

Inner Layer 

'Plead the case of 
justice for others, 
not of own self
interest!' 

'Cruelty will never 
conceal your 
cnme; so do not 
use it!' 

117 L. FRIEDLAENDER, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 377. 

Inmost Kernel 
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Poem 

III,60 

IV,85 

V,63 

IX,19 

Outer Layer 

Ponticus gives guests 
cheap food and 
luxuries to himself. 
Dinner is not a 
dole! 

Ponticus gives a guest 
a glass cup but uses 
a stone one him
self to conceal his 
better wine! 

Ponticus asks for 
praise of his po
ems. Martial gives 
it, and Ponticus 
blesses him, but 
Ponticus has more 
need of blessing! 

Sabellus praises Pon
ticus for his baths . 
Surely he went to 
dine free, not bathe 
free? 

Ponticus rebuked for 
choosing mastur
bation rather than 
any inter-course. 
It is really infant
icide! 

Naevolus, you al
ways plead when 
the court is in up
roar. Try when it 
is silent! 

Naevolus is rich and 
a vain dandy who 
refuses to give any 
garment from his 
vast wardrobe to 
friends suffering 
from cold; only the 
moths will benefit! 

R. G. TANNER 

Inner Layer 

'Equality 1s quite 
essential to all 
friendship. Prac
tise it at table!' 

'Deception is against 
the primary im
pulse of love for 
others. Eschew it!' 

'A fool can never 
perceive the truth 
and is led by his 
vanity. Pray for 
hegemonic har
mony!' 

'Let me not be a din
ner guest of a man 
after another grat
ification!' 

'Do not live in dis
harmony with Na
ture!' 

'A void concealment 
and act always ap
propriately.' 

'Be not obsessed with 
the primary im
pulse of self pre
servation! Care for 
others!' 

Inmost Kernel 

'Ponticus is cruel, 
vam, mean and 
self-centred, de
ceiving his guests 
and also getting 
the cheapest sexual 
satisfaction by mas
turbating, while 
using his wealth 
and legal skill for 
his own benefit 
alone.' 

'Naevolus is rich and 
vain. He is a self-

Poem 

III,71 

III ,95 

IV,83 
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Outer Layer 

The medical condi
tion of the boy 
and Naevolus 
shows the former 
has been enjoying 
the latter sexually! 

You never give first 
salutation. Why, 
Naevolus, expect 
it from me? I have 
imperial honours 
and fame in middle 
life, and I have 
secured citizenship 
for more men than 
you count among 
your slaves. How
ever, you surpass 
all Rome as a path
ic. Hail, Naevolus! 

N aevolus behaves 
courteously if wor
ried, rudely if re
laxed. Naevolus 
worry! 

Inner Layer 

'Do not reverse the 
appropriate roles 
in homosexual in
tercourse!' 

'If you do not live in 
harmony with na
ture, you will be 
totally unwise and 
choosepathe rather 
thaneupatheiai.' 

'Heighten tension: it 
attunes your hege
monikon to greater 
wisdom.' 
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Inmost Kernel 

centred dandy who 
is rude to all unless 
he is frightened. He 
is so costive and 
retentive he will 
never gtve first 
greeting, and pre
fers passive so
domy because it 
seems more ac
quisitive and does 
not need outgoing 
effort any more 
than his style of 
pleading does!' 

It emerges at once that our triple level of analysis gives the outward ap
peanmce of human behaviour, its moral lesson and its inner causation as they 
would have appeared to Martial's age and generation at Rome. Even without 
complete libelli surviving regarding either personality, the similarity of the 
available epigram clusters above to Juvenal's satires VIII and IX can escape no 
one. It may be that the carefully arranged centuries of literary epigrams Martial 
has left us were most urbanely devised to laugh at and with his cultivated friends, 
but the libel/us form we postulate then would have expressed the themes of 
satire like Juvenal's, flattery like Pliny's 'Panegyric', or obscenity like the mimes 
of Herondas and those produced at the Roman Floralia. In this light I seem to 
have understressed the sardonic quality of the scazon poem I, 113. Martial is 
really intensely proud of his earlier sallies in the three genres of satire, panegyric 
and mime expressed in little collections of related epigrams: his inner morbus is 
that he is re-using a number of the constituents in his new books of centuries! 
However, he has been forced to publish them officially through V alerianus to 
check the activity of plagiarists like the Fidentinus of I, 29, 38 and 72, who 
evidently tried to claim the much-copied and circulated broadsheets for their 
own. In my whole view of the apinae of I, 113 I feel constrained to side with 
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CITRON! against HowELL.l18 Finally, while it is true that the ethical 'inner layer' 
of most of the three sets of examples here largely drawn from outside Book I is 
also Stoicising, I do not wish to suggest that this implication will be found in 
every epigram the poet has left us. Indeed, Book II is permeated by a cynical 
coarseness of tone in several sequences like 49-52 and 60-62 which doubtless 
suited the temper of its probable originally intended recipient, the delator Regulus, 
and is better interpreted with non-Stoic values in the inner layers which seem 
discernible in its contents. 

VIII. Conclusion 

Finally, then, I see Martial's apinae and the 'De Spectaculis' as consisting of 
collections of up to fifteen epigrams (doubled in the last case) and consisting of up 
to 100 lines in all cases except the one we still have entire. Like the 'De Spectaculis', 
whose aim is panegyric and flatters Titus, each such libellus or broadsheet 
published as a small transversely written roll was directed to one real or fictitious 
person's conduct and would express panegyric in some libelli, satire in others, or 
mimic obscenity as justified in the Preface of Book I in yet others.U9 

The twelve centuries of Epigrams were books equal in length to one book of 
the 'Aeneid', and were published separately, roughly year by year, till A.D. 96. 
However, I agreee with those who hold that Book I was re-issued, and hold that 
it was published in a revised form with the first issue of Book II simultaneously 
appearing. These centuries were selected and arranged to amuse eminent friends 
and to express, praise and parody their interests. Hence my belief in the Panaetian 
Stoicism theme of Book I and its first dedication to Decianus of Emerita. In 
practice such centuries were compiled from appropriate epigrams from earlier 
published libelli together with newly composed pieces, and the new arrangement 
and context often served to modify the original aim and implications of the poems 
thus re-used. An analysis of metre and content together with my theory of the 
partly native accentual origins of elegy, scazon and hendecasyllable in Latin sug
gest that the function of the first was deictic and hortatory, that of the second a 
sneer at morbidity, and that of the third apotropaic of the situation described. 
This metrical function taken with the aim of the particular century gives an inner 
meaning level to be understood as an amphibolic implication of the text. Then 
comparison of poems referring to the same person can help a partial reconstruction 
of the originallibellus and sometimes enable us to recover the situation known to 
the poet and his circle to which the poem obliquely refers, the inmost nucleus. 

Such an analysis will commend itself to some scholars and affront others. 
But if it stimulates further systematic study of interacting factors in epigram in 
Martial's era it will serve a purpose. 

118 HoWELL, op. cit. pp. 341-342: CrTRONI, op. cit., p. xviii and pp. 344-345. 
119 Epigrams I, Epistle, I. 15 to end. 
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At least this treatment makes more explicable the relatively agreeable view 
of Martial's character recorded by the Younger Pliny (Epp. III. 21): 

audio Valerium Martialem decessisse et moleste fero. erat homo ingeniosus, 
acutus, acer, et qui plurimum in scribendo et salis haberet et [ellis nee 
candoris minus. 
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A Handbook of Latin Literature, London, 1936 
Studies in Frankness, London, 1898 
Primitive Song, London, 1962 
Coral Gardens & Their Magic, Vol. II, Indiana, 1961 
The Arval Hymn & Early Latin Verse, CQ, ns, Vol. XI, 1961, 
pp. 209-238 
Martial & the Modem Epigram, London, 1927 
The Epigrammatists, London, 1893 
Aspects of Martial's Epigrams, Eton, 1960 

7. Reference Works Relevant to Martial 

Since PETER HowELL's 'Epigrams I' edition went to press the most significant new aid for 
the Martial scholar to appear has been E. SIEDSCHLAG's 'Martial-Konkordanz', Alpha-Omega, 
R. A, Vol. XXXVIII (Hildesheim, 1979). It does not entirely supersede FRIEDLAENDER's 
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' 
splendid Register at the end of his second volume of 1886, since here and there improved in 
later editions. Apart, however, from some rather irritating textual errors about numbers of 
poems - such asp. 376 under Faustinus where we find III, 39 instead of III, 36, or where we 
are told on p. 447 that the form leporis occurs in VI, 76 when it actually is found in VI, 75 -
FRIEDLAENDER's classification of names and other words into groups is a great aid to research, 
even where opinions about the classifier's decisions may differ. But the computer-based 
analysis of SIEDSCHLAG makes easy many statistical operations which would before have been 
laborious or even impossible. 

In addition P. G . W. GLARE's 'Oxford Latin Dictionary', a quite independent culling 
from either FORCELLINI or the 'Thesaurus', has been a useful new acquisition. However, I still 
find help with Martial's colloquialisms at times from LoDGE's 'Lexicon Plautinum' (Leipzig, 
1904ff. [2 vols.]); and GREEF and GERBER's 'Lexicon Taciteum' (Leipzig, 1903) is still a 
valuable touchstone of contemporary Silver Latin usage; to me the more because I believe 
Tacitus and Martial shared close contacts with the same brand of Stoicism. Also, ERNOUT and 
MEILLET's 'Dictionnaire Etymologique de Ia Langue Latine' (4th ed., Paris, 1959) is often sug
gestive of interesting interpretations. 

On general information, the second edition of the 'Oxford Classical Dictionary' is a 
handy source, and, of course, the PAULY-WrssowA 'Real-Encyclopadie der klassischen Alter
tumswissenschaft' with its steady flow of later volumes remains invaluable. 

For the history of the Empire under the Flavians the pre-war volume XI of the 
'Cambridge Ancient History' remains the most extensive survey in English. For the pretensions 
of Domitian to deity, the most useful source in English is K. Scorr, The Imperial Cult under 
the Flavians (Stuttgart, 1936). 
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No serious Latinist will deny the probability that Statius will again emerge 
from the current scholarly revaluation of Silver Age Epic as the great poet he 
seemed to the finest spirits of High Middle Ages and Renaissance, rather than as 
the pale imitator of Virgil he appeared to the censorious criticism of the nine
teenth century, obsessed as it was with its twin heresies of originality and 
inevitable progress. 

A brief examination of BuRSIAN's 'Jahresbericht' for 1883 (11. Jahrgang, 
35. Band), 2. Abteilung: 'Lateinische Klassiker', published in 1885, is most illum
inating regarding the Statian Sch_olarship ?f the learned world ~fa cen;ury ag~: 
In this volume lwAN MuLLER pnnted nouces of KARL ScHENKL s note De Statll 
Achilleidis codice Etonensi' (Wiener Studien, IV, 1882, 96-101) and of HAvEr's 
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note on the anomaly between Thetis' vota and her behaviour with Chiron in 
'Achilleid I' of 1882 (Achilleide I 102 et 145, Revue de Philologie, N.S. VI, 
1882, 3, 178). In that year epic scholarship concentrated on the fragmentary 
'Achilleid' rather than the 'Thebaid', which had perhaps been done to death by 
recent writings. However, four useful works on the 'Silvae' are here summarised. 
First, we are referred to papers by RuDOLF BITSCHOFSKY and Orro HIRSCHFELD 
of 1881 (Zu Statius, Silvae I 5, 36ff. resp.: Zu den Silven des Statius, Wiener 
Studien, III, 1881, 159f. resp. 268-276), then to a new edition of the Epithalamion 
(Silv. I, 2) by AuGUST HERZOG, issued at Leipzig in 1881, where the editor 
justifies the now generally accepted form Violentilla against TEUFFEL's Violantilla, 
finally to K. RossBERG's emendations of 1881 (Zu Statius, Silven, Neue Jahr
biicher f. Philologie, CXXIII, 2, 1881, 143f.). Of more lasting significance was 
MAxiMILIAN KuLLA's Bratislava inaugural lecture of 1881, 'Quaestiones Statianae', 
which ran to 66 pages. Pages 3-43 contain a summary of the unlisted lines of 
Statius found referred to in the later poets, especially Ausonius, Claudian and 
Apollinaris Sidonius. In some cases there are echoes in Martial, also in Juvenal, 
Nemesianus, Avienus and Ausonius. The list continued through Paulinus of 
Nola, Claudian, Rutilius Namatianus and Apollinaris Sidonius . However, since 
KuLLA wrote, the scholarship of FRIEDLAENDER has shown that Martial II was 
at least eight years older than 'Achilleid II' and my own work suggests that it 
was partly inclusive of much earlier broadsheets written by Martial even before 
80 A.D. Unfortunately the examples quoted in comparison with Martial seem all 
to be obvious commonplaces which neither poet owed to the other. The rest 
of the study covered Statius' debt to earlier poets. In the same vein was BERNHARD 
DEIPSER, De Papinio Statio Vergilii et Ovidii Imitatore (Argentorati 1881). Here 
are listed whole categories of words - adjectives, nouns, verbs -which are found 
in Statius after previous use in Ovid or Virgil. But of greater interest are the 
tropical or metaphorical collocations which have to be sought from the epic 
and tragic writers of Hellas like cava sub nocte, ignis edax and pallentes hederae. 
The work had a useful appendix by RuDOLF BITSCHOFSKY on the similar debt 
to Statius of later poets, especially Apollinaris. 

From the pedantic world of BuRSIAN in 1883 let us turn to the 'Cambridge 
History of Classical Literature', Part II, of 1982, edited by E. J. KENNEY and 
W. V. CLAUSEN to cover the whole scope of ancient Latin writings. Here we find 
in the chapter on Flavian Epic by D. W. T. C. VESSEY an assessment of the state 
of Scholarship in Statius a hundred years on. 1 

"For a long time the Flavian writers were regarded as little better than 
plagiarists . Recent investigations have revealed the inadequacy and injustice 
of this approach. This is especially true in Statius' case. His originality has 
been thoroughly vindicated. All ancient poets were bound by the principle 
of imitatio. This implied not merely respect for the past but a desire to reach 

1 D. W. T. C. VESSEY, Flavian Epic, in: Cambridge History of Classical Literature, Part II 
(ed. E. J. KENNEY), Cambridge, 1982, pp. 560-561. 
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new and individual standards of excellence. Statius was rarely, if ever, 
subservient to those whom he would have named with pride as his models." 

Further, it will not do to see him as a facile translator quarrying from the then 
vast extant mass of Greek literature. As VESSEY remarks, 

"For Statius, it was natural to study the Greeks. Statius' Hellenism is not, 
however, obtrusive. He utilized Euripidean tragedy - the Phoenissae and 
Suppliant Women had obvious relevance to the Thebaid, and the Hypsipyle 
may have added something to Books 4-8 - but never without radical 
transformation. From Callimachus he derived, among other things, some 
details for the myth of Linus and Coroebus (I, 557-672). Apollonius 
Rhodius played a subsidiary role in the evolution of Hypsipyle's narrative 
in Book 5. Old theories that he drew material from the Cyclic Thebaid or 
from Antimachus of Colophon may be dismissed as unproven and im
probable."2 

It will thus be seen that scholarship has turned full circle, and that a right stress 
on the creative reworking of inherited material is perhaps tending towards too 
emphatic a denial of some possible influences. 

Finally, VESSEY draws very proper attention to the influence of the spirit 
and culture, the circumstances and politics of an age, in helping to shape the 
values and attitudes of its poetry. VESSEY observes, 

"Commentators have often written of Statius' pessimism ... Predestination 
was a central dogma and problem in Stoicism. Free-will and the power of 
choice were excluded from a structured and interdependent mundus ... To 
modify any detail or particular in the working of destiny was not only im
possible; it would bring about that primal chaos which ever hems in and 
threatens balance and order. Throughout the Thebaid Statius adheres to the 
twin doctrines of inevitability and cosmic harmony ... The sins of men 
infect everything that exists, spreading the taint far and wide . . . The 
reciprocal sympathy of animate and inanimate nature controls much of the 
imagery in Statius' Epic. " 3 

Thus the ancient notion of miasma or pollution was made relevant and reasonable 
to Silver Age Romans by the contemporary physical system of Stoic thought, 
much as ancient exhortations to moderation and Malthusian economics have 
suddenly become rational modern and appropriate to contemporary conserva
tionist and ecologist writers. What is at issue here in all the Silver Age writers 
is an attempt to validate early myth and primitive historic traditions as consonant 
with a Stoic scientific view of the world. 

The scholarship of the later twentieth century is no more perfect than that 
of a century ago. However, it presents the solid merit of a thorough integration 
of literature with its cultural background and milieu which helps to enrich our 
perception of both social conditions and literary achievements. 

2 VESSEY, op.cit., p. 560. 3 VESSEY, op . cit., pp. 574-576. 
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II. An Anti-literary Age 

In many respects the most notable artistic monument of Silver Age Roman 
civilisation was not the work of Tacitus, Pliny or Statius, of Martial or Juvenal; 
it was Trajan's Column. 4 The richly mythological wall painting of Pompeii and 
Herculaneum with their relative paucity of charred remains of papyrus roll tells 
the same story. 5 The triumphs of Roman arms and the traditional mythology of 
Greece as reworked by Ovid in his 'Metamorphoses' were viewed as themes 
for the visual arts rather than material for literary recreation. The practical use 
of literary skill was seen as exemplified in oratory. Though the great Quintilian 
might extol literary style and show Roman writers as challenging the Greeks in 
every genre in his tenth book6 and to the able well-connected youths in his class
room, most of those young men looked forward to an official career, not to 
literary leisure. 7 The Roman Empire of the first century, like the great remote 
culture of Han China then flourishing at the opposite extremity of Eurasia, was 
what a modern political scientist would classify as a Frontier garrison apparatus 
state, where the main industries are army and civil service. 8 Well might Titus 
urge the unfortunate Martial to plead cases if he was short of cash.9 Th~ other 
aspect of this glut of willing barristers was of course clients like Flaccus 'with 
'gout in the hand' who declined to pay an unsuccesful advocate.lO There was a 
sense in which becoming a poet and becoming a critic of the imperial system on 
Stoic-Cynic grounds looked like simply two cases of dissent. Nowhere is this 
better exemplified than by Tacitus himself in the 'Dialogus de Oratoribus'.ll 

4 FILIPPO CoARELLI, Guida archeologica di Roma, Rome, 1974, pp . 116-127. Especially 
significant is p. 117: ,/ rilievi non rivestono tanto un carattere celebrativo ed encomiastico, 
quanta piuttosto documentario. Si e pensato che si possa trattare di una trascrizione figu
rativa dei Commentarii di Traiano, narrazione in prosa delle due guerre, certamente 
ispirati alta simile opera di Cesare." 

5 D . RoDENWALDT, Die Composition der Pompejanischen Wandgemalde, Berlin, 1909; P. 
SYLVAIN and F. A. DAviD, Les Antiquites d'Herculaneum, Vols. I-V, Paris, 1780. 

6 Quintilian, X, 1, 85-131. 
7 Tacitus, Agricola 4, 3. 
8 T. F. CARNEY, The Shape of the Past: Models and Antiquity, Lawrence (Kan.), 1975, 

Ch. 5. The Military and Society in Antiquity. 
9 Martial, Epigrams I, 17. 

10 Ibid. I, 98. 
11 Dialogus 3: lgitur, ut intravimus cubiculum Materni, sedentem ipsum et, quem pridie 

recitaverat, librum intra manus habentem, deprehendimus. 

194* 

Tum Secundus: Nilne te, inquit, Materne, fabulae malignorum terrent, qui minus offensas 
Catonis tui ames? An ideo librum istum adprehendisti, ut diligentius retractares, et sublatis, 
si quae pravam interpretandi materiam dederunt, emitteres Catonem, non quidem melio
rem, sed tamen securiorem? Tum ille, Leges tu, quid Maternus sibi debuerit, et agnosces, 
quae audisti. quod si qua omisit Cato. sequenti recitatione Thyestes dicet. Hanc enim 
tragoediam disposui jam et intra me ipse formavi . Atque ideo maturare libri hujus editio
nem festino, ut dimissa priore cura, novae cogitationi toto pectore incumbam. 
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Generations of readers have been stirred by Maternus' courageous and charm
ing defence of poetry against the charge of idleness and sel~-indulgence ~u~ fo~~ 
ward by his friend Aper the advocate of oratory, legal practice, and pubh.c hfe. 
But in some ways the long careful account of the decay of oratory given by 
Messala is even more useful. Bad values assimilated from slaves in infancy are 
compounded by the immediate recourse of the budding orator in his adolescence 
to the classroom of the rhetor, a teacher of technicalities of persuasion, rather 
than to an education in literature and philosophy such as Cicero and Quintilian 
both advocated. 13 

GooDYEAR dates the work late, 14 but its dependance on Quintilian may 
have been gained by the youthful Tacitus in the master's classroom rather than ~y 
the mature ex-consul's reading of the 'Institutio Oratoria'. In favor of the earlier 
dating is the obvious yet unrecognise.d setting of the. dialogue. Mater~ us justifi~s 
his plan to write praetextae - tragedies of Roman history - and particularly his 
recent recitation of his Cato - a play of this order, as Tacitus explains. 15 

Nam postero die quam Curiatius Maternus (;_atonem recitauerat, cum offen-. 
disse animas potentium diceretur, tamquam m eo tragoedtae argumento, sut 
oblitus, Catonem cogitasset, eaque de re per urbem frequens sermo haberetur, 
uenerunt ad eum M. Aper et julius Secundus, celeberrima tum ingenia fori 
nostri; quos ego in iudiciis non utrosque modo studiose audiebam, sed domi 
quoque et in publico adsectabar, mira studiorum cupiditate et quodam ardore 
iuuenili. 

Now we know Aper was famous both as orator and courtier under Domitian. 16 

What was the nature of this visit to Maternus, who was to be condemned and 
perish so soon after this notorious recitation? To me the proper commentary on 
this passage is Agricola 4 2: 

Accessere quidam cogitationum Principis periti, qui, it~rusne esset in P_ro
vinciam, ultra Agricolam interrogarent. ac prtmo occultts qutetem et ottum 
laudare, mox operam suam in adprobanda excusatione offerre; postremo non 
iam obscuri, suadentes simul terrentesque, pertraxere ad Domitianum. 

How did Tacitus know of this interview? He was absent on service at that time 
in Germany.17 May it be that he conjectured its content from a similar occasio? 
which he attended, and that Maternus, unlike Agricola, refused to recant his 

12 Dialogus 13: quod adligati adulatione, nee imperantibus umquam satis servi videntur, 
nee nobis satis liberi? Quae haec summa eorum potentza est? tantum posse lzbertz solent. 
Me vera dulces, ut Virgilius ait, Musae, remotum a sollicitudinibus et curis, et neces
sitate quotidie aliquid contra animum faciendi, in illa sacra, illosque fontes ferant: nee 
insanum ultra et lubricum forum famamque pallentem trepzdus experzar. 

13 Dialogus 28-32. . . 
14 F. R. D. GoODYEAR, History and Biography, in: Cambridge History of Classical Liter-

ature, Part II (ed. E. J. KENNEY), Cambridge, 1982, p. 645. 
15 Dialogus 2, 1. 
16 OCD, s. v. Aper. 
17 Tacitus, Agricola 45, 4-5. 
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planned programme and beg the Emperor's mercy for his imprudence? If this is 
so, the odd conclusion both praising the good order of life under the principate 
and declaring that political stability is fatal to great oratory becomes intelligible. 
It is a device to mask the true nature of Maternus' fatal confrontation with the 
princeps and to turn a refusal to abandon freedom of speech into a literary 
discussion whose publication may well have been coeval with that of the Agricola, 
whilst its composition may perhaps have been a few years anterior. 

Like the nineteenth century, the first century seems to have been a philistine 
age as much as a prosperous one. The Romanisation of the provinces was a natural 
result of permanent frontier bases. 18 The need for communication by road directly 
with Rome or with a Mediterranean port spawned posting stations every twenty 
miles. 19 Round the stables developed the caravanserai or mansio for travellers 
to stay in relative safety like the Rest Houses of British India. Soon such canabae 
or cantonments became communities of Roman post officials and local natives 
who could speak some Latin so as to benefit from the passing trade. 20 Where the 
new oppidum was at a crossroads the demands of traffic were greater, and 
frequently, as at Lugdunum, the local tribal leaders abandoned their hill forts for 
town houses on the plain. Thus the civitas ceased to be a tribe as in Caesar's day 
and became a city. 21 Further, as Tacitus illustrates, 22 able governors like Agricola 
encouraged tribal chiefs to adopt Roman houses and the cult of Roma et Augustus, 
whilst stimulating the building of forums whose colonnades would became 
centres of social and commercial activity. Often wider religious syncretism 
followed, such as the identification of the Celtic goddess of the warm springs 
at Bath in Britannia with the Roman Minerva. 23 Yet the Latin education of the 
sons of chieftains did not produce a general zest for Cicero, Horace and Virgil. 
The result was eloquentiam concupiscerent, and Juvenal, well informed about 
Britain, jests at this trend by remarking 

Gallia causidicos docuit facunda Britannos: 
de conducendo loquitur iam rhetore Thyle. 24 

Despite the droughts in Claudius' 25 reign and the violence and plundering of the 
Year of the Four Emperors, the century was an age of growing public and private 

1s E. T. SALMON, A History of the Roman World, 30 B.C. to A.D . 138, London, 1944, 
pp. 253 - 262. 

19 M. P. CHARLESWORTH, Trade Routes and Commerce of the Roman Empire, New York, 
1926, pp. 43-44. 

20 R. G. COLLINGWOOD and J. N. L. MYRES, Roman Britain and the English Settlements, 
Oxford, 1937, pp. 187-188. 

21 J. S. REID, Municipalities of the Roman Empire, Cambridge, 1918, Vol. I, p. 181. 
22 Tacitus, Agricola 21. 
23 R. G. COLLINGWOOD, op.cit., p. 264; cf. J.-L. GIRARD, La place de Minerve dans Ia 

religion romaine au temps du principat, in: ANRW II, 17,1, ed. by W. HAASE, Berlin
New York 1981, p. 214; E. BIRLEY, The Deities of Roman Britain, in: ANRW II, 18,1, 
ed. by W. HAASE, Berlin-New York 1986, pp. 32 and 54. 

24 Juvenal, Satire 15, 111-112. 
25 Petronius, Satyricon 44: Haec Phileros dixit, illa Ganymedes: ,narratis quod nee ad 

caelum nee ad terram pertinet, cum interim nemo curat quid annona mordet. non meher-
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wealth and comfort. As Petronius shows Italy was a land of hope to provincials 
and orientals,26 and Juvenal decries the later effects. 27 To this prosperous Roman 
world we may apply St. Paul's phrase "their God is their belly and their glory 
their shame," adding that their literature was novel and epigram and their 
conscience popular stoicism. 28 

As we see from Martial's 'Apophoreta' Virgil was widely read and copies 
much appreciated as Saturnalia gifts. 29 On the other hand the lack of deep interest 
in Greek letters indicates what MACAULAY felt about the Greek and Latin classical 
literature which was the sole reading of the great men of the renaissance, and 
even of such tragic women scholars as Lady JANE GRAY, namely, that after three 
centuries' growth of modern European literatures, the interest on that cultural 
capital may be deemed to exceed the principal, and that we gain more from 
reading Shakespeare than Plautus, Terence and Seneca. 3° Certainly Statius com
plains feelingly and perhaps truly that Manilius V opiscus is a patron seeking to 
revive an almost vanished literature. 31 In the same spirit in our philistine Euro
pean nineteeenth century CHARLES BLOMFIELD the great Aeschylean scholar and 
subsequent Bishop of London could write to RosE in 1830 urging him to pursue 
an academic career with the observation "there are only now but five men in 
England who care seriously for Aeschylus; you will make a sixth."32 

As ARNOLD ToYNBEE complained of the men of the Victorian era that they 
felt they were living in a millenium after the end of History, 33 so the men of the 
first century A.D. seem to have taken Virgil's 'Fourth Eclogue' seriously enough 

cules hodie buccam panis inuenire potui." et quomodo siccitas perseverat. iam annum 
esuritio fuit. 

26 Ibid. 57: Ridet? quid habet, quod rideat? numquid pater fetum emit lamna? eques 
Romanus es: et ego regis filius. ,quare ergo seruiuisti?" quia ipse me dedi in seruitutem 
et malui ciuis Romanus esse quam tributarius. Et nunc spero me sic uiuere, ut nemini 
lOCUS Slm. 

2 7 Juvenal, Satire 3, 61-66: 

iam pridem Syrus in Tiberim defluxit Orontes 
et linguam et mores et cum tibicine chordas 
obliquas nee non gentilia tympana secum 
uexit et ad circum iussas prostare puellas; 
ite, quibus grata est picta lupa barbara mitra. 

28 SIR SAMUEL DILL, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius, London, 1905, pp . 
287-440. 

29 Martial, Epigrams XIV, 136: 

Quam breuis immensum cepit membrana Maronem! 
Ipsius uultus prima tabella gerit. 

30 T . B. MACAULAY, Lord Bacon, in: Essays and Lays of Ancient Rome, London, 1889, 
pp . 355-356. 

31 Statius, Silvae I , Praef.: Manilius certe Vopiscus, uir eruditissimus et qui praecipue uindicat 
a situ litteras iam paene fugientes , solet ultra quoque nomine mea gloriari, villam Tibur
tinam suam descriptam a nobis una die. 

32 J . W. BuRGON, Lives of Twelve Good Men, London, 1891, 'Hugh James Rose, The 
Restorer of the Old Paths' , p . 671. 

33 ARNOLD ToYNBEE, A Study of History, Vol. XII, Oxford, 1961, p. 132. 
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to believe they must be entering a new Golden Age of enlightenment and, in 
TENNYSON's fine phrase, of "unlaborious earth and oarless sea."34 This was not a 
favourable intellectual climate for the growth of a new creative literature. 

III. Roman Romanticism 

It will be evident that, despite the power and antiquity of the literary tradi
tion, both Romans and the newly Romanised stood ready to believe in the dogma 
of assured progress and to dismiss the old literature of Greece and Republican 
Rome as boring and irrelevant to modern life. The champions of Classical educa
tion had to face similar challenges in the years after Waterloo, particularly in 
Britain. The great Headmaster of Rugby School Dr. THOMAS ARNOLD is at 
considerable pains to confute this modernism. 35 

"From time to time, therefore, as in the journal of Education (vol. vii, p. 240), 
he raised his voice against the popular outcry by which classical instruction 
was at that time assailed. And it was perhaps not without a share in produc
ing the subsequent reaction in its favour, that the one headmaster, who from 
his political connections and opinions would have been supposed most likely 
to yield to the clamour, was the one who made the most deliberate and 
decided protest against it . . . He was the first Englishman who drew 
attention in our public schools to the historical, political and philosophical 
value of philology and of the ancient writers, as distinguished from the mere 
verbal criticism and elegant scholarship of the last century." 

Again, he stresses the special educational fitness of the ancient tongues. 

"The study of language seems to me as if it was given for the very 
purpose of forming the human mind in youth; and the Greek and Latin 
languages, in themselves so perfect, and at the same time freed from the in
superable difficulty which must attend any attempt to teach boys philology 
through the medium of their own spoken language, seem the very instru
ments by which this is to be effected." 

In the Rome of the first century it was above all Quintilian who played the role 
undertaken by ARNOLD in England some eighteen centuries later, as any careful 
reader of Books I and X will appreciate quickly. 36 . But just as ARNOLD's work 
in the 1820's and thirties was reinforced by other reformers, so the work of 
cultured rhetoricians like Seneca the Elder earlier in the century and of such 
grammaticians as Statius' father Papinius, who taught poetry and also wrote it, 

34 ALFRED TENNYSON, To Virgil, Stanza 5. 
35 A. P. STANLEY, The Life of Thomas Arnold, D .D. (abridged edition), London, 1900, 

p . 98. Cf. ibid., p. 97. 
36 Quimilian, Institutio Oratoria, especially I, 2-9, and X, 2, 1-28. 
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helped to foster the revival of poetry, first in the Neronian period, and then 
under the Flavians. 

Lucan in many ways seemed as great a rebel as was SHELLEY in the history 
of English poetry, his Stoicism as impassioned as the latter's naturalism. Further, 
Lucan, in his treatment of Cato of Utica, comes close to THOMAS CARLYLE's view 
of the nature of a hero in 'Heroes and Hero-worship, or the Heroic in History'. 37 

The European Romantic movement looked to nature to inspire a nobler poetry 
than formal classicism. In the same way Silver Latinity saw poetry in Stoic terms 
as having its reality in harmony with nature. With this went a certain exuberance 
and abundance which the master Quintilian thought essential to the writing of 
the young and eager, asserting that it was easy to prune and trim excesses but 
impossible to replace the lack of creativity. 38 

In France romanticism gave us VICTOR HuGo's enormous epic canvas to 
depict the national history of France, 'La Legende des Siecles':39 the similar 
reactive Romanticism of Flavian Rome gave us the enormous 'Bellum Punicum' 
of Silius Italicus as a great new nationalistic epic retelling the tale once told by 
Naevi us in archaic Saturnian verse. 40 In a sense Statius combines the reactions 
of SHELLEY and KEATS to the situation of England, showing in the greater scenes 
of the Thebaid epic a quality not dissimilar to what we find in the 'Cenci' or in 
'Prometheus Unbound' of SHELLEY, whilst the lyrical quality of the 'Silvae' is 
consonant with much we find in KEATS - no other Roman poet prefigures the 
wistful tenderness and empathy with nature found in the Odes 'to Autumn' or 
'to a Nightingale'. 41 Valerius Flaccus writes a more Roman and less Romantic 
style of hexameter poetry, but the adventures of his heroes are much more attuned 
to mediaeval or romantic fiction. 42 

37 THOMAS CARLYLE, Heroes and Hero-Worship, or, the Heroic in History, London, 1840. 
38 Quintilian, op.cit., II, 4, 7,:Jacile remedium est ubertati, sterilia nullo Labore uincuntur. 
39 VrcToR HuGo, La Legende des Siecles, 1859. GEORGE SAINTSBURY, A Short History of 

French Literature, Oxford, 1917, pp. 500-501 writes: "a marvellous series of narrative 
or pictorial poems representing scenes from different epochs of the history of the world . 
These three volumes together represent his poetical talent at its highest .. . In La Legende 
des Siecles the variety of the music, the majesty of some of the pieces and the pathos of 
others, the rapid success of brilliant dissolving views, and the complete mastery of 
language and versification at which the poet arrived, combine to produce an effect not 
easily paralleled elsewhere." 

40 VESSEY, op.cit., p. 591. Cf. R. G. TANNER, The Arval Hymn and Early Latin Verse, 
CQ, n.s. XI, 2, 1961, pp. 209-238. 

41 GEORGE SAINTSBURY, A Short History of English Literature, London, 1908, p. 673: "In 
particular, Keats showed that curious power of entering into the thought and sentiment 
of other times, which has been so characteristic of our now closing age, and which 
distinguishes it from all that came before. He knew, it is certain, no Greek: yet the Ode 
above referred to (On a Grecian Urn) has been accepted by the severest scholars as 
probably the most Greek thing in English poetry." 

4 2 VESSEY, op.cit., Pp. 583: "When set beside Statius, Valerius is restrained and economical. 
Occasionally his terseness becomes jejune and effete. He sought Virgilian gravity as an 
antidote to the excesses of Seneca and Lucan; but, lacking his master's genius, he ran a 
perpetual risk of anaemia." 
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These poets were not simply interested in archaising themes: they were 
fighting an impassioned battle for the survival of classical culture. As SIR SAMUEL 
DILL observed: 

"Even in that age of fertile production and too enthusiastic appreciation, 
Pliny, like Seneca and Statius, has a feeling that love for the things of the 
mind was waning. And he deemed it an almost religious duty, as Symmachus 
and Sidonius did more than three centuries after him, to arouse the flagging 
interest in letters, and to reward even third-rate effort with exuberant praise. 
He avows that it is a matter of duty to admire and venerate any performance 
in a field so difficult as that of letters. " 43 

However an imperfectly analysed element in the situation is the likelihood 
that we have evidence of two conflicting parties among the champions of the 
literary tradition. An observant reader of Juvenal, Satire 1, will soon suspect that 
the criticism is not primarily of recitations but of always being auditor tantum: 
that is his motive for writing. His criticisms are always of Greek titles like a 
'Theseid' epic or enormous tragedies of 'Orestes' or 'T elephus'. 44 He does not 
stigmatise the huge 'Punica' of Silius Italicus or the praetextae of Curiatius Ma
ternus, but tells us social conditions force him to take for model the satirist 
Lucilius, a Roman author treating Roman themes. 45 This suggests Juvenal 
belonged to a school of thought which felt considerable approval for the efforts 
of Silius and Maternus because they treated Roman themes rather than Greek 
legends. Of course, it is true that the doctrine of imitatio veterum led both 
schools of Silver Latinity to draw on the masterpieces of Homer for their 
models, 46 as well as Virgil. As VESSEY comments, 

"Not less than the Augustans, the Flavians drank deep of the fountain of 
Greek poetry. Valerius' principal source was Apollonius Rhodius, though 
there was little of the servile in the relationship. From Homer, the 'well
spring of poesie', both Statius and Silius adapted much, introducing not 
only episodes already reshaped by Virgil but fresh ones as well. Both poets 

43 SIR SAMUEL DrLL, op . cit., pp . 163-164. 
44 J uvenal, Satire 1, 1-6: 

Semper ego auditor tantum? numquamne reponam 
uexatus totiens rauci Theseide Cordi? 
impune ergo mihi recitauerit ille togatas, 
hie elegos? inpune diem consumpserit ingens 
Telephus aut, summi plena iam margine libri, 
scriptus et in tergo necdum fin it us Orestes? 

45 Juvenal, Satire 1, 19-171. 
46 VESSEY, op . cit., p. 561: "All ancient poets were bound by the principle of imitatio . This 

implied not merely respect for the past but a desire to reach new and individual standards 
of excellence. Statius was rarely, if ever, subservient to those he would have named with 
pride as his models. Valerius also took pains to create his own interpretation of the 
Argonautic myth, reassigning to Jason a heroic status which the cynical Apollonius had 
eroded. Even Silius, the most patently dependent of the three, did not hesitate to modify 
the events of the Punic War to illuminate a wider philosophical perspective." 
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for example, have incidents based on Achilles' fight with the River Scamander 
(fl., 21, 34ff.): Statius describes Hippomedon's battle with the Ismenus 
Theb., 9, 404ff.), Silius Scipio's conflict with Trebia (Pun ., 4, 638ff.) . .. 
Silius saw no difficulty in welding Homeric motifs on to the framework of 
Roman history. " 4 7 

The hypothesis of Hellenising and Romanising literary schools as rivals 
yet both withstanding their philistine contemporaries explains the lack of mutual 
reference between the pupils of Quintilian like Pliny and Martial4B on the one 
hand and Statius or the virtually unmentioned Valerius on the other. However, 
both Pliny and Martial praise the efforts of Silius. 49 Partisanship may explain 
the lack of any reference to Martial in Statius' 'Silvae' or to Statius in Martial's 
'Epigrams' . Certainly no literary rancour over plagiarism seems a possible ex
planation: the instances culled by MAxiMILIAN KuLLA are no more than mere 
poetic commonplaces . 50 The two poets shared several patrons, and both were 
attractive personalities in the eyes of contemporaries, 51 but they seem to have 
been divided socially by the dark stream of odium philologicum. This too may 
well account for the somewhat patronising contrast Juvenal draws between Lucan 
the poet of Pharsalus and Statius the author of the 'Thebaid' in Satire 7. 52 Granted 
this schism, not unnaturally both schools courted Imperial favour, as we see in 
Martial's 'de Spectaculis' and 'Epigrams V' as well as in the first book of Statius' 
'Silvae'. 

Though Statius eschews Roman themes for Epic, the choice of the Thebaid 
introduced a theme of the horror of civil strife in early times which must have 
drawn a responsive sympathy from many who recalled the year of the four 
emperors. It would be wrong to press political analogies too hard: but the theme 
was suited to eliciting the reactions Juvenal recalls at its recitations. In his plot 
Statius has been acused of being 'episodic' , but H. W. GARROD has defended this 
feature . 53 In considering his style, J . H. MozELEY has some interesting comments: 

"Statius in borrowing often adds details to fill out the picture, or elaborates 
the language: often too he introduces a sentimental touch, i.e. he either 
attributes feeling to inanimate objects, or looks at the scene from the point 
of view of some living person: in ix, 90 the sea-resisting rocks 'feel no fear' . " 54 

The very proper recent interest in the Stoic influence on Statius' thought should 
make us realise that the doctrine of cosmic sympathy of all parts of the universe 
means that natural phenomena will have self-consciousness. But it also means 

47 VESSEY, op . cit., p. 560. 
48 On Martial's possible connexion with Quintilian's school, see R. G. TANNER, Levels of 

Intent in Martial, above in this same volume (ANRW II, 32, 4), p. 2633. 
49 Martial, Epigrams IV, 14: Pliny, Epistle III, 7. 
50 BuRSIAN, 1883 (II), pp. 265-266. 
5 1 M. S. DIMSDALE, A History of Latin Literature, London, 1915, pp . 470-471. 
52 Juvenal, Satire 7, 79-89. 
53 J. H. MOZLEY, Introduction to Loeb Statius with English Translation, London, 1955, p. xv. 
54 Ibid., pp . xvii-xviii . 
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they have Ka8TjKOV'ta and KaLOQ8<.0!J.~'ta. 55 Thus by OLKcLWOL~ to their position, 
ox: ax: exposed coast these rocks wtll adopt a correct moral choice, thereby 
reJectmg all fear ( <p6~o~), though not necessarily without the eupathy which 
corresponds to that pathos, namely EUAa~na. 56 On this world view rocks as 
well as men need to deliberate 'de Officiis' . 

~nother curious element o~ Statiu~' st~le may also have a philosophical ex
planauon of the same order. Stotc phystcs latd down KQiiOL~ OL' oA.ov as the basis 
of_i~s system: two .bodies .caul~ ~ccupy the same. space simultaneously. 57 Thus 
spmt .and matter, hfe and mertta, mtelhgence and tmpassivity coexist in one man 
or ammal. But they also may coexist in one word. This, as much as rhetorical 
theory, underlies the features DEIPSER noted in 1881.58 Thus mali gnus is used 
of vadum and fauces, amarus of vox, superbus of stratum and thorus whilst 
ardens ~escribes bo~h ~rumpets and a shield ~nd intonsus applies to tree t~ps and 
m~untam tops. Thts ts not merely patheuc fallacy: OLKELWOL~ has given the 
rau~nal co~mic P?euma .latent in inst~ments or parts the character of the personal 
tenswnal ft~ld wtth whteh, they are linked . The common metonymy of pinus
?asta, navts or fax; cornu- arcus; cornu- hasta; arundo- sagitta, expresses 
mstances of the vt~w th~t objects or ' tensional fields' are long-lasting events which 
have transformauons hke the raw natural material which we transform into 
implements. 59 

. In short, not merely the plots but also the stylistic features of the epics of 
Stauus are meant ~o ex~mplify Stoic doctri?e and show thus that old mythology 
was consonant wtth hts contemporary sctence and not a mere relic of a dead 
cultural past. 

IV. Problems of 'Achilleid /' 

The introduction 1-19 raises the problem of which sense we are to assume 
for the lines 

te Iongo necdum fidente paratu 
molimur magnusque tibi praeludit Achilles. 

In dealing with Quintus Curtius in the 'Cambridge History of Latin Literature' 
F. D . R. GooDYEAR oberves: 

5 5 Stobaeus, Eclogae II, 158 (p. 85 WACHSMUTH) . 
5 6 Diogenes Laertius, VII, 110 (on n:6.9o£) and 116 (on an:6.9ELa) . Cf. s. G. PEMBROKE, 

Oikeiosis, in: A. A. LONG (ed.), Problems in Stoicism, London, 1971, pp. 114-149. 
Cf. Cicero, De Finibus, III, 16ff. 

5 7 S. SAMBURSKY, Physics of the Stoics, London, 1959, pp. 11-17. Cf. Simplicius, Physica 
IV, 1, p. 530, 11 (ed. DtELS) . 

58 BuRSIAN , 1883 (II), pp. 266-268 . 
59 S. SAMBURSKY, op . cit., pp . 81 - 88. 
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"Why this accomplished dilettante chose to write about Alexander we cannot 
know: perhaps he explained in his preface, if he condescended to write 
one . . . If our tentative dating (coeval with Seneca) is right, the more general 
revival of interest in Alexander prompted by Trajan is irrelevant. " 60 

However, the crowing of a King for Armenia by Nero must have roused interest 
in conquering Parthia in some quarters, 61 and the deeds of Vespasian and Titus 
could well have led men to expect the old emperor to send his son to the conquest 
of the East. The early death of Titus was a frustration of hopes. Did the Dacian 
Wars of Domitian lead to expectations of a Parthian campaign such as Trajan 
later carried out? If so, Achilles was the hero of Alexander whom the latter made 
much of imitating, 62 if Domitian was still reticent, hence perhaps Iongo necdum 
fidente paratu for our poet. 

Thetis' fear for her son's life is not matched by any like concern for the 
innocent sailors of the Trojan fleet, and Neptune refuses to allow her to offend 
the Fates by this inappropriate act she contemplates - the sinking of the fleet. 63 

At I, 95 she goes at once to visit Chiron and her son: Statius does not waste time 
reporting her travels , but the cosmic sympathy which causes the earth to blossom 
for joy at the coming of the lady of the sea whom Jupiter himself had loved. 64 

Chiron' s cave is described in 106-118 in terms contrasting him with the blood
thirsty centaurs of his race: long years have turned the Stoic proficient into a 
sage in tune with the cosmic mind, and he receives his guest graciously. But in I, 
131-140 she acts inappropriately through the pathos of fear and lies to Chiron 
about a plan to dip the boy again in Styx. 65 Knowing nothing of the real plan to 
dress the boy as a girl, he consents. Achilles soon arrives, once Chiron has 
reported his new strength and wilfulness. After supper she leaves the cave for the 
shore, where she deliberates on means of concealing him and rejects most places 
as dangerous - the pathos of fear at work - and elects Scyros. Then she carries 
Achilles (as tall as herself in 173 !) with Chiron escorting her and at once departs 
in her dolphin-chariot in I, 236. 

The scene of awakening on Scyros is of great interest as Thetis plays for 
sympathy and reassures the boy Chiron will never know if he dresses awhile in 
female attire. Failure is averted by his catching sight of a fetching Scyrian maiden 

60 F. R. D . GoODYEAR, History and Biography, in: Cambridge History of Classical Liter-
ature II, E. J. KENNEY (ed.), Cambridge, 1982, p. 642. 

61 E. T. SALMON, op.cit., p. 194. 
62 N. G . L. HAMMOND, A History of Greece to 323 B.C., Oxford, 1959, pp. 640-641. 
63 Achilleid I, 48-49. On 'inappropriate acts' in the Stoic sense, see Cicero, De Finibus 

III, 20ff. 
64 Achilleid I, 101-103 : 

laetantur montes et conubialia pandunt 
antra sinus lateque deae Sperchios abundat 
obvius et dulci uestigia circuit unda. 

On sympathy of parts of the Stoic Universe, Sextus, Adv. Math. IX, 78 (SVF, II, 1013). 
65 On inappropriate and appropriate acts in relation to pathos, see Stobaeus, Eclogae II , 

p . 69. 11 (WACHSMUTH), (SVF, III, 86). 
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and falling madly in love with her during a ritual dance. At 283 the poet has asked 
the rhetorical question 

Quis deus attonitae fraudes astumque parenti 
contulit? 

But here the familiar epic machinery does not really creak. The answer assumed 
is a Stoic one - Fatum or Providentia. 66 In 318-348 she dresses the boy in 
female attire and puts on him her own necklace and dresses his hair . Statius 
offers a brilliant analysis of his mind; adventure and embarassment are present, 
but the deception just achieves conviction: 

nee luctata diu; superest nam plurimus illi 
inuita uirtute decor, fallitque tuentes 
ambiguus tenuique latens discrimine sexus. 

(336-338) 

Having tamed the boy with expectation of the pathos of pleasure his mother 
acts once more with inappropriate falsehood, even testibus aris. The king is told 
that here is Achilles' tomboy sister in need of feminine discipline! The fine simile 
of the strange dove welcomed to the cote by the resident birds reminds us that 
any wall-painting of rural scenery and all ancient rural writers recall the signif
icance of the role of the dovecote on every farm in Roman Italy (372-378). 6 ? 

The description of Europe's war preparations show the interval from 
Homer's world: the preparation suggests the Dacian campaigns of Trajan more 
than the war of Troy: 68 

Argos agit turmas, vacuantur pascua ditis 
Arcadia, frenat celeres Epiros alumnos, 
Phocis et Aoniae iaculis rarescitis umbrae, 
murorum tormenta Pylas Messeneque tendunt. 

(419-422) 

Altogether one wonders if 440 is a hint of an aborted Eastern project planned by 
Vespasian and Titus about 77 A.D. 

66 Au! us Gellius, Noctes Atticae VII, 2, 3 f.: In libro enim JtEQL JtQOVo(ac; quarto EL!J.UQQ
!J.EVT)V esse dicit (Chrysippus) qmmKijv l:LVa mJV"tal;Lv l:OOV OA(J)V ES cnb(ou l:OOV ELEQWV 
wtc; htQoLc; EJtaKo"A.ouSounwv Kal !J.EWJto"A."A.u~J.tvwv [!J.E"til Jto"A.i.l !J.EV oiiv vulgo] ... 
aJtaQa~<hou OUOT]c; cf)c; l:OLaULT)c;' EJtLJtAoKijc;. 

6 7 qualiter Idaliae uolucres, ubi mollia frangunt 
nubila, iam longum caeloque domoque gregatae, 
si iunxit pinnas diuersoque hospita tractu 
uenit auis, cunctae primum mirantur et horrent: 
mox propius propiusque uolant, atque aere in ipso 
paulatim fecere suam, plausuque secunda 
circueunt hilares et ad alta cubilia ducunt. 

Cf. SYLVAIN and DAVID, op. cit., vol. IV, p. 32, plate 14. 
68 FILIPPO CoARELLI, op.cit., plates on p. 115. 
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Thessalia et geminis incusat fata querellis, 
quod senior Peleus nee adhuc maturus Achilles. 

In 459-466 the simile of the hunting net vividly pictures the contemporary 
capture of game animals for slaught~r or_ use in the aren~s of Rome. 69 

The universal demand for Achilles m 466-489 remmds one of the call for 
the promised leader against Mezenti~s rerorted by Dior_nede to Aeneas_ in 
'Aeneid VIII', and the speech of Protesilaus m fact reJects Dwmede as a possible 
leader against Troy just as he is ruled out - then _by ~ge - at ~allante~m. 70 But 
in addition to echoing Virgil this report of the chiefs m counCil at Auhs may. be 
designed to reflect a ?reat emb~rassment of empire, the este_e~ of ge~er~ls hke 
Corbulo in Nero's reign or Agncola more lately under Domman. Tacitus com
ments from his 'Agricola' are perhaps relevant, 71 although Titus' prospects after 
the Jerusalem victory may well be in the poet's mind. From 514-535_we s~e a 
good description of Calchas in the condition common to moder~ medmms m a 
spiritualistic trance, and the immediate reaction of Odys~es and Dwmede to seek 
out Achilles and Agamemnon's endorsement of the proJect. _ . . 

Meanwhile the account of the love of Achilles and Deidamia follows m 
560-674. Achilles in fact becomes an incarnation of Bacchus in the tale of passion 

69 sic curua feras indago latentes 
claudit et admotis paulatim cassibus artat. 
illae ignem sonitumque pauent diffusaque linquunt 
auia miranturque suum decrescere montem, 
donee in angustam ceciderunt undique uallem; 
inque uicem stupuere greges sociosque timore 
mansuescunt; simul hirtus aper, simul ursa lupusque 
cogitur et captos contempsit cerua leones. 

Cf. U. E. PAOLI, Rome, its People, Life and Customs (tr. R. D. MACNAGHTEN), London, 
1963, pp. 244-246. 

1o Aeneid VIII, 505-509: 

ipse oratores ad me regnique coronam 
cum sceptro misit mandatque insignia T archon, 
succedam castris Tyrrhenaque regna capessam. 
sed mihi tarda gelu saeclisque effeta senectus 
invidet imperium, seraeque ad fortia uires. 

Cf. Achilleid I, 499-502: 

cemis ut ignotum cuncti stupeantque fremantque 
Aeaciden? sordent uulgo Calydonius heros 
et magna genitus Telamone Aiaxque secundus, 
nos quoque: sed Mavors et arrepta Troia probabunt. 

See further: on Corbulo, E. T. SALMON, op.cit., p. 192-194; on Agricola, Tacitus, 
Agricola 39. . . 

7 1 Agricola 41, 3-4: ita cum damna damn is continua~entur atque o~ms ann us funerzbus 
et cladibus insigniretur, poscebatur ore uulg1 dux Agrzcola, conparant1bus cunct!~ u1gorem, 
constantiam et expertum bellis animum cum inertia et formidine eorum ... SIC Agrtcola 
simul suis uirtutibus, simul uitiis aliorum in ipsam gloriam praeceps agebatur. 
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in the forest, 72 and there are implications here for the conquest of India by Alex
ander, whose model he was, and by implication by Domitian likewise in the near 
future. Not without relevance here is the elaborate account of Alexander's Bacchic 
procession through Carmania in Curtius Rufus, IX,10,24-29. 73 The reference 
to Jupiter's love for Juno (588-591) may be oblique flattery of Domitian's 
relationship with his first wife Domitia, whom he divorced and than recalled to 
favour, as Suetonius related. 74 This is all the more probable because Domitian 
had already equated himself with Jupiter by this stage of his government. 75 

The discovery, despite the rage of Thetis, occupies 675-877. The fine simile 
of two hunting wolves describing the coming to Scyros of Ulysses and Diomede 
may also be designed to refer to Domitian's Roman experience. Suetonius tells 
us in 69 A.D. he was disguised as a priest of Isis and hid in a friend's mother's 
house. 76 At 773 the welcoming banquet for the visiting heroes follows and the 
speech of Ulysses designed to fire Achilles' manhood. The guests have brought 
instruments of Bacchanalia for the morrow's rites, but Ulysses has concealed 
weapons among them to arouse Achilles to self-disclosure, which only the efforts 
of Deidamia had prevented at the banquet. 77 After the dance of maidens Achilles 
finally reveals himself when he touches the weapons (852-857). In Ulysses' 
exhortation we find the touch of Stoic modernity - Gods have become natural 

72 Especially noteworthy is Achilleis I, 615-618: 

talis, ubi ad Thebas uultumque animumque remisit 
Euhius et patrio satiauit pectora luxu, 
serta comis mitramque leuat thyrsumque uirentem 
arma et hostiles inuisit fortior I ndos. 

7
3 Quintus Curtius, IX, 10, 24-25: Igitur, ut supra dictum est, aemulatus Patris Liberi non 

gloriam solum, quam ex illis gentibus deportauerat, sed etiam farnam, siue illud triumph us 
fuit, siue bacchantium lusus, statuit imitari animo super humanum fast1gmm elato. V~eos 
per quos iter erat, floribus coronisque stemi iubet, liminibus aedium creterras uino reple_tas 
et alia eximiae magnitudinis uasa disponi, uehicula deinde constrata, ut plures capere mdues 
possent, in tabemaculorum modum omari, alia candidis uelis, alia ueste pretiosa. 

74 Suetonius, Domitianus 3. 
75 Martial, Ep~grams VIII, 39: 

Qui Palatinae caperet conuiuia mensae 
ambrosiasque dapes non erat ante locus: 

hie haurire decet sacrum, Germanice, nectar 
et Ganymedea pocula mixta manu. 

Esse uelis, oro, serus conuiua Tonantis: 
at tu si properas, Iuppiter, ipse ueni. 

Cf. Suetonius, op. cit., 13. 
76 Suetonius, op. cit., 1. 
77 -A~hilleid I, 802-805: 

exisset stratis, ni prouida signa 
Deidamia data cunctas hortata sorores 
liquisset mensas ipsum complexa. sed haeret 
respiciens lthacum coetuque nouissimus exit. 
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forces at Chrysippus' bidding - 869 tu caeli pelagique nepos. 78 Moved by the 
lamentations of Deidamia who had just born his child he begs the favour and 
forgiveness of her father Lycomedes and attains this boon with the support of 
Ulysses (892-920). The Book ends with reconciliation and a night of joyful but 
fearful wedlock for Deidamia. 

Critics who see the 'Achilleid' as the dying effort of a sick and ageing poet 
are right, but only right in the same sense as those music critics who similarly 
described Mozart's 'Requiem' . 79 A less exuberant piece than the 'Thebaid' it may 
be the completed work might have been, but deeper in all likelihood in its sense 
of human frailty and of the worth of persistence even before foredoomed ad
versrty. 

V. Libellus and Epigram - the 'Silvae' 

In the prefatory epistles to the books of the 'Silvae' Statius is prone to 
describe his individual poems for special occasions as works hastily dashed off 
in the heat of the moment, and to apply to these effusions - mostly about 100 
lines long - the title libelli. 80 In another chapter in this work, I have given 
grounds for regarding the libellus as a work written on papyrus transversa charta, 
or across the breadth of the roll, rather than as usual along the length in successive 
paginae or columns of writing mostly twenty or thirty letters wide and about 
twenty lines deep set out side by side from left to right. 81 On the recto side the 
papyrus slices ran longitudinally along the roll while on the verso vertical strips 
were pasted on to gum the sheet securely together. 82 Thus on the recto the joints 
between parallel strips functions like the faint line still printed on some writing 
tablets today. If one re-used the sheet by writing on the verso as the Oxyrrhynchus 
scribe did by writing on the verso of the Nome accounts, then the pen tended to 

78 Diogenes Laertius, VII, 147: ~(a f.tEv yag cpaOL ~)L' ov l:U navw· Zijva 6 f: KaAOUOL nag' 
ocrov l:OU ~ijv aLl:LO£ EOl:LV Tl 6La l:OU ~ijv KEXOOQT]KEV" 'A9T]VUV 6£ Kal:a n]v EL£ ai9£ga 
6L6.1:aOLV l:OU tiYEf.tOVLKOU auwu· "Hgav 6£ Kal:U ri]v EL£ a£ga· Kai "Hcpmmov Kal:U 
l:TJV EL£ 1:0 l:EXVLKOV nug· Kai IlocrEL6<iiva Kal:U ri]v EL£ 1:0 fJyg6v· Kai ~tlf.tTJl:Qa Kal:a 
l:TJV EL£ yijv· Of.tOLW£ 6f: Kai l:U£ a /..f..a£ 1tQOOTJYOQLa£ EXOf.tEVOL l:LVO£ OLKELOl:T]l:O£ U1t
£6ocrav. 

79 E.g. MoZLEY, op . cit., p . xxviii . Cf. VESSEY, op . cit . , p. 580. " In describing Achilles ' 
youth, Statius is often poignant and deft: a lightness pervades the Achilleid that is rarely 
found in the Theban epic. And yet, his powers were waning, the fires growing dim. 
Death brought the project to a premature end." . 

80 Statius, Silvae I, Epistula: Diu multum dubitaui, Stella, iuuenis optime et in studiis nostris 
eminentissime, qua parte uoluisti, an hos libellos, qui mihi subito calore et quadam 
festinandi uoluptate fluxerunt, cum singuli de sinu meo prodierint, congregatos ipse di
mitterem. 

8 1 R . G . TANNER, Levels of Intent in Martial, above in this same volume (ANRW II , 32, 4), 
p. 2667. 

82 SIR E . MA.uNDE THOMPSON, Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography , O xford, 
1912, p. 23 . 
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catch on the vertical fibres . 83 But if one cut up a long used roll into shorter 
sections one could write on its verso transversa charta, one's hand guided by the 
joint seams of the shorter cross strips. Such hastily written words set out on 
pieces of re-used papyrus, whether for notices or advertisements or short literary 
drafts were, in my view, libelli in the proper sense of the term . Further, with the 
favourable arrangement of papyrus strips for such use, these 'broadsheets' would 
be very easy to write quickly. 84 

Now while no one could suggest that the majority of the poems in the 
'Silvae' collection might appropriately be classified as epigrams, and though 
Statius himself attributed the term very sparingly - in arborem certe tuam, 
Melior, et psittacum scis a me leues libellos quasi epigrammatis loco scriptos8s -
and in this context only among his prefaces, none the less this passage shows 
he felt some link between libellus and epigramma. In the first place, the term 
libellus is used in these prefatory epistles to the four complete books of the 
'Silvae' only in reference to an individual poem, while the term tiber is always 
used of the whole volume dedicated to the recipient of the opening epistle. In 
fact in the Epistle to Stella libellos is applied to describe the whole contents of 
Book I, while in Book II the poems as a group are referred to in the first sentence 
of the Epistle to Melior as opuscula. 86 However later in that epistle we have the 
reference to two 'leues libellos in the manner of epigram' which were mentioned 
above. In Book III the Epistle to Pollius begins by referring to the whole volume 
as libelli, and refers to the whole series as 'Silvae' , one out of two places where 
the term is used by the poet himself. Then the second poem to Maecius Celer is 
described as a libellus, as indeed is the final one addressed to the poet's wife, 
which is also classified in the previous sentence as an ecloga. 87 For Book IV the 
Epistle to Marcellus serves as an apology for the greater length of the volume 
as well as an introduction. The first poem is referred to as an opusculum, but if 
one follows VoLLMER's conjecture in filling the lacuna, the word libellos would 
follow tres. 88 Poem 5 is described as a lyricum cantum and is in fact in alcaics, 
while poem 7 is in fact likewise in sapphics, though not similarly categorized 
as a lyric, merely as a welcome piece for Vibius Maximus' homecoming. Next 
follows what is described as a ecloga to Julius Menecrates congratulating its 

83 L. D . REYNOLDS and N . G . WILSON, Scribes and Scholars. A Guide to the Transmission 
of Greek and Latin Literature, Oxford, 1968, pp . 3-4. 

84 SIR E . MA.uNDE THOMPSON, op . cit. , p . 46, n. 3. 
85 Statius, Silvae II, Epistula. 
86 Et familiaritas nostra qua gaudeo, Melior, uir optime, nee minus m iudicio litterarum 

quam in omni uitae colore tersissime, et ipsa opusculorum quae tibi trado condicio sic 
posita est ut totus hie ad te liber meus etiam sine epistula spectet. 

87 Statius, Silvae III (Preface): Sequitur libellus, quo splendidissimum et mihi iucundissimum 
iuuenem, Maecium Celerem, a sacratissimo imperatore missum ad legionem Syriacam, 
quia sequi non poteram, sic prosecutus sum . . . Summa est egloga, qua mecum secedere 
Neapolim Claudiam meam exhortor. 

8 8 sed hie fiber tres habet .. . "Lacuna recognised by Hahn, though none in MSS . .. Voll
mer would fill the lacuna thus: (libellos in honorem eius. tum demum secuntur eclogae 
ad arnicas: uides igitur te magis honorari non potuis)se quam quod . . . etc. " 

195 ANRW II 32.5 
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recrprent on his award of the ius trium liberorum. The last piece for Plotius 
Grypus is referred to as hendecasyllabos, quos Saturnalibus una risimus. 89 In
cidentally, this preface includes the only other reference to the name or genre of 
the collection - quare ergo plura (opuscula?) in quarto Silvarum quam in 
prioribus?90 

To our poet then it seems his opuscula may be called libelli unless they are 
in lyric metres . The description of I, 8 shows that a poem in hendecasyllables 
may be a libel/us as much as the hexameter majority, whilst the remarks prefaced 
to Book II show that the hexameter poems 3 and 4 may be called epigrams 
because they are leves, a term needing definition, as well as remaining libelli . 
Again, the two pieces described as ecloga are both in hexameters and one is 
clearly also designated a libel/us, namely III, 5. In Book I we are left in no doubt 
that the epithalamion for Stella and Violentilla ranks in the general class of libelli, 
as does the consolatio for Claudius Etruscus (III, 3) . But in the same class are 
included also I, 4, the celebration of the recovery of Rutilius Gallicus, and III, 2, 
the poet's farewell to Maecius Celer departing on military service. Also to be 
included are the celebrations of Domitian's equestrian statue (I, 1 ), of the villa of 
Manilius Vopiscus (1, 3), of the baths of Claudius Etruscus (I, 5), and of Pollius 
Felix's temple of Hercules (Ill, 1). 

The first thing about these libelli is that their themes can all be paralleled 
from Martial's 'Epigrams' . Martial IV, 13 on the marriage of Pudens and Claudia 
Peregrina is a mere five elegiac couplets, but its theme parallels Statius' epithal
amion (I, 2). Again, we may set Martial's 36 lines of hendecasyllables (IV, 64) 
in honour of the villa of Julius Martialis beside the 110 hexameters Statius wrote 
about the villa of Manilius Vopsicus (I, 3) . Again Martial VII, 47 on the recovery 
of Licinius Sura offers six elegiac couplets to match the 131 hexameter lines 
Statius writes for the recovery of Rutilius Gallicus (1, 4). Further the parallel 
between Martial's lines on Caesar's tree at Corduba (IX, 61) with eleven elegiac 
couplets and the account Statius gives of the tree of Atedius Melior in 7 hexameters 
(II, 3) is remarkably close .91 Again the short hexameter poem of 37 lines on 

89 Plotio Grypo, maioris gradus iuueni, dignius opusculum reddam, sed interim hendecasyl
labos, quos Saturnalibus una risimus, huic uolumini inserui. 

90 opuscula is my own supplement. 
9 1 E.g. Martial, Epigrams IX, 61 , 11-14. 

saepe sub hac madidi luserunt arbore Fauni 
terruit et tacitam fistula sera domum; 

dumque Jugit solos nocturnum Pana per agros, 
saepe sub hac latuit rustica fronde Dryas. 

Cf. Statius, Silvae II, 3, 6- 11: 

quid Phoebum tam parua rogem? uos dicite causas, 
Naides, et Jaciles, satis est, date carmina Fauni. 
nympharum tenerae fugiebant Pana cateruae; 
ille quidem it, cunctas tamquam uelit, et tamen unam 
in Pholoen. siluis haec Jluminibusque sequentis 
nunc hirtos gressus, nunc improba cornua uitat. 
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Melior's parrot's death (II, 4) is an extended and romanticised parody of Catullus 
2 and 3, which also give a starting point to Martial I, 7 on Stella's calumba. 92 

Perhaps we are now closer to defining a levis libel/us and indeed libelli. The 
OLD sense 14 of 'light', meaning 'not serious' or 'intended for amusement' is 
generally assumed : but in view of how closely II, 4 follows Catullus' substance, 
and the probability that a 'tree poem' by Marsus or Gaetulicus9 3 would have 
underlain the very similar basic matter of II, 3 and Martial IX, 61, it seems 
we should prefer sense 7, 'thin' , or 'unsubstantial', as exemplified in Lucretius' 
phrase animas animasque leuis ut noscere possis (III, 418). This means that the 
fine round soul atoms are so tenuous that they give the merest definition of form 
without any solid substance. 94 Such a meaning of leuis seems very appropriate 
for a poem which puts a borrowed theme into a new shape as one might rework 
a new setting for a diamond : the poet's own actual contribution is then merely 
the new setting. So in this sense his poem becomes a leuis libel/us in sense 7, 
while it is probably also an easy task to write it, thus equally being leuis in sense 
9, 'easy to perform (of tasks, duties)' . Clearly sense 14 is by no stretch of the 
imagination applicable to these two poems, which are in no way 'funny' nor by 
any Stoic canon 'inappropriate'. 9s 

In defining libel/us itself I wish to have recourse to another chapter which 
was contributed to this work on the 'Levels of Intent in Martial'. There the 
following explanation is offered. 96 

"However, in assessing our date we have to bear in mind the nature of 
Martial's libelli. Of course they are in some sense a metrical convenience to 
replace libri where the latter will not scan, but this is hardly the whole point. 
Apart from the 'Xenia' and 'Apophoreta' of A.D. 84 or 85 which are 
distichs of quite different character, the only previous extant book by 
Martial which antedates Epigram I is the 'Liber Spectaculorum' of A.D. 80 
referred to in manuscript as 'Epigrammaton Liber', a work to which LIND
SAY in his apparatus actually refers as hunc libellum. It is interesting to note 
that whilst the 838 verses of Epigrams I approximates to the size of a book 
of Virgil's 'Aeneid', the 'Liber Spectaculorum' contains a mere 218 lines. 
Does Epigrams I, 1,3-4: toto notus in orbe Martialis I argutis epigram-

92 Martial, Epigrams I, 7: 

Stellae delicium mei calumba 
Verona licet audiente dicam, 
uicit, Maxime, passerem Catulli. 
tanto Stella meus tuo Catullo 
quanta passere maior est calumba. 

93 Martial, Epigrams I, Preface, 9-12: Lasciuam uerborum ueritatem, id est epigrammaton 
linguam, excusarem, si meum esset exemplum: sic scribit Catullus, sic Marsus, sic Pedo, 
sic Gaetulicus, sic quicumque perlegitur. 

94 J. M. RrsT, Epicurus. An Introduction, Cambridge, 1972, pp. 74-79. 
95 Stobaeus, Ecloga II, p. 69, 11 (WACHSMUTH), (SVF, III, 86): 1:a 6€ KaKil EK 1:fuv evav1:Cwv 

n6.vw ~A.a~EQil Kat OV<JXQTJO"ta Kat &cril!J.<pOQa Kat &A.ucrmA.ij Kat <paiiA.a Kat &nQEltTJ 
Kat aLOXQU Kat &vo[KELa. 

96 R. G. TANNER, above in this same volume, p. 2667. 
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maton libellis refer to popular volumes on a similar scale of about 200 lines 
each? In the 'Oxford Latin Dictionary' libellus has these senses: (1) a volume 
or small book, (b) a defamatory publication, (2) a register or notebook, 
(3) a formal communication, list or inventory, (4) a placard or public notice 
or poster, and (5) the programme of an entertainment. Whilst these are 
consistent with a metrical alternative to fiber or to a reference to a small book 
of 200 lines as well as justifying the sense of 'lampoon', the most happy 
choice is 'broadsheet' in the eighteenth century sense. Certainly the pos
sibility that plagiarists could recite and claim Martial's work to the extent of 
which he complains suggests the separate circulation of a great many pieces 
rather than the occasional issue of a volume from a known bookseller. On 
the basis of Suetonius it might be argued that what linked inventories, 
despatches, indictments and posters was being written transversa charta, 
that is, parallel with the edge attached to the wooden roller rather than in 
parallel with the length of the roll in many successive columns of lines or 
paginae. This may well be the true sense of libellus. How many lines were 
usual in such a document is a separate question." 

In pursuit of this final problem, I draw the following further conclusions, basing 
them on the numbers of lines found in Martial's corpus directed at notorious 
'fictitious' character types. 97 

"On this hypothesis a libellus of poems about 'Ponticus' or 'Naevolus' 
which included a few items apart from the stereotype inherited from the 
tradition would serve as a censure from the poet directed to the unnamed 
but indentifiable culprit and as a source of amusement to the acquaintances 
of both. It would also follow that hardly any of the libelli so defined would 
have been re-used in their entirety in the later books of epigrams. Therefore 
the fact that our 'Ponticus' epigrams add up to 41 lines and our 'N aevolus' 
pieces to a mere 36 should not lead us to set 40 lines as the norm in length 
for a transverse-written broadsheet or libellus of this kind: they would 
almost certainly have usually been somewhat longer." 

Now given that II, 4 of 37 lines is described by Statius as a libellus it is 
probably not quite true to regard 40 lines as too short for such a broadsheet. 
Indeed, II, 5 the Tame Lion piece so hastily penned in the Circus, must have been 
taken by Statius to the Emperor as a single broadsheet a few minutes after the 
event, though only thirty lines long. So I was probably too tidy and dogmatic 
in my final judgment of the evidence from Martial. 98 

"In general, then, this survey implies that libelli consisted of either about 
50 or approximately 100 lines, and that the 'De Spectaculis' was probably a 
double issue in honour of Titus and the occasion, doubtless earning the 
poet his honorary tribuneship and the ius trium liberorum." 

97 Ibid., p . 2668. 
98 Ibid ., p . 2669. 
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In fact five poems in the 'Silvae' out of thirty-one exceed 200 lines, so it seems 
probable that the maximum length of a libellus was not 200 but 300 verses. 
Interestingly enough the long pieces are consolations and the epithalamion for 
Stella and Violentilla, which runs to 277 lines. The longest lament is for the 
death of his own father (290 verses), and next the consolatio to Abascantus on 
the death of Priscilla (262 lines) . The other two consolationes, to Atedius Melior 
on the death of his boy-favourite Glaucias and to Claudius Etruscus on his 
father's death, are of interest in that Martial attempts both themes also in epi
grams of consolation. Martial matches Statius' 234 hexameters of II, 1 of the 
'Silvae' with two Epigrams, the 10 hendecasyllables of VI, 28 and the 4 elegiac 
couplets of VI, 29, the first apotropaic of grief, the second, protreptic of memento 
mori, 99 reminding us of the brevity of all outstanding things . Against Statius' 
216 hexameters of III, 3 must similarly be set Martial's four elegiac couplets of 
VII, 40, protreptic of thankful pride in the life of a respected father. 

In conclusion, then, the libellus is a broadsheet written transversely on the 
back of a piece of papyrus. In poetic terms, it means a single poem or set of 
epigrams on the one theme of any extent between thirty and three hundred verses. 

VI. The Nature and Aim of the 'Silvae' 

Though the themes of the 'Silvae' have a good deal in common with quite 
a number of Martial's 'Epigrams', a libellus in Statius' sense is in no way an epi
gramma except in so far as the author himself suggests, namely in the instances 
of II, 3 and II, 4. Otherwise, granting that such opuscula as we find in the 'Silvae' 
vary from the length of a single longer epigramma of Martial in the case of the 
two instances above to the size we have deduced for Martial's groups of epigrams 
on particular themes which he appears also to designate as libelli, and that many 
themes are in common between the two authors, it is not possible or sensible to 
describe Statius' 'Silvae' as 'epigrammatic' in form or, in general, as satiric in 
intent. 100 Nevertheless, the choice of the title 'Silvae' by the poet does argue a 
fea~ure in common with epigram, that such poems are often rapidly written 
occasional sketches. A passage from Quintilian X makes this point clear. 101 

Diuersum est eorum uitium, qui primum decurrere per materiam stilo quam 
uelocissimo uolunt, et sequentes calorem atque impetum ex tempore scribunt: 
hanc siluam uocant. 

Now clearly items in the Epistle to Stella beginning 'Silvae I' give full justifi
cation for this understanding of the technical term silva, and it is doubtless 
the main implication of the word in such literary contexts: libellos qui mihi subito 

99 On the distinction of hendecasyllable as apotropaic and elegy as being protreptic, 
R. G. TANNER, above in this same volume, pp. 2638ff. and 2646ff. 

100 R. G . TANNER, ibid., p. 2667ff. 
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calore et quadam festinandi voluptate fl.uxerunt, cum singuli de sinu meo prodie
rint, congregatos ipse dimitterem. However, it is very significant that two of the 
poems are also described as eclogae; 3, 5 to his wife Claudia, and 4, 8 congratulat
ing Julius Menecratus on the birth of his third child. This poem has certain 
parallel features with Virgil's 'Fourth Eclogue', again hailing the birth of a child 
and a better age to come; in Virgil's case after an era of civil war, in Statius, after 
the disaster of Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Virgil's famous poem contains 63 hexameters; 
Statius' piece 62 hexameters. The other ecloga extends to 112 hexameters, and 
contrasts his wife's willingness to wander the world with him in the past with her 
reluctance in old age to retire with him to Naples. This piece seems set against 
Virgil's first Eclogue, contrasting Tityrus' happy reprieve from expropriation, 
safe on his ancestral acres, with Meliboeus' need to roam the world in exile, a 
poem of 83 hexameter verses. The strongly Virgilian tone of these two acknowl
edged eclogae tempts one to discern a strong secondary implication in our poets' 
choice of the title silvae for this collection, particularly when the first piece in 
Book I of about 91 A .D., dedicated through the book to his friend and patron 
Stella, is in fact in praise of the equestrian statue of that perpetual censor and 
continual consul Domitian. 102 The proper commentary on this choice of title for 
the whole collection may therefore be Virgil, ecloga 4,1-3: 

Sicelides musae, paulo maiora canamus! 
non omnis arbusta iuuant humilesque myricae: 
si canimus siluas, siluae sint consule dignaef10 3 

If we take this as a major subsidiary explanation of a title with at least two 
levels of meaning, then much more in the epistle to Stella is made clear. Our poet 
has published his emulation of Virgil in the 'Thebaid' without first issuing a 
collection of minor works as his master and model had done before him, and 
now begins to issue in haste some collected volumes of earlier libelli combined 
with new works as an amends for his apparent hubris. In essence eclogae like 
the 'Bucolics' of Virgil, they are to be issued in four books like the master's 
'Georgics'. Again, as hubris is punished by the gods, there are gods to be placated. 
Of old one might have said a laue principium: in Statius' age of blatant adulation, 
where Martial constantly equates the princeps with Jupiter to the latter's dis
advantage, 104 the adage must be adapted to read a Domitiano principium: hence 
the praise of Caesar, as the poet makes clear himself. 

Though we accept such a further Virgilian model for these poems, it does 
not follow that Virgil was the sole source of the themes for such hexameter verse. 
Indeed, the inspiration of Silvae I, 1 and IV, 3 seems to be the 'Praises of Ptolemy' 
by Theocritus, Idyll 17. But of more lively concern is the model for one of the 

1o1 Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria X, 3, 17. 
1o2 SIR J. E. SANDYS and S. G . CAMPBELL, Latin Epigraphy. An Introduction to the Study 

of Latin Inscriptions, Cambridge, 1927, pp . 240-241. 
10 3 J. H. BISHOP, The Silvae of Statius, in: For Service to Classical Studies (ed. M. N. KELLY), 

Melbourne, 1966, pp. 17-18. 
104 E.g. Martial, Epigrams V, 7, 8 and 9. 
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longest libelli, the epithalamion for Stella and Violentilla. Now modern scholar
ship has done much to show how adeptly Statius used the rhetorical classification 
of poetic genres by the critics of his day, 105 but this is not the issue before us. 
Let us recall that Martial in Epigrams I, 7 praises the calumba of Stella as a book 
to rival the passer of Catullus, both books being identified after ancient custom 
by the first word of the first poem. If this is so, does Statius pay him a delicate 
tribute by writing in honour of his patron's wedding in that author's own Catullan 
manner? Granting that the so-called epyllion of Catullus ran to 401 lines against 
the 277 hexameters of Statius' poem, many links of subtle allusion suggest it as the 
model in mind. The mention of Theseus' desertion of Ariadne with the suggestion 
that Bacchus would have preferred Violentilla if she had been on Naxos too 
(131-13) is not merely a reference, 106 but perhaps a rebuke to Catullus for his 
protracted treatment of the theme in 53-265. Again in 215-217 there is reference 
to the arrival of Thetis to wed Peleus, for these three verses summarize Catullus, 
vv. 25-35.107 

Thessala nee talem uiderunt Pelea Tempe, 
cum Thetin Haemoniis Chiron accedere terris 
erecto prospexit equo. 

Again, the song of the Fates as the epithalamion proper in Catullus 64, 324-376 
receives a clear mention in vv. 24-26, echoing the emphasis on white wool, 10B 

10s VESSEY, op.cit. , pp. 564-572. 
106 Statius, Silvae I, 2, 130-133: 

hanc si Thessalicos uidisses, Phoebe, per agros, 
erraret secura Daphne. si in litore Naxi 
Theseum iuxta foret haec conspecta cubile, 
Gnosida desertam profugus liquisset et Euhan. 

10 7 Catullus, 64, 25-34: 

teque adeo eximie taedis felicibus aucte, 
Thessaliae columen Peleu, cui Iuppiter ipse, 
ipse suos diuum genitor concessit amores. 
tene Thetis tenuit pulcerrima Neptunine? 
tene suam Tethys concessit ducere neptem, 
Oceanusque, mari tatum qui amplectitur orbem? 
quae simul optato finitae tempore luces 
aduenere, domum conuentu tota frequentat 
Thessalia, oppletur laetanti regia coetu: 
dona ferunt prae se, declarant gaudia uultu. 

108 Cf. Catullus , 64, 311-319: 

laeua colum molli lana retinebat amictum, 
dextera tum leuiter deducens fila supinis 
formabat digitis, tum prono in pollice torquens 
libratum tereti uersabat turbine fusum, 
atque ita decerpens aequabat semper opus dens, 
laneaque aridulis haerebat morsa labellis, 
quae prius in leui fuerant exstantia fila; 
ante pedes autem candentis mollia lanae 
uellera uinzati custodibant calathisci. 
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Ergo dies aderat Parcarum conditus albo 
vellere, quo Stellae Violentillaeque professus 
clamaretur hymen. 

Finally the thronging senators arriving at the wedding (219-240) seem designed 
to echo the thronging divine guests in Catullus (268-303) though in Stella's case 
Apollo approves the match, unlike Peleus' unlucky union. 

As we are told that Statius had first produced these 'three hundred' lines 
in two days at Stella's behest, it is clear that the present publication of the text 
discussed thus in the prefatory epistle was later. I venture to add that it was 
revised for the new occasion. The lines given Venus to reassure Violentilla, are 
like many of her utterances to her son in the 'Aeneid', 109 meant to be prophetic 
(178-181): 

iamque parens Latius, cuius praenoscere mentem 
fas mihi, purpureos habitus iuuenique curule 
indulgebit ebur Dacasque - haec gloria maior -
exuvias laurosque dabit celebrare recentes. 

Let us grant that, as suggested in the previous line by Statius, Stella was already 
on his wedding day a quindecimvir: 110 at the date of publication of 'Silvae I' he is 
curulis aedilis and has celebrated Domitian's victory with games at his own ex
pense. Despite the text, the OCD seems right to believe this event was not the 
Emperor's Dacian triumph of 89 A.D. but the celebration of his Sarmatian 
victory in 92 A.D. 111 If so, we have a terminus post quem for the publication of 
Silvae I, and these lines were added at that time. 

VII. Conclusion 

The apparent use of a Catullan model here must raise a final issue. Catullan 
manuscripts often label poem 64 as 'Argonautia'. Was it in fact designed as part 
of a learned epic like his friend Cinna's 'Zmyrna' (Cat. 95)? If so, despite the 
fact that Peleus was a noted Argonaut, is not the birth of Achilles a more im
portant and appropriate theme to develop from the 400 hexameter beginning we 
should then deem this poem to be? HuGH MAcNAGHTEN wrote in his text and 
translation into English verse 

109 E.g. Aeneid I, 314-401. 
11o Silvae I, 2, 176-177: 

certe iam nunc Cybeleia mouit 
!imina et Euboicae carmen legit ille Sibyllae . 

111 OCD1 s. v. Domitian, p. 295 (R. L. JAMEs) ; s. v. Arruntius, Stella, p. 101. 
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"This poem, originally intended for an Achilleid, closes rather than concludes, 
soon after the Fates have sung the marriage song of Peleus and Thetis. " 112 

The victories of Domitian in the Balkans were not merely occasions for 
Statius and Stella to exhibit their poetic or financial loyalties. Granting the long
expected drive towards Parthia in Alexander's footsteps, the campaigns in Dacia 
and against the Sarmatians of Hungary must have seemed analogues to Alex
ander's Balkan victories of 336 B.C. which proved the prelude to his Eastern 
adventure. Again, Achilles was the great conqueror's model and inspiration, so 
Achilles would also inspire the new Roman conqueror-elect of the Orient, Domit
ianus Caesar. Did Stella perhaps suggest the theme of an 'Achilleid' to Statius 
at the time when he was paying for Domitians' Sarmatian celebrations? So perhaps 
we have a further motive for Statius' recourse to this Catullan model in Silvae I, 2, 
which is more in harmony with the tone of Silvae I, 1 than might at first seem to 
be the case. 

Even if this could not be plausibly established, the 'Silvae' were published 
in the interlude between two epic compositions. Volume I is not much later 
than the appearance of the finished 'Thebaid', and is generally dated to 91 A.D. 
As VESSEY makes clear, 113 only Books I- IV were issued by the poet; if I am 
correct, in emulation of the four 'Georgics', and Book V was put together post
humously from poems he felt unsuited to the recent series. The fragment we 
have of the 'Achilleid' was in all likelihood begun before the poet's breakdown 
in 94 A.D. Whether Silvae I, 2 really shows us intimate links between his epics 
and his occasional writings or not, there seems serious reason to find a strongly 
Virgilian inspiration in the 'Silvae' as much as in the two epic poems. 
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ABSTRACT In 1935 Thomas Ashby remarked in his major 
work Aqueducts of Ancient Rome that the Roman policy of 
preferring free-flowing fountains to conserving a reserve 
supply of water implied a different philosophy of water 
usage and of public utility from that current in modern 
times. The present paper seeks to elucidate this system. 
Ancient men found a mystery in the origin of springs . 
Especially providential seemed the perennial springs 
found on top of hills suitable for fortification as 
refuges by bronze or iron age men . Such water wa s the 
gift of the tutelary tribal god inhabiting that strong 
place, and therefore sacred. When civilization advanced 
inherited inhibitions still affected men who believed less 
deeply in nymphs of the spring or gods of the rivers. 
Thus dislike of pipes and syphons, the creation of 
aqueducts as gravitational artificial river beds, the 
free release of much water in fountains, all seem reflec
tions of such an attitude. In addition Hippocratic studies 
of the medicinal properties of various waters and Thales' 
speculations about water as the basic substance and 
spontaneous source of life all served to reinforce this 
value system underlying imperial Roman supply practice and 
the technical manual of Frontinus. 

Influences philosophiques et culturelles sur 
l'approvisionnement en eau dans l 'antiquite classique 
RESUME Dans son oe uvre monumentale Aqueducts of Ancien t 
Rome , datee de 1935, Thomas Ashby a remarque une particu
larite de la pratique romaine au sujet de la distribi t ion 
de l'eau . A Rome on preferait toujours les fontaine s a 
ecoulement permane nt aux tuyaux fermes par les robinets. 
Mais pourquoi? D'abord, pour l es anciens l' origine des 
fontaines constituait un mystere profond. Une source qui 
jaillissait vers le sommet d'une montagne semblait un don 
special de la providence parce que les hommes de l 'age du 
bronze ou du fer pouvaient fortifier cet endroit pour 
echapper aux ennemis . Alors c e tte fontaine etait 
consi deree comme un cadeau du dieu d e la tribu, qui 
possedait cet e ndroit fortifie done e lle etait sacree. 
Mais, en depit du progres d e l a civilisation, d e s 
interdits hereditaires etaient encore respectes par des 
hommes qui croyaient deja beaucoup moins aux nymphes des 
fontaine s ou aux dieux des rivieres. Nous retrouvons done 
ici l es causes de !'ave rsion pour les t uyaux et les 
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siphons, la construction des aqueducs aeriens en forme des 
rivieres artificielles pour utiliser la gravitation 
naturelle, les fontaines de marbre qui coulaient toujours. 
Enfin, le traite d'Hippocrate sur les proprietes 
medicinales de diverses eaux thermales et les theories de 
Thales sur l'eau consideree comme substance de base et 
origine de la vie renforcaient la pratique romaine de 
distribution de l'eau et devaient inspirer le manuel 
technique de Frontinus . 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

Ancient water supply systems remain very visible in Mediterranean 
lands. The broken aqueduct arches that litter the Campagna and the 
channels preserved in masonry above the Porta Maggiore make it 
impossible not to recognize the triumphs of Roman hydrology, which 
its leading director Frontinus (30-104 AD) compared in scale to the 
abandoned masses of the pyramids and the practically useless monu
ments of Greece to the disadvantage of both (Kunderewicz, 1973, 
p . ll). Nor was this masterly technology restricted to the needs of 
the imperial city, as the Pont du Gard at N~mes must remind us . 

However, it is with the philosophy underpinning water supply in 
antiquity rather than its engineering that this paper is concerned. 
In his Aqueducts of Ancient Rome (1935) the late Thomas Ashby - for so 
many years director of the Academia Britannica in Rome- long ago drew 
attention to the very different social attitudes and philosophy of 
t~e function of water which must have underlain the ancient systems 
of continuous public fountains as contrasted with our modern emphasis 
on metred and tapped private domestic supply and the prevailing 
assumption of "user must pay" which conditions both industrial and 
private consumption in most modern societies. Again, the lofty 
arches designed to carry the Anio Novus its last eight miles to Rome 
with minimal resort to pipes and syphons shows that such "new rivers" 
were planned as far as possible to mimic the easy flow in the level 
flood plain reaches of natural river valleys. 

'.'lATER IN EARLY RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY 

At the root of classical man's respect for water lay his sense of 
its sanct ity . The reader of Virgil's (70-19 BC) eighth Aeneid is 
left in no doubt that the Tiber is a spiritual force - the god 
Tiberinus - whom Aeneas must placate if he is to win welcome in the 
Italian land and find helpers there. 

"Ego sum, pleno quem flumine cernis stringentem ripas, et pinguia 
culta secantem, caeruleus Thybris, caelo gratissimus amnis." 

(Hirtzel, 1900, book 8, 62-64) 
"I am he whom you discern in full flow washing the banks, and 
dividing the rich fi e lds - sky blue Tiber , the river most pleasing 
to Heaven." 

Frontinus (30-104 AD), our earliest authority on the supply for the 
city of Rome, tells us that for 441 years after the foundation of 
the city its people were content to use the waters which they drew 
from the Tiber or from wells and springs inside the city (Kunderewicz, 
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1973 p.2) . 
Further, he states that even in his own day, the tradition about 

those springs had persisted and was honoured with rites of worship, 
as they were still believed to bring health to sick persons, es
pecially those of the nymphs called Camenae, Apollinaris and Iuturna. 
Such waters preserved spiritual wholeness and physical well-being, 
bringing salus - both health and salvation - to mortal men. 

The notion that waters were sacred beings was natural in any land 
subject to hot arid summers, and Doughty noticed it among the Bedouin 
of Arabia (1936, vol.I , p.47). Even in the less arid regions such 
as the temperate areas of western and central Europe similar views 
became natural. Once bronze and iron age men built their hill forts 
for the security of their people and livestock, the springs in these 
mainly chalk hills which permitted such places to stand siege 
became envisaged as personalized divine protectors - the tutelary 
deities of their towns or cities . Often the waters were deemed to 
have the special properties of their patron deity. Thus at Delphi 
it was held that drinking from the Castalian spring would give a man 
poetic inspiration from Apollo and the Muses (Frazer, 1898, book X, 
chapter 8(85); von Wilamowitz-Moeliendorf, 1910, Idyl VII, v . l48. 

Moreover, a more sophisticated and sceptical Greek world of Ionia 
in the sixth and fifth centuries BC sti ll looked to water as a vital 
principle - the source of form , life and being. For Thales of 
Miletus (fl. 585 BC), the first recorded western philosopher, water 
is the originator (QpXn) and vital element (OLO~XELOV) in all beings 
(Ritter & Preller, 1913, 10 and ll). His view that the earth floats 
on water could derive from the creation mythology of the Middle East, 
as West proposes (1971, pp . 208-213). However, it may well be a 
response to his own countrymen's maritime prowess, for tradition 
tells us he made a voyage to Egypt and propounded a theory of the 
Nile flood . This was not a hard voyage, for Miletus maintained a 
flourishing market at the mouth of the Nile and there was constant 
sailing between the home port and this delta base in Egypt at 
Naucratis, where Milesian merchants traded with the subjects of the 
26th or Saite Dynasty. As Herodotus saw a little later, Egypt is 
the gift of the Nile (Waddell, 1939), for there could be no life and 
growth there without the fertilizing water and silt of the annual 
inundation which occurred until the recent completion of the Aswan 
High Dam. Further, a sea voyage could lead a resident of an earth
quake zone to interpret earth shocks as the great saucer of earth 
and sea rocking like the little ships of Miletus on the storms of a 
cosmic deep . 

Apart from the desert travellers' view of life as the consequence 
of water and death as the rapid result of dehydration, water seemed 
alive because of its constant motion, whether in the evaporation and 
precipitation cycle or in the constant flow of rivers with gravity 
or of springs against it or again in the restless waves of the 
ever-moving sea. Furthermore, it seemed that the water was also 
capable of self-transforming motion, producing earth by deposition 
of silt and air by evaporation from water surfaces. Even fire seemed 
a product or transformation of water . Water poured on a hot fire 
suffered the atomic splitting of its molecules into hydrogen and 
oxygen and the hydrogen atoms at once burned with a brilliant yellow 
flame: to men innocent of atomic weights it was surely evident that 
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water had transformed itself into fire. Thus it came to be believed 
that the fire of the sun was similarly fed by the damp morning mists 
rising from the surface of rivers, seas and lakes (Burnet, 1920). 

Though successive philosophers propounded rival theories of the 
primary substance, giving the creative role to indeterminate matter 
in the case of Anaximander (610-540 BC) and air in the case of 
Anaximenes (fl. 546 BC), (Ritter & Preller, 1913, 16, 26, 28) and 
later on with Heraclitus of Ephesus (fl. 500 BC) fire became the 
favoured candidate (Ritter & Preller, 1913, 35), none the less 
water retained its significance in cosmogonical theory. This point 
was further emphasized by Vitruvius (c.50-26 BC) (Schneider , 1807, 
book I, 205-206) in the Preface to his eighth book on urban water 
supply written under Augustus. But already in the fifth century BC 
its great medical significance was re-emphasized by the ancient 
school of physicians on Cos whose works we now read in the Hippocra
tic corpus. Though the notion of one material substance as the 
originator of life later disappeared, it left a permanent legacy to 
philosophy. All these elements -water, fire and air - have the 
quality of being in constant motion, and all at times appear to 
initiate capricious spontaneous moti~n in the eyes of men unschooled 
in the laws of modern physics and chemistry. Such autonomous willed 
motion seemed to affirm the substance was alive, sentient and 
purposeful (Bekker , 1831, 4lla7) . 

WATFR AND ANCIENT MEDICINE 

So far as the medicinal importance of water for public and private 
health is concerned, the main document in the Hippocratic corpus is 
the treatise on Airs Waters and Pl aces (c. 500 BC). This work was 
really designed to help itinerant expert physicians advise on the 
siting of new colonies from Miletus and other Ionian cities, from 
Chalcis in Euboea or Corinth, to be founded in south Italy and 
Sicily or the Black Sea coasts. Chapter I begins by advising the 
physician to consider the aspect of the city and the character of 
its soil and prevailing winds as a basis for the prognosis of public 
health problems, together with the dietary and alcoholic habits of 
the population. Chapters II and III go on to discuss how the quality 
of water is subject to climate and aspect . So cities exposed to hot 
southerlies out of Africa in regions where one finds plenty of 
groundwater and shallow spring lines will h a ve brackish wate r which 
becomes tepid in summer and cold in winter. By contra st, cities 
facing the north have cold hard spring waters and sparer, more 
vigorous inhabitants, who tend to eat a lot and drink little and 
become prone to acute fevers, pleurisy and abcesses. 

On a happier note we are informed that eastward facing cities will 
have excellent waters, sweet-smelling, soft and a greeable; "for the 
Sun as it rises shines down on them and purifies them" (chapter V, 
reading W.H.S.Jones' emendat ion : xa3a~p€L for Mss. ~UEL). I t i s 
of course not surprising that he goes on to s t igmati z e westward 
facing springs as the worst (chapter VI): 

"First of all, the water is not clear, because the early morning 
mist prevails late into the day, and mixing with the water 
destroys its clarity, for the Sun does not shine on it till 
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afternoon. In summer cold winds blow from drawn and dews fall, 
but later the declining sun bakes the inhabitants through the 
afternoon, making them pallid and sickly , and subject to all the 
diseases listed under the other aspects." 
Chapter VII offers us a fuller account of waters, given according 

to the nature of the supply. Stagnant marshy waters become unhealthy 
through lack of an outfall and become muddy from the runoff after 
rains. Next in badness come waters springing from rocks, because 
they are hard - a fact well known to all users of untreated water 
from chalk beds . Equally undesirable are thermal springs or those 
tainted by iron, copper, gold, silver, alum , bitumen or nitre . The 
best waters come from deep springs on hills well covered with loam, 
being warmer in winter and cooler in summer than surface or shallow 
waters . 

In chapter VIII the value of rainwater is discussed: it is light 
and soft, but fouls very easily "Such water goes bad very quickly 
because it is evaporated and blended from so many sources. " To us 
of course such an explanation seems sheer nonsense . However, for 
those sharing ancient theories of evaporation it was a compelling 
argument against indiscriminate blending of different supply sources 
based on supposed science rather than on traditional sanctity and 
dignity of individual springs . In Chapter IX he reaffirms his 
hostility to blended waters. Vitruvius clearly shows all these 
attitudes are still persistent in Roman times (Schneider, 1807, book 
8 , chapters i-iii). 

CONSEQUENCES FOR SUPPLY 

Armed with these insights into ancient medical science in relation 
to water and health, we can better grasp the situation confronting 
the planners of Rome's water supply in the Imperial Age. No doubt 
in earlier times, apart from the city springs mentioned by Fron
tinus, heavy reliance was placed by householders on the i mpluvi um, 
or open rainwater cistern fed from the roof tiles. This would be 
especially true in houses built on higher ground away from springs. 
Indeed , its very siting in the a trium or chief reception room of 
houses of the classical era close to the ceremonial shrine of Vesta -
long replaced as a cooking hearth by the kitchen stove - and in the 
sight of the imagine s or death masks of the family ancestors marks 
its presence as a ritual survival of a once vitally functional part 
of a Roman dwelling whose role had become largely ornamental (Sandys , 
1921) . Indeed, it can be suggested that the presence of the watching 
imagines was originally designed to purify and protect the household 
water supply. 

Piety towards the deities of individual springs and medical 
strictures against blended waters would have obliged Roman engineers 
to conduct supplies through separate channels to the city wherever 
possible . However , by the early Empire the divinity of the Emperor 
was of more weight than the more shadowy divinity of tutelary spirits 
of streams and fountains. Frontinus regards Augustus as "a most 
providential ruler (providentissimus)", yet he admits he cannot 
understand why Augustus brought into Rome the Alsietina channel, 
afterwards named aq ua Augus t a , which was unhealthy , and was of no 
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public utility except to avoid using healthier supplies for naumachia 
gladiatorial contests, and to permit the use of its surplus to 
irrigate nearby market gardens . However, he also notes its use for 
human consumption in the Trastevere whenever the aqueduct channels 
spanning the river were under repair (Kunderewicz, 1973, p.9) . But 
he also observed that there was another aqua Augusta, drawing good 
quality water as a supplement for the Marcia from springs about one 
mile upstream from the source of that earlier aqueduct (Kunderewicz, 
1973 , p.lO). The actual technology of Augustan aqueducts is partly 
reflected by Vitruvius (Schneider, 1807, book VIII, chapter 5, p . 6) , 
though Greek writers are his main source . 

However, in some respects the work of Agrippa in 33 BC is strongly 
indicative of a surviving sense of the sanctity and integrity of the 
individual sources . This concerned the augmentation of the Aqua 
Tepula drawn in 125 BC from volcanic springs near Frascati to which 
it owed its name, since the water temperature was 16.5°C . To enlarge 
the supply Agrippa created the Aqua Iulia by tapping other volcanic 
springs higher up in the Alban Hills near Grottaferrata and fed its 
water into the channel of the Tepula 15.5 km out of Rome, blending 
the sources in the ratio of one part of Tepula water to three parts 
of Iulia water . Then after flowing 7. km in the one channel the 
supply was again divided in the same proportion and both parts 
conducted in separate conduits on the arches of the Aqua Marcia ; 
traces of the three superimposed channels still being in evidence at 
the Porta Maggiore . Granting that the augmented supply would have 
demanded a broader channel than the Marcia arches could conveniently 
underpin, it is hard to see why the division was made in the same 
proportion as the previous mixture unless i t was thought that the 
waters were living beings withdrawing from an embrace rather than an 
inert and passive divisible substance. 

However, it is likely that surface flowing natural rivers were 
far from the only model which Roman water engineers sought to follow . 
An interesting feature of aqueduct construction was the provision of 
regular pute i or inspection holes above the course of subterranean 
channels. As with early nineteenth century railway works, such 
shafts were often dug to allow removal of spoil and ventilation while 
the tunnels were being cut (Richmond, 1949) . However, as Sir Henry 
Stuart Jones made clear, they were doubtless retained to facilitate 
the cleaning of the pipeline, which would be clogged by calcareous 
deposits from the hard waters of the Sabine hills, and heaps of such 
deposits still mark the sites of ancient pute i (Stuart Jones, 1912, 
p.l41). Nevertheless, clearly Richmond is right to point out that 
the earlier model of the drainage of the tufa subsoil by subterranean 
channels (cuniculi) to render the land suitable for agriculture may 
have suggested this mode of construction and cleaning . In favour of 
Richmond's view is the tradition that the first major work of Roman 
water engineering was the drainage system to control the flooding of 
the Alban lake . The poet Horace leaves us in no doubt about the 
alarm occasioned by major flooding of the Tiber, while there is 
little doubt that the very ancient city c loacae or sewers were 
designed initially to protect the Forum from flash floods. Though 
unaware of the role of mosquitoes in the transmission of malaria, 
the Romans clearly associated marshlands with fevers, sharing in this 
the strong medical distaste for marsh waters which we found in 
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Hippocrates' treatise on Airs, Waters and Places. 
The expansion of the system of ancient aqueducts reflects 

changing social needs and the impact of .urban growth and increasing 
pollution. Thus in 312 BC it was possible to build a major aqueduct, 
Aqua Appia, drawing good abundant water from springs near the Anio a 
mere eight Roman miles out along the via Collatina which carried 
73 000 m3day- 1 (Coarelli, 1974, p . 33). In 272 BC after the victory 
over Pyrrhus, the supply was augmented by drawing from the Anio 
itself 10 miles above Tibur where the water must have seemed of good 
quality then to justify the work. Both these supply channels were 
almost wholly subterranean in the manner of the ancient drains under 
the Campagna and wound about to preserve a level even flow. Thus 
the seven Roman miles distance from the Appian springs to the Spes 
Vetus delivery point near the Porta Maggiore entailed 12 Roman miles 
of pipeline. Thence the Appia was t aken to supply the Caelian and 
Aventine, whilst the Anio Ve tus , whose channel was over 45 Roman 
miles, supplied and carried 175 920 m3 daily (Coarelli, 1974), p . 34) 
to the Esquiline (see map) . However , by Frontinus' time in 96 AD 
the Anio Ve tus was no longer fit for drinking, and was used only for 
garden irrigation and flushing streets and drains. Clearly the 
factors of pollution which required the Tiber and urban wells to be 
discarded as supply sources now affectep the Anio well above Tibur. 

The next phase of supply was the building of the high level Aq ua 
Marci a in 144 BC drawn from springs even further up the Anio near 
Arsoli, and with a channel extending 62 Roman miles in length. The 
greater height of this source entailed the building of supporting 
arches for the specus or channel stretching some seven Roman miles 
high above the campagna; but it had the benefit of giving water not 
merely .pure but also at sufficient height to supply the Capitol by 
gravitation (Stuart Jones , 1912, p.l42). The Tepula of 125 BC, as 
discussed previously, was drawn from rather tepid volcanic springs 
near Marino in the Alban hills. Its capacity was a mere 
17 800 m3 day- 1 , as against the 187 600 m3 of the Marcia . The Iulia, 
mentioned earlier as sharing the channel of the Tepula for part of 
its course, carried 48 240 m3 day- 1 (Coarelli, 1974, pp.34-35). 

The policies of Agrippa seem to indicate steady population growth 
as well as improved public utilities for the urban consumer . In 
21-19 BC he built the Aq ua Virgo from springs near the eighth 
milestone from Rome on the Via Collatina to feed his Thermae at the 
Campus Martius . The supply was carried on arches from the neighbour
hood of the Piazza di Spagna to a point close to the present 
Pantheon, and thence underground to these baths (Coarelli, 1974, 
p . 35) . The daily input of 100 160 m3 was not simply for the Baths, 
and the fact tha t it long supplied the Fountain of Trevi indicates 
that it also provided domestic water in low-lying parts of the city. 
This suggests that by 21 BC all the we lls utilizing the groundwater 
in the low parts of the city were insanitary. 

Later work by Claudius (41-54 AD) indicates the similar issues of 
growing pollution of wells and streams near Rome and augmented urban 
demands. The Aqua Claudi a begun by Caligula in 38 AD and co~pleted 
at vast expense in 52 AD drew from springs in the Avio Valley not 
far from those of the Marcia, and likewise requi red an elevated 
conduit carried on arches across the campagna- because of the high 
level of the springs - for over 10 km . It gave a daily delivery of 
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184 280m 3 (Coarelli, 1974, pp.35-36) . In addition as much water 
was drawn from the upper Anio below Subiaco and carried to Rome by 
the same route, its channel sharing the same arches as the Claudia 
and bringing 189 520 m3day- 1 of inferior water. The muddy condition 
of Anio Novus - resulting from over-cultiva tion, close settlement 
and denuda t i on of the uppe r Anio Va lley - was mi t iga t e d b y the u s e o f 
a settling pond ( piscin a limar i a) and the addition of spring water 
from the rivus Herculane us four Roman miles downstream from its 
headwaters (Kunderewicz, 1973 , p.ll). Finally, the Aqua Tr aiana of 
109 AD (subsequent to Frontinus' book) drew water from the Lacus 
Saba tin us to supply the growing urban de velopment of the Trastevere 
from a castel lum (distribut i on tank) on t h e Janiculum a s well as to 
f eed the Ba ths o f Tra jan. (On t echnical de tails of a castel lum , s ee 
Kunde r ewicz, 1973, 103-118, and Schne ide r, 1807 , book VI I I , c h apte r 
6(7) . It was restored in 1611 by Pope Paul VI to supply the 
Vatican (Stuart Jones, 1912, p . l44). 

CONCLUSION 

Coa r e lli ob s erves t h a t the t otal capacity o f the a ncien t s upply was 
992 200 m3day- 1 • If Rome had 1 000 000 people in the age of Trajan 
(98-117 AD) the result is a provision of nearly 1000 litres per 
capita daily as against the average daily consumption in Rome in 
1968 o f 475 litres per c a pita (Coa r e lli , 1974, p.36). The s e figure s 
fully bear out Ashby 's be l ief t hat t here was a differ ent concept i on 
of water a nd i t s use in Roma n anti qui t y . Ri vers did not even like 
b e ing bri dged, a s ancie n t t hinke r s c onsi de r ed, and Martial notes 
that · the Rhine b y 98 AD wa s tamed and Romani zed b y b r idge s (Lindsay, 
1929). Springs similarly were apt to resent control and artificial 
adornme nt . Thus Juvenal (afte r 72 AD) r e gre ts the state of the 
s pring of Egeri a a t the Po r t a Cape n a , where t h e n a tur al e dge o f the 
poo l h as been r e placed with marb le a nd t h e sac red gro ve where t he 
n ymph met Numa h a s b een t urne d int o a temporary s ettlement for J ewish 
r efugees (Duff, 1940) . Thus free flow o f water r e ma i ns a necessary 
condition of i t s proper us e . 

None the l e s s , the massive c onsumption quote d by Coa relli is 
r eally n e ithe r c onsumpt i on nor wa s t age i n the eyes o f pe ople whose 
mai n and earl ies t need for art i ficial c h annels re l ated to t h e 
dra i ning o f ma r s h a nd water meadow t o produce arable t il t h rath e r 
t h a n to provision for dr inkin g , wh i ch was met b y the old city s p r ings 
a nd wells , and the river Tib er itself . This reason as much as 
defe nc e n eed s d ictate d the e arli e r wholly s ubte rranean s tructu r e o f 
aque duc t s with the ir regular l umin a or p utei a iving access to t h e 
specus for c l ean i ng, a nd the mi nimal use o f substruc t iones of 
mason ry o r monume n tal arcuatio (arch ing) t o carry the specus over 
l ow ground. Again , t h e syph on principle is perhaps o f s u ch a limited 
appl ication as muc h becau s e of t h e mo de l of drain const ruction as for 
r e ligiou s scruple s against constrai ning t h e flow . 

The water s o f An i o a nd i t s s prin gs were not b eing s quande r e d: 
the y were r e turne d by the c l oacae aft er u se to t h e d i v i ne Ti b e r who 
carried -t he m to the c ustod y o f t hat great e r aquat i c deity, Neptune 
god of the seas . 
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--rHE SAVIOUR WITH THE SWORD• 

R. G. Tanner 

This title was chosen by Arnold Toynbee to define and demarcate 

the last phase of his Hellenic clvlllsatlon -- Hellenistic and Roman 

military monarchy. 1 Certainly the title ow< ~P was not Infrequently 

appropriated by the successors of Alexander or 6t..a ooxo L the 

Macedonlan generals who claimed the right to rule various regions of the 

great conqueror's dominions and who fought numerous wars over the corpse 

of his empire between 323 and 30 I B.C. 2 Let us consider what claim this 

royal title of 'saviour' has for consideration under our heading of The Idea 

of Salvation, Sacred and Secular. 

In the first place, we must join W. W. Tarn In conceding that In 

times of natural disaster men found they might petition Zeus or Apollo In 

vain, whilst an appeal to King Ptolemy Soter brought a rapid response in 

supplies and relief workers. 3 In this sense a Hellenistic Macedon ian ruler 

did seem to give safety and preservation to his petitioning subjects in 

those disasters where their traditional deities seemed deaf to entreaty. 

Of course these deities themselves had long been Invoked as .saviours; and 

tragic heroes are at times made to use this formulary In prayers 

Incorporated In the dialogue and choral odes of Attic tragedy when 

beseeching Gods to aid or protect them. 4 

None the less, saviour was not the original concept of the role of 

Hellenistic kingship: rather It was benefactor ( EU£pybr,~ l. The pattern of 

Hellenistic monarchy Is first found among extant texts In the pamphlet of 

!socrates to Phlllp II of Macedonia, Alexander the Great's remarkable 

father. There the King Is urged to lead a Greek coalition of the city 

states to wrest Asia Minor from Persian control, and to use part of Its 

lands to settle the Impoverished Inhabitants of many overpopulated Greek 

cities and Islands who were at the time obliged to become mercenary 
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soldiers of the Persian Empire. In so exhorting the King he entreats 

Philip to show himself a King to the Macedonlans, a Benefactor to the 

Greeks, and a Master over as many Barbarians as possible. 5 Broadly then 

an El.>Epybn~ benefits Greeks by acting as founder (or o[xl.OTn~) of new 

Greek cities on desirable portions of the lands of Barbarian (or non-Greek) 

peoples whom he succeeds In conquering. On the other hand, a Saviour Is 

a second order phenomenon: the King as ounnp has the role of preserving, 

cherishing and defending such Greek cities as he himself or his forebears 

have founded to be self-governing communities within his Kingdom's 

boundaries. 

It may, of course, be objected that In Classical Greece most 

founders of new cities .were not Kings, whilst the title of benefactor or 

saviour was frequently applied to men like King Xerxes' host I~ · Herodotus 

and to the hero Hercules, not generally to Gods. 6 · However, the policies 

of Philip's son Aiexander explain the circumstances which led men to see 

such Kings as Gada as well as Beoefactors. Alexander began his Invasion 

near Troy as Captain-General of the League of Corinth and King of 

Macedonia, but obsessed by the model of the hero Achilles. 7 · By the time 

of the siege of Tyre he appears to have adopted th.e title 'King of Asia' 
8 also. His subsequent conquest of Egypt took him to the western oasis of 

Slwah with Its oracle of Zeus-Ammon, where the priests hailed him as 

'Son of Ammon'. Such formulae were regular parts of the Pharaonic titles 

of the old native dynasties of Egypt, but Alexander being unprepared, saw 

himself no longer as a new Achilles but as an embodied deity. 9 As he 

had every reason to fear anti-Macedonlan parties In Greece which were 

eager to Intrigue with Persia, his request to be enrolled as a God by the 

Greek States rather than remaining their hegemon under a . treaty paid Up 

servke to their customary autonomy as well as to his own asserted 

divinity. Again, the first act of the new divine King of Egypt was to 

found a new city west of the delta for Greek and Macedonlan settlers -

so the very foundation circumstances of the first Alexandria established 

the precedent that such a King was God and Benefactor of the Inhabitants 

of any cities he chose to found. tO 
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Now to serve as a 'saviour' of men and communities a king would 

require outstanding excellence, or apt n]. Philosophy for the past three 

centuries had argued over ethics, and Alexander's contemporaries accepted 

as commonplace that 'virtUte' had four parts -- wisdom, justice, 

temperance and courage -- whilst Alexander himself would have heard 

nothing but that doctrine In Aristotle's classroom at Mletza. 11 Clearly, 

despite his famous lapses, Alexander exhibited amazing discipline or 

'temperance' as well as high personal courage In his conquests, whilst he 

always declared his commitment to justice and gave It striking exhibition 

In his treatment of Darius' famlly.12 Yet wisdom for such a vast 

government seemed beyond an~· man, so Alexander would need to claim 

the divine Insight of his 'father' Ammon. In his view, the priests had 

promised that their oracle would lead the God's son Into ail truth, whether 

by responses or direct Inspiration. Further, the fact so emphasised by 

Herodotus that the God had chosen to destroy Cambyses' army rather than 

similarly receive him as a son surely suggested to Alexander that he was 

now destined to overthrow the Achaemenlds.13 But to us the more 

Important .question was first, whether Alexander believed the support of a 

widely respected oracle was necessary for a King to function as a saviour, 

and secondly, whether this was an unstated Hellenistic assumption which 

may explain some policies and events In other places. 

It was the masterstroke of Philip II's brilliant anti-Athenian policy 

that he secured an Invitation from the Delphic Amphlctyons to Intervene 

In the dispute over the Crlsaean plain. On this pretext he passed south of 

Thermopylae, destroyed Phocls, and made himself president of the 

Amphlctyony - no reader of Demosthenes needs to be reminded of all 

thts. 14 But apart from the military gains and the opportunity to defeat 

Thebes and Athens In the field Philip secured an enormous moral 

advantage -- the control of the Delphic oracle, whereby he could ensure · 

that he was advised of all matters brought for r.onsultatlon and that the 

oracular responses would be consistent with his pollcies.1 5 In this way the 

master of the Pythia could readily be made to appear the agent of Apollo 

and the Saviour of Greece. He became the Inspired partner of the God 
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charged with advancing the divine purposes. This, as much as their role 

of protecting the Greek peoples of their new cities, may be an explanation 

of how Hellenistic Kings viewed the title of 'Saviour'. 

Now to Hellenic thought two oracular Gods were pre-eminent, 

Apollo at Delphi and Zeus at Dodona. In what sense were they 'saviours'? 

As Liddell and Scott point out (sense 2) the title owTrJP Is used especially 

of Zeus In Pindar and Aeschylus. It refers both to paying vows to the 

god a fter a safe voyage and to drinking the third cup of wine to toast 

Zeus Soter as a pledge of good luck. The title Is. also used of Apollo, and 

sometimes of Hermes, Ascleplos, the Dloscurl and Hercules; while in the 

plural It has the sense of 'guardlam or tutelary gods' which we find In 

Herodotus, Aeschylus, Sophocles and Xenophon. Clearly then the oracular 

pronouncements of such deities as Zeus and Apollo would bring safety ·and 

good fortune to those who consulted . them - provided they were brave, 

just and temperate men able to receive this revealed wisdom. Of course 

arrogant men like Croesus or Pyrrhus who were vain of their wealth or 

power could and did misinterpret the advice -- but divine responses would 

bring wisdom to leaders who viewed their monitions In a spirit of justice, 

d 16 temperance an courage. All these considerations suggest that control 

of an oracular shrine was one of the necessary qualifications of any 

Hellenistic tle:os x.:.l. owTnP - 'God and Saviour' . For Alexander himself 

the claim In Greek eyes would look Incontestable. Apart from the curious 

tale of his birth 17 with lightning flashes and sacred serpents Involved, 

there was the welcome of Zeus Ammon to assure men of his divinity 

whilst the desire to surpass the bounds of Heracles' achievements 

emphasised in the Alexander histories shows his consciousness of a 

'Saviour' role. 18 Finally, he controlled Delphi, Dodona, Siwa and all the 

or acles of the East. 19 

First among his successors to make much of the title was Ptolemy 

Soter of Egypt. Apart from apparently being the 'rescuer' or 'preserver' 

o ( Alexander's embalmed corpse, he was also In firm control of both 

Egypt and Cyrene, thus securing the obedience of the key oracle of 

Zeus-Ammon at Siwa. 
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In their use such titles did not represt::nt Immediate policy decision 

they reflected social evolution. It Is true that Ptolemy I Is referred to 

as a 'Saviour' in a document of his reign: but no cult emerges of him as 

a deity until a festival Is established by his son In Alexandria to honour 

his parents as owTiipe: ~ In about 280 B.C. 20 Again, subsequently Ptolemy 

. II deified his late wife Arslnoe as Phlladelphus. However, though kings did 

not deify themselves, Inscriptions from various Greek cities describe 

Alexander's Immediate successors as Gods from time to time -- Antlgonus 

I, Lyslmachus, Seleucus I, Ptolemy I and even Cassander. 21 From about 

250 B.C. Ptolemaic policy defines Its royal couples as Soteres, Phlladelphl, 

Phllopatores or Euergetae, whilst In 197 B.C. Ptolemy V Is the subject of 

a Pharaonic native coronation and uses the style Eplphanes, doubtless to 

show he Is the 'living Horus' made manifest. 22 In a pluralistic society of 

Egyptians, Jews,. Iranians and Greco Macedon ian settlers an official 

Incarnate deity on the throne gave outward religious Integration to a 

society with racial ethnic religions dividing Its various racial communities. 

So In Egypt the use of the title 'Saviour' must be seen as 

contextual to a more general development of a cultlc royal divinity In the 

Pharaonic mould -- and It does not recur with later Ptolemaic rulers. 

When we look over to Syria and find King Antlochus I similarly deifying 

the founder of his dynasty under the style of Seleucus Nlcator one must 

ask whether IHKATOP -- a title according to Livy given to members of 

the royal Macedonlan bodyguard23 -- was perhaps drawn like a wTrJ P from 

the epithets already applied In his lifetime to Alexander the Great -- the 

conqueror par excellence, It seems that It Is In his unique career that we 

must seek for the origin of laudatory e·plthets which are Intermittently 

linked with the dlvlnlsed dynasties of the Hel.lenlstlc East. 

It will be recalled that Plutarch refers at the outset of the Life of 

Alexander to curious circumstances surrounding his birth -- the lightning, 

the lion mark on Oiymplas, and the serpent In her royal bed chamber with 

Its Orphic and Dionyslac associations. 24 Now It Is certainly Zeus-Ammon 

whose fatherhood he asserts, and also the lion skin-bearing Heracies and 

Dionysus are the two divine sons of Zeus by mortal women whom 

Alexander Is keenest to surpass. 25 Of these Heracles was benefactor of 
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mankind above all heroes In freeing them from deadly monsters, whilst 

Dionysus, deviser of wine, dance and drama, was also a unique benefactor. 

So Alexander In reality had himself claimed to be 'God, Benefactor and 

Saviour', Od>s; c ue:~y£~ns: xai. ow-r~p. But equally his devotion to 

Zeus-Ammon would have qualified for the title Phllopator ( •I>L>..ol!hwp), 

whilst his constant emphasis on being worthy of Heracles and Dionysus 

showed him to be Phlladelphos26 ( 'h>..aoe:>..<pos; ); In addition, Eplphanes 

( • E H q>av~s) 'the divine manifestation', would also have been appropriate 

to his claims. 

So whilst the Macedonlan dynasties In the East were able to claim. 

the attributes of oriental deity Incarnate, more delicacy was needed In 

dealing with Greek cities which were In theory free republics In alliance 
with their King. 

To be enrolled among their Gods Instead of their allies rendered 

more palatable the King's claim to be their paramount Ally or Suzerain. 27 

But here the ruler needed evidence of association with special wisdom 

such as that of oracular deities, as has been shown; yet he also needed to 

be associated with divine benefactors of mankind of types acceptable to 

the Hellenistic Phi losophers. For the Cynic mentors of the Stole Zeno 

Heracles was the model of active wisdom; but among Greek Gods of the 

age, Dionysus stood out. 28 Oracles again needed to be such as showed 

the patronage of either Zeus or Apollo. To be Saviour as well as 

benefactor a hard-working and progressive King needed to control an 

oracle. If we are right In this conclusion, much else becomes explicable 
from a new viewpoint. 

It Is against this background that one must view the attempts to 

seize Egypt by . Macedon and Syria. The second Macedonlan war meant 

that In 196 B.C. the Roman 'liberation' of Greece deprived the 

Macedonlan dynasty of control of Delphi and Dodona -- the traditional 
voices of Apollo and Zeus. 29 In the previous .century Egypt had patronised 

Delos to add an Apollonian shrine to the Ptolemaic Influence over Zeus at 
Slwa. 30 With the loss to the Pergamenes of Apollo's temple of the 

Branchldae near Mlletus, the Seleuclds were the least well-endowed with 
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Greek oracles, having only Apollo's shrine at Daphne outside Antioch. At 

the stage of history exemplified In 203 B.C. It was now In the Interests of 

Antioch and Pella to take Alexandria and share control of Zeus-Ammon. 31 

Thwarted in this resolve, which had attracted an Immediate Roman 

intervention to preserve the balance of power, Antlochus III planned a 

further move. 32 Invited by the dissatisfied Aetollan League, the King 

Invaded Greece In 191 B.C., hoping, one may guess, to secure thereby 

those oracles of Oodona and Delphi, which adjoined Aetollan territory. 

Driven out by Rome and defeated at Magnesia in Asia Minor despite the 

advice of Hannibal, the King accepted the Halys treaty with Rome and set 

out to reconquer some of Seleucus' former territory from the Parthlans. 33 

Here he may have hoped to Hellenlse some great oriental oracular shrines 

as well as compensating for lands lost on his western boundaries. 

Syria's second attempt was In 169 B.C. Pomplllus Laenas the 

Roman ambassador met the Invading Syrian army at Peluslum. Drawing a 

circle around King Antlochus IV In the sands, he ordered the King not to 

leave the circle till he chose peace or war with Rome. 34 In consequence 

Roman needs for corn supply overshadowed royal claims to oracular 

authority, and the Syrian army withdrew. Now Rome's corn supplies would 

be paid as tribute or sold at good prices by weak Ptolemles, and _ Slwa, 

like Delphi or Dodona, might soon become an Instrument of Roman 

policy. 35 

Faced with this checkmate Antlochus IV attempted a creative 

response such as his father had exhibited after 189 B.C. Since the Greek 

Septuagint version of the Hebrew scriptures was prepared for the 

Hellenised Jews of Alexandria about 250 B.C. It had become known to 

Greek scholars that the Jews had a long and Impressive prophetic tradition 

In their culture.36 Though often at odds with jewish rulers and priests, 

the prophets had claimed direct Inspiration from Yahweh the God of the 

inner shrine of their temple at jerusalem. The spoken name of the 

unspeakable deity was Adona'!, which suggested Adonis. Could not this 

oracular deity of Jerusalem become consor t to Aphrodite-Tyche of 

Aotloch?37 Could not the King's own consort be declared her divine 

embodiment and Antlochus IV himself be styled as Yahweh-Adonis, the 
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royal prophet sage foretold In jewish scripture as Messiah and heir of 

David? The hypothesis sounds outrageous, yet it Is difficult to see · how 

the strength of the Hellenlslng party at Jerusalem -- admitted so honestly 

In . Maccabees38 -- can be explained except by a theological appeal by the 

Seleucid King's advocates to the scriptures and traditions of Jerusalem 

Sadducees. The subsequent messianic claims for John Hyrcanus make more 

sense If the need for a legitimate Messiah had been made relevant by the 

messianic claim of a Macedon! an King. 39 

Thus we find symptoms of a Hellenistic trend to see human and 

divine providences as open to equation. The royal claimant to the 

exercise of divlnlsed providence seems to have looked back to a pattern 

which perhaps underlay the assertions of the later Augustan settlement of 

Roman Politics In 27 B.C. under the title IMPERATOR CAESAR DIY! lULl 

FILIUS AUGUSTUS. Comparable to Imperator, Divi filius, Caesar and 

Augustus, the Alexander titles we postulated are thus schematised: 

PHILPATOR (In relation to Zeus-Ammon) cf. Divi filius 

SOTER (parallel with Zeus and Apollo) cf. Augustus 

PHILADELPHUS (In relation to Heracles and Dionysus) cf. Caesar 

EUERGETES (parallel with Heracles and Dionysus) cf. Imperator 

These all came to be appropriated by various Hellenistic rulers -

especially the Ptolemies who held custody of the conqueror's mummified 

remains In Alexandria. 

The notion of Divine Monarchy was apparently brought Into the 

classical world by Alexander. It was not simply an appropriation of 

Eastern Ideas by the new ruler of the East -- though this was also an 

aspect of lt. Its acceptability was secured chiefly from the various 

western precedents and by meeting certain urgent and contemporary 

western demands.40 Those who advised Caesar and Anthony to wed 
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Cleopatra and those who devised the title Augustus for bctavlan knew how 

to domesticate the Saviour wltb tbe Sword Into the Classical culture of 

the Mediterranean In a similarly convincing and effective mode. 
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ZENO THE TRIBUNE 

W.j. ]obling- R.G. Tanner 

In the second season of the <Aqaba-Ma<an-Survey, january
February 1981, the following Nabataean inscription was discovered 
at Heideb el Fala (Fig. 1 )1 : 

SLM ZYNWN BR QYMT KLYRK' BTB ULM 
"Greetings, Zeno son of Qymt, chiliarch, in/with the good for ever". 

Given the use of Greek and Roman military terms like chiliarch, 
and centurion (QNTRYN') under the Nabataean kingdom2 and the 
extensive Hellenising of its culture, this man Zeno might well have 
been an officer in the army of Arethas IV or Rabbel II during the 
first century of the Christian era. However, such an interpretation 
must be questioned after the discovery last season in the J:Iisma of a 
Greek inscription which seems likely to have been a record left 
concerning the same officer (Fig. 2, Pl. 1 ): 

PQMEOI AEI NIKQ'EIN AA YPIKIO'E 
EfPA<l>A XAIPE ZHNQN 

Topographically the site itself is interesting in that this inscription 
is cut into rock at the base of a steep hill directly above a low 
oblong rock platform which stands on the inside edge of a small 
level plateau which faces NE towards the J:Iisma caravan route. It is 
tempting to see this rock platform as the improvised tribunal or 
suggestus of a temporary encampment used by Roman soldiers. 
Considering the com man ding view and the availability of spring 
w ater for men and horses a few hundred yards north and at El Ghal 
a further kilometre NNE, it may well mark a seasonal outpost used 
regularly over a number of years by patrols operating in the J:Iisma. 
It would be reasonable , though not essential, to conclude that such 
units w ould have been based on the Roman fort at Kh. el-Kithara 
(Praesidia). 
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The actual Greek inscription represents a su perior graff 
Epigraphically unusual, it is actually a piece of rather 
bookhand on stone . The dots after NIK!lEIN re present a 
uncommon treatment of the MS colon where Greek scribes 
antiquity did not follow the regular later Byzantine conve 
copied by Aldus and all subsequent western printers'3. The cur 
mark like the Roman numeral I beneath the last nu of the 
cited is almost certainly the paragraphos in a form rather m 
usual in Latin that Greek MSS. Its use here seems entirely reg 
and is obviously meant to show that AAYPIKIOE belongs with 
next line rather than the foregoing military boast. The 
of the downstroke of the lambda is moreover characteristic of 
Greek technique for indicating a new paragraph by an enlarged 
letter which Romans, mediaeval scribes and our printers till r 
days have also followed. 

The inscription is a semi-official occasional document - a 
perhaps of that adrogantia which Tacitus implies was norm 
expected of a Roman officer among newly sub jugated tribes" -
in any sense an official record or proclamation. Further, locat~d a 
is overlooking the trade route through the I:Iisma at some dts 
it may have been directed to Roman morale as well as having 
meant for propaganda to influence caravan parties going to 
springs nearby. As it is inscribed on a hard (and seemingly d~es 
rock surface, it probably required the skill of a legt 
accustomed to cutting milestone inscriptions on a road constr 
party. . . 

The translation of the Greek is open to two vtewpotnts: 

1) The most simple and probable version depend s on 
confusion of nominative and vocative endings of -rov type no 
which was a consequence of that phonetic assimilation of omega 
omicron from the first century AD which always prevails in m. 
Greeks. So we may construe ZHN!lN as a vocative as readtlY 
treating it as a nominative. 

The most obvious translation is therefore: 
Romans always conquer. 

I Lauricius wrote "Greetings/Hail Zeno". . .. 
The ~ord xa'ipe, often has the sense of "Welcome" or "Greettngs 

classical Greek, as in Aristophanes' pun on the name of Charon 
into the mouth of Dionysus in Frogs 184: Xa'ip' til Xaprov. Its use 

1 
.. 

. . d "W 11 done Zeno . is really colloqutal, and mtght be expresse as e · 
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d southern English, or as "jolly good show, Zeno!" or again, in 
stralian colloquial it might be rendered "Good on you, Zeno!". 

2 ) The possibility remains that it is nominative .. Normal Greek 
d order is against this; but the tendency 1n Nabataean 
iptions to write SLM (~alaam aleiku~) with the well-wisher in 

nominative cannot be tgnored6. In thts event AAYPIKIO:E would 
me a cognom en of a clearly Romanized Zeno. Certainly this is a 

ility. Indeed Dessau lists the cognomen Lauricius only once, as 
rring in an inscription of AD 359 referring to Bassidius 
idus, comes and praeses of Isauria7. 

so viewed the text presents a convoluted word order 
acteristic of Tacitean Latin. On the other hand this text cannot 

date the official annexation of Arabia in 111 AD, when Tacitus 
already far into his Annals. Besides the inscription does suggest 

literary bookhand, and exhibits a Latin type paragraphos under 
final nu of viKc.ootv. 

This less probable version would read: 
Romans always conquer. 

I, Zeno Lauricius wrote, "Greetings! " 
It is of interest that the name recorded for his father in the 

ataean text already published is attested in Nabataean 
iptions from Mada'in Salih of the second century AD. These 
neau was disposed to date to the second century of our era. but 
t work has dated many of the monuments there to the first 

urys. Significantly too Waddington cites a Greek inscription 
Tayma regarding the ownership of a structure by a certain 

KatatJ.a9ou9 , of which the second word is a genitive of 
rnity which renders perfectly into Greek the Nabataean phrase 

QYMT. Again, the very common Greek name Zeno is widely 
sted in Syria, Sinai and Palestine, ·being transliterated into 
ataean directly as ZYNWN, just as our text present s it 10 . So it is 
to be considered evidence for Greek ethnicity. Nabataeans 
ed Zeno are no more a subject for comment than was the Latin 

Avidius Cassius of the famous Syrian of the second century. 
dating of the Greek inscription cannot be positively 

mined. The spelling PnMEOI for 'ProtJ.a'iot cannot help us. Though 
ibits the moderrt Greek pronunciation of e and at as the same · 
· this spelling confusion has already become irritatingly 

mon in Egyptian Greek papyri from the first century BC, 
ng us forms like Mxea9..s where the text clearly requires the 

of Mxea8£!Il. Again, the epigraphic forms of lambda A., 
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omega co , and sigma cr cut into this stone are already apparent in 
texts from Augustan times; whilst the rounded epsilon e actually 
occurs in a roughly cut Attic inscription of the fourth century BC12. 
However the lettering in general resembles a good uncial bookhand 
of the middle second century AD or later. Relevant examples are the 
Hawara Homer of second century and the Ambrosian Homer of the 
third. Resemblance is also strong with cursive Greek hands of the 
second and third centuriesn. 

Historically all Roman operations in this region have a terminus 
post quem in Trajan's forward policy of occupying the Nabataean 
kingdom in AD 10614. However, as no milestone were cut on the Via 
Traiana Nova till AD 111, the year of the first commemorative coins, 
it is perhaps improbable that our inscription can ·be earlier than 
that year 15. Bowersock points out the immediate employment of 
Nabataean auxiliaries in the early days of the province16, but it 
seems a little early for Nabataean officers to boast of being Romans 
before the date of Hadrian's Eastern Tour and visit to Arabia in AD 
130. Then also the jewish War of 132-5 may have been prompted 
some Arab tribes outside the Roman province to attempt an 
incursion which Zeno then repelled and recorded in this boast of 
victory in what may have been a relatively minor engagement. Of 
course our terminus ante quem is a harder problem . The apparent 
good order of the province during the revolt of Avidius Cassius in 
AD 171 need not preclude raids into the I:Iisma by tribes linked with 
his conspiracy; and the same consideration must apply to possible 
raids into this region during Septimius Severus' war against Parthia 
and his reorganisation of the East between 19 3 and 2 0 1 AD. On the 
other hand, the rising importance of the Lakhmid kings in Arabia 
and their hostility to Palmyra render large tribal forays into the 
I:Iisma unlikely after the captivity of Valerian in 259 AD17. So on 
strategic and epigraphic grounds any date between AD 111 and AD 
260 seems possible. But if one wished to link Zeno with Mada'in 
Salih and the first century tombs of its Nabataean military families 
who would be prime candidates for early Roman enfranchisement, 
then a Hadrianic date in the time of the jewish War would seem a 
seductive suggestion. The question remains open. 
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STOIC INFLUENCE 
ON THE LOGIC OF 

ST. GREGORY OF NYSSA 

R. G. Tanner 

The problem of Gregory's logic 
Our comprehension of the intellectual background and 

methods of St. Gregory of Nyssa has been greatly enriched 
by the Actes du Colloque de Chevetogne held in September 
1969 and published by Brill in 1971 under the editorship of 
Professor M. Harl. This important conference covered 
Ecriture et Culture philosophique dans la Pensee de Gre
goire de Nysse. 1 Further enlargement of our understanding 
has followed the holding of a zweites Internationale Kollo
quium iiber Gregor von Nyssa held in September 1972 at 
Freckenhorst bei Munster. This discussion again was pub
lished by Brill in 1 97 6 under the editorial direction of the 
lamented Professor Dorrie and his colleagues. 2 

At the conclusion of his penetrating study of .t:uaaTYlJJ.a 
and 8uiaramc; in Gregory of Nyssa-Introduction to a Con
cept and Posing a Problem Fr. Paul Verghese offers some 
observations I would heartily endorse, though realising 
they may not be equally persuasive to other readers. 

(3) Gregory's view of the relation between God 
and the world is fundamentally different from 
Plotinus or others of the so-called Neo-Platonic 
school: it is not correct to dass Gregory among 
Neo-Platonists or Christian Platonists. There 
is no theory of emanation in Gregory, no 
ontological continuity between the One and 
the Many. The relationship is by the will of the 

557 
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One-a concept basically unacceptable to 
Neo-Platonists. Besides, the time-space cosmos 
is not a creation of the soul in its separation 
from the One, but a creation of the One God, 
which has its existence not in the consciousness 
of Man but in the will of God Himself. Matter 
itself is the will and energy of God, and there-
fore cannot be the source of evil. Neo-Platonic 
cosmology, which presupposes ontological c?~
tinuity between the One and Many, the Plouman 
view of time as a creation of the soul in its separa
tion from the One and matter as the source of evil 
are rejected by Gregory, who must be understood 
primarily as a Christian thinker who uses the cate
gories of thought current in his time, not as a 
Platonist or Neo-Platonist. 3 

Traces of Stoic Logic in Gregory-Categories and 

Amphibolic Lex is . . , . 
This immediately raises a questwn. Wh1ch categon~s of 

thought current in his time' does Gregory use? Now ?1ven 
the progressive accommodation between Neo-Platon~m and 
the Peripatetics which has infected many of the Arable works 
attributed to Aristotle, 4 it might well be suggested that 
Gregorian elements incompatible ~th N.eo-~latonism derive 
wholly from the Peripatetics. Agamst th1s Vlew however 
stands the excellent paper in the same volume by Professor 
Christopher Stead on Ontology and Terminolog!' in ?rego? 
of Nyssa. 5 Here Stead is sceptical of a systematic Anstotehan 

framework for Gregory's ontology. 
There is, I think, no trace of the Aristotelian 
theory that being can be predicated in all the 
Categories, so that qualities, relations, etc., are 
in some sense ovra, manners of being. Gregory 
says that relations are not ovra. (Inf, PG 46,176b) 
Further, although he has some acquaintance with 
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both Aristotelian and Stoic Categories, and perhaps 
with Platonic systems independent of both, he 
does not explain clearly what has to be recognized 
in the world alongside the ovra, as occurring to 
them or qualifying them. He uses a number of terms 
which have a categorical flavour-quality, quantity, 
relation, time, place, habit (e~t<:) are all discussed: 
potentiality ( DVVaJ.I.t<:) and actuality ( EVE"(Eta) are 
frequently mentioned, sometimes as sharply con
trasted, sometimes virtually identified. There are 
next mental states and attributes like belief, knowl
edge, ignorance: these are perhaps to be classified as 
activities (€v€p-yEtat) of the soul, though they are 
also described in the same passage as 'relative 
states' (€v r{i; 1rpck ri 7TW<: EXELV), using Stoic 
categorisation. 6 
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Now let us pause here to note that Gregory adopts certain 
Stoic classifications whilst confusing Aristotelian views of 
substance and of the relation between ovvaJJ.t<: and EVEP"(Eta. 
I wish to raise the possibility that his Aristotelian confusions 
may be appropriate to a consistently Stoic position adopted 
by a scholarly apologist seeking to reconcile contemporary 
Platonism with the Stoa much as Cicero wished to do 'Iocu
lare istuc quidem, Pomponi, eta multis saepe derisum. Sed 
ego plane uellem me arbitrum inter antiquam Academiam 
et Zenonem datum. 07 

Let us examine the crucial text Stead raises in de Infantibus 
praemature abreptis. 8 

But seeing that ignorance of the true Good is 
like a mist that obscures the visual keenness 
of the soul, and when that mist grows denser 
a cloud is formed so thick that Truth's ray 
cannot pierce through the depths of ignorance, 
it follows that with the total deprivation of the 
light the soul's life ceases altogether; for we 
have said that the real life of the soul is acted 
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out in partaking of the Good; but when ignorance 
hinders the apprehension of God the soul which 
thus ceases to partake of God ceases also to live.

9 

Let us also recall Plato's figures of the sun, divided line and 
cave in Rep. 509b6-520c3 where we notice that the Form 
of the Good gives life and intelligibility to the other ~ter~al 
Forms like the Sun gives life and visibility to everythmg m 
the world of sense (509b6-10). 10 But here Gregory equates 
partaking of God with partaking of the Good, ~nd also 
equates the intelligible radiance of the Good w1th the rays of 
Truth. Now to the Stoa 'Truth' was as much a 'body' as 
Plato's Good, whilst 'the true' ( n) a:A.77t9-€c;) was a lekton and 
so non-corporeal.U So here Gregory seems to equate the 
Christian God with the Stoic Truth or rrvp Texvudw as well 
as with the Platonic Good. So perhaps like Cicero he wishes 
to reconcile Stoa and Academy, even if only to reconcile 
them both in turn with Christian revelation for apologetic 

objectives. 
Now I wish to continue with the same passage, but adopt-

ing the reading rrepl n which underlies Sifanus' ,'sed mentis 
circa aliquam rem actio' rather than the rreptTT71 of PC. 

Let no one now force us to give the pedigree of 
this ignorance, declaring its homeland and its father's 
name. But let him realise from the very significance 
of its name that both knowledge and ignorance 
are shown to be in the category of relative dis
position of the soul ( rwv rrpoc; Tlrrwc; €xetv rizv 
1/Jvxf/v). Yet nothing thought or said in some 
relation imports substance. The word for relation 
is quite apart from that of substance. If then 
knowledge is not a substance, but an operation 
of the soul about something, it must be all the 
more confessed that ignorance is still further 
removed from substance. For the thing not in 
accord with substance does not exist at all. It is 
pointless then to trouble about the source 

of the non-existent. 12 
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. Ignor~nce in Platonic terms is 8o~a-mere opinion which 
lS not relfied by the radiance of TO a:yat9-ov. 13 In Stoic terms 
ignorance is a 7rTOia or irregular hegemonic pulsation causing 
assent to false presentations and reje'Ctions of valid ones. 14 In 
Christian terms the 'mist' is the work of the Father of Lies; 
but for apologetic reasons relating to his Platonist or Stoic
trained readers Gregory here emphasises a merely pagan 
consent to the lesser reality of ignorance as compared to 
~nowledge, rather than assigning a positive force acting as the 
mfluence of some powerful malign will. 

The above ~elies part~y on the reading rrepl n. On my 
theory of Stole Categones the term TO n implied above refers 
to the A€ K.TOV or the significance of the whole sentence. 1s 
Such A€K.Ta are listed among nva rather than OVTa;16 but 
they describe TO EK.nk 'V7rOK.€LJl€VOV designated by the if>wvf/. 
To me the ot~er ~our terms are really analysis table categories, 
1 a~d 2 const1tutmg the deficient subject A.eK.TOV called 
7rTWatc;, and 3 and 4 constituting the other €A.A.m€c; A.eK.TOV 
called K.aTWYOP71Jla or 'predicate' _I? 

1. TO inroK.€LJl€VOV Substratum Subject 

2. TO 'ffOtOV Quality Attribute of Subject 

3. To rrwc; €xov Disposition Verb/Complement 

4. To rrpoc; Ti Relation to Object/Extension 
rrwc; €xov Disposition 

Now to a Stoic each sentence is a sign ( 071Jlaivov) whose 
071JlatVOJl€VOV is the A.eK.TOV whose denotation is the external 
situation (TV'YXavov I TO EK.TOc; imoK.€LJl€Vov). For a Stoic sen
tences describe the qualities and dispositions and relations of 
'tensional fields', as Sambursky calls them, 18 which are Aris
totelian individ~al substances but to the Stoics merely 
rather long lastmg events in contrast to the short-lived events 
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making up their dispositions and relations. 19 Because a ten
sional field of inert matter with active pneuma interpene
trating and unifying it takes its nature and activity from . . 
the pulsation of e~tc;, ¢vat<; or 1/lvxf/ in its TrVEVJl.a, the delCtlC 
article of the Aristotelian rrpWT'TJ ovata of his Categories is 
the Stoic vrroKELJl.EVOV, the noun substantive or adjective 
agreeing with it becomes its rrou)v, the verb or ~omp!~me~t is 
its TrW<; EXOV, while its object or extension of disposltlon IS 

. , , , 20 
seen as Its rrpoc; TL rrwc; EXOV. 

Let us consider the following examples: 

(a) b I ¢tA.6ao¢oc; II 
The (tensional field) I philosopher II 

(1) (2) 
Af'YEL I EV TV a'Yop{l. II 
speaks I in the Agora. II 

(3) (4) II 
I -Ptosis Segment I I -Kategorema segment II 

(b) b I ¢tf...6ao¢oc; II 
The (tensional field) philosopher II 
'YL'YVWaKEL I TiiV 'YVWatV II 
knows I the knowledge (Object) II 

(c) b I Jl.Wpoc; II 
The (tensional field) I fool II 
b¢f...taKUVEL I TiiV a'YVOLaV II 
incurs I ignorance (Object) II 

(d) BUT t 

I avt'Jpwrrot II OL 
The (tensional field) I men II 
e~aJl.apTaVOVOLV I a'YVOL~ II 
err I through ignorance (Ext. )2 I I I 

It will now be clear that if the Stoics regarded the subject 
cluster of substrate+quality as primary substance like Aris
totle did in Catt. 2all-2622 then any sentence whose subject 
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is a rational being as primary substance which employs the 
words 'knowledge' or 'ignorance' must have these terms in 
the ~ourth column serving as either objects or extensions in 
:elatio~ to the dispositions of the subject. Moreover, because 
a'YVOL~ ~s steretic, or a privative negation, its meaning requires 
a specified context to negate, and it thus lacks independent 
entity for Stoics. 23 

From this it can be seen that the anomalies Professor Stead 
raised may have Stoic explanations. This may explain Gre
gory's odd attitude: 

In practice when he refers to Ta ovTa Gregory 
appears to be thinking of things that can be 
assigned to the category of substance: indeed 
he says TO OE 1111 KaT' ovaiav ov avo€ eanv ot...wc;.24 

In this . text Stead offers here the rendering 'Whatever does 
not exist as a s.u bstance does not exist at all'. I rather prefer 
~y ow~ techmcal rendering in Stoic terms, but seeing ovaia 
hke Aristotle's rrpWT'TJ ovaia as referring to the subject of the 
se~tence, 25 

'The tensional subject cluster not expressed of 
pnmary substance does not express predicates at all (ovK 
i:anv of...wc;)'. Altogether, I suspect that here TO ov has become 
the label or paradigm of the substrate+quality subject cluster. 
Then TO ov I Ta ovra would be the Stoic schema for the 
€ A.A.m€c; A€ KT6v called TrTWat~ created by joining categories 
(.1) a~d (2). Some such phrase as EXEL oi.Jrwc; may well have 
hkewise also been a categorema scheme for combining cate
gories (3) and (4). 

Though Professor Stead seems right in stigmatising the 
constant Gregorian use of concretum pro abstracto, 2 6 this 
~ay yet pr?v~ good Stoic methodology. If we think thus, 
his case ofvrroaTaatc; as (1) 'existence' and (2) 'a particular 
existent' may depend on category position within the sen
tence. So we may suggest: 
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(1) 
\ 7rV€1p.a I I ean'v ev tJ7rOOT<l0€L TO 

The (tensional field) pneuma II is in existence 

(1) (2) (3) -complement 

(2) 1] tJ7rOOTaatc; I I avvExi]c; 

The (tensional field) existent II (is) continuous 

(1) (2) (3) 

Of course both above uses of category (2) are more likely the 
cosmic pneuma than a specific person or thing, but Stoic 
continuum theory if in fact Gregory held it would produce 
some of the ambiguities. But broadly the concrete cases 
would tend to occur in category (2), whilst in (3) the sense 
would become more general as also in category ( 4 ). 

Next Professor Stead's challenge is taken up concerning 
cpwc; I cpwnanKi]. 27 As a jeu d'esprit, tour de force I have 
generated my examples of these six ways of classifying 
references to ¢we; in Stoic category terms from the first 
chapter of St. John's Gospel to suggest the phrases on the 
right may not be the otiose circumlocutions Stead considers 

them. 28 

For complete table, see page 5 65 

In (i) cpwc; becomes a 7rOWV complement in (3). In (ii) ¢we; 
in (2) with verbal cpal.vEL cognate shows potentiality natural 
to it. In (iii) ¢we; in ( 4) is fostered by the relation of growth 
(¢vatc;). With (iv) we negate the definition (v) states simple 
existence, and (vi) such activity as 'swallows' cpwc; in ¢wn~EL 
both in word and act. 

Again, the inconsistencies of Gregory's theory of VA17 
which Professor Stead notes are peripatetic observation of 
what may prove a Stoic consistency. In general Stead finds 

him 
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influenced by Plato's theory of a 'receptacle' 
which accepts every kind of quality but possesses 
none of its own. Sometimes he argues that VAT/ is 
nothing more than an assemblage of qualities ( 70 
Kov¢ov, 70 ~apv, 70 irypov, 70 ~npov avvl>pap.ovra 

' "........ .... ...... ' ) 29 1r poe; al\.1\.111\.a v 1\.f/ 'YLVE7aL . 
Now if we regard the 70 in such clusters as the VAT/ in a t~n
sional field this same matter held in a pneumatic force held may ' . 
well be subjected at different times to pulsations imposmg 
a heavy or light or a wet or a dry hexis, and thu~ show a . . 
number of qualities at any one time and successlVely exh1blt 
yet others as tensional modificatio~s occur. When Ste~d 
continues 'these we have seen are s1mply thoughts (vonp.a7a) 
so there is no mystery in matter's creation by the div~e . 
mind', 30 we should realise that this refers to these adJectlVal 
qualities of the field which are pulsations set up by the 
rrvp 7EXVLKOV and not to the curiously amorphous yet 
material 70. Thus there is no such conflict as Stead fears when 
he interprets the 'Y1i aKa7aUKEVaa7oc; of Gen. 1.: ~ as 'm~tter 
which is created but not yet invested with qualmes, wh1ch 
implies it is capable of existing independently'. 

31 
.When . 

Gregory in Bun. II. 374 declares 'matter must be lmpresswn
able and yielding (rraih)nKi!V , EiJELK70V) in order to accept . 
the character the creator impresses on it', 

32 
he is really cla1m-

f 
. . h' 33 

ing no more than a Stoic does or mert matter m 1s system. 
Though when Gregory assures us that matter is CWXf/JlOc; 

he ought to mean no more than that it is arrowc;-it lacks 

1 
. . ' di d 1 , " X IIUJV 34 schema-in fact he a so suggests 1t 1s sor er y or aa 1/,- · 

The desire to create this double impact suggests his interest in 
Stoic ap.¢t{3oAia rather than a mere wish to personalise all 
forces in the Nee-Platonist mode. The classic instance of 
amphibolic lexis which expresses two distinct lekta is offered 

by Diodes Magnes. 
35 

17 
The 

I aiJ Af/7 pL'c; 
I flute girl 

I 7rE7r7WK€ 

I fell over. 
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17 I at!M I 7pic; I 
The I house I thrice I 

Cf. Stilpo to Crates: 

7rE7r7WK€ 

fell down. 

x.pEiav I €XELc; I ip.a7iov I KaLvov 
You have need of a cloak-a new one 

XPEiav I exELc; I lp.a7LOV I Kai I vov 
You have need of a cloak-and sense 

Thus in saying 17 VAT/ WXf/JlOc; Gregory implies two lekta 
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from one lexis: 'matter is without configuration' 1 ' matter is 
disorderly'. Moreover, these two lekta seemed aimed at two 
distinct targe: groups for evangelism. The first is designed to 
appeal to StOles; the second to Neo-Platonists. Here of course 
the method is familiar from cases like 'aio te, Aeacida, Roma
nos uincere posse', and from Marlowe's Edward II: 'Eduardum 
regem occidere no lite I timere bonum est', but 'Eduardum 
regem ~ccide:e noli~e timere I bonum est'. 36 Besides, it may 
also ass1st us m dealmg with Verghese's problem of a8iaa7a7ov. 37 

If one writes the one lexis two lekta may emerge. 

TAONTAdiA~TATA 

But compare carefully 

(a) 7CL I OVTa I l>uiarara 
'Tensional subject clusters 
(are) divisible.' 

(b) 7CL I OV7' I Muia7ara 
'Tensional subject clusters 
(are) indivisible.' 

(c) b I ov7wc; I wv I Muia7a7oc; 
'The subject of which exis-
tence only is predicated is 
indivisible.' 
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Applied to ontology these three Stoic logical analyses also 
give interesting results: 

(a) ra ovra odwrara 'The substances are separ
able [from each other].' 

(b) ra ovr' aodwrara 'The substances are all in
separable [from God] . ' 

(c) b ovrwc; wv aodwraroc; 'God is not internally divis
ible [i.e. like Stoic pneuma 
he has no void within him.] 

Stated more fully, these propositions have the following 
meanings in Stoic rather than Christian ontological ~erms, 
which could well be used apologetically to draw Stmc 
listeners to look at the Christian interpretation. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

'Objects of sense are separate t~ns.i~nal fields and c~t 
off from cosmic sympathy by mdlVldual pulsatory me
gularity ( nroia).' (Original Sin?) 

'If there is no ptoia distorting individual pulsation pat
terns within tensional fields, all objects in a universe 
without void are in sympathy, forming a cosmic 
pneumatic field.' (Redemption of Creation?) 

'There is no division in Divine Providence-all rational 
pneuma beats in harmony, and all cos~·lic pneuma is in 
mutual contact.' (Cosmic consummat10n?) 

In 19 59 Shmuel Sambursky published his Physics of the 
Stoics. 38 In 1961 Benson Mates issued his Stoic Logic. 39 

Between them, these two books have revolutionised the 
modern world's awareness of the integrity and originality of 
the Stoic school. We now turn from Sambursky to Mates. 
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Stoic Propositional argument in general outline 
In his study Mates quotes the definition of proposi

:ion given b.y .Diogenes Laertius: 'A proposition (atiwJJ.a) 
Is a self-sufficient lek ton assertoric by itself (AEKrov 
aVTOT€ 'Aec; and¢avrov oaov €¢' eavrc{) )'. 40 It is further 
maintained that 'every proposition is either true or 
false' (atiwJJ.a oe l:an'v o l:an'v a'ArrrJ€c; 7} ¢Eiiooc;).4I It 
thus follows that 'the disjunction (atiwJJ.a OLEsEV"fJl.Evov) 
of a proposition with its negation is necessarily true'. 42 
Cicero discusses this point in the Academica Priora and 
offers us the instance 'aut vivet eras Hermachus aut non 
vivet': 'either Hermachus will live tomorrow or he will 
no~ live'.

43 
Here we are in the world ofWittgenstein's 

~~Iversall~ ~eces!:'ry statements: 'either it is raining or 
It Is not rammg'. Mates goes on to explain that Stoic 
propositions may be either 'atomic' (consisting of 11'TWULc; + 
KarrndPTfJl.a) or else 'molecular' where two or more 
such atomic propositions are linked by conjunctions 
(avvOWJl.OL) like 'and' (Kat), 'if' (Ei'7r€p), 'or' (7}), 'since' 
(E7r€L) and 'because' (&dn).4S 

With atomic propositions some are definite and deictic 
like ovroc; 11'€PL11'QT€L (this man is walking about). On the 
other hand they may be indefinite like 11'€PL71'UT€L n~ 
( ...... is walking about-somebody) or intermediate like 
L,wKpUTTfc; 11'€pL7raT€L (Socrates is walking about). 46 It is 
very significant to me (though not to Mates) that nc; 
follows its verb and that Socrates has no article in the 
example. Without a deictic article or demonstrative we 
have a sentence with no subject, made up of quality+ 
disposition. 

47 
Such propositions are not deficient lekta

it is enough to prefix the article and say b L,wKparTfc; 
?r b n~ and.we have a definite proposition-but they are 
!~complete In the sense of signifying an incorporeal sub
Sistent rather than a corporeal existent field in the 
material continuum of the cosmos. To quote Gregory 
himself, TO oe Jl.i! Kar' obaiav ov oM€ l:an'v o'Awc;. 48 

569 
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The negation of atomic proposition proceeds either by 
prefixing a negative to the whole sentence to reject the 
axioma by this apophatic statement, or else a particular word 
is rejected by the ametic prefixing of a negative or privative 
to the particular word to be denied. The process of rejecting 
an atomic proposition containing an arnetic negative term is 
called hyperapophatic negation. So oiJOEt~ 1TEpL1I'ard is 
ametic whilst ovxt'iJJlEpa €ariv is apophatic. But Mates finds the 
hyperapopathic example here in Diogenes Laertius appears 
to offend against the rule for prefixing negatives: oi.Jxt' i?JlEpa 
OVK. €ari. However it is the first term ovxi which says not in 
the sense of Aristotelian OVK. €ariv in the sentence OVK. €an'v 7? 
OLaJlETpoc; OVJlJlETpoc;, literally meaning 'It is not (true): The 

' 49 'k . h h 1' 1 diagonal is commensurate . L1 ew1se ere t e ltera sens.e 
is 'Not (true): the day is non-existent'; i.e., a double negatwn 
in effect meaning 'It is certainly day'. 

Unlike Aristotelian logic, which is observational and argues 
from a major premiss induced from examining the pheno
mena towards conclusions relating to a specific minor premiss 
or individual case, the logic of the Stoa is inferential and 
depends for its truth on the systematic sympathy of the 
Stoic Cosmos rather than on the separate existence of specific 
tangibles. 50 Prantl mistakenly saw these inferences in Aris
totelian terms and imported existential statements. 51 The 
true version stands beside 

Wenn das Erste ist, 
so ist das Zweite. 

Das Erste aber ja ist: 

Also ist das Zweite 

If the first, 
then the second. 

The first, 

Therefore the second. 

The thought of the late fourth and third centuries was a 
constant reaction to the Megarian influences of Stilpo and 
Diodorus Cronus. No logician could afford to neglect the 
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'Ruling Ar.gument' of Diodorus. 52 This argument advanced 
the followmg propositions for examination: 

(i) E very proposition true about the past is necessary. 

(ii) An . 1 1mpossib e proposition may not follow from a 
possible one. 

(iii') Th .ere is a proposition which is possible, but which 
neither is nor will be true. 

r:>iodorus asserted that it was impossible for all three proposi
tiOns to be s~multaneously true, and nobody in antiquity 
~ont~sted this. Of the cluster Diodorus himself rejected (iii) as 
mvahd, but the Stoics disagreed here, Cleanthes rejecting (i), 
?res~mably because some true past events had resulted from 
l~d1Vldual pne~matic ptoia conditioning unwise men to act in 
disharmony With the Universe, and the events had thus been 
real but unnecessary. His successor the great logician of the 
Stoa Chrysippus was content to regard the whole past of the 
co.smos a~ .a condition of its present and accepted (i), but he 
rejected (u),. doubtless feeling that a possibility in view was 
not necessarily the pattern in which cosmic trends would 
eventuate a~d. t.hat if it failed to eventuate the dependent 
further possibility became impossible: so in fact he has noted 
the disjunction of (ii) and (iii), of which one only therefore 
can be true. 53 

Diodorus applied his position also to conditional state
ments, and set up as his test of the truth of a condition the 
doctrine that in no circumstances could an antecedent be 
true and its consequent false. Philo offers us a Stoic calculus 
of this problem, where T =true and F =false so as to give 
the ~allowing formula for antecedents+conse~uents: (i) T+T = 
T: (u) F+F = F: (iii) F+T = T: (iv) T+F =F. 54 It will be seen 
that (iv) embodies the doctrine of Diodorus. This system the 
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Stoics went on to apply in their five classes of undemonstrated 
1 . . 1 55 B arguments. But they are infere~tia , n~t ex1stent1a. . ec~use 

the Stoic universe is a plenum filled With long-lastrng or bnef 
events rather than a world of separate self-affirming su~st~nces 
the word is never appears asserted in this type of syll~g~stlc 
reasoning. All these syllogisms are made up of a cond1t1onal 
(ATzJlJ.La), an antecedent (rrpoa'ArryJLc;) and a consequent 
(€rri¢opa). Each of the five types expresses a schema called a 
rporroc;. 

Schema Example 

( i) If the first, If it is day, 
then the second. then it is light. 
The first, It is day, 
Therefore the second. Therefore it is light. 

(ii) If the first, If it is day, 
then the second. then it is light. 
Not the second, It is not light, 
Therefore Therefore 
not the first . it is not day. 

(iii) Not both Not both: 
the first and the second. it is day and it is night. 
The first, It is day, 
Therefore Therefore 
not the second. it is not night. 

(iv) Either Either 
the first or the second. it is day or it is night. 
The first, It is day, 
Therefore Therefore 
not the second. it is not night. 
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(v) Either 

the first or the second. 
Not the second. 
Therefore 
the first. 

Either 
it is day or it is night. 
It is not night. 
Therefore 
it is day. 56 
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Once we appreciate that F( t/Jevooc;) means negated as well 
as false and that T( a'A'f/?Jec;) means affirmed as well as true, 
then we see in Schema (ii) how F+F can equal T. While in 
Schema (i) both antecedent and consequent affirm the lemma 
and therefore T+T = T, in Schema (ii) both antecedent and 
consequent deny the lemma and are thus falsifying it, but 
the result remains the same truth, justifying the formula 
F+F = TY With Schema (iii) we have a negative and thereby 
falsified conditional lemma, a true antecedent affirmative 
'it is day' and a negated and thus falsified consequent 'there
fore it is not night' - hence the scheme T+F =F. On this prin
ciple example (v) gives us the instance of F+T = T, the conse
~uent of which affirms the affirmative lemma after the negat
mg antecedent. In a sense (iv) is the formula of the univer
sally true disjunction of proposition and negative mentioned 
above. The lemma 'either the first or the second' = 'either 
the first or not the first'. 

(iv) Either 

the first or the non-first. 
The first, 
Therefore 
not the non-first. 
( =Therefore the first). 

Either 
it is day or non-day. 
It is day, 
Therefore 
it is not non-day. 
Therefore T+T = T here 
(Therefore it is day). 58 

From these undemonstrated arguments Stoic method 
derived several rules for non-simple arguments. Essential to 
grasp here is the method of conditionalisation. 
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Argument (Schema [i]) 

(a) If it is night, 
then it is dark. 
It is night 
Therefore it is dark. 

(b) If it is dark, 
then it is night, 
It is dark, 

R. G. Tanner 

Conditionalisation 

If (it is night, 
and if it 

is night it is dark), 
then it is dark. 

Therefore it is night. 

If (it is dark, 
and if it is dark 

it is night), 
then it is night. 

(c) If it thundered, 
it lightened. 
It thundered, 
Therefore 
it lightened. 

If (it thundered, 
and if it thundered 

it lightened), 
then 
it lightened. 

Now all these cases are regular natural phenomena-darkness 
always accompanies night and thunder always follows 
lightening. In the case of darkness other causes like eclipses 
or storms are possible, but in cases like thunder and 
lightening the association is inevitable. 59 For such cases the 
monolemmatic conditional advocated by Anti pater of Tarsus 
becomes a necessary one, and one may derive a conclusion 
from one term because of the regularity of cosmic nature: 
(a) 'If it thundered, it lightened' (b) 'If he breathes, he lives. ' 60 

Such monolemmata are a standard product deducible by the 
rpirov {7€1J.a or 'third rule'. However, the Stoics themselves 
had some doubts about monolemmatic cases like 'if it is 
dark, it is night'. 

The 'third rule' states: "If from two propositions a third is 
deduced, and there are propositions from which one of these 
premises may be deduced, then the other premiss together 
with these propositions will yield the conclusion". With this 
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we .must. take the so-called 'theorem': "If we have premisses 
wh1ch peld a conclusion, then we have in effect also this 
conclusion among the premises, even if not explicitly stated". 
In our example we shall generalise the language of the lemma 
more than Mates does. 61 

If it [be granted it] is day, and if [ever] it is day it is 
[always] light (1) 

It is day (2) 

Therefore [it must be J light now. 

But fro~(~) and (2) we can infer 'If it is (now) day, it is 
(now) light (3) and add this premiss (3) to (1) and (2) to 
produce a conclusion. Applying the theorem we deduce 
'Therefore it. i~ ~ow light' (conclusion), an item implicit in 
(1) a?d e~phClt m (3). Chrysippus showed that Plato's philo
sophic ammal the dog was capable of non-simple argument 
by elimination whenever he pursued a hare to a crossroads. 
Coming from direction ( 4) he would sniff at two of the 
remaining three roads and then follow the last without 

'ff' 62 h sm mg. T e animal reasoned: 
EITHER (1) or (2) or (3) 

NOT (1) 
NOT (2) 

THEREFORE (3) 

Thus far the general scheme of Stoic logic is illustrative of 
arguments we might look for in Gregory. 

Elements of Stoic logic in ad Ablabium 

Now that we have summarised the analysis offered by 
Mates, let us remember that propositions which are molecular 
and disjunctive must be either true or false. Indeed, Mates 
~~self points out that Chrysippus insisted that genuine 
~SJUnctlons are either true or false. 63 We have a nice example 
m the text of ad A blabium. 'For by the force of this question 
we are at first sight compelled to accept one or other of two 
erroneous opinions, and either to say ' there are three gods' 
which is unlawful, or not to acknowledge the godhead of the 
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Son and Holy Spirit, which is impious and absurd' (Wace's 
version). 64 Here clearly the disjunction is designed to engage 
the interest of Stoic-trained hearers. But next we have a simi
lar net cast for the Aristotelians. We are reminded that Peter, 
James and John are all called 'men'. Now we may say that 
'Peter is (a) man': 'James is [a] man': 'John is [a] man'. But 
Gregory's use of the ex pression avvro1€vovc; Kara ril~ ¢vat~ 
warns us that Gregory interprets some aspects of Anstotehan 
predication as laid down in the Eiaa'Ywyfz of Porphyry. 

65 

Certainly the view that it is a mere customary error to call 
individuals 'men' rather than 'particular human natures ' 
seems to look to Stoic continuum theory-€v p.t{L ovrEc; rfl 
avJJpw1rOrflTL rpEic; avJJpwnot AE'YOVrat. Now A.C. Lloyd 
would disapprove of the reification of secondary substances 
implied by Gregory in the sentence above, and he rna! w~l~ 
be correct in his insistence that individual in re form 1s re1f1ed, 
but not generalised post rem form. 66 However, Gregory's 
logical step above is intended for a compromise between the 
Stoa and Platonic form in which he is influenced by the 
reactions of both schools to Stilpo.67 Both Plato's great 
pupil Aristotle's school and his own Academy led by h~s 
nephew Speusippus were compelled to confront the Stil
ponic denials of predication and of secondary substance. 
So Speusippus had EVEP'YELat who were living agents- oalp.ovEc;. 
So he would have interpreted the sentence g 'kwKparrzc; 
P._tM!!Q!/>QS to mean 'the matter formed by a Socratic daimon 
(is) ~n~r_gi~e_Q. .Qx_ '!:....Plt!!oJ?QP.his_ Q_a_ir!!_o_g', thus preserving 
continuum and avoiding division. 68 

Similarly in Aristotle's Lyceum Dicaearchus met the 
challenge of Megara by asserting that qualities were what was 
meant by Aristotelian substance, thus again preserving con
tinuum against the infinite divisions set up by each predi
cation against a given subject substance. So he would explain 
our specimen sentence as 'the matter qualified as Socrates (is) 
q_~l!:fi~~~Jili!l_Q~J?h_i~.!.-Thus our sentences mean the same 
fact in each case, and loose predication is so justified.

69 
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oi rpEic; (Elat'v) avJJpW1I'OL ~ oi Tp€ic; (Elat'v) EV p.t{L 
TU avJJpW11'0TflTL 
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b TI€rpoc; (ean'v) avJJpw7roc; ~ b TI€rpoc; (€ariv) EV JlL{L 
rfl avJJpW11'0TflTL 

b 'IaKw{3oc; (wn'v) avJJpw7roc; ~ b 'IiLKw{3oc; (€an'v) EV JlL{L 
rfl avJJpW1I'OTT/TL 

b 'IwavVflc; (€an'v) avJJpw7roc; ~ b 'IwaVVflc; (€art'v) EV p.t{L 
TU avJJpW11'0TflTL 

However, the relevance of this avoidance of atomic predica
tion is hard to discern unless Stoic continuum theory of our 
universe is in fact implicit in Gregory's thought. 

A further combination of peripatetic and Stoic factors 
occurs in the logic of ad Ablabium pp. 38-39.70 To Aristotle, 
1rp6raatc; is a single question or a conditional premiss, whilst 
7rp6{3'Af1p.a is seen as a double question. But in the phrase 
arovwrEpoc; rov 1rpo{3A.ijp.aroc; (39, 1) we see a reference to 
the Stoic physical doctrine of r6voc; (intensio) which implies 
that the argument is too weak to give a solution in that it is 
deficient in pneumatic tension- an attitude quite clearly 
explicable to readers of Sambursky. 70 So here we observe 
an argument utilising the terminology of both schools. 

Moreover an interesting application of the doctrine of 
amphiboly occurs in 44, 7-16: 

Then, when we perceive the varied activities of 
the overlying potentiality from each of the acti
vities familiar to us we associate their titles. We 
therefore assert that this activity of God is over
looking and visual and so to speak 'theatic', 
through which he supervises and looks at all 
things, beholding the inner thoughts and pene
trating things invisible by his 'theoretic' power. 
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So we assumed that godhead (E>eo'T'T}Ta) was stated 
paronymously of God from sight (tlea), and that 
our observer ( tlewpov) received the predicate god 

h h. f . 71 ( tleov) from custom and t e teac mgs o scnpture. 
Bearing in mind the story in Diogenes Laertius of Stilpo's 

humorous and Homeric reference to the great Parthenon 
statue as E>€a rather than E>eo<;, we note the following mean
ingful Stoic amphibolies are implied in this text: (11.116) 

(1) (The) God has activity to do with sight. 
b E>eo<; €xeL €v€p'YELav tleanKr]v. 

(2) (The) God is in godhead 
b eeo<; EaTiV EV E>eOTT"/TL 

(3) (The) God (is) spectator. 
b eeo<; €an'v E>ewpo<; 

( 4) (The) God beholds things invisible 
b E>eo<; E>ewpe[ Ta atleam 

The master concept here is ( 4 ), the notion of God as the 
beholder of things invisible. However, the relevant one to our 
analysis is (2). From this we can deduce the following by 
regular substitution: 

The Father (is) God, therefore The Father (is) in Godhead 
b 1TaTi}p E>eo<; b 1TaTi}p €v E>eoTT"/TL 

The Son (is) God, therefore The Son (is) in Godhead 
b VW<;' eeo<; b via<; EV E>eOTT"/TL 

The Spirit (is) God, therefore The Spirit (is) in Godhead 
TO 1TV€Vf.J.a eeo<; TO 1TV€Vf.J.a EV E>eOTT"/TL 

Finally we turn again from amphibolic argument to . 
schematic inferential logic. Let us now render ad Ablabtum, 
p. 38, 1. 19-p. 39, 1. 7. 
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~he argument, then, as I have said already, pro
~des much difficulty in handling. However, 
If we should discover some proposition of such 
~nature that the amphiboly in our thought (i.e. 
1ll ~ur z.ekta) will be resolved and no longer 
vacillatmg and oscillating towards the double 
amb~guous proposition involving logical ab
surdity, (the tradition) might all be well. But if 
our argument is shown to be weaker than the 
double question (Aristotelian sense), we shall 
always preserve the tradition we have received 
secure and unchanged, and we shall seek from 
the Lord an advocating argument. If this is 
found .from someone of those having grace, we 
~hall giVe thanks to him who gave the grace. But 
If not, we shall none the less on the basis of 
things known already hold the faith unchange
able. ( Towvrov is deemed to express TOWVTOV 
Ct~LWfJ.a) 72 

From this we may deduce the following propositions: 7 3 

( 1) 'If the_ ar~~ent is difficult to handle (and if the argu
~ent Is difficult to handle, then we discover a proposi
tiOn to resolve our amphiboly).' 

-This produces ( 4) 'if we discover a proposition, the 
argument is difficult no longer'. 

(2) :wen~ longer vacillate over the ambiguous proposition 
mvolvmg logical absurdity.' 

( 3) 'Then our tradition is well.' 

So 4 + 2 = 5. 'There is no ambiguity after all in our argument 
in this case.' 

We now turn to the disjunction: 
( 6) 'But if our argument is shown to be weaker than the 

double question.' 

(7) 'We shall always preserve the tradition we have received 
secure and unchanged.' 

Now in order thus to produce a proper disjunction as follows: 

579 
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(a)= 5(4+2) 'If we discover such a proposition that the argu
ment is no longer difficult, 
then there is no longer ambiguity in this 
tradition. 

(b) = 8( 6+7) 'If we do not discover such a ~r~position that 
the argument is no longer difficult, 

then we shall still adhere to the tradition 
unchanged. 

However, the original form of this item (b) (6) is as follows: 
( 6) 'If our argument is shown to be weaker than 

the double question 
(and if our argument is shown to be weaker 

than the double question, 
we shall preserve the tradition we have received).' 
-This produces (9) 'if our argument is weak we 

shall keep the tradition unchanged. 
(7) 'Then we will preserve tradition secure and 

unchanged.' 
(8) 'So we shall seek from the Lord an advocating 

argument.' . 
So 9+7=10. 'If argument fails we keep an unchanged tradi

tional belief.' 
A further disjunction summarises the implications. . 

(a) ' If such a proposition is found from among those havmg 
grace, we gave thanks to the Giver': . 

(b) 'If not, we shall none the less hold the faith unchange
able on the basis of things known (i.e. the advocating 
argument is an implication here). 

Like Chrysippus' dog, the reader has three choices: 74 

(1) To find an adequate (inspired) argument to solve the 
dilemma; 

( 2) Despite logical confusion, to hold the faith; 
(3) To hold the faith praying for enlighte~ment. 
The formula here is then thoroughly Chrysippan: 

EITHER (1) or (2) or (3). 
NOT (1) 
NOT (2) 

THEREFORE (3) 
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This last Gregory assumes to be the reader's eventual choice. 
Thus we see t~at St.oic non-simple argument appears to be 

used by Gregory 1n this part of the ad A blabium to prove 
Faith is inescapable. 

In ~11: it se~ms that the influence of Stoic logical theory in 
associatwn With that of other schools is an aspect of the 
thou~ht ~f St. Gregory of Nyssa which may bear further 
exammatwn. 

UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE, NEW SOUTH WALES 
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GREEK EPIGRAPHY IN SOUTH JORDAN 

As the admirable French publication of the Greek epigraphy of Jordan continues with the 

1986 volume on the central region, I one awaits with interest the forthcoming volume on the 

south of the country. 

In this region where I have worked under Dr. W.J. Jobling in the University of Sydney's 

'Aqaba- Ma'an- Survey, the problems for a hellenist are twofold. First is the geographical 

division of the region. The coastal region of the ancient Aela and the Hisma area inland .. 
including the Wadi Ramm constituted the old Ottoman vilayet of 'Aqaba and Ma' an - really a 

region of the Hejaz. In 1918 it became part of Hussein the Elder's Haschemite kingdom of 

the Hejaz. With his defeat and expulsion from Mecca by the advances of Abdul Azziz Ibn 

Saud the king fled to 'Aqaba from Jiddah. Fearing a Saudi conquest Britain deported the old 

king to the Seychelles and annexed the vilayet to the Transjordan Mandate in 1927. This 

region is part of Arabia, whilst the lands north of Ma' an - Petra, the hill country north 

towards Madaba, and the arid plateau east of the Desert Highway - are in essence a sector of 

the Levant. The second problem is linguistic. The materials at Petra are Greek or Nabataean 

with some Latin here and there as well, whilst the finds south ofRas en-Naqeb are mainly in 

Thamudic- a pre-Islamic North Arabian dialect related to the Safaitic found in the desert 

regions of Jordan and in the Hauran, though with morphological features of its own, and 

written in its own distinct script. This dialect and script are prevalent as far south as Mada'in 

Silih, the ancient Hegra, which was the frontier station between the ancient Nabataean realm 

centred on Petra and its southern neighbours. 

Of course other linguistic evidence occurs. But though, as Graf has pointed out,2 there 

are some other non-Thamudic graffiti in the l}isma, they are intrusive texts introduced by 

caravan parties from the south on their journeys to Aela, Petra or Palmyra. Certainly 

Thamudic is the basic script for rock inscriptions and graffiti on rock drawings in the J;Iisma. 

Next in importance are finds in Nabataean script. This script was used to write the official 

Semitic language of the Kingdom of Petra and this tongue was related to Aramaic and 

Hebrew as well as the dialects of Arabia. Translation of Nabataean texts can be done with 

1 Inscriptions Grecques et Latines de la Syrie xxi, Inscriptions de la Jordanie 2, Region Centrale (Amman
Hesban- Madaba- Main- Dhiban) (Paris: 1986). 

2 David Graf, ADA! 27 (1983) pp.SSS-576. 
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some confidence, though at our current state of evidence there are numerous controversial 

issues regarding aspects of their vocalization, morphology, syntax and lexicon. Next comes 

Greek. Though Nelson Glueck and Lankester Harding insisted that there were numerous 

Greek graffiti in the J:Iisma and towards the Saudi border, we have found very few so far.3 

On the other hand, Petra offers the Greek scholar an embarras de richesse likely to be 

compounded as the British and American teams gradually shift the great hills of massive 

fallen masonry from the earthquake-felled city. 

The Sydney expedition over several seasons has made a large number of finds of 

splendid rock art, since further examined by an Italian expedition of experts in early art, and 

so much inscribed Thamudic material- often as labels on rock art - as to permit considerable 

progress in orthography and lexicography. Thus, Jobling has shown that one symbol 

represents Hebrew gimel or Arabic jim, not as thought previously, on S. Arabian analogies, 

Arabic tha or dhal, or za. Two abecedaria on rock faces which place this in the gimel 

position, and a label on a rock drawing of a CAMEL which must read GAMAL rather than 

THAMAL, appear conclusive.4 

So far as the Greek material is concerned, I mean to confine myself to three inscriptions 

with which I have personally been involved. 

(1) The ~isma Greek inscription (now at last in print in Italy),5 drawn to our attention in 

1987 by the British Ambassador who came across it on a picnic in the I;Iisma. Taken with a 

Nabataean find a few miles away by Jobling and Mrs Crystal-Bennett in 1981,6 which reads 

SLM. ZYNWN. BR. QYMT. KLYRK. BTB. L'LM, or, in English, "Greetings. Zenon, son of 

QYMT, Tribune, with (the) good, for ever", it appears to vindicate Mommsen's century-old 

assumption that there was a Roman tribune based at Aela after the province of Arabia was 

incorporated by Trajan in AD 107.7 The Greek text was cut on the front of a flat slab lying at 

the foot of a hill and facing a smooth sheltered area. 8 

3 G. Lankester Harding, The Antiquities of Jordan2 (London: 1967) p.140. 

4 W.J. Jobling, ADAJ 30 (1986) p.262. 

5 Studi Epigrafici a Linguistici 6 (1989) 135-142. 

6 ADAJ 26 (1982) pp.199-209. 

7 T. Momrnsen, The Provinces of the Roman Empire (trans. Dickson) ii (Chicago: 1974) p.151 n.l. 

8 See Plate V.1 (photograph and text to appear inADAJ 32 [1988]). 
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THE HISMA INSCRIPTION 

(see Plate V.l) 

185 

Natural undressed sandstone slab at foot of a jebel. The surface had not been prepared 

and the text arrangement is constrained by the state of the rock face. Uncial forms are used 

for omega, sigma, epsilon and mu. Some letters are compressed to fit the spaces restricted 

by cracks in the rock, examples being the final syllable of A a. vpCK~.oc; with its tiny omicron 

and the cramped last letters of 2 r) v w v. Under the final nu of v" K w cr "v we find a 

paragraphos mark, and this break of sense is emphasized by the long tailed lambda of 

Lauricius. No breathings are marked. 

Total length of text: upper line 1.92 m.; lower line 1.44 m. 

Combined height of inscription: 0.36 m. 

Average letter height: 9.5 em.; average letter breadth: 6.9 em. 

We may translate: 

PQMEOIAEINIKQCIN, AAYPIKIOC 

ErPA'-VAXAIPEZHNQN 

'Pw~J.(o~ dE:I. v~Kwcnv, Aa.vpCK~os 

'(ypa.'o/a. xa.~pE: Zr1vwv 

Romans always win. I, Lauricius, 

wrote "Hail Zenon" 

Left unsupported, the first text- the Hedeib el-Fala Nabataean inscription- might equally 

refer to a chiliarch of the Nabataean Royal Army in the era between Augustus and Trajan 

when the leading classes were highly hellenized. 9 But if the two seem on other grounds 

coeval, then it is likely that both texts refer to the same man and the same victory, probably 

achieved by an auxiliary cohors millaria equitata under his command as a tribune of 

auxiliaries. So the date of the Greek inscription is of prime importance. First the external 

evidence. The name Zenon for a Semite proves nothing: it is a strong tradition that the Stoic 

founder in 306 BC, Zenon of Citium, was a Phoenician. However, the patronymic in the 

Hedeib el-Fala inscription is attested from Nabataean inscriptions found at Mada'in SalTh. 

These Cantineau was disposed to date to the second century of our era, 10 but recent work 

now has dated many of the monuments on which they are inscribed to the first century. 

9 G.W. Bowersock, Roman Arabia (Cambridge, Mass.: 1983) p.7. 

10 J. Cantineau, Le Nabateen ii (Paris: 1930) p.141. 
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Significantly, too, Waddington cites a Greek inscription from Tayma- regarding the 

ownership of a structure by a certain r a. S \I o ~ K a." o. tJ. o. eo \I. 11 Of this phrase the second 

word is a genitive of paternity which renders perfectly the Nabataean phrase BR. QYMT. 

Thus we seem to be dealing with a wealthy Nabataean family centred on the Hegra-Tayma 

region in the far south of the country attested there from the last century of independence and 

evidently hellenized. 

The internal evidence in the Greek text is not conclusive, but suggestive. The spelling 

'Pwt .. do~. for ' PwtJ.o.~o~. cannot really help us. Though it exhibits the modem Greek 

pronunciation of £./a.~. as the same sound, this spelling confusion has already become 

irritatingly common in Egyptian Greek papyri from the first century BC offering us forms 

like S € x E: o- e E: where the text clearly requires the meaning of S E: x € o- ea." .12 Again, the 

epigraphic forms of lambda, omega and sigma cut into this stone are. already apparent in texts 

from Augustan times in the Greek east, whilst the rounded epsilon actually occurs in a 

roughly cut Attic inscription of the fourth century Bc.13 However, the lettering resembles a 

good uncial bookhand of the middle second century AD or later. A relevant example is the 

Hawara Homer of the second century. Resemblance is also strong with some cursive Greek 

hands of the second and third centuries.14 

On balance, stylistic factors seem to suggest second to third century AD. As Plate V. l 

shows, the surface is interesting. The rock face is natural, not dressed. The writing shows 

very little rock weathering damage and was constrained by the existing cracks and fractures 

which were evidently in the same state in Roman times. This surface condition obliges the 

man who cut this superior graffito to put Lauricius on the same line as the boastful slogan 

rather than with the verb about his own activity on the following line, where there just is not 

enough smooth surface for the purpose available. Hence the otherwise puzzling mark, 

which is clearly a Roman rather than Greek ms. paragraphos inserted to tell us that Lauricius 

actually belongs in the next line.15 

11 W.H. Waddington, Inscriptions de la Syrie (Paris: 1870 [repr. Rome: 1968]) no.2202. 

12M. David & B.A. Van Groningen, Papyrological Primer (Leyden: 1965) p.17. 

13 A.G. Woodhead, The Study of Greek lnscriptions2 (Cambridge: 1981) pp.64-65. 

14 Sir E. Maunde Thompson, Introduction to Greek & Latin Palaeography (Oxford: 1912) pp.142 and 192-
195; cf. Stanley Morison, Politics and Script (Lyell lectures, 1957) (Oxford: 1972) p.19. 

15 On paragraphos see Maunde Thompson, op.cit p.59. 
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The name is no help. Dessau quotes the cognomen Lauricius only once, as found in an 

inscription of AD 359 referring to Bassidius Lauricius, then comes and praeses of lllyria long 

after the Diocletianic withdrawal from the Hisma.16 Jones and Martindale's Prosopography 

of the Later Roman Empire offers us nothing earlier, but the junior officer of auxiliaries here 

could have been a humble ancestor. The literary nu ephelkustikon may favour second 

century. 

General historical factors also seem inconclusive. Historically all Roman operations in 

this region have a terminus post quem in Trajan's forward policy of annexing the Nabataean 

kingdom in AD 106-107.17 However, no milestones were cut on the limes-line of the Via 

Traiana Nova until AD 111, the year of the first commemorative coins.18 Bowersock points 

to the immediate employment of Nabataean auxiliaries in the early days of the province; 19 but 

it seems a little early for Nabataean nobles to become enfranchised and boast of being Roman 

officers until the date of Hadrian's eastern tour and visit to Arabia in AD 130. Then also the 

Jewish War of AD 132-135 may well have prompted some Arab tribes outside the Empire to · 

attempt an incursion into the Hisma towards the limes. This seems the earliest possible date . 
for Zenon's victory. Of course our terminus ante quem is another problem. The apparent 

good order of the province during the revolt of A vidius Cassius in AD 171 need not preclude 

razzias across the !Jisma by tribes linked with his conspiracy. The same considerations must 

apply to possible raids during Septimius Severns' war against Parthia and his reorganisation 

of the East between AD 193 and 201. On the other hand, the rising importance of the 

Lakhmid kings in Arabia and their known hostility to Palmyra renders large tribal forays into 

the I;Iisma after the capture of Valerian in AD 259 highly unlikely.20 So on strategic and 

epigraphic grounds any date between AD 111 and 260 seems possible. But if one wished to 

link Zenon with Mada'ih Salih and the first century tombs of its military families who would 

be prime candidates for early grants of Roman civitas (or before that ius Latinum), then a 

Hadrianic date at the time of the Jewish War seemed most seductive when we first found this 

16 Dessau, /LS 740: cf. A.H.M. Jones & J.R. Martindale, The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire 
(Cambridge: 1971) p. 497. 

17 Bowersock, op.cit. p.79 n.12. 

18 Bowersock, ibid. p.83. 

19 Bowersock, ibid. p.157. 

20 Bowersock, ibid. pp.138-142. 
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inscnption. However, the question was given a new form by the report on the photographs 

of the Hedeib el-Fala inscription which the late doyen ofNabataean studies, Abbe Starcky of 

Paris, sent to Jobling shortly before he died. In his report Starcky quite firmly (and 

independently) dated the Nabataean Zenon text to between AD 125 and 150. As Starcky had 

come to a date of the Nabataean so close to that which I had separately formulated for the 

Greek, the probability that both refer to the same man and the same event in AD 132-135 

becomes high, as does the likelihood that Mommsen was right about the stationing of a 

tribune with an auxiliary cohort at Aela, the modem 'Aqaba. 

(2) The second text of interest was the only Greek discovery of the 1988 season. It was a 

single word 30 m. above ground on a smooth face of an outlying jebel at the intersection of 

two wide valleys about five miles east of the town of Humeima on the line of the Via Nova 

Traiana, for which it may have served as an excubiae post for sending visible fire signal 

warnings of approaching raiders to the town and forts. The text reads simply X 0 e A I B OC. 

This represents a hellenized form of the Nabataean personal name KWTBH. The 

transliteration calls for some explanation. The use of initial chi (X) rather than kappa (K) is 

parallel with the treatment of x" >..Ca. p x TJ s as KL YRK and contrasts with the treatment of 

Ko.~o.l-lo.eos as QYMT. Presumably chi was used to represent kafand kappa to replace qaf 

in transliteration. Like unpointed Hebrew beth our beta here would possibly express the 

pronunciation "V", but as Avi-Yonah points out,21 this spelling does not appear until AD 

117; all earlier texts expressing the "V" value by omicron with upsilon as a diphthong. So if 

our beta here has a "V" value, then the text belongs to the Roman second century rather than 

the Nabataean first century. The use of omicron to render the Nabataean W is natural, as it 

renders the Greek omega in Zenon at Hedeib al-Fala, and the waw of Hebrew can vocalise 

either as "0" or as "U". More in the square epigraphic capital tradition than our Zenon 

victory text, it may not date from any more than twenty years before or after our first 

example. 

(3) The one result of my visit to Jordan in 1989, when circumstances confined us to 

Library and Museum work. In the last phase of the 1988 season our Antiquities Liaison 

Officer, Dr. Suleiman Farajat, Director of the Petra Forum Museum, drew to my attention 

the left half of a funerary inscription from the early Byzantine Christian cemetery at Wadi 

Musa, about two miles from Petra, which had been turned up during the digging of 

foundations for a new house. When I returned in 1989 the other half had been recovered, so 

21M. Avi-Yonah, Abbreviations in Greek Inscriptions (Chicago: 1974) pp.42-43. 
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I was able to work on it in the Petra Museum (see Plate V.2). The line of fracture had 

damaged and lost letters from the middle of each line, but most of these gaps were not 

difficult to fill. The script has one principal oddity, the cursive form of alpha, found also in 

Syria.22 However, several other letters show that uncial forms have been squared to assist 

the stonecutter in his work on a hard slab surface. So epsilon reverts to normal, and the 

uncial sigma becomes three straight lines, whilst uncial upsilon is made more angular, as is 

uncial mu also in some places. Byzantine orthographic combinations of letters also occur. 

Thus in line 5 we fmd tau combining with epsilon. The most striking instance is in line 6, 

with En A P X I A L exhibiting a combined epsilon and pi and concluding with a trailing 

ligature iota-alpha-sigma. Probable Pagan divine names are given similar correptions, 

perhaps on analogy with suspended or contracted Christian divine names. So in line 3 

nHAOY has ligature of pi-eta-lambda-omicron, whilst in line 4 we have rHL with ligature of 

eta-sigma. 

However, a difficulty was created by the heavy pittings and severe striations on the face 

of the slab which in places (e.g., left end of line 4) made both the photograph and the actual 

stone difficult to read. As the surface was very hard and firm I finally resorted to a rubbing 

rather than a squeeze, and this solved the problem. Thus at the beginning of line 4 the 

rubbing clearly and unequivocally reads H n E P, ruling out of court some possible 

abbreviation interpretations. Again at the faint left end of line 7 a very clear lambda (A) was 

revealed. The approach was even more helpful with the right hand stone. The second last 

letter of line 1 showed as a very clear theta (e) offering us a well authenticated Nabataean 

girl's name, Tetha. In the same line it became clear from the trace of its right edge that the 

lost letter must be omega, thus giving us LQMA (body) rather than the other possibility, 

LHMA (tomb). Again, at the end of line 2 the kappa became very clear and the trace of the 

left edge of an omicron (0), entitling one to restore a final sigma (L) which had been broken 

off. In the same line the vertical line after the crack shows traces of a line to the left, which 

justified reading upsilon (Y). The rubbing also pointed to upsilon-lambda-beta (Y AB) rather 

than phi-lambda-beta (<I> A B) in line 7, suggesting AD 432, rather than 532, as the year of the 

province of Arabia, or 539. 

22 Abr-Nahrain 23 (1984-5) p.92 n.12. This reports a parallel alpha- also of Justinianic date- from 
Hierapolis (Membig) in Syria. However, the Wadi Musa example is oval rather than open at the top. I am 
indebted to Professor Graeme Clarke for the Syrian data. 
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Finally, the text suggests that the stonecutter attempted to mend an embarrassing 

haplography. The text at first glance reads in line 5 KATe AN EN N E 0 T H, but the normal 

idiom requires K o.-r £eo. v e: v €v v e: ch T) ( n ). However, close examination shows that the 

final nu of the verb has been made into a nu-epsilon ligature whilst a cut has been made in 

the nu of N E 0 T H T I to create an impression of the double nu ligature. So the cutter meant 

his emended stone to read Ko.-r€eo. ve:v E:v ve:o-rT)n. 

THEW ADI MUSA (TETHA) INSCRIPTION 

(see Plate V.2) 

In Petra Forum Museum. Left side discovered in 1987 during building over the site of 

the Byzantine Cemetery at Wadi Musa just outside the Petra siq: right portion recovered in 

1988. Surface of the tombstone had suffered pitting and striation. Report to appear in 

ADA! 33 (1989). Overall size of reassembled tombstone: max. breadth 28.5 em.; height 25 

em. Letter heights vary between 2 and 3 em.; widths between 1 and 1.5 em. The style is in 

essence squared uncial: the alpha, however, has links with both Syriac forms and papyrus 

bookhands. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

+'Eve~SE: cr[w],.,_o. TE:6o.+ 

'Ap~cr-rovoov yvvo.~Ko[s] 

Tfjs nl")>..ov -rfjs ,.,_E:y~>..l")(s] 

TJ'TTE:p xo.pCE:crcro. yfjs AOX 

-ECI. KCI.1"t6CI.VE:V £v VE:01"l") 

-n cioCs~,.,_o. t'!To.px Co.s 

~<:"~o~C:<:" 1"~~ 1\(€-rovs) 'Y'/\B 

16 signs 

18letters 

18 letters 

18letters 

18letters 

17 letters 

14 signs= 18 letters 

The form n T) A o G constitutes an immediate problem of reference, obviously not being 

involved with "mire". By this date beta had the value veta and thus there was no letter to 

express "B" as a sound (like modern Greek ,.,.'TT). Arabic had a similar problem whenfa 

replaced the NW Semitic pe, calling Plato Afflatun and Petra Batra' for lack of a "P" sound. 

In such a situation it is natural to replace Semitic beth with Greek pi. So r) 'TT T) A 6 s will be 

the Ba'alat. In this region the great Ba'alat could conceivably be Dushara's consort Allat.23 

In Palmyra and in South Arabia as well as in old Mesopotamia, captives or slaves were 

23 J. Teixidor, The Pagan God (Princeton: 1977) pp.68-69. 
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dedicated to the god or goddess to work that deity's workshops or estates. The date of this 

inscription is Justinian's reign. In this era many pagan cults were disestablished, and 

women in their service would become free for normal Christian marriage. Of course it may 

be held that if a former temple slave married a Christian man after the dissolution of her 

temple, he would be unlikely to record this origin on her tomb. However, in Jobling's 

eighth season (January 1988) we found ruins of the Wadi Shireh mosque in a side valley 

with a kufic inscription dating it to AD 726. All over the ruined village area were pre-Islamic 

Thamudic inscriptions on stone. To our surprise the mihrab stone built into the wall was 

covered also with an Old Thamudic text.24 Clearly there was no total rejection of the past 

here with the advent of Islam; and in the days of Justinianic state-fostered Christian 

conversion the Nabataeans may have been equally pragmatic. On the other hand, Professor 

Graeme Clarke informs me of a common use of 1T T) A 6 s in toponyms in Syria, and this 

possible interpretation must be taken seriously as well. The syntax is no problem; with the 

first three lines compare the formula ~ T) 1-l 0 cr e €v T) s ~ T) 1-l 0 cr e € 1J 0 \J s 0 n a. "a. 1J e: .v s. s 0 

we may render as follows: 

(In Christ). Here (the) body of Tetha, 
Wife of Aristonoos, (from the staff) 
Of the Ba'alat, the great one (or from Great Pelos). 
She indeed, gracious on earth, in childbirth 
Perished in her youth, (already) 
Respected, of the Province. 
Having attained as her lot the year 432. 

In conclusion, then, we have a few unusual forms such as A ox£ a. for the normal 

A ox e: Ca. or dialectal A ox Ca., whilst A a. x o v cr a. is used in LSJ sense II. However, in 

general the Greek of this inscription is very normal. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the 

lady's presumably Nabataean husband Aristonoos has, like Zenon the chiliarch, a Greek 

name, whilst she herself has the Nabataean name Tetha. 

These three specimen inscriptions serve to illustrate how far epigraphic styles are 

constrained by the resources and the circumstances of the stonemason, or the amateur 

stonecutter. Working urgently and in haste Lauricius has scratched and scored out the 

~isma inscription on the natural rock face, giving us some distinctly uncial-type letters fitted 

into an irregular surface area for our first example; indeed, perhaps our earliest one. The 

second text is fairly close in dating, but inscribed with more formality and elegance. Pitted 

or scored rather than cut, it is able to be expressed with the traditional square capitals because 

24 Report to appear in ADAJ 32 (1988). 
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it makes use of a quite beautifully smooth natural cliff face. Finally, in our third and latest 

example, the Byzantine era stonemason has squared the uncial forms to give balance, 

regularity and dignity to this Christian tombstone so characteristic of the sixth Christian 

century. Formal criteria of script need to be used with great care in sequence dating. Unless 

reinforced by detailed knowledge of the site and surface conditions, and of the purpose and 

circumstances of the inscription, such stylistic features can be misleading in isolation. 

Although Greek texts are rare out in the field in far south Jordan, they are of considerable 

significance when they occur. 

GODFREY TANNER 

The University of Newcastle (NSW) 
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APPENDIX I 

The stichometry of the Tetha inscription shows a regular 18 letters in lines 2-5 against 17 

in line 6. However, there are only 14 apart from the cross in line 1. I doubt that there were 

any other letters (such as an article) where the stone has broken away on the right, but a 

cross seems to survive above the right margin to balance the one at the left, as in most 

Byzantine funerary inscriptions. 

APPENDIX IT 

In considering the Hedeib al-Fala text, it should be noted that if it were in fact 

contemporaneous with the Hisma Greek inscription, then it could well represent a N abataean 

version of a familiar Latin formula. 

Either: 

Or: 

Salve, Zeno, Caiamati fill, Tribune felix semper! 

Salutem dat Zeno, Caiamati filius, Tribunus felix semper. 

SLM. zyNWN. BR. QYMT. KLYRK. BTB. L'LM. 
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ALEXANDER THE GREAT AND THE DATE OF THE 
MYTILENE DECREE 

The Mytilene decreel is almost as controversial a document as the circumstances in which 

it was passed. Its contents, centring on the means by which returning exiles to Mytilene on 

the island of Lesbos could be reconciled with those resident there, point to a dating, 

presumably, of 324 BC, the year in which Alexander Ill of Macedon issued the famous 

Exiles Decree, applicable to the Greek cities.2 The text of the Exiles Decree is given at 

Diodorus 18.8.4, although it is quite likely that he did not quote it in its entirety since in this 

passage he states that all exiles except for those under a curse are to be restored to their native 

cities; elsewhere (17.109.1), he says those charged with sacrilege and murder are also 

excluded (cf. Curtius 10.2.4 and Justin 13.5.2), whilst Pseudo-Plutarch (Mor. 221a) 

indicates that the The bans were also excluded. 3 Although the Exiles Decree is inextricably 

linked to any assessment of the Mytilene decree, it is the latter which is the subject of this 

paper. 

1 /G xii 2, 6, OG/S 2 = Tod, GHI ii no.201, SEG xiii 434. Especially significant is the new redaction 
(based on autopsy) and photograph (the first made available) of A.J. Heisserer, Alexander the Great and the 
Greeks: The Epigraphic Evidence (Norman: 1980) -hereafter Heisserer, Alexander- pp.l18-141, to be read 
with A.J. Heisserer & R. Hodot, 'The Mytilenean Decree on Concord', ZPE 63 (1986) pp.109-128, 
especially pp.120ff. (with pls.ll-ill)- hereafter Heisserer & Hodot, 'Concord'-, and cf. C.D. Buck, The Greek 
Dialects (Chicago: 1955) no.26 pp.214-216. The stone survives today in two large fragments (alpha and 
beta) found at modern Mitilini which, despite only the one name in the inscription (Smithinas in line 36; see 
further below), lends weight to the communis opinio that the stone belongs to Mytilene and that the basileus 
of line 28 is Alexander the Great since, as Heisserer so succinctly notes, "stones of such weight cannot 
wander very far" (Alexander p.l18). Both fragments are now housed in the Archaeological Museum at 
Mytilini (fragment alpha is numberless; fragment beta = no.218). The inscription was cut stoichedon 
pattern, 49-52. 

2 The Exiles Decree is not a prime concern of this paper; on the background see the excellent discussion of E. 
Badian, JHS 81 (1961) pp.25-31 (= G.T. Griffith [ed.] Alexander the Great, the Main Problems [Cambridge: 
1966] pp.215-221), with A.B. Bosworth, Conquest and Empire: the Reign of Alexander the Great 
(Cambridge: 1988) pp.220-228 and S. Jaschinski, Alexander und Griechenland unter dem Eindruck der Flucht 
des Harpalos (Bonn: 1981) pp.69-92 and 120..140. 

3 The omission of the Thebans by Diodorus is puzzling since he goes to such trouble in citing the decree. 
Heisserer's point (Alexander pp.226-227), that, since the Thebans had been banished in 335 by a decree 
(Soyf4o.) of the synhedrion of the allies (Diod.17.14; cf. Justin 11.3.8), the lack of a reference to their 
exclusion under the provisions of the edict demonstrates that the synhedrion was bypassed in the 
promulgation of the Exiles Decree, is a valid one, but it may also be that the Thebans were excluded. As 
Bosworth suggests, Alexander probably did not intend anyone exiled on his own specific orders to return 
home (hence the exclusion of the Thebans), but only those exiled by the actions of others (Conquest and 
Empire p.224); cf. below, n.26. 
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1) 

2) 1) The l:lisma Greek inscription 
2) The Wadi Musa (Tetha) inscription; see R.G.Tanner, pp. 183 ff. 
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PR.EFAC::::E 

The following articles are an edited version of papers 
offered for the second Philosophy and Theology Conference 
sponsored by philosophy faculty within the Sydney College of 
Divinity. The Conference was held on 14-15th September, 1991, 
at the Catholic Institute of Sydney, Manly, and attended by 
classics scholars, philosophers and theologians from both 
universities and theological colleges in the eastern states of 
Australia. The Sydney College of Divinity is an ecumenical 
gathering of theological colleges Uniting Church , Catholic, 
Orthodox, Churches of Christ and Anglican ( St Mark's) from 
around Sydney and Canberra, and its Philosophical Association 
was very happy to host such a conference. 

The major theme of the conference was "Human Beings and the 
Natural world". While not all the papers were directed 
specifically to this theme, the editors felt that there was 
sufficient direct or indirect reference in all the papers to 
justify a title along these lines for this volume of 
proceedings. However, readers should probably be warned that, 
except for the first paper, none of the papers are directly 
and immediately insertable . into debates about ecology and 
caring for the environment. While most of the contributors 
would be well concerned personally about these matters, the 
reference to this topic in our conference was, as it turned 
out, mostly indirect and subterranean. 

The papers are arranged for publication in roughly 
historical order according to aspect treated, ranging from 
historical studies sometimes with a contemporary bite by 
Godfrey Tanner, Edward Millar, Rev. Dr John Chryssavgis, 
Richard Campbell, Greg Moses and Mary Harnett, through to 
contemporary philosophical and ethical studies sometimes with 
an historical element by Peter Connelly, John Quilter, Rev. 
Theresa Angert-Quilter and Wayne Hudson. 

We wish to thank all who participated in our second 
conference for making it the fruitful and pleasant occasion 
that it was, and especially to all the contributors to this 
volume. We only hope that we have managed to do justice to 
their work. 

We would like to express our thanks also to St Paul's 
National Seminary, Kensington, to the Catholic Institute of 
Sydney, Manly (both member institutes of the S.C.D) and to the 
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STOIC AND EPICUREAN VIEWS OF ECO-RESPONSIBILITY 

Professor R. G. Tanner 

In discussing ancient views of human responsibility towards 
the rest of the natural order, it is often necessary to draw a 
regrettable but inescapable distinction. Unfortunately, there 
is no necessary correspondence bet1r1een the theories of the 
natural system of the universe put forward by the philosophers 
of antiquity and the actual environmental policies of ancient 
statesmen professing adhesion to these schools, or indeed the 
political and ethical prescriptions of the same philosophers 
and teachers in their social writings. 

We must first realise that ancient philosophy originated 
from attempts to understand the universe as a system . Further 
such endeavours led to a need to conceive of the Cosmos in 
'demythologised' terms, if we may venture to borrow his 
favourite concept from Bultmann.l Thus the cosmic order 
apprehended by our senses was viewed as the result of 
interaction of natural forces rather than the product of the 
.will of anthropoid deities. Though both in pre-Socratic 
Greece and in contemporary India the use of metre and poetic 
language by early thinkers often entailed theistic terminology 
for natural forces and substances,2 there was a clear 
reductionist desire - very evident in Xenophanes of Colophon -
to seek the common realities behi nd the varied names and 
attributes of the gods who presided over the same sphere of 
activity in different known cultures.3 On the other hand, one 
must not run to the extreme of calling this trend atheistic: 
at this stage it is better understood as universalist and 
syncretistic, as in Upanishadic o! Buddhist India, or with the 
Pythagoreans in Greece, and as exhibiting everywhere an 
evident mystical and oracular element.4 Though often, as in 
the age of the Sophists, agnostic, Greek thought was never 
atheistic, and even Socrates' enemies were content to claim 

1. In his Primitive Christianity. 

2. Empedocles, DB 6 (de Vogel105) . 

3. Zenophanes, DB 14 (de Vogel73a). 

4. Heraclitus, BD 62 (de Vogel54c) ; cf. Bhagavadgita 17. 
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HUMAN BEINGS AND NATURE 

that he was introducing a cult of new unacceptable Gods , not 
that he denied the existence of the divine hierarchy.5 

The manifestations of these trends are clear enough. 
Instead of finding "the Spirit of God moving upon the face of 
the waters " with the Elohist poet of Genesis, Thales of 
Miletus declared water itself to be the self-transforming 
vi tal substance which both became all other sensible 
substances and vivifi ed the whole world of sentient entities.6 
A little later, as we noted above, Xenophanes of Colophon saw 
deity as culture- bound to particular societies, so that 
Thracian gods were depicted like Thracian men and women , and 
likewise Ethiopian gods had cult images like Ethiopian men and 
women. It will be of some interest to modern Animal 
Liberationists that he also remarked that if horses or oxen 
had hands they would carve themsel ves Gods like horses or 
oxen.7 

J\s we move from sixth to fifth century B.C. the emphasis of 
enquiry tends to move from nature to human affairs , prompted 
by the rise of oratory . as a tool to preserve the rich and few 
from the envy of the poor and many when they had to confront 
popular courts and democratic assemblies. 8 A new type of 
thinker and teacher soon appeared under the name of Sophist , 
whose aim was to impart sound political policies and 
appropriate ethical views for the times, together with the 
power of persuasion in real situations, which often entailed 
d i sguising the truth for personal advantage, or for one ' s own 
safety.9 The planting of colonies by Greek cities around the 
Black Sea and in Italy and Sicily which encouraged commercial 
expansion, and the codified and modernised versions i n wri t .ing 
of the customary oral law to meet the new needs of this 
commerce served to reinforce these trends . Thus by 550 B.C., 
in Athens and other major Greek centres where men could ponder 
great issues, the role of man in Society was coming to 
supplant the problem of the origi ns of man and his physical 
environment . 

5. Plato, Euthyphro, 3b1-c6. 

6. Aristotle, Metaphysics A3, 983b; cf. de Anima, I, 5, 411 a7 (de Vogel Sa and 9a) . 

7. Xenophanes, DB 15 (de Vogel, 73a). 

8. Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy. 

9. See de Vogel 173, and cf. also 196 on Magarian Dialexeis passages. 
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STOIC AND EPICUREAN VIEWS 

However, a powerful counter-influence against the 
preoccupation with social structures, wealth, success and 
political influence came in this period from the writi ngs of 
the Coan Medical School. Because Cos had become part of the 
Delian League after 478 B.C., doctors trained in the School 
founded there by the famous physician Hippocrates in the 
Temple precinct of Asclepius became very influential in Athens 
and throughout the Greek world. Of particular significance 
was the treatise On Ancient Medicine with its t heory of diet 
as the basis of health and the origin of Medicine. Further it 
expressed a very strong concept of progress and betterment 
which arose from learning by b i tter and sometimes fatal 
empirical experiments which foods were safe and congenial and 
which proved injurious or fatal.lO Consequently the school 
saw the advance of civilisation as 
empirical medical discoveries. Such 
the urban life and prosperity of 

made possible by these 
knowledge made possible 

a polis through its 
cumulative endeavours based on regular skilled work by persons 
usually in health who had well-nourished physical strength and 
bodily alertness. On the other hand, the ecosystem of the 
cosmos was stronger than human effort, and the treatise On 
Airs Waters and Places gives sound empirical advice on how to 
found new colonial cities in heal thy rather than insanitary 
localities.ll 

Nevertheless, this newer environmentalist grasp of an 
ecosystem did not choose · to retain older concepts of material 
bodies like the Sun being classified as living beings who must 
not overstep their limits, in this particul·ar case by 
hubristically encroaching further north in defiance of the 
solstice . l2 Similarly it no longer saw water or air as live 
rational beings, but more as material substances subject to 
laws of motion. However, the combined influences of medicine 
and sophistry did not promote a rejection of the concept of 
deity as it had been refined by Xenophanes' henotheism. 
Rather, these attitudes simply served to elevate Man 
collectively into equal partnership with the One Deity, as 
constituting the only other rational species. 

But the most memorable impact of the Age of Sophistry was 
made by the remarkable career of Socrates of Athens, 470-399 

10. Hippocrates, On Ancient Medicine, iii-vi (WHS Jones, Loeb Vol. 1 ). 

11 . Hippocrates, On Airs Waters Places, i-vi (ibid .). 

12. Heraclitus, DB 94 (de Vogel 73c) . 
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B.C., who firmly insisted that expert skill and knowledge is 
needed to guide men, both in technical and in moral matters.l3 
Thus a state is best governed by an expert in politics, as in 
Plato's later Politicus, rather than by a written constitution 
and a popular assembly, and justice is best administered by a 
true expert in ethics, rather than by jury courts bound by 
inflexible written codes of law.l4 Yet in his 399 B.C. 
Apology speech as Plato gives it, Socrates insists that the 
God (perhaps Apollo) could help a man do righteously in some 
cases by a quasi-oracular sign. He then goes on to explain 
that on several occasions in his life a divine sign or inner 
voice had forbidden an intended action, but had never enjoined 
a course of action.l5 Like Anaximander of Miletus or 
Heraclitus of Ephesus, Socrates was deeply worried by any 
hubristic encroachment outside special duties and the 
consequent subversion of balance and rhythm, but he applied it 
to human conduct just as much as to the behaviour of natural 
forces. Here we find the kernel of that trend to negative 
theology which appears in later Platonism and mediaeval 
Christian mystics and has its parallel in the Hindu 
Upanishadic tradition and Hinayana Buddhism. Our behaviour is 
defined not only by prohibitions expressed in statute, but 
situationally also for men receptive to specific divine 
warnings, for the Westerner by promptings and visions, for the 
Easterner by the fruits of karma, the mathos which comes from 
Aeschylean pathos and which is defined as dharma in the 
Bhagavadgita and dikaiosyne in Republic X. 

So we see that Socrates did not merely prescribe a 
prohibitionary ethical system like that Mosaic Hebrew Law 
which Jesus revolutionised by his novum mandatum to love as he 
has loved us and to love God with all our hearts and .our 
neighbours as ourselves. Rather Socrates thought in sympathy 
with the Periclean democratic ideals of the Funeral Oration of 
Thucydides, not indeed in constitutional terms, but in the 
expectation of ci tizenly respect, courtesy, forebearance and 
mutual concern among members of the Athenian polis.l6 If one 
believed that one's fellow Athenians shared these values and 
attitudes, then his belief that true knowledge of the Right 

13. Plato, Republic 369b5-370b (de Vogel 277). 

14. Plato, Politicus, 294-7. 

15. Plato, Euthyphro ibid., cf. Apology 23d-e. 

16. Thucydides, II, 37. 
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and the Real would always activate the will aright was 

entirely cogent, though in the end tragically misplaced.l7 

For after the final disaster of the Peloponnesian War, a more 

cynical post-Socratic age responded in various but less 

congenial ways. 
Preeminent among the Master's friends was Plato, both as 

thinker and teacher. He first sought to develop the use of 
dialogue to expose the invalidity of kinds of false knowledge 
which were held in high esteem. There was also a further 
development of the notion of the Socratic negative divine sign 
into a more positive concept of an eternal reality knowable by 
direct insight (noesis) granted by the deity to carefully 
educated men of appropriate disposition. Together with this 
went the view that such men could provide the political and 
ethical experts fit to govern and judge their society whom 
Socrates had sought in vain the main burden of the 
Republic .18 But Plato's ecosystem remains a limited society 
of Men and Gods, those who alone possess reason and the 
capacity for wisdom. Indeed in the creation myth of his 
Timaeus the Pythagorean main speaker chooses to explain in 
detail only the creation of the Cosmos by the Demiourgos (or 
Divine Craftsman) and how and why that being designed the 
physiology of Man. The rest, seemingly felt to be irrelevant 
as living beings, get but scant mention. On the other hand it 
would not be true that Plato has no real concern for the 
animal and bird creation. Like Pythagoras, who was jeered at 
for believing a puppy was his reincarnated dead friend because 
he thought he recognised the voice when it' barked, 19 Plato 
shows in the myth of Republic X the belief that men may choose 
reincarnation as different species, like Orpheus choosing the 
life of a swan. 20 Other creatures were a legitimate part of 
the ecosystem, but man did not have specific duties to protect 
or chasten them except as they impinge.d on his own species ' 
life support system. 

Further to this point, it is also evident that his pupil 
Aristotle a great observer and classifier of animate 
organisms does not see all organisms as being of equal 
relevance in the hierarchy of being. Admittedly, ho~1ever, in 

17. Plato, Gorgias 509e5. 

18. Plato, Republic 473d1-e4 (de Vogel 288b). 

19. Diog. Laert. viii, 36 (= Xenophanes fragment 7). 

20. Plato, Republic 620a 1. 
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Politics I he portrays human livelihood and 
essentially like that of the other species of 

sustenance as 
ZOA which he 

classifies as non-rational. These creatures prey on some 
species for their nutriment, and in turn themselves serve as 
prey to nourish other species. In exactly the same way men 
prey on the fish, birds and animals they hunt and trap for 
food and clothing, whilst also preying equally upon the 
livestock they tame and breed to provide milk, meat and skins. 
Moreover, men also prey on the vegetable world by gatherings 
and also tilling and growing fruits, seeds and roots for food, 
whilst they must prey on the forests for timber and mine the 
earth for metals and gems. However, this powerful species is 
also itself naturally and properly prey to more efficient 
human predators, who conduct brigandage, piracy or slave raids 
against less well-organised and armed ~uman groups; and also 
are prey to some of the larger and stronger carnivores. All 
this brigandage and rapine is natural, but trade is unnatural 
because it appears to break the food and energy chain based on 
work aimed at physical appropriation from nature by ·relying on 
money or barter rather than by preying directly on other 
organisms or groups.21 

For tunately Politics VII serves to clarify this rather 
paradoxical conclusion we have found drawn in the first book 
of that treatise. The seventh book is the traditional 
enumeration deals with the nature of an ideal polis or free 
city republic. We are told that in a good ideal state some of 
the i nhabitants make up the organic parts of the society or 
true citizenry, whilst other residents are 
conditions for the existence of that society; 

mere necessary 
what we might 

term the human basis or ' infrastructure' upon which the real 
society rests. No doubt the role of the non-citizen me tics 
and slave craftsmen and labourers in providing for the 
prosperity of the Athenian demos and the function of perioeci 
and helots in Laconia in making possible the military 
aristocracy of citizen Spartiates made this distinction quite 
tolerable to a fourth century reader. Aristotle tells us that 
in his ideal polis the citizenry comprises . deliberative, 
judicial and military parts. The first part is constituted by 
wise elders skilled in policy, the second is made up of middle 
aged men with military experience who have a good grasp of the 
law, whilst the third consists of younger men able to afford 
to provide their own armour and weapons for military service 

21. Aristotle, Politics I, 1256a1 - 1257a5. 
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because they own land. So much for our parts of the ideal 
state. On the other hand native born craftsmen and labourers 
are not parts of this good state and much less so are resident 
foreign traders or captured slaves they all remain mere 
conditions for its existence, so that it can achieve the good 
life for the members of its parts.22 

But after Alexander's conquest of the known world between 
333 and 322 B.C. and philosophical vogue for Stilpo of Megara 
in the same period, neither politics nor logic were the same 
any more. The great Macedonian territorial monarchy had ended 
the era ·of free polis and leagues of poleis at Chaeronea in 
B.C. 338., whilst now Alexander had made Greece and Macedonia 
great satrapies of a still recognisable if Hellenised 
Achaemenid Empire. Again, Stilpo' s contemporary denial of 
predication on the ground that, being deemed equational, it 
cut up the subject again and again each time a further 
inconsistent predicate or an insufficent and unnecessary 
predicate was equated with it.23 Thus to call Sophocles both 
general and poet could be deemed inconsistent and divisive, 
and to call Socrates a philosopher and then snub-nosed 
introduces a second predicate unnecessary to the first which 
suffices none of its properties and is again a divisive 
predication. Neither politics nor logic looked familiar: city 
states ·were no longer real societies, observed objects were 
not any longer real substances, and Aristotle had been wrong 
on both ·Counts. 

Faced by these political and intellectual dilemmas, Greek 
intellectuals attempted various responses. The Pyrrhonian 
Sceptics suspended judgment on the reality or unreality of 
sense perceptions of apparent objects and the possibility or 
otherwise of true predications. However they accepted the 
apparent likelihood .of seeming perceptions and the possible if 
doubtful validity of probable statements as their guide to 
practical life without pronouncing on the truth or falsity of 
the issues.24 

Epicurus presented .a quite different response. An Athenian 
colonist from Samos and in weak health, he returned home to 
teach in the garden of his house in Athens. To him the 'good 
life' or 'happiness' in Aristotle's sense consisted in 

22. Aristotle, Po/iticsVIIm 1328b24- i329a39. 

23. Diog. Laert. viii, 36 e. 

24. Aristocles, ap.Euseb., Praep.Evan., XIV, 18, 2 (de Vogel1 087a). 
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pleasure. But because of his catarrh, bronchi tis, kidney 
stone and bladder stone, pleasure to him was not the carnal 
gratifications for which he was physically unfit, but to him 
it meant freedom from pain of body and anxiety of spirit -
ataraxia, or peace of mind.25 In politics he felt Alexander's 
vast state had ended the idea of a political society based on 
shared membership and j 0int responsibility. Therefore one 
should live in future with groups of personal friends and try 
to ignore governmental interference or oppression - in short 
almost the modern 1960's notion of the countercultural 
commune. In physics and logic he answered Stilpo by asserting 
that sense objects were real and had real and predicatable 
relations, but that they and their relations were all 
temporary becomings and not permanent beings. Objects to him 
were accidental · clusters of tiny eternal particles called 
atoms, each of which was a Stilponic entity - isolated and 
unmoving in itself, yet falling forever in the cosmic void 
because of its weight and thus producing objects by collisions 
and combinations with other atoms, which were events 
accidental and not essential to the eternal unchanging atomic 
particles. Sensation was done by very fine soul atoms of 
spherical shape, and the human consciousness and the gods' 
bodies were both made of these. He held friendship to be the 
most important human activity! and the sole occupation of the 
Gods who dwelt between the worlds totally unaware of our 
affairs, but whose effluxion of particles occurring 
spontaneously sometimes brought joy to men in very peaceful 
sleep or in calm meditation and thus able to register them.26 
He quarrelled bitterly with Stilpo, who denied friendship was 
desirable or possible, as each of us was living isolated in a 
solipsistic world of his own.27 

Zeno the Stoic, a Phoenician from Cyprus, came to Athens 
about 312 B.C. to trade, but stayed to teach in the Stoa 

Poikile after some years of study. He accepted Stilpo' s 
denial of separate objects existing in predicated relations, 
but also said the senses observed them because they had a 
temporary existence and thus temporary relations, however 
without any permanent reality; thus far agreeing with 

25. Epicurus, Kyr.Dox. Ill apud Diog.Laert. x, 139 and 145 (de Vogel864) . 

26. Atticus, apud Euseb., Praep.Evan., XV, 5 (de Vogel, 555b). 

27. For Stilpo !rags. Diog.Laert. II , 113, and Ritter & Preller, Historia Philosoplliae Graecae. 
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Epicurus.28 However he would have no truck with eternal 
indivisible particles. To him the Cosmos was a continuum of 
matter blended from inert material and an elastic intelligent 
fiery substance stretching throughout which he called 
pneuma. 29 There was no void inside the cosmos, which was a 
finite sphere enclosed by the heaven of the fixed stars with 
earth at its centre. This was because such matter as was 
lighter and more rarefied and thus contained less material was 
still able totally to fill a given volume of space as much as 
heavier solids like earth or water because the pneuma 

stretched the smaller volume of material in air or fire more 
tightly, so that it could exclude void. Then light and sound 
impulses set those tenser pneumatic threads pulsating much 
more than the slacker pneuma in earth or water. So we can see 
and hear through a room full of air, but not through a stone 
wall. 

To Zeno, things we call objects were tensional fields in ·the 
pneumatic continuum.30 They were not substances, as Aristotle 
claimed, but rather persisting events. There was only one 
substance, the pneumatic material continuum which could be 
stressed into such events - like persons, trees or mountains, 
buildings or animals - by pneumatic tension creating fields of 
energy within that continuum. A motor accident can thus be 
regarded as a momentary pneumatic event, but one which 
modifies two quite long lasting pneumatic events, the bodies 
of the two motor cars. 

The cosmic pneuma in itself is rational and providential in 
its most rapid vibrational frequencies, and when ·it pulsates 
in perfect unchanging harmonious rhythm, whether in the cosmic 
providence or a truly wise man, is impeccable and inerrant in 
every spontaneous decision or action. 
completely simultaneously in several 

However pneuma vibra·tes 
different frequencies. 

The lowest or hectic frequency pulsation gives and sustains 
the shape and texture of the temporary objects of sense 
their hexis. A somewhat higher f:l:·equency called physical 

pulsation gives those objects which have vitality their life 
cycle of growth, maturity and decay, or physis. A yet higher 
intenser pulsation frequency is the psychic, which imparts 

28. S. Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics, London, 1959. See Chapter 'The Dynamic Continuum'. pp. 
17-20. 

29. Sambursky, op. cit., pp. 25-29. 

30. Sambursky, op. cit., pp. 44-48. 
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desires, perception and locomotion to insects, fish, birds and 
mammals - their psyche. Lastly is the VHF pulsation imparting 
rationality, or logical pneuma, which is found only at work in 
men and Gods - in short, it is 1ogos.3l Thus in the light of 
this doctrine, the Stoic Emperor of Rome Marcus Aurelius could 
write after A.D. 170 in his book of Meditations: "Well may the 
poet say of Athens, 'dear city of Cecrops', but I can say of 
the whole Universe, 'dear city of Gods and Men•.32 

Because the providential rational pneuma or pneuma logikon 
of all Men and Gods is akin and should thus beat in perfect 
harmonious vibration in each, we should in theory all think 
wisely and come to the same perfect opinions. Here apparently 
we could have the basis 
Natural Law, but in 
intermittent pulsation 

for an authoritative physically based 
fact Zeno taught that ptoia or 

'flutter' a frequency fluctuation 
occurring in all men except sages -
in their judgment.33 Thus a good 
Sages as rulers as much as our 
rational cosmic pneuma if it is 

makes 
state 

Cosmos 
to be 

most men often err 
would really need 
needs the divine 
well and happily 

preserved. This cosmic providential will is Destiny, and 
Chrysippus, the successor of Cleanthes, taught that the wise 
man runs willingly beside the chariot of Destiny, whilst the 
fool is dragged behind it, kicking and screaming. The 
individual destiny of each one of us was, he asserted, 
ultimately for the cosmic good, though not always for our own 
private apparent individual good. Nevertheless, it cannot b~ 
resisted.34 

This also implies that though Providence surely would care 
for rivers, mountains, trees, birds, fish and animals as much 
as for men, yet because they are not rational in Stoic terms 
they cannot collaborate so fully and voluntarily with Destiny. 
Therefore they are considered as designed also to meet the 
material needs of man, the one rational species who can co
operate with Divine Providence by his own reasoned right 
choices. Thus these other entities are not deemed to be ends 
in themselves, and their psychic or physical purposes are 

31. Sambursky, op. cit., p. 36. 

32. Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, iv, 23. 

33. J . M. Rist, Stoic Philosophy, Cambridge, 1966. See chapter 'All Sins are Equal'. 

34. Hippolytus, Pl1ilos. 21 . Cf. Cleanthes' prayer, Epicteus, Enchir. 53 (de Vogel 944b-c) . 
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overruled by both God and Man for the good of cosmic 
rationality.35 

Such an extrapolation of the Stoic position doubtless does 
justify a farmer in shooting rabbits, foxes or kangaroos which 
are damaging his farm, but it would not justify him in 
exterminating the lot of them. Further, it is clear that I am 
on this view entitled ·to spray the thrips who suck the sap 
from my roses or to bait the cockroaches who devour the 
bindings of my books. On the other hand, it is likely that a 
Hindu sadhu or a Buddhist monk would disagree with my right to 
take life in this way . To take another case, the mere fact 
that clearing every tree in England would permit the creation 
of more acreage for enormous annual monocultural wheat crops, 
or that grubbing out every hedgerow in Ireland might allow 
increased output of factory-farmed dairy produce, does not 
entitle us to · take such measures. Granting we have a swarming 
plague of men eating out all other natural species on earth, 
rationality would require a Stoic to permit higher death rates 
and reduce birth rates of these imperfectly rational creatures 
by every means of persuasion and the use of fiscal penalties 
as well. 

So although Stoic ecology is patronising to the non-rational 
creation, it allows all species some role in the ecological 
system, a right which our multinational consumerist lobby does 
not wish to grant them. However in practice Stoic rulers were 
less far-sighted or provident them their system permitted. 
For instance, in 300 B. C. Rome had a fine aqueduct to replace 
the polluted Tiber and city wells - the Anio Vetus. Hm1ever , 
by A.D. 50 new springs and settling tanks miles further up the 
Anio were feeding drinking water into new longer aqueducts, 
and the Anio Vetus water was then so polluted as to be fit 
only for sewer flushing, street cleaning and watering market 
gardens.36 Emperors like Trajan or Marcus Aurelius who held 
Stoic principles did not protect the sacred Tiber from sewage 
and run off from new housing development and market garden 
expansion upstream from Rome, and this neglect contributed to 
the malarial marshlands which were the curse of Rome from the 
Severi to Mussolini. So , despi te1 their Stoic ideal, Roman 
Emperors and Urban Prefects were constrained by development 
lobbies , pressures to cut public expenditure, and private 

35. Origin, contra Ce/sum, IV, 87. Cf. Philo, de anima/ibus adv. Alex., 147 & 166 (Aucher) (de Vogel 
946). 

36. T. Ashby, Aqueducts of Ancient Rome, Oxford, 1935. 
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greed, as much as most modern administrators in our 
acquisitive and highly consumerist society. 

Again, from their standpoint the Epicureans would accept 
that other animals like men themselves were accidental 
continuing species arising from atomic collisions in free fall 
in the void, and that therefore all had a chance of survival 
and the right to utilise lucky breaks. However, these sub
human creatures had only ~imited varieties of the little round 
golden soul atoms which acted like ball-bearings carrying 
messages to the brain through pores in the nerves, and 
Epicurus held that they lacked the especially tiny round atoms 
of rationality shared only by the souls of Gods and Men. As 
we saw earl i er, the Epicurean Gods were dwelling happily 
between the worlds, disregarding men and creatures and 
preoccupied with their own friendships. Further, men in 
peaceful sleep or trance states could occasionally be inspired 
in their dreams by happy thoughts emanating from these Gods. 
No doubt Epicurus might well have felt that dumb animals might 
receive similar effluvia from good human thoughts generated by 
the best of us, but that would not lead him to end his own 
peace of mind by trying to intervene against their 
exploitation by cruel men. 

Certainly Lucretius' noble poem would suggest that sensitive 
Epicureans rejoiced in the rich but transient beauty of 
landscape, majesty of storm or fire, and spontaneity of young 
animals.37 The same poignant sense of fleeting loveliness is 
unforgettably expressed in Horace, Odes IV, 7 - the diffugere 
nives. But for Epicureans the soul must swiftly dissolve at 
the body's death: death is the total cessation of 
consciousness for even the best of men.38 In that event, how 
can a wise man hope to prevent the extinction of one species 
when all of them must ultimately die out, and the Universe 
itself with all its majesty and grandeur in our eyes must one 
day pass away? 

Stoics and Epicureans were mostly brave and generous-hearted 
men who had wide cosmic sympathies and some ecological 
awareness. However their conviction of the impermanence and 
thus ultimate unreality of the rational human observer 

37. Lucretius, de rerum natura, I 250-261. 

38. Lucretius, ibid., 111912-922. 
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prevented _ them from developing any deep or general ecopolicy. 
For this sad fact we should perhaps blame the excessive 
influence of Stilpo of Megara. 

R. G. Tanner, 
University of Newcastle, 
New Sou·th Wales. 
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The 'Spurious' Letters of Sulpicius Severns 

R.G. TANNER, Newcastle, N.S.W. 

The seven_ so-called spurious letters of Sulpicius Severus were not known to 
th~ early pnnters of the Renaissance 1 . The Chronica or Historia Sacra was 
ed1ted from the only known MS - now in the Vat1·can p l 1 · L · . - a a mus atmus 
825 - by Matthms Flacius Illyricus and published by Oporinus at Basel in 
1556. The other extant works concerning St. Martin of Tours were much 
be~ter k?own and had a very extensive MS tradition in the Middle Ages, 
bemg pnnted ~nder the care of Wolfgang Lazius at Basel in 1551. This is not 
th~ _place t~ d~scuss the defects of the Vulgate text deriving from these two 
edzt~ones prznc1pes, but once they had appeared any later discoveries of works 
attnbuted to S_ever~s w~~e bound to fa_ce m~re sceptical critical scrutiny. 
None the less m h1s ed1t10n of 1709 pnnted m Leipzig Johannes Clericus 
adr:ntted ~even letters of various provenance to the complete text of Severus 
WhiCh he ISSUed. 

Letter I exists ~nly in the Trinity College Cambridge MS (saec. xii) B.2.35 . 
ff. l52a-154a and IS addressed to the author's sister Claudia on the subject f 
the Last Judgement. Folios 154a-161 of the same MS contain Letter II anod 
on f.l51 b a? e~tract from Gennadius about Severus' writings is prefix~d to 
Letter I to JU~tlfy _the ~ttribution of both. However Letter JI exhorting the 
reader_ to b~d1ly V1rgm1ty and_ likewise Virginity of mind and spirit does not 
na~e 1ts rec1p~ent. The Cambndge MS heads it ad eandem and described it as 
eplstola sanctl Seven presbyteri but it occurs in other MSS under other 
at~nbutwns . The early MSS of St. Jerome's letters include this work, and it is 
pnnted am_ong_ the spuria falsely attributed to Jerome by Vallarsius (vol. XI, 
127ff.), wh1lst m 1661 Lucas Holstenms published it in his Appendix of th 
Cod~x. Regularum under the title of S. Athanasii exhortatio ad sponsa; 
Chnstl. ~he _can:bridge text of both letters was published by Stephanus 
Baluzms m h1s Miscellanea vol. I in 1678. 

The other five letters were first published at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century by Lucas d'Achery from the Codex P of Orosius _ Vat. Pal. Latinus 
82~, a c~dex of the nmth century of which the first half was executed by a 
scnbe usm~ Caroline ~inuscule and the second half by another who wrote 
the. concluswn ?f Orosms a_nd ou_r _letters in an Insular hand. Zangemeister 
rediscovered th1s codex wh1lst ed1t1ng Orosius in the Vatican, and August 

1 C. Halm, Su/picii Severi Libri Qui Supersunt (CSEL I) - . 
, , V XIV . 
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Reifferscheid collated the five letters for Halm's edition, dismissing the twelfth 
century Pal. Lat 828 (n) as a mere copy of P. However, later work by 
Zangemeister showed that R, the codex Rehdigeranus of Orosius which also 
has the five letters appended by its ninth century scribe, is an independent 
tradition with P interpolations. Further, this text frequently agrees with the 
readings of n against P 2 • 

After the time of Clericus' edition there was a general trend to accept the 
five 'Orosian' letters found in D'Achery's Spicilegium as genuine writings of 
Sulpicius Severus. D'Achery reported only two addressed to named reci
pients, III ad Sanctum Paulinum Episcopum and VI ad Salvium. The Migne 
editors of Pauiinus of Nola had no hesitation in regarding the latter's Letter 
XXIII as a reply to the first 'Orosian' epistle, our Letter III in Halm's 
edition 3 . However the great Oratorian editor from Verona, Girolamo da 
Prato, whose text of our author appeared between 1741 and 1750, seems not 
to have found the style of these letters consistent with the known authentic 
works. Halm himself accepts this view without feeling any need to adduce 
specific evidence. But as the late Bernard Peebles noted in his 1936 mono
graph on the identity and present location of da Prato's manuscripts, in 1848 
Professor Pierre Herbert of Poitiers, the French translator of the Martiniana 
for the Panckoucke edition, had written to the Verona Oratorians seeking 
their permission to view da Prato's notes on these Orosiana with a view to a 
defence of their genuineness 4

. 

Halm's hostility to these letters was reinforced by the first collation since 
that of D'Achery which Reifferscheid made for the CSEL I edition of the 
complete works which Halm published in 1866. This collation was probably 
made under pressure in the more confined conditions of the Vatican Library 
before the great improvements made by Pius XI and contains two errors 
which made it easier to dismiss the 'Orosian' epistles. As the plate shows, the 
heading of Letter III clearly reads epistula Severi ad Scm. Paulinum episco
pum, which August Reifferscheid, a fine scholar, unaccountably read as 
Paulum. No one questioned the new collation by an outstanding scholar or 
sought to check Pal. Lat. 829 and 828, P and n, which tell the same story. 
Instead numerous other names have been postulated behind the corrupt 
Paulum; but Pauljinjum was suspected by Dom E. Dekkers in his CPL. Of 
others, Palladium, was the most attractive 5 • Now it is clear however that the 

2 See preface to Zangemeister's CSEL Orosius, adversus Paganos . 
3 The Migne edition sees the pueru/um of Letter III as a reference to the overbearing and 

ferociously loyal monk, Victor sent to Nola from Primuliac by Severus for whom Paulinus feller 
XXIII expresses thanks. Our Letter VI also shows instances of similar mischievous wit mixed 
with its serious content. 

4 B.M. Peebles, 'Girolamo da Prato and His Manuscripts of Sulpicius Severus' Memoirs of the 
American Academy in Rome, 13 (1936), 7-65. 

5 He regards III, IV, V, VI as all spurious, following P. Hy1tin, Studien zu Su/picius Severus 
(f .unci . 1940) 
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author of Letter III was in warm and friendly contact with Paulinus of Nola, 
and it is hard to see why its attribution to Severus in the Orosian text 
tradition need ever again be questioned. Again, regarding Letter VI (ad 
Salvium) A.J.B. Sirks has made a firm defence of authenticity based on the 
juridical details which fit the era of Severus 6 , whilst we may add a further 
textual point. Halm accepts the reading heredes aliuo, but as the plate shows, 
P reads in fact heredesaluio, herede Saluio: 'he did not die with Salvius for 
heir' 7 . Conceivably here the collation has followed the printed text rather 
than the manuscript, but it led to the unnecessary conjecture il/ius. 

One last illustration refers to D'Achery, whose elegant Renaissance taste 
led him to improve on his MS, thus destroying important evidence pointing 
to the genuineness of Letter IV. All editors down to Halm accept D' Achery's 
emendation: Polemo coronam capite conturbatus deposuit as an obvious and 
inevitable removal of the corruption exposuit in P. However, when one 
consults the great Munich TLL under exponere one finds a section on 
exponere = deponere, and that half the instances cited come from the gem1ine 
attested works of Sulpicius Severus. The exposuit of P (and n) therefore is 
almost certainly right, and strong evidence for the genuineness of Letter IV. 

Now that we have justified the three complete 'Orosian' Letters, there 
seems no necessity to question the two fragmentary pieces, Letters V and VII. 
Regarding the Cambriqge letters, Epistles I and II, they should only be 
suspect to those who reject Gennadius as a sound source on any occasion . 
Epistle I has not attracted claims for rival authors; but Evans has suggested 
that Epistle II might be a work of Pelagius 8 , from whom of course it would 
be very helpful to have writings on the theme of Virginity. I concede that the 
tone can be held Pelagian, but, if we trust Gennadius here, that is what we 
might expect if Severus wrote it himself between A.D. 410 and 420 9 . 

6 A.J.B. Sirks, 'Sulpicius Severus' Leiter to Salvius', Bollerino del/'lnstituto di Diritto romano, 
85 (1982), 143-170. On the further consideration of this aspect I have been greatly assisted by my 
learned and valued friend Professor J.A. Crook, who points out a number of problems in 
interpreting legal terms in the era between Constantine and Justinian. However, he agrees that the 
positiOn of the aratores or ruricolae and the use of extogatifex togatis for retired members of the 
Bar and militia for 'civil se~vice' can be regarded as dating the letter in the above era. 

7 Here both Halm and I regard defecisse as meaning 'died' . However, if we follow 11 in reading 
heredes Salvia defecisse we would need to take the verb in L&S sense III A. Unfortunately the 
newer OLD has too early an exclusion date to help very much with late Latin . 

8 Dekkers notes in the CPL that indeed Letters I, II and VII have been edited as works of 
Pelagius. 

9 Here I quote Gennadius' extract given in the Cambridge Codex. 
TESTIMONIUM DE SEVERO EXCERPTUM DE CATALOGO VIRORUM ILLUSTRIUM 
GENNADII 

Severus presbyter cognomento Sulpicius Aquitanicae provinciae vir genere et litteris nobilis et 
paupertatis atque humilitatis conspicuus, carus etiam sanctorum virorum Martini Turonensis et 
Paulini Nolensis episcopi. Scripsit non contempnenda opuscula. Nam epistolas ad amorem dei et 
contemptum mundi hortatorias scripsit sorori suae, quae notae sunt. Scripsit et ad Paulinum 
praed1ctum duas , et ad alios alias. Quia in aliquibus etiam familiaris necessitas inserta est, non 
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In short, I believe Professor Pierre Herbert was working on the right lines 
in 1848, and that the earlier realisation of this was prevented by problems 
with the collation of these letters used by Halm. This is not meant as an 
attack on the memory of a notable scholar: all of us are prone to nod at 
times, and the eminence of Reifferscheid's achievement is not discounted by 
two small errors. I hope to include these letters as authentic texts in the 
forthcoming Corpus Christianorum edition. 

digeruntur. Composuit et Cronica. Scripsit et ad multorum profectum .uitam beati ~artini 
monachi et episcopi signis ac uirtiltibus ac prodigiis illustris uiri, et collatJonem Postum1a~J et 
Galli se mediante ac iudice, de conversatione monachorum orientalium et ipsms Marum hab1tam 
et in dialogi speciem duabus incisionibus comprehendit. Hie in senectute a Pelagianis deceptus et 
agnoscens loquacitatis culpam silentium usque ad mortem tenuit, ut peccatum, quod loquendo 

contraxerat penitus tacendo emendaret. 
I suspect that Gennadius believes our Leiters II and I cover love of God and contempt oft he 

world, and that III and VII are the two letters to Paulinus. Then IV may well be to St. Martm. 
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New Evidence for Early Christianity 
in the North-West Hejaz 

W.J. JOBLING, Sydney, and R.G. TANNER, Newcastle, N .S.W. 

New epigraphic evidence for Christianity Beyond the Jordan was discover
ed during the ninth season of the 'Aqaba-Ma'an Archaeological and Epigra
phic Survey when a brief Byzantine Greek graffito was located in a rock 
shelter at Jebel Urn Samen which is to the south east of Wadi Ramm. 

This graffito consists of a Greek inscription which is preceded by a Latin 
style cross and followed by a Byzantine style cross [see Fig. 1, p. 317.] A little 
further along the same rock panel is a cruciform shape which is set within a 
square shaped cartouche. 

The Greek inscription reads: [see Fig. 2, p. 317.] 

ZAXAPIAl: BOT ANE 

and may be transliterated 'Zacharias Botane'. 
The praenomen is a well attested biblical Greek Proper Name and is 

known from similar graffito contexts in the deserts and from the mosaic 
pavements of the more settled rain-fed areas of the Transjordan. The cogno
men, or family name is not Greek in origin and would seem to be a Semitic 
name which has been transliterated into Greek. A preliminary analysis 
suggests that it may be a compound proper name which is made up of the 
two components BO and T ANE. The first Greek component suggests that it 
is derived from the shortened Semitic form BU, which is derived from the 
longer form ABU. Thus this Proper Name appears to follow a well known 
Semitic pattern which is really a construct chain. The second element in this 
chain, the Greek B.OTANE, is unattested. It may, however, be the Greek 
from a Semitic name like T A 'ANE, in which the alpha of the Greek serves to 
mark the presence of an 'ayin in the pre-Islamic Arabic or Nabataean 
Aramaic of the area. 

On the other hand the phonemic series BOT ANE would have been 
pronounced VOTANE according to the strict spelling. However, as my 
colleague Professor Tanner remarks, whilst at first glance the BOT ANE 
seems Semitic because Greek nouns do not have nominatives in epsilon, 
nevertheless in an era when c.jat were already homophones in colloquial 
speech as in Modern Greek, and with this confusion prevalent in papyri since 
Ptolemaic times, BOT ANE might well represent a Greek nominative plural of 
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the first declension ending in -at. Further the papyri also show incessant 
confusion of omega and omicron as well as our epsilon and alpha-iota cases. 
Furthermore o/ro are also fully homophonous in modern Demotic Greek 1 . So 
is BQTANE perhaps a colloquial phonetic spelling of ~o-cavat- fodders? This 
meaning is common and goes back to Homer's Odyssey, X, 411. If so, 
perhaps we have a shop sign as prosaic as on any tesselated pavement of an 
Imperial Age Basilica or Stoa : Zaxapia~-~o-cavm: 'Zacharias-Fodders' . 

Nonetheless though I consider my colleague's opinion interesting and 
possible, I find the Semitic explanation is very likely, though we cannot rule 
out the possibility that the word may have been meant to make relevant 
though different sense in both languages, if in fact this was a provisioning 
store. Other Greek inscriptions of the I:Iisma and South Arabia appear to 
show the influence of Nabataean syntax. 

In my view a Semitic alternative whether exclusive or quasi-bilingual seems 
called for. I would suggest the Common Semitic word for the fig, or fig tree 
(in Hebrew i1lK1'1, Aramaic K11l'1'1)2, would allow us to translate BU for ABU. 
This would then reflect the well attested shortening of the longer form ABU 
to BU as in Arabic. Then the segmental phoneme T ANE in Greek would 
represent with its alpha that letter's Semitic source, the glottal-stop aleph, 
which is here used as the bearer for the tsere vowel in Hebrew. This would be 
phonologically consistent with Aramaic, and thus be normal to speakers and 
reader of Nabataean-Aramaic of the area. So perhaps Zacharias is by name 
'father of figs ', or 'fig man' 3 and happy to describe himself in Greek script so 
as to have the homophone referring to his trade as a fodder merchant on the 
caravan route. 

The crosses and the cartouche as well as the palaeographical analysis of the 
Greek inscription indicate that this assemblage belongs to the Byzantine 
period. In particular the crosses suggest the presence of Christians in this arid 
zone of southern Jordan. This area forms part of the long corridor of the 
I:Iisma which stretches south across the modern borders of Jordan and Saudi 
Arabia. Thus this new Byzantine Greek inscription is situated at the ' top end' 
of the ancient incense trade route. There are plenty of so-called Byzantine 
crosses attested elsewhere in Jordan 4

• A study of just this type of evidence 
according to the factors of frequency and spread provides important evidence 
for the mapping and type of Christian presence in the Trans jordan. A design 

1 M. David, B.A. van Groningen, Papyrological Primer (Leiden, 1965), 17. 
2 The yod of the Aramaic form has much the same phonological function as the aleph in the 

Hebrew form. 
3 It is perhaps interesting to note that some of the older Bedouin of the Wadi Ramm area still 

referred to T.E. Lawrence as 'Abu Flous' : Father of money, or more colloquially 'the money 
man'. 

4 A. Desreumaux, J.-B. Humbert, 'Khirbet es-Samra', ADAJ 25 (1981), 33-89. 372-382. See 
48-51. 
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similar to the cartouche which surrounds the cruciform shape has been 
identified in the floor mosaic in the Byzantine church excavated at Tell 
Nimrin further north in Jordan. Light may be shed on the type of Christian 
wh? li~ed in this rock shelter by the early Arabic poetry of the Mu 'allaqat 
which IS recorded on the walls of the Ka'aba. This poetry preserves traditions 
about .the presence of cenobites in the desert areas. In the Ode of Imr ai-Qais 
there IS the famous passage which in describing a desert storm preserves a 
picture of a hermit in his desert habitat : 

. .. so flames the lamp of an anchorite as he slops the oil over the twisted 
wick 5 • 

Imr ai-Qais lived in the sixth century A.D., and having been banished by his 
father served the Emperor Justinian against the Persians. However Justinian 
executed him around A.D. 530. 

Further to this J.S. Trimingham has noted that in pre-Islamic times 
Christian hermits populated the area and were to be found scattered along 
the trade routes where they helped service the camel caravan industry and 
gleaned some sustenance 6 . 

A similar style of Byzantine Cross was located earlier this century in the 
Wadi Ramm area. In this case the cross which was located near the mouth of 
Wadi Ramm was included in a circular cartouche around which ran a North 
Arabian-Thamudic inscription which reads Yashua ' or Jesus 7 • 

In contrast with this desert graffito, a Byzantine Greek inscription from the 
Wadi Musa-Petra cemetery was brought to our attention during the last days 
of the 8th season of the 'Aqaba-Ma'an Survey in 1988. The stonemason, 
according to Professor Tanner, 'has squared the uncial forms of the Greek 
letters to give balance, regularity and dignity to this Christian tombstone so 
characteristic of the sixth century' 8 • This funerary inscription has been 
translated by Professor R.G. Tanner and reads : 

1. + EN0A~E L(!l)MA TE0A ( +) 
2. APILTONOOY rYNAIKO(L) 
3. THL IIHAOY THL MEr AAH(L) 
4. HIIEP XAPIELLA rm: AOX 
5. -EA KATE0ANEN EN NEOTH 
6. -TI AOIMMA EIIAPXIAL 
7. AAXOYLA TOY (ETOYL) YAB 

5 A.J. Arberry, The Seven Odes (Edinburgh, 1957), 66, cf. 56-57. 
6 See J.S. Trimingham, Christianity among the Arabs in Pre-Islamic Times (Beirut, 1979). 
7 G.L. Harding, Some Thamudic Inscriptions of the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan (Leiden, 

1952), 44. 
8 See R.G. Tanner, 'Greek Epigraphy in South Jordan', ZDPV [Armidale Conference 

Beiheft], 1990. 
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(In Christ). Here (the) body of Tetha, 
Wife of Aristonoos, (from the staff) 
Of the Ba'alat, the great one. 
She indeed, gracious on earth, in childbirth 
Perished in her youth, (already) 
Respected, of the Province 
Having attained as her lot the year 432. 

Like other inscriptions found during the Survey this one is notable because as 
Professor Tanner noted the lady's Nabataean husband Aristonoos has a 
Greek name while she has the Nabataean name Tetha. These Nabataean
Aramaic proper names attest the penetration of the early Christian religion 
amongst the Nabataean-Aramaic speaking indigenes of the Transjordan. 

These desert graffiti in the I:Iisma are less than a good day's camel ride 
from the important and influential Byzantine centre at Humayma. This site is 
situated on the main route from Petra to Aila-'Aqaba and has been identified 
as Roman AVARA. Originally built by the Nabataean King Aretas III (87-52 
B.C.) who according to Uranius was directed to do this in a dream 9

, the 
archaeological and architectural remains of this large site bear eloquent 
testimony to the Byzantine phase of its history. Avara is listed in Ptolemy's 
agenda of Arabian settlements 10, and is also recorded on the Peutinger Table 
and in the Notitia Dignitatum (Or. xxxiv. 25). During the Byzantine period its 
large church and developed hydrology indicate that it was well populated and 
enjoyed considerable economic status as it controlled the trade which passed 
through the 'top end' of the I:Iisma from the Arabian Peninsula and Aila
'Aqaba 11 . Thus the important and prosperous Christian centre of A vara 
provided a base for what may have been a network of Christian ascetics 
which spread out down the I:Iisma into the Arabian Peninsula. Possibly 
'Zacharias Botane' was such a one. 

9 Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker (Leiden, 1958), p. 675:Flb. 
10 Geography, 5.16.4. 
11 See D. Holmes-Fredericq, J .B. Hennessy, Archaeology of Jordan (Akkadica, Supplementum 

VII; 1989), 270-274. 
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APOLLO: A NORTHERN DIVINITY 

R.G. Tanner 

The recent important and contentious theory of Professor Colin Renfr~~ 
di the Spread of three major language groups, Indo-European, SemitiC 

regar ng h · d · f 
Hamitic and Elamite-Dravidian, as a consequenc~ of t e mtr? ucuon o 

f · amongst their first speakers in the Anatolian and Fertile Crescent 
armmg · . fA II d 

bo t 7 000 B C would tend to suggest that the ongms o po o an 
areas a u , · ·• · 1 
h. It ere very firmly Near Eastern rather than in the North of Euras1a. 

lS CU W • h h · d 
The only alternative position for those :von _by Renfrew s ypot ests ~n 

· ced of the appropriateness of the dtffusJOn models would be to posit a convm . · h' 
probably Neanderthal northern substrate origin for this _detty an~ hts wors. tp. 
A few years earlier Frederick Ahl offered us a ch~mmg, erudtte and wtde
ranging view of the Apolline question, suggestmg a probable blend of 
Eastern and Northern influences in the cult and its mythology.2 However, he 
is frankly sceptical of the effective use of Indo-Euro~ean etymology for 
unlocking this problem.3 1 believe we should not enttrely deny ourselves 

this road. 

A. CULTURAL EVIDENCE 

Most contempm:ary scholars of other disciplines are prone to believe ~e 
later Classical assumption that Apollo was an ancient Greek Sun-God. Thts 
is the position taken by Roscher in his Lexikon de~ Mythologie,4 

and is~ 
view which he regards as "one of the most certam facts of mytholo~y . 
However, the ancient texts which support this view do not antedate the Ftfth 
Century B.C. Furthermore, as the fragment from Aeschylus quoted by 
Pseudo-Eratosthenes is disputed, 5 the earliest clear and attested reference we 

1 c. Renfrew, Archaeology and Language: the Puzzle of Indo-European 
Origins (London 1987). 

2 Frederick M. Ahl, 'Amber, Avallon, and Apollo's singing Swan', AlP, 
103, 1982, pp.373-411. 

3 Ahl, op.cit., p.410. . 
4 See also, W.H. Roscher, Studien zur Vergleichenden Mythologte der 

Griechen und Romer (Leipzig 1873). 
5 Aesch ap. (Eratosthenes) Catast. 24. cf. 0 . Gruppe, Griechische 

Mythologie, III, Religionsgeschichte- Apollon als Sonnengott (296) 
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have is drawn from a fragment of Euripides' P haethon. 6 It remains quite true 
that the theory that Apollo was the Sun- perhaps its light rather than its 
disk- was developed in Hellenistic and Roman times under the influence of 
the allegorizing Stoicism of Chrysippus.7 However, the lack of hard early 
evidence led Farnell to dismiss the theory's claim to be a convincing account 
of the God's origin.8 

HJ. Rose follows Farnell's lead in seeing Apollo as a God of the wilds 
and of the homeless migratory tribe.9 He takes the epithet nomios to refer to 
his role as protector of pastures, against Cicero, who associates it with 
nomos in the sense of 'law', which bears a different accent from its 
homonym meaning 'pastures·.IO Again, the common Apolline epithet 
Lykeios which Roscher would associate with Latin lux and Sanskrit rue as 
referring to 'light' is interpreted by Farnell as related to lykos and meaning 
'warding off wolves•.11 On the same principle the epithet smintheus was 
explained as 'warding off mice'. However, Andrew Lang raised the possibility 
that such epithets were totemic in origin, 12 and this may well be more 
correct. But, given the primitive and classical taste for finding significance in 
paronomasia, 13 the possibility that Apollo was both light-god and wolf-god 
cannot be ruled out. 

Turning from epithets and traditions to the actual names Apollon! 
Apellon it has been noted that the word relates to the Spartan term for a 
citizen assembly, apella, and Apollo has thence been regarded by some 

6 
7 

8 
9 

in I. Muller, Handbuch der Klassischen Altertumswissenschaft, Band V 
(Munich 1906), esp. pp.l240-2. 
Nauck, fr. 781, 11-13. 

von Arnim, SVF (Chrysippus) 1009. But cf. Chrysippus' etmyology 
of Apollo in ibid. 1095 (Macrobius, Saturnalia, I. 17, 7). 
L.R. Farnell, Cults of the Greek States, iv, (1907) pp.136-41. 
OCD1 p.68, cf. Farnell op. cit. pp.131-33. 

10 IDME =law: NOMO}; =pasture. 
ll Cults of the Greek States, I, p.41. 

12 A. Lang, 'Apollo and the Mouse' in Myth, Ritual and Religion II, 
pp.201 ff. But see W.W. Fowler, CR, 1892 (Nov.) p.413. 
On the Stoic use see R.G. Tanner, 'The Case for Neo-Stoicism Today' 
in Prudentia, vol. xiv, No. 1 May 1982, p.39. 
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scholars as primarily the god of community and political Iife.14 Again, 
Rende! Harris proposed that Apellon was an apple-god.l5 In this theory the 
Indo-European +ABEL root is assumed to have been unvoiced in the early 
Teutonic or Illyrian dialect from which it was borrowed. This suggestion is 
of interest in relation to the Hyperborean tradition of the origins of AP,Ollo 
but runs into serious phonological problems.16 Certainly, offerings, as 
Herodotus reports 17 were sent regularly to Delos by the Hyperboreans, 
whoever they were. Eduard Meyer was strongly in favour of the northern 
origin theory, and felt the stepteria rite confirmed that the north was the 
god's Urheimat.l8 Against this Wilamowitz maintained that Lycia was the 
God's homeland, and that the epithet Lykeios meant originally simply 
'Lycian•.l9 Since Hrozny's 1916 decipherment of Hittite and the growing 
evidence for Indo-European speech in Asia Minor, a northern origin is not 
necessarily ruled out by any evidence supporting the Lycian link. 

Of interest here is the now neglected work of Lokamanya (Bai Gangadhar 
Tilak), Orion, or Researches into the Antiquity of the Vedas (Poona 1895), 
and The Arctic Home of the Vedas (Poona 1923). Not everyone will share 
his wish to set Indo-European linguistic origins as early as the last (Riss· 
Wiirm) interglaciaJ.20 But without espousing this cause one must admit 
that much in the Rig-Veda is suggestive of an Old Stone Age hunting 
culture. Both Indra and Rudra seem types of hunting pack leader, and Vishnu 
appears to be a kind of proto-shaman.21 If Apollo was a similar ideal hunter 

14 J .H. Freese, En c. Brit., 11th ed., (Cambridge 1910), vol. II, p.l84 
'Apollo'. 

15 J.Rendel Harris: The Origin of the Cult of Apollo (Bulletin of John 
Rylands Library, January-March, 1916), pp.21ff. 

16 A.B. Cook, Zeus, vol. II (Cambridge 1925), pp.487-493, cf. Emout & 
Meillet, Dictionnaire Etymologique de la Langue Latine (Paris 1967), 
s.v. Populus. See also Excursus below. 

17 Hdt., IV, 33. 
18 E. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums, I, 2, pp.639f. 
19 U. von Wilamowitz Moellendorff 'Apollon', Hermes 1903, xxxviii, 

20 
21 

pp.575-86. 
The Arctic Home in the Vedas, pp.ii-iii. 
For Indra, see RV, II, 12: for Rudra, RV, II, 33: for Vishnu, RV,l, 
154. 
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leader, then the ~rctic wolf would b_e a very natural animal for such groups 
to choose as theu totem. No~ cunously, Hesychius equates the Spartan 
assembly word ape/la with sekos, which means either a sheep fold or an 
li 22Ith 0 o ve stump. n e former sense It could well have had a different sense 

be~ore men kept domesticated beasts, and referred to a den or lair of predatory 
anm~als, and the~ce ~o any human hunting group bound to some predator 
species by totemic kmshop. On this view then Apollo Lykeios could well 
have been th~ divine Master of the Wolf-Totem Pack. This would certainly 
account for his standard later portrayal in Greek Art as a young warrior or 
hunter23 as well as his northern links. Indeed, the tale of his birth on the 
floating isle of Delos might well reflect a tale of birth on a summer ice-floe 
in the far north. 24 

Apollo's oth~r title Sminth_eus25 may equally well have a hunting era 
old stone age basis. Nests of mice are well known domestic predators in all 
human communities, and are particularly active at night. These diminutive 
creat~es m~y well h~ve become a totem for a human hunting pack which 
practised bngandage m the dark phase of the moon. Though discreditable to 
us, this activity seemed respectable to AristotJe26 as well as Homer.27 
Again, Apollo's link with the swans which drew his chariot through the air 
on v~sits to Hyperborean devotees28 may well refer to the white whistling 
or wild swan, cygnus musicus, of Norway and Iceland: hence this bird 
expressed the link between Apollo and music, since other white swan species 

22 LSI gives the literal meanings 'pen, fold, for rearing lambs, kids and 
cal~e~·· Also P~ato uses it of a creche for children in Rep.460c and 
Eunpides uses It of a dragon's den in the Phoenissae, while Aristotle 
uses it for a bird's nest in J-Jistoria Animalium. In sense II it refers to a 
sacred enclosure, a sepulchre, a library or a bedroom. In sense III we 
have the olive stump meaning in Lysias peri tou sekou 

23 J.H. Freese, op.cit., p.l86. 
24 Virgil, Aeneid, III, 75: Pindar, Fragment 88. 
25 It is uncertain if a particular breed of mouse is meant by this word. On 

the mouse as archetypal thief, note Skt. verb musnari 'he steals'. 
26 Aristotle, Politics, I, 8 (1256a40-b7). 
27 Homer, Odyssey, IX, 39ff- on plundering of Cicones. 
28 Himerios, Or. 14, 10f. See further, Cook, op.cit., p.460. 
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are tuneless.29 Further, a wounded cygnus music us does in fact produce a 
magnificant lament on seven notes as it is dying. 

Now we return to sekos as an olive stump. If Rende! Harris were right 
about the apple connexion,30 the reference could again be to a northern 
species, the Siberian crab-apple, a different pyrus species from the European, 
which has small red olive-shaped fruit.31 Pindar's third Olympian Ode 
describes Heracles as hunting the golden-horned hind in the far north, and 
prevailing on the Hyperboreans to give him olive trees to plant in the 
south.32 Both Frazer and Ridgeway support the view that this hind must be 
a reindeer, but the olive is no northern plant.33 On the other hand, a 
quotation from Phlegon relating to the garland for the Olympic Games34 
may reflect a tradition that the olive of similar shape was to replace the 
Siberian crab-apple in Apollo's cult in the south. The Eleans sent King 
Iphitos to Delphi after the fifth Olympiad to ask for an appropriate victor's 
wreath. Apollo replied: 

"lphitos, make not the fruit of the apple the prize of thy contest: 
But on the victor's head set a fruitful wreath of wild olive ... 35 

Thus the Siberian crab-apple god allows a southern substitute for his fruit. 

Next, perhaps, the olive trunk which produced the fruiting branches of 
the god's new 'southern' fruit become parallel in his devotee's thoughts with 
the 'dens' in which the wolves of the north or their rival human hunters
his other creatures - bred and found shelter. Hence perhaps this curious 
alternative meaning of sekos as an olive stump.36 

29 Alfred Newton in Encyc. Britt. 11th ed. (Cambridge 1911), val. XXVI, 
p.180 on 'swan'. 

30 . op.clt. 
31 A.B. Rendle, on 'apple' in Encyc. Britt. lith ed. (Cambridge 19ll), 

val. II, p.224. 
32 Pindar, 01. iii, 13.34. 
33 See A.B. Cook, op.cit., pp.465-6. 
34 Phlegon, fr. 1 (Frag. Hist. Gr. 603f. Muller). 
35 A.B. Cook, op. cit., pp.466-8. 
36 Lysias, Or. vii. 
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B. THE LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE 

However, at this point we can go no further without confronting the 
phonological problem. As Chantraine points out37, the alleged derivations 
of 'Am)>J.wv are all disputed, and scholars seeking to link the word with 
Hittite (still more with Lycian) origins have only the most tenuous of 
evidence. We appear to be on safer ground if we try to derive Doric Arrf->J.wv 
or Attic-Ionic' Arro>Juuv from arr€AA.a, the Doric word for an assembly of 
citizens. With this term Hesychius equates OTJK6s, which, as we saw above, 
may mean 'a fold for domestic livestock'. But it may also mean 'a creche for 
infants', 'a bird's nest', 'a tomb' or indeed 'a bedroom'. Such a term could very 
readily also cover a hunting clan's cave, a wolfpack's lair, or a hawk's eyrie, 
and firmly link the homophonous god Apollo with hunting pack leadership. 

However, we remain no wiser about deriving cirr€AA.a from an Indo
European root. But it is significant that Hesychius quotes d rr€ >..>..ov = 
dyELpos, meaning 'black poplar'; and A.B. Cook believes Apollo's name 
meant originally "he of the black poplars."38 On this point Meillet-Emout 
note that the Latin populus meaning 'poplar' is linked by some scholars 
with drrEA>..ov and by others with rrEA.f-a/rrTEAEa (Mycenean pe-te-re
wa)- the Greek word for 'elm'. They themselves find a problem of form 
with the first and one of meaning with the second.39 

Nevertheless, it is also possible that we are wrong to seek an Indo-European 
labial root containing Prather than a labia-velar root containing QU. If we 
postulate * AQUE/OLL - as the root, then the standard Greek change of 
labio-velar to labial would give (in Doric and Aeolic) * APE/OLL - or 

'Arri>..>..wv/' ArroA.>..wv and drr€>..A.a.40 Now in Latin the labia-velar 
survives, and heavy initial stress would weaken E to I and eliminate the 
secon~ L, so that root * AQUELLON would produce the word Aquila, 
Aquilonis41 , which translates Greek BopEcis in Classical Latin and means 
'north-east wind'. However, the related adjective aquiluslalum means 'dark', 

37 A. Chantraine, Dict.Etym.de Ia Langue Grecque. p.98. 
38 A.B. Cook, Zeus, val. II, p.500. 
39 Emout & Meillet, Dictionn. Etym. de Ia Langue Latine, s.v. populus. 
40 K. Brugmann, Kurze Vergleichende Grammatik der Indogerm. 

Sprachen. 
41 C.D. Buck, Comparative Grammar of Greek & Latin. 
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and might at first have referred to long northern winter nights or the colour 
of snow clouds. Noting the links and conflicts in myth and poetry between 
Apollo's white swan and the eagle,42 can we say that aquila is 'the dark one' 
and hence 'eagle'? On such a view I should wish to call Aquila/Apollo 'He 
of the Darkness', the master of the arctic sky who brings and takes away the 
winter darkness with his solar light. Doubtless each clan chief would be a 
surrogate Aquila/Apollo managing hunting and fishing plans to suit the 
weather he may have been believed to have helped create. His meeting cave 
would be the 'Place of the Darkness', the A pella; and he was no doubt expert 
in kindling and maintaining fire as the medieval colleges of Cambridge had 
to do by statute from All Souls' Day till Candlemas. Further, given that the 
hawk is also Apollo's bird,43 the observation of white whooper swans and 
the dark eagles and other hawks would be seen as a way the human 
Aquila/Apollo could receive oracles from his divine prototype. Finally, 
scholars who doubt the Aquila/Apollo identity should reflect that A.B. Cook 
reminds us that towns named Apollonia marked the Hyperborean amber-and
offerings route through Illyria and Thrace.44 Is it then significant that the 
Adriatic amber trade down the Po valley seems to terminate at Aquileia? 

Now to the etymology of apple. This word is linked with Celtic, 
Lithuanian and Old Church Slavonic words from an I.E. root *ABEL, which 
evidently meant 'crab apple', and so was replaced my malum as a label for 
the cultivated varieties in the south. So in Latin we find the Campanian 
town Abella, which originally meant 'rich in apples·.45 But its feminine 
derived noun abellanus means a 'hazel nut tree', admitLedly a different fruit, 
but about the same size as the Siberian crab apple. There is also a curious 
Greek gloss reported by Hesychius, d~EAAov as a synonym for Tannvov. 
Does this adjective refer to the smallness of the crab apple or to some other 
quality such as hardness shared with that fruit? In the latter event it might 
refer to a small round stone used with sling or catapult to shoot down birds 
or the snowshoe hare, [~€>-.os] d~EAf..ov, or 'crab apple slingstone'. One last 
piece of evidence: the Latin term abolla, originally meaning 'soldier's cloak' 
or 'thick cloak worn by men of rank', is declared by Mcillet-Ernout not to be 

42 F.W. Ahl, "Amber, Avallon, and Apollo's Singing Swan", AlP, 103, 
1982 pp.383-6. 

43 
44 

45 

cf. Freese, op. cit., p.185 on the hawk as also sacred to Apollo. 
A.B. Cook, op.cit., p.499. 
Meillet-Ernout, op.cit., p.3 cf. Virg. Aen. 7, 740. 
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a Greek word in origin.46 May we then ask if there might be a link 
between this word and the hunting practices we have just discussed? Was it 
first a cloak made of animal skins worn by the leader of a party hunting with 
nut-sized slingstones? - perhaps the lineal ancestor of the later royal and 
triumphal toga picta? Such a leader would doubtless have been called 
abollo!abollonis, the 'nutter' or 'crabber'. Indeed, the Latin adjective 
abellanus/alum, 'to do with hazel nuts' may well similarly have referred to 
such a 'nutter' (in Greek d~€AAu.lv}. 

On this view there would be two key men in an old stone ice age hunter 
community. The elder would be the AQUELLON, 'he of the darkness', the 
lord of the cave: the younger, the ABELLON, the 'crabber', or young fit 
leader of the hunting expeditions. Perhaps they would occasionally quarrel 
over the TLI-L~ (the best cut of the kill) like Achilles and Agamemnon do in 
far more sophisticated style.47 Then different migration patterns induced by 
climatic and other change might be expected to bring some but not all tribes 
into contact with residual pre-I.E. languages which encouraged the labia
velar to labial shift in Greek, Oscan and Brythonic, but did not affect Latin 
or Goidelic tribes. Among all migrant groups on the track to new lands the 
'Aeneas-Abellon' figure would soon reduce his Aquellon to a mere type of 
Anchises carried with the group for his oracular gifts. In some cases an Italic 
abello left his aquilo back in the arctic to blow cold blasts of disapproval 
from the old homeland. On Greek migrations the aquellon title mutated to 
apellon, and thus allowed his abelian to usurp his name as well as his old 
functions. As god of civic order, divination and healing Apollo remains an 
apellon: as god of hunting song and dance and plague he is still the abellon 
to whom the red Siberian crab apple of the size and shape of his bloodstained 
weapons was once sacred. 

No early German sound shift is needed: merely the Greek change of 
labio-velar to labial consonants. If in error philologically, Rende! Harris 
stands vindicated conceptually. 

If we grant that the Siberian crab-apple was Apollo's original sacred . 
plant, then the fruit would have medicinal uses in providing necessary 
vitamins and acids when chewed. Though very meagre in juice and rather 

46 Meillet-Ernout, op.cit., p.4. 
47 Hom. ll. 1, 212 ff. 
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woody in texture, it could no doubt have been used to make a cider-type 
alcohol if crushed and soaked in fresh water and left to ferment.48 The Indo
European prophetic ecstasy, attributed to Apollo in Greece and soma in 
India, may thus originally have been induced by ritual intoxication, and left 
its traces in the Persian practice reported by Herodotus whene sober decisions 
had to be ratified by drunken resolution of the same meetii[Jg later.49 The 
judicial and deliberative role of Apollo is less obvious at first glance, but the 
proper commentary may be Rig Veda X, 34 'the Gambler's lament'. There 
we learn about the use for gambling of the brown vibh1daka nuts (terminalia 
bel/erica) in Ancient India. But we also find that the gambling hall had the 
curious title sabha, or 'assembly house·.50 This suggests the possibility 
that northern Indo-European hunters may have used the hard smooth Siberian 
crab-apples as dice in the same way when seeking the advice of the God in 
choosing the better of two hunting paths. Perhaps too th1ey were used in 
electoral lotteries to choose a leader such as we find in sophisticated use in 
Classical Athens,51 whilst secret ballots could be held by giving each voter 
one red fruit and one green one. It is probable that the 'ripe' red colour would 
express the view that the 'over-ripe' rejected leader was no longer fit, or that 
the guilt of one litigant was 'ripe' whilst that of his rival was not yet so. 
Thus green became a 'safe' colour and red the sign for 'danger' till our day. So 
Apollo's functions as healer, prophet, guide and punisher of wrong might all 
be linked with a Siberian crab-apple origin. 

A further point in favour of the Hyperborean origin is the close 
coincidence of the traditional route taken by Hyperborean offerings to Delos 
with the western Baltic amber route established by archaeology.52 The 
traditional fair colouring of Apollo may well refer to amber-coloured hair, 
and the pieces traded were often of the same size and shape as the Siberian 

48 C.W.R. Cooke, on 'cider' in Enc. Brit. 11th cd. (Cambridge 1911), vol. 
VI, p.369. 

49 Hdt.I, 133. 

50 H. Mayrhofer: Kurzgefasstes Etymologisches Worterbuch des 
Altindischen vol. III, pp.433-4. It is now the Hindi term for a House of 
Parliament. 

51 Aristotle, Athenaion Politeia, Chs. 50-54. 

52 A.B. Cook, op.cit., pp.493-501 on Weckler's theory. 
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crab or the olive fruit 53 The tale of the Laestrygones in Homer certainly 
suggests memories of contact with the arctic north, and Apollo's visits to 
the Hyperborean lands of eternal summer could refer to the midnight sun at 
the summer solstice.54 On the other hand the frequent links between his 
cult and the seventh and twenty-first days of Greek lunar months- the new 
and full moon days55 - suggest a link with the dark arctic winter. When 
there is no sunlight at all or only a very brief day the moon is invaluable to 
hunters wishing to utilise the long winter nights in clear weather. This may 
well help to explain the later link between his twin huntress sister Artemis 
and the moon, a body masculine in Germanic and in Sanskrit (der Mond: 
candras). Indeed, the moon in India is often called ;a;r- the hare-possessor 
-and may once have been seen as the male divine hunter of the snowshoe 
hare.56 Finally, in far northern parts of Norway like Narvik or Hammerfest 
one may read by natural light for a short time around midday although the 
sun does not rise at all in midwinter. 57 So here perhaps the later association 
of Apollo with sunlight rather than sun-disk had begun. 

C. CONCLUSION 

In short, then, the Hyperborean theory is preferable to the Lycian 
account of Apollo's origins. Again, Apollo was a god of the chase, the 
glorified old stone age hunting pack leader, who is linked with the light of 
both sun and moon, though not with either disk. His powers of healing, 
inspiration, divination and judging may very probably though not certainly 
be linked with the Siberian crab-apple, whilst his association with the wolf, 
the mouse or rat, and the cycnus musicus swan can be regarded as quite 
certain. We have seen that Hesychius' link between apellai and sekoi could 

53 On the view that the 'first fruits' brought by Hyperborean visitants were 
in fact amber, see F.G. Weckler, Gr. Gotterl, II, pp.353ff, 1860. On 
amber trade CAI-J2I, I, pp.100-102: Plates Vol. to Vols. I & II, pl.3, 
e-f. 

54 Homer, Odyssey, X, 80-133. 

55 0. Gruppe, op. cit., p.939n.7: M.P. Nilsson, Archiv.f. 
Religionsgeschichte, 1911 xiv, pp.442-8. 

56 On Eskimo hunts of this creature, see J.S. Savishinsky, The Trail of 
the HARE. (New York 1972), pp.25, 39. 

57 My informant is Professor Tomas Hagg, now of the University of 
Oslo, but formerly of Trondheim. 
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be consistent with both senses of sekos, whilst the Spartan Apella assembly 
of mature warriors over thirty which in effect voted by baying, not uttering 
words or raising hands, was also a vestigial wolf-pack.58 Further, even 
without the reinforcement of the Rende! Harris theory, a hunt-pack leader 
who plans the tactics successfully must win a prophetic reputation, and as 
the allocator of shares of the kill on the bases of desert and need must 
similarly appear as the arbiter of justice. 59 

Though Apollo contributed as a model for the Christian late Empire 
cultic figure of Christ as Sun of Righteousness, his later influence on our 
culture did not end there; it remains residually important in our post· 
Christian society once he is envisaged as the archetypal hunting pack leader. 
One does not merely look to the grim future world of Clockwork Orange 
foreseen by Anthony Burgess; such predator packs of young men are evident 
from the Tyne to New Guinea in present economic conditions. Most typical 
of all modem Apollo figures are the youths who replace their floating island 
with a surf board and reproduce their archetype's amber colouring with sun· 
bronzed skin and napro-bleached hair. In a real sense, old gods never die: 
they are simply re-embodied. 

EXCURSUS ON PHOINIX 

Frederick Ahl's excellent article is particularly valuable on two grounds, 
his section VII on the Solar Chariot60 and his section XII on Apollo's 
Third Tree.61 These well illustrate the links of the sun chariot drawn by 
swans with the world of Scandinavia and the Balkans as established by 
Sprockhoff and the importance of the hazel tree in relation to Apollo which 
we have already noted. It is certainly significant that the main thesis or 
Sprockhof~2 is that the solar chariot spread from N.W. Europe to Greece as 

58 Plutarch, Lycurgus, 6, 7, 25. 
59 Aeschylus, Eumenides, 60-93. 
60 op. cit., pp.390-4. 
61 op. cit., pp.408-10. 

62 E. Sprockhoff, "Nordisehe Bronzezeit und friihcs Griechentum", Bremer 
Archaologische Blatter 3 (1962), pp.28-110 = Jahrbuch des romisch· 
germanischen Zentralmuseums 1 (1954), pp.28-110. 
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a motif between 1550 and 1100 B.C. as shown by rock engravings incised in 
that perioct.63 As Ahl himself observes. 

"For amber the middlemen would probably have traded tin, 
without which the bronze age could not have happened ... The 
Greeks either went north for tin or north Europeans brought it to 
Greece by trade or southward migration. There is a parallel 
between the southward migration of the solar swan and the trade 
in Baltic amber and British tin".64 

However, a further special relevance attaches to Ahl's section III, the 
Phoinix and the Swan.65 Leto is said to have given birth to Apollo and 
Artemis under a palm tree on Delos, and Odysseus compares Nausicaa's 
figure to a young palm he had seen on that island. 66 Horapollo alleges that 
the palm alone produces a branch at each rising of the moon, completing the 
year in twelve branches and that the P hoi nix tree is the alternative annual 
symbol for Isis, the female principle.67 On the other hand, the legendary 
water bird, the Phoinix fowl which is reborn from its own pyre in the sun 
temple of Heliopolis, is male. 

"In Phoinix then we find a tree symbolising the female, birth, 
the twelve month year and the moon. We also find a waterbird 
symbolising the male, centuries, the sun and the soul.''68 

Nonetheless, Ahl may conclude by asking the wrong question as to 
whether the Phoinix tree displaced northern fruit-bearing tree and the swan 
displaced the Phoinix bird, thereby to yield the curious blend of northern and 
middle eastern elements in Apollo.69 One is disposed to a simpler answer. 
As at Delphi Apollo is a victorious intruder on Delos. Here he docs not 
subdue the Pytho, but drives out the palm-goddess Isis and her son Horus so 
as to appropriate her symbolic tree for his own mother Leto, who doubtless 

63 Ahl, op. cit., p.391. 

64 op. cit., 396, cf. A. Harding & H. Hughes Brock, "Amber in the . 
Mycenean World", BSA, pp.145-70. 

65 op. cit., pp.380-3. 
66 Homer, Od. 6, 160-3. 
67 1,3; 1,4. 

68 Ahl, op. cit., p.382. 
69 op. cit.,p.383. 
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had originally brought him forth under a crab-apple tree. And we should 
recall that hard unripe dates are not unlike hazel nuts or crab apples. He has 
come to Delphi as * AQUELLON, but to Delos as * ABELLON. 

EXCURSUS 2 

It is important not to neglect the view that the climate was one or two 
degrees warmer in part of the Riss-Wiirm interglacial, and that northern 
latitudes would thus be milder than today. Further a regime of three months 
of darkness and three months of midnight will occur in Lapland - there is 
no need to go as far as North Greenland, Spitzbergen of Novaya Zemlya to 
find this phenomenon. Our own English traditional calendar shows a 
memory of this, as mentioned above, in relation to the need for constant 
fires between All Souls and Candlemas- not necessarily the coldest time of 
the year, which is often February. Such a period of constant dark from 
November to February would be balanced by a midnight sun from May Day 
to early August, and the Athenians celebrated Apollo's birth and that of 
Artemis in early Thargelion, a time very close to our May Day. Apollo dies 
in the beginning of November to be resurrected early in February- a pagan 
Christmas and Easter theme; and his role as a god of rebirth like Osiris -
the Phoinix bird - cannot be discounted among his northern votaries. 
However, May Day is the intrinsically more likely rebirth day if he is the 
Midnight Sun God born when the Siberian crab apples are setting, 
weakening as the windfalls begin in August, and finally perishing on All 
Souls' Day or Guy Fawkes Day. His sacred amber is thus both a talisman of 
safety and health in the dark midwinter for the living and a pledge of eternal 
life when laid in the grave, like the beautiful death song of his whooper 
swan full of a like promise of immortality for his votaries. Though not 
primarily a netherworld deity, Apollo can still exhibit important links with 
ideas of immortality. 

Finally, like Christ, he is an absorber and adapter of other cults which 
he supplants in the south and east rather than a syncretistic deity, as Ahl 
suggests. 

PLATONISM BEFORE PLATO: 
TRACING A PHILOSOPHY TO EVER EARLIER ROOTS 

H. Tarrant 

Traditions can take many forms. Here I want to discuss one which 
particularly effects the early days of Christianity, having had a strong 
influence on the intellectual climate of the time. 

Initially I should like to distinguish between the genuine empirical 
tradition, the revelationary tradition, and the simplified empirical tradition. 
By an empirical tradition I mean one which holds that certain empirical 
methods lead to the required discoveries, and that knowledge makes advances 
by building upon an ever-increasing body of experience. It is an optimistic 
tradition, and one which reveres its founder rather for the discovery of the 
right lines of inquiry than for his/her right beliefs. It is a tradition which can 
move forward and expand, seeing later thinkers as equally entitled to use its 
methods, make pronouncements, and so forth . The ninth pair of eyes will 
always be able to make some observation to supplement the evidence 
supplied by the previous eight. This I take to have been the kind of attitude 
which flourished in the Greek Empiric School of medicine, and perhaps for a 
while in the great Hellenistic schools of philosophy, particularly the Stoa 
and sceptical Academy. 

As for Epicureanism, it became, if it was not originally, more of a 
simplified empirical tradition -it had a reverence for its founder which was 
really quite amazing, and it regarded Epicurus very simply as the one who 
found the solutions to the problems of life which philosophy should address. 
By Lucretius' time there was the suggestion that he had been the source of 
the school's revelation, and that therefore there were only minimal tasks of 
clarification left for his followers to perform. They were defenders, often 
polemical defenders, of a pre-existing system. There was no sense of 
progress, because there is no progress within a universe unguided by the kind 
of rational force that other schools postulated. Epicurus had achieved his 
great insights, very much against the odds, at a time as good as any. Hence 
further empirical advances were not to be expected, and in any case 
philosophy did not really embrace the kinds of subject where such advances 
might most naturally have been expected. Other disciplines were valued only 
for their contribution to the understanding of the human life. · 
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GODFREY TANNER 

I 

KAIPO! IN BYZANTINE USAGE 

A. In his monograph entitled The Character of the Indo-European Moods -
with Special Regard to Greek & Sanskrit Jan Gonda devoted his third chapter'> 
to «Tense and Primitive Thought». At first impression, the familiar use of 
Kcnp6<; in post classical Greek literature, which obviously after 300 A.D. be
gins to owe much to the Septuagint, does not seem likely to receive illumina
tion from such a study, but pages 24-5 in fact deserve our close attention. 

«In contradistinction to educated and modern people who tend to be ana
lytical argumentative and introspective, and are bent on hypothetical thought, 
suppositions, and abstract ideas, pre-scientific man does not like to brood over 
what might have been, over what could or should have been, or over what 
would or might have happened or have been done in the past or at any other 
moment. His mind is mainly captivated by complex phenomena, not by at
tempts to analyse these. His concepts are likewise comparatively complex and 
vague, and largely determined by emotional factors. In thinking and explain
ing he often resorts to timeless images, myths, and other complex structures. 
In his «literature» time in our modern sense is not an important factor. His 
mental operations are "asyntactic". He has no command over coherent units of 
great compass. Reality and imagination are not always kept apart. Causal con
nections and constructions, if they interest him at all, are often different from 
ours. Two events, which are in our opinion cause and effect, can present them
selves to his mind as identical, for like produces like, so the effect resembles 
the cause. Things which have once been in contact with each other continue to 
act on each other after that contact has been severed». 

This discussion leads us towards Frankfort's view of a sentient universe 
where a volition in things is the one primitive cause>. The bramble you push 
aside springs back to scratch you not because it is elastic but because it meant 

'' Wiesbaden, 1980, pp. 23-32. 
' 1 H . FRANKFORT, Before Philosophy, London, 1946. 
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to punish you for disturbing it. Again, a stone which slipped from a cliff and 
stunned you acted with deliberate malice rather than through the accidental 
effect of erosion and gravity. Gonda continues from a similar viewpoint. 

«Cause being easily ascribed to the invisible are often considered as 
extra-spatial and extra-temporal. Not being clearly distinguished from their 
effects or manifestations, the same occurrences can (as willed by the invisible) 
belong to the past (as causes) and to the future (as manifestations). In many 
acts of "provocative" magic this identity was even systematised. Dreams 
which from the objective point of view belong to the past are considered to be 
real and identical with occurrences which belong, or may belong, to the future. 
Besides, in mythical thought chronology is unessential. Mythical reality is 
timeless; it is, or was, before all times, "in the beginning", as well as actual, 
and present. Though timeless, it can always be repeated and represented here 
and now»3>. 

In essence then Christian theology and all other sophisticated religious 
systems are essentially «mythical» and «primitive» in their views of time and 
causation. The same can be said of the Platonic myths, and even of some 
aspects of Aristotelian language theory, as in de Interpretatione 16b 17-19 
where future and past tenses are seen not as real verbs but modifications of the 
authentic verb which is present•>. This does not mean these systems are on this 
account either naive or false. Scientists like Sagun would suggest they are 
right hemisphere brain constructs, while the «historical» view of sequential 
linear time is the left hemisphere brain construct, which is more useful for 
some kinds of environmental manipulation and social organisation, but not 
thereby truer than the other concept5>. On this view Advent, Christmas, 
Epiphany, Lent, Easter and Trinity are right hemisphere «seasons»; whilst the 
29th of February 1940, though of great fictional importance in The Pirates 
of Penzance, is a left hemisphere «date». On the other hand, because such 
dates are fixed by diurnal rotations, lunations and orbitings of the sun they 
are equally seasonal and cyclic in origin. Gonda goes on to emphasise this 
cultural gap. 

3
> GONDA, op. cit. , pp. 24-5. 

•> 'OJ.LoLwc:; OE K<Xl TO iryLavEV Tj TO U')'L<XVEL ov pijJ.L<X, aA.A.a 'TTTWO'L<; p{jJ.L<XTO<;, 
oLa<pEpEL oe mu p~J.LaToc:;, on To J.LEV Tov 1rapovTa 7rpoO'O''TJJ.L<XLvEL xpovov, Ta 
OE TO 'TTEpL~. 

'> C. SAGUN, The Dragons of Eden, London, 1978, pp. 157-185. 
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«Moreover, the content of the idea of time is, for the "primitive", largely 
provided by the most important periodical events in nature or in the life of the 
tribe or individual. Whereas science and highly organised society lead man to 
attach value to accuracy with regard to time, the magico-religious beliefs and 
observances of primitive man, laying stress on "high days" and special impor
tant moments, and subordinating the intervening epochs to these, may have 
had the opposite effect. ... Every important event has in a sense its own time, 
for it is not «dated», nor seen as happening at a certain chronological moment. 
For the primitive, time is not indeed "an order of successions" or a homoge
neous quantum. It is sensed qualitatively-characterised by the events taking 
place in it- rather than represented intellectually and objectively. Important 
occurrences have a character of their own and fill the time in which they take 
place»6>. 

This reflection leads Gonda to look at the semantic force of the words 
which express time in the various older Indo-European languages. 

«Whereas we regard time as a straight line or stream, as a regular succes
sion of single, unique, and irrevocable moments, without beginning in the past 
and without end in the future, the "primitive" experiences it as duration or as 
periodical recurrence, conceiving it as a cycle, as something that can return 
and does return periodically, as something that can be renewed. 

«Hence, no doubt, the remarkable fact that many ancient words for "time" 
in the Indo-European languages do not cover our modem concept of time, the 
fundamental conception involving recognition of the ideas of before and after, 
past, present, and future, in the sequence of events. Some of the ancient words 
for «time» are from roots for "stretch" or "measure", others are used espe
cially for definite moments, or special times. The Greek wpa refers to any pe
riod fixed by natural laws and revolutions, whether of the year, month, or day, 
and more particularly to the seasons ... ; very often, however, the word is ap
plied to the season or fitting time for an act or undertaking, especially when it 
recurs at more or less regular intervals; ... Hesiodus has WPTJ apOTOU and 
cXf.L~TOU (Qp. 460; 575) "time or season of tillage harvest time" wpa or wpa 
EO'TLV +inf. means "it is time to do a thing", 'TlJV wpav is "at the right time", 
etc. .. . The Greek K<XLpoc:;, though usually referring to time, can also mean 
"due measure, fitness", or "vital part" in a "local" sense, cf. K<XLpLOc:; "in or at 
the right place", KaLpLOv "a vital part of the body", Kal.pLOc:; of a wound: 

6
> GONDA, op. cit., pp. 25-6. 
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"mortal": when applied to time it means "the exact or critical time, the op
portunity": ... Kal.po<; 'Tll'> 'Tp\ryT)<; "time for the vintage"; ol. KULpol. are "the 
critical times". The word xpovo<; often refers to a definite time or period: the 
time of youth, an age or lifetime, a season or portipn of a year, a date or term, 

a year»71
• 

This suggests a difference of KaLpo<; from Xpovo<; which has become 
even clearer since Gonda wrote. Now Suzuki in his recent Wisdom of the 
Elders quotes instances where, among many tribes of North American Indians 
and among some jungle tribes of S.E. Asia, it is held that, if a hunter succeds 
in killing a game animal, then the Master of the Beasts has'given'him that ani
mal for food as a result of a trade- off with the hunter's tribal Shaman, who 
must promise a return in human souls for these «given» victims of the hunt

81
• 

So one might therefore argue that KULpo<; is one term for expressing the «per
fected time and place» for such a purpose, in contrast with Xpovo<;, which is 
rather the stretch of time between such high points of hunting tribe experience. 
Hence ot Kmpol. would originally have been «the perfect times for an old 
stone age hunting pack to make a kill». Only later did analogy extend it to 
mean in general terms «times of crisis». Perhaps we should re-examine 
Aeschylus' line at Agamemnon 1343 WJ..LOL, TIE'TTAT))'J..L<XL KULpl.uv TIA'fl)'-i)v 
E<rW and propose to render it «Alas, I have been smitten with a wound com
pleting my life in its place and timing». Thus when Pindar, at Pythian IV, 286 
observes Kmpo<; 1rpo<; &v~pu'mwv l3pa;xU J..LE'Tpov EXEL he perhaps means 
«Perfect time in human affairs has a brief measure» and was thus distinguish
ing Kmpo<; from the normal durative xpovo<; and suggesting the sense of «OC-

casion» or «opportunity». 
Let us now consider in this light Gonda's view of cyclic time in relation 

to the identity of past and future. 

«If however time is experienced as a periodical recurrence the past can 
return and then be the future ... A past or future everit is, moreover, not gene
rally speaking represented as occupying a definitely determined place in a 
straight line; it is rather sensed as being distant. From various idioms it 
appears that, temporally as well as spatially, the main distinction is often bet
ween the near and the far ... In Sanskrit tatra, "there", when used in a temporal 
sense, can refer to the past (e.g. Ait. Br. 7,28) and the "future" (e.g. Mbh., 3, 

71 GoNDA, op. cit. , pp. 25-6. 
'' P. KNUDTSON- D. SuZUKI, Wisdom of the Elders, Sidney, 1992, pp. 59-62. 
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65,6). Cf. also Greek TIO'TE "at some time or other", 'TO'TE "at that time, then", 
which are used in reference to the past or the future»91• 

So it emerges that the presence of the «Opportunity» or K<XLpo<; expressed 
in a present tense verb can be cancelled by an adverbial word or case or else a 
particle which implies that this opportunity is either still impending or already 
elapsed. An example implying futurity which also stresses that Xp6vo<; means 
«a stretch of time» is Aeschylus, Agamemnon 126: Xpovq> J..LEV aypE"L 
IlpL<XJ..LOl! 'TTOALV aOE KEAE~O<;, where the use of Xpovw «in time with time» 
shows the event still impends which the present test ~~nounces.' One might 
find a similar example of an elapsed occasion in a narrative in the first canto 
of the Nala episode of the Mahiibharata: 

tat a (sma) raj ate Bhairn1 sarviibhararyabhiisi tii 

«There (elapsed) shines forth Bhima's daughter with all her jewels 
adorned». In this case the particle sma signifies that the occasion has already 
elapsed, and that the present tense verb now has the past significance «shone» . 

Thus, in attempting to draw from Gonda's research a conclusion different 
from his own aim of justifying the aspectual function found in the verb system, 
we have now suggested that Xp6vo<; is distinct from Kmpo<; as being the 
strecht of time between the Kmpol., which were significant and probably fore 
ordained moments for early man. From this examination of the likely origins of 
the concept let us turn to K<XLpoc:; as a personified figure in Greek mythology. 

B. The iconography of KaLpoc:; as a deity is very interesting, and was fully 
discussed by A.B. Cook in Zeus, Cambridge 1929, vol. II, 2, Appendix A. 

«Kairos as a distinct personification first emerges in the middle of s. V 
B.C., when Ion of Chios composed a hymn in his honour ... It has been conjec
tured with some probability that this hymn was written for the original dedica
tion of the Kairos-altar at Olympia» 101

• 

91 GoNDA, op. cit. , p. 28. 
IO) p. 859. 
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Cook also draws attention ot the description of the altar site, drawing on 

Frazer's version of Pausanias. 

«Hard by the entrance to the stadion are two altars. One they call the altar 
of Hermes Enagonios, the other that of Kairos. I am aware that Ion of Chios 
actually made a hymn to Kairos and in his hymn gives the genealogy of 

Kairos as the youngest to the sons of Zeus»"). 

We find Menander praised in the Palatine Anthology for declaring Kairos 
a god, while Lysippos of Sicyon «enrolled him among the gods» by carving 
his famous statue of the youthful deity' 21

• Our earliest description of this effigy 
in Sicyon comes in an epigram of Poseidippus written about 270 B.C., which 
informs us that it stood on tip-toe poised to run and with wings attached to its 
feet and that the youth was portrayed carrying a razor in the right hand and 
wearing long hair in front but bald at the back of the head l3). Cook regards the 

image as wronghly classified as allegorical. 

«Lysippos, who excelled in the rendering of graceful male forms and is 
said to have paid special attention to the hair, wished simply to portray the 
Age of Puberty. He therefore modelled a youthful runner, with wings on his 
feet, holding the razor that had shorn his votive tress for the well known pu-

berty rite»141
• 

In the same discussion Cook goes on to point out that from Poseidippus 
onwards the moral lesson of the contrast of front and back hair was made 
much of by later writers, and he also notes that Kmpos comes from the same 
root as the verb KELpw, «I shave». But it may be added that the position of the 
altar in tandem with Hermes Enagonios is hardly accidental, for Hermes also 
has winged feet and is described by Homer as wpai:o<; and U'IT~V'T]S, so the two 
deities were meant to provide a parellel. Kairos it to be a once for all opportu
nitie which does not recur, like the wpa of a youth. On the other hand he does 
recur cyclically in each generation, a point Pindar makes in consoling his 
friend Aristagoras of Tenedos in the wise and beautiful 11th Nemean Ode, vv. 

38-48. 

11 1 op. cit. , p. 861. 
12> Anth. Pal. 10.52.1 cf. Himer. eel. 14: E)')'pa<pEL 'fOL'> E>eoi:<; -rov Kcnpov. 
1.1> Anth. Pal. 16.275.1ff. (Poseidippus) . 
141 COOK, op. cit., pp. 859-60. 
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Once Kairos was seen as symbolical, his iconography was soon further 
developed or elaborated. On this Cook again may profitably be quoted. 

«Gems of the Hellenistic age, when Eros and Psyche were prime 
favourites, added wings on the shoulders (of Kairos) and a butterfly on the 
hand. The globe beneath his foot and the balance suspended in the air or 
poised on the razor 's edge, are attributes appropriate to divinities of fate such 
as Nike and Nemesis. But the most remarkable innovation of the period 
remains to be mentioned. The gems in question all represent the nude and 
agile figure, not merely tith well-marked forelock and smooth occiput, but also 
with a full beard. This can only mean that the verbal misuse of kairos for 
chronos has led to a corresponding typological confusion of Kairos with 
Chronos» 151

• 

Though in the light of our earlier discussion above concerning Gonda's 
work, we might wish to replace «the verbal misure of kairos for chronos» with 
«the sharing of the temporal continuum between kairos and chronos» the con
founding of the types and symbols is obvious at once. Further Cook goes on to 
show that the tendency to identify Chronos with Kronos in Hellenistic times, 
whether through phonetic palatal confusion or Stoic naturalistic allegorising of 
the pantheon, produced further iconographic interchange, causing Kronos to 
be portrayed as «a bald-headed god hastening along with a sickle-knife in his 
hand» 16

). However, Kairos continues to to be portrayed very often as a youthful 
deity, as in the Turin relief where the balance he carries rests on the razor's 
edge as he depresses one pan. Cook then continues his explanation to cover 
the naturalising of Kairos into Latin culture. 

«The recognition of Kairos on Italian soil was attended by a certain gram
matical awkwardness. Phaedrus describes the god in words of the masculine 
gender, but names him Tempus in the neuter, and says that he signifies occa
sionem rerum ... brevem. Occasio, as the Latin equivalent of Kairos, was in 
fact the name current during the third and fourth centuries of our era; and, 
being a feminine term, it entailed a change of sex. Ausonius in one of his epi
grams professes to expound a group of Kairos and Metanoia ... But Kairos 
must needs become the goddess Occasio, poised on a little wheel, with winged 
feet and the traditional coiffure»171

• 

" 1 op. cit. , pp. 860-1. 
161 op. cit., p. 861. 
" 1 op. cit. , pp. 862-3. 
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Having thus dealt with the transformation of the iconography of Kairos in 
Italy, fortifying his argument from Phaedrus, 5, 8, Cato, Disticha 2.26.2, Pauli
nus of Nola epist. 16.4 and Ausonius, epigr. 33, Cook turns next to explain the 
fortunes of the figure of Kairos in Byzantine culture. 

«Having rung the changes from youth to eld and from male to female, 
this Protean personage reappears in Byzantine letters and art, sometimes under 
the old name of Chronos, sometimes under the new name of Bios. 

George Kedrenos (c. 1100 A.D.) states that the masterpieces collected in 
the house of Lausos in Constantinople included «the figure by Lysippos repre
senting Chronos, bald behind, long-haired before». Kedrenos' statement is 
very possibly true, though Lamer infers from the name Chronos that we have 
here to do, not with the original Lysippean figure, but with a bearded copy of 
it. Again, Ioannes Tzetzes (born c. 1100 A.D.) in his historical poem twice 
over informs us that, when Alexander had let slip an opportunity Lysippus of 
Sicyon made him an effigy of Chronos 

"Deaf, bald behind, wing-footed on a sphere, 
And offering naught but a knife to his follower". 

Tzetzes further spends a score of lines on insisting that this was Chronos, 
not, as sundry wiseacres maintained, Bios ... 

Among the wiseacres denounced by Tzetzes must be reckoned his con
temporary Theodoros Prodromos, who in an extant epigram describes Bios as 
a naked man with wheels beneath his feet and wings about his shins, bearing a 
balance in his hand, and easily escaping from his pursuers, though holding out 
hopes of return. 

Yet another turn of the kaleidoscope, and this shifting personality puts on, 
if not a fresh form, at least a new colouring. Bios the naked runner on winged 
wheels, who has hitherto, in accordance with pagan thought, been represented 
as a good thing eagerly pursued by manking, is now, within the pale of the me
diaeval church, viewed as a bad thing itself in hot pursuit of men. A Vatican 
manuscript of the Ladder of Paradise by St. John Klimax ... has two relevant 
miniatures. In the one, Bios, a naked youth on wheels, making after a monk, 
who ... looking behind him in terror does his best to escape under the escort of 
a woman in blue and violet dress called Aprospatheia»18>. 

The change of name from Kcnpas to Xpovo<; at Byzantium may reflect 
the influence of both Neoplatonism and Christianity on the understanding of 

18> op. cit. , pp. 864-7. 
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temporality by the citizens of the New Rome. To the former school the endless 
stretch of emanations from the One would suggest that «time» was simply du
rative rather than opportunistic. To the latter, «time» is a linear progression 
from Creation and Eden to Christ's Second Coming in glory and the merging 
of all temporality into eternity: it is a strecht, not a key event, as in Augus
tine's phrase in his Preface to Marcellinus at the opening of the City of God: 
"in hoc interim saeculo ... donee iustitia convertetur in iudicium". So if our ear
lier analysis of the relationship between Kcup6., and Xp6vo<; in Section A is 
correct, then it is natural that the figure called K<npo<; by classical paganism 
should be renamed Xp6vo<; in the Byzantine world. Thence it would come to 
be seen as the human lifetime or Bl.o<; which is our proving ground for 
Heaven, and under this name finally redefined as embodying and presenting 
the temptations of this temporal world. 

C. We must now turn to the literary usage of Kcnpo<; in religious and sec
ular Byzantine literature, with the proviso that no writings in Byzantine Greek 
are totally secular in our post-Enlightenment Western sense. This will prepare 
us for the realisation that in Patristic Greek authors Kmp6., is again and again 
employed as a deliberate echo of its usage in the Septuagint text of Ecclesia
stes III. This point may be established by consulting a table of the patristic oc
curences of Kmpo<;, its oblique cases and its paronyms, as the opening word 
of treatises by the Greek Fathers as printed in Migne and elsewhere. These 
may be extracted from Chr. Baur, Initia Patrum Graecorum, which may be 
consulted in the Reference Room of the Vatican Library, and doubtless else
where. However it is well to recognize that the first use of Kmpo<; in the Sep
tuagint at Genesis 1.14 is likely to have served as the «master text» by which 
the Byzantine Church interpreted the word: Kal. EaTwaav EL<; 0"1"]1J.ELa Kal. 
EL'> KaLpou<; Kal. EL'> -ri~J.Epa<; Kal. EL'> EVLavrou<; «for the purpose of signs and 
of seasons and of days and of years». 

This links the word to LSJ sense III. 2 «Season» and justifies us as seeing 
III. 1 «exact time» as the next most likely sense, and to suggest that opportuni
ties and favourable occasions are like the season, God-ordained by the Creator. 

Baur cites 30 cases of KaLpOs the nominative, 3 cases of K<npov, 1 case 
of Kmpou and 1 case of Kmp<!l; while 2 instances of KaLpl.av and one of the 
adverb Kmpw<; will require separate treatment. Three cases of Kmpo<; echoe 
Ecclesiastes 3.1: To!:<; 1rnx:nv o Xp6vo<;, KaL K<npo<; TiavT'L 1rpa-y~J.an TW 
' ' ' , ' ' u1ro TOV oupavov I 1"]ALOV. 

«For all creatures is the extent of time, and a proper season for every mat
ter under the heaven (or sun)». Again, five cases of Kmp6'> reflect 3.7: 
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Kcnpoc;; 'Toi3 avy<¥v Kal. KaLpoc;; 'Toi3 A.aA.Ei:v. «A proper occasion to be silent, 
and a proper occasion to speak». 

Three instances with KaLpoc;; seem to imply a personification like that of 
Wisdom: the clearest is from S. Theodore the Studite, sermon 4, "On avoiding 
occasion for sin" KaLpoc;; TJf.uic;; KaAEi: fLE'Ta 'TTtV €op'T-ftv 'lTcXALv. «Opportu
nity invites us after the festival again ... » 

In five cases the phrase KaLpoc;; fLOL «EO"'TL» occurs, meaning «There is oc
casion for me». Again S. Theodore the Studite offers us a nice example (Epistle 
53 to Dorotheus): Kmpoc;; fl.OL fLOVo'lTpoaw'lTwc;; am E'lTLO"'TELAaL: «There is 
occasion for me to write to you personally in no uncertain terms». Again, S. 
Gregory Nazianzen, Ep. 152: KaLpoc;; fLOL 'TO 'T'fic;; fpa<pTJ'> EL'ITEL v. «There is 
occasion for me to utter the word of Scripture». There are two good instances 
of the Genesis sense of "season", one in the nominative and one in the dative. 
The latter is from Gregory Palamas: Kmp<{i 8EK'T<{i E'IT,)Koua& aou «In an ac
ceptable season have I heeded you». The other example again comes from 
Theodore the Studite, Serm. 16 de messe spirituali KmpOc;; 6 '!Tapwv 'Toi3 
8€pouc;;: «The present season of the summer ... ». 

However this apparent homogeneity of usage is disturbed by another 
group of 3 instances where KaLpoc;; is used for a duration of time as if it were 
Xp6voc;;. Two of the cases are drawn from Epistles 19 and 53 of Theodore II 
Lascaris and have the formula Kmpoc;; Ti8E 'ITOAU<; E~ chou ... : «It is now a long 
time since». Now Theodore, Emperor of Nicaea and grandson of Frederick II 
Hohenstauffen reigned only four years and died in 1258 A.D. An accom
plished author in Greek, he none the less can be expected to have absorbed 
some feeling for western idioms from his mother's side, and it is noteworthy 
that die Zeit in German can mean either 6 Kmp6c;; or 6 xp6voc;;. So an eccentri
city of a later author should not of necessity disturb our early general conclu
sion because of these exceptions. 

From our patristic sources let us now turn to the secular authours of 
Byzantium. We shall take our first instances from de Boor's edition of the Vita 
Theophanis and Theophanis Chronographia. Turning immediately to the 
introduction to the Paris edition which offers the Life used as the proper for 
S. Theophanes' feast we read at 11.16-17 our already familiar personification 

, ' , , ' ' ' ' I ' I I I theme: E'ITEL 8E 0 KCXLpO<; CX1!'TOV 'TOV fLCXKC:XpLOV KCXL 'TT)V 0"1!VE1!VOV KCX'TCXfLOVCX<; 
-yEvEa8m f.K&A.EL ... «But since Kairos (divine providence?) was calling the 
blessed man himself and his partner to become celibate ... » Again, if we turn to 
p. 154 of de Boor's edition of the Chronographia where the supporters of 
Makedonius in Constantinople denounce Emperor Anastasius in 503 A.D. we 
find the cry «KmpOc;; fLC:Xprupl.ou, XpLanavol.»: «An occasion for martyrdom, 
Christians ... » This use of Kmpoc;; as "proper season" reflects Ecclesiastes 3.1. 
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which was discussed above. Furthermore, if we turn to p. 290 for the account 
of the horrible execution of the sons of Emperor Maurice before his own as
sassination, we find in 11.12-14: ov 8LEAEL1TE 8E. '~"ii 'Pwfl,al.wv BaaLAELa €~ 
EKELvou KaLpoi:i 8uaruxr1fJ..a'Ta 'lTOLKLAa 'TE Kal. k~'at.aLa «And from that ~o
ment disasters various and extraordinary for the Roman Empire did not 
cease». So here we have the familiar sense of «exact time». 

From Theophanes let us turn our gaze to Constantine Porphyrogenitus. 
On p. 46 of the Jenkins edition of de administrando imperio, in line 22 of the 
Proem we find before us Kal. 'lTEpl. 'TWV '€v nvL KaLpw fl.E'Ta~ 'PwfLa[wv Ka"L 
8La(flopwv E17vwv «And concerning those issues arisi~g at any particular time 
between Romans and sundry nations». 

Here again the punctilinear and significant time is the sense of Kmpoc;;. 
Another passage is drawn from the beginning of chapter 9 of the De ad

ministrando imperio, on Russian navigation of the Dnieper (Jenkins ed. p. 56). 
Here the phrase, 'TOii Kmpoii avoL')'OfLEVou, -rivl.Ka 8LaA.u-1}-~ 6 'ITCX')'E'TCJ<;, «as 
the season in opening (i.e. as spring comes), when the ice is melted», again il
lustrates the common seasonal use of KmpO., in Scripture. 

For our final example we advance from 952 A.D. to the twelfth century, 
and quote the beginning of the Proem to the Alexiad of Anna Comnena. Here 
the wheel turns full circle and brings us back to the clear distinction drawn 
between xp6voc;; and KaLpoc;; in Ecclesiastes 3.1. So we read first, rather remi
niscent of the English Hymnal line «Time like an ever-rolling stream bears all 
its sons away», 'P€wv 0 xpovoc;; aKa-\}-EK'TCX KCXL aEL 'TL KLV01JfLEVO<; 

I ' I I ' ' I ' I ' ' 1 'lTC:XpaaupEL KCXL 'lTC:XpCX(flEpEL 'ITCXV'TCX 'TCX EV ')'EVEO"EL KCXL E<; f3u-\)-ov CX<pCXVELCX<; 
Ka'Ta'ITOV'Toi:. Then at the bottom we read of Kmpoc;; similarly in its usual 
sense of «occasion» or «opportunity» used in connexion with talent, scholar
ship and providence: oaa -ri <pVO"L<; KCXL -ri 'lTEpL 'TCx<; E'ITLO"'Tl) fLU<; 0"1T01J8Tj 
8€8wKE KCXL 0 8EO<; avweEV E1TEf3pa~E1JO"E KCXL 0 Kmpoc;; 0"1JVELO"rJVE')'KE: «as 
much as one's nature and the study of the sciences has given and God has be
stowed from on high and opportunity has contributed». 

However, it will not do to conclude this examination without a brief 
glance at Baur's two instances of KaLpl.av. The first is obviously a deliberate 
echo of Aeshylus' line at Agamemnon 1343, and reminds us that deliberate 
echoes of classical texts blended with those of the Septuagint made a similar 
Eastern cultura christiana to that which Jerome, Augustine and Orosius 
sought to create in the Western Empire. 

D. In conclusion, then, it may be said that the dominant semantic force of 
Kmpoc;; and its derivatives remained unchanged from Classical till late Byzan-
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tine times. However, the Septuagint influences from Genesis 1 and Ecclesi
astes 3 tended to make the «seasonal» meaning more prevalent than it appears 
to have been in the classical writers. 

On the other hand, Kcnp6s in iconography took a different path. The fact 
that Xpovos shared the time sequence with Kcnp6s, serving to express the 
continuum rather than the high points of experience in the succession of 
events, led to confusion between the two as personified powers and to frequent 
blending of their symbols. The further Hellenistic confusion of Xpovo<; with 
Kpovos then induced a bearded image for Kcup6s, who was now identified 
with Xp6vos. Linguistic constraints in Latin led the Romans to render Kcnp6s 
as occasio; so that when personified the man had to become a woman 
Occasio, and iconography records this deity thus in Roman art. Finally, the 
concepts of time current in the Byzantine world led male images of Kcupo<; to 
be labelled Xp6vo<;; «Time» as the probationary linear span of a Christian man 
here on earth. Hence it was soon easier to use the label B(o<; instead, one 
«time» came to be viewed as «given lifetime». Under this title the kairos-im
age ceased to be an «opportunity» figure to be sought and grasped and became 
an image of bold worldly temptation from which a Christian man should flee 
in fear, a youthful seducer of souls. 

APPENDIX 

Two Examples of Iconography 

a) We have here a relief from Turin (fig. 1) portraying Kairos a youthful deity. The at
tribute of the scales is borrowed from Nike or Nemesis, and is here incorporated by 
balancing it on the razor which was authentic to Kairos. The wings at the feet are his 
genuine attribute, but those at the shoulders were copied from effiges of Eros. As A.B. 
Cook observed (op. cit. 862), «The would-be archaic wings, floating tresses, muscular 
body, and barocco pose all point to Pergamene influence>> . The plate is from Cook's 
text (fig. 799). 

b) Of this example from the Ladder of Paradise Vatican MS cod. Vat. Gr. 394 (fig. 2) 
Cook remarks: «Bios again appears on roller skates, extending a hand to seize the 
monk, who stands irresolute, hesitating whether or not to abandon for Aprospatheia' s 
sake his wife and children and happy home>>. A notable picture from Cook's text had 
somewhere seen the like. 
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Fig. I. Turin, Golden Opportunity. 

Fig. 2. The Youthful Seducer of Souls (Cod. Vat. Gr., 394). 

















POSSIBLE INDO-EUROPEAN EVIDENCE 

FOR PRE-VOCALIC- NON-VERBAL 

COMMUNICATIONWITHPARTICULARREFERENCE 

TO SANSKRIT, GREEK & LATIN 

Etymologically 'Language' ought to refer to communication through the spoken 
word, whether uttered, written down, or recorded. But the modern use of such terms 
as 'Body Language' shows that today the word can refer to any code ofhuman com
munication, as the various computer languages, FORTRAN and its successorss 
exemplify. Granting that human language has been traditionally conceived as being 
speech and noting that an author a quarter of a century ago preferred to call our spe
cies homo loquens rather than homo sapiens sapiens, we are bound to consider if 
speech was part of the initial powers of the first hominids and the races that arose 
from them. The general view of this matter was articulated by Julian Jaynes, who 
suggested that Homo Sapiens produced his first verbal signals about 70,000 B.C., 
but did not evolve an elaborate syntactic language till about 8,000. This is brondly 
consistent with Lord Renfrew's view that the main existing language faniilies of Eu
rasia were carried in different directions from the Caucasus region at about this date 
of8000 B.C. by the discoverers of agriculture. 

Much effort has been expended over the attempt to show speech as marking off 
man from other species of creature, but some remarkable success in teaching chim
panzees to communicate with men and each other using Ameslan sign language and 
then with a computer language called Yerkish, with which syntactic capacity can be 
shown by recording all activities with a monitor in the laboratory. If sign language 
preceded speech among Palaeolithicmen before the larynx was fully developed, its 
sentence forms were probably all paratactic. Further, when the speech mutation de
veloped, its users would tend to define the new mode of communication by words 
which described the older modes with which the communication concept had pre
viously been linked. An examination of some Indo-European words for speaking 
and narrating is the obvious test for such a hypothesis by comparing their cognates. 

Let us now consider Latin dicere. Its cognates are the Greek 8ELKVUIJ.L and the 
Sanskrit root (dis) which mean 'show' or 'point'. The English cognate is 'teach'. 
Again, the Greek A.i.yw has other meanings apart from saying, also implying in some 
uses 'count', 'put down' or 'collect and having as cognates Latin }ego and English 
lay. Further, the Sanskrit prati-a-hr meaning 'narrate' is literally 'hold out towards'. 
The Spanish verb hablarderives from Latin llibullin, and in ealier Latin llibula often 
means 'a play'. So altogether these words suggest an original link with visual rather 

Aetas del IX Congreso Espaffol de £studios C/iisicos Lingilistica Griega, Madrid 1997 
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than oral communication. To make our suggestion plausible we do not need to find 
a gesture or signal link with every word for speech in the Indo-European family: are
asonable number of instances is enough. 

Further the evidence goes beyond Indo-European. Clear examples occur in Semi
tic and Hamitic. Let us consider the two main Hebrew verbs for speaking. First, di
var also means to 'count' or 'arrange in rows' like Greek A.i:yw, whilst 'amar means 
to 'hold up or show' as well as to 'speak' In old Egyptian the word medu means both 
'word' and 'stick' . Pattern of sticks were important in some forms of divination, like 
tl?.e I Ching in China, so medu in that sense could well have been a signal before oral 
speech developed. 

Finally, religion is profoundly conservative. The ancient Gods used to to com
municate with their worshippers by omens, signs and portents, rather than in words 
like the later Yahweh and Allah have done. Does the ancient practice also preserve a 
memory that men also at earlier times did not speak but used tokens, symbols, sig
nals and diagrams? 

Lingilistica G riega, Madrid 1997 
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THE HISTORICAL METHOD OF CONSTANTINE 
PO~PHYRqCENITUS 

Godfrey Tanner I U11iversity of Newcastle 

My personal interest in the De Administrando Imperio is a reflex of the 
work I have done op the political and ethical writings of Aristotle. It is my 
theory that the original core of Aristotle's Politics and Ethics and the purpose 
of the genuine, as Thomas Case and I believe, 1 Rhetorica ad Alexandrum 
were connected with th(f education of Alexander and th9 Macedonian Royal 
Pages at Mieza. To me Politics vii on the "ideal city state" is really a 
reworking of the lost Ad Ajexandrum de Colonlis in one volume mentioned 
in the Diogenes Laertius .listing of the Aristotle holdings in the Alexandria 
library, and represer(ts.·AriStotle's reaction to the Philippus of his rival 
!socrates·, who had lirged that monarci:i to de.tach Asia Minor from Persia and 
plant it thick with newly founded Greek coloniSts' cities to relieve the 
economic depression in Greece. Again, we have a problem of the "corhtnon 
books" of the Ethics2 which deal respectively with Justice, Virtuous moral 
choice, and Self-control; all topics particularly relevant to the morality of a 
king or viceroy. These works designed for a very restricted private audience 
would tilen have been supplemented and rewritten at Atilens to suit tile wider 
audience in a republican state after Aristotle opened the Lyceum, becoming 
both less prescriptive and more analytical in the process. 

On this analogy, the DAI composed for young Roman us represents a 
tenth century Christian essay in what I would call the "Mieza genre". It was 
tile work of a cultured sovereign responsible for the fostering of the faculties 
of Law and Philosophy in the University of Constantinople, a man like 
Photius and Psellus who was deeply versed in the great pagan heritage of 
letters, yet also like them eager to reconceptualise his heritage in Christian 
terms. He also exhibits great practical prudence in his endeavour. If 
Alexander could justly complain that Aristotle later divulged elements of his 
private instruction, Porphyrogenitus certainly saw to it tilat his own work in 
this genre remained highly confidential. 

2 

T. CASE, "Aristotle," Encycloprdia Britannica, 11th ed., Cambridge 1911 , 
ll, pp. 515-516. 
E.N. v, vi and vii (=E. E., iv, v & vi). 
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A. The Didactic Tradition 

In Jenkins' edition and commentary very conclusive evidence is provided 
for the didactic object of the work. 3 No doubt too it is proper enough to bold 
that the work is in tbe tradition of the Cyprian Hortations of !socrates, 
designed to stir the young son to emulate the achievements o_f his renowne~ 
father Evagoras of Salamis. Thus far Bury was unquestionably nght. 
However, as a Christian Emperor our author had also to reckon with other 
hortatory and didactic traditions. Following the formation of a humanitas 
christiana by Augustine, Jobn Chrysostom and otl1er cultured autllors of tlle 
late fourtll and early fifth Christian centuries who applied tlle expository 
techniques of tlle classical grammaticus to scriptural interpretation and tlle 
use of these writings as literary models, such studies at once came to rival 
traditional literary and rhetorical use of tlle great pagan writers. 5 Thus the 
Book of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and tlle Wisdom of Solomon became sources 
of moral counsel and political advice to set beside Plato, Aristotle, Panaetius, 
Cicero and Plutarch. So we must expect at times to find Porphyrogenitus 
seeming to resemble Solomon addressing exhortation to his son, just as at 
other times he will remind us of a great Greek thinker writing admonitions to 
a young monarch, or again of Cicero penning the Offices as a moral code for 
his son Marcus. Granting tllat neitller Rehoboam, Romanus or the young 
Marcus Tullius were much improved by tllese endeavours, tlle writings have 
enormous value in showing the standards and priorities of the age of tlleir 
composition. 

One oilier source of instruction long popular in tile orient was less 
obviously influential. Because of tlle Hindu and Buddhist belief in the many 
incarnations experienced by the soul as it migrated from body to body, the 
Jatakas, or birtll stories describing how Buddha acquired merit throughout a 
series of previous animal incarnations, were considered instructive examples 
of bow a soul might acquire merit stage by stage and come to attain to 
Nirvana. This animal fable tradition was much used as a vehicle of moral 
instruction by tlle renascent Hinduism which began to supplant Buddhism 
from the second century B.C. Closer in date to our Christian Emperor tllan 
the earlier Pa:ncatantra is the collection of animal fab~es entitled Hitopadesa, 

3 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENITUS, De Administrando Imperio, II 
(commentary), ed. R.J.H. JENKINS, London 1962, p. 1. 

4 J.B. BURY, "The Treatise De administrando imperio ," BZ 1906, 517- 577, 
pp. 19- 21. 

5 P. BROWN, Augustine of Hippo , Faber 1975, pp. 259- 269; cf. PHOTIUS, 
Homily X, 2 (PG 102, 569- 570). 
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or "Book of Salutary Instruction" which found its way to Syria in a version 
there entitled Khalilag and Damnag, and finally reached Europe in a further 
modified form as The Fables of Pilpay.6 In tile Hitopadcia the fables are 
grouped to illustrate various themes such as Mitralabha or "Friend 
Acquisition" and are put into the moutll of a learned Brallmin Pandit 
appointed to instruct tile dissolute young sons of tile legendary King 
SudarSana of Hastinapura near the modern Delhi. The aim of tllis "salutary 
instruction" dollied in entertaining fables is declared to be 'knowledge of 
conduct proper to all occasions and effective Sanskrit eloquence for each 
situation'. 

This type of didactic writing seems to have reached Greece, possibly via 
Egypt, in the later sixtll century B.C. in tile Fables of Aesop, which are 
quoted and often parodied by Aristophanes and which still survive in the later ' 
Greek version of Babrius, or the Latin verse Paraphrase of Phaedrus. This 
tradition is not an obvious influence on Constantine's work. None the less, 
just as tile Greek Periplus of Hanno relates that the Carthaginian discoverers 
of tile Gulf of Guinea about 500 B.C. regarded large gorillas as barbarous 
prevocal men, it is conversely true that the Court of Byzantium regarded 
many northern barbarians as virtually animals, and many warnings and 
examples are drawn from tlleir conduct in the DAI. Finally, though any 
direct Indian link is hard to prove, there was a strong cultural and social 
analogy between Constantinople in the days of the !saurian and Macedonian 
dynasties and the courts and bureaucracies of the Mauryan Empire of Patna in 
tile third century before Christ and tile Gupta-revived Hindu Empire of tile 
fifth to seventh centuries of our era. Examination of the ArthaH1stra shows 
as great an obsession with detail of court and ceremonial and administrative 
finesse as we find in tile De Caeritrwniis. 

B. The Structure of the DAI 

If we put aside for this discussion the brilliant but undemonstrable 
insights evident in tile reconstruction of Manojlovic, tlle work as we have it 
falls broadly into the four sections specified in the proem, provided tllat we 
ignore certain digressions or interpolations to be discussed later. These are 
sections 23 to 25/55 on early Spain which have been abstracted from 
Stephanus of Byzantium and Tbeophanes, and are here interpolated into the 
account of Saracen history. 7 

6 

7 
See C.R. LANMAN, A Sanskrit Reader, Boston 1900, pp. 312-313. 
JENKINS, DAIII, pp. 1- 8. 
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The proem was probably written after the work in its present form, and in 
its style is full of rich echoes of the sentiments and language of the 
Septuagint version of Solomon's Proverbs.8 Indeed his preliminary 
exhortation of the youth to wisdom in chapters 1 to 7 bas much in common 
with our more concise proem in its argument and also with the discussion of 
diplomatic information on neighbours which a ruler requires.9 Again, the 
Proverbs, chapters 8 to 9 on the contrast of wisdom and folly, could be held 
to correspond to tbe ethnographic and geographical data,10 whether this is 
aimed to assist political insight or to provide data for campaigning. Again, 
the large collection of 'wise sayings' of chapters 10 to 22 might parallel 21 
to 23's promise of an account of the history of relations between Romania 
and its neighbours. Finally the conclusion of Proverbs with several issues 
lumped together11 seems analogous with an account of "innovations not only 
in our city and court, but throughout the whole Roman Empire" mentioned 
later. 12 It may therefore be suggested tentatively that the model of the royal 
instruction of King Solomon the Wise allegedly written for Rehoboam his 
son became the strongest model in Porphyrogenitus ' mind in the Iauer stages 
of the composition of the DAJ as a manual for his son Roman us II. 

Following Bury we may accept that the first or diplomatic section 
extends from chapters 1 to 13, embodying specific advice on foreign policy 
issues to young Romanus, again echoing Proverbs in chapter Ill to 15. 
Likewise we may agree that the second or descriptive section embraces 
chapters 14 to 42, concerned with the origins, topography and antiquities or 
ethnography of neighbouring tribes and onomastic arguments relating to 
these issues. Again, from chapter 43 to 48/22 we have an account of curr~nt 
policies and foreign relations in recent times. Finally, the concluding section 
of innovations is represented by 48/22 to 53. Of this 49 to 50/168 deals 
with provincial administration and 50/169 to 221 together with 5115 to 191 
covers naval administration, whilst 50/222 to 256 deals with aspects of civil 
policy issues. Bury, Manojlovic and Jenkins all seem to regard the rest of 
the material here as undigested source data gathered for reworking.I3 Now it 
is clear that the work stands incomplete, for 53/493 to 510 list sources of 
naphtha, the essential petroleum ingredient of Greek fire, and it seems this 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

See R.J.H. JENKINS & G. MORA VCSIK, Constantine Porphyrogenirus, De 
Administrando Imperio, Dumbarton Oaks 1947, pp. 337- 338. 
Proem, ll. 14- 18. 
Proem, II. 19--21. 
Thirty Wise Sayings, 22- 25: "Other Corrections of Wise Sayings", 25- 31 
and "The Good Wife", 32. 
Pp. 23 to 24. 
DAI, ll, pp. 1--2. 
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was transposed. 14 Again the rest of the section is all about the Cbersonites 
and may be meant to have stood as a final admonition of some kind. Indeed 
it seems that the work was not finally revised at the author's death, and 
might well have been intended to have a different end in its final form with 
more stress on domestic political advice. 

In the light of this it seems we might profitably render the proem 
description of the fourth section taking ixpx-rl in Lampe's sense II "rule, 
authority" and noA.nd<X. in his sense C "regulation or order of civil 
government" and offer the version: 

And after that what innovations have been made from time to time not only in 
our poiicy but in the whole administration of the Romans as well. 

C. Style and Intent 

Early in the DAI Constantine makes clear his stylistic intentions, 
namely, that the diction is to be simple rather than ornate: 

If I have used for the explanation here set out clear and, so to speak, traffic 
worn. language, and a moderately flowing and simple stream of prose, feel no 
surpnse, my son. I h<-.ve not laboured to make an exhibition of fine writing or 
of a mode of expression both Atticising and doubly inflated in respect of both 
its exaltation and its sublimity. Rather I have been eager through common 
and conversational reporting to teach you those matters of which I think you 
~ust not be ignorant, and which are readily able- to represent to you the 
mtelhgence and prudence which derive from a long experience (l/8 to 15). 

With this we might profitably compare Thucydides' programme wbich, 
doublless, was not far from the Emperor's mind: 

14 

And regarding what each side said in speech, either when intending to make 
war or during the actual conflict, it is difficult both for me to recall the exact 
form .of the things said which I heard myself, and likewise for people 
reportmg to me utterances from some other source. But these speeches are 
here stated in the way it seemed to me each party would have spoken the 
essential things in the given circumstances, keeping as close as possible to 
the overall sentiment of the words actually spoken. 

On the other hand, I did not feel it right to set down the achievements of those 
actions done in the war simply ascertaining them from any random source, or 
as the matter seemed likely to me, but even concerning those events in which 

It should adjoin and follow 48/28- 32 on Ca!linicus ' invention of Greek 
fire. 
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I was myself a participant only after enquiring from other people with as much 
precision as possible regarding each event. This accuracy was found with 
effort, because those present at each set of events did not say the same things 
about the same events, but spoke either in accordance with their sympathy for 
one side, or from the limitations of their memory. Furthermore for the 
listeners, the non-mythical form of these accounts will perhaps seem 
disagreeable. But as many as will wish to discern the clear truth of what has 
already happened, and is all too likely again to come to pass at some future 
date in some same or similar form because of the nature of humankind, for 
them it will be sufficient if all such persons judge my record helpful. This 
work has been composed as a possession for ever, rather than as a prize 
composition for a particular event. 15 

Now it must be recognised that both these passages express almost the 
same view of the use, value and purpose of historical teaching, as a guide to 
future statesmen, a view later mirrored in Machiavelli's Discorsi sulla prima 
decade di Tito Livia. On the other hand the previously mentioned role of the 
"Christian classicism" of the Septuagint in leading the Emperor to find a 
Christian model in Solomon's Proverbs surfaces here again. The significant 
sentence here is DAI 8 to 10 above. The Greek here for "doubly inflated both 
with respect to sublimity and exaltation" is exactly parallel with the words of 
Isaiah VI: 1: "I saw the lord seated on a throne high and lifted up."16 The two 
Greek key words here are -&.vr171.0'u and C1tllP~EvO'U: in the passage from DAI 
they are 5tTJpfJ.Cvov and -&.vrlMv. I suggest that the Septuagint has inspired 
the phrase and that the influence of 610yte o-601'}£ adjoining it has changed the 
i:1tllpfJ.Cvov to 5tTJpfJ.Cvov in Constantine's recollection. Here we seem a_gaiu 
to tind the same influences on style as we found on method and purpose. 

D. Itineraries and Digressions 

Thucydides begins his main narrative at I, 24 wi·th an obvious quotation 
from the Greek periplus or sea itinerary tradition. 17 

15 

16 

17 

Epidarnnus is a city on the right hand for one sailing into the Ionian Gulf. 
Beside it dwell Taulantian barbarians, men of lllyrian stock. Corcyreans 
colonised this city, and the Founder was Phalios son of Eratocleides, a 
Corinthian of the line of Heracles, summoned from the mother city in 
accordance with ancient custom. Further, some Corinthians and settlers from 
the rest of the Dorian race joined the colony. With the passing of time the 

THUC. I, 22. 
Vellls Testamentum Graecum, ed. L. van ESS, Leipzig 1908, p. 770. 
A.W. GOMME, A Historical Commentary on Thucydides, Oxford 1939, I, 
pp. 179-180. 
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power of Epidarnnus became great and populous, but thereafter suffering civil 
faction strife for many years they were ultimately ruined by a war with the 
nearby barbarians, and were deprived of most of their power. Then finally, 
just before this present war, their demos drove out the powerful, but they in 
turn joining in attacks with the barbarians plundered those in the city by land 
and sea alike . 

Here we see that the author, whether quoting from an already published 
periplus as Lionel Pearson and I think, or incorporating topographical notes 
from his own observations as Gomme holds, has set the scene for a narrative 
pregnant with significance for the gathering crisis . . In either event, he has 
copied the style of periplus writing whether he borrows actual words or not; 
further, a periplus entry would have ended with the phrase "ancient custom". 
After this point the style changes and the approach is narrative, not 
descriptive. 

Now Constantine Porpbyrogenitus is known to rely on an Itinerarium of 
the northern frontier of the Empire for part of his description and background 
history. The view of the Jenkins and Moravcsik: commentary on DAJ is that 
37/58 to 67, 40/27 to 34 and 42/13 to 23 all represent relics of this Itinerary. 
They may be rendered as follows: 

a. On this side of the Dniester river towards the part facing into Bulgaria there 
are dese1ted fortified towns at the crossing points to ford this river. The first 
fort we come to is that called Asp ron by the Pechenegs because its stones look 
very white. The next such town is Toungata, the third fortress Kraknakatai, 
the fourth Salmakatai, the fifth one Sakakatai , and the sixth and last town is 
Giaioukatai. In the buildings of these old fortresses are also found some clear 
remains of churches and crosses hewn into the porous rock. In consequence 
some keep a tradition that the Romans once had settlements in that 
direction. 1 8 

Following this passage we have a very full account of the composition 
and tribal structure of the Turkish peoples beyond the frontiers of Rome at 
this point. After this historical and ethnographic account we have a further 
Itinerary section: 

18 

b. In this place there are some ancient remains. First of all there is the bridge 
of the Emperor Trajan on the very edge of Turkey, and then Belgrade is three 
days away upstream from this same bridge. ln this town stands the tower of 
the great and holy Constantine the Emperor. Again at the turning back of the 
river is that much renowned Sirmium, needing a journey of two days from 
Belgrade. Then further on upstream extends that Great Moravia the 

DAI, 37/58- 67. 
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I was myself a participant only after enquiring from other people with as much 
precision as possible regarding each event. This accuracy was found with 
effort, because those present at each set of events did not say the same things 
about the same events, but spoke either in accordance with their sympathy for 
one side, or from the limitations of their memory. Furthermore for the 
listeners, the non-mythical form of these accounts will perhaps seem 
disagreeable. But as many as will wish to discern the clear truth of what bas 
already happened, and is all too likely. again to come to pass at some future 
date in some same or similar form because of the nature of humankind, for 
them it will be sufficient if all such persons judge my record helpful. This 
work bas been composed as a possession for ever, rather than as a prize 

composition for a particular event. 15 

Now it must be recognised that both these passages express almost the 
same view of the use, value and purpose of historical teaching, as a guide to 
future statesmen, a view later mirrored in Machiavelli's Discorsi sulla prima 
decade di Tito Livio. On the other hand the previously mentioned role of the 
"Christian classicism" of the Septuagint in leading the Emperor to find a 
Christian model in Solomon's Proverbs surfaces here again. The significant 
sentence here is DAJ 8 to 10 above. The Greek here for "doubly inflated both 
with respect to sublimity and exaltation" is exactly parallel with the words of 
Isaiah VI: 1: "I saw the lord seated on a throne high and lifted up." 16 The two 
Greek key words here are 1J.vr1A.o-G and e1fl')pfLCVO'U: in the passage from DAJ 
they are 5111pfLCvov and -&.vrJA.ov. I suggest that the Septuagint has inspired 
the phrase and that the influence of S10yte o-6011~ adjoining it has changed the 
l:1fl')pjJ.Cvov to SnwjJ.Cvov in Constantine's recollection. Here we seem again 
to find the same influences on style as we found on method and purpose: 

D. Itineraries and Digressions 

Thucydides begins his main narrative at 1, 24 with an obvious quotation 
from the Greek periplus or sea itinerary tradition. 17 

15 
16 

17 

Epidamnus is a city on the right hand for one sailing into the Ionian Gulf. 
Beside it dwell Taulantian barbarians, men of lllyrian stock. Corcyreans 
colonised this city, and the Founder was Phalios son of Eratocleides, a 
Corinthian of the line of Heracles, summoned from the mother city in 
accordance with ancient custom. Further, some Corinthians and settlers from 
the rest of the Dorian race joined the colony. With the passing of time the 
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Vetus Testamentum Graecum, ed. L. van ESS, Leipzig 1908, p. 770. 
A.W. GOMME, A Historical Commentary on Thucydides, Oxford 1939, I, 
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power of Epidamnus became great and populous, but thereafter suffering civil 
faction strife for many years they were ultimately ruined by a war with the 
nearby barbarians, and were deprived of most of their power. Then finally, 
just before this present war, their demos drove out the powerful, but they in 
turn joining in attacks with the barbarians plundered those in the city by land 
and sea alike . 

Here we see that the author, whether quoting from an already published 
periplus as Lionel Pearson and I think, or incorporating topographical notes 
from bis own observations as Gomme holds, has set the scene for a narrative 
pregnant with significance for the gathering crisis . . In either event, he has 
copied the style of periplus writing whether be borrows actual words or not; 
further, a periplus entry would have ended with the phrase "ancient custom". 
After this point the style changes and the approach is narrative, not 
descriptive. 

Now Constantine Porphyrogenitus is known to rely on an Itinerarium of 
the northern frontier of the Empire for part of his description and background 
history. The view of the Jenkins and Moravcsik commentary on DAJ is that 
37/58 to 67, 40/27 to 34 and 42/13 to 23 all represent relics of this Itinerary. 
111ey may be rendered as follows: 

a. On this side of the Dniester river towards the part facing into Bulgaria there 
are deserted fortified towns at the crossing points to ford this river. The firs t 
fort we come to is that called Asp ron by the Pechenegs because its stones look 
very white. The next such town is Toungata, the third fortress Kraknakatai, 
the fourth Salmakatai , the fifth one Sakakatai, and the sixth and last town is 
Giaioukatai. In the buildings of these old fortresses are also found some clear 
remains of churches and crosses hewn into the porous rock. In consequence 
some kee~ a tradition that the Romans once had settlements in that 
direction. 1 

Following this passage we have a very full account of the composition 
and tribal structure of the Turkish peoples beyond the frontiers of Rome at 
this point. After this historical and ethnographic account we have a further 
Itinerary section: 

18 

b. In this place there are some ancient remains. First of all there is the bridge 
of the Emperor Trajan on the very edge of Turkey, and then Belgrade is three 
days away upstream from this same bridge. ln this town stands the tower of 
the great and holy Constantine the Emperor. Again at the turning back of the 
river is that much renowned Sirmium, needing a journey of two days from 
Belgrade. Then further on upstream extends that Great Moravia the 

DAI, 37/58-67. 
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unbaptised, which the Turks have wiped out, but over it in former days 
Sphendoplokos was the ruler. 19 

Following this itinerary fragment we are insuucted in some more detailed 
matters of the geography and social structure of Turkey, or, more strictly, 
Hungary west of the Danube in modem tenns. We gather that the Eastern 
neighbours on the north of the lower Danube were Bulgarians occupying 
modem Transylvania, Wallachia, Moldavia and Bessarabia, whilst the Croats 
live south of the river in the West and that Great Moravia (Bohemia and 
Moravia) is now joined with the Turks of Hungary. The Franks to the West 
are doubtless those of Thuringen and the Ostmark who were part of the 
Frankish Empire of Charlemagne. Finally, we learn of how the jealousy of 
the sons of Sphendoplokos cost the Moravian nation its freedom after their 
King's death. The itinerary then continues again: 

From Thessalonica to the Danube, where the fortified town called Belgrade 
still stands, is a journey of eight days if one does not travel express post but 
rather by daily stages. And the Turks are spreading across the Danube river 
into the land of Moravia and also between the Danube and Sava rivers . Then 
Patsinacia extends from the lower waters of the Danube at the point opposite 
to Distra and their settlements dominate these regions as far as Sarkel, the 
fortified town of the Chazars , in which three hundred garrison troops are 
posted, and relieved annually .20 

This passage again is followed by a historical explanation of this Roman 
force posted in the land of the Chazars for their protection when they 
entreated the Emperor Theophilus to build and garrison a fortified town for 
their safety. Thence the role of Petronas the first officer sent to Sarkel in 
persuading Theophilus to extend his authority from Sarkel into the territory 
of Cherson is explained. Here again we see the very Thucydidean use of 
geographical infonnation as a first step to prompt an historical account of the 
region. Not so much itinerary and digression, this device is in fact a 
convenient framework for a comprehensive interlocking narrative of the 
northern tribes where the approach is determined by the direction of travel 
envisaged rather than chronological sequence. 

With this itinerary treatment let us now compare a favourite text of the 
Christian later Roman World often produced in illuminated copies for the 
rich, the Book of Genesis in the Septuagint or ltala versions. To judge from 
surviving relics such as the Cotton Genesis and illuminated texts of Exodus 

19 

20 
DAI, 40/27-34. 
DAI, 42/15- 23. 
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and Joshua, these "itinerary" books were the most popular parts of the Old 
Testament. For the moment let us look at aspects of the travels of Abraham 
in relation to Porphyrogenitus' "Itinerary" narrative. Here in essence the 
patriarch's visions and God's commands replace the order of the Imperial 
Road Itinerary. 

In Genesis Abraham is bidden to leave Harran. Accompanied by Lot his 
nephew and all their dependants and flocks he travels into Canaan till he 
encamps by the lofty oak tree at Sychem. There the Lord appears and 
promises him children. Building an altar there he sets out again and encamps 
between Angai in the east and Bethel towards the coast. At Bethel again he 
built an altar to the Lord. Thereupon be moves south into the Negev . 
Thence famine drove him to Egypt. Thus chapter 12: 1-10 is in essence all 
itinerary. But verses 11-20 on his fear of the Egyptians and decision to 
deceive Pharaoh over the status of Sarah, thus causing a bigamous marriage, 
is a historical digression such as we find in the DAI itinerary. The aim of 
the tale seems to be to set up a contrast between a righteous Pharaoh 
dismissing the chosen folk from his land and a later Pharaoh's treatment of 
Moses ' people in Exodus. It may also be a reaction against the brother-sister 
marriages prevalent in Egyptia..< royal dynastic practice. 

In chapter 13 Abraham moves back to the Negev, but the grazing cannot 
support both retinues in the drought, as reported in vv. 5-12, where Lot parts 
from his uncle and goes to settle in the rich plain of Siddim whilst Abraham 
goes up to Marnre in the oak forests of Hebron in vv. 13-18. and we are told 
of the depravity of the Men of Sodom. Chapter 14 is another historical aside 
like our emperor' s accounts of Turks or Chersonites in his itinerary sequence. 
It refers to a major war between the sedentary urban and farming peoples of 
the Cities of the Plain or Vale of Siddim and Cherdolaomer of Elam and his 
allies, including Amraphel of Shinar, or Hammurabi of Babylon. For twelve 
years the cities were tributary to the King of Elam and then revolted. In the 
fourteenth year the Mesopotamian and eastern kings returned, seemingly to 
deal with a revolt of all greater Syria including the strategic city of Kadesh. 
After their victory over the cities of Siddim they sacked Sodom and carried off 
Lot and his goods, whereupon Abraham armed his retainers, defeated the 
Kings after pursuing them, and returned the loot to its owners after a victory 
over Hammurabi and his allies near Damascus. In chapter 15 we return to 
the spiritual "itinerary" of Abraham's dealings with the Lord. But a curious 
feature in the digression is the presence of a King of the Goyyim. One 
suspects these are migratory tribes serving as joederati to the Babylonian 
King like the Indo-European Kassites who ruled there earlier or the Mitanni 
of North Syria. The Hebrew text calls their king here Tidal and the 
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Septuagint offers Thargal in some manuscripts, which rather suggest the 
Greek names Daedalus and Thargelos. 

Thus we see that an "itinerary" model in a spiritual as much as physical 
sense is evident in the Septuagint Genesis our author would have studied. 
Furthermore, many of the themes emphasised in the DAJ have biblical 
parallels. A good example is the rescue of the Chersonites from a Bosporan 
plot by Gykia, the brave daughter of Lamachus, as recounted in 53/239-451. 
Her patriotism, guile and courage are most outstanding, and reminiscent of 
Jael in Judges 4 pretending to conceal Sisera or Judith slaying Holofemes by 
stratagem in Judith 13, both of whom she rivals in her destruction of her 
wicked husband and his Bosporan accomplices. Again, in her gentle 
solicitude for her handmaid who accidentally uncovers the plot there is much 
that reminds one of Naomi and Ruth in the Book of Ruth. Though language 
and events are different, thematic interest by the author in those Septuagint 
books prompted by his own mother's role in his succession may have made 
the Emperor emphasise this tale.21 

E. Interpolations and Intentions 

According to our editors Jenkins and Moravcsik there are a number of 
either outdated or superfluous insertions which do not contribute to the plan 
of the proem and which are often identifiable as well from the lack of the 
usual formula \.a.Cov or on at the start of a section.22 In some cases the 
exact source is not established, but others are virtually transcribed from 
earlier writers. A case in point is DAI, 23/1-25/57, an account of early 
Spain drawn from the texts of Theophanes and Stephanus of Byzantium. 
This is quite a different approach from the careful use of Theophanes by the 
Emperor, an admirer of the great historian and a patron of the man 
responsible for Theophanes Continuatus, in his adroit reworking of the text 
of his predecessor on the Saracens in 14-22. We may do well to remind 
ourselves that modem views of plagiarism are aggressive and based on the 
theory of title to real or moveable property. To the ancients an elegant 
unacknowledged quotation, a parody or an oblique reference, was held up as 
an instance of subtle artistry at once evident to the cognoscenti. We shall 
examine the other cases soon. 

However, progress here demands an understanding of the evolution of the 
text we possess. One may fully agree that it is likely that Constantine at 
first envisaged amp\ t:ev&v as a companion volume to his extant m:p\ 

21 

22 
On the sources of this tale, see DAJ, II, p. 205 . 
DAI, IT, p. 2. 
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8 , 23 
t::f.L«'tWV, and that o~ proem and chapters 1-13 were prefixed to reshape 

the work at a later date mto a Manual for Princes, probably after 951 when 
Ro~anus n, :vas _thirteen.24 So our chapters 14-42 represent a well nigh 
fimshed nt:pt t::8vwv but the subsequent sections show evidence of unfinished 
composition and arrangement, doubtless due to the author's sudden illness 
~d :apid d~ath. But apan from the account already mentioned all of the nt::p1 
c 8vwv secttons exhibit consistency. Of the rest, the most often declared 
anomalous is the account in 30 of the devices of the A vars to take the 
vengeance on the Romans of Salona. 

. When we deal with the last part of our text, the story of Cherson, we find 
e~1tors agreed that it was obsolete at time of composition, is excessively 
g1ven to drama, and extremely, in view of its position, Iengthy.25 On the 
other h~nd we have noticed it is a prime example of apparent use of 
Septuagmt models, reworking the Ruth, Jael and Judith themes from the 
c~lt~ra. _chr_istiana . It is tlms worth our while to look for possible 
Sl~llart~es m the other interpolation pieces. First 48, an actual Synod 
mmute, IS part of the source documents for 47 and serves as an addendum. 
However, it is at the same time parallel with the theme of the Book of Ezra 
the L~rd' s working on the heart of King Artaxen:es so that he granted to Ezr~ 
the pnest resources and authority to resettle the Jews in Jerusalem after the 
Cap~vity ~d to reopen their Temple. Here Justinian who has granted the 
Cypnot exlles asylum and privilege at Cyzicus is moved after seven years to 
rcst~re th~m ~o their island and persuade tlle Caliph of Baghdad to repatriate 
capttves m hiS land also, after which he granted Archbishop John special 
rights still exercised to this day, such as the use of purple ink. 

The next ~ase is in 51 and 52 regarding payment by the Peloponnesians 
for an exempuon from the war service needed in Lombardy. This has some 
parall~l with the Mosaic tithes payable because God had preserved his people 
and gtven them Canaan. Furthermore, the contentious sections constituted 
by 30 with its account of the cruelty of the Romans to the A vars, and their 
great r~venge by disguise and trickery, is very like the overthrow of Moab by 
the _guile and resolve of Ehud in slaying Eglon King of Moab in his palace: 
agam an appropriate blending of the historical traditions with Septuagint 

23 

24 

25 

DAI, II, p. 3. But see A. PERTUSI, Constant ino Porphyrogenito de 
Thematibus, Vatican City 1953, which suggests de Them . II is spurious. 
JENKINS, DAI II, p. 5 regards the ncp\ i:Sv<iiv, plan of 14--42 as modified 
by 43-46 to become a diplomatic manual, whilst 47- 51 on internal affairs 
cou~d never have been part of a m:p \ i:Svwv, and that the aim of these 
sect10ns was to convert the work into a manual for his son to be presented 
on his fourteenth birthday in A.D. 952. 
Ibid., pp. 205- 209. 
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cultura Christiana. The same arguments can scarcely be applied to the tracts 
of Theopbanes and Stepbanus in the vexed 23-25 section, yet the constant 
philological explanations of name derivation could have appealed greatly to 
an author devoted to this device in Genesis and attracted him to the 
convenient insertion. 

F. Conclusion 

To modem critics the DAI is both incomplete, as all must grant, but also 
ill-formed, which may be questioned. An imperial author of the tenth 
century renascence eager to consolidate the classicism of antiquity which be 
loved with that Christian humanism to which he was devoutly committed 
could very readily offer a work reshaped to inform and to guide his heir in a 
fom1 which might impress us as a pastiche, but may not have so seemed to 
him, even if it was not then entirely finished. 

As is clear from the way Lactantius draws deliberate parallels from Livy 
Book I on the foundation of Rome in his account of the victory of 
Constantine at the Milvian Bridge, this reflected the policy of the now 
dominant Church he was glorifying in its triumph through the gruesome 
catalogue of the De Mortibus Persecutorum. Thus, the author himself 
considered the Emperor was a new Romulus refounding Rome as a Christian 
city. 26 Fifteen years later it was clear after the founding of Christian New 
Rome at Byzantium that Constantine shared the hypothesis. 

If this is part of the mystique and doctrine of the Christian Empire, it 
will be clear that a third body of Scripture is needed. From the beginning it 
had seen the Septuagint as God' s word, and after Nicaea it was clear that a 
similar later Canon of inspired works was to constitute another newer 
authoritative scripture, the Word of God the Son. Thoughtful men faced with 
Islam in the ninth and tenth centuries may well have longed for a further yet 
newer scripture, the Word of the Holy Spirit expressed in the recorded decrees 
of Church Council or Christian Emperor and in the history of the Church's 
peregrine life as a sojourner in this world which expresses a new Romanity. 
Plagiarism in such writing is not an issue, nor is literary structure an 
essential: the scriptures of Father and Son both exhibit and lack it. I believe 
our Emperor was conscious of contributing in his writing towards a new 
authoritative divine voice of Scripture for both the Spirit's life and the safety 
of secular civilisation. · 

26 See further on the Christian "new foundation" claim for Rome in Lactantius: 
R.G. TANNER, "The Aim of Lactantius in the Liber de Mortibus 
Persecutorum," StP 18, 1982, pp. 836-840. 
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Postscript 

Any reader may be forgiven for suspecting a fanciful element in the 
suggestion of separate bodies of "scripture" for each person of the Trinity. It 
may indeed be too adventurous for the mid-tenth century in Constantinople: 
but it was not too adventurous for mid-thirteenth century Italy. 

The licensing of the Franciscan Order by Innocent III with its rule of 
poverty made immediate problems for the Brothers after the death of the 
Founder. The Extreme "Spirituals" had in their number Joachim of Calabria, 
who propounded the view that Abraham received the dispensation of the 
Father and the Law, that Jesus embodied the dispensation of the Son and the 
Law of Love, but that Francis was the Angel of the dispensation of the Spirit 
and Law of Joyous poverty which God would use to restore mankind to the 
life of Eden. So potent was the zeal of the "Spirituals" that the General John 
of Parma was led to embrace this Calabrian Heresy and had to be deposed. 
Let us not forget Calabria had close ties to Byzantium, and perhaps, if we are 
right above; Joachim obtained some elements of his synthesis from that 
source. 

Appendix 

A. Summary by Chapter of De Administrando Imperio's Biblical references 

Cha~;,Jter OT Instances NT Instances Total 

1 2 2 
13 5 2 7 
19 1 1 2 
27 4 4 
29 5 3 8 
30 1 1 
36 1 1 
45 1 2 3 
49 2 2 
53 1 
Total: 10 chapters 21 10 31 
Proml, 36 3 39 
Qnmd IQ tl!ls 5.7 13 70 
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B. Biblical literature sources of parallels for De Administrando Imperio 
(after Jenkins- Moravcsik) 

EXODUS 
3,8 27/32-34 
13 ,19 : P/41 
15 ,16 : 131100 
33,22 : P/42- 43 
LEVITICUS 
20,24 : 27/32- 34 
26,8 : P/45 

NUMERI 
13 ,28 27/32- 34 
DEUTERONOMIUM 
6,3 : 27/32- 34 
14,2 : P/35 
28,7 : P/28-29 
REGES 
1,25,21 : 29/167--168 
n, 11, 3- 5: 45/3-4 
IV 1,10- 12: 13/98- 99 
PARALIPOMENA 
1,21 ,3 : P/34 
II, 23 ,20 : P/5 

ESDRAS 
1,2 
lOB 
5,19 
9,2 

PSALM! 
5,9 
9,7 
17,34 
21 ,31 
32,14 
39,3 
44,5 
54,6 
67,20 

: P/36 

: P/34- 35 
: 29/143- 144 

: P/44- 45 
: 291167-168 
: P/36- 37 
: 49/62-64 
: P/38- 39 
: P/32 
: P/43 
: 13/100 
: P/40 

PROVERBIA EV ANGELIUM MATTHAEI 
1,5 : 1/5 1,6 : 45/3-4 
1,7 : 30/2 2,12 : 45/11 
1,9 : 1/4 5 , 14 : P/37- 38 
2,6 : P/4 24,15 : 19/8-9 
6,3 : 13/13 27 ,8 : 53/450- 451 
8,15 : P/48 ACTAAPOS1DLORUM 
10,1 : P/2 4 ,13 13/150 
17,13 : 29/167- 168 7,54 : 29/210 
17,21 : P/2- 3 28 , 1- 5 : 36/18- 20 
23,5 : 13/12 EPIS1DLA ad GALATAS 
SAPIENTIA SALOMONIS1, 15 : P/35 
3,1 : P/34-35 EPISTOLAadTIMOJHEUM 
4,3 : P/32-33 II,4 , 1 : 291203 
19,8 : P/42-43 EPIS1DLAIOANNIS 
SIRACI-I 11,8 : 29/203 
1,25 : P/4 EPISTOLAIACOBI 
ISAIAS 1,1 7 : P/4-5 
10,18 : P/28-29 
33 ,14 : P/31 
49,23 : P/45-46 
50,4 : P/3- 4 

EZECHIEL 
40 ,2 : P/36- 37 
DANIEL 
9 ,27 : 19/8- 9 
ZACHARIAS 
9 ,1 5 : P/31 

71,9 
71,10 
71,11 
71,17 
77, 6- 7 
88 ,37 
108,15 
118, 5 
118,133 

APOCAL YPSIS 
20,9 : 13/98- 99 
EVANGEliDM 
APOCRYPHUM 
(ed . London, 1820) 
p .1 7 : 45/6- 8 

: P/45- 46 
: P/38 
:P/38- 39 
: P/8 
: 49/62-64 
: P/33 
: 29/143- 144 
: P/44-45 
: P/32 
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C. Implications of the Statistics 

It will be observed that we have fifty-seven quotations or close 
reminiscences from the Septuagint and thirteen from the canonical New 
Testament, quite apart from our suggested instances of thematic influences -
largely from Genesis -in the main text of this paper. Granting that the 
proem would have to date from the virtual completion of the rest of the text 
as we have it, it remains noteworthy that it contains thirty-six of the fifty
seven OT citations, but only three of the thirteen NT examples in the whole 
text. This certainly bears out Peter Brown's contention that the Septuagint 
was the basis of the literary cultura christiana of the late Empire. Further, 
the heavy usage of references to the OT in our proem stresses the hortatory 
and instructional use of the Septuagint in civil life as much as in church 
preaching. 

If we accept the general verdict of scholarship that the DAI represents a 
revision and expansion of an incomplete nc p\l: 8v&v for didactic purposes to 
serve as a fourteenth birthday pn~sent for young Romanus, then the 
Septuagint citations may identify at least some of the inserted materials 
without denying that Jenkins and his colleagues have identified other 
probable additions in their DAI volume II, all inserted to meet the new 
purpose of the revised work. However, OT citations occur in only eight of 
our fifty three chapters- numbers 1, 13, 19, 27, 29, 30, 45 and 49, whilst 
NT citations occur in a mere six chapters- numbers 13, 19, 29, 36, 45 and 
53. Only chapters 36 and 53 confine their biblical quotations to the NT, 
while the chapters 1, 27, 30, 45 and 49 refer only to the Septuagint and 
ignore the NT text. Apart from the richly Biblical proem, chapter 29 with 
five OT and three NT references is tbe most biblical section, but chapter 13 
comes very close with five OT and two NT references. The other chapters 
quoting both Testaments are 45 exhibiting one OT with three NT passages, 
and 19 with one from each Testament. 

Let us now review the contents of these significant sections. Chapter 1 
continues addressing Romanus in a strongly hortatory vein, and must 
therefore with the proem form part of the revisionary additions. Again, 
chapter 13 is a direct admonition to young Romanus not to follow the 
example of his father' s late colleague in Empire Roman us I, and is clearly an 
interpolation into the structure of the original m:p\l:8vwv. Chapter 19 is 
very brief, containing one citation from each Testament and dealing with 
Caliph Omar' s treatment of Jerusalem. The first sentence looks certainly 
original; the rest may be an addition to add colour and inspiration for the 
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reader. The scriptural elements in chapter 27 occur in the story of Narses and 
the Lombards only. One may suggest it was added for its cautionary value 
and as lively material for a fourteen year-old reader. If so, one might propose 
that the original text should have stopped at line 14 'liiiv 'Pw~J.OtlWv and 
resumed at oi Sc A<X-youp<XpOol in line 30, then stopping again at line 31 
after T o.Upx 01 and resuming at line 46 with XOll ex1:ou: l:x cr-tp OlU:UO"OlVU:£. 

Then in chapter 29 the biblical phrases are all in the later part of the story of 
Soldan, which again is a good cautionary tale for a monarch's heir. This 
suggested insertion would begin at line 119, x <Xi owd\; ex:trcov doc 
-yc71.wv1:0l, and end when the discussion of Ragusa resumes at line 217 . 
Chapter 30 begins with an exhortation and may all be an amplification in 
lines 1-59 of the Dalmatian story dawn from a lively chronicle to hold 
Romanus' attention. On the other hand the use of St. Paul's experience 
related in Acts to identify Melita in chapter 36 is not hortatory, and the 
whole section may have been left as it was in the draft of the m:p1 l:Svi.liv. 
But though chapter 45 uses scripture for a similar ethnographic purpose, its 
very contemporary contents suggest it belongs with chapter 13 in style, 
whiist the hortatory tone of 49 also tends to set it down as coeval with 
chapters 1 and 13. Finally, the long tale of Cherson and the noble Gykia in 
chapter 53 makes a sombre story worthy of Apuleius or Heliodorus and as 
exciting as the story of Joseph in Genesis, all points suggesting it was part 
of the revision programme. 

We may conclude that in revising his manual for his son's edification and 
entertainment the Emperor has adopted the Hitopadesa method of combining 
instruction with memorable and moving traditional stories, but carefully 
tying each to scripture and orthodox piety.27 

27 This paper was first delivered at the Centre Byzantin in Athens whilst the 
author was residing at the British School. 
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TilE WG VIWA AS AN OLD STONE AGE DOCUMENT 

Godfrey Tanner I University of Newcastle 

Scholars who believed that it would prove virtually impossible to 
recapture any or the voe<1b:.Jary of the Old Stone Age predating our current 
language groups received a rude shock in 1 !)73 and 1976 when tl1c Finnish 
Academy or Science produced two works by tlleir great Sumerian scholar 
Annas SaltHJen - V(jgelund Voge/fang in Alten Mesopotamien and Jagd tmd 
Jagdliere im A/ten Mesopotamien. These volumes give very full lists or the 
bird and animal names extant in .Sumerian and Akkadian texts with 
contextual quotations, many illustrations, and the modern lraqui Arabic tenns 
which often seem to embody the ancient names or variants of tl1em. 'll10se 
who have read George Shipp's posthumous book showing the large number 
of epic anrt lyric terms still surviving in their old senses after so long a Lime 
in some regional Modem Greek dialects will of course be scarcely surprised 
by Salonen's findings. 1 

As the late Dr. ArtJwr Capell remarked in his 1977 review, Saloncn's 
work had important implications, as well :Lc:. major problems: 

The main interest of these bonks, apart from details of linguistic fad, lie~ in 
the introdw.:tions with their accounts of the prehistory of Mesopotamia . .. The 
;~vifauna or Iraq is "l'alaearcth:" .... "!Vlany genera and even species are the 
s<Jme as thost.: in northern Europe ." As far as the human population is 
concernt.:d, tht.:re is a lillie more difficulty in the present work, for on U1e pre
Sumerian and Akkadian people whom he calls Nengen , but who are clearly 
prehistoric, the present reviewer has been unable to discover any other 
reference. That there were uncivilised and illiterate nomadic peoples about in 
Sumerian times is not open to dispute. Salonen, however, claims that there 
arc three strata to he discovered in U1e languages and in U1c "Birds" volume (p. 
I 0), he gives a tabh: showing characteristic endings of words (bird names) for 
each of the three pt.:riods, and a similar one in the "Animals" volume (p. II). 
The latter, as shorter, may be reproduced ln:re in translation. The Sumerian 
term is quoted first, then Akkadian : 

G.P. SIIII'I', Modem (;reek E1•idence for the Anr.ienc Greek Voca!Jlll(//y, 
Sydney t 1J7Y . 
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Neolithic 
70fXl-5600 

Emling: 
-arir/ir 

Early Bronze Age 
5600-500 DC 

ag/ig/ug 

Typicvl words in lltwting 'J'emrinulugy 
scg -bar = sapparu (wilu pig) 
ln.lar = patmru (leg or meal) 

sigar = sigarm (teasing stick.) 
a/i/urruu· = mcuTu (mauock) 

illar = ( fx l\V) 

pirig = pirkku (I ion) 
suuug/sidug (large sn:u·e pit) 

1l1e historical importance is to prove both Sumerian ami i\kkadian contaitl 
pre-Sumerian vocabulary marked by UIC above endings, and therefore parts of 
an earlier language or languages of U1e region. He holds that the lJe/fusslan;; 
are trade language terms, special 'slang' vocabulary inherited frum earlier 
times, changed phouetically with the periods. and quotes Exam . Text 1\ .26 
from C."AD K50 7a "do you know how to converse in the language of t!Je ox
driver, the cowherd, and U1e sailor?" which to Saloncn are sets of occupatiou 
terms handed down from the older languages . He also suggests (i\nim . p. I 0) 
that the substratum word has become the name of the mythical animal. whilst 
the real animal seen in daily life bad a Sumerian (later i\kkadiau) name. 

As U1ese terms apply to Palaearctic fauna or Ute region, tltcy 111ay well 

have had a much wider Eurasian cuncncy, and indeed have formed p;ut of Old 

Stone Man's vocabulary. ~Iowcvcr, a similar high antiquity had already been 
claimed for the Indoaryan language of the Rig Veda a century ago by 

Lokamanya Bii.l Gmtgadhar Tilak..2 In this work he showed U1at U1c Orion or 
mrga constellation was the place of the vernal equinox in U1e era or the Veuic 
Hymns, which arc therefore to be dated to about 4500 D.C. whilst it had 

receded to the k[Uikils or Pleiades by Ute date of Jhe /Jra/mw~ws, which was 

therefore about 2500 B.C. Professor Whitney had expressed doubts at the 
time, but Tilak. received support from 13loomfield DarUt mtd Uuhlcr. 

In 1903 Tilak finally produced his long awaited second book: Tire A ret ic 
Home uf the Vedas contained confirmation of Tilak's oates 011 astrotHHHical 
grounus from S .D. Dixit and V.B. Kelkar, in its second ( IIJ25) coition. Dut 

in his preface Tilak pointed out U1at he was gradually led to a diffcrcmlinc of 
research fi·om Lhc Orion approach: "Finally, the conclusion that the ancestors 
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of the Vedic Rishis lived in <ut Arctic home in inter-glacial limes was forced 
on me by the slowly accu111ulating Ill (ISS of V cdic aud A vcstan evidence. " 3 

In his preface Tilak explained his posirion succinctly: 

There arc many passages in the Rig Veda which, though hitherto looked upon 
as . ob~c.urc .and unintelligible, do, when interpreted in the light of recent 
sctcnt1f1c dtscovenes, plainly disclose the Polar attributes of the Vedic 
d.eitics, or the tr<H.:es of an ancient Arctic Calendar .. .. There are plain and 
s:mp~e statements, anu when we put lhcrn side by side with what we know of 
( .Jactal anu l'tlst-glacial epochs, we cannot avoid the conclusion that the 
primiti.ve t\r~an home was both i\n:tic and iuter glacial .... The pmgr~ss of 
gcolog•c•~l scscncc has solved our difficulty by proviug that the climate at the 
pole dunng interglacial times was mild , and consct1ucntly not unsuited to 
human habitation. 

The above 4uotation of course makes i;t:nse or tJ1e 1\ vestau traoition of the 

happy land of 1\iry(ma Vacjo where U1c stm shone but once a year, and that it 
was destroyed by an invasion of snow and icc, which rendered the climate 

incl~~IICIIt an~lucccssitatco llligration southward- a furUter piece or Tilak's 
ts~tdJtmnal cvHicnce. 

It will be realised that this l11csis implies an origin of remcrnbcrcd early 

Aryan culture during the Riss-Wi.inn interglacial, roughly between 60,000 
<md 50,000 B.C. In his nrst chapter Tilak echoes Schrader's view U1at Ute 

NeoliU1ic Aryrnt speakers of Europe cannot have been autochUwnous. Then 

in his tl1ird chapter he suggests U1eir origins in a circumpolar norUJern 

continent - perhaps llte original home of Mongolian a.~ well as Caucasian 
strains of lrunw sapiens. This would account for the si.x-monllt long day of 

lltc Gods and their six -monUt night mcntionc{) in tlw M anava Dhannasastra. 
Though Utcse continuous periods would be raUlCr shorter in Ute actual 

circumpolar lrntds, they imply visits to the pole itself, m1d Ute references to 
sky ships or sky charioL~ of ll1c Gods might wdl recall vague memories or 
actual visils iu vcssels .4 ln chapter four he uotes Utat the view of tltc 

4 

In the same Preface (pp. ii - v), he also remarks on the kindness shown him by 
Max Mueller after his arrest in 1897 by U1c Dombay Govenunent for :~lleged 
sedition. Mueller's kind in!crvcntion led to his release after twelve mo11ll1s, 
and permission lo contiuuc reading and scholarly work whilst he remuincd in 
gaol. Mueller ulsu sent him at that time u gift uf his second edition of the 
R.igveda. Samiz_ila from which Tilak collected many of his supporting texts for 
hts thes1s whilst he was in prison. Further correspomlence with Mueller 
before his death encouraged Tilak to complete the Arcric Home in 1898, 
though its subsequent publication was somewhat delayed. 
E.g. RV. VIII, 88. 
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heavens as a cartwheel supported by U1e YUPA-pole sugge:;ts fam iliarity 
with the night sky right at U1e pole. Further, Greek and Norse myths 
suggest such f<unili;u·ity was not merely lnuo-lranian, hut intlecu Indo
Germanic. Again, in his eighth chapter he seeks a common explauat itHl fur 
the early Roman · year of ten months and U1c Veuic Angiras tradition 
providing only ten months for sacrifice in the hypothesis of two months ol 
total darkness in Ule polar Urheimat. Jndectl, he notes a darkness ol 100 
nighL<> is indicated by U1c ancient sacrificial ami calcnuar systems. ·In chapter 
twelve he discusses Celtic and Teutonic legends as pointing tu Finland and 
the White Sea as U1e Urheimat. Finally, in chapter thirteen be insists that 
the primitive lndo-Aryau speakers <md UlCir civilisation cannot be treated as 
postglacial, but U1at their world was destroyed by the WUrm glaciation, 
whilst also suggesting U1cir culture may have been higher than thosl' or the 

later Stone or Metal Ages. 
1 do not here propose to maintain a lost high technological cnltun.: Juring 

the Riss-Wtirm interglacial, though some admirers of Tolkien ur thL: 
Landnamaboek may feel drawn to U1is position and support Tilak' s guess, 
<md so may some readers of Plato's Critias ami 'fimaeus. Dul this is an 
independent question irrelevant to our present discussion. The main point ol 
this discourse is Ule ca~e for placing Indo-European language origins back 
into Ulc Rise-Wtinn interglacial or prolo-Magdalcnian era. The rc:;ull of 
Tilak's work would U1cn be to suggest that Vedic deities resembled Solonen's 
pre-Sumerian animals - Ulc mythk ancestral beasts from which the real 
creatures or Sumeri;m life <md speech derived. The Cilxls wouhl t11cn rcprcseitl 
munes of remembered archetypal Old Stone heroes who have become rcgan.k:d 
as divine ancestors by early Indo-Iranian speech users. Thus U1c God is both 
the model for and projection from an ideal hunter-gatherer leader. WheUn:r wL: 
accept Tony Jay's viewpoint in his Corporation 1\-fan Uwt old ston~ hunt~ng 
habits arc being revived by corporatc raiding techniques or not . Ins notton 
that a modern sporting tcmn and an aneicnt hunter pack alike uutuben:d 
between ten and twenty ami thatnonc of us have more than twenty closc 
associates at onc time is very probably true. Such results or mouem social 
studies suggest U1at our Vedic Indra and Rudra m·e idealised hunter pack 
leaders from the Old Stone Man's viewpoint, while Vishnu is au oh ••ious 

Sllaman projection. . . 
Admittedly, such suggestions based on social compansons ami analogtcs 

from many eras are not in U1emsclves cogent. However, R V VIII, 85 
supports our suggested origin for lndra, for here U1c Mmuts arc praised for 
being his cheer squad in his battle wiU1 U1e monster Vri ttra though all t11c rest 
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or the Gods have abandoned him to fight alone. The COI!llllCntary Oil UliS 
hymn, 5 makes tl1e point. I translate as follows: 

Indeed lJHira when ready to slay Vrilra said to all the other deities, "Up with 
you! Stand beside me 1 llarr.:<.:k for me!" They all replied "Yes". Then all ran 
forward eager to slay Vritra . Dut Vritn then bethought him: '"They indeed are 
all running out ready to s lay me . Let them lay on, then . Let me s<.:are them 
off!" And on thelll he blew forth his fiery breaU1. By his blast thus overcome 
all the Gods at on<.:e fled . But UJC Maruts did not desert lndra . They uied out 
"Strike hard. lord 1 Prevail' Play the hero 1" So they supported him in this way 
hy uttering that slogan. Now the Rishis. seeing this, described it thus. "At 
Vritra's snorting thee . . ." ' Afterwards lndra n:fle<.:ted: "They are my followers 
in tr.uth; they are my lovers! Gn to , let me give them a share he<.:ause of that 
ulleram:e 1" Su he gave them a share (of U1e kill?) beeause of it. 

Now it is noteworthy that lllc hunting procedure here is fCJllilliSCCllt or a 
Spanish bullfight. There LJ1c picadors will provoke ;md enrage <Uld tire out 
tile bull. but then they all withdraw leaving tl1c ma!<ldor to slay .the beast 
single-hamlcd. So is I mira really a proto-matador in U1is talc? [f so, arc we 
lo regard the other ( ;ods as proto-picadms'! In Uwt cvcnt til(; traditiLmal 
rituals of the bullring may tell us someU1ing about Old Stone Age hunting 
techniques . Perhaps the mental slates of Cro Magnon man may be more 
transparent to our gaze U1an we imagine once we make good usc of 
mankind's oldest poetry and very old customs of ritual, battle , hunting, 
execution and entertainment. Tilak's evidence suggests the Rig Veda was 
umlcrgoing codification and revision rather Umn composil.ion in 4500 D.C. 
m1d some mot.ifs in it may well survive from Uwusands of years earlier. 

But the Maruts are also very significaBL These gods who appear to be 
minor wind and storm deities attend on lmlra U1c U111ndcr God. ln Rigvcdic 
hymns they arc frcyuenUy portrayed as young men or adolescents. Does t11eH 
our passage from the Aitarcya Drahmana perhaps refer to a pubic iHiliation 
ordeal where tl1c older men sponsors ab<muon t11e candidates to face a period 
alone with no co111panion except UJC master of ceremonies'! Certainly such 
initiation practices ;u·e well-known <mwngst aboriginal tribes in Australia. 
They arc not always portrayed elsewhere assn steadfast. In anoU1cr passagc,6 

the M<mlls first d~:scrt lndra !Jut then come back to cheer him on. 
ln short, then, if we accl'pl Tilak's view of U1c Riss-Wtirm interglacial 

origins of Vedic poetry, we must agree tlmt U1e extant corpus ha~ from time 
to time admitted later accretions showing more sophisticated culture patterns. 

5 

6 
TILAK, Aicarcya Rralrmana, lll, 20. 
RV VIII 7 11 
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Nevertheless his very early dating of the Vedic beginnings gives us every 
right to expect some poems to reflect an Old Stone Iluntcr-Gathercr culture. 
This particular hymn, R V Vlll, 85, read with its Ailareya llr!11IIIllllla 
conuncntary seems a prime candidate for attribution to U1c Old Stone Age 
slralwn of the Vedic Corpus. 
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Chapter 4 

Aristotle's Works: The Possible Origins 

of the Alexandria Collection 

R. G. Tanner 

INTRODUCTION 

Some of the most puzzling issues surrounding the Alexandria Library 
involve the source and content of the Library's holdings of Aristotle's 
works. The history of these works bears a close and intriguing relation
ship to the history of the library. The argument of this paper is that 
there are two sources for the transmission of Aristotle's work from the 
ancient to modern world. The first - what we may call the traditional 
view - holds that Aristotle's corpus was inherited entirely by Theo
phrastus, and subsequently buried, sold, and edited in Rome. Thence, 
in Roman times, copies made their way to the library. The second, the 
more controversial, but possibly more interesting view, argues that 
there is a collection of Aristotle's works which was derived from the 
works prepared at Mieza for the education of Alexander; and that 
these were either given by Alexander to Alexandria, or were subse
quently stolen for the library by Ptolemy Soter. 

These two, parallel accounts, present us with Aristotle's thought at 
two different stages in its chronological development. One phase we 
can describe as the 'educational stage', dealing with works intended for 
the education of Alexander, and embracing Aristotle's four so-called 
'non-scientific' works on poetry, ethics, politics and rhetoric; the other 
can be described in terms of Aristotle's larger philosophical corpus. 

We know that the great philosopher was engaged by Alexander's 
father, Philip II of Macedonia, to give his son an Athenian upper class 
Greek education in the Nymphaeum of Mieza. The choice was perhaps 
influenced by the fact that Nicomachus, Aristotle's late father, had 
been court physician to the previous king, as much as by Aristotle's 
eminent role as scholar and teacher in Plato's Academy until 34 7 BC. 1 

Certainly, other eminent educationists were vying for the appointment; 
and the prominent Athenian orator and political thinker !socrates, 
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who had written letters of advice to Philip, may well have seemed the 

likely choice for this post. . . . . 
However it was Aristotle who received the mvitatwn, and began 

teaching Nexander in 343 BC. when the prince was thirteen years old. 
It is still disputed whether Alexander was taug~t alone or with a cl~ss of 
Royal Pages. I believe it was a group education rather .than pnvate 
instruction, aimed at training a class of young compamons loy~l ~o 
Alexander and sharing his ideals in administering those As~atic 
conquests his father meant to make. On th~ othe~ hand, o~ the ?asis ~f 
a letter Alexander sent Aristotle, rebukmg him for div~lgmg .his 
teaching to a wider public,2 Trevor Saunders holds that the n~structwn 
was private3 . This is a serious objection; but I hope to answer It. later. 

Ancient sources tell us that Aristotle wrote for the young pnnce two 
treatises, one On Monarchy, and a second, On Colon~es.4 H~ is also 
reputed earlier to have prepared. for ~is p~pil a espe~Ial;y edited text 
of Homer, which Alexander earned with him all his hfe. Let ~s then 
consider the likely pattern of the Prince's education. Athen~ an~ed .at 
producing a good citizen capable of .holdin? public office m his CI~ 
republic, both in peace and war. This entaile~ gymnastu; (or ath~etiC 
prowess) and skill in handling weapons, both Imparted b?' a tramer. 
However, tradition also required, as gentlemanly ~ccomphshments, a 
grasp of music, a term covering the ~nterests of all n.I~e Muses. In_ prac
tice this meant skill in flute playmg and the abihty to explam the 
poe,ts, especially Homer, and to re.cite them b_Y heart - which one was 
taught by a grammaticus.6 Armed with these skills, an upper class Athe
nian boy moved at fifteen or sixteen to the study of oratory and 
political wisdom (or practical virtue), taught ~y a Soplust, such as the 
great Protagoras. This was the kind o~ education Isocra~~s could hav.e 
imparted splendidly. But, for a potential world ruler, Phihp wanted his 
son to have more education about the nature of man and the world. 
Hence the choice of Aristotle, who had been writing on Ethics in 346 at 
Assos, and who was hard at work on natural history on the island of 

Lesbos when the appointment came. 
The likely curriculum at Mieza may be presumed to have covered 

Poetics, with special reference to Homer; so much the text book. of 
Greek morality, Rhetoric to give power to persuad:, as well as Ifthtcs, 
with reference to proper conduct for Kings and subjec~s, and P?ht~cs to 
help understanding of the role of government and Its constitutional 
embodiments. Again, it would be reasonable to expect th~t ~~e t~ne o~ 
these works would represent a 'Monarch's eye' rather than CI.tize~ s e?'e 
view of their topics. Possibly, too, we have relics of some basiC soentific 
teaching, for works like De Anima and IJ_e Memo:w may well have b~en 
written for royal instruction and possibly revised later. Concernmg 
research reported in Historia Animalium, 7 D'Arcy Thompson long ago 
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drew attention to references made to places in Asia Minor and Lesbos, 
rather than Greece. So basic biology may have been included also. 

When Aristotle left Mieza to return to Athens, ca. 334 BC, we may 
presume he took his treatises, lecture notes and papers, and continued 
to work on such topics in the what we today know as the recently 
discovered Lyceum site, behind the present Byzantine and Air Force 
Museums, between Leophoros Sophias and Leophoros Constantinou, 
and almost opposite the British Embassy compound. In essence, the 
body of treatises that was extant in Athens when Aristotle fled to 
Euboea after Alexander's death are the foundation of the current Aris
totelian corpus. 

I. THE FATE OF THE ARISTOTELIAN CORPUS 

By the Aristotelian Corpus we mean the body of writings which came to 
Europe in Arabic versions, made in Syria and Baghdad under the 
'Ummayyad' and 'Abbasid' Caliphates, from Greek originals by scholars 
who were largely Syriac-speaking N estorian Christians, or learned Jews. 
Because of their importance for twelfth century debates - notably, 
between Christian thinkers, influenced by the writings of Averroes, the 
great Muslim philosopher who questioned the independent existence of 
the soul, and St. Thomas Aquinas, who affirmed it - Latin versions were 
made from the Arabic at that time. Later negotiations for Church 
reunion between Rome and Constantinople brought to Europe Greek 
scholars of Aristotle with some texts in Greek; and many more copies 
arrived after the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in AD 1453. Around 
AD 1300 Dante, in his Convito, described Aristotle as lo maestro de la 
umana ragione- 'the master of human reason',8 so copies ofhis Greek text 
must have circulated widely in Europe, both in manuscript and, after the 
Renaissance, in print. 

However, it is vital to know more about the actual character and 
content of the Aristotelian corpus that was transmitted in this way. 
Although ancient Greek and Roman authors praise the charm and 
style of Aristotle's dialogues, none of these were recovered in the 
Renaissance; and most of the voluminous body of Greek text appears 
to have been written either as lecture notes or as discussion papers for 
use in his philosophy school in the Lyceum at Athens between 334 and 
323 BC. These include studies on metaphysics, physics, biology, mete
orology and astronomy, as well as logic and argument. All these are 
called his 'scientific writings'. Then we have a body of works referred to 
as 'non-scientific'. These treat of poetry, oratory, ethics and politics -
major elements in traditional Greek and Roman education. Scholars 
have agreed in pronouncing some of the writings to be works of the 
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master's pupils - or his later philosophical school in Roman times, 
which was often called 'the Lyceum', members of which were called 'the 
Peripatetics'. Some of these works are still from time to time disputed. 
The great German scholar Bekker, whose landmark edition of 1831 
still remains fundamental, put up a classification of genuine and 
spurious which is still widely accepted. Indeed, so great is Bekker's 
influence that to this day we refer to passages in Aristotle's Greek text 
by the page and line numbers in his edition. 

Those texts most contested for their alleged genuineness are two 
'non-scientific' texts, the ethical treatise entitled Magna Moralia, and 
the oratory handbook called Rhetorica ad Alexandrum. On the conti
nent, Von Arnim and Jaeger defended the authenticity of Magna 
Moralia as did Thomas Case in Oxford.9 In addition, Case has also 

' 10 . offered a very able defence of the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum. Otherwise, 
we have to recognise that assuredly genuine works may contain later 
insertions. Further, apparently late spuria, though not from Aristotle, 
may well be from the hand of Theophrastus, his successor in the 
Lyceum, or else from Dicaearchus or Straton, his pupils. Unless 
demonstrably late, they cannot be assigned to the age of Arldronicus, 
who worked on the corpus in Rome in 70 BC. Interesting speculations 
regarding the order of composition and the evolution of the Stagirite's 
thought may be studied in Jaeger's works and those of During, 
together with the recent work of Rist. 11 

At this point, we may wonder how the Lyceum collection came to be 
in Rome by 70 BC. 

Strabo tells us that the works of Aristotle and Theophrastus were 
bequeathed by the latter to Neleus ofScepsis, who in 285 BC took them 
from Athens to his home at Scepsis in Asia Minor. 12 To nearby Assos 
Aristotle retired after Plato's death in 34 7, and there he lived until 
moving to the isle of Lesbos - not far from Theophrastus' home at 
Eresos - a few years before returning to Pella in 343 BC in order to 
become Alexander's tutor. Neleus' kinsfolk buried the books to protect 
them from the agents of King Attalus, who was seizing books by royal 
warrant to stock his Pergamene Library between 238 and 198 BC. This 
family then sold them to the Athenian bibliophile Apellicon about a 
century later, and he took them to his house in Athens. When Sulla 
took Athens in the Mithradatic War he seized them and sent the collec
tion to Rome where Tyrannio and Arldronicus edited them about 70 
BC. Some works survived only in highly conjectural copies of damaged 
originals made by Apellicon, while the rest suffered from moths and 
damp. Plutarch echoes this account, 13 and both insist that after Neleus 
took away the collection, the Lyceum had copies of only a small part of 
the master's work, chiefly exoteric works. These were, in part, the 
dialogues now lost to us, rather than much of our surviving corpus of 
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philosophical essays that were largely inspired by teaching m the 
Lyceum. 

This received account seems too circumstantial for mere fabrica
tion. If genuine, it ~~y reflect a real concern inspired by 
Theophrastus when he visited Ptolemy Soter to advise about the AI _ 

d . l'b ex 
an na 1 rary. There, doubtless, he met Philadelphus and Arsinoe, 
and feared p~rhaps that they wou~d intervene in Greece, occupy 
Athens, and seize the Lyceum collectiOn for Alexandria. Soter died in 
2~3, ,but .Theophrastus died even earlier - about the time that the 
K1?g s exiled son Ce.raunos was received in Macedonia, rendering the 
alhes o~ Mace~on, hke Athens, open to Ptolemaic revenge . The risk 
that this _occaswn could be used to invade Attica, and carry off the 
Lyce~m library to Alexandria, would have been a natural concern at 
the time ofTheophrastus ' death. 

If the tradition is true, most of the works in our corpus antedate 
285 BC, and Straton would be. the last contributor. Howeve1~ apart 
from a~y ~ontemporary gap-fillmg efforts by Arldronicus to manufac
tur~ m1s~m~ works in 70 BC, it is not unlikely that some other 
Penp~tet1cs m the crisis of 262 BC fled to Scepsis from Athens, and 
deposited added. c.ontributions in that library. In short, if rightly set in 
context, the traditwnal explanation greatly elucidates the texts. 

2. ANCIENT LISTS OF ARISTOTLE'S WORKS HELD IN 
ALEXANDRIA 

I~ his Lives of the Philosophers, dating from AD 200, Diogenes Laertius 
g~ves us what he considers a full list of the works by Aristotle in the 
Library at Alexandria - so full, indeed, that a number of items are 
listed tw~ce . 1 4 P~esumably in such cases, the Library held two papyrus 
manuscnpt copies. Scholarly opinion holds that this index list was 
compile?. about 200 BC by a scholar called Hermippus. At this time, 
~he traditiOnal account, as given above, relates that the works we inher
Ited from the Middle Ages were hidden in a cellar or cave at Scepsis. 
Howe.ver, very few of the titles given in Hermippus' list in Diogenes 
Laertms match up with those of our current body of texts. Bekker's 
table of contents lists 32 genuine works, seven pseudepigraphic, and 
te_n deeme? to combine genuine and spurious elements. By contrast, 
DI?gen:s hsts 150 titles, while the Menagian fragment based on Hesy
c.hmj giVes much the same list, with additions bringing it up to 198 
tit~e.s. In addition, we have some very garbled Greek, preserved in a 
thirteenth century Arabic work, purporting to offer us a list made in 
the second century AD by a Greek of Alexandria called 'Ptolemaeus the 
Philosopher' . Allegedly there were 1000 books, but this Ptolemy cites 
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one hundred works, comprised in 550 books, or papyrus volume rolls, 
and 92 of them are listed in our text. These works include both those 
in our earlier two lists, and some which those lists do not mention, but 
which are in our present corpus of Aristotle published by Bekker. 

The survival of these lists suggests that a large accretion of works, 
previously lacking, joined the Alexandria collection of Aristotle 
between 200 BC and AD 200. Further, they strongly implied that these 
works - for example, Ptolemaeus no. l 0, De lineis insecabilib~s, no. 17 
De motu (animalium), no. 20 De spiritu, no. 41 De partzbus anzmalzum
came from the Lyceum in Theophrastus' collection. However, the 
Hesychian list, which purports to follow Andron_icus. of Rhodes who 
edited the Scepsis material at Rom~ for 'J_'yranmo, hsts _most ~f o~r 
Scepsis-derived corpus as well as the Items hsted by Hermippus. This 
may suggest that copies of that corpus were sent from Rome to Alexan
dria between 70 and 45 BC, and that the list embraces both volumes 
already held by the Ptolemies in other copies, as well as the redi~c?v
ered materials from Scepsis. All this leaves open to debate the ongms 
of the collection listed by Hermippus at Alexandria, whose titles 
Diogenes Laertius believed to be on the shelves about 200 BC. 

Here one should note John Rist' s recent caveat: 'The gap between 
the co~ position of the texts and their appearance in Alexandria is still 
too big to be bridged . Few reliable inferences can be made from _the 
lists in Alexandria to the books and notes Aristotle left when he died, 
let alone when he was actually writing' .16 Despite this warning, I believe 
Plutarch gives us grounds for attempting an explanation. In ~he 
passage of the Life of Alexander, which Trevo~ Saund:rs s~w as tellmg 
against class instruction at Mieza, there are mterestmg ~mt_s. We a~e 
told that Alexander wrote from Asia, objecting to the pubhcat10n by his 
teacher, Aristotle, of 'acroamatic' discourses which he had attended -
apart from the general classes in Ethics and Politics. In ~eply, Aristotle 
explained that they were both published and not pubhshed, because 
no untrained person could follow them, especially Me_tap~ysics. 17 

Now 
this excuse would be more convincing if the new publications had new 
distinct titles. So it is significant that, although some works held at 
Alexandria may seem to treat metaphysical questions, there is no work 
entitled Metaphysics . However, Alexander's object~on may i~ply that he 
felt he held a kind of royal copyright on the Mieza matenal, be~au_se 
his father had paid Aristotle for his education; and that ~e could m~Ist 
upon obtaining copies of all materials. Certainly, spec~fic wo~ks hke 
Alexander on Colonies and On Monarchy were almost certamly wntten at 
Mieza, especially for the prince's guidance. 

Given the hypothesis which argues that the current corp~s _was se?-t 
to Scepsis to avoid the greed of the Ptolemies, and the traditiOn of 1ts 
concealment there to escape the agents of the Attalids, it seems that 
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the list of Hermippus represents those works which the Ptolemies in 
fact acquired. Whence did they come? The most likely answer is, the 
castle of Mieza where Aristotle taught Alexander. If there is any foun
dation to Alexander's letter rebuking Aristotle in Athens for publishing 
acroamatic doctrines, one must assume that Aristotle left his pupil 
copies of all the materials they discussed. In that event, it is likely that 
royal scribes copied all the books the teacher brought from Assos near 
Atarneus, and any other such notebooks or dialogues used in teaching 
at Mieza before Aristotle left for Athens. 

On this view, we reach the conclusion that we have a list of the trea
tises, notes and dialogues that Aristotle took back from Pella to Athens, 
when he returned to open a school in the Lyceum in 335 BC. The 
'mirror-image' royal copy remained at Mieza as the King's Library, but 
after the foundation of Alexandria in 332, it may well have been sent 
there in the King's lifetime, and thus became part of the core of the 
Ptolemaic collection. Then in the second century BC, Hermippus 
would have used this and catalogued it, together with other Peripatetic 
works since acquired for the Library. 

If this was the basic body of research papers, dialogues and lecture 
notes that Aristotle brought to the Lyceum, it follows that in the next 
twelve years, some texts were re-worked to suit the resources available 
to him. There he met the need to compete with Plato's Academy over 
metaphysical and logical issues, as well as the task of teaching leading 
men of a democracy, rather than a prince and the royal pages. This 
would require him to reshape his teaching programmes in politics, 
ethics and rhetoric. Again, poetic theory would become more impor
tant than the detailed poetic studies used for the preliminary 'musical' 
instruction at Mieza - before the class was ready for the Aristotelian 
version of the Protagoran 'sophistic', concerning practical virtue and 
eloquence. Moreover, resources given by Alexander permitted Aristotle 
to expand the studies of animals he had begun at Assos and Mitylene. 18 

Our current Nicomachean Ethics and the Politics may well represent a 
revision and expansion, both to link with more recent scientific and 
metaphysical work, and to conciliate moderate democrat opinion in 
Athens after the death of Callisthenes in 327, when the Conspiracy of 
the Pages damaged Aristotle's relations with Alexander. 

If we accept the Strabo tradition, it would follow that most of the 
works j represented a re-arrangement and editing by Theophrastus 
and Straton of texts largely combined from earlier short works of Aris
totl / and the Lyceum, large parts of which survived in the Alexandria 
Library in their earlier or shorter forms. Thus, though having very 
few of the works in our form, the original Lyceum corpus and 
Ptolemy's copy had a great deal of identical content under different 
formats. 19 What Apellicon gave us back, was Theophrastus and 
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Straton's Peripatetic system rather than better ipsissima verba. Then, by 
the time of Ptolemaeus in the second century, the 'system books' from 
Scepsis can feature equally with the earlier Mieza work in the Arabic 

records depending on his list. 
The ancient list of Hermippus tells us much abou t the growth of the 

Peripatetic system, as well as giving reason to see the 'non-scientific' 
works as evolving out of Mieza instructions to Alexander and the Pages 
- works more in tune with Macchiavelli's Prince, than with the more 
'constitutional' tone of his writings on Politics, Ethics and Oratory. The 
assumption that the core of all these began at Mieza would serve to 
further justify the Case-von Arnim view of the priority of the Eudemzan 
Ethics , as dating between the dialogue Protrepticus and the Nicomachean 
Ethics, and the von Arnim claim that the Magna Moralia is the earliest 
ethical work.20 In my view, this was brought from Assos and re-devel
oped into the five books of the Eudemia~, as distin~t fr~~ the 
Nicomachean text, whilst the philosopher was m Macedoma. Similarly, 
Case's defence of the date of the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum to before 
Alexander's regency is only doubted because it treats 'inquiry', a matter 
not part of manuals of rhetoric until Hellenistic times. But if it was 
written to instruct a future king and ministers, then proper 'Privy 
Council' procedures are a necessary element even a~ this ~ate. The 
argument for this view of the lists remains circumstantial, but It may be 
a useful approach to further examination of the Axistotle's legacy. 

3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE NON-SCIENTIFIC WORKS 

The inter-relationship between the various works in Aristotle 's corpus 
has been brought to the attention of English readers by the recent 
works of Richard Sorabji and John RistY Let me begin by recalling 
that by scientific works, I mean those studies on metap~ysi;s, phy~ics, 
natural and medical phenomena, and language and logic. Non-soen
tific', in this sense - although not illogical or unmethodical - are the 
works on ethics, politics, rhetoric and poetry. These, of course, were 
primary elements in the Athenian curriculum used in teaching the 

youth at Mieza. . 
Although Jaeger is probably right to see Aristotle's. tea~h~ng . of 

poetics, rhetoric, ethics and politics as beginning to show Its distmcuve 
features at Assos from 34 7 BC,22 this scheme of theory and instruction 
was probably developed during his stay in Ma~edon_ia betwee_n 343 and 
336 BC, especially if a class of Royal Pages studied with the Pnnce at the 
Nympheum. It is interesting also , that at the outset of the 13 year old 
Alexander's education, Aristotle prepared a special text of Homer, for 
Philip wished his son to acquire the full culture of his Athenian foes. 
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Thus 'music' and 'gymnastic', involving skills of the grammaticus, would 
have been followed by a course in 'persuasion and practical virtue' such 
as Protagoras is found professing in Plato's dialogue of that name. 

Teaching in the Nymphaeum at Mieza is unlikely to have been 
confined to one pupil. Alexander"s contemporary Royal Pages who 
later- as in the case of Hephaestion or Ptolemy- shared in his admin
istration and conquests, are likely also to have shared his education. 
Thus, they would have been informed by the same views of Homer and 
poetry, the same skills of persuasion, and the same approach to 
morality and government as their future sovereign. Formal classes 
would have taken place, for which our present Poetics, Rhetoric, Ethics 
and Politics would have been composed. As A.A. Long observes of the 
Ethics in its present Lyceum-Apellicon Nicomachean version, all these 
works are full of happy poetical quotations illustrative of their argu
me~t. This is a teaching technique admirably suited for impressing 
notions on young men lately well grounded in the poets. 

Regarding Rhetoric, Thomas Case's argument for dating the Rhetorica 
ad Alexandrum before 340 BC is compellingY However, the preface is 
c~aracteristic of a later age, and there may have been other meddling 
With the text by subsequent peripatetics. The presence of exetasis as a 
rhetorical form seems also third century. 24 But it is just possible that 
Aristotle invented it for the Mieza course, as well suited for a ruler of a 
violent society that sometimes used 'Star Chamber' methods. 

In Diogenes' list, the Ethics in 5 books may well be the original draft 
of Eudemian Ethics I-III and VII, probably deriving, as Jaeger holds, 
from Assos.25 Further, Diogenes' On justice in 4 books may represent part 
of the Mieza ethical and political coursework. After his return to 
Athens, advice for kings would have been removed, and the three 
books boiled down from it used to constitute V-VII in the Lyceum Nico
machean Ethics, which also constitute IV-VI of the present Eudemian 
Ethics. The reason for this may be, as von Arnim surmised, that the 
original text of the Magna Moralia was of early date, about 336 BC. 

Indeed, it is possible that if Magna Moralia may date from 443 BC; it 
could have been composed to show that Aristotle would impart sound 
views to Philip 's son. When one studies the three books we would 
derive from the lost On justice we find they are all most relevant to the 
ethics of a King. Thus EN V (= EE IV) discusses Justice itself, a prime 
royal function whether jurisdiction or fairness is needed. Then EN VI 
( = EE V) teaches intellectual virtues like wisdom, judgment and under
standing - qualities again essential for a royal personage. Finally, EN 
VII ( = EE VI) treats the incontinent appetites for pleasure wealth and 
power, which can undermine monarchy, as we have seen in both 
ancient and recent times. 
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When we look at the Politics, it seems reasonable to look for traces of 
the philosopher's Mieza teaching. At first glance there seems no relic 
of Alexander on Colonies. But when the form of an ideal city constitution 
is described in Book VII, we find odd features . Saunders noted its 
incompleteness and lack of connection with criticism of such states in 
Book II (Penguin edition, p.34). I find its mention of siting the city 
near a subject population (l330a25) and in a defensible site as sugges
tive of a Greek colony in Asia, while the elaborate rules for integrating 
the citizens also suggest it is to be peopled by settlers from different 
parts of Greece. This leads me to believe much of the book was canni
balised from On Colonies. Again, the incomplete study of education in 
the ideal city in Book VIII may suggest we have an unfinished extract 
from Diogenes Laertius' list item On Paideia from Hermippus' 
catalogue. 

This leads one to wonder if Book III with its advocacy of good 
kingship was in fact a reworking of the Mieza study On Monarchy. 
Books IV-VI explaining Greek polis structures and ideas of citizen
ship, constitutional change, and devices for preserving convenient 
constitutions, all were probably worked up at the Lyceum. But their 
starting point may have been a draft of advice for a Macedonian King 
on controlling allied Greek client states. On the other hand Books I 
and II are clearly Lyceum work. The treatment of economic issues and 
links between household and state recall the fact that Dicaearchus was 
writing his Livelihood of Greece at the Lyceum and Book I may reflect 
his influence. Book II debunking other thinkers' Ideal States had an 
obvious role when Plato's Republic was still admired in the Academy 
whose dominance Aristotle had to challenge. Probably begun after 
Alexander had executed Aristotle's pupil Callisthenes, it marked the 
breach with the King perhaps by stressing its palatability to Athenian 
conservative moderates who tended to regard the new school as a 
foreign Macedonian implant. 

I believe that the four works discussed -Poetics, Rhetoric, Politics and 
Ethics- are all texts which passed through a Mieza phase in their devel
opment. Further, I suspect that the extant Rhetorica ad Alexandrum and 
Magna Moralia are somewhat mangled survivors of that phase - if the 
latter did not begin earlier, in a first draft at Assos composed by 343 
BC, perhaps to commend Aristotle to Philip II as a suitable moral 
instructor for Alexander. 

CONCLUSION 

Aristotle influenced the development of the Ptolemaic Library in Alex
andria Museum even in death. It was his able pupil, Demetrius of 
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Ph_alero~, who organised tl1e new Library for Ptolemy Soter, making 
Anstotle_s arrang_ement at the Lyceum the model for the layout and 
catalogumg of this great collection and providing accommodation for 
scholars. 

As to the Ar~stotelian corpus itself, this inquiry suggests that the 
papers from Mieza reposed in the Library at Alexandria after their 
capture b~ Ptolemy. For a King w?o knew how to steal his sovereign 
Alexander s body, such an annexatiOn would not be difficult. But at the 
sam~ time, the copies taken to ilie Lyceum were re-worked into a new 
modified corpus to educate republican Athens. This was to allow Aris
totle to attempt to complete such projects as Rist detects in the de Motu 
Animalium - to give an insight into the whole pneumatic physical 

f h . 26 
system o t e umverse. At a later stage- after 70 BC- the revised and 
improved Lyceum works came to join their predecessors in the scrinia 
of the ~eat Library, later to be listed with them by Ptolemy the philos
opher m the 2nd century AD. Was he perchance the great astronomer 
and mathematician Ptolemy as well? 

This inquiry also suggests that the non-scientific works that we now 
po~sess derived from works that were originally devised in Mieza to 
tram the young Alexander for Kingship. When Aristotle went to 
Athens, with a set of all his papers from the Nymphaeum, he found it 

·necessary to modify his teaching of Rhetoric, Politics and Ethics to suit 
life in a democracy, thus bringing into being our current treatises. 
H?wever, it is likely that Alexander insisted on keeping copies of the 
Mieza papers, and these first found their way to Alexandria, perhaps 
by 3~0 BC, and thus ~gure i~ the ancient lists. Later, the present corpus 
- whiCh had b~en hidden m Scepsis - came to light and joined the 
ot?er volumes m the Museum between 70 and 40 BC. Unhappily, the 
Mieza papers have mostly perished, but probably differed from our 
c~rrent corpus r:nore by title, emphasis and arrangement than in widely 
divergen~ doct~me. Had they survived, they would have helped us to 
chart Aristotle s voyage of development in doctrine. Without the 
ancient catalogues, we might not have known that they ever existed. 
Altogether, the Alexandrian experience should warn us of the risks we 
take- especially if we replace libraries with the Internet! 

APPENDIX 

The. discussion of Ethics suggests that the old story about Aristotle 
nam~n_g the Magna Moralia to instruct his father Nicomachus, the royal 
physiCian; the Eudemian Ethics, to instruct his friend Eudemus of 
Cyprus; and the Nicornachean Ethics, to guide his son Nicomachus 
needs attention. 27 As Aristotle's father died in his childhood, and a~ 
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Aristotle died when his son was but thirteen, these explanations seem 
false as they stand, but may conceal a truth . If the Magna Moralia -pace 
Kenny28 - is earliest, as von Arnim believed, and if we can push it back 
to 343 BC, then it could well have been sent to King Philip, with a letter 
explaining that it represented the high ethical views which Aristotle 
learnt from his dead father, Nicomachus, the royal physician to 
Amyntas. If the later gossip about Aristotle's gluttony, drinking and 
sodomy is not all entire scandal, he may have needed to discredit the 
rumours if he were to seek the tutorship of Alexander.29 Similarly, one 
could see the Eudemian named as a tribute to his dead friend Eudemus 
of Cyprus, and the Nicomachean, as theophrastus' tribute to his ward, 
his master's young son who fell in battle. 30 
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JESUS AND THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD 

R. G. Tanner* 

Argument by analogy was more respectable to ancient oriental and 
classical thinkers than it is to modem western philosophers of the post
Cartesian era. On this principle Jewish thought tended to see the sovereignty 
of God over His creation in terms derived from the sovereignty of human 
rulers over their subjects. 1 Therefore we may reasonably conjecture that the 
current regime to which Israel was subject when a particular book of the Old 
Testament was written would tend to become a model for the picture of God 
to be found in that book. 

THE EARLY JEWISH COMMONWEALTH 

Early Israel was a republic ruled by judges (Shophetim). It is true that 
such scholars as Alt, 2 who separate out the continuing Pentateuch strands 
(L & J) from the Book of Judges so as to leave the strand E exposed, have 
found in Judges, 10.1-5 and 12.7-15 an authentic pre-monarchic tradition 
reporting judges as lawgivers rather than as generals, with the important 
exception of Jephthah. However, the very existence of such an exception is 
serious for Alt's position, since it shows that the offices of lawgiver and cap
tain t:ould be the single task of one magistrate when circumstances required. 
Furtl11~J!', the analogy of another West Semitic civilisation supports this con
tentiotl that the shophet was potentially chief military and civil magistrate 
in the one right. By their early migration to North Africa the people of the 
city re•public of Carthage would be likely to have preserved at least some of 
the arehaic traditions of their race. Now the Roman historian Livy carefully 
equates the Punic sufesjsufetis with the Roman consules, who presided at 
assemblies and elections, exercised summary powers of life and death, intro
duced business in the Senate, and commanded the armies in the field. 3 Livy's 
deliberate implication is that the Punic sufes did all these things likewise. This 
analogy may add some weight to the suggestion that, at least in the earliest 
times, the Jewish shophet was also the civil and military head of Israel. 

Some of the Psalms also suggest that the title 'judge' was applied to 
Yaweh as supreme ruler than than as lawgiver of the universe. 

(a) Psalm 7 .11. God is a righteous judge (alternative supported by 
Septuagint). 

(b) Psalm 50.6. For God is judge himself. 
(c) Psalm 75.6-7. For promotion cometh neither from the east, nor 

from the west, nor from the south. But God is the judge: he 
putteth down one, and setteth up another. 

(d) Psalm 82.1-4. God standeth in the congregation of the mighty, he 
judgeth among the gods. How long will ye judge unjustly, and 
accept the persons of the wicked? Defend the poor and fatherless, . 
do justice to the afflicted and needy. 

*R. G. Tanner is Professor of Classics in the University of Newcastle, N.S.W. 
1. Thorkild Jacobsen, The Cosmos as State, Before Philosophy pp.l37-199, Penguin 

1949. 
2. Alt: die Ursprunge des israe/itischen Rechts (1934), pp.31-3. 
3. Livy, 28.37: 30.7: 34.61. 
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(e) Psalm 94.2. Lift up thyself, thou judge of the earth: render a 
reward to the proud. 

Admittedly these five instances offer three cases which portray God 
as exercising judgment. But in (c) and (d) the Yahweh who appoints 
and removes officials or presides among the gods is clearly a ruler rather 
than a dispenser of justice. 

Certain parts of Genesis reflect this concept of the judge as ruler -
the story of Lot in Sodom doing so with some consistency. So when 
Abraham pleads with Yahweh to spare Sodom for the sake of fifty righteous, 
he concludes - 'shall not the judge of all the earth do right?' ( 18.25). 
Here clearly Abraham is calling Yahweh the ruler of the world, not its Chief 
Justice. Again, when Lot endeavours to prevent the men of Sodom from 
having intercourse with his two angel guests, one of the gang exclaims : 
'This fellow came in to sojourn, and he needs will be a judge' (19 .11). Here 
Lot is not being rebuked as a resident alien for judging a case, but for trying 
to exercise a final authority and power in excluding the Sodomites from his 
house and declining to send the Angels out. So in these two instances from 
Genesis we find that Lot is alleged to be arrogating to himself the judgeship 
of Sodom, and God is described by Abraham as holding judgeship (or 
sovereignty) over all the earth. 

MONARCHY AND CAPTIVITY 

The use of symbols drawn from human kingship to characterise the 
divine power of Yahweh is generally accepted and may be illustrated more 
cursorily. The impact of the advent of the Israelite monarchy is very evident 
in the language of the Psalms. An excellent instance is Psalm 47. In vV.2-3 
we read : 'For the Lord most high is terrible: he is a great king over all the 
earth. He shall subdue the people under us, and the nations unqer our feet'. 
Again, in v.8: 'For God is the king of all the earth; sing ye praises with 
understanding. God reigneth over the heathen, God sitteth upon the throne 
of his holiness'. This psalm is held by some to be part of the 'Asiph 
(Succoth) festival at the outgoing of the year (Exodus 23.16/ 34.22) - in 
their view a Canaanitish autumn New Year Festival transferred from the 
cult of Ba'al to Yahweh.4 The rest of this group are Psalms 93 and 95-100. 
A good parallel to our extracts from Psalm 47 above is 95:3: 'The Lord is 
a great God, and a great king above all Gods.' Thus in the Hebrew king
dom of David and his heirs the analogy of kingly sovereignty was used to 
illustrate God's power over all the earth and the authority of Yahweh over 
all other Gods. 

Later it would be only natural that the Baylonian Captivity would 
enlarge the Jewish concept of God. The power of Babylon and the subse
quent rise of Persia can be presumed to have helped to introduce a notion 
of universal monarchy wherein Israel formed but a part of the world society. 
Further the new Great Kings Cyrus and Ahasuerus proved sympathetic to 
Jewish monotheism and favoured a return to Jerusalem by the exiles in 
Babylon. This human providence now set over Israel was no Judge of her 
choosing or King of her anointing, but a foreign ruler to whose share of 

4. S.H. Hooke : Myth, Ritual and Kingship . 
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divine favour his great and unquestioned power seemed to bear obvious 
witness. So again the sovereignty of God comes to be portrayed in the con
ventions of that sovereignty now current on earth as offering the best avail
able analogy. Thus Ezekiel, who is believed to have written the first draft 
of his book between 593 and 573 BC., depicts God as a great foreign ruler 
surrounded by winged Assyrian monsters and wheel-motif decorations. 'And 
above the firmament that was over their heads was the likeness of a throne, 
as the appearance of a sapphire stone; and upon the likeness of the throne 
was the likeness as of the appearance of a man above it . . . . And he said 
unto me, Son of man, I send thee to the children of Israel, to a rebellious 
nation that hath rebelled against me, they and their fathers have transgressed 
against me, even unto this very day - 1.26 and 2.3 . God is no longer 
solely to be concerned in the advancement of Israel. 
GOD THE FATHER 

We may now turn to c.onsider whether any political influences may 
have helped in the selection of the concept of God as the Heavenly Father 
which we find employed in the preaching of Jesus in the New Testament. It 
is a commonplace that this notion derives from the usage of the poetry, 
prophecy and wisdom literature of the Hebrews. There is obvious truth in 
this, but an inspection of the references will show that it should not be 
pressed too hard. Let us look at the three most popular examples. Psalm 68.5 
reads: 'A father of the fatherless, and a judge of the widows, is God in his 
holy habitations'. This is a particular metaphor, not a general analogy. 
Again, 103 : 13 : 'Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth 
them that fear him'. This particular simile will not do to generalise, either. 
Finally, Jeremiah, 31:9: 'for I am a father to Israel, and Ephraim is my first
born'. Here again we have a particular metaphor. These instances would 
serve to justify the choice of the analogy of Heavenly Father for Yahweh 
once it was made on other grounds, but they hardly provide any basis for it. 

Furthermore, the concept as Jesus employs it in the scriptures we have 
presents some distinctly unhebraic features. First, Jesus regards Yahweh as 
having power of life and death over his son. 'Father, all things are possible 
unto thee: take away this cup from me: nevertheless, not what I will, but 
what thou wilt' - Mark, 14.36. Again, in Mark 12 a landowner is 
described as having power of life and death over his tenant farmers. Now 
the Jewish law books of the Pentateuch give no such powers over one's 
sons, even over one's slaves. A man may beat his slaves, but he may not 
beat them to death. So at Exodus 20: 'If a man smite his servant or maid 
with a rod, and he die under his hand, he shall surely be punished'. 

However, given that Palestine had moved into the ambit of Roman 
politics after the occupation of Jerusalem by Pompey the Great in 63 BC, 
we may not unreasonably expect a tendency to visualise Yahweh as a 
Roman of senatorial rank who pays occasional visits to territories he subdues 
and then deals with them through legati. Moreover, once Pompey was dead 
and first Julius Caesar and then his heir Augustus had been the Roman rulers 
of Palestine for a total of fifty years out of the previous sixty-five, it was 
reasonable that to any Jew after 14 A.D. Caesar's authority on earth could 
seem analogous to Yahweh's authority in heaven. On this view the thought 
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and preaching of Jesus might well have been influenced by Roman institu
tions a.s powerfully as that of Ezekiel was affected by Babylonian attitudes 
and values - 'render therefore unto Caesar the things which be Caesar's, 
but unto God the things which be God's' - Luke, 20.25 . 

The traditional view of most Christian writers is that Judaea was a small 
rebellious province, politically insignificant and economically impoverished. 
Further, it is regarded as full of bigoted hostility to Roman culture. A careful 
reading of the first book of Josephus' Jewish War is sufficient to dispel all 
these impressions. King Herod was a key figure in the Roman civil war, 
and parts of his land were so rich that Cleopatra coveted them and forced 
him to lease them from her (1.36). Further, between 20 and 10 B.C. Herod 
built temples to Rome and Augustus and founded the cities of Sebaste 
(Augusta) near Samaria and Caesarea on the coast (1, 401-16). In the latter 
he erected a temple with a statue of Augustus with emblems of Olympian 
Zeus and a statue of Dea Roma modelled on the image of Hera at Argos, 
while in 9 B.C. he inaugurated quinquennial Caesarian Games there. On the 
accession of Tiberius in 14 A.D. Herod Antipas tetrarch of Galilee built 
the cities of Tiberias and Livias (II. 168). 

Let us now suppose that Jesus saw his messianic claim in Romanised 
terms, and let us consider whether this would offer a consistent basis for 
interpreting his life and teaching. Again, for the sake of argument let us 
treat the reported Gospel acts and utterances as a datum from which to test 
this hypothesis. Like social scientists we shall erect a model and see if it 
works in accord with the data. A conservative view of the historicity of the 
New Testament Gospels is necessary to the exercise, and need not be 
regarded as a critical verdict. 

From the standpoint of Roman Law (presuming Jesus had some 
acquaintance with it) many of the difficulties noted earlier disappear. In 
Book I of Gaius' Institutes (ca. 161 A.D.) we read (1.55)- 'In the same 
way our children we have begotten in lawful wedlock are under our power. 
This right is confined to Roman citizens - scarcely any other men have 
such power over their sons as ours'. It is true, as Watson points out, 5 that 
this power was attenuated from early times, and could not be exercised 
by caprice, but uitae necisque potestas was not deleted from the theory of 
patria potestas and may well have been exercisable still in cases where a 
court could award a death sentence for such an offence. 0 So much for Jesus' 
acceptance of death. In the story of the husbandmen much stress is laid on 
the status of the son - 'This is the heir: come, let us kill him and the 
inheritance shall be ours'. To modern readers this is an irrational expectation; 
to readers of Gaius 11.52-6 it is a case of usucapio pro herede. Of it de Zelueta 
observes: 'This archaic institution was still in nominal existence in Gaius' 
time, though it had been rendered ineffective by a Senatusconsultum of 
Hadrian ... The opportunity for u.p.h. arose when a man died leaving no 
heres suus et necessarius. Thereupon, until his heres extraneus accepted the 
position of heres, the hereditas was vacant (iacens) and its contents, the 

5. Alan Watson : The Law of Persons in the Later Roman R epublic, OUP, 1967, p.98 . 
6. F . de Zulueta, The Institutes of Gaius, Part II, OUP, 1953, pp.41-2. 
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res hereditariae, were ownerless . . . Even after the extraneus heres had 
accepted the hereditas, u.p.h. remained possible in respect of res hereditariae 
of which he had not yet taken possession.' 7 In the same passage de Zulueta 
emphasises that usucapio of land could be achieved in one year. So in our 
parable the extraneous heir in a distant land would have little chance of 
both accepting the inheritance and also visiting the vineyard within a year 
of the owner's death. Therefore the wicked husbandmen were correct in their 
expectation so far as Roman law was concerned. The execution of the wicked 
coloni by their dominus could have been performed by warrant from the 
Roman Procurator without trial for murder, since they had slain the heir, a 
Roman citizen, being themselves peregrini. Otherwise, though citizens could 
no longer be executed for debt under the Twelve Tables, 8 it is possible that 
peregrini could still be slain by a Roman creditor for certain types of debt. 
Both the passages we have studied indicate that Jesus had some grasp of the 
Roman legal system. 

This consideration serves to sharpen our suspicion that Jesus' new title 
for Yahweh 'Father in Heaven' may arise from contemporary Roman political 
styles. A likely example is not far to seek: Suetonius, Divus Augustus 58 -
'The whole Roman people with sudden and entire unanimity offered him 
the title Father of the Fatherland'. This was not a new notion. As the 
same author remarks in his Divus Julius, 76, the cognomen Patris patriae 
was also taken by Julius Caesar. Originally it was devised as an honour for 
Cicero after his suppression of the conspiracy of Catiline in 62 B.C. As we 
have seen, through King Herod's efforts Rome and Augustus had been 
worshipped as gods by his gentile subjects since 20 B.C. or earlier. The new 
title of this living pagan deity could scarcely pass unnoticed among the 
orthodox, for it offered them a new analogy to help them in making 
proselytes. It was inevitable that some Jewish thinker should soon take up 
the challenge and project Yaweh as the Father in Heaven on the analogy 
of Augustus the Father of the Fatherland. That thinker was Jesus of Nazareth. 
GOD THE FATHER AND GOD THE SON. 

In 2 B.C. Augustus had accepted the title Pater Patriae. In this year too 
his adopted son and heir - Gaius Caesar the son of the deceased Agrippa 
and his own daughter Julia- was despatched to the East. There Gaius suc
cessfully imposed a Roman nominee as King cf Armenia, while the fleet 
under his auspices sailed down the Red Sea from Egypt and destroyed Aden, 
whose pirates were plundering Roman convoys to India. Finally the young 
Caesar died in Lycia in 4 A.D.- a consequence of a wound received earlier 
in Armenia, and an event of enormous distress to the Emperor and all Rome 
besides. 

After the old pater patriae died in 14 A.D. and received the new title 
Divus Augustus, his stepson the new lmperator Caesar Tiberius refused the 
title Pater Patriae ( Suetonius, Tiber ius 26), but this would scarcely have 
been realised by his provincial subjects to the same extent. His adopted son 
and natural nephew Germanicus was sent out to settle the Parthian question 

7. F. de Zulueta, op.cit, pp.71-2. 
8. F. de Zulueta, op.cit, pp.242-5. 
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by detaching the western regions from the Great King's rule and imposing a 
Roman nominee as King of Armenia. In this he was notably successful, but 
he incurred the displeasure of Tiberius by making an inspection of Egypt. 
It was also rumoured that his death in Syria in A.D. 19 had been secretly 
decreed by Tiberius, and that the Emperor had directed Piso the governor 
of Syria to have him poisoned (Tacitus, Ann.ll.53-70). 

This is not the place to discuss the historicity and chronology of the 
Gospel narratives. But accepting the account of Luke for the sake of argu
ment, 2.42-51 suggests that the boy's first realisation (or delusion) that he 
was the begotten (or adopted) son of Yahweh occurred in the Temple at the 
age of twelve, or, accepting the usual nativity convention of 4 B.C., in 8 A.D. 
This was only four years after the death of Gaius, an event to attract ostenta
tious mourning in Caesarea and in court circles in Galilee. If the Pater Patriae 
sends forth his Son into the world so that he returns triumphant from the 
conquest of the Parthian only to suffer and die of the effects of his wounds 
in a far land remote from Rome, will the Pater Caelestis likewise send forth 
his Son into the World so that he triumphs over the Evil One only to be 
overcome by the consequences of his victory, remote from and deserted by 
his father? Such parallels may have rendered certain Messianic prophecies 
particularly attractive to Jesus, especially Isaiah 53.3-4 - 'He is despised 
and rejected of men, a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief .. . Surely 
he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows; yet we did esteem him 
stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted'. 

In the light of this analogy John 5.26-7 has special interest : 'For as 
the Father has life in himself, so hath he given to the Son to have life in 
himself'. The greek here is 'echei zoen en 'eauto but the proper 
Greek term for this concept is 'autarches as in Thucydides 1.37 - granting 
that the primary meaning of zoe was livelihod or living. However, as in 
Demothenes 32.2 'autarches with dependent infinitive may also mean "able 
of oneself to act". Now in Roman constitutional practice Caesar alone pos
sessed a self-contained and self-generating authority in virtue of his maius 
imperium and the command of the great armies all grouped in Imperial 
frontier provinces (Suet. Div. Aug. 47). In Jesus' lifetime this power was twice 
delegated to the adopted son and heir for the purpose of dealing with Parthia 
and Armenia. Perhaps it is in the light of these examples that we should 
weigh Jesus' words at John, 5.30 : 'I can of mine own self do nothing: as I 
hear, I judge; and my judgment is just; because I seek not mine own will, but 
the will of the Father which hath sent me.' Perhaps too the background of 
Germanicus' death may suggest a further impulse for the cry from the Cross 
- eli, eli, lama sabachthani - 'My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken 
me?' 

SUBJECTS AND SLAVES 

In the Gospels Jesus speaks constantly of the Kingdom of Heaven, and 
English translators have treated the term thus literally. But it was the custom 
in the Hellenistic East to retain the term basileia for use in reference to the 
Imperium Romanum as previously it had been applied to Ptolemaic and 
Seleucid monarchies. Hence at John, 19.15, the Jews' retort to Pilate 'ouk 
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'echomen Basilea ei me Kaisara should be rendered 'We have no Emperor 
but Caesar' . So too Jesus' basilea ton 'ouranon is 'the empire of the Heavens' 
in contrast with basilea ton Romaion or 'the empire of the Romans' . Jesus' 
reply to Pilate in John 18.36 might better be rendered 'My empire is not of 
this world'. Again, in I Peter 2.13 we should render 'Submit yourself to 
every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake; whether it be to the emperor; as 
supreme; or unto governors'. However, the word basileus retains its meaning 
of a local king, and is so used by Pilate on Jesus' indictment with the Latin 
and Hebrew versions added to leave the matter beyond doubt; or in refer
ence to Herod Antipas in the Acts. 

Further, in illustrating the workings of his empire of the Heavens in 
discourse Jesus has two favourite illustrations for Yahweh; one as a king (or 
emperor) and the other as a householder. Matthew 18.23-35 - the story 
of the king and the dishonest slave - is an excellent case of the first kind 
of story: Matthew 20.1-16- the parable of the labourers in the vineyard
is a good instance of the second kind. From the Roman standpoint, the first 
shows Yahweh as Pater Patriae dealing with the derelictions of slaves in 
the Domus Augusta, the second shows Yahweh as Pater Familias hiring 
labour for a harvest. Because the term pater is used in Latin to entitle both 
such forms of lawful authority, it is tempting to see some acquaintance with 
Roman law of persons in Jesus' preaching, and we have already found some 
suggestion of this in the parables. 

Let us consider the legal nature of the Roman family. Gaius 
remarks: 'Slaves are in the potestas of their masters . . . Also in our 
potestas are the children whom we beget in civil marriage . . . Not only 
are the children of our bodies in our potestas according as we have stated, 
but also those whom we adopt.' So the familia is a household consisting of 
himself as head, his wife held by him in manu, his children both begotten 
and adopted held in potestate. On the position of sons de Zulueta makes this 
comment: 'But in Gaius' time the father's powers over the persons of liberi 
(originally unlimited thought tempered by the family council and the censor) 
had been brought under legal control. His complete absorption of their 
economic productivity had, however, as yet been little impaired. The same 
principles still applied as in the case. of a slave, except in respect of a son's 
acquisitions as a soldier (peculium castrense)'.9 Again, the same writer com
ments on the testamentary rights of a filius familias : 'To make a Roman 
testamentum . . . the testator had to have a patrimonium : this excluded 
persons alieni iuris, servile or free, except sons possessed of peculium 
castrense .'10 

In Jesus' lifetime .both of Caesar's heirs had come to the East in order 
to confront the Parthian power in arms. Similarly therefore the Son of 
Yahweh must come to confront the evil one under arms. If we take. the 
Gospel texts at face value, Jesus (rightly or wrongly) regarded his victories 
over evil spirits and other miracles as the proof of his Messianic claims. So 
Luke 7.22 supports this point: 'Go your way, and tell John what things ye 

9. Fe. de Zulueta, op.cit, pp.29-30. 
10. F. de Zulueta, op.cit, pp.91. 
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have seen and heard; how that the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are 
cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised.' Gaius or Germanicus wages wars 
in virtue of the maius imperium he shares with Caesar: Jesus waged his in 
virtue of the Holy Spirit he claimed to share with Yahweh. Thus when in 
Mark 3:22 we read, 'And the scribes which came down for Jerusalem 
said, He hath Beelzebub, and by the prince of devils casteth he out devils,' and 
in 3.29 Jesus' retort, 'But he that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost 
hath never forgiveness -because they said, He hath an unclean spirit.' Now 
by Roman law prisoners of war become slaves of the conqueror (Justinian, 
Institutes. I, 3.3-4). So the disciples passed out of servitude to Satan into 
servitude to Jesus; thus in his view they became part of his peculium castrense 
which he could dispose by will or manumit in his lifetime. 

From this standpoint John 15.15 suggests that the last supper was 
viewed as a celebration of a manumission. 'Henceforth I call you not slaves 
(doulous), for the slave knoweth not what his master (kurios) doeth: but I 
have called you friends (philous). Neglecting the fact that the sentiment would 
read more elegantly in Latin (non famulos sed familiares), it would seem that 
the disciples have changed from serui to liberti. Perhaps Jerome would have 
been closer to the spirit had he rendered philous as clientes rather than 
amicos. Like liberti, clientes have obligation to a patronus, not a paterfamilias. 
Further the phrase 'for all things I have heard from my father I have made 
known unto you' suggests a pun of the kind beloved of antiquity to reflect 
the presumed etymology of the noun cliens from the archaic verb cluere - to 
hear, cognate with Greek kluein. 

If the paterfamilias - seruus pattern is accepted as influencing Jesus~ 
attitude to the disciples, certain consequences follow for the interpretation of 
the atonement texts. For instance, it is notorious that the Greek word diabolos 
has the original sense of the verb diaballein which means to accuse or calum
niate, but is also found in Papyrus Tebtunis 23.4 (saec.II A.D.) in the simple 
sense of accusing without malice. Now viewed in this way it is a very good 
rendering of the Latin word actor used by Gaius for "plaintiff' (e.g., 1.140). 
If we are to regard mankind as Jesus' familia acquired as part of peculium 
castrense then Jesus must bear noxal liability for injuries they may inflict on 
outside persons. As de Zulueta explains : 'If a son or slave had committed a 
delict, his paterfamilias could be sued by an action called noxal, giving him 
the choice between paying the damages and surrendering the delinquent 
( noxiam sarcire aut noxiae dedere). The action was not grounded on failure 
by the paterfamilias to keep his subordinate in order. It was immaterial 
whether or not the delinquent had been in his potestas when the offence was 
committed. He might at that time have been in someone else's potestas or 
sui iuris. The noxal action lay against his holder in potestate at the moment 
of litis contestatio' .n 

Now what particular delict could Satan allege against those who were 
won by Jesus? The answer is armed rebellion against their master Beelzebub, 
'the "ruler of the darkness of this world". The penalty for this crime as we 
see in the case of Spartacus' followers at the end of the first book of Appian's 

11. F . de Zulueta, op.cit, p.27. 
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Civil Wars, was public crucifixion of such rebellious slaves. No doubt it 
would be possible noxiam sarcire by paying Satan the full value of all the 
slaves, but presumably the peculium castrense was insufficient and he was 
unwilling to sell the slaves for the purpose. As Jesus refuses to pay he 
becomes liable to manus iniectio (Gaius, IV.21-5), private imprisonment by 
his creditor. The arrest occurs in the Garden of Gethsemane - 'this is your 
hour, and the power of darkness' (Luke, 22.53). Finally, under an obsolete 
provision of the twelve tables, he was executed by his creditor.12 Thereupon 
Jesus liberated his familia testamento - that is, by will. As he had paid the 
archaic death penalty in extinction of debt, this could not be contested as in 
fraud of creditors (Justinian, lnst.I.6.l.). The position of the slaves of Jesus 
is now made clear by de Zuleta: 'A heres necessarius was a slave of his own 
which the deceased had instituted heres by will. There were two requisites: 
(i) the institution had to be accompanied by an express manumission (Gaius, 
II, 186-7), and (ii), the slave must have been owned by the testator ex iure 
Quiritium at the time both of making the will and of dying; otherwise the 
manumission would be void ( Gaius, II.267) " 13 On this view the passage 
quoted earlier from John 15 shows the Last Supper as an occasion where 
the institution and manumission of the new heirs is entered into the testa
mentum. This act seems to take the form of the old testamentum in procinctu 
made by a soldier before his comrades on the eve of battle ( Gaius, II.1 0 1). 

Viewed from a legal standpoint the disciples are set free from depend
ance on Jesus and made inheritors of his imperium - the Holy Spirit -
on Good Friday. At the same time by his passio (suffering) in their stead 
rather than surrendering them he has liberated them from all claims on behalf 
of Satan. At Pentecost they enter into their inheritance. Thus the doctrine of 
vicarious sacrifice may well not be the capricious mercy of an irrational deity, 
but rather an adaptation of Roman legal usage to theological concepts. The 
Son of God must in fact choose either to suffer for his familia or else give 
them over the Devil their accuser. The Augustinian reasoning which justifies 
the helplessness . of man to restore his condition in his own strength may well 
be true and indeed inspired by the Holy Ghost as an answer to the Pelagians; 
but one may submit that the notion arose from the facts of Roman legal 
practice. In short, our Lord's reported acts and words in the Gospel narrative 
are entirely logical and comprehensible by Roman family law, and, despite 
centuries of conscientious and brilliant exegesis, in very few other ways. 

THE LORD'S PRAYER 

During the Empire the placing of incense on the altar of Rome and 
Augustus became a test of loyalty (Pliny Ep.X, 97). Here, instead of the State 
invocation of the Pater Patriae, the disciples are told to pray by invoking the 
Pater Caelestis (Matt. 6.9) . Exegesis of this prayer is complicated by the 
fact that Jesus sees Yahweh as a Pater Patriae figure in vv. 9-11 and as a 
paterfamilias figure in vv.ll-13 . In v.9 the Pater is 'en 'ouranois, not en 
Romaiois: and his name, like the Genius of Augustus, is to be hallowed. In 
v.lO we pray that his basileia or Imperium will be established on earth as it 

12. F. de Zulueta, op.cit, p.244. 
13. F. de Zulueta, op .cit, pp.l00-101. 
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already is in heaven. In v.ll the first clause requests Yahweh to supply free 
bread to his people just as Caesar supplies free corn to citizens of Rome. 
From this point on the prayer views Yahweh as a heavenly paterfamilias. In 
v.l2 'forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors' finds its proper com
mentary in the parable of Matthew 18.23-35, where the king forgives a slave 
of high rank a great debt but cancels the concession when he finds the bene
ficiary invoking manus iniectio against a lowly fellow-slave who owes him a 
small sum. if Yahweh has become a mere paterfamilias, this parable sug
gests that the familia is a domus augusta. 

The .Greek of the last petitions in v.13 is harder, but quite explicable. 
According to LSJ, peirasmos can mean trial, worry, or temptation. As for 
the root verb peiran, Aritophanes uses it of a person trying to seduce boys in 
Wasps v.1025. However the LSJ B II senses quoted from Homer and Hesoid 
suggest putting either strength or weapons to the test; while the phrase in 
Euripides (IT.v.967) implies a trial by ordeal for a murder charge like those 
employed with persons suspected of witchcraft in the Middle Ages. Thus 
'torture' may well be a reasonable sense here; and torture of slaves was a 
legal requirement before a court could heed their evidence. Here 'apo tou 
ponerou means 'from the evil one': the natural subjective view of slaves 
to another householder claiming noxal liability against them. What is more, 
this concern had a real basis in the Lex Aelia Sentia of 4 A.D. So, Gaius, !.13: 
'By the Lex Aelia Sentia it is provided that slaves who by way of punishment 
have been put in bonds by their masters or have been branded, or have been 
questioned under torture on account of some wrongdoing and have been found 
guilty of the same, also those who have been handed over to fight with men 
or beasts or who have been cast into gladiatorial school or into prison - that 
such slaves, if afterwards manumitted whether by the same or another master, 
shall become free men on the same status as peregrini dediticii . . . Slaves 
disgraced in the manner mentioned, by whatever method and at whatever age 
they are manumitted, and though they were in the full ownership of their 
masters, never become either Roman citizens or Latins.' In the same way, the 
successful claim of the Evil One against any slave of Yahweh for noxal liability 
would disappoint the victim of his hope of blessedness. It is of interest at this 
stage Jesus regards himself as filiusfamilias and his disciples as a simple 
peculium, and therefore as much in Yahweh's potestas as he is himself. No 
notion of viewing them as a peculium castrense has yet emerged. 

CONCLUSION 

Though it is unlikely that Jesus had a good grasp of Roman law and 
could read and speak fluent Latin, the number of instances adduced suggests 
there might be grounds for exploring the influence of Roman law, whether on 
him or on early Christian communities or on the Evangelists. 
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HUMANITY AND THE AFTER LIFE 

close is even more wide ranging and ambitious than the previous one, a 
determined effort to illuminate the present situation in human self
interpretation and to project a way for the future. Even a brief historical 
overview of disciplined and not so disciplined human self-interpretation is 
sufficient to show that the present constellation 'philosophical 
anthropology' is the result of specific transmissions and trajectories, and by 
no means to be regarded as something necessary. Nor does it, as presently 
constituted, have much of a future; or at least, for a variety of reason, it 
ought not to have such. The author then sets about developing an argument 
for a new, radically pluralist and 'conflictualist' approach, a genuine 
'reconstellation' of philosophical anthropology. He does this via and in 
response to an intensive dialogue ranging across happenings internationally 
not only in philosophy but also in sociology, psychology, human biology, 
critical legal studies and the critique of culture ... This reconstellation makes 
space, among other things, for the systematic exploration of alternative 
forms of human self-interpretation, including the kind of radically 'anti
mundane' transformative anthropologies to be found for example in various 
forms of mysticism. The paper concludes with some recommendations in 
respect of the relation between theology and the new philosophical 
anthropology. Theology is by no means irrelevant in the new schema and 
would be well advised to accept and maximize its social site. An advanced 
techno-scientific civilization has more, not less need of prophetic and 
utopian orientations, which theology may well provide. 

Such in brief was the varied feast that we participated in and which 
is in store for people who have before them a copy of these proceedings. 
The responsibility for the ideas and arguments in all the papers remains in 
the same place as the copyright, with the contributors themselves. On t11e 
other hand, we wish to express our thanks to all the contributors to this 
volume and for all who participated in our first conference. We only hope 
we have managed to do some justice to their work. 

* * * 

The Editors, on behalf of the S.C.D Philosophical Association, would like 
to express their thanks to St Paul National Seminary, Catholic Institute of 
Sydney (both member institutes of the S.C.D.}, and to the Council of the 
Sydney College of Divinity, for their fmancial support in this venture. 
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RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS AND THE BHAGAVADGITA 

Professor R.G. Tanner 

l11e perception of human destiny offered by Plato in the myth of Er found in 
Republic 613e-62ld has much in common with Hindu doctrines of 
reincarnation and Karma. The possibility of connexion between the 
philosophical systems of India and Greece has long been canvassed, 
especially regarding the era when the Achaemenid Empire embraced Greek 
Asia Minor as well as the Indian Punjab. Further, M.L. West has suggested 
also that both cultures may have been influenced by a dispersal of Persian 
Magi after the accession of Darius l. It is in this light that we shall discuss 
parallels between Plato and parts of the Bhagavadgita, especially 
Discourses ix-xii. In Discourse ix, Arjuna receives admonitions from 
Krishna an avatar of Vishnu, who has taken the form of his suta, a man of 
Brahman mother and Ksatriya father or vice-versa, who serves as charioteer 
and bard. The God is predicated of all beings - he is the reality of all. 
Starting atl7: 

17. I am the father of this universe, its mother, its upholder, its 
grandsire, its intelligible and purifying elements, its almighty 
word, and its Vedas, the Rik Saman, and Yajus. 
18. I am the way, husband, Lord, watcher, dwelling, shelter, 
friend, essence, destruction, foundation, accumulation, immortal 
seed. 
19. I give heat, I hold back and send forth rain, I am 
immortality, yes, and death too, Arjuna; I am both being and 
unbeing.2 

With tl1is we should compare the functions of the Form of Good 
which the enlightened man is able to discern as the parallel to our sun in the 
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upper world of insight (Republic 509b 6-10): "not merely, however. do I say 
this, that intelligibility is present in all things intelligible through the activity 
of the Good, but, moreover, that existence and substance are added to them 
all by the same agency, though the Good is not substance, but by power and 
age is surpassing all substance:·3 Again we may compare the choice of the 
soul facing reincarnation in Republic X with this same text of the 
Bhagavadgita: 

20. All these beings having revered me in sacrifices pray from 
me for a road to heaven, namely, the knowers of the three 
Vedas, the Soma drinkers, and those whose sins are purified. 
They having ascended to the bright world of the Gods and Indra 
will eat in heaven the divine food of the Gods. 
21. They then having enjoyed the spacious heaven world, with 
their bright quality now withered, enter the world of mortality. 
Having been stamped with the moral code of the three Vedas, 
still desiring desires they receive those goods that merely come 
and go without permanence. 

With this compare Republic X 61qb2-e5: "But to return, Er told us 
that the interpreter then spoke as follows: 'Even for the last comer, if he 
chooses wisely and lives strenuously, there is left a life with which we may 
be well content. Let him who chooses first look to his choice, and him who 
chooses last not despair.' When he had spoken, the man with the first lot 
came forward and chose the greatest tyranny he could find - in his folly and 
greed he chose it without examining it in full.. .. He was one of the souls 
who had come from heaven, having lived his previous life in a well
governed state but having owed his goodness to habit and custom and not to 
philosophy. And indeed, broadly speaking, the majority of those who were 
caught in this way came from heaven without the discipline of suffering, 
whilst those who came forth from earth had suffered themselves and seen 
others suffer and were not so hasty in their choice. For this reason and 
because of the luck of the draw there was a general change of good for evil 
and evil for good. Yet it is true also that anyone who, during his earthly life, 
faithfully seeks wisdom and whose lot does not fall among the last, may 
hope, if we may believe Er's tale, not only for happiness in this life but for a 
journey from this world to the next and back again that will not lie over the 
stony ground of the underworld but along the smooth road of heaven:·4 
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In comparing these two rather parallel concepts of a future life it 
becomes relevant to try to establish a relative dating. Though some scholars 
like Dummler have long wished to propose a date before 392 B.C. for a first 
draft of Republic I-II to allow it to have influenced Aristophanes' 
Ecclesiazusae, the truth is that the more bizarre features of the play might 
equally be due to a feminist philosophical debate otherwise unrecorded and 
prompted by the shortage of males after the Peloponnesian War, so that the 
dating subsequent to Plato's Sicilian tour (387 B.C.) seems easier to defend. 
We might perhaps agree with Sir Desmond Lee on 375 B.C., or perhaps 
eve~ followin~ Thesleff on a still later date5. However, it is scarcely 
poss1ble to fix 1t later than Plato's fmal Syracusan visit in 361 B.C. 

With the Bhagavadgita we find an even more intractable problem. 
It stands at present as a philosophical excursus in the body of the 
Mahabharata. Its view of the instrumental subordinate role of women in 
Discourse I contrasts sharply with that of earlier strands like the 
Nalopakhyanam, and thus suggests a later accretion6 - but its place in the 
present plot is quite significant in the Bharata epic. The actual formation of 
the final.form of the Mahabharata is a~ain widely disputed, some dating it 
to the thrrd century B.C., or even later. In such a situation, it seems more 
natural to assume a Bhagavadgita written for an earlier purpose and 
incorporated later into the fmal Mahabharata structure than a subsequent 
interpretation perhaps composed not more than a century before 
Samkaracarya, whose commentary dates from A.D. 804.8 

Let us now review the possible historical origin of a treatise 
insisting on the duty of slaying one's foe for public or natural good, 
provided it is done without malice or appetite. The Gita is a Samkhya-yogin 
apology for public life and warfare as sinless dharma if carried out without 
passion - done with sattva not raga. What era might have made this 
message urgent? 

Our available sources clearly suggest that the Maurya Empire of 
Chandragupta and Bindusara was firmly Hindu with a strong Saivan 
devotion evident.9 The conversion of Asoka the third ruler to Buddhism and 
his open propaganda for his new faith after 247 B.C. may well have 
disturbed his generals, courtiers and intellectuals, despite his tolerance and 
generosity to other faiths.lO The possibility that ahimsa might become an 
excuse in future for a total policy of defenceless pacifism throughout the 
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realm would readily provoke fear despite the king's personal conscientious 
energy and firm government right up to his death. This surely might provide 
a reason for a Vaishnavan riposte to the danger of doctrinaire ahimsa. In 
249 the Emperor dressed as a monk went on pilgrimage, though later he 
discarded the yellow robe.11 This seems the natural occasion for a Hindu 
intellectual to put the position espoused by the Bhagavadgita text. It is 
possible that the king's decision to return to secular duties may have been a 
direct response to the appeal of the Bhagavadgita. If so, the author 
doubtless saw his sovereign as the Arjuna-flgure behind that allegory and a 
reasonable date of composition would be 249-7 B.c.12 

Though at the time of his pilgrimage he had given up meat-eating 
and hunting and forbade slaughter of animals for the royal kitchen, and 
doubtless adhered to these rules for the rest of his life, this would not be 
inconsistent with his political activity as a ruler.l3 Seen in this light the 
pillar edicts of 242 B.C. may have been designed to reconcile both his 
Hindu and his Buddhist critics. Of particular interest are the following, in 
the Murti-Aiyanga version, especially Edict V/14: 

Edict VI: King Priyadarsin, the beloved of the gods, speaks thus: 
When I had been consecrated twelve years, the edicts on 
Dharma were caused to be inscribed by me, for the benefit and 
happiness of the people, so that they may grasp each item and 
thereby develop their Dharma in various respects. Thus I watch 
to see what makes for the welfare and happiness of the people; 
and I see what makes for the good of my relatives and to those 
who are far and near; and I see to whom what good could be 
done, and act accordingly. Similarly I watch over the good of all 
communities. 
Members of all religions have been reverenced by me with 
honours. But I consider my visiting people personally as a most 
important duty. This rescript on Dharma was caused to be 
inscribed by me when I had been consecrated twenty-six years. 
Edict V/115: King Priyadarsin the beloved of the gods says thus: 
The Dharrnamahamatras appointed by me are now engaged in 
looking after the welfare of the people and in doing kindly acts 
in many ways. They are also engaged among the hermits, the 
householders, and among all religionists. Some of these officer 
(Mahamatras) appointed instructed and sent by me are engaged 
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in looking after the affairs among the Samghas (Buddhist 
Religious Orders), among the Brahmanas, among the Ajivakas, 
among the Nirgranthas, and also among the various religionists. 
But my Dharmamahamatras are looking after the welfare of the 
charges entrusted individually to thier special care, and also of 
all others religionists generally. 

All in all the case that the Bhagavadgita was published first between the era 
of the Rock Edicts and that of the Pillar Edicts as part of a religious and 
constitutional debate may deserve some further attention. On Asoka's own 
showing above, the sixth Pillar Edict was fourteen years after his first Rock 
Edict. This interval allows scope for a considerable change of viewpoint. 
Do we have here evidence of a Ksatriya-Buddhist accomodation procured 
by the efforts of his ministers? Certainly the ghastly blood-bath of the 
Kalingan war must have suggested immediate parallels with the worst 
conflict of early Indian legendary history depicted in the Mahabharata, thus 
providing an easy and obvious parallel to be exploited by the anti-Buddist 
party at Patna. 

1. M.L. West, Early Greek Philosophy & the Orient, OUP, 1971, pp.203ff. 
2. My own translation, with an eye to that of Mrs. A. Besant 
3. My own version. 
4. Sir Desmond Lees version, Penguin, 1974, pp.453-4. 
5. Lee, op.cit. p.19. cf. W.K.C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy, (CUP 

vol.IV, 1975, pp.437. 
6. Esp. Nalopakhyanam, N .21 

"Then will I, before the presence of the guardians of the 
world 
Name thee, Lord of men, my husband, nor to thee may 
blame accrue" 

- Monier William's version 
cf. Bhagavadgita I, 40-42. 

41. Owing to the predominance of lawlessness, 0 Krishna, the women of 
the family become corrupt; women corrupted, 0 Varshneya, 
there ariseth caste-confusion. 

42. This confusion draggeth to hell the slayers of the family, and the family 
(itself); for their ancestors fall, deprived of rice balls and 
libations. 

43. By these caste-confusing misdeeds of the slayers of the family, the 
everlasting family customs, and the caste-customs, are 
abolished. 

7. E. Washburn Hopkins, Cambridge History of India, ed. E.J. Rapson, CUP, 
1921, p.233, cf. Vincent Smith, The Oxford History of India (3rd ed. rev. 
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Percival Spear) pp.56-60. For Bhagavadgita, R.C Zaehner (OUP, 1969) 
suggests fifth-second centuries BC (p.7): S. Radhakrishnan (Blackie 1974) 
proposes 5th century BC with later additions (p.l4). 

8. Smith, op.cit. p.219. 
9. But see Smith, op.cit. pp.98-9 for possible royal Jainism. 
10. See Pillar Edicts below. 
11. See Smith, op.cit. p.l24. 
12. Cf. Bhagavadgita. ll,5 suggesting a link with battle and meat eating, which 

Asoka had eschewed. Arjuna is speaking. 
Nobler in this world to eat from the beggar's bowl than to slay these most 

noble Gurus. Slaying these Gurus because they desire wealth, I 
should be an eater of blood-besprinkled feasts. (my own version) 

13. Smith, op.cit. p.l24-5. There he expresses puzzlement at the lack of any 
mention of foreign missions: 'I do not know why.' May one suggest that 
this internal political aim we suggest rendered this natural? 

14. Edicts of Asoka (Priyadarsin) text and translation by G. Srinivasa Murti & A.N. 
Krishna Aiyanger, Adyar, 1951, pp.l09-lll. 

15. Ibid., pp.ll7-119. 
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PLATO, ARISTOTLE, AQUINAS AND DANTE. 

E. G. Miller 

This paper includes an anthology of some relevant verse selected 
in order to follow our chosen theme, tracing concepts of the after-life from 
ancient Mesopotamia and Greece to the medieval Christian poet and 
philosopher Dante.l 

Five thousand years ago the ancient Mesopotamians recounted 
long narrative poems which contained myths concerned with the nether 
world. In one of these, Gilgamesh lets fall into the underworld two sacred 
objects given to him by Ishtar, the goddess of fertility and love, and his 
companion, Enkidu, volunteers to go down and retrieve them. In the 
underworld he behaves so badly that Ereshkigal, the queen of the 
underworld, commands that he should die. Then Gilgamesh, distraught at 
the loss of his friend, is granted! a temporary visit from Enkidu's ghost who 
tells him of the terrible conditions below and how vermin had devoured his 
body. This story irresistibly foll'eshadows the return of Patroclus' ghost in 
the /Iliad XXIII. G. S. Kirk concludes that "the main object of the myth is 
certainly to clarify the inexorable fate of the dead and the treatment meted 
out to various kinds of victims in the 'house of dust"'. Also of interest here 
is the 'penal' hell that predates both Plato and St Augustine by many 
centuries. In another 'underground' myth, Ishtar makes a puzzling visit 
there and the contrast of her 'fertility' against Ereshkigal ' s dead 'infertility' 
has caused scholars to interpret her visit as "an act of mediation between the 
earth and its parts, namely as a source of life and vegetation contrasted with 
its role as a recipient for the dead".2 

A millenium later, Homer's Odysseus questions the ghost of his 
dead mother, who tells him: 
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